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the publication of the
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:

,

first

edition nearly

new documentary

the war has continued to flow very freely. Dr. G.
h and Professor H. W. Temperley have pushed for-

energy their admirable collection of British

ith

nts, so that

the sixth volume carries the story of

jermr n relations through the failure of the

iL

i.i

in 1912.

'

st

closely
i'i'-

C-iristmas

chi ys covering the years 1908 to 1914.
'
'

Ip..

vr

:

lem

c,

i

Haldane

Austrian scholars took everyone by sur-

by presenting the world \ritli eight
packed volumes on Oesterreich-Ungams Aussen~
containing nearly 12,000 documents from their ar-

ori

pc

to the
)T

German Die Qrosse

the additional light that

This collection runs

Folitik,

it

and

is

and on Austro-Seubian relations

in general

of especial

throws on Balkan probin particu-

.The French Government has published three

lar

two

material on the

jf

(iri;.

wa.

the stream of

initial

v(.,“n£s of Documc7its Diplomatiques Franc^ais, a inonuseries which will eventually illuminate French for-

b

'

‘

same detail as has
German policy in the same period by Die

policy from 1871 to 1914 in the

eh;
I

one for

(rn'Sfic Folitik.

addition to these

appeared

many

official

publications there have, also

X^aluable private publications containing

impcjTLanf’new documents or based on unpublished

hand material.
Di Auswartige
'

first-

Dr. Bogitchevitch’s unofficial collection,
Folitik

lor the Serbian

Serbiem 1903-191/^, partly compenGovernment’s persistent failu’^e ta

follow the example of other states in disclosing fullv and
-

,

f

V
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Vi

frankly

tlieir

secret pre-war archives.

Interesting light

leading English personalities and their psychology

is

c

cor

tained in charminq; biographies, like Lord Newton’s Loi

Lansdowne, Mr. Harold Nicolson’s Lord Carnock (bette
known as Sir Arthur Nicolson), and in Lord Morley’s remarkable Memorandum on Resignation. In La Politique
Russe d’avant Guerre Baron Taubc has stated iiv no uncertain terms what he knew of Izvolski and certain episode:

The

in Russia’s pre-war policy.

been privileged

ume

to read the

present writer has alsc

advance pages of the

of Professor B. E. Schmitt’s scholarly

and

first vol-

detailed

:

i'

forthcoming work,. The Coming oj the Tfar, 1914.

These and many other recent publications of source
material, as well as innumerable secondary monographic
studies, can usefully be drawn upon to add an infinite

amount

of

new

main

detail to the story of the

'

'

outline of

which I have Died to give within the
compass of wo volumes. But I do not find that they so
essentially modify the chief thread of my narrative or my
the origins of the

j

,\var

’

general conclusions that

it is

necessary in a revised edition

to recast the whole form of the book.

I

have therefore

mainly confined the revision to rewriting several passages,
to calling attention in the footnotes to important new ma-

and to adding a few supplementary notes at the end
of the first volume. This has made possible the retention
of the paging of the first edition, which it is hoped will be
a convenience to students. Many of these revisions have
already been made in the Gennan and French editions.
Sidney B. Fat
Harvard University,
June 28, 1930.
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PREFACE
the World War suddenly set Europe aflame and
^American public opinion, soon under the influence of propa-

Wheit

ganda and war

prejudice,

began to denounce Germany and

Kaiser as being guilty of causing it, the present writer
Wused to join in the chorus. His historical sense told,
»m that in this present case, as in the past, no one country
\ no one man was solely, or probably even mainly, to
ime. A little study of the documents in the Blue, Yellow
j
ft Orange Books which were early issued by the English,
.-Jnch and Russian Governments quickly convinced him
that these documentary publications were by no means so
complete and reliable (though more so than the White
and Red Books, issued by Germany and Austria) that one
could safely base sound and final conclusions upon them,as seemed to be believed by the millions of men and
women who read such facile and superficial arguments as
those of Mr. James M. Beck, and others who followed his
Therefore the present writer during the War recue.
mained silent, except for his discussions of the subject in
college class rooms.
When, however, the new socialist governments of Germany and Austria published in 1919 a very complete collection of documents from the secret archives relating to
the diplomatic crisis of July, 1914, this seemed to provide
material for reaching at last some tentative opinion about
the immediate causes of the War. These the present writer
ventured to express in “New Light on the Origins of the
War" published in the Amarican Historical Review in
'the

..

vfi

I

PREFACE

viii

This called to the attention of scholars in this
country the desirability of reconsidering opinions formed
during the h6at of the battle as to the immediate responsibility of causing it.
With the publication of more documents, especially from the Russian sources, and with the
refusal of the French and British Governments to issue
any such convincingly complete documentary record of
their conduct in July, 1914, there soon arose a group of
writers who demanded a “revision” of that clause in the
Treaty of Versailles declaring that Germany and her alliesj
were solely responsible. With some of these writers—
especially with some of the anti-Poincare revisionists ire;
France the pendulum of opinion has been in danger
swinging nearly as far away from the golden mean of h^'
torical truth as in the case of those who formerly follow®,
in the propagandist path of Mr. Beck.
The present writer is no more inclined to accept the arguments of the former than of the latter. In the pages which
follow he has no political motive, either to justify the
Treaty of Versailles or to demand its revision but simply
to carry out what a great master has defined as the proper
1920-1921.

—

task of the historian

He

®

—

to tell

how

it really

came about.

has written, he hopes, sine ira ac studio. If he has made
infrequent citations from the mass of controversial literature which has grown up in regard to the origin of the
war, this is not because he has not read a very considerable
part of it, but .because he wishes to avoid controversy and
reach his conclusions as far as possible from documentary
evidence. The mass of documentary and autobiographical
material is now so great that it affords either of two
possibilities.
On the one hand, a writer by centering
attention on the acts of any one man or country, and
by picking out passages in the documents to support his
contention, can easily make a seemingly convincing argument for the uninitiated, that this or that man or country

I

BEFORE SARAJEVO
UNDERLYING CAUSES OP THE WAR

'
.

THE ORIGINS OF THE WORLD
CHAPTEE

WAR

1

INTRODUCTION
The

Greek historian Thucydides, in his history of that
when Spartan militarism triumphed over Athenian democracy, makes the distinction between the more remote or underlying, and the
immediate, causes of war. \ It is the distinction between the
gradual accumulation of inflammable material which has
been heaped up through a long period of years and the
final spark which starts the conflagration.
The distinction
is a good one. I It is equally applicable to the World War.
Failure to obseWe it has often led to confusion of thought
in regard to responsibility for the War, since responsibility
catastrophe to ancient civilization

always coincide with reimmediate causes.^ One country may for
years have been much to blame for creating a general situation dangerous to peace, but may have had relatively little
to do with the final outbreak of war or vice versa.
The question of the causes of the War may be said to
have passed through three phases during the past dozen
years, each phase being, determined to some extent by the
material available for judging the question. During the
first two phases the discussion centered largely around the
question of the immediate causes, that is, the rapid train
of events from the assassination of the Austrian Archduke
at Sarajevo on June 28, to the outbreak of war between
Germany and England on August 4. In the third phas^
for the underlying causes does not

sponsibility for the

—

1
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huwover, scholars have begun to explore more fully and
War. In each of these

justly the remoter causes of the

phases there has been a change in the angle from which the
question has been approached. At first, during the War,
writers sought to fix the “guilt” for having caused this unparalleled “crime” upon a few single individuals chiefly
the Kaiser, the Pan-Germanists, and the Austrian and

—

Then, with the publication of more
militarists.
complete documents which began in 1919, it was seen that
the Entente thesis of the sole responsibility of Germany
and her allies was no longer tenable, and writers who demanded a “revision” of the Treaty of Versailles tended to
go to the other extreme of fixing the "guilt” upon Entente
leaders ^MM. Izvolski, Poincare, Sazonov, and even upon
Sir Edward Grey.
Finally, with the growing realization
that all the Powers were more or less responsible, and with
the increased attention which came to be given to the under-

German

—

lying causes of the War, more judiciously and historically
minded persons were less inclined to accept the easy solution
of explaming the War on the scapegoat or personal devil

—that

theory

is,

of the “guilt” of this or that individual.^

They fell back on the truer explanation that the War was
caused by the system of international anarchy involved in
alliances, armaments, and secret diplomacy.®
But, after
all,

the “system” was worked by individuals

acts built

it

up and caused

discussion of the future,

to explain the political,

;

their personal

In the
be the work of the historian
economic, and psychological mo-

it

it

to explode in 1914.

will

which caused these individuals to act as they did. He
will also cease to talk about “war guilt,” since no person in
authority was guilty of deliberately working to bring about
tives

1 Cj. M. .H. Cochran, “New Phase of War Guilt Controversy,” in
Current History, XXVI, 71-76, April, 1927.
2 Mr. G. Lowes Dickinson gives a scholarly, effective, and charmingly
written exposition of this view:
The International Anarchy,. 190^-1914,

London,

im.
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will still continue to die*

cuss the "responsibility” which each statesman must bear
for acts

'/.

hich ultimately contributed to the catastrophe.®

For this reason the present writer has always preferred the
term “war responsibility” to “war guilt.” The German
phrase, Kriegsschuldfrage, is open to either interpretation.
Let us now look briefly at the various phases through
which the discussion has passed, as determined to some extent by the material upon wliich it has been based.

/ iJ THE DISCUSSION OF “RESPONSIBILITY,” 1914-1919
Iluring the

War and

the Versailles Peace Conference* the

discussion concerning responsibility for the immediate out-

break of

tlie

War, so

far as it rested

on anything more than

national prejudice, war hatred, and deliberate propagandist
misrepresentation, was based on the public statements of

leading officials, and on the collections of diplomatic documents published by each government soon after July, 1914.
The first of these was the “Prelhninary Memoir and Documents Concerning the Outbreak of War,” commonly known
as the German White Book. It w^as laid before the Reichstag on August 3, having befcn, in the words of the German
Chancellor,

“put'

whelming events.”

together under the pressure
Its

of

over-

purpose was to prove to the German

people that Germany was fighting a war of self-defense
against Russian aggression. It was a plausible statement.
It was supported by 27 telegTams and letters which were
neatly fitted into the argument, but were not given in their
proper chronological sequence. To the German people, to

whom the book

was primarily addressed, the argument was

8 Cf. G. P. Gooch, Recent Revelations of European Diplomacy
(London, 1927), pp. 206-214. This volume, which he describes as “a
coeuserie, not a bibliography”, is an admirably fainninded and well informed
summary review of some three hundred of the most in)portant documentary publications and other first-hand material appearing since the
outbreak of the War and dealing with the period ISOO-lUfl.
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convincing.

They went through the War, honestly

believ-

ing that they were fighting a war of self-defense 'forced upon
-them by Russia. Outside of Germany, however, the White

Book made the worst possible impression. It was quickly
noted that among the 27 telegrams there was not a single
despatch between Berlin and Vienna; and yet everyone
knew that during the July crisis there must have been a very
active interchange of telegrams between the

Powers.

Germany had

two Central

asserted that she tried to exert

pressure upon Austria to accept negotiations to preserve

was not a document in the White Book to
prove the assertion. People naturally concluded that Germany did not dare to publish the truth. They distrusted
the specious argument by which the German Chancellor
persuaded the Reichstag to vote the war credits. In fact,
the White Book, instead of convincing persons outside
peace, but there

Germany of her innocence, had exactly the opposite effect.
As we now know, however, (^e German White Book contained a great deal of truth, but not the whole trutl^ One
reason for the inclusion of so few documents was the physia few hours the great
which had been exchanged during the
preceding weeks. Even could they have been published in
time to be laid before the Reichstag, it would have been
impossible to read and digest their contents in a short time.
The Chancellor evidently had to make a selection, and he
selected those few letters and telegrams which were of
greatest significance and which supported his arguments.
He also omitted so far as possible matters which would
have offended England and France, with whom Germany
was still at peace at the time the White Book was compiled
a fact often overlooked in judging it later.*
In contrast to the German White Book was the British
cal impossibility of printing within

mass

of telegrams

—

* Cf. A. Bach, "Das crate
deutsche
^chuldfrage. III, 76^776, Nov., 1925.

Weissbuch,”

in.

Die Kriege-
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Blue Book, which was laid before Parliament on August 6,
1914. This contained 159 documents.® They were arranged

and left to tell their own story.
Compared with the German publication, the British book
seemed to be fairly co mplete, candid and convincing. At
first sight it a^eared tEafi airHoiSments^f any importance were included. They gave the impression .that Sir
Edward Grey had striven honestly for the preservation of
in strict chronological order

peace, but that he had been thwarted in his efforts by Germany’s rejection of all peace proposals, and by Austria’a
precipitate action against Serbia. Outside Germany, therefore, a host of writers hastily jumped to the conclusion that
Germany and Austria had deliberately plotted the War and
were solely responsible for it. This conclusion was strengthened by the documentary publications put forth by the
other Governments. in the following months.
A Russian Orange Book, published August 7, with 79
documents emphasized Russia’s efforts for peace. By falsification and suppression of documents (as we now know)
it concealed the trutli about Russia’s mobilization and
placed the war guilt on the Central Powers. In October, a
Belgian Gray Book, with 79 numbers, gave the details of
Germany’s flagrant violation of international law in disThe Serbian Blue
regarding the neutrality of Belgium.
Book o.f November IS, 1914, recounted in 52 documents
what this little country had had to suffer at the hands oi
Austrian oppression. It gave no hint of Serbia’s guilty
responsibility for the Sarajevo assassination which has recently been revealed. On the contrary, it asserted Serbia’s
innocence and regret. It pointed out the criminal deceit by
which the Austrian Government at first assured Europe of
its moderation, then suddenly issued an ultimatum imposs Two other documents, Nos. 160 and 161, were added in a latei
edition.

C/., B.D., pp. vi-xiii.

Further bibliographical details concerning

and the other documentary publications, meutionpd below, may be
found in the list of abbreviations above.
this,
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sible of acceptance,

inevitable

by

Finally, on

and

finally

made a general

conflagration

war on Serbia.
December 1, 1914, the French Government,

declaring

a collection of documents,
published its Yellow Book. This differed from the collections hitherto published in that it contained a selection of
alleged telegrams dating back several months prior to the
Archduke’s murder. These set forth all Germany’s bellicose tendencies and military preparations, and easily
convinced readers, who had been hearing exaggerated
stories of German atrocities in Belgium and France, that
William II “had come to think that war with France was
inevitable,” and “believed in the crushing superiority of
the German army and in its certain success.” The rest of
the French Yellow Book, like the English Blue Book, appeared to be a fairly complete, candid, and convincing set
of documents chronologically arranged; they are full of
suspicions of German and Austrian duplicity and warlike
intentions, in contrast to assertions of French desire for
peace, as evidenced, for instance, by the order for the withdrawal of French troops ten kilometres behind the frontier.
It was not till many years later that it became evident that
the French Yellow Book was neither so complete nor candid
after all, since some important telegrams had been suppressed altogether and others had been altered.®
An Austrian Red Book, published on February 3, 1915,
as a reply to the Serbian Blue Book, contained 69 documents, but the most important of these had already appeared in the daily press, and the remainder threw but little
light on the secret relations between Berlin and Vienna in
connection with Austria’s ultimatum to Serbia and the
after

ample time

for compiling

9 The most complete and severe criticism of it is by G. Demartial,
L'Svangile du Quai D’Orsay, Paris, 1926.
The German edition, Daa
jramosische Gelbbuch von 1914, Berlin, 1926, prints conveniently such
French documents as have been made public since 1914, and contains val
uable footnotes on others.
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The Atistrian Red Book

evi-

dently had suppressed a large number of essential documents. By persons outside Austria and Germany, therefore,

was generally thought to be as unreliable and selfGerman White Book itself.
As the life and death struggle of the nations went on
from JQonth to month and became ever more grim and
bitter, war hatred, national prejudice, and poisonous propaganda wrought such devastating results that few persons
cared, or were able, to study carefully and critically even
such documentary evidence as was now at hand. Leading
officials in all countries had made war speeches asserting
the iiuioeence of their own acts, and throwing the responsibility upon the enemy.
The result was that, at the close
of the War, a “Commission on the Responsibility of the
Authors of the War,” presided over by Mr. Lansing, solemnly reported to the Peace Conference;
it

incriminatory as the

The War was premeditated by
gether with their

allies,

the Central Powers toTurkey and Bulgaria, and was the

result of acts deliberately

committed in order

to

make

it

unavoidable. Germany, in agreement with Austria-Hungary,
deliberately worked to defeat all the many conciliatory
proposals made by the Entente Powers.

In the deliberations of this Commission, as one of

members, Mr.

J.

its

B. Scott, tardily recognized five years later,

“Unfortunately no Germans were allowed to take part.” A
German delegation, to be sure, was officially allow'ed to
present a German White Book Concerning the Responsibility of the Authors of the War,'' drawn up by Professor
Hans Delbriick, the well-known historian. Professor Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Count Montgelas, and Dr. Max Weber.
Deutsches Weissbuck iiber die Verantwort1 Deutschland schuldigt
Hchkeit der Urheber des Krieges, Berlin, 1919. (Eng. trans. published by
the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. 19241.
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document whose importance can neithw
be overlooked nor minimized,” as Mr. Scott correctly observes in the English translation published by the Carnegie
“It

an

is

oflScial

Endowment for International Peace in 1924. It contained
valuable new evidence tending to prove that the accusation
formulated by the Commission was historically incorrect,

and morally

unjustifiable.

In spite of this, the Commission
it, and Germany was forced

paid virtually no attention to

to accept the dictum of the victors
Treaty of Versailles:

The

many

Allied and Associated

in Article

Governments

231 of the

afiSrm,

and Ger-

Germany and her allies
and damage to which the Allied

accepts, the responsibility of

for causing

all

the loss

and Associated Governments and

their nationals

have been

subjected as a consequence of the war imposed upon them
by the aggression of Germany and her allies.

2.

THE
(a)

mSCTTSSION OP “RESPONSIBILITY” AFTER 1919

New Documents on

the Immediate Causes

A second nhase of the question

of the immediate causes
began with the oublication of the Kautsky
Documents. These, and other new documents and memoirs
to be mentioned below, made it clear that Germany had not
plotted or wanted a European war. Scholars in all countries gradually came to agree that, though Germany was
responsible for having at first foolishly encouraged Austria
to take action against Serbia, Germany supposed (wrongly,
as it turned out) that the conflict could be “localized”; but
w'hen it began to appear that “localization” was doubtful
and that Russia might intervene, Germany tried to restrain
Austria and made genuine efforts to prevent the AustroSerbian conflict from developing into a World War. What
are these new documents and memoirs upon which thia r&vised view rests?
of the

War
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The Kautsky Documents,^ published in December. 1919,
were a consequence of the German revolution at the close
of the War. The new German republic made the veteran
Socialist leader, Karl Kautsky, Assistant Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs. He was authorized to edit all the documents in the German Foreign Office which might throw
light on the origins of the World War. He and his assistants
carefully copied, arranged, and annotated a mass of papers
in eighteen volumes in the archives containing the diplomatic correspondence during the July crisis of 1914. In
contrast with the meager German While Book of 1914, with
its 27 documents, tlie Kaut.sky publication comprises 1123
documents, of which 937 are given in extenso and the remainder in a sufficiently full summary. The letters and
telegrams are arranged in strict chronological order, and
allowed to speak for themselves. The editors have merely
added convenient cross references, indexes, and data as to
the exact day, hour and minute when each despatch was
sent and received.

This- extraordinarily precise

and ‘unpre-

cedentedly complete compilation, containing detailed in-

formation which was unfortunately lacking in documentary
publications issued early in the War, now made it possible
to determine with considerable

German

official

nicetj’-

knew when he took any

just

how much a

action.

It enabled

time to judge with knowledge and fairness
and the ability of the men
guiding the German ship of state in 1914, It laid the basis
for the beginning of a scholarly study of the immediate
responsibility for the War. It showed scholars that during

one for the

first

of the motives, the honesty,

the

critical

days before the War, Germany had made real
it, but that she had been guilty of blunders

efforts to avert

Die deutschen Dokumente zum Kriegsausbnich, ed. by Karl Kautsky,
Montgelas and Prof. Walter Schucking, 4 vols.. Charlottenbiirg,
Eng. ed., Outbreak of the World War,
1919, new enlarged edition, 1927
Qerman Documents Collected by Karl Kautsky, New York, 1924 (Came*
8

Graf

Max

;

gie

Endowment

for International Peace).
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mistakes in judgment which contributed to set fire td
the inflammable material heaped up in the course of yeara
It showed, moreover, that the notion that Germany had
anti

World War was a pure myth.
In Vienna, Dr. Roderick Gooss did for the Austrian
Foreign Office what Kautsky had done for the German. In
contrast with the 69 documents of the original Austrian Rea
Book, Dr. Gooss’s three-volume Austriari Red Book of
deliberately plotted the

1919,^ contained 352 documents.

They

revealed the reck-

diplomacy by which Austria dragged Germany into a
World War which Austria did not want, but which she was
willing to risk in her detennination to put an end to the
danger which menaced her from the side of Serbia.
In Moscow the Bolshevists had already taken advantage
of their advent to power to publish in their newspaper,
Pravda, in the winter of 1917-1918, a series of secret treaties
and other papers which revealed the imperialist and militarist aims of the fallen Tsarist regime between 1881 and
1917.^^ To these the Soviet Government added in 1922 a
massive and invaluable collection of Materials for the History of Franco-Russian Relations from 1910 to 1914- This
contained, among other things, the complete exchange of
telegrams between the Russian Foreign Office and the
Russian Embassy in Paris between July 24 and August 2,
1914.^‘
Baron von Romberg took this series of telegrams
and printed them in conjunction with the telegrams between
Paris and St. Petersburg which had appeared in the Russian
Orange Book of 1914. By usihg red ink for the former and
black ink for the latter, his Falsifications of the Russian
less

8 Diplomcdiache Aktejulwke tur Yorgeschiehte des Rriegea 1914,:
Ergamungen und Nachlrage zum Osterreichisch-Ungarischen Rotbueh,

3

Vienna, 1919 (Eng. trans. 1920).
Rearranged and translated, in Dohwmenle aus den russischen
Geheimarchiven soweil aie his zum Juli 1918 eingegangen sind, Berlin, 191S
>1 Mnterialy po IstorU Franko-RtuskiMi
Otnoahenii za 1910-1914,
Moskva, 1022, pp. 513-626.
vols.,

10
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gave striking proof of the deceptions by
Orange Book
which the Russian Government had sought in 1914 to hide
Not only had it completely
its responsibility for the War.
suppressed half of the telegrams actually exchanged between Paris and St. Petersburg, including some of great
importance, but, even in the telegrams which were published, important passages were omitted, and in some cases
deliberately forged words were added. These Russian revelations began to shake the confidence of scholars in the completeness and reliability of the other Entente documentary
publications which had l>een accepted outside the^Central
Powers as good evidence of Entente innocence and German
guilt.

The incompleteness and unreliability of the Tsarist
Russian Orange Book was further evidenced in ^22 by the
publication in the Bolslievist historical journal, Red Archives,
of all the despatches exchanged between St. Petersburg and the Russian Embassy in Berlin during July, 1914.
Accompanying these is a long memoir which Bronevski, the
Russian Charge d’ Affaires at Berlin, wrote immediately
upon his return to Russia at the outbreak of War, in which
he recounted in detail the events of his last days in Berlin.
In 1923 Baron Schilling’s Diary of the Former Ministry
Foreign
Affairs, which had lain hidden away in a cupof
board, was discovered and published by the Bolshevists.^*
It gave a new and vivid account of the doings and conversations of the Russian Foreign Minister, M. Sazonov, between July 16 and August 1, 1914. The diary is especially
valuable because Schilling was M. Sazonov’s confidential
assistant (Chef de Cabinet) at the Foreign Oflice, and sumDer
and

1* G. von Romberg, Die Fdlachungen des rvssischen Orangebuchea,
toahre Telegrammwechael Paria-Peleraburg bei Kriegsavsbruch, Berlin
Leipzig, 1922 (Eng. trans., 1923).
^^Krasnyi Arkhiv, I, 163 S.
i4“Nachalo Voiny 1914: Podennaia Zapis b. Ministerstva InoaU

TBJiBykh Del,” in Krasnyt' Arkhiv, IV, 1-62;

jf
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marized on the spot conversations which his chief reported
to him, but of which no other Russian record exists. Baron
Schilling also pasted mto the diary the text or summaries
of important telegrams which passed in and out of the
Foreign OflSce, but which were suppressed from the Russian
Orange Book, and had hitherto remained unknown. In the
introduction to Major Bridge’s English translation of the
diary, Baron Schilling, who has been living in London, confirms its authenticity and high historical importance, and
gives interesting details of the manner in which it was
composed.’®

From these various Bolshevist publications we now have
a fairly complete record of the Russian diplomatic correspondence for the July crisis. It consists of more than 200
telegrams, instead of the misleading and partly falsified 79
documents in the Russian Orange Book of 1914-^^
Some Entente sympathizers, like Grelling, Romieu, and
Ex-President Pomcare, have sought to throw suspicion and
doubt on the honesty and reliability of these new revelations
from the German, Austrian and Russian archives.” This is
15 Major W. Cyprian Bridge, How Ihe War Bogan in 1914, Being
the Diary of the liussian Foreign Office (London, 1925), pp. 11-17; cited
hereafter as “Schilling’s Diarj'," but the present writer does not always
follow the wording of the English translation which is sometimes inaccurate; for instance telegrams Nos. 150-1-1509 (p. 36’f.) belong under July
‘‘26’’ instead of “25.”
16 A convenient German edition of them has been published by A.
von Wegerer, Das Russische Orangebuch von 1014, Berlin, 1925. There
appear to be still lacking some of the despatches exchanged by the
Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs with Russia’s representatives in
London, Vienna and the Balkan States; for his despatches to his representatives in Turkey, Bulgaria, Rumania, and Italy from July, 1914,
until the entrance of these states into the war, see Daa Russische Orangebuch ueber den Kriegsausbruch mil der Tiirkei, ed. F. Stieve (Berlin,
and Das Zaristische Rvssland im Weltkriege, ed. M. Pokrovski
1926)
;

(Berlin, 1927).
11 R. Grelling,

La Campagne “Innocenlisle" en Allemagne et le Traite
J. Romieu, The Bolshevist Publications and
Paris, 1922; R. ^Poincare, “The Responsibility for the War”

de Versailles, Paris, 1925;

French Policy,

in Foreign Affairs (N.Y.), October, 1825, pp. 10-11; .Au, service de
France, 1, 186f., 308, 310, 360. 374; H, 336; HI. 92ff.
oi
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new documents have led scholars to believe
Germany
was much less responsible, and that Russia
that
and France were much more to blame, than was at first supposed. But no one has ever satisfactorily proved that the
documents just described are in any way fictitious or falsified. On the contrary, all the new material fits together like
because these

a mosaic, and one part confirms another. Furthermore, one
of the best reasons for believing that these documents are
genuine and fairly complete, and that the Socialist editors

have made no effort to exculpate Germany, Austria, and
Russia, is to be found in the fact that the editors have
each tried to place the war guilt upon his own former government. It is curious to see how they have written pamphlets, based on the documents in their own archives, tending to prove that their own former imperialist rulers were
According to
mainly to blame for the World War.^®
Kautsky, Germany deliberately and willingly pushed a
hesitating Austria into action against Serbia and so into a
World War. According to Gooss, the unsuspecting Emperor
William was the sacrificial lamb offered up on the altar of
Berchtold’s reckless perfidy and obstinacy. While according to Pokrovski, the Director of the Archives in Soviet

Russia

War

—who

is

much

nearer the truth

—the causes of the

are to be found in the century-old Russian imperialist

ambition for the control of Constantinople, the infiuence
of

Grand Dukes and

militarists, the desire of Izvolski for

revenge on Austria, and the support to these malign influences which the Tsarist regime felt encouraged to expect
from the capitalist governments of France and England.

While the historian

may

take such partisan conceptions

18 K. Eautsky, Wie der Weltkrieff entstand, Berlin, 1919; R. Gooss
Das Wiener Kabinelt und die Entstehvng dea Weltkrieges, Wien; 1919;
M. N. Pokrovski, Drei Konjeremen, Hamburg, 1920; and Pokrovski’s
articles in various Russian periodicals which are summarized by A. von
Wegerer, “Aus Russischen Quellen.”' in Die Kriegsschvld!''age, III. 159-177,

March,

192.5
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salt, he may at least be sure that none of
these editors have consciously suppressed documents which

with a grain of

would incriminate their former rulers, or have concocted
material which would exculpate them.
On the basis of this new documentary evidence, no
serious historians any longer accept the dictum of the Allied
victors of 1919 that Germany and her allies were solely
responsible.

They

a divided one; they

are all agreed that the responsibility is
differ

merely as to the relative responsi-

each of the Great Powers. Some writers, indeed,
not alone in Germany but in other countries, especially in
France,^® have been inclined to push the pendulum to the
bility of

For various reasons, they tend to relieve
and
Austria
of a large part of the responsibility,
Germany
and place an increasing amount of the blame upon Russia,
Serbia, France, and even England. One reason for this is
that Serbia and Prance have never made the same complete
and frank publication of archive material as Germany
Austria and Russia; and England did not do so until December 1, 1926.
Finally, however, the British Government, realizing the
undesirability of preserving further silence, and yielding to
other extreme.

the request of distinguished historians, has at last, after a
dozen years, issued an admirable collection of all its diplomatic documents relating to the July crisis of 1914.®® It
19 E.g., Pevet, Demartial, Dupin, Morhardt, Victor Margiieritte,
Lazare, and others; and in America, Judge Bausman, Mr. J. S. Ewart,
and Mr. H. E. Barnes.
so Foreign Office Documents, June Z8lh-Augusl ^th,
19H, collected
and arranged with introduction and notes by J. W. Headlam-Morley,
London, 1926 (forming vol. XI of British Documents on the Origins of
the War, 1898-1914, edited by G. P Gooch and Harold Temperley). Among
the numerous criticisms and review of these .British Documents the
following are especially noteworthy:
H. Lutz, Lord Grey und der
Weltkrieg (Berlin, 1927), pp. 171-261, 346-408 (Eng. trans., 1998); Count
Montgelas, in KSF, 97-140, 443-448 (Feb.-Mar., 1927) ; Count Montgelas,
British Foreign Policy under Sir Edward Grey (N. Y., 1928) ; H. Delbriick, in Zeitschrift f. Politik, XVI, 561-570 (May, 1927)
H. E. Barnes,
in (N. YJ Nation, CXXV, 161-163 (Aug. 17, 1927); B. E. Schmitt, in
;

/
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some 500 new documents and many important
passages which were omitted from the British Blue Book
of 1914. These suppressed passages relate largely to Engcontains

and Russia, who were soon to
become her allies, and show the close solidarity of the Triple
land’s relations with France

The

Entente Powers.

Edward Grey,

addition of private letters of Sir

Arthur Nicolson, and Sir Eyre Crowe, of
the British Foreign Office, and their marginal “minutes”
upon the documents, enables one to trace with the same
accuracy the development of events in London, as was
made possible by the Kautsky Documents for Germany.
Sir

(6)

MEMOIRS AND RECOLLECTIONS

In addition to these diplomatic documents, there has

come a

memoirs and pamphlets from the
played a prominent part in 1914. Some of these
deal only with the diplomatic crisis immediately preceding
the War; most of them also reach back and touch upon the
remoter underlying causes as well. As was to be expected,
the stream began to flow from the defeated side. After the
German collapse of 1918, just as after the French debacle
\A 1871, the ex-Kaiser’s former officials sought to throw the
flood of apologetic

men who

!

I

blame for the War on the late enemy or upon fellow officials.
Austrian leaders soon followed German example. And more
recently the stream has been swollen by Russians in exile,
Frenchmen on the defensive, injudicious Serbians, and even
by hitherto reticent Englishmen. A full account of this
autobiographical material may be found in Mr. G. P.
Gooch’s Recent Revelations of European Diplomacy, pubished in 1927, with Supplements, 1928-29. A few of the
more important names may be mentioned at this point.
Current History, XXV, 844-851 (Mar. 1927); and other American .scholais
in The Saturday Review of Lileratvre, III, 729 f., 750 f., 781 f. (April 16-30.
1927). Vols. I-VI of these British Documents, covering the years 1898 to
1912 in port, and the new Documents Diplomatigues Francois (3 viols.,
Paris, 1929-30) will form, when completed, together with tte new Austrian
Documents (9 vols., 1930), invaluable uounteiparts to Die Grosse Politik

mentioned below in notes 63'64.
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mandj reflects his consternation at England’s entrance into
the War, and his despair at the Kaiser’s delay .in deciding
for War, which the German militarists believed “inevitable,”
but which Bethmann and the Kaiser hoped to avert.
The Austrians, and with very good reason, have made
Count
relatively little effort to exculpate themselves.
Berchtold, who more than anyone else was responsible for
the World War, has long kept silent, except for a few short
and tardy exculpatory articles, but his memoirs are now announced for early publication. Count Czernin, Austrian
Minister to Rumania in 1914, and Austrian Foreign Minister during the War, wrote an interesting volume. In the
World Tl’ar.-® Though dealing mainly with diplomacy
during the War, he gave an excellent picture of the Archduke Franz Ferdinand’s character and views, and expressed
the opinion that the German Ambassador at Vienna,
Tschirschky, used his personal influence to encourage
Austria in her action against Serbia. Dr. Fraknoi
has

Count Tisza’s initial opposition to an
Austrian war against Serbia, not explaining altogether satis-

told us something of

factorily

why

the powerful Hungarian Premier changed his

attitude in the middle of July, 1914.

Count Tisza

himself,

might have been able to tell the truth feara bloody grave, assassinated on his own
doorstep at the close of the War; his lips were sealed forever, and the recent edition of his papers by the Hungarian
Academy contains virtually nothing on the immediate
causes of the War. Baron Musulin, who drew up the text
of the Austrian ultimatum to Serbia, has published a delightful volume covering the experiences of his diplomatic
life and his activity at the Austrian Foreign Office.®^
He

had he
lessly,

lived,

but he

29 Oltokar

lies in

Czemin,

Im

Wellkriege, Berlin and Vienna, 1919

(Eng.

(rans., 1919).

30 W. Fraknoi, Die ungarische Regierung und die Entstehung
Wellkriegea, Vienna, 1919.
31 Freiherr von Musulin, Dos ffaua
BaUfkdt, Munich, 1921

am
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is convincing everywhere except precisely in those chapters
whidi deal with his share in the events which precipitated
the World War. Here he minimizes his own share of req>onsibility, and his narrative, perhaps through faulty
memory, is often contradicted by the contemporary records.
Count Bilinski, whc^ position as Austro-Hungarian
joint Finance Minister from 1912 to 1914 gave him direct
charge of the civil administration of Bosnia and Herzegovina, has much to say in his Polish Recollections and DocVf

concerning his efforts to ameliorate conditions in
these troubled and restless provinces. But concerning the
preparations of the Archduke’s journey thither, and the
lack of police precautions at Sarajevo, the alleged “warnmerits

ing” from Serbia, and the preparation of the ultimatum,
he tells less than one might have hoped. These were tragic

connection with which he has been severely
criticized, and over which in later years he preferred to draw
the veil of silence. A Galician Pole by birth, he joined the

matters

iii

Polish cause during the War, and

is

often regarded as

traitor to his former fatherland, which-

a

—he

in retrospect

holds largely responsible for the War. More generous in
tone and more readable in form is the volume by his prede-

Count Burian, Austria
Count Burian, who also became Austrian
Foreign Minister during the War. makes no effort to drift
the blame for the War to other shoulders, but gives an
admirable accoimt of the desperate situation in which

cessor as Joint Finance Minister,

in Dissolution.^*

Austria-Hungary found

herself,

because of the growing

restlessness of her subject nationalities.

The only Austrian

diplomatic representatives abroad in

Count Czemin, who have left memoirs of imBaron Szilassy at Athens and Baron Giesl
were
portance,
1914, beside
32

Leon

Bilinaki,

Wspomnienia

i

Dokwnenty,

1846-19SS, 2 vola.,

War-

saw, 1924-1925.

im

33 Stephan Graf Burian, Drei Jahre au* der Zeit meiner Amisjuhnmi;
Kriege, Berlin, 1923 (Eng. trans., 1936).
'
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at Belgrade.

A broad-minded and intelligent Mi^ar, with

French and English sympathies, whose horizon had been
further enlarged in subordinate diplomatic positions in

Tokio,

St.

Petersburg,

Constantinople

and

elsewhere,

Szilassy gives the impression in his Fall of the

Danuhum

that the appointment of Count Berchtold as
Monarchy
Austrian Foreign Minister was a colossal blunder ^it gave
minor officials in the Foreign Office, and militarists in the
General Staff, the chance to seize upon the Archduke’s assassination as the pretext for the “inevitable” war with
Serbia. Baron Giesl, the Austrian Minister at Belgrade in
1914 and formerly at Cettinje, was well acquainted with
the Turkish and Slavic. languages; his Memoirs throw interesting light on Balkan conditions before the War and add
some details concerning the final diplomatic rupture between Austria and Serbia.®^’'
The most valuable to the historian of all the AustroHungarian memoirs is the voluminous work of the Austrian
Chief of Staff, Baron Conrad von Hotzendorf.®® It consists
in large part of an undigested mass of important documents
of all sorts, copies of which he evidently took from the
official files and published in chronological order, with a
commentary of his own. It also includes convsrsations in
dialogue form which appear to be taken from a diary kept
from day to day. With extraordinary frankness, he recounts the repeated efforts he made to have Austria make
war on Italy or Serbia on what he regarded as numerous
favorable occasions between 1906 and 1914. In July, 1914,
it was probably he, more than anyone else, who galvanized
the incompetent and hesitating Berchtold into an active
advocate of war against Serbia. Conrad is the best ^that

—

—

**

Baron von

Szilassy,

Der Vniergang der Donautnonarchie:

Diplo-

malitcke Erinnerungen, Berlin, 1921.

Baron Wladimir
1927

Giosl, Zvcei Jakrtehnle

.

meiner Dienstxeit, 6

vota.,

Vienna,

im nahen

Orient, Berlin,
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mind, which believes
that war is. “inevitable,” is ever eager to wage a “preventive” war, and throws all its weight in favor of hasty mobilization in a time of diplomatic crisis. Conrad’s views have
been severely criticized by two of his generals.®*
Another Austrian writer, who was not in an official position, yet who deserves mention because of his caustic
is,

the worst

criticism of the civilian

militarist

and military

officials

whom he

Vienna, is Herr Heinrich
Kanner,®'' formerly editor of the Vienna Socialist daily.
observed

Die

at

close

range in

Zeit.

The Russian

autobiographical material

is

almost wholly

from hands which had been more accustomed to wield the
sword than the diplomatic pen. Sazonov’s Memoirs, written in exile more than ten years after the events, without
notes and documents at' hand, have been riddled by the
reviewers as wholly unreliable.®^*

Few

Russian diplomatic

representatives abroad, except Baron Rosen,®® have left

immediate causes of the War. But many
Russian military officers have left important recollections.
General Dobrorolski, who wag Chief of the Mobilization
Section of the Russian General Staff in 1914, has revealed in
a very frank and reliable pamphlet,®® how the Russian militarists, upon hearing of the Austrian ultimaturn, at once
jumped to the conclusion that war was “inevitable,” began
their record of the

86 A. Erauss, Die Ursachen unserer Niederlage, Vienna, 1920; Auffenberg-Komar6w, Ane Ocslerreichs Ildhe und Niedergang, Munich, 1924.
37 Heinrich Eanner, Kcdserliche Katastrophenpolilik, Vienna, 1922;
also Der SchUissel zur Knegsschvldfrage, Munich, 1926.
87a g, H, Sazonov, Fatejvlr Yean (N. Y., 1928), has been confuted in
numberless passages by F. Stieve and M. Montgelas, Rvesland und de/
WeUkonflikt (Berlin, 1927), and by others in Bings urn Sazonoff (Berlin,
1928).

88 Baron Rosen, Forty Fears of Diploma^, 2 vole., N.Y., 1922. Hk
memoirs deal more with the period preceding July, 1914, as do also:
A. Nekludoff, Diplomatic Reminiscences (1920), and A. Savinsky, Recede
lections of a Russian Diplomat (1927).
88 S. Dobrorolski, Die Mobilmachung,.deir russischen Amee, J9J4
Berlin. 1921
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secret mili tary preparations,

and urged

^'general mobilizai

tion” at as early a date as po^ible. From Dobrorolski’s account, it is also clear that “partial mobilization” against

Austria was a mere diplomatic “bluff” by the threat of which
Sazonov hoped to make Austria back down in her demands

on Serbia; but the Russian military authorities had made
no technical preparations for such a “partial mobilization,”
and were therefore absolutely opposed to it and insistently
urged “general mobilization.” Dobrorolski thus helps to
establish the true facts in regard to the final orders foi
Russian mobilization, and corrects the falsehoods which
were told so freely by General Sukhomlinov, who was Russian Minister of War in 1914, and by others, at the famous
Sukhomlinov trial in 1917. Sukhomlinov’s Recollections,*^
which were published, in German in 1924, reveal a man full
of loyalty to the Tsar, but very cloudy in his mind as to his
own share in the fatal events of July, 1914. His volume,
however, as well as General Polivanov’s Diaries,*^ and the
first part of General Danilov’s Russia in the World War,*'‘‘
describe authoritatively and fairly satisfactorily the great
efforts for the reorganization and increase of the Russian
army which they made with a view to an “inevitable” war
with Germany and Austria. Perhaps the most reliable and
accurate sources for precise information concerning the
Russian military preparations actually made in July, 1914,
are the Russian military telegrams which were sent out by
the Russian General Staff. More than a hundred of these
were later captured by the Germans in the course of the
War, and were published in 1919 in Robert Hoeniger’s
Russia’s Preparation for the World War.**
Five years
W.

A. Suchomlinow, Erinneningen, Berlin, 1921,

*1 Gunther ^'rantz, Rusaland auf dem Wege zur Katastrophe: Tagsbiicher des Grossjursten Andrej und des Kriegsministera Potiwanovi ; Btiejt
der Gross fiirslen an den Zaren, Berlin, 1936.
42 J. DaniloS, Bussland im Weltkriege, J914-101S, Jens, 1925.
43

R

Hoeniger, Busslanda Vorbereitwnff

sum

Weltkiieg, Berlin, 1919.
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the telegrams were edited in more complete foim

and with a more adequate commentary by Gunther
IVantz, Riissia’s Entry into the World War.** Though primarily a technical study of secret military measures, this
excellent volume helps to clear away the legends and misstatements which have long pb.^sed current as a result of
the Franco-Russian suppression of the truth in 1914 and
the false assertions at the Sukhomlinov trial in 1917.
Foremost among French apologias is ex-President
Poincare’s Origins of the War*^ containing six lectures de.

livered at the Sorbonne in 1921.

This is a skilful lawyer’s
statement of the case for France and a personal defense of
his own policy. By centering attention largely upon Aus-

and Germany, and by concealing much of the activity
and Russia, M, Poincare gives plausible support
to the official Entente thesis of German war guilt as embodied in tlie Versailles Treaty. In a notable article four
years later on "The Responsibility for the War,” in Foreign
Affairs (N. Y., Oct., 1925), he abandons, to be sure, some
of the legends concerning German guilt which have been
proved to be wholly without foundation. But in spite of
these concessions to a truer view of history, his later article
is open to much the same criticism as his Sorbonne lectria

of France

It is doubtful whether his plausible arguments convinced others than those who need no convincing^® Far
more valuable is his magisterial defense of his foreign and
tures.

domestic policy in the

first

four volumes of his memoirs

which have so far appeared.®^ These describe minutely,
almost day by day, his activities from the beginning of 1912
to August 3, 1914. Thus they throw light on both the un44 G. Frantz, Rmslands Eintritt in den Weltkrieg, Berlin, 1924.
4B R. Poincare, Lee Origines de la Guerre, Paris, 1921.
46 C/. the present writer’s article, “M. PoincarS and War Responsibility,” in The New Republic, Oct. 14, 1925.
4TR. Poincare, Au Service de la France, 4 vols., Paris, 1926-27,
(abridged Eng. trans. of vola. 1 and n, 1926).
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and the immediate causes of the War. M. Poui'
care writes with lawyer-like vigor and perfect confidence in
the wisdom and righteousness of all his acts. He quotes
at length from his innumerable speeches in defense of the
power and dignity of France, her love of peace and her
loyalty to Russia and England. He uses much unpublished
material, from the French archives, which makes his volumes
of great value to the historian. But he frequently turns
aside, with sarcasm and with overwhelming minutiae of
detail, in attempts to confute his critics; this often makes
his work an acrid polemic rather than a calm historical
deiiying

retrospect.

have been his own
countrymen Pevet, Judet, Fabre-Luce, Converset, Morhardt, Victor Margueritte, Lazare, and a host of lesser
lights. They have charged him with getting rid of cautious
ambassadors like M, Georges Louis in St. Petersburg and
M. Crozier in Vienna to make way for a chauvinist like
M. Delcasse or puppets like M. Paleologue and M. Dumaine,
in order that he might be more free to work with Izvolski
in bringing about a war which should recover AlsaceLorraine for France and secure Constantinople and the

M.

Poincare's

—

most severe

critics

Many of his replies to their criticisms
He manages to explain away some of the in-

Straits for Russia.

are sound.

criminating remarks that Izvolski attributes to him. But
many other cases he seems to take refuge in the practice

in

of throwing dust in the reader’s eye

by

diverting attention

from the main point to minor matters.
On the general question of war responability, M. Poincare tries to prove that as Premier and President he in no
way deviated from the pacific policy of his predecessors.
He attempts to show that he and M. Georges Louis were
in complete agreement as to the nature and interpretation

To one who has read all
the available documents, his arguments are not always ooH'*
of the Franco-Russian alliance.
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vincing. There was a distinct change during 1912, when
he was Premier and Minister of Foreign Affairs, in the direction of tightening the alliance and extending French
support to Russian ambitions in the Balkans. This was
not, however, as many of his critics assert, with the aim of
bringing about a war by which France should recover
Alsace-Lorraine. It was to establish greater solidarity in
the Triple Entente. In so doing he tended to divide the
Pow.ers more and more into two armed and opposing camps,
so that the Triple Entente could impose its will on the
or, if a. diplomatic crisis should arise, the
former could safely defy the latter, and willingly risk war
with superior forces rather than accept a diplomatic defeat.
This is exactly what happened in 1914. He believed a
European war “inevitable”; in tightening the Entente and
in making promises to Russia he did in fact tend to make
it inevitable.
Herein lies his responsibility^
After M..Delcasse had occupied the French Embassy at
St. Petersburg for a few weeks in 1913, it was handed over
to one of President Poincare’s old school friends and most
devoted followers, hi. hlaurice Paleologue. In the opening
pages of An AmhasHwdoT’s Memoirs.** M. Paleologue describes vividly the gala events and chauvinistic enthusiasm

Triple Alliance;

accompanying President Poincare’s

visit to the Tsar,

and

the situation in Russia on the eve of the War. Though the
facts related by the French Amibassador do not always have

the accuracy and definiteness which one would expect

if

his charmingly written book were really based on a diary

written day
historian.

by

day,

it is,

much value to the
the exultant war spirit

nevertheless, of

It reproduces with

fidelity

inspired in Russian ruling circles

by President

Poincare’s

presence and speeches. It describes dramatically, for instance, the gala banquet of July 22 at which the two
Paleologue, La Jiussie des Tsars
Paris. 1S22 (E&g. trous.. ISMrX)

<8M.
lrciis»

pendant

la

Grande Guerre. 3
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of the

Grand Duke Nicholas) joyously told Paleologue how their
father had written them that there would be war within a
month.

It pictures their ecstasy at the prospect of the

ruin of Austria, the French reconquest of Alsace-Lorraine,

and the defeat and destruction of Germany. Three days
later, before it was known that Austria had rejected the
Serbian reply as unsatisfactory, Paleologue tells how he
went to the railway station to speed M. Izvolski on his
return to France: “It is very lively on the platform; the
This sugtrains are crowded with officers and soldiers.
gested mobilization already.

We

exchanged rapidly our

came to the same conclusion: Cette fois,
The impression that he sympathized
with the war spirit in Russia, and encouraged it by his repeated assurances that France would stand firm in the support of her ally, is confirmed by passages suppressed from
the British Blue Book of 1914, but now printed in the new
impressions and

c'est la guerre.”

edition of British Documents.

Drab

in

comparison with Paleologue’s vividness

is

the

M. Dumaine,
For a man in ambassadorial position, M. Dumaine seems to have been surprisingly lacking in information and influence. From that trio
of most able French Ambassadors, M. Paul Gambon at
London, his brother, M. Jules Gambon at Berlin, and M.
Barrere at Rome, we have unfortunately no full memoirs.
However, an enterprising French journalist, M. Raymond
Recouly, had the happy idea of interviewing them, and
others, while their memories were relatively fresh, and has
recorded these interviews in an excellent volume.®^
colorless picture presented

"he French

r.

Ambassador

by

his colleague,

in Vienna.*®

^9 M. Paleologue, La Eusste des Tsars pendant la Orande Gverre,
27
50 Alfred Dumaine, La Demiere Ambassade de Framee en Avlriche

Paris, 1921.
51 Raymond
1923.

Recouly, Lea

Heuna

Trofiquea dlAvant-Ouerre, Paris
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Serbian Government always denied that it was in
directly responsible for the assassination of the

any way

Austrian Archdi^e. But the celebration of the tenth anniversary of his assassination and the outbreak of the War,
which resulted in the creation of the united nation of which
Serbian Nationalists had dreamed, inspired some interesting reminiscences which cast doubt on the official Serbian
Ljuba Jovanovitch, who was Minister of Eduattitude.
cation in the Pashitch Cabinet of 1914, without perhaps
quite realizing the importance of his words, let the cat out

In the Blood of Slavdom , he describes
way how some of the Pashitch Cabinet
were aware of the Sarajevo plot for nearly a month; and
yet, in spite of this guilty knowledge, took no effective
of the

bag in

1924.

in a vivid but simple

warn the Austrian
This amazing admission on the part of a leading Serbian official has given rise
steps to arrest the conspirators or to

authorities of the impending danger.

to other Serbian revelations and denials concerning the part
in the Sarajevo plot taken by the secret Serbian military

organization

commonly known

as the ''Black Hand," and

e^ecially by Col. Dragutin Dimitrijevitch.
generous, idolized, childish hero,

who seems

This reckless,
to belong to

the spirit of the sixteenth rather than of the twentieth century, was the head of the espionage department of the Serbian General Staff. As the founder and dominating figure

Hand,” he was the most influential
These Serbian revelations place
in a new light and, if true,
conflict
Austro-Serbian
the
Serbia’s share of responsiburden
of
greatly increase the
They tend to confirm what Austrian officials susbility.
They help to
pected, but could not prove, in 1914.
explain, though they do not justify, Austria’s determination
to deal energetically with what was regarded as the Serbian
in the Serbian “Black

military officer in Serbia.

B3 Ljuba Jovanovitch, “After Yidov-Dan
Belgrade,

1^.

1914,”

m

Kru

Slovenstva,
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menace to the very existence of the Hapsburg Mon«
archy.*®

what Mr. Asquith calls the
being "scrupulously niggardly in imparting information as to the proceedings in the Cabinet,”
British officials have long been relatively chary of revealing
With

characteristic regard for

Bi^itish tradition of

the part they played. However, Lord Haldane’s Before the
War (1920) described with dignity and authority the failure
of his efforts to secure o. better understanding with Germany
in 1912, and his activity in preparing an English army to
fight on the Continent. Lord Lorebum, in How the War

Edward Grey with grave reWar, because of the secret engagements
which he had made with France and which virtually committed England to support France and Russia in a European
war. These commitments, he thinlcs, encouraged France
and Russia in aggressive ambitions, but were long kept
secret, from the British Cabinet, contrary to English constitutional practice. Mr. Asquith’s Genesis of the War (1924)
tells us little of the true origin of the War. The ex-Prime
Minister was still content to write in 1924 as if we knew no
more about the causes of the War after a decade than we did

Came

(1920), charged Sir

sponsibility for the

in 1914.

To him Germany
a

is still

solely responsible.

He

making a

case, not as a statesman
In certain chapters, however,
he gives an illuminating account of the splendid preparations for war made by the Committee for Imperial DeHe quotes the significant statement which Sir
fense.
Edward Grey made behind closed doors to the Dominion
Premiers in May, 1911: "What really determines the for-

writes as

politician

seeking to reveal the truth.

eign policy of this country is the question of sea power.”

amply confirmed in The World Crisis, 19111914 (1923) by Mr. Winston Churchill, First Lord of the

This dictum

B3

Some

[vriter in

is

of these Serbian reyelationa were diaciuaed
Current Historv. Oct., Nov., 1925.

by

the preaent

—
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Mr. Churchill gives us much

as to his strengthening and

navy

proposals for

after

Germany’s

the limitation

folly in

of

naval

armaments.

The memoirs

of Sir George

Buchanan, British Ambas-

sador to Russia, add little to our knowledge of the munediate causes of the War beyond what can be learned from
the British Blue Book. But when he says that, with one
exception, this “recorded all the communications whicb

passed between me and that Department [the British Foreign Office] during those critical days,”
he is guilty of
serious

misrepresentation;

the

new

British

Documents

contain more than a score of such communications not
printed in 1914, not even counting the important passages
omitted from several telegrams and letters. Lord Bertie’s
Diary, though mainly concerned with events after the out-

break of the War, contains some significant passages on the
French people until they were stirred
Of the latter he
•jp by their newspapers, and by IzvolskL
writes, July 27: “Izvolski is expected back here today or
tomorrow, and he is not an element of peace.” And on
pacific attitude of the

July 28: “Izvolski told Granville that war is inevitable.
He will do a good deal of mischief in fomenting a war
And later, on November 10: “What a fool
spirit here.”
Izvolski is! ... At the beginning of the war he claimed
This attitude is
‘C’est ma guerre
t8,be its author:
confirmed by several passages now printed for the first time
in the new British Documents, in which we learn that Bertie
told the French that “public opinion in England would
not sanction a war in support of Russia if ^e, as protector
of Slavs, picked a quarrel with Austria over Austro-Serbian
.

.

.

George Buchanan, My Mission io Russia and other Diplovols., London, 1923), I, 211.
*>(> The Diary
of Lord BerUe of Tha me ISljfrUlS (3 vote.. I OiMteBi
imi), I, 2. 3. «6
Sir

matte Memories (2

,

i
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difficulty ”

He also

at first denounced “the absurd

and ob-

solete attitude of Russia being the protectress of all Slav
States,

whatever their conduct.”

of all the recent memoirs is Viscount
Grey^s Twenty-five Years, 1892-1916 (1925), By charm
of style and absence of bitterness, by transparent honesty

Most valuable

of intention

and nobility of tone, and by the sweet reason-

ableness of his retrospective reflections, Grey’s apologia

is

more after the events,
remarkably
clear
memory. Further
he appears to. have a
more,, he has had his friend, Mr. Spender, search the Foreign Office records to refresh his mind on all points where
he feared his memory might play him tricks. His book is
thus, in a sense, a history based on the archives; yet the
clear flow of his narrative is unclogged by quotations and
Admitting, however. Sir Edward Grey’s absofootnotes.
lute sincerity in attempting to preserve the peace of Europe
and his unquestionable honesty of intent in his memoirs,
unique.

Though writing ten years

or

be made of his conduct of
which we shall return in a later
chapter. At this point it may be merely noted that his great
fault was what has been regarded as the great virtue of
serious criticisms remain to
British foreign policy to

—the preference for practical

British constitutional leaders

compromise

for the present instead of theoretical perfec-

tion for the future.

a

logical policy,

was content

He

did not look far ahead, work out

and study

all its possible

consequences.

in foreign affairs, as the British

have

He

al ways

been content in dealing with their constitutional development, to meet situations as they arose and deal with them
according to the most practical and common sense needs of

As Grey himself says, when alleging chat
Greac Britain never pursued a “Balance of Power” policy:
“I suppose that in this, as in most investigations of British
foreign policy, the true, reason is not to be found in far
the moment.

BJ>

129.

192
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sighted views or large conceptions or great schemes.

aU

were known

.

.

.

would probably be found that
British Foreign Ministers have been guided by what seemed
to them to be the immediate interest of this country without
making elaborate calculations for the future.”
The result of tills hand-to-mouth procedure of solvitur ambulando
was that he became more and more enmeshed in his secret
understandings with France, until he was morally bound by
them in 1914. Though he had always been careful to state
to the French that his hands were to remain free, and that it
would always be for Parliament to decide whether England
would support France in a European war, he had, .nevertheless, become gradually so committed that, as he twice
admits, he would have felt bouna to resign his office if he
had been unable to persuade the Cabinet and Parliament to
enter the war against Germany.®®
In his retrospect, Viscount Grey rightly has much to
say of the poisonous effect of suspicion as a cause of war,
but he also reveals in several passages his own deep-rooted
suspicion of Germany, “It seemed at the time (1914), and
still seems true to me, that the military power in Germany
chose the time and precipitated the War.” ®® He seems to
have believed that the German militarists even selected
the month as well as the year for making war, choosing July
in 1914 as they had chosen July in 1870 and were ready to
choose July in 1905 and 1911 had it not been that Prance
yielded in the first Morocco crisis, and that England asAmed a very firm tone after Agadir.®® Though Germany’s
i^ions gave much ground for suspicion, as we shall see, this
If

secrets

it

** Grey, I, 303, 316.
Grey, I, 90.
the [Agadir] crisis led to war, this would have come at the
very season that we know was favoured for the purpose by German
military leaders in 1870, and that was selected for the menace to France
in 1906, and that we believe was decided by the military authorities for
war in 1914.” Grey, I, 231. For other passages indioating Grey’s suspicion that the German militarists had &ed upon war for 1914, see I
313-314; n, 23-31. 56, 144. 278.

Grey,

eo“Had

I, 6.
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particular suspicion of Sir
correct.

But the

Edward Grey’s was wholly
he harbored it must be

fact that

in-

ac-

counted one of the immediate causes of the War, because it
contributed to the failure of Gecmany’s eleventh hour
efforts to prevent a general European conflagration. To be
sure, Viscount Grey generously and correctly acquits the
German civil authorities of planning or desiring war in 1914,

but he thinks that Bethmann and Jagow were powerless in
the face of the militarists.
Thus, there is at present a wealth of documentary and
memoir material, unprecedented in quantity and quality, at
the disposal of historians seeking to find the immediate
causes of the War. Never before in history have archives
been so quickly and freely thrown open by so many Great
Powers; never before have so many statesmen hastened to
In this respect,
tell at such length the part they played.
as in so

many

others, the

World War has outstripped

all

precedents and surpassed all expectations. In the case of
former wars, at least a generation or two passed before sat-

be written. Today,
only fourteen years after the outbreak of the War, it may
safely be said that the materials are now at hand on which
isfactory accounts of their causes could

to base a fairly exact statement of the course of events between the murder of the Archduke at Sarajevo on June 28,
and the advent of war between England and Germany on
August 4. This is the main subject of my second volume.
3.

THE UNDERLYING CAUSES OF THE WAR

it is now possible, in a single volume, to treafin
and somewhat definitively the immediate causes of
the War, this is by no means true in the case of the underlying causes. These are so complex and reach so far back
into the'past that any attempt to describe them adequately
would involve nothing less than the writing of the whole!
diplomatic history of Europe since 1370, or rather fron^

Though

detail

—
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some questions go back

to the age of Louis XIV, and
to that of Charlemagne. It would also involve the
aifficult technical study of the military and naval forces of
the various countries, their plans of campaign, the relation
of the military lo the civilian authorities in each country,

the psychology of fear, and all the other factors which go
make up the somewhat vague conceptions of “militarism”

to

No less important would
be the analysis of that complex force which first began to
be a powerful, disruptive agency during the French Revolution, and which steadily gathered strength for a century;
and a quarter, which we call “nationalism.” This in turn,
is closel}'- bound up with psychological and political .quesand “navalism” as causes of war.

tions of race, religion, democracy, education,

prejudice.

Still

more important,

in

many

and popular

minds,

as. underare the intricate political and economic- pr£>bJfiro5 which have arisen frojn the tTsxfsIonaatjoa

lying causes of the

of society

War

during the past hundred years by the modern inwhich began in England and subsequently

dustrial system

penetrated more or less all the great countries of the world
problems of excess ucpulation, food supply, foreign markets

and raw materials, colonial

possessions,

and the accumula-

tion of capital seeking investment abroad.

Finally, the ina factor much greater than
commonly supposed in causing the World War. For decades
it fed the constant undercurrents of irritation of one country against another, and by its clamor and misrepresenta-

fluence of the newspaper press

is

tion often made difficult or impossible tlie peaceful settlement of sources of conflict. How far government officials
controlled newspaper opinion, and how far they themselves
were hampered in their freedom of action by it, is a subject
which greatly needs further careful historical investigation.
Obviously, no single volume can hope to deal thoroughly
with all these complex and interrelated factors which constitute the underlying causes of the World War. They may
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be conveniently grouped under five heads: (a) the system'l^i
secret alliances; (b) militarism* (c) nationalism; (d) ec^bt

nomic imperialism; and
(o)

(e) the

newspaper

press.

THE SYSTEM OF SECRET ALUANCES

The greatest single underlying cause erf the War was the
syst^ of secret alliances which developed after the FrancoPrussian War. It gradually divided Europe into two hostile,
groups of Powers who were increasingly suspicious of one
another and who steadily built up greater and greater
armies and navies. Though this system of alliances in one
sense tended to preserve peace, inasmuch as the members
within one group often held their friends or allies in restraint for fear of becoming involved in war themselves, the

system also made it inevitable that if war did come, it would
involve all the Great Powers of Europe. The members of
each group felt bound to support each other, even in matters where they had no direct interest, because failure to
give support would have weakened the solidarity of the
Thus, Germany often felt bound to back up
group.
Austria-Hungary in her Balkan policies, because otherwise
Germany feared to lose her only thoroughly dependable
aUy. Similarly, France had no direct political (only financial) interests in the Balkans, but felt bound to back up
Russia, because otherwise the existence of the Dual Alliance would have been threatened, the balance of power destroyed, and the best guarantee of French safety fi^n a
German attack would have been lost. Likewise, the nf^ials
of the British Foreign Office became increasin^y convinced
that England must support France and Russia in order to
preserve the solidarity of the Triple Entente as a check to
the Triple Alliance. In the crisis of July, 1914, it was not
merely a question of Austria, Serbia and the Balkans; it
was a question of the solidarity and prestige of the two
groups of Powers into which Europe had become divided

'

,

.

'
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British Documents, one

is struck by,
the emphasis on this necessity of preserving the solidarity
As Sir Eyre Crowe noted in &
of the Triplo Entente.

"minute” early in the crisis: “It is clear that France and
Russia are decided to accept the challenge thrown out to;
them. Whatever we may think of the merits of the Aus-',
trian charges against Servia, France and Russia consider'
that these are the pretexts, and that the bigger cause of
Triple Alliance versus Triple Entente is definitely enI think it would be impolitic, not to say dangerous,
England to attempt to controvert this opinion, or to
endeavour to obscure the plain issue, by any representation
Our interests are tied up
at St. Petersburg and Pans.
with those of France and Russia in this struggle, which is
not for the possession of Servia, but one between Germany
aiming at a political dictatorship in Europe and the Powers

gaged.
for

.

.

.

who desire to retain individual freedom.”
It w^ stated
more bluntly by Herr Zimmermann to the British Ambassador in Berlin on August 1, when he saw with excited reGermany, France, and perhaps England, would be
drawn into a war which none of them wanted: "It all came
from this d
d system of alliances, which was the curse;
times.”
of modern

gret that

In view of the fatal consequences of this system of secret
and of the fact that there has recently
appeared much new material throwing light upon it, an
attempt to sketch in outline its development will be made
in ^he three following chapters. As indicated above, many
of the documents and memoirs dealing with the immediate
causes of the War contain also material on the earlier period.
But the most important single contribution to our fuller
knowledge of the growth of the system of secret alliances
alliances in 1914,

is

the great set of
«i B.D., 101.

e2BJ>.,5ia

new German diplomatic documents

cover-
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ing the years from 1871 to 1914.®* This consists of the most
secret instructions sent by Bismarck and his successors to
the German Ambassadors abroad, their reports to the Ger-

and the secret papers exchanged between the German Emperor and his Foreign Office officials.
It includes exceedingly interesting marginal notes on documents from the hand of Bismarck, and later from that of

man

Foreign

Office,

William II. Bismarck’s notes reveal the Iron Chancellor’s
innermost thoughts on foreign policy. They formed the
basis of instructions sent by the German Foreign Office to
William II ’s marginal notes,
the ambassadors abroad.
which are more numerous, more emotional, and often
merely indicative of the mood of the moment, are interesting as a study of the psychology of the imperial mind, but
exeycised somewhat less directive influence upon the German Foreign Office than did Bismarck’s masterly notes.
From this collection of documents one sees that the German
Foreign Office did not always completely inform William II
on aU matters and often made its will prevail over hLs
preferences. So far as one can judge. Die Grosse Politik is
fairly complete within the limits set by the editors, and
aims at giving the basis for an honest and detailed picture
of German foreign policy from the Franco-Prussian War
to the World War.®^ But we still lack any equally compre-

M

Die Grosse Politik dcr Europaischen Kabinelte, 1871-1914: 8ammlung der Diplomatischen AkUn dcs Auswarligen Amtes, edited by Johannes
Lepsius, Albrecht Mendelssohn-Bartholdy and Friedrich Thimme, 40 vols.,
*
Berlin, 1922-27 cited hereafter as “G.P.”
A further account of Die Grosse Politik is given by the present
writer in the Amer. Hist. Rev., XXVIII, 543-548; XXX, 136-141; XXXI,
130-133; XXXIII, 126-134. C/. also the appreciations by various scholars
in KSF, IV, 900-946. Dec., 1926; the criticisms of M. Lheritier in Rev.
(FHist. de la Guerre Mondiale, IV, 97-116, April, 1926, and of E. Bourgeois, in Revue Historique, CLV, 39-56, May-June, 1927; and the replies
to these criticisms by Albrecht Mendelssohn-Bartholdy and by F. Thimme
in Europdische Gesprdche, IV, 377-390, July, 1926, and V, 461-479. Sept.,
;

1927.

A French translation of Die Grosse Politik, under the editorship of
A. Aulatd. in which the documents are arrang^ chronologically instead
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hensive publication from the archives of France, Russia, and
the other countries, which may be used to check and bal-

ance these German documents. Very recently, however,
similar admirable collections of documents have been, or
are being, ofi&cially issued: Austrvv-Hungary’s Foreign
Policy, 1908-1914; British DoGwments on the Origins of the
War, 1898-1914; and the Fremh Diplomatic Documents,
1871 - 1914 .^*'^
Professor Pribram’s invaluable edition of The Secret
Treaties of Austria-Hungary, 1879-1914,^^ made possible
for the first time a satisfactory study of the Triple Alliance treaties and their evolution from a purely defensive

system into one which was used for aggressive purposes by
Italy and Austria.

The Bolshevist Materials for the History of FrancoRussian Relations from 1910 to 1914, mentioned above,
contains much of the correspondence between the Russian
Foreign OflBce and the Russian Embassy in Paris during the
It enables one to see how
four years before the War.
Tzvolski and Poincare were transforming the FrancoRussian alliance from its originally defensive character into
a potentially aggressive combination to support Russian
ambitions in the Balkans. Much of this material has been
made easily accessible to Western readers in Rene Marchand’s Livre Noir.^^ It has been further completed by
some five hundred additional letters and telegrams of
Izvolski’s correspondence, which have been published in
of topically and in which the German editorial notes are omitted is
being published, and is discussed by F. Thimme in KSF, V, 897-907,

now

Sept., 1927.

®^‘For the full titles of these recent documentary publications, see
“Oe. U.A.," “B.D.” and “D.D.F.” in the List of Abbreviations above.
"s A. F. Pribram, Die polilischen Geheimvertrage OesteTreich-Ungams,
1879-1914, Vienna and Leipzig, 1920 (Eng. trans., ed. by A. C. Coolidge,
2 vols., Cambridge, Mass., 1920-22).
Un Livre Noir; Diplomatie d'Avant-Guerre ^Apris lea Doeumenta
des Archives Russes, ed. by R. Marchand, 2 vols., Paris, 1922-23.

—
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German
Paris-St.

translation

by

Friedridi Stieve.®^

Parallel to this

Petersburg correspondence, supplementing and
it, is the London-St. Petersburg correspondence

confirming

Count Benckendorfi.for the years 1908-1914. His letters
and other secret papers were clandestinely copied by B. von
Siebert, a counsellor in the Russian Embassy at London.
of

sold or conveyed to German authoriand published by von Siebert in a German edition in
1921.®® - They have been conveniently rearranged and published in English translation by G. A. Schreiner, Entente
Diplomacy and the World (1921). They show the efforts
of Russia and France to strengthen the friendship with
England and to tighten the bonds of the Triple Entente
into a combination which should be firm and powerful
enough to defy the Triple Alliance, if necessary.
From the French archives, a few documents were published by Professors Bourgeois and Pages, as a French
Senate Report on Les Origines et Les ResponsabUites de la
Grande Guerre.^^ But these French documents are few and
meager as compared with the German, Austrian and Russian publications, and are selected to prove a case, rather

They were apparently
ties,

than to furnish historians with material for study.

More

valuable are the French Yellow Books containing documents

on such special subjects as the Franco-Rtissian Alliance
Affairs, 1912-1914, though these are clearly far
complete.
from

and Balkan

(6)

MIMTAKISM

A second underlying cause of the War, closely connected
with the system of secret alliances, was militarism. The
word is often used vaguely. But usually it includes at least
F.

Stieve,

Der

Diplomatiache

Schrijlwechael

Iswolsku,

1911-

19H, 4 vote., Berlin, 1924.
«8B. von Siebert, Diplomatiscke Aktenslucke zwr Geachichte der EnfwtepoUtik der VorkriegsjahTe, Berlin and Leipzig, 1921.
es Published in the Journal official, Jan. 9, 1921

'oim, with

;

republished, in

some material from the Kautsky Documents,

Paris,

1^.

booh

THE UNDERLYING CAUSES OF THE WAR
two definite conceptions. First, the dangerous and burden-,
some mechanism of great standing armies and large navies,
with the attendant evils of espionage, suspicion, fear, and
Second, the existence of a powerful class of mili-

hab*ed.

tary and naval officers, headed by the General
tend to dominate, especially at a time of political

Staff,

who

crisis, over-

the civilian authorities.
The system of great armies, embracing th^ larger part
of the male population capable of bearing arms, began with
the French during the Revolution apd under Napoleon. It

was extended and
the

War

efficiently

of Liberation.

developed by the Prussians in

As a

result of its success in the

and Bismarck in the Wars of 1864, ’66
came to be esteemed and imitated
the rest of

victories of Moltlte

and 70,

it

Continental Europe.

m

From

the Franco-Prussian

War

on-

wards the military and naval armaments of all the Great
Powers tended to grow larger and larger, and the financial
burden became heavier and heavier. Armaments were alleged to be for defense and in the interests of peace, according to the fallacious maxim, si vis pacem, para bellum. They
were intended to produce a sense of security. That was the
argument used in getting from legislatures the necessary
grants of money. What they really did produce was universal suspicion, fear, and hatred between nations. If one
country increased its array, built strategic railways, and
constructed new battleships, its fearful neighbors were
straightway frightened into doing likewise. So the mad
competition in armaments went on in a vicious circle. This
was especially the case during and after the Balkan Wars
of 1912-1913, when it seemed that the Great Powers might
be involved. It was also accentuated by the system of alliances. Germany and Austria, uncertain of Italy’s loyalty,
believed they must increase their armaments to secure their
own safety. France urged Russia to increase her army and
build strategic railways against Germany, and readilv

':
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on condition that it be spent/
Russia urged Franci' to extend thei
term of French military service from two to three years.
“Russia is ready; France must be also,” declared the Russian Minister of War in an alarming newspaper article early
in 1914. .So armaments were increased, not only to give,
loaxied her half

a

billion francs

for these purposes.

|

j

security to an individual country, but also to strengthen,

the alliance to which

it

belonged.

INIilitarism implied also

body

of military

cal outlook

and naval

the existence of an influential
whose whole psychologi-

officers,

was naturally colored by the

the “inevitability,” of an early war.

To

possibility, if

not

these professional

promotion and
be a grave injustice
to them to imply that they urged war for selfish motives of
personal advancement. Nevertheless, the opportunity to
fighters

war held out the prospect

great distincftion.

of quick

It would, however,

work of preparation for
war to which their lives were devoted cannot have failed
Quite aside from any per,to have its psychological effect.
sonal motives, the military officers in all countries had a
high sense of national honor and patriotic duty, as they
understood it. It was their supreme duty to be ready at
any moment to protect the state by force of arms. It was^
the constant preoccupation, day and night, of the General'
Staff in every country to be ready to make or meet an attack

.put into practice the results of the

in the shortest possible time,

j

To

this eno

i

every General

drew up or revised every year the most minute and
complete plans for mobilization and march to the frontier
to satisfy all possible contingent situations. Military offiA
cers generally held to the theory that it was advantageous
to take the offensive. This meant striking the foe before\
his mobilization was complete
at the moment, therefore,
Staff

—

when the enemy country was
of transforming itself

meant

most vulnerable process
from a peace to a war footing. It/
in the

also that the war. with all its frightful economic!

I
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devastation and demoralizing political and psychological

would be carried on

enemy’s country instead
In a political crisis, therethe military leaders were always quick to conclude

effects,

of within one’s
fore,

that

war was

own

in the

frontiers.

“inevitable,”

and exerted

all their

influence to

persuade the ruling civilian authorities to consent to an
order for general mobilization at the earliest possible mo-

ment, in order to gain the advantage of the offensive.

a general

mobilization, according

opinion, actually did

But

to prevailing military

make war inevitable. It w'as a process
when once begun. This was

virtually impossible to halt

one of the
crisis,

greatest evils of militarism.

precisely

when

keep their heads

clear

it is

most

It is

difficult for

and their hands

free,

always at a
diplomats to

that militarist

leaders exert their influence to hasten decisions for war, or

get the upper

hand

altogether.

evil of militarism was the fact that the plans'
General Staff were technical and were worked out and
guarded in such absolute secrec}'. Not only were they unknown to Parliament and the public; they w'ere often not
even known to the Minister of Foreign Affairs, or at least
their details and significance were not grasped by him.
Sir Edward Grey says that betw'een 1906 and 1911 he knew
nothing of the plans which the English and French military
authorities were working out for Anglo-French military co-

Another

of the

operation in Northern France/ As to the negotiations between the Anglo-Russian naval authorities in the spring of

he likewise writes: "I never enquired at the Admiralty
afterwards, but I imagine the practical result of the consultations between the two naval authorities w'as no+ great.
[In the Siebert documents they] are constant^ re.
ferred to as ‘conventions.’ How the military and naval authorities themselves described them, I do not know.”
Similarly, in Russia, it is clear that M. Sazonov did not at
1914,

.

.

TO Grey.

I.

M. 274-277.

—
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first

grasp the fact that the plans of the militarists

made

“partial mobilization” against Austria a piece of folly,

a
if

not a downright impossibility. And in Germany Herr von
Bethmann-Hollv>reg never envisaged clearly the implications
of the Schlieffen-Moltke plan to attack France through
Belgium, although he was probably aware of it, according
to Ludendorff, as early as 1912.

This then was another evil of militarism. The General
worked out in absolute secrecy the plans which they
calculated to be best adapted to bring military victory,
regardless of the political implications which they might
thereby impose on the civilian authorities. And when war
became “inevitable,” there was tremendous pressure upon
the civilians to accept the arrangements which the militarists had long planned in secret. The militarist mind was
much the same in all the countries, but there was a difference as to the extent to which the military and civilian
authorities exercised control. General Joffre, in 1912, pr^
cisely like the German strategists, urged the strategic necessity of disregarding Belgian neutrality; but while Moltke
was allowed to build his whole plan of campaign upon this
violation of a treaty which Bethmann was helpless to avert
if war came, M. Poincare was strong enough and shrewd
enough to veto General Joffre’s views. He realized the bad
'^ffect it would have on public opinion in England, and the
danger that it might cause the British Government to make
use of its stipulated freedom to withhold armed aid.
Closely akin to this influence of military and naval offiStaffs

cers was the pressure exerted on civilian authorities
munition makers and “big business.”

Some
waging

militarists

of a

believed

in

"preventive”

war upon a neighbor while he was

still

weak,

him growing stronger later on. So it is
Germany wanted war in 1914. in order to

in order to prevent

often alleged that

war
\
!
'
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have a final reckoning with Slavdom before Russia should^
have completed her “Great Program” of military reorganiization in 1916 or 1917. M. Poincare and his associates are
alleged to have wanted war in 1914 before Germany grew
any stronger by reason of her rapidly increasing population,
wealth, and naval force, and also before French Socialists,
revolting against the burden of French military expenditure,'

should repeal the recently voted three-year term of service.

For the same reasons Russian militarists are said to have
wanted war sooner rather than later. England even is
often said to have been glad of the opportunity to
the growing German navy before it should become a g
menace to that of England. Though here and there
individual military and naval officers in most countrie.
have held such views, the present writer does not
that the militarist doctrine of preventive war was a de
factor in causing the “World 'W’ar. Only in Austria-Hu
did it exercise a strong influence on state policy; h
was generally felt that a conflict with Serbia must
sooner or later, and, as Baron Conrad repeatedly urged, the'
sooner the better. The murder of the Heir to the Throne'
was eagerly seized upon as a good excuse for trampling upon!
I

the Greater Serbia danger.

Nor

is

there

any more substantial truth in the common
German authorities welcomed war as a

assertion that the

means

of crushing the rising tide of socialism, than there

the similar assertion that Russia welcomed war aj a
good way of putting an end to workingmen’s strikes and
is in

revolutionary unrest.

Generally speaking,

it

may

be said

-that this aspect of

—the influence of the military upon the
authorities— was a serious matter in the three
militarism

civilian

eastern

monarchies of Germany, Austria, and Russia. It was much
less in France, and virtually non-existent in England, where

j

,
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civilian ministers

were ordinarily in charge of the army and

navy.'^^

We shall have something more to say about militarism
and navalism in connection with the system of alliances.
(c)

NATIONALISM

Nationalism, whose essence and development have recently been sp admirably analyzed by a distinguished

American

historian,^-

must be accounted one

underlying causes of the War.

In

its

of the

major

chronic form of Pan-

Germanism, Pan-Slavism and revancJie, it nourished hatred
between Germany and her two neighbors on the East and
West. It worked in curious iind devious ways. It had contributed happily to the unification of Germany and Italy.
jOn the other hand, it had disrupted the Ottoman Empire
In its
;')and threatened to disrupt the Hapsburg Monarchy.
l^'virulent form, it had contributed for a century to a series of
wars for national liberation and unity in the Balkans. It
was such an important factor in the Balkan situation and
led so directly to the immediate occasion of the World War
tnat some account of it in this corner of Europe will be
given below in the chapter on Balkan Problems.
(d)

ECONOMIC IMPEBIALISM

Economic imperialism embraces

a.

series of international

which resulted in large part from the Industrial
Revolution in England and its subsequent introduc(ion into
the other great countries of the world.’® It led to quantity
’'i On
theseaspects of militarism, c/. H. N. Brailsfordj The War

rivalries

of Steel andrGotd, London, 1914; Karl Liebknecht, Militarism, New York,
1917 Mimroe Smith, MUilarism and Statecraft, New York, 1918; [F. C.
;

Enclrcs], Die Tragodie Deulschlands, 3rd ed., with
Stuttgart, 1924; and the admirable volume of

abundant bibliographies,
G. L. Dickinson, The

Intemalional Anarchy, 1904-1914, London, 1926.
>2 0. J. H. Hayes, Essays on Nationalism, New York,
1926; and
“Contributions of Herder to the Doctrine of Nationalism,” in Am. Hist.
Rev., XXXII, 7ia-736 (July, 1927).
73 For an excellent recent discussion of this whole subject, see Parker
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foi,

It resulted

in a great increase of population, part of which sought to
emigrate to the stiH unoccupied regions of the world,

thereby sharpening the colonial rivalry of the Great Powers.
It brought about the accumulation of capital which sought

I

j

investment abroad, thus leading to economic exploitation
and political competition. In consequence of these and
other factors, the Great Powers began to partition Africa,

among

themselves, to secure territory or exclusive spheres
of influence in China, and to build railroads in Turkey and

\

This struggle for markets, raw materials, and
colonies became more acute during the last quarter of the
nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century,

elsewhere.

j

owing to the fact that Germany and Italy entered tlie competition. Hitherto politically weak and divided, they had
now secured national unity and wished to come forward to
share with the other Powers in the partitioning of the world.
It can hardly be said that- any one of the Great Powers was
more responsible than another for the international jealousies and friction which arose out of this economic imBy 1914, all the Great European Powers had
perialism.
secured slices of Africa. In China, Italy only had failed to
gain something for herself. In the matter of railway construction, which was one of the most important forms of
economic imperialism because it involved political as well
as economic interests, one sees the English building the
Cape-to-Cairo railway, the Russians the Trans-Siberian,
and the Germans the so-called Bagdad Railway. The first
of these came into conflict with German, Belgian and

French ambiti^s; the second was partly responsible for
the Russo-Ja^pese

War; the

third caused endless sus-

T. Moon, Imperialism and World PcMics, New York, 1926; and A. Lumbroso, Le arigird economichi e diplomatichi della guerra mondiale, Milano
1827.

j

.

i
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picions axid

friction

WAR

between Germany and the Triple

Entente.
Protective tariffs which usually accompanied the

ern industrial system, except in England, were another
of economic imperialism,

“Tariff wars”

and

mod*
forai',

retaliatory-

between countries, especially Inand in newspaper discussion.
There was always the danger that great merchants
and industrialists would use official government support to
secure economic advantages for themselves. This tended to
bring governments into conflict with one another.
Generally speaking, however, this economic imperialism
is usually exaggerated as pne of the underlying causes of the
War. It is often said, for instance, that the industrial aevelopment of Germany, and the jealousy with which it was
regarded by England, made a war between these two countries “inevitable” sooner or later. This, however, is an unsound view. It arises from the fact that economic rivalry
tends to become exaggerated in the mind of the public, because it is a subject which touches the pockets of wide
classes, and is more generally discussed and perhaps understood than other questions like secret treaties, militarism, or
nationalism. It often happens that great merchants or industrialists own or control newspapers which are selfishly
measures caused
the

mind

of the

irritation

man

in the street

interested in contributing to the exaggeration of these eco-

nomic questions. But if one reads the diplomatic correspondence of the years before the War, one is struck by the
relatively slight importance which is gi’^en to these economic rivalries which haunt so largely the mind of the
average business man and newspaper editor. It is not so
much questions of economic rivalry as those of prestige,
boundaries, armies and navies, the Balance of Power, and
possible shiftings in the system of alliances, which provoke
reams of diplomatic correspondence and raise the tempera
ture in Foreign Offices to the danger point.
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upon

in

Art. Ill reaffirmed the principle already agreed

1881 that Russia and

Germany should support each

on the Sultan

other

keep the Bosphorus
and the Dardanelles closed to the warships of foreign PowThey also pledged themselves to permit no modificaers.'
tion of the status quo in the Balkan Peninsula except by a
previous mutual agreement. In a supplementary protocol
Bismarck went even further in recognizing the Russian point
of view by agreeing that “in case Russia finds it necessary
to undertake herself the task of defending the entrance
into the Black Sea in order to safeguard the interests of
Russia, Germany engages to lend her benevolent neutrality
and her moral and diplomatic support to the measures which
Russia sha-l] 'iins me^essary to guarantee the keY to her
Emm”? .''^Russia might t.at, so far as Germany was coneven possession of territory on the
0 this “key,”
which RussJenstantinople. The possession
by the Treaty of
San Stefano
!,"^^^ Vquired
'
promised in 1887,
meant
lock and chain
the me.,
against the English
fleeT?^
bad stipulated in
^
Saburov
1881. Bismarck w
even this “key” in
order to lessen
tion between
^ coaliRussia and France
He
®
bave counted upon
the fact that E^J]
something to say if
still have
Russia trieH f
bis capital.
This -n-called
inso
18, 1887, was
of June
to be in
th"
^ismarck’s own tenure
outlasted
in putting pressure

%

to

'

7

W

“L

bis successor

of office

Caprivi

Durinir'^

WitdidnoV^lSiyprevenTtheh'
between

—

renewed by
"

l^anc7anTRuSl'’!n“^
itussia which

^

eventudlly devel-
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oped into an Alliance, but there is no doubt that it delayed
this coalition which had been Bismarck’s worst nightmare.
Such was the success of one set of alliances, establishing
the domination of the Eastern Empires, by which Bismarck
for nearly a score of years conjured away an open clash
between Russia and Austria in the Balkans, preserved
almost unbroken the good relations of Germany with her
powerful neighbora to the south and east, and thereby
lessened the danger from the west. The very existence of
the Alliance of 1881 with Russia and Austria had been pre*
served with such, perfect secrecy that it gave rise to nof
suspicions or alarm on the part of France or other Powers.

THE TRIPLE ALLIANCE
The formation

of the Triple

tributed to Bismarck.

two coun

^

He is

^ f r^Tlserf^ofi:

that this “would aro.o.
undoubtedly
^i.nteme8s”in ‘Italy that Bismarck could
Italian Government to an alliance
ifecia-^the consent of the
It is true that he encourwith Austria and Germany.”
enripe Tunisian fruit and to
aeed France to “pluck the
But he did this mainly in
in other colonial adventures.
friendship of the French by supthi hope of winning the
also of interestmg them in
porting their ambitions, and
would help them to forget t e
colonial activities which

defeat of 1870.
S4

Cf.

He hoped

they would expend their energies

Seymour, The Diplomatic
Bi^arck el eon

also Matter,

im Kreis der Groeernachle.mi-im
Xisngcr, The
the Tunis Question is by W.

Kh

of Tunis, 1878.1881.” in A«^er.
251-265 (Oct., 1925; Jan., 1926).
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North Africa and China instead of preparing to regain
He was quite willing that the French
should antagonize the Italians, but he was not calculating
to secure the alliance of the latter. It was not with Bismarck that the Triple Alliance originated, but with Italy.
Early in 1882, Italy asked for a treaty of alliance with
Germany and Austria. Italy wanted to strengthen her position and to gain support for future ambitions. Italy had
come away from the Congress of Berlin “with clean hands,”
which meant empty hands, though Bismarck had told her
that, as far as Germany was concerned, she might. take
Tripoli any time. She had just received what she^ regarded
as a humiliating-slap in the face from the Fi*ench who had
occupied Tunis^'' t' ' very territory which Italy had not
in

Alsace-Lorraine.

unnaturally been

•

’eting for herself.

And

she v/as

still

might attempt to regain
his temporal possessions. Italy had everything to gain and
little to risk in an alliance with Germany and Austria. This
Bismarck fully recognized, and he was not therefore especially eager to incur an Italian liability. Earlier, in 1880,
when a treaty with Italy was first suggested to him, his
comment was, “You don’t need to run after Italy if you
want something of her moreover, her promise will have no
Of the value
value if it is not in her interest to keep it.”
Allies,
he had no very high
of the Italians themselves as
opinion. In his private notes, recently published, he refers
to “their fickle character,” “their childish egoism,” and “the
restless, arrogant character of Italy’s policy, which might
I’risoner of the Vatican”

;

easil^'m'^olve her friends in trouble.”
instability of alliances with parliamentary

.Italy

He argued the
monarchies like

and England:
“Not

all

countries are able to offer the

same guarantee

that their obligations will be strictly executed, especially in
countries in which the legislature exercises
S6 GP.,

m,

185.

S6 GP.,

m,

more

influence

185, 198; c/. also Pribram, 1. 128S.
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than the dynasty. With England, for instance, there could
be no permanent alliance, because in England domestic politake precedence over foreign affairs. Political parties,
which alternate in the government of a country, do not necessarily recognize the obligations of their predecessors, and
the monarch is not strong enough by himself to uphold his
tics

foreign policy against the party momentarily in power.

.

.

.

In these two
countries, although tl.ey also have parliamentary institutions, there exists a sufficiently strong monarchy to be able
±o carry out its treaty promise,.; under all circumstances.”

With

us, as in Austria, the case is different.

Bismarck gradually came to regard with
favor Italy’s application for an alliance,' \owing to certain
advantages it would have for Germany. Bit as the German
Empire did not touch Italian territory, and was not so
directly interested as Austria in a number of troublesome
points which would have to be settled, Bismarck suggested
that Austria should negotiate the terms of the treaty with
Italy.
The Italian Ambassador at Berlin was told that
“the key to the door which leads to us must be souglit in
^ Nevertheless,

i.

i

.

Vienna.”

Accordingly, the ensuing Austro-Italian nego-

tiations, with occasional suggestions from Bismarck, ultimately resulted in the Triple Alliance Treaty signed at
Vienna on May 20, 1882, by Kalnoky, Robilant, and

Reuss.*®

The general purposes of Austria, Italy, and Germany
were, according to the preamble, “to augment the guarantees of peace in general, to strengthen the monarchical prinand by this to insure intact the rpalntenance of the
and political order in their respective states by agreeing to conclude a treaty which by its essentially conservative
and defensive character aimed only to protect them against
the dangers which might menace the safety of tlieir states
ciple,

social

ST G.P., ni, 207
39 GP.. Ill, 246-7; Pribram. 24-26.
.

88

GP.

in,

208.

',
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and the peace of Europe.”

Though the treaty did not
guarantee Alsace-Lorraine to Germany against
France, nor Rome to Italy against the papal claims to
temporal power, it was hoped by each Power that it would
specifically

have

this effect.

By

Art. I, “The High Contracting Powers mutually
promise peace and friendship, and will enter into no alliance or engagement directed against any one of their States.
They engage to proceed to an exchange of ideas on political
and economic questions of a general nature which may arise,
and they further promise one another mutual support within the limits of their

At the

own

interests.”

negotiations of the Austro-German Alliance of

1879 Andrassj'^ steadily refused to promise Austrian armed
support in case of a French attack on Germany, unless
France were also joined by Russia; his successor persisted
in this refusal in 1882, and hence in Art. II, dealing with
possible French attack, Austria’s obligaFiolT extended only
to Italy, while Germany’s and Italy’s obligations were
mutual: “In case Italy, without direct provocation on her
part, should be attacked by France for any reason whatsoever, the two other contracting parties shall be bound to
lend help and assistance with all their forces. This same
’

obligation shall devolve

upon Italy in case of any aggresby France against Ger-

sion without direct provocation

many.”
a Franco-Russian
High Contracting Parties,

Art. Ill provided for the danger of
coalition :

“If one, or two, of the

without direct provocation on their part, should chance to
be attacked and to be engaged in a war with two or more
Great Powers non-signatory to the present treaty, the casus

aU the High ContractThis virtually extended to Italy the principle
agreed upon between Austria and Germany in 1879, except
ihat the addition of the words “without direct provocation”

joederis

wiU

ing Parties.”

arise simultaneously for
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gave the obligation a more

restricted

and purely defensive

character.

According to Art. IV: “In case a Great Power, nonsignatory to the present treaty, should threaten the security
of the states of one of the High Contracting Parties, and
the threatened Party should find itself forced on that account to make war against it, the two others bind themselves
to observe towards their Ally a benevolent neutrality. Each
of them reserves to itself, in this case, the right to take
part in the war if it should see fit to make common cause
with its AUy.”
Art.

V

was

calculated to secure solidarity of action:

High Contracting Parties should
chance. to be threatened under the circumstances foreseen
by the preceding Articles, the High Contracting Parties
shall take counsel together in ample time as to the military
“If the peace of one of the

measures to be taken, with a view to eventual cooperation.
They engage henceforth, in all cases of common participation in a war, to conclude neitha- armistice, nor peace, nor

by common consent among themselves.”
of Alliance was for five years, and its contents and its existence were to be kept secret.
The Triple Alliance was expected to bring considerable
advantages to each of its members. Italy gained an increase
in prestige and power by alliance with the powerful German
Empire, and could now be accounted one of the Great
Powers. Her royal government, which had shown some
signs of tottering before revolutionary agitation, was much
strengthened and less likely to be disturbed by papal or
French attacks. Moreover, Italy would have less fear of
trouble with Austria, who now became her ally instead of
treaty, except

The Treaty

—at least as far as the governments,

her enemy

if

not the

populations, of the two countries were concerned.
The
obligations which Italy assumed in return were not heavy.

She did not have to assbt Austria

in

a war between Austria

i

\
!
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In case of an attack by PVance upon
or herself, Italy would have the powerful
assistance of Germany, and might look forward to a victorious outcome which mig^t give her some increase of

•either

alone.

Germany

territory in the direction pf

Nice and Savoy or Northern

Africa.

Austria’s chief benefit from the treaty lay in the hope
that in case of an attack from Russia over Balkan questions,

shf would no longer have to leave a part of her army to
^£i&d her southern frontier against the danger of Italian
Irredentism.
She could throw the whole weight of her
forces against Russia or into the Balkans.

Germany hoped

the treaty would prevent Italy from
allying with France and from thus giving encouragement
to the revanche party at Paris. In case France should make
war, however, the French forces available against the Rhine

would be diminished by those which would have
directed to the Alpine frontier against Italy.

If

to be
Russia

it would be of great importance to Germany
that Austria, no longer in fear for her Italian frontier, would

joined France,

be able to launch the whole strength of the Dual Monarchy
against Russia, and thereby relieve the pressure on Germany’s eastern front. Even if Italy were unable to provide large fighting forces ^both Kalnoky and Bismarck had
a very low opinion of Italy’s military strength at this time
it was still highly advantageous to Germany and Austria

—

—

that Italian forces should face west against France, instead
of north upon Austria’s rear. “Sparing the Austrian forces,
rather than winning those of Italy,

is

our aim,” was Bis-

marck’s comment.*®

The

and in its origin was
and deagned primarily
to preserve the peace of Europe. This is now clear from
the detailed negotiations concerning its formation, which
Triple Alliance in its wording

essentially defensive in character,

<0

GP.,

Ill, 224-225.
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have been revealed by Pribram from the Austrian archives,
and by the extensive German documents in Die Grosse
Politik. Its defensive character is now admitted even by
French historians who are by no means friendly to Bismarck.^i Bismarck himself, in a private despatch which he
never expected would be made public, referred to it as “our
Its peaceful and defensive intent was
League of Peace.”
especially marked in the case of Germany. i_But it became
less so in the case of Italy and Austria, who later wished

to use

it

to support their aggressive intentions..

It was, in

fact, nqt long before Italy sought to make use of her new
alliance to promote her ambitions in North Africa and

elsewhere.

Her request

for

German

protection against

alleged interference with Italian interests

by the French

in Morocqp caused Bismarck to reply sharply:
I

am

not without just irritation over this request of

—

Mancini’s, and observe in it a dilettante confidentially I
would even say banausic ignorance of what is possible and

—

desirable in high diplomacy.
incident, to

put

it

There

is

again manifest in this

mildly, that lack of unselfishness which

has already so often betrayed the Italians into sending other
people into the water for the sake of Italian interests, with-

own ... We are ready to
attacked or even seriously
cannot hear with indifference

out wetting even a finger of their

stand by Italy’s side
threatened by France.
the expectation that

if

she

is

But we
we should begin

trouble with France or

place Europe before the possibility of a

war of great dimenbecause of vague anxieties about Italy’s interests
which are not immediate, but which represent hopes for the
future in regard to Morocco, or the Red Sea, or Tunis, or
Egypfi or other parts of the world.**
sions,

In 1885, Italy irritated her new allies by seizing Massowah on the Red Sea without notifying them befordiand
*r C/. Bourgeois et Pag^ p. 197.

GP, IH, 263; see below at note 45.
to Keudell, April 6, 1884; GP.. IIL 4ia

«“Uivsere FriedensUga”;

UBumarck
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When
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the time approached

the Triple Alliance, Italy complained that sl|
nothing as a result of the treaty. Bismarck replied hlimtly,
but truly, that the AUiance was made to secure the peace

win new conquests for its members.
When Italy hinted that she wanted promises of wider support given her as the price of her renewal, Bismarck at first
told her flatly that she could renew it as it stood without
modifications, or she could leave it and drop out.
But
later, in 1887, when Franco-German relations were strained,
and Italy intimated that she would shift to the side of
France if her desires were not heeded, Bismarck changed
of

Europe and not

He

his mind.

to

ivas willing to recognize Italian ambitions

North Africa and even put pressure upon Austria to
accept the principle that Italy had the right to share with

in

Austria in the decision of the future fate of the Balkans,
the Ottoman coasts, and the islands in the Adriatic and

Aegean

Seas.'*^

Austrian policy in the Balkans, after 1906, similarly;
attempted to make use of the Alliance for aggressive rather
than peaceful purposes. But the details of this later perversion of the originally defensive character of the Triple
Alliance cannot be discussed here. Tliey do not alter the

no sense intended to use the Triple
by Germany against France.
always remained, as it had been in its origin,

fact that Bismarck in

Alliance for aggressive action

For him

it

a defensive treaty. Unfortunately it w'as not easy to convince the French of this. As its terms were secret, the
French not unnaturally suspected that it constituted a
menace to themselves. This suspicion was strengthened bv
** Arts. I-IV of the separate Italo-German renewal treaty of Feb.
and Art. I of the Austro-Italian renewal treaty of the same date,
wUch was embodied as the famous “Art. VII” of the last renewal treaty
of Deo. 5, 1912. Cf. Pribram I, 44 ff. 103, and passim; GP., IV, 179-260.
For the text of these articles and the other concessions eventually made
to Italy, see Arts. Vl-JU of the 1912 renewal treaty in the Appendix below.
20, 1887;
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rapid increase in German and Italian armaments in
the 1^0’s, and by Bismarck’s rather defiant tone during
the Boulanger period. It was this secrecy as to the terms
of the Triple Alliance, and the exaggerated suspicions to
which it gave rise, which contributed so much toward the
embitterment of Franco-German relations and to the formation of the Franco-Russian Alliance in the early 1890’s.

THE RUMANIAN ALLIANCE OF 1883
Even the Triple Alliance did not complete the circle of
by which Bismarck wished to assure the peace of
Europe. In the summer of 1883 King Carol, the Hohentreaties

zollem ruler of Rumania, visited Germany. Bismarck took
the occasion to sound Austria, “whether it would not be
desirable and possible to extend our League of Peace
[Friedensliga] with Italy to the East, and thereby lead in
firm paths the policy of Rumania, and eventually also that
of Serbia and the Porte. Except for Russia and France,
there is no state in all Europe today which is not interested
in the maintenance of peace. The firm pivot for the crystallization of any such scheme would always be our own
permanent Dual Alliance.”
As Austria responded fa•orably, Bismarck had two long interviews with the Rumanian premier, whom he found “more declamatory than businesslike.” M. Bratianu was very eager for the kudos which
would come from an alliance with the Great Powers. He
was loud in his denunciation of Russian intrigues in Austria as well as in Rumania and Bulgaria. At the prospect
of Austro-German backing, his chauvinistic

imagination

be-

gan to build castles in the air in which the Italian conquest
of Nice, Savoy, and Corsica should be but the prelude to
Rumania’s acquisition of the Danubian Delta and Bessarabia. He had to be brought down to earth by energetic
reminders from Bismarck and Kalnpky that the proposal
Bismarck to Prince Reuss at Vienna, Aug.

19. 1883;

GP.,

m,

263
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under discussion was to secure peace, not conquests; the
Contracting Powers ought mutually to promise that ihey
would refrain from aU acts of provocation which might disturb the peace; if, contrary to their efforts, any war should
break out, it would be time enough later to discuss the division of the spoils.
M. Bratianu thereupon bridled his imagination and on
October 30, 1883, signed the purely defensive kind of an
alliance which Bismarck had in mind. The Austro-Rumanian Treaty, which formed the basis of Rumania’s adherence
to the Triple Alliance "Treaty of Peace,” provided in substance that if Rumania or Austria were attacked without
provocation on their part, [by Russia], the two Contracting
Powers would mutually assist one another against the aggressor.
Russia was not named in the text of ’the treaty

owing to Emperor William’s wish on this point, and to the
danger of adding fuel to Pan-Slav agitation in case the
Treaty should leak out later through some indiscretion.
But the negotiations show clearly that Russia was the state
which the Contracting Powers had in mind, Germany, by
aji agreement signed on the same day, undertook the same
obligations respectively toward Austria and Rumania that
they had taken toward one another. The treaty was to be
secret and to endure for five years with an automatic extension for three years more if not denounced by any of the
parties. In 1889 Italy, like Germany, adhered to the Austro-Rumanian treaty, and the Quadruple Agreement was
usually renewed from time to time (with slight modifications). The last renewal took place on February 6, 1913,

when it was extended
<«GP, m,

to July 8, 1920.**

269-282; Pribram, I, 29^34, 69-77, 86-90, 107-111, 209, 245 f.
connection it may be mentioned that Austria had signed a secret
treaty 'with Serbia on June 28, 1881, which virtually placed Serbia under
Austria’s protection and domination during the reign of the pro-Austrian
ruler, Milan Obrenovitch, in., until 1889. thus temporarily bringin? still

In

tliin
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BREAKDOWN OP THE WIRE TO RUSSIA IN 1890
Thus, in the period 1871-1890, the peace of Europe was
secured by the domination of the Eastern Empires and by
the system of genuinely defensive alliances which Bismarck
had built up, though during the last three years the system
was somewhat less secure. No Power cared to risk a war
against Germany’s overwhelming military force, supported
and insured as it was by the secret alliances which had
brought Austria, Russia, Italy, Rumania, and even -England
more or less into cooperation with Gcimany. France in
her painful isolation did not dare to undertake a war of
revanche. England, though ready to cooperate with the
Triple Alliance in the Mediterranean, did not care to depart
from her traditional no-alliance policy. *• She still preferred
to enjoy the Balance of Power between any European coalitions which might arise. No one yet threatened that proud
supremacy of the seas, so vital to hei commerce and her
imperial relations with her colonies.
But the dismissal of Bismarck in March, 1890, brought
a change, and opened the way for the formation of an alliance between Russia and France. Even during the three
preceding years, in spite of the Re-insurance Treaty, friction had increased between Germany and Russia, owing to
complications in Bulgaria, and to the German newspaper
campaign against Russian securities. But until Bismarck’s
dismissal, the loyalty of M. Giers. the Russian Minister
of Foreign Affairs, to the German alliance, and Tsar Alexander’s antipathy to France had prevented a Franco-Russian

j

’’

another state within the
18

circle of the Triple Alliance

Powers: Pribram,

I,

ff.

For England’s failure to respond to Bismarck’s feelers for an
Anglo-German understanding or alliance in 1887 and in 1889, see GP., IV
376 ff. The importance of these feelers has been exaggerated by Hammann,
Dot Afissverstandne Bismarck, pp. 20 f., £0, and by Eokardstein, Xebena*
srimiOTutipeti, U, 282; m. Iff.
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which had always been Bismarck’s greatest night-

mare.^®

In December, 1889, well in advance of its expiration,
Giers considered whether the Re-insurance Treaty of 1887

ought to be renewed by Russia and, if so, in what form.
On the whole, it seemed more useful for Russian interests
in the Balkans and for the preservation of peace than an
alliance with France. The latter would endanger peace by
encouraging JYench chauvinists and by embittering relations between France and Germany.
In accordance with
this policy. Count Schuvalov had an intimate conversation
with Bismarck on February 10, 1890, in which both favored
the renewal of the treaty. “It is a document that defines
clearly the policy which we are following and which, in my
judgment, ought not to be changed,” said Bismarck.'*®
But the conflict of temperament and policy which had
been developing between the aged German Chancellor and
his imperious young master was nearing the explosion which
took place on March .17. With Bismarck out of office
Schuvalov did not know what to do. He reported that what
was passing at Berlin was more than strange, and that one
was forced to ask oneself whether the young Emperor was
in a normal state. On the night of March 21, the Ambassador was awakened by a messenger from Emperor William
who requested him to come to His Majesty at eight o’clock
Scarcely had he arrived when the Emperor
him with great kindness and cordiality saying,

in the morning.

received

48 111 December, 1886, Gieis said to the German ChargS d’ASaires in
“R a’y a pas de politique raisonable & faire avec ces
gen8-l& [en PVance]”; and a week later, “Comment peuvent-ils etie asscz
bStee, ces PranQais, pour se figurer que I’Empereur Alexandre marcherait
avec lee Clemenceaus contie son onclel C’est une alliance qui ferait
honour & I’Empereur, qui n’ira pas tirer les matrons du feu pour le
Commune"; and again on October 20, 1887, “Les Frangais sont le plus
infecte des peoples, le gouvemement frangais est mauvais, bete; le.gaohis &
Paris est complet”; G.P., VI, 107, 108, 118.'
48 Gk)riainov, p. 341 ;
S.
St. Petersburg:

'

Gf
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You know how much I love
and respect your sovereign. Your Emperor has been too
good to me for me to do otherwise than to inform him
“Sit

down and

listen to

me.

personally of the situation created by the events which have
just taken place. ... I beg you to tell His Majesty that

my part I am entirely disposed to renew our agreement,
that my foreign policy remains and will remain the same
After having
as it was in the time of my grandfather.”
on

read Schuvalov’s despatch the Tsar wrote on it, “Nothing
satisfactory could be looked for. We shall see by the
sequel whether deeds correspond to w'ords.”
But there then emerged the malign and super-suspicious
influence of Baron Holstein. He and another counsellor in
the German Foreign Office drew up a long memoir of finespun arguments against the renewal; with these they won
over the Kaiser and the new Chancellor, Caprivi. It was
decided at Berlin on March 27 to drop the negotiations for
renewal, because the terms of the Re-insurance Treaty were
regarded as contrary to the spirit, if not the letter, of the
Triple Alliance, and also because, “if the treaty became

more

known, either by a deliberate or accidental indiscretion, it
would endanger the Triple Alliance and be calculated to
turn England away from us.”
Schweinitz, the German
Ambassador at St. Petersburg, w^as hastily summoned back
to Berlin for a consultation. He did not think it likely
that Russia would deliberately divulge the treaty; but he
recognized the “possibility of indiscretions from some other
source,”
by which probably he meant no other than Bis-

marck

himself.

When

Schweinitz returned to St. Peters-

burg next day, and reported Germany’s negative decision,
the Tsar was content, but his Foreign Minister, Giers, was
“in some consternation.”
Already old and feeble, Giers
feared that under his successors the Russian militarists and
80 Goriainov, p. 343; cf.
82 G.P., Vn. II.

GJ*, VII,

21.

si Goriainov, ». 344.
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Pan-Slavs might get the upper hand and threaten peacefu
He hoped by a
relations between Germany and Russia.
Six weeks later he again
treaty to bind his successors.
brought up the subject and urged the renewal of the treaty.
He was willing to make any changes Germany wanted, or
even to have merely an exchange ol notes, or at any rate
some kind of a written agreement between the two countries.
Since a further refusal on Germany’s part might
tend to drive Russia into the arms of Prance, Schweinitz
advised “some kind of a written agreement which, even if
Just after
it became known, could not be used against us.”
this advice reached Berlin, Bismarck gave an interview to
a Russian journalist, which alarmed the German Foreign
Office,®* and made them fear that even if the Tsar were
discreet, the irritated ex-Chaneellor might let the dangerous
The leading Foreign Office officials—
cat out of the bag.
Marschall, Holstein, Kiderlen, and Raschdau all hastened
to write memorials against a renewal of the Re-insurance
Treaty or anything resembling it; and the Kaiser and
Caprivi accepted their view. Schweinitz was told positively
to drop the whole matter. Thus fell one of the main props
of Bismarck’s balance between Russia and Austria. Russia
was left isolated and more ready to listen to the solicitous
voice of the republican radicals on the Seine.
Historians have generally exaggerated the non-renewal
of the Re-insurance Treaty as a factor in the formation of
the Pranco-Russian Alliance. This is due partly to Bismarck himself. Esteemed by the German people as a demigod, but neglected by the young Emperor and the new
Court, the lonely and morose old man at Friedrichsruh
filled the columns of the Hamburger Nachrichten with illnatured articles justifying his own successful policies and

—

anonymously those of his successor:
Germany’s business to support Austria’s

pitterly criticizing

“Least of

all is it

»8GP., vn.

23, 36.

'

ambitions
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“By following
in the Balkans.”

the path

upon which she has entered, Germany is in danger of
gradually becoming dependent upon Austria, and in the
end she may have to pay with her blood and treasure for
the Balkan policy of Vienna.”

This was bad taste on Bismarck’s part, and it was very
embarrassing to William II and Caprivi. They winced at
his criticisms and descended to his rancorous level by an
act of petty-minded folly. "W^ien Bismarck made a triumplial progress to Vienna in 1S92 to attend the marriage
of hfs son, Count Herbert, to Countess Hoyos, Caprivi
ordered the German i\mbassador in Vienna not to attend
the wedding and, if possible, to prevent Bismarck’s recepBismarck in revenge
tion by Emperor Francis Joseph.
reproached Caprivi in the Neue Freie Presse with having

Germany the

lost for

friendship of Russia.

“The

wire

which connected us with Russia is torn down.” Ho implied
that the Tsar was therefore turning toward France and that
Caprivi was responsible for the dajiger to Germany of the
new coalition which he himself had always skilfully averted.
The implication was strengthened by Caprivi’s apparent!’
self-incriminating statement in the Reichstag six inontl
later (November 23, 1892); “W^e exerted all our care to
keep the wire up; only w’e did not want it to draw us out
of those connections which bind us with Austria-Hungary
'

and

The implication was finally accepted as a
when Bismarck vii’tually revealed in the Ham-

Italy.”

certainty

burger Nachrichten (four years later) the existence of the
Re-insurance Treaty of 1887, closing with the blunt statement, “So came Kronstadt with the Marseillaise and the

drawing together of the absolutist Tsardom and the
French Republic, brought about, in our opinion, exclusively

first

Hamburger
1890^1898,

I,

Nachrichteri, April 26. 1890:

Hofmann, fUret

Biamareh,

256

January 24. 1892; Hofmann, Furst Bismarck, 1890-1898,

II,

6

-
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reiiicmber that they are waiting for us in Alsace and

For the next fifteen months French Cabinets
but public opinion always demanded that
Boulanger be included among the Ministers. During this
period he aimed to increase and strengthen the French army
by every means. Lumber was purchased for new barracks,
increased quantitie.s of picric acid were imported from
Germany for the manufacture of explosives, and French
regular troops were gradually brought back from China and
The Cabinet, though divided, was finally perAfrica.
suaded by Boulanger to approve- a. trial mobilization of part
of the army for the fall of 1887. ^Yhen a more cool-headed
and responsible French statesman, like Rouvier, had the
courage to constitute a Cabinet without Boulanger, in May,
1887. this only increased still further the General’s popularity, a.nd with it the peril to the internal and external
peace of the country. He appeared before the ecstatic
crowds on the Paris boulevards. By repeatedly standing for
election ro the Chamber of Deputies in the provinces, he
gradually began to secure a national plebiscite in his favor.
There were thousands who looked forward to the overthrow
'•f the Republic which had been too yielding and concilia.tory toward Germany and who hoped for a strong dictatorPVench chauvinism w^as
ship under “le brav’ general.”
further stirred by the fiery speeches of Paul Deroulede, by
the activities of the League of Patriots, and by the intemperate editorials of the greater part of the French Press.
AU these manifestations of French nationalism were duly
reported to Bismarck at length by the German Military
Attache in Paris.*®
The German Ambassador, Count Munster, however,
Lorraine.”

rose and

fell,

and more quieting reports as to conditions
France, though he admitted that there was an extraordi-

sent moderate
in

«8 Report of the

•»GP., VI, mff.

German

Militaiy Attach^ in Paris; GP., VI, 133.
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believed, nevertheless, that it

was

WAR
the people.

He

artificially stimulated,

at bottom the French people really did not want
la guerre sainte, however much they might talk about it in

and that

the newspapers and public meetings.

The

republicans in

the provinces, in contrast to Paris, were decidedly peaceful,
and Boulanger was not nearly so dangerous as people behardly establish a dictatorship on account
of the jealousy of other generals and of the solidity of republican feeling. Whatever the masses thought, the French

lieved.

He could

Government really wanted peace, because they were afraid
Germany. Finahcially also France was too poor to wage
war, and military service was unpopular. The Ambassador
was so convinced that there was no real danger of a Boulangist coup d’etat or an attack upon Germany, that he took
the unusual step of writing his views in a personal letter to
Emperor William I.
the acBismarck, however, was not at all convinced
diagnosis
situation.
He
curacy of Munster’s
of the French
covered Munster’s reports with question marks and doubts.
He scolded him for writing a letter direct to the Emperor,
which Munster thereupon agreed should not be delivered.
Bismarck’s distrust of France rested partly on his knowledge of French historj-^ and of the events of the Second
Empire when Napoleon III had talked peace and yet had
entered upon one war after another. It arrj^e also from his
futile efforts to come to a l.>etter anderslandiiig with France
of

during the half dozen yeais before the rise of Boulanger.
Still another reason for his distrust of the French were the

rumors in September, 1886, that Russian agents in Paris
had been putting out feelers toward a Fran co-Russian alliance.^®

He

leam

the rumors

if

instantly

made

inquiries at St. Petersburg to

had any foundation.

tions a little later for the Re-insurance

In the negotiaTreaty with Russia
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he made

sui'prisinglj' large concessions to Russian ambitions
toward Constantinople, with the hope of holding Tsar
Alexander III away from France and in firm friendship
with Germany.’^
A further reason why Bismarck was unwilling to accept
Munster’s optimistic views on France was the fact that he
was preijaring to lay before the Reichstag the Army Bill
of 1887, which would considerably increase the size of the
German array. French chauvinism was one of the b^t

vote-getters possible for the.

haK

bill.

If Miinsler

the argument for the increase of the

was

German

correct,

array

v,'as

So Bismarck took the view of the military attache
instead of the ambassador at Paris. The German ai inament
bill passed and thereby increased the suspicion and distrust
in France and Russia, which always accompanied the
growth of German armaments. New military' expenditures
on a wide scale were tlien made in France and Russia, and
a still further increase* was proposed in Germany in the
following year. So great was the suspense and war-taJk
on both sides of the Rhine that there developed in the
spring of 1888 another war scare not unlike that of 1875.
On January 11, 1888, Bismarck made the famous speech in
the Reichstag in w'hich, while increasing Germany’s armaments, he still insisted that Germany had no intention of
provoking a war wdth France or with Russia.
gone.

In spite of "incidents” lilce the Gernian arrest oi
which sharpened bitter feelings in both coun-

Schnaebele,''^

ri G.P., V, 211 ff.
72 Schnaebele, who

had been accused of complicity in an espionage case
at Strasbourg, was a lYench police ofiScer near the Alsatian border. On
April 20, 1887 he was arrested upon German soil while at an interview with
a German police agent concerning border questions. The French Press
made a great outcrj' that he had been enticed over the border in ortler
that he might be seized. There is no proof of this. When Bismarck
was finally convinced that Schnaebele crossed the border for an official
intendew upon the invitation of a German customs officer, he at on'-t
ordered bis release; GP., VI, 182-192. C. Grant Robertson, Rismorcl;,
p. 460, is inconect in concluding that the Schnaebele incident was deLb-
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cooler counsels prevailed at Paris.

Boulanger’s credit

sank more rapidly than it had risen, and Franco-German
tension became less strained. But it was duri :g this period
that the first steps took place which may be regarded as the
beginnings of Franco-Russian rapjyrochenient, which later
w^as extended to include England and thus formed ultimately the Triple Entente. The domination of the Eastern
Empires was coming to an end.
erately planned to provoke the French into a serious indiscretion in
order to assist the passage of the German Army Bill by the Reichstag.
The dates are conclusive. The Army Bill passed on March 11. Bis-

marck khew nothing about the Schnacbele espionage case until March
12.
Schnaebele was not' arrested until April 20, and was set free eight
daya later. For a French view, see Bourgeois et Pages, pp. 225-229.
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Some such
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considerations as these gradually led English

statesmen to the decision that “splendid isolation” was no
In 1895, Lord Salisbury indicated the
changed British attitude by hinting to Germany that the
time had come to partition Turkey. Though England had
formerly pursued the policy of bolstering up a decrepit
Turkish Empire, Salisbury had now at last come to the
conclusion that this was a hopeless task. He had been betting on the wrong horse. Turkey might as well be carved
up, or at least the slices had better be provisionally assigned
in case the Ottoman Empire should finally go to pieces.
longer possible.

The

Sultan’s misgovernment

had

steadily

weakened Tur-

key; the Christian populations under Turkish oppression
were becoming more and more restless; and the frightful
massacres of Armenians, with the more or less tacit approval
and connivance of Abdul Hamid, had shocked and roused
Europe. Lord Salisbury’s proposal was to the effect that
in partitioning Turkey, Egypt dbould go to England,
•Tripoli to Italy, Salonica to Austria, and Constantinople or
the control of the Straits to Russia. Such a partition, based
on friendly agreement beforehand and securing a fair share
to each of the three Great Powers, might conceivably have
gone a long way toward solving the Near Eastern Question,
if the great difficulties connected with it could have been
overcome.
Unfortunately, Berlin failed to take up Salisbury’s sug^Sestion. Marschall and Holstein, who at this time largely
'determined German policy, were excessively suspicious.
:-;3^ey foresaw ikhat France and Italy would be difficult to
^tisfy. Moreover, what should Germany receive? They

^eiW^ that an attempt to partition Turkey would give rise
to more problems than it settled, and might even involve
tho Powers in war. They suspected that Salisbury’s proposal was intended to sow discord between Russia and the
;;Triple Alliance, so that England would have an opportunity
-

f
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to fidi in troubled waters. Accordingly, when Salisbuiy
renewed his suggestion directly to the Kaiser a month lata
at Cowes, where William was attending the English yacht-

ing races, the Kaiser gave a cool reply; he said he believed
it was best to attempt to sustain Turkey, and to force proper
reforms for the protection of the Sultan’s Christian subjects.

By

Thereupon Lord Salisbury

let

1898 the political situation

the matter drop.“

made

still

more

evident

to the British Cabinet the advisability of abandoning

the

In Caitral Africa friction with Frauce
over the Niger boundary was acute; France also wasatending her power eastward toward the Upper Nile; and

isolation policy.

Major Marchand, leading an exploring expedition

toward

the Sudan, had not yet been checked by Kitchener
Fashoda. In South Africa English friction with the Boet!
tl

had been steadily increasing, and was to break out some
months later in the most humiliating and costly war which
England had ever fought.
The Kruger Telegram had
shown the.livdy interest which the Kaiser and his subjects
took in the Boers, and the desirability therefore of puttu?
an end to any possible support, either secret or open, which
Germany might be inclined to give to the South Africai
Republics. Finally, in the Far East, Germany had
secured the lease of a naval base at Kiauchau Russia wss
getting an economic grasp on Manchuria through the
tension of the Trans-Siberian Railway; and by the leased
Port Arthur she would have a foothold which would menacs
jus!

;

ex-

X, 1-41, 76 f., 111-114. The German doquments indicate A*
incorrectness of Sir Valentine Chirol’s contention {London Times, 8^
11, 13, 1920) that the partition proposal came first from the Germans*
not from the English side ; they also correct many of Eckardstein’s lep*
dary assertions in his Entinerunpen (I, 207 5.; II, 2S4; III, 12 ff.) «*
ceming the Cowes conversations of 1895. Cf. also R. J. &ntag,
Cowes Interview and the Kruger Telegram”, in Political Science
terly, XL, 217 S, (June, 1925) ; and E. N. Johnson and J. D BickM
"The Contemplated Anglo-German Alliance, 1890^1901.” m FoBW
Science Qvarl^v, XLll, 10 ff. (Mahdi. 18S^.
!
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Peking and seriously jeopardize Britain’s naval and commercial predominance in the Far East. The English Press

was clamoring to know how the Cabinet would stop
Russia.

MB. chamberlain’s ALLIANCE PROPOSALS TO GERMANY,
1898-1901

Under these circumstances the
Russia.

On January

British

first

turned to

19, 1898, they proposed to the Tsar

entente which should put an end to

all

an

the long-standing

and the Lion. The
and Russian policy in the two
decaying empires of China and Turkey, instead of being
constantly opposed.
What Lord Salisbury secretly suggested to Russia in regard to China and Turkey was “no
sources of friction between the Bear

idea was to harmonize British

•

partition of territory, but only a partition of preponderance”
of political influence.'*^*

But the Tsar and

his shifty

bitious Ministers did not receive the proposal in

am-

a way to

inspire confidence or to encourage the British to proceed

with

it.

Instead, Russia secured the lease of Port Arthur,

and the British made a counter-move by doing likewise in
regard to Wei-hai-Wei. Thereupon Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, the British Colonial Secretary, was allowed to try his
hand at making an alliance with Germany.
On March 29, 1898, while Lord Salisbury v/as absent in
France for his health. Count Hatzfeldt, the German Ambassador in London, was asked to dinner with Mr. Chamberlain at Alfred Rothschild’s house.
Chamberlain there
frankly
declared quite
that England had decided to abandon
her isolation policy. England and Germany, he admitted,
had many petty points of friction in colonial matters, but
no great fundamentally opposing interests. He therefore
Salisbury to O’Conor, Jan. 25, 1898; BriUsh Documents on the
Origins of the War, 1914-1918 (London, 1927), I, p. 8. The story of this
British offer to Russia was first revealed in detail, tbfd., pp. 5-41, though
the Kaiser got an inkling of it from the Tsar (see below„at note 50).
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suggested an Anglo-German defensive alliance ** To satisfy
Germany’s fears that later British Cabinets might not keep
the agreement, he was ready to get the treaty publicly approved by Parliament; this, however, “would not prevent

the inclusion in the treaty of one or more secret articles,"
as he remarked confidentially three days later.*® Finally he
hinted that if England did not succeed in making an aliiance with Germany, which was the more natural for her,
she might turn toward France and Russia. This was said
as a hint but not as a threat.
There was no reason to doubt that Chamberlain was
sincerely seeking to open negotiations which should lead to
an alliance. To have succeeded would have been a great
feather in his cap. But other members of the Cabinet,
like Lprd Salisbury and Balfour, not to mention the Prince

who were all more Francophil, were less enthuThey were not unwilling to see his efforts fail.

of Wales,
siastic.

Chamberlain's offer was received

iii

Berlin with the same

suspiciousness as the proposed partition of

Turkey

three

years earlier. Count Bulow, who had replaced Marschall
as Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, feared that a pub-

England might involve Germany in the risk of being attacked on two fronts the Russian and the French where the British navy would be of
licly

announced

alliance with

—

—

<5GP., XIV, 1^199, 212-216; Eckardstein, I, 292 ff. At a shooting
party in. January, 1898, the Kaiser had alreswly suggested to the British
Military Attache the desirability of such au alliance, which he said he
had been striving after for eight year^ but had met with no response.
At a luncheon at Friedtichshof in August he repeated the suggestion to
the British Ambassador. But at a dinner in December he concurred
with the Ambassador that "there was certainly no necessity for a formiil
alliance”, because if it became advisable for them to act in common the
arrangements could be made in twenty-four hours; British Document!.
I, pp. 69, 100-105.
The editors of the British Documents state (p. lOlt
that these are the only references to the proposals of 1898 for an AngloGermah alliance which they have been able to find in the Foreign Office
Archives. This extraordinary fact that the British archives contain no
mention of the Chamberlain proposal suggests that this was his own
personal venture rather than any nffinia' move on the part of the Britiflb
Cabinet
*• OP., XIV, 208.
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Germany. Moreover, he doubted whether

the English Parliament, in view of the bitter public feeling
in England since the Kruger Telegram, would ever ratify
an Anglo-German alliance. German public opinion would
also be against

it.

He

therefore directed Hatzfeldt neither

to accept ..por reject Chamberlain’s offer, but to deal with it

a dilatory fashion. By this means he believed that Germany and England might come to an agreement on some of
in

their outstanding colonial problems, without going so far

as to risk a definite alliance.'*’

In this connection the Kaiser took a step which reveals
the lack of honesty which he sometimes displayed in his
attempts to manage German foreign policy. Without con-

and in spite of the fact that the
Chamberlain proposals had been strictly confidential, he
wrote to the Tsar on May 30, 1898, saying that England
had thrice within the last few weeks asked for an alliance,
making enormous offers which opened a brilliant future for
Germany, and begging for a quick reply. Before answering
the British, the Kaiser added, he wanted to tell “Nicky” of
this, since it was a life and death matter.
Such an alliance
evidently
be
directed
against
would
Russia. “Now I ask
you, as my old and trusted friend, to tell me what you can
offer me, and what you will do for me if I refuse the British
sulting his Ministers,

offers.”

This letter was a gross exaggeration, because no “enoroffers” had been made by England. The Kaiser was
deliberately attempting by his exaggeration to bid Russia
and England up against one another, and to use Chamberlain’s offer to sow discord between Russia and England.
What he wanted to secure from Nicky was Russian cooperation for bringing Prance into a Continental League,

mous

'TGP., XIV, 19»-249; see also pp. 337-344.
48 M. Semenoff, Correspondanee erUre Guillaume II et Nicolas II, 18941914 (Paris, 1924)', pp. 3^2; Briefe Wilhelm II an den Zaren 1894i’
1914 (ed. W. Qoetz), Berlin, 1920, p. 309 ff.
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suggested an Anglo-German defensive alliance.'*® To satisfy
Germany’s fears that later British Cabinets might not keep
the agreement, he was ready to get the treaty publicly apthis, however, “would not prevent
the inclusion in the treaty of one or more secret articles,"
as he remarked confidentially three days later.*® Finally he
hinted that if England did not succeed in making an alii'
ance with Germany, which was the more natural for her,
she might turn toward France and Russia. This was said
as a hint but not as a threat.
There was no reason to doubt that Chamberlain was
sincerely seeking to open negotiations which should lead to
an alliance. To have succeeded would have been a great
feather in his cap. But other members of the Cabinet,
like Lprd Salisbury and. Balfour, not to mention the Prince
of Wales, who were all more Francophil, were less enthusiastic. They were not unwilling to see his efforts fail.
Chamberlain’s offer was received in Berlin with the same
suspiciousness as the proposed partition of Turkey three
years earlier. Count Bulow, who had replaced Marschall
as Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, feared that a publicly announced alliance with England might involve Germany in the risk of being attacked on two fronts the Russian and the French where the British navy would be of

proved by Parliament;

—

—

GP., XLV, 193-199, 212-216; Eckardstein, I, 292 ff. At a shooting
party in January, 1898, the Kaiser had already suggested to the British
Military Attache the desirability of such au alliance, which he said he
had been striving after for eight years but had met with no response.
At a luncheon at Friedrichshof in August he repeated the suggestion to
the British Ambassador. But at. a dinner in December be concurred
with the Ambassador that “there was certainly no necessity for a formal
alliance”, because if it became advisable for them to act in common the
arrangements could be made in twenty-four hours; BrUiah Documevit,
I, pp. 69, 100-105.
The editors of the British Documents state (p. 101;
that these are the only references to the proposals of 1898 for an AngloGerman alliance which they have been able to find in the Foreign Office
Archives. This extraordinary fact that the British archives contain no
mention of the Chamberlain proposal suggests that this was his oem
personal venture rather than any offitnal move on the part of the British
CaWnefc

XIV,

208.
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assistance to Gennany. Moreover, he doubted whether
the English Parliament, in view of the bitter public feeling
little

England since the Kruger Telegram, would ever ratify
an Anglo-German alliance. German public opinion would

in

also be against

it.

He

therefore directed Hatzfeldt neither

to accept jior reject Chamberlain’s offer, but to deal with it
in a dilatory fashion. By this means he believed that Germany and England might come to an agreement on some of

their outstanding colonial problems, without going so far

as to risk a definite alliance.^^

In this connection the Kaiser took a step which reveals
the lack of honesty which he sometimes displayed in his
attempts to manage German foreign policy. Without consulting his Ministers, and in spite of the fact th&t the
Chamberlain proposals had been strictly confidential, he
wrote to the Tsar on May 30, 1898, saying that England
had thrice within the last few weeks asked for an alliance,

making enormous offers which opened a brilliant future for
Germany, and begging for a quick reply. Before answering
the British, the Kaiser added, he wanted to tell “Nicky” of
this, since it was a life and death matter.
Such an alliance
would evidently be directed against Russia. “Now I ask
you, as my old and trusted friend, to tell me what you can
offer me, and what you will do for me if I refuse the British
offers.”

was a gross exaggeration, because no “enorhad been made by England. The Kaiser was
deliberately attempting by his exaggeration to bid Russia
and England up against one another, and to use Chamberlain’s offer to sow discord between Russia and England.
What he wanted to secure from Nicky was Russian cooperation for bringing France into a Continental League,
This

mous

letter

offers”

»TGP., XIV, 199-249; see also pp. 337-344.
48 M. Semenoff, Correspondance entre GviUaume II et Nieolat II, 189J^
1914 (Parie, 1924)', pp. 38-42; Brie/e Wilhelm II an den Boren 1804*
1914 (ed. W. Goetz), Berlin, 1920, p. 30911.
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which should draw together the Triple and Dual Alliance,
and thus make a strong group of the five great European
Powers. This idea of a Continental League continually
hovered before his imagination for years. By it he hoped to
If Russia could bring the
secure the peace of Europe.
French into such a combination, France would be expected
to give up the thought of revenge and the hope of recovering Alsace-Lorraine. This would remove one of the fundamental sources of danger to the peace of Europe. Furthermore, such a Continental League could be effectively used
‘

to check England’s excessive colonial pretensions in Africa
and Asia, and eventually, perhaps, after the growth of the

German navy,

to place

a check on England’s supremacy

on

the seas.^*

The

Tsar, however, did not allow himself to be fooled

by the Kaiser

making any commitments.
June 3, 1898:

into

plied at once on

But he

re-

Dearest Willy,

Three months ago, in the midst of our negotiations
with China, England handed us over a memorandum containing many tempting proposals trying to induce us to come to
a full agreement upon all the points in which our interests
collided with her’s.
These proposals were of such a new
character, that I must say, we were (;uite amazed and yet—
.

.

.

seemed suspicious to us; never before had
England made such offers to Russia. That showed us clearly
that England needed our friendship at that time, to be able
to check our development, in a masked way, in the Far East
Without thinking twice over it, their proposals were

their very nature

refused.

.

,

.

me, if not quite impossible, to answer your question whether it is useful or not for Germany
to accept these often repeated English proposals, as I have
not got the slightest knowledge of their value.
It is very difficult for

«

G.P.. XI, 67-92, XIII, 63, 89; XIV, XIX-XXI, passim; and WOlV
ky Correspondence, passim.
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of course decide

what

is

best and
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most neces-

sary for your country.

Germany and Russia have lived in peace since old times,
and God grant! that they may continue

as good neighbours,
so,

in close and loyal friendship. . .
thank you once more for writing to
.

I

moment for you
God bless you my

me

at such a grave

I

Believe

me

dearest Willy.

ever your loving cousin and trusting friend,
Nicky.®®
o

This news of “amazing” British offers to Russia, made
just before Chamberlain’s proposals, made the Kaiser naturally suspect that “perfidious Albion” was trying to play
Germany and Russia off against one another, and sow discord between them. It confirmed him in his temperamental suspiciousness of British good faith. So the Chamberlain proposal of March, 1898, was not grasped by Germany,

and came to nothing.
The utmost that could be secured was the Anglo-German
Convention of August 30, 1898, for the contingent partition
of the Portuguese colonies. As Portugal was supposed to
be in financial straits and likely to wish to borrow money,
Germany and England agreed to consult as to the terras
of any loans made, and to divide the Portuguese colonial
areas whose tolls were to be pledged as security for the
loans. In case Portugal should default on payment, Germany and England would enter upon the administration of

They agreed jointly
Portugal by a third Power which

the tolls in the areas pledged to each.
to oppose

any loans to

®oG.P., XrV, 2501.; Semenoff, p, 42, note, confirming the truth of
the Tsar’s statement says a British note to Russia of Feb. 12, 1898, formulated the conceptions of the British Cabinet concerning the delimitation
of Russian and English spheres of influence both in Turkey and China.
Russia was to enjoy freedom of action in Northern, and England in
Southern, China; for O’Conor’s note of Feb. 12 to Muraviev, see British^

Documents,

I,

p. 12.
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involved pledging the revenue of the Portuguese colonies.'*
This Convention is important because it aimed to re-

move one

source of rivalry and friction between England
and became the basis of later negotiations in
Germany,
and
1912-1914 for a fair and reasonable agreement for a further
contingent rearrangement of colonial possessions. But it
also became a source of irritation and suspicion on Germany’s part. The Kai.?er and Biilow overestimated Por-

embarrassment. They w'aited in vain for
the loan which would bring the expected results from the
treaty.
Lord Salisbury refused to hinder Portugal from
making other loans which did not involve pledging the tolls
as agreed in the treaty. In this he was justified by the
wording of the treaty, but the Kaiser and his advisers
thought it contrary to its spirit. They had expected England would use her influence to prevent Portugal finding
any other sources of credit, thus hastening the moment for
the contingent partition.
But, instead of this, the Germans soon observed closer
relations between Lisbon and London after the visit of
King Carlos to Windsor in the spring of 1899. And in
fact, upon the outbreak of the Boer War, by the secret
Anglo-Portuguese Declaration of October 14, 1899 (often
tugal’s financial

inaccurately called the "Windsor Treaty”), Lord Salisbury

renewed with Portugal the old treaty of 1661 by which
England promised to defend and protect all the Portuguese
In return, Portugal undertook not to permit the
transporting of munitions of war for the Boers into the
Transvaal, and not to issue any formal declaration of
neutrality, inasmuch as that would hinder the supplying
of coal to British warships at Delagpa Bay. Observing this
close Anglo-Portuguese friendship and the failure of the
Anglo-German treaty to produce the hoped-for results, the

colonies.

51

GP., XIV, 347-355; for the negotiations, see
205 ff.; and British Documents, I, pp. 44-73.

stein, II,

i»p.

259-367; Eckaid-
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Office naturally suspected the sincerity of

England’s proffered friendship.®Similarly unfortunate in its effects on the relations of
England and Germany was the Yang-tszc Convention of
October 16, 1900. It aimed to promote the common interests of the two countries in the Far East by preserving the
territorial integrity of China and by keeping her ports open
to trade for all countries without distinction; but a misunderstanding as to whether it applied or not to Manchuria,

where Germany did not wish to antagonize Russia, „ ultimately led to friction and distrust on both sides.®* Disillusionment and disappointment in regard to the Portuguese.
Yang-tsze, and Samoa arra)igenients. as well as the British
detention and search of a couple of German steamei:s bound
for South Africa and other sources of friction growing out
of the Boer War, were further motives for German coolness
toward suggestions for an alliance which Chamberlain continued to make.
Though the German rejection of the Chamberlain proposals was one of the most momentous factors in shaping
the fatal course of events in the following years, only a word
can be said about them here.®*
Documents, I, pp. 74-99; G.P., XV, 429; XVII, 17 ff., 34 ff.,
Brandenburg, p. 133, is incorrect in stating that the so-called Windsor
Treaty was signed during the visit of King Carlos in the spring of 1899.
02 British

85.

03 British Documents, II, pp. 1-31; G.P., XVI, 197-491; XVII, 85,
Eckardstein, II, 201-203, 210-223; O. Franke, Die Grossmachte in
Ostasien (Hamburg, 1923), pp. 149-177.
B4The details can easily be found in GP., XV, 410-426; XVII, 1-118;
Eckardstein, Lebenserinnerungen, passim; Brandenburg, pp. 114-155; G. P.
Gooch, History oj
Europe, 1898-1919, pp. 310-332; and E. Fischer,
Holsteins grosses Nein, Berlin, 1925. Fischer however fails to note adequately Germany’s reasons for distrusting England, and, wise by later
events, condemns unduly the German failure to come to an understanding
with England. The same criticism may also be made of E. N. Johnson
and J, D. Bickford, “The Couteraplated Anglo-German Alliance: 18901901”, in Political Science Quarterly, XLII, 1-57 (Mar. 1927). The fact
that the new British Documents contain practically nothing on the Chamberlain proposals of 1899 indicates that again, as in 1898, he was making
3. private venture and not representing the official policy of the Cabinet;
103;

Modem
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In November, 1899, a few weeks after the outbreak of
the Boer War and the consequent anti-Eng’ ish outburst all
over the Continent, the Kaiser and Biilow visited England.
Chamberlain seized upon the occasion for long talks with

He

both.

suggested closer

Germany, and the United

made

between England,

relations

The

States.

detailed notes which

do not indicate that he
gave Chamberlain much encouragement to think that Germany would abandon the relatively favorable position
which she then enjoyed in exchange for the risk of an alliance with England. Nevertheless a few days later, in a
famous speech at Leicester, the English Colonial Secretary
spoke glowingly of the community of German and British
interests, and publicly proposed an alliance: “At bottom,
Biilow

of the conversations

the character of the Teutonic race differs very slightly indeed from the character of the Anglo-Saxon race. If the
union between England and America is a powerful factor
in the cause of peace, a new Triple Alliance between the
Teutonic race and the two great branches of the AngloSaxon race will be a still more potent influence in the future
of the world.”

But the poisonous effects of the Boer War were already
German, as well as French and Russian, newsattacking England violently.
were
papers
Germans, as
Biilow himself noted, were more stirred up about the Boer
at -work.

War

than the English themselves; the anti-English feeling
stronger than the anti-German feeling in
England. In view of this Anglophobia, Biilow did not have
the courage, speaking in the Reichstag on December 11 in
in

Germany was

favor of the

German Navy Law,

to take

Chamberlain’s Leicester proposal.

On

up sympathetically
the contrary, he

this tends to justify the

Gerntan scepticism as to the real possibility of
an .\nRlo-Gennan Alliance. See also Friedrich Meinecke, Gcschichte ds
Driitxrh-EnffUschen Bilndnisproblems, 18D0-JD0J, Berlin 1927.
GJP.,
BO

XV,

413-420.

Quoted by Gooch,

p. 311.
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poured cold water on it, as being quite unnecessary for
Germany. It was a rude rebuff to England. Moreover, if
it be true, as Chamberlain told Eckardstein,®^ that he had

made

his Leicester speech at Billow’s

own

suggestion,

and

with the expectation that it would find a friendly echo
across the North Sea, Billow’s Reichstag speech was a
treacherous act greatly resented by Chamberlain. At any
rate, the British Foreign Office became more suspicious of
the Wilhelmstrasse, a suspicion which was now beginning
to be further fostered by Tirpitz’s plans for building up the

—

German nayy.
Nevertheless, in 1901, after the Kaiser’s much appreciated visit to Osborne at the news that Queen Victoria

was dying, Chamberlain again opened negotiations for a
defensive alliance between England and Germany, or even
between England, Germany and Japan. England still had
her hands tied in South Africa where the Boers were resisting with dogged determination.

In the Far East, following

the suppression of the Boxer Revolt, English friction with

Russia had reached an acute stage, because the Tsar’s forces
would not evacuate Chinese territory. Under these circumstances, a German alliance would have afforded a valuable
support to Great Britain. But for this very reason Germany
was not at all anxious to commit herself. The negotiations,
which were taken over by Lord Lansdowne, dragged on
through the year. They were finally dropped in December,
1901, because the British Cabinet felt unable to meet Germany’s conditions that the treaty should include the Triple
Alliance and that it should be approved by the British
Parliament. Whether such approval could have been secured was, in fact, very doubtful. A bitter antagonism had
been aroused in both countries by the Boer War and the
isr LebenserCnnerungen, II, 107, 111, 124.
A current, but inaccurate and
misleading English version of this unfortunate Chamberlain-Biilow episode
is given by H. H. Asquith, The Genesis of the War (N.Y., 19231, pp. 43-49.

.
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Press attacks on both sides which accompanied

it.

More-

was by no means solid in support
with Germany. Lord Salisbury had always

over, the British Cabinet

of the alliance

and finally left on record a strong memoranLansdowne and Balfour were not enthusiexcept for support from the Duke of
Chamberlain,
astic..
Devonshire, had rather been compelled to play a lone hand;
and even be, after Billow’s rebuff of his Leicester proposal,
did not want to burn his fingers again.®*
Looking back at the w’hole series of negotiations, it ia
possible that some kind of an Anglo-German defensive alliance could liave been arranged, if Germany had been more

been

sceptical,

dum

against

it.

receptive to Chamberlain’s offers at the beginning.

This

would have laid the basis for a better mutual understanding and rendered less painful the popular antagonism
caused by the Boer War, in which the German Government’s attitude, as distinct from that of the German people
and the German Press, was tolerably correct.®* It would
have helped to prevent the mutual suspicions which were
nourished by the increase of naval armaments on both sides
It would probably have averted the
of the North Sea.
fright
of
1904
that England was planning “to
German
Copenhagen” the German fleet,®* as well as the English
S8 G.P.,

XVII,

16-19, 53, 67, 115, 221-224, 297, 316 f. Eckardstein, 11,
According to the Germans, the initiative in reopening these
negotiations in March, 1901, came from the British; according to the
British Documents, II, pp. 60-88, it came from the Germans. For Lord

337 f., 397

ff.

Salisbury’s memorandum condemning the inclusion of England in the
Triple Alliance, ibid., II, 68 f
The German Government realised from the outset that the cause of
the Boers was hopeless, and that Germany was impotent to help them
owing to the lack of any adequate German fleet. The German Government had therefore tried to dissuade Kruger from defying England to
the point of war. Later, the Kaiser refused to receive Kruger on his
mission to Europe, and refused to join in Russian and French mediation
projects.
(G.P., 3^, 367-437, and note 35 above).
®o G.P., XIX, 353-380: “Das erste Dcutsch-Englische ‘War Scare',
Nov.-Dee., 1904,” with the quotation (p. 364) from Vanity Fair of Nov
.

17 1904 about “the precedent of Copenhagen in 1807.” This was just after
Sir John Fisher bad “purged the navy of obsolete vessels” and carried
,
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panic in 190S-09 at the specter of a German invasion of
Engiand.^^ It might even have established a basis of mutual goodwill which would have brought success to the
efforts made later for some kind of an agreement
toliimt the mad competition in Anglo-German naval arxnaments. And it would have doubtless prevented the formamation of the Triple Entente,
But Holstein, Biilow and the Kaiser miscalculated the
They
situation and let the golden opportunity slip by.
at
what
seemed
England’s
unwiHingness
were irritated
to
afford Germany colonial acquisitions in Samoa and the
Portuguese colonies. They were unable, .or unwilling* to
defy German public opinion by allying with a country which
was crushing the Boers. They doubted whether the British
Parliament would really sanction such an alliance. Theii

numerous

fundamental miscalculation was their persistent conviction
that England would never draw close to her traditional
French enemy, and certainly not to her bitter Russian rival.
Anglo-Russian antagonism was so a.xiomatic in the Wilhelmstrasse that Holstein and Biilow were convinced that,
even if England did establish a rapprochement with France,
this would not be dangerous to Germany, since it wmuld
undoubtedly lead to the rupture of the Franco-Russian
AjIiAn ne ; an Anglo-Franco-Russian combination seemed impossffile. As things stood during the Boer War and the Far
Eastern troubles, at the turn of the century, Germany,
dominating the Triple Alliance, seemed to stand with hands
free between England on one side and the Franco-Russian
out other revolutionary reforms to make the British navy more effective;
see his Memories and Records, II, 128-1S3; he himself admits (ibid., I,
22) that in 1908 he urged King Edward to '“Copenhagen” the German
Navy, while England had seven dreadnoughts and Germany had none.
Cf. B. E. Schmitt, England and Germany, 1740-1914, pp- 178-182, 205207. For an excellent summary of the broad aspects of Anglo-German
relations during the decades after Bismarck, see Friedrich Meinecke,
Geschiehte des Deutsch-Englischen Biindnisproblems, 1890-1901, Berlin,
1027.
Gf. the play. “An Englishman^ Hiaine.”
'
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Germany enjoyed, they believed, the
advantage of holding the Balance of Power between them.
It made her, as Billow once proudly said, arbiter rnwndi
He saw no reason to abandon liglitly her advantage, and to
assume instead the risk of defending British j)os&essioris all
over the world. England needed German}’, he believed,
needed her badly, and would probably need her more, rather
than less, in the future; therefore Germany could afford to
defer assuming the risk of an Anglo-German alliance until
English l\Iinisters showed more consideration to Germany's
wishes in colonial and other matters.
Why should GerAlliance on the other.

many

puli the British chestnuts out of the fire?

herself to be shoved forward

by the

Why allow

British against the

Russians? What could the British Navy do to protect the
East Prussian frontier from a Cossack attack?
These are the ideas which occur again and again in the
reasoning of Biilow and Holstein, and which were readily
accepted by the Kaiser. Though at times he seems to have
inclined sincerely to an alliance with England, he was
62 Cf. Biilow to the Kaker. who wa-s visiting at Osbom?. Jan. 21,
1901: “Your Majesty is quite right in feeling thit the English must come
to us. They have just loei a good deal of hair in .Africa; .America is
uncertain; Jajian Ls not to be depended upon; France is Slled 'With hate;
At
Russia is perfidious; public opinion in all countries is hostile.
present it is beginning gradually to dawn on the mind of the English
that they will not be able merely by their own power to hold their World
.

.

Empire against

.so

many

.

opponents.

“Now

the important thing is neither to discourage the English, nor
The English
yet allow ourselves to be bound by them prematurely.
difficulties will increase still further in the coming months, and with
them will increase the price which we can demand. We ought not to
show England too great eagerness, which would only increase the English demands and diminish our chances of gain; but at the same time
we ought to maintain the English in their conviction that we desire the
continuance of a powerful England; that we believe in the solidarity
of Anglo-German political, cultural, and also commercial, interests; and
therefore that we shall in time be ready for this or that agreement with
England if we receive proper treatment from the English side. .
The
English threat of an understanding with the Dual Alliance is a spectre
invented to frighten us, which the English have used for years”; GP.,
XVH, 20f.
«3GR.. XVU, 1-129. pasrim; XVIH. 610; XX, 16.
.

.

;
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his letters and marginal notes,

obsessed by a strong dislike of most British political leaders,
including ‘’Uncle Bertie." which almost amounted to a kind
of Anglophobia. Psychoanalysts, perhaps, would say that

he suffered from an “anti-English complex” caused partly
by a reaction against early maternal influence, and partly
by an "inferiority complex” by an acute realization of
Germany’s inferiority in naval and colonial power. “Our
future upon the Seas,” “tlie trident in our hands," the
building of the German nav}', and the eager desire for

—

colonies

may have been

a form of "compensation for the
he regarded England's pinud

repressed envy with which
position in the world.”

Thus, from a variety of reasons, Holstein, Biilow, and
the Kaiser failed to take advantage of the English offers.
They held off in the hope of getting better terms aiid got
nothing. They let slip the golden moments which were
never to return. The English, failing finally to arrange an
alliance with Germany, turned elsewhere.
In 1902 the\’
signed with J ipan the well-known alliance which protected
their mutual interests in the Far East. In 1904 they signed
with France the treaties which were the first step in the
formation of the Triple Entente.

—

Italy’s

mmious loyalty to heb

allies

Germany, had been occupied so long estabnational unity that she came late into the
race for colonial possessions. But if she were to play the
part of a Great Power in Europe, and find an outlet for her
rapidly increasing population, she felt that she too must
Italy, like

lishing her

own

64 On the curious psychology of "the most brilliant failure in history”,
as Edward VII called his nephew, see the by no means friendly or sympathetic accounts of Emil Ludwig, Wilhelm der Zweite (Berlin, 1925)
^ecially pp. 174-196, 218-265, for the Kaiser’s baneful influence on AngloGerman relations; and [F. C. Endresl, Die Tragodie Deulschlands
(Leipzig, 1922; 3rd ed., Stuttgart, 1924), pp. 121-146, with extensive
''

bibliograpbgr.
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acquire colonies.

She had naturally cast her eyes on

Tunis,

But the French had stepped in ahead of her. She had then
sought alliance with Germany and Austria in the hope of
getting their support.

Bismarck, however, was not at

inclined to allow the Triple Alliance to be exploited
Italy’s colonial ambitions.

But

in 1887,

when

first

for

the Boulan-

crisis in France and the Bulgarian situation in the Balkans cast heavy clouds over Europe, Italy was able to extort, as the price of her renewal of tlie Triple Alliance, new
clauses looking toward future acquisitions in North Africa,
the Balkans, and the Eastern IVIediterranean. As Germany’s interests were not identical with those of Austria
in the Balkans, and as Austria was unwilling to commit herself in regard to Italy’s North African ambitions, it was
decided that these matters should be dealt with in separate
treaties to be signed by Austria and Italy, and by Germany
and Italy, on February 20, 1887, the same day that the
Triple Alliance Treaty of 1882 was renewed.
Accordingly, Austria and Italy,

ger

“having in mind only the maintenance, so far as

possible, of

the status quo in the Orient, engage to use their influence to
forestall any territorial modification which might be injurious to one or the other.

.

.

.

How'ever,

if,

in the course

maintenance of the status quo in the regions
Ottoman coasts and islands in the
Adriatic and in the Aegean Sea should become impossible,
and if, whether in consequence of the action of a third
Power or otherwise, Austria-Hungary or Italy should find
themselves under the necessity of modifying it by a temporary or permanent occupation on their part, this occupation
shall take place only after a previous agreement between the
two Powers aforesaid, based on the principle of a reciprocal
of events, the

of the Balkans or of the

compensation.

.

.

.”®®

SBArt. I of the Austro-Italian Treaty of 1887, which was embodied
as “Art. VH” in the Triple Alliaace Treaty of 1891 and its subsequent
renewals; Pribram, pp.
«e. 94, 99f., 103, and 17»-301, passim; GP-

^
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Geimany, on her part, undertook “to use her influence
to forestall, on the Ottoman coasts and islands in the
Adriatic and Aegean Seas any territorial modification v/hich
might be injurious” to Italy. As to North Africa; “If it
were to happen that France should make a move to extend
her occupation, or even her protectorate or her sovereignty,
under any form whatsoever, in the North African territories,
whether of the Vilayet of Tripoli or of the IMoroccan Empire,

and that

in consequence thereof Italy, in order to

safeguard her position in the Mediterranean, should ^eel
that she must herself take action,” Germany promised Her
if war should ensue.®®
In 1891, at the third renewal of the Triple .A.lliariC9,
Italy made a number of. new requests, but the only one
which was finally conceded to her was an extension of Germany’s obligation to support her in North Africa. Germany
and Italy engaged to exert themselves for the maintenance
of the status quo in Cyrenaica, Tripoli and Tunis. But,
“if unfortunately, as a result of a mature examination of the
situation, Germany and Italy should both recognize that
the maintenance of the statxis quo has become impossible,
Germany engages, after a formal and previous agreement,
to support Italy in any action in the form of occupation or
other taking of guaranty which the latter should undertake in these same regions with a view to an interest of
equilibrium and of legitimate compensation.” In such an
eventuality both Powers would seek to place themselves
likewise in agreement with England.®''
This opened the door, as the Italians hoped, to a possi-

armed support,

IV, 179-260; VII, 51-123; XI, 267-300; XVIH, 499.fl47, 6S1-759; XXI,
351-419; XXX, 493-579; and Crispi, Memoirs, III, 301-349.
6® Arts. I and III of the Italo-German Treaty of 1SS7. euiboitied as
Arts.

VI and

renewals.
Art.
renewals.

X

IX

in the Triple Alliance Treaty of 1$91 and

subst.'qiu'iit

of the Triple Alliance Tnaty of 1891 and aubaaquHtt
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ble annexation of North African territory. But Germany
still hoped to be able to restrain Italy from African ad-

ventures which might antagonize England, France or TurShe had therefore insisted on the insertion of the
key.
phrases “as a result of mature examination” and “after a
formal and previous agreement.” She also struck out the
reference to Morocco, which was in the 1S87 treaty and in
the first Italian draft of the new clause, in order not
encourage Italy to collide with possible Frencli, English,
Spanish ambitions in that region.

The Italians, however, were

bitterly disillusioned in

to
or

their

hopes that these treaty arrangements would speedily

en-

them to acquire Tripoli. The following years were filled
w’ith demands and reproaches toward her allies, which became louder as the Abyssinian adventure went from bad

able

to worse.

Crispi complained that he tvas being browbeaten

by France, threatened by Russian intrigues in the Near
East and in Abyssinia, and neglected by England and that
for all this Germany and the Triple Alliance were to blame.
The French, he said, were dominated by the thought
getting back Alsace-Lorraine, and had warned him to expect no concessions from them as long as Italy remained

—

of

in

the Triple Alliance; on the contrary they would "aim
make life as sour as possible for him.”

However, after Crispi had been overthrown as a

to

result

of the Abyssinian disaster, his successor, Rudini, began

a

rapprochement with France. By the Franco-Italian Tunis
Convention of 1896, Italy at last virtually recognized the
French protectorate in Tunis and received in return certain
political and commercial privileges.
The next year, the

Crown Prince, Victor Emmanuel and his Montenegrin bride, visited Paris, and the fetes in their honor tended

Italian

to

draw the two Latin nations together.

Two

years

later

asCrispi’s report of a EVendi ofiScial atatement, Feb.,
GP9, 1896;

XI.

288.

ar
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a Franco-Italian commercial treaty put an end to the long
tarifiF war which had had a ruinous effect on the trade betV?een the two countries and had caused great bitterness.
The rapprochement between Paris and Rome was helped
by the new turn which Dclcasse gave to Anglo-French relations.

After the bitter humiliation of Fashoda, Delcasse

had determined to put an end to the traditional hostility
between France and England. By a convention of March
21, 1899, Delcasse came to an agreement with England in
regard to the delimitation of spheres of influence in~4;he
regions between the Congo and the Upper Nile, and at the

same time quieted Italian apprehensions by indicating that
the French had no aspirations to the east of Tunis, in the
Tripoli region coveted by Italy. This opened the v/ey for
the secret Franco-Italian accord of December, 1900. By an
exchange of notes between Visconti-Venosta and Barrere,
the active French Ambassador at Rome, Italy recognized
French aspirations in Morocco, and France recognized
Italian aspirations in Tripoli."®

The growing intimacy between France and Italy was
now emphasized outwardly in every possible manner.
President Loubet bestowed upon Victor Emmanuel the
Grand Cross of the French Legion of Honor. The Italian
fleet visited Toulon and was received with demonstrations
of frien dship which recalled the visit of the Russian fleet
at the formation of the Franco-Russian alliance. O 21 December 14, 1901, Prinetti, who was decidedly Francophil,

revealed in tSie Italian Chamber of Deputies the existence
of the secret Franco-Italian accord made twelve months

by Visconti-Venosta and Barrere. At the same time
he protested profusely to the German and Austrian ambas-

before

sadors that Italy

was thoroughly

loyal to the Triple Alii-

®®X*vre Jaune: Les Accords franco-ilcdiens de 1900~190B (Paris, 1^0)»
PP- 1-4; Pribram, The Secret TrecUies of Austria'-Hungaryt 1879-1914*
Coolidge, II, 227, 24CV-245.
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ance, though he admitted it

had been an

act of disloyalty

on his predecessor’s part not to inform Italy’s allies at once
of the exchange of notes with France. He tried to excuse.it
by alleging that he had supposed Visconti-Venosta had
already notified Germany and Austria of it.'^®
Billow was worried at Italy’s defection. He feared that
Italy might proceed to the annexation of Tripoli, thus antagonizing Turkey and jeopardizing German interests in the
Near East. But publicly he attempted to appear unconcerned, declaring in his famous Reichstag speech of January

8,

1902, that “the Triple Alliance still enjoys the

best

of health, and will, as I believe and hope, continue to do so,
like persons who are mistakenly announced as dead but
to live for a good long time.” And he added
a happy marriage the husband must not get
angry right off if his wife innocently takes an extra dance
with another partner. The main thing is that she does not
elope with him; but she will not elope, if she realizes that
she is better off with her husband.” This warning to Italy
he emphasized by remarking further that the Triple Alliance was “not a business concern for making gains, but an
insurarice company.”
Italy, however, did not heed the warning. While carrying on negotiations for the renewal of the Triple Alliance,
she at the same time listened to the wooing of Barrere,
who was determined to secure a promise from Italy that
she would not attack France and would give up any military conventions or other treaty obligations which might
compel her to join in a German aggression against Franca’'
And in fact on June 4, 1902, several weeks before the renewal of the Triple Alliance, Prinetti secretly assured Delcasse that it contained nothing either directly or indirectly
aggressive toward F^ce. Though he stipulated that “this

continue

still

jauntily, “In

TO
Ti

GP., XVin, 730 ff.

Barr^

to Delcass^,

May

8, 1S02;

Leg Aceoi'ds Jnenco-itoKens,

p.

^

.
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communication is destined to remain secret,” Delcasse soon
announced its substance in the French Chamber of
Deputies.

Delcasse was not yet satisfied. He wanted to get from
Prinetti a signed document which would bind Italy to observe strict neutrality in case Prance should take the initia-

a war to which she had been provoke;!.''**
by ah exchange of notes between Prinetti and
Barrere on November 1, 1902, it was mutually agreed:
tive in declaring

Accordingly,

"In case France [Italy] should be the object of a direct
or indirect aggression on the part of one or

mofe PdVwers,

Italy [France] will maintain a strict neutrality.

“The same

good in case France [Italy], as
compelled, in defense of her honor or her security, to take the
initiative of a declaration of war. In that eventuality, the
Government of the Republic [the Royal Government] shall
previously communicate its intention to the Royal Government [the Government of the Republic], which will thus
be enabled to determine whether there is really a case of
shall hold

the result of a direct provocation, should find herself

direct provocation.”

Practically this

member

meant that Italy was now no longer a

To be sure, Prinetti
might soothe his conscience by maintaining that his promise
to France merely “defined the character” of Italy’s Triple
Alliance obligations, and was not directly contrary to
them.'*^
It is true his promise was not contrary to the
letter of Italy’s obligations to Germany; since, according
to Art. II of the Triple Alliance Treaty, Italy was bound
to assist Germany only in case Germany was attacked by
Prance “without direct provocation." Italy reserved the
loyal

of the Triple Alliance.

72 Delcasse to Barrere, June 18, 1902; Let Accords fmnco-ilaliens, p. 8.
73 Barrere to Delcasse, Nov. 1, 1902; Let Accords jranco-italiens, 7-9.
74 This is the aspect of the affair which Barrere ga,ve to Poincare in
1912,

Les Accords

treaty but

jranco-ilaliens, 11-14; it was,

a coiaUerpart of the IViple

Alliance."

he

said, not, “a counter-.
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right to decide

.

what would constitute\^dire ct provocation^

mi^f be inaSe as
Barrcre
to define what
asked
by
elastic as. rubber. When
it meant, Prinetti had cited as examples of “direct provocation” the Schnaebele incident, the Ems telegram, and
King William’s refusal to receive Benedetti in 1870.'^'* This
meant that at any time in the future, if some similar incident arose, which France considered a provocation, and
which compelled her, “in defense of her honor or her security,” to declare war on Germany, Italy would remain
neutral; ^h.us, owing to the inclusion of the phrase- “direct
provocation,” the Franco-Italian accord of 1902 was not
But the

ipterpretation of this phrase

exactly contrary to the letter of Italy’s Triple Alliance

obli-

was certainly contrary to its spirit and purwould no longer help Germany in case of a
French attack, which had been one of the original essential
purposes of the Triple Alliance. It all depended on how
Italy would choose to interpret the essentially indefinite
and elastic conception of “direct provocation.” Being in-

gation ; but
pose.''®

it

Italy

capable of precise or judicial definition, this interpretation

was

on what Italy conmoment. M. Poincare shrewdly
situation when he told Izvolski in De-

likely to depend, as events proved,

sidered her interests at the

summed up

the real

cember, 1912, that “neither the Triple-Entente nor the
Triple Alliance can count on the loyalty of Italy the Ital;

Government will employ all its efforts to preserve the
peace; and in case of war, it will begin by adopting a waiting attitude and will finally join the camp toward which
victory will incline.”
Henceforth Italy had a foot in both
camps and could jump in either direction, though she was
ian

*5 Les Accords jranco-ilaliens,
7.

£ven such a

stout champion of loanee and severe critic of Gcrtaany
admits tnai Italy's new promise to France was “difficilement
eonciliable’' with her prior obligation to diermany: Bourgeois et Pagia
^
p aOl.notel.
as

Pae^

.

” Liwe

Noir,

I, 365.
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not wholly trusted by either her old ally or her new
friend.

In the
prised

shortly before

fall of 1903,

by the conclusion

Germany was

sur-

of the Anglo-French Entente which

threatened to draw Italy further to the side of these two

Mediterranean Powers, she began to fear more seriously that
Italy’s “extra dance” might develop into an elopement after
all.
Victor Emmanuel explained to Emperor William that
French friendship was important for Italy’s commercial relations and for enabling Italy to borrow needed money.

Though he was reported
like

him, he

to have said of Bareges,'''! dpn’t
and a nasty man,”
lievertheless he"^
a few months later to Paris, which was made
is

a

liar

paid a visit
the occasion for further demonstrations of Franco-Italian
friendship.
At about the same time there was a violent

renewed outburst of Italian irredentist feeling against Austria, which the Italian Government made little effort to
In April, 1904, President Loubet returned Victor
check.''®
Einmanucrs visit, going to Naples with the French fleet,
and then even going on to Rome, though no French President hitherto had thus snubbed the Pope to honor the King.
In the toasts given to Loubet at Naples, the Italians emphasized Franco-Italian friendship, but made no mention of

Germany

Italy’s position in the Triple Alliance.

against this omission, demanding that

if

protested

further toasts were

exchanged some reference should be made to the Triple
Alliance and its peaceful character, in order that the world
might not think that Italy had shifted to the side of France.
The Italian Minister promised to heed the Germa..o protest.
But he did not keep his promise. Two more Franco-Italian
toasts were exchanged in which the Triple Alliance was

passed over in dead silence.*®
Monts, the German Ambassador at Rome, urged that

« G.

P.,

T#G

P..

XVIII, 615.
XVIil, 616-636.

MGP., XX,

37H6t
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the way to make Italy return to a more loyal attitude was
to take a severe tone toward her. “If we now are polite,
friendly, and helpful, the Italians will become altogether
intractable. The only motives which appear to be effective
This advice wm
here are fear and a feeling of respect.”
in accord with Billow’s past warnings to Italy not to

let the

with France develop into a pennanent liaison.
But Billow now decided cordiality was wiser than scolding.
He tried to win Italy back by assuring her tliat Germany
had no objections to her taking Tripoli. He also believed
that Italy’s colonial ambitions should be
it
flirtation

afforded an outiht in North Africa rather than in Albania
and the Adriatic, where she was sure to antagonize Austria.
Some months later, as Titloni expressed contrition and
and as the Moroccan cloud
promised “not to do it again,”
was gathering on the horizon, Biilovr felt particularly anxious not to offend the Italians, or take a

stiff

attitude which

might drive them further into the arms of France and
England, “The fagade of the Triple Alliance must be kept
sd intact as possible,” he wrote to the Kaiser, “especially
because as long as the Italians are still in the Triple
Alliance, they will be regarded with distrust on the enemy’s

so,

side.

But

in case of complications,

we need

certainly give

ourselves no illusions as to active Italian cooperation. How-

be a gain, not to be lightly valued, if Italy
remains neutral instead of going with France.”
In his public utterances, and in the volume defending
his policies which he published just before the War, Blilow
naturally sought to maintain as far as possible the fiction
of Italian loyalty that is, to give the fagade as good an
s^plaiuhce as possible.,’ “Neither at Algeciras, nor during
her Tripolitan expedition, nor shortly before this, at the
interview of Hacconigi, did Italy ever contemplate severing

ever, it will

—

*1
8*

Monta to Billow,
GP., XX, S1-Q5.

May
8*

«, 1904; GP., XX, 69.
Bdlow to the Kaiser, Mar. S, 1906;

G.P„XX^

:
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This has often misled persons
he placed more confidence in Italy after the
Franco-Italian agreement of 1900-02 than waS' really the
case. Even such a well-informed scholar as Professor Pribram says: “By the end of 1905, Biilow believed that no
danger existed of Italy’s alienation from the Triple Alliconnection with us.”

hei’

into thinking

He

ance.”

quotes Biilow as declaring in 1905:

“Italy has

cast in her lot with the Triple Alliance, not for reasons of

mawkish

sentimentality, but because she finds

advantage to do

so.

The

it

to her

reasons which originally, brought

the three great states together are

still

in ejfioi^nce; nbLhi’ig^

But pre-war
has happened to work a change in them.”
declarations of this kind are merely examples of the optimistic Chancellor’s usual policy of “faire bonne mine au mauPrivais jeu "
of putting a good face on a bad matter.
vately and in reality he vias much worried by Italy’s double-

—

dealing.

At the Algeciras Conference, by voting with France and
England against Germany, Italy gave another rude shock
to the facade of the Triple AUiance, and showed that Biilow
had reason to be worried. Speaking in the Chamber of
Deputies on March 8, 1906, Sonnino attempted to explain
Italy’s double policy, saying: “Loyal from our heart to the
Triple Alliance, we shall maintain the traditions of intimacy
with England and our honest friendship with France.” On
this the German Emperor commented significantly

‘“No one can

serve

two

masters,’

it

says in the Bible;

France, England and
wholly out of the question! It

certainly therefore not three masters!

the Triple Alliance, that

is

will turn out that Italy stands in the British-Frcnch

We
off

do well to reckon with
as smoke!”
shall

this,

and write

group 1

this ‘ally’

Politik, Berlin, 1913; Eng. trans. Jmpen'al Germany,
N. Y., 1914, p. 59.
SB Pribram, pp. 263-4; Pribram-Coolidge, II, 13&.6.

B4BUlow, Deutsche

86 G.P..

XXI.
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THE ANGLO-FRENCH ENTENTE OF 1904
M.

Delcasse,

who became

Affairs in June, 1S98,

is

Frencli Minister of Foreign

said to

have declared that the

first

object of his policy would be to secure a rapprochement

France were to expand her colonial empire and some day recover Alsace-Lorraine, the age-long
Delcasse therefore
hostility v/ith England must be ended.
took steps toward a reconciliation with “perfidious Albion."
He approved a treaty settling a long-standing dispute as
A few
to -ki^-Freltcb boundaries in the Niger Valley.
months later, in the face of Kitchener’s troops and in defiance of traditional French feelings, he had yielded to the
On March 21, 1899, he reached an
British at Fashoda.
agreement with England delimiting French and English
spheres of influence in the region between the Upper Nile
and the Congo. He had done what he could to open the
way for better Anglo-French relations.
with England.

If

But public opinion in the two countries was still hostile.
was further aggravated by the Boer War. To overcome
this was part of the work of Sir Thomas Barclay. Looking
at the two countries from a commercial rather tlian a diploIt

matic point of view, he secured the approval of Salisbury
and Delcasse for a visit to Paris of British Cihambers of

Commerce in

1900. The banquet of 1^00 at which he presided
proved an encouraging success. TIhl was the year of the
great Paris Exposition, and thousands of other British
visitors flocked to the French capital.
These visits were
followed by delegations of French Chambers of Commerce
to England, and by a similar exchange of visits by members
of Parliament and their wives. With the ground thus prepared, Sir Thomas Barclay began to agitate for the conclusion of an Anglo-French Treaty of Arbitration, which should
remove possible causes of friction and place the future of
the two countries beyond the dangerous reach of popular

THE ANGLO-FRENCH ENTENTE OF
Such a

emotions.

treaty, referring to the
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Hague Arbitration

Tribunal all disputes between the two countries (except
those touching vital interests, honor, or independence), was

on October 14, 1903.®^
Meanwhile, the death of Queen Victoria in 1901, and the
retirement of Lord Salisbury in 1902, opened the way for
two men who were more enthusiastic than their predecessors
and Lord
for closer relations with France ^Edward
finally signed

—

VH

Lansdowne.

The new King, Edward VII, had spent much ofJiis time
as Prince of Wales in Paris or on the RiAj^cj’ST^

French with perfect ease, had formed many warm attachments in France, and had a strong liking for the people as
a nation. In the spring of 1903, on his own initiative, he
to Paris his first formal visit as King, and was delighted
by his reception. ^Though it was not at first enthusiastic,
In one
it was respectful, and soon decidedly sympathetic.
of those tactful speeches, in which he knew how to combine
flattering appreciation and hearty personal good-will,
thereby winning so many personal friends, he declared to the

^d

PVendi:
“It

is

scarcely necessary to

pleasure I find myself once

tell

more

you with what

sincere

you
have paid very frequent visits witn ever-increasing pleasure, and for which I feci an attachment fortified
by BO many happy and ineffaceable memories. Tlic days
of hostility between the two countries are, I am certain, happily at an end. I know of no two countries whose prosperity
is more interdependent.
There may have been misunderstandings and causes of dissension in the past, but that is all
happily over and forgotten. The friendship of the two countries is my constant preoccupation, and I count on you all

know,

C}.

eences,

U,

I

Sir

Thomas Barclay, Thirty Years of Anglo-French ReminisLondo 1914. pp. 175-229, 340-354. Brtiish Doeaments.

im-im,

261. 289

in Paris, to which, as

ff.,

318f.
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who enjoy French

me

The warmth

and his hearty en«
banquet at the Fllysee, the military
review at Vincennes, and the races at Longchamps, all went
a long way toward wiping from the French mind the bitter
memories of Fashoda and the Boer War. Two months later
(July 6-9, 1903) President Loubct paid King Edward a
return visit. This was marked on both sides by the greatest
cordiaJiigr.^ “France,” the French President saitl to his royal
host, “preserves -a precious memory of the visit which you
paid to Paris. I am sure that it will have the most happy
results, and that it will greatly' serve to maintain and bind
stiH more closely the relations which exist between our two
countries, for their common good and as a guarantee of the
peace of the world.” In return Edward VII e.xpressed the
hope “that the welcome you have received today has convinced you of the true friendship, indeed I will say the affection, which my country feels for France.” And upon Presijoyment of the

-

hospitality in their magnificent city to aid

to reach this goal.”

of this royal utterance,

state

dent Loubet’s departure, the King sent a farewell message
which found a warm response on both sides of the English

Channel: “It is my most ardent wish that the rapprochement between the two countries may be lasting.”
Delcasse had accompanied President Loubet on this visit

and began those conversations with Lord Lansdowne which
were to bear fruit eight months later in the famous AngloFrench Entente Cordiale. This was signalized by the signing onJ^^pril 8,_1904, o^ series of conventions which settled
amicably long-standing disputes concerning the Newfoundland fisheries,“Senegambia^ Siam, Madagascar, the j^ew
Hebrides, and other subjects. The m ost important convention was that by which France at last gave the Englisli_a
free hand in Egypt in return for a free hand in Morocco.
Quoted by Gooch, History of Modem Europe, 1878-1919, pp. 338339.

Cf. also Sidney

Lee Kinq Edward VII,

II,

221 B.

_
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Egypt

more than a quarter

for

of

1904

ISS

a century had been

one of the most acute sources of friction between Downing
Street and the Quai d’Orsay. It had been the Achilles heel
^

of British foreign policy. All the Great Powers had certain
political and financial rights in Egypt which continually

hampered England’s freedom

was now

.of

action and threatened the

Egyptian finance]

Egyptian administration.

efficiency of

in a flourishing condition.

But owing

to the inter-

imposed under conditions which
no longer existed, the Khedive, that is to sa^ his lj|nglish
advisers, were unable to derive any real 'profit from ffie
surplus funds. The situation, says Lord Cromer, had become intolerable.*® It was therefore a great relief to Eng-

national fetters originally

land to obtain a waiver of the financial restrictions and to
receive the assurance that “the Government of the French

Republic will not obstruct the action of Great Britain in
Egypt by asking that a date should be fixed for the British
occupation or in any other matter.”
England’s new freedom of action was embodied in a Khedivial Decree which

England speedily notified formally to the Powers and to
which she secured their assent.®* Egypt was no longer a
vulnerable point in English diplomacy. Within six months,
as Kiihlmann wrote from Tangiers, “The Egyptian question
is dead, but the Moroccan question is very much alive.”
Morocco, on the other hand, was pregnant with trouble
[
80 Cromer, Modem Eg-jfpt, ch. 48. For Lord Cromer’s active influence on the Anglo-French negotiations, see British Documents, II, 298 S.,
323, 332 f., 339 f., 354 8., 364, 400.
80 Art. I of the convention concerning Egypt and Morocco.
For
the text of the Anglo-French Conventions see the British Blue Book
of 1904 (Cd. 1952) and the French Linre Jaune of 1904, Accords conclus
le 8 avrU, 1904.
au sujet du Maroc, de I'Egypte, de Terre Neuve, etc.;
for the secret articles, first revealed in the Paris Temps, in 1911, see the
English Blue Book, Treaty Series, 1911 (Cd. 5969) E. D. Morel, Morocco
in Diplomacy, London, 1912, p. 234 8.; Amer. Jour,
of International Law,
VI (1912), supplement, pp. 268; and British DocumerUs, II, 374-407.
91 For the negotiations to secure Germany’s assent, see G.P..
•

.

.

;

W

121-165.

92 GP.,

XX,

33.

-
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France and was soon to become a diplomatic nightmare
for all Europe. At the close of the nineteenth century it
was virtually an independent country of some four or five
for

inhabitants— Arabs, Berbers, Jews,
—under the nominal rule of a Sultan

million
others

negroes and
at Fez,

But

was a shaky one. There were continual uprisings
from hostile tribes, or from rival claimants to the Umbrella,
which was the symbol of sovereignty in that sunny land.
Arab marauders continually jeopardized the life and propertv ov European traders and travelers. Little satisfaction
could be obtained from the Sultan’s government. As a
this rule

result of these turbulent conditions, the thirteen Powers,

had once cooperated

to

suppress the Barbary Pirates, signed with the Sultan

of

including the United States, w’ho

Morocco

in

1880 the Convention of Madrid.

This provided

for the proper protection of foreigners in Morocco and
promised the most-favored-nation treatment to all the Signatory Powers,*® The two European countries which were
most directly interested in ^lorocco, because of geographical
propinquity and historic associations, were Spain and^

France.

.

Spain had inherited or conquered during the sixteenth
century a number of settlements on the Noi'th coast, between the Straits of Gibraltar on the West, and the French

on the East. These, however, were
separated from the Moroccan interior by the line of Riff
territory of Algeria

Mountains, so that Spain did not aspire to acquire any of
the Moroccan hinterland. If a partition of Morocco was
to take place, Spain merely wished to be assured of the
Mediterranean coastal strip and of some seaports on the
Atlantic coast opposite the

Canary Islands

for their pro-

tection.

r

France, though further

jgraphically,
»»

had

in reality

removed from Morocco geoa closer and more vital interest

Amer. Jour, of International Law, VI (1912), supplement,

pp. 18-2t

,
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Beginning in 1830, she had gradually built
Algeria, or, to speak more correctly,

up a great colony in
had extended France

was not a
was divided

into Algeria, for Algeria

colony in the ordinary sense of the word.

It

was represented

French
Chamber of Deputies, and persons born in Algeria enjoyed
all the full rights of French citizens. As the French extended
their control southward toward the Sahara, there was no
effective natural boundary separating their territories from
those of the Sultan of Morocco. Algeria in consequence
was subjected to continual raids from the plundering Aloroccan tribesmen.®* France could have no peace on the
into departments like France,

in the

western border of Algeria so long as turbulent conditions
continued to prevail in Morocco. The French, therefore,”"!

came

to feel that the safety

and destiny of

Algeria, as well

as their aspirations for a great North African Colonial

Em-

made it imperative for them to extend their control
over Morocco, either by police supervision, or by a protec^
torate, or by direct annexation.

pire,

But Italy, England, and Germany also had
Well as commercial, interests in Morocco.®*
^

political, as

94 The moiimful tale of them is to be found in the
despatches in
the French Livre Jaune: Affaires da Maroc (Paris, 1905), passim.
95 Sir Thomas Barclay, ivell informed, as to the relative
commercial
interests of the various nations, says;
“As it is still currentl 3' supposed
in both England and France that Germany’s brusqvie entry upon the
scene was more or less gratuitous and that she intervened in view of
possible interests to come, I may mention as explanatory facta
that
Germany had considerable interests in Morocco, in some respects greater
interests than France. In 1901 the tonnage of ships calling at
Moroccan
ports was 134,000 for Great Britain, 260,0(X) for Germany, 239.000
for
France, and 198,000 for Spain. At all ports, except Safi, England
is an
‘easy first’, but as between France and Germany the
latter is ahead
at Casablanca, much ahead at Mazagan, and overwhelmingly ahead
at

Safi.
At Mogador Germany shows a tonnage of 44,000 against France
with 24,000.
As regards imports into Morocco, Great Britain in 1901
stood first with 24,000,000 f., against France with
10,000,000 f., and Gerand Belgium with 3,000,000 f., each. Spain could only show 600
000 f
Morocco, Great Britain received 12,000,000 f., France

^ny

6,000.000

f.,

Spam

5,000,000

f.,

and Germany

4,000,000

f.

Germany’s

interest.

i
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without colonies, cast her eyes covetously
^toward Morocco, especially after the French had stepped
But in 1900 France bought off
into Tunis ahead of her.
Italy’s claims by the secret promise not to oppose Italian
Italy, being

‘

I

aspirations to Tripoli.
j

England, possessing one of the Pillars of Hercules at
Gibraltar, was determined that the other Pillar at Ceuta
must never come into the hands of a strong European Power
like France; otherwise the English navy and English comI

merce w'ould lose that vital control of the entrance to the
Mediterranean, which Gibraltar had assured to her for two
Ceuta belonged to Spain, but Spain was so
centuries.
weak, especially after the Spanish-American War, that
England was content to have her retain it she had no fear
that Spain would ever dispute British control of the Straits.
England also coveted Tangier, partly because of her large
trade there. If she could not acquire Tangier for herself,
she was at least determined not to let it fall into the hands
of any other Great Power.
England likewise wished to
prevent any European Power from establishing a coaling
station or naval base on the Atlantic coast of hlorocco.

'

I

;

Germany was

preserving

and

interested in
P
extending her rapidly growing commercial interests in
Morocco. Some Germans, including some Foreign Office
personages, wanted a German colony in West Morocco
I
which would open new markets for German goods, afford a
much needed source for iron ore, and offer a convenient
coaling station and raval base for the German fleet in the
Atlantic. But the Kaiser was opposed to pressing this, for
\fear of antagonizing England and France.
By the opening of the twentieth century, it became in•creasingly evident that the Sultan, in spite of the Madrid
chiefly

1

;

{

I

is seen, was substantial, and among Morocco ports Maaagan
Mogador were places at which Germany was developing a considerable

it

Morocco trade” Barclay, Thirty Years Anglo-French Reminiacenees.
;

p.

27^
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Convention, was unable to maintain order and protect
As the scramble for colonial possessions became more intense among the Powers, there was
danger that one or another of them, probably France, would
find reasons for intervening and depriving the Sultan of^

[foreigners properly.

his independence, or his. territories, or both.

Morocco therefore became one of the most
of secret discussion

among the diplomats

The

future of

lively subjects

of Europe.

Mr. Joseph Chamberlain broached the question very
German Ambassador on November 3, 1899,
suggesting a secret convention: Germany was to renounce
all claims to the Mediterranean coasts of Morocco, including
Tangier in return, "England could make Germany the most
Chmuber'
extensive concessions on the Atlantic coast.”
lain, however, wanted the matter kept secret for the present
from his Prime Minister, Lord Salisbury. Biilow w'as interested in the suggestion, and it was discussed behind Lord
Salisbury’s back by the Kaiser on his visit to England a
few weeks later. But the Kaiser, foreshadowing the consistent attitude he adopted in the following years, had no
great desire for German territorial acquisitions on the West
coast or anywhere else in Morocco. “He himself had never
had great interest in this question,” he told Eckardstein,
“and he had never understood why Germans placed such

privately to the

;

interest in it.”

In spite of fresh misgivings aroused every-

where by the French occupation of Moroccan territory at
Touat, in the spring of 1900, Chamberlain's suggestion came
to nothing, owing in part to Salisbury’s reserved and negative attitude.®®

Biilow did not care to interfere in the Touat affair,
“because today this would be equivalent to the possibility
of a war with France.®® He adopted his usual prudent but
sphinx-like policy of "wait
«« G.P., xvn, 297.
87 Eckardstein, II. 93

and

see.”

In spite of recurring

xvn, 299-323
»» GI*., XVII, 331.
*8 GJP.,

i

'
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rumors of possible Anglo-French and Franco-Spanish agreements contemplating a possible partition of Morocco, he
maintained this attitude for nearly three years.’®® Then,
on March 16, 1904, he received a telegi'am from the Kaiser,
recounting a visit to King Alfonso at ^'igo. lYilliam II
had congratulated the Spanish King upon the rumored
Frarico-Spanish arrangements for a partition of Morocco,

and had declared that Germany wished no territorial
acquisitions; German}^ wanted only the safeguarding of her
commercial interests “open ports, railway concessions, and
the importation of manufactures;” and perhaps by way of
compensation the Spanish Island of Fernando Po in the
Gulf of Guinea off the German Kamerun coast, for which
Germany would pay generously.’"' This declaration of

—

German

disinterestedness in jMoroccan territory caused some

dismay to Bulow' and his Foreign Office colleagues, who
had been inclined to think Germany might well secure some
But the
share of the disintegrating Sherifian Empire.
Kaiser’s declaration tied their hands.

In spite of the

clam-

Pan-Germans on the one hand, and of AngloFrench suspicions on the other, the Kaiser’s declaration laid
down one of the guiding principles of German Moroccan

orings of

policy in the following years.

Within a

few'

Sultan’s officials

days of the Vigo declaration, one of the
cast into prison a Moroccan in German

employ, without giving reasons to the German consul in
accordance with.custpni/' <The consul protested, but could
get no satisfaction and no release for the imprisoned man.
German officials suspected that the Sultan was being encouraged in his defiant attitude by the English or the
French.
They w'ere the more indignant because some
months earlier a German citizen (Genthe) had been robbed
and murdered in Morocco, and the Sultan had replied
‘ooMny, 1901. to March, 1004; G.P.,
M1G.P., XVII, 363-5; XX, 288.

XVH,

332-363
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demands

for an indemnity to the murdered
Billow and his German Foreign Office colleagues feared that unless energetic steps were taken, Ger-

evasively to

man’s family.

man

prestige, and consequently German trade and influence
Morocco, would suffer seriously. Billow begged the
Kaiser to consent to sending a German warship to Tangier
to impress upon the Sultan the advisability of giving speedy
satisfaction to German demands in these two matters. But
the Kaiser was unwilling to sanction such a demonstration
He knew that Anglo-French negotiations concerning Morocco were on the point of being signed, and wisely
decided that sending a ship to Tangier just at this moment
would arouse suspicion as to the genuineness of his Vigo
in

declaration of

Germany’s

territorial disinterestedness.

He

believed that,
“forceful pressure

by Germany against Morocco ought

to

be considered only after our grievances against Morocco
have been brought fully with the facts to the knowledge of
the three Powers most interested in Morocco [England
France and Spain]. It could then be pointed out that
remedial measures against the attitude of the Moroccan
Government lay in the interests, not of Germany alone, but

Europeans, and that Germany would gladly have the
support and cooperation of the three aforesaid Powers in
restoring by proper measures the injured prestige of Euroof

all

peans in Morocco.”

Accordingly, in spite of arguments

by

Biilow, Lichnow-

and German oflficials in Morocco, the Kaiser’s decision
prevailed and no German naval demonstration took place.
But the Kaiser’s hope that disorders in Morocco could be
dealt with through the friendly cooperation of all the Powers most directly concerned was vain.
At this very moment, Lord Lansdowne and M. Paul
102 Biilow to the Kaiser, Mar. 30, 1904; GP., XX, 197-199.

sky,

»0SADril

3,

1904; G.P.,

XX,

200.
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Cambon, the French Ambassador in London, were signing
the famous Anglo-French Convention of April 8, 1904|
concerning Egypt and Morocco which has been indicated
above.

Its “Public Articles” disclaimed,

of course, any

intention of altering the political status of Morocco, but at

the same time “recognized that it appertained particularly
to France to preserve order there”:
[France gives England a free hand in Egypt as
indicated above at note 90].
Art. II. The Government of the French Republic declare that they have no intention of altering the political
His Britannic Majesty’s Government
status of Morocco.
recognise that it appertains to France, more particularly
as a Power whose dominions are coterminous for a great
I.

distance with those of Morocco, to preserve order in that

country, and to provide assistance for the purpose of

economic, financial

administrative,

which

may

it

require.

struct the action taken

all

and military reforms

They declare that they will not obby France for this purpose, provided

that such action shall leave intact the rights which Great
Morocco in virtue of treaties, conventions

Britain enjoys in

and usage.
Art.

.

.

.

VHI. The two Governments,

inspired

by

their sin-

cere feeling of friendship for Spain, take into special con-

which that countiy derives from her
geographical position and her territorial possessions on the

sideration the interests

Moorish

coast.

Art. IX.

.

.

.

The two Governments

agree to afford one another their diplomatic support, in order to obtain the execution of the clauses of the present declaration regarding Egypt

and Morocco.

Important “Secret Articles,” however, contemplated an
eventual partition of Morocco between PVance and Spain;
Art. II. [England has no present intention of proposing
changes in Egypt, but, in case she should consider it desirable to introduce reforms, France] will not refuse to enter-

;
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on the understanding that His

Britannic Majesty’s Government will agree to entertain the

Government of the French Republic
have to make to them with a view of introducing similar reforms in Morocco.
Art. III. The two governments agree that a certain extent of Moorish territory adjacent to Melilla, Ceuta,. and
other presides should, whenever the Sultan ceases to exercise
authority over it, come within the sphere of influence of Spain
and the administration of the coast from Melilla as far
as, but not including, the heights on the right bank of the
Sebou shall be entrusted to Spain.
Nevertheless, Spain would
have to undertake not
to alienate the whole, or a part, of the territories placed
under her authority or in her sphere of influence.^®'*
suggestions that the

may

.

It is curious to note

M. Poincare speak

how

.

.

casually Viscount

Grey and

of these secret articles contemplating the

Morocco and seek to minimize their importance.
Grey says the agreement with France “was all made public
It is characexcept a clause or two of no importance.”
partition of

teristic of his psychology that when he has to deal with
something disagreeable or repugnant, which does not fit in
with his conception of things, he rationalizes it into thinkM. Poincare likewise speaks
ing it “of no importance.”
of the secret Moroccan arrangement as destined to remain

“temporarily” secret.^®^

Upon

the

announcement of the public articles, the Spanbe furious: they had not been consulted;

ish professed to

they had been treated as quantite negligeable this humiliai®*See note 90 above.
105 Twenty-Five Years, I, 49.
10® So, for instance, in explaining the omission from the report of
his speech in Parliament on Aug. $, 1914, of the last sentence in his
1912 note to Paul Gambon, Grey says, “Perhaps I thought the last
Similarly he continually seeks to
.sentence unimportant”; ibid., II, 17.
minimize the political importance of the vital naval and mi litaty “conversations” carried bn with France in the following years.
107 Aw Service de la France, 1, 107.
.
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tion endangered their dynasty; with clenched fists (pm.

dently kept in his pocket), the Spanish Ambassador declared
to Delcasse that “this Anglo-French Convention will have
serious consequences and involve unforeseeable complica-

But Delcasse speedily bought

tions.”

off

Spanish

objec-

by providing that Spain should have her proper share
when Morocco was partitioned. By the Franco-Spanish
Moroccan Convention of October 3, 1904, in secret articles,
tions

Spain gave her approval to the Anglo-French agreement of
April 8, 1904, and both France and Spain piously declared
that they would remain firmly committed to the integrity
of the Moroccan Empire under the sovereignty of the Sultan.
But secret articles, which of course were communicated to Lord Lansdowne, frankly contemplated quite the
opposite.

In delimiting the spheres of influence, the Spanish were
to be given the northern coastal strip on the Mediterranean

and the

Atlantic,

hinterland.

and the French were to have the

The boundaries were

vast

virtually identical with

those which were actually adopted for the French and
Spanish protectorates which were arranged by M. Poincare
in 1912.109

by a German historian, “o though
the German Government in some unbecame informed of the secret articles,

It has been asserted

without proof, that
official

way

speedily

and saw in them an evidence of the hostile feeling which
France had nurtured against her ever since 1870. The
assertion has been endorsed by Mr. Gooch
and others,
but appears to be without foundation. There is no tangible
108 Report of Prince Radolin, German Ambassador at Paris, April 29,
1904; GJ*., XX, 169; c/, pp. 170-194 for the cautious Giriuan attitude
during the ensuing Franco-Spanish negotiations.
io»C/.* Poincare, I, 106-118.
no Veit Valentin, Deutachlands Aussenpolilih (Berliu, 1921), p. 54.
Cambridge flislorj/ of Britiah Foreign Policy, III. 340; cf. also
G. Tjowes Dickinson, The Jriternaliondl Anarchy, p. 124.
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evidence in Die Grasse Politik that Germany was definitely
acquainted at this time with the double-faced bargain which
Lansdowne and Delcasse had made and in which Spain

Had

been definitely known to Germany, it
would surely be indicated in the recent German documents,
as an evidence of Albion’s perfidy and Delcasse’s deviltry.
It was not necessary, however, for Germany to have been
definitely told what had been done. Given the knowledge
of French ambitions and interests in Morocco, she could
easily surmise the truth. She correctly suspected that there
was more to the Anglo-French agreements than met the
eye in the published articles. But though not without
suspicions as to the fate awaiting Morocco, Biilow and
Holstein seem chiefly to have suspected that France and
England had made some secret deal in regard to the partition of China,”- or had entered into some sort of an alliance
aimed against Germany.^*®
Who were the originators of the Entente Cordiale and
what were their motives? M. Tardieu, who stood close to
Delcasse and had good information, says, “The English
participated.

it

^

King^was the

who

initiator of the rap-prochevient.

botfi~c6hceived

and

facilitated it while

He

many

it

was

still

be-

moment was premature.”

Lord Cromer
spoke of it as the “work of that very eminent diplomatist,
His Majesty the King, and Lord Lansdowne.”
That the
main impulse to it came from the side of England and not
France grew to be a very general opinion both in England
and on the Continent, and it was certainly greeted with more
general enthusiasm in England than in France.”® Tardieu,
lieved that the

112G.P., XIX, 548.
113G.P., XX, 16, 27-30, 599-698.
114 Tardieu, France and the Alliances, p. 60.
ii-'i Speech on reccivinn tlic freedom of the City ot London, Oct. 28.
1907; Annual Register, 1907, p. 242.
11# Cj. J. A. Farrer, England Under Edvaard VII, pp. 89-94.
See,
however, Lee, King Edward VII, II, 216-257, and the recent British Bocurmerits, II, 253-407, which show that King Edward’s influence has com
I
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however, throughout his volume seems to over-emphasize
England’s role and England’s advantages from the Moroccan agreement. There is no doubt that Delcasse, from the
moment he took charge of the French Foreign Office in
1898, had worked eagerly for the extension of French influence in Morocco. He had made a treaty with Spain with
this in view in 1900, but the treaty was bound to be abortive
so long as the greatest Naval Pow'er with large iMoroccan
interests did not give her consent. Hence, one of his reasons
for a rapprochement with England. His IVIinister of Colonies, jM. Etienne, and his London Ambassador, Paul Gam-

him and w^ere warmly
onded by Lord Lansdowne and Lord Cromer.
As to the motives, those on the English side were

bon, energetically supported

marily- somewhat as follows.

Having decided

sec-

pri-

to aVjandoixr

splendid isolation and having failed to receive a satisfactory,

response from

Germany

to Chamberlain’s alliance feelers,

England naturally turned to France. In view of the grow-,
ing friction between Russia and Japan, ending in the out-i'
break of war between the two in February, 1904, and the!
fact that England was allied to Japan, and France to Russia,
it was important to establish cordial relations with France
to prevent the Russo-Japanese War from involving Englland and France against one anotlier. England desired to
avoid the danger of having the wmr in the Far East spread
to Europe. She perhaps also wanted to forestall the possible

I

renewal of the Triple combination of 1895 (Russia, Germany, France) for concerted pressure against Japan in
the Far East.^^^ England sincerely desired to wipe offj
the slate the numerous causes of friction which had so frej

inonly been exaggerated, and that the chief initiative came from Delcasse and_ the French.
iir According to the belief of Bemstorff, German Charge d’Affaires
in London, which was at first shared by Billow and the Kaiser, this was a
strong English motive in the rapprochement with France; GP.» XX, 1421;

and also

23, 31, 173.
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quently brought her to the verge of war with France in the
Finally, and perhaps the most important, as Lord
Cromer believes, was the desire for freedom of action in
Egypt. There is little conclusive evidence that at the outset England planned to isolate Germany or to encourage
France to count on England for more than diplomatic
support, and even this was to be limited to the case of
Morocco. On the other hand, there is much evidence that,'
within a few months, the Anglo-French Entente came to
have a far wider significance inimical to the peace of Europe partly owing to Germany's elumsy and alarming
diplomatic gestures.
On the French side the motives were in part somewhat
The French were detennined to avoid being
the same.
involved in war on account of the ambitions of her T?n.ssian ally in the Far East. They wished to end the longstanding friction with England. They desired freedom of
action in Morocco. And they hoped to secure England as
a friend, or possibly as ah ally, in order to build up a combination of Powers, equal to, or stronger than, the Triple
Alliance.
Prance had come painfully to realize that her
alliance with Russia was of less value than she had anticipated, at the time of its formation, that it would be. Russia
had given her little or no support at Fashoda and on other
critical occasions, and now she appeared to be so involved
in the Far East as to be of little support to France in case
Delcasse had no thought of
of a Franco-German war.
abandoning the alliance with Russia, but he believed that
close relations w'ith England would help to compensate
France for the lessened value of the Franco-Russian

past.i^®

—

alliance.

^y

1904 Delcasse had thus bought off the Morn
claims of Italy and England, by promising these

a

free

hand

118 Grey,

in Tripoli

I,

and Egypt

visit

respectively, aso had

48 £f., emphasizes this motive.

jrnational

con-
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land from France.j-- jBut this belief as the recently published German documents show, ^is not altogether correct.
- The misconception has arisen in part from prejudice and
ignorance, and in part from the fact that writers have supposed that the Kaiser’s Bjorko maneuver and Biilow’s

Morocco moves formed parts of one and the same consistent

German

policy.

^

^Confronted suddenly with the accomplished fact of an
Anglo-French Agreement^/ in which Germany had not been
consulted though German interests were involved, and in
which there were good reasons for suspecting tiiat secret
clauses lurked behind the public declarations, (Bulow and
the Kaiser both felt that something must be done. But
they differed as to what this should be.^
‘•'^iilow preferred to adopt a sphinx-like silence, waiting
should formally notify Germany of the
Moroccan agreement, and offer guarantees for her commercial interests and some equivalent compensations. '^Tien
Delcasse had continued to ignore Germany for nearly a year,
Billow tried to serve notice on him by forcing the Kaiser
to make the spectacular diplomatic gesture at Tangier in
March, 1905. This was altogether repugnant to the Kaiser, k
othing shows this more strikingly than a phrase in one
of his letters to Billow
until Delcasse

N

Do

not forget

my will,

tl>at

you persuaded me personally, against

to go to Tangier for the sake of the success of

1S2 Cf. Tardieu,

your

17011; Bourgeoisyet Papes, jip. 307 IT. ; Viscount
Grey reiterates this belief in at least four passages, Twenty-Five Yiiirs, I,
“In British iniml.s. cer51, 69, 75, 99; c/. also 108 f. So for in-stance i‘. 51
tainly in my own, tlie .Anplo-Frcnch Agreement was not reganleil as
more than I have ticscribcd it. It was the subsequent attempt-s of Germany to shake or break it that turned it into art I'intcule. Tlie.-'e ati)p.

:

tempts were not long in coming. The German Kmperor made a visit
that was like a demori...tration at Tangier, ami in 1905 the Gc'rman
Government forced tlie French, by what was practically a challenge,
to dismiss M. Delcasse (their Minister Cor Foreign AlTuiis who had made
the Franco-British Agreement) and to agree to an international conference about Morocco”
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ence over the weak-willed Tsar to draw Russia into a
defensive alliance with Germany. Russia would then get
her ally France to join it. By thus associating the Triple

and Dual

he would form a league of the five great
This would put an end to the danger
existed
to Europe which
from the antagonism of the two
groups. It would help to assure the peace of the world.
It would also be able to hold in check England’s overweening
naval and colonial power. Incidentally, it would increase
his own prestige and influence, because Germany would be
the dominating member of the league. This dream perhaps
was fantastic and impossible of realization, butt it formed
the burden of the interesting letters from “Willy” to
“Nicky” during the Russo-Japanese War.^“® LAt last, for a
brief moment of ecstatic joy in July, 1905, it did seem* about
AllianceSj

Continental Powers.

to

come

true.^
(a)

THE

kaiser’s bjorko policy

The Kaiser had been cruising in northern waters and
suddenly suggested to the Tsar that they meet on their
yachts at Bjorko. The fact that France had just dropped
Delcasse, as we shall see later, and was inclined to accept
Germany’s proposal for a Moroccan Conference, seemed to
indicate that France had abandoned hopes of revanche and
might at last be brought into more satisfactory relations
with Germany through the Tsar’s influence. So the Kaiser
decided to take advantage of the Bjorko interview and of
my

“The Kaiser’s Secret Negotiations with the Tsar,
Hist. Rev., XXIV, 48-72 (Oct., 1918).
This may
now be supplemented by G.P., XIX, passim (especially 435-52S) ; A.
Izvolski, Memoirs, ch. ii; E. J. Dillon, The Eclipse oj Russia, chs. xvi-xviii;
H. von Moltke, Erinnerungen, p. 323 tl.; Witte, Memoirs, pp. 415-430; A.
Savinsky, "Guillaume II et la Russie”, in Rev. des Deux Mondes, Dec.,
1922, 765-802; the Russian documents in “Russko-germanskii dogovor 1905
goda, zakliuchennyi v Berko” [Russo-German treaty of 1905, conoluded
at Bjorko], in Krasnyi Arkkiv, V, 5-49 (1924), also in German translation in KSF, II, 453-500 (Nov., 1924) ; and A. Savinsky, Recollectums
of a Russian Diplomat, London, 1927. Cf. also Taube, pp. 45^.
125(7/.

1904-05”, in the

aiticle,

Amer.
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the Tsar's difficulties arising from the war with Japan to
reopen the negotiations of the preceding autumn with the
Tsar anrl secure his signature to a treaty of alliance. Some

months earlier such a treaty had been di.scussed between
them and a draft had been drawn up only to be rejected
by Ru.s.sia for fear of offending France. Now, perhaps, was
the time for getting

signed after aU.

it

The HohcnzoUern steamed

into the harbor of Bjorko

and flramatically dropped anchor along side of the Pohu
“Willy" and “Nieky" exchanged visits. It was s
Star.
scene which apjiealed vividly to the Kaiser’s histrionic
temperament. His exaltation of mind may be judged by a
few selections from his autograph letter to Billowy which
covers six printed pages, giving the story of what happened
in the fcabin of the Polar Star:

Wisby, July 25, 1905
dear Biilow;
By my telegrams you have already learned that the
work of rapprochement has been crowmed and the game

My

won.

.

.

.

that it is done, one is surprised and says: How
such a thing possible? For me the answer is very clear!
God has ordained and willed it thus; in spite of all man’s
wit, in scorn of all man’s intrigues. He has brought together
what belonged together! What Russia rejected in pride last
winter, and what she tried in her love of intrigue to turn
agaimst us, that now she has most joyfully accepted as
a gracious gift after the fea’ ^ul, stern, and humiliating hand
low.
of the Lord has brought
I have done so much
thinking in the last days that my head has throbbed to be
sure that X am acting aright, always to keep in mind the interests of iny country no less than those of the Monarchical
Idea in general.
Finally, I raised my hands to the Lord above us all and

And now

is

'

committed my.self to

me

as

He

wished;

I

Him and prayed Him to
was only the

tool in

lead and guide
His hands and I
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to do, though the

task be ever so hard. And finally I also uttered the wisli of
the Old Dessauer at Kessclsdorf, that if He did not wish to
help me He should at least not help the other side. Then
I felt myself wonderfully strengthened, and the will and
purpose became ever firmer and clearer within me: “You
will put it through no matter what the cost!” So I looked

forward to the interview

And what

full of confidence.

A

did I find?

warm, amiable, enthusiastic

reception, such as one receives only from a friend

one heartily and sincerely.

The Tsar threw

me and

loves

pressed me to him as though I were his own brother,
and he looked at mo again and again with eyes that revealed
[The Kaiser noted the absence of
his gi'atitude and joy.
Lamsdorf, to whom he applied an unprintable epithet.]
The Tsar said he was burning to have a thoroughgoing discussion. We lighted our cigarettes and were soon
in medias res. He was uncommonly pleased with our Morocco agreement [for a conference at Algeciras] which would
open the way for permanent good relations with France. He
heartily approved my hope that from it a lasting understanding, perhaps even an “agreement,” with France might
blossom forth.
When I pointed out that in spite of egging on by England, France had down-right refused to take up our challenge [in consenting to drop Delcassc] and therefore no
longer wanted to fight for Alsace-Lorraine, he said quickly:
“Yes, that I saw; it is quite’ clear that the Alsaec-Lorraine
question is closed once for all, thank God!” Our talk then
turned on England, and it vfiny soon appeared that the Tsar
feels a deep personal angi
.1 England and the King.
He
called Edward VII the greatest “mischief-maker” and the
most dangerous and deceptive intriguer in the world. 1
could only agree with him, adding that I especially had had
to suffer from his intrigues in recent years.
He has a
passion for plotting against every power, of making “a
little agreement,” whereupon the Tsar interrupted me, striking the table with his fist; “Well, I can only say he shall
.

^

who

arms around

his

.

.

.
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not get one from me and never in my life against
or you, my word of honor upon it!”

Gennanj

[After dinner on the Ilohenzollern the Kaiser next day,
with a draft of the hoped-for treaty in his pocket, visited
the Polar Star. The conversation again turned on the sub.
jpct of England’s intrigues against Russia in connection with
.the

war with Japan.]

soon observed how deeply injured the Tsar felt by
the attitude of France in the Dogger Bank Affair, and how,
at England’s behest, Rodjestvenski had been chased out ol
I

Cochin-China, virtually into the hands of the Japs:

French behaved

like scoundrels to

my Ally left me in the lurch; and
they fraternize with the English,

me; by order

now
.

.

.

look at Brest!

What

“The

of England,

How

shall I do

in

this disagreeable situation?”

Now

moment was come!
“How would
Last
be, if we, too, should make a 'little agreement?’
re"0
I
winter we talked about it
yes, to be sure,
member well, but I forget the contents of it. What a pity
•

I felt the

.

.

.

it

.

.

“I have a copy, which I happen to
have quite by chance in my pocket.”
The Tsar took me by the arm and he drew me out of the
dining room into Ins father’s cabin and immediately shut
"Show it to me, please.” His dreamy
all the doors himself.
I haven’t got it here.”

eyes sparkled.
I drew the envelope out of my pocket and unfolded the
paper on Alexander Ill’s writing desk in front of the portrait of the Tsar's mother. He read once, twice and a third
time, the text which has already been sent you. I prayed
that

ruler.

of

He would

be with us now and incline the young
was still as death. There was no sound but that
the sea. The sun seemed gay and cheerful in the cozy

God

It

Right before me, glistening white lay the Hohenzollem, and aloft in the morning breeze, fluttered the imcabin.

on its black cross I was reading the letters,
Gott mit Uns, when the Tsar’s voice near me said; “That is

perial flag;

I quite agree 1”
heart beats so loudly that I can hear

quite excellent.

My

it;

I puM

'
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myself together and say, casually, “Should you like to sign
it? It would be a very nice souvenir of our interview."’ He
scanned the paper again, and then he said: “Yes, I will.”
I opened the ink-well and gave him the pea, and he wrote
with a firm hand “Nicolas,” then he handed the pen to me
and I signed. When I arose he clasped me into his arms
deeply moved and said: “I thank God and I thank you;
it will be of the most beneficial consequences for my country
and yours; you are Russia’s only real friend in the whole
world. I have felt that through the whole war and I know
it.”
Tears of joy stood in my eyes to be sure drops of
water were trickling down my forehead and back and I
thought of Frederick William III, Queen Louise, Grandpa
and Nicholas I. Were they not close by at that moment?
Undoubtedly they were looking down from above and were

—

all

—

surely full of joy!

Thus has the morning

of July 24, 1905 at Bjorko become
a turning point in the history of Europe, thanks to the grace
of God; and a great relief in the situation for my dear
Fatherland which at last will be freed from the frightful
Franco-Russian pincers.^®®

The Kaiser’s prayerful optimism and emotional fervor
were soon given a dash of cold water by Biilow. His Chancellor threatened to resign. His pretext was that the Kaiser
had ventured on his own responsibility to modify slightly
the draft sent him from the Foreign Office. The Kaiser
had added the two words, “in Europe,” so that Article II
read: “In case one of the two Empires shall be attacked
by a European Power, its Ally will aid it in Europe with
The Kaiser’s added
all its military and naval forces.”
words had the positive advantage for Germany that she
assumed no obligations to help the Tsar on the frontier of
India or in the Far East, where Russia was most likely to
120 G.P., XIX, 458-465. The quoted passages are in English in the
as the Kaiser was evidently giving as nearly as possible the
Tsar's exact words. English was the language which "Willy” and "Nicky*'
regularly used to one another.
original,

.

:
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come

into conflict with England.

Billow’s threatened

resig-

nation was an unexjjected and stunning blow. The Kaiser
could not part with him. He offered to get the Tsar t«
change the treaty back to its original form and made as
appeal which Billow could not refuse

You

are wor.h 100,000 times

land than

all

more to me and

the treaties in the world.

we

.

.

the

Father-

No, my

.

work further
mon together ad majorem Germaniae gloriam.
stay in office and with me, and

will

.

.

frieBi,

in com-

shall

know you

arrival of

your

will stay.

After

.

the receipt of this letter, telegraph me, “All right,” so

that!

Because the morning after the
would no longer find

letter of resignation

your Emperor

alive.

Think of

my

poor wife and

chil-

dren! 127

The Kaiser was soon to suffer a still more stunning blow,
which knocked his whole dream into a cocked hat. When
the Tsar revealed the treaty to his Minister of Foreign
Affairs, Count Lainsdorf “could not believe his eyes or ears."
After studying over the problem for most of the night, he
explained to the Tsar the serious significance of the docsment signed

He

in the cabin of the Polar Star.

made

it

how

contrary the Bjorko Treaty was to
Franco-Russian
the spirit of the
Alliance, and how un]®y
it w'as that France could be forced, volens nolens, into sucl
a combination with Germany and Russia. Nicky therefore
had to write as tactfully as he could to Willy:
clear to his master

This document, of immense valour, ought to be
ened, or

made

strength’

clearer, so as to enable all parties concemdl

their duties honestly and frankly.
During your stay at Bjorkoe I did not have with me the
documents signed by my Father, which clearly define the

to

fulfill

principles of the Franco-Rusrian Alliance.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'The first stcp.s taken with the object of trying to fini
out whether the French Government could be induced h
127G.P.. XIX. 497 p

!
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new

treaty showed us that it is a difficult task, and
take a long time to prepare to bring it over of

it will

its free will.

.

.

.

Therefore I think that the coming into force of the Bjorkoe Treaty ought to be put off until we know how the French
will look upon it.^*®

Great was the Kaiser’s vexation upon the receipt of this
postponing indefinitely the Bjorko Treaty.
He
urgently appealed to Nicky to stand by his written agreement, arguing that the treaty did not conflict with the
Franco-Russian Alliance, and that anyway,
letter

Your Ally has notoriously left you in the lurch during
the whole [Russo-Japanese] war, whereas Germany helped
you in every way as far as it could, without infringing the
laws of neutrality.

This puts Russia morally also under ob-

Meanwhile the indiscfetions of
Delcasse have shown the world that, though France is your
Ally, she nevertheless made an agreement with England
ligations to us; do ut des.

and was on the verge

Germany, with British
was doing my best to
help you and your country, her Ally!
Our Moroccan
of surprising

help, in the middle of peace, while I

.

business

is

.

.

regulated to entire satisfaction, so that the air

free for better understanding between us.
Our treaty is
a very good base to build upon. We joined hands and
signed before God, who heard our vows! I therefore think
What is
that the treaty can well come into existence.
signed is signed and God is our testator
is

.

.

.

!

His appeals were unavailing.

The

Kaiser’s hopes for

a Continental Leagye were permanently dashed to the
ground.^®®

To

return from the Kaiser’s attempt to secure a defen-

sive alliance with

Russia to his Chancellor’s Moroccan

128 Nicky to Willy, Oct. 7, 1905; GP., XIX, 512.
128 Willy to Nicky, Oct. 12, 1905;
XIX, 513-614.
130 For the details of the fate of the treaty, see G.P,

GP,

XIX.

615-628.
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moves. The latter are the more important, because thei
gave rise to the Morocco Crisis of 1905, and led to th
intimate naval and military “conversations” between Pranii
and England, which are of the highest significance in
development of the system of secret alliances.
At a dinner given in his honor at the German Embassj,
and again a few days later, on March 23, 1904, M. Delcass
mentioned informally to Prince Radolin the negotiation!
for the Anglo-French Agreement w'hich Nvas about to
signed on April 8. Delcasse indicated the regions it woui
deal with Newfoundland, Egypt, Morocco, Sokoto, ai
Siam. As to Morocco, he repeated that “he wished abo«
all else to maintain the status quo as long as possible.'
But he said that the weakness of the Sultan’s governmeii
endangered commerce in Morocco, and that France feitt
desirable to strengthen the Sultan’s position and end tk
anarchy. “France does not wish to have any specials
terests in Morocco,” he said, “but it is her task, in theintei
est of all nations carrying on trade, to put an end asfc
as possible to the anarchy in this neighboring state.’"'
This was the first definite knowledge which Billow receivf.
Aside frot
of the impending Anglo-French Agreement.
Art
Public
this informal notification and the fact that the
no
was
cles were soon printed in the newspapers, Germany
officially notified of the text, nor formally consulted
France about this agreement, which threatened seriously
interfere with German commercial rights and political®
Billow felt that Germany had ben
terests in Morocco.
her
prestige as well as her material ints
slighted, and that
To be sure, he. at once instructe
ests had been injured.
the German newspapers to accept the news, without irrilo
tli

bi

—

If

laiR&dolin to Bulow, March 23, 1904; G.P., XX, 5-7; c/. alsoS^
Delcasse to Bihourd, the French Ambassador in
329 f., 396.
March 27, 1904, Livre Jaune; Affaires du Maroo, I, 122; c/. 167 f.,
202£f.
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new indication of the peaceful situaAnd in his much-quoted speech in the

jealousy, as a

tion in the world.^®®

Reichstag on April 12, he attempted, as usual, to put a
good face on a bad matter by appearing to welcome any
agreements between France and England which removed
causes of friction. In- answer to an interpellation on the
subject he cautiously stated that he could hardly gay
much, because the English and French Ministers had not
yet explained it publicly. In a delicate matter of foreign
affairs, he added,

we have no reason to suppose that
agreement is directed against any Power whatever. It
seems to be an attempt to eliminate the points of difference
between France and Great Britain by means of an amicable
understanding. From the point of view of German interests we have nothing to complain of, for we do not wish
to see strained relations between Great Britain and France,
if only because such a state of affairs would imperil the
peace of the world, the maintenance of which we sincerely
desire. Concerning Morocco, which constitutes the essential
point of the agreement, we are interested in this country,
as in fact in the rest of the Mediterranean, principally from
the economic point of view.
We must protect our commercial interests in Morocco, and we shall protect them.”*
I can only say that

this

.

Though Billow

.

certainly underestimated at first

political significance of the

was

.

the

new Anglo-French Entente, he

from tahing it as lightly as one might be led to
infer from his Reichstag speech, which was intended to
quiet the feaxs of the German public. In fact, it caused
him and his Foreign Office assistants to do a good deal of
serious thinking during the following weeks. He and Holstein gradually reached a determination to hold to Germany’s rights under the international Morocco Treaty of
1880, and to ignore the Anglo-French Moroccan Convention
182 GJ*., XX, 12 (April 9).
^^*AffaiTet dv Mar6c,T,t3ff.
far
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until Delcasse should invite a discussion of

Gennany an opportunity

it

and

giv(

and perhaps get som
equivalent compensations. England and France, they
could not by separate agreement deprive third parties
their rights in Morocco. France, now given a free hani
in Morocco by England, would try to establish a Frend
economic monopoly there, as she had done in all her otha
colonies. She would “Tunisify” Morocco by “peaceful penetration.” So Germany’s commercial rights and interests
would be threatened, as the French would get excMvt
trading and financial privileges, and a monopoly of railway
and mining concessions. Furthermore, German prestij!
would suffer, if she allowed Morocco to be disposed of h
France and England as if Germany did not exist. Holsteia
summed the matter up: “If we let our toes be trodden
upon in Morocco without saying a word, we encourage
others to do the same thing elsewhere.”
There were two ways by which Germany might give
to be heard

fell

oi

expression to her wishes.

The

first

was

to tell Delcasse

in

a frank and friendly manner
French Convention aroused concern in Germany in regari
to her commercial interests, and to ask more fuUy wli>'
guarantees France would offer for the protection ot these
interests. This was the more neighborly way. But it wae
not adopted. The second way was to maintain an impaa
sive and sphinx-like silence, neither recognizing nor prothat the published

Anglo-

testing against the Anglo-French Agreement, but acting a!
if it did not exist for Germany, since Germany had not beea

informed of the text of it. This second plan wouM
Germany’s going step by step with France h
Morocco in the matter of police measures to curb th#
anarchy. If Prance sent warships to Tangier, Germany
could do likewise. In this way, without infringing MI
officially

consist in

is« Holstein’s Memoir of June 3, 1904;
GPl,
Billow to Radolin July 21; G.P., XX, 210-214.

yv

,

207-0;

ef.

*1"
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Germany might compel Delcasse to be the first to
inquire as to German intentions. The less Gerand
speak

rights,

her steps in the newspapers, the more uncertain and uncomfortable the French would become. Then
when once Delcasse saw that Germany was in earnest,
Germany ought to make concessions and abandon any
thought of establishing a foothold in Morocco. This policy

many explained

was more adventurous and dangerous to the peace of EuBut it was the one which Biilow and Holstein

rope.

adopted.^®®

But

not bear fruit as
Delcasse was evidently becoming increasingly nervous, but he avoided broaching the question.
To bring him out of his silence Germany began to
encourage the Sultan to resist the police measures which
the French at last, in the winter of 1904-05, planned to
put into effect. Kiihlmann, the German Charge d'Affaires
in Tangier, had already reported that there seemed to be
friction between France and England, and that it was not
likely that Delcasse could count on more than Platonic
support from the British. The Dogger Bank Affair had
just occurred and given rise in England to violent indignation against Russia. Kiihlmann felt sure that France was
in no position to settle the fate of Morocco without Germany's sanction. In fact he believed M. Delcasse to be in
the unenviable position of resting one leg on Russia and
another on England, and thus to be in danger of falling
between two stools as the tension between these two hostile
countries tightened. He had also heard that the American
Vice-Consul had said to a leading Moor, “Germany has not
spoken, and until then we cannot believe that anything
definite has been decided.”
During the summer of 1904 the Sultan continued to
this sphinx-like waiting policy did

rapidly as had been hoped.

186 GP., XX, 7-33, 195-234, especially 215ff.
136 Kuhimann to Billow, Nov. 0, 1904; GP,

XX,

232.
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answer evasively Billow’s demands in regard to Genthe,
German citizen murdered in Morocco. The German Mb
ister at Tangier, therefore, wanted Germany to assert hs
prestige by an ultimatum to the Sultan, to be followed,!'
necessary, by the sending of a warship to Moroccan waten
as a diplomatic demonstration. Billow favored it, but tb
Kaiser forbade it, and it did not take place.
Soon ate
wards Germany put aside her grievance over the Genth
murder and began to assume an attitude of friendliness
j

to

This w'as to encourage him to resist the “Tiinisification” program which Delcasse was now believed to be
preparing to force upon him. This would consist, as wi;
gathered in Tangier from St. Rene Taillandier, the headol
the Sultan.

the French Mission, mainly of three points: the
tion of the Sultan’s

army by French

reorganiza-

instructors; the

ing by the Sultan of a treaty with the French

the political influence of other nations; and the

sign-

excluding

control

bj

France of the Sultan’s finances. I'o KUhlmann this
very much like the establishment of a virtual protectorate.^^®
Germany therefore secretly encouraged the Sultai
to resist the imposition of the French program. When ht
called together a patriotic Assembly of Notables fromal
Morocco to examine the French demands, Kiihhnann approved the measure as “a skilful anti-French move.”*"
Then, when the French Press began to demand that tht
Assembly of Notables be dismissed, Bulow secretly adviseJ
lookeii

the contrary, believing that the proud Moroccan chieftain*
would declare against the French program. He did nol

that the French would go to the point ol
trying to bluff the Sultan with a threat of war, because the
new Rouvier Cabinet did not wish to risk the expenditure
think

it likely

13T G.P., XX. 222-230.
138 KUhlmann to Billow, Nov. 28, 1904; GP., XX, 237 ff. For
detailed aims of the Taillaadier Mioion, bm ASoifet du Maroa, L
184
‘is»G.P., XX, 246ff.

tte

i
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Moroecan campaign, or weaken

Germany by transferring troops
however, had been careful to warn

France’s position toward
to Africa.

Biilow,

Kuhhnann not to encourage the Sultan to expect that Germany would support him to the point of making war on
Fiance on his behalf.^^®

THE

(c)

It

was during these

kaiser’s TANGIER VISIT
rival efforts in

Morocco on the part

of Kiihlmann and Taillandier to win the ear of the Sultan,
that Billow suddenly decided to have the Kaiser stop on

from Hamburg to Corfu at Tangier and greet the
Sultan. The original schedule of the Kaiser’s trip did not
provide for this, but Biilow had the Kolnische Zeitung print
a despatch from Tangier announcing that the Kaiser would
land there on March 31. He then sent the clipping to the
his trip

Kaiser, adding,

“Your Majesty’s visit will embarrass M.
and benefit our economic interests
The Kaiser at first agreed, but when he

Delcasse, block his plan,
in Morocco.”

learned from the newspapers that the Tangier population,

including the English, were planning to exploit his visit
against the French, he wrote Biilow:
“Telegraph at once
is most doubtful whether I land, and
only travelling incognito as a tourist; therefore,
no audiences, no receptions.” Biilow, however, shrewdly
pointed out to him that a public announcement of the visit
had been made, and if it was given up, Delcasse would
spread abroad the idea that it was owing to French representations in Berlin that the visit had been abandoned.
Delcasse would make a diplomatic triumph out of it. So
the Kaiser again agreed, though at Lisbon, and even at the
last moment in the harbor at Tangier, he had further hesitations. But he finally yielded to the advice of those with

to Tangier that it

that I

am

140G.P..

XX,

243.

14lBuIow to Kaiser, Mar.

20, 1905;

GP.,

XX,

282.
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him, and carried out the program which had been

arranged

for

In spite of the difficulties of landing in a very rough sea
and the fright caused to the Kaiser’s horse by the din of

Arab yelling, music, and the promiscuous discharge of firearms, the Kaiser’s visit passed off smoothly enough with
brilliant Oriental color.

ceived the

members

matic Corps.
his visit

To

At the German Legation

of the

German colony and

he

the Diplo-

the French representative he said

meant that Germany wanted freedom

re-

that

of trade and

equality with others; that he wished to deal directly with

the Sultan as a free and equal sovereign of an independent

country, and he e.xpected that France would respect
wishes.

To

his

the Sultan’s Great Uncle and Plenipotentiary,

he emphasized the same points, adding that such reforms
as were made ought to be in accordance with the Koran and
Mohammedan tradition; that European customs ought not
to be blindly adopted; and that the Sultan would do well
in this matter to heed the advice of his Notables.*'*®
Billow then proposed the calling of an international
conference of all the Powers who had signed the Madrid
Ireaty of 1880.
He thought this the best way of settling the Moroccan
question and securing the commercial interests of Germany,
as 'W'ell as of other nations, against the danger of Delcasse’s
“Tunisification” of the country. Here, he rightly believed, he
was on solid ground. He renewed Germany’s declaration
of territorial disinterestedness, eind

many

made

it

clear that Ger-

was not seeking any special advantages for

herself,

GF., XX, 263 ff. Baron Seboen, who accompanied the Kaiser,
good account in his Memoirs of an Ambassador, pp. 19-26.
As the speeches were informal, and in the midst of a large and
somewhat noisy assemblage, the reports of what he said vary considerably
Its

gives a

in the accounts of Schoen (G.P., XX, 286), Kuhlmann (Schultbess, Europdischer Geschichtskalender, 1905, p. 304), and Ch4ri8ey, the FVench repw
aentative [Affaires du Maroe, I, 20S).
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but was only acting in the interest of all countries having
commercial interests in Morocco.
He felt sure that he would have the support of a majority of the Powers in such a conference. President Roosevelt was sounded and was thought to favor it, as he had
always favored an “open door” policy throughout the
world.^^*
Billow hoped that Roosevelt’s attitude would
have a favorable effect on England and strengthen the
•

influence of the

London Times correspondent at Tangier,
the German point of view. Austria and

who had supported

he believed, could be counted on as allies. Russia
was too much absorbed by the defeats in Manchuria to
The Sultan of Morocco himself
interpose objections.
grasped eagerly at the conference idea, when it was sugItaly,

gested to him, as an easy way of avoiding a virtual French
protectorate. France, therefore, would be left in a minority

and would have to consent to see her secret agi’eements
with England and Spain replaced by an international settlement. As the whole French Morocco policy had been
peculiarly the work of Delcasse, the thwarting of it by the
holding of an international conference would probably
render his position in France insecure, especially if Germany firmly insisted on a conference. Meanwhile, Billow
continued to maintain toward France his very disconcerting
attitude of sphinx-like and impassive silence, still ignoring
the Anglo-French Moroccan Agreement of 1904.*^®
As Biilow had calculated, the French in general, and
Delcasse in particular, now became very uneasy. They felt
that they were being menaced by Germany, but did not
understand exactly what she wanted. Some suspected she
was looking for a pretext for war, which was certainly not
the case, as the recently published German documents
GP.,

XX,

256 ff. J. B. Bishop, Roosevelt, I, 467 S.
B. Harris, GP., XX, 261 S. See also Harris'
XX, 293 ff.

KB Mr. W.
IMGP..

own memoin.

m
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cloarly prove.

Within France there was a strong and

grow-

ing party which felt that Delcasse had bee.i pursuing

an

adventurous and dangerous imperialist policy; he was in^'olving the risk of war with the Sultan of Morocco, and
oven with Germany, at a time w'hen France was unprepared
from a military point of view and weakened by the defeats
of her Russian ally. This party, which included the French
Ambassador in Berlin,
wanted to yield to Germany’s proposal for a conference, even though it meant the humilia-

and the prol)ahlc resignation of Delcasse as Minister
This also was the feeling of M. Rouvier,
the Prime Aiinister, and eventually of a majority of the
tion

of Foreign Affairs.

Cabinet.

On
the

M. Rouvier dined with Prince Radolin at
German Embassy, and told him with evident emotion
April 26,

no circumstances w-ould he wish to see trouble
between Germany and France; that the French people inclined much more to the German than to the English side,
though there were foolish irresponsible patriots who
preached revanche. France and Germany must stand together and preserve the peace of the world. So long as he
was at the head of affairs, this would be his purpose. As
far as Morocco was concerned, he guaranteed that there
would be no change in the statiis quo and no limitation on
the commerce of foreign nations. “It is impossible and it
would be criminal,’’ he concluded, with great emotion, “that
the two countries which are called to come to an understanding and draw closer to one another should quarrel—
and that simply on account of Morocco!” M. Rouvier’s
remark had all the more significance from the fact that a
few minutes before the dinner. Prince Radolin had been
informed by a person in M. Rouvier's confidence that “the
Prime Minister by no means identified himself with Delcasse, since he knew that the English navy did not run on
that under

CJ.

Bihourd’s reporte, Affmret du Marne,

I,

202 ff., 215 f., 240.
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wheels” and, therefore, could not protect Paris. From all
this Prince Radolin gained the impression that M. Rouvier
would not be unwilling to sacrifice his Minister of Foreign
Affairs.^**

(d)

delcasse’s fall

and

its

consequences

This hint from Rouvier was sufficient to determine
Billow to work henceforth to overthrow the man whom he
regarded as dangerous to Germany and to the peace of
Europe. Not only did he regard Delcasse as the incarna-

and of the revanche
but he believed that so long as he continued at the
head of the French Foreign Office, with his intrigues and
misrepresentations, there could be no satisfactory relations
between the countries on the two sides of the Rhlne.*^®
Another party in France, however, made up of a considerable group of newspapers and chauvinists, protested
loudly against the German menace. Delcasse counted on
them for support, and made a strong fight for his political
The exciting story of this internal French conflict, as
life.
tion of French aggressive imperialism
spirit,

witnessed by the

now be

German

representative in Paris,

followed in detail in the

new German

may

documents.^®®

148 Radolin to Biilo\>, April 27, 1905; G.P., XX, 344. This telegram,
according to a letter of Paleologue’s in the Paris Temps of March 15, 1922,
Its publication by
was deciphered by the French during the war.
Paleologue gave rise to a lively discussion in 1022, as to whether the
German Government had demanded the head of Delcasse, or whether it
had been offered to them. Mr. O. S. Hale, of the University* of Pennsylvania, in an unpublished study, indicates that there is no truth in
the commonly repeated legend, based on an article in Le Gaulois, June
17, ‘1905, that Prince Henckel von Donncrsmarck was sent on a special
mission by the German Government to demand the resignation of Del-’
On internal and other evidence Mr. Hale thinks the report in
casse.
Le Gaulois is apocryphal. This confirms the present writer’s conclusion
that the “Donnersmarck Mission” was a product of French journalistic
imagination.
149 C/. G.P., XX, 393 ff. for a list of half a dozen cases in which
Billow believed Dclcas^ guilty of misrepresentations and broken promises.
IBO G.P'.i XX, 344-409.
C}. R. Pinon, France et Allemagne (Paris,
1013), which is, on the whole, favorable to Germany and critical of Del-
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next day he would hold a Cabinet meeting, and would
resign, if a majority of his colleagues did not agree with
him. Accordingly, on June 6, the Cabinet was forced to
choose between M. Rouvier and M. Delcasse. All the Ministers sided with the Prime Minister, according to information conveyed to Radolin. M. Delcasse resigned, and M.
Rouvier took over his portfolio.
M. Delcasse’s fall did not relieve the tension so much as
Rouvier had hoped. There followed many weeks of difficult
negotiations before the two countries could find a formula
esta blish ing the basis on which the conference should meet.
Meanwhile England supported every French argument so
strongly, and the English' Press launched such a campaign
against Germany, that the Moroccan question became almost more of an Anglo-German than a Franco-Gefm’an conflict.
Thanks in part to President Roosevelt’s enjoying the
confidence of M. Jusserand and Baron Speck von Sternburg
at Washington, he was able tactfully and skilfully to secure
first a French acceptance of the conference idea, and then
the basis on which it should proceed.
When the cgnference finally met at Algeciras in January,
1906, there still remained the fundamental clash between
the Anglo-French and the German positions. France and
England pulled, every possible political wire to secure decisions which would carry out the intention of the AngloFrench Agreement of 1904 and give France control. Germany pulled with equal energy, but less success, to secure
equal rights for all nations and the establishment of a control in Morocco which should be genuinely international
and not purely French. In sketching the development of
the system of secret alliances, it is unnecessary to go into
these Algeciras intrigues. Suffice it to say that Germany
won in principle, but France won in practical results. The
main importance of the First Morocco Crisis lies in the
fact that from the outset it strengthened the ties between
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France and England, and led to new secret understandings
between them.
Bulow’s Morocco policy seemed to have resulted in a
brilliant diplomatic victory. The Kaiser, who had had no
great share personally in bringing it about nor even full
knowledge of its progress, accepted it with pleasure. He
signalized it, not very tactfully as the French felt, by raising
Biilow to the rank of Prince the day after Delcasse’s faE,
and by bestowing a decoration upon Betzold, the secret gobetween in the unoffieial negotiations between Rouvier and
Radolin. Biilow had asked that Betzold be given the Order
of the Red Eagle, “Third Class”; the Kaiser ordered it raised
to “Second Class,” “because he saved us from war.”
Blissfully oblivious of the psychological effect such a
diplomatic humiliation as Delcasse’s fall was bound to have
on a proud people like the French, to say nothing of the
impropriety of meddling in the internal politics of a Great

Power, the Kaiser seems sincerely to have regarded Deldeparture from the French Foreign Office as reallj
opening the way, not only for better relations with France,
The
but. even for a new era in the system of alliances.
French, he believed, had given evidence that they were no
longer minded to pursue the revanche policy which Delcasse had personified. “France,” he wrote to Biilow from
Bjorko, “refused to take up our challenge.” And the Tsar
had agreed that it was “quite clear that the Alsace-Lorraine
It opened
question is closed once.fqr all, thank God.”
for
the
hoped,
success of his Bjorko effort for
the way, he
a defensive alliance with Russia, in which France would
be included as soon as the RUsso-Japanese War was ended.
casse’s

151 G.P., XX, 409.
152 G.P., XIX, 460.
few weeks later the Kaiser appears to have
made a similar remark to Izvolski at Copenhagen; Memoirs of Alexandd
Izvolski, p. 7S; c/. also Izvolski’s letter ia the Paris Temps, Sept. iSi
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talcen energetic

steps to bring about the peace negotiations which soon took
place at Portsmouth.^®* The Kaiser, therefore, was in a

great hurry to tell Roosevelt of the Bjorko meeting,
directed the following telegram to him:

and

The Emperor and I have concluded an agreement to lend
each other mutual help in case any European power should
attack one of us, and France is to be cosignatory to it.
In fact Gern^any enters the dual-alliance originally conIt being the leading
cluded against it as third party.

—

—

power of the

triple-alliance, the latter ar.d the dual-alliance

—instead of glaring at each other
join hands

and the peace

of

for [no] purpose at all

Europe

is

guaranteed.

This

is

the fruit of our understanding with France about Morocco,
the fact, upon which you sent me so kind compliments. I

am

sure, that this grouping of

“detente,

’

powers

is

leading to a general

will be of great use in enabling

you to

fulfl the

great mission of peace, which Providence has entrusted to

your hands for the good of the world.‘®*

In reality, however. Billow’s Morocco policy of 1905 was
one of those victories which are worse than a defeat. In seeking to preserve the independence of the Sultan and the open
door in Morocco by his sphinx-like policy of studied silence,
which gave the impression of a menace, all the more alarming because of its mysteriousness, Biilow had been striving
for the right thmg in the wrong way. In trying to frighten
163 For the Kaiser’s initiation and Roosevelt’s carrying out of mediation between Russia and Japan, see G.P., XIX, 529-630; J. B. Bishop..
Theodore Roosevelt and His Time (N. Y., 1920), I, 374-424; H. C. Lodge,
Correspondence of Theodore Roosevelt and Henry Cabot Lodge (N. Y.,
1925), II, 130-192; and A. Hasenclever, "Theodore Roosevelt und die
Marokkokrisis von 1904-1906,” in Archiv f. Politik und Geschichte, VI
Heft 3, 184-245 (1928).
The telegram was not sent, because BUIow
G.P., XIX, 466.
objected that the arrangement with the Tsar was strictly secret, and
might leak out prematurely in Washington; but it is highly interring,
as indicating the Kaiser’s interpretation of the BjOrko Treaty, and hls
close relations with Roosevelt at this time.
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Rouvier into ousting his Minister of Foreign Affairs, he had
been egregiously guilty of aiming at the wrong thing in the
wrong way. The incident made a painful impression on
the R-ench. It contributed not a little to the ultimate revival of a new determination on the part of some of her
leading men that they would rather risk war than accept
another such humiliation. M. Poincare, for instance, in his
public speeches and his writings never tires of referring to
the ‘Tarutality” and “odious violence” of Germany’s bellicose diplomatic methods. More fatal still for Germany, it
helped rouse the British Government to enter into those
naval and military “conversations” which brought England
into the World War and thus made certain Germany’s ulti-

mate

catastrophic defeat.

ANGLO-FRENCH MILITARY AND NAVAL “CONVERSATIONS,”
1905-1912

As the Franco-Russian Entente of 1891 was followed by
a secret Military Convention, so the Anglo-French Entente
of 1904 was soon supplemented by momentous but very
secret naval and military arrangements, or, as Sir Edward
Grey euphemistically calls them, “conversations.” These
lacked, at first, the rigid and binding character of the
Franco-Russian Alliance, but they gradually came to be,
in fact if not in form, a most vital link in the system of
secret alliances.
In spite of the meticulous nicety with
which Sir Edward Grey was careful to state that “England’s
hands were free,” and that “it would be left for Parliament
to decide,” he allowed the PVench to hope confidently that,
in case Germany caused a European war, England would
take the field on the side of the French. He permitted the
English and French Naval and Military Staffs to elaborate
technical arrangements for joint war- action, which became
the basis of the strategic plans of both countries. These
came to .involve mutual obligations which were virtually as
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entangling as a formal alliance. It is always dangerous to
allow the military authorities of two countries to develop
inter-dependent strategic plans.

They come

to

make

ar-

rangements which, by their very riature, necessarily involve
obligations which are virtually binding upon the political
authorities. Here is where Sir Edward Grey’s great responsibility and mistake began.' It is therefore important to
note in some detail the origin, character, and consequences
of these naval and military “conversations.” They reach
back in part to the time of his predecessor at the Foreign
Office, Lord Lansdowne.^®®
In Art. IX of the Anglo-French Convention of 1904,
England had promised merely diplomatic support to France
in connection with Morocco. But after the Kaiser’s visit
lEd The secrecy and subleties of diplomatic language in which these
conversations were carried on has given rise to a wide literature of
apology and accusation. From the English side the most authoritative
apologias are; Grey, Twenty-Five Years, 1, 48ff., 69-118; II, Iff., 39ff.,
310 ff.; H. H. Asquith, The Genesis of the War, pp. 92-110, 142-216; Lord
Haldane, Before the War, passim; J. A. Spender, Life of Sir Henry
Campbell-Bannerman, II, 245-268; C. A. Repington, The First World War,
ch. i; and W. S. Churchill, The World Crisis, I, 1-191. The most noteworthy criticisms of Grey’s policy are: Lord Lorebum, How the War
Came, passim; E. D. Morel, Ten Years of Secret Diplomacy; G. P.
Gooch, Camb. Hist, of Brit. Foreign Policy, III, 338 ff., 438 ff; J. A.
Farrer, England under Edward VII, passim; G. L. Dickinson, The International Anarchy, 1904-1914, pp. 121 B., 375 ff.; and the indictment, drawn
with a lawyer’s skill, by J. S. Ewart, The Boots and Causes of the Wars,
chs. V, xxii.

From the French side, besides the volumes of Pinon, Mevil, and
Tardieu mentioned above in note 150, see R. Poincare, Les Origines de la
Guerre, p. 72 ff., Au Service de la France, I, 146-235, and the criticisms
of his policy in the volumes of Fabre-Luce, Judet, Pevet, Victor Margueritte, Morhardt, and DemartiaL
From the German side there is abundant material in G.F., XX-XXV,
XXVIII-XXXI, passim; cf. also H. Herzfeld, “Der deutsche Flottenbau
und

die englische Politik”, in Archiv. fur Politik und Geschichte, IV, 117 ff.
(1926); H. Lutz, Lord Grey und der Wellkrieg (Berlin, 1927, English
trans.. N. Y., 1928)
and A. von Tirpitz, Polilische Dokumente: I, Der
Aufbau der deutschen Weltmacht (Stuttgart and Berlin, 1924), passim.
Ameriran .accounts, severely critical of Grey and Poincare, may be
found in H. E. Barnes, The Genesis of the World War, ch. viii and E. F.
Henderson, The Verdict of History; The Case of Sir Edward Grey (privately printed, 1924).
;

;
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to Tangier, the English Press and the English Government
became obsessed with the idea that Germany was endeavoring to break up the Entente by bullying France. It jarred

the sporting spirit of the British to see France menaced
because of her new friendship with England, at a moment
when France’s ally was being so disastrously defeated in
the Far East.^®* The English were also irritated by the
rapidly growing German navy, as well as by the undercurrent of political and commercial rivalry which had existed for some years in Africa, Turkey, and elsewhere in the

Level-headed observers in the

world.

German Embassy at

Count Jtlettemich and Freiherr von Eckardat all blinded by Anglophobia, reported
the anti-German feeling in the newspapers and in society

London,
stein,

like

who were not

They found the British Press, in
the Morocco question, “more French than the French."

as dangerously strong.*®"

They warned the German Government

that if war arose
over Morocco, “there can be no doubt that England will
stand unconditionally and actively on the French side, and
go against Germany, even with enthusiasm.” *®®
In accord with this public feeling, Lord Lansdowne and
M. Paul Carabon entered into discussions for an exchange
of notes, by which England should “take a step further,”
and offer the French something more substantial than mere
diplomatic support. Mr. Gooch, on the basis of information
supplied to him by the British Foreign Office, implies that
the initiative came from France,*®** while M. Poincare, on
156 Looking back six months later, the German Ambassador in
London dummed up the situation: “The impression here is that 'Germany has been acting as a bully’, and that because we felt ou-selves to be
the stronger, we wanted to force measures upon the French”, Mettemich
to Biilow, Dec. 20, 1905; GP. XX, 639; c/. also, XXI, 46 f.
15TG.P., XX, 601 ff., 618 fif., 627 ff.. 6473., 6695., 685 5.
108 Mettemich to Bulow, May 1, 1905; G.P., XX, 607, 618.
IBS “In the middle of May, the French Ambassador complained to
Lord Lansdowne of the general attitude of the German Government, which
was seeking in all parts of the world to sow discord between France
and Great Britain. . . . Lord Lansdowne replied that the moral seemed
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the basis of Paul Gambon’s reports, implies that it came
from Lord Lansdowne.^®®
Prom these discussions the
French gathered that Lord Lansdowne was ready to offer

an agreement, veiled from Parliament and the public under
the form of an exchange of notes, to exchange views in
commoA*^an agreement which might lead to a real alli-

As M. Gambon

ance.

wrote, later on, in April

and Sep-

tember, 1912:
I

know

that the British Government does not have the

right to bind itself without the authorization of Parliament;

but there

is

no need of a duplicate agreement, of a treaty

drawn up and signed [pas besoin d’un accord en partie
double, de traite signe et paraphre] we could content ourselves with an exchange of declarations. ^This is what we
would have done in 1905 with Lord Lansdowne, if the resignation of M. Delcasse had not cut short our conversations.’®®
;

to be that each Government should continue to treat the other with the
most absolute mutual confidence, should keep it fully informed of
everything which came to their knowle^e, and should, so far ns possible, discuss in advance any contingencies by which they might in the
course of events find themselves confronted’’; Gooch, Camb. Hist, oi
Brit, For. Policy, III, 342.
190 “In the month of April, 1905, Lord Lansdowne had appeared
disposed to take one step further, and had proposed to M. Gambon a
Poincare, Les Origincs de la
.
general formula for an Entente.
Gwetre (Paris, 1921), p. 79. That M. Poincare is correct seems to be indicated by Mr. Spender, who says that on April 25, 1905, Sir Francis Bertie
informed M. Delcasse, on Lord Lansdowne’s instructions, that the British Government would join the French in opposing Germany’s acquisition
of a port on the coast of Morocco, and hoped to be given a full opportunity to concert with the French Government the measures which might
be taken to prevent it. The French were pleased. A month later, after
further conversations, on May 25, Lord Lansdowne suggested “that the
two Governments should treat one another with the utmost confidence
and discuss all likely contingencies”; J. A. Spender, Li/e o] Sir Henry
.

Campbellr-Bannerman

.

II, 248.

Poincare says in his recent memoirs (Ait Service de la France,
1, 187, 221); “The Consen'ative Government had been able to contemplate
am alliance in 1905." “M. Paul Gambon had written me that at the
time [1005] an agreement of this kind [for an exchange of views in
common] would have been only a beginning on the part of Lord 'Lansdowne. . . The forced resignation of M. Delcasse had perhaps made
us lose in 1905 an opportunity for a veritable alliance with England”.
192 Paul Gambon to Poincare, April 18, 1912. Au Seryice de la France,
1-91

M.

.

1.

174.
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Would

it

not be possible [said

Gambon

to Grey] to

turn, at least partially, to the proposals of Lord Lansdowse,
to bind ourselves, for example, to exchange views in com-

mon

[de se concerter] in case of menacing complications,

and to

settle that, in

such a hypothesis, we should seek

to-

means most suited to protect us mutually from
the peril of war? In a word, if, faced with this peril, we
judge the best method to be an alliance and a military convention, we will employ it.***
gether the

Now

it is

interesting to observe

how, on the one

hand,

Lord Lansdowne’s proposal encouraged M. Delcasse’s hopes
and were given an extravagant interpretation by him; and
how, on the other, its existence was reported to, or suspected
by, the Germans, and then flatly denied by the British.
Th<; Lansdowne-Cambon negotiations seem to have advanced to the point where the notes to be exchanged had
already been drawn up and transmitted in written form to
M. Delcasse for his final approval.*"* This was just at the

moment when
was

the Morocco Crisis was at

its height,

and

he

fighting to persuade his colleagues to reject the Ger-

proposal for an international conference. He interpreted the Lansdowne proposal as an assurance of a Britidi
alliance and armed support. He used it as an argument to

man

try to persuade President

by him

in refusing the

seen, the
163 Paul
£,

Loubet and the Cabinet

German demands.

Rouvier Cabinet and President Loubet
Gamboa

to Poincare, Sept. 21, 1912;

Au

to stand

But, as we have
declined

Service de la Fmnee,

218 f.

164 Both M. Delcasse and M. Chaumie, Minister of Justice at the
time, appear to leave no doubt on this point, M. Delcass^, ilk a lettffl
published in the Figaro of March 24, 1922, saya; “Le 6 juin je n’avaie
que depuis quarante-huit heures I’offre anglais de concours”. M. Chaumif,
in notes on the decisive Cabinet meeting of June 6 made at the tins
and later published by his colleague in the Ministry of Justice, M'
Bienvenu-Martin, in the Temps of March 19, 1922, says explicitly: “CeB
ouvertures ne sont pas bomees a de simples 4)outpacleiB;
notes ecriteB
•"
ont dejh tHA cchangeesf., -.•id/'.';!"-'
to! ;.ifj

d™
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war with Germany, and M. Delcasse

resigned.^*®

In October, 1905, the Matin published a series of revelations concerning the events of M. Delcasse’s overthrow.
They included the startling assertion, as coming from Delcasse, that he had been promised by the British Government
that, in case of a German attack on France, the English fleet
would be mobilized to seize the Kiel Canal and would land
100,000 men in Schleswig-Holstein. The revelations made
sensation at the time, and have remained ever since
something of a puzzle to historians, inasmuch as the British

a

have always denied that they made any offer of alliance or
armed assistance to France. Mr. Gooch suggests that Delcasse’s mistakenly wide interpretation of Britain’s attitude
may be explained by the probability that King Edward VII,
during a visit to Paris, intimated to the PVench Minister
that, in case of need, En^and would intervene on the
French side.^®* One of the editors of Die Grosse Politik
suggests that the offer came, not from Lord Lansdowne, but
from Sir Francis Bertie.^®’' This British Ambassador in
Paris was certainly strongly pro-French, but it is hardly
likely that he would have taken so serious a step without
authorization, and there is no convincing evidence that he
Flotow, the German Charge d’Affaires in Paris re623-5) information coming from the owner of the
Matin that “a regular offer of an offensive and defensive alliance with
an anti-German aim has been made here”, but not yet accepted, partly
on account of the effect on Russia, and partly because a majority of
the Cabinet hoped still for a satisfactory settlement with Germany.
On the same day, Flotow was able to sound M. Rouvier through their
mutual confidential agent, and the French Premier had declared positively that an Anglo-French alliance was out of the question.
It is
quite possible that Delcasse, after his fall, may have given Paris newspaper editors a hint of the English proposals both to justify his own
policy, and with the idea that the news would be passed on to Germany
and further irritate Anglo-German relations; c/. G.P., XX, 623 note,
and 631' note.
1*9 Gooch, I.C., p. 343.
Eckardstein, III, 105.
1*7 A. Mendelssohn Bartholdy, in Wissen und Leben, Feb. 1, 1925,
cited by Dickinson. The International Anarchy, p. 129. note 1.
16B

ported

On June 7,
(GP., XX,

—
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did so.
stein

Possibly the idea of landing 100,000

came from Sir John

Fisher. It

men

in

Hot

wa^he kind of strategy

which he often urged and commended, and accords with his
advice to King Edward in 190S: ‘‘We should ‘Copenhagen’
Admiral Fisher’s
the German Fleet at Kiel a la Nelson.”
idea may have been handed on to the French by King
Edward, or it may have come to them as a result of the
direct naval “conversations” which the French and EngSir John
lish Staffs were already carrying on in 1905.*®®
Fisher was a very lovable old sea dog, with all the frediness
of the salt spray which he loved so well, but he had an indiscreet habit of expressing himself promiscuously.**® At a
dinner in December, 1905, he told Colonel Repington that
“he was prepared, on his own responsibility, to order our
He told me
fleets to go wherever they miglit be required.
that he had seen on paper Lord Lansdowne’s assurances to
M. Cambon, and that they were quite distinct in their tenor.
He had shown them to Sir Edwai’d Grey, and declared that
they were.part of the engagements aken over from the last
Government, and would hold good until denounced.’IJiiIt is not at all unlikely that he conveyed to the French the
t

168(7/.

Fisher,

Memories and Records,

I,

22,

4711.,

188,

207, 211,

233; II, 176, 20811.. 218 f., 22311.
189 Grey, I, 74; II, 2. Sir Alfred Beit and the Kaiser, in an interesting conversation soon after the Matin revelations, assumed that the
idea came from Fisher; G.P., XX, 694. Fisher, Memories, p. 49, in connection with this conversation, says;
‘‘The Gorman Emperor dia say
to Beit that I was dangerous, and that ho knew of my ideas as regards
the Baltic being Germany’s vulnerable sjiot, and he had heard of my
idea for ‘Copenhagening’ the German Fleet. But this last I much doubt.
He only said it because he knew it was what we ought to have done."
iTO For example, upon the news of Tirpits’s dismissal, he addressed
him a letter which got into a London newspaper; "Dear old Tirps:
Cheer up, old chap
Yours, till Hell freezes, Fisher”; Memories, p45.
To a Russian Grand Duchess, who had written him of a picnic,
pleasant except for the gnats biting her ankles, he telegraphed: “I
to God I had been one of the gnats”; ibid., p. 231. Winston Churchill
iThe World Crisis, pp. 72-791 paints a brilliant picture of Fisher and o!
his indiscretion in the ‘'Bacon letters affair.”.
I

1'**

.

.

.

Repington, First World War, p.

4.
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prospect of British naval support and a British diversion
upon the German rear in Hoktein or Pomerania.
At any rate, it seems clear that M. Delcasse greatly
exaggerated the nature of Lord Lansdowne’s offer, \\hatever assurances he may have received from other high English sources. Perhaps, the wish being father to the thought,
he really believed that Lord Lansdowne
holding out the
offer of a British alliance.
Perhaps he was deliberately
overstating its character, in order to persuade his hesitating
colleagues to stand firm against Germany. In either cas'',

here was a dangerous example of the way Frenchmen of his
character would misinterpret, either unconsciously or deliberately, proposals contemplating somethinc more than
mere diplomatic support. It should have been a warning
to Sir Edward Grey of the danger of permitting the naval
and militaiy "conversations,” and of the later exchange of
notes with M. Cambon in 1912 the danger of arousing
expectations and involving obligations at Paris that England would come in on the side of France in case of a

—

European war.
It is equally interesting to note the

German

suspicions

and the flat denials on the
British.
On
June
part of the
16, 1905, Lord Lansdowne told
the German Ambassador that "tlie news that England had
offered France an offensive and defensive alliance was completely fictitious [voUkommen erfunden].
Since Lord
Lansdowne rejected the alliance rumor with the greatest
decisiveness and without equivocation, as made out of air,”
the Ambassador said he would regard the subject as settled.
He did not think that Lord Lansdowne, after such a dowmright declaration, was capable of trying, to deceive.^’’*
But a few days later. Count Metternicb received further
of an Anglo-French alliance.^'"

11SG.P., XX, 494, 615 f., 623 ff, 634 f., 638 ff., 662 ff, and Flotow’s
report of June 7 (sec above, note 165).
173 Metteraich to BUlow, June 16, 1905; G.P., ,XX, 630. C/. also
Qooch. I.C.. D. 342 f.
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information,

apparently

sources from

M. Rouvier

coming

through

himself, that

confidential

England had prom-

He

therefore asked Lord Lanstactfully saying that he did so unoffimahy,

ised naval aid to France.

downe about it,
without instructions from Berlin:
Lord Lansdowne replied that I knew that diplomatic
support was assured to the French Government within the
corners of the Anglo-French Agreement.

This has the
that the questions which the Agreement
touched would be discussed by the two Governments in
natural

result

and the most suitable ways and means
would be considered to maintain unimpaired the various
points of the Agreement. The question of an alliance with
France, however, had never been discussed in the English
Cabinet, nor had an English alliance ever been offered to the
French Government either in recent times or earlier. However, he would not conceal from me that in the eventuality,
which he however regarded as wholly out of the question,
that Germany should light-heartedly let loose a war against
France, one could not foresee how far public opinion in
England would drive the Government to tlic support of
friendly fashion,

France.i^*

Similarly, in October, 1905,

Thomas

Secretary, Sir

Sanderson,

Lord Lansdowne’s Under
felt obliged by the Matin

revelations to reiterate the denial:

The English Government has never held out

to

the

French Government the prospect of military aid. A possible
rupture between France .md Germany has never been even
discussed by the Government, and the promise of landing

men

in Schleswig-Holstein belongs to the realm of
[Sanderson said] Perhaps French imagination
played some part in this. One could well imagine Delcass^
had said to his colleagues that he was convinced that England would stand beside France in case of a Franco-German
war. This subjective conception, supposing Delcasse had

100,000

myth.

it,

.

.

.

was however very

different

from an English promise

iT4Metteniich to Bfilow. June 28, 1905; OP.,

XX,

836.

or
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These had never been made,

and, as he had said, the eventuality of a war between
Germany and France had never even been discussed on the

English side.^’®

view of the seriousness with which the British Government viewed the Morocco Crisis in the early summer
of 1905, it is difficult to believe this last statement of
Sanderson that “the eventuality of a war between Germany
and France had never even been discussed on the English
side.” Probably these sweeping denials were as correct in
In.

letter,

made

and as misleading

in spirit, as the similar denials

by Mr. Asquith and Sir Edward
Grey after the Grey-Cambon exchange of notes in 1912.
On December 11, 1905, Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman
formed a Cabinet, in which Sir Edward Grey replaced Lord
in Parliament later

Lansdowne

Viscount Grey tells us
and charmingly written retrospect,
no
doubt with perfect sincerity, that he accepted the post with
reluctance. It brought no joy to him or to his wife, for it
meant exile from his home in the country, from his fishing,
from his walks in the woods. Perhaps his reluctance may
unconsciously have been in part owing to his lack of experience, his inability to speak any foreign language, and
also to a sense of inadequacy for the exacting work of the
Foreign Office. Perhaps also, in composing his memoirs,
his realization of the failure of his long and sincere efforts
to preserve the peace of Europe may have led him unconat the Foreign Office.”®

in his engaging

sciously in later years to exaggerate the reluctance with

which he took office in 1905. But, as he tdls us, he could
not justify to his constituents or to his friends a refusal to
take up the work. He seemed as well qualified as any one
in the Liberal Party.

ns Mettemich

to Bulow, Oct. 9, 1905 ; G.P., XX, 663.
1T6 Spender, Life of Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, II, 188 ff. 245
ITT Twenty-Five Fears. I. 59-66.

ft.
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which claimed his attention waa
French.
The Algeciras Conference
to quiet the fears of the
was about to meet. Germany was thought to be pursuing a
threatening policy, and the French were nervous to know

One

of the first tasks

whether the new Liberal Government would sustain the
assurances of Lord Lansdowne, or go even further. On
January 10 and 15, 190G, Cambon asked Grey the pressing question whether the British Government “would be
prepared to render France armed assistance,” in case of
German aggression, and whether it would sanction the continuation of the naval and military conversations. Grey
replied that he could not at the moment make any promises, as the hlinisters were all dispersed, taking part in the

He could only state as his personal opinion,
adopting the attitude of Lord Lansdowne, that if France
were to be attacked by Germany in consequence of a question arising out of the Morocco Agreement, public opinion
in England would be strongly moved in favor of France.
As to the naval and military conversations which had been
going on, the former had been direct between the French
and English Naval Staffs. They were already on a satisfactory basis, having been conducted on the English side
by Sir John Fisher. But the plans for military cooperation
were less satisfactoiy, being atdhe moment in the hands of
elections.

an

unofficial intermediary.

Between January 10 and

15,

however. Sir Edward Grey had managed to see the Secretary for War, Mr. Haldane, at an election meeting in
Northumberland. Mr. Haldane had authorized Grey to say
that these military communications might

now

proceed

and officially between General Grierson and the
French Military Attache, but it must be understood that
these communications did not commit either Govemment.^’®^
directly

The
ITS

Grey,

I,

story of the

new turn now given

to the military

Giey to Bertie, Britidi Asabassador in Paris, Jan.
70-74.

10, 15, 1905;
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conversations has been interestingly told by the intermediary in question, Colonel Repington, the military corre-

spondent of the London Times}’’^ Although Anglo-German
tension was relaxed at the moment and there seemed to be
a prospect of better relations between the two countries,
Colonel Repington wrote an alarm article in the Times of
December 27, which gave a warning of what he sup’posed
to be Germany’s threatening intentions. Next day, in response to it, he received a visit from Major Huguet, the
French Military Attache, dined with him, and was told that
the French Embassy people were greatly worried about the
general situation. Sir Edward Grey, who had just taken
over the Foreign Office, had not renewed the assurances
given by Lord Lansdowne, and M. Gambon was at the mo-

ment absent in France. Major Huguet said lie knew the
British navy was ready, and he trusted it, but he did not
know what it would do to cooperate in case of trouble.
The French Army also was ready, but he feared the Germans might attack suddenly, probably through Belgium.

He
if

therefore

war came.

wanted the British
Colonel Repington

Edward Grey.

to stiffen the Belgians,
at once reported this

by

A

couple of days later he discussed the whole situation at dinner with Sir John Fisher,
who said he had perfect confidence in the navy and was
letter to Sir

prepared to order

On New

Year’s

it

to go wherever

Day Repington

it might be required.
received the reply from

Grey: “I am interested to hear of your conversation with
the French Military Attache. I can only say that I have
not receded from anything Lord Lansdowne said to the
Colonel
French, and have no hesitation in affirming it.”
Repington then dined with General Grierson, Head of the
Operations Bureau, who told him that, on the assumption
IT® Repington,

isoMettemich

First WorCd War, ch. i.
to Bulow, Deo., 4, 20, 1905; G.P.,

The

isi Repington, p. 4.

XX,

681, 685.
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that

Germany

violated

Bel^um, England could put

two

Namur by

the thirteenth day of mobilization,
and the Field Army, such as it then was, into Antwerp by
the thirty-second day. After getting the approval of various oflScials, including Sir George Clark, Secretary of the
Imperial Defense Committee, Colonel Repington saw Major

divisions into

Huguet again, and gave him a short list of questions to be
submitted to the French General Staff. Major Huguet hurried to France and soon brought back a set of interesting
and satisfactory answers which he was able to show to
Colonel Repington on January 12.^®- With the authorization of Haldane and Grey these then became the basis for
official discussions direct between thp' French and British
military authorities through Major Huguet and General
Grierson.
Sir Edward Grey returned to London on January 26 and
found M, Cambon anxiously waiting for a more definite
statement as to whether France could count upon British
assistance.
After talking further with Haldane and the
Prime Minister, but without accepting the latter’s suggestion that the statement to be made to Cambon should be
approved in a meeting of the whole Cabinet, Grey gave
Cambon his momentous answer on January 31. The long
summary of it which he sent to Bertie in Paris shows clearly
enough its double character. With one hand he held out
what he withdrew with the other. He encouraged the
French to expect aid, if needed; but he made no promises
of armed support and reserved liberty of action. He told

M. Cambon

encouragingly that since their last interviews

on January 10 and

15,

A good deal of progress has been made. Our military
and naval authorities had been in communication with the
French, and I assumed that all preparations were ready, so
ISO Kepincton's questions
6 - 10

.

and the French xepUee^ printed

ibid,

PP
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no time would have been lost for
... 1 had taken an opportunity of expressing to Count Metternich my personal opinion, which I understood Lord Lansdowne had also expressed
that, if

want

a

crisis arose,

of a formal engagement.

him [Gambon] as a personal opinion, that, in the event
an attack upon France by Germany arising out of our
Morocco Agreement, public feeling in England would be so
strong that no British Government could remain neutral.^*®
to

of

Sir

Edward Grey

also pointed out to

M. Gambon

the

France of making a more formal
statement of Anglo-French relations; at present, under the
Agreement of 1904, France had an absolutely free hand in
Morocco, with the promise of English diplomatic support;
but, if England extended her promise beyond this, and
made a formal alliance which might involve her in war, he
was sure the British Cabinet would say that England must
from time to time be consulted with regard to French
policy in Morocco, and, if need be, be free to ask for alterations in French policy to avoid war. Was not the present
situation so satisfactory that it was better not to alter it
by a more formal engagement?
possible disadvantages to

this. He pointed out
the Gonference broke up, and Germany placed herself behind the Sultan, “war might arise so suddenly that
the need for action would be a question not of days, but of
minutes, and that, if it was necessary for the British Gov-

IM.

that

Gambon was not convinced by

if

ernment to consult, and to wait for manifestations of English public opinion, it might be too late to be of use.”
To M. Gambon’s request for “some form of assurance
which might be given in conversation,” Grey replied that he
could give no such formal assurance,
188 Grey to Bertie, Jan. 31, 1906; Grey, I, 76. For Grey’s conver.
with Metternich, here referred to, see Grey, 1, 80, and G.P.
XXI, 45-Sl; and for Lansdowne’s statement to Metternich, which Grey
now adopted as his own, see above at note 174.
184 Grey to Bertie, Jan. 31, 1906; Grey. I, 77.
sation
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without submitting it to the Cabinet and getting their auand that were I to submit the question to the Cabinet I was not sure that they would say that this was too
serious a matter to be dealt with by a verbal engagement

thority,

but must be put in writing. As far as their good disposition
towards -France was concerned, I should have no hesitation
in submitting such a question to the present Cabinet. Some
of those in the Cabinet who were most attached to peace
were those also who were the best friends of France; but,
though I had no doubt about the good disposition of the
Cabinet, I did think there would be difliciilties in putting
such an undertaking in writing. It could not be given un-

and it would be difficult to describe the conamounted, in fact, to thi-i; that, if any change
was made, it must be to change the “Entente" into a defensive alliance. That was a great and formal change, and I
again submitted to M. Cambon as ro whether the force of
oircumstsnees bringing England and Fi-ance together was
not stronger than any assurance in words tvhich could be
given at this moment. I said that it might be that the presconditionally,
ditions.

It

Germany,
sure of circumstances — the activity
—^might eventually transform the “Entente” into a

for instance

of

between ourselves and France, but

defensive

did not think
that the pressure of circumstances w'as so great as to demalliance

onstrate the necessity of such a change yet.

I

I also told him

that, should such a defensive alliance be formed,

it w'as too

serious a matter to be kept secret from Parliament.

The

Government could conclude it without the assent of Parliament, but it would have to be published afterwards. No
British Government could commit the country to such a
serious thing and keep the engagement secrct.^^^

When M. Cambon, in summing up, dwelt upon Grey’s
expression of personal opinion that “in the event of an
attack by Germany upon France, no British Government
could remain neutral,” Grey was careful to point out
“a personal opinion w^is not a thing upon which, in so
185

Grey to

Bertie, Jan. 31. 1006; Grey, 1;

79-^8.

that
seri-
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ous a matter, a policy could be founded,” and added:
“Much would depend as to the manner in which the war
broke out between Germany and France. I did not think
people in England would be prepared to fight to put France
They would say that France
in possession of Morocco.
should wait for opportunities and be content to take time,
and that it was unreasonable to hurry matters to the •point
of war. But if, on the other hand, it appeared that the war
was forced upon France by Germany to break up the AngloFrench ‘Entente,’ public opinion would undoubtedly be
very strong on the side of France. ... If the French Government desired it, it would be possible at any time to
reopen the conversation. Events might change, but, as
things were at present, I did not think it necessary to press
the question of a defensive alliance.”
This long and critical interview, which we have tried to
summarize without bias or essential omissions, is significant
for several reasons. In the first place, it reveals Sir Edward
Grey’s very strong sympathy with France, his evident desire to go as far as possible in giving her diplomatic support,
but at the same time his unwillingness to make any formal
engagement, written or verbal, which might bind England
Such an engagement must be sanctioned
to go to war.
by Parliament, but it was very unlikely that Parliament
would assent. Moreover, it would greatly increase the
irritation between England and Germany. He gave France
as much encouragement as he could, without going to the
point where he thought he ought to inform the Cabinet

and Parliament. He was satisfied in his own mind that
he had avoided changing the Entente into a formal
alliance.
As he wrote to his wife next day, in a letter
which she was never to read on account of the carriage
accident which caused her sudden and tragic death: “I
had tremendously difiicult talk and work yesterday, and
186

Grey

to Bertie, Jan. 31, 1906; Grey, I, 78-79.
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very important.

I

do not know that I did

well, but I did

honestly.”

In the second place, Sir Edward approved and confirmed
official military and naval conversations between the
British and French Staffs. He assumed, as he told M. Gambon, “that all preparations are ready.” As will be indicated
further on, Haldane at once set very actively to work to
reorganize the British Army and prepare for its cooperation with the French. These preparations continued right
down to the outbreak of war in 1914, and inevitably came
to involve England in increasingly binding obligations of
honor to support France in case of a European war arising
out of any question whatsoever not merely one arising out
provided that France did not
of the Morocco question
appear to be the active aggressor. Probably Sir Edward
Grey did not at the time see the full implications and
danger of these “conversations.” But his Prime Minister
For we know that Sir Henry Campbellsaw them.
Bannerman wrote to Lord Ripon on February 2, a couple of
days after Grey’s talk with Gambon: “Gambon appears
satisfied. But I do not like the stress laid upon joint preparations. It comes very close i^o an honorable undertaking,
and it will be known on both sides of the Rhine. But let
He showed a true prophetic inUS hope for the best.”
stinct, but it was submerged and lost to sight under the sethe

—

—

cret activities of the military authorities

and the

Foreign

Secretary’s strange silence or ignorance in regard to them

was not until 1912 that circumstances caused the military and naval "conversations” to be
revealed to the whole Cabinet, and not until Grey’s speech
for the next five years.

It

187 Gr^, I, 79.
188 Spender, Life of Sir Henrv Campbell-Bannerman, II, 257. I®
spite of his just misgivings, the Frime Minister appears, however, to have
acquiesced in the military Vconversations, provided they “were not talked
about” and “should not co&mit either Govemmenit”, if we are to believe
the statements of Haldane {Bejorg the War, p.. 102),' and RepingtoQ<p. 13).
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on August 3, 1914, that Parliament and the
had any inkling of them.

British public

In the third place, neither Sir Edward Grey’s statement
M.
to
Gambon, nor his approval "of the naval and military
conversations, was made with the knowledge and sanction
of the Cabinet. The Prime Minister had written him on

January 21: “Would you like the answer to the French to
be confirmed by a Cabinet before it is given?” He suggested the 30th, the 31st, or the 1st of February. Viscount
Grey in his memoirs says he has no recollection or record
of any answer to this question.'*® His only explanations of
why no Cabinet sanction was given are rather feeble: the
Ministers were dispersed seeing to the elections, and the
earliest date suggested by the Prime Minister was January
30, and “the French had been kept long enough waiting for
a reply.” '®® But, as his interview with Cambon iid not
take’place until the 31st, this is hardly a satisfactory expla-

Moreover, a Cabinet meeting was actually held on
It would have therefore been perfectly
have
pursued the proper course of consulthim
to
easy for
before
talking with Cambon, or at least of
ing the Cabinet
informing his colleagues immediately afterwards of what he
had said to the French and of the naval and military conversations which were already going on. But he did not do
Why? One can only conjecture as to this strange
so.

nation.

this very day.'®'

aspect of his psychology.

Possibly he felt that his talks

with Campbell-Bannerman and Haldane after reaching
London gave sufiicient sanction. Possibly he considered
that he was merely continuing Lord Lansdowne’s policy,
end that a continuation of policy in a matter like foreign
affairs, which is not ordinarily supposed to be radically
altered by change in parties, did not need to be brought
before a new Cabinet. Perhaps he feared that the more
189 Grey,
190 Grey.

I, 84.

L

84.

isiLorebum.

How

the

War Came,

p. 80

f.
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cautious and pacifically inclined members of the Cabinet,
Mr. Morley and Lord Loreburn, and even the Prime

like

Minister himself, would not be willing to go as far as he
himself did in encouraging the French and in making joint
military preparations. Througliout his memoirs and in his
dealings with the Germans, as revealed in the new German
documents, one finds that Sir Edward Grey had a very
strong undercurrent of sympathy wdth the French and a
correspondingly strong suspicion of Germany's intentions.
PVobably therefore he preferred to be free to give Cambon
his personal friendly views, in a way that he might not have
been able to do, if a Cabinet had discussed the subject and
adopted a formal statement of policy which would have
tied his hands.
At any rate he concealed the matter from the majority
of his colleagues in a way which seems hardly to accord
with the seeming honesty and frankness of his memoirs.
He entered upon that slipperj’^ path of thinking that he
could encourage the French with joint military preparations, and yet keep his “hands free”
a fatal double policy
which he pursued for eight years. After the War, wdth more
experience and with a realization of the seriousness of the
criticisms of men like Lord Loreburn, he admits in his
memoirs, rather sadly and regretfully, “I think there should
have been a Cabinet.”
In this he is right.
Lord Haldane has left an account of these secret preparations for military cooperation with France. He has told
how, in the midst of the General Election of January, 1906,
he “at once went to London, summoned the heads of the
British General Staff, and saw the French Military Attache,
Colonel Huguet, a man of sense and ability. I became

—

aware at once that there was a new army problem.

It was,

182 Grey, I, 84, and again, p. 96; “I have always regretted that
the military conversations were not brought -before the Cabinet at
once: this would have avoided unnecessary suspicion.”
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how

to mobilize and concentrate at a place of assembly to
be opposite the Belgian frontier, a force calculated as ade-

quate (with the assistance of Russian pressure in the East)
to make up for the inadequacy of the French armies for
their great task of defending the entire French frontier from
Dunkirk down to Belfort, or even farther south, if Italy
should join the Triple Alliance in an attack.”
He began
therefore at once to organize a British expeditionary force
which should cooperate with the French to solve this problem. Impressed with the importance of high morale and
quality in modem warfare, he believed that even a small
force, if sufficiently long and closely trained, added to
French and Russian troops, would be able to defeat any
German attempt to invade and dismember France. A close
investigation showed that it was not possible under the
existing conditions to put in the field more than about
80,000 men, and these only after an interval of over two
months.^®* The French naturally pointed out that so slowmoving a machine would be of little use to them; they
might be destroyed before it arrived. In their interests,
therefore, Haldane had to make “a complete revolution in
the organization of the British Army.” He accomplished
this by the end of 1910. He made it possible “rapidly to
mobilize, not only 100,000, but 160,000 men; to transport
them, with the aid of the navy, to a place of concentration
which had been settled between the Staffs of France and
Britain; and to have them at their appointed place within
twelve days.” ^®®
In view of Lord Haldane’s own statements of how he
saw Colonel Huguet, personally authorized the direct negotiations between the French and Britidi Staffs represented
by Huguet and Grierson, and at once reorganized the British
103 Haldane, Bejore the War, p. 30; see also pp. 28-35 and 156-182.
184 Haldane, p. 32. If Heddane is correct. General Grierson’s assurances to Repin^on, referred to above at note 182, appear to have been

unduly ootimistic.

Haldane,

p. 33.
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Anny

for cooperation with the Frendi, a sinister light b
thrown on the obliquity of the British secret preparations
and the denials of their existence, by a statement which
Lord Haldane himself made to the German Ambassador in
London. It was occasioned by a French deputy who had
Clemenceau as to the
inconsiderately interpellated
existence of an Anglo-French military convention. M.
Clemenceau had replied evasively, seeming to admit a naval,
but not a military, convention. This had naturally roused
German fears and suspicions, especially in view of Sir John
Fisher’s sweeping reorganization of the British Navy, his

beginning of
th’^eatening

the building of dreadnoughts,*®*^ and
speech

of

one of

the

civil

Lords

of

the
the

Admiralty, ^Ir. Arthur Lee, that the British Fleet would
know how to strike the first blow before the other party had
read the news in the papers. When questioned by Count
Metternich in regard to Clemenceau’s declaration. Lord
Haldane made a sweeping denial which it is difficult to
reconcile with the facts.
Taken in conjunction with the
secret Anglo-French “conversations” and preparations which
had been going on for more than a year, it made an impression in Berlin which may be seen from the Kaiser’s marginal
notes. According to Count Metternich’s report:

Mr. Haldane replied most definitely that a military convention between France and England did not exist, and had
not existed; and also tlnat no preparations had been made
for the

conclusion of one.

versations between English

Whether non-committal conand French military persons had

taken place or not, he did not know [Kaiser; “Impudencel
He, the Minister of a Parliamentary country, not supposed
to know that! He lies!”]. At any rate, no English ofiBecr
has been authorized by the English Government [Kaiser;
“Indeed! He did it himself!”] to prepare military arrangements with a French military person for the eventuality d
10* Fisher,

Memories and Recarde, n„OBff.,

128-153.
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war. It was possible that a General Staff Officer of one
country might have expressed himself to the General Staff
Officer of another country as to war-like eventualities. He,
the Minister of War, however, knew nothing of this [Kaiser:
“Magnificent liesl”].^®^

In the course of these Anglo-French joint military prepBritish and French Staff Officers thoroughly
reconnoitered the ground upon which their armies were to
arations,

in Belgium and in France.
Sir Henry Wilson,
Director of Military Operations, spent his holidays going
The whole wall of his London
all over it on his bicycle.
fight

office was covered by a gigantic map of Belgium, indicating
the practicable roads which armies might follow. “He was
deeply in the secrets of the French General Staff. For
years he had been laboring with one object, that, if war
came, we should act immediately on the side of France.
He was sure that war would come sooner or later.”
Not only the French, but the Russians also, soon came
to count upon Haldane’s Expeditionary Force as a certain
and essential part of their strategic plans in case of a war
against Germany. This is significantly indicated, at least
as early as 1911, in the secret report, since published by the
Bolshevists, of the annual conference between the heads of
the French and Russian Staffs. In August, 1911, at Krasnoe
Selo, General Dubail was able to assure his Russian colleagues, as a matter of course, “that the French army would
concentrate as quickly as the German army, and that from
the twelfth day, it would be in a position to take the offensive against Germany, with the aid of the English army on
its left 'wing,” that is, on the Belgian frontier.^®®

Mettemich to Billow, Jan. 31. 1907 ; G.P., XXI, 469. On German
fears and suspicions of British naval and military intentions, 1904 to
1907, see G.P., XIX, 351-380, “The First German-English War Scare"; XX,
599-698; XXI, 421-521 ; and Tirpitz, Politische Dokumente: Dcr Aujban der
1#8 Churchill, The World Crisis, p. 53.
deutschen Weltmacht, 14 ff.
i»» Protocol of the seventh annual Franco-Russian Militarj' Conference. Aug., 31, 1911; L.N., II. 421; MF.R., p. 698. As early as the annual
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THE

An

ANGIjO-RUSSIAN

ENTENTE OP 1907

Anglo-Russian Entente, settling the long-standing

two countries in the Middle
complement
to the Anglo-French
East, was an obvious
Entente. It appears to have been discussed between King
Edward VII and M. Izvolski during the Russo-Japanese
War, and to have been warmly received by him and some
of the Russian Liberals, though not by the Tsar and the
Russian reactionaries and militarists.-"®
sources of friction between the

though occupying at the time the comparaunimportant diplomatic post at Copenhagen, was
already ambitiously counting upon promotion to a more
important position, either as ambassador at one of the great
capitals of Europe, or as Russian Minister of Foreign
Affairs. He was naturally flattered to be made the recipient
bylECing Edward of a proposal of such far-reaching possibilities.
Henceforth he made it one of the cardinal aims of
his policy. He saw that Russia was greatly weakened by
her war with Japan (which he declares he had tried to
avert), and that the Franco-Russiaii Alliance had conseIzvolski,

tively

conference of 1908, the Anglo-French connection had become so close
that the French officers persuaded the Russians to agree to mobilize
all their forces even in case of a German mobilization against England.
A. Zaiontchkovski, Les Allies conlre la Hussie (Paris, 1926), pp 20-21.
200

The Memoirs of Alexander Jsu-olsky (London, 1920), pp 20, 35
Ph. Crozier, “L’Autriche et I’Avnnt-guerre”, in Revue de France,
April 1, 1921, pp. 275-277. According to Wnte (Georges Louis, Carnets,
Paris, 1926, II, 63 f
Dillon, Eclipse of Russia, pp 350-353; Witte, Memoirs, pp. 432-434), Edward VII sent to him, Witte, on his way back from
Portsmouth, N. H., in Sept., 1905, the draft of an Anglo-Russian accord.
This may be the basis for "Nicky's” letter to “Wil'J'” of Nov. 10/23, 1905
(G P , XIX, 623) “England is trying ha’-J to get us round for an unde^
standing about Asiatic frontier questions and this directly after the
renewed Anglo-Japanese alliance I
I have not the slightest wish to
open negotiations with her, and so it will drop of itself”. Sidney Lee,
King Edward VH, II, 308 f., mentions only an invitation from Edward
VII to Witte to visit England, but says nothing of the draft of an AngloRussian accord. For King Edward’s urging upon Izvolski an AngloRussian Entente in a conversation at Copenhagen in April, 1961, see ibid.
Slfif.;

;

;

II.

284£f.
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weight in the balance as compared with the
Both Russia and the Franco-Russian comstrengthening which would come from
the
bination needed
closer relations with the greatest sea-power in the world.
Izvolski believed that Russia was subject to two serious
dangers. One was a possible renewal of trouble with Japan,
who had made humiliating demands at Portsmouth and was
suspected of preparing for a new struggle in the Far Fast.-°^
Russia needed long years of peace to recover from the effects
of the war, and the only method to assure it was to make
certain that the Japanese would remain quiet.
The best
way to accomplish this was to come to an understanding
with them by a virtual partition o f interests in Manchuria
by a secret treaty, though publicly both were pledged”t^ah
observance of the "open door.” The natural bridge between
Russia and Japan was England, Japan’s ally since 1902. A
rapprochement with England would facilitate a sincere
reconciliation with jiapap, fortify Russia’ s position as an
ally^Oiance, and give' a new and more solid basis to the
somewhat weakened Franco-Russian Allian ce.
The other danger for Russia was that trouble might develop with England as a result of the long-standing conflict of interests in the Near and Middle East.
Men still
remembered the Crimean War, the strained situation when
the British Fleet threatened the Dardanelles in 1878, and
the Pendjeh incident which nearly led to war between the
quently

lost

Triple Alliance.

two countries in 1885. More recently the Dogger Bank
Affair and other incidents of the Russo-Japanese War had
Inflamed popular feeling in both counti-ies. But a conflict
with England would throw Russia into the arms of Germany, and this would endanger the Franco-Russian Alliance which was the foundation rock of Russian policy, in
spite of the disappointments which both allies had suffered
in connection with
201G.P.,

XXV,

it.

On

25, 28, 53

ff.,

the other hand,
233

f.

if

Russia could
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and quarrels with Great
would greatly strengthen her own international
position. It would allow her to return to an active forward
policy in the Balkans after being checkmated in the Par
East. It would also be welcomed by France, who would be
glad to see her ally and her new friend on better terms with
one another. An Anglo-Russian Entente and a reconciliation with Japan might tend toward the formation of a
quadruple combination which would quite outmatch the
Triple Alliance and could hold in check Austrian ambitions
Thb
in the Balkans and German ambitions in Turkey.
therefore was the program which Izvolski determined to
carry out upon taking up his new position of Russian Minwipe the

slate clean of her rivalries

Britain, this

ister of

Foreign Affairs in May, 1906.

King Edward and

Edward Grey were also favorable
to an understanding with Russia. The first Morocco crisis
and the growing German navy had filled them with susSir

Germany's intentions and with the desire to reof Russian enmity in case of possible
trouble wnth Germany. Sir Charles Hardinge was another
ardent advocate of a rapprochement with Russia. He had
been British Ambassador at St. Petersburg since 1904, but
was recalled in the fall of 1905 to become Permanent Under
picions of

move the danger

Secretary in place of Sir Thomas Sanderson. He took pains
to explain in St. Petersburg and London that his recall

would

afford

him an opportunity

to

work with

success for close Anglo-Russian relations.^®-

further

Henceforth

he was to exert a strong pro-Russian influence on Sir
Edward Grey in the direction of creating the group of
Powers which came to be known as the Triple Entente. In
this he was actively seconded by Sir Arthur Nicolson who
went to St. Petersburg in his place.®**®
Within a few months after Izvolski took over the Foreign Office from Count Lamsdorf, the Anglo-Russian negoso* GP.. XXV, 3, 10.
ao» Qrey, I. 1S6 ff.
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In pas-sing through Berlin
tiations were well under way.
on October 29, 1906, Izvolski admitted that, owing to fears
of Japan’s aggressive intentions, he was compelled to seek
an understanding with England concerning Tibet, AfghanisGrey and Nicolson worked out draft
tan, and Persia.^®^
proposals.-®®
These provided for the partition of Persia
into spheres of influence. This idea at first met with no
approval in St. Petersburg. Russian imperialists demanded
that Persia come entirely under Russian influence, and that
Russia must build a trans-Persian railway and press on to
the Persian Gulf. But Izvolski believed such an aggressive
policy was impossible of realization and likely to lead to a
conflict with England. So the English proposal for a partition of Persia into English and Russian spheres of influence was adopted.*®* In March, 1907, the visit of a Russian'
fleet to Portsmouth foreshadowed the coming Anglo-Russian agreement. Upon King Edward’s invitation, a deputation of Russian officers and sailors visited London, were
entertained as guests at the Admiralty, and given a special
show in their honor at the Hippodrome. After a banquet in
the evening, there was a gala performance for them at the
Alhambra, attended by the First Lord of the Admiralty,
Sir John Fisher, and Sir Edward Grey.
“It has certainly
never happened before,’’ commented the German Ambassador, “that an English Minister of- Foreign Affairs has gone
'

to

a variety theatre to greet foreign

guests.” *®^

But, as in the case of the Franco-Russian negotiations

two decades earlier, the divergence in political ideals on the
Seine and the Neva had delayed an understanding, so now
the divergence between English liberalism and Russian
autocracy hampered the conclusion of a settlement. The
204G.P., XX, 39fif.; XXV, 233 f.
SOS Grey to Nicolson, Nov. 6, 1906; Grey, I, 156.
206 Russian Ministerial Council of Feb. 1/14, 1907 ; Siebert-Schreiner,
p. 474 ff.
207 Metternich to Tschirschky, Mar. 28. 1907; G.P.. XXV. 32 note.
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Russian reactionaries and militarists, and also the Tsar,
were at first opposed to a rapprochement with England
Izvolski later told Sir Edward Grey that he eventually had
great difiBculty in getting it accepted."®* In England likewise the criticism in the Liberal Press of Russian pogroms,
the oppressive character of Tsarist absolutism, the suspenDuma, and the misunderstanding and friction
caused by Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman’s phrase, “La
Duma est morte; vive la Duma!”, did not facilitate the
work of Grey, Hardinge and Nicolson."®® Nevertheless, the
gulf was eventually bridged, owing apparently more to the
eagerness and pressure of the British, rather than the Russian, Foreign Office,"^®
Another cause of delay was the English desire that Russia should come to a satisfactory reconciliation with Japan,
sion of the

Grey held it important that the Russo-Japanese and AngloRussian negotiations should proceed simultaneously and be
concluded practically pari pasm.-'^^ As it happened, the
Russian agreement with Japan was finally signed on July
It included
30, 1907, a month before that with England.
a mutual declaration to respect the status quo and the
rights of one another in the Far East, and a recognition of
the independence and territorial integrity of China and the
These laudable clauses
were made known to Germany, but there were evidently
secret supplementary clauses, because the secret RussoJapanese Treaty of 1910 speaks of the demarcation of

principle of the “open door.”

208 Grey, I, 177. Cj. also Grey to Nicolson, Nov. 6, 1906 (Grey, I,
“Of course, I understand M. Izvolski's difficulty with the military
party”; and GP., XXV, 40 fi.
209 Grey, I, 149 ff.; G.P., XXV, 21 ff.
2to This, at any rate was the impression of German observers; e/.
G.P., XXV, 5, 21, 27, 54, 67.
211 Grey to Nicolson, April 1, 1907; Grey, I, 158.
212 See the text in A. M. Pooley, The Secret Memoirs of Count
Tadasu Hayashi (London, 1915), pp. 224-238, 327-328. Cf. also G.P., XXII.
67; and XXV, 63-64.
156)

:

v
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Manchuria “as defined in the supplementary article to’ the Secret Treaty of 1907.”®^® And in
reality an astonished and disillusioned world, which had
counted upon Russo-Japanese rivalry to see to it that the
“open door” was preserved in Manchuria, soon discovered
that the two empires which had so recently engaged in
deadly struggle, had found it convenient to pool their interests in exploiting Manchuria to the practical exclusion of
third parties. In various underhand ways, and in virtual
spheres^ of interest in

defiance of their public declarations in favor of the principle
of equal commercial opportunities for

all,

they practically

Manchuria between themselves.®** The RussoJapanese Treaty of July 30, 1907 had been preceded by an
agreement
settling commercial and fishery questions
arising out of the Treaty of Portsmouth between the two
countries, and also by a treaty between Japan and France,
providing for their mutual interests in the Far East.®*®
These treaties of Japan with Russia and France, together
partitioned

with her alliance with England, renewed in 1905, established a basis for friendly cooperation in the Far East on
the part of the three Western Powers who w'ere soon to
form the so-called Triple Entente. Germany felt diplomatically isolated. She put out some feelers to President
Roosevelt for an Entente with the United States for the
preservation of China and of their mutual interests in the
Far East. But these feelers were not successful.®**
Finally, on August 31, 1907, there was signed the AngloRussian Agreement dealing with the Middle East Tibet,

—

813 Siebert-Schreiner, p. 17.
814 Ibid., pp. 8-43.
T. F. Millard, America
P., XXXII, •passim.
and the Far Eastern Question (New York, 1909), chs. xv-xx, S. K. Hornbeck, Contemporary Politics in the Far East (New York, 1916), oh. xv.
O. Frankc, Die Qrossmachte in Oslasicn (Hamburg, 1923), pp. 30S-343;
Tyler Deanett, Americans in Eastern Asia (New York, 1922).
815 July 28, 1907; cf. Pooley, l.c., pp. 22911.
216 June 10, 1907; ibid., pp. 212-223, 325-6; and G.P., XXV, 53 ff.
8ir G.P.. XXV. 67-99.
67 fit.
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and Persia.®^® Both contrac' ing Powers rMognized the territorial integrity of Tibet under the suzerainty of China, and agreed not to interfere with the
country’s internal concerns or attempt to secure special
Afghajiistan,

The land of the Lamas was to
a barrier between the jRussian bear and the British

concessions there.

remain
lion in

India.

As

to Afghanistan, in return for

to occupy or annex

it

so long as the

an Ei^glish promise

Ameer

not

fulfilled his obli-

Russia declared the country to be outside her
sphere of influence; she withdrew her diplomatic agents
from Herat and agreed to deal with the Ameer only through
the British authorities.
Afghanistan therefore was no
longer to be a field for Russian intrigue against India, and
the English were freed from a great bugbear that had wor-'
gations,

them for a century.
Persia was by far the most important subject of
Agreement. Though the preamble piously declared that

tied

the
the

two Great Powers mutually agreed to respect the “integrity” and "independence” of Persia, the Agreement went on
to

divide

Persia into

three regions: the northern and
bordering on Russia and comprising the
richest and most populous parts of Persia, was to be a Russian sphere of influence, in which Great Britain would not
seek for herself, or any third Power, any concessions of a
largest region,

political or commercial nature.
The southern region,
largely barren desert but containing roads leading to India,
was in like manner to be a British sphere, in which Russia

would seek no concessions.

Between these two lay a cenneutral region, including the head of the Persian Gulf,
in which neither Great Power was to seek concessions except in agreement with the other. In all this the Shah was
not consulted in the least. A cartoon in Punch hit off the
tral

218 For the
pp. 555ff.

text aec‘ British

Foreign and Slate Poperm,. vol

IW
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arrangement aptly enough: the British lion and the Russian
bear are seen mauling between them an unhappy Persian
You can
cat; the lion is saying to the bear, “Look here!
play with his head, and I can play with his tail, and we can
both stroke the small of his back”; while the poor cat
moans, “I don’t remember having been consulted about
this.” 219

In his memoirs Viscount Grey argues, but unconvincingly, that England had the better of the bargain “What
we gained by it was real ^what Russia gained was apparent.” 220 In fact, the reverse was true. Though England gained peace of mind in regard to the Indian frontier,
she also lost much. She lost her independence of action in
Persia. Hitherto she had been free to protest and object
to the encroachments of the Russian imperiabst steamroller crushing southward upon defenseless Persia. Henceforth she found herself involved as an accomplice in the
destruction of the financial and political independence of
the Shah’s empire. Sir Edward Grey soon found himself
drawn along in the wake of Russian aggression and intrigue,
in a way most embarrassing to him when questioned on the
subject in the House of Commons. He protested frequently
against the activities of Russian agents in Persia. He even
hinted he would resign. “Persia,” he says, “tried my patience more than any other subject.” 221 Russian unscrupulousness and double-dealing in the Middle East continued to be a recurrent source of annoyance to him almost
up to the outbreak of the World War. One of President
Poincare’s objects in visiting St. Petersburg in July, 1914,
was to smooth this discord in the harmony of the Triple
:

—

219 “The Harmless Necessary Cat,” Punch,

CXXXIII,

245,

Oct. 2,

*20 Grey, I, 155.
1907.
221 Grey, I, 164. Cj. Siebert-Schreiner, p. 550 (where Grey’s irritation and talk of resignation were due to Russia's “Potsdam agreements”
In 1910-11), and p. 615 (where they were due to Russian action in
Persia).

:
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Entente.®22
effective,

But Grey was

make his protests
Germany made him unwill-

helpless to

because his distrust of

ing to take a really stiff attitude to Russia, or to recede from
the Agreement of 1907, lest he should thereby endanger the
solidarity of the Triple Entente. The Russians were quite
aware of this, and took advantage of it. Sazonov put the
situation in a nutshell in a significant letter to the Russian
Minister in Teheran

The London Cabinet looks upon the Anglo-Russian
vention of 1907 as being important for the Asiatic

Con-

interests

England; but this Convention possesses a still greater
importance for England from the viewpoint of the policy
which is being pursued by England in Europe. ... The
English, engaged in the pursuit of political aims of vital importance in Europe, may, in case of necessity, be prepared
to sacrifice certain interests in Asia in order to keep a Convention alive which is of such importance to them. This
is a circumstance which we can, of course, exploit for ourselves, as, for instance, in Persian affairs.®*®
of

Though the Anglo-Russian Convention was
public, included

no obligations of military or

all

made

diplomatic

support, and did not at once lead to a closely knit diplomatic
partnership, it did nevertheless complete the circle for a

between Rusisa, France and
Press of these countries began to talk of the

closer political cooperation

England.

new

The

“Triple Entente.”

222 Poincarl, Let Ongines de la Oaerre, p. 201 f. Cf. K.D., 52.
228 Oct. 8, iOlO; Siebert-Schreiner, p. 99. The dismal and disgrscfr
ful story of how Russia did this may be read in Siebert-Schreiner, pp.
40-141, and in the engaging personal narrative of the blunt financial
American adviser who tried ^in vain ^to rescue the Persian cat from
tile deadly grasp of the Russian bear: W. Morgan Shuster, The Stranf
ling of Persia (New York, 1913).

—

—

CHAPTER IV
THE SYSTEM OF SECRET ALLIANCES, 1907-1914:
TRIPLE ALLIANCE AND TRIPLE ENTENTE IN
OPPOSITION

•

Between the years 1907 and 1914 there was an increasing crystallization of opposition between the two groups
into which the six Great Powers of Europe had now become
divided. During the first four years it developed slowly;
then, with the French occupation of Fez, the German threat
at Agadir, the Italian seizure of Tripoli, Anglo-German
naval rivalry, the failure of the Haldane Mission, and the
Ballcan Wars, it proceeded
in

more

rapidly.

It

was

Morocco, Mesopotamia, the Balkans, and in

matters, ranging all the

reflected

many

other

way from European armaments

to

Chinese loans. In the case of the Balkans, it w^as so fundamental and so closely bound up with tire immediate causes
of the World War, that a separate chapter on “Balkan
Problems,” following the present one, will bo devoted to
some aspects of it in that troubled region. But to give a
full account of this crystallizing opposition in all its complicated and disputed phases would go far beyond the
limits of this volume. Fortunately, it has been excellently
summed up by others.^ No attempt therefore is here made
1 Bemadotte E. Srhmitt, “Triple Alliance and Triple Entente, 19021914" in Amer. Hist. Rev., XXIX, 449-473 (April, 1924) ; G. P. Gooch,
History of Modem Europe, 18'S-1918 (New York, 1923), chs. xi-xvi;
E. Brandenburg, Von Bismarck sum Weltkriege (Berlin, 1924), chs. xi-xvii,
of vrhich the second edition (1926) is now available in an English translation; G. L. Dickinson, The International Anarchy 1S04-1914 (London,
Professor C. R. Beazley also is said to be
1926) ; and many others.
preparing a considerable work on the diplomatic situation preceding the

War.
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^

to give any detailed account of this period. The
haa
been rather to indicate, in the light of the new German
documents, M. Poincare’s Memoirs, and other recently published material, the more important factors which increased
this crystallizing opposition and gave it the fatal turn whicli

took in 1914.
This opposition of Triple Alliance and Triple Entente
was accompanied and accentuated by four sets of tendencies.
(1) Both systems of alliance tended to be deformed

it

from

.

their originally defensive character.

become widened

They

tended

in scope to cover policies involving

to

offen-

For example, Germany felt compelled
to back up Austria, if her ally became involved in war with
Russia by her efforts at self-preservation from the “Greater
Serbia” danger in a way which Bismarck would hardly
have tolerated. In precisely the same way, France under
M. Poincare felt compelled to back up Russia, if her ally
became involved in war with Austria and Germany by her
in a way which
efforts to safeguard her Balkan ambitions
M. Poincare’s predecessors would hardly have permitted.

sive military action.

—

—

(2) Germany tried to strengthen the Triple Alliance,
and, similarly, M. Poincare tried to tighten up and
strengthen the Triple Entente. But the latter was more

successful than the former.

The

Triple Alliance, in

spite

and in 1912, tended to become relatively weaker.
It was weakened by Austria’s internal
troubles and Balkan complications, by the deep-seated distrust between Austria and Italy, and by Italy’s sacro
of its renewal in 1907

egoismo, which often made he: oppose her allies, especially
Austria, in diplomatic questions and caused her allies to
doubt her loyalty in case of war. The Triple Entente, on
the other hand, became relatively stronger, because its

members were not divided from one another by any such
sharp conflicts of interest as between Austria and Italy, and
because En^and, France, and Rusad^Were able~to~ihake in*

—

TRIPLE ALLIANCE AND TRIPLE ENTENTE
creasingly

close

arrangements

for

military

22S

and naval

co(^eration,
(3) Although the Triple Alliance and Triple Entente
especially the latter ^were tightened up and strength-

—

and

remained more occasions of friction, disened, there
trust, and suspicion within each diplomatic group than is
commonly supposed. This will be seen also in the next
chapter on "Balkan Problems.” There was in fact by no
means so much harmony and mutual confidence within the
Triple Alliance as was usually assumed by writers a few
years ago nor was there so much within the Triple Entente as has been assumed by “revisionist” writers more recently. Italy's "extra dance” with France after 1902, and
with Russia after Racconigi in 1909, were the most notable
examples of this kind of domestic unfaithfuhiess within a
diplomatic group, and continued to be a source of uncertainty and worry on all sides. But Italy’s case was merely
an example of what the Triple Entente feared might happen
within its own circle. France, for instance, was much worried whenever England entered into confidential negotiations with Germany, as in the Haldane Mission or in the
Bagdad Railway question; or when Russia made with Germany the Potsdam Agreements of 1910-1911, or seemed inclined to undertake diplomatic maneuvers in the Balkans
without first fully informing her French ally, as happened
on several occasions. Sir Edward Grey was worried lest
the Entente with Russia concerning the Middle East would
break down, if he did not give her the diplomatic support
which M. Sazonov desired at critical moments, as in the
Liman von Sanders affair and in July, 1914. When he
made friendly arrangements with Germany in regard to the
Bagdad Railway and the Portuguese colonies, he thought
it prudent to counter-balance them, as it were, by consenting to the desire of his two Entente friends that he should
enter into negotiations for an Anglo-Russian naval constill

—

—
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Germany

found herself frequently embtuv
which Austria indulged ia
rasscd by
the Balkans, against Germany’s better judgment or withWithin each group therefore special
out her approval.
effoi’ts were continually being made to lessen the friction
and suspicion, and to increase the harmony, solidarity, and
security of the group. This was done by making concessions
to the selfish aims or special interests of the fellow' members,
or by giving “blank cherjiies” to one’s ally in the shape of
assurances of “complete fulfilment of the obligations of the
alliance,” even in matters which might easily develop jnto
a European war. The acquiescence or encouragement which
M. Poincare gave to Russia, and which Germany gave to
Austria, is to be explained in large part by this desire to
preserve the solidarity of the group, rather than by any
desire for a war to recover Alsace-Lorraine in the one case,
or to gain the hegemony of Europe in the other. But it had
the effect of encouraging Russia and Austria along the
slippery Balkan path which eventually led to the yawning
chasm of 1914.
(4) In both groups of Powers there was a rapid increase
of military and naval armaments. This caused increasing
suspicions, fears, and newspaper recriminations in the opposite camp. This in turn led to more armaments; and so to
the vicious circle of ever growing w-ar preparations and mutual fears and suspicions. In 1907, before the opposition
had crystallized clearly, the Triple Alliance and Triple Entente, in Professor Schmitt's happy phrase, “had stood side
by side; in 1914 they stood face to face.”
vention.

also

the “stupidities” in

GERMAN FE.\R OF “ENCIRCLEMENT” AFTER 1907
Germany at first gave an outward appearance of accepting the Anglo-Russian Convention of 1907 with equanimity.
Even before its conclusion. Count Billow, in his Reichstag
i^peech of April 30, 1907, had referred to the negotiations
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with quiet optimism. Afterwards, when the Anglo-Russian
Convention was published, he instructed the German Press
to be moderate and practical in its comments, and to accept
the Convention for what it professed to be a settlement of
Anglo-Russian differences and not a combination inimical

—

to

German interests.
But in reality Germany

felt

very uneasy.

She feared

that the clauses in regard to Tibet, Afghanistan, and Persia
were not merely an end in themselves, but rather a means to
an end the formation of a diplomatic combination on the
part of England, France, and Russia. This Triple Entente

—

would outmatch the Triple Alliance in diplomatic strength
because Italy, owing to her hatred and jealousy of Austria
in the Balkans and her desire to stand well with France and
England, would vote with them, rather than with her own
The Triple Entente
allies,, as she had done at Algeciras.
Powers would also outmatch the Triple Alliance in economic
resources and in military and naval strength. They would
therefore feel able to block Germany’s construction of the
Bagdad Railway, obstruct her industry and commerce, and
thwart her colonial ambitions, wherever these came into
competition with their own. Moreover, in the most inflammable subjects, like Alsace-Lorraine, Morocco, the Middle
East, and naval competition, one or other of the Entence
Powers stood in direct opposition to Germany. The Balkans also might easily prove another highly inflammable
subject. If Russia’s reconciliation with England should
prove (as it turned out to be the case) the preliminary to a
Russian effort to revive her old aggressive Balkan policy,
and to recover in the Near East the prestige which she had
lost in the Far East, the ally of France would almost inevitably come into conflict with the ally of Germany. If a
crisis should arise over any of these questions, Germany,
supported by Austria and perhaps by Italy, would be likely
to find herself faced by the Triple Entente and its superior
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strength.

Germany would

have

to back down or
Neither prospect, under the circumstances, was

fight.

either

attractive.

These were the considerations which preyed upon the
minds of the Germans and created a nervous malaise which
took form in the conviction that they were being
"encircled.”
Though Russia and England had protested
abundantly that the Anglo-Russian Convention was in no
finally

against Germany and had no ulterior purposes,
words did not carry conviction at Berlin, and their
attitude in regard to the Bagdad Railway seemed to indicate a collective determination to obstruct one of Germany’s

way directed
their

dearest projects.

In 1902 Germany secured from Turkey the concession
Bagdad Railway. This was to extend the rail connection from the eastern terminus of the Anatolian Iliulway at Konia, already in German hands, all the way via
for the

Bagdad to the Persian Gulf. The next year the Deutsche
Bank made arrangements with the Ottoman Bank for
financing the construction of the line. Germany desired and
invited the participation of foreign capital in the

costly

But she soon met with opposition,
of cooperation, on the part of Russia, France, and Enginstead

enterprise.

land.®

Russia,

grounds,

on various

political,

economic, and

strategic

had been opposed from the outset to the

whole

German railway project. Moreover, since she had no surplus capital for investment, there was never any serious
.

question of her financial participation in it. Her policy
was to obstruct a scheme to which she had many objections

and

in which she

was unable to take a part.
most part, favored

In- France, the bankers, for the

par-

G.P., XVII, 371-517; XXV, 177-280; and the excellent account
Earle, Turkey, the Great Powrrti, and the liatjdad Railway
(New York, 1023), cbs. iv-viii, with biblioKraphical notes. These are noW
supplemented to some extent by the British Documents, II, 174-196.

se/.

in

E.

M.
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both because they already had large investments
and because this looked like another good business proposition! The French Government, however, favorable at first, then hesitating, finally declared its opposition
to the investment of French capital in the German undertaking. M. pelcasse even went to the point of preventing
Bagdad Railway bonds from' being quoted on the Paris
Bourse.® This hostile attitude of the French Government
was partly owing to the vigorous representations made by
French commercial interests, clericals, and politicians, and
ticipation,

in Turkey,

partly also,

if

we are

to believe

M.

Izvolski, to

French desire

to support the policy of their Russian ally.*

In England Mr. Balfour and Lord Lansdowne had stated
at first, on April 7, 1903, that the British Government approved the bankers’ negotiations for the participation of
British capital in the construction of the Bagdad Railway.
But at once an outcry was raised in the British Press and
in Parliament against the Government's favorable attitude:
the railway would injure British vested interests in Mesopotamia and the Persian Gulf; it would increase the influence of the Germans in Turkey at British expense and bring
them too close to India; it would rouse suspicions in Russia
as to British intentions; and, in any case, the English ought
not to participate, unless they did so on equal terms and to
the same extent as the Germans. So Mr. Balfour was forced
to announce in the House of Commons on April 23 his repudiation of the approval which he had given on April 7.®
Henceforth the British also were inclined to obstruct the
railway in various, indirect was^. They long refused to
consent to the raising of the Turkidi tariff from ei^t to
SG.P.,

XXV,
XXV,

195; Earle, p. 147 ff.
231.
Russian influence was also suspected ot causing
England’s change of attitude from one of favor to one of opposition;
G.P., XVII, 443.
^Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons (1903), CXX, 1247* G.P.,

8,

1358,

p. 176ff.

1361,

1354-7,

1371-4;

CXXI,

271

f.;

G.P.,

XVII. 431 ff.;

Earle,
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eleven per cent.

Their ostensible reason was that the

den of the increase would largely fall on themselves, be*
cause they had the largest share of the trade with Turkey.
But the practical result was that it made it more difiBcult
for the Turkish Government to nuance the kilonietric and
income guarantees which the Bagdad Railway agreement
called for, and which seemed necessary for its construction.
In spite of this policy of opposition and non-participation on the part of the three Entente Powers, the Germans
managed to push rapidly the building of the first 200-kilometer section from Konia to Eregli. Within something
over a year, on the Sultan’s birthday, Octo':>er 23, 1504, they
were able to open this first section to traffic with pompous
ceremonies and justifiable self-congratulalion.
But here
construction came to a sudden stop, and the rail ends were
out into space. The ne.xt 200-kilometer section,
reaching toward the Taurus Mountains, involved innumerable engineering difficulties and a far greater expenditure per kilometer of construction. The Turkish Government could not arrange the financing of additional bonds to

left sticking

meet the guarantees

for this section without an increase

in

her customs revenues. Yet it was impossible for Turkey to
raise her tariff, as she desired to do, because by existing
treaties she could not do so without the consent of the Great
Powers; and Russia, France, and England for a long time
refused to give their consent.^

By

their refusal they prac-

tically blocked the further construction for the next few

years.

In the course of 1905 and the follow'ing year Germany
attempted some negotiations in a renewed effort to secure
«GP-. XXII, 329-400; Earle, p. 95 f. They finally gave their consent in September, 1906, to become effective in July, 1907, but attached
numerous conditions which made it difficult to divert any of the inOne condition
creased revenue to the pa3rment of railway guarantees.
a iredonisP
was that three-iouiths of the incKaBod. tevcnuptjjaust. go to

M

Kfotm.

'

.'i
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the financial participation and political cooperation of the
French and the British in the building of the Bagdad Railway. After Delcasse’s fall there was talk of a deal with
M. Rouvier, by which Germany’s Moroccan claims should

be abandoned in exchange for French support to the Bagdad
Railway. But the talk came to nothing.’' In the summer
of 1906 some members of the new Liberal Government in
England, including Grey and Haldane, w'ere believed to
desire a Bagdad settlement with Germany. But Sir Edward
Grey, in the spirit of the Entente with France, insisted that
if England participated, France also must participate.®
The English Press also demanded that, either the whole
Bagdad Railway ought to be internationalized, or. if Germany controlled the railway as far as Bagdad, then England ought to control the section from Bagdad down to the
Persian Gulf.®
But no practical arrangement could be
found for satisfying these English demands. Similarly, long
German negotiations with Izvolski, contemplating Gorman
abstention from activity in Persia if Russia would withdraw
her opposition to the Bagdad Railway, reached no definite
conclusion.^®

Three months after the signature of the Anglo-Russian
Convention of 1907 the Kaiser visited Windsor and was
cordially reived. He took advantage of the occasion to
reopen the Bagdad Railway discussion with Lord Haldane
and Sir Edward Grey. He found that the former, as Minister of War, was anxious that the British should control
the section from Bagdad to the Persian Gulf, as a/‘gate,”
to protect India from the possibility of troops coming down
the new railway. The Kaiser at once declared, “I will give
you the gate,” and telegraphed to Billow to this effect.^^
A lively exdiange of views followed for a few hours in
7G.P.,

XX,

356, 395

XXV, 2ZC.
G.P„ XXV. 261

11

431;

f.,

M G.P.,

»
tf.;

G.P..

XXV, ISOf.,
XXV. 240

IT.

194

fif.;

Earle, p

i« G.P.,

Haldane, Before th^ War,

p.

169

XXV.

48 fE.

ff.

103-175,
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Windsor, London and Berlin. The British “recc^nized that
the object of the commercial development of Mesopotamia
was one that should not be opposed.” But they desired
“that the quickest route between West and East should not
be under the exclusive control of a virtually foreign company, which would be in a position to affect seriously commercial relations between England and India, or to sanction
its use for strategic purposes in hostility to British interests”; they “could not, however, discuss this question d
deux, but only d quatre, for the various interests, strategical, political and commercial, affect France and Russia as
well.”
Sir Edward Grey’s insistence that France and
Russia must be associated with England in the discussions
proved a fatal obstacle to reaching any satisfactory agreement on the Kaiser’s proposal. Lord Ilaldano laid the
blame for this on the German Foreign Office, which he
thinks did not approve of the Kaiser’s move. Anti there is

some truth in this view.^® But it is also true that Sir
Edward Grey’s insistence on conversations d quatre was a
main cause of the Kaiser’s offer of the “gate” remaining
abortive.

Germany

special interests in

objected that, since France had

Mesopotamia and the Persian

no

Gulf, and

since Russia’s interests related largely to Persia, she could

two countries in separate negotiations. But if
the whole Bagdad Railway question was to be dealt with in
conversations d quatre, Germany would inevitably be in a
minority of one to three. Germany therefore could not be
expected to negotiate at such a disadvantage and subject
satisfy these

her interests to the united opposition of the other three.’*
Sir Edward Grey’s insistence on the solidarity of England,
France and Russia, in this matter of the Bagdad Railway
12 Note of a private conversation between Sir Edward Grey and
Mr. Haldane on Nov. 14, 1907, given by the latter to the Kaiser; G”.,

XXV,

263.
12 Cf. Billow to Schoen,
14 GP., XXIV, 77,

Nov.

W: XXV.

14, 1907; ibid„ 261.

264 ff.
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in the fall of 1907, foreshadowed the solidarity of the Triple
Entente in wider fields later. It also put an end to any
important further discussions of the Bagdad question until
Russia deserted her friends in making with Germany the
‘Potsdam Agreements” of 1910-1911.

ANGLO-GERMAN NAVAL RIVALRY, 1904-1908

The German suspicion that England was aiming to limit
Germany’s freedom of action also arose in connection with
the Second Hague Peace Conference and the naval discussions at the beginning of the period of Dreadnought construction and rivalry. The British navy had just been reorganized and strengthened by Sir John Fisher, while the
German navy was just beginning to grow in power. The
proposal to discuss the limitation of armaments, urged by
England, looked like a scheme to arrest naval development.
It seemed to prevent Germany from catching up in strength
at a moment when England still enjoyed a marked naval
superiority.
Nor could Germany, with Austria weakened
by internal difficulties and Italy an ally of doubtful loyalty,
consent to limit her army. There was the danger of a war
on two fronts, when Russia should have recovered from her
war with Japan and revived her active Balkan policy. So
Germany insisted that the limitation of armaments should
not be one of the subjects included in the call for the Con-

When

was nevertheless raised in the
course of the Conference by England and the United States,
Germany’s opposition to it was, to be sure, largely but
tacitly shared by France and Russia. But these two counference.

tries left it

the subject

to the

German

delegates to voice the opposition

and thereby incur the odium of wrecking the proposals.
No doubt Germany made a great mistake. Though limitation of armaments is a most difficult problem, as the long
and sterile efforts of the League of Nations and the failure
of President Coolidge’s Conference have abundantly shown.
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had Germany taken a different attitude
European Powers might have followed her
and a beginning might have been made to check the fatal
increase in rival armies and navies. At any rate Germany
could not have been branded as the country which was most
responsible for thwarting an effort to lessen a progressive
danger which was one of the main causes of the World
it is

possible that,

in

1907, the other

War.^“

By

the irony of history it was during the Hague Peace
Conference that Anglo-German naval rivalry reached a ne\t
and hitherto unequalled stage of mutual suspicion and bitterness.

Tirpitz

By

the

Navy Laws

and the Kaiser

of 1898

and 1900 Admiral von

laid the foundations for a

German navy. Their motives were many and

mixed.

stroiij

They

wished to give expression to the greatness of the New Germany by creating a fleet which should be comparable to het
growing commerce and colonial interests and afford them
protection.

They

desired preservation from the danger

ol

being blockaded from food and raw materials in case
war.
But above all, thej' wanted to have a naval force
which could be used to back up German diplomatic arguments in the struggle for colonial and commercial advantages. The Kaiser’s marginal notes are filled with the idea
that other countries, and particularly England, paid littla
or no heed to Germany’s legitimate desires, simply because
Germany had no force to back uj) her demands. If Germany had a navy, even a much smaller one than that of
England, the British would be willing to make diplomatic
oi

concessions rather than take the risk of a naval conflict
This was Tirpitz’s fundamental notion when he speaks of
the new German navy as a “risk navy.” He had no thought
1® On the Second Hague Conference, see G.P., XXIII, 99-397, anil
the writings of A. P. Higgins, F. W. Holts, J. B. Scott, A. H. Fi'ind, 0.
Nippold, P. Zorn, L. Renault, and E Lenioncjii. The Reichstag InVEStigating Committee is soon to publish an importaxit wort on Germanytl
influence ar. the Second Hague Peace Conference.
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of attacking England in any near future. That would bo
foUy for many years to come. But a respectable German
fiea force would compel England to make concessions in the

a naval strugFor this it was not necessary for Germany to build a
fleet fuUy equ^ to that of England; some proportion like
2:3 or 10:16 would suffice.^®
But in fact Admiral Tirpitz completely misconceived the
psychological effect which his creation of even a "risk navy”
would have on the British mind and policy. Though it
may have contributed to induce the British to make various proposals for limiting naval competition and to enter
into various diplomatic negotiations, it did not intimidate
them or cause them to make important concessions. On the
contrary, it rather created an atmosphere of suspicion and
antagonism which was altogether unfavorable for friendly
diplomatic agreements concerning the Bagdad Railwaj'- and
other matters. Every increase in the German navy, instead
colonial world rather than take the “risk” of

gle.

of frightening the British into

and

making

concessions, tended

mainmargin of British naval superiority deemed
the safety and very existence of the British Empire.

to stiffen their opposition

their detennination to

tain the wide
vital to

So, for instance, in 1904, as the English observed the

new-born German navy, still in its infancy but already
showing signs of robust growth, they began a wide-sweeping
rearrangement and reorganization of the British Fleet.
They proceeded to create a strong force in the North Sea
and make it ready for instant action against Germany.
Sir John Fisher, with his characteristically energetic policy
of “Ruthless, Relentless, and Remorseless!”
"brought
home some 160 ships from abroad which could neither fight
nor run away,”
and effected other revolutionary changes.
1® C/. Tirpitz,

Per Aujbau drr dculschen Wellmacht

(Berlin,

1026;,

passim.
ir Fisher,

Memories and Records, IL

135.

is FL>her. II. 65 f_ 139

Ci.
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he himself said, ‘We shall be thirty per cent
and we shall be ready for instant war!”"'
The next year he laid the keels for the first Dreadnoughts. These were to be far superior to anything afloat
and give the British navy a strength which no country
could menace. But their introduction more than doublei
SO that, as

more

fit

to fight

the cost of capital ship construction. Furthermore, they
rendered relatively less important the older and smaller
types of vessel which had hitherto constituted England’s
naval superiority. It enabled Tirpitz to follow England's
example, and be only a little behind her in the race in the
construction of this new type of vessel, which neither country had possessed hitherto; whereas in the older types o!
To express the
vessel Germany was hopelessly behind.
same thing in figures: England had authorized the laying
of 12, and Germany of 9 Dreadnoughts;
whereas the ratio between England and Germany in vessels
of the older pre-Dreadnought type was 63:26. Tirpitz also
believed that Germany, where sailors were conscripted instead being paid wages for voluntary enlistment, and where

down by 1908

was relatively low, could stand
longer and more easily than England the heavy strain of
naval expenditure. With this double advantage on Germany’s part, as it seemed to him, he was always skeptical
about the sincerity and motives of British proposals for
restriction of naval construction. He was steadily opposed
to any serious limitation on his own program, by which he
believed the German navy could gradually approach nearer

cost of ship construction

though it might never
would have to pass through the “danger
zone” of inferiority, during which England might possibly
attack and destroy it in a “preventive" war. But he did
not think this danger great, especially if German diplomacy
avoided irritating England in other fields. Once .s,^ely

in strength to the British navy,

actually equal

'« Fidier,

it.

It

Memories and Records. H,

134.
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Germany

would have a very respectable "risk navy.” Germany could
stand the financial strain; in the long run England could
not. So all Germany had to do was to push construction.
Thus, by a third Navy Law in 1906, Tirpitz secured the
authorization of six new capital ships; and by the law of
1908, reducing the replacement period from 25 to 20 years,
he provided for the early replacement of old obsolete vessels
by new ships, not of the same size as the discarded ones,
but of the new Dreadnought type. This law of 1908 fixed
the construction of new and replacement ships of the Dreadnought type at the rate of four a year from 1908 to 1911,
and two a year from 1912 to 1917. Meanwhile the German
Navy League was clamoring for a big German navy. The
Press on both sides of the North Sea was whipping up national passion, and the rumors of the Kaiser’s ill-considered
letter to Lord Tweedmouth added fuel to the flame.
All
this led to the British “war-scare” of 1908, and to further
futile negotiations for some kind of a naval understanding.®®
Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, in a speech on December 21, 1905, setting forth the platform of the

new

Liberal

Government, had lamented the great expenditures on armaments “A policy of huge armaments keeps alive and stimulates and feeds the belief that force is the best, if not the
:

only, solution of international differences.

It is a policy
that tends to inflame old sores and to create new sores.
want relief from the pressure of excessive taxation, and
.

.

.

We

20

On Anglo-German

naval relations 1904-1908, see Fisher, I, ch.
Churchill, pp. 19-41; Hurd and Castle, German Sear
Power (New York, 1913) ; Schmitt, England and Germany, 1740-1914
(Princeton, 1916), 173-187; and, in more detail, from the German side,
G.P., XIX, 351-380; XXIII, 27-53; XXIV. 3-210; Tirpitz, Der Aufbau der
deuischen Wellmacht, 1-162; Billow, Imperial Germany (Berlin, 1913);
HaJler, Die Aera Bdlow (Berlin, 15^) ; Brandenburg, ch. xi ; Herzfeld,
“Der deutsche Flottenbau und die englische Politik,’’ in Archiv /. Politik
u. Geschichte, IV, 1926, 115-146, and Admiral 1^1 Galster. England
Deutsche Flotte, und Weltkrieg (Kiel. 1885).
zii; II, chs. ix, x;
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same time we want money for our own domestic needs
at home, which have been too long starved and neglected
owing to the demands on the taxpayer for military purposes
at the

How are these desirable things to be secured if in
time of peace our armaments are maintained on a war
In the course of the next three years, the
footing?”
Englisli made many proposals for reducing naval expenditure and thereby lessening the growing friction with Germany. It was proposed that the subject should be discussed
at the Hague Peace Conference; * that Sir John Fisher
should have a talk with Admiral Tirpitz; or that there
should be a mutual inspection of shipyards and communication of naval programs.-® It was informally intimated that,
if Germany was uneasy at England’s “insurance policy” oi
closer relations with France and Russia, the best way to
dissipate this uneasiness and revive the former cordial

abroad.

would be for Germany to retard
her naval program, or come to some understandirrg for an
agreed-upon ratio between the English and German

Anglo-German

relations

navies.®'*

But England could never get a satisfactory answer from
to any of these proposals. Being made after Sir
John Fisher had so greatly strengthened the Home Fleet in
the North Sea and begun to build Dreadnoughts, these proposals looked to the German mind like an intimation from
the Supreme Naval Power that it desired naval competition

Germany

to cease at the moment of its own greatest preponderance.
Coinciding also with Lord Haldane's organization of the
21 The London Times, Dec. 22, 1905; cf. also Spender, life of Sit
Henry Campbell-Bannerman, H, 208, 327-^2.
2‘*G.P.. XXIII, 25-253 passim; cf. also Campbell-Bannennan’s cordial and concili.alory article, “The Hague Conference and the LimiUtlou of Arm.anicnti'’, in the first number of the London Nation, Mar. 2.

1907
Campbell-Bannerman'S views, however, were severely criticized la
the Paris Temps of March 4; the French, at botiom, had no more sym;

paiby witb disarmament propoaids ihan
a*GJP., XXIII, 39ff, 52.

Genoans.

a*GP, XXIV,

99ff.
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Expeditionary Force and with England’s closer
diplomatic relations with France and Russia, they looked
like a concerted plan on the part of these three Powers to
put pressure on Germany. Any yielding to sudi pressure

British

was sharply resented as inconsistent with Germany’s digAs Billow wrote privately to
nity as a Great Power.
Bavaria and some of the other German Governments on
25, 1908, after President Fallicres’s visit to London and
King Edward’s famous meeting with the Tsar at Reval:
“Agreements which aim at a limitation of our defensive
power are not acceptable for discussion by us under any
A Power which should demand such an
circumstances.
agreement from us should be clear in its mind that such a
By the Kaiser especially, the
demand would mean war.”

June

British proposals were indignantly repudiated as unjustifi-

able attempts to interfere with his sovereign right

and duty

to take all measures necessary for the dignity and defense
of the German Empire.
Commenting upon Count Metternich’s report of July 16, 1908, of an informal luncheon
discussion with Sir Edward Grey and Lloyd George, in
which it had been intimated that a naval discussion would
improve diplomatic relations, the Kaiser wrote:

Count Metternich must be informed that good relations
with England at the price of the building of the German
navy are not desired by me. If England intends graciously
to extend us her hand only with the intimation that we must
limit our fleet, this is a groundless impertinence, which involves a heavy insult to the German people and their Kaiser,
which must be rejected a limine by the Ambassador.
France and Russia might with equal reason then demand a
limitation of our land armaments. The German Fleet is not
built against anyone, and also not against England!
But
.

.

.

G.P., XXV, 478. For other German intimations that any attempt
to put pressure on Germany to limit her navy wouvd be answered by
declaration of war, see G.P., XXIV, 53, 103, 127.
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according to our need! That is stated quite clearly in the
for II years has remained unchanged! This
law will be carried out to the last iota; whether it suits the

Navy Law, and
British or not,

begin

it;

is

no matter!

we do not

If

they want war, they

can

fear it!

The Kaiser’s fears that England was trying to put a
check upon Germany’s navy, and “encircle” her in other
ways, were increased by the numerous visits and interviews
which Edward VII had with French and Russian rulers and
minister^ in the summer of 1908. In INIay President Fallieres was very cordially received in London and given a
dinner at the Foreign OflBce to which the only person invited, outside a French and English group, was the Russian
Ambassador a distinction which seemed to embarrass good
Count Benckendorfif.®^ The French Press made the most of
the visit,«and Tardieu in the Temps expressed the hope that
Anglo-French relations were taking a firmer form, provided
England made fundamental changes in her military system
a hint at the universal military service which Lore
Roberts and others W'ere now beginning urgently to advocatf
in public speeches.
In June, King Edw'ard’s visit to th(
Tsar at Reval seemed more than a mere act of familj
courtesy, since he was accompanied by Admiral Fisher, Si
John French, and Sir Charles Hardinge, who had long talks
with Izvolski and the Russian Premier, Stolypin. Hardinge

—

—

told Izvolski that

England had no

Germany and was anxious

hostile feelings toward
to maintain the most friendly

relations with her,

but that “owing

large increase in the

German naval program, a deep

to the unnecessarily
distrust

England of Germany’s future intentions had been created.” This distrust was likely to increase with the progress

in

a« G.P.,

XXIV,

104

G.P,, XXIV, 63. On President Fallieres’s visit, the French Pr®i
and Delcasse’s talks with Asquith, Grey, and Sir Charles Hardinge on hij
“private visit” io London a montii later, see OF., XXIV, pp. 67-78; an®
2"^

Sidney Lee, King Edvard VII, 11, 684 S.
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of time, the realization of the German program, and tihe
heavier taxation entailed by England’s necessary naval
counter-measures. “In seven or eight years’ time a critical
situation might arise, in which Russia, if strong in Europe,

might be the arbiter of peace, and have much more influence in securing the peace of the wbrld than at any Hague
Conference. For this reason it was absolutely necessary
that England and Russia should maintain towards each
other the same cordial and friendly relations as now exist
Izvolski got the impresbetween England and France.”
sion that the English wanted Russia to build up her army
and navy as much as possible as a future check to Germany.
Sir John Fisher relates that he sat several times next
Stolypin and Izvolski, and urged them to build up the Russian army on the Western frontier against Germany:
“Stolypin said to me, ‘What do you think we need most?’

He

fancied I should answer, ‘So many battleships, so many
but instead I said Trour Western Fron-

cruisers, etc., etc.,’

denuded of troops and your magazines are depleted.
them up and then talk of Fleets!’ Plea e see enclosure
from Kuropatkin's secret report; ‘The four ation of Rustier is

Fill

sia’s safety is

her Western boundary!’

28 Grey, I, 203. Viscount Grey prints Hardinge’s report on the Reval
eonversations (I, 202-209), and calls it (p. 196) “the real, full, authentic
confidential record of what took place’’; but he indicates on p. 209 that
sundry details concerning Macedonian reforms, Persia, and Crete axe
omitted. For Hardinge’s complete report, see B.D., V, 232-2 p. C/. Izvolski's
account of the Reval meeting in his despatch to Benckendoiff in London,
June 18, 1908 (Sicbert-Schreiner, p. 478), accoid.ing to "Which Hardinge
said:
“If Germany should continue to increase her naval armaments
at the same accelerated pace, in six o seven year- a most alarming and
strained situation might arise in Europe.
For his reasop we in the
interest of peace and the preservation of the Balance of Power, desire
that Russia shall be as strong as possible on land and onsea.” Izvolski
added, “Sir Charles reiterated this idea more than once, whereby he
apparently wished to have it understood that he is expressing not his
own personal opinion but the decided political conviction of he London
Cabinet.”
For German uneasiness as to the Reval meeting, see OJP.,

XXV,

441-494.

Fisher to Lord Esher, Sept.

8,

1908; Fisher, Memories, p. 186 f.
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Aside from this renewal of Anglo-Russian cordial reUc
and English encouragement to Russia to buUd up h«
armaments again which she soon proceeded to do—the
tions

—

Reval interview actually dealt mainly with the question of
Macedonian reforms, Persia, Crete, the Sanjak railway project, and the attitude of the Russian Press.
There was no
attempt to build up a closer Anglo-Russian combination
against Germany, and Izvolski was profuse in his assurances
that it was in no way unfriendly to Germany. But the
Kaiser was not convinced, and Reval marks a cooling off in
Anglo-German relations. It also made him more positive
ir his refusal to discuss with England any limitation of his
naval program, when Hardinge Vjroached the subject directly
to him at the time of King Edward’s brief visit to Kronberg
on August 11, 1908. There was a heated discussion. Hardinge, according to the Kaiser’s lively account in dialogue
form, complained that Germany was building Dreadnoughts
so rapidly that in a few years she would be as strong as

England

in these capital ships.
“absolute nonsense,” sent for

The Kaiser
a

said this was

copy of Nauticus,

an

almanac of detailed naval statistics of all nations which
Hardinge appeared never to have heard of, and showed him
his errors. When Hardinge persisted that the competitive
naval construction must cease, the Kaiser used his regular
argument that Germany was not building in competition
with England, but only for her owm needs as laid down in
Tirpitz’s Navy Laws. When Hardinge still insisted, “You

must stop

or build slower,” the Kaiser looked

the eye and replied, “Then

we shall fight,

him

sharp

in

a question
of natipjial honor and dignity.” Hardinge turned red, and,
seeing he was on dangerous ground, begged the Kaiser’s
pardon, asked him to forget words said in private conversation, and changed the subject. In conversation later in the
day with the Kaiser, Hardinge was as affable and friendly
as could be,

and was not a

little

for

it is

surprised to be decorated
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with the Order of the Red Eagle, First Class.*® The English Cabinet, whose views Hardinge had been representing,
were determined to preserve England’s supremacy of the
seas and keep ahead of Crermany in Dreadnought construcBut they foresaw the bitterness which would be
tion.
engendered between the two countries by further naval
competition, as well as the terrible financial burden it would
impose on England; They therefore sincerely desired and
tried to come to some sort of understanding with Germany
on the subject. It was a tragic mistake of Tirpitz and the
Kaiser that they should have so flatly refused discussion
and thereby pushed England further into the arms of France
and Russia, thus strengthening the Triple Entente and
helping to crystallize

The

effect

its

opposition.

on Germany of England’s opposition to the

Bagdad Railway,

of her efforts to limit the

German navy,

Reval meeting and the apparent consolidation of
France, Russia, and England into a Triple Entente, was to
produce a conviction that Germany was being “encircled.”
of the

Germans believed that this encirclement was Edward VII’s
personal work, and that it aimed at strangling German commercial and colonial expansion, and even at crushing Gerand military position. There is no subwas any deliberate encirclement
with such aims on the part of King Edward or the British
Government. Such notions were the product of German
imagination, fear, and suspicion. But there was nevertheless something of a diplomatic encirclement. Germany was
now surrounded by three Great Powers, whose combined
strength was supposed to be equal or superior to that of
the Triple Alliance, and who were growing increasingly
ready to cooperate in defense of their own interests whether
many’s

political

stantial evidence that there

80 Kaiser to Bulow, Aug. 11-13, 1908; G.P., XXIV, 124-129; c/. also
Hardinge’s report to Grey of Aug. 16, 1908, printed with other material
on the Kronberg visit, in B.D., VI, 173-200.
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in Morocco,

Mesopotamia, or the Balkans. Though IzvcJ.
hoped that the Triple Entente would give him greater
freedom of action in the Near East and Middle East,
and
though the French counted on it in the same way in Morocco, so far as England was concerned it aimed at the
preski

servation of peace through the establishment of a balance
It was insurance against the supposed danger of
possible German aggression, and not for any aggrpsaio n
of power.

against Germany’s existing position in Europe and in the
commercial world. But to German eyes it had a more

ominous and irritating appearance. This finds expression
in extreme form in the Kaiser’s marginal notes on reports
of the Reval meeting and of English efforts for slowing
down German Dreadnought construction. It is also reflected

in

his

indiscreet

speech

to

German

officers

at

His feeling was: "A strong navy; a strong army;
and powder dry!”
Billow on the other hand, with his characteristic policy
of putting the best face on an unpleasant situation, believed
Germany should scrupulously avoid showing any signs of
nervousness and uneasiness. To do so would simply be
playing into the hands of Russia and France. While agreeing that Germany must keep herself in the highest possible state of defense, she must do so quietly. He chided the
Kaiser as much as he dared for the Doberitz indiscretion,”
and was inclined to agree with Mettemich, the German
Ambassador in London, that Germany ought not to close
Doberitz.

the door to all English suggestions for some arrangement
to prevent the evils of Anglo-German naval competition.”

He

also believed that the consolidation of the Triple

Entente made

it all the more important that Germany must
stand firrnly behind her Austrian ally. In a long vgy
confidential circular to the Prussian Ministers in Bavaria
31 GJ».,

aaGi>.,

XXV, 454.
XXV, p. 46^-

88 G.P.;

XXVIII,

1-199, pcmim-
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and the other leading states in the German Empire, he
summed up the situation as optimistically as he honestly
The Reval meeting, preceded by President Falcould.
lieres^s visit to London, has caused uneasiness in Germany.
Gr^ and Izvolski have given assurances that nothing is
being planned against her. Nevertheless it would be a fatal
mistake,~if, trusting in these assurances, we do not recognize
that our freedom of movement may be limited by what has
happened. It is Germany’s economic and political power,
and the fear that she may misuse them, which is driving
other states into the Entente against us. “These Ententes
and Alliances are therefore in their origin rather of a defensive character.
But perhaps they will not hesitate to
proceed aggressively against us and hold us down where
possible, when they think they have the power to do so.”
Our ally, Austria-Hungary, is threatened just as we are
by this new combination, and especially so, because the
passions and intrigues directed against the very existence
of the Dual Monarchy arouse in other nations expectations
for a successful destructive blow from the outside.
The
supposedly imminent break-up of Austria-Hungary is a
favorite standing theme in the French and other foreign
Because of her greater interests in the Balkans,
Austria-Hungary is also more exposed than are we to the
danger of a conflict wdth the Entente Powers. Germany and
Press.

Austria, standing together as a solid block, may be able to
withstand all storms. “A loyal cooperation with AustriaHungary will and must remain in the future also the fundamental basis of German foreig^ policy.” Germany cannot
enter into a discussion with other Powers to limit her armaments, but she should avoid as far as possible giving any
irritation to others

the

German

and

restrain all jingoistic expressions in

Press.®"*

There was much shrewd -wisdom in
Bulow’s circular, June 25, 190S;. G.P., XXV,

this
474-479.

statement.
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GBRMAITT’S BEXiATIONS

WITH

FRANCE, 1908-1911^

While the naval friction with England
the Young Turk Revolution and Bosnian

new

tension with Russia,

continued, and
Crisis led to

Germany managed

her relations with France in the years from 1908 to
The Algeciras Conference had not produced very
factory conditions in Morocco.

The

a

to improve
1911,
satis-

Sultan’s brother, Mulai

Hafid, had gained a strong following

among

the

chieftains

who

resented the Franco-Spanish efforts to maintain order,
Mulai Hafid finally revolted against his brother's authority.

In the disorders which took place a French doctor was
murdered, which gave the French occasion to occupy Moroccan territory at Oudjda near the Algerian frontier in the
spring of 1907. Further outrages on Europeans led the
French to land troops in Casablanca in August, and to place
French police in other seaports on the West Coast. The
Sultan, losing his authority more and more, was driven from
his capital to the coast at Rabat, and finally declared
deposed by Mulai Hafid’s followers. Biilow and the Kaiser,
recognizing that Germany’s Morocco policy in the past had
consolidated the Anglo-French Entente, refrained from any
serious interference wuth these French measures, though
German influence had contributed to the trouble between

the rival sultans.®®
While negotiations w'ere going on concerning the
under which Abdul Aziz should agree to abdicate in
of Mulai Hafid, there occurrerl the Casalffanca

terms
favor

incident,

which for a moment threatened to cause a new flare-up
between France and Germany. On September 25, 1908,
the German Consul at Casablanca attempted to assist six
deserters from the- French Foreign Legion to escape on board
a German ship. But tire deserters were forcibly seized, and
8B

For the

details, see

III-IV, 1906-1908;

and

the French Yellow Book, Afjai-'es du
2Ua, 601-689; XXIV, 216-3S».

GJ*.,

Maroili
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them were someThe German Consul

the consular secretary and soldier escorting

what mishandled by French soldiers.
was blamed by France for having exceeded

his powers, con-

trary to international law, in affording protection to persons
within French military jurisdiction. The local French mili-

tary authorities were accused

by Germany

of

fringed the inviolability of consular rights.

some excitement

in the

French and German

having

in-

In spite of
Press, good

sense fortunately prevailed in the Foreign Offices at Paris

Both soon agreed to submit the matter to
which ultimately resulted in a compromise deBoth
cision tliat both sides had been pai tly in the wrong.
Powers were glad to see the incident disposed of in a
conciliatory fashion so that it should not add a new danger
to the peace of Europe which at the moment was threatened
by the uncertain state of affairs growing out of the Turkish
Revolution and the Bosnian Crisis. The Kaiser especially
displayed as much wisdom and energetic influence in favor
of friendly conciliation as he had lacked in dealing with
the English suggestions for a restriction of naval competition. Never in sympathy with the Biilow-Holstein IMorocco
policy of the past, he now condemned it sharply, having

and

Berlin.

arbitration,

come to the conclusion that it was impossible to check the
extension of French political control in Morocco without
resorting to force.

On

October 4 he informed his Foreign

Office that, so far as still practicable,

draw with

dignity,

and come

to

Germany should

with-

an understanding with

France as quickly as possible, in spite of the incident at
Casablanca. A couple of days later, after being painfully
surprised by the Austrian annexation of Bosnia, he wrote
more energetically to Billow: “In view of these circumstances this wretched Moroccan affair must now be brought
to a conclusion, quickly and definitely.
There is nothing
to be made of it; it will be French anyway. So let us get
out of the affair with dignity, so that we may finally have
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done with

this friction

tions are at issue.”

with France, now that

To which Bulow

great quo.

replied characta-

he agreed, but must not let the French see this
too clearly, or they would never give any compensations
for Germany’s withdrawal; and he added, “The most desirable thing would be that we should come to an understanding with France and England about iVIorocco, as wel
as about other African and Asia iXIinor questions.”
Soon afterwards Germany gave her approval to the
terms which the French had drawn up, highly favorable to
themselves, as the conditions on which Mulai Hafid was to
be Sultan. At the same time Schoen, the German Secre-

istically that

Cambon, the French Ambassador
in Berlin, that it w'as time for Germany and France
shake hands on Morocco, and that the Kaiser wished
tary of State, told Jules

to

it,*’

This led to negotiations which resulted in the

Franco-

German Agreement

of February 9, 1909. “To facilitate the
execution of the Act of Algeciras,” France, Still professing

independence and integrity of Morocco,
promised equality of economic opportunity to the Germans;
and Germany, professing to pursue only economic aims,
to respect the

recognized France’s special political interests in preserving
peace and order, and promised not to interfere with them.**

The

This

took place very rapidly.

final negotiations

was owing to several reasons. The Bosnian Crisis was
becoming dangerously acute as Austria and Serbia armed
against one another, so that it was desirable to get the
Moroccan question out of the way. In the second place,
Billow had taken up the idea of the German Ambassador
in England, in spite of the Kaiser’s absolute negative

the preceding summer, of conceding to England a
tion of

Germany’s naval program

3*G.P.,

XXrV,

440 f.

On

in return for

the Casablanca incident

modifica-

some
itself,

politi-

cf.

pp. 320-374.

«vOct. 28, 1908; GP:,

XXIV,

464.

»8

of

0P. XXIV,

489.
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equivalent, such as an exchange of colonial territory,
still, an English promise of neutrality in case of

better

European war.^® For success in any such negotiation
was most important to remove all Franco-German fricion in Morocco, which had been one of England’s original
nd most persistent reasons for standing by the side of
Vance. It was reported to Biilow that the English Minister
1 Tangier had had instructions to stir up trouble between
lie French and Germans, and he felt sure that anti-German
ropaganda by the English in Paris was likely to continue
0 long as England had cause to be alarmed over Germany’s
;

To cut the ground
propaganda and to remove England’s
nxiety as to German intentions in Morocco it was ‘highly
esirable “to shake hands with France” once and for all in
egard to Morocco, A final reason for the speed with which
le Franco-German Agreement was concluded lay in the fact
hat King Edward was to visit Berlin on February 9;
JUlow wished to be able to publish the Agreement before
apid construction of Dreadnoughts.^®

rom under

is

this

any impression among the
Edward VII had helped to bring it about.*^
The Agreement was warmly welcomed in the French
arrival in order to avoid

lublic

that

an end to a long-standing source of irritaion between France and Germany, and as assuring to the
ne the political, and to the other the economic, advaniges necessary to each. Grey and Hardinge congratulated
biilow on it, expressing pleasure that a question which had
een a constant source of anxiety to England and in which
ingland was bound by the Entente of 1904 to give France
The
iplomatic support was now so happily settled.^®
[aiser hastened to decorate the Frendi Ambassador in
terlin with the Order of the Hed Eagle and present him
’ress

as putting

39 G.P., XXVIII, 1-87, especially pp. 66, 74.
*0 Billow to the Kaiser, Dec. 29, 1908 ; G.P., XXIV, 465.
1 Billow to the Kaiser, Feb. 9, 1908; G.P., XXIV, 488
G.P.. .XXIV. 491-4.
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with an autographed portrait, “because the path I ordered
in our Morocco policy has had such a brilliant success in
the whole world, and because we owe much to the nnsalfig.'l'
and devoted work of Gambon as well as to his loyalty.”'*
Schoen instructed the German Minister in Morocco that
he was to cooperate fully with the French, prevent aD
friction, and observe loyally in every way the spirit and
purpose of the new convention. Though this Moroccan
Agreement of 1909 did not have all the happy results expected from it, it did bring about much more cordial relations between the two countries, until new disorders arose
in Morocco in the spring of 1911, which led to the French
march to Fez and the German threat at .\gadir.

Germany’s relations witw Russia, 1908-1911
to

Though the Anglo-Russian Convention of 1907 seemed
Germany an indication that Russia was turning away

from the old friendly relations which had united the Hohenzollerns and the Romanovs, it did not at first seriously
cloud the relations between the two countries. Izvolski
had been profuse in his assurances that the Convention
merely aimed to do away with Anglo-Russian friction in
the Middle East, and was in no way directed at Germany
or inimical to her interests.

As Russia’s interests seemed
Germany carefully sought to

deeply centered in Persia,
avoid antagonizing her in that quarter. When Persia in
1906 had asked for the establishment of a German Bank
at Teheran, with the hope of support against Russian encroachments, Germany had hesitated to heed the request,
and informed Izvolski that Germany had no political aims
or interests in Persia.^* In return, early in 1907, Izvolski
proposed an agreement by which Russia would withdraw
her opposition to the construction of the Bagdad Railway.
<8 Kaiser’s note, Feb. 11, IQOS; GJP.,
J.. XXV. 103-121.

"G

XXVIII,

87.
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Germany’s recognition of Russia’s monopoly
and economic matters in Northern
Persia/® Izvolski carried oh negotiations for such a RussoGerman agreement during the spring and early summer
of 1907, at the same time with his negotiations on the same
subject with England, evidently playing off the two counBut when he had the Anglotries against one another/®
Russian Convention safely in his pocket, he dropped the
in return for

in political, strategic,

conversations with Berlin/^

Russia’s objections to the

Bagdad Railway would be safeguarded by Sir Edward
Grey’s pohcy of insisting that all conversations on the subject must be d quatre, in which the Entente Powers would
outnumber Germany three to one. Germany for her part
felt sure that Russia’s aggressive designs in Persia would
inevitably lead to serious friction with England without any
German stimulation. Therefore in Billow’s inelegant
"/Z faut les laisser cuire dans leur jus."*^
In 1908, however, Germany’s relations with Russia began to be less satisfactory. Izvolski wished to recover in
the Near East some of the prestige which Russia had lost
in her disastrous war in the Far East. He believed that the
alliance with France and the Entente with England assured

phrase:

him

their benevolent attitude, and that he could proceed
open the Straits for Russian warships. Germany had
often declared that she had no objections to this, and Austria could be satisfied by being invited to annex Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
This was the substance of his “Buchlau
Bargain” with the Austrian Foreign Minister, Aehrenthal,
which will be described in more detail in the next chapter
on Balkan Problems. Aehrenthal, however, acted quickly
and made sure at once of his half of the bargain. But

to

IS Feb. 20, 1907; G.P., XXV, 122 ff.
G.P., XXV, 124-145.
There were, to be sure, some unimportant discussions arising from
the conflicts between Hartwig and Richthofen, the overzealous representalives of Russia and Germany at Teheran; G.P., XXV, 147-173.
48 G.P.,
736.

XXVn,
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Izvolski found that his plan for opening the Straits did not

meet with French and English approval, and his consent at
Buchlau to having Orthodox Greek Bosnia.is placed under

Roman

Catholic sovereignty of the Hapsburgs
violently denounced by the Pan-Slavs in Russia, as
as by the Serbians, who had coveted Bosnia as part

the

nullify

tion of

of a

Thereupon Izvolski tried to
the Buchlau bargain by insisting that the modificathe Berlin Treaty of 1S78, which was involved by
“Greater

future

was
well

Serbia.”

the Austrian annexation of Bosnia, should be subjected to
by a Conference of the Powers. Austria refused,
Serbia and Austria began to mobilize against each other.
Though the Kaiser was indignant at the sudden w'ay in
which Aehrenthal had annexed Bosnia, Biilow persuaded
his master that Germany could not afford to refuse support
revision

to her ally’s fait accompli.

by

Germany was now

the Entente Powers, and Austria

surrounded

was her only

reliable

So Germany supported Austria’s refusal to accept a
Conference, and hastened to propitiate France and England
by the Moroccan Agreement of 1909. Meanwhile, by
March, 1909, Serbia and Austria seemed on the verge of war,
Serbia counted on Russian, and Austria on German, support.
Unluckily for Izvolski, Russia’s exhaustion and military
disorganization after the war with Japan made it out of
the question for her to back up by force his demand for
a Conference; France was not yet ready to extend the scope
ally.

of the Franco-Russian alliance to cover Russian ambitions
in the Balkans; and England gave Russia little support.

To

avert an actual clash of

arms between Austria and
Germany then proposed a solution to extricate
Izvolski from the cul-de-sac into which he had strayed, and
demanded a yes or no answer in regard to it; if Russia
rejected it, Germany would let the Austro-Serbian quarrel
take its course, and the outcome under the circumstances
would certainly not have been in Serbia’s favor. Izvolski
Serbia,
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thereupon accepted the German solution, and the Bosnian
was ended/®
The outcome of the Bosnian Crisis was a diplomatic
victory for Austria and Germany, and a corresponding
humiliation for Russia and Serbia, with all the feeling of
Izvolski
soreness which such humiliations leave behind.
never forgave Aehrenthal for his quick action in annexing
Bosnia without further consultation and in refusing a Conference. He claimed that in both these matters Aehrenthal
had broken his word and was no gentleman. Aehrenthal
denied the truth of the allegations and threatened to publish the documents, w’hereupon Izvolski begged Germany to
prevent the publication; upon Germany’s advice, Aehrenthal refrained from carrying out his threat.
This personal feud between Izvolski and Aehrenthal
had been transferred to the pages of the English Fortnightly
Review, where the recriminations further embittered the
two men. Count Berchtold, then Austrian Ambassador in
St. Petersburg, became involved, because Dr. Dillon had
found material for one of die Fortnightly articles at Berchtold’s castle at Buchlau.
So for nearly a year it was virtually impossible for Izvolski and Berchtold to carry on
diplomatic intercourse with one another. In the meantime
Izvolski succeeded in making a secret agreement with Italy
at Racconigi,®® by which, among other things, Italy promised to regard with benevolence Russia’s interest in the
Straits in return for Russia’s similar promise in regard to
Crisis

Izvolski was thus getting Italy’s
consent to what he had failed to secure by the Buchlau
bargain, and Italy was taking another “extra dance’’ outside the circle of her own Triple Alliance partners.
It was not until early in 1910 that Izvolski and AehrenItaly’s interests in Tripoli.

thal again took

up “normal

diplomatic’’ relations.

*8 For the details, see below, ch. v.
®8 0ct. 24, 1909; see below, ch. v.

Rumors
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and even of a secret agreement
between them, caused terror; at Belgrade it was feared that
Russia was about to abandon Serbia to Austria’s tender
mercies; and at Constantinople it was feared that the parti-

of their rapprochement,

Turkey was being contemplated.®^ Even at Berlin
and abetted by France
and England, was trying to make a secret agreement with
Austria in order to drive another wedge into the Triple
Alliance and sow discord between Berlin and ^’ienna.®- For
weeks Izvolski tried to pin Aehrenthal down to signing an
agreement which would put Austria on record in favor of
the status quo in the Balkans and which could be confirmed
by being communicated to all the Great Powers. Izvolski
wished publicly to tie Austria’s hands in the Balkans, until
Russia should have reorganized her army and navy and
tightened up the Triple Entente to a more active support
than France and England had given Russia during the
Bosnian crisis. Aehrenthal, however, though ready to sign
a private agreement with Russia, saw' no need to communition of

there were fears that Izvolski, aided

cate

it

to the Powers.

After mii^inderstandings and

criminations, Izvolski finally published

some

of the

re-

cor-

respondence without asking Aehrenthal’s consent, an unfriendly act which still further accentuated the personal
feud between them.®® Meanwhile Izvolski went ahead with
other maneuvers for securing Russia’s ambitions in regard
to the Straits and for forming a Balkan league under Russian patronage.®*

The Bosnian

Crisis had less disastrous effects upon the
between Russia and Germany than upon those
between Russia and Austria just described.
Germany’s

relations

51 Despatches from Russia’s representatives at Constantinople and
Belgrade, Feb. 2 and 4, 1910; Siebert-Schreiner, p. 285.
52G.P., XXVn, 438 fif.
On. this tthole episode of an Auatro-Kussian “rapprochement”, *"
Siebert-Schreiner, pp. 282-300' GJ*., XXVII, 43S-SS6.
See below, ch. v.
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intervention to end the crisis was, to be sure, soon exaggerated by Izvolski and Sir Arthur Nicolson, into a “brutal

ultimatum” and denounced by the Pan-Slavs.®® But though
the Pan-Slav Press reserved its bitterest shafts for Germany and not Austria, the Russian Foreign Office, knowing
the truth about Germany’s intervention, manifested less
resentment against Berlin than against Vienna. This was
indicated in many ways.
While Izvolski and Berchtold
were not on speaking terms for months, the genial Pourtales
remained on the most cordial personal r(3lations with the
Russian Foreign Minister, partly because Izvolski found
he could pour out into the German Ambassador’s ear all
his complaints about Aehrenthal’s conduct.®*
Similarly,
when the Tsar went to Racconigi in October, 1909, he
ostentatiously avoided Austrian soil, although his obvious
path lay across it;
but with the German Emperor, the
Tsar had cordial meetings near Finland ®® and at Kiel.®*
In September Izvolski passed through Berlin. Though

he made a point of dining with Bethmann-Hollweg and becoming acquainted with the new German Chancellor. They had a frank and friendly discussion
of the general political situation, past, present, and future,
travelling incognito,

which Izvolski poured out his usual complaints about
Aehrenthal “in a passionate and excited fashion, as if he
in

had come directly from a duel with Aehrenthal”; «* Izvolski
hoped that Germany would restrain Aehrenthal from further reckless aggression in the Balkans, and assured. Bethmann that Russia was far from pursuing any policy hostile
to Germany, Both men agreed that the Press, especially
the Russian Press, had done great harm.«i This friendly
relation was aided by Germany’s continued policy of
caress GP.,
ST G.P.,

XXVI,
XXVII,

se G.P., XXVI, 810 ff.
738 ff., 783 ff.
403 ff., 425; Siebert-Schreiner, pp. 148 152

S8G.P., XXVI, 817-836.
69 QP., XXVI, 8491.
«o GP. XXVI, 854.
61 Bethmann’s memorandum, Sept.
16, 1000; GP. XXVI. 852456.
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fully refraining from all political interference in Persia,"
where revolution and disorders were causing a sharp cona situac
flict of interests between Russia and England
tion which Germany regarded with perfect complacency.
Germany’s non-interference with Russia’s “strangling” of
Persia was ultimately rewarded by Russian concessions in
regard to the Bagdad Railway embodied in the Potsdam

Agreements. But before these are described a word may
be said about Billow’s resignation and the new men who
entered the German and Russian Foreign Offices in 1909 and
1910 the men who in July, 1914, were to have in their

—

hands the fate of the w'orld.
When Herr von Bethmann-Hollwcg replaced Count
Billow at the Wilhelmstrasse in July, 1909, and KiderlenWachter became Secretary of State a little later, Germany's
international position seemed considerably improved. Count
Billow in his volume on Imperial Germany has pictured
with characteristic optimism and excessive self-complacency
the favorable position in which he loft the country at his

But the new Chancellor, reviewing the
1909 in his Reflections on the World War,

resignation.

situa-

tion of

shows

that the tasks wdrich he inherited from Billow were by

means

light

no

and easy.

The Moroccan Treaty

of February 9, 1909, with France
and the diplomatic triumph of Austria in the Bosnian Crisis
had brought a feeling of relief at Berlin. The Triple
Entente seemed definitely weakened and the danger of
“encirclement” less alarming. On June 3, 1909, at a secret
meeting attended by Tirpitz, Bethmann, Moltke, and Metternich, who had come over from London for it, BiiloV
declared that not for twenty years had Germany been bo
respected and feared in the v/orld. The one dark cloud on
«®G.P., XXVII, 721-824.
«SC/. Siebert-Schreiner, 4911.; Grey, I,
The Strangling oj Persia (New York, 1912).

147-165;

W. M. Sbo«»
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the horizon was the Anglo-German situation; this looked
like a thunder-storm; therefore he had called this meeting
to consider it.®^ In April the Kaiser had severely scolded
Metternich, among other things, for telling England that
Germany intended no new naval program in the future;

appeared that Tirpitz and the Kaiser were contemMetternich
plating a supplementary navy law in 1912.
the Kaiser
authorized
by
expressly
replied that he had been
pity
had not
he
to speak as he had done, and that it was a

now

it

been told sooner,, if Tirpitz now had it in mind to ask in
1912 for a further increase of the navy. He closed the
letter with words which are as noble a tribute to his own
character, as they are a condemnation of the Kaiser and
his Admiral: “I am well aware that my attitude in the
naval question, in which I have followed my duty in reporting repeatedly that this is the question which chiefly poisons
our relations with England, does not meet the approval of
His Majesty, and also that the Secretary of the Navy attacks
my attitude in his talks with His Majesty. Naturally it
is not pleasant for the head of the Navy that our building
program and our relations to England depend on one another.
But I should be falsifying history, if I reported
otherwise than I do, and I cannot sell my convictions, even
for the favor of my Sovereign. Also I am doubtful whether
smooth and pleasant despatches, up to the point when we
suddenly find ourselves face to face with war with England,
would be a service to His Majesty.” ®.®
In the meeting of June 3, Biilow defended his Ambassador against the unmerited criticisms of Tirpitz and the
Kaiser: “The first duty of His Majesty’s representative
abroad is to report the truth and picture conditions as they
really are.
He, Biilow, would always stand behind an
Ambassador who did that, heedless of whether the unvar•4 Protocol 6f the meeting of June 3, 1909;
•s Metternich to Biilow, June
2, 1909; GP.,

GP.,

XXVm,

XXVIII,

167.

168-176.
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nished truth was pleasant or not to hear. It does no good
to scold the barometer because it points to bad weather.” “
In the course of the discussion Bethmann, Minister of
the Interior, suggested that an agreement with England
might be reached on the basis of Germany “slowing down”

naval construction from four to three ships annually,

if

England would make concrete political offers in return.
But Tirpitz blocked the path at every turn, refusing even
the 4:3 ratio for British and German capital ships to which
he had previously assented, and revealing a sly reservatia
mentalis: if Germany slowed down from four to three
new ships a year from 1909 to 1912, she might counterbalance this loss by speeding up from two to three in the
following years, so that Germany’s total number of Dreadnoughts would be the same around 1915 in either case.
Though accepting in principle Bethmann's suggestion for
slowing down, Tirpitz declined to fix or work out any
formula to accomplish

it,

until the English

had made

con-

And in general he was in favor of “quietly
This was very discouraging to Metternich and

crete proposals.

waiting.”

and probably had much to do with Billow’s resignaon June 26, which was accepted by the Kaiser on

Billow,
tion

July 14.

The

ostensible reason for Billow’s resignation was

the

refusal of the Blue-Black-Bloc (the Conservative-Clerical
coalition)

on June 24 to vote the new finance

bill, including

a heavy inheritance tax, made necessary by the insatiable
demands of new armaments. This gave Bulow a good
excuse to retire from ofiice. It was a motive which looked
perfectly obvious to the public and has generally been
accepted as the reason for his abandoning the Chancellorship after ten years of weary work. But as one reads his
long struggle to defend Mettemich’s view in favor of naval
limitation against Tirpitz’s stubborn and slippery evasioB
66

GP., XXVIII. 168 f.
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and especially as one reads
the protocol of the secret meeting of June 3, 1909, and the
documents connected with it, one gets the impression that
one of Billow’s main reasons for resigning was the opposition of Tirpitz and the Kaiser to the efforts for a reasonable
naval agreement with England. Like Mettemich, Billow
would no longer sell his convictions even for his Sovereign’s
This reason, however, involving internal friction
favor.
of all worth-while concessions,

within the Government, the Kaiser’s political influence, and
relations with England, was one of which no hint must be
given to the public. So the world has been left to believe
that he parted from the Kaiser mainly for two reruns:
first, because his finance bill was voted down in the Reichstag and second, because the Kaiser was displeased with his
inadequate defense of His Majesty in the DaUy Telegraph
;

affair

some months

earlier.

But

if

Billow’s resignation

was

motivated, as suggested, by the naval question, then nothing in the exercise of his Chancellorship becajne him like
the

manner

of his leaving

it.

Billow’s "resignation with brilliants”

July 14.

He

was accepted on

received the Order of the Black Eagle, the

hipest distinction of the kind in the gift of the Kaiser.
He had earned it, for no German Chancelloi had so difificult a personal position, and yet acquitted himself so
brilliantly. Easy-going, debonnaire, good-natured, and with
an ever-ready wit, he had known how to handle Reichstag
majorities no less cleverly thai. he had handled tbe All
Hipest. With something of Tirpitz’s shrewd patience in
evading commitments, but lacking the Admiral’s powerful
determination, clearness of purpose, and absolute selfreliance, Biilow had preferred to gain his ends by gentler
methods, by his clever dialectical skill, and by his occasional
withholding of the full truth or more often by obscuring
with his witty subtlety. He knew also how to humor,

it

flatter,

and disarm his opponents (enemies he had few or
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none), and the literary turn of his speeches and despatches

makes them

delightful reading.

But

his flippant habit

of

darkening counsel by amusing metaphors and his assumed
optimism silenced healthy criticism and resulted in hb
piloting the ship of state into dangerous currents at the
moment when he handed over the helm to Bethmann. He
(and Holstein) were mainly responsible for the failure to
grasp Chamberlain’s proffered hand at the turn of the century,

and

for the other policies

of the Triple Entente.

The

which led to the

formation

real hollowness of his achieve-

ment, which he painted couleur de rose in Imperial Germany, was revealed in the catastrophe of 1914. His reputation has exceeded his deserts. He will go down in history as
a Chancellor of lost opportunities.
Some months before his resignation. Billow had called
to Berlin from the obscurity of Bucharest a man whom
many regard as the best horse in the German stable since
Bismarck’s day. Herr von Kiderlen-Wiichter certainly had
something of the Iron Chancellor’s forceful dominating
energy and direct methods, but he lacked the readiness to
see an opponent’s point of view, and as far as possible meet
it, which had been one of the secrets of Bismarck’s diplomatic success. With his light-hearted Swabian warmth of
temperament and levity of conversation, Kiderlen lacked
also the moral force which gave Bismarck such a hold on the
old Emperor and the German people. In his highly diverting daily letters to the beautiful blond whom ho first met
when he was forty and she thirty-eight, who never became
his wife, but who often lived in his house, Kiderlen has
left a fascinating record of personal devotion and of public
affairs. Indiscreet,. but not uninteresting, are the nicknames
which he used to designate even the great ones of this
world: “Eel” (Billow, who was slippery) “Earthworm
;

(Bethmann, whom the Kaiser could tread upon) “Poor
Beauty Boy” (a pun upon Sdioen, whom Kiderlen replaced
;
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as Secretary of Slate in 1910) ; “Hippopotamns” (Marschall
von Bieberstein) ; "The Sudden One” (“Der Plotzliche,”

the Kaiser); and “Uncle motu ‘proprio” (the Pope).®*
Kiderlen was a career diplomat with excellent training and
opportunities for observation. Entering the Foreign Office
in 1879 as a specialist in commercial matters, he had served
as Embassy Secretary at St. Petersburg, Paris, and Constantinople (1881-1888), and then for ten years accompanied
the Kaiser on his journeys as reporter for the Foreign Office.
But some of his indiscreet witticisms were brought to the
ears of the Kaiser, probably by a jealous Admiral, and the
imperial displeasure was visited upon him by his being
"exiled” to Bucharest.®* As German Minister there from
1900 to 1910, he did much to cement the relations between
Rumania and the Triple Alliance. In spite of the Kaiser’s
displeasure, Kiderlen’s ability was recognized as so indispensable that his advice was often sought by Biilow. In
the winter of 1908-1909, during Schoen’s sickness, Kiderlen
was at Berlin as Acting-Secretary of State. It was he, rather
than Bulow, who brought about the Morocco Agreement
of 1909 and the final settlement of the Bosnian Crisis. A
year after Billow’s resignation, when Bethmann needed a
strong and skilful diplomat at his elbow;, Kiderlen was at
last brought back from Bucharest for good, and given the
office of Secretary of State, made vacant by Schoen’s api.e.,

pointment as Ambassador to Paris (June, 1910)
For two
years and a half, until his sudden c'eath at the very end of
1912, Kiderlen was Bethmann’s spiritus rector at the Foreign Office, casting his influence in favor of keeping Austria
in check, of good relations with Russia, of a naval understanding with England, and of the abandonment of all
E. Jackh, Kiderlen-Wdchter, der Staatsmann

und Mensch

Berlin, 1925), passim.
This delightful biography is largely
selections
Kiderlen’s letters to Hedwig Kypke.

&om

E. JSekh,

I,

100 f.

(2 vols.,

made up

of
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claims in Morocco in return for compensations in the French

Congo.®®

Herr von Bethmann-Hollweg, who took over

Billow’s

lacked his predecessor's brilliance, but
inspired more general confidence by his diligence, sincerity,
and upright nobility of character, for which he was esteemed
by ail who knew him at home and abroad. “Somewhat

difficult inheritance,

idealistic

and weak, but a suitable person," was

comment on hearing that out

Kaiser had picked an old friend of his youth.'^"
a jurist,

Bethmann had

risen

Kiderlen’s

of the various candidates the

by

ability

Trained

as

and hard work

in

the civil administration to the position of Imperial

Secre-

tary of State for the Interior, with which he was far better
acquainted than with Foreign Affairs.
But he at once
applied himself very diligently to getting personally well
acquainted with all Germany’s ambassadors and foreign
ministers, and studied the Foreign Office de.spatches so
assiduously that his subordinates feared he would lose himself in the details.
With the Kaiser Bethmann kept on
intimate and friendly terms.
When both were in Berlin, they rode or walked almost
daily together, discussing all political questions, in which

the Kaiser had much wisdom as well as many prejudices.
Bethmann was something of an idealist. He ardently desired peace in Europe. Therefore at heart he was opposed
to greatly increased armaments.

He

hoped

for

an

under-

standing with England on tire naval question, and believed
it could be reached
Germany slowing down her rate of

—

naval construction, and England in return making political
concessions in connection with the Bagdad Railway and
perhaps even some kind of agreement to be neutral. The
English w'ere convinced of his sincerity in this purpose.
Sir Edward Grey declared in 1912, after the Haldane Mission, that any possible differences betwera Germany andsai
««Jackh, n, 70-232.

TOjackb, H,

32.

DR.

THEOBALD VON BETHMANN-HOLLWEG
German Imperial

Chancellor, 1909-1917

j.,:,
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England would never assume dangerous proportions, “so

German policy was directed by the Chancellor”;
which
the Kaiser commented indignantly, “This
upon
shows that Grey has no idea who is really Master here and
long as

He prescribes to me who my Minister
am to make an agreement with England.”

that I rule.

be

if

I

Bethmann’s
his wish to
flict

disinclination for increased

make naval

armaments and

concessions brought

with the Kaiser, and

he twice

But the Kaiser would not accept

shall

him

into con-

offered his resignation.
it

because he had such

confidence in Bethmann’s character, and because he

knew

how

highly he was esteemed abroad as an influence for
peace. One may argue that Bethmann, for his own honor

conscience, ought to have insisted on his resignation
being «iccepted, when he could not persuade the Kaiser lo
foUow his advice rather than that of Tirpitz; that he ought
to have put loyalty to his own conscience above personal
loyalty to the Kaiser. But as he wrote rather pathetically
to Baderlen at New Year’s, 1912: “Really this whole policy
[of increased taxation for larger armaments] is such that
That you know. But I ask myself
I cannot join in it.
ever and again whether I should not make the situation
stiU more dangerous, if I should leave now, and tnen probThus, it was really loyalty to
ably be not the only one.”
his country, rather than mere personal loyalty to the Kaisei',
that made him compromise with his own conscience and
remain in office as the spokesman of part at least of the
measures demanded by the army and navy and approved
by the Kaiser. It was the misfortune of Bethmann and of
Germany that he never had a wholly free hand to carry
out the policies which he favored. He continually had to
t^ntend against the influence of the army and navy officials
who had direct access to the Emperor at any time, whereas

and

Mettemich to Sethmamii
73 Jfiokh,

U,

174.

Briar. 17,

1912 ^ G.P., .XX!KI, 182 f.
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Germany's ambassadors and Foreign Office secretaries could
usually present their views only through the medium of the
“civilian Chancellor.”

In the Russian Foreign Office also a change took place.
In September, 1910, Izvolski finally secured for himself the
Russian Embassy in Paris and the generous salan* attached
to it. Ever since the fiasco of his effort to open the Straits
by the Buchlau bargain and the humiliating outcome of the
Bosnian Crisis, he had been the target of Pan-Slav attacks
He was also criticized by level-headed men like
at home.
Kokovtsev and Krivoshein, the Ministers of F ance and
.Vgriculture, who felt that he had brought Ri da into a
perilous situation in antagonizing Austria ant. Germany
while the Russian army and navy were still a negligible
quantity. Izvolski would have been glad to escape this fire
of criticism at once by exchanging the Russian Foreign
Office for the Paris Embassy. But he did not like to resign
immediately after the Bosnian Crisis; this would be too
patent an evidence of his own failure or the Tsar’s displeasure. Nor had the Tsar any suitable person to put in
his place. So Izvolski remained ^linister of Foreign Affairs
for a year and a half after the Bosnian Crisis, but spent
i..-any months abroad.
During his absence in April and
May, 1909, Charyko\' was in charge at the Singer's Bridge.
When Charykov went as Ambassador to Constantinople in
June, Sazonov took his place as Izvolski’s chief assistant at
the Foreign Office.'^®
M. Sergei Dimitrijevitch Sazonov, who became Russian
Minister of Foreign Affairs upon Izvolski’s transfer to Paris
in September, 1910, was by nature of a mercurial and emotional temperament. In his youth it is said that he intended
l'>ecGming a monk, but gave it up on account of his bad
T3 On IzvoLski and his critics in Russia from March, 1909, to Sep t.,
1010, see the cleqjatches of Hintse and Pointal^ in GP.,
737
777 !T., KOlft., 855ft.,- XXVII, 521S; and Sazonov, Fatejul Yean,
1-

XXVI,
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health and entered the diplomatic service. Slim and rather
small of stature, with a nervous and abrupt manner, he
always gave an impression of being frail in body and changeable in mind. In June, 1904, he became Counsellor to the

Embassy

in London, where he remained three years and
acquired a friendly attitude toward England. In 1907, he
was transferred to the Vatican, a pleasant but
oportant
post which he filled for two years. In June, 19 [ he re-

m

turned to

Petersburg as Assistant Minister of Foreign
Affairs under lavolski. His selection to succeed Izvolski in
1910 was, therefore, not unnatural. His appointment was
recommended by Izvolski, who thought there was no one
else better fitted for the office.
In Russian domestic politics, Sazonov was conservative,
solidly in favor of the retention of old Russian institutions
and little in sympathy with the constitutional movement
brought about by the Russo-Japanese War. In foreign polHis lips trembled with
itics, he w'as an ardent patriot.
emotion as he once remarked that he could not survive a
second defeat such as Russia had suffered in her unfortunate

war with

Sc.

Japan.'^*

The German Ambassador

burg described him as

at St. Peters-

with glowing patriotism borhe talks of past events in
When
chauvinism.
dering on
injustice, his face assuffered
which he thinks Russia has
sumes an almost fanatical expression. Nevertheless, discussion with him is much easier and pleasanter than with
Izvolski, because he always observes form, remains master
of himself, and does not emphasize personal matters.”
Toward Germany Sazonov was favorably inclined per“filled

His grandmother was German and he had many
personal relations with Germany. When he talked with
Bethmann, he preferred to use German rather than French.

sonally.

G.P

Muhlbcrg, German Ambassador in Rome, to Billow June
809
Tspourtalte to Bethmann, Aug. 23, 1910; ibid., 867.

XXVI

11, 1900;
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He had much sympathy

with the large group at the

Tsai’s

who wished to see restored the old cordial relations
between Germany and Russia, who looked to Berlin rather

court

than to Paris and London, and whose shibboleth was
monarchical solidarity ratlier than constitutional democracy. To this group belonged Baron Fredericks, the venerable, influential, and universally respected Master of the
Tsar’s Household; Kokovtsev, hlinister of Finance; KriMinister of Agriculture; to a certain extent
Stolypin, the Premier; Witte, who was out of ofiSce, but
still influential; and a large number of “Baltic Germans”
who by their ability had acquired a great number of civil
and military offices in the Tsar’s empire. But Sazonov also
believed, like so many Pan-Slavs, that Bismarck had done
Russia a great injustice at the Congress of Berlin, as had

voshein.

Nevertheless, he wanted to
cooperate with Germaiiy and reestablish mutual confidence.
He therefore welcomed the visit which the Tsar was to pay

Biilow in the Bosnian Crisis.

the Kaiser at Potsdam in November, 1910.

Sazonov, like Bethmann, was sincerely desirous of peace.
But. as will appear in more detail in the next chapter, he
was very nervous at any advance of Austrian or German

which might endanger Russia’s
Bosphorus and
the Dardanelles and even of Constantinople. He was also
very sensitive to the criticism of the Pan-Slav Press. It is
true that hardly ten per cent of the Russian people could
read at all, and a still smallpr proportion paid any attention to newspapers, so that there was in Russia no general
“public opinion” in the Western sense of the word. Never-

influence in the Balkans

historic mission of acquiring control of the

theless Russian new'spapers did exercise

influence

a much

on Russian foreign policy than
'

is

stronger

usually sup-

posed, both through their criticisms of ministers at home
and through their attacks on statesmen abroad. With the
Russian Revolution of 1905, the establishment of the Duma,
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and the formation of the Entente with the two great democracies of the West, a niajority of the Russian Press had
become "liberal” in domestic matters, and strongly Anglophil and Francophil in foreign politics. It attacked Germany as the stronghold of absolutism and reaction, and as

and protector of Austrian aggressions in the
demanded that Russian Foreign Ministers
should extend protection and help to the Slavs of the Bal-

the instigator
Balkans.
It

kans in their struggle to emancipate themselves from the
Turkish and Hapsburg yoke. It had therefore been very
bitter- in condemning Izvolski’s Buchlau bargain, which had
placed Orthodox Greek Serbs under Austrian rule. It attacked Germany no less than Austria as the enemy of the
Slav cause. It was this Pan-Slav Press of which Sazonov,
timid by nature and none too secure in his official position,
was in constant fear during the next four years. It drove
him at times into a stronger support of Serbia and a sharper
antagonism to Austria and Germany than he personally
favored himself.

It partly accounts for the changeablenesa

and instability of his policies, which worried France and
England as well as Germany. Pourtales, the shrewd German Ambassador at St. Petersburg frequently noted how
Sazonov’s attitude seemed to shift, now one way and now
another, in accordance with the rise and fall of the wave
pf Pan-Slav Press criticism and the militarist influence of
the Grand Duke Nicholas and his bellicose circle. In fact,
between 1908 and 1914, there was no single topic which was
BO frequently a subject of complaint and discussion between
representatives of Germany and Russia as the malign infl.uence of the Pan-Slav and Pan-German Press in stirring up
bad blood between the two countries. After the Bosnian
Crisis, for instance,

A

“Willy” wrote to “Nicky”;

few weeks ago, when affairs threatened to become
dangerous, your wise and courageous decision secured peace
among the nations. 1 was most gratified that by my co~
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fulfil
were
able
to
your task. I
operation you
very naturally expected that you and I would win universal applause, for I ventured to think that wc have earned
the gratitude of all well-meaning people. But to my regret
and astonishment I observe that a great many blame us
Especially the press has behaved in the
both instead.
basest way against me. By some papers I am credited with
being the author of annexation and am accused amongst
other rot and nonsense of having humiliated Russia by my
proposal. Of course you know better. Yet the fact must be
taken note of that the papers mostly create public opinion.
Some of the papers err through their ignorance and lack of
correct information; they can scarcely see farther than their
nose’s length.
But more dangerous and at the same time
loathesome is that part of the press which writes what it is
paid for. The scoundrels who do such dirty work, are in no
fear of starving. They will always incite the hostility of
one nation against the other and when at last, by their
hellish devices, they have brought about the much desired
collision, they sit down and watch the fight which they or-

ganized, resting well assured that the profit will be

theirs,

no matter what the issue may be. In this way in 99 eases
out of a hundred, what is vulgarly called “public opinion"
is a mere forgery.'^®

To this the Tsar replied: “Everything you write about
the Press, as you know from our previous conversations, I
agree with completely. It is one of the curses of modern
times.”

’’’’

In his discussions with the German Ambassador at St.
Petersburg concerning the Press, Sazonov sometimes argued
that what the Russian Press said was of little or no importance ; that the German Government and the German Press
made a mistake in paying so much attention to it ; that it
represented the views only of a small group of uninfluential
Russian fanatics. But at other times the Russian Foreign
7® May

8,

1909;

GP., X3CVI, 786£.

77G.P.,

XXVI,

788 note
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Minister contradicted himself by using an exactly opposite
argument: he must do this or he could not do that,
because he had to have regard for public opinion and what
the newspapers w'ould say. His opponents might force him
from office if in the interests of the peace of Europe he made
too great concessions to Germany or failed adequately to
safeguard Russia’s national ambitions and to protect the
Balkan Slavs. When he took this line he was much nearer
the real facts of the situation. Pourtales recognized this,
and frequently urged the German Government not to make
Sazonov’s position unnecessarily difficult and embarrassing.
But it would be a mistake to think that Sazonov was
wholly innocent of all connection with the Press which he
genuinely feared. On the contrary, the Russian Foreign
Office stood in close touch -with Novoe Vremia and other
papers which were most chauvinist and critical in tone.

line of

Sazonov (or his subordinates) often furnished the information and arguments which these papers were to use against
Gemlany. He thus stirred them up to a nationalist campaign, behind which he would take refuge as a justification
of the policy wdiich he was "compelled by public opinion”
to adopt. In critical negotiations with Germany, as in the
Potsdam Agreements and the Liman von Sanders affair,
important secrets often “leaked” from the Russian Foreign
Office to the representatives of the Russian (and also of
the French and English) Press in St. Petersburg; when
matters thus got into the new'spapers, they raised questions

more difficult for both Governtoward
a reasonable compromise
ments to make concessions
of prestige which

made

it

settlement.’®
-

There were also

journalists outside Russia

the Pan-Slav cause, and

who

exercised

who wrote

in

an influence on

78 For a few of Pourtales’s more important accounts of the Russian
Press and Sazonov'a relations with it, see G.P., XXVII, 844 f., 851 ff., 885,
880ff., 9a4fif.; XXXVIII, 226 253 ff, 269, 293 ff, 300f.; XXXIX, 540-589,
passim. CJ. also Journal Intime de Alexis Souvorine, Paris, 1027
,
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Sazonov while at the same time receiving funds from the
Russian Foreign OflSce. Of these the most important was

London correspondent of the Novoe Vremk.
He had been given subsidies and the use of a summer villa
at St. Petersburg when Izvolski was Minister of Foreign

Wesselitzki, the

Affairs.

“These expenditures were not

Izvolski in 1911,

when urging

in

vain,” wrote

that his successors at

the

Russian Foreign OflSce should continue to subsidize WesAs president of the Foreign Press Association in
selitzki.’'®
London, and in his frequent visits to foreign capitals, as
well as in the materials which he contributed to the Novoe
Vremia, Wesselitzki took every oppiirtunity to sow discord

between Russia and Germany and to lighten up the bonds
between the members of the Triple Entente. Complaints
of his mischievous activities and of the articles which he
wrote under the pseudonym “Argus,’’ appear frequently in
the recently published German documents.®®
After this brief digression on Bethmann and Sazonov,
and the forces which influenced their policies, we may now
return to an account of their negotiations in 1910-1911.
Izvolski’s departure to Paris in September, 1910, left
Sazonov and the Tsar free to carry out their desire of
establishing more cordial relations with Germany. Though
the Kaiser was still suspicious and much irritated at what

he regarded as Russia’s unfriendly Anglophil attitude since
1907, Bethmann and Kiderlen were ready to meet the Russians more than half way on their visit to Potsdam in
November, 1910. Kiderlen hoped to clear up misunderstandings and so to lessen the opposition which had grown
79Ievolski to Neratov, Nov. 23, 1911; M.F.R., p. 138; Stieve, I.
For a detailed statement of the “reptile funds” distributed to Rufflisn
newspapers in 1914, with names and amounts, totalling nearly a million
nible.s, see I. I. Tobolin, “Reptilnyi Fond, 1914-1916”, in Krasnyi Arkhiv,
X, 332-338 (1925).
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90 Cf, especially GP., XXV, 442 ff.,
701; also
440, 447 ff., 601 S.
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Alliance. Neither

Germany nor Russia w'ere to be expected to modify in any
way their respective alliances. But he was ready to assure
Russia that Germany was neither bound nor inclined to
support any new Austrian ambitions in the Balkans. Nor
was Germany pursuing any political aims of her own in
the Near East; she regarded the Badgad Railway primarily
as an economic enterprise; and sht- merely wanted to see
Turkey maintained intact, in the interests of peace and
the statiis quo. There were many subjects in which Russian

and German

interests ran parallel,

and

it

would be

them confidentially but frankly, and
thus put an end to mutual recruninations and restore the
friendly contact which had been lost under Izvolski’s mandesirable to discuss

agement of Russian foreign policy.®^
These views met with a warm response from the new
Russian Minister.
Sazonov declared that the Bosnian
Crisis belonged to the past and would not influence Russian
policy in the future. Russia no longer had any expansionist
policy. Her single task was her own internal consolidation.
Russia’s agreement of 1907 aimed purely to put an end to
friction in the Middle East. If England pursued an antiGerman policy, she would not find Russia on her side.
Russia and Germany were neighbors and ought to live on
good terms.®*

As

to Persia, the

Germans again declared

that they had

no political aims in that troubled country, but wanted the
“open door” for their commerce, which was handicapped
by the Russian tariff charged upon goods in transit and by
81 Kiderlen’s

memorandum,

Oct.

30,

1910.

GP., XXVII,

832-834.

Also Bcthmann’s private letter to Aehrenthal of Nov. 14, in which the
German Chancellor frankly informed Aehrenthal of the Potsdam conversations, and especially of the fact that he had felt able to assure
Sazonov “that Austria-Hungary is not contemplating any kind of expansion
policy in the Balkans”, and that Germany had never bound herself
to support any such Austrian plans iilrid., 850).
82Bethmann to Kaiser Nov. 1, 1910; GP., XXVH, 836-897.
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Sazonov replied that the
lack of good communications.
anarchical conditions in Northern Persia made it impossi-

But if Germany
railway and telegraph projects in
the Russian sphere in Persia, Russia would withdraw all
discriminating tariffs and other obstacles to the importation of German goods into Persia. To open up the country
Russia proposed to extend her railway system from the

ble for Russia to withdraw her troops.

would withdraw from

all

Caucasus via Tabriz and Teheran to the western

frontier

and the Germans could then build a
line to connect Khanikin and the Bagdad R ilway. Bethmann understood that “Russia would no
iger lay any
obstacles in the way of the construction of the Bagdad Railof Persia at Khanikin ;

i

way

as far as

Bagdad.”

In his report to

tb

-

Tsar on

the

Potsdam meeting, Sazonov said “the question of the Bagdad
Railway w'as not raised”; though he admitted that he told
Bethmann that “if other interested Powers were to participate in this

line,

Russia could not remain empty-handed
the Khanikin-Bagdad

and would then want to have
section.”

In his audience with the Kaiser Sazonov had been impressed with the Kaiser’s irritation against England’s naval
policy, his fears of a “preventive attack,” and his hope that
the German fleet would soon have assumed proportions
which would make England afraid to incur this risk. He

had

also tried to

draw the Kaiser’s attention

to Russia, with her twenty million
arising

to the danger

IMohammedan

subjects,

from the Pan-Islam propaganda.

The Potsdam conversations were cordial and frank on
both sides. Bethmann and Sazonov each got a very favorable impression of the other. An excellent start was made
in removing suspicions and in bringing the two countries
88 Bethmann to Pourtalis, Nov. 8, 1910; GP., XXVII, 840ff.; Sag"
aov’s report to the Tsar, Nov. 4/17; 1910; Krasnyi Arkhiv, HI, 5-8; I>.N,
II, 331-334.
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back into the old paths from which they had strayed as a
Entente policy and unsuccessful
Balkan ambitions. As the substance of the conversations
had not been confirmed in writing, Bethmann drew up for
Sazonov’s approval a statement in general terms as the
basis of a reference which he wished to make on the subject
in his coming Reichstag speech. He also drafted nine paragraphs which he hoped Sazonov would sign, with such
modifications as he saw fit, as a more precise written formuresult of Izvolski’s active

Potsdam conversations.®*
But Sazonov caused difliculties. On returning home, he

lation of the

seems to have feared criticism from the Pan-Slav Press.
therefore, without consulting Germany, given an
interview to the Novoe Vremia. This paper then published an account exaggerating the points conceded by Germany and minimizing those conceded by Russia. Sazonov
explained apologetically to Pourtales that he wished to
turn aside the possible wrath of this section of the Russian
Press.*® To Pourtales he gave also his full approval of the
statement which was to be the basis of Bethmann ’s Reichstag speech.
One sentence of this hinted at a point to
which Kiderlen attached the greatest importance: “The
result of the last interview I might sum up as a renewed
assurance that both Governments will not enter into any
sort of combination which could have an aggressive tendency against the other.” ®® But neither to the Tsar, nor
to the Press, nor apparently to the Ambassadors of Prance

He had

*4 GJ.,
8«G.P.,

XXVII. 846 ff.
XXVII, 849, 855.

*6 G.P.,

xxvn,

844 {., 851

ff.

One may note an interesting difference
between Bethmann, the sincere seeker for a business-like agreement on
economic questions like commerce in Persia and the Bagdad Railway, and
Xiderlen, the more subtle politician con’cemed in the play of the system of
alliances. To Bethmann, “the only essential things in the Potsdam conversations are the Persian and the Bagdad Railway questions” (ibid., 842),
But for Xiderlen, “the assurance of Russia concerning her relation to
England is for me the alpha and omega of the whole affteement" ItbuL,
862).
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and England, did Sazonov say a word of this general politi*
by which Russia promised not to support
any policy hostile to Germany which England or PVance
might undertake. He doubtless feared it might cause irritation in London and Paris. Therefore he gave evasive or
dilatory replies to Pourtales’s efforts to get him to sign a

cal understanding

written statement, such as the nine paragraphs whicli Beth-

mann had

drafted, in

which were precisely formulated

points relating to general policy as well as the

the

specific

agreements concerning Persia and the Bagdad Railway.
He suggested that the two sets of points be dealt with in
separate documents, and finally preferred not to sign any
statement at all on general policy, assorting that the verbal
promises of ministers, and especially of the Kaiser and the
Tsar, were much more valuable than any exchange of
written notes.®^

Meanwhile Bethmann's Reichstag speech of December
10, 1910, summing up the Potsdam interview as a renewee
assurance that Germany and Russia would not enter into
any hostile combinations one against the other, had fallen
like a bomb in Paris and London,*® where Sazonov had
allowed the impression to prevail that Persia and
Bagdad Railway were the only important questions

the
dis-

The newly appointed English Ambassador in St.
Petersburg, Sir George Buchanan, now hastened to present
cussed.

the Tsar.
He emphasized England’s
earnest wish to see the Anglo-Russian understanding maintained and consolidated, and expressed his anxiety concern

his credentials to

Whereupou
ing Sazonov’s negotiations with Germany.
the Tsar, always inclined to agree with whoever had his
ear at the moment, assured Buchanan that Russia “would
conclude no arrangement with Germany without first submitting

it

G JP.,

to His Majesty’s

XXVII,

80 Buchanan,
ch.

ii.

879 ff.

My

Mismon

M

Government.”

**

GP., XXVII, 888 £f. ; XXIX, 61 f*
to 'Russia, I, 93; cj. Sazonov, Fatejvl Yssrs
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Pourtales, shrewdly suspecting that English pressure
explained Sazonov’s evasive attitude, decided it was useless
to press further for a signed statement on general policy.
He therefore accepted with apparent grace and trust

Sazonov’s suggestion that merely verbal promises suflBced
concerning general policy, and that the details of the Persian question could be left to a written agreement. Sazonov

was much relieved in his mind at

this.®®

Accordingly, in the course of the next six months, a
Russo-German agreement on the Middle East was gradually

worked

out.

The

by EngGerman in-

negotiations were delayed

land’s constant efforts to limit the entrance of

and to secure control or participation
from Bagdad down to the
Persian Gulf. There was also some recrimination over the
publication in the London Evening Times of the secret
draft treaty under discussion, the Russians and Germans
fluence into Persia,

in the section of the railway

each suspecting the other of being responsible for the
“leak.”
But the Agadir Crisis caused Germany to make
concessions and the agreement was finally signed on August

Germany disclaimed economic concessions (rail19, 1911.
ways, roads, navigation, and telegraphs) in the Russian
sphere in Persia; there were provisions for an eventual
Russian railway in Persia from Teheran to the western
border at Khanikin, and for linking this by a German
branch line to the Bagdad Railway; and most important fop
Germany Russia would no longer place obstacles in the
way of the construction of the Bagdad Railway or in the

—

participation of foreign capital.®^

The Potsdam

conversations in no

way troubled the soliGermany had kept

darity of the Triple Alliance, because
»o G.P.,

XXVII,

875-883.

(1923), 10-13; GP.. XXVII, 957 f.; for the
Siebert-Schreiner, pp. 501-576; the IzvolskiM.FR., LN., and Stieve; and Karl^
ciscxespoiideiice, passim^

tiKrasnyi Arkhiv, III

negotiations, ihid.f 905-963;

Sazonoy
efa:x.

m
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all her steps, and because
Austria had no special interests in the Middle East, But
the serenity of the Triple Entente was considerably ruffled
by Sazonov’s separate negotiations with Germany in a field

Austria promptly informed of

where England and France had very active interests. M.
Pichon, the French Minister of Foreign Affairs, was severely
criticized in the Chamber of Deputies and in the Press for
not safeguarding French interests and the solidarity of the
Entente. Prominent men like M. Hanotaux in France, and
Mr. Lloyd George in England, asked whether Sazonov’s
conduct was not leading to a dissolution of the Triple EnNo little irritation was felt in Paris and London
tente.
at Sazonov’s independent course of action and departure
from the Anglo-French standpoint that all Bagdad Railway
negotiations ought to be a quatre.^^
Tn the end, however, Russia’s withdrawal of opposition
to Germany’s cherished desire of pushing the Bagdad Railway to completion opened the way for Germany’s successful negotiations with Turkey and with England for
further mutually advantageous arrangements.
Germany
acquired docks at Alexandretta and a branch line from there
northward by which railway materials could be more easily
imported for extending construction east of the Taurus
Mountains. The Powers consented to an increase of the
Turkish tariff from 11% to 15%, which would provide
funds for paying the railway guarantees. England was
given two of the seats on the Board of Directors of the
Bagdad Railway Company, assured a dominant position in
the navigation rights and oil resources of southern Mesopotamia, and largely relieved of her fears that the Bagdad
Railway would be a German menace to the safety of India.
The negotiations for all these arrangements were protracted
82 C/. G.P., XXVII, 833, 887 ff.; XXIX, 61 ff.; Siebert-Schreiner,
pp. .527 ft.; Earle, p. 241ft.; Sasonov, p.'34f.; add Stieve and MontgelaSi
Rusulaiid und der WeltkonJIikt, p. 39 f.
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over three years, but had been successfully concluded on
June 15, 1914, two weeks before the Sarajevo assassination;
the agreements lacked only the final signatures at the
moment they were tossed to the winds by the outbreak of
the

World War.®®
The Potsdam conversations and agreements

of 1910-1911
are another indication of the fact that questions of economic
imperialism are far easier for Governments to handle suc-

than questions affecting prestige, alliances, or
armaments; in fact the former may sometimes serve as a
cessfully

convenient bridge to the

latter.

While Germany was thus on the way toward better
tions with Russia in the

rela-

summer

of 1911, her relations with
of the Triple Entente were suddenly

the two other members
made much worse by a new Morocco

THE

crisis.

AGADIR CRISIS, 1911

The Franco-German Morocco Agreement of 1909 was
up to loyally by both parties. Pichon and
Bethmann both made cordial public statements to that
effect in the fall of 1909. But gradually friction developed
again.
The Mannesmann Brothers had acquired from
Mulai Hafid certain mining rights not recognized by the
at first lived

French, which conflicted with the claims of the interna
tional “Union des Mines Marocaines.” The Franco-Ger-

man

consortium for the development of the CameroonCongo trade had finally to be given up, on account of the
protests of the French nationalists that the Germans were
getting the greater advantage, and tfie Germans wdfe then
The disorders in the country
left seriously embarrassed.
gave the -French a pretext for a ste ady ex tension of their

and military control, andJMulaTHafifLwas forced by
an ultimatum to accept a loan which brought him more

police

8 On

the Bagdad Railway negotiations between 1911 and 1914, see
71-377; XXXVII. 141-470; Eaile, pp. 2444174.

OP, XXXI,
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completely under French domination. It gradually became
clearer and clearer that with this extension of French influence the equality of economic opportunity contemplated
in the 1909 Agreement, and the idea of an independent
Sultan at the head of a well-regulated government, were
both fictions in contradiction with the actual trend of
events. Nevertheless the fictions served as a basis for
friendly relations between France and Germany for two
years.®*

The military and financial methods of the French had
not endeared them to the hloroccan chieftains. The latter
resented Mulai Hafid’s subservience to the French and the
continual encroachments upon their own national independence. The native discontent came to a head in March,
1911, after Colonel Mangin’s public execution of a couple
of Moroccan soldiers caught in the act of deserting. A revolt broke out in Fez. Alarming reports were sent out by
the French that the lives of Europeans in Fez were in
danger. On April 5, Jules Cambon, the French Ambassador
in Berlin, informed Germany that the murder of Captain
Marchand and the other disorders in Morocco would probably make it necessary for the French to occupy Rabat and
send a punitive expedition into the Shawia district as well
as a military force to rescue the Europeans in Fez. He
added that this action was only due to extreme necessity,
to preserve the sovereignty of the Sultan, and would be
exercised in accordance with the spirit of the Algeciras Act
Kiderlen, who mainly directed Germany’s policy in the
Agadir affair, replied that he understood perfectly the
anxiety of the French Government as to the fate of the
On Moroccan affairs after 1909 see French Yellow Book Afaiisa
du Maroc, V, VI; the German White Book o’ 1910, Denksehr>lt w>d
Akienstiicke iiber deuiseke Be.TQvaerkmnteresseii in Marokko: GP XXtX,
1-70; P. Albin, Le Coup d'Agadir (Paris, UH); A. Tardinu, Le Mjstere
d' Agadir

(Paris,

fParis,

IdlOl

1012)

;

J.

Caillaux, Agadir,

Mo

PoUeUffta SttArifiin
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Europeans in Fez, but that the French occupation of a
second port like Rabat, in addition to Casablanca, would be
likely to excite rather than allay the passions of the natives; it might also arouse public feeling in Germany and
look like a further step toward the elimination of the Algeciras Agreement.
He hoped that the French would delay
military occupation as long as possible, and that IMoroccan
affairs could- be satisfactorily arranged between Germany
and rVance a hint at compensations for Germany which

—

A

‘'"ambon clearly understood.®®

little later

Gambon

re-

’^fErmed that France

would respect the Act of Algeciras and
withdraw the troops as soon as order had been restored
at Fez.

Kiderlen did not give an approval nor lodge a formal probut pointed out warningly that in cases like Fez it
was easier to occupy a city than to withdraw again; and
if French troops remained in Fez, so that the Sultan reigned
only under cover of French bayonets, Germany could no
longer regard him as the independent sovereign contemplated by the Algeciras Act; this and the Agreement of 1909
would fall to the ground, and Germany would reassume
complete liberty of action.®® The Kaiser, on the other hand,
test,

when he heard the news

of massacres in Fez and the flight
Consulate, said the French
French
of Mulai Kafid into the
ought to send a large force; Germany had no reason to
hinder it, as it would divert French troops and military
expenditure from Germany’s western frontier if the French
;

infringed the Algeciras Agreement, let other Powers, like
Bn Affaires du Maroc, VI, 179 f., 185, 189 ff; Caillaux, Agadir, 257 ff.;
XXIX, 78 ff.
»8Kiderlen’s note of April 28; GJP., XXIX, 97 f.; Affaires du Maroc,
VI, 247 f. The English at first had somewhat the same feeling; Sir
Arthur Nicolson, said the Russian Ambassador in London, “did not
conceal from me the fact that the Moro.cco question is disquieting the
London C.ibinet.
The experience of all European States, beginning
with England, shows that it is easier to occupy a city than to withdraw
G.P.,

.

.

.

again” (Benckendotff to Neratov.

May

9.

1911: Siebert-Schreiner, p. 581).
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Spain, protest; the Foreign Office ought to check the clamon
that warships should be sent to Morocco.®'^

How far the French reports of disorders represented a
genuine fear that their authority and European lives were
endangered, and how far they were exaggerated as a pretext for securing a stronger grasp on the country, it is
That they had been steadily extending
difficult to say.
their political grip on Morocco, and intended eventually to
reduce it to a French protectorate, there is no doubt.
Kiderlen likened it to the spread of oil upon water.®*
When the Russian Ambassador in Paris asked M. Cruppi,
the French Minister of Foreign Affairs,

how

long the French

would remain in Fez, the Minister answered evasively.®®
Caillaux, w’ho became Prime Minister in June 1911, has
declared; “Our problem was nothing less than to regain all
the ground lost since 1905, and to repair the consequences
of the serious diplomatic check which we had suffered.”
In 1905, it will be remembered, Delcasse had been forced
from office; but Delcasse was now back in the Cabinet again,
just as the French w'ere preparing to occupy Rabat and
march to Fez. To be sure, he had only the naval portfolio,
and the Prime Alinister, Monis, had assured the German
Ambassador that, “he had taken Delcasse into his cabinet
on account of his notable work in the navy, and because his
great technical knowledge was indispensable. Delcasse has
firmly promised not to mix in foreign policy; anyway, his
views today differ from those of some years ago.”
But
it was natural that, with his restless energy and memory
of the past, Delcasse was suspected by the German Press of
having a hand in the Moroccan policy, and later events

And

•T Kaiser to Bethmann, April 22; XXIX, 89.
08G.P., XXIX, p. 169 f.
®9 Izvoiski to Neratov, May 24, 1911 ; L.N., I, 107.
too Caillaux, Agadir, g. 29.
lo^Schoen to Bethmann, March 4, 1911; GP., XXIX, 74 note.

:
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proved he had remained as determined an opponent of

He told Izvolski that “his entrance
into the Oabinet indicated the special care which would be
Germany

as ever.K*®

devoted to France’s military forces.

His

first

task

was the

and the efforts for the army would
be redoubled. Although he had no intention of overstepping his ofiSce and arousing distrust in Germany,” he was
anxious to tighten up the relations with Russia. “According to general opinion, he will inevitably influence the accreation of a strong navy,

tivity of

M.

Cruppi, as the latter

is

very

little

versed in

foreign affairs.”

Germany’s intentions were a puzzle to the French at the
and have remained something of a mystery, but they
are now clear from a long memorandum which Kiderlcn
drew up on May 3 (greatly condensed)
time,

Three years have shown that the independence

of

Mor-

occo, as contemplated in Algeciras Act, cannot be main-

tained in the face of native rebellion and imperialistic pressure from France and Spain. Sooner or later Morocco will

by these two neighbors. It is unFez can be captured by the
natives and the revolt seems to' be on th^ ebb. But tlie
French fear for its safety and are preparing to send an expedition. This they have a right to do, and one must await
the development of events. But if they march to Fez, it
inevitably be absorbed

likely that a walled city like

hardly likely that. they will withdraw; even if French
public opinion approved withdrawal, it would bo regarded
by the natives as a sign of weakness. This would lead to
is

uprisings and new French military expeditions. The
course of events shows that the provisions of the Act of
Sultan who can only
Algeciras cannot, be c arried out.
assert his authority with the aid of French bayonets can-

new

A

102 «In some of the' German papers, UelcBSse is regarded as the true
originator of French Moroccan policy” (Russian Charge d’jVffaires at
Berlin to Sazonov, April 28, 1911; Siebert-Schreiner, p. 580).
icsiavolski to Sazonov, March 3 and 14, 1911; M.F.R,, pp. 41, 43;
,

Lr.N., I, 45,

48; Stieve

I,

38, ,41.

.
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not maintain the independence whieh was the purpose of
tKe Algcci ras Act. Germany must recognize these facts and
After the
readjust. iKer policy~ln accordance with them.
French Have becnln Fez a wliilc, we shall ask in a friendly
way when they expect to withdraw. When they say that
they cannot withdraw, we shall say that we understand this
perfectly, but we cannot longer regard the Sultan as a sovereigrTmdependent ruler as provided by the Act of Algeciras;
and since this is a dead letter, the Signatory Powers regain
It will do 'no good to jirotest
th eir fr eedom of action.
^sorption
of Morocco. We must thereagainst tlie French
will
which
make the French ready to
an
object
fore secure
gi ve us compensations.
Just as the French protect their
subjects- in Fez, we can do the same for ours at Mogador
and. Agadir by peacefully stationing ships there. We can
then a-wait developments and see if the French will offer us

suit^c com pensations. If w'c get these, it will make up for
past failures and have a good effect on the coming elections
to the Rcichstag.io*

The Kaiser was persuaded to approve this policy, though

ou^t

have foreseen that the mod'os operandi waa
analogous
dangerously
to that of Biilow and Holstein in
1905. He then departed for England to attend the unveiling of a memorial to Queen Victoria. Here he was cordially
received, and got the impression that the English regarded
the French Morocco action with regret. Sir Ernest Cassel
and Prince Louis of Battenberg hinted that they hoped that
German policy would not differentiate itself from that of
England. But the Kaiser and Bethmann saw no reason for
taking the hint, because Germany had not been consulted
by England about Morocco in 1904, nor by Russia at

he

to

Reval.^®®
104 G P. XXIX, 101-108.
105 Bethmann’s memoTandum, May 23; tlnd.,
Sir Edward
p. 120 f.
Grey, however, reminded the. German Ambassador on May 22, that in
Moroccan que^ions Eingland was bound by her agreement of 1904 to
support France (ibuf., p. 119; Siebert-Schreiner, p. '583).
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outset Kiderlen’s program bade fair to work
As the Pan-German Press began to demand

compensations or the partition of Morocco, and the German
Government maintained an ominous silence as to how it
would use its freedom of action, the French began to be
worried.
judge,

‘

Izvolski reported that so far as he was able to
the Berlin Cabinet has chosen a very advantageous

and skilful position: without protesting as yet against the
French manner of action, it reserves the power of announcing at any

—in

fringed

moment that the Mgeciras Act has been
this way German diplomacy dominates

in-

the

and can, not only according to the development of
events on the spot, but also according to the general trend
of her domestic or foreign policy, suddenly render the
situation

Moroccan question more acute. ... Sir Francis Bertie is
personally convinced that Germany is only awaiting a suitable moment to declare the Act of Algeciras non-existent
and then occupy one or two ports (including Mogador) on
the Atlantic coast of IMorocco.”

A

fortnight after the

French military expedition occupied Fez, the Spanish
tfoops landed at Larache. The French in turn denounced
this action as a blow to the Algeciras Act and as endangering the international situation.^®^

By the middle of June the French intimated that they
were ready to talk of a compensation for Germany; Gambon hinted at it very guardedly on June 11, when speaking
of Morocco as a ripe fruit which must inevitably fall to
France
and Cruppi in Paris mentioned it in connection
with a Congo-Cameroon railway project, but Kiderlen regarded this as a mere bagatelle. He wanted the whole
FVench Congo!
But he did not w'ant to ask for it imtil
;

106 Izvolski to Sazonov, May 11, 1911; M.F.R., p. 88; L.N., I, 104,
98 f.
iotg.?., XXIX, 140 ff.; Affaires du Maroc, VI, 33211.
108 Gf., XXIX, 124, 177 note; Affaires du ifaroe, VI, 349f.

‘Stieve, I,

XXIX

149 ff.

1
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the apjjearance of a German ship at Agadir had frightened
the French into coming forward with a very generous offer
in return for Germany’s abandoning Morocco to them
completely.*^®

WTien therefore Gambon came to Kissingen to broach
him on June 20, Kiderlen took an atti-

the subject with

When Gambon

tude of reserve.

intimated that France

would be willing to make concessions in the Gongo, but that
there was no use talking further if Germany wanted part of
Morocco, Kiderlen agreed completely. When Gambon left
Kissingen for Paris to see how much his Government would
offer, Kiderlen’s last words were, “Bring us back something
from Paris.” *** As several days passed wdthout any French
offer being made, and as the Kaiser was about to start on
his northern cruise, Kiderlen

went

to Kiel to report on the

and get a renewal of his consent to send warships
Morocco. On June 26 Kiderlen’s laconic telegram,
“Ships granted,” indicated that he had secured the Kaiser’s
approval.
Accordingly, the gunboat Panther, returning
from southern Africa, was ordered to drop anchor at Agadir
on July
On Saturday afternoon, July 1, as the Panther steamed
into Agadir, Germany notified France and the other Powers
that German business houses, alarmed at the fermentation
among the natives caused by recent events, had asked for
protection for their life and property in southern Morocco;
the German Government had therefore sent a warship to
Agadir, which would withdraw as soon as affairs in Morocco
had cahned down.**® It was true that German firms had
petitioned the Foreign Office to protect their interests in
southern Morocco,*** but it is clear Kiderlen was using this
situation
to

110
ibid..

Zimmermann's memorandum, June

142

ff.,

177

ff.,

184

ft.;

12,

also Jiickh, II, 123

and Kiderlen’s comments;

ft.

111 Affaires du Maroc, VI, 372 ff.; GP., XXIX, 142 note.
2 G.P., XXIX, 152 f.
114 GP., XXIX, 153 note.

1

313

G.P,

XXIX,

163 ff.
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merely as a pretext. His real motive was to bring the
French to the point of making a generous offer of Congo
territory, and to emphasize to the Pow'ers that the Algeciras Act had broken down.
July 9, Cambon came again to see Kiderlen. He was
deeply depressed and disturbed at the Agadir action, of
which Germany had given no preliminary notice, whereas
France had given ample notification of her march to Fez.

On

The interview was long and difl&cult, and punctuated by
Each w'anted the other to make proposals. Finally

silences.

“Congo’^ and “Togo” were mentioned.
But
neither speaker would commit himself further, each declaring that he must get further information and instructions.^^®
This delay and diplomatic fencing drew from the
Kaiser the impatient comment
the words

After four weeks! This is a cursed comedy! Nothing
accomplished
What the devil is to be done now? This
is a sheer farce, negotiating and negotiating and never getI

any further! While we arc losing precious time, the
and the Russians are stiffening up the frightened
French and dictating to them what they at the most can
ting

British

^

condescend to allow us.^^®

Kiderlen v/as

Cambon came

now

to see

in

a very

difiBcult position.

him again on July

15,

When

and spoke only

he decided to beat about the
bush no longer. He took a map, pointed to the French
Congo, and said Germany ought to have the whole of it.
Cambon nearly fell over backward in astonishment. He
declared that no French Government could ever give up a
whole colony, but that part of it might be surrendered, if
Germany gave up Togo and some of the Cameroons. From
of insignificant compensations,

this interview Kiderlen received the impression that “to
Ajffofrc*

Jockh. II. 123 ff.

du Maroo, VI, 403 f.;

Oaillaiut, 278ff; GJ*.,

GJ.,

XXIX,

XXIX,
177 f.

173ff.;
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get a satisfactory result

strong stand.”
Kaiser, w-ho was

it

would be necessary

to take a very

The whole matter was telegraphed

to the

on his northern cruise. He was more
dissatisfied than ever, and also alarmed at Kiderlen’s attitude. He ordered positively that no steps involving threats
to France should be taken in his absence. Realizing that it
would be easier for the French Government to cede Congo
territory to Germany, if Germany gave in exchange some
small African territories of her own, he authorized Kiderlen
to proceed with Cambon on this basis.”® At the same time
Treutler, the Foreign Office Minister who accompanied the
Kaiser, telegraphed to Kiderlen: “As you know, it would
be very difficult to get His Majesty’s consent to steps which
Kiderlen was now ready
he assumes might lead to war.”
to resign, because of the Kaiser’s attitude, and because he
himself believed the way to make the French yield was to
make them feel that theb* refusal might mean war. But
Bethmann persuaded him to stay in office and continue to
negotiate on the basis indicated by the Kaiser.*-'’
It was at this moment, when the Kiderlon-Cambon negotiations seemed to be making little progress, that England
intervened.
Many weeks before the Panther went to
Agadir, Sir Edward Grey had feared that Germany meant
to seek her compensation in West Morocco and establish
the naval base on the Atlantic coast. To this England had
been resolutely opposed for years; it had been one of her
main motives for supporting France in Morocco. The
Panther seemed to confirm Grey’s fears. Therefore on July
4 he warned Germany that “a new situation has been created by the despatch of a German ship to Agadir; future
developments might affect British interests more directly
than they had hitherto been affected; and, therefore, we
11TG.P., XXIX, 184
118 TteuUer to Belluuann. July 17; GF., XXIX, 187 L
119 G.P., XXIX, 188.
12® GP., XXIX, 189 ff.; Jiickh, II. 128-134
still

ff.

-
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new arrangement which was come
Grey would have been less disturbed
in his mind if he had known that Germany’s real objective
was the Congo and not a naval base on the Atlantic coast
of Morocco. Kiderlen made a mistake in not reassuring him
on this point. But Kiderlen, Bethmann and the Kaiser
had all been bent on carrying the discussion of compensations directly with France alone,-and had intimated politely
that intervention by others was not des^d.^®^' They hoped
to get more from France if others were hot admitted to the
discussion. Grey waited for more than two weeks for Germany to make some reply to his statement of July 4 that
England wanted to be consulted in regard to any Moroccan
could not recognize any
to without us.”

Grey was
settlement; but Germany remained silent.
ready to accept a Franco-German settlement based on an
exchange of French Congo territory for German African
possessions, provided the terms of the settlement were acceptable to the French, and provided the Germans abandoned all intentions of having a foothold on the Moroccan
coast. He had welcomed the suggestion of finding a solution
in the French Congo.^-® But when Kiderlen demanded the
whole Congo, the French told Grey that the German demands were unacceptable, reminded him of England’s obligations under the Moroccan Agreement of 1904, and suggested that he take the initiative in calling another conference of the Powers to deal with the question.^**
This hint that the Franco-German direct negotiations were
likely to break down revived Grey’s fears that the Germans
would stay at Agadir. He therefore asked the German
Ambassador to come to him, and told him informally that
he understood that “there was danger that the negotiations
121 GP., XXIX, 167; Grey, I, 214. On the same day Grey told Paul
that the Moroccan question ought to be discussed a quatre ^by
IVanee, Spain, Germany, and England {Affaires du Mavoc, VI, 392 ff.)
i*» Grey. I. 223 f.
122 G.P., XXEX, 165 ff.
124 Do Selves to Paul Gambon, July 20; Affaires du Maroo, VI, 418f.
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—
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would end without success, and then the question would
come up: What is Germany doing in Agadir and its hinterland?” This was a question, he said, which involved EngSo long as there had been a prospect that
lish interests.
France and Germany might reach a settlement by exchanging colonial territory in Central Africa, he had kept aside;
but as this now seemed unlikeljq and as serious British interests were involved, he wdshed to suggest privately that it
was time for England also to be heard time for a discussion
d trois ^between France, Germany, and England. Grey
was wise in wishing to find out Germany’s real purpose and
deal with it by the usual secret diplomatic methods without
the noisy and embarrassing interference of the Press everywhere. But Metternich had no instructions to tell him that
Germany wanted compensations in the Congo and not a
naval port at Agadir. Grey therefore evidently came to the
conclusion it was time to give Germany an unmistakable
public warning, even though involving all the dangers of
newspaper excitement and questions of “prestige.” That
very same evening without giving Metternich time to get
new instructions from Berlin, Grey allowed Lloyd George to
announce to the world that England demanded that she be
consulted. In this famous Mansion House speech of July
21, Lloyd George said:

—

—

But

I

am

also

bound to say

—

this

^that I believe it is

merely of this country,
but of the world, that Britain should at all hazards maintain her prestige amongst the Great Powers of the world.
Her potent influence has many a time been in the past, and
may yet be in the future, invaluable to the cause of human
liberty.
It has more than once in the past redeemed continental nations, who are sometimes too apt to forget that
service, from overwhelming disaster, and even from national
essential in the highest interests, not

extinction.

1

would make great sacrifices to preserve peace.
would justify a disturbance of in-'

I conceive that nothing
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tornational good-will except questions of the gravest national moment.
But if a situation were to be forced upon
us in which peace could only be preserved by the surrender

and beneficent position Britain has won by cenand achievement, by allowing Britain to
be treated, where her interests were vitally affected, as if
she w'ere of no account in the Cabinet of nations, then I say
of the great

turies of heroism

emphatically that peace at that price would be a humiliation
intolerable for a great country like ours to endure.i^s

This speech caused an explosion of wrath in Germany,
where it was interpreted as a throat, and where it was felt

was interfering in lYanco-German negotiawhich were none of her business. It made all the more
effect that it was delivered, not by Grey himself, who was
regarded as being unduly anti-German, but by the Chancellor of the Exchequer who had the reputation of being
a man of peace and generally favorable to Germany. When
he spoke out in this way he was regarded as having been
selected by the Government in order to make the warning
all the more emphatic.
Both the Prime Minister and Sir
Edward Grey had been consulted, and approved Lloyd
George’s action. Winston Churchill, the Home Secretary,
was enthusiastic for it.^-® But he makes plain that he
that England
tions

knew

it

was playing dangerously with

fire.

It greatly in-

creased the already existing tension between England and
Germany growing out of the naval competition. It might

indeed have easily led to war, had not the Kaiser and
Bethmann been determined not to allow the Moroccan
It did, however, proaffair to cause a European conflict.

duce two results which ultimately contributed to a peaceful
solution of the

Moroccan

question.

It led

Germany

to

inform England at once that she had no intention of estab185 Grey, I, 216.
185 Asquith, Genesis of the War, p. 148; ChurchiV 2
217) says he did not instigate it, but welcomed it.

„

Grqy O,
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on the Atlantic coast of Morocco, which had
been Grey’s great cause of alarm. And it also caused Germany to moderate somewhat her demand on France. After
four month s of protracted and difficult negotiations, Siderlen and Gambon were able to sign the agreement of

lishing herself

November

1911.

4,

By

this

Germany

virtually acknowl-

edged that the French might establish their desired protectorate over Morocco; in return France ceded more than
100,000 square miles of the French Congo, giving the Germans two much-needed river outlets to the Congo for the
expbrt of their Cameroon products; to give the appearance

an exchange of territories and make it easier for the
French Government to justify the agreement to French
public opinion, Germany ceded to France the “duck’s bill,”
a small tract of valueless Cameroon territory east of Lake
Chad. That the agreement represented a tolerably equitable compromise is evidenced by the fact that it met bitter
criticism and opposition from the nationahsts and colonial
enthusiasts in both countries.^®'^
As betwe en England and Germany, the Agadir Crisis
not only increased the friction between the two governments at the time, but it seems to have deepened Grey’s
suspicions of Germany’s warlike inclinations. This is evident Tfbih'his observations on the subject in his memoirs,^®*
where he implies (quite contrary to facts) that "the Agadir
Crisis was intended to end either in the diplomatic humiliation of France or in war;” and adds:
“The militarists in
Germany were bitterly disappointed over Agadir, and when
the next crisis came we found them with the reins in their
hands.”
His feeling at the time was significantly expressed in his statement to the Russian Ambassador in
London: "In the event of a war between Germany and
127 On these later negotiations and the Moroccan Convention of
November 4, 1911, see Gf.. XXIX, 293-454; ASaire* du Maroc, VI.
of

423-635;

and DJL

Grey,

I,

3me

210-239

S4iie, I, paatim, especially

Grey,

No.

I, 231,

160.

233.
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TYance, England would have to participate. If this war
should involve Russia [the Ambassador had just assured
him that it would], Austria would be dragged in too, for,

although she has not the slightest desire to interfere in this
matter, she will be compelled by force of circumstances to

There is no doubt that in such an event the situation
in Albania will become aggravated. Consequently, it would
no longer be a duel between Prance and Germany ^it would
Grey added, however, that he did
be a general war.”
not believe Emperor William wanted war. Two weeks
earlier the Russian Ambassador had reported:
“There is
no use concealing the fact one step further, and -a war
between England and Germany would have brojcen out as
a result of the Franco-German dispute, although independo

so.

—

—

dent of

it.”

Between England and France the Agadir Crisis, like the
Morocco Crisis of 1905, led to a tightening of the "bonds
between the two. France was grateful for Lloyd George’s
speech, and for the indications that England would not only
give her the diplomatic support promised in the agreement
of 1904, but also the military support contemplated in the
military and naval “conversations” which had been going

on between the two countries since 1906. On July 20, after
demand for the whole Congo and the day before
Lloyd George’s Mansion House speech, there took place at
the French Ministry of War a Conference between General
Wilson, the Head of the Department for Military Operations of the English General Staff, and General Dubad, the
French Chief of Staff. It was “to determine the new conditions for the participation of an English army in the operations of the French armies in the North-East in case of a
war with Germany.”
The protocol of the Conference
Kiderlen’s

ISO Benekendorff to Neratov, August 16, 1911; Siebert^chreiner, p. 598.
French General Staff History, Lea Armiea Fnmsaiaea done la Grande

Guerre (Paris, 1925),

I, 49.
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took care, as usual, to state that these “conversations, devoid of all official character, cannot bind either Government
in any way,” and aimed merely “to foresee the indispensable
preparatory measures.” But six weeks later. General Dubail
stated to the Russians, as if there were no doubt in the
matter, that the French army was ready to take the offensive against Germany “with the aid of the English army on
its left wing.”
Russia, having just established more friendly relations
with Germany as a result of the Potsdam agreements, did
not wish to endanger these by too active a support of France
in the Agadir affair. At the beginning, when requested by
her ally to make representations at Berlin, Russia had done
so in a perfunctory way, but without exerting any real
pressure.^^* Later during the long Franco-German negotiations for a Congo-Cameroon exchange of territories, Izvolski himself says he worked “with all his strength” to moderate the French and urged them to yield to many of the
German demands.^®* This is confirmed by Caillaux,‘^®
and by the French Ambassador in Russia, IM. Georges Louis,
who reported that Russia would honor her signature on
the alliance, but that Russian public opinion would hardly
understand a Franco-Russian war occasioned by a colonial
question like Morocco. And when M. Louis pointed out
to the Tsar that Morocco was as much of a vital interest
to France, as the Caucasus and the control of the Black
Sea to Russia, Nicholas II replied: “Keep in view the
avoidance of a conflict. You know our preparations are
Russia did not at this time want to be
not complete.”
'

132 Protocol of the Franco-Russian Military Conference of August
M.F.R., p. 698; L.N., II, 421.
133G.P., XXIX, 112, 117, 158f., 168ff.
]34lzvolski to Neratov, Sept. 14. 1911; M.F.R., p. 114; L.N., I, 132f.;

31, 1911;

Btieve,

I,

146.

i3SCaillaux, Agadir, p. 142 &.
136 Louis to De Selves, Sept. 7, 1911;
however, Poincare, I, 294 S.

Jude^ George* Louis,

156

f.;
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drawn into a war over Morocco any more than France
had
wished hitherto to be drawn in over Balkan questions.
Russia needed to build up her army and navy much further
before risking a European War. But the very fact
of this
lukewarm support by Russia of French colonial interests,
and by France of Russia s Balkan ambitions, became an
added spur to Izvolski to tighten up the Franco-Russian
Alliance after 1911. And in this he was soon aided by M.
Poincare,

who became

Minister of Foreign Affairs in France

early in 1912.

Another effect of the Agadir Crisis and the consequent
strengthening of the French grip on Morocco and the Western Mediterranean was Italy’s decision that the time had

come

for her to seize Tripoli.

This so weakened Turkey

that Serbia and Bulgaria hastened to take steps toward
the formation of a Balkan League, with Russia’s assistance,
which led to the Balkan Wars. These in turn further

embittered the relations between Serbia and Austria, and
so contributed to one of the

main causes

THE HALDANE

of the

World War.

MISSION, 1912

In 1908, as has been indicated above, Tirpitz had secured
the adoption by the Reichstag of a nai'al program providing for the construction of four capital ships annually from

190^to 1911, and for tw'o annually from 1912
nie English had become greatly alarmed, both
actual safety

German

and

relations.

to 1917.
for their

for the disastrous effect

upon Anglo-

made

efforts to call

They had

therefore

a halt, or come to some understanding, but these had failed
owing to the Kaiser’s decisive opposition, culminating in
his interview with Sir Charles Hardinge at Cronberg in
August, 1908.

During the following months English alarm steadily,
and frightened imaginations pictured a German*,
invasion of England. Further antagonism between the two *
increased,

j1
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was caused by the unfortunate Daily Telegraph)
The Kaiser had allowed an English friend to suirJ

countries
affau*.

marize a confidential talk in which the Kaiser refuted the
idea that he was hostile to England. The English were
“mad, mad as March hares,” he had said, to suspect the
German navy, which was simply to protect German commerce and not to attack England. The Kaiser was the
friend of England.
He wished to restrain the German
people, whose prevailing sentiment was not friendly toi
England. But the English suspicions and Press attacks!
made his task of preserving peace difficult, .hs proof of:
his friendly attitude in the past, he recalled that during
the Boer War he had refused to join France and Russia in
putting pressure on England in favor of the Boers; on the
contrary, he had even sent Queen Victoria a plan of campaign for use against the Boers. The Kaiser sent the manuscript of this summary to Biilow at his summer home at

Nordeney on the shore
out studying

it,

and comment.

sent

it

of the

North Sea, and

Biilow, with-

to the Foreign Office for c.xamination

But here an

supposing tliat it had
received Billow’s approval, allowed it to go out, and it was
published in the London Daily Telegraph on October 28,
1908 .“'^
The Kaiser had hoped the article would disarm England’s suspicions and improve the relations between the two
countries.

It

had

official,

precisely the opposite effect.

It

caused

a storm of newspaper attacks on both sides of the North;
many of which were directed against himself personally. The English doubted his sincerity; they ridiculed and^
Sea,

resented the idea that any advice of his had helped them;
win the Boer War; but they noted as ominous his admission

that the prevailing sentiment in

unfriendly’

137 Reprinted in G.P., XXIV, 170-174; for the details of this incredand the storm which -the article raiaed in both Germany
England, see ibid., pp. 167-210.

ible mistake

and

Germany was
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In Germany, the Liberals and Socialists pro-f
and the dangers

tested bitterly against his ill-considered act
of his personal rule.

withdrew

Biilow tendered his resignation, but

after the Kaiser promised in the future not'
to talk politics witliout his Chancellor’s advice. But in the
it

great Reichstag debate growing out of this affair, the Kaiser
felt

that Billow

ditl

not adequately defend his sovereign’s

He no

longer regarded his Chancellor with the
same favor and confidence.
position.

Count Mettcrnich, the German Ambassador

in Englan-^’

was greatly distressed at seeing the two countries drifting
into mutual misunderstandings and recriminations w'hich'
one day might lead to war. English public opinion was
demanding that the Cabinet should assure the “Two Power
S tand ard’’ (that the English navy should be as strong as
th e com bined navies of any other two Powers), and that if
Germany built four Dreadnoughts annually, England should
build eight. Lord Roberts began to tour the country trying
to arous'e England to the creation of a huge army and the
adoption of the continental system of universal military
service,

naming Germany

as the

enemy

of the future.

A

year ago, reported IMetternich, these speeches would have
been regarded as so exaggerated that they would have made

no impression today they are taken more seriously. The
fundamental cause of all this alarm and agitation, Metter;

nich believed, was the lapid increase of the

German navy.

therefore suggested the desirability of slowing down
Germany’s program of construction from four to three shipS:

He

annually,

and

of trying to

come

to

some understanding

with'

England.^®*

Biilow personally was in favor of the suggestion. To
facilitate an understanding wdth England he hastened to

make the Morocco settlement
14. 20:

Mettemich to Bulow, Nov.
GP.. XXVIII, 23-76.

of

22, 27;

1909, which he
Dec.

11, 20, 29, 190S;

hoped
Jan.

!•
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would remove one of the
trust.

He

political causes of England’s disMetternich’s
despatches to Tirpitz for comsent

ment.

But the Admiral disagreed fundamentally with the wise
Ambassador’s diagnosis of the English situation- Tirpitz
received part of his information about England from the
German naval attaches, whose reports often sound like au
echo of their master’s voice and wishes. Tirpitz insisted
that the fundamental cause of British alarm and agitation
was not the German navy, but German industrial and
commercial competition. The British were now getting
accustomed to the idea of a respectable German navy, but
what troubled them

w'as the fact that

Germany,

like Hol-

land in the seventeenth century, was everywhere taking
their trade

good to

and capturing

slow’

down

their markets.

would do

It

the naval program; and, anyway,

Little

it

was

by law and could not be altered. To alter it as a
result of the English clamor would be an intolerable humiliation for Germany and encourage the navy propaganda

fixed

in

England.

Therefore

Germany ought

to go alioad with

and trust to passing safely
through the “danger zone” without a British attack. He
also rejected Biilow’s suggestion that it would be wiser to
spend more money on naval defense coast fortifications,
torpedo-boats, and submarines to w’hich England would
have no objection, rather than on so many Dreadnoughts,
which Metternich believed were the main .sources of irritation and alarm in Loi^don. He finally threatened to resign,
the creation of the “risk navy,’’

—

if

—

Billow insisted.^®®

So Biilow, weakened in favor with the Kaiser after the
Daily Telegraph affair, gave way before Tirpitz, and virtually abandoned Metternich’s suggestion for the time being.
He let slip the opportunity of taking the initiative afforded
by King Edward VII’s visit to Berlin in February/1909,~

\

Tirpitz toiBUlow,

JoVi,

1909;

GP., 3bCVIII,

61-66.
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the question of naval

competition.

As Metternich had
tinued,

and under

its

forecast, the British agitation con-

influence Mr.

McKenna,

First

Lord

/

of the Admiralty, proposed that for three years England
should lay down six Dreadnoughts a year against Germany’s
four,

A considerable

ment thought that

number

in the Cabinet and in Parlia-

four British ships would

still

be enough

to maintain

a safe margin of British superiority. To overcome their objections and carry his bill, Mr. McKenna
exaggerated the rate of speed at which the German ships
were being completed. He alleged that Germany was exceeding the “normal rate” by secretly assembling materials
beforehand, so that .she might have 13 completed as early
as 1911, instead of in 1912, as contemplated in the German
navy law and as Metternich had expressly assured Grey
beforehand was the actual intention.”® Thus, Germany
might have 13 Drea dnoughts to England’s 1(1 in lOll.jirjd
an even more dangerou.s proportion in the following year.s.

These statements of the First Lord of the Admiralty
crystallized the general feeling of uneasiness into a
class

“navy

scare.”

The

public believed that

trying to steal a march on England, and

now clamored

eight ships, instead of the six wdiich Mr.

asked

for.

“We want

eight and

first-

Germany was

wc won’t

for

McKenna had
wait," was the

popular cry. In the end, eight were voted, four at orice,
and four contingent upon Germany’s continuing to hu.dd
according to her program.

The effect on Anglo-German relations was deplorable.
The Kaiser boiled with indignation at McKenria’.s lif^,'
'

and blamed Metternich for letting the wwd he pulled over
his eyes and for not taking a stiffer tone to Grey.”* He was
particularly displea.sed that Metternich ha/1 given the EngMetternich to Bulow, Mar.
'*1 Cl. Kaiser’s coinmcnts,

3, 10. 17.

1009; OJ*., XJCViJi,
09. 108, lOS, 113, 133,

0 J*., XXVIII,

.
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understand that Germany did not intend further to
“a colossal personal
concession, given right out of hand without getting the
slightest thing from England in return, except untold lies,

lish to

increase her progi’am in the future

slanders, suspicions,

and

—

incivilities.”

^

Although Mr. McKenna later admitted his statements
have been incorrect,
they had done their damage in
further increasing Anglo-German antagonism. In view of
to

the offer implied in the English plan for four contingent
ships, Biilow called a special meeting which was attended

Bethmann,' Moltke, and Metternich who came
But the conditions demanded by
over from London.
Tirpitz and the Kaiser were such that there was no prospect
of success in opening a negotiation.*^*
Three weeks later
Biilow was defeated in the Reichstag on his finance bill
and resigned. Shortly afterwards the British voted to lay

by

Tirpitz,

down

the keels of the four contingent ships.
In this domestic conflict between Metternich and Biilow'
on one side, and Tirpitz and the Kaiser on the other, there
is no doubt that wisdom lay with the former.
Though it is
true, as Tirpitz maintained, that commercial and industrial
competition caused Anglo-German antagonism, it is much
more true, as Metternich believed, that the naval question
was the fundamental cause, and that the British were
determined, cost what it might, to maintain the naval
superiority which was vital for their commerce and for the
very existence of the Empire. Metternich was quite right
when he observed: “The services of Tirpitz in the develop-!
ment of our navy are unquestioned and great. But it is
again evident that military, technical, and organizing ability
are not necessarily united with correct political judgment.

His judgment in regard to England
Kaiser to Bulow, April 3, 1909; G.P.,
1<3G.P., XXVIII. 391-395.
Proctoco.i of meeting, June 3. 1909;

is in

Gf

256 ff.

such contradiction

XXVIII,
.,

145.

XXVTII,

168ff.; c/.

above
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actual facts, that it almost seems as

his eyes to

if

he closed

them.”

Bethmann -Hollweg, .who succeeded Biilow as ^anaj^ed with Metternich as to the n^d for coming

cellor,

a naval agreement with England. He believed that Germany could not be expected to have her 1908 program
modified by a formal Reichstag amendment, but she might
“ret^d the rate” of construction, by laying down less than
the authorized four Dreadnoughts annually; he hoped th at
in re.turn England might make concessions in regard_tp
coFonial questions and the Bagdad Railway and perhaps
give some kind of neutrality promise. With this in view
he opened negotiations with the British Ambassador, Sii
Edward Goschen, in August, 1909, but they came to nothjjjg_i48
jjj
course of the next two years he took up this
idea several times, as well as various minor proposals to
mitigate naval rivalry and suspicions, such as a mutual
to

navy yards and exchange of information by naval
But he had no success.^’^ Finally, in the fall of
1911, after the heat of the Agadir Crisis had somewhat
cooled down, the idea was taken in hand more definitely
by two business men.
41bert Ballin, the head of the Hamburg- American
believed that the rapid building of the German navy wm
the main cause of Anglo-German antagonism and .might

visiting of

attaches.

s

ome dayliad
more

a far

to war.

He

threat to

seriou s

considered this naval rivalry

peace of Europe than the,
was also on intimat e and very

the

Franco-Russian alliance. He
friendly terms with Tirpitz and the Kaiser, as weU as with
Bethmanm He was^w^re tfiit the G erman Gpxernmenfc,

new n aw law

intended to lay a
t

he

1912'

spring
146

1910 (Grey,

XXVIII,
XXVIII,
I,

201-278.
281-423;

244-247).

R eichstag

in.,

and he wished to bring about some _

Mettemicb to Bulow, Nov.
G.P.,
G.P.,

before the

of.

27, 1908; G.P.,

XXVIII,

Grey to Goschen,

May

19.

^

6 and Oct.

%
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understanding with England before this made matters^
worse. His friend, Sir Ernest Casseh was a rich and influj
Born in Germany, Cassel haq
ential London banker.
emigrated to England as a boy, and had at heart the interj
ests of the land of his birth no less than of his adopted
'country. Like Ballin in Germany, he enjoyed in EnglanJj

a social and political position of great influence without
holding any office in the Government. He had become ai^
Intimate friend of Edward VII, both as his banker ancf
He carried great weight among English'
political adviser.
business men in^the “City,” as well as in English political
Ever since July, 1909, Ballin and Cassel had been
circles.
consulting together how to bring about an understanding
betw een Ger man y and England.”®
In the winter of
1911-12, while the Berlin

and London Toreign

Offices were

discussing possible colonial agre^ents,*'*® and the English

were becoming worried over rumors of an imminent new
CCTihan Navy Law,*®® Ballin saw Cassel, who thereupon got
into touch with Sir Edward Grey. This paved the way for
On January 29, 1912, Cassel came
fhe" Haldane iMission.
t o Berli n" with a memorandum*^* which had been approved by Sir Edward Grey, Winston Churchill, and Lloyd
148 G.P.,

148G.P.,

XXVHI, 205(1.; Huldermann,
XXXI, 71-94.
XXVHI, 3-07.

Albert Ballin, 210

ff.

100 G.P.,
161 The full details of the Haldane Mission can now be followed in
GJ., XXXI, 95-2S1; Tirpitz, Erinneningen, p. 185 ff.; Drr Aujbau der
deutschen Weltmacht, pp. 197-338 (including many document.^ most of
which were later published in GJ*.); “Warum kam eine Flottenverstandigung mit England nicht zur Stande?”, in Suddeutsche Monatshcjlc,
Jafargang (Nov., 1925), pp. 95-155, including polemical articles by Fritz
Kem, Hans Hollm'ann and others, for and against the Tirpitz publication of documents; Bethmann-Hollweg, Belrachtungen, I, 48 ff.; Huldermann, Albert Ballin, pp. 235-270; E. Jackh, KiderlevAVdchter, II, 155 ff.;
Siebert-Schreiner, pp. 613-639; Haldane, Before the War, pp. 55-72;
Churchill, The World Crisis, 1011 -1914 , PP- 94-115; Asquith, Genesis of
the War, 153-160; Grey, I, 240-248; Poincare, I, 163-188. The subject i*
excellently summarized by B. E. Schmitt, in an article in The Crusades

and Other Historical Essays presented
pp. 245-288.

to

Dana C.

Afuturo (N. Y., 1928),
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to serve as a basis for/

openi ng official neg otiatioiisramlTan as toUowsi"

Fundament.'ll. Naval superiorTtj^ recognized as cs-/
Great Britain. Present German naval progran/

sential to

and expenditure not to be increased, but if possible retarded
and reduced.
2. JEngland sincerely desires not to interfere with GermanL-Colonial expansion.
.

To

effect to this she is

pr^

pared forthwith to discuss whatever the German aspirations
in that direction maj’' be.

that there

is

England

will be glad to

field or special points

a

know

where she can help

Germany.
3.

Proposals for reciprocal assurances debarring either

power from joining in .aggrc.ssive designs or combinations
against the other would be welcome.^''Sir

man

Ernest Cassel showed

this

memorandum

to the Ger-

who replied in writing that he welcomed
taken by the British Government, and was in full
accord with the memorandum, except that the new 1912
Gherman naval estimates had already been arranged. He
added that he and the Kaiser would be greatly pleased if

’

Chancellor,

this step

Sir

Edward Grey would

visit Berlin, as the

most

effectual

way of bringing the negotiations rapidly forw’ard. He also
gave Cassel a sketch of the proposed new Supplementary

Navy Law, which indicated the creation of a third and new
Naval Squadron to be formed from five existing reserve
ships atid three new ships; these three new ships, to be con-,
s^cted during the next six years represented an augmenprogram by three capital ships; that is,
by the 1908 program two capital ships were to bef
laid down annually between 1912 and 1917, by the new*
^oposaKEhree ships would be laid down in 1912, 1914, and
19ie,m Cassel returned with this, and replied on Grey’s
behalf that if the German naval expenditure could be so
1®* G.P., TnnrT, 93
les GJ XXXI. 99 note.
tation of the 1908

.

.,

;
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arranged,

by a modification

of the

German

rale of construc-

tion or otherwise, as to render unnecessary

increase of British naval expenditure,

‘'

British

any serious
Government

will be prepared at once to pursue negotiations, on the

understanding that the point of naval expenditure is open
to discussion and that there is a fair prospect of settling
If this understanding was acceptable, a
it favorably.”
British Minister would come to Berlin, Bethmann replied
that it w'as acceptable, provided England gave adequate
guarantees of a friendly orientation of her general policy,
“The agreement would have to give expression to a statement that both Powers agreed to participate in no plans,
combinations or warlike engagements directed against
either Power.”
Sir

Edward Grey himself was unwilling

to accept thei

His reasons, according to hiS
memoirs of a dozen years later, w'ere his fears that “the

cordial invitation to Berlin.

visit

^
•

might arouse suspicion and distrust at

Paris’’;

thafe

the whole plan might be “one of those petty unofficial)
manoeuvres that could be avow'ed or disavowed at Berlin'
as best might suit German convenience”; and that he “had

no great hope that anything would come

of it.”

Probably

at the time his strongest motives were his deep distrust of

Germany, and

his fear of alarming

France and so weaken-

He

decided not to go to Berlin himself,
but arranged that Lord Haldane, the Minister of War,
should go in his place. He desired that. Haldane’s visit
“should be private and informal, so that, if nothing came
ing the Entente.

of

it,

there should be

no sensation and

little

disappointment

to the public.” ^5^(^In 1910, when Bethmann was trying to
'secure ah underst anding with Eng lan d. Grey had writteg
.

to the British

Ambassador

in Berlin:

“The mutual

164 Cassel to Balliu, Feb. 3, 1912; Churchill, p. 98; GP.,
166 GP., XXXI, 103 f.
16 T Grey, I, 242f.

i5«Grey,

I,

241ff.

arrest
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or decrease of naval expenditure is the test of whether an
imderstanding is worth anything,” and that in Bethmahri’s
overtures “the naval question was not sufficiently prom-f

He

apparently did not think that there was any'
German naval reduction in 1912. He
seems to have been convinced that the Kaiser had taken
the initiative,
and then, if he had gone to Berlin and the

ment^'

better chance of

negotiations

h^d come

to nothing, the

German Government

would have tried to put the blame upon him. Grey. But
above all. Grey was determined not to endanger in the.
sli^test degree the Entente with France. He had been
told by Winston Churchill that the Admiralty was contemplating bringing home the Mediterranean ships, in order
to meet the new Third Squadron which Tirpitz wanted;
and that this meant relying on France in the Mediterranean
(as was later actually arranged), so that certainly no change
in the Entente would be possible, even if Grey desired it.*®“
To allay. French fears Grey at once informed the French
Ambassador of the projected negotiations and assured him
that he would do nothing with Germany that would tie
iusjiands.^®*
His_staternent to Paul Cambpn show..s..wbAt.,
a_restricted conception he had of the Haldane Mission:
Haidane was "to find out whether Germany’s recent Overwas serious or not. He was also to attempt to gather

by

information about the Bagdad Railway. But there is no
question of entering upon negotia.tions. We desire only to
Grey to Goschen, May 5, 1910; Grey, I, 245.
Groy gave Paul Gambon the impression that tho initiative had
not come from England but from the Kaiser (Poincar^, I, 165, 168), and
Churchill said the same to the German naval attache, (GP., XXXI,
104).
But the Kaiser denied this at once in a marginal note, saying
that he knew nothing of the proposal until Sir Ernest Gassel came
to him with Grey’s offer {ibid., p. 122). The fact seems to be that the
initiative came from Baffin and Cassel, and that only after the latter had
188
169

talked with Grey, did the Kaiser suggest that the best
the negotiations would be for Grey to come to Berlin.
160 Jan. 31, 1912; Churchill,
l«i Grey, I, .242.

way

to facilitate
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],^m the

German Government and

intentions of the

plans for a naval program.”

inquire about

its

attitude on Sir

Edward Grey’s part

Haldane hlission

Two

other

to

This

!

j

in itself foredoomed the

|

to failure.

circumstances were hardly

On February

calculated to

the day of Lord Haldane’s
arrival in Berlin, the Kaiser in his speech at the opening
of the Reichstag had announced in genei al terms that projfacilitate

it.

ects for the increase of the

duced later in the
immediately replied
acterizing the

Navy
the

army and navy would be

session.
in

To

German Navy
.

.

.

this

Winston

intro-

Churchill

a defiant speech at Glasgow, charas a “luxury”; “The British

German Navy

to us a necessity and,

is

luxury.

7,

We

from some points

of view,

them more in the nature of a
make it clear that other naval.
overtaking us by additional efforts, will
is

to

shall

Powers, instead of
only be more outdistanced in consequence of the measures
which we ourselves shall take.” The speech offended Mr.

John Morley and some of the other more pacific members
of the British Cabinet, who sincerely hoped for an understanding wdth Bethmann, and it created no littlp indignation
in Germany.^®^

'“Tn

spite of these inauspicious circumstances

was most

Lord Hal-

and aroused
considerable optimism, both in his own mind and especially
in that of the Kaiser.
His first interview on February
8 was with Bethmann at the British Embassy. He got the
impression, which he always retained, that the Chancellor
was as sincerely desirous of avoiding war as he was himself.
Next day he lunched with Tirpitz and the Kaiser, and had
a long and friendly discussion. He emphasized England's
dane’s reception at Berlin

cordial

162 Poincare, I, 166. Haldane himself while in Berlin, also made a
pojnt of visiting the French Embassy and informing Jules Gambon that,
ei'en if a naval accord were reached, it would respect the existing ratio
and not disturb the Entente (Poincare, I. 167; G.P., XXXI, 126).
IBS Cj. Churchill. 99-101 ; and GJP., XXXI,' 55, 62, 126.

.
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onm .

He

admitted that Germany was free to build as she pleased,
but so was England, and England would probably lay down
two keels to every one which Germany added to her program. After a long discussion between him and Tirpitz
about the Two Power Standard and naval ratios, in regard
to which they could find no mutually satisfactory basis, the
Kaiser proposed that it would be better ..to avoi d fnr t.hp.
moment discussing shipbuilding programs; instead of attempting to define ratios between the two navies, it would
be better to have the agreement deal with the pohticai
question of general policy and colonial matters; after this
was concluded and published, the Kaiser would have Tirpitz

the Reichstag that the

new

political

agreement

wilii

England had entirely altered the situation, and the t.hrep!
extra ships which the new navy law proposed to lay down
in 1912, 1914, and 1916, would not be asked for until 1913,
1916, and 1919. Haldane tactfully assented to his suggestion and it was agreed that next day he should try to work
out with Bethmann some formula of political agreement.^®*
In a long final interview on February 10, 1912, Bethmann
proposed the following formula for a political agreement:
I.
The High Contracting Powers assure each other
mutually of their desire for peace and friendship.
II. They will not, either of them, make any combination, or join in any combination, which is directed against
the other. They expressly declare that they are not bound

by any such combination.
III. If either of the High Contracting Parties becomes
entangled in a war with one or more other Powers, the other
of the High Contracting Parties will at least observe toward
Kaiser to Bethmann, Feb. 9; and Tirpits’s memorandum; G.P.,
112B.; '225B.; Haldane, Before the War, p. 575.; Bethmann,.
,
Betrachtungen, I, fiOff.; Tirpits, Memows, I, 218ff.

XXXI,

;
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the Power so entangled a benevolent neutrality, and use
utmost endeavor for the localisation of the conflict.
IV.

The duty

of neutrality

which

arises

from the

its

pre-

ceding Article has no application in so far as it may not be
reconcilable with existing agreements which the High Contracting

Powers have already made.

agreements which

make

it

The making

of

new

impossible for either of the Con-

tracting Parties to observe neutrality toward the other be-

yond what

is provided by the preceding limitation is excluded in conformity with the provision contained in Article

11.166

Haldane objected to Article III as being too wide-reach
ing. It would preclude England from coming to the assis|
tance of Prance should Germany attack her and aim a

j

getting possession of such ports as Dunkirk, Calais an(

This England could never tolerate, because i
was essential to her island security that these ports shouk
remain in the friendly hand of IVance. Suppose, he said
that England were to attack Denmark, to seize a naval sta^
tion, or for some other object disagreeable to Germany!
Germany must have a free hand. Similarly, if Germany
fell upon France' “with her tremendous army corps,” Eng-j
land could not bind herself to remain neutral. Furthermore,
such a formula might also hamper England in discharging
Boulogne.

|

her existing treaty obligations to Belgium, Portugal andi

Lord Haldane therefore proposed to modify
and III so that they would read

Japan.
II

II. They will not
make any unprovoked

either of

Articles

them make or prepare

to

attack upon the other, or join in any
combination or design against the other for purposes of ag-

become party to any plan or naval or military
any other power
directed to such an end.
185 Haldane, p. 64; G.P., XXXI, 116 ff. Kiderlen was not present at
gression, or

enterprise alone or in combination with

any of the conversations with Haldane, but he assisted Betiunsiin
drawing up this formula.

in
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High Contracting Parties becomes
entangled in a war with one or more other powers, in which
it cannot be said to be the aggressor, the other of the High
III.

If either of the

Contracting Parties will at least observe towards the power
so entangled a benevolent neutrality and use its utmost en-

deavor for the localisation of the

conflict.^®®

In his eagerness to secure an agreement Bethmann

bit

at tHis bait^withput committing himself to accept it^ Later,
h ow ever, Germany argued, and with good reason, that the
wrds "unprovoked” and “aggressor” were too uncertain in
mterpreta^on. In the complex situations which leaded
war, it

is

aggressor.

airways difficult to tell which side

To make

is

TealTyThe

neutrality dependent on this iTncef-

tainty of interpretation would be fobbing the agreement
of all its value. Suppose Germany were drawn into a war
v^h‘ Russia and France,. England’s neutrality_jEfiuld._tiLfin..
(^end on whe.ther or nQ.t_she_ judged that Germany had

“provoked” the war.

On colonial questions it was much easier for Haldane
and Bethmann to conie to a tentative agreement, which,
however, was not to be regarded as binding upon either. In
disposing of the Portuguese colonies Germany was to get
Angola, and England Timor. Germany might buy the
Belgian Congo, in return for giving a right of way to a
Cape-to-Cairo Railway. England would cede Zanzibar and
Pemba, in return for a satisfactory arrangement concerning
the Bagdad Railway, such as 51^ control of the section

from Bagdad

to

Basra near the Persian Gulf.^*^

In regard to naval rivalry, Haldane agreed that the new';
Navy Law, having been publicly announced by the Kaiser^'
would have to be brought before the Reichstag, but he
doubted very much whether the British Cabinet would
regard as satisfactory the slight postponement in construc-

XXXI,

118 f.

GP, XXXI.

Jl»f

»««G.P.,

Italics are

by

the present author.
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tion which the Kaiser

had mentioned the day

before.

Eng-

land would be compelled to take counter-measures, and
English public opinion would not be likely to sanction any
“political agreement” between the countries at a moment
when both were increasing naval expenditures.
After all these points had been noted down for further/
discussion

by the London and Berlin Governments,

Haldane returned

Lord'

to England, carrying in his pocket the!

draft of the proposed

confidentially given to

German Navy Law. This had been
him by the Kaiser, with permission

i

to show it privately to his colleagues, although its contents
was still unknown to the Reichstag and the German public.
As it was a bulky document requiring technical knowledge,
Haldane had not attempted to study it in Berlin. When
he handed it over to Winston Churchill and the Admiralty
for examination, they believed that it would entail very

serious naval expenditures on the part of both England

and Germany. The British therefore drew up and forwarded to Berlin a memorandum calling attention not
merely to the three new capital ships contemplated, but to
the great increase in personnel and expenditure by which
Germany was proposing to provide for her new Third
Squadron. To meet it England would have to lay down
two keels to one for every capital ship added to the German
Navy above the existing law; and she would make a further
concentration of the Fleet in

Home

Waters,

all

involving

£18,500,000 spread over the next six years. Public opinion
would hardly regard these serious measures and counter-

measures as appropriate to the coincident reestablishment
of cordial relations.*®*
In other words, as Metternich
bluntly reported, the "political agreement” was in daiigeo
of being shipw'recked on the Navy Law. To save the formeri
Germany ‘must abandon or greatly modify the latter. In
fact Grey told him flatly a few days l^ter that ft would be
i«8G.P.. XXXI. 134/

i
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impossible to sign any political agreement at the moment
when both countries were making increased naval expenditures, because public opinion would regard this as inconsistent.*®®.

At Berlin this memorandum made a bad impression.
Grey seemed to have damped all hopes of an understanding. He had abandoned the basis of discussion agreed to
by Haldane at Berlin, shifting it away from the neutrality
agreement, and giving priority to a criticism of the Navy
Law and naval details, some of which (like the question of
increase of personnel) had not been mentioned at all by
Haldane. Even in colonial matters Grey seemed to be
withdrawing what he had held out at first, and to be
making difficulties; he had discovered that the Dutch had
a prior right to purchase Timor; that England could hardly
give up Zanzibar and Pemba without receiving some German territory in return; and that the suggested Bagdad
Railway concession was insignificant and unsatisfactory.**®
The Kaiser was especially indignant at the change in
England’s attitude. He was willing to proceed with negotiations on the basis of Haldane’s conversations at Berlin,
but not on the new basis which Grey was taking in London.
A memorandum to this effect was drawn up for Metternich,
but was held back by Bethraann for several days. In spite
of everything, he and Kiderlen were still making a valiant
They were trying to persuade
struggle to satisfy Grey.
Tirpitz and tlie Kaiser to abandon the three extra capital
ships and postpone still further the publication of the
Navy Law.*** But the Kaiser was impatient to have the
Navy Law laid before the Reichstag, inasmuch as it had
already been announced in his speech, and been in English
109 Mcticrnich to Bcthmann, Fob. 22, 24, 29; G.P., XXXI, 128-145.
»T0 G.P., XXXI, 137-154.
1T1G.P., XXXI, 148-153; Tirpit*, Per Aufbmt der devtsehen Weli~

macht, 290 a., 306 a.
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hands tor more than a fortnight. At Bethmann’s insistence
it had been withheld from publication hitherto, in order
not to jeopardize the negotiations with England. Finally,
on March 5, the Kaiser telegraphed to Bethmann that the
memorandum for Metternich must be delivered to Grey
on the morning of IMarch 6, so that the Xavy Law could
then be laid before the Peichstag in the evening. He also
took the unusual step of telegraphing himself directly to
Aletternich it appeared that England had abandoned the
basis agreed upon by Haldane the Kaiser would stick to it
and to the Navy Law except for a partial postponement of
capital ships; but navy personnel was not to be a subject
of discussion with England; if England withdrew her ships
from the Mediterranean to the North Sea, this would be
regarded as a threat of war and wouhl bo replied to by an
;

;

Navy Law and by possible mobilization.
Bethmann now sent in his resignation: he could

increased

no

longer assume responsibility for such a policy or for such a
direct dictation by the Kaiser to Germany’s Ambassadors,

without previous consultation with the Chancellor. The
Kaiser hastened back to Berlin, persuaded Bethmann to
remain in office, and agreed to a further postponement of
the Navy Law and the continuance of the negotiations with
England. Thereupon Tirpitz in turn threatened to resign,
if the NavyTCaw'were dropped altogcthcr.^^^
After a sharp
domestic conflict between the two Ministers, the Admiral
virtually triumphed over the civilian Chancellor. It was
decided that no reduction in the Navy Law should be made

beyond the minor matter of retarding the date for the capital ships, which Tirpitz had already grudgingly conceded.
Meanwhile Bethmann had been continuing his negotiations with England,
but they never had any chance of
G.P., XXXI, 156.
178 Ibid., 157 note; Tirpita, pp. 317-325.
174 Gi».. XXXI. 159-210

.
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success as lar as a neutrality agreement or naval limitation

was concerned. They were virtually abandoned as hopeon March 29, when Grey informed Metternich that the;*
English Cabinet had finally decided definitely against
Bethmann’s original neutrality formula. Grey offered instead another much more restricted formula, which Germany rejected as not giving any satisfactory security against
war with England.”® Already, on March 18, Winston
Churchill had laid before Parliament the British Navy
Estimates, providing for two keels to every additional
German one, and for the other greatly increased naval
expenditures which he had threatened as England’s reply
to the expected German Navy Law.
The Atlantic fleet
would be moved from Gibraltar to Home Waters and replaced at Gibraltar by the Mediterranean ships which had
hitherto had their base at Malta. He indicated, however,
that if Germany made no increase, neither would England;
the two navies would then stand in the same ratio to each
other as before, and both countries would be spared enorless

mous

He

expenditures.”®

make

did not

proposal

German
Germany, however. On
Navy Law was finally laid before the Reichstag, and accepted by it, unmodified, on May 14
Tlog Haldane Missiop failed prim arily from two causes:
England’s unwillingness to make any politisal tigreemeliT
concgrnhig~neutralitv wh ich would in any way Tum t her
freedom to aid France andTGermany’s uny^mgiLess__t.Q.
make any worth-while reductions in th§..SuppreniSitary
N^vy Law which would satisfy "England. Each eoufitry
was seeking a concession which dominant ministers, in the
other were determined not to make. Only in the third group
of subjects under consideration colonial matters and the
officially to

:.^’’'’

;

.

this

April 14 the

—

ITO GJP.,

XXXI,

210 ff.

iTeGP., XXXI,
ITT Tirpitz, 334

ff.

193-201; Churchill, lOTff.
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—was

Bagdad Railway

it

possible to continue successful:

negotiations; in this less difficult field of economic imperial-

ism mutually satisfactory agreements were gradually worked
out, and were complete for signature on the eve of the
World War.^"® Thus, the Haldane ^fission, like the Potsdam negotiations with Russia in 1910. resulted in removing
some causes of friction, but they both failed in one of their

main

objects

—the

securing of .some

written

agi’oement

which wmuld lessen Germany’s political isolation and
the bonds of the Triple Entente.

THE TIGHTEXIXG OF THE TRIPLE ENTENTE,

loosen

1912

Germany’s overthrow of M. Delcasse in 1905, and her
sudden sending of the Panther to Agadir, were regarded
by the French as “brutal acts” as exhibitions of the Ger-

—

man

habit of thumping the green table with the mailed fist
to secure diplomatic victories. On both occasions they had

been frightened by what they feared were German threats
of war if they did not yield. In both cases therefore they
had been forced to make what they felt to be humiliating
concessions, because they were not prepared to take up
the German challenge. Or as IM. Poincare puts it: “Germany’s policy continued to be dominated by the arrogant
spirit which since the war of 1870 had led to the FrancoGerman incidents of 1875 and 1887, and wliich between
1905 and 1911 had constantly poisoned affairs in Morocco.
After the insult of Tangiers came the threat of Agadir.
Instead of being stung into action by these repeated provocations, France, in her desire for peace,”
agreed to the
Algeciras Conference, and to territorial concessions in the
Congo in exchange for liberty of action in Morocco. These

Germany, as well as her ultimatum to Russia in the
Bosnian Crisis and the Kaiser’s bellicose gestures, had
acts of

1T8GJ, XXXI,

255-305; XXXVII, 1-470.
iTO Foreign AJfairs (N.Y.), Oct., lKt5, 7.
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gradually aroused in a group of French politicians a new
national spirit. They had revived the desire for revanche

and the recovery of Alsace-Lorraine. They had created the
feeling that France had suffered long enough from the
German menace from across the Rhine. There had grown
up the determination that in the future, if Germany made
a new threat of force, it would be better to risk war than
accept a

new

humiliation.

This new national

spirit, deter-

and self-confidence was greatly increased by
the friendship of England and the growing conviction that
in case of a conflict with Germany, England would not only
stand behind France with her fleet, but would send English
troops to strengthen the left wing of the French army in
northern France.
This would give a good prosjicct of
victory, and the fruits of victory would be the recovery of
the lost provices and the end of the nightmare of the German menace. Most of these French leaders, like the mass
of the French people, did not want war; but if Germany’s
desire for the “liegemony of Europe” and her attempt again
mination,

.

to use the mailed fist to force a diplomatic triumph brought
on another international crisis, it w'ould be better to fight
than to back down. As they had little doubt that Germany
would attempt some new aggression, this would make war
France must therefore prepare for it by
“inevitable.”
increasing her own army and navy at home, and by tightening her relations with her ally on the other side of Germany
and with her friend across the Channel.

This new national feeling was personified in M, Raymond
Poincare and the little group of men with whom he was
Not only was he the embodiment of
closely associated.
the reveil national.

By

he did more

tlian

ability,

his determination, firmness,

any other man

to strengthen

and
and

found expression in the overthrow of
the Caillaux Ministry, which was accused of having been
too yielding to Germany in the Agadir Crisis, and in the
to stimulate

it.

It
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cum
of M.

Nevertheless, his characterizagrano
following
quotations seem to be
in
the
Poincare
tions
substantially accurate. He describes the new Minister of
Foreign Affairs as “a very strong personality” a man whose
sensitive amour propre must be “taken into account”; one
who “while often displaying useless rudeness and breaking
windows without reason, has never given me cause to doubt
his veracity”; “a passionate character and one who goes
in a straight-line,” whose "energy and decision” it is important to have wholly on Russia's side and turn to advan-

taken

;

After his election to the Presidency, AI. Poincare

tage.*®®

told Izvolski that

he would

still

“have

full

opportunity

to

influence directly the foreign policy of France, and that he

would not fail to take advantage of it to insure intact the
policy founded on a close alliance with Russia.
In his
opinion it is of the highest importance for the French Government' to prepare French opinion in advance to take part
in a war which might break out over the Balkan question.
For this reason the French Government requests us not to
undertake any personal action of a nature to provoke such
a war without an exchange of views beforehand with
France.” *®'‘ Thenceforth, to the World War, the Russians
found him “an ardent and convinced partisan of a close
union between France and Russia and of a constant
exchange of views between the two allies on all the most
and in
important questions of international policy”;
182

M.

much

to say on this scorn (e.g., I, 294 ff., 317 ff.;
has even said that he had so little confidence in
Izvolski that in August, 1912, he "made energetic representations about him
to M. Kokovtsev, President of the Russian Council, asking for his recall”
(.Foreign Affairs (N.Y.), Oct. 1925, p. 10). If this is true, and if he had
sc little confidence in Izvolski before the War as he indicates in his
post-war memoirs, it is a pity he did not make his energetic representations
to the Tsar and to Izvolski’s oflicial superior, M. Sazonov, and really
secure his recall.
Probably he feared that to do so might antagonize
II,

335

II.

;

Poincare has

in,

9011.).

He

Sazonov and weaken the Alliance.
183L.N.,
IBS

I,

203, 216, 266, 281

11, 360.

f.

l8^ L.N., II, 14

f.

Kokovtsev bad the same impreasion

(ibid.,

H,

383)<
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a man who would

Russia in case of a war with Germany.^®*
never
One of the first tasks which occupied ]\I. Poincare’s
attention, after forming his “National Ministry,” was the
cementing of closer relations with England. The Haldane
Mission and the possibility of an Anglo-German rapprochefail

ment caused him some

He

uneasiness, in spite of Sir

Edward

welcomed a curious step
Sir
Francis
Bertie,
taken by
the English Ambassador at
Although Grey was making no concessions which
Paris.
would satisfy Germany, Bertie feared that in the future he
might change his mind under the influence of men like
Lord Loreburn, Harcourt, and the other members of the
Cabinet who were more eager for an understanding with
Germany, and who might make trouble if they learned of
the Anglo-French military and naval “conversations” which
had bee/i going on for six years but of which they had not
been informed. Bertie therefore quite privately and unofficially suggested to Poincare that he would do well to
point out firmly to Grey the dangers involved in any neutrality agreement with Germany. Taking the hint, but not
revealing where it came from, Poincare sent an energetic
despatch to Paul Gambon to this effect. Gambon presented
the substance of it to Grey on ^larch 29.*®'“ This was the
very day on which the British Cabinet finally decided to
give its negative answer to Belhmann’s neutrality formula,
and buried the hopes which had centered in the Haldane
Mission.^®®
It is not clear whether Gambon’s interview
came before or after the Cabinet meeting, nor whether it
had any decisive effect on England’s action. That Poincare
may have boasted later to Izvolski of having wrecked the
Grey’s assurances.

180L.N.,

therefore

I. 326, 346 IT.; II, 10, 15, 345, 570.
187 Poincare, I, 170-178.
188 GP., XXXI, 210 IT. Germany susspected that Grey’s negative
attitude was partly caused by French pressure (ibid., 144, 476 S., 489 S.),
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But
is quite possible.’*®
Edward Grey’s evident determination from
Haldane Mission
to concede

in view of Sir

the outset not

any neutrality agreement which would

limit his

freedom in taking sides with France in case of a FrancoGerman war, and in view of the fact that even before March
29 the Haldane negotiations had virtually broken down, it

seems very doubtful whether Poincare’s intervention had
the decisive effect which Izvolski implies. Of course, it may
be that Poincare made earlier representations to Grey on
the subject than those which he gives in his memoirs. Grey
in his memoirs says nothing of this intervention on Poincare’s part. On this point, as on so many others, we must
await a full publication from the English archives to learn
the precise truth.

The Haldane

Mission, however, impelled Poincare

to

try to secure from England a binding statement in writing.

Winston Churchill's plan to withdraw British ships from the
Mediterranean for a stronger concentration against Germany in the North Sea, fore.shadowed in his speech of March
18, 1912,’®®

aroused a lively discussion in the British and
French
It was urged that the time had come for
naval cooperation between the two countries. If England
withdrew her naval forces from the Mediterranean and
protected the north coast of France against the possibility
of a German attack, France could withdraw her fleet from
Press.

189 Izvolski to Sazonov, Doc. 5, 1912 (M.F.R., p. 609; L.N., I, 365 f.;
conversation with Poincare and Paleologue I have
Stieve, II, 377) ; “In
been able to Icam in a very confidential way that, d propos of the famous
trip of Lord Haldane to Berlin, . . . Poincare told the British Government that so long as France and England had no written agreement of a
general political character, the signing of such an agreement between
Germany and England would at once put an end to the existing AngloFrench relations. His protest had the expected effect and the London

my

Cabinet rejected the German proposition.” Poincare made these confidences to Izvolski in December, 1912, if correctly reported, just at the
time he was trying to convince Russia of the strength and solidarity
of the Triple Entente and to persuade Sazonov in consequence to take a
attitude in support of Serbia.
ISO Churchill, pp. 97, lllff.; GP.,

stiffer

XXXI,

1471., 166, 198, 218.

;
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Brest and look after British interests, as well as her own,
In connection with this discussion,
many British newspapers urged that the Anglo-IVench
Entente should be definitely extended to a regular defensive
alliance. “The only alternative to the constant menace of
in the Mediterranean.

war

is

a new system of precise alliances.”

the feeling of

Paul

M.

Poincare.

Gambon spoke

to Sir

Upon

This also was

instructions from him,

Arthur Nicolson about the need

of strengthening the Entente Cordiale through a written

agreement

“You
situation.

see there

is

a cause of weakness in M. Poincare’s
else, he is a partisan of the

More than anyone

Entente with England, but to the important

politicians, to

his colleagues in the Cabinet, to the leaders of French public

opinion who question him, he cannot give them to understand that there exist between us other bonds than those
of sympatliy. This is enough between two Governments
sure of their reciprocal intentions. It is not enough for pubThe enemies of England in France (they are
lie opinion.
few but they exist) proclaim that our relations with you
offer no security, I have, therefore, asked myself if we could
not find together a formula which would permit us to reassure uneasy and doubting spirits. I know that the British
Government does not have the right to bind itself without
is no heed df'an
agreement in duplicate, of a treaty drawn up ^d signed;
we could content ourselves with an exchange of declarations.
This is what we would have done in 1905 with Lord Lansdowne, if the resignation of M. Delcasse had not cut our

the authorization of Parliament, but there

conversation short.”

Sir Arthur Nicolson

was personally favorable

such an agreement, which, according to
I®!

making

Poincare, would

May

27, 1912; see also summaries of
Press concerning the desirability of changing the
475-556; SiebertreguLar alliance in G.P..

London Daily Expreis of

tlti ilritish ind French
Entente Cordiale into a

M.

to

XXXI,

Schreiner, pp. 640-646.
*** Gambon to Poincare, April 18, 1912; Poincare.

I,

17,3

f.
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have been a step further in the transformation of the
Entente into an alliance.**® But Sir Edward Grey, who had
already been severely criticized in Parliament for sub'
serviency in following in the wake of the French and Russian imperialism in Morocco and Persia, did not feel like
taking such a momentous step without the knowledge of
the whole Cabinet. The majority of them were still uninformed even of the military “conversations” which had been
going on since 1906. Gambon’s suggestion, therefore, remained for the moment without results. Meanwhile M.
Poincare strengthened the Triple Entente and the naval
position of France in the Mediterranean by a Naval Convention with Russia.*®*

In May, 1912, Winston Churchill, accompanied by Mr,
Asquith, visited Malta to confer with General Kitchener

Egypt and the British position in the
Mediterranean. Upon his return he announced more definitely in Parliament, on July 22, the Admiralty plan for
withdrawing ships from the Mediterranean for concentration in the North Sea. At the same time he proposed to
the French Military Attache a draft plan for the cooperation
of the British and French fleets. But the French hesitated
to accept it, because its cautious preamble stated that it
was not to affect the liberty of action of either party this
robbed it of its value in the eyes of the French.**®
But Grey and Churchill did not want to tie their own
hands by any binding written obligation. Even a naval
arrangement, by which England withdrew her Mediter-

as to the situation in

;

ranean

fleet to

the North Sea, while the French shifted
was in danger of creating an

their Brest fleet to Toulon,

obligation

on England’s part to protect the northern

1S3 Poincar^, 1 174. France and England kept Russia in the dark
,
this; denials were made by Nicolson to Benckendorff in London,
by Poincare to Izvolski in Paris; Siebert-Schreiner, pp. 641-644.
194 See below, at notes 305-207.
;
18 S Poincare, 1, 215-210.

about

and

'
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coasts of France, as Grey had gathered in conversations
with Gambon in July.^®*
Churchill also was well aware of this danger. Like Mr.

Campbell-Bannerman in 1906,
and like Mr. Asquith in
1911,^®* he perceived that the French would be encouraged
to count upon British assistance; this would virtually create
an obligation and thus limit England's freedom of action.
As he pointed out to Grey: "Freedom will be sensibly
impaired if the French can say that they had denuded their
Atlantic seaboard and concentrated in the Mediterranean
on the faith of naval engagements made with us. [He did
not think that such a statement by the French would be
true, because such a distribution of the fleets was the best
policy for both Governments anjrway.]
Consider how
tremendous would be the weapon which France would
possess to compel our intervention if she could say, ‘On the
advice of and by arrangement with your naval authorities,
we left our northern coasts defenseless.’ Everyone must
feel, who knows the facts, that we have the obligation of
an alliance without its advantages, and above all without
its

precise definitions.” ^®®

While these Anglo-French negotiations were going on
but before a decision had been reached, it was announced
prematurely, through .an inadvertence on the part of one
of M. Delcasse’s subordinates, that the Brest fleet was to be
This news, says M.
transferred to the Mediterranean.
Poincare, caused great excitement, and was interpreted

by

the Press as a sign that an Anglo-French naval agreement
had been definitely concluded.®®® This incident gave a new
i»rSee above, oh. iii, at note 18&
I, 218
Ai^uitb to Grey, Sept. 5, 1911 (Grey, I, 92): "ConversatioxiB such as that between Gen. JoSre and Col. Fairbolme seem to me
rather dangerous; especially the part which refers to possible British
assistance. The French ought not to be encouraged, in present circum*
stances, to make their plans on any assumptions of this kind."
189 Churchill to Grey, Aug. 23, 1912, Churchill, p. 112.
i»*Poincar6,
188 C/.

*80 Poincari. I. 217.

.
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Poincare again instructed
impulse to the negotiations.
Gambon to ask Grey for a written agreement. Grey finally
consented to give one. But before taking such an important
step he ri^tiy believed that it should be known to and
approved by the whole Cabinet, and all its members were
at last informed of the Anglo-French “conversations” which
had been going on since 1906. He also insisted that it should
not take the shape of a formal diplomatic document, but
merely of a personal correspondence between himself and
M. Cambon.^®^ Accordingly, on November 22, he handed
M. Gambon a letter which had been approved by the Cabinet, and received one in similar terms from him in exchange
next day. Grey’s cautiously expressed letter was as follows:
Foreign Office,
November 22, 1912.
dear Ambassador,
"From time to time in recent years the French and British
naval and military experts have consulted together. It has
always been understood that such consultation does not re-

My

strict the

freedom of either Government to decide at any

future time whether or not to assist the other by armed

We have agreed that consultation between experts is
and ought not to be regarded as, an engagement that
commits either Government to action in a contingency that
has not arisen and may never arise. The disposition, for instance, of the French and British fleets respectively at the
present moment is not based upon an engagement to coforce.

not,

operate in war.

You have, however, pointed out that, if either Government
had grave reason to expect an unprovoked attack by a third
Power, it might become essential to know whether it could
in that event depend upon the armed assistance of the other.
I agree that, if either Government had grave reason to expect an unprovoked attack by a third Power, or something
that threatened the general peace, it should immediately dis«
euss Wiih the other whether both Governmenta should acl
S0lFomear£,

I, aiOff.;

Grey, 1, 98ff.
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together to prevent aggression and to preserve peace, and, if
so, what measures they would be prepared to take in common. If these measures involved action, the plans of the

General Staffs would at once be taken into consideration,
and the Governments would then decide what effect should
be given to them.
Yours, &c.
E. Grey.®®*

These Grey-Cambon letters fixed the relations between
the French and British Cabinets, so far as any written
statements were concerned, down to the outbreak of the
War. Sir Edward Grey continued to cherish the .illusion
that he still had his “hands free”; and this was true as far
as the wording of the letters went. But as Mr. CampbellBannerman and Mr. Asquith had pointed out, the military
conversations were dangerous in the encouragement they
gave to the French and as Winston Churchill warned, the
new arrangement of the British and French navies, which
took place in the faU of 1912, tied England to France more
closely still. It created for England an inescapable moral
obligation to protect the coast of France in case of a war
between France and Germany that is, to participate on
the French side no matter how the war arose. To be sure,
Poincare was aware that Grey had carefully stated that if
there was reason to expect “an unprovoked attack,” the two
Governments would “discuss” whether they would act together. He knew that Grey would have to reckon with a
strong pacific group within the British Cabinet and among
the British people; with them it would make a great difference how the war arose. Hence he was very careful, as
will appear in connection with the crisis of July, 1914, to
make it appear that Austria and Germany were the aggressors.
The IVench military authorities also, in drawing up
“Plan XVII” (which in a modified form Was the plan of
;

—

a«aGr^,

I,

Mf.
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campaign used by the French in 1914), were aware that they
could not count with certainty upon the cooperation of the
British army; but they had no doubt that they could depend

upon the

On

British navy:
the sea, however,

we can count without

On

effective support of the British fleet.

risk

upon

the

land, an under-

standing established between the General Staffs of the two

employment on our extreme
an English army comprising
120,000 men. [But
this support remains doubtful.]
We should therefore act
countries has provided for the
left of

.

.

.

prudently in not taking into consideration these English
forces in our plan of operations.”

This, however, did not mean that General Joffre did not
expect English military aid, but merely that the French
mobilization plan should not be made absolutely dependent

upon

British military cooperation.

The

further details

of

“Plan XVII” show that not only was the British Expeditionary Force expected, but elaborate provisions were made
for its transportation and concentration on the Belgian
frontier.*®"*

Significant

from the

political point of

view

is

this French

conviction that they could count on the British navy, for
this would involve British participation in the war, with

advantages to France and Russia which would accrue
from England’s great naval superiority in the way of blockading Germany and shutting her off from food and war
materials, to say nothing of the great moral effect of having
the British Empire actively engaged on the side of the
all

IVanco-Russian Alliance.
Closely connected with these Anglo-IVench naval arrangements was the Franco-Russian Naval Convention of
July 16, 1912. Russia wished to have absolutely undis203 Basis of “Plan XVII”; French General Staff History, Les Armif*
franfoisea (fans la Grande Ouerre, I, 19.
SOI X,es Armees /ronfoues dans la Grande Ouerre, I.
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puted naval domination of the Black Sea. She had also long
wished to control the Straits and Constantinople. A first
step in this direction would be to secure a free passage for
her warships through the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles,
Izvolski had several times attempted to gain this but without success.^®® Italy’s naval activity and closing of the
Dardanelles during the Tripolitan War again made Russia
acutely sensitive to the importance of the Straits Question.
She believed that her French ally could and ought to aid
the Russian fleet to retain its supremacy in the Black Sea,
by hindering the Austrian or Italian naval forces from

In case of a European War this would
safeguard the left flank of the Russian army; this in turn
would be of advantage to the Triple Entente in the other
theatres of war. Russia also wished to be able to transfer
some of her Baltic fleet to augment her Black Sea fleet,
and to have a possible naval base in the Mediterranean.
passing the Straits.

This could be provided if the French would develop the
port of Bizerta in Northern Africa and allow the Russians
it.
Such were some of the considerations which made
the Russians desire a closer naval agreement with France.
The French, on their part, were glad to meet all Russian
wishes as far as possible, in order to strengthen the solidar-

to use

between the two countries.*®®
The Franco-Russian Military Convention of 1894 contained nothing concerning the cooperation of the navies of
the two countries. This was owing"^ to the relatively late
establishment of Naval Staffs as distinct from the Army
Staffs, the French Naval Staff not being formed until 1902,
ity of action

206 See below, ch. v, passim.
aoacf. L’Alliance Franco-Russe, pp. 133-139; Poincar4, II, 112-114;
V. Egoriev and E. Schvedo, “La Convention Navale de 1912,” in Les
Allies eontre la Russie (Paris, 19^), pp. 54-64 (containing new material
from the Russian archives); Izvolski correspondence, July 18, Aug. 2, 5,
1912 (M.F.R.,
6, 10, 14, 17, IS; and Sazonov's report to the Tsqr of Aug. 17,
pp. 229-256;

OP..

XXXI.

L.N.,

I,

520-546.

296-309;

II.

33Sf..

527-634;

Stieve, II,

194-228);
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and the Russian not until 1908. But by 1911 both countries
recognized the desirability of extending their alliance by
a Naval Convention analogous to the Military Convention.
In the spring of 1912, upon the initiation of the Russians,
negotiations to secure this took place in Paris between army
and navy officers of both countries. They resulted in the
secret Naval Convention signed on July 16 by Admirals
Aubert and Lieven and by the Naval Ministers, Delcasse
and Grigorovitch, and confirmed by an exchange of notes
between Sazonov and Poincare a month later, upon the
latter’s visit to Russia.
It declared:
“The naval forces
of Prance and Russia will cooperate in all the eventualities
in which the alliance contemplates and stipulates the combined action of the land armies.” It also provided in time
of peace for the preparation of this cooperation by means
of conferences at regular intervals between the Naval Staffs
of the two countries. The protocols of these subsequent
conferences are not given in the French Yellow Book, but
their substance has recently been revealed from the Russian
archives. They dealt with the development of Bizerta aa
a naval base for the French and Russian fleets, for its con-,
nection with Sebastopol by wireless telegraph and for secret
naval codes. In general it was agreed that naval domination was to be secured by France in the Mediterranean, by
England in the North Sea, and by Russia in the Baltic and
Black Seas.
When Poincare visited Russia in August, 1912, one of
his main topics of conversation with Sazonov was the closer
cooperation of the naval forces of the Triple Entente. He
confided to Sazonov, according to the latter’s report to the
Tsar, that “although there does not exist between France

and England any written treaty, the Army and Navy Staffs
of the two countries have nevertheless been in close conThis constant exchange of views has resulted in the
tact.
conclusion between the French and EngKah Governments
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of a verbal agreement, by virtue of which Englanfl has
declared herself ready to aid Prance with her military and
naval forces in case of an attack by Germany.”
He
begged Sazonov to “preserve the most absolute secrecy in

regard to the information,” and not give the English themselves any reason to suspect that he had been told of it.

He

Sazonov to take advantage of his coming
England to discuss the question of a possible AngloRussian naval agreement, which would thus complete the
naval cooperation of the three Triple Entente Powers in
also urged

visit to

case of a conflict with

Germany .2®®

Sazonov followed Poincare’s suggestion. On his visit to
Balmoral in September, he informed Grey of the substance
of the new Pranco-Russian Naval Convention, saying that
the French would endeavor to safeguard Russian interests
in the southern theater of war by preventing the Austrian
fleet from penetrating into the Black Sea; he then asked
whether England would perform the same service for Russia in the North by keeping the German fleet out of the
According to Sazonov’s report to the Tsar, Grey
Baltic.
declared that, if the contemplated conditions arose, England would make every effort to strike the most crippling
blow at German naval power:

On

the question of military operations he said that nehad already taken place between the competent authorities concerned, but in these discussions the conclusion had been reached that while the British fleet could
gotiations

easily penetrate into the Baltic, its stay there would be
very risky. Assuming Germany to succeed in laying hands
on Denmark and closing the exit from the Baltic, the British
Accordingly, Great
fleet would be caught in a mouse-trap.
Britain would have to confine her operations to the North

Sea.

LJf.,

Sazonov’s report to the Tsar of Aug. 17, 1012; M.F.R. p. 256’
*oa /bid.
33P.

n.

—
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On his own initiative Grey then gave me a confirmation
what I already knew through Poincar^ an agreement exists between France and Great Britain, under which in the
event of war with Germany Great Britain has accepted the

—

of

obligation of bringing assistance to France not only on the

by landing troops on the Continent.
The King touched on the same question in one

sea but on land,

of his

conversations with me, and expressed himself even more
strongly than his Minister.
see

my

agitation, that

When

Germany

is

I

mentioned, letting him

trying to place her naval

on a par with Britain’s, His Majesty cried out that
would have disastrous results not only for the
German navy but for Germany’s overseas trade, for he said,
"We shall sink every single German merchant ship we shall
forces

any

conflict,

get hold

of.’’

These words appeared to me to give expression not only
to His Majesty’s personal feelings but also to the public
feeling predominant in Great Britain in regard to Germany.2o»

Whether Sazonov correctly reported what Poincare and
Grey had said to him is very doubtful.-^® But the fact that
he made such statements to the Tsar shows how much the
French and the Russians and especially the Russians
were encouraged by the existence of the Anglo-French military and naval "conversations” and inclined to interpret
them as a promise of British support in case of a general
European War. This Naval Convention also gave rise to

—

evasive statements on the part of the Entente Powers which
naturally increased Germany’s suspicions of their aggressive intentions. By some "leak” in the French or Russian

Foreign OflSce, the French Press soon indicated the existence
This led to
of the Franco-Russian Naval Convention.
inquiries by Germany.
At St. Petersburg Kokovtsev denied that any such convention had been signed, but natunoaKrasnyi Arkhiv,
*10 C/. Grey,

I,

III, 18;

288-280.

LN,

U,

30 i.;

Stieva, 11,

2801
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by a public statement,
would be twisted around and the
the greater.” 2“ Other Russian and

rally refused to eonfirm his denial

‘Taecause every

word of

it

outcry would be all
French officials gave evasive answers to the effect that no
agreement had been signed, but that since France and
Russia were allies, their military and naval staffs must from
time to time consult together.®*® Similarly, after the GreyCambon exchange of letters, Mr. Asquith and Sir Edward
Grey continued to deny solemnly in Parliament that England had any secret agreements which bound her to participate in a continental war, although, as we have seen, this
is what the French and Russians confidently counted upon.
Inasmuch as the German Government by the spring of
1914 had in some secret way become informed®*® of the
Grey-Cambon letters all these denials caused uneasiness in
Germany. This was especially the case in connection with
the negotiations for an Anglo-Russian naval convention
just before the War.
The Grey-Cambon letters, following the consistent diplomatic support which England had given France throughout the Morocco crises, established a very satisfactory basis
of mutual confidence between the French and British Govemmenta. This confidence and harmony was strengthened

by the common distrust of Germany by
relations between Sir Edward Grey
personal
the cordial
and Paul Gambon by the fact that England had no aggres-

Iry

many

factors :

;

;

sive aims which conflicted with French interests; and by
the care with which M. Poincare sought to consult Sir

Edward

Grey’s wishes and as far as possible conform French

There was in fact more harmony and
mutual confidence between JVance and England, though
policy to them.

aiiG.P.,
212 GP.,
21SG.P.,

name through
i,

note

68.

xxxr, 523 f., 528.
XXXI, 523 ff.; L’Alliance Franco-Busse, 138; Poincar4, II, 114.
XXXI, 544 note; Grey, I, 286. Presumably the information
Siebert,

a secretary in the Russian Embassy

in

London, see eh
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they were only “friends,” than between France and Russia
allies.
It was a striking example of the fact that
a well established friendship is better than an alliance.
Many writers, however, especially the “revisionists” and
critics of Poincare, have argued that there was a complete
unity also between Paris and St. Petersburg; that Poincare
and Izvolski worked harmoniously hand in hand, though
they are not agreed as to whether the Frenchman was the
Their arguments rest
tool of the Russian, or vice versa.
largely on the Izvolski correspondence and their conviction
that Izvolski and Poincare were both working for war, the
one to get Constantinople and the Straits, ihe other to recover Alsace-Lorraine. But we believe that a closer examination of the Izvolski correspondence, of M. Sazonov’s
character and methods, and of M. Poincare’s memoirs

who were

would show that there was by no means that perfect unity
between the two allies which has often been assumed.
As has been pointed out in the second chapter, the
Franco-Russian Alliance in its origin was essentially defensive in its wording and purpose.
For nearly twenty
years it remained so. It was not interpreted to cover Russian ambitions in the Balkans and the Far East, nor French
ambitions in North Africa and the lost provinces on the
Rhine. Russia had given Prance only lukewarm support
in 1905, at Algeciras, and in the Agadir Crisis.
France’s
negative attitude had been one of the reasons for Izvolski’s
failure to open the Straits after the Buchlau bargain; and
again in 1911 France refused to be “nailed down” to support another of Izvolski’s efforts to open the Straits in the
Charikov affair.®^* But in 1912, under the Premierdiip of
M. Poincare, the character of the alliance began to be
changed. France began to support more actively Russia’s
aggressive policies in the Balkans, and assured her that
France would give her armed support if they involved
214 For the details, see below, ch. y
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Russia in war with Austria Mid Germany. One of the first
signs and causes of this change is to be found in connection
with the intrigues against M. Georges Louis.®^®
M. Georges Louis, a trained diplomat, served as Political
Director in the French Foreign Office from 1904 to 1909,
and then as Ambassador to Russia until his recall in February, 1913. He had used his influence to restrict the application of the Franco-Russian Alliance to its originally defensive character. He favored the Anglo-French policy of

maintaining the integrity of the Ottoman Empire in contrast to Russia’s designs upon it. He feared Russia’s Balkan
ambitions might involve France in war, and he was suspicious of the aims and intrigues of Izvolski. In the fall of
1911, when temporarily filling again the vacant office of
Political Director at Paris, he had thwarted Izvolski’s efforts
to “nail France down” to a written agreement to support a
plan for opening the Straits to Russian wm'ships.®*® He
had thereby incurred the displeasure of Izvolski and Sazonov. They also complained that as Ambassador he did not
transmit accurately to Paris the views of the Russian MinIf this was true, it was certainly
ister of Foreign Affairs.
not wholly the Ambassador’s fault, but was in part owing
to M. Sazonov’s lack of frankness in stating his views, and
also to the fact that he often shifted them suddenly. He
had, for instance, drawn up and shown to Georges Louis a
questionnaire on February 14, 1912. This raised a whole
216 This unsavory affair has been dealt with at great length by M.
Ernest Judet, Georges Louis (Pans, 1925) and by hi. Poincare, I, 294 ff.,
333 ff.; II, 32 ff.; Judet, championing the cause and memory of his friend,
bases bis account in considerable part on ofBcial despatches contained
among Georges Louis’s papers and on his Cu/ncls (2 vols., Paris, 1926),
which is made up of Georges Louis’s notes of conversations with prominent persons. M. Poincare’s reply to Judet’s stinging attack is largely
based on oiEcial despatches which he has been able ^to select from his
own papers or from the French archives. In the following paragraphs only

a bare summary of the facta can be given.
216 See below, for the details, ch. v. at notes 111-126; also Judet, pp.
Ul-167: Poincare. I. 333-347.
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fundamental questions about the Balkans growing
War, and seemed to indicate that
Sazonov was contemplating some important action to which
he w'ished to secure French assent. “These are the most
serious questions which Russia can raise for her ally,” Louis
wrote to Poincare next day.®^’ But Sazonov then apparently changed his mind suddenly; to Louis’s repeated efforts

series of

out of Italy’s Tripolitan

him

to induce
tions

to discuss the questionnaire

which lay back of

On many

it,

and the

inten-

Sazonov only answered evasively.

other occasions, as in the case of the Potsdam neSazonov took important steps or consulted with

gotiations,

Germany without

informing Georges Louis; this lack
of regard for Franco-Russian solidarity was very irritating
to Poincare.

It

first

was

his great

aim

to

have the Triple En-

tente present a solid diplomatic front to the Triple Alliance.

M. Sazonov also nourished a personal grievance against
Georges Louis. This arose from the curious fact, which one
would hardly have expected between two allies, that Sazonov’s agents had discovered how to decipher the French
secret diplomatic code, and were spying upon the telegrams
between Georges Louis and the French Government. M.
Louis suspected this and repeatedly warned Poincare that
the cipher ought to be changed more frequently. In April,
1912, in one of Georges Louis’s deciphered telegrams, Sazonov thought he discovered that Louis had accused him of
being dilatory in regard to a Chinese loan.®^® Thereupon
he instructed Izvolski to try to get Georges Louis recalled
and have someone else sent as French Ambassador to St.
Petersburg. Izvolski readily undertook the task, though it
was a very delicate and embarrassing one. Poincare at
217 Judet, p. 174;

cf.

Poincare, II, 24

ff.

In reality Louis had referred to the dilatoriness of
the “ministry” before Sazonov became Minister of Foreign Affairs, but
Sazonov’s agent had made the mistake of deciphering “minister” instead
of “ministry” and Sazonov had taken this to be a penonal reference to
2l8Judet, p. 85.

himself.
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once complied with the request. On May 8, 1912, he had
M. Paleologue, the new Political Director, telegraph to
Georges Louis:

With as much surprise as regret, the President of the
Council has been oflScially notified that the Russian Government wishes to see France represented by an Ambassador

who

displays more activity in his political functions and

social relations,

.

.

.

The

diplomatic problems which are at present being
discussed between Paris and St. Petersburg are too serious
for our efforts to be paralyzed soon

Sazonov declares that he does not
you.

.

.

by the
feel

fact that

in touch

M.

with

.

M. Poincare

therefore invokes your patriotism to resign
your Embassy, with the intention of finding another place
for you as soon as possible. I &m forced to recognize, as
well as he, the imperative necessity of providing for your re-

placement.21*

On

receipt of this Georges Louis

was at

first

dum-

Then, suspecting -that Sazonov and Izvolski were
intriguing against him, and being assured by Kokovtsev,
the President of the Russian Council, that the Russian
Government knew nothing of any request for his recall, he
telegraphed to Poincare begging him to delay his decision,
and hurried to Paris to lay his suspicions before Poincare
founded.

One of the most influential members of the
M. Leon Bourgeois, opposed yielding to Izvolski’s

in person.

Cabinet,

request for the Ambassador’s dismissal, and other friends
Meanwhile, something of the affair
had leaked out, and several newspapers raised an uproar
rallied to his support.

against Izvolski’s unwarranted interference in French affairs.
The incident threatened to become a scandal, seri-

So Poincare
ously troubling Franco-Russian relations.
denial
that any
sweeping
found it more prudent to issue a
aiB judet, p. 28 f.
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request had been made to him for Georges Louis’s recall,
and the Ambassador was allowed to return to his post until
the outcry had died down and a more suitable occasion

should occur for his removal.®*®
This Georges Louis incident

is

important because

it

made him

all

increased Poincare’s distrust of Izvolski, and

more anxious to get into closer relations with Sazonov
and so keep a more solid hold on the policies of France’s
To secure Sazonov’s confidence and loyal cooperation
ally.
the

in

maintaining solidarity of action on the part of the two

Allied

Powers was

jM. Poincare’s great

aim henceforth. He

sought to accomplish this in many ways by visiting Russia
in August, 1912, and in July, 1914; by reiterating that
France was ready to support Russia in case of war; by
backing up Russia’s Balkan policies mu.ch more actively;
by arranging French loans for Russian military preparations
against Germany; by strengthening France’s own armaments; and by the ultimate removal of Georges Louis.
By his visit to Russia in August. 1912, M. Poincare did
:

much

to strengthen the

bonds between the two

allied coun-

He

sought to counteract the effect of the Tsar’s recent meeting with the Kaiser at Port Baltic, and make
sure that Russia made no further separate arrangements
with Germany after the fashion of the Potsdam Agreements.*®^ He also wished to clear up and smooth out the
Georges Louis incident.
He discussed with Sazonov,
Kokovtsev, and the Tsar all the chief matters in which
France and Russia had common interests ^Asia Minor,
the Chinese loan, the Turco-Italian War, the recent Naval
Convention, the prospect of English cooperation, and the
preparations made by the French and Russian Staffs for
tries.

—

220 Judet, pp. 83-130; Poincare, I, 333 ff.
221 On the meeting of the Tsar and the Kaiser at Port Baltic, see
Poir-pr', I, SlOfi.; 370 ff.; Soionov, Fateful Years (N. Y., 1028), p. 43 ff.,
a.na
XXXI, 427-454.
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military action in case of war with Germany. He particularly urged Russia to develop her strategic railways to

West

the

to

facilitate

the rapid

concentration

of

the

Russian forces against Germany. On all these points there
was substantial harmony. But on one question, the most
important one of all, Poincare discovered another alarming
evidence of Sazonov’s lack of frankness: he had not revealed the terms of the secret Ballcan League which had
been drawn up with Russian assistance during the preceding
winter.
This had been signed on March 13, 1912, out
Sazonov had given no hint of its contents and the fact that
it

was

read
its

When he now
French guest, Poincare shrewdly perceived

likely to lead to

it

to his

war

in the Balkans.

dangerous character and exclaimed:

ment de

He

guerre.”

“C’e&t

un

instru-

justly protested to Sazonov at

having been kept so long in the dark about a matter which
might involve Russia, and consequently France in war.
He urged that each should keep the other fully informed as
to his intentions.

He

defined the alliance in its originally

defensive form, but immediately added words which encouraged Sazonov to believe that in a crisis Russia could

count upon France.

As Sazonov

reported,

among

other

things, to the Tsar:

After having confirmed our reciprocal intention of observing with vigilance events in the Balkans, and of exchanging continuously our news and views on the subject, we
agreed anew with M. Poincare to set up a common action to

prevent by diplomatic means an aggravation of the situaany complication should arise and according

tion so soon as

to circumstances.

M. Poincare considered

it his

duty to emphasize the point

that public opinion in France would not permit the Government of the Republic to decide on a military action for the
282 So he told Izvolski; M.F.R
See also below, ch. v

.

p. 273; L.N., I, 324; Stieve, II, 250.
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sake of purely Balkan questions if Germany did not take
part and if she did not provoke on her ovm initiative the
In this latter case v!q
application of the casus foederis.
could certainly count on France for the exact and complete
fulfilment of her obligations

toward

us.

On my

part I declared to the French Minister that, while
always being ready to range ourselves on the side of France
in the cases contemplated by our alliance, we also could
not justify to Russian public opinion taking an active part
in the military operations provoked by colonial questions
outside Europe, so long as the vital interests of France in
Europe were not touched. ... I am very glad to liave had
the occasion for making the acquaintance of M. Poincare

and of entering into personal relations with him, all the
more so, because the exchange of views which I have had
with him has left me with the impression that in his person
Russia possesses a sure and faithful friend endowed with
exceptional political ability, and with an inflexible determination.

In case of a

crisis

in

international relations,

would be very desirable that our
bead,

if

not

sessing the
sponsibility

M. PoincarA

ally should

it

have as her

himself, at least a personality pos-

same decision and as free from the fear
as the present French Prime Minister.-^®

of re-

accompli of the Balkan League and
it, Poincare took steps
with the other Powers to try to prevent the Balkan States
from actually going to war. But they came too late. The
Balkan Wars of 1912-1913 increased the delicacy and the
importance of Franco-Russian relations, and also of relations between the Triple Entente and Triple Alliance.
During the first weeks of the Balkan Wars his policy remained the same as on his visit to Russia; restraint of
Sazonov from rash steps through insistence on a preliminary
exchange of views, coupled, however, with assurances of

Faced with the

fait

the potential dangers involved in

223Sazonov’s report to the Tsar, Aug. 17, 1912; M.F.R., p. 255 ff.;
L.N., IT, 338 ff.; Stieve, II, 219 ff.; and (in part) Siebert-Schreiner, pp
052-655. C/. also Foincore, 11, 99-169, especiallv H'4ff.; and below, di v-
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complete loyalty to the obligations of the alliance; subordination of Russia’s Balkan interests to the greater question
of the preservation of peace between the Great Powers;
the establishment of complete solidarity of purpose and
action on the part of the Triple Entente Powers, coupled,
however, with a willingness to cooperate with the Triple
Alliance so long as the latter did not make excessive claims.
But as the War proceeded and the Balkan allies won their
great victories, there was some change, or rather shift of
emphasis, in his guidance of French policy. This change,
however, was not nearly as great as many of his critics have
asserted, nor as considerable as Izvolski

was inclined to

represent in his despatches to St. Petersburg.

Poincare found that Sazonov’s purposes were not always
clear and easy to reckon with. Sazonov did not always exchange views and come to a prior understanding with
France. He had been dilatory or non-committal in replying
to French proposals. At the beginning of the War he had
rejoiced with the Pan-Slavs at the astonishing military
successes of the Balkan States over Turkey. But the overwhelming victories of Kirk Kilisse and Lule Burgas, and
the rapid advance of Ferdinand's troops toward Constantinople, was an unpleasant damper on his enthusiasm. A
Bulgarian occupation of the Turkish capital threatened to
thwart indefinitely Russia’s own historic hopes in that
quarter.

Even

if

the Powers

who had

political

and

finan-

permit the Bulgarians
to have the city, they might take advantage of the opportunity to carry out Sir Edward Grey’s idea of an internationalization of the Straits. Accordingly, even while the
battle of Lule Burgas was still in progress, Sazonov had
\irged tne Bulgarians, to recognize “the necessity for prudence and to halt in time,” endeavoring to bribe them to
listen to reason by promises of future diplomatic support.
At the same time he informed Prance and England that he
cial interests there should refuse to
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would greatly welcome intervention at Sofia and Belgrade
in favor of mediation to restrain the victorious Slavs

the war which Russia had helped to cause

—

by her part

in
in

the formation of the Balkan League.--'* Three days later, in
spite of the fact that Poincare had already taken the initiative in the direction desired by Russia, and without any
warning or prior consultation, Sazonov presented all the
Powers with a complete program for immediate intervention; the maintenance of the Sultan in Constantinople with
a defense zone including Thrace and Adrianople an autonomous Albania; compensations to Rumania for remaining
neutral; Serbian access to the Adriatic; and free transit for
Austrian goods through the new Serbian territory.^^^
Except for Serbian access to the Adriatic, this whole
program was in the nature of concessions to the Triple
Alliance. As compared with Constantinople, Sazonov cared
very slightly for “the little Slav sisters” or for the solidarity
of the Triple Entente. Without giving Poincare time to
recover from his astonishment at the proposed concessions,
Sazonov sent him the further startling news that if the
Bulgarians occupied Constantinople the whole Russian
Black Sea Fleet would "appear before the Turkish capital.”®-® The Russian Admiralty plans went further: “For
the protection of our Embassy and our interests in general,
it will naturally be necessary to land, and in order not to
;

weaken the navy crews, the despatch of some troop divisions
The occupation of the
with machine guns is desired.
Bosphorus one would not extend very far, but it would then
be easier to remain there forever. If we have the Bosphorus
.

.

.

tight in hand, the troublesome Straits Question

half settled.

If a favorable

is

already

opportunity for such an advance

224 Sazonov to BcnckcndorfT and Izvolski, Oct. 31, 1912; Krasnyi
Arkhiv, XYI, 19 ; Siebert-Schreincr, p. 381 f ; Stieve, II, 326.
225Saaonov’s circulax', Nov. 2; MJ'R., p. 293; L.N., II, S65; Stieve,
.

IT, 328.

220

Sazonov to Izvolaki, Nov. 4; L.N.,

I,

339; Sfieve, II, 331-
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it must be artificially created; beimpossible to get possession of the whole

cannot be found, then
cause,

if it is

we

should at least have an eye to the enormous
advantage which the Bosphorus has."
French public opinion, however, had been reassured by
the Balkan victories and began to take a new interest in
Russia’s Balkan policies. A public declaration by Poincare
of French loyalty to Russia had aroused great enthusiasm.
“Nothing succeeds like success," l2 volski reported; “under
the influence of recent events one notices here a marked
change in feeling in favor of the Balkan States and the
Russian point of view"; and he added that he would do all
Straits,

political

he could to strengthen this new attitude, especially by influencing the Press, but for this he needed more money at
his disposal.-^® Poincare was not enthusiastic for Sazonov’s
program of intervention which would antagonize Bulgaria
and Serbia. He was impressed by the new weight and influence which the Balkan victories had given to the Slav
cause and to the Triple Entente in the Balance of Power in
Europe. He also suspected that Austria, backed by Ger-

many, might take advantage of the situation to attempt teraggrandizements, and this he was determined to
prevent, not only in the interests of Russia and Serbia, but
of France and the prestige of the Triple Entente. He was

ritorial

more concerned over what Austria might do, than at Sazonov’s anxiety about Constantinople. As Izvolski reported
on November 7: “Whereas France up to the present has
declared that local, so to speak, purely Balkan events could
not induce her to take any active measures, the lYench
Government now appears to admit that an acquisition of
territory on the part of Austria in the Balkans would affect
the general European equilibrium and consequently also the

n,

a^Tiidmiralty Staff Report, Nov. 2, 1912; Krasnyi ^rlchiv, VI, 52.
228 Izvolski to Sazonov, Oct. 28, M.F.R., p. 292; L.N., II, 564, Stieve,
On Izvolski’s activities in bribing the French Press, see below.

320.

oh. V, note 117.
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special interests of France.

.

.

.

Poincare

is

perfectly con

may

thus become mvolved
present,
of course, he submits
warlike
action.
For
the
in a
this question merely for our consideration, but in a conversation with me Paleologue plamly admitted that the
proposed agreement might lead to some kind of active
scious of the fact that France

step

”

Northern Albania and desire for
a port on the Adriatic soon became a dangerously acute
Serbia’s occupation of

question.

Austria threatened to use force

necessary to

if

and had the support of both her allies Sazonov naturally favored the Serbian demand, but not to the
point of making n ar He was secretly inclined to find some
compromise proposal, such as giving Serbia a rail\\ ay outlet
on the Adriatic, but not part of Northern Albania to which
Austria and Italy particularly objected When he inquired
what would be the attitude of France if an active intervention by Austria could not be avoided, Poincare replied,
prevent

this,

according to Izvolski:
Russia to take the initiative in a question in
the most interested party
France’s task is
If the French Govto lend her the most effective support
ernment should take the initiative it would risk falling short
In short,
of, or overstepping, the intentions of its ally
Poincare, if Russia goes to war, France will do
added
It is for

which she

is

.

M

the same, for we all know that
Austria in this question “so

Germany

will stand behind

This statement, which has been much quoted by Poinshowing the tnumphant influence exerted
on him by the intriguing Izvolski, is severely criticized by
Poincare in his memoirs as bemg inaccurate. As a matter
of fact, he was again insistmg that he did not wish to make
promises until Sazonov had taken the initiative in saying
care’s critics as

229
-"JO

II,

346

MFR.

p

296,

LN.

I,

342, Stieve, II, 336
p 300,

MFR,

Sazonov Nov 17,
CJ however, Fomcare, 11, 330 ff.
to

LN

I

346

Sbeve.
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what he wanted. Then TVance would be able to
make her views known. As to war, he again defined the
clearly

same terms he had used to
Sazonov in August: France would go to war if the particular
obligations of the alliance in the

case of the casus foederis provided in the Alliance were
fulfilled, namely, "if Russia is attacked by Germany or by

Austria supported by Germany.”

Until then he would
keep his hands free. A couple of days later hp took care
to warn Georges Louis of Izvolski’s misrepresentations and
asked him to correct any false impressions which they may
have caused. Izvolski’s report is therefore undoubtedly
inaccurate as a representation of Poincare's words; but it
is accurate as a representation of what Sazonov was* being
told by his Russian Ambassador in Paris were Poincare’s
views. And it indicates that Poincare was now ready to
consider seriously the question of war arising out of Balkan
problems in which Russia was interested. In 1912, however, Russia was not prepared for war; none of the Great
Powers wanted it, and the Serbian question was referred
for settlement to the London Conference of Ambassadors.
With a person of Izvolski’s intriguing, ambitious, and
not wholly trustworthy character as Russian Ambassador at
Paris, it was all the more important that Prance should
have at St. Petersburg a man of Georges Louis’s views, who
was on his guard against the danger of Russia’s ambitions
in regard to the Straits. But on February 17, 1913, Georges
Louis was suddenly notified of his definite dismissal and
replacement by M. Delcasse. M. Poincare had just become
President of the Republic and the responsibility for the
change in the French Embassy at St. Petersburg could be
technically placed upon the shoulders of Ihe jjriand Cabinet
in

which M. Jonnart succeeded Poincare as Minister of

Foreign

Afifairs.^®^

After being thus “politically assassi-

38iJudet, pp. 206-234; Poin«ir6,

U,

Oct., 1025.

II,

70; Foreign Ajjairs (N. Y.), IV,
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nated,” as his friends called his dismissal, Georges Louis’s
diplomatic career was ruined. No new place was found for

him. He died in 1917 in the midst of the War which it had
been his aim to avert. Doubtless there is some truth in
Poincare’s explanation that Louis’s frail health and his lack
of intimate relations with Sazonov and influential circles
at St. Petersburg made it desirable in the interests of allied
solidarity that he should be replaced by someone who
would cooperate more cordially with Sazonov and his
Ballian policies. The fact that he was succeeded by Delcasse, and then by Paleologue, who were both strongly in
favor of strengthening the bonds of the alliance by giving
Russia strong support, did make for harmony between the
Cabinets of Paris and St. Petersburg. It did tend thereby
to tighten the Triple Entente, but it also encouraged Sazonov in his support of Serbia and his stiff attitude to Austria
and Germany which was one of the main causes of war in
1914.

THE RENEWAL AND WEAKNESS OF THE TRIPLE ALLIANCE, 1912
Bismarck, who regarded the Austro-Gcrman Alliance
had refused to permit military
agreements between the German and Austrian Staffs, for
fear that they might hamper the political freedom of action
of the civilian authorities. This Alliance, therefore, as well
as the Triple Alliance, had long remained without being
supplemented "by any such definite military convention,
stating the number of troops which each ally was bound to
furnish in case of war, as in the case of the Franco-Russian
Military Convention in 1894.®®® Nor for many years were
of 1879 as strictly defensive,

232 Two minor exceptions to this general statement were the convention of 1888 providing for the service of Italian troops on the Rhine
frontier in case of a Franco-Gcnnan war (c/., G.P., VI, 247), and a convention "of 1900 providing for naval cooperation by the Triple Alliance
in case of war with France and Russia (Pribram, I, 241).
See also W.
Focr.-.tnr, “Die deutsch-italienische Militarkonvention,” in ESF, Vt SOS'
416,

May,

1927.
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there laiy regular periodical conferences between the Staffs
of the Triple Alliance Powers, with written protocols fixing

in detail the cooperation of their armies, as in the case of

the annual conferences between the French and Russian
from 1900 onwards.®’® But in January, 1909, when

Staffs

the Bosnian Crisis began to look alarming, Moltke and
Conrad, the Chiefs of Staff of the German and Austrian

armies did enter into a correspondence concerning possible
military cooperation.®’^ It was carried on with the knowl-

edge and approval of the civilian authorities of the two
countries, and was continued intermittently during the following years. It was also supplemented by personal meetings between the two generals at visits during military
maneuvers and other occasions. One Austrian writer sees
in this correspondence a “military convention” which transformed the Austro-German Alliance from its originally defensive character into an offensive agreement. He even
makes it the “key” to the whole question of responsibility
But nowhere did Moltke and Conrad, or
for the war.”®
in authority, ever refer to this exchange
convention.” On the contrary, it
“military
of views as a
was more in the nature of a general discussion of the political situation, and an exchange of information as to the plan

any other persons

of campaign which each intended to put into operation if
war should be declared by the civilian authorities. Conrad
was trying to persuade Moltke to make Germany s mobilization plan provide for as many troops as possible against
Russia, so as to lessen the number which the Tsar would
have available against Austria. Moltke, in turn, wanted to

few troops in Serbia, and send as
against Russia, in order to
Galicia
as possible into

have Conrad plan to

many

use’

233 For summaries of the earlier Franco-Russian military conferences,
protocols of those
see Les Allies conlre la Russie, pp. 8-39; and for the
697-718; and L.N., II, 419-437.
in 1911, 1912, and 1913, see M.F.R., pp.
28 * Conrad, I, 379-406; II, 54-62.
285
Kanner, Der Sehliissel zur Kneggschiddfrage, Munich, 1926
.
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on Germany’s eastern frontin', while
the bulk of the German forces were being thrown against
France. Their arrangements with one another were hardly
as definite or as binding as those which were being made
by the French and Russian Staffs. Though some of the

relieve the pressure

letters were shown to the civilian authorithey did not legally modify the terras of the Alliance.

Moltke-Conrad
ties,

This remained fixed in writing, and its interpretation and
application rested with the civilian, and not the military,
authorities.

On the other hand, it is undoubtedly true that
Moltke-Conrad correspondence tended to foster the
viction at Vienna, that

count on a threat of

if

Austria attacked Serbia, she could
mobilization to bluff Russia

German

into remaining inactive; or

made

In

this

con-

upon German support,

if

Russia

tend to give the Alliance
a potentially offensive, rather than defensive, character.
Another result of their correspondence was the fact that
Moltke and Conrad made mobilization plans which were
dependent for success on one another, and, as in all such
cases, this enabled the military authorities in a time of crisis
to exert pressure on the civilian authorities in favor of war.
war.

To what extent
be discussed

this sense it did

this

was actually the case in

July, 1914, will

second volume.

In the years befinal
crisis,
personal
friendship
fore the
the
and mutual confidence between Moltke and Conrad had been one of the
factors in strengthening the bonds between these two
later in the

allies.

Italy was the element of weakness in the Triple Alliance.
since the Algeciras Conference Germany had regarded

Ever

her loyalty with doubt. Conrad was so convinced not only
of her probable disloyalty to her treaty obligations, but of
her positive hostility, that he speaks of her as Austria’s
“principal opponent.”
He made plans for mobilization
against her, and even wanted a “preventive war” against

RENEWAL AND WEAKNESS OF THE TRIPLE ALLIANCE
Italy’s

her.®**

war with Turkey

for

345

the possession of

had further displeased her allies, not only because
they had not been fully consulted beforehand, but because
It embarrassed them to have their nominal ally attack the
Turks, whose friendship and good-will they were trying to
cultivate.
To be sure, the events of the war and Italy’s
establishment as a sea-power in the Mediterranean had led
to a decided coolness in her relations with IVance.
But
these had improved again by the summer of 1912 so that
Poincare and Sazonov both agreed that it was best to keep
Tripoli

Italy as a “dead weight” in the Triple Alliance, where she
would be useful to both France and Russia.*®''
Though the Triple Alliance was to run until 1914, the
question of its renewal had already begun to be. discussed
in the

summer

of 1911.

a means of placating her

Italy favored its early renewal as
allies

on the eve of her Tripolitan

Germany favored it, being always glad of anywhich might make for better relations between her

adventure.
thing

and thus help to counter-balance the growing
and solidarity of the Triple Entente. Aehrenthal
at first was not opposed to it.*®® But Conrad and the military officers were so incensed at Italy’s insults and treacheries that they saw no use in trying to keep her even as a
two

allies,

strength

nominal

ally.

General Auffenberg related with childish

in Vienna evidences
which he had just seen in the Southern
Tyrol every day or two a patrol had to be detailed to clean
up the insulting epithets scribbled on a war memorial;
he had seen cigarette boxes in which all the Austrian terrr-.
tory from Piume to the Brenner Pass was marked as belonging to Italy; irredentist propaganda even took the form
of calling the horses and mules by the names of Austrian

indignation to the

German Ambassador

of Italian animosity
:

286

For the period

1907-1912, cf. Conrad,

I,

110,

128,

141,

272
237 Sazonov's report to the Tsar, Aue.
as8 GJ>., XXX. 496-filO.
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1912; L.N., II, 340
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Trent and Trieste! "In case of a war Italy would
explode against us like a keg of powder,” he added, declaring that the best thing for Austria to do would be to crush
the irredentist hopes by war, and then Austria would be
freer to deal with Serbia or meet a Russian attack.*®*

cities like

Aehrenthal, however, had Francis Joseph on his side, and
secured the dismissal of Conrad because the latter was
urging war with Italy and friendship with Russia. The
Tripolitan War delayed the negotiations for the renewal
of the Triple Alliance. It was finally renewed, however,

on December

5, 1912; without modification, being extended
from July 8, 1914.*^® A couple of weeks later,
Italy notified Germany that, in view of the existing political conditions, frankness compelled her to say that she
would be unable to carry out her agreement of 1888 for
sending troops to cooperate with a German army on the
Rhme.*^®

for six years

THE EFFECTS OP THE BALKAN WAKS
The outbreak

Balkan Wars and the consequent
intensification of the conflict of interests between all the
Powers, great and small, affected the system of alliances in
of the

several ways.
It increased the internal friction within the Triple Alliance and Triple Entente. A study of the daily and even
hourly interchange of telegrams which went on between
the members of each group during the succession of crises
and kaleidoscopic changes which took place in the Balkans
during 1912 and 1913 shows, for instance, that Germany

was constantly

irritated

of her Austrian ally.
policies
affairs,

by the

selfish policies

She was

and rash

acts

irritated because Austrian

sometimes ran counter to her own views on Balkan
and sometimes because they might endanger the

239 Tschirichky to Bcthmann, Nov. 18, 1011; ihid 514
240 T«.ohir3Phky to Bethmann, 568; Pribram,
L 268-20^ '
34JGP., XXX, 674-579; Pribram, I, 299
'

'
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peace of Europe. For example, Germany had no great dethe creation of an autonomous Albania. The Kaiser
did not think that the country was capable of governing

sire for

and he thought

very doubtful whether any Eurowho could succeed in the difficult task.®^® In spite of this, however, Germany consented
to support Austria’s wishes (and also Italy’s) for the creation of an autonomous Albania which should exclude Serbia
itself,

it

pean prince could be found

from access to the Adriatic. Similar clashes of interest
existed. between France and her ally. France desired the
maintenance of the integrity of the Ottoman Empire, in
which she had large financial interests, and wanted the right
to construct railways in northern Asia Minor, which would
strengthen and develop Turkey.
Russia opposed these
railways because they might aid Turkey to move troops
more easily to prevent the Russian advance south of the
Caucasus. An interesting example of this internal conflict
within each group is seen in the intrigues in regard to the
disposal of Kavala at the close of the Balkan Wars. Austria and Russia, for various reasons to be explained in the
next chapter, wanted to give Kavala to the Bulgarians;
their allies, Germany and IVance, instead of agreeing with
them respectively, were in favor of letting the Greeks keep
it.
The Greeks kept it.
This internal friction, however, was more than counterbalanced by the feeling in each group that it must do everything possible to preserve unity and solidarity among its
members. Allies must stand together and support one another’s policies, consenting to policies which were unpalatable, or even consenting to acts which might involve dangers
to the peace of Europe. In this way Austria was often a
liability, rather than an asset, to Germany, as was also
Russia to France. Sometimes the dominant member exerted successfully a restraining influence on her ally in favor
M2GJ.. XXXVI, 127-746, patnm.
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of moderation and the preservation of the peace, as in the
ease of German3r’s veto on Austria’s contemplated intervention against Serbia in July, 1913, or France’s unwillinpiesa

measures for exerting pressure on Turkey in connection with Liman von Sanders
to approve Sazonov’s proposed

affair.®*®

In the recently published German documents and in
Conrad’s memoirs one finds many cases indicating that
Germany encouraged Austria to take steps against Serbia
for putting an end to the “Greater Serbia” danger in the
belief that it threatened the existence of the Dual Monarchy and consequently of Germany’s only remaining reliable
ally.®**
They occur in ofiicial despatches from the German
Foreign Office to the German Ambassador in Vienna, in
the correspondence and interviews between Moltke and
Conrad, and occasionally in the meetings between the German Kaiser and Franz Ferdinand. On the other hand, however, one finds as many, if not more, cases of an exactly
opposite kind, in which German officials, especially the
Kaiser, urged Austria to come to some arrangement with
Serbia and warned her against using force.®*® On the whole,
we believe we are justified in saying that Germany’s influence was in favor of moderation and peace rather than the
contrary until the provocation of the Sarajevo assassina-

—

tion.
2<8 See below, ch. v.
G.P., XXVI, passim (Bosnian Crisis);

XXX, 253; XXXIII. 27iS
34 ff.; XXXVI, 386 ff.; XXXIX, 325 ff. (Konopischt
Meeting). Conrad, I, 95 f., 106 ff., 129 ff., 202 f., 369 ff.; II, 54 ff.; Ill, 38 f.,
143 ff., 294, 328, 368 f., 424 ff., 469 f., 474, 609 ff., 667 ff. C/. also W. bchussler,
Oesterreich und das devische Sckicksal (Leipzig, 1925), pp. Sff., 177 ff
and H. Kanner, Der Schliissel sur Kriegsschtddjrage (Munich, 1926),
passim.
245 GP., XXXIII, 42, 80, 92 ff., 116, 150, 295 ff., 355 ff., 371 ff., 426 ff.,
478 f.; XXXrV, 444 ff., 455 ff., 538 ff.. 619 ff.. 674 ff., 820 ff.; XXXV, 52 ff..
66 ff., 122 ff., 3i9ff. (Kavala affair and non-revision of the Treatv of
Buchare.st); XXXVI, 27 ff.; XXXVIII, 335, 342 ff. Conrad. I, 156, 165;
III, 78 ff., 143 ff., 164 ff., 318, 404, 410, 417, 429 ff., 448, 597 f., 627 f., 6M,
644 f., 729. C/. also H. Friedjung. Dos Zeitalter dea Imverudismvs (Berlin,
2-44

330, 373

f.j

,

XXXIV,

;

1919-1922)

III

-nnsstw.
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To what extent France in the same way gave dangerous encouragement or exercised wise moderation on Russia,
The evidence furnished by Sazonov’s
it is difiScult to say.
correspondence with Izvolski and BenckendorfF, his reports
to the Tsar, and other Russian material on the one hand, is
often contradicted, on the other, by Poincare’s memoirs and
by the French Yellfiw Book on Balkan Affairs. But it must
be remembered that this Yellow Book is very far from
complete, the documents in it evidently being selected to
support the view that M. Poincare’s policy was always in
the interests of the peace of Europe. On this question, no
wholly satisfactory answer can be given until the French
make a full publication of their pre-War documents, similar
to that already made by Germany and to that in course
of publication by England.
One effect of the Balkan Wars, which was most serious
to the peace of Europe and to the crystallization of opposition between the Triple Alliance and the Triple Entente,

was the

intensification of the general

movement

for^

an in-

armaments on the part of all the Continental
Powers. We have already noted above the antagonism
between England and Germany caused by the rapid construction of Dreadnoughts and the failure of the Haldane
Mission. At the same time that Germany passed the Naval
crease of

1912 she made a considerable increase in her army.
In 1913 a new Army Law provided for a much larger increase to take place in the following years. Before France
was aware of this German Army Law of 1913, Poincare
and the little group associated with him had already decided
to bring in a bill greatly increasing the strength of the
Bill of

fVench army. Convinced that sooner or later a war was
“inevitable,” they persuaded the French Chamber of Deputies to vote the law extending the French term of active
military training from two to three years, and the liability
for service in the reserve from the age of forty-five to forty-

'
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According to the opinion of Colonel Buat. who was
one of the ablest French experts and officially in charge of
one section of the French General Staff, France would have
in 1914 a slightly larger army than Germany in the first
weeks of a war.®^® The idea that Germany was overwhelmingly superior in numbers in her invasion of Belgium and
France in 1914 is a myth. In Russia also strenuous efforts
were being made to organize and train a greater number
of her vast population. The increases in Austria and Italy
were relatively slight. We refrain at this point from giving
any figures as to the relative size of armies and military
expenditures because such figures are apt to be extremely
misleading. Figures comparing English and German naval
expenditures have no significance urdess allowance is made
for the cheaper costs of construction in Germany and the
system of obligatory service instead of voluntary enlistment. Similarly the size and strength of armies is not
indicated merely by the numbers of troops, but depends in
large part upon efficiency of equipment, rapidity of mobilization, and other technical matters which would require
long comment if trustworthy and really just bases of
comparison are to be made By the spring of 1914 all these
eight.

|

.

armaments in progress of preparation had raised in both
Triple Alliance and Triple Entente a growing uneasiness
and suspicion.
Everywhere thoughtful observers were
alarmed at the situation, but
alleviate

little

was accomplished to
Europe with the hope

Colonel House went to
it, and wrote to President Wilson,
before the assassination of the Austrian Archduke:
it.

]

of doing something about

a month
The

situation

is

extraordinary.

It is militarism run stark

you can bring about a different understanding, there is some day to be an awful
cataclysm. No one in Europe can do it. There is too much

mad. Unless someone acting

248 E. Buat, L’armee

for

aUemande pendant
SIS'

(920, Moatgelas, Leitfaden,

la gverre

de 1914-1918, Fan&
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hatred, too many jealousies. Whenever England consents,
France and Russia will close in on Germany and Austria.
England does not want Germany wholly crushed, for she
would then have to reckon alone with her ancient enemy,
Russia; but if Germany insists upon an ever-increasing
navy, then England will have no choice. The best chance
for peace is an understanding between England and Germany in regard to naval armaments and yet there is some
disadvantage to us by these two getting too close.®^’^

One ben eficial

co nsequence of the Balkan crisis

was the

increased effort sincerely marie to establish a '‘Concert of
Europe” which should counteract the opposition, between

the Triple Alliance and Triple Entente.
of the

London Conference

This was the aim
and it succeeded

of Ambassadors,

in its task of finding peaceful solutions of

most

difficult

problems. Possibly if such another conference could have
been arranged in July, 1914, it also might have averted the
catastrophe. In this matter of the Concert of Europe each
statesman was continually torn between two conflicting
purposes.
On the one hand, he wished to preserve and
strengthen the solidarity of the group which he represented
Triple Alliance or Triple Entente as the case might happen to be. He therefore aimed to reach a prior agreement
within his own group which would safeguard the prestige
and interests of the other two members and thus of the
group as a whole and then to try to impose the acceptance
of this prearranged agreement upon the members of the
opposing group. This of course tended to accentuate the
crystallization of opposition between Triple Alliance and
Triple Entente, and if carried too far, as in 1914, would
precipitate war. At the same time, on the other hand, most
of the statesmen of Europe were aiming at an altogether
different purpose
In the interests of peace, they were

—

;

and

247 Charles Seymour, Tlie
New York, 1926), I, 249;

InUmale Papers of Colonel Hovse (Boston
c/.

xlso GJ>..

XXXIX.

107-1 J7

'
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genuinely trying to maintain the Concert of Europe, that
to have all six Great

common views
compromises.

in

a

is^

Powers arrive at

collective action and
conciliatory spirit and by means of

This often involved sacrificing to some

ex-

own

country, or at least those of
his ally. In Balkan questions Austria and Russia had the
greatest interests and were therefore the countries most
tent the interests of his

frequently expected to
interests

were

alliance, could

i

,

'

least,

most

make

sacrifices.

England, whose

and who was not bound by any formal
easily afford to serve as a

medium

in

smoothing out opposition between the others. ' It is not
here possible to review in detail the extent to' which each
of the leading statesmen of Europe pursued each of these
two opposite purposes. As one reads the complicated diplomatic negotiations of the years immediately preceding
the War one gets the impression, beyond all doubt, that
Sir Edward Grey was the man who most sincerely and tirelessly placed the Concert of Europe above the interests of
any single Power or group. Next to him in support of the
Concert of Europe would come Bethmann-Hollweg and the
German Secretary of State, Kiderlen-Wachter; but Kiderlen died in December, 1912, and after that the German
Chancellor was less able to make his influence prevail over
that of Tirpitz and the Kaiser. In France, M. Poincare
was more interested in the solidarity of the Triple Entente,
than in the Concert of Europe but in order to preserve the
;

confidence and friendship of England, which was one of his

primary aims, he also frequently took the lead in steps for
initiating or upholding collective action by the Powers.
Sazonov and Izvolski cared less for the Concert of Europe

and Count Berchtold least of aU.
J
It was while Europe was thus'^ivided into two opposed
groups that a new danger arose from the assassination of
the Austrian Archduke and a new intensification of Balkan
problems.

CHAPTEE V
BALKAN PROBLEMS,
Thb

1907-1914

Balkan situation was one of the most important

WotW J7ar. It sharpened the antagoni^nT&etween the TViple Alliance and the Triple Entente,
Simulated a general merease~in armaments, and led to
Che agsa^ination oFthe Austrian Archduke with its catastrophic consequences
It was an old and complicated
question which had troubled the peace of Europe for a
centuiy and a ^alf^ No attempt can be made here to trace
its dtfyelopment, which has been ably dealt with by many
It arose from many elements._ The progressive
writers.^
disihtegration^f the Ottom an ^Empire, caused by external
asjwell as internal causes, produced a continual unrest in
the Nearl^tl. This was increased by Russia’s persistent
desire to jiequire mcreased influence in the Balkan Peninsula and Jo realize^ her age-long dream for control of the
waterw ays to the Mediterranean. The Hapsburgs, sitting
astride the Danube for centuries, were trying to preserve
factors in causing ihe

*

.

authority over subject peoples,

many

of

whom had become

with nationalism and a dtsire to break away and
unite with their brothers living in the independent States
6brdCTiPg~on Austria-Hungary. The ambitions ot SerK^
Bulgaria, Rumania and Greece to extend their temtories
to include alTpeople s of their own nationality brought th^
mto constant conflict with Turkey, Austria-Hungary or
fired

R

useful list of works on the Balkans see
J Kemer,
Selected Bibliography in the Western European Languages (Cambndge, Maas, 1918), especially Nos. 737-842,' 3121-3144, 36924186, 4357-4411, 4490-4518.

^For a very

Slavia Europe-

A
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The antagonism between Austria-Hunj^ary
and Serbia was increased by tne'A^trian annexation of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, the creatioiT o? A lbania, and the
Sefifl^tati'ori for national unity at Austria’s expense. To
u nderstand how the World WaF Kad its beginniri^iiTSus
corner of Europe, it will be convenient to^ fev^iew some of
the Balka n problem sTetw een 1908 and 1Q14. -

one an other.

THE BEGINNINGS OF AUSTRO-SERBIAN ANTAGONISM
Serbian national poets and historians love to recall

to

days of Stephen Dushan in the
fourteenth century, when the great Greek Orthodox Serbian
Empire stretched from the Danube nearly to the Gulf of
Corinth, and from the Aegean to the Adriatic. From those
far-off days to the decades immediately preceding the
World War, when Serbian nationalists began to dream of
again extending their boundaries to include “Old Serbia”
and even more territory, the Serbian people suffered long
their people the heroic

2 In addition to the works cited by Kcrner, as indicated in the
preceding footnote, the more important recent books from the Austrian
point of view are: H. Friodjung, Das Zcilaltrr des Imperialismus, 188i1914 (3 vols. Berlin, 1919-22) ; F. F. G. Klcinwiichter, Der Unlcrgang der
iislerrcichisck-ungarischcn
anarchic (Leipzig, 1920) ; L. Mandl, Dir.
Habsburger und die scrbiache Fragc (Vienna, 1918) ; Theodor von Sosnosky. Die BaJkanpnlilik Oeslcrreich-Ungarns si it 1866 (2 vols. Stuttgart, 1913-1919)
J. Redlich, Ot.’ilerrelchische Regierung und Verwaltung
im Wellkricg (New Haven), 192.5; H. Delbriick, “Serbicn, Oesterreich
und Russland,” in Deutschland und die Schxddjrnge (ed. W. Ziegler, Berlin, 1923; pp. 95-112); and the works of Biirian, Clonrad, Hoyos, Musulin,
Pribram, and .Szila.'.'sy. .Above all, Oc. U.A., T-\TTI, passim.

M

;

—

the Serb and Croat point of view:
H. Wendel, Der KampI
der Siidslawen um Freiheit und Einheit (Frankfprt, 1923), written in a
somewhat lyrical vein, but containing a valuable bibliography (pp. 757773) including numerous Slavic works; R. W. Seton-Watson, Sarajevo:
.A Study in the Origins of the Great War (London, .1926), giving the best
account in English of the Jugoslav Movement; L. von SUdland [Pilar],
Die Siidslau-ische Frnge und der Weltkrieg (Vienna, 1918) Goricar and

From

;

Stowe,' The Inside Story of Auslro-Gcrman Intrigue (New York, 1920);
and the works of Cvijitch, Jcvtilch, Markovitch, and Stanojevitch.
From a more general point of view: Dio Crosse Politik, passim; H.
Wickham Steed, Through, Thirty Years, 1892-1923 (2 vols. London, 1924);
and the works of Bogitchevitch, Brandenburg, Kanner, ahd Valentin.
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and hardship. First came the Turks.
On Vjdov-Dan, 1389, an army of Serbs, Albanians and
Croats was terribly crushed at Kossovo, and submerged
under the Turkish flood. But from the field of battle
there rose up a Serb hero who penetrated to the victorious
Sultan-’s tent and there slew him, as the hateful oppressor
of the Slav peoples. So the anniversary of Kossovo became a great day in the Serb calendar: Vidov-Dan was a
day of sorrow for the national defeat of 1389, but a day of

years of oppression

rejoicing for the

assassination of the cruel foreign

op-

For more than four centuries after Kossovo the
greater part of the Serb people lived and suffered under
Turkish rule. Some Serbs, for obvious reasons of convenience, abandoned Greek Orthodoxy for Mohammedanism,
especially in Bosnia, and remained Moslems ever afterpressor.®

wards.

Austria was the European Power which first brought
some relief, and caused the Turkish flood to

to the Serbs

^c^.

It"

was Prince Eugene, with his Hapsburg~afmy,
the
in 1717 and helped arouse

^

who recaptured Belgrade

a longing for independence from Turkish misrule.
When Mapsburg troops had to retreat twenty years later,
any Serb peasan ts followed on the soldiers’ heSs to’ escape servitude under the Sultan. They settled nortH^bf
tbe southern fringe of the Hapshurgdands.
the Danube
There they lived and multiplied and were joined by other
fugitivesTrbm south of the Danube. At first ’tEiese"^5efb_
settlers were well treated by theii’ new rulers, and were
appreciated as good soldierTTb defencT'tRe country "againsT
the TurKir~But in the later eighteenth cehtufy^Ko™?'?
"Cathofic propaganda and" economic oppressi on by feudd
Magyar landlords made existence so bitter for the Serb
settl ers that many pr ef erre d to escape bac k to th^ brothers
iJerbs

m

m

3

Vidov-Dan,

St’.

duke’s assassination,

Vitus’s

Day, June 15/28,

was the 525th anniversary

day of the Arch*
of the Battle of Kos.sova

1914, the
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of the South.

As betw een Magyar exploitation and Turkish
was lhe lesser of tw o evils. So began an

Misrule, the latter

antagonlsm~ which persisted ever afterwar ds, and, was aggravate5 ~i867 when Emperor Francis Joseph withdrew the
special privileges which had long been enjoyed by
*
Nevertheless, conunen
Serbs ofthe ‘Military Frontiers.”
enmity to the TiSts generally tended to preserve a political friendship between the ruling authorities at Vienna a^

m

Belgrade
In the year 1878, to be sure, Austria “occupied” the
provinces of Bosnia and Herzegovina, which were largely,
inhabited by peasanfs'of Serb blood and were coveted by the
new Kingdom of Serbia; but the pill was coated by the
fact that, at the Congress of Berlin, Aiwtria secured for
Serbia the valuable Pirot and Nish districts, which Russia
would have assigned to her own protege, Bulgar ia. Political friendship between the Austrian and Serbian* Gopmments, though not between the peoples of the two countries,
was again secured by the secret Austro-Serbian Treaty of
1881, signed for ten years, in which both Slates promised
to pursue a mutually friendly policy, andThot to tolerate
within the territoi^i^af one any mtrigues against th e oTher.®
In the year following, a tariff agreement admitted Austrian manufactured articles into Serbia at h'aB the tariff
rates asked of other countries, and in return' 5pg cia3~ad=
vantages werejiveh to SerbiaSTpigs an d pruheslmported
into Austria-Hungary.
1885 it was the support of Austria which saved the Serbian army fr om destruction after

^

fataTdefeat by the Bulgarians at Slivnitza. King Milan.
both off an d on the throne, squandered much of his money
and spent much of his bizarre existence in Vienna. Andjo^

its

*Cf.
1923), ch.

Michael Pupin, From Immigrml

to

Inventor

(New

York,

i.

5 Pribram, I, 18 ; also his article, “Milan IV von Serbien und Se
Gehcimvertrage Oesterreich-Ungama mit Serbien, 1887-1888,” in Bi»‘

torische Bldtter, I. 1922.
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in spite of Russian intrigues fr om within, Serbian policy,,
^neraliy speaEing, continued to be Austrophile until the

gr^t

as sassinations of 190 3.

~

"

"

”

,

It was the misfortune of the Serbian people tha^, at_^^
begin ning of the movement for iiatibnar indepen dence in

the d ays of Napoleon there arose no t one, but t wo, naInstead of one gre at
an dominating the
movement, and establi^ing a single strong dyn asty, th ere
,

m

tio nal leader s..

were two

Ev er

rivals:

Kara George an d Milpsh^Qbrenoyitch.

since the assas sination o f the former in the intere sts

unhappy country was torn by the
feuds of these rival families, and ly?^ a series of palace revoTuti6ns~and violent ch anges of dynast y. Th ese .cuiminated
in 1903
On the night of June 11, a band of conspirators,
consisting mainly of Serbian army'^SS&s, entefed~the rb^al
iag Alexander Obrenovitch
"palace at B elgrade, d ra gged
of the latter, in 1817, the

.

K

and

from

their hid ing place, and briithem.®
Belgrade
tally murdered
rejoiceHT’tHe'6EirfcE"Beirs
weTe"run'gr-tEe city 'C^as decorated with fla^; and' the

his unpopular wife

Legislature unanimously thanked the' assassrhs'’for their

wotET’ TKbugETie may not have been directly privy to the
plot, Peter Karagedf^idtch, grandson of the man murdered near^'a' century before, profited by it, and he as'
cended the throne aj Fetef'LT This hideous crime, “bru^
but hot' unprovoked, ” and the Tavbrs shown to_those who
were responsible for it, outraged the sense of decency in

thehrowned

iieads of

EuropeTmdst of

whom idon

withdrew

representati'^s'lhom Belgrade as a sign of th eir disapproval
Great Britain did no t renew diplomatic relations for three yflfl.rs.
th enr

.

6 For a recent vivid account of this deed, see the article of Dragisba
Vasitch, in Knjizhevna RepvbUka, summarised in The liiimg Age, Jan.
3. 1925; and the detailed contemporary narrative of Pomionkowski, the
Austrian Military Attache, in the Berlin S-Uhr-Abendblatt, Nos. 45-50,
Feb. 23-28, 1928; for its importance in internal Serbian politics, see below,
Vol. n, dt. ii.
'
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Tho ugh frowned on
marked a notable

at first

by

E urope,

revival in Ser bi an

the

new

reig n

more
patriotic national move^
democratic, spirit prevailed.
ment develope d, which expressed itself in new econ omic
freer,

A

activity, in

newspapers and TItS-ature, and

in the spread

of the “Greater Serbi a*^ idea ~Petcr I was personally popular, devoted to the interests of his country, and noted for
.

h^

and

soldierly qualities of loyalty

simplicity.

The

fact

that he had fought for the Serbian cause in the revolt of
Herzegovina gave him an added popularity far beyond the

bounds of his own kingdom it made him “our King” to the
Serbs beyond the Danube and the Drin. Many a Bosnian
peasant is said to have made a pilgi’image to Belgrade,
merely to hang about the streets till he could catch aThear
view of the new sovereign and future ‘^berator/’ He was
to lead Serbian “Piedmont” in the movements for reuniting
aU races of Serb blood Serbs, Bosniaks, Slovenes, Croats,
and Dalmatians into a “Greater Serbia,” as the House of
Savoy had led in the unification of Italy half_a ce ntury
earlier.
His marriage with Princess Zorka. daugh ter of
Nicholas of Montenegro, seemed to forecast close relati ons
between these two Slav states. ^lany of his years of exile.
had been passed in Russia. His brother, Prince Arsene,
had served as an officer in a crack regiment of Russian
Guards. His two IVIontenegrin sisters-in-law married Rus^
sian Grand D ukes.
These facts all seemed to su ggest a
;

—

—

Russophile orientation in Sertiian policy with the accession
of Peter I in 1903. And such proved to be the case .S—
~
was actfv^y hastened also both by encouragement from
the Pan-Slav elements in Russia
irritating attiby
^de ad opted by A ustria-Hungary.
Austrian, ministers soon observed with dismay this
grow th of Serbian nationalism and pro-Russian feeling.
If u nchecked, it threatened the integrity .ot
Hansburg,
_
lanrli!
It meant that the Kingdom of Serbm wopl^
.

,

^d

.

;
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as a dangerous mag net, tending to draw away Austri a’s
Serb subjects to form the “Greater Serbia.” IFthe decaying
Turkish Eihpire siiould ever]' fall to piecesV if nationalist
revolts should
out in Austria-Hungary in some crisis,
such as the death of Emperor Francis Joseph, or if wai‘
should be declared in the Balkans or in Europe, Serbia
'would be likely to try t o a nnex territories inhabited largely
by Serbs. Probably Pan-Slav interests would' lead Russia
to support the Serbians.! If Serbia secured Bosnia, her next
step would be to_^tempt to unite the Croats, the Dalma'ti^'^TIie Slovenes, and the Serbs in the Banat in southern
"Hungary. This would encourage the other subject na.tionthe Rumanians, Czechs and
“alitiesTunder Hapsburg rule
Slovaks to break away. This would spell Fims Austriae.'^
In view of The danger to the Dual Monarchy from jts
s ubject nationalities, Austrian offic mlsTi eg atTto adbp t ineagures to stifl e this growing mo vement in Serbia fqr_po]ikical
and economic independence from Hapsburg influenae.
Serbia, having ho' direct outlet to the sea, had been virtually''d epehBent upo n A uslri a-Hun garv for a market for her
agricultural products. To strengthen herself, Serbiahegan
in 1905 to nego tiate wiih Bulgaria fqr a customs-u nion
^ut Austri a interfer ed. In 1906, when the Austro-Serbian
Tafiff 'tr^AtY expired, feeling in both countries ran so high
that it was not renewed, especially as the iMagyar landr
Tofds found that Serbian products came into competition
with ~theiF~dwh'. As a consequence, a bitter tariff ^-’ar—
the sb-cailedVilPig Warl^ensued. But instead of"cr ushing
Serbia economically, !^stria only "caused the Serbians tc
seek other maricets7 es pecially in Germany; and at h ome
the Serbians began t^ erect s^ughter houses and factories
Hermany easily managed to supply the
of their own
Serbian peasants w ith goods which Had~7ofmerry come from
Austria This displacement of Austrian by German goods

—

—

'

.

.

1 Cf.

Conrad,

I, 13-28.
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caused not a
(

hard feeling between Vienna and Berlin
Austria’s attempt at economic
from compelling Serbia to return' tmis^

little

which persisted

»

for vears.®

^"mtumdation; 'far
,

XustibpMe'polmy,' had" Jiist

tfie

'opposite ettect;

it erabit-

them more than Tgv
made them realize more

tered Beter I’s Ministers, and' drove
into the

open arms of Russia.

R

cle^ly SCTblaTs'heed for a direct economic outlet to the
sea7such as "a railway connection with a port oh the Adriatic
ih'Albariia or Montenegro, or on the Aegean at Salonicai*
Tliey ''weIcomed negotiations for a railway crossing Serbia
from the Danube to the Adriatic which was urged on their
behalf by Russia in the spring of 190S, as a counter-measure
to Austria’s project for a railway from ‘Bosnia through the
Sanjak of Novi Bazar to Salonica.^® The outbreak of the
Young Turk Revolution in the summer hastened the negotiations, but led them to a fiasco in the most unexpected
manner. It brought to a crisis the q uesti on^ o uen dis-

and several times conditionally assented
to by Russia, of Austria’s "annexation” of the “occupi^’
provinces of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
This in turn _\vas
closely connected with Russia's much-desired aim of opening the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles to the passage of
Russian ships of war.

ciissed since 1876,

8 Stanojevitch,
Die Ermordung der Erzherzogs Franz Ferdinand
(Frankfort, 1923), p. 38; Conrad (III, 407), in 1913, spoke of, “Deutschland, welches in gierigem Egoismus die Monarchie aus Serbicn und uberhaupt voin Balkan komnierzieli zu verdriingcn trachtet.” The figures for
Germany’s displacement of Austria in Serbia in the years 1905, 190G, 1907,
are significant: imports from Germany, in milhons of dinars, 62, 9.7,
20.3; exports to Germany, 2.1, 19, 32; imports from Austria-Hungary 333,
22.2, 25.5; exports to Austria-Hungary 64.7, 30, 12; Statesman's Year

Book.
9 Cf. Dr. Baemreither, “Unsere
HandeUbeziehungen ea Serbien,’"
in Qest. Rundschau, XXIX, 1 fif., 1911; and “Aehrenthal tind Milovan
ovitch” in Deutsche Revue, Jan., 1922. Dr. Baemreither was an enlightened Austrian enjoying the confidence of the Archduke Franz Ferdinand,
who disapproved of Aehrenthal's policy and wished to make reasonable

economic concessions to Serbia; see the selections from his dianes published by Joaef Redlich, in Foreign Afjm (N. Y.), VI, 6452M7, July, 1928
10

GP.,

XXV,

281-382.
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STRAITS

In the course of th e nineteenth century, especially after
the events of 1878, Russi a had come to regard thie clo sure
of the Dardanel les against foreign warships by the Sultan
a yalu^k protection and asset for Russia. As Coun t

M

Kapnist remarked
keeper [portier]

ii-

May,

1897: “Russia needs this gate-

in Turkish clothes for the Dardanelles,

which under no circumstances ought to be opened. The
This remained
Black Sea is a Russian mare clausum.”
one of the corner-stones of Russian policy down to the
World War. Russia did not deshe any modification of the,
treaties which excluded war^ips o^the other Great Powers
fro
ingress into the Black Sea.
But the treaties whic h excluded Russian w ar ves sels
from passing inwar d or outward through the Straits of the
Bospiorus and Dardanelles were quite a differenTTnatter.'
Th ese were humiliat ing restri<^i<ms. They were inconsistent
with Russia’s prestige as a Great Power. They were cohtrary to her ambition s since Peter the Great’s day for the
control of a free outlet to the Mediterranean. They were a
serious and positive hand icap when sh e was engaged in war

m

285.
On the earlier history of Ihe closure of the
above, ch. ii, note 27; on the later history, E. A. Adamov,
Komtantinopol i Prolivy [Russia and the Straits], 2 vols., Moskva, 192.526; E. A. Adamov, Razdel Aziatskoe Turlsii [Partition of Asiatic Turkey],
Moskva, 1924; I. M. Zakher, "Konstantinopol i Prolivy” in Krasnyi
Arkhiv, VI, 48-76; Vn, 32-54 (1924); A. Popov, “Pervaia Balkanskaia
Voina" [First Balkan War], ibid., XV, 1-29; XVI, 3-24 (1926); M. N.
Pokrovski, Drei Konferenzen, Berlin, 1920; B. Shatzky: "La question de
Constantinople et des Detroits,” in Rev. (THist. de {» Guerre Mondiale,
IV, 280-309; V, 19-43 (Oct., 1926; Jan., 1927); G.P., X, 1-41, 70 f., 109*
114; XI. 99-106; XII, 47-87; XIV, 531-563; XVII, 34, 84, 102; XVUI,
J-i

GP., XII,

Straits, see

409-446;

XIX,

229-244;

and XXII, XXVI, XXVII,

XXX-XXXIX,

pas-

«im; lAvre Jaune: L’Alliance Franco-Rusae, p. 19 S.; ASaires Balkaniquea,
M.F.R., L.N., Stieve, and Conrad, passim; a good brief account by G.
Frantz, "Die Meerengenfrage in der Vorkriegspolitik Russland,” in Deutsche
Rundschau, LIII, 142-160 (Feb., 1927) ; P. Mohr, "Konstantinopel und die
Meerengenfrage,” in Meereskunde, Heft 178 (1927) ; and the references
below in the present chapter.
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as in th^case of the Russo-Japanese War, because they preVented her from freely using her Black Sea Pleet where it

might be most needed! Furthermore, they "pfevented^-tfi®
aupnentation of this Black Sea Fleet for war against Turkey
by any other means except naval construction oh Russia’s
southern shores; it could not be increased by construction on the Baltic, or by the purchase of warships in
England, as the Tsar sorrowfully observed in January,
1914J=«

^o jhe

opening of the Straits to Russian warships became
one of_Jthe first aims of Russian ministers in the decades
immediately preceding the World War. This was quite
distinct from tw’O other aims which are often confused with
it, but which were really different and would have involved
even more serious European complications; one was tlm
forcible seizure of Turkish territory along the heights of
the Bosphorus; the other was the acquisition of control
over Con stantinople itself. To be sure, Russian warship
once in the Straits would be in an easy position to accomphsh either of the two other aims. But, generally speaking,
the temerity of Russian ministers, though considerable, did_
not usually go to the point of planning to seize Constantinople itself. This city, they were inclined to admit, must
remain in the hands of the Sultan so long as the Ottoman
Empire~survived; to try to seize it would meet wdth too
great opposition from the Great Powers, not to mention
Klgaria and Greece. Constantinople, however, must in no
c ase be allowed to fall under the control of any other Poim'
neither under BuIgafiaTduring the Balkan Wars, n orUhcl^
Germany through the apj^ntment of General Liman vgjL

—

;

IS M. W. Rodzjanko, Ennnerungen, p. 90 (Berlin, 1927).
For England’s persistent opposition to Russia’s sending a couple of torpedo boats
even though under a uommcicial flag, into the Black Sea in 1902, and
also to Russia’s sending any of licr Black Sea Fleet out of the were

clausum during the Russo-Japanese War, see GP., XVIII, 407-446; XtX«
229-244; and BX>., IV, 44-60.
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corps in the

Sultan’s capital, as will be seenTater.'

however,

Occasionally,

ambitious

Russian

ministers

seriously considered in secret the project for a suddeii

descentjwith a landing force to seize in time of peace the
heights of the Bosphorus in the neighborhood of Constantinople.

A

word

One

of these occasions

may

be said of

it,

was

in the winter of 1896-97.

because

it is

the forerunner of

and because it typifies the
confusion of authority and purposes which existed in the
several similar projects later,

higher spheres at St. Petersburg.

To M.

^e

I^ssian Ambassador at ConstantiArmenian massacres caused a revulsion
of feeling in Europe against the Sultan and anarchic conditions in his capital which seemed likely to afford Russia
a good opportunity to make a bold coup de main to seize
the heights of the Bosphorus above Cqns^ntinople. In the
latter part of 1896 Nelidov came up to St. Petersburg to
Nelidov,

nople, the frightful

Nicholas II at once approved it, even
though it threate ned, as Witte pointed out, a general European W^. Nevertheless it was seriously considered in a
special secret ministerial council and was favored by Vannovskii and Tyr tov, Ministers of War and Marine, and by
Durnovo, President of the Council. Nelidov’s plan was to
despatch suddenly 30,000 troops on warships and transports
from Odessa to the„.Upper _Bosphorus and land thena to
seize control of the Straits, before England or any of the
other G reat Powers c ould prev ent the filibustering expedition.''”' Europe would be faced with a fait accompli.
Nelidov was to refuflTto hisTposraf Coh^htihdpre; when
he judged that th e^situatlon In' the~5ultan’s~ca~pltal~ha,d
reached the proper critical point, the signal for the sud den
descent of the I^ssmn lanfiing force was to be given by a
harmless sounding telegram, “Long without news.” Bu t
when the plan was further studied by the mi litarjrand naval
set forth_his plan..

.

'
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even with the most secret
precautions, it would be almost impossible to concentrate
and despatch a sufficiently large number of troops and
teansports without attracting the attention and opposition
of England. Moreover, Count Witte and Pobiedon osteV
were opposed to it on wonomic, political and moral grou nds,
and cast the weight of their personal influence against the
rash project^ so that it was ultimately abandoned by the
authorities, it appeared that,

But that Nelidov’s plan was seriously considere d,
and was even thought by Witte to have been on the point

Tsar.

aims of Rui^iM
which
the weak-willed
diplomats and of the readine^ with
of being carried out,

Nicholas II at

first

i s.

significant of the

assented to

it.*®

THE BALKAN QUESTION "PUT ON
Soon

after

the

ICE,” 1897-1907

abandonment of Nelidov’s project

Emperor 'Francis Joseph

visited Nicholas II at St. PetersFriendly conversations took place whicTi resulted in
axi important Austro-Russian Balkan agreement.
It was at
this time that Russia was embarking more actively on her

Eurg;

13 Nelidov’s project of 1896-97, first hinted at anonymously by E. J.
and then by several memoir writers, has recently been confirmed
documents published by the Bolshevists. See E. J. Dillon, The

Dillon,

by

Eclipse oj Bussia (N. Y., 1918), pp. 231-244; S. I. Witte, Memoirs (Garden
City, 1921), pp. 186-189; Baron Rosen, Forty Years of Diplomacy (N. Y.,
1922), I, ch. xiv; M. Pokrovski, “Russko-germanskie otnosheniia" [RussoGerman relations], in Krasnyi Arkhiv, 1, ch. i (1922), part of whl^' is
publishd in German translation, “Lange ohne Nachricht,” in KSF, IV,
175-181 (Mar., 1926) ; G. N. Trubetskoi, Russland als Grossmacht (Stuttgart, 1913), pp. 161-162.
Sazonov refers to it in his report to the Tsar
of Nov. 23/Dec. 6, 1913, in L.N., II, 367. That Germany got wind of
Nelidov’s plan is evident from G.P., XII, 67-69. Probably one reason
that Russia did not dare to carry out Nelidov’s plan was the fear of offending her French ally; for nine hundred years France had had laige interests in the Eastern Mediterrsmean which she did not care to see jeopardized by a too active advance even of her own ally. Hanotaux, who
had served as secretary at the FVench embassy in Constantinople,
bad often said to the German Ambassador at Paris;
“La question
des detroits nous touche de trop pr^ et j’espere toujours que la Russia
n’y touchers pas, car cela pourrait devenir trop gros pow nous I” (MQnster to Holstein. April 25, 1896; OF., XII, 51).
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and political penetration in the Far
and wished to b'e ffeM from possibf^omphcafibnslh
the Balkans. In case her a^r^ivealtitude^" Manchuria
should lead to trouble with China or Japan, it was important that her Balkan rear should not be„endangered from
policy of economic
East,

IiT'the spring of 189 7,
consequent upon FranSS^ Joseph s visit, the
“Austrian and Russian foreign mini ster s ^changed friendly
notes dectaring in favor of the statiis quo in the Balkans,
and asserting their intentions to pursue “a policy^ of perfect harmony.” Austria reserved her claims to Bosnia and

the side of Austria, or otherwise.

*

therefore,

Herzegovma7~and expressed herself_ m fay or pf an independSt Albania. The status of Constantinople anj^ the
Strait^ "having an eminently European characterj” was
not to be mo dified by any separate Austro-Russian_Mrange ment s.^'* By this agreement the Balkan question w as
saiff^to be “put on ice,” and for a decade the tension between
the rivaTalmB oTRussia and Austria was in fact somewhat
relieved.

,•

But it would be a mistake to assume,

as

most

writers do,

that Russia had -abandoned, even temporarily, the consideration of her ambitions in the Near East while pressing
her imperialist policy in the Far East. This misconception
arose largely from the inspired Russian Press and from
misinformed persons who believed that the Russian Bear

had

completely to the plains of
Manchuria. In
though the Tsar and his ministers
talked of “Port Arthur,” they were at the same time
Ch inking of “Constantinople.'^
this there are several
his

shifted

appetite

reality,

W

indicaiSons.

,

~

Notes of Goluchowski aad Muraviev of May 8 and 17, 1897; Pribram, pp. 78-82; GP., XII, 273-305. For further efforts to extend AustroRussian Harmoiry in the Balkans by the Miirzsteg Program, the Neu«.
trality Declaration of 1904, and the Macedonian reform plans of 19041907, see Pribram, p. 98; GP., XVni, 85-405; XXII, 3-8, 19-522; and
Brituh DocwnetUa, I, 281 f., 295-305.
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In 1899, Muravi ev, the Russian Minister o f ForeipTi
uneasy at the rapid growth of Germ an activity in
Turkey and th e beneficial effec t which it might h ave upon
an’s he alth, spoke bluntly to the German Amthe Sick
bass ador about Russia’s “exclusive claim to Constantinople”; and adde^,~“A&eady the Tsar’s Goyernnmnt must now
have a watchful eye that no other Power assumes a doiiif
He then tried to bluff
nating position oh the Bbsphoru^’’
Germany into signing a written agreement guaranteeing
the Bosphorus to Russia; he threatened that he would come
to an underslanclmg with England, if Germany refused.
But Biilov/ preferre’d to adhere to Germany’s traditional
polic y of declaring that Germany did not oppo^' RiissiaT
aspiratmns at the Stra its (because he felt sure that England would still do so) but he was unwillmg to put" ariythmg into jvritin^, for fear that Russia”might reveal
if to E ngland, and thus endanger Ahgld-German good
Affairs,

M

;

jielationsd®

In 1900 Muraviev drew up a long secret memorandum,
for discussion by the army and navy authorities, in which
he urged the preparation of measures by v\^ich Russia
might at any given moment take possession of the shores of
the Bosphorus; and the Sultan must be prevented fronr_
doing anything which would ^rengthen his position on the
Straits. IL

On March
War, noted

1,

1903, General Kuropatkin, the Minister of

in his diary:

I told Witte that our Tsar has grandiose plans in his
head: to capture Manchuria for Russia, and to annex Korea.
He is dreaming also of bringing Tibet under his dominion.
18 G.P.,

XIV,

550.

18G.P., XIV, 531-563; especially No. 4022.
IT M. Pokrovski, “Tsarskaia diplomatiia o zadachakh Rossii na
Vostoke V 1900 g.”
[Imperial diplomacy concerning Russia’s aims in
the Ka.st in. ,1900], in Krasnyi Arkhiv, XVJJI (1026), pp. 3-29, especially
pp. 9-11 and 17.
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He desires to take Persia, and to seize not only the Bosphorus but also the Dardanelles.^®
In the spring of 1904,

Izvolski,

who had

just

been trans-

ferred from Tokio to Copenhagen, wjis already contemplat-

ing a revolution in Russian diplomacy: the abandonment
of the long-standing Asiatic conflict with England in favor
of an entente which he hoped would enable Russia to open
the Straits for her own war vesse ls. In one of his first
conversations with King Edward VII at Copenhagen (which
in view of Sir

Edward Goschen’s presence was something

more than a purely private and personal
set forth his views

talk), Izvolski

about Russia’s necessities for a free

passage of the Straits.
King Edward replied that the
closure of the Straits was not “absolute and eternal,” bu t
that for the momrat British public opinion was so abso lutely opposed to any opening of the S trai ts that he could
not and would ^t at present do anything in defiSice
of

it.^®.

the later negotiations for the Anglo Russian Agf Ararat df '19OT, at least so far as they were
ussian A mbassador in
carried on by Ben cEehdorff the
London, Izvolski again tried to carr y out his fond~hope of
opening the Straits! I^ did this by offering the conces sion,
unusual for Russian diplomacy, that England and the other
Powers might send th eir vessels of war through th^Dardanelles, but n ot into the Black
~RlIS5ign^o~aid~tfaus
Similarly,

in

,

R

Krasnyi Arkhiv, II, 31 (1923). Six weeks earlier he had written
in his diary (Jan. 5/18; ibid., p. 20): “I emphasized [to the Tsar] the
necessity of shifting our main attention from the Far Fast to the West.
The Tsar formulated it something like this: not to take our eyes oS the
East, but to pay the greatest attention to the West.”
i»Ph. Crazier, “L’Autriche et TAvant-guerre,” in Revue de France,
April 1, 1021, p. 276; c/. also Izvolski, Memoirs (London, 1920), pp. 20.
81 ff.; Lee, King Edward VII, II, 283 ff.; and GP., XIX, 177 ff., 188.
20 The proposal “which Count BenckendorS had discussed with me
at the time of the Anglo-Russian Convention . . . had been that, while
Russia should have egress from the Black Sea through the Straits, other

i
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w

mare clausum, hile Russia andJEtigland would
sRare equally in the favorable position whi^ their fleets

retain ber

•

would have for ex erc ising control over Const^tinople~^d
the Dardanelles. But Sir Edward Grey, in view of BritiST
public opinion and the fact that othe r Powers had a right
consulted- n any mo dification of the Straits treaties^
to
be made of” the Bosphorus
did not want any mention
^
Anglo-Russian Convention
Dardanelles
in
the
and the
which dealt primarily with the Middle East. gp^Izvolski
failed to induce England to. abandon her traditional attf
tude. Thereupon lavolski decided to turn to Baron Aehr^thiTand seek a solution of the Straits Que^ion throu^

^

""

cooperation with Austria.

THE BUCHLACr BARGAIN OP SEPTEMBER, 1908
In 1906 the direction of Foreign Affairs injlussia and_m
Austria passed into the hands respectively of two men whq__
represented more aggressive and ambitious ^policies thjin
their predecessors. At St. Petersburg, Alexand^Jzvok^
shrewd subtle, proud, belonging to the Rujsian rural no;
,

but supposed to be a great admirer of Bri tish Libetalism, wished to win back for Russia in the Balkans the
prestige which she had recently lost in her disasta-bus

bility

a^

liberty to send their vessels of war into the Straits
without going into the Black Sea,” Grey to Nicolson, Oct 14, 1908;
Izvolski aLo says there had been negotiations with EngGrey, I, 179
land twice concerning the Straits, “unc fois par I’m* ermediaire de Benckendorff, et la seconde fois par mon intcimcdiaire, lors de mon sejour a
Londres, en automno 1908,” LN, I, 148, Stieic, I, 163,
p 122
And Hintze, Emperor William’s personal representative in Russia, gathered from Sir Arthur Nicolson that the Straits question had been discussed in connection with the Anglo-Russian Convention negotiations
(GP, XXII, 80-81, note; XXVI, 127, 218-219, note). We may therefore reject as untrue both Viscount Grey’s later statement that “the
question of the Straits was not mixed up with those Anglo-Russian negotiations about Persia” (Grey, I, 159), and Izvolski’s “particular assurance” to Aehrenthal in September, 1907, "that he had not spoken of the
question to the English” (GP., XXII. 80-81): for Benckesdorff's equally
untrue denial, see
, XXV. 30&

Powecs should have

MFR,

Gf
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venture in the Far East. At Vienna, Baron Aehrenthal,
^ergetic, ambitious, the “couffieFaf istocrat, wished to free
Austria froiri'the exce^ive dependeiic^dn 'Germany whl^
had characteriz^'Tus'predec^or’s policy. He wished to
strengthen the HuallSIohlirchy TnThe^Balhans, "by putting
an end to the Serbian danger which he b^iev^ threatened
to disrupt the

Haps bur^EmpireT

Here were two

political adventurers, equally ready to
waters to satisfy their ambitionSj even to
the extent of upsetting international treaties and endangering the peace of Europe.~Dn Aehrenthal has usually fallen
the odium for the Bosnian "Annexation Crisis” of 1908 -09,
but recently publishecTRiissian and German docuinents indicate that Izvolsk i had quite as much to do wit h the init iation of this plan for modifying the Treaty of Berlin as did
fish in troubled"

~

Aehrehthal.~

A few days after signing the Convention of 1907 wifii
Englan d ancTthus relieving Russia from_ Ae ^nger ot_complications in the

Middle

East, Izvolski visited Vienna.

He

^rai^ Cross of_ the Order of St.
Stephen, received in au dience by Francis Joseph, and had a
long conversation with Aehrenthal. He hin ted very confidentially that he intended to solve the Straits Question in
the manner desired by Rusila7 whicfT wasTrue; ancTHi^ particularly assu red Auskia that he had jio t sp okeri ^f the
question to the Engfish; which was untrue.®^
iren^
'
'
bn to tell Aehrenthal:

'‘Vas deco rated with the

Hd

Russia has lost Manchuria with Port Arthur and thereby
the access to the sea in the East. The main point for Russia's military and naval expansion of power lies henceforth
in the

Black Sea. From there Russia must gain an access to

the Mediterranean.®*
31 G.F.,
23 GJ,

XXII, 76, 70 ff and
XXII, 83 f.
.,

precedinfr note.

:
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Aehrenthal thanked him for his confi dence, but, followg
ing *Bismarck’s earlier advice to take a reserved attitude
u ntil Russia^ould show Bot Iihnd “and declare more definitehf her intentions, gave a dilatory and non-committal
reply. He mereT^remarked that it was a difficul t problem
and_.ihat ,if tl^ Straits Question were really opened up,
Au stria would wan t to defi ne her attitude, adding
.

me in good time before the moment
Russian plans into action, precisely
as I should feel myself under obligations to inform the Russian Government in case Austria-Hungary should ever intend to annex Bosnia and Herzegovina.-®
I beg

comes

you

to inform

for putting the

Shortly afterwards Aehrenthal told Conrad, the Aushaving limited her policy
in Asia, “will now take up again her Western Balkan policy
trian Chief of Staff, that Russia,

,

and demand freedom of the Straits for RuFsTan vessels, but
not for others^; and the two discussed the annexation^
Bosnia and Herzegovina as possible compensation for con ceding the freedom of the Straits to Russia.®^ Here then
at Vienna, in September, 1907, in the confidential conver-

and Aehrenthal, was for eshadowed the
was struck between them at Buchlau just a

sation of Izvolski
'Bargain which

yearlatei\
Izvolski apparently did not proceed immediately with

his plans, possibly because of Aehrenthars reserved attitude

and because of England’s known opposition to them. But a
few months later, after Aehrenth al had "thrown a bomb
between his legs” ““ by his statement in the Delegations of
23 G.P., XXII, 81, 84.
24 Conrad, I, 513 f 528, 530.
25 "C’est une bombe qu'il m’a jetee entre les jambes,” said Izvolski
to the German Ambassador in St. Petersburg, referring to Aehrenthal’s
announcement of the Sanjak railway project; G.P., XXV, 313. Izvolski
at once countered with a Danube- Adriatic railway project which would
cut Austria’s projected line at right angles, and greatly benefit Serbia
by giving her direct access to the sea. On these rival railway projects
see GP., XXV, 281-382; Schwertfeger, Zur Eurepaisehen Politik,

lH
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from Sarajev o to Mitrovitza,

up with the Mac^oman and Greek jrailways,

Izvolski took

up

again Nelidov’s idea of accomplishing

by force ra^er than by diplomacy.
In a secret Minister ial Contoence of February 3, 1908, he
pointed out that if Ru ssia continued the passive defensive
policy of 1897 of leavmg the^^an Question on ice, Russia
“runs the risk of losing all at once the fruits of her" centurylong efforts, ceasing to play the role of a Great Power, and
falling into the position of a second-rate State to which no
one pays attention.” After calling attention to Ihe situation in the Caucasus, Persia, and the Balkans, and -also to
Russia’s recent rappr o chement with England, he suggested
Russia’s hist oric mission

that joint Anglo-Rus^an military action in Turkey “offered
an extremely attractive prospect, which might lead to dazzling results and to the realization of Russia’s historic mission in the Near East.” But this would involve the whole
Turkish and Near Eastern Question. He, therefore, sought

the advice of the other Ministers as to

how

far they could

back up an active aggressive policy.
In reply General Palitsyn, Chief of the General Staff,
said he had urged three months earlier the use of force in
the Caucasus, but that now the situation no longer demanded it; he called attention to Russia’s military unpreparedness. General Polivanov, of the War Ministry, a^eed
with him that “Russia lacks artillery, machine guns, uniforms. The restoration of order, of complete order in the
army and fortresses, wiU take stupendous sums and much
time.” The Minister of Marine confessed that the Black
Sea Fleet was not ready for war, needing sailors, coal, am-

munition, guns, and mines. M. Kokovtsev, the Finance
Minister, complained that neither he nor the whole Council
had been kept informed of Izvolski’s warlike and expensive
64-72; Conrad,
pp. 207-211.

I,

555; G. Giolitti,

Memoirs oj

My

Life (London. 1923),

—
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plans; he was energetically opposed to nxilitary action in
Persia and to pulling chestnuts out of the fire for Foreign

Powers; such a policy would not be understood in Russia,
“and it is also not clear whom we should be defending in

As to the Balkans, the question was stilLmore
he would limit Russia’s action to the possible protection of Bulgaria in case of a Turco-Bulgarian wan
Meanwhile money must be raised by every means for reorganizing the army and navy and making adequate miliPersia.”
serious;

tary preparations.
Izvolski therefore again emphasized the unfavorable
consequences of a strictly defensive policy. But Premier
Stolypin summed up the discussion by declaring that
Izvolski must not count on support for an aggressive and
adventurous pohcy at present. Otherwise a new revolution
might break out in Russia and endanger the dynasty. “But
after some years, when we have secured complete quiet,
Russia can speak again as in the past.”
At present she must limit herself to what could be accomplished by the diplomatic skill of the Minister of Foreign Affairs. In approving this policy of avoiding war for
the present, and preparing for the future, Nicholas II noted
in pencil “God helps those who help themselves.”
Unable to get unanimous Russian backing for active
military measures,~lzvolski then turned again to Aeh renfliaF and~ Austria, to secure by diplomac y a more modes t
part of Russia’s Hi s toric Mission th e opening of the
Straits for the Russian warships of the future
A year
fore he had tried t o win Engla nd's consent to this as part
of the Anglo- Russian Entente, but without success.
Count Aehrenthal on his side had been secretly consider:

.

'

^

28 Protbcol of the Ministerial Council of Jan. 21/Feb. 3, 1908;
printed by M. Pokrovski, Drei Konjerenzen (Berlin, 1920), pp. 17-31; and
in part by Adamov, Konslantinapol i Prolivy, I, 8ff.; cf. also Polivanovfa
diary [in Russian], quoted by G. FinnU, Brmland auf dem Wege our

Kalastrovhe (Berlin. 1926), pp. 7-10.
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ing for some months the desirability of converting the occupation of Bosnia and Herzegovina' into full ownershi^7
on account of adfomisfrative'difficullTM and of the growing

danger of the'^GreateFSerbia” propagand a.
The adminisifatioh of BosnTa was in the han ds of a
miliTary governor (LdndescKef)~ but his authority was restricted at every point b^ a civilSiraisIstant (Zit^adlatus)
on the spot, who re^esenticT the supreme authority of the
Austro-Hungarian Joint Minister of Finance in Vienna.
By the Dual Compact in 1567 ffie Hapsburg Monarchy
could acquire no teiritory except by the commonTcdhseht
of both halves of the Monarchy.‘-^his was one of the reasons why, in 1878, Bosnia and Herzegovina had been merely

“occupied” jointly Jjy Austria-Hungary, instead of being
directly annexed to Austria. It was also the reason ~the
administration of tEh provinces had been placed undef the
Austro-Hungarian Joint Minister of ^ance._ This Minister, however, occupied with other matters and far away in
Vienna, was often out of touch with the exact situationjn
Bosnia and Herzegovina. In consequence he often sent orders to his representatives there, which conflicted with~the
views of the military governor on the spot." The’ result
was frequent friction between the Lande&chej and
Ziviladlatus.

"niough the Hapsburgs had done much, durin g the
period of ~bccupafibh7 for the mat enfl lih^wemmt jjf
Bosnia and Herze^vrha.~ by Buildin g roads, establishing

schools, And enforcing order, there was also much in their
administration which could be justly criticized and th^
,

Mohammedans, and most

of the

Roman

Catholic elements

iq th e po pulation, were fairly well dispo sed, bu t the great
majority of the Greek Orflbodox Serbs were persistently
~
hostile.

With the outbreak

of the Turkish Revolution. the ad-
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ministrative And reyolutiona^ dangers threatened to become more serious. The Young Turks, who had announced
tne’calling of a democratic parliament for the whole Turkish
Empire, might demand that represSitatives from Hosnia
should sit in it. They miglit e^if seek to" nullify ~the
trian o^cupa^n which had existed since 187S. MoreovCT,
if war should break out between Austria ancTTurkey, would
of their
it be the d u ty o f the Bosnian^ o fi ght ~bh~the
“sovereign,” the Sultan, or on the side of the acfual Aus'~^~^'tria rulers of the district? The situatio n offered
ceflent opportunity for anti- Austrian agitation, and the
“Greater Serbia” propaganda made t he most of it. By
annexing Bosnia and Herzegovina, Aehrenthal hoped to
put an end once ancTfor all to any doubts that the provinces
were to belong to Austria-Hungary.^ ^
T he sudden Y oung Turk Revolutio n of 1908, an d the
vista of uncertain p_osslbiIities wTu^ it open ed, seemed to
b oth Izv olski and Aehren th al to oFc^a. favorable o p portunity for a mutually a dvantageous bargain at Turk ey’s
expense.
Russia might settle the “Straits Qu estio n,”
securing the right to^ srad Rus sian warships through
the Bosporus and the Da rdan e lles; an d A ustr ia might
strengthen her position in Bosnia and Herzegovina, by
converting the occupation which ^eJTacTenjpyed for thirty
years into a direct annexation. This was the substance of
an aide-memoire, whic h I^o^i_sent to Aeh renthal on July
2, 19 08,^^ in connection \yith thje ne gotiations concerning the
Sanjak and the Danube-Adriatic railway projects. Aehrentha l was delighted with Izvolski’s proposal, which fell in so
nicely with his own plans. In order to arrange the details

^e

’

27 Conrad, I, 13-28, 87-109; 170-4; 518-524, 527-9, 540-3, 557; GP,
1-22; Freiherr von Musulin, Das Haus am Ballplatz (Munich,
1924), p. 163 ff.; Brandenburg, pp, 261-269 (Eng. trans., pp. 305-314);
Stephan, Count Burian, Austria in Dissolution (N. Y., 1925), pp. 265-310.
28 Conrad, I, 107 f.; printed,' with Aehienthal’a lepfy of Aug. 27i
in GP,
190-195.
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of the b argain, he invited the Russian Minister of Foreign
Affairs to a

meeting atCount Berchtold’s castle at Buchlau

Moravia.
As the conversations between Izvolski and Aehrenth al
at Buchlau o h Sept^ber 15, 1908, took place without witnesses or definite agreements in writing drawn up on the
spot, confli cting versions arose a few weeks later, when th e
bargain did not turn out as had been anticipated. Izvolsk i
declared that he had been tricked and misrepresen ted.
But the facts can be stated with considerably certainty, on
the basi^oT'what each Minister' ^ted~ privately to thir d
parties within a few days."® \^Izt^lski asse nted to the Au s-'
trian annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and AeHrenthal to the o pening of the BtrSts to Russian ships of wart
Aehrenthal also promised to abandon his Saniak railway
project and all in tentions of extending Austrian influence
toward Salonica, and to withdraw the Austrian military
garrisons fro
the Sanjak of Novi Bazar. As~ni ese changed
modified important terms of the Treaty of Befl ih, Izvolski
thought th at they w ould have to be confirmed by a Conference of the Powers which had signed the Treaty. To^
this Aehrenthal apparently did no t obje ct at the time
Less important~~pbrnts discussed and agreed upon were the
abolition of Austria’s right s over th e Montenepp-in coast,
the annexation of Crete to Greece, and acquiescence in the
independence” 6F Bulga ria, if Prince Ferdinand should
finally decide to proclaim himself full sovereign. The one
important matter which was not made definite, and gave
rise to endless and bitter controversy, was the date at which
these changes were to be made and published. Aehrenthal
claims to have told Izvolski explicitly th at the annexation
of Bosnia would have to be ihade prior to the meeting~bf
the "Austro-Hungarian Delegations, which was fixed for
in

m

.

'October

8,

2»G.P.,

when he would have

XXVI,

25-64.

to

make a

public state-

,

,
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Izvolski, however, got the impression that the
Minister
would merely lay the annexation plan
*^Auijtrian
before the DelegationsTor consideration, not that he would
inform them of it as a fai^accompli, He seems to have
anticipated that this barga in would meet with some serious

ment.*®

and he evidently did not expect that Aehrraany definite steps until the substan ce of
conversations
had been confirmed in writing.
the Buchlau
Later, after the annexation, he complai ned bitt erly ^at
Aehrenthal was "no gentleman,” and had “broken faith”
difficulties,

thal would take

ln_prpceeding so sp eedily with the annexatiQiL®^
P’ossibly at Buchlau Aehrenthal had not made up his
mind exactly as to his procedure._ But by September 26 he
had evidently decided to act quickly, for he^sent Bulow a
longjirivate letter informing him of the Buchlau agreement

and

justifying his

own

part in

date for the annexation.®®

it,

but n ot in dicat ing any
2 9 person al l etters

On September

30 Tsctnischky, German Ambassador at \ lenna to Bulow, Nov 2,
See also G P XXVI, 35 ff 180 tf 228 ff
1908 ; G P XXVI, 31 note 234
Fiiedjung, Zc’ taller des Impenahsmus,
30711, 837, and note 61 below.
II, 226 ff
Th von Sosnosky, Die Balkanpohlik Oesterreichr-llngams seit
and Eduard
1866, II, 167 ff , L Moldcn, Alois Graf Aehrenthal, p 59 ff
Ritter von Stemitz, “IswoUki und die Beoprechuugen in Buchlau,” in KSr,
V, 1151-1179, Dec, 1927, al'^o Count Be>’chtold. “Russia, Austria and the
,

H

,

,

,

,

,

World War," in Conteviporary Review, CXXXIII, 422 ff, April, 1928
31 For his first expectations see GP, XXVI, 35 ff, 55 ff, for his
later complaints, GP, XXVI, llSff, 135 f, 147 ff, 180 S, 206 ff, 235£,

Ph Crozier, “L’Autriche et I’AvantApril 15, 1921, pp 566-574, and the anonymous articles in the Fortnightly Review lor Sept and Nov 1909, “Baron
Aehrenthal and
Iswolski. Diplomatic Enigmas” and
Iswolski and
Count von Aehrenthal:
Rectification,” the first inspired by Izvolski,
and the second inspired by Aehrenthal and written by Mr E J Dillon
after a visit with Count Berchtold at Buchlau a fact which soon gave
nse to an unpleasant scene between Berchtold and Izvolski (cf. GP,
XXVII, 442-446, J von Szilassy, Der Untergang der DonavrMonarchie,
194 ff ) Georges Louis, Carnets, I, 86-69, 115
32
P XXVI, 35-39 Two days later Aehrenthal told the German
Ambassador
Vienna that "circumstances might compel him to begin
even in the reiy immediate future with the accomplishment” of his
annexation plans; the circumstances to which he referred were the prop)^
gandist agitation of the Serbians and the probability that Prince Ferdi*

396

ff

,

and below, note 75

guerre,”

m

See also

Revue de France,
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from Emperor Francis Joseph, to be presented on October5 to the rulers of the leading states, were sehTTo the Aus-j*
tnan ambassadors abroad. The letters annou nce3~tKaF'Ee
would proclaim the annex ation of Bosnia anT Herzegovina
on October 7.^^
Meanwhile Izvolski, not expecting that Aehrentbal
would act so precipitately with a fait accompli, starTed on a
lejsufely tour 't6~ sound the Powers on th e Buchlau bargain
and to secure their cons ent thereto On September 26, at
Berchtesgaden, he saw Schoen, the German Secreta^ of
State for Foreign Affairs, and emphasized the difficulties
which Serbia was likel y to make, adding that he thought a
European Congr ess wou ld be necessary to sanction thenew
arrangements. Schoen listened, and indicated that perhaps
Germany would expect some services in return for consent.

'

ing to die opening of the Straits, " Oh ’September 29 "and
This"
30, at ’r> esio~Izvolsk i took Tittoni~into the s e cret.
was the first definite information that th e Italian Minist er
had had of the impen ding' changes, and his feelin gs were
KurL. He straightway begged urgently at Vienna for a postponemenf’Of the "annexation, but his prayer fell on deaf
bars, a nd' was over taken by the course of events. ' Th'bugh
'indignant at A chren thal’s BaBcan plans and silence in regard
to them, Tittoni

was willing enough

to satisfy Izvolski's

ambitions in regard to the Straits in return for a favorable
"attitude on Ru ssia^ part toward Italy's eventual seizure of
Tripolls. in the communique issued to the press on the
Desio interview and' in TittonFi"speecE~m 1Pafliament'~m
December 4, J.90Sr-6inphaais. was. laid on the comple te harof Bulgaria was about to proclaim, his independence of Turkey;
43f.
83 G.P., XXVI, 97-101 ; for fVancis Joseph’s letter to Nicholas II,
see Kraanyi Arkhiv, X, 42-43 (1025) and KSF, IV, 238-240 (April, 1926).
Since Ferdinand of Bulgaria proclaimed his independence on Oct. 5^
Aehrenthal hurriedly notified Turkey of the Bosnian annexation on Oct.
6, one day earlier than the date announced in the Emperor’s letters
XXVI. 112)

nand

t&fd..
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m ynv
f^mal

—

o f Russo-Italian view s which was set down in a
written agreement at Racconigi thirteen months

October, j9 09.^ *
From Desio Izvolski started for France.

later, in

At Meaux,

just

before his train reached Paris, he bought a newspaper and
was startled at the indications that Aehrenthal and Prince

Ferdinand of Bulgaria appeared about to put into immediate
effect part of the plans which had been discussed at
The news was confirmed by a letter from
Buchlau.*®
Aehrenthal which was handed to him upon his arrival at
Paris,.

THE BOSNIAN

CRISIS OF 1908-1909

In Serbia the news caused great indignation and excitement. Newspaper “extras” bitterly denounced the infringement of the Treaty of Berlin and demanded preparations
Only thus
for a hfe and death struggle against Austria.
could the Powers be aroused to support Serbia.®* Serbian
Ministers assumed that war was inevitable. The Skupshtina was hurriedly called together; credits were voted for

war preparations
;

for mobilization 'were

made armed
;

irreg-

ular bands, the famous “Comitadjis,” were formed; and the

“National Defense” (Narodna Odbrana) society was estab-

XXVI,

Writing on Nov.
43, 55-64; XXVII, 319 ff., 399 ff.
speaks of this identity of Russo-Italian views on Balkan
questions between himself and Tittoni as having been formulated “nearly
two years ago”; ibid., p. 434; Siebcrt-Schreiner, p. 151. This Desio
interview and earlier negotiations concerning the Sanjak railway project
may explain Giolitti’a curious mistake (Memoirs of
Life, London,
1923, pp. 202-204) in giving 1907, instead of 1909, as the date of the
Racconigi bargain.
Crozier, op. cit., p. 571. The Austrian Ambassador at Paris, hearing that President FaUiercs would be out of town on Oct. 5, decided to
present Francis Joseph’s letter to him on Oct. 3 under strict secrecy,
but Pichon at once telegraphed the news to the French ambassadors
abroad and something of it leaked out to the French papers (Crozier
p. 567 f.; GP., XXVI, 101 f.).
30 Report of Austrian Charg4 d'Affaires in Belgrade, 0 PJd., Octobet
5. 1908; Conrad. I, 113; GP, XXVI. 247 £f.
S4G.P.,

4, 1909, Izvolski

My

;
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by leading citizens to prevent the annexation.®’'
Prince George Karageorgevitch hastened to .Russia- to beg

lished
.

help from the Tsar, and was soon followed by Pashitch, the
powerful leader of the pro-Russian Radicals. Milovano-

Premier and Minister of Foreign Affairs,
on a tour of the European capitals to secure assistance in preventing Aehrenthal from taking sovereign possession of the two provinces, which were regarded as the
very heart of the hoped-for future South Slav Kingdom.
But while Serbian Ministers protested loudly in one
breath against the wicked infraction of the Treaty, in the
next they suggested “autonomy” for Bosnia and Herzegovina, and “territorial compensations” for their own
Kingdom,®® They urged the partition of the Sanjak between
Serbia and Montenegro. This would connect these two Slav
countries by a common boundary and form a barrier against
further penetration by Austria to the South; it was part of
the region through which the projected Danube-Adriatic
railway would run, giving Serbia direct access to the sea,
and cutting off Aehrenthal’s projected railway to Salonica
at ri^t angles,- What would the Powers do for Serbia?
And in particular what would Russia, the Protectress of
the Slavs, do?*^
Izvolski was now in great embarr^assment. He_ feared
that Aehrenthal was about to secure the advantages of Austria's half of the Buchlau bargain, before he had gotten
Ffench"and English consent to Russia’s half. Ther efore he
diJnbt want the Serbians to stir up trouble until he had the
Straits safely in his pocket. So he told the Serbians to keep
quiet for the moment, and wait for a conference of the
Powers:

vitch, the Serbian

started

.

'

-

37 Stanojevitch, 47 ; for further details, see
Assassination Plot.”
88 Reports of Vesnitch from Paris, Oct.
London, Oot. 29; and of Pashitch from St.
Bogitchevitch. 147 ff. (French edition, 1925, p.

below, Vol. II, ch.

ii,

“The

of Milovanovitch from
Petersburg Nov. 25, 1908;
17111.1; G.P.. XXVI. 252 S.

3
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You Serbians surely rannot be thinking of driving Aus*
tria-Hungary out of Bosnia and Herzegovina by force of
arms. And we Russians, on the other ht’id, cannot wage
war on Austria on account of these provinces. ... I have
foreseen this step of Au'tria-Hungary's, and it did not surprise me. For that reason I made our acceptance of it dependent upon her renunciation of her riglits to the Sanjak of
Novi Bazar; and then uiJl follow the revision or alteration
shall demand; upon this
of the Treatj' of Berlin, which
occasion Serbia, too, will be able to present her wishes as
regards the rectification of her frontiers. ... I do not understand your .state of agitation. In reality you lose nothing, but gain something
our .support.
I trust that the
Serb people in Bosnia and Herzegovina will continue as

—

hitherto their cultural activity for their own renaissance,
and, awake as they are, it will never be possible to denationalize them.39

But

he could get no
backing for his projected opening of the Straits.
M. Pichon was “sympathetic” but non-committal, wishing
On
first to know w’hat England’s attitude would be.*“
crossing the Channel, Izvolski discovered, to his great
chagrin, that England was still opposed to it, in spite of the
more intimate relations which he expected from the Entente
of 1907. Sir Edward Grey tactfully told him that a request
for opening the Straits was "fair and reasonable,” and not
•objectionable “in principle,” provided they w^ere opened “on
•terms of perfect equality to all,” i.e., including the Eng-lish. But Grey was absolutely opposed to Izvolski’s project,
which consisted in opening the Straits to Russian w'arships,
Izvolski soon found that in Paris

effective

•while leaving

them

other Great Powers.

still

closed against

Any

war

vessels of the

such purely one-sided modifica-

tion of existing treaties, exclusively for the benefit of the

Russians, would give them in time of war “the advantage
of having the whole of the Black Sea as an inviolable harbor,
39

Report of

levolski, Oct. 5,

Ve'snitch, Serbian Minister in Paris, of conversation with
1908; Bogitchevitch, 151-154; and in the tame straia

Prince Urusov to Simitch at Vienna, Oct. 10; ibid., 154-156
'•
40
.
L 146 f.: GJP.,
133-130,

LNn
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and commerce destroyers could issue,
from pursuit by a belligerent.” Any modi-

cruisers
will

warships “must be one which would contain such an element
of reciprocity as would, in the event of war, place belligerThis, of course, was not at
ents on an equal footing.”
Like Saburov thirty years
all what Izvolski intended.
earlier he wanted to have the door to Constantinople and the
Black Sea bolted from the inside, so that Russia, and no
one else, could open and lock it at pleasure. In vain he

fication of the existing treaties closing the Straits to

Grey into accepting his proposal by hinting
that a refusal might break up the Anglo-Russian Entente.
“M. Izvolski went on to say that the present was a most
critical moment. It might either consolidate and strengthen
the good relations between England and Russia, or it might
upset them altogether. His own position was at stake, for
he was entirely bound up with the policy of a good understanding with England, which he had advocated against all
tried to frighten

opposition.”
Izvolski now began to lose all hope of securing the opening of the Straits to Russian warships after all. If he could
not secure his half of the Buchlau bargain, perhaps it would
still be possible to thwart Aehrenthal, by insisting that the
annexation question be laid before a Conference of the

Signatory Powers.

have to confess

Unless he succeeded in

this,

he would
and a

to a humiliating diplomatic defeat

severe loss of personal prestige. Already the Pan-Slavs in
Russia had begun to criticize him angrily and bitterly for
being outwitted by Aehrenthal, for allowing Prince Ferdinand to assert his independence unaided instead of receiving it from the hands of the Tsar, and especially for having
sacrificed the Orthodox Slavs of Bosnia to the Romanist
*1 Grey’s memorandum to Izvolski. Oct. 14, 1908; M.P.R., p. 530;
L.N., II, 458.
42 Grey to Nicolson, Oct. 14, 1908; Grey,
140, 144, 149 ff., 1571!,, 1731!., 195 f.

I, 178.

Cf. also G.P.,
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Even one of his own ambas*
sadors did not hesitate to denounce the folly of his superior
sovereignty of the Hapsburgs.

and for his leisurely tour of
Europe after Buchlau instead of returning to Russia; the
whole affair might cause Izvolski’s fall from office;
for raising the Straits Question

.

M.

undoubtedly very intelligent and highly
down by excessive irritability and pride. An unfavorable newspaper artide costs him his night’s rest. In his combinations he is

I

Izvolski

is

cultivated, but unfortunately he is weighed

\

I

S.

jtoo subtle and tricky, so that he often docs not see the

and what is simplest. All his arrangements aim only at the enhancement of his personal prestige^'^
(His eventual successor will be M. Charykov..'*®
'forest for the trees

I

view of his weakened position at
and London, began to pre-

Izvolski, therefore, in

home and

his failure at Paris

tend to the Serbians, in spite of what he had just said to
M. Vesnitch in Paris, that he had never approved Austria’s^,
annexation of Bosnia. While still in London he “did not
conceal his vexation at Austria, and protested most energetically against the affirmation that he had given his approval
to the annexation.” He declared that he would do everything to protect Serbian interests and secure compensation
for them.'*^
Stopping at Berlin on his way home from
/ Paris and London, he denounced Austria in still stronger
» terms to Milovanovitch
“He condemned Austria-Hun' gary, which has entirely lost the confidence of Russia and
- of the Western Powers; he expressed the conviction and
rthe hope that her action in this affair would be avenged
upon her in a sanguinary manner.” But in Berlin he found
'that Germany was firm in supporting her Austrian ally’s
refusal to submit the annexation to a Conference unless its
j

:

'

*8 Remarks of Muraviev at Roirie, as reported by Monts to BiiloW,
Oct. 25, 1908; G.P., XXVI, 220. On the feeling in St. Petersburg,
pp. 124-129, lGO-173, 190, 235-239, 265 ff.
44 Report of Gruitch from London, October 13, 1008; Bogitchevitch,
157-161.
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decisions, including recognition

of the annexation, were
agreed upon beforehand. In the face of this opposition, he
now feared that he might not be able to thwart Austria,
by insisting on a Conference, without endangering the peace
of Europe. For such a conflict he knew that Russia was

wholly unprepared. Therefore, he told the Serbians to
avoid war for the present, but intimated to them, that, even
if the annexation was allowed to stand, it need not be
regarded as a final settlement:
His

[Izvolski’s]

policy

which, after liquidation of

was directed toward a
all

goal,

Russian questions outside of

Europe, would lead Russia on to her European objectives;
Serbia was an important factor in this policy as a center
of the Southern Slavs. Bosnia was, in the opinion of Russia
and Western Europe, now more certainly assured to Serbia
than ever, even if the Annexation should be recognized;
Serbia must take the first steps toward the realization of
her national tasks in the direction of the Sanjak and Bosnia.
For the present a conflict must be avoided, as the
ground had not yet been prepared either militarily or diplomatically. If Serbia brought on a war, Russia would have
to abandon her, and she would be vanquished, although this
would be a very severe blow, not only for the Russian national sentiment, but also for Russian interests and future
plans.*®

In the course of the next four months Izvolski’s embarrassment increased. But he continued to encourage the
Serbians with the hope that the Annexation Question would
be submitted to a Conference of the Powers for revision,
and he tried by every means to accomplish this. But it
became evident that he would not be successful.*®
Meanwhile, excitement in Serbia, as well as among the

On

*<! Report of Mjlovanovitch from Berlin, Oct. 25, 1^; ihid., 161-163.
Izvol^i’s interviews with Biilow in Berlin, see G.P., XXVI, 201-212.
*®OP-t XXVI. 247-363; Siebert-Schreiner, pp. 229-272.
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Slavs in Bosnia and Croatia, continued to increase.
strations of defiance against the

frequent.

Austria,

on her

side,

Demon-

Hapsburgs became more
redoubled her repressive

measures and made wholesale arrests of agitators and suspected traitors. In a notorious treason trial some of her
officials even resorted to the use of documents said to have
in the Austrian Embassy at Belgrade, which
the Austrian historian, IViedjung, unfortunately for his
reputation, made the mistake of accepting as genuine.^^
The situation in Bosnia and Serbia became so threaten-

been forged

,

ing for Austria, that in December, 1908, Conrad, the Chief
of Staff, was permitted to carry out “brown mobilization,”.,
a supposedly inconspicuous measure, by which Austrian
troops were pushed up toward the Serbian frontier without
disturbing the normal peace traffic on the railways.^® This
threatened a local conflict between Austria and Serbia, which
might easily develop into a general European war. Russia,
j

however, wished to avoid any armed conflict at this time,
since she was as yet wholly unprepared for a general European war, and would be unable to give Serbia armed support. Neither could she count on her ally, for France was
not at all inclined to be dragged into a war with Germany
over a Balkan dispute. So Russia was forced to continue
to beg the Serbians to submit for the present, and to trust
in the future, Guchkov, a leading member of the Russian
Duma, told the Serbian Minister in St. Petersburg:

When

our armament shall have been completely carried
we shall have our reckoning .with Austria-HunDo not begin any war now, for this would be your

out, then

gary.

*'>J. Goricar and L. B. Stowe, The iTiside Stxsry of Austro-German
Intrigue (New York, 1920), pp. 28-48; H. Wickham Steed, Through
Thirty Years (London, 1924), I, 308-316; T. G. Masaryk, Der Agramer
ochverratsprozess und die Annexion von Bosnia und Herzegovina, Vienna,
1909; R. W. Seton-Watson, The Southern Slav Question and the Hope-

H

burg Monarchy (London, 1911).

48Cannd,

I, 120.

:

GERMANY'S SOLUTION OF THE CRISIS
suicide; conceal

of

your joy

the

your purposes, and make ready; the days

will come.*®

Izvolski himself

385

/

was reported

as saying:

Serbia will be condemned to a pitiful existence until
moment for the downfall of Austria arrives. The An-

nexation has brought this moment nearer, and when it
comes, Russia will unroll and solve the Serbian question.
Izvolski sees that the conflict with

Germandom

is

inevitable,

but Russia’s policy must be purely Slavophile.®®

A few days later Kosutitch noted that these were also
the views of Nicholas II
The Tsar said the Serbian sky is overcast with black
by this blow. The situation is frightful, because

clouds

Russia is unprepared for w'ar, and a Russian defeat would
be the ruin of Slavdoih. The Tsar has the feeling that a
conflict with Germandom is inevitable in the future, and
that one must prepare for this.®^

As

the situation on the Serbian frontier

became

increas-

ingly threatening, and as the Powers, in spite of a lively

interchange

Germany

of

despatches,®^ could

come

to

no

solution,

made

a proposal for preserving the peace
of Europe, by helping Izvolski to extricate himself from
his embarrassment, while at the same time satisfying
finally

Austria.

Germany’s solution of the crisis
It is often said that Germany instigated Aehrenthal’s
annexation program in the interests of the Bagdad Railway
and German,' imperialism. There is no truth in any such
statement. ”^As a matter of fact, Germany had not even
been given a timely and definite warning by her ally of the
Report of Kosutitch, Mar.
BO

March
Mar.

3,

1909; Deutschland Schuldigt, p. 113

10, 1909; ibid., 114.

19.,

1909; ibid., 114; Bogitchevitch, 150-151.
385-770. Siebert-Schreiner, pp. 229-272.

B2GP, XXVI,

—
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was contemplating, and consequently had no
opportunity to interpose a restraint until it was too late.®®^
When Aehrenthal wrote Biilow on September 26 of the
step she

Buchlau bargain, the German authorities were scattered

summer

at

Biilow was at his villa at Norderney on the North Sea coast ; Schoen, the Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs, was at Berchtesgaden in the Bavarian
various

resorts.

Tyrol; and the Kaiser was at Rominten in East Prussia.
Aehrenthal’s letter of September 26 wandered first to

Norderney, and then, after a delay, to Rominten, so that
the Kaiser did not learn of Austria’s intentions until the
very day of annexation. He was highly indignant, not only
that he had been kept so long in ignorance, but also at
Austria’s action itself. He regarded it as an unjustifiable
attack on Turkey, which would be disastrous to German
influence in Constantinople, threaten the Bagdad Railway,
and sow suspicion in England against the Central Powers.
“Vienna will be charged with duplicity and not unjustly.
She has duped us in a most unheard-of fashion.” “My
personal feelings as an ally have been most seriously
wounded.” Such were some of the Kaiser’s marginal comments. He feared that this w^as the beginning of the partition of Turkey, and might lead to a European war. “If the
Sultan in his necessity declares war, and hoists in Constantinople the green flag of the Holy W’^ar, I should not blame
him.” “With a policy of this kind Austria will drive us into
a dangerous opposition to Russia.” He was afraid that if
S3 Aehrenthal had preferred to face even his ally, with a Jail aceompK.
At the end of August, he had twice assured Germany he had no intention
of annexing Bosnia and Herzegovina (GP., XXVI, 20-22). On Sept
5, he hinted to Schoen of the bargain he was planning with Izvolski {ibid.,
but the first definite information was his letter to Biilow of
p. 26 f.)
;

Sept. 26 {ibid., p. 35), which did not reach the Kaiser at Rominten
until Ocf. 6 {ibid., 53, note).
The Austrian Ambassador in Paris presented Emperor Francis Joseph’s letter concerning the annexation on
Oct. 3; thus the President of France was officially informed three days
before the Qenxum Emperor^ a fact which gKatiy
the
{ibid., S3, 102).

'
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Germany did no t take a stand against the Annexation,
everyone would Believe tRaOt had l;aken~placie
His Ambassador at Constantinople, Baron
approval.®"*
Marschall, favored disavowing it, even at the risk of forfeiting the alliance with Austria.®®
Billow, however, differed from his master.
Convinced
Austria
the
Balkans,
in
lest
thaj Germany must support
otherwise the Triple Alliance would be weakened, he believed that Germany must uphold Austria in the step which
she^had taken. If Germany assumed a negative or hesitating attitude in this question, Austria would never forgive
her. Though Germany had a right to be indignant with
Austria for not consulting her earlier, it would do no good
to protest now. Anyway, Russia appeared to have given
her consent. The Kaiser finally accepted Billow’s point of
view; but he regretted that "Aehrenthal’s frightful stupidity has brought us into this dilemma, so that we are not able
to support and protect our friends, the Turks, when our
Biilow thereupon informed
ally has outraged them.”
Vienna, that, “In case difficulties or complications arise, our
aUy can count upon us,” and that Austria was to judge of
what must be done in the Serbian question.®® But the
Kaiser’s feeling of irritation remained; he may have had
the shrewd political instinct to realize that in thus giving
a blank cheque to Austria, he was assuming a risky liability,
and creating a dangerous precedent.
After proclaiming the Annexation of Bosnia and HerzegovinaP ^hreHthal entered into negotiations with thie
Young Turks to satisfy their claims. They, like the
Serbia5s7Tiad‘at first made a loud outcry against- the nullification of the clauses of the Treaty of Berlin. They assembled troops and attempted to boycott Austrian goods.
But they gradually became convinced that none of the
84 GP.,
85 G.P,

XXVI, 39, 43,
XXVI, 99-103.

45, S3, 102, 112.

88 GP.,

XXVI,

106, 160 ff.

=
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European Powers would actually go to the length of giving
them armed support. In view of Germany’s strong stand
behind Aus tria, the YoungTTurks finally decided, on Eeh

—

ruary 26, 1909, to accept the Austrian offer of £T2.5QQ ,00n

crown property,” as a solace for abando ning
nominal sovereignty over the annexed provinces.®^

“for the loss of
their

Turkey’s acceptance of Aehrenthal’s fait accompli did
not settle the _question, however. It only increased the
Hitherto they had coim
e mbitterm ent, of tlie Serbians.
Turkish claims siipthemselves
with
the
hope
that
fortei.
ported by the Entente Powers, could be used as a basis for
forcing Austria to submit the Annexation to a Conference
of the Powers, at which Serbia could at least secure “autonomy” for the provinces and “compensation” for herself.
These hopes, too, were shattered, as Austria firmly refused
,

to

make

concessions.

In the weeks following Austria’s settlement with Turkey,
the Great Powers telegraphed urgently back and forth in

an attempt to reconcile Izvolski’s promise to the Serbians
that a Conference should be held, and Aehrenthal’s steady
refusal to submit the Annexation to revision. No solution

was reached,

until

Germany

finally

eventually relieved the situation.

made a proposal which
To avert the possibility

an outbreak of hostilities on the Austro-Serbian frontier,
which seemed imminent, and to bridge the gulf between
Izvolski and Aehrenthal, Germany, on March 14, confidentially proffered mediation to Russia:
Germany would
request Austria to invite the Powers to give their formal
sanction by an exchange of notes to the Austro-Turkish
agreement, involving the nullification of ^tmle 25 of tba
-Tfe aly oFSerlm, pro vided Russia p romised beforehand to
give her_ sanction, when invited by Austria to d o so.®*
This proposal hacTa ffirwfold advantage it secured to
Austria a recognition by the Powers of the change in the
XXVI, 416-^“
»8Qi«, 'XXVI, me.
of

:

GERMANY’S SOLUTION OF THE CRISIS
and Herze^vina and deprived Serbia of
and hopes that the jaii accompli would be
overturned; it satisfied the Entente demand that no change
in a treaty is valid unless formally reco^ized by aU who
signed it; and, finally, by om^tii^ any reference, to a Gpnr
ferejice, which might still meet to consider other Balkan
questions which” had been raised, it avoided humiliating
Russia by a direct rejection of the Conference idea which
Izvolski had been steadily demanding for months. It let
status of Bosnia
legal grounds
,

Izvolski easily out of the embarrassing blind alley into
which he had strayed. Izvolski appreciated the proposal
and was inclined to accept it.®® He "recognized the, conciliatory spirit,.
of this effort of Germany to bring about
But he still hesitated to
a relaxation of the tension.”
give a definite answer, as he continued to cling to the hope
of a Conference and the avoidance of another diplomatic
His inclination to accept the German proposal,
defeat
however, was stimulated by the fact that a Russian Ministerial Council on March 17 decided that Russia was totally
unprepared to support Serbia by force of arms, and also'
by a hint from AehrenthaJ that Austria might publish the
documents relating to the Buchlau bargain and thus prove
the untruthfulness of the assertions which Izvolski had been
spreading everywhere about the origin of the Bosnian affair.
Izvolski instantly begged Biilow to dissuade Aehrenthal
from any such publication, and Germany accordingly did
so, suggesting to Austria that it was better to keep this
.

.

''

.

truihp in Uhe’s hand as long as possible.®^
69Pourtale8 to Biilow, Mar. 16, 18, 20; G.P., XXVI, 6?3-692.
00 Izvolski to the Russian Ambassadors in London and Paris,, March
17, 1909; Siebert-Schreiner, p. 254.

81 G.P., XXVI, 668; c/. also pp. 230, 234-246, 308, 668-671, 825. In
order to hide his own mistakes and misrepresentations, Izvolski apparently
did not tell the Tsar the frank truth about the Buchlau bargain; this is
indicated by the contents of the Tsar’s letters to William II and Francis
Joseph (Semenoff,' Cotrespondance entre OwUawme ll et Nicolas II,
pp. 230-251 ; Zaionchkovski, /‘Vokrug anneksii Bosnii i Gertsegoviny” in

^
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Aehrenthal was willing to accept the German mediation
made a formal declaration admitof Bosnia had not infringed her
annexation
ting that the
rights and promising in the future to give up her attitude
proposal, provided Serbia

and protest.
Meanwhile an internal struggle was going on in AusCon rad, thfi
tria Ifself as to peace or war with Serbia.
Austrian Chief of Staff, was again urging that the Hapsburj
Monarchy should seize this favorable moment for the “inBy a “preventive war” now
evitable” war with Serbia.
“the dangerous little viper” could be crushed and rendered
harmless for the future. Russia and Italy, he urged, wen
not sufficiently prepared to fight. Rumania was still loyal
and Turkey was satisfied. France and England might disapprove, but would not intervene. No such favorable moment for the reckoning with Serbia and averting th(
“Greater Serbia” danger was likely ever to recur, because
in the future, Russia and Italy would have reorganized anc
increased their armies. Austria might then have to reckor
with a war on three fronts. Aehrenthal and Franz Ferdinand, on the other hand, had been inclined to peace, bu'
Billow feared they might at any time yield to Conrad’i

of opposition

arguments.

On March

15 Aehrenthal did, in fact, advis(

Francis Joseph to approve the calling up of more troopi
and their secret transportation toward the Serbian fron
tier.®2
The situation was therefore critical. To preyen

an Aus ^b-Serbian outbreak, BiHow ^eliey^.it was neces
sary to press his mediation proposal and secure a definiti
answer from Izvolski. On March 21, he sent instruction:
to this effect to the German Ambassador at St. Petersburg
41-53, partly translated in Die Kriegsschvldjrage, I\
1926 ), and also by the fact that Izvolski removed th
Buchlau papers from the Russian archives (statement of Zinoviev, a Foi
eign Office secretary, to the French Ambassador,
1912; George
Louis, Carnets, II, 30). See also below, note 06.

Krasnyi Arkhiv, X,
238- 250

,

April,

Conrad,

L

138-167.

—
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Say to M. Izvolski that we learn with
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satisfaction that

our proposal and seems
and that we expect an answer
inclined to accept it .
yes or no; we must regard any evasive, conditional or unclear answer as a refusal. We should then draw back and

he recognizes the friendly
.

let

spirit of

.

things take their course.

events would then

fall

The

responsibility for further

exclusively on

M.

Izvolski, after

we had made a last sincere effort to help him
situation in a way which he could accept.®®

By

clear

up the

he was “placed before
the following alternatives; either an immediate regulation
of the annexation question by an exchange of notes, or the
invasion of Serbia.” ®^ He consulted the Tsar and next
day gave the formal affirmative answer desired. The Tsar
had already telegraphed the Kaiser that he was heartily
pleased that Germains proposal had made a peaceful comthis Izvolski understood that

promise possible.®®-/
Such were the events which soon became distorted into
the legend that Germany had threatened Russia with force
and humiliated her with an ultimatum. The legend was
exploited in the Russian Press, spread in England by Sir
Arthur Nicolson, and used by Izvolski as a means of saving
his face before his critics in Russia.®®
But it was not an
ultimatum. It was an attempt on Germany’s part to bridge
83Bulow to Pourtales, Mar. 21, 1909; G.P., XXVI, 693 ff. Though
Bulow signed this note, it was Kiderlen-Wachter, who composed it and
gave it its friendly but decisive tone; see E. Jiickh, Kiderlen-Wachter, der
Staatsmann und Mensch (Berlin, 1925), II, 26-29.
84 Izvolski to the Russian Ambassadors in London and Paris, Mariih
23, 1909; Siebert-Schreiner, 25911.

ssTsar to Kaiser, Mar. 22, 19C9: G.P., XXVI, 700.
88 For the long controversy which arose over the nature of Germany’s
action, see G.P., XXVI, 693 note, and 777-855 passim. Biilow proposed to
publish the documents co set the matter in its true light and counteract
the legend of a German threat of force. The proposal was favored by
Charykov, the Acting Minister during Izvolski’s absence
but it was
abandoned upon Izvolski’s return, on account of his opposition to making
documents public which would have shown how he and the Pan-Slav
;

Press misrecresented things

(ibid., pp. 788-793,

796-801

811. 814).
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the gulf between Russia and Austria and prevent outbreak
of war between Serbia and Austria. Sir Edward Grey had

meanwhile come forward with a similar mediation formula
and told Austria in language almost identical with that of
Billow to E,ussia, that, “if this fails, he would draw back
and let things take their course.”
After Russia had accepted Germany’s proposal, England,
France and Italy soon followed suit. Upon Austria’s invitation the Powers accordingly exchanged notes, giving a
belated sanction to the unilateral action by which Aehrenthal had presumed to nullify the solemn clause of a European treaty.
Before the news of Russia’s yielding had reached Vienna,
or in spite of it, the war party had gotten the upper hand.v'

A

Ministerial Council of March 29 finally decided to order
“Yellow Mobilization” or “Mobilization B” (Balkans),
This involved the full mobilization of five of the total
fifteen army corps wbich at that time composed the AustroHungarian army. It was thus a “partial mobilization” for
the case of a war against Serbia and Montenegro only, but
was complete for the five corps involved. Conrad left the
Council with the conviction that .now, at last, the reckoning
with Serbia, w-hich he had so often urged, was about to
begin.®*

Serbia, however, finally heeded the warnings she had
been receiving from Russia, to avoid war for the present

and to trust to the future. She decided at the eleventh
hour to yield to the advice of the Powers. On March 31,
1909, she made at Vienna the formal declaration which had
been agreed upon by Aehrenthal and Sir Fairfax Cartwright,
the English Ambassador at Vienna, in the following terms*
BTMettemich to Bulow, Mar.
68

Comady

160, 640ff4

I, 162; for

the

22, 1909; G.P.,

techziicftl

XXVI,

xoobiluatioii

701.
X* 116ff.
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Serbia recognizes that she has not been affected in her
by the fait accompli created in Bosnia, and that con-

rights

sequently she will conform to the decisions that the Powers
may take in regard to Article 25 of the Treaty of Berlin.
In deference to the advice of the Great Powers, -Serbia
undertakes to renounce the attitude of protest and opposition which she has adopted since last autumn with regard
to the Annexation. She undertakes, moreover, to modify
the direction of her present policy toward Austria-Hungary, and to live in future on good neighborly terms with

the latter.
In conformity with these declarations and w'ith confi-

*

dence in the peaceful intentions of Austria-Hungary, Serbia
will replace her army, as far as concerns its organization
and the location and number of the troops, to the state in
which it was in the spring of 1908. She will disarm and disband the volunteers and irregular forces and prevent the
formation of new irregular corps on her territory.®®

Within the next few weeks the Serbian and Austrian
armies were demobilized and the Annexation Crisis was
relieved. But, as will be seen later, the Serbians, encouraged by Russia, did not live up to the promises which they
had been forced to give, and Conrad repeatedly complained
later that Germany had prevented Austria in 1909 from
settling the Serbian danger in the only permanently satisfactory way, viz., by the use of force.

THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE BOSNIAN

CRISIS

We have dealt in some detail with these events, because
the effects of the Annexation Crisis continued to be feltlong afterwards,^® and are to be counted among the causes
of the War of 1914. In 1909, to be sure, Aehrenthal seemed
•#GP., XXVI, 731; ef. Austrian Red Book of 1914, no. 7.
70 For interesting contemporary comment on the immediate
of the Bosnian Crisis, see GP., XXVI. 773-871.

effects
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have achieved a diplomatic victory as brilliant for Aua
as it was humiliating for Russia and Serbia. He was
congratulated on his success from all sides, and was rewarded with the title of Count. It was, however, one of
those pyrrhic victories, which seem brilliant at the moment,
but which bring more misfortune than success, if looked
at from a longer perspective..^ Aehrenthal had, indeed,
secured a clearer legal title to Bosnia. iHe had showm that
the Hapsburg Monarchy was still able to pursue a vigorous
and independent policy of its own, and gain the prestige
which comes with a successful diplomatic move^i But, on
the other hand, he had caused Europe to distrust the
methods of Austrian diplomacy, and incurred the odium of
an unjustifiable breach of a solemn treatyJ* This fact was
hardly obscured by the exchange of notes with which the
Powers ultimately sanctioned his illegal nulbfication of
treaty stipulations.
He had also forced from Serbia a
humiliating declaration, which he hoped would put an end
tria,

But such a humiliahardly ever statesmanlike
or really successful in achieving its aim/ On the contrary,
it usually leaves a bitter sting, which is likely to give
trouble later, Serbia did not, in fact, live up to her promise
to live on good neighb orly t erms with Ay^tria. She allp.wed
her soil to be the hearth from which a subversive agitafion
waS"spread, encouraging disloyalty and treason among, thej
B6snians and other Slav su^ects of the. Hapsburg
archy.A'lS.ehrenthal was soon to find that he had failed
in the main purpose for which he had un dertaken Annexatioh—yhe strengthening of the Austrian hold on Bosnia anlT)
Herzegovina,' He had achieved a momentary success at
to the “Greater Serbia” propaganda.

tion of one nation

by another

the cost of future

difficulties.

is

“I hope our action will sucat the beginning of the crisis; “if not, I am naturally done for, but
in that case, at least. we shall have met defeat with hongc;

ceed,”

he had said

to the

German Ambassador
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otherwise
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we
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should have continued to sink miserably step

step.”

'iCermany, likewise, incurred

some

of the suspicion and

odium which fell upon her ally.> This distrust and antagonism was to be found, however, much more among the
Entente Powers, particularly in Russia and England, than,
as one mi^t have expected, in Serbia.'^* Though Germany
had not actually had definite foreknowledge of Aehrenthal’s
Annexation step, nor encouraged him to take it, the Powers
and many historians ^were hardly convinced by Germany’s assertions, at the time and later, as to the real facts.
They naturally suspected, from the way in which Berlin
fir ml
y supported Vienna during the whole crisis, that Germany was Austria’s accomplice from the outset and thoroughly approved of her action.’^® permany’s effort to find
a solution, which would sanction Austria’s fait accompli,
and at the same time offer Izvolski a line of retreat from a
position which Russians more sensible than he realized was
untenable, was twisted into a “threat of force” or “ultimatum.” //Jt was represented as a brutal German attempt
'

‘

—

—

Tl Branderburg, p. 287.
72 Stanojevitch, pp. 3&-42, shows that the Serbians felt no particular
animus against Germany during the following years. This was owing
in part to the greatly increased trade relations between the two countiiea
during and after the “Pig War.” It may have been also owing partly to
Serbia’s realization that Germany often used her influence to restrain
Austria from an aggressive Balkan policy. Though Izvolski’s bitter hatred
was mainly directed against Aehrenthal, that of the Russian people, led
by the Pan-Slav Press, was henceforth directed more against Germany;
see Pourtal^’ reports, Mar.-Sept. 1909; G.P., XXVI, 777-858.
The
English Government's attitude was colored by the strongly Russophil
attitude of Sir Arthur Nicolson, British Ambassador to Russia, who was
soon to become permanent Under-Secretary in the British Foreign Q£Sce
and to exert a strong pro-Russian influence on Sir Edward Grey; ef
Grey, I, 182, 304 ff.; and G. P., XXVI, 732, note; 738 ff., 866.
78 “We have to deal with an action which permits of
no contradiction, which has been agreed upon between Vienna and Berlin,” telegraphed Izvolski to the Russian ambassadors in London and Palin
on Mar. 23, 1909, in reporting the last stage of the crisis; Siebert>
Schieiner, p. 280.
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to humiliate Russia and drive a wedge into the Triple
Entente by forcing Russia to abandon the Entente with

England
\

in favor of

some new agreement between the

three

Eastern Emperors.7\^'It was set down as a new evidence of
the brutality of Gfermany’s diplomatic methods. Unfortunately for Germany, confirmation seemed to be given to
this feeling by Emperor William’s vainglorious and tactless
speech, when on a visit to Vienna in 1910, he proclaimed toi
the world that he had stood by his ally “in shining armor.”’
The effect of the whole episode on the third partner in
the Triple Alliance -wms thoroughly unfortunate for the
Central Powers. Italy had not been fuUy consulted befote.hand by her ally, nor had she been able to take any important part in the solution of the crisis. Italian pride had
been offended, and Italian ambitions seemed threatened by
The
Austria’s further grip upon the Balkan Peninsula.
latent emotional hatred of Austria in Italian hearts was
rekindled by a feeling of military and naval inferiority at
the sight of Austrian troops dominating the frontiers, the
fortifications of Pola, and the contemplated construction of
Austrian D^pdnoughts. The tradition of Venetian domination in the Adriatic seemed threatened by Aehrenthal’s
more aggressive policies. Hitherto Italian hopes had been
protected by the status quo principle of quieta

but Austria’s action looked
it.

To

like

non movere,

an alarming departure from

these fears ^vere added the perennial irredentist

Austria was the only Power which had
not answered the invitation for the International Exposition planned for 1911, and the bitter memories revived by
the semi-centennial celebrations of the Wars of 1859. This
friction, the fact that

found vent in a passionate and loudly applauded oration by ex-Premier Fortis: "There is only one
Power with whom Italy sees a possibility of conflict, and
that, I regret to say, is our ally.
The Government must
invite the nation to new sacrifices to adjust our military

bitter feeling
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forces to the needs of the situation.” Italy’s doubts of the

value of the Triple Alliance to herself were increased. She
was quite ready a few months later to sign with Russia the
secret agreement of Racconigi. This auned at Russo-Italian
diplomatic cooperation against Austria in the Near East,
and marked another mile-stone in Italy’s shift from the
Triple Alliance to the Triple Entente.’^^?
(^t was in Russia, however, that the Bosnian Crisis

had

the niost serious effects. The Pan-Slav Press was excited
to a long and violent campaign against Germany, the burden
wher&of was that a war between Slavdom and Teutondom
was ''inevitable,” and that Russia must consequently hasten
to make preparations for itj tAnd, in fact, it was shortly
after this that Russia undertook the sweeping reorganization

and increase of her army and navy which was
progress in
defeat,

still

in

Izvolski, personally, this diplomatic

which he had to some extent brought upon himself,

was the most

bitter experience of his

life.

It affected his

behavior all the rest of his days, filling him with a desire
for revenge and for the recovery of lost personal prestige.
The bitterness which he felt is hardly conveyed in the
formal despatch in which he announced to his Ambassadors

and London that he had been forced to accept the
solution of the crisis. The storm of criticism to
which he was subjected by the Pan-Slav elements in Russia
was one of the reasons which forced him-t# give up his position of Minister of Foreign Affairs in Stjsteinber, 1910, and
take in exchange the Russian Ambassadorship in Paris.''®
/ There he was henceforth in a position to devote his untiring energy and wily intrigues to knitting together more
closely Russia’s bonds with France and England. He now
realized that only by their support and by increased armain Paris

German

.

XXVI, 793 ff., 819 ff.; XXVII, 397-131.
T5G.P., XXVI, 777-793, 796-817. 823-828, 834-840, 853-858, 971; see
also supra, notes 31, 61, 66.
"4 0.?.,
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ments could he avert another such diplomatic defeat, or, ii
need be, risk a decision by war.) His efforts to accomplish
these aims can be traced in detail in recently published
documents,^* as has been briefly indicated in the preceding
chapter.

The prevailing feeling among Russian diplomats, after
the Annexation Crisis, was characteristically expressed by
the Russian Ambassador in Paris:
Foreseeing the further development of the European
many newspapers come to the conclusion that pre-

situation,

Germany and Austria have now achieved a brilmust the two Western Powers, together
with Russia, now pay their attention to the systematic
cisely as

liant victory, so

development of their forces in order to be able, once they
are in a position not to fear a challenge of the Triple Aland in this case Italy would separate herself from
liance

—

—

the Triple Alliance ^to set up on their part demands which
would restore the political balance which has now been displaced in favor of Germany and Austria. ... All these
circumstances show how necessary it is for us to bind ourselves

still

more

closely to France

and England

in order

common

the further penetration of Germany
and Austria in the Balkans.
Such an opposition need not, under all circumstances,

to oppose in

lead to an armed conflict with the Triple Alliance.
Austria, supported

by Germany, concentrated her

Just as
fighting

and threatened Serbia without listening to the just
demands of Europe, so might we, too, in agreement with
France and England, after our military strength will have

forces

been re-established, force Austria-Hungary in a favorable
moment to give up her Balkan plans and to restore to the
now subjugated Serbians their freedom of action. The experience of the last crisis has proved that if military meas-

XXVn-XXXVII; Siebert-Schreiner; M.F.R.; L.N.; Stieve;
works of Barnes, Bogitchevitch, Brandenburg, Churchill, Ewart
Fabre-Luce, Gooch, Gray, Judet, Montgelaa, Poincat^,
Stieve, and
7«GP.,

end

in the

Valentin.
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already prepared in times of peace, diplomatic
may all the easier be solved by threats and the

exercise of strong pressure.

in

CRISIS

selecting

the

favorable

The

art of diplomacy consists

moment, and

in

utilizing

a

favorable general situation, so that, conscious of one’s own
strength, one may hold oat to the’ end. Thus we shall un-

doubtedly be able to weaken the unfavorable impression
failure of oxir policy has now produced and in this
way we will gradually succeed in liberating the kindred

which the

Balkan States from the Austro-German

influence.’^

To the

Se rbians Tzvolski continued to give secret encouragement, uF^ng them to prei^ace for a happier future
in which they could count upon Russian support to achieve
He never really accepted the
their Jugo-Slav ambitions.
annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina as a final settlement, but regarded it, and encouraged the Serbians to.
regard it, as a Serbian Alsace-Lorraine^ For the liberation
of these provinces all Serbs, both in Serbia and AustriaHungary, should continue to make secret preparations.

This was (he policy which inspired his secret negotiations
with Italy and Bulgaria in October and December, 1909,.
and which ultimately led to the formation of the Balkan
League of 1912. All of these contemplated the possibility
of changes in the Balkans w’hich might ultimately lead to
that triumph of Slavdom over Germandom which the Tsar

and
ble.”

had as.'^ured the Serbians was “inevitaThese jneouraging assurances from Russia for the

his IMinisters

future realization of the “Greater Serbia” ambitions partly
explain Serbia’s failure to keep the promises made to Austria at the close of the Bosnian Crisis.
That Serbia from
the very outset had no serious intention of living up to her
new promises, but intended merely to shift the basis and

TTNplidov to

Izvolski, Mar. 19/Apr 1, 1909; Siebert-Schreiner, 266Nelidov, of course, depended on bis dispatches from Izvolski for
bis version of the Bosnian Crisis
78 See above, at notes 49-61.
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underground campaign against Ausfollowing illuminating document,
the
from
tria, is seen
drawn up only a few days after the promises of March 31
were solemnly made

method

of her secret

:

Instructions of the

Ro 3'al

17, 1909, to the Serbian

Serbian Government of April
Minister in Vienna concerning the

continuation of the Great Serbia propaganda in Austria*
Hungary.
The Royal Serbian Go^^ernment, whose foreign policy
embraces the interests of all Serbdom, trusting in the support of England, France and Russia, is firmly determined
to await the moment w'hen Serbia can with the best prospects of success proceed to the realization of her legitimate

Balkans and in the whole Slavic South. Till
then the Royal Government wishes to maintain with Vienna
merely purely routine and scrupulously correct relations,
For this
without any political agreement of any kind.
reason the Government will undertake no step to promote
a renewal of the commercial treaty with the Monarchy;
for this reason also, it must establish its national activity
in the territory of the Hapsburg Crow'n Lands on new bases.
[The Instructions then warn the officials of the Serbian
Legation and consulates in Austria-Hungary that, henceforth, in contrast to the past, thej- must refrain from all
active and personal participation in national Serbian propaganda, and must wipe out all traces of such activities of the
Serbian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, so that all correspondence which had been carried on hitherto with political
agents in Austria-Hungary should definitely cease. After
April 28th, the Serbian Legation and consulates in AustriaHungary were no longer to be furnished with funds for these
purposes, except 250,000 dinars in connection with the Agram
treason trial, and 4,000 dinars for “influencing” the AustroHungarian Press. Funds for obtaining military information will no longer be needed by the Serbian Legation in
Vienna, because henceforth the necessary sums for this
will be placed at the disposal of the Serbian Ministry of War
interests in the
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Instructions then go on to explain the

basis on which the “Greater Serbia”

propaganda

is

henceforth to be carried on.]
In order that the foreign policy of the Royal Government, which embraces the whole ot Serbdom, may remain
intact, in spite of the

above mentioned renunciation of

direct activity in Austria-Hungary, the

all

Royal Government

has placed its national propaganda in the Slavic South
under the Pan-Slav national propaganda; its organization
will receive its definite form in fraternal Russia July 1
of this year. Through a backing of this kind, the support
of the all-powerful Government of the Russian Empire
will be assured for our aspirations in decisive questions.
This organization will be provided with considerable means.
A new focus [of agitation] is being projected in the fraternal
Czech Kingdom, around which can rally all those who wish
to seek, or must seek, the salvation of their national individuality in the triumph of the Pan-Slav idea.
So far as a revolutionary propaganda appears neces<
aary it is to be cared for henceforth from St. Petersburg
and from golden Prague. We shall also promote this activity through connections which in the future it will also
be the business of the General Staff to maintain.'^*

Tliat Serbia counted confiaently on Russian assistance
in seizing Bosnia

further indicated

and Herzegovina by force in the future is
by a secret circular emanating from the

executive committee of a Pan-Slav Conference in St. Peters-

burg a few weeks

later. It is

on the

addressed to the Slav organiza-

summary is as follows: Russia is
point of reorganizing her army and reforming her in-

tions in the Balkans

and

in

Until this double work of consolidacompleted, the Slav peoples must have patience and
continue to trust in Russia. The Serb delegates at the Slav
Conference in St. Petersburg and Moscow have been able
ternal admmistration.

tion

is

7S Quoted' by Conrad, 1, ISl
document, see GP., XXYI, 7701

For a summary..of

.titis

or a siinilar
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to convince themselves on the spot that all classes of Russian society are inspired with the desire to have Russia

able to take

up

energetically her mission as the Protectress

of the Slav world.

must hold themby the occupation of

Serbia and Montenegro

selves ready to complete their union

Novi Bazar and to invade Bosnia and Herzegovina. Bul-garia must be ready to seize the territories promised to her
in the Treaty of St. Stefano and extend herself to the gates
The Young Turk regime cannot last
of Constantinople.
much longer and the liquidation of Turkey is much nearer
than one might suppose. This will be the moment for
Russia, in union with the other Slav peoples, to realize Slav

and prevent Austria and Germany from exploiting
Turkey to their own advantage. Meanwhile all Slav peoples must unite in solidarity and work especially to increase
They must shut out German
their economic strength.
commerce and industry from their territories by a radical
As for the money needed by the Slavs, of the
boycott.
ideals

Balkans for their military preparations. Russia will furnish
this directly or procure it with the help of France and EngCertainly within two or three years at the most, the
time will come when the Slav World under Russian leader-

land.

ship

must

strike the great blow.®®

so Brockdorff-Rantzau, German Charge d’.\ffaires in Vienna to Bethmann, July 25, 1909; G.P., XXVI, 8441. For Russian eftorts to provide
financial aid, both directly and by means of loans from France, to provide
the Balkan states with munitions of war, .see L.X., I, 2S3ff.
II, 1.55 ff,
233 f., 212 f., 262 f.; Stieve, Nos. 2S0, 283, 317, 346, 1070, 1082, 1101, 1169,
;

1201, 1205,
1348,

1356,

1217-8, 1223-4, 1233-5, 1245-12.50,
1363,

1365,

1374;

1322, 1323, 1330, 1335,

Siebert-Schreiner

pp.

312,

1346,

339 ff., 451

ff.;

Poincare, II, 33, 49 ff.
French investments, including both Government loans and private
banking investments, in the Balkan states (not including Turkey) rose from
920 million francs in 1902 to 3,130 million in 1914, an increase of 242%;
her investments in Russia rose from 6,900 million in 1902 to 11,300 in
1914, an increase of 63%.; while French total foreign investments, even
including her own colonics, rose from 20,860 million in 1902 to 38,230
in 1914, an increase of only 83%; figures for 1902' from Bulletin de Statislique ei de Legislation. Comparee, Oct. 1902; figures for 1914 from
H. G. Moulton The French Debt Problem (N. Y.; 1925), p. 20. As French
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encouragement to Serbia, secretly on the part
Government and more or less openly by the
Pan-Slav Press, which helped to stimulate the violent nationalist agitation among the Serbs both in Serbia and
Bosnia and also among the Croats. It helped further to
unsettle the unbalanced minds of pro-Serb youths who
carried out a series of attempts to assassinate Austrian
officials which finally culminated in the tragic assassination
of the Austrian Archduke at Sarajevo and thus led directly
to the World War. Austrian Ministers were more or less
aware of this encouragement and suspected that Russia
rather than Serbia was the root of the Austro-Serbian
It

was

this

of the Russian

antagonism.
From the formal and external point of view, however*^
Austro-Serbian relations appeared to be improved after,.
Serbia’s declaration of March 31, .J909, that she would
henceforth live on proper friendly terms with the Dual Monarchy. Austrian and Serbian troops were demobilized on
both sides of the frontier. Serbian propagandist agitation
against the Dual Monarchy ceased to be open and public,
but it did not become less dangerous because it was secretly
taken over by Serbian military officers and driven underground. The Austro-Serbian antagonism remained almost
as keen as before on both sides of the frontier. While the
‘'Narodna Odbrana,” and later the “Black Hand,” (Carried
on the secret subversive work of Serbian agitation, the
Austrian authorities on their part did their full share in
keeping the wound open, and in stirring Serb hatred by
wholesale arrests of suspected agitators in Austria-Hungary.
The further story of this antagonism and of the Archduke’S
assassination will be taken up later.
,

foreign loans were very closely connected with French foreign policy,
these figures give some indication of the rapid increase of French political
interest in the Balkans; they help explain the fact that M. Poincare
Was often more pro-Serbian than M. Sazonov himself, and very determined
in 19t4 to see Uiat Serbia received Entente support against Austria.
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The three years from 1909 to 1912 from the end of the
AnnejStioh Crisis to the completion of the Balkan Leag ue
were Tree from acute conflicts oyer Balkan problems
(except’ for the effects of Italy’s Tripolitan War aga inst
Turkey). During these years Austria was busy consolidatmg her position in the newly annexed provinces. She
had renounced her project for an extension of her railway
sj^tem from Bosnia down the Vardar Valley to Salonica,
and had withdraw'n her military garrisons from the Sanjak
of Novi Bazar, as a concessicm to Serbian and Montenegrin
(and Russo-Italian) desires^)
1

—

In Germany, Biilow’ resigned as Chancellor in July,
have already been indicated above,

1909, for reasons which

and was succeeded by Bethmann-Hollweg, an old personal
friend of William II’s university days at Bonn.

The new Chancellor lacked diplomatic experience and
was devoid of the highest qualities of statesmanship. He
possessed none of the happy literary facility and cleverness
of speech, by which Billow had been able to gloss over the
mistakes of his neglected opportunities and to represent
Germany’s situation in a more rosy light than was warranted by the facts.®^
But Bethmann possessed much
native shrewdness, a high sense of honor and honesty, and
a sincere desire to preserve the peace of Europe. During
the Tsar’s visit to Potsdam in November, 1910, he assured
Sazonov, the new Russian Alinister of Foreign Affairs, that
if Austria should pursue expansionist plans, which he believed would not be the case, Germany was neither “bound
81 This literary facility and optimism, which characterized Billow’s
Reichstag speeches, is als 9 reflected in his Deutsche Politik (1913, revised ed., 1916), intended as a defense of his administration. The best
and severest indictment of it i.x by J. Haller, Die Aera Bulow (Berlin,
1922). Bethmann’s more simple honesty and lack of finesse is seen in his
Belrachlungen zum Weltkriege (2 vols., Berlin, 1919-1921). Severe criticisms of his policy are to be found in the writings of Tirpitz and in

H

von Liebig. Die Politik von Bethmann Holliaegs (3rd ed

Munich

1919)
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nor inclined to support her.” Sazonov on his side declared
that lie desired the maintenance of Turkey, and sought to
give the impression that Russia's interests were again being
directed toward Asia and the Far East.
On this understanding, mutually advantageous arrangements were then
agreed upon in regard to Persia and the Bagdad Railway.
Bethmaim’s reserved attitude toward Austria, which was
in accord with the originally defensive character of the
Austro-German treaty of 1S79 and Bismarckian traditions,
coincided with the views of the German Ambassador at
Vienna, w'ho, a year after the Annexation Crisis, wrote:

Germany

not a Balkan Power. .During the past "year,
wc threw the weight of our
In
political influence into the scales in favor of Austria.
my opinion we should do well to prevent, as far as possible,
a repetition of tins procedure. For the future, we ought to
is

for reasons of higher policy,

preserve a free hand for ourselves, and allow ourselves to be

drawn

as

little

as possible into

Balkan questions,

shall be able at the psychological

policy freely or to use

it

moment

so that

we

to choose our

as profitably as possible.®^

Henceforth, until July, 1914, Germany, while still assuring Austria of her readiness to fulfil her obligations as
repeatedly exercised a restraining influence on
Austria, especially during the Balkan Wars, in the interests

an

ally,

Europe. This w’as so much the case that
notably the Austrian Chief of Staff, often
felt exasperated at t.ie lack of support from Berlin in
Balkan affairs. In spite of the generally good understanding between the heads of the German and Austrian army
staffs, Moltke and Conrad, there was more friction between
the two allies than has generally been supposed. Occasionally, Bethinann felt it necessary to renew promises to support policies which Austria deemed essential for her vital
82 Tscbirschky to Zimmermann, May 1, 1910; GP., XXVII, 537.
of the peace of

Vienna

ofiicials,
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interests in the Balkans, because he would otherwise have
caused such dissatisfaction at the Ballplatz as to have
seriously weakened the alliance which still remained the
But much more
corner-stone of German foreign i)<-.Iicy.
often his instructions to the German Ambassador in Vienna
were in the direction of holding Ijack Austria from taking
action against Serbia, from antagonizing Russia, and from

Sometimes Austria heeded the
she
sometimes
did not. But to represent Geradvice, and
many as exercising a complete control over her ally, as so
many writers have done, is altogether incorrect. It was not
until after the Worlrl War began and Austria exhibited such
military weakness and failure that Germany gradually
assumed that complete control over her ally’s destiny which
other reckless measures.

popular opinion ordinarily attributes to her^?-

THE RACOONIOI BARGAIN OF
Wliilc

OCTOBER, 1909

Germany was thus working, on the

restrain Austria

and lessen the tension

whole, to

in the Balkans,

Russia was actively preparing for the “inevitable” conflict
between Slavdom and Gerinanclom, which would bring

about the final realization of Russia’s historic mission in
regard to Constantinople and the Straits, and incidentally
the realization of Serbia’s ambition for a “Greate r Serbia”
at Austria’s expense.

With

this in view, Izvolski arranged

that the Ts.ar should visit Victor

Emmanuel

at the castle

of Racconigi, south of Turin, in October, 1909.

He

indi-

«.iOn AuMro-Gnmian rcLitions, 1909-1914, sep GP., XXVII-XXXVII,
I’ribram, pji. 26S-29S Brandenburg, pp. 315 ff., 337 ff., 362 ff. For
;
aoiiie examples of Oormauy’s reslmint upon Austria or non-support c'
her polieii’.'!, see for instance, Conrad’s comments in regard to Serbia (III,
77. 78. lOt-9 258. 101.
Albania (III, 63-6-1. 77, 108, 136, 26S-9, 323.
5Stn, Rvimania (429-132 671>. Montenegro (III. 166-7. 318-9), Turkey (III
27. 611-51, the prt'servation of peace (7S-S1. 102. 239), and in general (III
407. -110, 417, 421, 429, 627-8, 632, 729). For* the interesting but opposing
i.)t Jagow
and Lichnotrsky in July, 1914. in regard to the AustiO'
i;-, ;iuan ntliance. see
KJ), €2, 73.
IMS.'n'Tri

:

.

;
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cated his resentment over the Annexation by ostentatiously
making a wide detour to avoid stepping on Austrian soil,
and the fact was widely commented upon in the Press evcry-

The important secret Russo-Ttalian agreement
here by Izvolski and Tittoiii begins with the usual

where.®^

signed
pious wish for the preservation of the status guo in the
Balkans, but goes on to state that, if this should prove
impossible, as both Powers expected, they would agree to
support the principle of nationality in the development of
the Balkan states. The important clauses were the 4th

and 5th
4.

If Russia

and Italy wish to make agreements con-

cerning the European East with a Third Power, beyond
those which exist at present, each will do it only with the
participation of the other.
5.

Italy and Russia engage themselves to regard with

benevolence, the one Russia’s interests in the question of

the Straits, the
Cyrenaica.®®

other

Italian

interests

in

Tripoli

and

These clauses ran so counter to Izvolski's and Tittoni's
solemn public and private assurances that they were kept
even more closely secret than w'as the case with most secret
Izvolski does not appear to have informed the
treaties.
Russian Ambassadors in Paris and London of their exact
nature at once.®® He did not even tell M. Poincare until
after the outbreak of the Balkan War three years later, and
even then he merely read the text aloud on the promise
that the French Premier would not reveal it to the Cabinet
S*cf. G.P., XXVII, 403 ff., 425; Siebcrt-Schreiner, pp. 148, 152. For
^he earlier negotiations between Izvolski and Tittoni, see above at note 34.

85M.F.R., p. 298; L.N.. 1, 358; Stieve, 11,’ 363; KSF., IV, 415-417
(June, 1926).
88 Siebert-Schremer, pp. 146-177, contains many telegrams concerning
the Racconigi meeting, but they do not reveal the essential character of
the agreement until Italy seized Tripoli in 1911 ; then the London Ambassador was told of the 5tb clause (p. 158), and Izvolski reminded
Tittoni “not to forget Italy’s obligations in regard to our claims to the
Turkish Straits" (p. 161)
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Poincare nevertheless
contents, though he
“did not read them the text of the agreement, because it
had not been handed to him.”
M. Tittoni similarly was careful that no inkling of it
should reach Germany or Austria though they were Italy’s
allies.
With characteristic duplicity, at (he same time he
was promising to make no agreements concerning the
or even his closest collaborators.

at once informed his colleagues of

its

Balkans without Russia’s participation, Tittoni was actually negotiating an agreement with Austria on the very
subject. He had begun .the negotiations in the preceding
June, by proposing to Austria “an agreement that neither
of the two states without the knowledge of the other should
make an agreement concerning the Ballcans with a third
A week before the Racconigi meeting Tittoni
state.”
wished to add more definitely that Italy and Austria should
“agree not to conclude agreements with Russia without the
participation of one another.”
Then he signed the Racconigi agreements.
A few days later, nevertheless, Italy
signed an agreement with Austria, behind Russia’s back
and in total disregard of the Racconigi promise, embodying
essentially the proposals which Tittoni had been negotiating
smce June,®® To such deceit toward both Russia and Austria did Italian ambitions for Balkan and African territory
lead M. Tittoni and the Italian Government!
Racconigi
betrays tlie same morality on Italy’s part as in the agreements w'ith France in 1902.
Notwithstanding the extreme secrecy in which Izvolski
and Tittoni wrapped their arrangement, rumors and suspicions of what they had done were widespread. By Italy
and the Entente Powers, the meeting of Nicholas II and
Victor Emmanuel w'as hailed with enthusiasm. The British
87 Poincar4, II, 365.
Aii.3tro-Italian

the

88 G.P.,

XXVII,

Agreement of Nov.

Alliance Treaty, Pribram, 99

319

89

GP., XXVII, 334.
VII" of

30, 1909, defining “Art.

f.,

GP., XXVII, 336
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Under-Secretary, Sir Charles Hardinge, expressed to the
Russian Charge d’Affaires his “intense satisfaction,” saying

“was most opportune and of great importance not only
and France, but even more so to Italy

it

to Russia, England
.

,

.

He

[Hardinge] shares the opinion of a part of the

European Press regarding the strange position which Italy
has assumed in respect to the grouping of the Powers.
Chiefly in the event of complications in the Near East,
Italy would either have to be untrue to her ally or act
counter to her owm national interests. These words confirm
the deep impression made on Government circles here [in
London] by the meeting at Racconigi; they seem to incline
to the belief that Italy in the future will stand closer to the

Germany, -Austria
Entente than to the Triple Alliance.”
and Turkey were correspondingly alarmed, but they were
given the solemn but lying assurance that nothing had been
agreed except the laudable desire of Italy and Russia to
preserve the status quo in the Balkans and to allow the
Balkan states their normal and peaceful development.®**
The Racconigi Agreement, which contemplated the possible partition of Turkey and the satisfying of Russia’s
ambitions in regard to the Straits, also served admirably

—that of tending to draw Italy

another of Izvolski’s purposes

away from the

side of the Triple Alliance to that of the

Triple Entente, or at least of neutralizing Italy as a “deadweight” in the Triple Alliance.®® It played henceforth an

important part in Izvolski’s Balkan policy no
Tittoni’s African ambitions.

less

than in

was further consolidated
between the tw'O when they

It

by the very intimate relations
were later Ambassadors in Paris together in close touch
with M. Poincare.®^
Siebert-Schreiner, p. 148 f.
02 Siebert-Schreincr, pp. 149-152. G.P., XXVII, 409-431, pas^m.
83 G.P., XXVII, 411, 421.
84 Cj. M.F.R., L.N., and Stieve, poMtW; Judet, Oeorgea Louia, p.l50£E,
173; Poincar6, I, 32 ff., 336 S.; II. 363 H.
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Along with his Racconigi policy, Izvolski undertook
to consolidate the Balkan States into a solid block under
Russian guidance and protection. Hitherto the greatest

obstacle to harmonious action

by

the mutually jealous

Balkan Powers had been the fact that Serbia, Bulgaria,
and Greece all made claims to the greater part of Macedonia, which was still in constant ferment under Turkish
misrule. This obstacle could be overcome if Serbia abandoned some of her claim to Macedonia in favor of Bulgaria,
and was promised compensation out of territories belonging
to the Hapsburg Monarchy, when this should finally be

by the death of, the aged Emperor Francis
by the disintegrating influence of the restless
Accordingly, in the
nationalities under Hapsburg rule.
summer and fall of 1909 Izvolski endeavored to bring about
a rapprochement between Serbia and Bulgaria in the comdisrupted, either

Joseph,*® or

mon

interests of

Slavdom, but Balkan jealousies and sus-

picions were too strong to permit success to these

first

and the negotiations came to a standstill.*®
Constantinople
At
an active newly-arrived Russian Ambassador, Charykov, appeared to be working for an entente
or league between Turkey and the Balkan States, which
might greatly increase Russia’s influence in the Balkans and
form a barrier to “the advance of Germanism.”
But
Charykov had little chance of success with the Turks, who
were suspicious of Bulgaria, Serbia, and Greece, all of whom
coveted Turkish territory. With Bulgaria, however, Russia opened negotiations for a secret military convention,
extending the scope of the secret treaty of 1902 by which
Russia undertook to protect Bulgaria against attack by
efforts,

05 As contemplated by Delcasse in his letter of 1899, urging the indefinite prolongation of the Franco-Russian Alliance; Livre Jaune, L’Alliance
Franco-Russe, p. 131.
06 C/. Siebert-Schreiner. pp. 273-281; GJ»., XXVII, 167-174; and the

telegrams of the Serbian Minister, MUovanovitch, in Deutschland Schvldig? (Berlin, 1919), pp. 116-119.
»T GJ>., XXVII, 169 ff., 170 ff.
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King Ferdinand

provided for mutual aid in certain contingencies in case
of wars against Turkey and Austria, and promised the
utmost possible Russian support to secure for Bulgaria the
great gains in territory once contemplated in the Treaty of
San Stefano of 1878. Article V of the proposed military
convention declared,
The. realization of the high ideals of the Slav peoples

upon the Balkan Peninsula, so near to Russia’s

heart,

is

possible only after a favorable outcome of Russia’s struggle

with

The

Germany and Austria-Hungary.®®

negotiations did not ultimately result in the signing

of the proposed military convention,®® but they are indicative of

efforts, successful later, for forming a Balkan
was hoped would help the Triple Entente to

Russian

bloc which

it

triumph over the Triple Alliance.
Russia’s Racconigi Agreement with Italy and negotiations with Bulgaria and Serbia did not mean, however, that
she intended any immediate warlike solution of the Balkan
problem. They were merely part of that “preparation for
the future,” which was Russia’s policy until she had
finished reorganizing her army and navy, and had succeeded
in winning more definite assurances from France and England for support of her Balkan ambitions. During 1910,
partly through the influence of Germany, a certain ostensible rapprochement had been brought about between Russia
and Austria which for the moment relieved the tension be®® Proposed Russo-Bulgarian Militaiy Convention of Dec., 1909;
Bogitchevitcb, 115-121; Laloy, Les Docuvicnts Secrets Publies par les
Bolcheviks (Paris, 1919), pp. 52-58.
99 V. Radoslavov, “Der russisch-buJgarische Vertragsenhvurf von
1909,” in KSF, IV, 272 f.. May, 1926. The negotiations were continued in
1910 during the visit of Ferdinand of Bulgaria to St. Petersburg (c/. G.P.,
XXVII, 176, 183, notes). They are apparently referred to by Neratov in
a telegram to Sofia of Nov. 23/Dec. 6, 1911 (Krasnyi Arkhiv, IX, p. lU
1926), when he speaks of “our confidential proposal to Bulgaria in 1010."
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tween these two Great Powers over the Balkan Problem.^®
But this understanding was merely temporary, and intended, at any rate by Russia, merely as a stop-gap until
Sukhomlinov’s army reorganization had produced results
and a new Black Sea Fleet been created. As the Russian
Ambassador in Paris wrote to Izvolski in February, 1910:

An

agreement of this

sort,

concluded for a certain num-

ber of years, would leave the Balkan States at perfect
liberty, both in regard to their internal development as well
as to their mutual relations, which they might develop in

every possible way. At the same time Russia would be
placed in a position which would enable her to develop her
military forces in all security and to prepare herself for
those events which cannot be avoided.
In the meantime
the further evolution of the Ottoman Empire would be
clearer the problems would mature, and we should be able

—

meet the events that are to be foreseen much better
equipped than otherwise.i®^

to

Similarly M. Nekliudov relates that in 1911, when he
was received by the Tsar before taking up his post at
Sofia, Nicholas II said to him, “after an intentional pause,
stepping backw'ards and fixing me with a penetrating stare:
‘Listen to me, Nekliudov; do not for one instant lose sight
of the fact that we cannot go to war. I do not wish for
war; as a rule I shall do all in my power to preserve for
my people the benefits of peace. But at this moment, of
aU moments, everything w'hich might lead to war must be
avoided. It would be out of the question for us to face
a war for five or six years ^in fact till 1917.
Though
if the most vital interests and the honour of Russia were

—

at stake,

we mi^t,

if it

.

.

.

were absolutely necessary, accept

—

a challenge in 1915; but not a moment sooner in any
circumstances or under any pretext whatsoever.’ ” ^®®
1«0C/. Siebert-Schreiner, pp. 282-303; G.P., XXVII, 433-517.
loiNelidov to Izvolski, Feb. 3, 1910; Siebert^ctoiner, p. 283.
102 Nekliudov, Diplomatic Reminiscences, p. 6.
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As Mr. Lowes Dickinson justly observes; "Had this
remark been the Kaiser’s instead of the Tsar’s, all our warhistorians would have been citing it as a definite proof of
the guilt, and the sole guilt of Germany. I do not cite it
as a proof of the guilt, still less the sole guilt, of Russia.
I cite it as one more illustration of the state of mind
of all ministers and all princes ‘The war will come. We
And when it
don’t want it; but we must be ready.
comes

—

.

.

.

IZVOLSKl’s EFFORT TO

OPEN TFIE STRAITS IN 1911

had made two futile and unfortunate efforts to
ambition of opening the Straits to Russian 'warships. The first was made during the negotiations for "the
Anglo-Russian Convention of 1907, and the second in the
Buchlau Bargain of 1908. Both had failed on accoun? of
opposition from Sir Edward Grey and lack of support 7rom
Izvolski

realize his

the Erench.

But

in the fall of 1911, Izvolski believed that

the European situation invited a more successful effort.
to Fez, and the resulting Agadir Crisis,
had drawn closer the ties between the Entente Powers,

The Erench march

and England. Germany, having roused England to the verge of war in defense
of France and the Morocco Agreement, had been compelled
to accept a settlement, which was on the point of being
signed, by which she abandoned all claims in Morocco in
exchange for portions of the French Congo. Russia had
not given Prance any such active and effective diplomatic
support as had Sir Edward Grey and Mr. Lloyd George.
On the contrary, Izvolski had worked “with all his strength”
to moderate Prance and urged her to give in to many of the
German demands.^®^ M. Neratov, who had charge of the
particularly the bonds between France

103 Dickinson, p. 303 f.
I04lavo]ski to Neratov, Sept. 1/14, 1911; M.F.R., p. 114; L.N. I, 133;
Stieve, I, 146. Neratov’s telegram to lavoleki of 18/31 Oot. (Stieve, I,
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Russian Foreign Office during Sazonov’s long illness, gave
repeated warnings that “Russian public opinion would
hardly understand a [Franco-German] war occasioned by
The Tsar took the same attitude.
colonial questions.”
Even when M. Georges Louis, the French Ambassador in
St. Petersburg, pointed out to him that North Africa was
as much of a “vital interest” to France as the Caucasus to
Russia, Nicholas II had replied, “Keep iri view the avoidance of a conflict. You know that our preparations are not
complete.”
Yet in spite of this indifference to the very
vital interests of the French, Izvolski Mattered himself that

he could coax from them a promise of support in the question of the Straits, as a quid pro quo for accepting without
objections the Franco-German Morocco settlement. When
he learned from Tittoni in September, 1911, that Italy,
stirred by the establishment of the French protectorate in
Morocco, and taking advantage of the various secret promises made to her by the different Powers, was about to seize
Tripoli, he believed that the favora'.de moment had come
to cash in his part of the Racconigi Bargain.

Russia’s raising of the Straits Question in

1911 has

usually been explained as the unauthorized act of

M.

Charykov, the P-ussian Ambassador at Constantinople
“The Charykov kite,” J^Ir. Gooch calls it
intended to
be merely a feeler to see how the wind was blowing in regard
to the question. The fact that Charykov’s action was soon
disavowed by the Russian Foreign Office has given color to

—

170) shows that he also, though more guardedly, advised France to yield
to German demands.
105 Georges Louis to M. de Selves, Sept. 7, 1911; Judet, Georges
Louis, p. 156 f.
loe History of Modem Europe, 1878-1919, p. 488. Mr. Gooch attrib-

utes the initiation of the affair to Sazonov, but Sazonov was absent from
the Foreign Olfice from early July to mid-December, 1911, because of ill
health, leaving the direction of affairs to Izvolski in Paris and Neratov
in St. Petersburg. -In September he was at Davos recovering from an
opeialioii; cf.

MJ'R.,

pp. 06, 113f.; Stieve, I, 72, 136, 147.
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the whole affair originated with

while Charykov was made the scapegoat, and
This seems to be the conclusion to
be drawn from the more recent material available on this
Izvolski,

recalled v/hen it failed.

interesting incident.^®’'

On

learning of Italy’s intended action, Izvolski

diately wrote to Neratov

on September

imme-

26, recalling the

Racconigi secret agreement, rejoicing in the embarrassment
which Italy would cause for Germany and the Triple Alliance, and urging that the moment had come “to draw the
greatest possible advantages for our own interests from the
approaching events.” Now was the time, while Turkey
was weakened by war with Italy, to force the Young Turks
to settle such questions as the railways in Asia Minor, the
Turco-Persian boundary, and above all the question of the
Straits.

Izvolski at once

Paris, “to

remind him

we promised on

our side to

saw Tittoni at

of the conditions on which

recognize Italy’s freedom to action in Tripoli,”

and to beg

that “Italy, at the moment when she was proceeding
to carry out her program in Tripoli, should give us assurances in return that she would nut forget in the future to

him

fulfill

the parallel obligations undertaken

to our rights to the Turkish Straits.”

by her

in regard

Tittoni answered

and promised Izvolski precise written assurHaving written to Neratov initiating a revival of

affirmatively
ances.^®®

107 M.F.R., pp. 114-145, 530-538; L.N., 1. 134-170; II, 458-470; Stieve,
lSO-200; II, 20-27. Siebert-Schreiner, pp. 161, 319-330. G.P., XXX,
201-255. E. A. Adamov, Konstantinopol i Prolivy, p. 14 £E. Bogitchevitch,
p. 167. E. Judet, Georges Louis (Paris, 1925), pp. 142-167, 245, exaggerates the divergence of views between Izvolski and Georges Louis, while
Poincar6, Au Service de la France, I, 328-354, makes a skilful brief to
beguile tke unwary reader into thinking that Izvolski was perfectly satisfied with Georges Louis, and that Poincare’s own policy did not diverge
from that of former French Cabinets in the matter of the Straits and
the Franco-Russian Alliance.
wsisvolski to Neratov, Sept. 13/26, 14/27, 1911;
p. 115;
LJT., I, 134-138; Stieve, 1, 150-152; Siebert-Schreiner, p. 101.
I,
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the Straits Question, Izvolski went on a vacation to
family at Tegernsee in Bavaria.

his

M. Neratov at once fell in with Izvolski’s idea. He despatched instructions to Charykov at Constantinople to
take advantage of the circumstances of the Turco-Italian
War, the Franco-German Moroccan negotiations, and the
very feeble character of the new Grand Vizier, to open conversations on the subject of Asia Minor railways, and, if
Charykov deemed it wise, on the question of the Straits
(and certain other subjects) on the following basis:
The Imperial Government engages

Ottoman
maintenance of
the present regime of the Straits of the Bosphorus and the

Government

effective support

its

Dardanelles, extending

To

it

to give the

for the

also to the territories adjacent.

above clause the Imperial
its side not to oppose the
passage of Russian warships through the Straits, on condition that these ships do not stop in the W'aters of the
facilitate the execution of the

Ottoman Government engages on

Straits unless

by agreement.^®®

Charykov was

also informed that the plan was, first to

secure the assent of Turkey, and to reserve the right to

make

explanations to the Powers concerning this modification of

Charykov therefore saw the Grand
Said Pasha, discussed with him all the subjects suggested by Neratov, and handed him a letter containing the
proposal for opening the Straits and for settling other questions.
He asked for a reply within a week.
Said Pasha did not at all fancy the proposal. He nat-

international treaties.
Vizier,

saw that

would place Constantinople at the mercy
The clause referring to Russian support
in the Straits and “also the territories adjacent” had an
ominous sound. It threatened to reduce Turkey to the posi-

urally

it

of a Russian Fleet.

T

II,

458

CaiwykoT. Sept. M/Oet. 2, lUl;
i.

MJJl,

p. 530f.;
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tion of a dependent vassal of the Tsar at a moment when
Turkey was helplessly involved in war with Italy. The
Grand Vizier therefore resorted to the usual Turkish dilatory

For several
tactics in dealing with disagreeable demands.
weeks he evaded a definite reply, tellihg Charykov that he
was delayed by having to consult other Ministers.^^®
M. Charykov also confided his proposal to the French
Ambassador in Constantinople. M. Bompard thought it
opportune, but shrewdly suggested the need of getting
England’s assent, and telegraphed to Paris. The French
Government was much alarmed, and at once inquired in
St. Petersburg about the meaning of Charykov’s confidences
to Bompard.^^^

Neratov and Izvolski were now faced with the very
Powers to this

delicate task of securing the assent of the

modification of international treaties concerning the Straits.

With

Italy

and Germany

this

was easy enough.

Italy

needed Russia’s diplomatic support in putting pressure upon
Turkey to cede Tripoli. Tittoni quickly gave to lavolski
a definite promise, written down at Izvolski’s own dictation,
and guaranteed the Italian Government’s approval.^^®
Germany also gave her full assent Bethmann-Hollweg and
his Secretary for Foreign Affairs, Kiderlen, shrewdly calculated that England would object anyway, and that there
was, therefore, no occasion for Germany to offend Russia
needlessly. For Germany to object would simply be pulling
the chestnuts out of the fire for the British.^^®
Austria also, influenced by Germany, was ready to give
her consent, qualifying it only with a reservation which
would protect Austria from an attack by the Russian
;

110M.F.R., pp. 531-535; L.N., H, 460-464;

of.

also

GP.,

XXX,

20*

213.

111M.F.R.,

p.

118 f., 535 f.; LJN, I, 143 f., 464 f.; Stieve, I, 158 f.
L.N., I, 142; II, 468; Stieve, I, 157.
219 £., 233-240, 251-255; M.FR., p. 687 f.;

MPR., pp. 118-537;
ii»GP., XXX, 206-214,
112

LJI.. II. 46?

^

:
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With France and England, however, the
much more delicate.

Fleet.^*^

task was

When Izvolski returned from Tegernsee to his post, he
found a “very secret” letter from Neratov, telling of Charykov’s communications to Said Pasha and Bompard and
of the French inquiry, and suggesting to Izvolski that now
was the time to nail down the French Government to
giving its written promise of assent. He even suggested
the very words in which it should be given
France engages to consider with benevolence the Russian interests in the question of the Straits of the Bosphorus

and the Dardanelles, and not to oppose the realization of
the projects which Russia might have in view relative to the
Straits

and the

-Accordingly,

territories adjacent.!^®

on October

persuasive plea to

M. de

11,

M.

made a long and
JVench Minister of

Izvolski

Selves, the

Foreign Affairs,

^ not

to refuse to formulate in some fashion the French
Government’s attitude toward the means which we shall
sooner or later consider it r.ecessary to take in regard to the
Straits and the territories adjacent. ... In view of M. de
Selves’ very feeble knowledge in questions of foreign policy,
I limited myself to the above mentioned general discussion.
I intend to return to the theme a little later and then state
our concrete desires.^®

n4G.P., XXX, 207-211, 232 ff.; M.F.R., p. 538; L.N., II. 469f.
115 Neratov to Izvolski, 22 Sept./5 Oct. 1911; M.F.R., pp. 114, 535;

A

L.N., I, 140; II, 464 f.; Stieve, I, 155.
little later, impatient at ‘^ench
and English hesitation, he became more urgent: "It is desirable to make
use of the present political situation in order to induce the French and
British Governments to express their views on the question of the Straits,
in so far as Russia is concerned, in a concrete form and in writing, independently of any agreements which we shall eventually conclude with
Turkey;" Neratov to BenckendorS in London, Oct. 20/Nov. 2, 1911;
Sicbert-Schreiner. p. 326. On 14/27 Oct. he wrote in the same strain to
Izvolski in Paris; M.F.R., p. 125; L.N., I, 153; Stieve, I, 169 f.
118 Izvolski to Neratov, Sept. 28/Oct 11,. 1911; M.F.R., p. 119ff.;
L.N., I. 144 ff.; Stieve, I, 160 ff.
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Next day M. Izvolski again complained of M, de Selves’
“The misfortune is that M. de Selves is very
little informed on aU these questions, and at the same time
is wholly absorbed with the Morocco and Congo question.”
He also added a word on the desirability of bribing French
ignorance.

newspapers:
It is very important to take care that we have here “a
good Press.” In this matter, however, I lack unfortunately
the chief weapon, because my requests to be provided with
special funds for the Press have resulted in nothing. I shall
naturally do all I can; but this [Straits question] is precisely
one of those questions in which public opinion, as a result

of old traditions,

is

rather predisposed against us.

An

ex-

ample of how advantageous it can be to hand out money
for the Press here is shown in the Tripoli Affair. I know
that Tittoni has worked the principal French papers in a
very thorough fashion and with a very generous hand. The
results are evident.^^^

Though M.

Justin de Selves

was

in fact probably not

well informed on the Balkan Problem, his “encyclopaedic
ignorance” has been exaggerated. He was cautious, sincere, and honest, and did not want to be precipitated into
a rash promise which might encourage France’s ally to
risky Balkan adventures or which might displease the friend
of France across the English Channel. He therefore quickly

Downing Street. He learned from Paul
news
had reached London, by way of Italy,
Cambon that
that Charykov had made an official request at Constantinople, and that England took the same stand as in 1908:
England was ready to see the Straits opened, provided they
werei opened to the warships of all nations alike, but not if

got into touch with

iiT Izvolski to Neratov, Sept. :^/Oct. 12, 1911; M.Fll., p. 121; L.N.,
148 f.; Stieve, I, 163. For interesting but exaggerated accounts of the
bribery of the French Press see Hinter den Kulissen des framosischen
JoumaUsmvs; Von einem Parieer Chefredakteur .(Berlin, 1925), and
Poincare, III, 97-114
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they were opened only to Russia, thus converting the Black
Sea into a potential Russian naval fortress.”® Sir Arthur
Nicolson “doubted whether the moment was well chosen.”
Sir Edward Grey would go no further than to confirm his
London,
declarations of 1908. The Russian Ambassador

m

though he “had convinced himself how highly Sir Edward
values the Entente and how fiimly dotermmed he is to
preserve it and avoid anythmg which might endanger its
existence,” soon had to confess sadly that “it is always difficult to induce the British Government to assume engage-

ments on principle
interviens merely

Further

for future eventualities.”

made

it

clearer that

it

was impossible

to

persuade Sir Edward Grey to alter his attitude.
On Novembe’’ 4, Izvolski finally sought “to nail France

down”
ant

was

to a written promise, while de Selves

mood

in a pleas-

of relief at the conclusion of long negotiations with

Germany, and before the inexperienced Minister should
have time to get advice from England or elsewhere about
the problem of the Straits-

it

In view of the signing of the Franco-German Agi cement,
seemed to me indispensable, immediately and without

waiting for our

official

acceptance of

it,

to nail

down

my

conversations with de Selves concerning
de
the Straits and North China
I therefore wrote

the results of

Selves a letter on

M

November

4, in w-hich I expressed, ap-

proximately in the form you proposed to me in your la'st
letters to me,*=i our confidence
the assent of France to
our wishes in these questions. ... I hope to receive from de
Selves an unconditional confirmation of the contents of this

m

letter,

the text of which I shall send you

by Thursday’s

courier.
118

164f

p Cambon

to de Selves [early in Oct

1

;

LN

,

I,

149

f

;

Stieve,

I,

.

ii» Benckendorff to Ncratov
Oct 10/23, and Oct
1911; Siebert-Sebremcr, pp 321, 327
120 Russian zaknepU "to nail down,” "clinch,” or “riVet.”
121 See above, note 116.
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I have preferred quick procedure rather than more
formal negotiations chiefly in order not to give de Selves a
chance to discuss our demands with England or perhaps
with the other Powers.^*^

In his letter to M. de Selves, Izvolski complimented him
on the Morocco settlement “to which Russia would give
her full and complete agreement,” and coaxingly “expressed
his firm hope that at the moment at which France, the
friend and ally of Russia, is proceeding to establish her

North Africa on a new and firm foundation, the
French Government, to which the Imperial Cabinet has
position in

unceasingly given

ready on

its

its

most

sincere diplomatic support,

is

side to Assure us that it recognizes our liberty

of action in the Straits as well as in North China,

and

will

not deny its, assent to the measures which we might be put
in a position to take for the safe-guarding of our interests
and strengthening of our position there.” Even to M. de
Selves these honeyed words

must have seemed

hypocritical,

had
and whatever success France had secured in the
negotiations with Germany had been chiefly due to British
support and to M. Caillaux’s efforts. M. Izvolski was arriving after the event and claiming a reward which he had done
nothing to earn, a reward which threatened to suck France
into the wake of Russia’s risky Balkan course and to dissince Russia’s diplomatic support in the Agadir Affair

been

nil

—

please England.

M. de

Selves, however, was not to be taken in so
His suspicions of the Russian Ambassador are indicated by the fact that he inquired at St. Petersburg whether
Izvolski had written the letter on his own initiative or upon
instructions from Neratov.^®* He was shrewd enough to
easily.

122 Izvolski to Neratov, Oct. 24/Nov. 6, 1911; MF.R., p. 123; L.N.,
154; Stieve, 1, 171 f. On Nov. 9, he again pointed oyt the advantage of
“eliminating conferences between Paris and London.”
123 Neratov to Izvolski, Oct 29/Nov. 11, 1911; MJS'.R. p. 125; L.N.,
I, 162; Stieve. 1. 177 f.
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consult Sir Edward Grey again, and learned that England
had no intention of approving a Russian guarantee of “the
status quo of the Straits and the territories adjacent,”

which went far beyond Izvolski’s proposal of 1908. Grey
gave Russia “a dilatory reply.” He approved the noncommittal reply which, de Selves proposed to make verbally to M. Izvolski as “very wise and conceived in the
same spirit of courtesy and prudence as that which he
De
[Grey] has made to the Russian Ambassador.”
Selves therefore avoided committing himself to Izvolski.
In explaining to Neratov his failure to “nail France down,”
it to M. de Selves’ “unfortunate
ignorance” and his preoccupation in defending the Moroccan Agreement against attacks in the Chamber of

Izvolski several times laid

Deputies.^®®

Perhaps

M.

de Selves was wiser than M.

izvolski supposed.

Fortunately for France, M. de Selves was able to hand
M. Georges Louis the delicate task of framing an
answer to Izvolski’s letter of November 4. M. Louis had
been French Ambassador to St. Petersburg, but at this
moment was temporarily filling a vacancy in the i'Vench
Foreign Office.
Thoroughly acquainted by experience with the question
and with M. Izvolski’s shifty methods, M. Louis cautiously
raised objections to the looseness of the phrase concerning
over to

Russia’s “liberty of action in the Straits.”

made

M.

Izvolski

and was willing to change it.
After long discussions M. Louis drew up a polite but noncommittal formula, which formed the basis of the answer
which M. de Selves finally handed to M’. Izvolski on January

4,

elaborate explanations,

1912:

124 Daeschner, Charge d’Affaires in London,
to de Selves, Nov.
1911; Judet, p. 163.
For Grey’s own cqurteous but non-committal
replies to BenckendorfiF, see Siebert^chreiner,
pp. 321-329.
125 Izvolski to Neratov, Nov.
8, 23. and Dec. 7.
14,
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In a general, way I am happy to confirm to Your Excellency the declarations of the French Government on the
occasion of the events of 1908, relative to the satisfactions
which the Russian Government may be led to seek in the
question of the Straits of the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles.
The French Government remains disposed to exchange views
with the Russian Government, if new circumstances render

necessary an examination of the question of the Straits.^®*

While

Sir

Edward Grey and M. de

Selves,

by

polite but

from being nailed
an indefinite program, events had been taking place at Constantinople which
also contributed to Izvolski’s chagrin. After Charykov had
tried in vain for weeks to secure an answer from the Grand
Vizier, Said Pasha, he turned to the Turkish Minister of
Foreign Affairs. On November 27, he officially presented
to Hassim Bey a note embodying Russia's request for opening the Straits and settling other points. Hassim Bey was
furious. He feared that Russian warships in tlie Bosphorus
would mean Russian domination at Constantinople, the es-

dilatory answers, were saving themselves

down

in advance to definite support of

tablishment of a Russian protectoi-ate over the Turkish
Empire, or even the beginning of its final dismemberment.
Russia had destroyed the independence of Persia and was
preparing the same fate for Turkey.
In his peril and perplexity, Hassim Bey hurried to inform his good friend the Gennan. Ambassador. "The great
blow has just been struck us,” were his first words to Baron
Marschall. He then proceeded to tell of Charykov’s demands, and to pour out all his fears and indignation against
Russia, and against the Triple Entente yirhich he susoected
(quite wrongly) was standing behind Russia. Beside the
danger from Russian warships before the walls of Constantinople, Charykov’s proposal in regard to railways in North126MJ'.R., p. 536; L.N.,
1644, and Poincare, I, 341-7.

H,

466; StJeve, II,

^

Cf. also Judet^ pn,
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era Asia Minor meant that railways which were for the
strategic defense of Turkey against Russia would be put
into the hands of Russia and her ally France!
Baron
Marschall sympathized with him completely. Ho, too, saw
shattered at a blow all his

strengthening

German

own

efforts of

twenty years

in

influence in Turkey, in trying to save

the Ottoman Empire from disintegration, and in building

He foresaw that an acceptance of
demands would be interpreted by the Balkan

the Bagdad Railway.
Russia’s

States as indubitable evidence of the great superiority of

the Triple Entente over the Triple Aliance.
States would be quick to line

up on

The Balkan

the side of the former,

superior strength was the unfailing argument
which determined their political allegiance. He pleaded at
great length with the German Foreign Office to aid Turkey

because

When he was told that Germany would
not oppose the opening of the Straits because there was
little doubt that England would oppose it, and that Germany w'ould only be playing England’s game and offending
Russia needlessly, Baron Marschall sent in his resignation.
Later, however, he was persuaded to withdraw it, when it
soon appeared that the German Foreign OflBce had quite
in resisting Russia.

correctly surmised England’s attitude.*-'^

Rumors of Charykov’s negotiations had meanwhile
leaked out and caused no less indignation among the Young
Turks and in the Turkish Press than Hassim Bey had expressed to Baron iMarschall.
On December
the Jeni
6,

Gazette, though

usually inclined to favor England, published a leading article to the effect that, “The Russians

want

it

to degrade the great

and glorious Turkish Empire into
a province standing under a Russian protectorate, but the
Ottomans will never tolerate this.’’ Hassim Bey w-as further encouraged to resist Charykov’s demands
on learning
that Sir Edward Grey had told the Turkish
1

27 Marschall to

Bethmann. Dec.

1 to 15, 1011;

Ambassador in
GP, XXX, 212-245.
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London that “Russia’s step seems to me out of place at this
moment,” and that the assent of all the Signatory Powers
would be necessary.*^®
As a result of the attitude of England, France and Turkey,

it

began to be clear that l2 volski’s idea could not be

realized at the

moment.

M. Sazonov, who

Accordingly,

had just come to Paris after his long
an interview to Stephane Lauzanne:

rest at

Davos, gave

There is no “Dardanelles Question” such as is printed
every day a little everywiiere. A “question" in the diplomatic sense of the word presupposes in effect a demand
formulated by a Government, as well a“ diplomatic steps
[demarches] or negotiations. But Russia demands nothing,
has undertaken no negotiations, nor attempted- any diplomatic step.’*®

How

little

^

truth there

was

reader of the preceding pages

in Sazonov’s disavowal, the

may

judge for himself.

On

Charykov was now instructed to tell Hassim
Bey that since Russia’s proposals had been prematurely
divulged, and not by Russia’s fault, it was impossible to
continue the negotiations. Sazonov sent a telegram to
Russian Ambassadors abroad trying to give the impressiogk.
that Charykov had exceeded his instructions in lextending

December

15,

private conversations into

oflBcial

negotiations.

In IMarch,

Charykov was recalled and replaced at Constantinople
by M. Giers. So ended Izvolski’s third effort to open the
1912,

Straits.

some forlorn hopes that he
answer of January 4, 1912, as a basis
for securing future French assent to -his favorite project.
M. Poincare
would have us believe that the Russian
Izvolski

still

might use de

entertained

Selves’

128 Marschall to Bethniiinn, Dec 6, 1911; G.P XXX, 218.
129 Paris, Malm, Dec 9, 1911; GP, XXX, 233iT, 24511. In passing
through Berlin two da.vs later Sazonov told Bcthmann that the interview
was authentic; GP., XXX, 234, 238.
ISO Poincare, I, 344 R.
,
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Ambassador was “entirely satisfied” with the attitude of
France. But he gives this impression by quoting merely
three sentences out of a letter of Izvolski to Neratov the
;

however, indicates that
Izvolski was really sadly disappointed, was trying to put
the best face on his failure, and was merely advising
Neratov to accept the French answer because there w'as no

whole tenor of the rest of the

letter,

present prospect of getting a

more

satisfactory one.

As

a

matter of fact, Izvolski was almost as bitterly disappointed
over this fiasco as over that of 1908, only he could not voice
aloud his dissatisfaction, at France and England, who were
chiefly to blame, as he had done after 1908 against Austria;
France and England were fellow members of the Triple
Entente, whereas Austria belonged to the rival group.

He

seems to have come to the conclusion after this that there
were onty two ways to open the Straits; either by pouncing upon them in time of peace, or as the result of a general
European war. On several occasions between 1912 and
1914 Russian Ministerial Councils seriously considered the
first

alternative only to

was

left

war.

abandon

it

as impractical.

So there

only the second alternative, a general European
To prepare for this Izvolski worked persistently and

two following years, and, when at
suddenly burst forth, was said to have claimed

consistently during the
last it

exultingly: “C’est

ma

guerre!”

RUSSIA AND

THE BAIIKAN

IjEAGUB

Five centuries of Turkish oppression, combined with
the rising tide of nationalism in the nineteenth century,
had inspired the Christian peopfe s of the Balk ans with a
passion for national unity ^dindepenclence. By the year
1911, owing to the progressive decay of the Ottoman Empire, long steps had already been made toward the realization of their ardent hopes.

Rumania had been

Greece, Serbia, Bulgaria and
constituted into independent kingdoms
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there were thousands of Greeks, Serbs, Bulgarians and
Rumanians, not to mention Macedonians and Albanians,
still living under the foreign_ rule of Turkey or Austria,
They, too, longed to be liberated and united with their
The supposedly
brothers in the independent kingdoms.
democratic revolution in Turkey, and Austria’s annexation
of Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1908, for a moment seemed to
indicate that these two States were showing signs of rejuvenation and that the day of Slav liberation was likely to
be delayed. But the impractical ideals of the Young Turks
and their foolish disregard of traditional rights and preju-

But

more completely the
non-Turkish elements, and in we akeni ng still further the
decaying^mpife which Abdul Hamid's skill and ruthless

dices only resulted in antagoniziing

methods had managed to preserve. The Tripolitan War
gave it another staggering blow, and lecPdirecflj' to the
formation of the Balkan League, which finally drove the
Turks almost completely from Europe. VTIiIs natural am bition of the Balkan States, to liberate and annex their
brothers under alien rule, was the main cause of the Balkan
League, but it is doubtful whether it could have been
fornTed except for the very active part taken by MM.
Hartwig and Nekli’udov, the Russian Ministers at Belgrade
and Sofia.
J
During the early months of the Tripolitan War various
Russian representatives were pursuing three quite different
Balkan policies a striking example of lack of unity and
-

I

—

discipline

in the

Russian diplomatic

wanted to take advantage of Turkey’s

service.

They

all

with Italy
to strengthen Russia’s position in the Balkans and in
Europe, but they had altogether different ideas of how tbia
must be done.j Izvolski, with the cooperation of Neratov
and CharykoT^ had tried to open the Straits to Russian

had failed. Meanwhile Charykov, on his own
had at the same time been renewing his efforts

warships, and
initiative,

difficulties

—
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for the formation of a

Balkan League of which Turkey

(!)

should be a member. He had offered his “good ofiices” to
Said Pasha and Hassim Bey to bring about clc se relations
between Constantinople, Sofia and Belgrade, (^uch a league
might be used to preserve the status qwj in the Balkans,

and to support Russia in a war against Austria. It would
reduce Turkey to a kind of vassalage to Russia, because
Turkey would be dependent on Russia for protection from
the Balkan States.^®^ But Charykov’s fantastic idea had
not the slightest chance of being realized.

It

was at

the

antipodes of Russia’s traditional policy, which was to push
the Balkan States against Turkey. It was regarded with
And it was anathema to the
suspicion by the Turks.
Slavs of the Balkans.^®^
131 M.F.R., pp. 531-535; L.N.,
205, 218.
132 Hartwig to Neratov, Oct.

It ended v/ith Charykov’s disH, 46(M65; GP., XXVII, 159 ff.,

171

ff.;

XXX.

23/Nov.

1911,

5,

Krasnyi Arkhiv,

1925,

“The affair of the famous Balkau Federation under the
supremacy of the Ottoman Empire is up ap'’''’ Every time Turkey finds
herself in some external troubles, this politic
combination comes up for
consideration
among those few remaining European diplomatists,
politicians, and publicists 'who are still wont to believe in Turkey’s
regeneration. But it is interesting t(. raise the question:
What is the

VIII, 45 ff.:

.

.

.

.

attitude of the Balkan States themselves?
“The passionate sermons about the importance to the Slavs ol an
alliance with Turkey seem to carry very little conviction with them;
under certain conditions, particularly under pressure from Russia, they
might not refuse to start on this road, not, however, because they would
expect any great benefits from Turkey’s friendship, but exclusively for
the sake of gaining a respite from the troubles chronically rising in the
Balkan.s, to gain time, and gradually gaining strength, when the favorable
moment should arise, to square up accounts with their ancient enemy.
.

The

.

.

Slavs can have no other point of view on the Federation.
.
“In my opinion Russia should pursue two clear, quite definite, final
aims: (1) to make easier for the Slav nations, called by her into an
independent existence, the attainment of their sacred ideals, which means
an amicable division amongst them of all Turkish possessions on the
Balkan Peninsula; and (2) to accomplish her own century-old problem
the planting of a firm foot on the shores of the Bosphorus at the gates
.

.

to the ‘Russian Lake.’
.
“The Serbian Government would consider it extremely dangerous to
approach the Turks now with any offers of alliance such as Hofmeister
Charykov urged upon the Serbian Minister to "rurkey. Every favor.

.
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missal in March, 1912, just at the moment a very different
kind of Balkan League was actually being signed.

While the

doomed

to

policies

failure,

of

Izvolski

and Charykov were

a third policy, ardently pursued by

Hartwig and Nekliudov in Belgrade and Sofia, ripened into
They aimed at the formation of a Balkan Slav
success.
League under Russian patronage, nominally for the preservation of the status quo, but capable of being directed
against Turkey or Austria. Active Russian efforts to create
such a league had been made from time to time ever since
the Young Turk Revolution and the Austrian annexation
of Bosnia in 1908.^®® But they had all failed, owing in large
part to the inherent hatred and jealousy of Serbia and
Bulgaria toward one another, and to the distrust with which
the wily King of Bulgaria was regarded by everybody,
including even his own ministers. The idea of a Slav Balkan
League was galvanized into life again by the news of Italy's
war on Turkey in September, 1911.
M. Geshov, the Bulgarian Premier and Minister of
Foreign Affairs at the time, has given a dramatic and authentic narrative of his part
how he heard the news of

—

the Tripolitan

War

at Vichy, hurried

home

to Sofia via

Paris and Vienna, having interviews with de Selves and
Aehrenthal, returned to Vienna for secret conferences with
King Ferdinand and with Milovanovitch of Serbia, and
finally, in a three-hours’ talk between stations in a railway
compartment outlined a Balkan Agreement to him. It was
in the course of this interview, after they had touched upon
seeking step of the Serbians in Constantinople -would inevitably arouse
and injure the prospects of the Scrbo-Bulgarian Agreement, which by its political importance will open a new era in the
history of the Slavs.”
133 Siebert-Schreiner, pp. 273-281; 304-316; G.P., XXVII, 155-194;
Bogitchevitch, 28 ff., 11311.
134
E. GuecboS, L’AUiance Balkaniqrie, Paris, 1915, pp. 14-63. This
book contains much the same material as 1. £. Guechoff, La Geitese de la
Guerre Mondiale: la Dib&de de VAlliance BaVkanique, Berne, 1019.
distrust in Sofia

,

:
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the thorny question of the future division of Macedonia,
that the Serbian Premier exclaimed

Ah! Yes! If, at the same time with the liquidation of
Turkey, the disintegration of Austria could take place, the
solution would be enormously simplified; Serbia would get
Bosnia and Herzegovina, as Rumania would get Transylvania, and we should not have to fear the intervention
of Rumania in our war with Turkey.'®^

But M. Geshov’s narrative tells relatively little of the
part played by Russia in the long and difficult negotiations
which followed.

This can

now be

traced in detail in the

correspondence of Hartwig and Nekliudov with Neratov
at St. Petersburg.^®® These two Russian Ministers at Bel-

grade and Sofia w’orked indefatigably to smooth out the

mutual

jealousies

and suspicions of the Serbian and Bul-

garian Ministers toward one another, and to help

them

in

the almost superhuman task of reaching an agreement as
to the division of spoils to

be conquered from Turkey.

At

the same time they kept Neratov fully informed of each
step forward in the negotiations.

on March

Finally,

13,

1912, Serbia and Bulgaria agreed ?n a Treaty and signed it.
By this Treaty of March 13, 1912, Se rbia and Bulgaria

mutually guaranteed each other’s territory and independence, and agreed to support one another in case any of the
Great Powers should attempt to acquire by force, even
temporarily, any territory in the Balkans. This protected
Serbia against any attempts of Austria to reoccupy the
Sanjak of Novi Bazar or to seize the parts of Macedonia
and Albania coveted by Serbia. Serbia had hoped in the
early negotiations that the alliance
directed against Austria.

would be primarily
But Bulgaria had little interest

136 Guecholf, L’Alliance Balkam~'v‘ p. 27.
130 iCra.snj/i Arkhiv, VIII, 1-48; 1.., 1-22 (1925).

lomatic Remmisoeneea (London, 1930), pp. 39 ff., 61
brief account.

A. Nekludoff, Dipgives only a vtny

ff.,
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and Herzegovina or other

King Ferdinand’s eye was

directed

primarily toward Macedonia, Thrace, and even perhaps
Constantinople; he therefore wished the new alliance diAccordingly, a secret annex prorected against Turkey.
vided that if disorders broke out in Turkey and the status
quo in the Balkans was threatened, Serbia and Bulgaria
would enter into an exchange of views for joint military
action. If Russia had no objections to their plan of action,
the two Balkan Allies would then carry on military operations as agreed; any dispute which might arise was to be
referred to the Tsar for arbitration, and his decision was
to be binding. A detailed statement set forth the division
of the spoils to be acquirea in Macedonia from Turkey, and
provided among other things that Serbia should lay no
claim to territory in the direction of Salonica south of a line
from Mt. Golem to Lake Ochrida.^®^
On taking charge of the Foreign Office again at the beginning of 1912, M. Sazonov found the Serbo-Bulgarian
Treaty well on the way to completion. Negotiaied during
hia absence, and containing a clause for rigid secrecy, he
did not know whether he ought to inform the other memThough piufessing to
bers of the Triple Entente of it.
preserve the status quo, and giving Russia a kind of veto
on making war (at least so he said), he appears to have
realized that it might easily encourage the Balkan States
to a war which in turn might involve Russia and her French
Ally.
For a moment in February, 1912, he apparently
thought of engaging France in a full discussion of the new

The texts of the Balkan Treaties and Military Conventions are
by GuechoS, L’Alliance Balkanique, pp. 191-234; by t George
Young], NatUmalitm and War in the Near East (London, 19151 pp. 387428; and by [S. Radev] La Question Bulgare et les Etals Balkanlques
(Sofia, 1919), pp. 171 ff, including maps and docui^ents on the later
187

printed

dispute over Macedonia.
see Dickinson, p. 308fF.

For a recent keen appreciation of the

treaties,
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aspect of the Balkan problem.

He drew up

a questionnaire

as a basis of discussion: what should France and Russia
do in case of an internal Turkish revolution, an Austrian
attack on Albania or the Sanjak, or an outbreak of war

between Turkey and one of the Balkan states? He showed
But the French Ambassador was
it to M. Georges Louis.
cautious
and saw great dangers ahead.
again exceedingly
“These are the greatest questions,” he wrote ]M. Poincare,
“with which Russia can face her ally.” “It would be better
for us to consent to discuss them in academic conversations,
than to risk being drawn along in Russia’s wake by the
rapidity of events, without being able to discuss either her
For M. Sazonov
.
action or to set forth our conditions.
as for M. Izvolski, it is neither in China nor in Persia, but in
the Balkans that Russia will direct at present her principal
.

.

political effort.”

M. Georges

and aware
France down to support an opening of the Straits, Sazonov drew back, and contented himself with merely informing France and England of the existence of a Serbo-Bulgarian Treaty, but not of its details
and potentially aggressive character.^®® He did not bring
up again for discussion his qitestionnaire, and evaded all
French efforts to draw him out as to what he had had in
Observing

Louis’ extreme reserve,

of Izvolski’s failure to nail

mind.^^®
It was not until Poincare visited St. Petersburg in
August, 1912, that he learned for the first time the full
text of the Serbo-Bulgarian Treaty, and exclaimed in alarm:
"Mais c’est Id une convention de guerre! ” exactly the expression which Nekliudov had used when forwarding the

document

to St. Petersburg.

138 Louis to Poincare, Feb. 15

and

M,

Poincare was indignant

21, 1912; Judet,

Georges Louis,

p.

174 f.
139 Sazonov to the Russian

Ambassadors

30, 1912; Siebert-Schreiner, p. 339.
140 Poincare, II, 24-60.

in Paris

and London. Mar.
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that the details of a treaty, likely to lead to war in the
Balkans and arranged under Russia’s patronage, had been
so long withheld from France by her Ally. As he noted

at the time;

him [Sazonov] that I could not
these documents had not been
The Treaty concommunicated to France by Russia.
tains the germ not only of a war against Turkey, but a war
It establishes further the hegemony of
against Austria.
Russia over the Slav Kingdoms, because Russia is made
I did not conceal from

well explain to myself

why

.

the arbiter in

all questions.

tins convention
definition of it
strictly

.

.

I observed to

M. Sazonov

that

did not correspond in any way to the
which had been giyen to me; that it is,

speaking a convention for war, and that

it

not only

reveals mental reservations on the part of the Serbs

Bulgarians, but that

it is

also to

be feared

lest their

and

hopes

appear to be encouraged by Russia, and that the eventual
partition will prove a bait to their covetousness.'*^

Nothing better characterizes the Serbo-Bulgarian Treaty
than these words of the French Premier, unless it be what
he himself said a week after the outbreak of the Balkan

War:
It is certain that she [Russia] knew' all about [the
Serbo-Bulgarian Treaty], and, far from protesting against
it she saw in this diplomatic document a means of assuring
her hegemony in the Balkans. She perceives today that it is
too late to wipe out the movement wliich she has called
forth, and, as I said to MM. Sazonov and Izvolski, she is
trying to put on the brakes, but it is she who started the

motor.'*®

Note by PoincarS of his conversation with Sazonov in August,
1012; Affaires Balkaniques, I, 38, lllB, Poincar€, II, 114 ff. For Sazonov’s
report to the Tsar of this same conversation see MJ’.R., p. 255 ff.; L.N.,
II, 338 £f.; see also Judet, 178-203, and Sazonov’s recent account in his
-nemoirs. Fateful Years, p. 52 ff.
isaPoinoarS to P. Gambon, Oct. 15, 1012; Affaires Balkaniqties, I, 112.
'*1
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THE BALKAN DANGER AND THE POWERS IN 1912

/though M.

Poincare, with his characteristic quickness

and accuracy of judgment, was quite correct

in his view

of the dangers latent in the Serbo-Bulgarian Treaty, he
and M. Sazonov took no immediate steps” to ^oiTsrtlt with

the Powers to avert an outbreak of war in the Balkans. He
merely told M. Sazonov that public opinion in France would
not allow the French Government to take up arms for
'^itussi a over a purel y Ba lkan q uestion so long as Germany
did not intervene. In this latter case, Russia “could cct-'
tamly count on France for the accomplishment of her exact
and entire obligations” as an ally. He confidentially informed Sazonov of the secret Anglo-French “verbal agree-

—

ment
to aid

which England has declared herself ready
France with all her naval and military forces in case

in virtue of

a German attack.”
He discussed the new FrancoRussian Naval Convention, and urged Sazonov to try to
make a similar convention with Sir Edward Grey for the
of

cooperative action of the Russian and English navies.
fact, aside

In

from his brief comment of warning on hearing

the terms of the Serbo-Bulgarian Treaty and

some

discus-

sion of an Austrian peace proposal, virtually all of his con-

versations during his stay in Russia from

August 9th

to 16th

were devoted to strengthening the bonds of the Triple Entente and securing solidarity of action between France,
'**'
Russia and England.
After returning to France, though now fully aware of
the impending danger of war in the Balkans, M. Poincare
made no proposals to avert it until September 22. Even

then he consulted only with the two other members of the
Triple Entente, being ever anxious to preserve Entente
solidarity and to get concerted agreement to proposals
usSazonov’a report to the Tsor,
Balkamques.

L.N.. II. 33S-34S; Affaires

Aiip.
I,

1912; M.F.R., 255-262;
Poincare. 11. 99-169.

17,

34-;i0;
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Powers

for their acceptance or rejcction.’^^

This tended to sharpen the division of the Great Powers
two hostile groups, whereas Germany, and also Sir
Edward Grey and Sazonov, for the most part, took the
broader and wiser stand of desiring to have the Powers act
collectively and in concert, in order to prevent a possible
conflict between the Triple Entente and Triple Alliance.
At times, to be sure, M. Poincare asserted his solicitude
Thus, on August 28, he
for collective European action.
told the German Charge d’ Affaires that “his policy aimed
that the Triple Alliance and Triple Entente should not
seek to range themselves on opposite sides, but should work
This
for the establishment of the European Concert.”
sounded well. But did his acts correspond to his words?
On this same August 28 he telegraphed to London, “It seems
to me desirable that an Entente should take place between
into

M. Poincar4’s great insistence on what may be called "Entente
Solidarity" is seen on page after page of his own memoirs, in his innugive a few examples
merable public speeches, and in the documents.
taken merely from his memoirs within the eight weeks between his visit
to Russia and the First Balkan War. On leaving Russia, “the last words
spoken to M. Sazonov were to beg him to act with England and with
us” (II, 164). The communique issued to the Press announced that he
and Sazonov “have recognized once more the Entente of the two friendly
and allied countries" (II, 164) His reply of August 22 to Berchtold’s proposal for preserving peace makes the reservation, ‘Tt goes without saying
that we shall arrive at an agreement in concert with Russia and England." .
(II, 176),
On Sept. 1, concerning further communications from
Berchtold, “I shall examine them with England and Russia;” and he
instructed the Fiench Ambassador at Vienna:
"Henceforth you can
express as your personal opinion that the French Govcniment, firmly
attached to the Triple Entente, does not aim at any exclusive interests
in the East, and that the cooperation of all the Powers seems to it necessary for the solution of the Balkan Problem’’ (II, 184). It is seldom that
M. Poincar4 ventures to put into one sentence two such essentially contradictory phrases as "firmly attached to the Triple Entente” and the
words which he now italicizes in his apologia, but which he did not
italicize in 1912.
M. Poincare then asks a rhetorical question which the
reader may answer for himself; “Was it possible to take at the beginning of the crisis a more clear and a more pacific position?” (II 184)
145 GP., XXXni, 79; c/. Poinoari, U. 181.

We

.

.

.
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France, England and Russia so that completely harmonious
Two days
advice can be given at the Sublime Porte.”
Petersburg:
and
St.
London
later he emphasized both at
“It remains

[Entente]

understood that the concert of the three
Powers is necessary for every collective

action.”

jin contrast to Poincare’s policy of “Entente Solidarity,”
Count Berchtold proposed on August 13 that all the Great
Powers enter collectively into a discussion, with a view to
BPP iirinfT rpfnrms from Turkey and restraining the Balkan
States from disturbing the status g M 0 .“® Count Berchtold
was thus the first of the European diplomatists to propose

European action in view of the increasing tension
between Turkey and the Balkan States, although he had no
such definite knowledge of the explosive material hidden in
the secret Balkan Treatiesjas had Sazonov and Poincarejj,
He acted without first consulting his own Ally, and, at first
sight, one is inclined to praise him for taking a statesmanlike stand, in favor of preserving peace by the Concert of
Europe.^® But it appears hK proposal was dictated mainly
by a desire to “be important,” to offset newspaper criticisms
of his indolent do-nothing methods, and to seem to take the
initiative in the Balkan Problem before Sazonov and Poincare should announce something from St. Petersburg.^®®
Moreover, Berchtold’s proposal was so vague, both in its
wording and in his own mind, that it did not commend itself
collective

Affaires Balkaniques, I, 45.
Affaires Balkaniques, I, 50

f.

In

this case,

Edward Grey and M. Sazonov agreed with him

though not always, Sir
“Entente Soli-

in placing

darity” ahead of the “Concert of Europe.”
Affaires Balkaniques, I, 34 £F.; GP., XXXIII, 47 ff.
i*»Fabre-Luce, La Victoire, Paris, 1924, p. 165, takes

M. Poincarfi
Beverely to task for declining "the first part of these proposals” of
Berchtold.
Poincare’s reply <11, 160 ff.) to Fabre-Luce is not just; he
talks about a different stage in the Berchtold proposals.
IBOG.P., XXXIII, 50 f., 61 f., 89
99.
J^derlen contemptuously
speaks of Berchtold’s Wichtigtuerei as "stilling
up much dust,” but
as imnractical.
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pushed aside when M.

took the initiative out of Count Berchtold’s
,

During mid-summerf oazonovi had been very optimistic,
trusting perhaps too confidently to the power of veto which
he says the Balkan Treaty gave him; he thought he could
restrain his proteges from a war which he probably wished
at this time to avoid. But by September 17, the news of
Turkish atrocities and Bulgarian war excitement became so
alarming, that he suddenly became frightened. He therefore made a suggestion to all the Powers, “not as a rival
but as a supplementary action" to that of Berchtold, that
the Powers should advise Turkey to make immediate reforms in Macedonia.^®^ As quick action seemed urgent to
prevent the Bulgarians taking things into tlieir own hands
in Macedonia, Sazonov gave his advice to Turkey immediately, without waiting to hear from his Entente friends.

But his proposal had no effective results for several reasons:
Sir Edward Grey did not want to put pressure on the Turks;
Poincare did not wish to act except in cooperation with
England; and Germany, after past experiences, had little
confidence in the success of any reforms by the Turks in
Macedonia.^®^
Finally, on

September

22,

M.

Poincare took the initia-

by proposing to England and Russia a formula for
restraining the Balkan Powers, which the Triple Entente
should agree upon and then present to Germany and Austive

tria for acceptance.

Izvolski told

him

that he feared that

this procedure would ‘not receive the assent of Sazonov nor

of England, “because
into two groups.”

M.

emphasized the division of Europe
Poincare replied that it could be kept

it

151M.F.R., p. 276; L.N., II, 547; Stieve, II, 253; G.P.,
106ff.; ASaares Balkanitjuea, I, 58.
162 PoincarS', II, 208 S.; Agairea Bedkaniques, I, 68 f.; Gf.,
106 ff.
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some modifications to please England
and Russia, secured an accord with them: the Entente
Powers were to invite Germany and Austria to agree to join
in advising the Balkan States not to disturb the peace, and
warning them that, even if they broke it, they svould not
be allowed to make territorial gain^ On September 28,

secret,

M.

Jules

after

Gambon broached

the subject to

M.

Kiderlen-

WiLchter at Berlin and found a cordial reception. The only
remaining question seemed to be who should assume the
ungrateful office of making the announcement to the Balkan
Kiderlen suggested that Russia and Austria
States.

name

Great Powers, and his suggestion was adopted) But there were further delays due to
objections raised b}'^ Russia and England. On October 7,
the assent of all the Great Powers was finally secured, and
the next day Russia and Austria issued the agreed warning
to the now highly excited Balkan States.'®^ It w'as too late.
On this very day, October 8, Montenegro declared war on
Turkey and was spee^i^^Join^ by the other Balkan Allies.
should act in the

of the

THE B.^LKAN WARS OP 1912-1913
In an outline of Balkan Problems fromVl967 to 1914 it
obviously impossible to enter into all tiih^omplicated
kaleidoscopic questions which now arose between the Great
is

Powers and between

tlie

Balkan States themselves.' Any

adequate treatment of themwouId'filTTTLuok in itself. The
Balkan Wars therefore must be dealt with very briefly here.

When B ulgaria.

Serbia, and Greece joined Montenegro
war upon Turke y~Tn October. 1912. they aiiicklv astonished themselves and the world by the rapidity and com-

in

issPoinraro to P. C.iii'.hon. S-i.t. 22, 1912; Aqaires Bnlkaniqnen, I
In his memoirs (II. 2M/f.) M. Poincare': omits to mention his own
advocacy of concealment, but notes that Sazonov urged that the three
Entente Powers should concert measures in secret.
Affaires Balkaniques, I. 63-104; G.P., XXXIII, 1.33-181; Poincaiw
I I
01f» OvIA

61.

'
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The Greeks occupied

439
Salpnica;

the Bulgarians inarched victoriously to the defensive forts
outside Constantinople; and the Serbians swept over the

whole upper valley of the Vardar. the Sanjak of Novi Bazar,
and the northern part of Albania This gave them at last
an outlet on the Adriatic. Only the Turkish fortresses of
Adrianb^e, Janina, and Scutari held oul^against the victorious aijies.

-Serbkns were greatly elated by these conquests
which doubled their territory and seemed to foreshadow
the possibility of the early realization .of their “Greater
Serbia” ambitions at Austria’s expen_^T They were actively

^couraged by Hartwig, the Russian hlinister at Belgrade.
He was said to have declared to his Rumanian colleague
that' Serbia could

Adriatic

not possibly renounce her outlet on the

Serbia must be the Slavic advance-post in the

Ba&ans, and must annex Bosni a, Herzegovina, and the
South SLay^d.i§tri^s_of Hungaryj__Rumania, he hinted, had
better look out for her interests in the same way and annex
Transylvania. When this was called to Sazonov's attention,
he denied emphatically that Hartwig could have made such
remarks, but a little later admitted that “Hartwig has great
sympathy for the Slav cause, is of a passionate character
and perhaps lets himself be carried away occasionally by
his Slavophil sympathies.”
But there was little doubt
155 G.P., XXXIII, 319, 3SS, 439. Hartm'g, in liis zeal for the PanSlav cause, very probably made the remark.s atlrihuted to him. Ther
are indications that he often went beyond his instructions and was danger
ously indiscreet.
Cf. Nckliudov, Diplomatic Reminiscences, pp. 47 ff.
Even Izvolski now complained of “the conviction which is enrooted hero
[in Paris], as in London, that Hartwig is acting at Belgrade contrary
to the instructions which he receives. ... I cannot conceal from you
that Poincare is firmly convinced that Hartwig, who has known how to
acquire a great influence at Belgrade, is not making any use of it at all
to make the Serbians wise and calm;” Izvolski to Sazonov, Nov. 21,
M. Georges Louis had no doubt that Hartwig
1912; L.N., I, 351-352.
was encouraging Serbia against Austria; on Nov. IS he reported another
remark of Hartwig’s on the Balkan victories: “The affair of Turkey
is settled. Now it is the turn of Austria:” Judet, 200-201.

—
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that Russia was energetically supporting the Serbian claim
Reports
to Northern Albania and ports on the Adriatic.

Petersburg that the Pan-Slav and militarist
party of the Grand Dukes was using pressure upon the

came from

St.

peace-loving Tsar to resort to w^ar,

if

necessary,

on

Serbia’s

behalf.^®®

To Austria and

Italy, as well as to the

Albanians them-

selves, the extraordinary and unexpected victories of the
Serbians were most unwe lconie.*-'*^hough the Albanians,

numbering

less

than

tw'o million,

were

primitive state of civilization,'^ and
quarreling

groups

of

varying

still. in

a relatively

divided into hostile

religious

affiliations

—

Greek Orthodox, and Mohammedan they
scouted the idea of coming under the rule of the Serbians.
They had no mind to exchange the Turkish for a Serbian
yoke.*®’'
Though Albania could not look back to a great
historic past, like Greece under Pericles, or like Serbia and
Bulgaria in the later Middle Ages, the more intelligent
Albanian chieftains now desired an independent, or at
least an autonomous, Albanian State.
When the Serbian
and Greek armies overran their territory and threatened
their independence, Ismael Kemal saved the situation by
hastily calling an assembly of representative chieftains from

Roman

all

Catholic,

On November 28, 1912, the national
the black double-headed eagle of Scanderbeg on a

parts of Albania.

flag,

blood-red ground, was hoisted over Valona, and Albania’s

independence and neutrality was proclaimed. This was
done with the approval of Austria and Italy.
Both Austria and Italy**urged the establishment of an
Albanian State, though under different forms and for different reasons.^ Allies, yet rivals^lioth were in favor of creating Albania as a means of excluding Serbia from the Adri158G.P.,

xxxm,

335

f..

383 K.

15T Conrad, II, 157 fl.. Ill, 56 ff., lOlff.; and M. Edith Duiham, High
Albania (1909), The Struggle for Scutari (1914), and Twenty Years of
Balkan Tangle (1920).
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But both were exatic, which both aspired to dojuinate.
tremely jealous and suspicious oi each other. Both had
sought secret support from Russia for the exclusion of the
other from all influence in Albania Austria by Goluchowski's exchange of notes with Muraview i n_1897 and Italy
by the secret Racconigi Agreement of October, 1909 as

—

,

,

These two jealous Powers differed,
however, as to the details of the desired Albanian principality. Aiistoia wanted a completely independent Albania,
e ither under a native chieftain, or under some other ruler
whom Au stria could more or less control and i nfluen cei-r
She hoped to find in a newly created Albania an ^lly agmnst
Serbia on thd east' and a check upon Italy on the west.
Austri a therefore desired that the new state be as strong
as possible, and that it should include Ipek, Djakovo, Dibra,
and Prizren, as well as Scutari and Janina. “An Albania
withou t Sc utari, Janina, and Prizren, would be a body
without a h eart and stomach.”
An Albania of such size
and strength aslJustria desired would deprive Serbia of par t
oLihe fruits of her unexpected victo ries, and also tend to
check the dange rous " Greater Serbia” movement in the"
been’ 'ihdrcated above.

,

:

futu re.
Italy, on the other hand, did not want too strong an
Alba nia^ where Italy had political, commercial, and military
ambiBohs. Italy w anted to control the harbor of Valona,'

build a railway across the mountains to Salonica, and check
the northern advance of Greek influence. In possession
of Brindisi on one shore of the Adriatic, and in control
of
the Albanian coast on the other, Italy aspired virtually to

up the Adriatic into an Italian lake Italy was satismerely t o have the Serbians shut out from the coast.
than give Albania wide frontiers and_a prince who

c lose
fied

tnig ht

.

b e und er AustrianBn ffuence, ttaly pr'eT^red" leaving

168 Report of

aa Austrian expert on Albania

in January, 19X3; Q^nrad.
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the region under nominal Turkish suzerainty, with a governor appointed by the Great Powers and assisted by a
gendarmerie under Swedish, Spanish, Swiss, or Bidgian offi.

V
1

j

(

cers. .Italy foresaw, as proved to be the case, that a weak
Albania under the joint direction of the Great Powers woulc^
be^faFlnoiTJa'vbrable to Italian interests, than a strong^
independent Albania under Austrian influence; because in
BalkarTquestldris, the grouping of the Great Powers tendejl
after the Racconigi
to be^-2 or even 5-1 against Austria

—

Agreement Italy inclined more and more to the Entente,
and Germany often sided with the Entente when she considered Austria’s Balkan policy to be dangerously aggressive.J
ly the end of November, this Albanian question, toer with all the other rivalries and suspicion s winch
bad been acceh tiiafed "by the Balkan War, beg an seriously
to threa ten Uiej)eace of Europe. Russia, in s^te of sortie
wavering on Sazonov’s part, inclined to back the S erbians
in their actual iiossession of Northe rn A lbania, and "ATistria
and Italy were determined to support the Albanian chief-

y

’

tains iri^eir opposition to Serbia.

Russia ..b.eghn mobilizAustria had already

ing part of her forces against Austria.

made

preparations for war against Serbia, and was believ ed
have mobilized three army corps in Galicia against
Russia. On December 7, Conrad, the head of the Austrian
militarist group, was reappointed to his old position as
Chief of ^aff. Russia, however, drew back when the risk
of war became hnminent.
Poincare, who had warned
Russia from a too risky support of Serbia on his visit to
Russia, before the Balkan Allies had won their great victories, now encouraged Russia-to take a stiff ^and.
He* saw
that the new Balkan Alliapce was vi rtually equivalent in
strength to a Great PoweiC With this on the side of Russia,
the prospects wcre_ highly favorable for French revanche,
if Austria should attack Russia, ancPtKus in^lve France
and Germany in a general war. He counted on Italyla
to

;
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doubtful loyalty to the Triple Alliance, and he hoped for
England’s armed support to the Triple Entente, in view ol
the exchange of notes which had just taken place between
Paul Cambon and Sir Edward Grey in London.
Peace between the Great Powers, however, was preserved, thanks largely to efforts of the English and German

Governments. Concessions wei'e made on all sides. ^On
December 16, the London Conference of Ambassadors accepted S ir Edwa rc^ Grey’s compromise proposal for an inde-

pendent Allaania jvhose boundaries wore to be determined
latCT."

'
.

Like most compromises, \his satisfied neither of the two
states most directly interested in the fate of the unhappy
^rbia felt very bitterly at being deprived
little country,

ofTEc fruits of her victories and her long hoped-for econpmic outlet on the Adriatic. Deprived by the Great
Powers of territory whieh she had expected to get in this
direction,' Serbia quite naturally felt she had a right to ask
Bulgaria to revise the tertns of the Serbo-Dulirarian T^ ptv
and to give her some of hfacedonia south of the line from
Mt. Golem to Lake Ochrida. Bulgaria refused. This
eventually led to the second Balkan War, when Bulgaria
maHeTier sudden treacherous attack upon Serbia at the end
.

^

"
ofJunej"1913.
Austria also complained bitterly that nearly everything
which occurred in connection with Albania in the months
following the adoption of Sir Edward Grey's proposal was

done in opposition to
interests.
This was
Conference took sides
and Italy; or because

her wishes and was prejudicial to her
either because the majority of the
against her in faVor of Serbia, Russia,
the Serbians and Montcncgiins ac ted

in defiance of the decisions of the Powers,

by placing

jaits

which the latter was unwilling or unable to remedy. The most n otorious and grotesque case of the kind was the way in which King Niehoaccompliss before the C’(»uforencc,
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Montenegro snapped his fingers in the face of the
Powers and their international fleet and continued the siege
of Scutari, which the Conference had assigned to Albania.
On th e oth erhand, Ipek, Djakova, Dibra, and Prizren were
las of

not included within the boundaries of the new state. This
meant, according to Austria’s contention, that something
like half a million Albanians, forming a compact group
within the watershed which constitutes the natural geographical boundary of Albania, were to be left to the mercy
of Serbian and Montenegrin troops. In the south, Greece
demanded that the boundary be drawn in such a way that
the Greek Orthodox Albanians would be assigned to her.
Conrad, the Austrian Chief of' Staff, wanted to compel
Greece to abandon these claims on Southern Albania, either

by diplomatic action, or by a joint Austro-Italian show of
force. But here Austria met with opposition from her own
Ally.

Although the Albanian compromise averted the danger
an immediate war between the Great Powers, it remained
a hi^iy disturbing factor in Balkan politics until it disappeared into relative insignificance at the outbreak of the
World War. It was indirectly the cause of the fratricidal
Serbo-Bulgarian conflict of June, 1913, and it led to a new

of

Austro-Serbian

crisis in

the following

No venaber.

i^When Bulgaria suddenly attacked Serbia in the quarrel
over MacedoniUj^^d star^ the Second Balkan War .(June
30- August 10, 1913), sh e was speedily crushed
Rumania
and Gre ece se ized the'favursblg'opp ortu nitv to settle RTeir
grievances_^ainst her b y join in g forces with Serbia. Even
Turkey returned to the attack tq_^recover the Thracian
territory -y^ ich she had just lost. Attacke d on four sides,
and alread y exhausted by Her ©Sorts during the First Balkan W^Fj^ Bulgaria was quickly forced to beg for peace and
.

sign th e TreatyLof Bucharest . Th is deprived her of a large
part of her recent conquests from Turkey and some of her
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which was ceded to Rumania. It
increased the power of her Balkan rivals, and left her isolated and embittered. Henceforth she was eager to gain
the support of Austria or Russia ^whichever offered her.
the best prospect of overthrowing the Buchares t Treaty
But she had forfeited the confidence of every one. Russia

own former

territory

—

.

hesitated to ally with her for fear of antagonizing Serbia,
and Austria hesitated similarly for fear of offending

Rumania.
Serbia

came out

of the Balkan

Wars

greatly increased in_

with a renewed self-confidence
ancTdetermination to realize her ambition of a “Greater
She had nearly doubled her territory, aridlnSerBia,;^’"

power and'prestrge,“arid

fired

“creSSeH her population from three to nearly four and a half
illi ons.
To be sure, the newly acquired districts in Mace-

m

donia were predominantly Bulgarian in character, and
would therefore present a difficult problem of assimilation

and administration as Serbia’s first task of the future. But
her acquisition of part of Novi Bazar and the upper Vardar
valley, and her running frontier with Montenegro, would
enable her effectively to bar the progress of Austria toward
Salonica.
Together these two Slav states -partially surr
rou nded the Austrian provinces of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
There were soon rumors that Serbia and Montenegro might

merge

togethCT, as the first step in the formation of “Greater

SerEfa.’'

The next

vina, Dalmatia,

step would be to take Bosnia, Herzego-

and the other South Slav

to Austria-Hungary.

These

districts

belonging

,

dangerous and reckless

territorial

ambitions,

which were taking stronger and stronger .hold of all Serbians,
even

l^der and Prime Minister, M.
the remark which he made to his
Greek colleague, M. Politis, as they finished dividing up the
spoils of the Second Balkan War at the Bucharest Peace
Conference: “The first round is won; now we must prepare
of

ffieir greatest

PashitcE',‘lire reflected in
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Even more indicative of
the second against Austria.”
megalomania is the statement he made to the Serbian

his

Charge d’ Affaires at Berlin,
at Marienbad:

whom

he met a few days

later

Already in the first Balkan War I could have let it come
European war, in order to acquire Bosnia and Herzegovina: but, as I feared that we should then be forced to
make large concessions to Bulgaria in Macedonia, 1 wanted

to an

first of all to

secure the possession of

and only then

Macedonia

for Serbia,

to proceed to the acquisition of Bosnia.'*®

would be a mistake, however, to think that M.
Pashitch intended “the second round” against Austria imIt

mediately.
ing to this,

Cooler reflection told him that before proceedit

Macedonia and
Hence his visit

was necessary to consolidate the gains in
to make more certain of Russian support.

to Russia in January, 1914, to ask for a
marriage alliance between the Serbian Crown Prince and the
Tsar’s daughter, as well as for “120,000 guns and ammu'**
nition and some few cannon, especially howitzers.”
Although jM. Pashitch was Avilling to await the favorable
moment, this was not the feeling of many nationalist Serb
youths and especially of the Serbian military officers of the
secret “Black Hand.”
Highly elated by their recent vicj
tories, they looked forward with increasing eagerness and^
impatience to the day, so often promised by Russia, when
the great Slav Empire of the north would be ready to help
them in the “inevitable” struggle between Slavdom and

Germandom, and the
at the expense of the

final creation of

a “Greater

Serbia’*

Hapsburg Empire.'*®

mo Bogitchevitch, 65. i®i Bogitchevitch, 175.
Bopitchevitch, 65.
Oi\ ]\l!iy 6, 1913, Sazonov wrote to Hartwig in Belgrade (Deutschland Schuldig? p. 99)
“Serbia’s Promised Land lies in the territory of
the present Au.stria-Hungary, and not there where she is nov; making
efforts and whore the Bulgarians .stand in her way.
Under those circtim.-'-tances it is of vital interest to Serbia to maintain her alliance with
Bulgaria on the one hand, and, on the other, to accomplish with steady
:
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In proportion as Serbia was elated and strengthened,
Austria felt ^dis couraged and weak ened in power and prestige by the results of the Balkan Wars. Though she had
taken no part in them, and lost no territory, her position
was seriously undermined. "^Her subject nationalities grew
m,pre restless

and more

accessible to subversive propaganda.

Rmnania was becoming

a

and Serbia a
more certain and active enemy. ^The ever-present friction
and dbirust between Italy and Austria had been increased,
and the danger that Austria might one day have to fight
a war upon four fronts ^Italian, Serbian. Rumanian and
Russian ^had become more threatening. Realizing these
increased dangers, the militarist party at Vienna agaan seriless reliable ally,

—

—

ously considered whether Austria ought not to deal at once
with the Greater Serbia danger.^®*^

QEBMANy’s warning to AUSTRIA, JULT, 1913

When

Bulgaria treacherously attacked Serbia at the end
of June, 1913, and began the short but disastrous Second
Balkan War,^*® Berchtold at first adopted a reserved “wait
and patient work the necessary degree of preparedness for the inevitable
struggle of the future. Time works on the side of Serbia and for the
ruin of her enemies, who already show evident signs of decay. Explain
all this to the Serbians
I hear from all sides that if ever any voice can
have a full effect at Belgrade, it is yours.” For the Tsar’s long encouraging interview with Fashitch on Jan. 20/Feb. 2, 1014, see ibid., 130-136;
and Bogitchevitch, 170-180. For Hartwig’s attitude, see above, note 155.
188 Conrad, III, 11 ff., 74 £f., 98 ft., 238 £f., and especially 303 ft. and
I

329 ff.

For the oft-repeated assertion that Austria egged Bulgaria on to
on Serbia we find no clear and definite confirmation in all the
voluminous documents which have now been published. As early as
May 6, from reports from Bulgaria and talks with Bulgarian officers,
Conrad was convinced that an early war between Serbia and Bulgaria was
inevitable, and urged Berchtold to make up his mind to take advantage of
it; but Berchtold hesitated (Conrad, III, 302-316).
On May 26 Conrad
says he heard from the Austrian Military Attache in Sofia that Berch184

the attack

told had offered to support Bulgaria, protect her from loss of territory,
and loan her money, if Bulgaria would refrain from following in the
wake of Russia (Conrad, III, 330) ; but Conrad's own correspondence and
frequent interviews with Berchtold at this time and during the following
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and see” attitude, which accorded with hi=; ov.n hesitating
nature and the wishes of Germany and Italy.^"^ But he did
not intend to tolerate any further great increase of Serbian
territorj', in spite of the moderating counsels of the German
Ambassador in Vienna. According to the latter’s despatch
of July

1,

1913:

If Russia, in case of decisive

Bulgarian victories, should

intervene in favor of Serbia, they would oppose

it

here

To my
marginal comment: “Unbelievable”].
question, how this would be done, Count Berehtold thought
either by direct steps at St. Petersburg, or perhaps by the
occupation of Belgrade [Kaiser: “Totally crazy; that is then
[Kaiser’s

war!”].
Interference

by Austria-Hungary without Russian provo-

weeks contain nothing 'Khich confirms this doubtful report. Neither does
Die Grasse Polilik, unless it be Tschirsehky's vague phrase on July 2
that Berehtold “seems to begin to fear the Bulgarian spirits which he
called”

IG.P.,

XXXV,

XXXV,

147

note).

The

editors

of

the

latter

declare

“The Russian aitrumption that the Bulgarian
Government was egged on to its final intran.sigenee by Austria-Hungary
finds no confihnation either in the German documents nor in the .Austrian
sources.” To be sure, the argumentum ex silenlio is negative and not conclusive.
There is no doubt that Berehtold rejoiced at the prospect of
the collapse of the Balkan League formed under Russian patronage,
though he still suffered from the illusory nightmare that Triple Entente
intrigues and Rumanian demands on Bulgaria for territorial compensa(GP.,

52 note)

:

XXXV,

tions might cause its reconstitution (G.P.,
There
7, 40, 68 f.).
is also no doubt that Berehtold refused to support the Russian proposal
early in June, 1913, that the Great Powers invite the Balkan States to

demobilize at once (G.P., XXXV, 26, 41, 240; Affaires Balkaniques, II,
209 2.); that he recognized the “parallelism of Austrian and Bulgarian
interests” in their common opposition to a Greater Serbia (G.P., XXXIV,
822; XXXV, 117 f., 320, 329 f., 346 2.); and also that he was “Bulgarophil” to the extent of trying to bring about a peaceful arrangement
between Rumania and Bulgaria without too great territorial concessions
on the latter’s part (G.P., XXXIV, 577 2., 843, 873 2.; XXXV, 17, 56,
61 f., 662., 77, 1152.).
But that he positively egged Bulgaria on in her
suicidal attack on Serbia. seen\s not proven. Had he done so, Germany
would have been likely to have known of it, and some allusion would
be found to it in the German documents, especially in the frequent
uncomplimentary remarks which the Kaiser and his German o2icials
indulged in concerning Berchtold’s diplomacy (c/. GP., XXXV, 40, 64,
116, 147 note, 148 note, 365, 378; XXXVI. 28-30, 32).
105G.P.. XXXV, 7f., 162., 622., 115.
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cation would only be necessary in case Serbia should win
and a "Great Serbia” threaten to arise. ... I

decisively

called the Minister’s attention to the fact that, just as

Rus-

sian intervention on behalf of Serbia might call forth counter
action by Austria-Hungary, just so Austrian interference

against Serbia would bring Russia to a counter action.

Berchtold observed, "Perhaps."^®®

Two

days later Berchtold again expressed his anxieties
to the German Ambassador, who reported to Berlin;

Count Berchtold asked me to call on him today. The
Minister said he considered it his duty not to leave the
German Government in the dark as to the gravity of the
position for the Monarchy. The South Slav question, that
is to say, undisturbed possession of the provinces inhabited
Slavs, is a vital question for the Monarchy as
The Monarchy’s South
well as for the Triple Alliance.
Slav provinces could not be held if Serbia became too powerAs to that, all competent opinions here agree. The
ful.

by South

possibly be compelled to in-

Monarchy might accordingly

tervene, in the event of Serbia inflicting a crushing defeat
on Bulgaria in conjunction with Rumania and Greece, and

annexing tracts of country in excess of the territory of

Old Serbia, or something approximating to
cannot be

To my

question,

when and

that.

Serbia

Monastir, in any case.

left in possession of

hov/ he thought of interven-

no doubt be possible
Naturally he could not
Bay anything now as to the method of procedure; that would
depend on circumstances. He thought they would have to
ing, the

Minister replied that

it

w'ould

to find the psychological moment.

begin with a diplomatic conversation in Belgrade, which
must be supported by military pressure, if it l.'id to no conclusion. Then, if Russia came into the arena, St. Petersburg

would become the scene of

action.

again expressed a hope that the Monarchy’s
Far from
difficult position would be understood in Berlin.
166 Tschirschky to F.O., July 1, 1013; GP., XX3CV, 115 f.

The Minister
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widiing to pursue an adventurous policy, or being bent
on conquest, her only object was to safeguard her South
Slav possessions, which of course included Trieste. Naturally the most acceptable solution of the question would be
a small. Serbia, defeated by the enemy, and he would very
much prefer this to a possible occupation of Serbia by the

Monarchy.

But, failing the

first alternative,

the Monarchy

woTild be compelled to take action, in order to safeguard

her possessions.

There must be no mistake as to the danger

of a Great Serbijm "Piedmont,” weighing as a military fac-

tor,

on the borders of the Monarchy.

This telegram arrived at Berlin while BethmannHollweg and Jagow, the German Secretary of State, were
absent at Kiel at the Kaiser’s annual yachting festival, at
which the Italian King and Queen, accompanied by theiiMinister of Foreign Affairs, San Giuhano, were also present.
Zimmermann, the Under-Secretary at Berlin, forwarded the
telegram to Kiel, with the moderating German comment:
Fur the moment there hardly seems to be any ground
on Vienna’s part, because one can
scarcely talk as yet of the danger of a Great Serbia. Our
business should be to exercise a quieting influence on Vienna,
and see that she keeps us regularly informed of her intentions and takes no decisions before hearing what we have
for special nervousness

to say.V®

Meanwhile Berchtold had become increasingly nervous.
feared that Rumania was about to fall upon Bulgaria
and so weaken her that Serbia would have a complete victory, and then the Greater Serbia danger would be greater

He

than ever.

He

therefore telegraphed to the Austrian

Am-

XXXV,
A^emeim

i«T Tsohirschky to Bethmann, July 3, 1913; G.P.,
122ff.:
previoasly published by Count Montgelas in the Deutsche
Zeitung of March 7, 1920 No. 123, and in his Leitfaden tier Knegstehuldfrage
(Berlin, 1923), p. 61 f.

lesGP.,

XXXV,

124; Montfcelaa,

J.c.,

U6).

The Kaiser approved
so informed (GP., XXXV,

p. 62.

Ummerman’s oomment and TseUnohlpr was
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Rome on July 4, expressing much
the same views as in his conversations with the Grerman
Ambassador quoted above, and particularly urging that
Austria’s two allies should “make representations at Buchabassadors in Berlin and

off Rumania from further steps against BulBethmann refused to do this, and made it clear,
as he had often done before, that the way to prevent
Rumania from falling upon Bulgaria was for Austria to
exert energetic pressure at Sofia to induce King Ferdinand
to satisfy King Carol’s justifiable demands for territorial
For Berchtold's edification Bethmann
compensations.

rest to

hold

garia.”

added

the

further

sapient

observations

and

effective

warnings:
Austria-Hungary from the outset declared that in the
is striving after no territorial conquests. She has defined her interest as to the outcome of the
present Balkan crisis she

War

to the effect that Serbia must not reach the
and that a viable Albania must be delivered. The
point she has smoothly accomplished.
As to the

Balkan

Adriatic,
first

boundaries of Albania, she has triumphed in the Scutari
question, and along with Italy also in the question of the
southern boundary of Albania along the coast. The quesstill open
^the southern boundary on the mainland,

—

tions

and the choice of a ruler, etc., will, it is to
be hoped, be satisfactorily settled. At any rate the hostilities which have now broken out between Bulgaria and
Serbia-Greece in no wise disturb as yet the rule of policy
hitherto traced by Austria-Hungary. On the contrary, these
hostilities are not undesirable for specifically Austro-Hungarian interests, aside from the further disturbance they
cause to trade and travel. It can only benefit the Dual
Monarchy, if Bulgaria and Serbia are weak and discordant
at the end of the war. Austria gains time thereby to restore
the modus vivendi with Serbia which imder all circumstances
che constitution,

is

necessary,

XXXV,

128 f.; Pribram, p. 301, note
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the present hostilities between Bulgaria and Serbia
will end, no man knows. But this is certain, that whichever
wins, both will be weakened and filled with hatred against

Hew

one another!

Austria-Hungary should not interfere with

Even

this result.

if

to a Great Serbia.
Adriatic,

and a few

Serbia should win,

it is still

For even then, Serbia
strips of land

more

a long

way

will not reach the

or less will not put

Should Austria-Hungary now try by
diplomatic means to chase Serbia out of her newly won
territories, she would have no luck, but would certainly
rouse deadly hatred in Serbia. Should she try to do this
by force of arms, it would mean a European war. Germany’s vital interests would thereby be most seriously affected, and I must therefore assume that before Count
Berchtold makes any such decisions he will inform us.
I can therefore only express the hope that the people. in
Vienna will not let themselves be upset by the nightmare of
a Great Serbia, but will await further developments from the
Serbo-Bulgarian theatre of war.
Only insistently can I
warn against the idea of wanting to gobble up Serbia, for
that would simply weaken Austria.*'^®
the fat in the

fire.

.

This speedy and decisive warning from Germany on
July 6 effectually deterred Berchtold and Conrad from
rashly entering upon any reckless adventure which would
have endangered the peace of Europe. We have given the
episode in some detail, partly to suggest that Germany
might have done the same in July, 1914 partly to illustrate
the divergence in views between Berlin and Vienna; and
partly to correct false impressions which M. Giolitti has
spread concerning this incident, and which have been generally accepted by Entente writers.
Speaking in the Italian Parliament on December 5, 1914,
in an attempt to justify Italy’s neutrality in the World
War by an historical precedent in 1913, M. Giolitti said:
;

iTo
«.

1913;

Bethmann
GP.,

to Szogyenyi,
129 f.

XXXV.

and Zimmermann to Tschirschky. July
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During the Balkan War, on the 9th of August, about a
year before the present war broke out, during my absence
from Rome, I received from my hon. colleague, Signor di

San Giuliano, the following telegram;
“Austria has communicated to us and to Germany her
intention of taking action against Serbia, and defines such
action as defensive, hoping to bring into operation the
casus foederis of the Triple Alliance, which, on the contrary,
I believe to be inapplicable.

"I

am

Germany
but

it

(Sensation.)

endeavoring to arrange for a combined effort with
to prevent such action on the part of Austria,

may become

we do not
should be taken, as defensive, and
do not consider that the casus foederis

necessary to state clearly that

consider such action,
that, therefore,

we

if it

arises.

“Please telegraph to

me

at

Rome

if

you approve.”

I replied;

“If Austria intervenes against Serbia it is clear that a
casus foederis cannot be established. It is a step which she
is taking on her own account, since there is no question of
defence, inasmuch as no one is thinking of attacking her.
It is necessary that a declaration to this effect should

made

to Austria in the most formal manner, and

be

we must

hope for action on the part of Germany to dissuade Austria
from this most perilous adventure.” (Hear, hear.)
This course was taken, and our interpretation was upheld and recognised as proper, since our action in no way
disturbed our relations with the two Allied Powers. The
declaration of neutrality

made by the

present

Government

conforms therefore in all respects to the precedents of Italian policy, and conforms also to an interpretation of the
Treaty of Alliance which has been already accepted by the
Allies.

I wish to recall this, because I think it right that in the
eyes of all Europe it should appear tfiat Italy has remained
completely loyal to the observance of her pledges. (Loud

applause.)
vti Collected Diplomatio Correepondenee (London, 1916), p. 401.
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M. Giolitti repeats his statement in his memoirs, and it
has been blindly copied by Entente writers generally even
by such a well informed and cautious writer as M. Poincare.^^®
But the statement is incorrect in many respects.
In the first place, Giolitti places the incident on August
9 instead of July 9 that is, at the end instead of at the
beginning of the Second Balkan War; in placing it after
Serbia had made her great gains from Bulgaria and after
Austria was correspondingly dissatisfied with the situation,
he gives his account a more plausible character. In reality

—

—

what appears to have happened was this. Berchtold’s telegram of July 4, asking for pressure on Rumania and saying
that Austria could not allow

reached

creased,^'^®

Serbia to be greatly

Rome when

Giolitti

in-

and San Giuliano

were both absent from the city, San Giuliano being at Kiel.
In the absence of the Prime Minister and the Minister of
Foreign Affairs, the subordinate Foreign Office officials, who
received Berchtold’s communication, “got a fright such as

they had never had in their lives” ;
relieved

sador in

but they were greatly

when they soon learned from

Rome

the

German Ambas-

warning which Berlin had
at once given Vienna. When San Giuliano returned from
Kiel to Rome, he found the Austrian communication which
had terrified his subordinates, consulted Giolitti by telegraph on July 9, and then replied to the Austrian Ambassador on July 12 (nearly a week after Bethmann had already given his warning to Berchtold), protesting against
any Austrian military action against Serbia, and adding,
of the vigorous

My

172 G. Giolitti, Memoirs
of
care, III, 231.
See, however, G.P.,

(London, 1923), p. 372: Poin122 note; Pribram, p. 301;
article in Deutsche Allgemeine Zeilung, Feb.
21, 1923; Montgelas, Uitfaden. p. 60 £f.; and A.
von Wegerer, Kritische
BemerA:u„gen zu KapUel XIII aus Vivianis "Reponse
au Kaiser" (Bernn,
Life

XXXV,

p. Zo a.

n3G.P.,

XXXV,

12811., 164;

p. 451.

1913”G?rS^'T^

Pribram,

p. 301,

note 424.

above,
Cf.
'

.

Ambaasador in Rome, to Bethmann, July

16,

INTRIGUES OVER KAVALA. IN

“We

shall hold

you back by the

1913

4SS

coat-tails, if necessary.”

implying that it was Italy,
rather than Germany, who deterred Berehtold from taking
it was not San Giuliano’s reply of July 12,
rash action
but Bethmann’s prompt warning of July 6, which was of
decisive influence at Vienna. Nor is there anything in the
documents hitherto published by Germany and Austria
which confirms M. Giolitti’s assertion that the Triple Alliance casus foederis was discussed on this occasion. Nor,
finally, is the righteous attitude of the Italian statesmen
of December, 1914, quite so admirable and convincing if it
be true, as it probably is, that San Giuliano, after his return
from Kiel in 1913, confided to the German Ambassador in
Rome that he himself, in Berchtold’s place, would have
followed the path which he feared Berehtold was preparing
to follow
^action against Serbia, possibly involving a European war.*^^
Giolitti is also incorrect in

;

—

INTRIGUES OVER KAVALA IN 1913

The Second Balkan

W^ar, resulting in the conquest from

Kavala by the Gre^s ahd'ofV^^drianbple
by the Turks, led To some very interesting diplomatic intri^e's which'llTumine the methods of pre-War diplomatists.
the Bulgarians of

They throw a

curious light on the support

—

or rather lack

of s uppoTt=^which allies give one another when their own.
selfish interests are involved. In fact, the Kavala question
caused such an internal split within each diplomatic group.

Ifll3

irs Merey, Austrian Ambassador in Rome, to Berehtold. July 12,
Pribram, p. 301 f ., and note 425.
;
ite Giolitti’s statement of Dec. 5, 1914, quoted above, that San Giu-

liano was “endeavoring to arrange for a combined effort with Germany
to prevent such action on the part of Austria” etc.
Cf. similarly Poincare (III, 321): "A la demandc de ITtalie, I’Allemagne retint, en effet,
le bras de rAutriohe." It is greatly to be wished that Italy should publish her documents for the pre-War period, as Germany and England are
doing, but there seems little prospect of this at present.
iiTFlotow to Bethmann, July 19, 1913; GI»..
192 f.

XXXV.
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that in the resulting Franco-Russian newspaper recriminations the Novoe Vremia demanded a revision of the Franco-

New

and, similarly, the Vie nna
Freie
the hitherto incredible “rift

Russian Alliance;

Presse regretted sorrowfully

and serious weaknesses” in the Austro-German Alliance,
“which for more than thirty years had rooted itself in our
While allies
consciousness like an oak tree in its soil.”
were thus at odds with one another, French .and German
ministers were felicitating each other on their successful
cooperation and their hopes of defeating the desires of their
own respective allies, and Sit Edward Grey joyfully observed in this curious inversion of the usual diplomatic

happy augury for the peace of Europe.^®"
Kayala was a Macedonian walled town and seaport
situated about half-way between Salonica and the DardaneUes. Its tolerably good harbor was the best port available for the Bulgarians on the Aegean.
It was near Ihe
roles a

cenfw of aVicK agricultural region where millions of dollars
worth of the best Turkish tobacco was produced annually.
Aside from Turks and Spanish Jews, its population was predominantly Greek, though the hinterland v.-as predominantly Bulgarian.^®' Greeks and Bulgarians both coveted
it.
In the ffrst Balkan War the Bulgarian armies got there
first and^cupied it.
But in the following war between the
Balkan Staf^7 Bulgaria was attacked on all sides and had
to yield it up to the Greeks.
On both occasions the usual
unspeakable atrocities were committed.
As to the final fate of Kavala, it soon appeared that the
1T8M.F.R.,
iques, II, 294

f.;

p. 407;

L.N., II,

IK;

Stieve, III, 241; Affaires Balkanr

Ill, 3-7.

iT»Aug.

XXXV,

11, 1913; on these Press feuds, see G.P.,
Affaires Balkaniques, II, 294; G.P.,
368

XXXV,

368-381.

f.

ethnographic map in Petermann's Mitteilwngen, 1915, map 44;
Bulgarian Ministry of Foreign AlTairs, La Question Btdgare et les Blots
Balkaniques, (Sofia, 1919), pp. 78-87, 200-205, 275; Carnegie Endowment

Report on the Balkan Wars (Wamington, 1914), pp. 78-106, 186-207, 286290; G.P.,

XXXV,

319-383,

poanm.
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Great Powers held very divergent views. Austria
Russia, usually diametrically opposed on Balkan matters,
were both very anxious to give it to Bulgaria. Berchtold
and "Sazonov therefore began intrigues in which their
methods were precisely analogous and parallel, but in which
their objectives were altogether different.
Germany and
France, on the other hand, were equally insistent that'
KaVala" should go to Greece. England and Italy, less di'
rectly interested, were at first inclined to give it to Bulgaria,
but both soon acquiesced in letting the Greeks stay in the
coveted seaport, because, as Sir Edward Grey observed,
“it would be difficult to drive the Greeks out.”

by trying to secure Kavala for Bulgaria,
hoped to set up a stronger counter-weight to Serbia, now
so swollen in size and conceit by her conquests in two
Balkan Wars. He hoped also to win King Ferdinand’s
Government ovCi to the .side of the Triple Alliance, thereby
Berchtold,

and bring about
Rumania.
He was
a reconciliation between Bulgaria and
encouraged in these hopes by the fact that the Bulgarian
Government,
extremis at the end of July, had made positive offers to join the Triple Alliance and Rumania.^*® If
this could be brought about, and Bulgaria and Rumania
became reconciled, Rumania would then enjoy greater
liberty of action, in case of a European war, for directing
her main forces against Russia, instead of being compelled
to leave them on her own southern frontier for protection
against Bulgaria. So Berchtold, at the beginning of the
Bucharest negotiations, secretly promised Kavala to the
Bulgarians, without informing Germany as a frank and
loyal Ally should have done. For this concealment he was
frustrate Franco-Russian intrigues at Sofia,

m

182

Lichnowsky to Bethmann, Aug.

366.

188 GP..

XXXV,

329 f., 348.

XXXV,

368 f.; on
8, 1913; GP.,
ibid., pp. 328-332, 339-345, 357

the English and Italian attitude see also

,

45S
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Germany when
very properly and severely reproached
the truth came out a little later.***
Sazonov's conceptions and methods were precisely analogous to those of Berchtold. He calculated, by giving Kavala
to Bulgaria, to win her definitely to the side of the T riple
Entente- cbeoknaate suspected Austrian Lntrigues at Sofi^
and bring about a reconciliation between Bulgaria and~

European war, Serbia need not''
Macedonia
and
the Bulgarian frontier, but
worn.’ about
could turn her main attack against Austria a possibility
of which Berchtold and his Chief of Stan were very much
Furthermore, .Sazonov believed that Kavala in
afraid.
Bulgarian hands would be a protection against Greek naval
Serbia; then, in case of a

—

interference with Russia’s cherished

to the Dardanelles, especially as the

German

ambitions in regard
King of Greece was

So Sazonov used all
Peace Conference to get Kavala
restored to the Bulgarians. But he did not at once inform
his French Ally of the importance which he attached to this
policy. He did, however, secure from the Russian treasury,
at the suggestion of Izvolski and the French Minister of
the Interior, a second sum of 100,000 francs with which
to bribe the French Press, stipulating that the money was
to be used for propaganda in favor of Russia’s Balkan interests as well as in favor of the new law increasing the French
army. But the Turks were reported by the Russian financial agent in Paris to be spending much more generously for
the

Kaiser’s brother-in-law.

his efforts at the Bucharest

—

bribery in the opposite direction five million francs, with
100,000 to La Libre Parole alone. France did not support

Sazonov’s Kavala policy, and the FVanco-Russian newspaper feud, mentioned above, burst forth. Izvolski natuis for me personally extremely painful.” He bluntly criticized Sazonov for not
informing the French Government frankly at the beginning

rally complained: “This incident

iMQJ, XXXV,

320-331, 338 ff, 346 ff.. 378.
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Kavala question was “of

first-class importance”
TVance to learn this from the
Triple Alliance Powers rather than from her own Ally.^®*
Why did Germany and Prance fail to support their respective allies in this Kavala question?

for Russia, instead of leaving

The Kaiser’s philhellenism was strengthened by his annual spring visit to Corfu and the building of the Achilleion.
He might also naturally be expected to give political support to his brother-in-law. King Constantine did not hesitate to capitalize his imperial connection as far as possible.

On

July 31, at “Tino’s” direction, “Sophy” telegraphed to
him to put in a good word with King Carol
of Rumania on behalf of the Greek claims to Kavala.
Whereupon the Kaiser telegraphed to King Carol in restrained and considerate terms: “Can you do anything
about Kavala? I should regard the question sympatheti“Willy,” begging

Hearty congratulations and good wishes on your
Wilhelm.”
Much more important than these personal considerations, however, was the German Government’s hope that
German support of Greek claims to Kavala would counter-,
act Gallophil influences at Athens ana draw Greece more

cally.

successes.

—

definitely into the

wake

of the Triple Alliance, thus securing

Greek strategic and diplomatic support in the Eastern
This at the moment
Mediterranean and Asia Minor.
seemed quite possible. Threatened with a deadly struggle
with Bulgaria in a Second Balkan War, M. Venizelos had
sought German good-will by assuring her that, “Greece
would never join the Triple Entente so long as Constantine
was King and he was Minister. Greece wants to keep clear
of every complication of the Great Powers, but hopes by
186 Saconov-Izvolski
pp. 392-411;

M.F.R,

Agaires B^kanigues,

correspondence,

LN,

II,

II,

120-135;

279-295; III 3-13

entence are from Izvolski’s letter of Aug.
i»8Aug. 1. 1913; GP., XXXV. 323.

12

July
Stieve,

The
14.

to

III,

Aug.
203-244.

1613;
C}. also

14,

phrases quoted in the last
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closer cooperation with

Rumania and Turkey

to be

useful

to the Triple Alliance as a counterweight against the
A few days later Theotokis, the Greek Minister
Slavs.”

at Berlin, definitely stated that, “Greece

the Triple Alliance at

any time,”

was ready

to join

in return for support

of

her claims to Kavala, certain districts on the South Albanian frontier, and the Aegean Islands.^*® But the Ger-

man

Foreign

Office, correctly

exceeded his authority, gave
while the Berlin
allies at

doubts concerning
of

at once loyally informed

officials

Vienna and
it,

suspecting that Theotokis had
dilatory answer. Mean-

him a

Rome

their

of Theotokis’ offer and

and asked at Athens

their

for confirmation

it.

Venizelos replied that Theotokis

had

in fact exceeded

his instructions, being authorized only to propose an

alli-

ance with Rumania, but not one with the Triple Alliance.
Venizelos added that King Constantine at his recent accession had expressed a desire to join the Triple Alliance, but
he himself had opposed alliance with either group, and had
so informed the Triple Entente.
Therefore he could not
now change his attitude all at once, without seeming to be
guilty of bad faith. He had told Constantine, however, he

King wished to carry out his desire of joining the Triple Alliance, he (Venizelos) was quite ready to
said, that if the

he added generously that he would then do all he
could in Parliament to support the King’s new orientation
of Greek policy in favor of the Triple Alliance. Bethraann
resign

;

and the Kaiser, instead of urging Constantine to take advantage of his Prime Minister’s generous gesture, advised
187 Quadt,

XXXV,

German Minister

at Athens, to

Bethmann, June

7,

1913;

at Vienna, Zaimi^
expressed the same idea to Berchtold; fJreece was very ready to enter
into good relations with the Triple Aiiiance Powers, but must avoid
becoming mixed in their affairs; “Co que nous voulons, c’est de ne pas
Stre poussc ni par un groupe ni par I'autre” (June 24, ibid., p. 07).
188 Jagow’s memorandum, June
18; GJP., XXXV, 89.
G.P.,

19; cj. also p. 105

f.

The Greek Minister
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him that

Venizelos’ resignation at this critical time might
be disastrous for Greece, but that he might well negotiate
Germany could not endanger her own
with Rumania.
policy of preserving peace in Europe, as she might do if she
should guarantee Greek boundaries and become involved in

Balkan complications. But slie would welcome joyfully a
Greek orientation toward the Ti-iple Alliance, and the question might be advantageously taken up after the close of
the present

crisis.^'*®

Meanwhile, to encourage Greece in her new

Germany decided

it

was imperative

attitude,

to support the Greek

claims to Kavala, even though Austria insisted on taking
the opposite line of championing the Bulgarian claims.

In

the ensuing lively conflict between the Wilhelmstrasse and
the Ballplatz, the Berlin authorities pointed out that they

could not afford to abandon the Greek claims and run the
risk of losing the prospect of

ance.
into

Greece joining the Triple

Alli-

They feared that otherwise Greece would fall back
the wake of the Triple Entente. Berchtold rejoined

that he too, having promised Kavala to Bulgaria, could not
stultify himself

by reversing

his attitude

and run the

risk

of losing the prospect of Bulgarian adherence to the Triple
Alliance.

He

feared that

if

he did so Franco-Russian

in-

would triumph at Sofia. Berlin also pointed out
very properly that me Greek offers had come first, were
more dependable and had at once been loyally communicated by Germany to her two allies, while the Bulgarian
offers had come afterwards, were very uncertain in
trigues

view of King Ferdinand’s treacherous character, and
moreover had been disloyally concealed from Germany by
Berchtold.^®®

to French policy, according to M. Poincare, who
the highly selective and relatively meager French
Yellow Book on the Balkan Wars, “The preoccupation of

As

cites

'

GJ».,

XXXV,

80-97.

i«o GJ*.,

XXXV,

344-356.
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—

France was always the same to put an end to a war vrhich
might become general; she took the side of Greece against
Bulgaria, that

^

is in

this case of

Germany

against Russia,

solely in the hope of preventing a renewal of hostilitie s.”
But in reality, iVench policy in the Kavala question was
dictated also by the traditional policy of France of friend-^
ship for Greece, by the IVench instructors loaned to drill
the Greek armies who were supplied with French guns, and^
by the large investments of French in Greek loans and in
th e tobacco monopoly in the Kavala region (which the Bul-

had threatened to confiscate if it came into their
which tended to make French public
opinion philhellenic. But above all, according to Izvolski,
it was dictated by “the fear that Germany would gain the
upper hand in Athens,” that French interests in the Near
East would suffer, and that PVance must get the strategic
support of the Greek navy against the rival power of Italy
garians

possession), all of

in the Mediterranean.^*®

As

Balkan SU^es themselves, Greece, Serbia, amL,
firm in opposing the Bulgarian claims to
Kavala. It looked as if the Bucharest Peace Conference
might be broken up, if Bulgaria refused to accept the terms
to the

Rumania were

191 Poincare, III, 230.
“But who opens the Yellow Books’’’ he
asks (III, 233)
The present vniter has opened them, and finds that
Piohon's despatch to Delcasse of Aug 9 (.Affaires Balkaniqucs, II, 294 f),
which M. Poincare refcis to but refrains from quoting, hints also at
quite- other motives than the laud.ible one he mentions
Pichon declares
the French attitude “justifiee par
otre politique traditionnelle, par le
60 UC 1 de I'equihbre mediterraneen. par les conditions de la guerre entte
la Bulgarie et la Grecc, par les victoires et les sacrifices de cette demiere,
par I’attitude de I’AIIemagne, enfin et surtout par la certitude que j 'avals
d’une reprise d’ho3tilit6a dans I’hypotb^ d'une tentative de reglement
different."

102 See quotation in preceding note.

Izvolski to Sazonov, Aug. 2, 5,
pp. 399-409; L.N, II, 122-135; Stieve, III, 220224
Jules Gambon to Picbon, Aug. 2 (Affaires Balkaniques, II, 280
“quelle que soit I’attitude de la Russie, nous ne saurions, sans peril pour
notre influence a Athenes et sans y laisser le champ libre a I’AUemagne,
nous dcpartir de I’appui que nous avons donne ^usqu’ici aujc revendications
12,

and

14, 1913;

helleniques.”

M.FR,

<

i
,

,

AUSTRIAN ULTIMATUM TO SERBIA OF OCTOBER

18, 1913

demanded by the victors. When Austria and Russia
and found that they were not supported by

ized this,

463

real-

their

they each tried indirectly' to save the
They proposed, separately and in
sKghlly dififerent terms, that the Kavala clauses, or even the
whole Bucharest Treaty, should be subject to revision later
by the Great Powers. But these proposals, highly offensive
to the three Balkan victors, naturally .also met with the
same negative from Germany and France as in the direct
discussion of the Kavala question, the motives being much
the same. The revision idea was given the deathblow by
the publication of King Carol’s telegram to the Kaiser announcing the certainty of peace, “which thanks to You
remains a definite one.”
The Kaiser telegraphed in reply
The cautious and considerate
his hearty congratulations.
Bethmann doubted the advisability of making these telegrams public, for fear of offending Austrian susceptibilities.
But the Kaiser insisted, and his Foreign OflSce Undersecretary, Zmimermann, thought that their publication,
though “hardly agreeable” to Vienna, would have the advantage of checking Berchtold’s “zeal for revision.” They
were therefore published by the Wolff Telegraph Bureau
from Bucharest on August 10, 1913, the day the Peace of
Bucharest was finally signed, and caused no little irritation
respective

allies,

situation for Bulgaria.

in Austria.^®^

THE AUSTRIAN ULTIMATUM TO

SERBIA OF OCTOBER

18,

1913

In the summer of 1913, after the First Balkan War and
the decision to establish an independent Albania, the Lon1913; G.P., XXXV, 359.
359-379. One of the Kaiser’s secretaries later tried
to smooth Conrad’s ruffled feelings by assuring him that the telegrams
had been published upon the initiative of King Carol and not of the
Kaiser, but this was “not wholly in accord with the historical facts”
(GP., XXXIX, 442). The text of the Bucharest 'Treaty is printed in
198 Aug.
19* GJP.,

7,

XXXV,

•

H#mr8s Salianiguef,

II,

296 ff.
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don Conference of Ambassadors agreed to create three commissions which, it was hoped, would help bring into existence an Albanian state capable of life and survival. One
commission was to delimit the southern frontier between
Albania and Greece, another the northern one toward Serbia
and Montenegro, and the third, the Commission of International Control, was to attempt to administer Albania
until the Great Powers could find and agree upon an acceptable Prince for the country.'*®
But there were long delays before the boundary commissions were ready to begin work on the spot. Even when
they finally set forth into the rough mountainous country,
with automobiles which continually broke down and had to
be abandoned for horses or even procedure on foot, there
were more delays and difficulties. In the South, local Greek
officials resorted to all sorts of naive and futile efforts to
deceive the Commission into thinking that the majority of
the inhabitants spoke Greek and were wildly enthusiastic
With susfor incorporation into Constantine’s kingdom.
picious regularity processions of peasants came forth from
the villages garbed after the Greek fashion and bellowing
at the top of their lungs, 'ivutris ^ davaros,

But the Commission was

“Union or Death.”

so convinced that they had been

imported for- the occasion, and that strong-arm methods
were being used to keep the Albanians and Mohammedans
shut indoors and silent, that an official protest had to be
made at Athens. In the North, the Serbians were less naive
and more circumspect, but the members of -the Commission
were often stopped or arrested by the Serbian troops. In
both Boundary Commissions the representatives of the six
Great Powers soon tended to divide into three groups corresponding to the political attitude of their superiors in London. The French and Russian delegates took every occasion
to favor the Greeks, Serbians

XXXV.

235-316;

and Montenegrins, while

Affairet Bcdkumques.

II,

209-222.

the
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Austrian and Italian were bent on giving Albania the widest
extent possible. Between these two extreme groups, whose
bickerings over picayune trifles several times threatened to
break up the work of the Commissons altogether, the Eng-

and German Commissioners tried to find satisfactory
compromises, and at the same time conscientiously reach
decisions which accorded with the facts on the spot and the
instructions they received from London, i®®
Owing to the delays of the Commissions in fixing the
Albanian boundaries and to the mutual enmity of Serbians
and Albanians, a frontier conflict broke out. Serbian troops
reoccupied Albanian territory. The Albanians, upon this
provocation, took revenge by attacking and routing a

lish

loe For an account, often highly diverting, of these delays and bickGerman Commissioners in GP., XXXVI,
129-260. In this boundary matter Germany granted to preserve the solidarity of the Triple Alliance by supporting all the reasonable desires of
her allies, but she did not want to oppose too strongly what Constantine
had set his heart upon, for fear of driving him into the arms of the
Entente. Germany therefore tried to persuade both sides to be moderate
and reasonable. To King Constantine, upon bis visit to Berlin on Sept.
6, 1913, the Kaiser pointed out persuasively how great were the gains
he had already made:
“Janina, Salonica, Kavala, and last not least
Crete, all regular basic hellenic Pelita, which it would have taken centuries to acquire. ... In comparison with all this, a trifling rectification
of the Epirus frontier plays absolutely no role and is worthless.” The
Kaiser also pointed to Germany’s self-restraint at Nikolsburg in 1866
as an example of the wisdom of moderation after victory, and hinted
that, if Constantine refrained from antagonizing Italy in regard to the
South Albanian frontier, Rome might eventually concede to him the
Aegean Islands, which were of far greater importance {ibid., pp. 144-6).
Similarly, in regard to Austria and Italy, the Kaiser noted:
“If Austria
and Italy are unreasonable "toward Greece, we are not to blame!
do
not have to join in every folly which they perpetrate.
have already
taken over abundantly much at our expense for love of our allies. If
the latter just go on making their situation worse in relation to the
Triple Entente, we can warn them, but we cannot prevent them. But
we do not need to join with them” (GP,, XXXV, 261). Instructions
to this effect, in more diplomatic but sufficiently clear language, were
sent by Berlin to Vienna and Rome. For Jagow’s personal advice to the
German delegate on the South Albanian Frontier Commission, see G.F.
XXXVI, 160 f. On the general merits of this whole Epirote question
with a full bibliography, see Edith P. Stickney, Spi^h .Alixinia in Furjpeon Afiam, 191t-19ks, Stanford, 1928.
erings, see the reports of the

.

We

.

We
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Serbian detachment. Serbia then mobilized part of her
army. The Serbian Press demanded a punitive expedition
and the occupation of a considerable part of Albania. It
was pointed out that the Scutari and Adrianople incidents

had demonstrated the impotency of the Great Powers, who
were likely to bow before a fait accompli rather than attempt to expel those who were beati possidentcs. Some of
the Powders individually warned Serbia to respect the decisions of the London Conference, but the Conference as a

whole could not bring itself to a collective warning, which
Sir Edward Grey’s patience
alone would be effective.
threatened to become exhausted. From the point of view
of English interests he was indifferent as to whether this
or that Balkan village was Turkish, Greek, Serbian, Bulgarian, or Albanian.

He

conceived of his role as that of an
honest broker whose Balkan efforts should be directed
toward serving the one British interest of prc.«er\-ing the
peace of Europe. But he was becoming so wearied with the
almost daily complaints and counter-complaints that
finally, “he wanted to hear the name ‘Albania' as seldom

and one would not be surprised if, yielding to
his feeling of irritation, he laid the Albanian flute down
on the table and recalled Admiral Burney and the English
as possible,

contingent.”

Under these circumstances, and in view of the fact that
Serbian troops persisted in remaining in occupation of
Albanian

Berchtold and the Austrian Chief of
Staff, Baron Conrad, again considered wjiat more drastic
measures they ought to take.
territory,

Conrad again urged that now at

last Austria should

Kuhlmann, German Charge d’Affaires in London to Bethmann,
Sept, 24, t913; GP., XXXVI, 165; on Grey" see also pp. 377, 394. On the
first part of this paragraph, see ibid.,
pp. 13M74, 361-382; Affaires Balkaniques, III, 46-54; and Oeslerreich-Ungarisches Rotbuch: Diplomatische
Aktenatiicke b?-lreffend ^e^reiorStse
Balkan, IS Aug. bia 6 Novi
191S (Vienna, 1014), passim.

am
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have her final reckoning with Serbia. He learned from
Prince Hohenlohe, who had recently returned from St.
Petersburg, that Russia was not likely to interfere, if Austria acted quickly and energetically against Serbia; now
was better than later, because Russia was trying to win over
Rumania from the side of the Triple Alliance to that of the
Triple Entente. This was also the view of Baron Nopsca,
who had' recently been going about in Rumania disguised
as a shepherd. He reported to Conrad that public opinion
there ‘was entirely against Austria-Hungary, and that
Rumania was falling wholly into Russian and French leading strings. But Berchtold, timid and hesitating, was inclined to be content with gestures and half-measures.^®*
In long Ministerial Councils on October 3 and 13, Austrian officials earnestly discussed what should be done.
Three views were represented respectively by Baron Conrad,
Count Tisza, and Count Berchtold. Conrad, as usual, insisted that Serbia must be dealt with once and for all, before it was too late, especially as Rumania was falling away
from Austria and coming under Russian and French influence. Serbia must either be compelled to accept peaceful
incorporation into Austria-Hungary, being given a position

somewhat like that of Bavaria or Saxony in the German
Empire, and involving “trialism” a reorganization of the
Dual Monarchy into a federal “triple state.” Or, if this was
not possible, then Conrad favored an ultimatum to Serbia;
if no satisfactory reply was forthcoming, he would then
urge immediate and energetic war. At its conclusion ^he
had no doubt but that Austria would be victorious Austria could annex some parts of Serbia, and could gratify
Rumania, Bulgaria and Greece by offering other parts of
Serbia to them the Timok district to Rumania, and Macedonia to Bulgaria and Greece. This would be an effective

—

—
—

—

revision of the Bucharest Treaty very beneficial to Austria.
iSSConnu], in, 442-447, 463-46&
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But above all, no half-measures should be tried, such as a
mere occupation of a few Serbian towns as a pledge. The
Austrian army, once mobilized, must not be expected to
down its arms until Serbian territory had been con-

lay

quered; the morale of the

army could not

tolerate mobili-

war for a third time
and 1912] In short, “either the complete incorporation of
Serbia by peaceful means or the use of force.”
Count Tisza, the all-powerful Magyar leader, who had
become Hungarian Minister-President on June 6, 1913,
though recognizing the Serbian danger, was inclined to
zation without

[i.e.

in addition to 1909

.

—

trust to diplomatic action.

He

agreed that the London

Conference had brought nothing but disillusionment, and
therefore favored having Austria-Hungary strike out an
independent policy of her own.
One could not allow
Serbians, Montenegrins, Greeks, and Italians to go on treating Albania as res nullius. He was unalterably opposed to

Dual Monarchy
by the use of force; it

the incorporation of more Serbs into the
either

by a peaceful arrangement

or

would be impracticable, disadvantageous to the Monarchy
itself, and certain to meet with the opposition of Europe.
Serbia should be energetically requested to remove her
troops from Albanian soil if this did not suffice, one might
send an ultimatum, and inflict a diplomatic, and even, if
necessary, a military, defeat. But in no case should Serbian
territory be annexed. Tisza hoped that the anti-Austrian
Balkan group Serbia, Montenegro, Rumania, and Greece
could be offset by winning over Turkey and Bulgaria,
who were on the point of coming to terms with one another.
,Such a diplomatic regrouping would reestablish a favorable
Balkan Balance of Power, parallel with the European
Balance of Power between the Triple Alliance and Triple
Entente. It would also avoid the financial burden of a large
increase in the Austro-Hungarian army, to which he himself,
;

—

—

IBS Conrad, III. 442 ff

461, 465 ff., 724-746^^
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Hungary, was opposed. In short,
program was; restoration of the waning Austrian
prestige, by the diplomatic humiliation, but not the territorial partition, of Serbia, and the avoidance of war, if
possible. In case Austria had to resort to mobilization, she
must still avoid war, if Serbia yielded at the last minute
and agreed to pay the costs of mobi]ization.-“®
In contrast to the clear-cut program of Conrad for military action, and that of Count Tisza for diplomatic action,
Count Berchtold, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, had no
definite idea of what ought to be done. He was as helpless
and incompetent a person as was ever called to fill a reas Minister-President of

Tisza’s

sponsible position in time of danger.

He

set forth

the

pros and cons, and oscillated timidly and uncertainly be-

tween conflicting influences.

He

hesitated to decide for

military action against Serbia for fear that
Italy

would not support him.

He

Germany and

feared also the danger of

Russian interference. He felt the difficulty of persuading
Francis Joseph to approve war, and he knew Franz Ferdinand’s opposition to it. He was finally inclined to think
that some concession to Serbia in regard to the Albanian
boundary might be given for the moment, and that military
preparations should be made for the future, with the hope
that in the meantime the general diplomatic situation might
improve.®®^

The

result of the discussion

was that no

definite decision

was taken, except the adoption of proposals in regard to
finance and a small army increase to be laid before the
Delegations the following November. In spite of the fact
that the Serbians had burned several villages and massacred
Albanians in the neighborhood of Dibra, so that the population was in flight toward the coast,®*® Berchtold contented
200 Conrad, III, 461, 464-6, 727-730, 735-741. This foreshadows interMemoir of 1914, urging a diplomatic shift in the Balkans
aa well as his initial attitude in the crisis of July, 1914.
SOI Conrad,
463, 466, 724-729, 735.
estingly Tisza’s

m,
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himself on October 14 with an “amicable request” to Serbia
to withdraw her troops from Albania and respect the decisions of the London Conference, within a date which
SazonoA' and Pichon also advised
Pashitch to withdraw his troops at once, as we learn from
Sazonov’s report to the Tsar a fortnight later;

Serbia herself might

fix.

My

stay in Paris coincided with the new sharpening of
Austro-Serbian relations in consequence of the occupation
af several strategic points on Albanian soil by the Serbian
troops.

In the fear that Austria might give

way

to the

win an easy diplomatic victory in this matter,
Pichon and I advised the Serbian Minister [in Paris] to
desire to

inform his Government that it was preferable to yield to
the friendly advice of Russia and France, rather than await
Vesnitch agreed completely, and telePichon
graphed at once in this sense to Belgrade.
promised me to use all his influence to have the Serbian
loan admitted to the Paris Bourse.-®®

threats from Austria.

.

.

.

But the Serbian Prime Minister did not follow this good
advice, possibly because he may not have received it in
time, or more probably because he was being influenced by
the ardent Pan-Slav Russian Minister, Hartwdg, and by
subterranean pressure from the secret society of Serbian
202 Report of the French Conrul in Scutari, Oct. 9; Affaires BalkanIII, 65.
A few weeks later the Boundaiy Commission observed
between Dibra and Prizren that “Nearly all the villages have been
wholly or partially burned down by the Serbians.
The Serbian outposts here have been pushed some ten kilometres beyond the provisional

iques,

.

.

.

XXXVI, 241).
203 SazoDOv’s report to the Tear, Oct. 24/Nov. 6, 1913; L.N., II
”•
360; Stieve, III, 328 f. See also Izvolski to Neratov, Oct. 18 (M.F.R.,
430; L.N., II, 161; Stieve, HI, 313), where Izvolski says that the French
Government's decision not to withhold the loan any longer was “to
make it easier for the Serbian Government to take this step” of withdrawing her troops from Albania. One may doubt, however, whether
the furnishing of French rhoney would tend to make Serbia more yielding

boundary” (G.P.,

pacific.
According to Foincar4 (III, 306 f.), who says nothing of
the French loan, Vesnitch did not Bend his telegram to Belgrade until

and

Oct.
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On

the

contrary, Pashitch replied to Austria that the withdrawal

of Serbian troops would depend on future conditions in
Albania, where the ^archical state of affairs endangered

own peace-loving subjects. He even asked
London Conference to revise its former decisions, and
assign some new strategic positions to Serbia. At the same
time, Montenegro, to whom a new loan had just been authorized by the Fi-enoh Government,
occupied Albanian
territory, and was reported to be on the point of ordering
the safety of his

the

whom the Great
Powers were supposed to protect and govern. It was again
rumored that Montenegro was about to merge with Serbia
toward the formation of a “Greater Serbia.” It looked to
Vienna as if Serbia, Montenegro, and Greece were seriously
intending to reoccupy the unhappy distracted country and
present the impotent Powers with a new fait accompli.^^^
Meanwhile Berchtold informed Germany of the situation, reiterated that Albania's existence was necessary as
a barrier against the Slav advance to the Adriatic, and dea general mobilization against the people

204 "... Finally it is unmistakable that since M. Hartwig’s return,
opposition [to Austria’s requests) has been increasing” (Griesinger, German Minister in Belgrade, to Bothmann, Oct. 17; G.P., XXXVI, 396).
From the German reports {ibid., pp. 397, 399, 415, 417) it appears that
Neratov, in charge of the Foreign Office at St. Petersburg during Sazonov’s
absence, was consulted by Hartwig and endorsed Pashitch’s negative reply
to Austria. This was in flat contradiction to Sazenov’s alleged attitude at
Paris.
One wonders whether Sazonov quite stated the truth in his report to the Tsar, or whether this is another of the many instances in
which Russian ministers pursued divergent policies.
“From conversation with the English Charge d’Affaircs here [in Belgrade], who is usually well informed and can also get his information
from the Russian Legation, I gather that the Serbian Government
has
been forced to attempt to carry through a revision of the frontier, through
the influence of the Military Party ^through the subterranean activities
of the group of officers known here as the 'erna ruko’ [‘Black Hand’]”
(Report of the Austrian Military Attache in Belgrade, Oct. 18; Conrad
.

—

m,

476).

206 Oct. 8; Affaires Bodkaniqws, III, 65.
’^^^Alfaires Balkaniques, III, 66; Conrad, HI, 462, 4721.

.

,
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clared tiiat further acquiescence

He

Austria’s part.

Germany, who

would be an

abdication on

therefore expressed “the hope

that

damming back

herself has a great interest in

the Slav flood, would stand morally solid behind Austria
because, as far as one could see, it would

in this matter

;

only be a question of moral support, since neither Russia
nor France wanted war. One could also therefore hope that
Serbia was only bluflSng.”

The Berlin Foreign Office assured Berchtold of the moial
support desired, and instructed Germany’s diplomatic representatives to back
life of

Albania.

up

Austria’s efforts in preserving

It urged that Sir Edw'ard

Grey

use

the
his

and in the London Conference, to see
that the decisions of the Powers were respected, adding that,
“if the warnings of the Vienna Cabinet at Belgrade remain
unheeded, it is to be feared from the form and content of
Count Berchtold’s representations in Berlin that Austria
will go ahead independently.”
But Sir Edward Grey was
influence, at Belgrade

207 Oct. 15; G,P., XXXVI, 3845.
208 Zimmerinann to Lichnowsky. Oct. 16; G.P., XX.XVI, 389; cj.
also pp. 384-396. The Kaiser, who was absent from Berlin, was informed
tf the steps taken by his Foreign Office, and approved thetTi heartily. But
'is approval, and his remarks to Conrad (III, 470) at the Battle of Leipzig
Cfci-tennial celebration, that patience has its limits and that .\usiria must
soon take the sword, did not influence Berchtold in sending his ultimatum
to Serbia, as they were still unknown to him when he sent it. For Dr.
Heinrich Kanuer’s errors in this connection, see the prcsimt writer’s comments in the Amer. Hist. Rev., XXXII, 317 ff., 944 ff. (Jan. and Jul.v, 1927).
Some Weeks earlier the Kaiser had approved of Coniiui's i.'lea of the
peaceful incorporation of Serbia into the Dual Monarchy, like Bavaria
in the German Empire, rather than forcible Austrian action, because “it
would be much more advantageous for Germany, if Austria-Hungary were
imited with Serbia in one structure, than if she has a South Slav state as
a neighbor who will always fall upon her rear” (Conrad, III, 431). But
after the latest events, upon a report from the German representative at
Vienna that "the solid stand of Germany, of which Berchtold never
doubted, strengthens him in the conviction that Serbia will heed the
eight-day time limit and not go to extremes,” the Kaiser noted impulsively:
“That would be very much to be regretted
Now or neverl
One must finally have order and quiet down them!” (GP» XXXVI.
I
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out of town over the week-end. His Under-Secretary, Sir
Eyre Crowe, would take no step -without first getting Sir
Edward’s instructions. Nor was the Under-Secretary’s response encouraging: he thought it was merely a question of
a few strategic positions in Albania which had been occupied simply provisionally; every inch of Albanian territory
would of course have to be evacuated, and England would
cooperate in this; but he did not think that Grey would
favor an immediate demand on Serbia for evacuation, nor
one to which a time-limit was attached.^®*
Suddenly, in the middle of the night of October 17-18,
Berchtold, gratified at Germany’s moral support but without saying anything further to her, and influenced by the
latest reports concerning Albania, despatched an ultimatum
to Belgrade. It insisted that Serbia respect Albanian territory and withdraw her troops within eight days; “otherwise Austria would be forced, with regret, to have recourse
to the proper measures to secure the realization of her
demands.”
Berchtold’s unexpected exhibition of decisive energy
took all Europe aback with sm-prise. To Sazonov it caused
much chagrin, because, as he claims to have foreseen would
be the case, Austria won an easy diplomatic victory. But
he not unjustly complained of Berchtold’s “policy of sur^
prises,” which her allies were unable to prevent: “As long
as Austria asks us beforehand, before taking a momentous
decision, he was wholly satisfied, he said. But there is unfortunately

no assurance of

this,

as the last incident shows.

is always facing her allies with fails accomplis;
and they are then compelled to honor their treaty signa-

Austria

209 Kuhlmann to Bethmann, Oct. 18 ; G.P., XXXVI, 394.
210 Kote to Serbian Government, 12:10 A. M., Oct. 18, 1913; Conrad,
HI, 473, 747; GP., XXXVI, 394-402. By diplomatic euphemism it was
called a “Note with a time-limit” [befristete Note], as in the case
of its fatal successor of July 23, 1914 (as will be indicated below, vol. II,
ch. v), but it was in fact essentially an ultimatum.
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At Belgrade Pashitch and Hartwig learned of
the iiltimatinn with rage and dismay, especially as it was
soon followed by strong warnings from all the Great Powers,
now EudderJy awakened to the possible danger of serious
complications, that Serbia should respect- the decisions of

lures.”

the London Conference. Even Rumania added her warning. So Serbia decided at once to yield, and gave orders to
her troops to evaeiuate the occupied Albanian territory.
“I do it,” said Pashitch, the Serbian Premier, ”not under
pressure of Austria, but out of regard for the friendly

ad-

vice of Russia.”

These events of 1913 in coimection with Albania help
explain Austria's course of action, under
ocation, in July, 1914.

ference had brought her
ion, except

The

much

decisions of the

little

London
own

or nothing, in her

disappointments and

illusions.

to

greater provConopin-

Its delays and

when deby the Montenegrins at Scutari and the Serbians at
Dibra, explain to some extent why Austria was absolutely
unwilling, after the murder of Archduke Franz Ferdinand

ineffectiveness in protecting

Albanian

interests,

fied

at Sarajevo, to submit her latest grounds of complaint

against Serbia to another Conference of the Powers.

“The

London Conference was

recall

course of the

so horrible to

memory, that

all public opinion w'ould reject the repesuch a spectacle.”
On the other hand, when
Austria had acted quickly and energetically on her own
account, by sending a peremptory ultimatum, Serbia had

to

tition of

211 Lucius, German Charg4 d’AfFaires in St. Petersburg, to BethmanSi
Oct. 28, 1913; G.P., XXXVl, 420. For Neratov’s "complete surprise” and
irritation, ibid., 399, 409.
C/. .also Sazonov’s report to the Tsar, Nov. 6,
1913.

2i2Dumane to Pichon, Oct. 21, 1913; Affairea Balkardques, 111,7(1
Cf. also ibid.. Ill, 67-72; GP., XXXVI, 401-422; Conrad, III, 474; and
Sazonov’s report to the Tsar, Oct. 24/Nov. 6, 1913 (L.N., II, 360 f., and
Stieve, III, 328 f.).
213 Bilinski’a remark in the MiniatM-iitl rv».nml of
I9ti;
AJLB, in,

July 31,

79.
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heeded her demands immediately, Russia had not interfered, and the Vienna Foreign Office had accomplished its
immediate purpose.
Another factor in the Balkan situation, which was pregnant with danger for Austria-Hungary and became more
evident after the Balkan Wars, was the change which took
place in Rumania.

THE RUMANIAN
The very

RIDDLE

secret treaty of 1883,

by which Rumania

joined the Triple Alliance Powers, had been renewed at
various times, the last occasion being on February 5, 1913.®^'*

During the early years of the treatj'^, Austria and Germany
had no serious fear that Rumania would ever fail to fulfil
her treaty obligations. King Carol, a Hohenzollern educated in Germany and sympathetic in his whole being with
the German point of view, was universally regarded as an
honest, upright man, whose personal loyalty was trustedup to his very death in October, 191-1. Self-interest likewise
seemed to assure Ruruania’s loyal adherence to the Triple
Alliance: it guaranteed the little Balkan State against
domination or transgression by Russia in any advance
toward Constantinople, and against attack by Bulgaria or
Turkey for possession of the Dobrudja.

But by 1914 the

situation

had

greatly altered.

King

Carol remained as loyal as ever. Sentiment among the
Rumanian people, however, had changed so greatly that
214 See above, ch. ii, p. 88 £f.; Pribram, I, 29-3-1, OD-77, S.')-90, 107, 209,
245f.; GJ».. Ill, 261-282; VII, 149-187; XI, 301-307; XXVIII, 649-680;
XXVII, 195-235; XXX, 581-593. Though the renewal of the AustroRumanian Treaty (to which Germany acceded On Feb. 26 and Italy on
March 5) was signed on Feb. 5, 1913, King Carol delayed for a week
his ratification, giving as his excuse that he feared an impending mini.—
His more
ferial crisis “and did not want it signed by various ministers.”
real reason was that, by delaying ratification and threatening “a new
orientation of Rumanian policy," i.e., away from the Triple Alliance, lie
hoped to frighten Austria into a more energetic support of the Rumankr.
cUims to Silistria against Bulgaria (GJP., XXXIV, 337, 357 S., 364).
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and to some extent Germany, began to be seriously
worried as to whether King Carol’s personal prestige would
be strong enough to carry his country with him. He was
after all a constitutional monarch. Anti-Austrian popular
sentiment in a parliamentary democracy might override the
Austria,

monarch’s personal preference.
Three factors had contributed toward the development
among the Rumanians of a hatred toward Austria, which
threatened to undo the alliance; (1) the Magyar policy
toward Transylvania, (2) the Austrian policy toward Bulgaria, and (3) the Russo-Serb wooing to win Rumania away
from the Triple Alliance to the side of the Triple Entente.
For the first of these factors the Magyar nobility were
chiefiy to blame. In order to retain the dominant position
which they had exercised since the Middle Ages, they had
steadily refused, even at the opening of the twentieth century, to grant any r.eally democratic suffrage to the Rumanian and Slav subject peoples in Hungary. The Rumanians in Transylvania were refused a fair number of seats in
.

the Hungarian Chamber of Deputies, and their nationalistic
desires in regard to school and language questions had been

This galling denial of political rights
contributed
naturally
toward the bitterness and irredentist
longings which were shared by Rumanians on both sides of

blindly disregarded.

the Carpathian Mountains.

The second factor which embittered the people of
Rumania, and threatened to transfer Rumania from the
side of the Triple Alliance to that of the Triple Entente,

was

Bulgaro-Rumanian conwhich arose out of the First Balkan War. By their
astonishing victories over Turkey in the first weeks of the
war, Bulgaria, Serbia and Greece had occupied wide
stretches of territory, which vastly extended their frontiers
and greatly increased their prestige, power, and population.
Rumania, meanwhile, had maintained a dignified neutralityi

flict

Austria’s attitude toward the

.
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remaining at peace with Turkey, while her rivals were growing strong. She alone had gained no new frontiers during
the First Balkan War. She alone had liberated and annexed
no suppressed nationalities crying to be free. Her people
therefore were swept in the spring of 1913 by a new wave of
irredentist nationalism and indignation. There was a strong
popular demand on the Rumanian Cabinet that something
must be done to re dress the Balance of Power in the Balkans, which had existed since the Treaty of Berlin in 1878,
but which had now been completely upset to Rumania’s

disadvantage.

Riunanian newspapers bitterly complained of the mistaken policy of folded hands: King Carol should have
intervened while the Bulgarian armies were tied up in front
of Adrianople

and Constantinople and

garia cede to

him

insisted that Bul-

the Silistria-Balchik district south of
the Dobrudja, as ‘^compensation” for Rumania's benevolent
neutrality.
this kind,

Instead of adopting an active selfish policy of
waiting attitude, trust-

Rumania had pursued a

a favorable pressure
by the Great Powers to secure her adequate “compensations.” But she had been deceived in both hopes. Throughout the early months of the Balkan War, Bulgaria remained
obdurate and deaf to Tak4 Jonescu’s pleas for "just compensations.” And when the question was finally left to the decision of the Great Powers at the St. Petersburg Conference,
in March, 1913, Rumania did not get as much as her nationalists thought she had a right to expect.**®
It was in connection with these negotiations about
“compensations” that Rumanian Ministers and public
ing in the generosity of Bulgaria

opinion

and

in

turned more sharply against Austria-Hungary.

Affaires Balkaniques, II, 30-35, 40-42, 56, 60 f., 67, 70 f., 74-81, 83-90,
03-109, 130 f., 137, 154 f., 229 f., 236-248, 253, 256, 263, 280; Conrad, III,
26, 33 ft., 39-56, 74 f., 103 f., 113 f., 129-131, l40ff., 204 ft., 305 ff„ 335-339,
366f., 381ff.; G.P.,
24S£f., 30111., 337fi., 357ff., 418ff., 575ff.:

XXXV,

116 ff.;

XXXIV,
XXXIX, 433

fi.

—

7
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Austria was suspected (and ri^tly) of giving slight support
to the demands of her ally against B'llgaria for Silistria
and a strip of territory south of the Dobrudja. King Carol's
Ministers not only demanded this territory/ nut insisted
that Rumania’s prestige obligated Austria to shoT as much
zeal

and energj’

in securing Silistria for

Rumania

as in

opposing Serbia’s access to the Adriatic. "vVith Germany's
attitude they were satisfied. Although Germany gave them
salutary advice
to leave prestige aside, be content with
moderate compensations, and not to listen to the 'vooing of
Russia, who would not 'lift a finger for them as soon as she
had achieved her purpose of breaking up her alliances
Germany did strongly back up Rumania's claims.-"* But
with Austria they suspected it was otherwise. ‘‘People are
especially irritated against Austria-Hungary, because her
support [to Rumania], in comparison with what Russia

—

much

weak

any fa\ orable
result. Feeling already runs so high that the King [Carol]
will be compelled in a very short time to come to a grave
decision.
The decision will be either for war wi:h Bulgaria, or for peace, but with the summoning of a Russophil
ministry, which would mean that the course of Rumanian
policy, hitherto friendly to the Triple Alliance, would give
way to dependence on the Triple Entente.”
Austria was
suspected of being “more Bulgarian than the Bulgarians.”
gives Bulgaria,

When Rumania

is

too

to lead to

finally threatened to mobilize against Bul-

garia, in order to secure the

to hold her back.

coveted territory, Austria tried
Prince Furstenberg, the Austrian Min-

Bucharest, warned King Carol that a Rumanian
attack on Bulgaria would be totally opposed to Austrian
policy and that if Rumania persisted, Austria might evenister at

;

tually intervene;

King Carol should keep on good terms

SI* Utie below, notes 241-244.
21 f om iiiiikowaki to CoLred, quoting the
Rumanian Militaijr Attache
in C'-.natantinopIe. Jan. 28, 1913; Conrad, IH, 39 f.
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with Bulgaria because, otherwise, he would be playing into
the hands of the Russian Pan-Slavs.^^*
I'his restraint which Austria exercised, or rather tried to
exercise, upon King Carol weakened -and isolated the King
;

stiU more among his own people.
“King Carol is following Austria’s advice for peace in Bulgaria’s interests,’’ it
was said. The popular pressure became so strong that the

King finally had to yield to public opinion. He joined
Serbia and Greece in the Second Balkan War against Bulgaria,

ous

and secured her coveted “compensations”

slice

—a gener-

of Bulgarian territory south of the Dobrudja,

Danube to Constanza on the
Black Sea. Rumanian nationalistic aspirations and irredentist ambitions were strongly stirred by this short successful war. As the French proverb says, “L’appetit ment
en mangeant.” As a result, Austria-Hungary now found
herself seriously menaced by a “Greater Rumania” movement, which aimed at the ultimate detachment of the Rustretching from Silistria on the

manians in Transylvania, just as the “Greater Serbia”
propaganda aimed at detaching the Serbs in Bosnia and
other parts of the Dual Monarchy. In November, 1913, a

Rumanian

JMinister gave France to understand that the old

friendship with Austria was “no longer anything but a

shadow; the question of the Rumanians in Transylvania
has become the only important one in public opinion, which
And in
frankly desires a rapprochement with Russia.”
December King Carol himself finally admitted to the Aus-

was such
a position to be
able to guarantee to fulfil the existing secret treaty between
Rumania and the Dual Monarchy.”
trian Minister at Bucharest, that public feeling
that, “to his great regret,

he was not

in

218 Conrad, III, 335-3.38; Jonescu, Origins of the War. p. 25;
843, 873 ff.; XXXIX, 434 ff., 504 f., 512.

GP,

XXXIV,

Affaires

Balkamqucs,

III, 74.

220 Austrian Military Attache in Bucharest to Conrad, Dec. 12, 1913;
Conrad. Ill, 496; see also GP„ XXXIX, 46411., and Alexander HoyoSt
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By

his douhle-faceci

and

.''a?.

futile pelitr-' tf

iLt^ to

support the interests of two opposed states l:>e rtumania
and BnJpfaria, Berehtold had fallen between two stools. He
harl lost the confidenee and good-wiil of the one before he
had secured that of the other. This "desertion or. Rumania’s part was one of the moat important facts in Aus'

trian foreign policy in the spring of 1914.

The

Serbian

question ha.s received a great deal more attention from
writers, V)eca.use it ultimately V>ecarne the occasion of the

World War;

nothing bothered the heads of
the men at the Ballplatz more seriously than this Rumanian question in the months before the War. This brief
survey of it will also help to clarify a number of other obscure. points, such as the conflicting policies at Vienna,
next to

?>ut,

it,

and mistakes, Austro-German fricinterview of Emperor William
Konopischt
the
and
tion,
aVjout
which so many mysterious inand Franz Ferdinand,
sinuations have been made.
Russia meanwhile was taking advantage of the situation
to win Rurnatiia <ivo.r to a seat beside the Triple Entente
arifl ffjrrn a new' Balkan group under Russian patronage to
replw.e that which had been broken up by Bulgaria in the
Though the Tsar ruled over RuKecfjnd Balkan War.
manian 7)Ofnilations in Bes.sarabia, Russian ministers at
Bucharest sfujght to divert Rumanian irredentist ambitions
away from Bessarabia to Transylvania. Russia had
shre.wflly used her influence on the side of Rumania to secure for her the “compensations” in the Treaty of BuchaRumanians noted with gratitude that, in contrast
rest."-'
Berchtold'.s hesitations

D«r

Gegensnlt und

sein. Einfluss auf die BalkanpolUik
1922), pp. 3611.
-’•u <! P, XXXIX, 433 ff.,
445^1., 464 II.
Cf. also Izvolski to Sazo&ov,
Auk, t/l'l. Pits, vonKnituIatinK him on his Russian policy at Bucharest;
"Your 'liplonuitic clicj d’ocui'rc has been the detachment of Rumania
friitii Austria, which 1 Lad always dreamed of, but which 1 had not been
able iir known how to accomplish
M.F.R., p'. 406; L.N., II, 133: Stiere

ilrul.nr.h-cnyUnchr,

Oi'Klrm

Irh-lltiiinni.'i

HI, 213.

(licrlin,

;
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to Austria's “perfidious” effort to bring about a revision of
the Treaty, Russia had finally joined with Germany in pre-

venting a revision.
Russia’s purpose in winning Rumania as part of her
preparation for a general European war is well indicated in
Sazonov’s secret report to the Tsar in December, 1913:

While repeating

my

wish for the prolongation as far as

possible of the status quo,

it is also necessary to repeat that
the Straits Question can hardly advance a step except by

the favor of European complications.
alliance

These complicafind us in

by present circumstances, would
with France, and in a possible but not

tions, to judge

at all as-

sured, alliance with England, or at least with her as a

benevolent neutral.

In the Balkans, in case of European

we could count on Serbia, and perhaps on
From this there results clearly as the task of

complications,

Rumania.

our diplomacy the creation of conditions for as intimate a
rapprochement as possible with Rumania.
This policy
ought to be as persistent as it is circumspect and devoid of
rashness. The position of Rumania in the Balkans recalls
These two
in many respects that of Italy in Europe.
powers are subject to megalomania, and, not having strength
enough to accomplish their projects openly, are obliged to
content themselves with an opportunist policy, observing
always on which side lies force, in order that they may
range themselves on this side.
.

Two

.

.

factors play a great role in the instability of the

The first is Austriapresent situation in the Balkans.
increase
of the nationality
manifest
Hungary, with the
the
Serbs and the Rusuccess
of
the
movement caused by
manians, and the

effect of these successes

upon

their racial

brothers within the frontiers of the Hapsburg Monarchy.
The second factor is that it is impossible for Bulgaria to resign

herself

to

the

painful

results

of

the

Treaty

of

Bucharest.
222 Secret report of Sazonov to Nicholas U, Nov. 23/Dec. 6, 1913
i Prolivy, 74 f.; L.N., II, 371-2; Stieve, HI, 382

Adamov, KoTutantinopol
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Partly as a result of Sazonov’s policy, when a new Russian Minister arrived at Bucharest in January, 1914, he

warm welcome

found an exceedingly

in

Governmental

circles:

Again and again, sentiments of genuine friendship for
Russia have been expressed to me. I found the same welcome in society here. I have spoken to former Ministers,
Senators, Deputies,

and various leaders

Rumanian

of the

army.
To my mind, all this corroborates the fact already pointed out by my predecessor, and also emphasized
by my French and English colleagues, that an important
and perhaps decisive change in public opinion has been
brought about here in favor of Russia. The events of last
year which have inspired the Rumanians, and above all their
military leaders, with confidence in their own strength,
have at the same time also encouraged the efforts of the
Irredentists. These are not so much directed against Russia, as toward Transylvania wdth its three million Ru.

.

.

manians. This latter circumstance also naturally tends to
enhance Rumania’s sympathy for Russia.®*®

Early in 1914 Russia took further steps to win Rumania,
She promoted a Serb-Greek-Rumanian combination, which,
while ostensibly aiming at peace and the preservation of
the status quo in the Balkans, might be used by Russia to
solve the Straits Question at a time of “European compli-

with Russia’s policy of supporting
In order to bring about such a
combination, Sazonov had long interviews with the Serbian
and Greek Premiers, M. Pashitch and M. Venizelos, in
February, 1914.*®^ M, Pashitch also had an encouraging

cations.”

It also fell in

Serbia against Austria.

S23 Poklevski-Koziel, Ru'i^iftii Minister at Bucharest, to Sazonov,
Jan. 11/24, 1914; Siebert-Schreiner, p. 436.
Doulcet, Charge d’Aflaires at St. Petersburg, to Doumergue, Feb.
“M. Venizelos has made an excellent impression
[Sazonov]
5, 1914;
has the impression that a very close accord exists between Greece and
Serbia against every attack of the Turks; with Rumania the ties are less
close, but the visit of M. Venizelos to Bucharest will tend to tighten
.

them;”

Affetires

Balkaniques, III, 112.

.

.
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and

significant talk with the Tsar, of

4S3

which he has

left

an

interesting account:

The audience

me

there and at

my

a

lasted

in his cabinet.

When

full

hour.

The Tsar

I entered, the Tsar

entrance he came to meet

stretched out his hand without waiting for
invited

me

...

to be seated.

me

my

received

was already
at the door,
greeting

and

I set forth the Serbian policy

which amounts to

this, that she desires the maintenance of
peace in the Balkans, and that new complications be
avoided, since Serbia needs peace in order to recuperate,
and in order that she may arm hersel' afresh for the defense
of Serbian national interests. I also set forth the difficulties
which Serbia will have to meet in the pursuit of her peaceful policy. Bulgaria, Turkey, and Austria are dissatisfied:
Turkey because she lost in the war with the Balkan States;
Bulgaria because she could not retain or acquire all that
she wished; and Austria because she lost the prospect of
an advance to Salonica.
Thereupon the Tsar answered; We have confidence in
the new Rumanian [Bratianu] Government, that it will attach itself as closely as possible to Russia. He did not believe that matters would be allowed to go so far as to call
in question the Peace of Bucharest. ... I took occasion to
remark that at the time of my stay in Bucharest I had a
conference with Bratianu, and Bratianu was at that time
very cntliusiastic over the idea of an alliance with Greece
.

and

Serbia.

by way

I also

.

.

remarked that

I

intended to return

home

of Bucharest in order to see whether Bratianu

still

and views which he had

reretained the same
vealed to me when I was in Bucharest. The Tsar said that
would be very good, and that Rumania had three and a half

willingness

million co-nationals in Austria-Hungary and that these desired union with Rumania. Thereupon, I said to him that

the Transylvanian Rumanians were better nationalists than
the Rumanians in Rumania. . . .
I led the conversation around to a discussion of Austria’s
deliveries of arms to Bulgaria, namely that Austria had

484
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furnished arms and munitions out of her magazines and
And again the
that Bulgaria had received cannon also.
Tsar added that Germany too was supporting Bulgaria. I
begged him that Russia should likewise aid us, and that out
of her magazines she should deliver to us 120,000 rifles and

munitions and some few cannon, particularly howitzers,
if they could spare them, because the Turks had held up
delivery of our heavy guns when they were in transport
immediately before the war. The Tsar asked me if I had
spoken about the matter to any of the Russian Ministers.
I said, to the Minister of War, Sukhomlinov, and to Sazonov; and the Minister of War had said, it would be all right
And here I took occasion
if .Russian policy permitted it.
to tell the Tsar how pleased we were that Russia had armed
herself so thoroughly; it gave us a feehing of security and
hope for a better future. The Tsar said that they had done

a great deal, and were

still

For that reason
assume the task of

doing much.

their munition establishments could not

manufacturing arms for us. This gave me occasion to say
to the Tsar that immediately upon my return from Tsarskoe
Selo, I would furnish Sazonov with an estimate of what
we needed. He said that was all right, for he would receive Sazonov on the morrow, and would see what wc needed.
They would do all they could to lighten the situation for
us. He asked me what we needed.
I told him what I had
noted down on the slip I had prepared for Sazonov.
The Tsar inquired how many Serbo-Croats lived in
Austria-Hungary, and what they were now believing and
desiring.
I replied about six millions, and told him where
they lived. I also told him of the Slovenes, that they, too,
were gravitating to the Serbe -Croats, and would adopt the
Serbo-Croatian language, owing to the fact that their dialect
is bad and that they have iurig lost their national indepen.

.

,

dence. Then I told hHi- that just at this time there was a
Slovene stopping at St. Petersburg who was working for
the establishment of a South-Slav Bank, and was trying to
win over the Russian banks to the project. This was quite
agreeable to the Tsar, and he said it was very necessary

.

;
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that the Russian banks should take a greater interest in
the Slavic countries, and that it would be a good thing if
Hribar should succeed with his mission.
I then told the Tsar how great a change in sentiment
had taken place among the Slavs of Austria-Hungary how

—

many

Starcevitch followers there w'cre w'ho formerly expected salvation from Austria, but now comprehended that
this salvation could come to them only from Russia or

and that they could scarcely await the opportunity
Then I told him that for
every rifle we received, we would have a soldier from these
countries to carry it.
He asked how many soldiers
Serbia could put into the field. Serbia, said the Tsar, had
astonished the world when she marched out 400,000 men.
Serbia,

to see their desires fulfilled.

.

I replied;

We

.

.

believe that

we can put

clothed and armed soldiers into the

that

is

no

trifle;

halt a million well

“That is enough;
one can go a great way with that” [said
field.

the Tsar]

Thereupon we discussed the need

of fostering the al-

liance with Greece, for, aside from other considerations,

wc

and outgoing commerce.
Furthermore, we must labor to bring about an alliance
upon a broader basis with Rumania, and not alone upon
the basis of safeguarding the Treaty of Bucharest.
[Pashitch then begged the Tsar to permit a marriage
between the Serbian Crown Prince and a Russian Grand
Duchess. The Tsar replied smilingly that he had no objecshall thus safeguard our incoming

.

tions,

.

.

but followed the principle of allowing his children to

choose for themselves.]
taking leave, the Tsar accompanied me to the
door and asked me especially and repeatedly to present
greetings to the King, not only from himself, but also from

Upon my

the Tsarina and his family, and wished him good health:
“For Serbia we shall do everything; greet the King for me
and tell him [in Russian]: For Serbia we shall do everything.” 22®
2SB Report of Pashitch of his audience with the Tsar, Feb.
Bogitchevitch, pp. 170-180; DeuticMomd Schiddigf, pp. 130-136.

2,

1914

:
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While thus protesting to the Tsar his desire for peace,
Pashitch, it is to be noted, asked for “120,000 rifles and
munitions and some few cannon"’; he s]5oke of the Slavs
in Austria-Hungary “who now comprehend that their salvation can come only from Russia and Serbia, and wlio can
scarcely wait”; and he urged an alliance with Rumania,
“not alone upon the basis of safeguarding the Treaty of
Bucharest” but with a view to the “three and a half million
Transylvanian Rumanians who were better nationalists
than the Rumanians in Rumania.” Having indicated his
real desires to the Tsar, he then set out with Venizelos for
the Rumanian capital. Their visit was at once reported to
Conrad at Vienna by the Austrian military attache at

M.

Bucharest
Premiers Pashitch and Venizelos have spent two days
together in Bucharest, highly pleased with their

visit,

as

they both say, and today started together on their return
journey to Belgrade and Athens.
Their visit is said to
concern measures to be taken in case any other Stiite
threatens to overthrow by force the terms of the Peace of
Bucharest. Pashitch proceeds from the fixed assumption
that Turkey and Bulgaria have signed a convention directed
against Serbia and Greece, and that
istence

demands

join together.

tliat these

The

its

unquestioned ex-

two States and Rumania

shall

result of the conference here, according

my informant, is a complete agreement of views as to
the future attitude of the three States, though Rumania has

to

not entered into any binding engagements. .
edly Russia wants a new Balkan League, and

.

is

Undoubtworking in

.

this direction at high pressure.*®*
22« Hranilovitch to Conrad, Feb.
t, 1914; Conrad, III, 555.
That
Hranilovitch was substantially correct is seen from the reports of the
Russian and French Ministers at Belgrade
Hartwig to b'azonov, Feb.
11/24, 1914 (Siebert-Schreincr, p. 440); and Dcscos to Doumergue, Feb.
H. {Affaires Balkaniques, 111, p. 113): "M, Patchou [Acting Mini.ster of
Foreign Afiairs in Serbia] tells me that, according to news from Bucharest,
the Bratianu Cabinet will be much more decided and more hostile to
:
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further link to bind Russia and

Rumania together
Crown Prince with his wife and son,
Prince Carol, to visit Russia. They started on March 27,
1914, and stayed three weeks. One ot the objects in view
the Tsar invited the

was believed to be the possibility of arranging a marriage
between Prince Carol and one of the Tsar’s daughters. Such
a marriage would obviously strengthen the mcreasingly
close relations between Bucharest and St. Petersburg, and
help swing Rumania away from the Triple Alliance into the
current of Sazonov’s active Balkan policy. Prince Carol,
who would ultimately be the ruler of Rumania, had none
of King Carol’s sympathies for Germany and the Hohenzollerns.
He had been educated under the influence of
M. Jorga, one of Rumania’s strongest nationalist and antiAustrian leaders.--'
in

May, Sazonov

The

told the

visit

met with such

success that

French and Eiiglish Ambassadors,

though no marriage was definitely settled, the Tsar’s
second daughter had declared lierself ready for the match.““®.
On June 14, 1914, the Tsar and Tsarina, accompanied
that,

by M. Sazonov, returned the visit of the Rumanian
As they stepped ashore from the imperial yacht

Princes.
at

Con-

stanza, the sun brf ke through the clouds after days of heavy

warmth and brightness to the welcome
the cheering Rumanian populace. King Carol, wearing

rain
of

and added

its

the uniform of a Russian field marshal, was photographed
with his imperial guests, and an enterprising Rumanian
Press saw to it that even the most remote villages of Transylvania had full news of the Tsar’s visit, with all sorts of
exaggerated hopes as to the cooperation of Russia with
Rumania. M. Sazonov and M. Bratianu even went on a
Austria than the preceding Ministry, and that Serbia

is

absolutely sure of

Rumania.”
227 Conrad, HI, 481 ff., 494 ff., 549 ff., 633 ff. ; G.P., XXXIX, 456, 474 ff
496 501, 566.
228 Aduttrov, Konstaniinopol » ProUvy, I, 357, note 1. The World War
...iSV.' 'r'A^
put an end to the projecMid match.

the origins of the world
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walking tour together to TransyK'ania.
this tactless excursion until

trian Minister,

it

Count Czernin,

was

“I

VrA?.
ii"!

r.*'

hear of

over’' v%-ri:es the Aus-

‘"'but

I

shared Berohtold's

surprise at such a proceeding.’’ --®

In the private poiiucal
conversations which M. Sazonov had with M. Bratianu,
the Russian Minister gave the impression that Lmportant

changes were coming in the European pcktical situation,
and that Rumania would not fare badly “if she understood
the signs of the times and listened to counsels of

wisdom.” =3“
M. Bratianu in return assured Sazonov that "Rumania
was not obligated in any way to take part in any war whatever, except where her own individual interests were directly concerned.” Not finding this Delphic utterance sufficiently clear, and wishing to press him to a more definite
statement, Sazonov bluntly asked Bratianu the significant
leading question; “What would be Rumania’s attitude in
case of an armed conflict between Russia and AustriaHungary, if the former were obliged by circumstances to
resort to military action?” Bratianu replied that “the attitude of Rumania in this case would depend on the circumstances which led Russia to resort to military action against
Austria-Hungary, as well as upon what Rumania’s interests
.demanded at the given moment.” From this conversation
Sazonov carried away the comfortable conclusion that,
“Rumania i.s not bound by any obligation which would force
her to act with Austria and against us under all circumstances, but, in reality, in case of war between us and
Austria-Hungary, Rumania will take the side which will be
229Crcmin. In the World
-3" P.

I.inili iilx'n:,

Limlrubf 75 writi^ with
senfiii*:;'

agaiii't

had

Kdniij

warm
lie

IFnr, p. 112.

Karl

von Rumanicn, II, 240 ff.. 28S ff.
King Caro! and with some reno (toctmient.-! but .ippeare to have

foiling for
cites

to King Carol's p-iiWTs. as well as the King'.?

Fr,r

own

.ass’sfance, in

work which was ne.irly completed when tne VVif broke oub
r.'i ri-.iiiig of the Constanxa meetinic
feported to Bcriia, see GJt-

wn'ii.s; ttie

XXXIX,

u

^0-329.
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strongest

and which

will

be in a position to promise her

the greatest gains.”

Vienna had been viewing with increasing fears and suspicions the signs of growing intimacy between Bucharest
and St. Petersburg, as well as the formation of a SerbGreek-Rumanian combination, which originated primarily

common

hatred of Bulgaria but which might easily be
Dual Monarchy. How was Austria to
deal with this danger that Rumania would gravitate to the
side of the Triple Entente?
Baron Conrad, while willing to agree with any measures which aimed at winning back Rumania, or making her
declare her position more dcfinitcl}', cither for or against
in

directed against the

had his staff work out plans for a campaign against
Rumania. He advised the building of defensive fortifications on the Rumanian frontier, or better still, a preventive
war against Serbia, which would rid Austria once and for
all of the Greater Serbia danger and clarify the general
political situation.-''^
But his advice was not followed,
because Emperor Francis Joseph, Archduke Franz Ferdinand, Count Tisza, and the German Emperor were all opposed to any steps which might further antagonize
Austria,

Rumania.®*®

Count Berchtold,

like other

weak and undecided

preferred to wait and see; he hoped

Rumania

persons,

could be

won

231 Sazonov’s report to the Tsar, June 11/24, 1914; Adtimov, pp. 356363; L.N., II, 377-384. Sazonov also poinlnl out to the 'I'sur how lie h;id
successfully flattered Rumania and increa.sed her prestige among the
other Balkan States by associating her with the Great Powers in the
discussion for keeping the Straits oiien to comiucrco during the Tripolitan
War. Similarly on July 24, 1914, upon the news of the .Austrian ultimatum

M. Diamandi, the Rumanian Mini.strr in St. Pi-tershurg. was
invited to the important luncheon with M. Sazonov, hi. Paleologiie and
Sir George Buchanan. Such flattery often counts for niiieh in diplomacy,
as elsewhere.
M. Diamandi has relateil his version of the Constanza
MnniJps. Jan. 1. 1928, pp. 129-143.
meeting in Rp.vue tlr.i
238 Conrad, III, 404 f.. 554, 626, 640-648.

to Serbia,

Dnu

8saG.P..

XXXIX.

333

ff..

358ff.. 511.

515 f.
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back by concessions.

With

this in view, Tisza undertook

negotiations to conciliate the

Rumanians

in Transylvania;

but, owing to the selfish obstinacy of the INIagj’ars on one

and the excessive demands and bitterness of the Rumanians on the other, these negotiations proved futile, and
were abandoned at the end of March, 1914."^^ In the hope
of winning back Rumanian .sentiment in favor of Austria,
Berchtold also .sent Count Czernin as Minister to Bucharest in October, 191.3, in place of Prince Fiirstenberg, who
side,

obnoxious to some of the Rumanian Cabinet.
Czernin was expected to be persons gratissima at Bucharest,
He was a protege of Franz Ferdinand, and had written a
w'as personally

pamphlet some years before advocating the rights of the
nationalities oppressed by the Magyars.
He had taken
pains to inquire into the wishes of the Transylvanian Rumanians. After reaching Bucharest he made it a point to
express publicly his hopes that the Hungarian Government
would make concessions in the negotiations which Tisza
was then carrying on. He earnestly tried to carry out
Berchtold’s instructions to secure better relations between

the two countries

who wore allies in form, but were becomBut in a few months Czernin realized

ing enemies in fact.

was hopeless. He found that King Carol
sympathy with the Triple Alliance. The treaties which attached his country to Germany
and Austria had Vjcen kept so secret that they were known
only to the King himself, to the Premier, M. Bratianu, and
to one or two others. No other Ministers knew of them or
felt bound by them, so that it often happened that Rumanian diplomats abroad w'orked on the side of the Triple
Entente. So seriously did King Carol feel his own weakness
that his mission

stood almost alone in his

in the face of

Rumanian popular sentiment, that he

ad-

234 ConrjifL HI, 5.5.3, .556, 636.
For the views of William II and Fran*
Ferdinand at Konopischt on this Rumanian problem, see below, Vol. D.
ch. i;

and G.P.,

XXXIX,

364-370.
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floitted to

Count Czernin in December, 1913, that “under
he would be unable to side with

existing circumstances

Austria in a war."

So Count Czernin became convinced that Berchtold’s
Like Conrad, he
too came around to thinking something more positive must
be done. In March, 1914, he closed one of his pessimistic
optimistic do-nothing policy was folly.

despatches with the prophetic warning:
I

am

in duty

that

we

are slipping

bound to

call

down an

and there

your attention to the fact
inclined plane

here with

no time to be lost. It would be
an ostrich policy to shut our eyes and let things go on as
they are here. For I must most energetically and emphatically repeat, a hundred times if necessary, the AustroRumanian Treaty [of Alliance] is a worthless scrap of
paper. In case of war, Rumania will not take a stand on the
side of the Dual Monarchy. The present situation is the
most unfavorable imaginable for us, since it binds us withfrightful speed,

out benefiting us.

A

is

passive policy of hesitation, of float-

ing with the current, of laissez faire, laissez aller, will not

improve this situation. Nothing but a clcar-cut positive
action on Austria's part, nothing but an iron, unbending determination to compel Rumania to show her colors, can avert
at the twelfth hour unfathomable disaster.-^®

Czernin suggested several alternative plans of action
which the Dual Monarchy might adopt. One was the cession of Transylvania to Rumania, with the stipulation that
the Rumanian Kingdom, thus enlarged, be incorporated
into the Hapsburg Empire, similar to Bavaria’s position in
the German Empire. Czernin thought this plan desirable,
but impracticable of realization. As to a preventive war
against Serbia, urged by Conrad, Czernin was not one of
236 Conrad, III, 634.
286 Closing paragraph of a long and rem.arkable report to Bcrchtol
on the Rumanian situation, March 11, 1914; Conrad, HI, 781-4’89; e
also Czemin’s despatch of April 2; ibid., 633-638.
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those who, like Tisza, argued that a
useless

war with Serbia was

and undesirable because Austria-Hungary was

al-

ready oversaturated with Slavs; no one, to oe sure, wanted
any more Serbs in the Dual Monarchy, he said; but after a
successful war against Serbia, it would be possible to use
Serbian territory to win the good-will of the other Balkan
states; Greece and Bulgaria could be given what they

Albania could be rounded out to
the Timok-Njotin district,
a corner in northeast Serbia partly populated by Rumanians.
The point, however, which Czernin particularly
urged, was that the status of the Treaty of Alliance be
cleared up.
In the present situation it was not worth a
scrap of paper to Austria, because King Carol no longer
controlled the situation and would be forced by public opinion to repudiate it or to resign, in case a Russian attack on
Austria should give rise to the casus foederis. Austria meanwhile had her hands tied by the treaty, and could not enter
into other diplomatic negotiations which might offend Rumania. To make Rumania take a stand openly, either for
or against Austria, Czernin therefore suggested a newspaper
“indiscretion” by which the existence of the treaty should
be allowed to leak out one could then tell by the way the
Rumanian Government denied the accuracy of the newspaper account, and the way public opinion in Rumania
fli.scu.ssed it, what Austria could count upon.
But Berchtold rejected all these suggestions. He merely gave a halfhearted authorization to Czernin to sound King Carol tactfully as to whether the King would not be willing that the
treaty should be made public. But, as Czernin had foreseen, when he broached the subject. King Cana delicately
evaded it. So Berchtold and his associates were left uncertain whether, in a crisis, the secret treaty with Rumania

wanted

in IMacedonia;

the east; and

Rumania be given

;

would hold or not.
Another suggestion by which Austria might

offset the
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probable loss of Rumania was that Austria should follow
Russia’s example, and build up a Balkan League under her
own patronage to balance the feared Serb-Greek-Ruraanian
league under Russian patronage. Bulgaria and Turkey,
smarting from recent defeats and eager for support, might

be brought together by Austria and be eventually drawn
make up for Rumania’s
“desertion.” In other words, Austria might shift the pivot
of her Balkan policy from Bucharest to Sofia.
Such a
Bulgarophil diplomatic program had already been attempted by Berchtold during the Balkan Wars; but it had
met with no success and had caused serious differences of
opinion between Vienna and Berlin. In the spring of 1914,
it was taken up again at Vienna and a long memorandum
for its accomplishment had been worked out at the moment
that Franz Ferdinand was assassinated at Sarajevo. But
there was still the serious difficulty; would Germany consent to this program of her Austrian Ally? Of late Emperor
William had become strongly philhellene, supporting Greek
claims to the Aegean Islands against Turkish interests.®®'^
Would he ever consent to abandon a Hohenzollern like King
Carol, whom he greatly respected and trusted, and take in
his place Ferdinand of Bulgaria, for whom he had a personal
into the Triple Alliance circle to

aversion and

who was

universally regarded with distrust?

This question of shifting the pivot from Bucharest to Sofia
had long been argued without agreement between Berlin
and Vienna during and after the Balkan Wars. It also
formed the larger part of the fateful memoir and royal missive from Francis Joseph which the Austrian Ambassador
handed to William II after lunch at Potsdam on July 5,
1914, as will be related in the second volume, “After
Sarajevo.”

This Rumanian problem was one of the

many

points on

*87 Conrad, III, 644, 6S5iI., 662. On the Kaiser’s philhellenism see
above, notes 186-190, in connection with intrigues over Kavala.
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which there was a sharp divergence between Ciernian and
Austrian policy. Though the relations between Bucharest
and Vienna had become increasingly straineu, Bucharest
and Berlin had remained on terms of firm cordiality, and
Germany had done much to keep King Carol and his people
loyal to the Triple Alliance. These ties hail been originally
cemented through the kinship of the Holiruizollcrn rulers.
They had been strengthened by the long residence at Bucharest of Kiderlen-Wiichter, one of Germany's ablest diplomats since Bismarck’s day. Even when Kiderlen was called
to Berlin to pilot the Foreign Office in the last
Biilow'

and the

first

months

of

years of Bethmann, he continued the

close friendly relations

which he had established with King

Carol and influential Rumanian politicians."'*'* Jon Bratianu the Younger, the leader of the so-called Liberal Party,
at heart tended more and more to the side of the Triple

He had

Entente,

been educated in France,

visitcil Paris

annually, and naturally had Gallic sympathies.

These were

strengthened by the political calculation as far back as 1909
that the Entente might prove a stronger combination than
the Triple Alliance in a general European war, and might
therefore be a safer group for

Rumania

to join."^®

In

spite

he had confidentially assured Kiderlen
that “he had inherited from his father the fundamental
principle that Rumania’s path to Vienna lies through Berlin, and that he had the firm conviction that everything
which Berlin advised was for Rumania’s genuine best interests.”
He adhered to this principle and Germany did
of this, however,

nothing to

forfeit his well-placed confidence.

During the First Balkan War, when Rumania demanded
territorial “compensations” from Bulgaria, Germany recognized her demands as justified. Berlin privately urged wise
moderation and concessions both at Bucharest and Sofia, in
23 « (7/.

238 GP..

E. Jackh, Kiderlen-Wiichter,

XXVII,

200.

I,

240

179-219; II, 161-237, passim.

GP., XXVII,

p. 223.
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order to prevent a Bulgaro-Rumanian war, which would add
another Balkan complication and still further threaten the

peace of Europe. But at the same time, both before and
during the St. Petersburg Conference, Germany exerted her
influence strongly in favor of Rumania’s claims.

She

re-

Berchtold’s Bulgarophil projects for giving Bulgaria Salonica, Samothrace, or money, as a solace for ceding

fused

all

Rumania; she feared that such gifts would
be frowned upon by Rumania and increase her distrust of
Silistria

to

the Triple Alliance

When

—not

to

mention other objections.-^^
broke out, and Rumanian

War

the Second Balkan

indignation ran high against Berchtold’s suspected Bul-

Germany refused to join him in
Berlin
on Rumania to keep quiet.

garophilism,

putting pres-

sure

regretted

his

would not be successful, and
would only deepen Rumanian indignation as proved to be
ill-judged effort, believing it

the case.

On

the contrary,

—

Germany

recognized that Bul-

on Serbia was the psychological moment for
make good the claims which Bulgaria had
been refusing Germany could not assume the responsibility
garia’s attack

King Carol

to

of advising

Rumania

;

to neglect her vital interests for the

sake of Austria’s desire to see a strong Bulgaria in Serbia’.s
Resentment would be so great in Bucharest that
Rumania would certainly swing over from the Triple Alliance to the Triple Entente. It was a poor policy for Austria
to risk losing a faithful ally like King Carol for the hope of
getting a treacherous friend like King Ferdinand of Bulrear.

Austria made a mistake in letting herself be so
obsessed with the fear of a Greater Serbia and in forgetting
that she ruled over Rumanians as well as Slavs. Germany,
accepted the Rumanian point of view: Austria says that
she cannot tolerate a Greater Serbia, but no more can
Rumania tolerate a Greater Bulgaria.®^® Berchtold was so
garia.

®<1G.P.,
873ff.

XXaOV,

444 fif., 456, 469 flf, 520 f., 660 £f., 674 f., 687 ff.. 820 fi.,

343GJ>.,.XXXV,

46ff., 61ff.. 66ff.
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put out with Germany’s solicitude for PLUinania’s feelings
that he thrice made formal representations in Berlin against
But the German Secretary of State, Jagow, while
it.^^®
‘'Yes, but we do
admitting some of his arguments, noted
not need by a long shot to join in all Menna's stupidi*
Accordingly, after King Carol mobilized his army
ties.”
:

and

seized the

New Dobrudja by

force

from Bulgaria,

Ger-

many confirmed him in his new territories by helping to
prevent the Austrian and Russian efi'orts to have the Treaty
of Bucharest subjected to revision by the Great Powers,
This divergence of views between Berlin and Vienna
continued during the months following the Balkan Wars.
Bethmann and the Kaiser still placed their hopes on Rumanian

and his advisers inclined
toward closer relations with Bulgaria, since Rumania
seemed to be lost. In the spring of 1914 Rumania’s “deserThis was partly
tion” seemed more and more probable.
owing to the active wooing by Russia, and to the propar
gandist articles by French journalists and professors, who
visited and lectured at Bucharest. It was also partly owing
loyalty, while Berchtold

to the Magyar oppression of the Rumanians living in Transylvania and to Austria’s suspected Bulgarophilism. The
anti-Austrian demonstrations of the chauvinistic Rumanian

“League of Civilization" became louder, and the attacks
the

Rumanian Press more

play, “Mr. Notary,” written

virulent.

An

of

anti-Hapsburg

by a Transylvanian, was

being

performed at the National Theatre in Bucharest. It roused
the people to a frenzy. They marched past the royal palace
singing war songs and crying, “Down with Austria” and
“Long live Russia.” King Carol genuinely regretted all
this.
But he feared to censor “Mr. Notary,” lest it serve
only to advertise it and make matters worse.®*® In the
a43G.P., XXXIV, 820 ff.; XXXV, 66 ff., 115
flf.

2** G.P.,

XXXIV,

824.

215 Despatches of Waldthausen,
uary-April. 1914: G.P..

XXXIX,

German Minister

471-487.

at Bucharest, Jan-

These despatches hardly bea*
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winter he had admitted that, if the anti-Austrian feeling
kept up, Rumania v, ould not march with Austria in case of
a European war; a treaty of alliance was not enough by
itself it must have popular support. In the spring he confessed that his country was “in a .complete paroxysm,” and
;

that he

was helpless

to

stem the tide of popular hatred of

Austria.®^®

This situation disturbed Berlin considerably. It led the
make the Rumanian danger the main subject of
his discussions with Franz Ferdinand and the Austrians on
his visits to Vienna, Miramar, and Konopischt shortly before the Sarajevo assassination. He hoped that Count Tfeza
Kaiser to

the Hungarian Premier, would make concessions to the
Rumanians
Transylvania. Germany urged that nothing

m

be done like Conrad’s plan of fortifying the Carpathian
frontier which would certainly be unfavorably interpreted
in Bucharest, or like Czernin’s schemes for getting the
Rumanian treaty made pubhc.®"*^ But on the whole Ger-

many was inclined to take a less tragic view of the Rumanian situation than Austria, and tried to calm the latter’s
fears. She hoped that the paroxysm would pass, and that
Rumania would swing back to her traditional loyalty, if
the Triple Alliance Powers did not show too much uneasiness and nervousness. It might be that in case of a European war King Carol might have difficulty in fulfilling his
out Czernin’s reports to Berchtold (April

Waldthausen hid no
to be pulled over his

real

insight into

2,

the

1914, Conrad, III, 634) that
situation, allowed the wool

eyes, and was nothing more than “a human phonograph,” reporting credulously to Berlin whatever he was told by the
Rumanian ministers, “who are a hundred times cleverer than he ” Czemin,
who was not lacking in a sufficiently good opinion of his own astuteness,
says of himself
“Bratianu reports to me daily that I am his real fnend,
that he has never been able to speak with a diplomatic representative
He thinks I am more of a
so frankly as with me, and all such words
fool than I really am . . . But I do not trust him around the comer*

(ibid,

p 786)

346 Waldthausen to Bethmann, Deo.
XXXIX, 466, 481
s’47 G P
.
506, 611, 616 f.

XXXIX

6, 1913,

and Mar.

30, 1914;
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put-

out with Germany’s solicitude for Rumania’s feeliiiga,
made formal representations in Berlin against

that he thrice

But the German Secretary of State, Jagow, while
Yes, but we do
admitting some of his arguments, noted
not need by a long shot to join in all A'ienna’s stupidiAccordingly, after King Carol mobilized his army
ties.”
and seized the New Dobrudja by force from Bulgaria, Germany confirmed him in his new territories by helping to
prevent the Austrian and Russian efforts to have the Treaty
of Bucharest subjected to revision by the Great Powers.

it.®^®

'

:

This divergence of views between Berlin and Vienna
continued during the months following the Balkan Wars.
Bethmann and the Kaiser still placed their hopes on Rumanian loyalty, while Berchtold and his advisers inclined
toward closer relations with Bulgaria, since Rumania
seemed to be lost. In the spring of 1914 Rumania's “deserThis was partly
tion” seemed more and more probable.

owing to the active wooing by Russia, and to ilio propagandist articles by French journalists and professors, who
visited and lectured at Bucharest. It was also partly owing
to the

Magj'ar oppression of the Rumanians living in TranThe

sylvania and to Austria’s suspected Bulgarophilism,

anti-Austrian demonstrations of the chauvinistic Rumanian

“League of Civilization” became louder, and the attacks
the

Rumanian

Press

more

play, “Mr. Notary,” written

An

virulent.

of

auti-Hapsburg

by a Transylvanian, was being

performed at the National Theatre in Bucharest. It roused
the people to a frenzy. They marched past the royal palace
singing war songs and crying, “Down with Austria” and
“Long live Russia.” King Carol genuinely regretted all
this.
But he feared to censor “Mr. Notary,” lest it serve
only to advertise it and make matters worse.®^® In the
a«G.P, XXXIV, 820 ff.; XXXV, 66 ff.. 115
G ,P., XXXIV, 824.
fif.

»
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workings of Sazonov’s mind, with its blunt rudeness of
expression, its fickle alternations of pessimism and optimism, its fear of Russian “public opinion,” and its dangerous inclination to resort to military measures as a “bluff” to
force a diplomatic victory. We are also enabled to get an
insight into the domestic cross currents at St. Petersburg,
the secret workings of the Triple Entente, and the exceedingly moderate

and

conciliatory attitude of

Germany.

M. Sazonov was

highly indignant when he heard in
that a German General, Liman von

November, 1913,
was to command Turkish troops at Constantinople.
In his mind it was a sly, unjustifiable, and not-to-be-permitted move on Germany’s part to gain further pcfwer and
prestige in the Ottoman Empire and so to thwart Russia
Sanders,

in her “historic mission” of securing contfol of Constanti-

—

nople and the Straits regions which he curiously but significantly speaks of as “bordering on our frontier.”
He
instantly telegraphed from lalia in the Crimea to the Russian

Ambassador

in Berlin

Learning about the agreement of Germany with Turkey
relating to the military instructors, I

am

extremely aston-

ished that this serious question was not touched upon by the
[German] Chancellor at the time of my frank and friendly
explanations with him. Of itself, a German Military Mission in regions bordering

on our

frontier could

not but

Zakher, “Konstantinopol i Prolivy" in Krasnyi Arkhiv, VI, 48-76; VII,
important and significant Russian Admiralty Reports)
Pokrovski, Drei Konferenzen, pp. 32-45; Stieve, Isu/olski und dcr Welthtieg (Berlin, 1924), pp. 234-266 [English trans., appendix, H]; Stieve,
however, fails to observe the distinction between Old Style and New
Style in discussing these councils. See also Affaires Balkaniques, III,' 81107, which evidently omits many important telegrams from the German
(Berlin, 1919), pp. 159-181; and, most imside; Devisehland Schiddigt
portant of all, G.P., XXXVIII, 193-318.
Good brief accounts of the Liman von Sanders affair may be found
in Liman von Sanders, Fiinf Jahre Tilrkei (Berlin, 1920), pp. 9-30; Montgelaa, The Case for the Central Powers, 93-95; Brandenburg, pp. 393-395;
Dickinson, pp. 348-9; and more fully, R. J. Eemer, in fhe Slavonic Heinew
VI. 12-27. 344-363. 543-560 (June, Dec.. 1027; March, 102S).
I.

32-54, 1924 (with
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provoke violent irritation in Russian public opinion, and
would certainly be interpreted as an act manifestly hostile
to us. Especially also, the placing of Turkish troops in
Constantinople under a German general must necessarily
arouse suspicion and apprehension among us. Please speak
in this sense to the German Government.^®®

Sazonov’s indignation was shared and whetted by M.

—though

Delcasse

for

somewhat

French Ambassador feared

it

The

different reasons.
.

foreshadowed a German

tempt to bring about a seizure of Turkey by the

“at-

Triple

Alliance Powers, to which the Triple Entente could not shut
its

eyes without prejudice to itself.”

Germany

already

enjoyed tremendous economic and political power in Asia
hlinor because of the Bagdad Railway, Delcasse argued;
now she would have a fleet in the Eastern Mediterranean

and be getting a naval base and coaling station for it. Italy,
too, would get concessions
the building of a harbor and
railway at Adalia and the establishment of an Italian sphere
of influence in southern A.sia Minor.
Au.stria would likewise want something for herself.
As far as Italian and
Austrian ambitions in Asia Minor were concerned, Delcasse
was not so far astray; but Germany was opposed to satisfying them, even though they were her allies, fearing that
the other Powers would demand similar “compensations,”
and that this would mean the final carving up of Turkey.

—

To

this surgical operation

Germany was

strongly opposed

250Sazoiiov to Sverbeev, Oct. 28/Nov. 10, 1913; sent also to Giers at
Con.stantinople; M.F.R.. p. 633. Cf. G.P., XXXVIII, 206-209.
Cf. Delcasse's Tgs. 700, 701, omitted from the French Yellow Book,
but quoted in part by Adamov, p. 59. The first reference to the Liman
von Sanders affair in the French Affaires Balkaniques (III, 81) is the
apparently mild and laconic telcgnim from Delcns.se of Nov. 17, 1913;
“The sending of the new German military mission, whose head is to have
the command of the Constantinople Army Corps, is preoccupying M.
Sazonov.” For other indications that Delcasse and Picbon at first encour-

aged Sazonov in his attitude of protest, see ih'id., pp. 84, 88, 92 f., 96{.;
G. P., XXXVin, 211, l^S.; and Si4beft-Scbreiner, p. 678f.; see also
below, note 291.
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at this time, because she feared

it might lead to a conflict
between the Great Powers; and also because, being tolerably well situated in Asiatic Turkey and enjoying much
influence at Constantinople, she wanted to preserve the
statics quo as long as possible, or at least until the Powers
could agree upon an amicable and mutually satisfactory
basis of division.®®^
A few days later Delcasse sent the
French Government the gloomy warning: “The falling to
pieces of Turkey has already begun, or is about to begin,
and Germany will occupy a position guaranteeing to her
all the advantages of a partition.”
The Liman von Sanders Mission originated with the
Young Turk desire to westernize and modernize the administration of the Ottoman Empire. Soon after seizing power
they had invited a number of distinguished foreigners to
help them: tivo Frenchmen, M, Laurent, as financial ad-

and M. Baumann, to train the Turkish gendarmerie;
a French trained jurisconsult, M. Leon Ostrorog, to assist
in judicial reforms; Sir Richard Crawford to reorganize the
customs service; Sir William Willcocks to start irrigation
works in Mesopotamia; two other Englishmen, Admiral
Sir Douglas Gamble and Admiral Lirapus were to reorganize
and train the navy, while a German General, Von der Goltz,
who had already been in Turkish service, was to spend part
of his time in training the Turkish army.
Von der Goltz, however, had found his position difficult
on account of the lack of unity among the Young Turk officers, their tendency to mix politics with military matters,
and their unwise system of promotions. He also complained
of the lack of authority in his own hands, and eventually
viser,

252 For evidences that Germany was strongly opposed tc the partition
of Asiatic Turkey, though of course if the Entente Powers forced it, she
wanted to have her fair share, see GP, XXXIV, 207, 219 S, 229 f., 255 f.;
XXXVII, 47411 ; XXXVIII, 41-48, 54-66. 93 ff., 129, 196-202; Conrad,
ni, 669 £F.; and Brandenburg, 389 £f. lEng. trans. p. 456 S.].
^
ass Achmov, I, 59.
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The old lurkifih officers an4
abandoned the work.®®*
whom he had tried to infuse Prussian discipline and methods, proved poor material, and made a
lamentable exhibition of themselves when Turkey was attacked by the Balkan Allies in the fall of 1012.
On January 2, 1913, during the aruji.stire in the First
Balkan War and the pending negotiations in London, the
Young Turk Noradunghian confidentially asked Wangenheim, the German Ambassador in C'onstantinople, to find

soldiers, into

him as quickly as possible the terms on which the
French General Eydoux had been engaged to reorganize and
train the Greek army.®®® He was evidently contemplating
something of the same kind for Turkey after the ovorwhehning defeats she had suffered in the past three months. The
assassination of Nazim Pasha and the Cabinet Revolution
in Constantinople, following the concessions made by the
Turkish delegates in London, delayed whatever plans
.Noradunghian may have had in mind, but they brought
into power Mahmud Shevket Pa.sha.
With him were a
group of patriotic and determined Young Turks, wlio were
bent on energetic reforms in Turkey, with the assistance of
European advisers, as the only hope of saving their country
from an early and complete dissolution. As Yon dcr Goltz
and his companions had already given the Turks a start in
German military methods, it was obvious that Mahmud
Shevket should turn to Germany rather than to any other
Power for new military instructors. Accordingly he begged
the Kaiser, through the German Military Attache in Conout for

stantinople, for the services of

some Prussian

the strengthening of Constantinople.

officers for

The Kaiser

favored

the idea, and on April 2 asked his Foreign Office whether
it saw* any political objections to the plan, adding that the
2»<G.P., V, 182, 186; IX, 3f.. 36(T., 41, 226; XTI, 134, 662, 566ff.;
150; XXV, 490, 527, 541, 012-622; XXVll, 248, 276-284; XXXVUL

XXIV,
214

f.

2»s GP.,

XXXVIII,

193.
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matter was not urgent, as it was not desired that the officers
should go to Turkey until peace had put an end to the
Balkan War. The Foreign Office had no objections.*®®
Long negotiations then began between the Turkish and
German military authorities, which finally resulted by
November in the signing of a definite contract for a German
Military Mission of some forty-two German officers, headed
by General Liman von Sanders.

Though it is commonly stated by Entente writers that
Germany instigated the Liman von Sanders Mission, there
is no indication of this in the German documents; in fact,
the weight of evidence
that

it

was

initiated

is

against

it,

own salvation.*®"
More important, however, than
25« G.P„

On

XXXVIII,

JjiD, 28, 1913,

195

and

in favor of the

by the Turks themselves

view

for their

the origin of the

German

f.

the Austrian Military Attach^ in Constantinople,

after hearing 'Witngoiiheira set forth “in his usual livci.v manner” Turkey’s nood of a general reorganization, reported to Conrad (III, 40): “As
1 now learn from a sure Turkish source, this rcorganizafion plan doe.s
not originate with liaron Wangenheim, but with the former Turkish Am-

bassador in Paris, Munir Parha.

memoir which
Pasha.”

Ililiiii

The

latter

put his views down in a

reiiommendcd to his friends and to Malimud Shevket
Patlia, (ho Turkish Ambassador in Vienna, correcting

lie

Dumainc’s assertion to the contrarj', assured Tschirschky lh.it “the initiative came exclu.sivelj' from the Turkish side” (G.P., XXXVIII, 228).
Djemal Pasha, who was Minister of Public Works in January, 1913, and
then became Military' Governor of Constantinople in charge of the Army
Corps which he hater handed over to General Lini.an, c.\i>lains in detail
(.Mcviorics of a TurUinh Hlalesman, J913-101S, I.ondon, pp. GS-TO), quoting
Slievki t, how the Gcrm,an Military Mission originated with the
latter's determination to strengthen tlio Turkish army by reorganizing it
along the lines which German instructors for thirty years had been trying
to introduce. Ilis statements on this point deserve all the more credibility as they coincide very closely with Mahmud Shevket’s expression of
views to Wangenheim at the time, as now revealed in the German docu-

Mahmud

(c.spcciully G.P., XXXVIII, 198 II.). Against this unanimous Turkevidence is only the casual remark of General Liman himself (Fiinf
Jahro Turhiii, pij. 12, 25) that the Mission was duo to Wangenheim’s initiative; but General Liman knew nothing of the whole matter until several
montlis after it had been first broached; ho may have gotten this erro
neous idea from Wangenheiro's zeal in furthering (he Mission, or from
the German Ambassador’s tendency to magnify his own importance.

ments
ish
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erects as
Military Mission were its aims and
viewed by the Turks, the Germans, and the Russians.
Mahmud Shevket and the Young Turks, in tear of Russian intrigues south of the Caucasus ani in response to

pressure for reforms in Armexuia, decided in the spring of

1&13 to ask for seventeen English inspectors ::r the Anagendarmerie and civil administratitn. Grey at first

tolian

but later cut the number dorvn to

a.=sented,

regard for Russian and

German

five

susceptibilities.--

out

At

of

the

same time Maiimud dhevket desired that Germany should

new military instructors to Turkey. He believed that
was only through Anglo-German cooperation that Turkey
could be regenerated.
As he explained to the German
Ambassador on April 26, 1913;
send
it

Turkey can only bring about her resurrection if she
can count on Germany and England. That these two countries have hitherto been in opposition has b>--c-n the chief
I must therefore take care that
Turkey becomes the ground on which an Anglo-German

cause of our misfortunes.

understanding shall take place,
[.\fter discussing the internal reforms needed, he continued.] We have few trained

Here foreign countries must help.
turn to the various Cabinets with a request for reformers. For the reorganization of the army I
count definitely upon Germany. This is the most important
and

reliable

officials.

I shall therefore

point in

my

program.

the bottom up; politics

group.

The army must be reformed from
must be driven out of the [Turkish]

For

thia the activity of the officers of instructhey have been shoved in here and there
into our organization as mere advisers, is not sufficient.
Also for the reform of education I count upon the support
officer

tion, in the

way

German Government. I

shall ask Italy for gendarme
and France for reorganizers for finance
and for the postal and telegraph service. Austria’s help I
would rather not have. Ob the other hand, i need the Eng*

of the

officers for Syria,

GP, XXXVm,

32 -41 , 49-S4. 58 f, 98.
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the different administrative branches in the provNorth and East Anatolia. . . The navy also will
be further reformed by the English. On the basis of a
lish for

inces of

.

proposal by Admiral Limpus the ships will receive
manders English officers not in active service.^®*

The German Ambassador
of the

Grand

Vizier.

He

as

com-

listened eagerly to these plans

urged Germany to accede to the

request for military instructors.

He warmly welcomed

Mahmud

Shevket’s idea of Anglo-German cooperation for
strengthening Turkey, and let his imagination wander in

happy

political vistas of the future:
“It opens for us prospects for an understanding w'ith England, or at least the
possibility of cooperation for the maintenance of the

Turkish Empire.

On

the other hand,

if

England’ should

refuse such cooperation with us, she could not ignore the

influence which

we

should acquire by our controlling posi-

and in the instruction of the youth.
should always be in a^ position through a skilful use of
the German military reformers to control or paralyze possible separate efforts by the British.”-®® But Wangenheim
was such an optimistic enthusiast about the future of
tion in military matters

We

Turkey that
so

much

his friends said

he was

“turkified,”

inclined to exceed his functions and

and he was
meddle in

Turkish politics that he had sometimes to be called to order
by the Kaiser.^®* One must therefore take his despatches
with a grain of salt and be on one’s guard against accepting
completely his opinions as representing those of his Government.
259 'vyangenheiin to Bethniann, April 26, 1913; G.P., yXjCVIII, 198 ff.
These views of Mahmud Slievket, set forth on April 26, are the key-note
and first elaboration of the Military Mission plan, and are echoed a
month later in Wangonhciin’s desp-atches of May 21 and 29 (see next
paragraph) which Prufe.-sor Kcraer quotes nt length (f.c., pp. 15-18).
280 Wangenheim to Hethmann, May 29, 1913; ibid., p. 59; cj. also
his despatch of May 22 repeatinz and endorsing Mahmud Shevket’s request for a German milimry mission; ibid., 201
281 Cf. G.P.,

XXXIII,

323, 340.
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The Kaiser was much more

skeptical,

and did not

alto-

gether endorse Wangenheim’s enthusiasm. Commenting on
Mahmud Shevket’s plans quoted above, he wrote: “Many

good intentions, but much that

is

fantastic!

In

reality

European nations for Turkey's
internal affairs is a grand bridge to intrigues and the partiIt is not so simple to set bounds to the
tion of Turkey!
Powers and restrict them to their duties! Especially not
this

employment

of various

the British;” and he feared that a reorganized Turkish
“also be used against us or the Bagdad RailHowever, .in spite of these reflections of the
moment, the Kaiser had already approved the idea of German military instructors, and later urged that the slow
arrangements for it be hurried up. On the whole, as he told
the Russians in the fall, he seems to have regarded the
mission as primarily a military, rather than a political,

army might

way.”

affair.

The Porte

Government of the
was discussed in a general way with the
Tsar and King George upon their visit to Berlin on May
24 to attend the wedding of the Kaiser’s daughter to the
Guelf Duke of Brunswick. The Kaiser informed them of
the Turkish request for German officers:
“The Tsar as
well as King George were wholly agreed. The King said:
‘It is quite natural that they should turn to you for officere

project,**®

and

early notified the British
it

to reorganize their Array.

We

are asked to send people

282 G.P., XXXVIII, 201.
283 Wangenheim to Berlin Foreign Office, May 26, 1913 (ibid., p. 49):
“In the undeveloped conditions here the administration and gendarmerie
need unconditionally the support of the army. Therefore a basic AngloGerman understanding concerning the work of reform is imperative. The
Porte has informed London that the reorganization of the army and
instruction is to fall to Germany. The English .Embassy counsellor said
to me day before yesterday of his own accord: ‘Whether Germany and
England want to or not, they will be led by necessity to uphold Turkey.’”
Grey told Lichnowsky on May 30 that he agreed with Germany in wishing tn preserve and strengthen Turkey, but thought ell the Powen ou^t
to assist
the reform work (ibid., p. 5& note).

m
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and Gendarmerie, which we shall
was necessary to fortify

also said that it

the Tchataldja Line very strongly, so that the Bulgarians
should not be able to get in [Constantinople]
Later Sazonov repeatedly objected that the German
Government had acted unfairly in concealing everything
from Russia about the matter until the news came out in

November. He even complained of it to the King of Rumania at the Constanza meeting in June, 1914. This caused
the Kaiser to make the pertinent, if not parliamentary, comment; “The old liar! I told it in the spring personally
he did not inform Sazonov, that is not my
Tsar did not tell him anything of it,
he regarded the matter as not important enough to mention and as wholly natural.”
However, aside from the undoubted discussion by
royalty at the wedding festivities in May, secrecy shrouded
the plans for German officers in Turkey while the Balkan
Wars (including Turkey) were still going on, and while
the details of General Liman’s contract were being worked
to the Tsar;

...

affair.

if

If the

S®* Kaiser's marginal note, Dec. 3, 1913; ibid., p. 233; cj. also to the
effect the Kaiser’s statements to Kokovtsev, the Russian Prime
Minister, in November, 1913; ibid., 216, 219 comment 3; M.F.R., p. 638;
Siebert-Schreiner, p. 676 f. Professor Kenier also mentions this marginal
note of Dec. 3 (i.c., p. IS), but later seems to cast doubt upon its trustworthiness, for he speaks of “a vague reference in May, 1913,’’ which the
Kaiser “asserts” (p. 25) and “claims” (p. 26) ho made to the Tsar and
George V. One ndght doubt the trustworthiness of ihc Kaiser’s memory
or sincerity in his notes and stiitcments sK months ifter the even’, were
it not that this Willy-Nicky-Georgie M.ay conversation is confirmed by
Jagow’s contemporary despatch to Lichiiowsky (May 27; G.P., XXXVIII,
52), and by the fact that the Tsar himself .subsecinentiy “admitted that
the plan to send a German Military mission to Turkey had been told
to him by the Kaiser at the time of the marriage festivities in Berlin”

same

(Pourtales to Bethmann, Jan. 31, 1914;
replied,

ibid., 307).

when he was asked by Grey about

not appear

this

What King George

May

conversation, does

Sicbert-Schrcincr, p. 703).
205 GJ*., XXXVIII, 318. For the quite different light in which Sazorepresented this Constanza conversation in his report to the Tsar,

nov
Adamov,

I,

(c/.

357

f.;

’ .N.,

11. 378.

.
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Such secrecy was only natural, because their publicamight bring upon the Germans “the reproach of taking
This secrecy was
sides and cause political difficulties,”
nevertheless unfortunate, both for M. Sazonov’s personal
feelings and consequently for the friendly relations between
Russia and Germany. It was particularly unfortunate that
no mention of the contract was made to him confidentially,
when he passed through Berlin in October and had a frank
and cordial discussion with the German Chancellor on the
Sazonov not ungeneral political situation in Europe.
naturally felt injured in his feelings by what seemed to him
to be a lack of reciprocal frankness and friendliness on
Bethmann’s part. Bethmann on his part was genuinely
innocent of any deliberate suppressio veri. He apparently
failed to mention it simply because it did not occur to him.
This explanation accords with his character, with his statement to Kokovtsev later, and with the fact that he had
really known little about the Liman von Sanders arrangements, which had mainly been made through the military
and not the diplomatic channels.®®'^
General Liman von Sanders himself knew nothing of
the project until it was proposed to him on June 15.®*®
He was rightly believed to be a much abler man than Von
der Goltz. Never having been to Turkey, he at once began
out.

tion

to read through his predecessor’s correspondence to get an

would have to meet. He
had plenty of time for this, as it was still many months
before a contract was signed with Turkey defining hia
powers and duties and those of the forty-one subordinate
idea of the kind of difficulties he

2«6Jagow to Wangenheim, Aug. 24, 1913; G.P., XXXVIII, 204.
287 GR., XXXVIII, 212 ff. Bethznann and the Foreign Office did
learn,

not

the final terms of General Liman’s contract until they received a copy
on Jan. 8, 1914, from the Fnissian Ministry of War {ibid., p. 213

of it
note)
288 Liman, p. 0 S. Bethmann was not infonned of Liman’s selection
until June 30; G.P.. XXXVTH, 202 £.
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who eventually accompanied him. These were
which had to be worked out by the German and

Turkish military authorities.
Liman says, and with truth:

The work

In this connection General

members of the Mission was to be
The wording of the contract shows this
The charge made on many sides, in writings and
of the

strictly military.

clearly.

newspapers, that it was also to have political activity
wholly incorrect.®*®

is

At the end of November, when the contract was finally
ready and signed. General Liman was commanded to an
audience with Emperor William. The Kaiser said to him
in substance:

You must

not care in the least whether the Young Turks
You have only to do with
Get politics out of the Turkish corps of officers.

or the Old Turks are in power.

the army.
Dabbling in politics is its greatest mistake. In Constantinople you will meet Admiral Limpus who is at the heed
of the English Naval Mission. Be on good terms with him.
He works for the navy and you for the army. Each of you

has his

own

separate field of work.®'^®

On December

14, 1913, he finally arrived at the Turkish
and was received with martial music and an honorary escort from the Constantinople Fire Department. But
already, a month before his arrival, he had become the object
of a diplomatic conflict which threatened to involve Russian
and German prestige, or even the Triple Entente and the

capital

Triple Alliance.

On November 2, 1913, M. Giers, the Russian Ambassador at Constantinople, telegraphed to St. Petersburg announcing the rumor of a coming German Military Mission.
According to the friendly explanations of his German colleague,

Baron Wangenheim,

209 Liman,

11.

it

was

to

be

ST9 Liman, 11.

like the

French
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Military Mission to Greece.
learned that General
the Turkish

But

Liman would

Army Corps

three clays later

Giera

have command

also

of

stationed at Constantinople. This

which Russia and France at once, and
objected.
It gave General Liman
different
position
from
that
of Von der Goltz before
quite a
him, or from that of the French military instructor in

was a new feature

to

eventually England,

Greece.^'^^

On

German

Military Mission

Sazonov was absent in the Crimea
making a report to the Tsar. M. Kokovtsev, the Russian
Premier and Minister of Finance, was in France arranging
but he was planning to stop
in Berlin on his w'ay home to thank the Kaiser for decorating him with the Order of the Black Eagle. It was therefore decided that Kokovtsev should take advantage of his
of Russian strategic railways,

visit in Berlin to set forth Russia’s objections to the

new

His report to the Tsar of his
interviews with Bethmann-Hollweg and the Kaiser gives
an excellent statement of the Liman von Sanders affair at
the moment it became a serious diplomatic question. After
mentioning Sazonov’s injured feelings at not having been
told of the projected Military Mission, Kokovtsev conMilitary Mission.

tinues [his prolix circumlocutions being

ated]

somewhat

abbrevi-

:

Both the Chancellor and the Emperor left me with the
impression that the project was born last Spring, and that
2T1 Giers to Sazonov, Tgs. 928, 936, Oct. 20/Nov.
2, and Oct. 23/Noy.
1913; M.F.R., p. 631.
Neratov to Sverbeev, Russian Ambassador in
Berlin, Tg. 3032, 25 Oct./7 Nov. (M.F.R., p. 632);
“Discuss in a friendly
way
the very undesirable impression which would be made upon us
by the placing of divisions and corps in Constantinople under German
officers.
Acts of this sort, causing unnecessaiy suspicion, hinder friendly
relations with the Berlin Cabinet which are maintained on oui side at
such serious cost.
should not object to a command, not in the capital,
but in other parts of Turkey not in our neighborhood.”
5,

.

.

;

St. Petersburg,

for the five-hundred-million-franc loan for the construction

German

;

'

the day the news of the

reached

'

.

We

[

'

,

’

j
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the Chancellor, according tc his affirmation during a completely sincere talk, was scarcely acquainted with it. He
had merely learned that the Turkish Government had invited

Germany

army, that

to undertake the instruction of the Turkish

this question

had been touched upon by the

German Emperor in a private talk with Your Majesty in
Berlin last May, and that Your Majesty had made no objection in principle, in view of the fact German ofiicers have
served as instructors in the Turkish army for more than
twenty years; but that afterwards the ultimate arrangements for the organization of a Model Army Corps, under
German command in the capital of Turkey, had remained
wholly unknown to him and had followed the routine
through military departments of the Empire.
In repeated and entirely sincere talks, the Chancellor did
not hide from me how particularly painful to him was the
possibility of the thought that he had participated in the
preparation of a project disagreeable to Russia, and that
he had not given a timely notification to our 'Minister of

Foreign Affairs.

“During my four years or office,” said Herr von Bethmann-Hollweg, “in the relations between the two Empires
which are bound together by traditional ties of friendship
and confidence, I have made every effort to avoid every
occasion for the smallest misunderstanding, and my honesty guarantees that I shall never lend my hand to an
act 'of disloyalty toward Russia.” I have the impression
that he was wholly sincere, and I do not think I am mistaken in judgment in saying that the very idea of an army
corps at Constantinople under the
ofiScers

was

days just before

own

my

known

command

him

of

German

until the last

few

arrival, or even in part through

my

really not

to

explanations.

[After admitting the reasonableness of the Germans
giving military instruction to the Turks and explaining

mildly Russia’s objections to Germans exercising command
over troops in Constantinople, Kokovtsev summed up] with
a demand having the character of an alternative: either
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give up completely the command over Turkish troops and
merely exercise a right of inspection as formerly or, if that
seemed impossible on account of the promises Germany
had made to Turkey, concentrate tlie Model Army Corps,
not at Constantinople, but at some other point, e.g.
Adrianople or in Asia Minor, but naturally not near
our frontier nor in the sphere of interests belonging to
;

France.*’*

The

suggestion that General

Liman

exercise his com-

mand, not at Constantinople where his presence might seem
to overawe the Ambassadors of the Powers, but at some
Turkish provincial town, at first sight seemed a hopeful
way out of the objections raised by Russia. Giers, Sverbeev,
and Neratov, as well as Kokovtsev, favored this solution.
Smyrna and Adrianople were suggested. But at once difficulties arose from the selfish interests of France and Russia
themselves.
France was strenuously opposed to having
General Liman at Smyrna, “where a German command
Pichon,
would be very dangerous to French interests."
however, thought that “at the worst, it might be possible
to agree to Adriaiiople.”

as the Russian

But the

choice of Adrianople,

Ambassador in Berlin shrewdly pointed

out,

“would probably cause great excitement in Bulgaria, and
further “strange this country from us [Russians].”®”
Bethmann, on the other hand, in accordance with his conciliatory attitude in the whole affair and his sincere desire
to find a solution satisfactory to Russia, was quite ready

still

272 Kokovtsev’s report to the Tsar, 19 Nov./2^Deo., 1913; MJ-S-i
624 ff.; L.N., II, 411 ff. The accuracy of Kokovtsev’s report is coafinned

by

G.P.,

XXXVIII,

212-217.

273l2volski to Sazonov, Tg, 650, Nov. 12/25; M.F.R., p. 641, but
omitted from L.N., and Stieve. C/. also Izvolski’s Tg. 555 (M.F.R.,p.6f2;
L.N., II, 189; Siebert-Schreiner, p. 678):
"Pichon has again insisted on
the fact that France cannot consent that Germans shall command at
Smyrna or Beirut; he has suggested Adrianople to the Porte.”
274 Izvolski’s Tg. 6S0.
276 Sverbeev’s confidential letter to Saaonov, Nov. 8/21; MFR.> P>
639; Siebert-Schreiner, p. 677.
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General Liman, therefore, was to be asked
whether it would be possible to change the arrangements
which had been made.*''® But, as Sverbeev was informed
to consider this.

at the

same

time, the military authorities in Berlin were

Model Corps was established
at Constantinople, the activity of the German instructors
would be reduced to nil, because the Military Academy and
of the opinion that unless the

the General Staff were situated in Constantinople and with

German

officers would have to be in uninterrupted
This eventually proved to be General Liman’s
opinion after arriving at Constantinople.
But on being
informed of Russia’s objections, he “came to the conclusion
that there is no necessity for the General to command the
Army Corps if there are only a sufficient number of troops
to give the military schools an opportunity for practice

these the

relations.

exercises.

A

German

general could

command

the

Army

Corps in Adrianople.”
This solution was favored by the
Russian Ambassador in Constantinople, but it was indignantly rejected by the Turks, who resented what they regarded as unwarranted Russian efforts to interfere in
Turkey’s internal affairs.*'®
Without waiting to hear General Liman’s answer,
Sazonov had hastened to suggest that France and England
Such a
better join him in demanding “compensations.”
demand for “some equivalent” was a common enough second-line form of attack in diplomacy when a direct effort
So now M. Sazonov,
at the main objective had failed.
after protesting “how difficult it would be for us to permit
our Embassy to remain in a city in which, so to speak,
a German garrison was quartered,” suggested to Prance and
276 Sverbeev to Sazonov, Tg. 277^ Nov. 13/26; M.F.R., p. 643.
277 Giera to Sazonov, Tg. 1069, Dec. 7/20; Siebert-Schreiner, p. 694.
878 Giers to Sazonov, Tgs. 1072, 1073, 1078, 1086, Dec. 7/20 to Dec.
11/24, M.FJEI., 670-672, and in part in Siebert-Schreiner, p. 695. WangenX2IXV11I, 258-268; Li an,
heim^ deqiat^es of Deo. 18, 17, 18^ 1^1

m

p. 14f.
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En^lzmd that

“if it shoiild

"srija

appear

::.TXzeii':L':

'^o

raise

further objections in Berlin, a join: stet c'.uld be taken
CJonstantinople to point out that tie
noeseitns made

Germany

in
to

ra’sed the question cf et_:-'men: mmpensauons

for the otlier Pr>v>-ers."

*'*'

Fran.';e i: frs-. asreed

inErantly,

Pichon “is entirely of your opinitn. ... I: the Porte does
not renounce the realization of thi- plan Fran :-e «'ill deniaEd
extraordmary cempensations of a rnt-ral and political
nature.”
Sir

Edward Grey, however,

Sazonov's

He

dii

n::

at

nrst favw

nipltcnati'.ally

needed

in

principle” the possibility of co'tnpensantns

in: feared

‘it

suggestion.

might be dimtult actually to hni surh tumpensatioEi
Pichon's hrst proposal, that omcers :f t t’ner
untries shoull
also receive such posts of command, he dee.ms ir.prscticabls
and not in keeping with our [Russian: h.terests. because
our main object, the removal of the Gerrn.ar.s fr^m Con*
Besides tin
stantinopjie, would not thereby be attained.
would mean the first step in the partiti.n :f T'orkey.
Grey tliinks it best to continue friendly r.eg:t;i'.:cns v;A
Germany, in order to move her to change her criginal plan.
,

.
He believes that Emperor William, as well as
Imperial Chancellor, are seeking a prete.xt :t extricate them*
.

.

from this situation.” -®Som.ewhat ignorant of
Balkan problems, he aEo had a certain di.s:rus: of Russian
diplomacy on account of Persian afiairs and he feared that
Sazonov’s fickleness of mind might easily lead to some

selves

disaster.®*®

Unable

to force

Germany

to yield,

and abandoning

the

to BenckendoiS and Izvolski, Tg. 3220, Nov. Vli^t
612; Sic-bert-Schreiner, p. 678. C/. GJ>., XXXVIII, 235 f., 241.
2««LivoIski to SaionoT, Xov. 13/26; MFJt., p. 642; LJSt, n, 189:
Stieve, 111, 351.
®‘f*Saroiiov

M.F.R.,

p.

litficko-'idorfl

to Saionov,

Nov. 15/28; M.F.R.,

p.

644;

Sicbert*

Bcfaiieinef, p. 679.

***C/. Sazonov to BenAendoig, Nov. 2g/I>ee.
Sdireinor, p. 687.
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M. Sazonov

idea of accepting “compensations,”
try to coerce

Turkey into annulling

5lS

decided to

or revising the contract

by presenting her with something

like an ultimatum from
In order to secure Sir Edward Grey’s
cooperation in this line of attack,. Paul Gambon was instructed to persuade Grey to join “in making the Porte
understand the inadmissible consequences which would
result from placing the Constantinople Army Corps under
a German general. It would, in short, place the Diplomatic
Corps which resides in Constantinople under German
guardianship. It would be virtually handing over to this
Power the key to the Straits. It would make possible mili-

the Triple Entente.

tary interventions

by the German

general which might

strike directly at the sovereignty of the Sultan.

destroy the balance

among

the Powers which

is

It

would

the guar-

antee for the existence of Turkey. It might eventually
bring these Powers into antagonism toward, or even into
conflict with, the German Military Mission in case they had

some action or demonstration at ConstantiEdward agreed with these views he was to
be flattered by being asked to formulate the note which
the Entente Powers would present to the Porte.®*®
Gambon’s potent argument, that General Liman’s contract would put into German hands “the key to the Straits”
^where Admiral Limpus was supposed to assure England’s
domination did not fail to have the calculated eflPect upon
to exercise

nople.”

If Sir

—

—

Sir

Edward Grey.

It brought

him out

of the fogs of the

and galvanized him into an energetic action
(which a little later he regretted and reversed). He fell
in with the lYench proposal, and speedily formulated a
vigorous “declaration” embodying its arguments and
amounting almost to an ultimatum. It warned the Turkish
Government that if General Liman retained his command
“the other Powers would demand analogous advantages for
Irish question

S88 Pichott to

Gambon, Nov. 29;

Affairea Balkoniques,

JH, 91 f.
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At the tame time be inatraoted nTerdee't in Berlin to
invite the Oerro.ar- Government’a attention t.: thr proposed
action of the Entente Power? at Ccnstanti-t :plr n Germany
did not gh/'e a satiefaetor3' reply.

-Jagow the G-erntan Secrelouhl not yet

tary for Foreign *\Sair?, answered that he

General Lhnan to
look into the local condidoaa in Constantin : tie; and if he
came to an aareeno.erit with the Turkish authnuties that no
technical dificultisa prevented the removal of the ilodd
Corps to another center, then the German. Government
give a definite reply; he

had written

'.t

could easily revise General Liman’s contract. Next day,
December 5, Sazoiiov was told by the German .Ambassador
that “notwithstanding the embarrassment of its situation,
the

German Government was

getting on with a possible
Dec 3. 1913; th'A.. Til, 96'
Tga. 32S1 and 2m, iodmMtd
JbTaUd% rei^ Tg. 56S, Nor. St
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settlement of the diflBculty which has arisen, but some time
would be necessary for this in order not to give the impression of yielding to pressure.”
Sazonov replied he “was

ready to receive the proposal if the German Government
did not postpone its decision to a too protracted date.”
But at the same time he instructed Sverbeev in Berlin to
point out Pan:-Slav Press criticisms of himself and “the
necessity for us [Russians] to be able to remove the plausible reproaches printed as to the perfidy of German policy,
and the desirability of winding up this whole incident as
quickly as possible. If the German Minister talks about
his Government’s being unable to settle with the Porte,
tell him that we should readily adopt the point of view that
the question ought to be deliberated upon, not in Berlin,
but in Constantinople, and that we shall take the agreedupon steps immediately.”^*®
Sazonov in fact was in no mood to wait. He concluded
that it was impossible to pry Germany into giving an

immediate decision, and that his lever had therefore failed.
He also heard that the Sultan had issued on December 4
an irade announcing General Liman’s appointment as
Member of the War Council and Commander of the Con-

He therefore telegraphed to London
and Paris on December 7: “We consider it desirable that
the three Ambassadors should at once address themselves
to the Turkish Government with the following identical
note which has been drawn up according to the English

stantinople Corps.

proposal.”
Sir

But M. Sazonov was now chagrined
Edward Grey had meanwhile changed

to discover that
his mind, during

the interval in which Sazonov himself had desired a delay

Sazonov how
so
“absolute”
as he had
was
not
agreement
found that the
in the Entente action at Constantinople.

386 Sazonov to Sverbeev, Nov. 22/Dec. 6, 1913; MJ’.R., p. 648,
38TTg. 3309; M.F.R, 650; Siebert-Schreiner, p. 681.
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supposed.

His proposed "note” had a sharper tone

than

Grey’s "declaration.”

A

misunderstanding also arose as to the form in whicb
the Entente declaration should be presented to the Grand
Vizier.
Sazonov and Pichon wanted a very strong diplomatic procedure: the simultaneous presentation by the
Entente Ambassadors of an identical written note. Sii
Edward Grey, however, characteristically desired to treat
the Grand Vizier more gently:
“In the opinion of Grey
the notes ought to be identical, but not presented simultaneously.”

Meanwhile

Grey had begun to hear from the GerLondon an account of the German
Military Mission very different from that wliich had been
pictured to him by Paul Cambon. He was informed by

man Charge

also

d’ Affaires in

Kiirhlmann that the arrangement for a German command
over the Constantinople Army Corps was simply intended

weakness in the position of General
Liman's predecessor. General Von der Goltz’s efforts had
been paralyzed by lack of authority and by Turkish inertia
which blocked the reforms he tried to introduce. The new
plan was to give General Liman a Model Corps over which
he would have command, and in w'hich he would therefore
enjoy sufficient authority to compel real reforms. The
Corps at Constantinople had been chosen as the Model
Corps, because that was the seat of the Military School and
the General Staff, with which the German instructors would
have to be in constant touch. General Liman was simply to
have a position in the army analogous to that of the English
Admiral Limpus in the navy, against whom no Powers had

to obviate the inherent

'

288 Etter to Sazonov, Tg. 799, Nov. 19/Dec. 2; M.F.R., p. 646; SiebertSchreiner, p. 681. Cf. Cambon to Pichon, Dec. 2 (Affaires Balkaniques,
III, 93) ; “The Prime Minister [Asquith) has approved the proposal of
Sir Edward Grey for an action at Constantinople. He thiwlm this ought
Dot to be collective but identical, and that the Ambassadora oould OipisM

themselves in about the same terms."
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The point about Admiral Limpus made a deep

He began to see that he might be
getting into a very illogical position if he should demand

impression on Grey.

that General Liman, give

up the command

of

a single

Army Corps in Constantinople while Admiral
Limpus kept the command over the whole Turkish fleet.
He may well have imagined the poor figure he would cut
in the House of Commons if he were questioned and forced
to defend such an illogical attitude. As the Russian AmTurkish

bassador ruefully reported a few days later
“Grey did not
know until now the exact details of the contract of the
British Admiral.
.
The position of the British Admiral
:

.

really furnishes

.

Germany with an argument which

ing difficulties here.

Nicolson has spoken to

me

is

caus-

about

it

several times.”

In addition to Kiihlmann’s arguments, Grey was also
put on his guard against Sazonov's maneuvers by the correct information which he began to get from Sir Louis

MaUet

in Constantinople: the importance of continuing
the Anglo-German cooperation in the construction of naval

docks for Turkey at Ismid; Admiral Limpus’ declaration
that his powers were really wider than General Liman’s;
the fact that he had leased the house in Constantinople
picked out for the German General; and finally Sir Louis
Mallet’s warning that out of the Russian demands for
Liman’s withdrawal might easily arise a dangerous situation like the French demand for the withdrawal of the

Hohenzollern Candidacy in 1870.-®®
M.F.R.,
289 Benckendorff to Sazonov, Tg. Nov. 29/Dec. 12, 1913
Siebert-Schreiner, p. 688. Cf. also Tg. 813, Dec. 1/14: "I asked
Nicolson, for what reason Grey had changed his original standpoint. He
replied, that meantime details concerning the position of the British Admiral in Constantinople had come to hand from the British Ambassador
in Constantinople, which had deprived Grey of every possibility of agree;

p. 667;

ing to the draft proposed by you."
**0G.P., XXXVIII. 232ff., 240f, 2451, 249£f, 270ff, 282f.;
ereceding footnote.

and

;
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On
cially

Ifl

Hrnmg more about the

facts of the case, and espe-

about Admiral Limpus, Grey in fact

virtually

re-

versed his attitude. He came to the opinion that Sazonov’s
projected “note” to Turkey (though based closely on his
proposals) was “premature”; there must
not be “any kind of threats at its close” instead of warning
the Sultan of the dangerous consequences of General
Liman’s appointment, he now suggested a mere "verbal

own and Gambon’s

;

inquiry,” politely asking the

the contract

Turks

made by them with

the

for information as to

German

General, and

the extent of the functions he was to exercise.
M. Sazonov was now much upset in his mind, as may

be seen from his telegram to the Russian Ambassador
London on December 12

in

that Grey has exI hear from a very secret source
plained to the French Ambassador, that he did not wish to
go too far in Constantinople, as he is afraid of a change in

my

attitude, which might lead to a diplomatic failure. I
should like to remark, that as to the instructors, it is not
a question of a change in our attitude, but of a regrettable

change in England's attitude. For Grey null have nothing
more to do with a note, which had been based on a telegram of Grey's to the British Ambassador [in St. Petersburg].

Should we be finally obliged to change our attitude
this question, as already in so

many

others, this

is

in

to be

attributed only to the lack of confidence in the effectiveness
of England’s support, and, indeed, this confidence will only

be shaken still more by such actions on the part of England.
This lack of homogeneity and solidarity between the three
Powers of the Entente arouses our serious apprehension,
for it constitutes

an organic fault of the Triple Entente,

This “very secret source” may have been another case of Sasonov 8
deciphering telegrams sent by the French Government to the French Ambassador in St. Petersburg, similar to the case which contributed to the
famous attempted dismissal of M. Georges Louis in May, 1912; e/. Judet,
Oeorget Louig, pp. 85-88, 99; Poincsr§, I, 377 f.
2 B1
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which

will
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always place us at a disadvantage in face of

the firm block of the Triple Alliance.
Such a condition of affairs might under certain circumstances entail, grave consequences, and most seriously
endangers vital interests of every Power of the Triple
Entente.®**

In spite of his irritation and chagrin at Sir Edward
Grey’s disconcerting change of attitude, Sazonov perceived
that there was nothing to be done but accept it. On De-

cember

13,

therefore, the three

Entente Ambassadors at

Constantinople made, one after another, their mild “verbal
inquiry” as to the nature of General Liman’s contract and
position, and whether it threatened Turkey’s sovereign
independence and authority over Constantinople and the
Straits.
They were given the desired information about
the contract, but were told

by the Grand

Vizier that their

affair.
He compared General Liman’s position to that of Admiral Limpus,
and therefore saw no reason for cancelling or changing the
German contract.®*® In view of Sir Edward Grey’s attitude
there was nothing more to be gained by M. Sazonov through

other question was Turkey’s

own

negotiations at Constantinople.

private

Though

there

was some

292 Sazonov to Benckendorff, Nov. 29/Dec. 12, 1913; Siebert-Schreiner,
See M.F.R., p. 657 ff. for Benckendorff’s replies. C}. also Buchanan,
Mission to Russia, I, 149 f., and the approximately correct surmise
of the situation by Kiihlmann in London, with the Kaiser’s comments
(Dec. 12; G.P., XXXVIII, 250): “Apparently an extraordinarily strong
pressure is being exercised from the Russian side [Kaiser: ‘Rascals I’].
The Russian Government is said to have gone so far as to say to Sir
Edward Grey that it must regard his attitude in this question as a touchstone for his feelings toward Russia in general [Kaiser: ‘Aha’]. Because
Sir Edward in his policy wants to avoid a break with Russia [Kaiser:
‘Ass I He betrays his country’s own interests’], he is said to have decided
to participate formally in the inquiry in the matter but without showing
a strong interest in it himself [Kaiser: ‘Then the Grand Vizier can calmly
p. 687.

My

be

rude’].’’

293 M.F.R.,
pp.
250-268.

XXXVIII,

668^2;

Kebert-Schreiner,

pp.

688402;

OP.,
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talk of altering the status of

Admiral Limpus,

M. Bompard,

it

came

both General Liman and

to nothing.

Ambassador at Constantinople
would ever achieve her purpose

the French

did not believe that Russia

by peaceful means; he suggested privately that Russia
“should dispatch a warship to the Bosphorus and declare
that it would not be withdrawn until the contract with
M.
CJeneral Lirnan and his officers had been altered.”
Paleologue, Political Director in the French Foreign Office,
thought that “the Turkish batteries would scarcely dare
to open fire.” And M. Izvolski added that “in the event of
our resolving upon an energetic action of this sort, public
opinion in France would take our part, since it is susceptible
to everjdhing which touches national dignity, and feels
most keenly the inadmissibility of German influence in
Turkey.^*'* M. Sazonov, as will be seen in a moment, v/as
actually contemplating military measures to coerce Turkey.
But France and England both intimated that it would be
better to await the results of the efforts which the German
Government was making to find a solution which would
satisfy Russia without seeming to involve the prestige of
Turkey or of any of the Great Powers. Though impatient
of delay because of the criticisms being levelled against
him in the Pan-Slav Press, Sazonov fortunately heeded the
advice.

Meanwhile the German Ambassador at Constantinople
had been active in trying to find a sensible and peaceful
solution of the whole affair. He had urged Turkey to yield
and modify Liman’s contract. He tried to have the German
and Russian military attaches in Constantinople work out
an agreement. He finally hurried back to Berlin and there
arranged the successful solution. General Liman was ad29» Izvolski to Sazonov, Dec. 19/Jan. 1; M.F.R.,
p. 602; L.N., II, 222;
Stievo, IV, 10; Siebert-Schreiner, p. 701. For pacifio assurances by the

French

to

xxxvm,

Germany and Germany’s impressions
241, 247, 255, 272, 274 ff., 286 f., 307.

thereof,

see

G.Fn
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vanced a grade in the Prussian army; by the terms of his
contract, this automatically resulted in his advance in the
Turkish army to rank of Field Marshal which relieved him
of the command of the First Army Corps in Constantinople.
He remained Inspector of Turkish troops and Director of
the Military School, but did not exercise command over
troops in the Turkish capital the point to which Sazonov
had so strenuously objected. This solution, which was
satisfactory to Russia, was publicly announced on January
It brought the affair peacefully to an end,
15, 1914.-®°
without involving the danger of a test of strength between
the Triple Entente and the Triple Alliance. As the Russian
Ambassador in Berlin wrote to M. Sazonov: “The Berlin
Cabinet has actually done everything in its power *in order
to fulfil our justifiable wishes, and this has not been easy
for it, in view of the newspaper campaign directed against
the Government." ®®®
The whole affair shows how even a serious Russo-German diplomatic crisis could be sensibly and peacefully settled, provided that Germany was willing to make some
concessions, and that Russia was restrained by France and
England from taking too extreme and hasty steps; and

—

provided also that neither side paid too much attention to
the hounding criticisms of its own jingo newspapers and
military alarmists. Though Germany had had no intention
of suddenly springing a surprise which would embarrass
Sazonov, the unfortunate failure of the Tsar in ^lav, and
of Bethmann in October, to mention the Military Mission
to the Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs gave the latter
a natural feeling of grievance. This was accentuated by
his fears that the Liman Mission might ultimately block
Russia’s ambitions in regard to the Straits a fact which

—

20B

G P XXXVIII,
,

265-302.

2eeSvcrbcev to Sazonov, Jan. 3/16, 1914; MJTJt., p. 689; Siebs'tSchreiner, p. 707.
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is

significant of the great

—

importance he attached

to Rus-

mission” as is further indicated by his measures of preparedness presently to be described. The effect
of the Liman von Sanders affair in Berlin was to strengthen

sia’s “historic

was inclined to get excited
was doubtful whether he would have
England’s support for his bluff. This was one reason why
the feeling that though Sazonov

and even

to bluff, it

Germany

at first believed it

probably safe to support Aus-

tria in July, 1914.

M. SAZONOV’S. PLANS FOR PREPAREDNESS

M. Sazonov

is

pictured

being “converted” in the

by many

fall

“revisionist” writers as

of 1913 to the “Franco-Russian

war plot” which MM. Poincare and Izvolski had been
weaving since 1912 by “Balkanizing of the Franco-Russian
Alliance.”

But

this picture does too little justice to

M

Sazonov’s independence of attitude, and gives too much
weight to the influence exerted by Izvolski and Poincare
on Russian foreign policy. M. Sazonov often pursued
Balkan policies which by no means wholly harmonized with
those of Izvolski and still less with those of Poincare. In
the winter and spring of 1914, Russian policy can be more
accurately followed in his reports to the Tsar and in the

minutes of Russian Councils than in the self-important
despatches of the Russian Ambassador in Paris. Izvolski’s
influence on Russian policy has been exaggerated by Izvolski
himself and by writers who take him at his own valuation.
M. Poincare, to be sure, in his recent self-righteous memoirs,
goes much too far to the other extreme in attempting utterly

But there seems to be little doubt that
months of 1914 Izvolski’s influence was somewhat on the wane both in Paris and St. Petersburg. He

to discredit Izvolski.
in the early

28T Cj. Stieve, Itvolaki and tfce World War,
pp. 186S.; H. E. Burney
The Genesis of the World War, pp. IIOS., 138fE.; and note 299 below.
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was terribly alarmed by the rumor that he might be superseded by Kokovtsev.
M. Sazonov'a real views are well revealed in a long
report to the Tsar early in December, 1913.®*® In this he
summed up the general situation after the Balkan Wars,
and especially the danger to peace caused by the long failure
of Turkey and Greece to come to terms. In view of Turkey's

weakened

position,

solution of the

Sazonov concluded that the

Ottoman Empire was not

final dis-

far distant, that

the Powers were calculating the parts which they would
appropriate when the final partition took place, and that

all

Russia must therefore decide what attitude she would take
in the premises.

An

impartial reading of his report, which

is

top long to

shows that he did not desire to bring about
a European war. On the contrary, he repeatedly stated
that he wished to preserve the status quo as long as possible.
But the situation in the Balkans was very unstable. Russia could never permit the Straits to pass into the hands
of any other Power, as they had been in danger of doing
when the Bulgarians advanced to the outposts of Constantinople in 1912. Therefore he and the other Russian Minisquote in

ters

full,

must

in case of

concert plans of preparedness to seize the Straits,
European complications which he feared might

occur at any moment. Hence he requested the Tsar to
allow him to consult with the other Ministers on these
measures of preparedness:
our direct interest to strive for any
increases of territory whatever. All the needs of our internal development make the task of maintaining peace of
importance. However, while not abandoning this
first
principal and primary task, we cannot close our eyes to the
It

is

not at

all in

SfiSSazonov’s report of Nov. 23/Dec.

6,

1913; L.N., II, 363-372; Stieve,

Nov. 25/Dec. 8); summarized by Adamov,
pp. 70-75; approved by the Tsar at Livadia, Nov. 27/Deo. 10.
III, 374-383 (with the date,
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dangers of the international situation, dangers the prevendepend on us alone. That is why
we cannot neglect, any more than the other Powers, to

tion of which does not

raise the question of preserving in
interests, if events

armed

should

advance our

rights and

demand that we defend them

by

force.

Uncertainty as to the stability and longevity of Turkey
raises for us the historic question of the Straits, and a
weighing of their importance for us, both from a political
and an economic point of view. ... In case of a change
in the statics quo, Russia cannot permit a solution of the
question counter to her interests; in other words, she cannot,

under certain circumstances, remain a passive

of events.

.

,

At present the question
settled at

spectator

.

of safeguarding the Straits

bottom in a fairly satisfactory manner as

is

regards

our direct interests. Turkey is a State neither too strong
nor too weak unable to be a danger to us, but at the same
time obliged to give consideration to Russia, which is
stronger than she.
The very weakness' of the Ottoman

—

Empire, and its inability to regenerate itself on the basis
of law and civilization, have hitherto been to our advantage, creating among the peoples subjected to the Crescent
that aspiration to-ward Orthodox Russia, which is one of
the fundamental bases of our international position in the
East and in Europe.
Can we permit the transfer of the Straits into the full
possession of another State?
To put the question, is to
answer it in the negative. The Straits in the possession
of a strong State would mean that the economic developHe
ment of all South Russia would be subjected to it.
who possesses the Straits will not only hold the keys
of the Black Sea and the Mediterranean; he will have
also the key to the penetration of Asia Minor and the
hegemony of the Balkans; consequently, the State which
.

.

.

.

replaces

Turkey on the shores

ably aspire to follow
Turks.

th«-, paths

of the

Straits

wdll

.

.

prob-

followed formerly by the
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proposals for neutral-

and demilitarizing the Straits, Sazonov reiterated the
need of a detailed program of preparedness.] We must
study the measures which can be taken to increase our
military and naval strength in the Black Sea. What ought
the War and Navy Departments to do to accelerate
mobilization, by means of new railways and the developizing

ment

of our

means

Straits

demand

... Is it possible, or not,
army and navy in forcing the

of transport?

to determine the task of our

and seizing Constantinople,

circumstances should

if

it?

Returning to the political aspect of preparedness, one

must again repeat that an

early dissolution of Turkey could

not be desirable for us, and it is necessary to do everything
possible, through diplomacy, to postpone such an outcome.
[M. Sazonov then indicated the principal questions to

be discussed:

(1) the accelerated mobilization of an adequate expeditionary force; (2) the preparation of the lines
of communication necessary for this mobilization; (3) the
increase of the Black Sea Fleet so that it will surpass the
Turkish Fleet, and be able to force the Straits and occupy
them temporarily or permanently, if necessary; (4) the increase of naval transports; and (5) the construction of

strategic railways in the Caucasus.]

Renewing the wish expressed above

for the prolongation

as far as possible of the status gw,®*®

it is also

necessary

289Stieve, Izvolski and the World War, p. 189 5., quoting this parastatus quo" as well
graph, suppresses the important clause “Renewing
as other similar phrases, in which Sazonov expresses his desire to preserve
peace and the status quo. Having suppressed the words which do not fit
in with his theories, he says: “this passage is an admission of enormous
import,” and proceeds with the misleading and unwarranted conclusions:
“The kernel lies in the first [II clause, with the declaration that ‘the
question of the Straits can hardly be advanced a step except through
European complications^ [italics are Stieve’s]. . . The passage establishes
Sazonov’s conversion to the idea of world war. Thus at the end of 1913
the Russian Foreign Minister had, as regards the attainment of the
specifically Russian aims, completed that fateful change of course which
Poincare on behalf of France had resolutely made as long ago as the
end of 1912, When he was ready to attack Austria and Germany. ... It
waa this that sealed the doom of Europe,” etc. Barnes, p. 139, follows
.

.

.

.

.
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that the question of the Straits can hardly be
advanced a step excejit through European complications.
to repettf

These complications, to judge from present conditions, would
find us in alliance with France, and in a possible, but not
at

all

assured, alliance with England, or at least with her

as a benevolent neutral.

In the Balkans, in case of Euro-

pean complications, we could count on Serbia, and perhaps
.3®'’
on Rumania.
.

.

The Tsar approved Sazonov’s report, and the discussion
by various Ministers, as proposed, took place cn January
13, 1914. Sazonov also sent a copy of it to M. Grigorovitch,
the Naval Minister, who passed it on to the Admiralty
Staff for examination. The latter naturally endorsed very
heartily Sazonov’s proposal for strengthening the Black Sea

They urged that only by

means could Russia
make her voice heard in the concert of Europe and in dealings with Turkey, where Russia’s influence was already
sadly inadequate. The Admiralty Staff suggested several
Fleet.

this

measures for the immediate strengthening of the Black
Sea Fleet: speeding up the construction of vessels already
being built the purchase of Dreadnoughts abroad, and the
prevention of their purchase by Turkey; and the preparation of plans for the combined action of the Baltic and the
Black Sea Fleets against Turkey.*®^
;

On
made

the basis of these suggestions the

Naval Minister

a long report to the Tsar, endorsing Sazonov’s ideas:

The systematic and

successful prepar.itions of operations

of our fleet for the dominating conL:'il on the sea at the

Constantinople channel and in the waters of the Aegean and
Mediterranean adjacent to it demand careful and persistent
Stieve in suppressing passages in which Sazonov expresses his desire to
preserve peace and the status quo.
300 For the continuation of Sazonov’s report, concerning Rumania,
Serbia, and Austria, see above at note 222.
301 Report of the Admiralty Staff, Dec. 9/22, 1913; Zalther, “Konstantinopol i Prolivy,” in Krasnyi Arkhiv, VH,- 33 f
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work, not only by the Navy Department, but also by the
Ministry and some others, especially the Ministries
of Foreign Affairs, Commerce, Industry, and Finance. This
preparedness can be completed only in the course of some
years. Therefore the Navy De'partment wholly agrees with
the proposal of the Minister of Foreign Affairs (after the
termination of certain preparatory studies) about the necessity of holding a Special Council for the working out of
these guiding principles, which result from the idea approved by Your Majesty that Russia cannot allow any
Power whatever to establish itself on the Straits of the
Bosphorus and the Dardanelles; and that Russia must therefore be ready to take possession of the Straits, in case
great European complications should bring up the Eastern
Question for a final settlement.®®®

War

Meanwhile, on January

memorandum

1914, Sazonov drew up a
for circulation among the other Ministers to
5,

serve as a basis for discussion at the Special Council.

It

summarized the Liman von Sanders negotiations, and went
on to declare;

now be taken to provide for the posour demands by measures of
supporting
sible necessity of
compulsion.
4. The measures of compulsion on our part might take
the form of the occupation of some point in Asia Minor,
e.g. Trebizond or Bayazid, with a declaration that we
3.

Decisions must

should stay there until our demands were satisfied.
5. After it had been clearly established what measures
of compulsion we should be able to employ, a confidential
exchange of views on the subject must be set on foot with
the British and French Governments, since measures of
compulsion can, necessarily, only be undertaken after we
have ascertained whether we can count on corresponding
steps on the part of these

two Powers.

>02 Grigorovitch’s report, approved
1914; Krasnyi Arkhiv, VII, 35fiE.

by the Tsar Deo.

30, lOlS/Jan. 13;
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In the negotiations with the said Governments, the

6.

necessity for extremely cautious and unanimous action on
the part of the three Powers must be insisted on, in order,
if

possible, to prevent the conflict

as a European

must be made

war might

becoming more

acute,

At

the same time efforts
on our part to prepare France and Great
result.

Britain for the necessity of pursuing to the end an action

once begun in the common interests.
7. Should this point of view be accepted by all three
Powers and the negotiations in Berlin not lead to the desired result, an understanding must be arrived at as to an
ascending scale in the measures of compulsion:
(a) A rigid financial boycott of Turkey;
(b) Should this method fail to produce the required
effect, as in the case of the Adrianople question, the
three Powers might withdraw their representatives from
Constantinople;
(c) At the same time the Governments of Russia,
France, and Great Britain would acquaint the Porte

with the date fixed for the fulfilment of their demands,
after which the measures of compulsion might begin to
be put into force, with the warning that they would
not be withdrawn until the demands had been complied
with.

Should certain preparatory steps of a military nature,
such as reinforcements of troops in the Caucasus, be necessary to enable us promptly to put measures of compulsion
into effect, it would be desirable to keep these steps as
secret as possible. From the political point of view, however, it is clearly necessa-y that it shall be possible, after
issuing a threat, shou.o; that become necessary, to take
prompt steps to translate the threat into action.®®®
8.

This

memorandum

indicates clearly Sazonov’s desire, “if
prevent the conflict becoming more acute, as a
European war might result,” but at the same time his

possible, to

S 03 Pokravald,

War, 21»f.

Drei Konferenten, 32

f.;

Stiere,

Itvobki and the World
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determination to resort to “measures of compulsion” and
a threat of force as a bluff to secure a diplomatic victory,

and his readiness,

if

necessary, “to take

translate the threat into action”

prompt steps

to

—provided

he could feel
sure of British and French support. He told the Tsar on
January 9 that he believed a firm stand on Russia’s part
would probably have the desired effect on Germany and
Turkey, “but the risk of serious European complications
must undoubtedly be kept in view.” He was determined
that Russia must not accept the Liman von Sanders Mission
as a fait accompli, because “a yielding would be equivalent
to a political defeat and might have altogether ruinous
consequences.”
It would make Gernjany and her allies
more arrogant, and “in France and England there would be
strengthened the dangerous c' viction that Russia will
accept any conditions whatever for the sake of preserving
peace.
Once such convictions were strengthened in our
friend and our ally, the not very close solidarity of the
oken up, and each
Triple Entente Powers might be finally
of them would endeavor to seek security for its interests
by making agreements with the Powers of the opposing
camp.”
Sazonov feared particularly that England and Germany
might come to some separate solution of the Liman von
Sanders -affair by changing the status of Admiral Limpus,
and then Russia would be left alone to face Germany.
“Russia would be finally left in complete political isolation,
because it would hardly be possible to reckon separately
even upon Prance, who also, even without this [possible
Anglo-German agreement], is inclined to sacrifice great
political interests for the sake of the financial advantages
of a settlement.
If, however, the replies of France and
England [in regard to the use of measures of compulsion]
•

.

.

should be regarded as satisfactory, then, reserving all necessary strength a d caution for the complications necessity
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may demand,

it

would remain

interests to the end.”

for us to defend firmly our

****

That Sazonov should suspect England’s

loyalty to Rusnot altogether surprising.
But that he should also speak thus of France indicates what
a strong element of suspiciousness there was in his character,
especially in view of the fact that Izvolski had informed him
only a few days before that “Poincare, in the most decisive
that France
terms, confirmed Doumergue’s declaration
is firmly determined to act with us in this connection.
From Poincare’s words, I have been able to conclude that
the expressions of the declaration mentioned have been
most carefully weighed by him and his Ministers, and that,
in spite of France’s love of peace, these words express, with
full and deliberate intent, a quiet resolution not to with-

sian interests in the Balkans

is

.

.

.

draw, under existing circumstances, from those obligations
It was this
imposed upon her by her alliance with us.”
suspiciousness which led him to intercept and decipher from
time to time the despatches betw^een the French Governthe French Ambassador in St. Petersburg. It was
perhaps a realization of this suspiciousness which caused
M. Poincare so frequently to assure Russia that France
would support her; these assurances are probably to be
interpreted as efforts to strengthen the Franco-Russian
alliance and tighten up the Triple Entente, rather than as
incitements to bring about a European war by which I'rance

ment and

might recover Alsace-Lorraine.
On January 13, 1914, just as the Liman von Sanders
Affair was about to be given a satisfactory solution, the
30*Sazonov’s report to the Tsar, Dec. 27/Jan. 9; Adamov, pp. 62-64.
It is possible that Sazonov used this argument that Russia was in danger
of being politically isolated in order to persuade the peace-loving Tsar
to approve the discussion of plans for preparedness.
305 Izvolski to Sazonov, Dec. 23/Jan. 6; M.F.R., p. 686; SiebertSchreiner, p. 704; Stieve, IV, 17. Cf. also Izvolski to Sazonov, Dec. 17/30,
1913, and Jan. 2/15, 1914; M.F.R., pp. 478-481, 674; L.N., U, 218, 229;
Stieve. Ill, 437; IV, 25-28; Siebert-Schreiner, p. 697.

—

—

:
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SpccisJ. ConfcrcncCj which ]V^. Sazonov h^d proposed several
weeks earlier, finally met under the chairmanship of the
Premier and Minister of Finance, M. Kokovtsev. There
were present only the most important officials; the ^Ministers

War

(Sukhoinlinov), Navy (Grigorovitch), Foreign Af(Sazonov), the Chief of Staff (Zhilinski), and a couple
of recording secretaries from the Near East Division of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.®*" M. Sazonov reported that,
of

fairs

according to the latest news, General Liman was about to
be promoted to the highest rank in the Turkish army and

would therefore give up the command of the Army Corps
seemed good news, but the promotion was not yet an accomplished fact, and one should not
therefore be too optimistic.
General Sukhomlinov energetically expressed the opinion that Turkey ought to be persuaded to abandon the
German Military Mission altogether, and that all discussion
about modifying the terms of its activity was a subordinate
matter.
Sazonov replied that any advice given in Constantinople would bo without result unless accompanied by
measures of compulsion such as he had proposed.
M. Kokovtsev, however, wise, peace-loving, and conciliatory, wished to put the brakes on any hasty aggi-essive
action.
Before proceeding to discuss measures of compulsion, he begged to lay stress on two matters of primary
importance
in Constantinople; this

1.

The German Government

of the situation created

is

way out
In this con-

looking for a

by Russia’s demands.

nection the Berlin Cabinet points to the necessity, in the
interest of a satisfactory solution of the question, of Russia’s

avoidance of any categorical declaration, of the character
an ultimatum to Germany, as this might compel Ger-

of
aoe

The Minutes of this Conference of Deo. 31/Jan. 13 were pubby M. N. Pokrovski in Russian in 1919; in German in 1920 (Drei
Konferemen, pp. 32-45) ; and in English by Stieve, Izvolski and the World
lished

War, pp. 219-229.
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many to adhere still more firmly to her standpoint, since
regard must be had to the difficult position of the German
Government in the face of public opinion in its own country.
The

negotiations with the Berlin Cabinet, which have
going on for t\vo months, should be continued
until the Russian Government is convinced that it is im2.

now been

possible to attain in this

M. Kokovtsev

manner

the object indicated.

also pointed but that even the measures

of compulsion ought to be taken only “in closest association

with the other Powers of the Triple Entente. Before any
decision is come to, the Russian Government must know to
what extent it will receive the support of France, and
whether active participation by Great Britain in the pressure on the Porte can be relied on.”
M. Sazonov replied that he contemplated this, and
added;
“It seems still to be uncertain how far Great
Britain would be prepared for energetic action. As regards
France, the Russian Government can count on effectual
support to the uttermost limit, M. Delcasse has assured
the Minister, in the name of the French Foreign Minister,
that France would go as far as Russia may wish.”
M. Kokovtsev was of the opinion that any measures of
compulsion such as the occupation of Asia Minor territory
“would inevitably be followed by war with Germany, and
put the question: "Is war with Germany desirable, and
can Russia wage it?”
In reply, Sazonov agreed with
Kokovtsev “that in principle a war with Germany would be
undeshable;” as to whether Russia could wage it, Sazonov
“did not consider himself called upon to. decide this.” But
“the Minister of War and the Chief of Staff declared
categorically the complete readiness of Russia for a duel
with Germany, not to mention one with Austria. Such a
duel is, however, hardly likely those Powers would be much
more likely to have to deal with the Triple Entente.” This
categorical statement of the Russian militarists disposes of
;
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Ae argument that Russia did not
they did not think her
complete.

M. Kokovtsev,

want war in 1914 because
preparations were suflSciently

in opposition to all the others, again

an occupation of Trebizond or Bayazid would
inevitably lead to intervention by Germany. But Sazonov
thought this “would be a very effective measure, and might
deter Germany from intervening.” His views were shared
by the Ministers of War and Navy and by the Chief of
Staff.
“M. Kokovtsev, who considered that a war at the
present moment would be the greatest misfortune for Russia, expressed the opinion that it would be most undesirable
to entangle Russia in a European conflict
a view which
was shared by the other members of the Conference.”
M. Kokovtsev finally summed up the sense of the meeting to the effect that negotiations were to be continued at
Berlin to secure General Liman’s removal from the command of troops in Constantinople; if it became quite clear
that the negotiations would fail, measures of compulsion
might be applied, if the Entente Powers were in agreement;
but “Should Russia not be assured of the active participation of France and England in common steps with Russia,
it does not seem possible to adopt measures of compulsion
which might lead to a war with Germany.” It was to secure
the closer support of England, which was necessary to enable Russia to carry out her ambitions in the Near East,
which made Sazonov redouble his efforts in the spring of
1914 to get more definite and binding obligations from Sir
Edward Grey in the shape of an Anglo-Russian Naval Convention. Negotiations for this were soon begun, but had
insisted that

—

to be dropped

when news

of

them leaked

out.

From the minutes of this Special Conference one sees
clearly that Sazonov sided fuUy with the militarists in
being ready to adopt measures of compulsion to oust General
Liman from the command of the Turkish Corps

in Constan-
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While not desiring war with Germany and prehe was nevertheless quite ready
probably lead to war with
would
which
measures
adopt
to
sure
of the support of the Enwas
provided
he
Germany,
He was ready to use a threat of force, and “to
tente.

tinople.

ferring a diplomatic victory,

if the threat did not prove
This was his attitude in July,
1914, and it led to war. In January, 1914, it did not lead
to war, because Germany made timely conciliatory concessions in the Liman von Sanders Affair, and because il.
Kokovtsev used his influence to prevent any over-hasty

translate the threat into action,’’

to be an effective bluff.

provocative action on Russia’s part, like the occupation

of

Trebizond or Bayazid. This Conference reveals sharply the
contrast between Kokovtsev’s moderate, conciliatory, and
restraining influence on the one hand, and, on the other,
the dangerous policy of military pressure urged by Sazonov
and the military and naval oflBcials. Kokovtsev, as Minister
of Finance, looked at affairs more from a business man’s
point of view than from that of a politician. Like Count
Witte, he had an eye for economic, as well as purely political, considerations.
He was not blinded by the diplomatist’s shibboleths about Pan-Slav interests, Russia’s
“prestige,” and her “historic mission.” He kept in view the
probable catastrophic effects which a European War would

have upon Russia’s commerce, finance, and internal political structure. When he put bluntly the que'dion, “Is a war
with Germany desirable?” the other members of the Conference were forced to agree with him that it was not. It
was therefore an incalculable misfortune for Russia and the
world that, a few days after this Conference, M. Kokovtsev
followed Count Witte into political retirement, ami left the
field free to M. Sazonov and the Russian Pan-Slavs and
militarists.*®^
307

of the

for the intense nationalism of influential men like the President
Duma, see,>M. W. Rodzjanko, Erinnerungen (Berlin, 1926; Eng.

;
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M. Kokovtsev’s

retirement from the Premiership gave
a rumor that he might be appointed Eussian Ambassador at PariSj and that Izvolski would be transferred to
Rome or some other post. This threw Izvolski into a panic.
He abjectly besought Sazonov to prevent it:

rise to

A

transfer to

Rome would

involve

financial difiieulties, since every

penditures, and the salary at

me

in the greatest

moving causes great

Rome

ex-

40,000 francs less than
here. Dismissal through appointment to the Council of the
Empire on the other hand would be for me a direct catastrophe.

You know my

is

means are very limited,
son on his feet nor provided
for my daughter.
I am compelled to place especial value
on my oflSce. [If he lost it, he says, he would have tp seek
private employment with some bank.]
After nearly forty
years of diplomatic service, this would be very hard and
.

.

and that

I

.

have not yet put

personal

my

bitter for me.

Izvolski’s plea was effective.
A few days later he
thanked Sazonov effusively for having “prevented M. N.
Kokovtsev’s effort to sit himself in my seat.”
It is interesting to speculate on how the course of history might have been changed, if Kokovtsev had replaced
Izvolski at Paris, or if he had still been able as Premier
to exert a restraining influence at St. Petersburg in July,

The Reign of Raspulin, London, 1927), passim. How strongly
Russian diplomacy seems to have been influenced during the Liman von
Sanders Affair and the sjning of 1914 by the Grand Duke Nicholas, the
militarists, and the Pan-Slav Press (which Sazonov apparently often encouraged yet always feared), is indicated in the shrewd and carefully balanced observations of Pourtales, the German Ambassador in St. Petei-sburg
(GP., XXXVIII, 253 ff., 269 f., 293 ff.; XXXIX, 540-589, passim); Pourtales, however, was not an alarmist; in fact, after. July, 1914, he was
criticized for not having been sufficiently so. On this subject in general,
see also A. Fischel, Der Panslawismvs bis turn Weltkrieg (Stuttgart, 1919)
E. H. Wilcox, Russia's Ruin (New York, 1919); G. Frantz, Russlands
Eintritt in den Weltkrieg (Berlin, 1924), and Russland auf dem Wege zur
Kataslrophe (Berlin, 1926).
308 Izvolski to Sazonov, Jan. 30/Feb. 12, and Feb. 12/25, 1914; MJ'.B.,
4881; L.N., n. 238 f.; Stieve, IV, 62. 56.
trails.,
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With

1914.

and

his sweet reasonableness, his firm character,

his friendly personal relations with the Kaiser and the

Berlin authorities, he might have been able to prevent the
over-hasty steps which helped cause the World War. It

was Aussia’s misfortune that she discarded real statesmen
like Count Witte and ^I. Kokovtsev in favor of prestige
v.
diplomats like Izvolski and Saz'
Although the Liman von Sanae. Affair had been happily settled in January. 1914, M. Sazonov, freed from
Kokovtsev’s pacific influ.noe, continued his examination of
preparedness plans, and even took up again the discussion

of the aggressive project for a sudden seizure of the Straits
force, which had been seriously contemplated in 1896 and 1912, but in both cases postponed
because of lack of preparations.®®*
At another Special
Conference on February 21, 1914, presided over by himself,
and including military and naval experts and also M. Giers,
the active and aggressive Russian Ambassador at Constan-

by an armed landing

Sazonov called attention to his report of December
approved by the Tsar,

tinople,
5,

it was necessary- to proceed without delay to the preparation of a program, elaborated in eveiy direction, which

that

should aim at the assurance in our favor of the historic
question of the Straits.
[Though admitting that at the
moment political complications in the Balkans were not
likely,

Sazonov] expressed the firm contuction that should

events result in the Straits slipping from Turkey’s control,
Russia could not permit any other Power to establish itself

on

their shores.

Russia might thus be compelled to

seize

possession of them, in order then to secure in one shape or

another a state of things along the Bosphorus and the Dar-

The success of this
operation would depend in large degree on the rapidity

danelles corresponding to her interests.

with which
SOS

On

Zakher, in

it

was carried

out.

.

.

.

[He therefore asked

for

the 1896 project, see above, note 13; and on that of 191%
.snyi Arkhiv, VI, SO-61, with Admiralty Staff reports.
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a technical discussion of measures for expediting the mobiland transportation of a suflBciently strong landing

ization

force; the strengthening of the

be able, jointly with the landing

Black Sea Fleet, so as to
occupy the Straits;

force, to

and the construction of strategic railways in the Caucasus.]
[With reference to the possibility that Russia’s seizure
of the Straits might be opposed by Greece and Bulgaria,
Sazonov remarked that] in view of their historical enmity
and their present conflicting interests, there was a good deal
of reason to suppose that, if one of these States came out
as our enemy, the other would range itself on our side, so
Sazonov said that
that they would cripple one another.
it could not be assumed that our operations against the
Straits could take place without a general European war,
and that it was to be assumed that under such circumstances Serbia would direct all her forces against AustriaHungary.
The favorable turn in Rumanian policy
and public opinion, now to be observed, justified a certain
doubt whether, in the event of our being at war with Austria,
In the
Rumania would actually come out against us.
event of our coming into collision with the Triple Alliance,
Germany and Austria would send no troops towards the
Straits, and, at the worst, Italy might send landing parties,
though it would be dangerous for Italy to expose her frontiers to attack from France.®^®
.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

Thus, according to Sazonov, the diplomatic situation
seemed not unfavorable for landing an armed force to seize
the Straits, even though it might lead to a collision with
the Triple Alliance.

But General

Zhilinski, the Chief of

Staff, “expressed the conviction that the struggle for Constantinople would hardly be possible without a general

in which case the troops which it was proposed to send to seize the Straits would be needed on the
Western Front against Germany; success there would also

European war,”

Minutes of the Special Conference of Feb. 8/21, 1914; Pokrovski,
Drei Konferemen, p. 46 S.; Stieve, Isvolsky and the World War, p. 232 ff.
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mfinn Buccess in the question of the Straits. M. Giers sug>
gested that the troops for the landing expedition might be

taken from the Caucasus Front; but General Zhilinski and
General Danilov declared that this would be impracticable,

both because they would be needed in the Caucasus in case
of war with Turkey, and because, for technical reasons, they
could not be mobilized quickly. Both these military experts
were agreed that, with a battle proceeding or expected on
the Western Front, the diversion of considerable troops to
the Straits

must be regarded

as indefensible

and

impossible:

“The only good strategy is strong strategy. The war on our
Western Front would demand the utmost application of
all the forces of the State, and we could not dispense with
a single army corps to be left behind for special tasks. We
must direct our energies to ensuring success in the most
important theatre of war. With victory in this theatre,

we should

secure

favorable

decisions

in

all

secondary

questions.”

In spite of more optimistic arguments by the naval experts in favor of a landing expedition in the Straits, the
Chief of Staff seemed to express the general sense of the
Conference that such an expedition could only take place
during a crisis which would lead to a general European war
and that the troops for it would be needed on the Western
Front against Germany and Austria. Therefore no separate
landing expedition should be attempted for the present.
Nevertheless, everything should be done to prepare for
one.
Accordingly, after a long discussion of the technical
details involved, the

Conference decided to recommend to

311 Minutes of the Special Conference of Feb. 8/21, 1914; Pokrovski,
Drei Konjerenzen, p. 46 ff.; Stieve, Isvolakv ond the World War, p. 232 £1.
This strategic point of view, always urged on the Russians by the
French (cj. A. Zaiontchkoveki, ct al., Les Allies contre la Russie, Paris
1926), and embodied in General Danilov’s detailed plan of campaign
drawn up for the Russian General Staff in March, 1914 (printed by
Frantr, Ruaslands Eintritt in den Wellkrieg, pp. 112-162), was of course
the one actually put into operation four months later.
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the Tsar a series of preparatory measures. These included
increasing tlie strength and rapidity of mobilization of the
expeditionary landing army; the gathering and subsidizing
of adequate naval transports provided with sufficient collapsible horse-boxes and small boats for speedy embarkation and disembarkation; the increasing of the Black Sea

by a second squadron of most modern and powerful
if possible, by the purchase of ships abroad;
building
the
of more strategic railways in the Caucasus,
and
in order to speed up mobilization there, as a necessary part
Fleet

battle cruisers,

of "the measures required in preparation for our offensive

The minutes of this Special Conon the Bosphorus.”
ference were laid before the Tsar on April 5, and received
his entire approval.

The Duma

also voted 110 million rubles to carry out

the naval program for strengthening the Black Sea Fleet
during the years 1914-1917.®^® As only 25 millions of this
were to be spent in 1914, it w'ould appear that no immediate
expedition against Constantinople was intended unless
something should occur to threaten the status quo and
cause a general European w'ar.
From the minutes of this Special Conference it appears
that Sazonov contemplated the forcible seizure of the
Straits.
But the military experts regarded it as impracticable; they w'ished to reserve the troops for use in the main
All were
theatre of war against Germany and Austria.
agreed, however, that Russia could not allow the Straits
to fall into the hands of any other Power. Therefore the
fullest preparatory measures must be taken for a landing
expedition at the Straits in case European complications
should afford an opportunity. This was regarded as probable in the future, but not as immediately imminent.

313
51.

Pokrovski, pp. 65-67 ; Stieve, pp. 244-246.
vote of Mar. ]7/30^ 1914; Zakhei, in Kraanyi Arkhiv, VII,

Duma
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SUMMARY

We may now sum

up very

briefly tht.

main Balkan

IVoblems.

The origin of the trouble lay in the progressive decay of
the Ottoman Empire, which was no longer able to maintain
control over the Christian subject nationalities.

These had

become filled with a natural desire for political freedom
and national unity. But, owing to the events of past history, considerable sections of these peoples still lived under

Turkish or Hapsburg rule, and could not fulfil their nationalistic aspirations except by the further disintegration of
Turkey and the partial dismemberment of Austria. Hence
the Balkan Wars of 1876-78 and 1912-13. Hence also the
antagonism between Austria and Serbia, which grew steadily
more acute, because each had a vital interest at stake
Austria to preserve her very existence as a State, Serbia
to satisfy twentieth century ideals of political liberty and
national unity.

As Turkey declined in power, Russia and Austria
came increasingly jealous of each other’s influence in

be-

the

Balkans, Russia wishing to achieve her “historic mission,”
and Austria to prevent the danger threatening to her from
too great Slav power on her southern frontier. Bismarck

and the League of the Three Emperors, and later Russia’s
venture in the Far East, for many years prevented this
rivalry from disturbing the peace of Europe. But with the
ambitious aims of M. Izvolski and Count Aehrenthal the
rivalry became acute through the outcome of the Buchlau
Bargain.
Aehrenthal succeeded in annexing Bosnia and
Herzegovina, while Izvolski failed to open the Straits, because Austria had the support of Germany, but England
was unwilling to accept Izvolski’s one-sided proposal to open
the Straits to Russian warships but not to those of the other
Great Powers. Though the Annexation Crisis was settled
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without war, thanks to the solution proposed by Germany,
it increased the antagonism between Austria and Serbia on
the one hand, and between Austria and Russia on the other.
Henceforth Russia encouraged Serbia to prepare for the

when, aided by Russia, she could achieve a “Greater
Until Russia was ready, howSerbia was to wait.

future,

Serbia” at Austria’s expense.
ever,

Having made the Raeconigi Bargain with Italy, and
believing that he could count on the support of the Triple
Entente, Izvolski took advantage of the Tripolitan War
to make a third diplomatic effort to open the Straits by

means of the Charykov negotiations with Turkey. But
again he failed largol}- on account of lack of support from
France and direct opposition from England. Henceforth
he came to the conclusion that his aim could be achieved
only in connection with a general European war, and used
all his efforts to strengthen and tighten the Triple Entente
for this “inevitable” conflict.

Meanwhile MM. Ncratov, Hartwig, and Neldiudov had
used the unrest caused in the Balkans by the Tripolitan
War to help bring about the Balkan League, its nominal
purpose being the preservation of the status quo, but its
an encouragement to the Balkan
States to open w'ar on Turkey. Though the Great Powers,
especially England and Germany, managed to prevent
Europe from being involved in a general conflict, the Balkan
Wars resulted in a universal increase of suspicion, hatred,
intrigues, and uncertainty, not only among the Great
Powers who increased their armaments, but among the
Balkan States themselves, and especially in Austria and
practical effect being

Serbia.

Serbia, greatly embittered at her exclusion

by the

Powers from a political and economic outlet on the Adriatic,
had found some compensation in' hlacedonia. But this
involved Bulgaria’s deadly hatred. Serbia therefore tightened her relations with Greece and Rumania under Russian
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patronage, partly as a protection against Bulgarian revenge
and partly with a view to the future struggle as the “Pied-

mont” of the Balkans, against the hated Hapsburg rule.
Though M. Pashitch and the Serbian civil authorities did
not want or plan war in 1914, they tolerated an agitation
which contributed to a series of assassinatioiis which
culminated in the tragedy of Sarajevo. Austria meanwhile
became more and more alarmed at the dangers threatening
her very existence: the “Greater Serbia” agitation within
and without her frontiers, the “desertion” of Rumania, and
the closer ties wRich Russia was establishing with these two
countries whose nationalist aspirations could only be

satis-

through the dismemberment of Austria-Hungary.
UTiether Austria could have averted the danger from the
“Greater Serbia” and “Greater Rumania” irredentist agitation, by giving democratic and reasonably liberal rights to
her Slav and Rumanian subjects, or by some form of
“trialism,” is a hypothetical question to be touched upon

-fied

any rate she did not do so. Instead she chose to
see her salvation in a war in which Serbia would be reduced
in power by having to cede territory' to Bulgaria, Rumania,
and Albania. Several times Austria was ready to wage such
a war on Serbia, but was held back either by Germany, as
in July', 1913, or by concessions on the part of Serbia, as
in IMarch, 1909, and October, 1913.
But in July, 1914, as
will be seen later, Austria welcomed the opportunity for a
localized war on Serbia afforded by the assassination of the
Austrian Heir to the Throne.
My Sazonov, though caring little for the Serbs themselves, and leaving them in the lurch in crucial moments,
nevertheless encouraged and supported them at other times
as an outpost of Slavdom 4n the Balkans and as an asset in
a future war with Austria. Desiring peace, but fearing the
power and criticism of the Russian Pan-Slavs and militarists, M. Sazonov was anxious to fulfil Russia’s “historic
later; at
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Observing. Izvolski’s failures to open the Straits
peaceful
diplomatic means and his own failure to coerce
by

mission.”

Germany into an instant modification of General Liman’s
command at Constantinople, owing in each case chiefly to
Sir Edward Grey’s attitude, the Russian Foreign Minister
came to the conclusion that he could succeed in his Balkan
aims only as a result of “European complications.” While
Izvolski had attempted the more modest task of merely
opening the Straits to Russian warships, Sazonov wanted to
achieve the wider Pan-Slav “historic mission” of obtaining
possession of the Straits and controlling Constantinople. It
was because the Liman von Sanders Mission seemed to
lessen the likelihood of this that Sazonov was so alarmed by
it. Hence his proposal of “measures of compulsion” to force
Turkey to abandon it; these, however, were not put into
effect, owing to Germany’s thnely concessions and M.
Kokovtsev’s restraining influence. Hence also Sazonov’s
contemplation of a landing force to seize the Straits, which
the military experts declared M'as impracticable at the

mo-

for in case of European comDuring the spring of 1914, together with M. Izvolski and President Poincare, he worked
to tighten the bonds with England by negotiations for an
Anglo-Russian Naval Convention, in order that, when the
“inevitable” war broke out, the solidarity of the Triple
Entente should be more perfect than on former occasions.

ment but should be prepared

plications in the future.

Consequently, if a new crisis arose, Germany and Austria
would have to yield or fight a war in which the superior
forces w'ould be on the side of the Triple Entente. In July,
1914, with the restraining hand of Kokovtsev removed,
Sazonov believed that this Entente solidarity was virtually
assured, when the murder of the Archduke and the Austrian
ultimatum caused the “European complications” by means
of which he calculated that Russia could finallv achiAve her

—

“historic mission.”
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Turkey and the Balkan States were
rium.

in unstable equilib-

An inherent opposition of interests

necessarily caused

enmity between Greece and Turkey, between
Turkey and Russia, and between Austria and Serbia. But
Bulgaria and Rumania were pursuing opportunist policies,
and were ready to side with whichever group of the Great
Powers seemed likely to prove the stronger and offer the
greatest gains. No Power ever wants to yield on a matter
of prestige, but this Balkan situation made an additional

persistent

Germany nor

reason

why

neither France, Russia,

was at

first

willing to yield in the Austro-Serbian conflict

—

of July, 1914

Austria

might have a determining effect on the
and Rumania. For several years it had
been recognized that a strong Balkan bloc would have an
influence in a general European war almost equal to that of
a Great Power. Hence, in the spring of 1914. Russia was
seeking to win Rumania and build up such a bloc including Serbia and Greece, while Austria in turn was preparing
Such
to form a counter-bloc with Bulgaria and Turkey.
was the situation when the shots at Sarajevo precipitated
the Austro-Serbian conflict and caused a crisis involving
the prestige and power of the Triple Alliance and Triple
it

policy of Bulgaria

Entente.

The

writer of these lines does not believe that the World

"War was “inevitable.” But he is quite ready to admit that,
of all the major conflicts of interest which have been alleged
as making it “inevitable,” the B alkan problems were those
most nearly incapable of a peaceful solution.

APPENDIX

FIFTH TREATY OF THE TRIPLE ALLIANCE
BETWEEN AUSTRIA-HUNGARY, THE GERMAN
EMPIRE, AND ITALY
Vienna, December

5,

1912 *

Their Majesties the Emperor of Austria, King of Bohemia,
and Apostolic King of Hungary, the Emperor of Germany,
King of Prussia, and King of Italy, firmly resolved to assure
etc.,

to Their States the continuation of the benefits which the main-

tenance of the Triple Alliance guarantees to them, from the
view as well as from the monarchical and social

political point of

point of view, and wishing with this object to prolong the dura-

May 20, 1882, renewed a first
time by the Treaties of February 20, 1887, a second time by
the Treaty of May 6, 1891, and a third time by the Treaty of
tion of this Alliance, concluded on

June 28, 1902, have agreed upon the following Articles:
Article I. The High Contracting Parties mutually promise
peace and friendship, and will enter into no alliance or engagement directed against any one of their States.
They engage to proceed to an exchange of ideas on political
and economic questions of a general nature which may arise,
and they further promise one another mutual support within
the limits of their

own

interests.

In case Italy, without direct provocation on her
part, should be attacked by France for any reason whatsoever,
the two other Contracting Parties shall be bound to lend help
khd assistance with all their forces to the Party attacked.

Article

II.

* Pribram,

I, p.

101 (Amer. ed. I, p. 245).
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This saniR obligation shall devolve upon Italy in case ol
direct provocation by France against

any aggression without
Germany.

Abticle in. If one, or two, of the High Contracting Parties,
without direct provocation on their part, should chance to be
attacked and to be engaged in a war with two or more Great
Powers nonsignatory to the present Treaty, the casus foederis
will arise

simultaneously for

all

the High Contracting Parties.

Ahticle IV. In case a Great Power nonsignatory to the
present Treaty should threaten the security of tlie states of one
of the High Contracting Parties, and the threatened Party should
find itself forced on that account to make war against it, the
two others bind themselves to observe towards their Ally a
benevolent neutrality.

Each

of

them reserves

take part in the war,
cause with its Ally.

case, the right to

make common
Article V.

If the peace of

if

it

to itself, in

should see

this

fit,

to

one of the High Contracting

Parties should chance to be threatened under the circumstances

foreseen

by the preceding

High Contracting Parties
ample time as to the military
be taken with a view to eventual cooperation.
Articles, the

shall take counsel together in

measures to

Tliey engage, henceforth, in

all

cases of

common

tion in a war, to conclude neither armistice,

participa-

nor peace, nor

by common agreement among themselves.
Article VI. Germany and Italy, having in mind only the
maintenance, so far as possible, of the territorial status quo in
the Orient, engage to use their influence to forestall on the Otto-

treaty, except

man

coasts

and islands

in the Adriatic

and

tlie

Aegean Seas any

which might be injurious to one or the
other of the Powers signatory to the present Treaty. To this
end, they will communicate to one another all information of a

territorial modification

nature to enlighten each other mutually concerning their own
dispositions, as well as those of other

Powers.
Article VII. Austria-Hungary and Italy, having in mind
only the maintenance, so far as possible, of the territorial status
quo in the Orient, engage to use their influence to forestall any
territorial modification which might be injurious to one or the
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other of the Powers signatory to the present Treaty. To this
end, they shall communicate to one another all information of

a nature to enlighten each other mutually concerning their own
dispositions, as well as those of other Powers. However, if, in
the course of events, the maintenance of the status quo in the
regions of the Balkans or of the Ottoman coasts and islands in
the Adriatic and in the Aegean Sea should become impossible,
and if, whether in consequence of the action of a third Power
or otherwise, Austria-Hungary or Italy should find themseives
under the necessity of modifying it by a temporary or permanent occupation on their part, this occupation shall take place
only after a previous agreement between the two Powers, based
upon the principle of a reciprocal compensation for every advantage, territorial or other, which each of them might obtain, be-

yond the present status quo, and giving satisfaction to the
interests and well founded claims of the two Parties.
Article VIII. The stipulations of Articles VI and VII shall
apply in.no way to the Egyptian question, with regard to whicli
the High Contracting Parties preserve respectively their freedom
of action, regard being always paid to the principles upon which
the present Treaty rests.
Article IX. Germany and Italy engage to exert themselves
for the maintenance of the territorial status quo in the North
African regions on the Mediterranean, to wit, Cyrenaica,
Tripolitania, and Tunisia. The Representatives of the two
Powers in these regions shall be instructed to put themselves
into the closest intimacy of mutual communication and assistance.

a result of a mature examination of the
and Italy should both recognize that the

If unfortunately, as

situation,

Germany

maintenance of the status quo has become impossible, Germany
engages, after a formal and previous agreement, to support Italy
in any action in the form of occupation or other taking of
guaranty which the latter should undertake in these same regions
with a view to an interest of equilibrium and of legitimate
compensation.
It

is

understood that in such an eventuality the two Powers
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T^'ORLT

"AR

TTcijld seek to place themselves likevrise ;r. igTien^eiit with
Ergiand.
Aeticle X. If it were to bappec iha* Frar.?r- should make
a racve to extend her oceupaiicn, or eo-en her rrooeotcrate or her
Xcrh. African
sovereignty, under any form whatsoever, in

territories,

and

that, in

consequente there:;.

safeguard her position in the Mediterrarear.,
rr.'ust

I'.:..y,
s:.' '.'.u

herseli undertake action in the said Xor'

tories,

ir.

order

African

.

tc

;;cl tiiat she
terri-

or even have recourse to extreme measures in French

Europe, the state of war which wxul :i;e.-eby ensue
between Italy and France would constitute :;;o; facto, on the
demand of Ital}', and at the common charge of Germany and
Italy, the casiis foederis foreseen by Articles II and V of the
pre.-ent Treaty, as if such an eventuality were- expressly contemplated therein.
ABTicnE XT. If the fortunes of any war undertaken in common against France by the two Powers should lead Italy to
seek for territorial guaranties with respect to France for the
security of the frontiers of the Kingdom and of her maritime
position, as well as with a %dew to stability and to peace, Germany win present no obstacle thereto, and, if need be. and in a
measure compatible with circumstances, will apply herself to
facilitating the means of attaining such a purpose.
Article XII. The High Contracting Parties mutually promise secrecy as to the contents of the present Treaty.
Article XIII. The Signatory Powers reserve the right of
subsequently introducing, in the form of a Protocol and of a
territory’ in

i

common agreement, the modifications of which the
be demonstrated by circumstances.
Article XIV.

The present Treaty

shall

utility should

remain

in force for

the space of six years, dating from the expiration of the Treaty
now in force; but if it has not been denounced one year in ad-

vance by one or another of the High Contracting Parties, it
shall remain in force for the same duration of six more years.
Article XV. The ratifications of the present Treaty shall
be exchanged at Vienna within a period of a fortnight, or sooner
if

may
In

be.

witness whereof

the respective Plenipotentiaries have

THE
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their
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present Treaty and have affixed thereto the seal of

arms.

Done at Vienna, in triplicate, the fifth day of the month
December, one thousand nine hundred and twelve.
L. S.

Berchtold

L.S.

von Tschirschky
Avarna

I* Si

ot

'

;

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES
Mr. Gooch’s Recent Revelations of European Diplomaep,
I, 3, note 3.
(Loudon, 1927), are brought nearly up to date by supplementary volumes
(London, 1928, 1929).
I,

23.

Ex-President Poincare’s extraordinary capacity for historical

work in addition to

and his readiness to repl}' to
book: Les Responsabilites de la Guerre:
Quatoree Questions par Rene Gerin; Quatorze Reponses par Raymond
Poincare (Paris, 1930). M. Gerin propounded fourteen shrewd questions
to M. Poincare, begging him to answer them, and promising that, if he did
so, he, Gerin, would refrain from making any counter-replies. M. Poincare
accepted the challenge, and set forth his fourteen answers in some one
hundred and fifty pages. Though he contributes a little new information,
his material i-s for the most part drawn from his already published memoirs.
The weak points in his answers have been thoroughly dissected by G. von
Jagow, 'G. Frantz, A. von Wogerer, and M. Montgelas, in K8F, VIII,
601-665, 705-^^20, July, August 1930. Of. also the criticism o*' Poincare by
A. Bach, Poincare und der Kriegsavshruch, ISH (Berlin, 1929) and the
volume of Demartial qi'oted above,- p. 6.
all his political activities,

his critics, is illustrated in a little

;

During the past two years many writers have become increasI, 47-49.
ingly aware of the importance of the influence of the Press as one of the
causes of the World War, and have devoted monogntphs to various aspects
of the subject. Among the most important of the.se may be noted: G.
Arbouin, Les Nations d’aprcs leurs Joumawr: Petit Essai de Psychologie
de la Presse (Paris, 1917) ; I. Griining, Die russiscke bffentliche Meinung
und ihre Stellung zu den Grossmdchten 1878-1914 (Berlin, 1919) ; It.
Ibbeken, Das aussenpolitische Problem Stoat und Wirtschafl in der
“Ireniius” (pseud.
deutschen Rcichspolitik 1880-1914 (Schleswig, 1928)
August Stein), Es War Aiks Ganz Anders (2nd ed., Frankfurt, 1922); A.
Jux, Der Kriegsschrccken des Frithjahrs 1914 iu der europciischen Presse
(Berlin, 1929); S. M. von Propper, Was nicht in die Zeitung kam: Erinnerungen des Chefredakteurs der “Birschcwyja Wedomdsli" (Frankfurt,
t929) ; C. Schoen, Der “Vorwdris’’ und die Kriegserkldrung (Berlin, 1929)
V. Zimmermann, Die Englische Presse zum Avsbruch des Weltkrieges
(Charlottenburg, 1928) ; and in general, O. Groth, Die Zeitung (3 vols.,
Manheim, 1927-30), especially, II, 192-236. See also 'the present writer’s
brief account of the pre-war British and German Press in his review of
the gixth volume of the British Documents in Current History, Oct. 1930.
;

I, 80, note
(Munich, 1928)

^e

37.
;

See also

DreibundpoUtik, 1870-1896
L. Langer's excellent analyi^ of

Italicus, Ilaliens

the early pages of

W.

general European situation after 1878, T.he Fronco-Russian AVianee

S53

;
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(Cambridge, 1929). with an extensive bibliography; the thouahtful survey
Molden, “Da-s d®u:.'ch-5sterreich:.«che Biindnis uad der grossdeutsche
Gedanke,’’ in KSF. VIII, 312-323. .\pril 1930; and L, D. Steefels review
of recent Bismarck literature in the Journal oj Moderr. Hi-ilorj, II, 74-95,

of B.

March

1930.

note 36. Later on, to be sure, after England had become the
friend of France, the English Foreign Office was inclined to accept the
French assertion that the initiative in. the discu.=sion.s for intervention in
the Boer War had come from Germany and not from Prussia; B.D., III,
123.

I

411-12, 425-6, 432-3, 436-7;

and

especially VI, 2M-6.

the neeotiations for an .Anglo-German alliance at the
turn of the century, see: Lord Newton, Lord Lamdoune, A Biography
(N. y. and London, 19291. ch. vi. who concludes that '"The failure of the
negotiations in 1901 may be described as a turning-point in the history of
the world, and will doubtless, provide a siibject of endless speculation as

On

129-141.

I,

what would have occurred had they ended favorably: but one thing
and that is that William II. would have been almost intolerable
as an ally” fp. 20S)
Wiliy Becker. Fiifst Biilow und England [Greifswald,
1929.', who lays the blame for failure on Billow and Holstein (cf. the review by W. Fraueedienst in KSF, VIII, 532-9, June 1930;
G. Ritter,
Die Legf.Tide von der verschmahten englischen Freundsekait (Freiburg,
the review of both Meineeke and Ritter by 0. Becker, in the
1929}
Dc’jliche Literal urzeitung, 1929, Heft 19, p. 903 ff. and the article of G.
RolofI, “Die Bundmsverhandluneen zwischen Deutschland und England,
to
is

certain,

;

;

;

I39S-150I,” in

KSF, VH,

Oa

1167-1222, Dec., 1929.

Anglo-French Entente of 1904 and the First
documents from the British side are
given in B D.. II and III, “The Anglo-Japanese ALiiaace and the FrancoEritish Entente” and “The Testing of the Entente, 1904-06 (London,
Excellent accounts are to be found in. Lord Newton’s Lord
1927-2S/.
Lanadoumfi (N, Y. and London, 1929), chs. x, xiv, and p. 4SS; in Mr.
Haroid Nicolson's life of his father, Lord Carv.ock (London, 1930), chs.
vi, vii
and especially in the detailed and scholarly volume of Mr. Eugene
152-192.

I,

Morocco

the

Crisis of 1903-C6, the full

;

H-i.

Anderson, The First Aforoccari Crisis, 1904-1906 (Chicago, 1930).

I, ISl.
For an interesting account of the Dogger Bank .Affair, by
one who was behind the scenes and perceived Delcasse’s effort to turn
the affair into a stepping-stone for an Anglo-French-Russian Triple Entente, see Baron Taube, La Politique Russe (Favant-Guerre (Paris, 1928),
pp. 1-43; and for the documents on the British side of the affair, BD.,

rV', 5-41.
I,

209

f.

What

is

said at this point of Sir

Edward Grey’s

reasons for

and inform the Cabinet concerning the Anglo-French
military “conversations” and for his preferring them to any other more
definite or written agreement seems to be confirmed by an interesting
Memorandum of a Permanent Under-Secretary, Sir T. H. Sanderson. In

failing to consult

Memorandum of Feb. 2, 1906, giving a summary of & conversation
which he had just had with M. Paul Cambon concerning the Grey-Cambon
‘‘conven-ations,” Sanderson said unofficially and privately to Cambon:
^

.
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my

place, ia the course of
experience, which was a pretty
long one, I knew of no instance of any secret Agreement by the British
Government which pledged thein further than that if a certain policy agreed
upon with another Power were in any way menaced, the two Powers should
consult as to the course to be taken. That I thought was the limit to which
the Government could properly bind itself without in some way making
Parliament aware of the obligations that it was incurring.

In the

first

Secondly,

it

was a maxim which had been impressed upon me by

several statesmen of great eminence that it was not wise to bring before
a Cabinet the question of a course to be pursued in hypothetical cases
which had not arisen.
discussion on the subject invariably gave rise to
divergences of opinion on questions of principle, whereas in a concrete
case unanimity would very likely be secured. [And Grey here noted on the
margin: “I am glad this point was so well pointed out to M. Cambon.”]
M. Cambon observed that this view was a perfectly just one.

A

Thirdly, I told him that I thought that if the Cabinet were to give a
pledge which would morally bind the country to go to war in certain circumstances, and were not to mention this pledge to Parliament, and if at
the expiration of some months the country suddenly found itself pledged to
war in consequence of this assurance, the case would be one which would
justify impeachment, and which might even result in that coiu^ unless at
the time the feeling of the country were very strongly in favor of the
tourse to which the Government was pledged (B.D., III, 184 f.)

The Anglo-Belgian military conversations began on Jan. 18,
instructions from General Grierson, between the English Military Attache, Col. Barnardiston, and the Belgian Chief of Staff, General
Ducame. They had the express sanction of the Foreign Ministers of both
countries, as well as of the military authorities. They quickly led to an
agreement for the landing of 100,000 British troops on the continent for
the defense of Belgium (c/. B.D., III, 186-203; and Carl Hosse, Die entjlkchI,

1906,

213.

upon

belgischen Atifmarschpldne gegen Deutschland vor dem WeUkrieg, Vienna,
1930; Hosse prints for the first time interesting details of the technical
railway schedules worked out for the British; he uses photographs of Belgian documents which were taken by the Germans during the war, but restored after the Treaty of Versailles). General Wilson, who succeeded
General Grierson as Chief of Military Operations in August, 1910, arranged
with Belgium and France for the rapid transport of 160,000 British, who
were to take a position on the French left wring. In 1912 tlipic were some
doubts for a while about Belgium's readiness to cooperate with the French
and, British (.of. D.D.F., 3e Serie, I, No. 522), and the British Foreign
Office, in spite of its obligation to observe Belgian neutrality, appears to
have considered the question of marching British troops into the little
country, without invitation and even against Belgium’s consent, “in order
to meet the approach of German troops on the other side” (Harold Nicolson. Lord Carnock, London, 1930, p. 399). In 1913 Belgium increased her
army and was again ready to enter into close military relations with the

French and British at the outbreak of the war. For a good summary ol
the Anglo-Belgian military conversations, see A. Bach, “Die ‘conventions
anglo-belges’ im Lichte neuer Dokumento,” in KSF, VUI, 547-680, June.
1930.
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214'222.

now be

The negotiations for tbe Angdo-Eussis.L
followed in great detajl in ihe four.i

of 1907

me

“Tlit Angio-E-iissian Rap-ro'.L” o;
tnem j\ appears 'Jasl as ear":" a; I* o'^ea-'-'er.
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wae o'.vini’ apparentiy mnrss to the eagerness an.; .nreje'-re o: tne Er.tish,
.•nthsa' th'sn the R'aaaan. Fore.gn Oinc-e. is amn'.'.' oonn.-nt't .n th-; reoent
B.-itt-h dofuj-nenis 'of. ’B,D.. IV, 153. 'l%S
IME.. 232 KT. iX. alOEi.
A del.Kntfu] and a'uihcrttattve aoco'nnt of the ionc negottat.;.-.; -M.titb led
to v.hat tame to be knca-n as the "Triple Entcnt-a” is to he ft'and in Mr.
Haroid N'tooLson'a Lord Csrrioc.k fLondon,
cns. v.,; ;x h-:- note? fp.
3fJ5, that his father, Siir .Arth'jr Nicolson, who c-ond
the negttiations
.

:

'j

in .St. PeterreBt.'-g, waj .’t;-qui't*d by .Sir Edward Gr.;y to dh.otnttn'g-s his
hah;t of using "in off.c.ai tei-egrams and despatehc? the expresston ':rp;e
ec’ent*' 'a'hen referring to the .'oint action o: Encinr.d. Franre and Rnsffia.
T.he e.tpre'S-ion is one whioh is no doubt convc-ntent. but if it appea.'ed
in a Earhacientar}' llluebook it would be aas'-med to have some ipefia!
ofSci'il

meaning and might

p.'-ov'oke

inconvenient

comment

or ino'uiry.’'

The

Eritieh Gove.-nment's rrdden change of attifude in .April,
1W>3. in rerneing to riarticipate in the construction of the Bagdad Railway,
I;

229

by Willy Becker, F'xnt B'udo'js itrul Englaud tGr-iii-.vald, 1929),
now policy of an entente with France. B'lt th-'r mater.al
ill
th.. Britieh documents, private information
in my possession, and
Lord Newton's Lord L/aijidowne (X. Y. and London, 19'2&,i, p. 2d3 i.. sec-ia
to co.'jfirm my statement that it 'was the outcry in the British Press and
Parliament which caused the British Government, against Landown-r-’s own
bett/;r judgment, to make the volte-face and to refuse British participation
Po.V5ibly also underground Ru-ssian influence.? were at -work against British
participation, for Riussia worked persistently to block or delay the construction of the Bagdad Railway.

is a-/.Tjrjed

to

I>i;,^''Jo'.'.rie’;-;

For the detail.? of later Brit.hh ob.struction to t'ne building
Bagdad Railway during the years IsDs-lO, so long as Germany
did not consent to Grey's conditions that the negotiations must be
d fitj/i're (that is, include also Pkigland’s friends, Russia and France) and
that Turkey ought not to be burdened with further kilometric guarantees,
tee ti;e documents in BJJ., VI, 91-105, 325-433. The British insistence on
negotiation.? d qualre was partly owing to the expectation of being able
to get a better bargain from Germany, and partly out of political deference to Russia; but Russia showed small gratitude for this deference when
.^he r.oaoe a separate bargain without England in the Potsdam Agreements.
Be.d'J's ijn-venting the Germans from getting Turkish money for the construction of the Bagdad Railway by refusing British consent to aa increase of the Turkish customs, (cf. BJ>., V, 168 S., 199, 208 f., 502; and
I.

of

tije

230-232.
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VI, 325-433 passim), other British suggestions for thwarting the Germans
were rival railways an Anglo-Russian line from the Persian Gulf through
Persia toward Russia, which “would completely crowd out the Bagdad
Railway” and “reduce it to a purely local railway” (B.D., VI, 359) ; and a
British line from Bagdad and the Persian Gulf by way of the Euphrates
Valley to Damascus and the Mediterranean; a concession for this was
demanded from Turkey (ibid., 371 £F.).
:

For British fears and suspicions in regard to the Gerand 1908, with summaries of the German Press, and
with long reports from the British Naval Attache in Berlin concerning
I,

237, note 20.
in 1907

man navy

German navy,

see the full details now available in B.D., VI, 1-226.
review of these aocuments, so far as concerns the mischievous
influence of the German and British Press, may be found in the present
writer’s article in Current History for Oct., 1930.
Many English officials even believed that Germany was secretly making
plans for the invasion of England. One of the most suspicious of these
o£5cials was Sir Eyre Crowe. As Senior Clerk in the Foreign Oflice it
fell to him to write the first long comments on the despatches as they came
in from Germany's diplomatic representatives abroad. Inevitably his hostile dissection of the reports from Germany greatly influenced Sir Edward
Grey and the other officials who next read them, and who generally
endorsed with brief comments Crowe’s long criticisms. Crowe, whose
mother and wife were both German, appears to have been accepted as an
infallible authority on Germany. But unfortunately he was prone to accept
baseless gossip as gospel truth. For instance, he cites in 1908 three alleged
circumstances as evidence that Germany was making plans for the invasion
of England.
(1) “So great an authority as Moltkc regarded the invasion
of England as practic-able. It is certain that the Great General Staff at
Berlin is of the same opinion.” (2) “It is only 2 or 3 years ago [in reality
seven years earlier, in 1901] that Baron von Edelsheim then a captain of
that Staff published, with the authorization of his chief, a pamphlet dealing in detail with the measures to be taken for that purpose.” (3) “Some
2 or 3 years ago, I think, the Emperor with his own hand made a number
of blue pencil corrections or alterations in the designs of 2 new liners
[of the Hamburg-American Line], then about to be built, because His
Majesty maintained that the designs as submitted to him would not permit
of these ships taking their allotted part in the transport of 2 divisions to
England” (B.D., VI, 117). The statements in regard to Moltke, the
General Staff, and the Emperor are untrue; and Edelsheim was dismissed
from the General Staff because he had published his pamphlet without the
approval of his chief. General von Schlieffen, and because the views expressed in it were in contradiction with those of the General Staff. Something has been said above of the malign influence of Herr von Holstein
in the Wilhelmstrasse that of Sir Eyre Crowe in Downing Street deserves

the

A

brief

;

further attention.
I, 256-264.
For the impressions of Sir Edward Goschen,^ the British
Ambassador in Berlin, in regard to Billow’s resignation, and in regard to
his successor, Bethmann-Hollweg, and Kiderlen-Wachter, see B JI., VI, 276 S.
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I, 291.
The close relations between the English ami French military
authorities during the Agadir Crisis are reflected in the ciinfidcntial report
of Aug. 24, 1911, of ihe British Military .^ttiiciid in P.u 5, Colonel Fairholme, of his conr ersation with General Joffre:

General Joffre said that he and his Staff have been,
still arc har;\
l
settling the details of their plans of campaign, which, ho .stated,
will be ready in every particular in a few days’ tiinc.
The General went on to discuss the strategical pioi.l'm.
T'ne one unknown factor is whether the Genr. tti-- la' an to come through
Belgium or not. "I wish I knew that," ho ubs'-rv-'d. ‘'...tiJ I wish I knew
"...
that they intend doing ‘^o; it would be better for
The new Chief attaches the veiy greatest, imj/on.iiie.' to the co-operation of a British expeditionary force, which coiit’entrafing .somewhere
between Douai and Cambrai, and falling on the r.-clit flank of the German
advance, might produce great, and even Jecl-ivi.-. re.siiltrf. But it would
have to be sent early in the day; its inten’enlion, for instanci;. on the 18th
day of the French mobilization, might not prove .a bit too .soon.
“In any caj-e,” he said, "Germany must pour v large force into .A.l.saceLorraine, as, if they allowed us to gain a footing there, the populations
of both provinces would rise. T'fvis u'c know /«r •. -lirin. .\nd then every
possible difficulty would be created for their tran.sport, etc." ...
I gathered that, if the Germans should advance in Pircc rin Belgium,
the French plan would be to hold them in chock on that flank, and to
attack vigorously on .M.sace and Lorraine. ...
On my mentioning Italy, the General said very positively. “Italy will
make no move. Her inlcrc.sts lie on our sid.*, not on that of Germany
and Austria.” (BX)., VI, 643 f.)
.r'.i

at

work

:i.-

.

.

.

Harold Nioolson, in the life of his fath^'r (.Lord Caruock, p. 316 ff.)
indicates that British preparations for war in the lain summer of 1911
were far more advanced than was realized by British public t.idnion, and
that the state of “war preiiarednicss" was not relaxed tnilil September 22,
on receipt of news from Berlin that Kiderlen-Wiichter was weakening.
I, 293-299.
For English comments on the Daily Tehyraph affair, see
BJD., VI, 201-226; and for the English side of the long but futile negotiations for some kind of an agiccmeni to lessen the growing tension over
Anglo-German naval rivalry during the years 1909-12, ibid.. 22r-334, 434665.
The official attitude of the members of the British Foreign Office

on them may be well summed up in their “Minutes” on a telegram
from Sir Edward Goscheit, the Briti.sh Ambassador in Berlin, to Sir Edward
Grey on May 9, 1911 (ibid, 622 f.):

MINUTES.
at last confess what we suspected from
the outset to be the case; they have definitely withdrawn from their
promise to submit proposals for a reduction of armaments, on the ground
that they consider any such scheme impossible. In view of the repeated
public utterances of high German officials, including successive Chancellors,
and of the Emperor himself, it is clear that they never did believe that they
could put forward such proposals. Their .statement to the contrary was
used, as was pointed out here at the time, for the purpose of leading HEis]
MEajesty’s] Glovemment] on to the conclusion of a general Anglo-German
agreement, such as they Imew Great Britain was unwilling even to discuss.

The German government now
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pne some considerable way in gaining their point. They have
induced H[is] Mlajesty’s] G[ovemment] in the first instance to abandon
their original attitude which was that no discussion of a reduction of
armaments was of any use if the existing German naval programme was
to be carried out in its integrity. The Chancellor on the contrary explained
that any negotiation would have to start from the basis of the actual
completion of that programme. We abandoned our position, and continued the discussion.
Germany insisted that before a naval understanding could be thought
of, there must be a general .\nglo-German agreement of a political nature,
which would preclude the po.si5ibility of war between the two countries in
any circumstances. The essential feature of such an agreement was that
not only would the two countries refrain from ever attacking the other,
but they would undertake each to remain neutral in any war in which
the other was engaged. The object of this clearly is to allow Germ,Tny
to deal with other Powers, such as France and Russia, without any fear
They have

of British intervention. .
With the view of assuring the success of this negotiation, the German
^vemment, being always farsighted in these matters, have for a considerable time carefully laid their plans for, leading H[is] Mfajesty’s]
Gfovemment] further on in the same road. The means employed have
been those placed at their disposal by the organization of their press
bureau, the direct and indirect influence they exercise over the British
press, and personal connection, through the Berlin Foreign Office, and
through the German ambassador in London, with the leaders of the socalled “pacifist” propaganda in this coimtry. By these means the German
gov[emmen]t have encouraged, if not created, over hero an agitation to
which nothing in practice corresponds in Germany in favour of an AngloGerman understanding as such, of the exact purport of which its promoters
and supporters have not the shadowiest notion.
Finally, in order to put still further pressure on H[is1 Mtajesty’s]
Gfovemmentl, they have so pLiyed their cards that, if the negotiations
come to nothing, they will be able to say, and they will say it loudly
and have it re-echoed throughout Europe that it is all the fault of H[is]
.

.

—

—

—

—

Mfajesty’s] Gfovemmentl. ...
We are fast drifting back into the position which was summarized in
the memorandum of JanluaiyJ 1st, 1907. [Cf. B.D., III, 397-420, App- A.]
Now again, as on former occasions, the German gov[eminen]t after a
period of much unfriendliness on their part, come to woo us with assurances
that if we will only do what they wish, it will lead to peace, the eud of all
This
friction, and the definite e.stabli^ment of Anglo-Gcrwan friendship.
time, if we fall into the same trap, the consequences will be still more
serious than before.
Wc shall have to reckon not only with renewed
German unfriendliness, and further German demands, passed by the added
might of a strengthened Germany, but we run the imminent risk of prac.
tically breaking up the entente with France and Russia.
E. A. Clrowe, Senior Clerk, Foreign Office],
.

.

The “tempo of construction” proposal has turned out as shadowy as
was expected.
Whatever unfavourable comment our failure to conclude an Agreement
may expose us to, an agreement which leaves the naval question unsettled
would, I believe,

command still less support.
W. L[angley, Assistant Under-Secretary

of State].

Eyre Crowe’s minute is an admirable summary' of what has pa^d
and merits the most careful consideration. I entirely agree with his views
Sir
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am also of his opinion that the object of the German Gov[emmenlt
to lay on one side the naval agreement and lead us into “a general understanding.’’ We have hitherto resisted, and rightly resisted, going further
with Germany as regards ah understanding than we have done with France
and Russia. I trust that we shall firmly maintain this attitude. ... A,
N[icolson, Permanent under-Secretary of State].
It would be well to have the papers put together, which give the history
of the question and will bring out the points of Sir E. Crowe's minute. I
remember one occasion on which Count Mettemich reproached us because
the Prime Minister had stated' in Parliament that there could be no question of Germany altering her naval law and had thereby ignored the ofler
to reduce the "tempo.” 1 am sure I recorded this conversation and it
should be included in the collection of papers. [Cf. B.D., VI, 486-7].
The last decision of the Gov[emmen]t was that an agreement under
which Germany undertook not to increase her naval programme might be
worth consideration. From the point of view of naval exjicnditure the
German reply is most unsatisfactory. On the other hand the last paragraph apparently makes it easier for us to avoid being entangled in separate
political negotiations with Germany to which other Powers are not parties.
must wait for the full text, which I will circulate to the Cabinet

and
is

We

when

received.

E. G[rey, Secretary' of State].
I, 299-312.
On the Haldane Mission itself, see B.D., VI, 666-761. The
“Minutes” quoted above help to explain why it was foredoomed to

failure.
I, 317-8.
Volume VII of Brilish Documenls, which will deal with
Anglo-French relations during the Agadir Crisis and the Haldane Mission,
has not yet (J.une, 1930) been published. But Volume VI, covering AngloGerman naval and political negotiations from 1907 to 1912, confirms my
view of the dubiousness of Izvolski’s allegation that Poincare’s intervention
prevented the success of the Haldane Mission. Long before Poincare
became Prime Minister, it is perfectly clear from numerous letters and
“Minutes” that Grey, Nicolson, and Crowe were determined to make no
“political understanding” or peutrality agreement with Germany which
would in any way limit England’s freedom to aid France. As Sir Arthu'i’
Nicolson wrote to Lord Hardinge on April 19, 1911:
I sincerely hope- that we shall keep clear of any understanding which
would tie our hands in any way, or which would in the slightest degree
affect our understanding with France and Russia.
I hope that our Government now fully realize that the aim of Germany in these negotiations
is to smash up, as far as she is able to do, the Triple Entente and that
her chief object is to isolate France as much as possil^le (B.D., VI, 621).
After the failure of the Haldane Mission, Nicolson wrote to Goschen:
“I need hardly tell you that I feel great relief at the idea that the Formula
question is in process of interment; it has always been my dream to be
on cordial relations with .Germany without any definite political understanding, and if, as I hope, the recent conversations have that result no
one will b& more pleased than I” (B.D., VI, 750). And Grey summed
up the Foreign Office view tersely to Nicolson “Although wc cannot bind
ourselves under all circumstances to go to war with France against Gerr
many, we shall also certainly not bind ourselves* to Germany not to assist
France” (BD.. VI, 751).
:
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Although Grey was meticulous in keeping the Prendi fully informed
of all the negotiations, the French were nevertheless a little nervous (ef
BU.. VI, 664, 669 f.. 675, 687 f., 690 f., 726 £f.). This nervousness of the
French naturally con&rmed Grey in his determination not to make any
agreement with Germany which might increase French nervousness.

Mr. Harold Nicolson, in the recent life of his father, draws
interesting contrast between the attitude of Sir Arthur Nicolson
that of Sir Edward Grey in regard to the Entente with France (.Lord

I,

319-20.

a very

and
Camock,

He

p.

330 B.;

cf.

also B.D., VI, 739, 747-751).

He

says:

Arthur Nicolson] desired, above all, that the solidarity of the
Triple Entente should be patent and proclaimed. He regarded the existing arrangements with France and Russia as assessing all the disadvantages, and none of the benefits, of an alliance. He feared that the Ententes
were sufficiently binding to encourage people in St. Petersburg and Paris,
but not sufficiently binding to discourage people in Berlin. He considered
that in this vital matter the indolent British indulgence in half-measures
was not only dangerous but unfair. Unfair to Germany: unfair to France
and Russia: unfair, above all, to British public opinion. He urged Sir
Edward Grey, in season and out of season, to make it clear to the world
exactly where we stood.
The Secretary of State, somewhat naturally, was annoyed by this
persistence. It is always irritating for a gentleman in a false position to
And from 1906
lie assured by other gentlemen that his position is false.
onwards Sir Edward Grey’s position had been very illogical indeed. His
ignorance of Continental psychology had tempted him in the early days
of his office to under-estimate the importance which would be attached
abroad to “converaations" between Gleneral Staffs. His expert knowledge
of Ministerial and Parliamentary psychology convinced him, on the other
hand, that, once these conversations had been taken seriously by the
foreigners, the Cabinet would be extremely, annoyed at not having been
informed at the time. ... In wishing to come into the open, to show the
[Sir

solidarity

and

reliability of the Entente, Nicolson desired solely to avert

Whereas Grey’s apprehensions were disturbed by his
simultaneous desire to avert a Parliamentary crisis.
a European war.

I, 342, ngte 232.
See also Graf Waldersee, "Von Deutschlands militkrpolitischen Beziehungen zu Italian,’’ in KSF, VII, 636-664, July, 1929.
I, 350.
periority in

The

reference to the

myth

of Germany’s overwhelming su-

numbers refers of course to the total forces available in
Germany, and in France and Belgium at the beginning of the war, and not
to the forces actually present in northeast France and Belgium at the
moment of the German invasion. Germany had a great military adyant
tage during the first weeks of the war owing to the fact that the French
deployed their main forces eastward between Mezieres and Belfort instead of northeast to stop a German .sweep through Belgium, either
because they did not feel sure that the Germans would come through
Belgium rapidly, or because of diplomatic policy the fear that a PVench
deployment toward Belgium might look like a threat to Belgian neutrality or because of the political and strategic hope of occupying quickly

—

—

Alsace

and Lorraine and so being
dose of a short war.

tiations at the

booti potsidetUos in the peace negn*
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357, note 6. On the assassination of King Alexander in 1903, seo
D. A. Loncharevich, Jugoslamens Enlstehung (Vienna, 1929), pp.
318-323; and, for the hesitation of the Great Powers as to whether t'ey
should show their abhorrence of the crime by withdrawing their minists's
from Belgrade, BJ)., V, 124-148.
I,

also

For the details on Austria’s economic intimidawon
I, 360, note 9.
of Serbia, see B.D., V. 14S-167; and Joseph N. Baemreithcr, Fragments o
a Political Diary, (edited and introduced by Joseph Redlich, London
1930), chs. i-v, passim.
In connection with the negotiations
I, 367, note 20; 369, note 21.
for the Anglo-Russian- Agreement of 1907 the question of the Straits was

mentioned (B.D., TV, 254-5, 272, 279-2S4, 2S6-7, 289-291,
contradiction between the statements of Sir
Edward Grey and Izvolski on the one hand, and the contemporary evidence
cited in note 20 on the other, is explained by the fact that, though the.
Straits were considerably discussed, they were not made the subject of
formal negotiations for inclusion in the Agreement of 1007. On March
15, 1907, Grey said to Benokendorff, the Russian Ambassador in London:

several times
293-6, 414).

The apparent

“I had felt all through these negotiations that good relations with
Russia meant that our old policy of closing the Straits against her, and
throwing our weight against her at any conference of the Powers, must he
abandoned. It was this old policy which, in my opinion, had been the root
of the difficulties between the two countries for two generations. And, for
us and Rusia to settle our difficulties in Asia, and then to find ourselves
afterwards in opposition on some other important matter, would be to undo
the good which would be done by the present negotiations as to -Asiatic
frontiers.
I felt,

however, that it would be difficult for us to put anything concerning the Straits in the form of an engagement, and it would be necessary
for me to speak to the Prime Minister before I could say anything very
definite" (BD., IV, 280).

Four days later, in writing to Sir Arthur Nicolson at St. Petersburg,
Grey pointed out some of the difficulties in acceding to Russian desires
about the Straits. But Izvolski appears to have overlooked the difficulties
and to have jumped eagerly at Grey’s statement that the old policy of
closing the Straits against Russia would have to be abandoned. Nicolson
reported a few days later;

“M. Izvolski said that the conversation [reported from London! constituted to .his mind a great evolution in the relations of the two countries,
and that though the matter was one which would have to be most carefully
considered from all points of view, especially as -to the method and moment
of advancing further in the question, still he was highly gratified with the
tone and tenor of yooir remarks.
I have rarely seen M. Izvolski so
contented and satisfied" (B.D., IV, 281-2).

...

And two days

later, in a private letter to Grey, Nicolson repeated:
beaming with pleasure over the report which Poklewsky
brought to him of your communication to Count Benokendorff in regard to
the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles. He quite grasped the sense of your

"M.

Izvolski

is

.
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observations and will study the question thoroughly before making an
overture; but the fact that the British Government are willing to discuss
the question is, he considers, and as he expressed it, a great evolution in
our relations and a historical event” (B.D., FV, 283-4). The importance of
these conversations lies in the optimism with which Izvolski. felt encouraged to proceed to the Buchlau negotiations (without informing England
beforehand), and in the pessimistic despair with which he learned on
visting England after Buchlau that Grey refused after all to concede
opening the Straits to Rus.sian warships alone, according to Izvolski’s plan,
as I have indicated on pp.-SSO-l.
I,
it,

The Buchlau Meeting, and the preliminaries leading up to
now be followed in great detail from the Austrian side in Oe.-UA.,

368-378.

can

Baron Taube, p. 173 S., adds some light from the Russian side.
what was said cannot be exactly determined and probably
never can be. It had been agreed at Buchlau by Izvolski and Aehrenthal
I,

1-92.

But

precisely

that Izvolski should make a memorandum of their conversations at
Buchlau and submit it to Aehrenthal. Unfortunately Izvolski neglected
to do this at once. He had not even done it at the time of his return to
St. Petersburg six weeks later at the end of October (Oe.-U.A., I, 90, 144,
252). By this time, however, he had learned to his great sorrow that he
would be unable, on account of Sir Edward Grey’s attitude and on account
of domestic criticism in Russia, to pocket his expected share of the
Buchlau bargain; hia chagrin seems to have warped his recollection of
what w’as said at Buchlau. Aehrenthal also drew up a memorandum of the
Buchlau conversations (Oe.-U.A., I, 86-92), but it is not dear that it was
strictly contemporary.
I, 378-406.
On the long Bosnian Crisis of 19084)9 and its immediate
consequences, see Oe.-U.A., I, 92-895; II, 1-285; B.D., V, 366-815; and
Harold Nicolson, Lord Camock, chs. x, xi; he points out (p. 311 f.) that
it ’s not true to say that Sir Arthur Nicolson was at the bottom of Izvoloki’s resistance. And in fact we know that at the end of the crisis Izvolski
suddenly capitulated without waiting to hear his advice much to Nicolson ’s regret (c/. B.D., V, 736-7). Nicolson was also properly and shrewdly
skeptical as to Izvokski’s account the Buchlau affair; on Jan. 2, 1909, for

—

instance,

he wrote confidentially to Grey:

“At the time the preliminary explanations which M. Izvolski gave me
did not seem to me to be quite convincing.
and it may be that M.
Izvolski committed himself a little further than he is willing to admit.
His position on the question is a little tangled and hampered by various
secret arrangements which seem to be emerging piecemeal into publicity,
concluded between Russia and Austria-Hungary; but it would create a
.

.

.

painful impression here if it were believed that during M. Izvolski’s tenure
of office, and after the Sanjak railway incident, poterparlers had taken place
in respect to the incorporation of Bosnia and Herzegovina” (BJ)., V,
547-8).
I,

413-426.

On

1,

pp. xxif

open the Straits in 1911, see the
30, 1911, listed in DJ).F., 3me S5rie,

Izvolski’s efforts to

documents between'Nov. 4 and Dec.
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4®, note 155. For English comp1ain'_» of Hartwig’s earlier unreand aggressive attitude in Persia, see B.D.. IV, 199 ff,, 403 ff., 420,

liability

5SSl^ 5S5; and for numeroiis references to A'lstna's suspicions of
the index volume, Oe.-TJA.,
IX, 53, under ‘'Hartwig.”
The Balkan Wars and the other remaining topics in my chapter on
“Balkan Problems” are now illustrated in great detail from the .Austrian
side in Oe.-TJA., r\'-VII. p>Mn?n; and from the Serbian side in Die duiudriipe PoUiik Serbiens (edited by M. Bogitchevitch, Berlin, 1929), II,
425

f.,

Lis later Russian intrigues in Belgrade, see

paifim.

Several interesting studie-s have recently been added
on the Archduke Frans Ferdinand: Theodor
von Sosnosky, Franz Ferdinand (Munich and Berlin. 1929,i Leopold von
Chlumecky, Erzherzog Franz Ferdinande irirlirn ur.d WoUen (Beriin,
i929j ; and Victor Eisenmenger, Erzherzog Franz Fe'^dinand (Vienna, 1929).

n,

3,

note

4.

to the biographical material

:

n,
good
in

46,

For further details on the Bosnian maneuvers, with s
map. see L. Schnagl, "Die Manover in Bosnien :m Jahie 1914,”

note 59.

sk-etch

KSF, VI,
ri, 55,

873-&S1, Sept., 1928.

note

3.

Recently

M.

Albert Mousset has published a French

translation, said to be complete, of the stenographic report of the trial, entitled, VAtlentat de Sarajevo (Paris, 1930^ ; it contains some of the less

important passages omitted by “Pharos.”
The information which Potiorek, Governor of Bosnia, collected during
the days immediately following the assassination, and which he fonvarded
in daily cipher telegrams to Vienna, is now available in the recently published Austrian documents. This information is doubly interesting, partly
because it contains the first confessions extracted from the assassins when
they were trying to conceal their accomplices, and partly because it indicates just how much information the Vienna authorities possessed at the
time they had to make up hurriedly the ultimatum to Serbia and the
dossier to be presented to the Powers. This information is contained in
Oe.-L'.A., VIII, Nos. 9939, 9910, 9917-9, 9975, 9991-2. 10023. 10066-7, 10109,
10137, 10184-6, 10207, 10224-5, 10249-50. 10272, 10313-4, 103-16, 10372, 10374,
10390-1, 10426-9, 10467-9, 10505-9, 10558-62.
IT, 58.
In connection with the origin of the “Black Hand," it b
perhaps not quite correct to speak of Dimitrijevitch as “its organizer.
The first steps toward its oi^anization appear to have been taken by
Bogdan Radenkovitch and Voja Tankositch (whose names appear as nos.
1 and 7 in the facsimile at p. 89) and one or two others. But Dimitrijevitch
very quickly became its leading spirit; for further light on him see nutnet'
ous references to him in Oe. ^U.A., passim; M. Bogitchevitch. Le Colonel
Dragoutine Dimiirievitch Apis (Paris, 1928) A. Szanto, Apts der Fiikrer
der “Schwarzen Hand" (Berlin, 1928) ; and the references in the following
Supplementary Notes.

—

;

II, 74.
My conclusions about M. Pashitch's guilty knowledge of the
murder plot seems to be confirmed by the statement of a Serbian officer in

1015 to L. Magrini, who gives At in bis book, Jl
(Milan, 1929). p. IK-i.

Dramma

<K Sandewi
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On

the dark question of the Narodna Odbrana and the
“Black Hand” much additional light has been thrown from several sides:
numerous passages in Oe.—U.A., passim; several articles by C.A. Popo^
vitoh and “Marco” [?pseudonym for Popovitch] for 1927-28 in the Zagreb
II, 76-92.

magasine Nova Evropa (a publication which for several months was
suppressed because “inconvenient” to the present Jugoslav regime) Oskar
Tartaglia, Veleizdajnik [Traitor] (Agram-Spalato, 1928); L. Magrini, II
Dramma di Seraievo (Milan, 1929); J. A. Zhibert, Der Mord von Sarajewo
und Tiszas Schuld an dem Weltkriege (Laibach, 1919); A. von Wegerer,
Die Widerlegun-g der VersaHler Kriegsachuldtheae (Berlin, 1928); Friedrich,
Ritter von Wiesner, “Die Schuld der serbischen Regierung am Mord von
Sarajewo,” in KSF, VI, 307-395, April, 1928; most of these are utilised
by Professor Bernadotte E. Schmitt in his admirable account of the
Narodna Odbrana and the “Black Hand” in his forthcoming book. The
Coming oj the WaY, 1914 (New Vork, 1930), I, 179^228.
;

II, 80.
The story of the telegram, "Both horses well disposed of,”
published in the newspapers and reprinted by Conrad, now appears to be
wholly without foundation investigation by the Austrian authorities a
few weeks after the Archduke's assassination revealed that no such telegram had been handed in at Sarajevo or delivered to Pribichevitch; OejUA., VIII, Nos. 10425, 10468.
;

note 54.

II, 90,

U.A., VIII,

IX,

24,

The main

No. 10505;

facts

about Ciganovitch are given in Oe.references to him, see Oe.-U.A.,

numerous other

for

under “Ciganovitch.”

See also Stefan, Freiherr von Sarkoti6, "Der Hochvon Banjaluka,” in KSF, VII, 30-47, Jan., 1929; Josef
Brauner, “Bosnien und Herzcgowina, Politik, Verwaltung und leitende
II, 94,

note 61.

verrats-Prozess

Personen vor Kriegsausbruch,”

ibid., 313-344, April, 1929.

Various dubious rumors concerning Chabrinovitch
are examined by Schmitt, I, 212-218. For the main facts concerning him,
so far as they appear in the Austrian Documents, see Oe.-U.A., VIII, Nos.
II,

103,

note 84.

9940, 9943, 9947, 9991-2, 10056, 10073, 10109, 10117, 10123-4, 10139, 10152.

note 103. Oskar Tartaglia, who claims to have been himself a
of the “Black Hand,” declares in a series of articles in the Sarajevo
Vecemja Posla, Sept. 29 Oct. 6, 1928 (Summarized in KSF, VII, 91-94,
Jan. 1929) that Princip acted primarily as the agent of the “Black Hand,”
and that Freemasons as such had nothing to do with the plot.
II, 111,

member

—

II, 116, note.
If Mr. Jovan M. Jovanovitch’s story is true that five
more youths, other than Princip, Chabrinovitch and Grabezh, set out from

Belgrade for Bosnia intent on murder, and if he has seen the dossier concerning them (Cf. B. E. Schmitt, The Coming of the War, 1914, New York,
1930, I, 224, note), Mr. Jovanovitch could make an interesting contribution to history by giving the facta of the dossier in detail; but he
would hardly weaken the general Austrian complaint against Serbia that
Belgrade was a dangerous center of conspiracy against the Dual Monarchy.
II, 131, note 9.
At the trial Chabrirtevitch denied the truth of this
testimony by Mitro; A. Mousset, UAt^erdat de Sarajevo (Psae, 1930), p.

484-5.

-

1

—
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The

story of (he domestic conflict between the Serbian
and of the “priority iqucslion,” can now
be pieced together in much more detail from the despatches in Oe.-U.A.,
VII-VIII, Nos. 9216, 9260, 9485, 9649, 9673, 9702, 9734, 9809, 9819, 9844,
II,

civilian

142-146.

and military

authorities,

9864, 9908, 9919, 9922.

The view that I have expressed (II, 61 fT., 145 f., 550), that Pashitch
and the members of his cabinet were aware of (ho plot before the assassins
set. out from Belgrade, seems to be further confirmed by the statement
which Ljuba Jovanovilch is said to ha'^e made to M. Muussel in 1925
(quoted by Schmitt, I, 235): “The preparations for the alLcnlal were
revealed to Pashitch, Jovan Jovanovilch, Serbian Miiii.stor at Vienna,
and myself no doubt in rather vague form ‘en iermes nn.frz hnpreds
at the end of May or the beginning of June by Milan Pribichevitch,’’

—

'

This also confirms my conclusions (11, 152-166) that Pashitch conveyed
some hint about it to Jovan Jovanovitch in Vienna, who thereupon gave
the vague warning in general terms to Bilinski
II, 167-182.
Much new and interesting information concerning the
growth of the legend of the “Potsdam Council” has been collected and
printed by Dr. Kurt Jago'v, “Dcr Potsdamer Kronrat,” in Siiddeulschc
Mcnalshvlla, XXV, Heft 11, Aug., 1928. pp. 775-825; a considerable part
of this information dias been made conveniently available in English by

Professor Schmitt,

I, ch. v,

especially pp. 329-341.

198-223
Berchtold had at first hoped he might win Gennany's
support for action against Soibia by talking personally with Emperor
William, who had originally intended to come to Vienna for the Archduke’s funeral. But after ho learned that Emperor William had changed
his mind about coming to the funeral, he decided to send the MemoranII,

dum on Balkan

policy, with the letter from Francis Jo.sr-ph, to Berlin
by an ordinaiy courier. Finally, however, he decitled that they should
be taken by Count Hoyos. Hoyos arrived in Berlin about 9:30 A.it.
Sunday morning, and went at once to Szogj’cny to deli\er the Memorandum and letter. What ho may have said to Szogyeny r;in only be
surmised. Toward noon, after Szogj'cny’s departure for Pot-sdam, Hoyos
went to the German Foreign Office, and had a conversation with Zimmermann but what they .said to one another cannot be dctcniiuicd with
certaintj', as neither pn\'ervod a record of their talk.
Next day, on
Monday afternoon, Hoyos was pre.scnt at the con\Trsalion.s between
Bethinann, Zimmermann, and Szogyeny, of which somewhat divergent
account.s were immediately given by Bcthmann and Szogyeny in their
respective telegrams to Tschirschky and Berchtold.
(For the facts concerning these various Hoyos conversations, see Kurt Jagow, Der Potsdamer
Kronrat, 780 ff.). How far Hoyos “may well have received instructions"
from Berchtold to explain verbally his intentions and to interpret the
Memorandum and the letter of Prancir Joseph, and how far he merely
“spoke of his own initiative and without authorization” (Schmitt, I, 279;
;

343, note)

it

is

also impos.sible to determine with certainty. In spite of
argumen(.s, I still believe it is impossible to say with

Profe.s.sor .Schmitt’s

w^

precision just what impression as to Berditold’s intentions
minds of Emperor William, Bethmann. and Zimmermann

left

on the

by whatever

—
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I am inclined to think that the impression
which
the three Germans received directly or indirectly from Hoyos as to
Austrian intentions was somewhat more definite than I have indicated

account,

said.

in

and somewhat

leas definite

than Professor Schmitt indicates

my

iri

How

shaip a shock was given to Emperor William’s impresby the news from Sarajevo is indicated by the telegram
of condolence which he instantly despatched to Francis Joseph, and
by
telegrams which he sent to Bcthmann and the Grandduchess Louise
a
few hours later. To the Chancellor he wired: “The cowardly detestable
crime, to which .my dear friend. His Imperial Highness the Heir Presiimptive, and his wife, have fallen victim, has shaken me to the
depths
of my spul.” And to the Grandduchess: “The unutterable misfortune
II, 208.
sionable feelings

has also shaken

me

to the very depths.

Only 14 days ago

I

was with

him and saw him in his happy family circle. God comfort the unfortunate
children and the poor old Emjieror’’ (Kurt Jagow, Der Potsdamer Kronrat,
779).
II, 210.
The Kaiser took the auto merely from his palace to the Wildpark Station at Potsdam the rest of the trip to Kiel was by special train
(c/. Kurt Jagow, Le., 785 f.).
:

II, 216-218.
Professor Schmitt, I, 306, note, speaks of my view (216 £f.,
note 43; 413 ff., note 40) that Saogydny, being already old did not always
report quite accurately and promptly, as an "artificial hypothesis," and
says that “the somewhat elaborate reasoning of Fay, II, 217, to prove that
Bethmann could not have consented to keeping Italy in the dark is>
refuted by the simple fact that the German Ambassador in Rome, when
informed of the decision to support Austria-Hungary, w-as instructed not
to mention the matter to the Italian Foreign Office. Jagow to Flotow,
11 July.” But Jagow's telegram of July 11 is not certain evidence as
to what was said five or six days earlier; nor does it say that Bethmann
agreed to keep Italy in the dark; it is probably merely n reflection of
remarks which Hoyos m.aj" have made to Zimmermann (to which I allude
on p. 218, and to which Zimmermann may have imofficially assented)
but not necessarily to Bethmann. A distinction should be made, as I
have pointed out, p. 220 ff., between Bethmann, Zimmermann, and the
Kaiser. Jagow, who was not present at the Berlin conversations on July
5 and 6, may have at first approved of Zimmeimann’s assent in regard to
Italy (supposing that Zimmermann gave it); but Jagow’s better knowledge of the situation in Rome, where he had formerly been ambassador,
soon convinced him that it was folly to keep Italy in the dark, and consequently he sent on July 15 the telegram I quote on p. 217, and later
those to which I refer in note 41. Szogyeny telegraphed on July 12
(A.R.B., I, 16) “The German Government [by which he probably meant
Zimmermann, possibly J.igow, but certainly not Bethmann who was
away at Hohcnfinowl. with whom matters are proceeding in the most
complete agreement, is of the opinion shared by me that the Italian Government should not be initiated into the secret." This is in flat contradiction with Jagow’s telegrams of July 15 and the following days.
:
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n, 222, note 60. The clause in the second sentence should be cor.
rested to read; “which probably took place at Berlin with Zimmermann
about noon on Sunday after Szdgyeny had gone to Potsdam, or possibly
on Monday afternoon after the Kaiser had left for Kiel.” Cj. Kurt Jagow,
Z.C, p. 787, who makes it clear that Hoyos’ second conversation was on
Monday about 3 p.m.
II,

246-249.

Some Vienna newspapers also tended to defeat Berchtold’s
Europe. The Xeue Freie Pre.s-.'e of July 11 published

efforts to deceive

such a shrewd surmise of his intentions, as inflicated in the discussion
at the Ministerial Council of July 7, that Berchtolil suspected that Bilinski
had “leaked" to a reporter. But one of Bilin.ski'3 .subordinate.s pointed
out that practically the same information had appi'ared two Jays before
in the FrankjwrteT Zeiiumg, which had probably been informed by its
Vienna correspondent, Hugo Ganz. Tisza was inclined to scout the idea
of a “leak,” and believed that some reporter had simply made a very
shrewd guess at the truth; Oe.-UA., VIII, Nos. 10209, lo'2n, 10251.
The Austrian Amba.ssador in Italy believed that Italy’s app.-ireut foreknowledge of Austria’s intentions was due to a ‘‘leak” from German
sources, and Berchtold was greatly disturbed by it, for fear cf the effect
(Oo.-U.A.,
it would have on Italv, which would trv to block his plans.
Vm. Nos. 10364, 1039S.)

My

II, 262.
statement near the bottom of the page, to the effect
that the British Foreign Office were convinced of the siriCJjrity of Bethmann's proposals for a rapprochement with England, needs some modifioation in view of the new evidence of the great suspii.'iousncss of Grey,
Hardinge, Nicolson, and especially of Sir Eyre Crov/e, in regard to
Germany’s intentions and methods. Sec, for in.dance, their “Minutes” in
B.D., VI, 298 ff., 316 f., 557, 566, 574 f., 614 f., 620, 622 f., 702 f., 738. My
statement was based on Mettemich’s reports but Metterr.ich did not fully
realize how suspicious the English ministers were in regard to those in
high authority in Berlin.

On M. Poincare’s visit to Russia in 1914, see also the
Rumanian Minister at St. Petersburg, Mr. C. Diamandy
“Ma Mission en Rus.sp.” in Revue des Deux Mondes, Feb. 1.5, 1929; and
the critical .study of August Bach, Poincare und der Kricgsausbruch, Wi
n,

277-286.

article, of the

(Berlin

and Leipzig,

1929), 23-78.

note 8. For a detailed analysis ol Biitish newspapers of different shades of opinion during the July cr:.-;.!, 1914, see V.'’alter Zimmermann, Die Englische Presse
Ausbruch des Welllcrieges, Charlottenburg,
II, 333,

mm

1928.
II, 343, note 41.
An interesting facsimile of a page of the Serbian
replVi in which erasures indicate the haste in which the final copy was
made, is also printed with Oe.-U.A., VIII, No. 10648.

The Loked-Anzeiger episode has been treated in a very detailed
interesting fashion by A. von Wegerer, “Das Extrablatt des ‘LokalAnzeigere’, in KSF,,VII, 1035-1076, Nov., 1929; gnd “Der bekannte und der
nnbekannte Markow," in KSP, VHI, 157-161, Feb.. 1930.
II, 474.

and

5

,
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For the sharp division in the British Cabinet betiveen those
who wished to stay out of war and those who wished to join wdih France
and for very interesting details on the last days of the J-aly Crists in
England, see Lord Morley, Memorandum or. Jies::jnai:or, (London. 1925,',
and Harold Nicolson, Lord Camock (London. 1930).
II, 492-6.

See also J. V. Bredt. Die
II, 526. note 110.
der Schlieffenscfie Feldzugsplan (Charlottenburg. 1&29

The

Nent-aiiti.: nr,i
,j.

documents recently published by the .Austrian
some respects to a less severe ;ud?men: cn
Austrian policy as compared with that of Russia. They make more ciear
how much .Austria had to bear with from Serbia (mors cr less backed
by Russia), in the years before the Archduke's assassinatitn. and ho“
convinced Austrian officials were that their countrj‘'s very existente was
at stake unless something decisive was done to put an end to the Greater
II, 550-552.

Government

incline

10,000

me

in

Serbia agitation .and dang-ir. As Sir Fairfax Carf.vrliht. the Sr::.sh A.mbassador at Vienna, wrote to Arthur Micolsoa, January 31, 1913:
Serbia will some day set Europe by the ears, and bring .ab-tu; a 'oniversal war on the Continent. I cannot tel! you how exasperited neon.
are getting here at the continual worry which that little country causes
to Austria under encouragement from Russia. It will be Iticky i: Europe
succeeds in avoiding war as a result of the present crists. The nert tinte
a Serbian crisis arises. I feel sure that .Austria-Hunrary wall r=!;nsc tt
admit of any Russian interference in the dispute and that she will procsen
to settle her difference with her little neighbor cout? aue rente.
[.And a litde later, on May 23. he wrote agrun:] ITr.is ctun'—v cannf
allow any dismemberment of her provinces without inmuring -he danger
of the whole edifice cnimbling down; we have all the elements in t'r.e netr
N'lco-lscn.
future of another violent crisis in this part of the world.
.

Lord Camock,

.

.

'

p. 390.)

Austria, in acting against Serbia, was taking the only step by wfai;'-,
die believed she could preserve her very eanstence as a state. Russ'.a
however, in claiming to protect Serbia and to exercise a kind of protect! :n
over the Balkan Slavs, did not have any such vital interest it stake
'
her existence as a state was not in jeopardy: her interest was more
preserve and increase her prestige. Austria’s action aimed at a iocalisvt
War. Russia's action made inevitable a European War.

n
AFTER SARAJEVO
IMMEDIATE CAUSES OF THE WAR

I

CHAPTER

I

THE ARCHDUKE FRANZ FERDINAND
Archduke Franz Ferdinand, who became Heir-Presumptive to the Austrian throne after the death of his
father, Karl Ludwig, in 1896, has remained, both living and
dead, one of the most enigmatic of political personages.
Even Austrians themselves held the most contradictory
views as to the supposed purposes and influence pf this
sphinx. By many he was regarded as the. chief of the Austrian militarists, eager for a “preventive war” against Italy
or Serbia. Others, however, believed that he had little active influence on Austrian policy. Still others even thought
the Heir to the Throne was almost a pacifist. There was
the same wide divergence of opinion as to his views on do-

He was commonly believed to hate the
Magyars and to favor the Serbs. He was credited with
having in mind a regeneration of the Monarchy by giving
mestic politics.

to the Slavic nationalities an equal political recognition

with that enjoyed by the Germans in Austria and by the
in Hungary that is, he was thought to favor a

Magyars

—

federalistic “triple” organization of the

Monarchy known

as "Trialism" in place of the existing “Dualism.” By fanatical Serbs, however, he was blindly hated as being a

powerful and determined enemy and oppressor, as a man
who might well be assassinated in the interests of a Greater
Serbia.
In fact at the trial of the Sarajevo assassins in
October, 1914, Chabrinovitch, who threw the bomb, frankly
declared, “The Heir-Presumptive was a man of action
knew that at the BaUplatz there existed a clique, the socalled war-party, which wanted to conquer Serbia. At its

—
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head stood the Heir-Presumptive. I believed that I should
take vengeance on them all in taking vengeance on him.”

And
“I

Princip,

am

not at

who
all

fired the fatal shots, defiantly asserted,

sorry that I cleared an obstacle out of our

He was a German and an enemy of the South
By Russians likewise he was regarded as an
Slavs.”
enemy, of whom the Tsar was fortunately rid by the crime
path.

^

“Not only

of Sarajevo.

in the press,

but also in society,
judgments con-

one meets ahnost nothing but
cerning the murdered Archduke, with the suggestion that
Russia has lost in hiiii an embittered c-jicmy,” reported the
German Ambassador at St. Petersburg. The German
unfrieiiflly

Kaiser, on the other hand, in one of those marginal notes

which unrestrainedly expressed hi.s inmost thoughts and
first impressions, wrote in comment on this report, “The
Archduke was Russia’s best friend. He wanted to revive
the League of the Three Emperors.” -

The misconceptions and

conflicting views current about

the Archduke alive, were as nothing to those which

upon

circu-

was said that he harl plotted to
displace his uncle; and was planning to break u]} the Dual
Monarchy in alliance with Emperor William by seizing
Poland and Venice and by creating two new states over
which his sons might ultimately rule, while German Austria was to be added to the German Empire as Emperor
William’s reward. It was darkly hinted that his tragic death
was due to the connivance of Austrian officials, who wanted
lated

his death.

It

to prevent these suspected designs, or at least wanted to

throw the blame on Serbia and so have a pretext for the
annihilation of this neighboring kingdom.
Other rumors
alleged that his assa.Sdination was due to the fact that, as a
1

Pharos, Der Prozess gegen die Attent'dter von Sarajevo (Berlin, 19181,
The idea that Franz Ferdinand headed the militarist
an enemy of the Serbs was, as will be seen oelow, wholly

pp. ir, "13, 30.
clique and was
incorrect.

-Pourtales to Bethmann, July 13, 1914; K.D., 63.

ARCHDUKE ERANZ FERDINAND

ARCHDUKE FRANZ FERDINAND
Roman

3

was planning to attack Italy and reTemporal Pov/er of the Pope. One w'idely-read

Catholic, he

store the

German author devotes half a chapter to shov/ing that the
Scottish-Rite Masons had decreed his death and worked
purpose through the Masonic Lodge at Belgrade.®
mass of conflicting gossip and rumor, where lies
the truth about this mysterious man whose death served
as the spark which lit the conflagration in Europe? *
Franz Ferdinand of Austria-Este, born on December 18,
1863, was the eldest son of Karl Ludwig, brother of Emperor Francis Joseph. His consumptive mother, a daughter
of the late Bourbon King of the Two Sicilies, Ferdinand II,
died while he was a child, but he was affectionately cared
for that

Amid

this

'

* Reventlow,
1919, pp. 2S-38.

Politische

See below,

Vorgeschichle des
Ill, note 103.

grossen Krieges,

Berlin,

p.

*

There is no satisfactory complete biography of Frana Ferdinand. Of
Qlder biographies written during bis lifetime, Paul von Falkensgg,
Enhenog Franz Ferdinand von Oesterreich-Este (Vienna, 1908), and H.
Heller, Franz Ferdinand (Vienna, 1911), deserve mention.
In celebration of his fiftieth birthday on December 18, 1913, the Oesterreichische
Rundschau published a special illustrated edition containing interesting,
though superficial, articles by Chlumecky, Sosnosky, Admiral MirtI, Professor Mycielski and others on Franz Ferdinand as soldier, sailor, traveler,
hunter and collector, etc.
Franz Ferdinands Lebensroman (Stuttgart,
1919), purports to be based on the diary of one of the Archduke’s instructors and intimate friends; the anonymous author has a romantic touch, but
appears to give much relir’t'le and solid fact. Conrad von Hotzendorf,
Aus Meiner Dienstzeit, (5 vols., Vienna, 1921-1925), throws much light on
tte. Archduke from the pen of one of those who knew him best. Freiherr
von" Margutti, personal adjutant to Francis Joseph, was in a position to
know intimately the relations between the old Emperor and his imperial
apphew; in his interesting reminiscences, Vom Allen Kaiser (Vienna. 1921),
the (^pter on the Archduke reflects unfriendly Vienna gossip. It needs
to be corrected by the loyal devotion and intimate personal account of
Ijhe Archduke’s private secretary for a dozen years, Paul Nikitsch-Boulles,
For dem Sturm: Erinnerungen an Erzherzog Thronfolger Franz Ferdinand
(Berlin, 1925); and by the affectionate appreciation of his military adjutant, Karl Freiherr von Bardolff, “Franz Ferdinand,” in KSF, V, 599608, July, 1927. See also the fair-minded and friendly accounts by. Count
Cietnin, In the World War (New York, 1919), ch. ii; and the more
complete life by Horstenau, in the Neue Oesterreichische Biographic j the
references in Gi*., XL, 45; and the less favorable accounts by R. W.
tlie

Seton-Watson, Sarajevo (London, 1926), ch. iv; and by Eugene Baggei
Francis Joseph (New York, 1927). d.
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by a Portuguese stepmother. In hxis ycu‘.b he had not
been seriously thou^u of as a possible successor to the
throne, until the tragic death of Crown Prince Rudolph at
ileyerlingin lbb9 left Francis Joseph without a direct male
heir. Franz Ferdir.and had not therefore at hrst been given
for

any

special trainLog in politics, but. like Austrian

.Arch-

dukes generally, had been placed in the ar.nty fi,r a military
career. His health had never been robust, owing perhaps
to tubercular tendencies inherited from his mother. This
tendency at times became so threater.mg that he often had
to spend months at Brioni or Miramar on the warm shores
of the Adriatic, where he came to have an intense interest
in the creation of an .Austrian navy; at other times he
.sought better health in the dry air of Switzerland at Davos,
or in a ten months’ trip around the world in 1S92-1S93. In
the fatal spring of 1914 there were those who prophesied

Emperor at eighty-four would
nephew who had just passed fifty.

that the old
his

actually outlive

Franz Ferdinand’s lung trouble appears to have influenced somewhat his life and character. It had not sweetened his temper; it had made him feel that fate had been

him a tendency to shun
haste with which many peo-

unfair to him, and had developed in
society

The undisguised

life.

ple, especially those

when he was

connected with the Court, deserted him

seriously

ill

and seemed unhlcely ever

to come

to the throne, hardened the Archduke’s character, which

was not naturally
kind in general

somewhat

men
manfor
contempt
his
also have contributed

gentle, increased his distrust of the

who surrounded him, and heightened
His

ill

health

may

to his intense zeal for the Catholic Church,

es-

to a strict Catholic; and it
strengthened his iron determination to overcome obstacles
and fit himself for the task of ruling the Hapsburg domin-

pecially after his marriage

ions.

He

learned the languages of the nations over which

he seemed

likely

some day to

rule.

He

also took instruc-

tion

from

ARCHDUKE FRANZ FERDINAND
men of science in special branches of

5

knowledge;

his later collections in natural science

and in art formed a
notable museum. To the organi2ation and improvement of
the army, and later to the creation of a navy, he began to
devote himself with persistent energy and more than average

ability.

Since the Archduke had a family to provide for, he spent
considerable
part of each year on his estate at Konopischt,
a

where he established a model farm, which, like Wallenstein,
he managed very profitably. This determination to live
may actually have contributed toward the more vigorous
health which he enjoyed in his last years. But he never
outgrew his tendency toward aloofness from society and
from the public. He had, in fact, very few intimate friends.
He did not try to make them. Quite characteristic of his
aloofness is a remark which he once made to Conrad von
Hotzendorf; they had been discussing the proper basis
for the promotion of officers in the army, and the Chief-ofStaff had said that it was his own tendency to think well
of a man until he knew something against him, and that he
had therefore been sometimes too quick in advancing new
officers.
The Archduke replied, “We hold opposite views.
You think every man is an angel at the outset, and have
unfortunate experiences afterwards. I regard every one
whom I meet for the first time as a cheap fellow {gemeiner
KerV) and wait until he does something to justify a better
opinion in my eyes.” ® This was hardly an attitude of mind
to make friends, and partly accounts for the hostile and malicious tittle-tattle which circulated so freely about him and
his wife at Vienna, and which has found its way into many
accounts of him in the Entente countries. But the few
friends whom he did admit to his intimacy, who saw hini sitting on the floor playing with his children, like his secretaries or like Emperor William, were afiectionately devoted
to him.
B Conrad, 1, 33S.
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Franz Ferdinand’s chief interests in life, aside from his
hobbies as a hunter and collector and gentleman farmer,
were the army, the navy and his wife and children.
In 1906, with the appointment of Major Brosch as his
personal adjutant, the Archduke began to exercise a more
direct influence on the army. Brosch was an extremely intelligent and able officer, anxious to increase his own influence and also that of the Archduke in military matters.
After long opposition he was able to bring it about that the
Archduke was given a military chancery (Militdrkanzlei)
of his own, similar to that of the Emperor. Henceforth all
the important military documents, as well as the reports
of the military attaches, were made out in duplicate so that
Franz Ferdinand received a copy at the same moment that
the Emperor received his, and the nephew was kept as fully
informed as his uncle. In fact he soon came to take a more
active part in military reforms

Emperor

and reorganization than

the

His activity is indicated by the fact that
his military chancery quickly grew from a personnel of two
to one of fourteen persons
only two less than the Emhimself.

—

peror’s

own

chancery.®

Franz Ferdinand regarded the Austro-Hungarian army
important unifying political instrument for
counteracting the disintegrating elements in the Dual Monarchy, as weU as for defending it in case of foreign war- He
wanted one language of command German to be the
tongue of at least all the officers, though those who com-

as a potentially

—

—

manded non-German regiments should also be masters of
the tongue spoken by the rank and file under their command. It was one of his main aims in life to strengthen
and increase the army. It was this aim that lay at the
bottom of his hatred of the Magyar politicians who refused
* Nikitsch-Boulles, p.

60 f.
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and who
command

to vote the military credits asked for,

Magyar should be the language

7

insisted that

in the Hunstrongly Franz Ferdinand
felt this need for an increase in the army is seen in the

garian half of the army.''

of

How

characteristic letter to Conrad, complaining of the

Magyar

an increase in the number of Hungarian recruits: “You can imagine, dear Conrad, what I
have had to go through in the way of rage and desperation,
especially on account of the attitude of the Minister of
War [Schonaich] and the two [Austrian and Hungarian]
Governments! On the one hand they proclaim to all the
world that there is a surplus of 200 million kroner, give the
civilian oflBcials 20 million here and the railroad employees
the same there, and yet do not even grant the paltry nine
million for the poor army officers. And all this because of
a few traitorous Hungarian political wind-bags.
This
means that this is only a pretext; the fundamental reason
is that the Monarchy has fallen into the hands of Jews, Free
Masons, Socialists and Hungarians, and is ruled by them;
and all these elements make the army and its officers discontented and injure it so that at the moment when I need
Do you know
the army, I can no longer count upon it.
what I would do if I were Emperor? I would summon
Weckerle, Beck, Sieghart and Schonaich and say to them:
‘I’ll send you aU to the devil if I don’t get the increased
number of the recruits and the officers’ pay for my army
within a week,’ and I wager that I should have it all within
24 hours!” ®
The most important step in Franz Ferdinand’s energetic
efforts for improvement of the army was his insistence in
1906 upon the appointment of a new Chief-of-Staff. Beck,
the officer who held this position at the time, was generally
refusal to vote taxes for

.

^ Cf.

his

Memorial to the Emperor, Jan.

Conrad, I, 134; and Conrad’s
8 Conrad, I, 565.

own

5,

.

.

1909,

summarized by
and 327-334:-

similar viewi^ pp. 136-138,
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a

recognized

by

e^tperts as totally unfit for the place.

He

was

man

belonging to the same generation
His
days of useful.oess were long
as the aged Emperor,
outlived, and yet the kindly heart of Francis Joseph had
hated to dismiss him. “'One might see him any day gomg
for a walk in Vienna, looking like a g iod-natured .little

a shrivelled-up old

monkey, a living picture of military inefficiency.” ® Beck
was, however, an honest and upright officer and a thoroughly likable, easy-going personality, and enjoyed a certain
poftularity. He and the corps of officers whom he had carefully selected represented the chivalry, the dignity, and the
esprit de corps of the best old

Vienna

society.

They

were

regarded by Francis Joseph as one of the main supports
his ancestral throne.

disturb their quiet routine; their

ment of

of

had not been born to
ideal was “the develop-

“Efficiency”

Austria’s defensive force gradually along the

line

Owing to the terms of mutual conand intimacy on which he stood with the Emperor,
Beck had been allowed to continue at the head of the Austrian Staff for twenty-four years. In spite of his excessive
age one might even say senility Beck was still a painstaking official. At his home in Baden he had been trained

of natural evolution.”

fidence

—

—

in

German “thoroughness.”

With

his cautious, conserva-

do-nothing policy, he had to a certain extent been an
influence in favor of European peace. So no one had had
the courage to insist on the retirement of the genial old

tive,

chief,

until

Franz Ferdinand urged a new appointment.

The Emperor finally gave way, and in November, 1906, a
new Chief-of-Staff took up his quarters at the war office in
Vienna

—

Conrad von Hotzendorf.
Conrad’s appointment to the highest position in the
Austrian army coincided with a change at the Foreign
<*Kaimer, Kaiserliche KalculrojAen^Politik, p. 153.
For a kindly
but juat estimate of Beck’s qualities and deficiencies see MarEutti, Fon>
Altfn Kaiser, pp. 282-2'?’
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Count Goluchowski, was replaced
Baron Aehrenthal. A new era
policy
Austrian
was
soon
manifested. It was the beginin
ning of a more aggressive and reckless activity in foreign
Men came into control who felt that Austria was
affairs.
gradually disintegrating, and that desperate eleventh-hour
efforts must be made to infuse fresh life and vigor into the
body politic, and to check the tendencies to dissolution
arising from the hot ambitions of the subject nationalities.
Austria, it was said, was decaying like Turkey. Not the
Ottoman, but the Hapsburg, ruler was now the “sick man
of Europe.” Conrad and Aehrenthal were the doctors who
Office.

by the ambitious

Pole,

aristocrat,

should try strong remedies to keep their patient from colUnfortunately for the sick man, the doctors differed
radically in their views and remedies, and they loved each
other about as little as bedside specialists often do.
lapse.

Conrad’s appointment as Chief-of-Staff, urged by the
Heir to the Throne and acquiesced in by the Emperor, never,
however, really commended itself to Francis Joseph. The
aged Monarch, who had taken the greatest pride in the old
army at whose head he had fought so many years, now
found himself importuned by Conrad to make sweeping

changes and reforms. With impulsive self-confidence Conrad urged that the army maneuvers be speeded up to approximate war conditions as closely as possible, and that
an early opportunity be seized for “preventive wars” agairiat
Italy and Serbia.
At Christmas, 1906, scarcely a month
after Conrad’s appointment, the old Emperor remarked ruefully:

“Conrad

is

a

restless organizer!

He

is

lacking in

experience; one sees this from everything he puts his hand
to!
And moreover his hand does not look to me like a

lucky one!”
The Emperor’s distrust of the new regime tended, as
years went on, to estrange him from the army with which
n^Maigutti, p. 293.
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he had grown up. It was one of the things which added
loneliness and sadness to the last years of the loneliest and
saddest of the Hapsburgs. Conrad s policy of conducting
the great annual maneuvers, “under conditions like actual
war’’ without carefully prepared plans, with the aim of developing initiative

and

self-reliance

often had the most distressing results.

among

his

officers,

All emphasis was

placed on a hasty offensive; the soldiers were totally

ex-

hausted by
objective completely worn out and in greatest confusion,

the forced marches; they often arrived at the

have ears and eyes for anything,
As he rode about the
field, Francis Jo.scph Avould see hundreds of soldiers lying
dead-tired in the ditches along the road, and cavalry and
guns were strewn over fields where the horses had fallen
from exhaustion. This was the Conrad regime, very different from the decorous and dignified ways of old Beck, when
the Emperor had been greeted by the well-formed lines
of troops standing at a respectful salute as he rode down
the front. The old Emperor was terribly distressed by what
he saw. Though very slow to find fault and criticize, he
did give expression to his feelings on a visit to the German
Emperor in 1909. A German regiment had just passed in
review in perfect order and discipline.
Francis Joseph
turned to one of his own officers and said sharply: "Why is
too tired

and hungry

to

even for their King and Emperor.

with us?” The officer
shrugged his shoulders, whereupon the Emperor continued
more bitterly, “W’^ell, owing to the misguided practices which
this kind of thing totally impossible

have now become the fashion with us, any such parade is
beyond even my dreams.”
Conrad had in fact alienated the Emperor and his army
from one another. After 1909 Francis Joseph ceased to
take pleasure in the maneuvers which had been one of the
delights of his life. He allowed himaftlf to be lepresented
11 Maigutti, p. 298.
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at

them instead by

his

II

nephew. It was as his representative

that Franz Ferdinand went to Sarajevo in 1914 to attend
the maneuvers of a couple of army corps.^^

The fact that it was Franz Ferdinand who selected
Conrad, secured his appointment, and remained intimately
associated w’ith him, was one of the reasons for the lack of
between the Emperor and the Heir to the Throne.
was commonly believed, especially among Austria’s enemies, that Franz
Ferdinand held the same militaristic views which Conrad
so freely proclaimed in memorials, interviews and coffeehouses.
It is true that the Heir remained Conrad’s
cordiality
It

was

also .one of the reasons tliat it

staunchest supporter, except for occasional bursts of

irri-

and jealous opposition
directed against the new Chief-of-Staff. When Conrad was
forced to resign in November, 1911, because of his conflicts
with Aehrenthal and Schonaich on foreign and military
matters, it was Franz Ferdinand who secured his re-appointtation, in spite of all the criticism

ment the following

year.'®

12 For many evidence.s .and anecdotes of the Emperor’s distrust of
Conrad’s system and his consequent distress of mind and gloomy forebodings, both before and during the war, see Margutti, Vom Allen Kaiser,
Alfred Krauss, Die Vrsachen unscrer Niederlage
pp. 291-306, 391-452.
(Munich, 1912), passim, is a severe but not unjust estimate of Conrad by a
high military expert in the Au-strian General Staff. Kanner’s sharp porloses
trait of Conrad, (Kaiserliche Katastrophen-Polilik, pp. 151-173)
nothing in vigor because of the fact that Conrad’s agents tried to suppress Kanner’s Vienna newspaper, Die Zeit. Conrad’s best defense, though
not convincing, are his own live bulky volumes Aus meiner DiensUeit,
which contain invaluable documents of every sort. Nowak, who is one
of his admirers and claims to have had access to his papers, writes
panegyrics of him: Der Weg zur Kaslastrophe (Vienna, 1920) and HotzenSee also friendly biographies by Ludwig
dorf’s Lager (Vienna, 1921).
Pastor, Conrad (Vienna, 1916)
Frangois, Conrad, Baron dc HSlzendorf
(Berne, 1916) ; and Unser Conrad, Von eineni Oesterreicker (Vienna,
1915). Cj. also General Auffenberg-Koraarow, Avjs Oeslerreichs Hohe und
Niedergang, Munich, 1021, passim.
1®GR., XXX, 525 fi.; Margutti, p. 302; Kanner, 157 ff.; Conrad, II,
818 ff., 373 ff.; Pribram, “Der Konflikt Conrad-Aehrenthal.” in Oeat.
Rundschau, August, 1920.
;
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Lacking authentic information, the public naturally
tended to identify protector and protege. But it is incorrect
to regard Franz Ferdinand as one of the Austrian militarists,
holding the same views as to strenuous maneuvers, preventive wars, and aggressive foreign policy as the Chief-ofStaff.

The Archduke

strenuousness of

He

certainly disapproved the extreme
Conrad’s exhausting army maneuvers.

used his influence to moderate them after the

distress-

ing experiences at the ^leseritz maneuvers in 1909, where

he had exclaimed; ‘Tt

not necessary to teach death to
that what the maneuvers are
for!”
When the Annexation Crisis reached its height,
and Austria and Serbia were preparing for war, the more
cautious Heir to the Throne opposed the Austrian militarists who favored immediate war with Serbia, which in-

the troops; least of

is

all

is

He

volved the possibility’ of war with Russia.
the peaceful settlement of the

crisis.^'’

approved

Later on, during

the

Balkan War, when the Pan-Slav and militarist elements in Russia appeared very threatening to Austria,
Conrad, as always, urged a final reckoning with Serbia, even
at the risk of war with Russia; but Franz Ferdinand was
absolutely opposed to it and insisted on the reduction of the
Austrian forces in the interest of peace. “Lender no circumstances did he want war with Russia, nor would he consent to it. He will not take from Serbia a single plum-tree,
not a sheep. He will not hear of it.”
He told the German Military Attache that a war against Russia tvould be
“absolutely nonsense," because there was no reason for it
and no gain worth the price; that he was also opposed to a
conflict with Serbia; and that in his opinion the internal
First

1* Margutti, p. 303; c/. also Conrad, 11, 323-328.
15 Conrad, I, 146, 153, 155; NikitJch-Boulles, p. 118
1^ .'statement

ff.

Cul. BardolfT, the Archduke's confidential secretary,
to Conrad, Feb. 22, 1913; Conrad, III, 127; and Berchtold to Conrad,
Feb. 22, 1913; "I cannot lend
name to a war with Russia; the Archduke Franz Ferdinand is absolutely opposed to a war;” ibid., p. 129.
oi

my
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problems of Austria-Hungary were more pressing than the
external ones.”
In conversation with Conrad, “the Archduke emphasized
that their guiding star must be cooperation between Germany, Russia and Austria-Hungary, primarily out of regard for monarchical interests, and added, ‘Possibly it may
come to some action against Serbia, merely to chastise her,
but under- no conditions must a square kilometer be annexed! . . . War with Russia must be avoided, because
FVance is stirring it up, especially the French Freemasons
and anti-monarchists, who want to bring about a revolution
by which monarchs will be cast down from their thrones.’
He called attention to a letter of the German Emperor
which represented the same views; hence his determination:
‘No war!”’^® One sees that both the Archduke and the
German Emperor were altogether opposed to war with
Russia and inclined toward the old policy of the League of
the Three Emperors for protection against France and the
safeguarding of monarchical interests.
A month later Franz Ferdinand sent Col. Bardolff to

warn Conrad

to stop trying to influence Berchtold in favor

Conrad’s reply shows how incorrect is the common
notion that the German Kaiser was always backing Austrian aggression in the Balkans: “I wdsh the Archduke
would not let himself be so much influenced by the German
Emperor; he held us back in 1909, and now he is staying
our hand again. This is the result of our wholly unsuccessof war.

ful Turkish policy.

I have the conviction that the

Germans

but w^e have to think of
are indifferent to our
them. Germany calmly uses us, while she sees that she is
better secured against Prance, which is her chief fear, but
interests,

ir Reports of Count Kageneck, Dec. 17, 1912, and Feb. 26, 1913; Brandenburg, p. 372; cj., G.P., XXXin. 473 5., XXXIV, 220, 250 f., 309 5.,
3185., 323, 4155., 426 f.
18 Conversation of Feb. 27, 1013; Conrad, III, 155 f. Cf. also pp. 23^
324, 329.
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M
T-

i;;

--ventually sacrifice

In

its.”

cor.iec'^erjce,

Conrad

on thought of resigning his position as Chief-of-Staff,
rat.n-;: than be responsible for letting slip another opportunity to settle with herbia.
i/i the fall of 1913, when Serbia and Montenegro were

fj-,

Powers by refusing

deryi.tg the
frontier

established by

the

to respect

the Albanian

London Conference, Conrad

again urged military action on the part of Austria for the
uefe.nse

of Aibania.

taihed wdth Forgach.

Berchtold hesitated.

Conrad

then

‘‘Count Forgach agreed that a strong

had lost hope
that it could be brought about. The Emperor and the Heir
to the Throne were opposed to it, and Berchtold would not
force them to it.” *
Toward Italy Franz Ferdinand always had a strong antipathy and deep distrust, based partly on political hatred
for the country which had seized his family lands in Modena
intervention would be the best thing, but he

'

and E'vte, partly from bigoted religious dislike for the state
which ha/J dispossessed the Pope and seemed to be ruled by
Freemasons and anti-clericals, and partly on a shrewd
suspicion of the duplicity of Italian diplomacy. Nevertheles.s, he refused to supiport Conrad in his repeated efforts to
let loo.se a preventive war against Italy in 1907 and again in
1911, when Italy was involved in war with Turkey.
The idea that Franz Ferdinand is to be wholly identified
with the reckless fire-eating militarists of Austria is unsound. It is a legend which grew up later after the War
began. He w'as one of those who thoroughly believed in
the maxim, Si vis pacem, para belium. But he was not the
kind of a man to be swept away, as so many worshipers of
this maxim are, by the desire to engage in war and put into

m

OctobfT

Conrad

6, 1913; ibid., p. 462.

"Here

we have

A

few days

later

Czemin

also told

to reckon with the Emperor and the
Heir to the Throne, who are not in favor of war, least of all the Heir;
he clings blindly to peace;” ibid., 464. Bee also p. 697.
:

in Austria
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actual use the military machine which has been created to
preserve the peace. Baron Szilassy, a liberal-minded Hun-

garian magnate,

who went

as Austrian Minister to Athens

“Two days before my departure,
Archduke Franz Ferdinand invited me to visit him and discussed with me the whole international situation. He ap-

in December, 1913, writes:

peared to be even as pacifistic as his imperial uncle, and
an entente with Russia. He regarded the realization of South Slav aspirations within the framework of

desired

the

Monarchy

as altogether possible later, and criticized

severely Tisza’s policy, which was

with Serbia and

Rumania

alive in July, 1914, it

is

making

impossible.”

better relations
If

he had been

quite possible that Franz Ferdinand

would have used his influence and authority to check Conrad and Berchtold in the mad policy which led to the World

War.

FRANZ FERDINAND AND THE NAVY
There was another subject on which Franz Ferdinand
and Conrad did not see eye to eye. This was the Austrian

At the close of the nineteenth century the Austrian
navy was almost negligible. It was Franz Ferdinand who,
by his great energy and interest, virtually created the new

navy.

navy, hoping it would be a counterweight to that of Italy in
the Adriatic and Mediterranean. Before his day the view
had prevailed that Austrian interests were purely continental; that any conflict with a foreign power would ulti-

mately be decided by land armies; that the army therefore
was the branch on which money should be spent, not the
navy; a navy was merely a luxury. The Dual Monarchy,
it had been thought, did not possess suflBcient resources to
maintain a proper army and at the same time to create a
Italy, to say nothing of
opposing the great naval forces of France and England in

navy which could ever face that of
21

Baron

U21),

p. 259.

von

J.

CJ.

Szilassy, Der Unlergang der Donau-Monarchie
Czemin, In the World War, p. 43.

(Beriin,
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the Mediterranean.
thinking.

With

his

OF THE WORLD WAR

Conrad adhered to
endemic suspicion of

this older
Italy,

way

of

he naturally

would have been glad to see the Austrian navy developed,
but only if this could be done without detriment to the
WTien, therefore, the legislatures
interests of the array.
drew the purse strings tight, and one was faced with the
alternative of choosing between the absolutely necessary
demands of the army, as he saw them, and the laudable
desire of creating a navy, he used all his influence in favor
of the former. With equal jealousy he opposed recruiting
for the navy at the expense of the army.-Eraperor Francis Joseph had still less understanding
for, or interest in, the navy.
In his last years he did, to be
sure, visit the ship-yards and witness naval evolutions, but
he did it in a perfunctory way, merely to do his duty as a
sovereign.
He would stand on the bridge by the hour,
almost never taking the marine glasses from his eyes. He
gave an appearance of following the evolutions with intelligent interest. But it was remarked by those close to him
that he never asked an intelligent question on naval matnever showed any enthusiasm for the fleet, and never

ters,

wore the naval uniform; in fact, he never even possessed
one, though he had a large and very expensive wardrobe of

The mighty battleship of the twentieth
complicated mechanism of steel, steam
and electricity, was a thing strange and new to him. He
and Bismarck belonged to the older generation who felt
at home in a general’s uniform and knew what armies were
good for. Emperor William and Franz Ferdinand were of
the new age, who believed that “the future lies on the

military uniforms.
century, with

water.”

its

was in fact one of the
draw the German Emperor

Interest in naval matters

common bonds which tended

to

and the Austrian Heir together.-® In spite of this opposition, or lack of enthusiasm, from Conrad and the Em*2 Conrad. I, 357-360.

a# Margutti, 125 f

;

306-311
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peror, Franz Ferdinand had succeeded by 1914 in raising
the Austrian navy to a respectable size; though scarcely
half as strong as that of Italy, it gave a good account of itself during the War and showed that the spirit of Admiral
Tegetthoff was not dead.

FRANZ Ferdinand’s poutical views
In his views on foreign affairs Franz Ferdinand was at
one with his uncle in regarding the Dual Alliance with Germany as the corner stone of Austrian policy. This conviction was strengthened by his strong personal regard for
William II, whose great tact in the matter of the Archduke’s wife had won his heart. With Rumania Franz Ferdinand sought to strengthen the ties of loyalty and alliance.
He and his wife were charmed with the visit they paid to
King Carol and Carmen Sylva in July, 1909. They adored
the simplicity of

summer

life

of the

Rumanian

royal family at their

which was so different from the
stiff ceremonial and stifling court atmosphere at Vienna.
His heart was touched at the genuineness and friendliness
with which the Queen of Rumania entertained his Countess, took her to ride, and served her tea at a rustic farm
house. He long remembered it as one of the happiest visits
of his

castle

a*.

Sinaia,

life.*^

however, the Archduke regarded with deep disbut not to the point of thinking it wise to unmask
her suspected disloyalty to the Triple Alliance by a preventive war. On the contrary, he wanted to remain at peace
with Italy and maintain as firm relations as possible with
her. As heir of Francis V, Duke of Modena, he had inherited in 1875 the fortune of the Este 'family, but he had
no notion of attempting to restore the ducal power which
had been overthrown in 1859. In fact, in order to avoid
giving offense to the ruling house of Savoy in Italy, he never
Italy,

trust,

**CJ.

Nikitsch-Boulles,

p 129 ff.

IS
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wore the insignia of the Este Black Eagle Order, the grand*
mastership of which he had inherited as Francis V’s heir.
With Russia Franz Ferdinand wanted to be on terras of
friendly understanding. Autocratic himself by nature, he
had admired the autocratic government of Russia before
the Russo-Japanese War and the Russian Revolution of
1905 had begun to shake the Tsar's tliroiio. But later he
was disillusioned as to Nicholas IFs stability. This may
have been one of the reasons he sought more close personal
relations with Emperor William and King Carol.
The
French he frankly disliked. He never forgot the humiliation imposed upon Austria by Napoleon I, and he regarded
Napoleon III as responsible for Austria’s downfall in the
nineteenth century. Great Britain, on the o^her hand, he
held in respect, and there had even been rumors at one
time that he might marry Princess Mary.
Such are the views on foreign affairs ascribed to Franz
Ferdinand by men who knew him well. There is no reason
to doubt their substantial accuracy.^®
Of Franz Ferdinand’s views on the internal nationality
problems of the Hapsburg Empire it is less possible to speak
with certainty. It was the conviction of those who stood
close to him, like Major Brosch,-® and his private-secretary,
Nikitsch-Boulles,-’' that if the Archduke had come to the
Throne, he would have come to the rescue of the oppressed
nationalities and attempted a federal organization of the
Monarchy, substituting “Trialism” for the existing “Dualism.” This was also the commonly expressed opinion in the
Austrian and German obituary notices of the Archduke.®*
There are also several signs which point in this direction:
25Margutti, pp. 126-138; Conrad, I-IV, passim; Czemin. In the World
War, ch. ii.
-'JCf. Seton-Watson, Sarajevo, p. 83 ff.
2T Vor dem Sturm, p. 58,
28 The Vossische Zeitung was an exception: cf. Belaian Dnnuments,
IV. 97ff.
.
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the Archduke’s energetic reforming temperament, his relations with Emperor Francis Joseph, the study he gave to the

and various draft projects which have come to light.
in many respects conservative, as one might expect from his Roman Catholic traditions, there is no doubt
that Franz Ferdinand possessed qualities of character which
indicate that he was quite the kind of man to undertake a
reorganization of the Monarchy.
He had no sympathy
with preserving an institution simply because it had long
existed.
On the contrary, he looked to the future rather
than to the past, and was inclined to reform in accordance
with modern conditions rather than to conserve that which
was old. Possessed of restless energy and an iron will, he
had no patience with the traditional ceremonial of the
Vienna Court or the antiquated methods of the old Austrian. administrative machine which was managed in large
subject,

Though

part by old men wlio belonged to Francis Joseph’s generation rather than to the twentieth century. His influence
in substituting Conrad for the aged Beck as Austria’s Chiefof-Staff, and in building up the army and navy, was typical
of his reforming tendencies. Wherever he had authority,
he showed his executive ability in modernizing and improving the arrangements which he found in existence. This is
seen notably in his transformation of the Konopischt estate,
which he built up into a flourishing landed property with
rose gardens famous throughout Europe. He believed in
dispatching business rapidly, making large use of the telephone and the telegraph. He was impatient with his secretaries if any business was left unfinished on his desk for
more than twenty-four hours. In all this he was the exact
opposite of his aged uncle.
Francis Joseph was a Monarch by the Grace of God in
the old sense. He still ruled or wanted to rule in patriarchal
fashion. One of his greatest faults was his insistence on
dealing himself with all matters of minutest detail. His
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so occupied with these minor matters that he had
no breadth of view for the wider interests of the Monarchy.

mind was

he was inclined to live in the
He was extremely
changes
in the red
conservative and hesitated to make any
tape of the old Hapsburg machine, even when it was pointed
out to him what advantages could be secured by modern

As was natural

in his old age,

past rather than to look to the future.

methods.

The
is

of

contrast in attitude between the uncle and nephew

seen in an incident of 1911 concerning the administration
some Hapsburg family property left by the Empress

Maria Theresa. This was still being administered under
provisions a century and a half old, which were no longer
adapted to modern conditions. The Archduke looked into
the question carefully and ventured to hand the Emperor a
long memorandum in which he pointed out how the administration of this family property needed reorganization.
There were too many officials handling the property and
they were often incapable and sometimes dishonest. He
showed in detail how the Coding beet-root sugar factory
was losing 200,000 crowns a year as a result of a foolish
contract. Another estate was being rented for 47 crowns
an acre when it might easily bring 70 to 80 crowms an acre,
thus causing another loss of about 100,000 crowns a year.
“A great part of the domains of the family are mostly leased
for a long term of years for a rent which may have been
suitable 40 or 50 years ago, but which today is simply ludicrous,” he wrote.
He therefore begged the Monarch to
examine the question with a view to economic reforms corresponding to the twentieth century. The Emperor left the
letter unanswered for weeks. After his attention had been
to it several times, he finally replied in characteristic
fashion: “I have fully considered the question in its various
aspects and come to the conclusion that as the responsible

caller!

guardian of this family property, I cannot bring myself

to
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permit an experiment which would so destroy a long tried
administrative system which has worked without criticism
for so many years for the advantage of our property.”
This

is

sition

a good example of Emperor Francis Joseph's oppoand of his nephew’s readiness for

to innovation,

and political reforms.
Franz Ferdinand was very keenly aware, much more so
than the Emperor, of the violent discontent among the subject nationalities of the Empire. He had one characteristic
which is of great value in a ruler ^he was ready and anxious
to know the facts, even if they were unpalatable. Though
he had a very violent temper, it was far more likely to be
vented upon any one whom he suspected of trying to deceive him, than on one who told him disagreeable truths.
energetic administrative

—

He

took pains to read opposition newspapers, with the rehe was well informed of the public feeling on the
part of the Czechs, Transylvanians, Croats, and Serbs
within the Dual Monarchy, and realized the danger which
they constituted for the future unless something was done
to satisfy them.
His strong disapproval of the oppressive
policy of the ruling Magyar magnates in Hungary was notorious, and will be indicated a few pages further on in
sult that

connection with the Konopischt interview.

He was

criti-

cized by the Magyar and German dominant factions for
wishing to favor the small nationalities. It was a reproach
which did honor to his wisdom and sense of justice. Here
again he differed from the aged Emperor. Francis Joseph
was inclined to half-measures and compromise. He regarded himself as the author of the Austro-Hungarian Compromise of 1867 and had no thought of modifying it. Franz
Ferdinand, however, seems to have regarded this dual organization of the Empire as an unfortunate mistake, because it gave in practice so much power into the hands of
2B Letters of Franz Ferdinand
Boulles, pp. 49-57.

and Francis Joseph, quoted

in Nikitsch-
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He

therefore seems to have been
quite ready to see the “Dualisrii” of 1867 replaced by some

the

Magyar magnates.

kind of “Trialism” when he himself should come to the
throne. He had given much study to the question of a possible constitutional reorganization along federal lines. He
had pondered the proposals of noted Austrian writers like
Lammasch, Tezner and Steinacker. He had heard with
great interest expositions of the American federal system
by Professor J. W. Burgess of Columbia University; Professor Burgess had been invited to return to Vienna to give
further information on the subject and was on the point of
again sailing for Europe to do so at the moment the Arch-

duke was assassinated.

A

further indication of Franz Ferdinand’s intention

of

making constitutional reforms in the direction of curbing
the power of the Hungarian magnates and extending politiminor nationalities is seen in various draft
proposals which have been published from his papers.®'
One of the most recent of these is the draft Manifesto
cal rights to the

which he had prepared for publication

in case the old

Em-

sometime suddenly cause his death and open the way for a new regime.
Though expressed in somewhat vague and general terms, it
indicates that the Heir to the Throne was a true friend to
the Croats and Bosnian Serbs and that he intended imporperor’s periodical bronchial trouble should

tant constitutional reforms in the' interests of
nationalities before taking the oath to the
stitution.

The Manifesto runs

Since
life

.

the minor

in part as follows:

has pleased Almighty God to call out of this
exalted
a long and richly blessed reign,

it

My

after

Uncle,

all

Hungarian Con-

.

.

"We hereby solemnly announce to all people of the
accession to the Crown. .
.
To all peoples of the Monarchy, to all ranks, -and to

Monarchy Our

30 Cl. Seton Watson, Sarajevo, p. 84, note

.

1.
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everybody that does his duty in the work of the nation,
no matter what his race or creed, We return equal love.
In high station, or low, poor or rich, all shall be equal be-

Our Throne.
The established

fore

constitutional^ arrangements

and the

judicial system of the state, in

which every citizen has equal
rights according to the laws, We will honor and protect
with a strong hand. For the well-being and prosperity of
all peoples in all parts of the Monarchy, We deem it Our
first duty to bring about a concentration into a great unit
and a harmonious cooperation according to just principles. ... In the Constitution of the Empire all contradictions must be removed which exist in the laws of Austria

and those of Hungary in regard to the common

affairs of

the Monarcliy, and which make the giving of the prescribed
oath on the Constitution impossible through the incompatibility of these laws.

as ruler,

We

As pledge

of

Our most sacred duties
by solemn oath of

shall thereupon confirm

coronation the unambiguous provisions of the Constitution
together with the fundamental rights and privileges of

those

who belong

all

Monarchy. In order to create the
Our Governments will inaugurate with-

to the

possibility for this.

out delay the necessary measures. . .
Since all peoples under Our scepter shall have equal
rights in regard to participation in the common affairs of
the Monarchy, this equality of rights demands that to
every race be guaranteed its national development within/
the frame of the common interests of the Monarchy, and
that to all races, ranks, and classes the preservation of their
just interests be made possible through just laws of suffrage
^wherever this has not yet been carried through.®^
.

—
It

come

is

howe .tjT, whether PVanz Ferdinand had
any definite, decision in his own mind as to the

doubtful,

to
exact form which che reorganization should take.
*1.

Published by

No. 152 of Mar.
Nation,

May

J.

Count

A. Freiherr von Eichhoff in the BerlineT Tageblatt
and reprinted is translation in the New York

51, 1926,
26. 1626.
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Czernin,

who was more

intimately acquainted with Franz

Ferdinand’s ideas than most men, says; “The Archduke
was a firm partisan of the Great-Austria program. His idea

was to convert the Monarchy into numerous more or less
independent National States, having in Vienna a common
central organization for all important and absolutely neces-

—

sary affairs

Dualism.

.

.

in other words, to substitute Federalism
.

However,

it

had

many

opponents

for

who

strongly advised against dissecting the State in order

to

something new and ‘presumably better,’
and the Emperor Francis Joseph w'as far too conservative
and far too old to agree to his nephew’s plans. This direct
refusal of the idea cherished by the Archduke offended him
greatly, and he complained often in bitter terms that the
Emperor turned a deaf ear to him as though he were the
There was a
‘lowest serving man at Schonbrunn.’
widely spread but entirely erroneous idea in the Monarchy
that the Archduke had drawn up a program of his future
activities.
This was not the case. He had very definite
and pronounced ideas for the reorganization of the Monarchy, but the ideas were never developed into a concrete
plan they were more like the outline of a program that was
never completed in detail.”
Two projects closely connected with the federalization
idea had been much discussed. One of them is suggested
in Conrad’s letter to the Archduke of December 14, 1912:
“The unification of the South Slav race is one of those
nation-moving phenomena which cannot be denied nor artificially prevented. The only point is whether this unifica-

erect in its place

.

.

.

—

tion shall take place within the control of the [Dual]

—that

archy

whether

it

is

the loss

—

or

be accomplished under
Monarchy. This cost for us would conof our South Slav lands and thereby of nearly

shall

at the cost of the
sist in

Mon-

at the expense of Serbia’s independence

In the World War, pp. 41 f., 49.

the aegis of Serbia
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loss in territory

and prestige would deinto a Small State.”

Monarchy

This peaceful incorporation of all South Slavs into the
Hapsburg Empire was often dwelt upon by Conrad, In
June, 1913, on the eve of the Second Balkan War the
Austrian Military Attache in Belgrade reported that there
was a party in Serbia in favor of it. The idea was that
Austria-Hungary should cede to Serbu the South Slavs,
and to Rumania her kindred populations in Transylvania,
and that the Serbian and Rumanian Kingdoms, thus enlarged, should be incorporated into a federal Hapsburg Em-

and have somewhat the same constitutional position
as the Kingdoms of Saxony and Bavaria in the German
Empire. But it was generally agreed that this peaceful
incorporation of Serbia and Rumania was impracticable,
because the two kindoms would never consent to give up
their complete independence.
The analogy with Saxony
and Bavaria was hardly apt, since their population was
pire

solidly of the

same

nationality as the rest of the

German

Rumania and

Serbia were not only of absolutely different nationality from the Germans in Austria
and the Magyars in Hungary, but had come to regard

Empire, while

Moreover, Vienna and Budapest looked down in aristocratic contempt upon Belgrade and Bucharest as representing totally different and
Doubtless also the Triple Entente
inferior civilizations.
would have raised strenuous objections to any such

them with deep

hostility.

apparent strengthening of Austria and consequently of

Germany.

A second scheme,

which was regarded as more practical
and hopeful by many, was altogether different and was in
flat contradiction to Conrad’s view of the inevitability of
Jugoslav unification. It had long been favored by Count
88 Conrad; II,

in, 343 f.. 362

fif..

380.

Baron Conrad

reiterated

419 fF, 466. 461, 729 ff.).

frequently

this

view

2G
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It

consisted in a policy of playing

off

the

Croats against the Serbs and dius splitting the Jugoslavs
apart according to the old maxim of divide et impera. It
contemplated the creation of a “Greater Croatia’' as a third
unit with Austria and Hungarj' in a regnuin tripartitum^

Franz Ferdinand was very favorably inclined toward the
Croats. They were Roman Catholics and harl helped preserve Hap.sburg authority in the revolutions of 1848. A
“Greater Croatia,” composed of the Slav elements in
Croatia, Slavonia, Dalmatia, and Bosnia-Herzegovina, and
given equal political federal rights with the remaining parts
of Austria and Hungary, would form a valuable bulwark
against the “Greater Serbia” propaganda.
The plan had
had many staunch adherents among the Croats themselves,
and in view of the unhappy conflicts between the Serbs and
Croats since the War can hardly be regarded as altogether
Utopian if it had been adopted seasonably. But during
the 3 ’ears just before the War this antagrinism between Serb
and Croat had been rapidlj’- disappearing owing to the oppressive rule of the German and jMagj-ar authorities on the
one hand, and the active propaganda of Jugoslav intellectuals on the other. Baron Musulin, an observant Austrian
diplomat and Foreign Office Secretary, who was born in

home in
and noted with alarm
was rapidly taking place from Croat

Croatia, visited his old

the change which

He

believed the Croatian
peasantry were still true to the Hapsburgs and that a
strengthening of the Croatian sentiment could still be used

loyalty to Jugoslav agitation.

to offset the Jugoslav

movement

Serbs into a “Greater Serbia.”
of the Sarajevo assassins which

Haw am

S'' Mtusulin,
Das
also G.P., XXVI, 28, 47.
35 Musulin, pp. 105-210.

for uniting Croats and

An

incident in the trial
moved the court to mirth

Ballplatz,

Munich,

1924,

p.

205

fl.

Cj.

Cf. also Stephan Count Buridn, Austria in
York, 1924, pp. 368-371 on the conflict between the
Croatian and the Jugoslav tendencies.

Dissolution,

New

;
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seems to confirm Baron Musulin’s view, and shows how
the superficial Jugoslav agitation had not overcome the
older inherent Croat dislike of Serbs,
A certain Sadilo
was being questioned

What

Question;

are

you according

to your political con-

victions?
Sadilo;

belong to the Croatian Right Party.
Do you like the Serbs?
Yes, when I don’t see them. (Laughter.)
I

Question:
Sadilo:

This creation of a “Greater Croatia,” perhaps under the

name of “Illyria,” offered possibly the nearest approach to a peaceful solution of the Austro-Serbian conflict.
Austria-Hungary would then have been transformed
into a federation of at least three component parts, instead
of a kind of Siamese-twin state, in which one of the twins
insisted on oppressing all the non-Magyar elements. But
it would have amounted to a constitutional revolution and
would have certainly provoked bitter opposition from Germans and Magj'ars. Whether Franz Ferdinand would have
actually attempted to replace “Dualism” by “Trialism” had
he come to the throne, and whether he would have been
successful, must remain among the great unanswered queshistoric

tions of history.

Certain it is, however, that he w'as commonly credited
with wide-reaching plans for reorganizing and strengthening the Dual Monarchy, as was stated by Count Czernin
and in most of the obituary notices. The dread of what
he might do was one of the factors which led fanatical
It also unquestionably
Serbs to plot his assassination.
caused many Viennese and Budapest oflicials to heave a
sigh of relief when they heard the news of Sarajevo.
88 Pharos, p. 154. Tlio preceding paragraphs were written prior to
the Serbian assassination of Croatians in the Serbian Parliament on June
On Croatian desires, see (Dr. Pilar], Die Sudslavuehe Fragt
20, 1928.
vend d»r Weltkrieg, Vienna, 1918.
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FRANZ Ferdinand’s marriage
of the most fateful influences on ‘he Archauke’s
was his marriage. In the early ’nineties it was rumored
at Vienna that he was paying attention to the Archduchess
Marie Christine, eldest daughter of the Archduke Frederick
and the Archduchess Isabella. He paid such frequent visits
to them in Pressburg, sometimes twice a week, that the
parents began to flatter themselves that their daughter
would one day be Empress. But in reality Franz Ferdinand had fallen deeply in love with one of the ladies-in-

One

life

waiting in their household

—Countess Sophie Chotek.

She

was a handsome, proud, tall woman with flashing eyes and
an eager step. She belonged to an ancient but impoverished
Czech family. For nearly a year their love ran on in secret
and unsuspected. When absent from one another they
exchanged

letters

weekly through one of the Archduke’s

But then came a catastrophe.

trusted officers.

After a

tennis party at Pressburg Franz Ferdinand changed

his

but forgot his watch. A servant brought
Archduchess Isabella. She opened the locket, expecting
perhaps to find a photograph of her daughter and found
instead that of her lady-in-waiting. One can imagine the
feelings of a disappointed mother!
Countess Sophie was
clothes,

it to the

—

instantly dismissed in disgrace

and had to leave the house

that very night.®'^

The tongues

of the gossips at the Austrian capital be-

gan to wag vigorously.

But Franz Ferdinand, with his
usual determination and obstinacy, declared that he would
marry her. All his Hapsburg relatives objected. She was
not a princess and did not belong to a ruling family. She
was only a countess and therefore debarred from an “eligible” (ebenburtige) marriage with an Archduke. To the old
Emperor, Francis Joseph, the announcement of his neph*
Nikitsch-Boulles, p. 26 ff.
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came as a terrible blow. It was a disunworthy of the family. It seemed like the last drop
in his cup of bitterness and family sorrows. His brother,
Maximilian, had been shot against a wall in Mexico, and
Maximilian’s wife had gone insane with grief. His own
and only son, Rudolph, had died by violence under the most
suspicious circumstances very probably by suicide. His
wife, the Empress Elizabeth, was assassinated by an Italian
ew’s determination
grace

—

anarchist in

1898.

His wife’s insane nephew, Louis of

Bavaria, escaping from his guardian, strangled his pursuer
and together the two were drowned in the Starnbergersee.

His younger nephew, Otto, Franz Ferdinand’s brother,

liv-

and weakened by the

had

ing a riotous life

disease which he

contracted, caused frequent shocks to the old Emperor’s

and decency. And now his own heir insisted on defying European traditions and Spanish etiquette
by marrying a mere impoverished countess with a possible

sense of dignity

taint of insanity in her blood.
“Was I not to be spared
even this?” the Emperor was heard to murmur.®®
For months Francis Joseph remained absolutely opposed
the
marriage. But when he saw that this only increased
to
the obstinate determination of his nephew, and that Franz
Ferdinand would sooner give up the right to the throne

than the

hand of the woman he

loved, the old formalist

The marmight take place, but it was to be only a morganatic
alliance.
On June 28, 1900, the marriage declaration was
solemnly registered in the small council room of the Vienna
Hofburg in the presence of the Emperor, the Archdukes,
and the leading government oflBcials. At the same time
the Archduke made a solemn Oath of Renunciation, signed
and sealed in German and Magyar copies, declaring:
sadly gave his final consent to a compromise.

riage

“Our marriage with the Countess Chotek
eligible

but a morganatic marriage, and

*B MaiKutti, p. 139.

is

is

not an

to be considered
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for now and all time; in consequence whereof
Our wife nor the issue to be hoped for with God’s
blessing from this Our marriage, nor their descendants, will

as such

neither

possess or be entitled to claim those rights,

titles, armorial

bearings, privileges, etc., that belong to the eligible wives

and to the

issue of

Archdukes from

eligible marriages.

And

we again recognize and declare that inasmuch
as the issue from Our aforesaid marriage and their descendants are not members of the Most High Arch-House,

in particular

they possess no right to succeed to the Throne.”

The Act of Renunciation was to be the source of untold
unhappiness and bitterness in the days to come, since those
whom he held dearest were deprived of rights and honors
which would have been theirs except for the restrictions
of feudal law and Spanish etiquette. June 28. fatal day!
Precisely fourteen years later on another June 28 the assassin’s revolver, which made no distinctions of birth, united
in death the two human beings whose life in'natrimony had
been clouded by the morganatic bond. June ’'8! Nineteen
years later, on another anniversary of the Archduke’s renunciation, was signed the Treaty of Versailles which
registered the tragic results from the War of which the Archduke's death was made the immediate occasion!
After the marriage Countess Chotek was raised in rank
with the title of Duchess of Hohenberg through the graciousness of Francis Joseph.
Yet notwithstanding this
elevation in rank, she waa still regarded as inferior in position to the youngest Archduchess.
Her lot was far from
happy. “Greatness is dearly bought,” she is said to haveconfessed to an intimate friend a year before her death.
The members of the Imperial family often inflicted cruel
humiliations upon her, and there were stories of violent
scenes between Fianz Ferdinand and his relatives because
of the slights which were put upon his wife.
Ultimately
things came to such a pass that, the Heir Presumptive and
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Hohenberg preferred to absent themselves
the Duchess
from Court functions altogether.®®
As Franz Ferdinand found that his wife was slighted
and rebuffed at Vienna, he was all the more grateful for
the more generous attitude which Emperor William displayed towards her. This explains in part the increasingly
close relations which developed in the years before the War
between the German Kaiser and the Archduke. On his
first visit to Berlin Franz Ferdinand had been captivated,
as had been so many others, by the Kaiser’s vivacity, intellectual interests, and efforts to please.
In November,
German
Emperor
for
stayed
two days with Franz
1908, the
Ferdinand for hunting at Eckartsau on the Danube, and
their relations grew more intimate. A year later the Archduke was invited to Potsdam and the Duchess of Hohenberg was included in the invitation. There she was received with all the honors due to an Arcnduchess. The
Kaiser’s tact was in striking contrast to the galling etiquette
at Vienna. At dinners at the Austrian Court, the Duchess
of Hohenberg had been compelled to sit far removed from
her husband at the foot of the table, below all the Austrian
Archduchesses. At Potsdam the embarrassment of having
her sit at a long table above others who were of higher
of

89 C}. the clerical Reichposl, a journal regarded as the personal organ
“We are not acquainted with the
of Franz Ferdinand, Jan. 17, 1911:
reasons for the absence of the exalted couple, but we should find it comprehensible if the position assigned to the Consort of the Heir to the
throne by the present Court ceremonial should have been thought unnecessarily painful. According to this ceremonial, the wife of the Heir Presumptive is preceded not only by the married ladies of the Imperial
remember the disagreeHouse, but even by the youngest Princesses.
able scene at the Court Ball two years ago, when the members of the
Imperial House appeared in the Ballroom, each Imperial Prince with a
lady on his arm according to rank, whereas the wife of the Heir to the
Throne was obliged to enter the room last, alone and without escort. As
several young Archduchesses appear this year at the Court Ball for the
first time, the rigors of the ceremonial hitherto observed would, perhaps
have been even more conspicuous. It would be veiy intelligible if the
Duchess Sophie of Hohenberg should have wished to avoid a painful
situation, if only out of regard for her exalted husband.”

We
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rank was ingeniously obviated by having

many

small

tables.

The German Emperor and Empress and the Archduke
his wife dined at

one

similar small tables.

and

table, while the other guests dined at

In thus

way no

precedent could be

could not be said that the German Court
had given the Duchess precedence over any princess of the
blood royal. On subsequent visits to \’ienna the German
created,

and

it

Emperor was careful to pay personal visits to the Duchess
of Hohenberg and show her every mark of esteem. Such
conduct touched the heart of the Archduke and was one
of the reasons for the more intimate relations and frequent
visits of the two men to one another.
When the Kaiser
went to Corfu the Archduke would take pains to meet him
and have the Austrian navy draw up to salute him, or
would invite him to

visit at Brioni or Miramar.'*®

course of this interchange of visits,

it

so

Kaiser was invited to Franz Ferdinand’s beautiful

Konopischt

in

Bohemia on June

nouncement

the

villa at

12, 1914.

THE KONOPISCHT MEETING: LEGEND AND
The meeting

In the

happened that

FACTT

at Konopischt, according to the official an-

in the Austrian Press, w'as

a purely

personal

affair, “in order that the Kaiser might see the Archduke’s
wonderful roses in full blr..m.” Horticulture and landscape
gardening were in fact one of the Archduke’s most passionate hobbies. Having bought the Konopischt estate in 1886,
he had spent years of thought, and sums of money which
shocked his stewards, in laying out one of the finest parks
in Europe.
A sugar-factory, a brewery and peasants’
houses had been removed, an artificial lake had been cre-

and rare and beautiful plants had been set out, so that
from every window in the castle only the most pleasing
prospect met the eye. Here at Konopischt Franz Ferdinand
knew every tree and every bush. Every bed of flowers was
ated,

Nikitsch-Boullcs, pp, 11411.. 143 ff.
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designed according to his exact orders, and his roses were
and care.'*^ But the fact that William

his especial delight

was accompanied by Admiral von Tirpitz, and that the
Austrian Foreign Minister, Berchtold, came to Konopischt
the day after the Emperor left, quickly caused some newspapers at the time to suspect that this meeting had some
more serious occasion than merely the viewing of roses.

A

few weeks later, after the Archduke’s assassination and
the mysterious events connected with his death and interment, the wildest rumors began to circulate about the
“pact” which had been plotted at Konopischt and which
had caused the World War. It is therefore worth while to
examine a little more closely into this meeting and the

rumors to which it gave rise.
According to the London Times correspondent, Mr. H.
Wickham Steed, who based his account upon an anonymous
informant “whose position and antecedents entitle his statements to careful examination,” the German Emperor had
been deliberately courting the good-will of Franz Ferdinand
by, attentions to his wife for political purposes, which found
their expression in the “Pact of Konopischt.” Mr. Steed
would have us believe that “the Kaiser opened to the Archduke Franz Ferdinand a magnificent horizon, and spread
out before him a grandiose plan which promised presently
to place his sons, Maximilian and Ernest, at the head of
two vast realms in Eastern and Central Europe.” Russia
was to be provoked to a war for which Germany and Austria were ready; France was to be reduced to impotence
by a few vigorous strokes; and the abstention of England
was considered certain. The result of the war was to be
the transformation of Europe. The ancient kingdom of
Poland, with Lithuania and the Ukraine, was to be reconstituted, stretching from the Baltic to the Black Sea.
This was to be the inheritance of Franz Ferdinand; after
Nikitsch-Boullcs, pp. 188-197.

'
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was to pass to his eldest son. For his younger
son was reserved, under his father’s direction, a new realm
comprising Bohemia, Hungary, and the Jugoslav lands,
including Serbia, Dalmatia, and Salonica. Franz Ferdinand,
according to this storj'-, saw great thrones prepared for his
sons, and Sophie Chotek saw herself the mother of Kings.
his death it

was to give up to the new
and to indemnify himself by
bringing into the German Empire a new' state comprised of
German Austria and Trieste and ruled by Franz Ferdinand’s nephew, the Archduke Charles Francis Joseph. Germany would thus acquire a coveted outlet upon the
Adriatic, and would be enlarged by the addition of another
Between the enstate equal in importance to Bavaria.
larged German Empire, the reconstituted kingdom of Poland, and the new Bohemian-Huiigarian-Jugosta\ realm,
a close and perpetual military and economic alliance was to
be formed. This alliance would become the arbiter of
Europe, and would command the Balkans and the route to
Emperor William, on

his part,

Polish state a part of Posen,

the East.

Such, according to Mr.
of the agreement.

Wickham

Knowledge of

it,

Steed, w'ere the terms

he thinks, came

to the

and herein lies the
which Franz Ferdinand

ears of the Austrian Imperial family,

explanation of the shabby way in
and his wife w'ere unceremoniously hurried to their graves
after being murdered at Sarajevo.
He darkly hints that

the Austrian Court itself w’as guilty of complicity in the
murder. He then goes on to exaggerate or distort in sensational newspaper fashion a number of other circumstances
calculated to leave

t’.

e reader

with the impression that

the

Archduke was brought about through
the complicity of Austrian officials and that Serbia was in
no way responsible. “General Potiorek, who was sitting in
the archducal car, escaped injury. Neither he nor any other
military or civil dignitaries were punished for their failure
assassination of the
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General Potiorek remained Govthe Bosnian army through

commanded

campaign against Serbia. After the defeat of his
was deprived of his command, was reported to
have lost his reason, and was placed in a lunatic asylum.
When the Emperor Francis Joseph visited Sarajevo
the

first

troops he

.

.

.

number of police available exceeded a
thousand; probably double that number of secret agents
were employed; yet when the Heir to the Throne visited
the city the police were warned off! No evidence proving
the complicity of the Serbian Government in the plot to
in June, 1910, the

assassinate the Archduke has ever been adduced. ... It
would certainly not be beyond the power of the AustroHungarian secret service agents to work up a plot at Bel-

grade or at Sarajevo ... to ‘remove’ obnoxious personages or to provide a pretext for war.” **
After describing at length the indignity of the funeral
arrangements made for the murdered couple which “were
hardly less astonishing than had been the circumstances of
the assassination,” Mr. Steed adds as a further incriminat-

ing circumstance the fact that

it

was at

first

announced that

German Emperor would

attend the funeral, but “on the
2nd of July it was announced in Berlin that owing to a
slight indisposition, the German Emperor had abandoned
his journey to Vienna. He nevertheless gave audiences as
the

usual on that day.” He implies that the German Emperor
and the other sovereigns were instructed from Vienna not
to attend the funeral and that this is a further indication
that the Archduke’s death was contrived by Austrian officials because of his having plotted at Konopischt a partition
of the Hapsburg lands to provide crowns for his sons. But
as a matter of fact the failure of the Kaiser to attend the

was not due to any hint from the authorities in
Vienna who wanted to deprive the Archduke and his wife
funeral

** Steed,

“The Pact

of Konopischt," pp. 265 S.; see below, note 45
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AVAR

due honors even after death. He abandoned his intention of going to Vienna because a warning had come from
the German consul at Sarajevo that th(‘ Serbs might make
an attack on his life also, and because his Chancellor de-

of

assume the responsibility of allowing the Emperor
As we learn from
German
telegi-am
the
Ambassador
to
Bethmann-Hollwcg’s
at Vienna on July 2;

clined to

to risk his life b}' going to Vienna.

As a

warnings which have been received from
first, in fact, dates back to April
have been obliged to request His Majesty

result of

Sarajevo, of which the
of this year, I

the Emperor to give up the visit to A’ionna. What confirmed
me in the determination was the fact that the journey was
not an act of national or political necessity, but one con-

cerned with the voluntary announcement of friendly
ings beyond a point required

by

etiquette;

feel-

that there

is

apparently a wide-spread conspiracy at the bottom of the
Sarajevo crime; and that assassinations are well known to
exercise a suggestive influence on the criminal elements.
On the strength of these considerations, I was unable to
undertake the responsibility of exposing His Majesty unnecessarily in a foreign land.

For public purposes, the giving up

of tlie visit will be

His
to the physical indisposition of His Majesty.
Majesty wishes, however, that the true reason be communicated to His Majesty the Emperor Franz Joseph
laid

personally.*^

Similarly all the other circumstances with which Mr.
Steed and his followers have built up the tlieory of Austrian complicity are really to

be explained quite simply
and naturally on altogether different and less sensational
grounds, as will be indicated below. There is not a shred
of evidence that the Archduke was plotting at Koiiopischt,
or that Austrian officials conspired for his assassination.

*®KJ). 6 B; and

the waraing telegram from Saraiovo, K.D., 6 A.
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Nevertheless Mr. Steed’s astounding theory received
wide acceptance among Austria’s late enemies. Serbians
naturally are glad to adopt it because it would remove all responsibility for the crime from their country.'*^
It has
been widely circulated with some, reservations or amplifications by many over-suspicious French writers: by M.
Raymond Recouly, a popular newspaper correspondent and
magazine writer; by M. Alfred Dumaine, who was French
Ambassador to Vienna, but who at the time appears to
have-known nothing of all this; by M. Chopin in his monograph on the Sarajevo murder; and even by such a sober
historian as Professor Debidour."*®

Fortunately for the cause of truth, documents have reMr. A. V. Scferoviteh, Jugoslav Consul-General at Montreal,
quotes Mr. Steed at length to prove “that the plot to murder the Archduke originated in Austria and served a twofold purpose, namely, the
elimination of the Archduke as heir presumptive and a pretext for the
long-desired attack on Serbia by Austria;” see his article, “The blame for
the Sarajevo murder plot” in New York Times Current History, Dee.,
1925, p. 385.

<5 H. Wickham Steed, “The Pact of Konopischt,” in Nineteenth Cev/tury and After, Vol. 79, pp. 253-273 (Feb., 1910). Many months later
Mr. Steed is said to have admitted in private conversation that he no
Nevertheless he repeats it in
longer believed in this fantastic stoiy.
abbreviated form in his interesting but unveracious work. Through Thirty
Years, London, 1924, T, 396-403, where it will doubtless continue to
deceive thousands of unsophiscatod readers like Mr. Sefcrovitch. Among
the French writers whoj have swallowed and broadcasted with variations
his theory arc Jean Pozzi, “Les Roses de Konopischt,” in Le Correspondant,
June 10, 1921 Recouly, "Lcs Jleures Tragiques d’Avant-Guerre (Paris,
1922), pp. 173-194; and also in La Kevue de France, April 1, 1922, pp. 598610; Dumaine, La Dcmiere Ambassade de France e.n Autriche (Paris,
1921), p. 126 S.; Debidour, Ilistoire Diplomatique de I’Europe (Paris,
1918),^!, 229; J\dcs Chopin (pseudonym of J. E. Pichon, a lecturer at the
University of Prague who shares the characteristic Czech attitude of hostility towards the Hapsburgs) “La premeditation austro-hungroise,” in
;

Mercure de France, Vol. 115 (1916), pp. 577-599. In his much-quoted
little book, Le Compl-ot De Sarajevo (P.aris, 1918), p. 82, Chopin sums
up:
“II cst certain quo I’cntrevue de Konopischt avait un tout autre
but que celui d’cchar.gcr ilc.s politrssos ct de mettre .a mal le gibier des
pares archiducaux. Nous croyons done que son seul objet etait justement
de trouver le pretexte d’une guerre qui manquait en 1914, et de
minutieusement regler la marche diplomatique et militaire de touts
Cette entreprise belliqueuse
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cently been published which give precise and trustworthy

accounts of what really took place at Konopischt and which
will lead all serious students to consign Jvir. Steed’s amazing
theory to the limbo of propagandist war myths.^® One of
these documents is the official report sent to the German

Foreign Office the day after the interview by Baron von
Treutler, the Minister in attendance upon William II.*^
This gives a good account of the conversations between
William II and Franz Ferdinand. They first touched upon
the Balkan situation, in view of an alarming telegram from
Athens that the Greeks had called up their marine reserves
and were rumored to be planning an attack on Turkey.
Franz Ferdinand and his guest agreed to sound King Carol
of Rumania, to see whether he would use his influence in

and the preservation of the status quo as
by the Treaty of Bucharest. Both expressed their dis-

favor of peace
fixed

like of

Franz Ferdinand gave vent
mala fidcs in Albania and in

Ferdinand of Bulgaria.

to his suspicions of Italy’s

The German Emperor tried to allay his suspicions,
and hoped that when Franz Ferdinand should meet the
King of Italy at the German routine maneuvers later in

general.

the year, there would be an opportunity for establishing
more cordial personal relations between Victor Emmanuel
and the Heir to the Hapsbui^ throne.
The main topic of conversation at Konopischt, however, like that between William II and Francis Joseph at
*8

Even Mr. Seton-Watson, whom no one

will accuse of being over

toward Austria, has at last acknowledged (Sarajevo, p. Ill):
“Nothing which even remotely deserves the name of evidence has ever
been adduced in proof [of the theory of official complicity on the part
of Vienna and Budapest] and each of the many su.spioious details is susceptible of a simpler and less sensational explanation;” similarly also
lenient,

pp. 114, 287.

ttin Deutsche
printed

Polilik.

May

14, 1920;

G.P.,

XXXIX,

365

ffi;

by Montgelas, The Case for the Central Powers, pp.

and

re-

232-235.

accuracy as to the first point discussed in the interview is confirmed by the telegram sent by the Austrian Minister in Athens on June
12, printed in Conrad, III, 660 f.

Treiitlcr’s
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Vienna three months previously/® dealt with internal Auspolitics
Tisza’s treatment of the Rumanians in
Transylvania and its dangerous effect on public feeling in
the Kingdom of Rumania. Franz Ferdinand assailed the
medieval and anachronistic Magyar oligarchy, with Tisza
at its head, which dominated Hungary and was trying to
dominate Austria as welL “Already Vienna begins to tremble when Tisza starts for the city; everyone lies flat on his
stomach when Tisza steps out at Vienna.” Emperor William, on the other hand, urged that Tisza was such a powerful and unusual man that he “ought not to be thrown
overboard, but be kept under a firm hand, and then used
for his valuable qualities.” The Archduke complained that

—

trian

,

“it

was

precisely Tisza

who was

to blame,

if

the interests

of the Triple Alliance were badly looked after, since

it

was

Tisza who, in contradiction with his own promises at
Schonbrunn, had been maltreating the Rumanians in Hun-

The Archduke finally begged His Majesty whether
he would not instruct Tschirschky [the German Ambassador at Vienna] to remind Tisza at every opportunity that
he should not lose sight of the necessity of winning over
the Rumanians through moderation in the treatment of
their brothers who were living in Hungary. His Majesty
promised that he would instruct Tschirschky continually to
repeat to Tisza, ‘Sir! Remember the Rumanians!' The
Archduke greatly approved of this.” Treutler gathered the
impression from the Archduke’s secretary that Franz Ferdinand felt that the Kaiser and the Berlin Foreign Office were
too inclined to look at conditions in Austria-Hungary
gary.

through Hungarian spectacles, owing to the fact that for
decades the Dual Monarchy had been represented at Berlin
by a Hungarian Ambassador. Franz Ferdinand in fact told
William II confidentially that it was planned to replace
Szogyeny, a Hungarian, by Prince Hohenlohe, an Austrian.
48G.P..

XXXIX,

333£f., 368ff.;

Montgelas, pp. 220-231.
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V.'Or.I.D '.VAP.

Franz Ff-inioand expressed
the opinion that Russia v^-as not to be fear-' i: her internal
difficulties were too great to allow her to follow an aggres-

At the

close of the conversation

sive foreign policy.

showing that the main topic of conversation at Konopischt was Tisza’s Rumanian policy, is
further corroborated from the Austrian side. The day after
Treutler’s report,

the German Emperor left Konopischt, Berchtold was summoned thither, and upon his return to \'ienna gave the
German Ambassador a resume of the conversations which

Tschirschky reported as follows:
After His Majesty the Kaiser

left, Count Berchtold was
by Archduke Franz Ferdinand. This
me today that the Archduke e.xprcssed him-

invited to Konopischt

Minister told

self as greatly gratified at the Kaiser's

over in detail

was able

all

Ho

vi.=it.

had

talked

possible questions with the Kaiser and

to find that

they were

in

complete agreement

in

their views.

The Archduke

also told

Count Berchtold what he had

said to the Kaiser in regard to Count Tisza's policy, espe-

the policy toward the non-Magyar nationalities.
“Toward the Piuinanians,” the Archduke had remarked,
“Count Tisza used fine words, but his deeds did not correspond to his words.” It was one of the Hungarian Premier’s
cardinal mistakes that he had not given more parliamentary
cially

seats to the Rumanian.? in Transflvania.

Count Berchtold told me that he had attempted often
and emphatically to influence Count Tisza to make greater
conccs.sion.? to the Rumanians.
But hi.5 effort.? had been in
Count Tisza maintained that he had already convain.
ceded as much as possible to the Rumanians.
For my part I will also use every opportunity, as I have
been doing hitherto, in accordance with the Kaiser’s direcHungarian Premier the necessity
of winning over the Rumanians.'*®

tions, to point out to the

•i!>

T.“fliir.-<

the K^.iser

liky to J3cthiiif»nn,

made

June

the marginal note,

17, 1914;

“He

[Tiaca]

K.D.,

1.

On

this report

must not by hU interwH
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In view of these precise contemporary documents, one
therefore confidently relegate to the realm of legend all
the fantastic tales of Mr. Wickham Steed and the French
writers, that William II and Franz Ferdinand were planning a rearrangement of the map of Europe, or plotting a
European war which was to be provoked by the Archduke’s
maneuvers near the Serbian frontier at Sarajevo. The
Magyar oppression of the Transylvanian Rumanians, and
the consequent indignation that was being stirred up among

may

King Carol’s subjects, involvmg
Rumania might cease to be loyal

did the danger that
to her secret treaties with
as

it

the Triple Alliance Powers, was a sufficiently serious question, aside from the roses and personal friendship, to ac‘

count for the meeting at Konopischt.
it

is

significant

that

tlie

In this connection

Rumanian

Germany and Austrian

question,

and

its

a large
place in the documents recently published by Conrad von
H8tzendorf and by the German Government,®®
relation

to

policy,

fills

which through tlte RuiTi.nnian qucslioji ]ias an influence on the
external policy of the Triple Alliance, jeopardizo the latter.”
For further refcrcnecs to the Konopischt meeting and the possible
.subjects discu3.sed tlicrc see the report of the Russian Ambassador in
Vienna to Sazonov (printed in Die KricysHchuldjragc, III, 169, June,
1925), alleging that Franz Ferdinand had discussed the Austrian naval
program with Admiral Tirpitz in view of the tlangcr that Russia would
Tirpitz’s brief memorandum on the visit,
open, the Straits Question.
written immediately upon his return to Berlin {ibid., Ill, 561 f.. Sept.
1925), is mainly a description of the society and landscape gardening at
Konopischt with which he was greatly impressed; “aside from the
Kaiser’s talk with the Archduke, politics were hardly touched upon at
all;” the Kai.=er hid mentioned to Franz Ferdinand the possibility of
Bending the German fleet into the Mediterranean in case of war, “because
it had been deduced from the naval manoeuvres that in view of the
submarines, etc., we could not do much in the North Sea.” For the Triple
Alliance Naval Convention of June 23, 1913, fixing the conditions of
naval cooperation in the Mediterranean, see Pribram, I, 282 fl. Conrad,
III, 36 f., reports a conversation with Francis Joseph on July 5, 1914 in
which the Emperor said, “I instructed Franz Ferdinand to request from
the German Emperor at Konopischt information as to whether in
The
the future also we could reckon unconditionally upon Germany.
Oerman Emperor had evaded the question and given no answer.”
policy,

6® Conrad. Ill, paseim; GP.,

XXXIII-XXXI35,

.jwwint-
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The uncertainty

as to

Vi'.AJl

Rumania’s loyalty and

the conse-

quent advisability of a definit-e shift in the Balkan policy
the Triple Alliance
of a long
Ti.-:za

memoir

drew up

is also,

as

we

shall see. the

of

main theme

for preserving peace in the Balkans, which

in the spring of 1014.

and

wijich

was

being

Avorked over in the Austrian Foreign OfSc-e at the moment

Fianz Ferdinand was

The

fact that ilie

as.sassinat.ed.

German Emperor was

accompanied

Konophscht L;.- Admiral von Tirpitz has cau.sed some
remark, and helped to spread the legend that great things
were being plotted there.
But Tirpitz's p.-esence at
Koiiopischt is probably sufficiently explained, as Jagow
later a.=!serted,'’’ by the Archduke’s interest in the upbuilding and reorganization of the Austrian nat-y, wliich he had
so much at heart. Possibly' it i.? also to be explained by the
fact that the Kaiser was unquestionably greatly worried,
as was the German Foreign Office, at the rumors of a naval
agreement between Russia and England which was actually
under discussion just at this time. France and Russia had
supplemented the Military Convention of the Dual Alliance by an analogous KaA'al Convention in the spring of
1912. In November of the same year, France had secured
from Sir Edward Grey a Avritten promise that the French
and British naval and military experts should continue to
consult together in anticipation of a possible war. The
British and French navies had been rearranged in such a
Avay that the French increased their forces in the Mediterranean to protect British as well as French interests in that
area, and the British on their part concentrated their fleet
in the North Sea to protect the north coast of France from
at

attack by Germany.
care, Izvolski

Finally, in the spring of 1914, Poin-

and Sazonov were eagerly trying

to arrange

•AiJanow, Vraaclieii, p. 181, n. 2:
“That Secretary nf Stale Tirpitt
aec,oitipaiii<‘tl the Kaiser at Konoiiischt was
iive to the expresa wish ol
tlie Archduke who wished to hear' the Grand Admiral’s 'views concenung
the construction of types of ships.”
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for a naval agreement

between England and Russia which
would consolidate the naval forces of the Entente against
Germany. Naturally the Kaiser would be anxious to
consult -with Franz Ferdinand and his own Grand
Admiral as to the significance of these negotiations, and
as to the means of averting, if possible, what looked like
naval “encirclement.”
Perhaps after all, however, the most important result
of the meeting at Konopischt was the effect that it had on
the Kaiser’s psychology. On his impetuous and emotional
nature the murder made all the more vivid impression inasmuch as it had struck down a friend at whose home he
had been visiting so intimately only a lew days previously.
The pistol shots at Sarajevo followed so closely upon the
roses at Konopischt that they intensified all the more the
horror with which he regarded all tyrannicide. Whereas
heretofore he had been restraining Austria from rasli action
against Serbia, now he instantly envisaged Serbia as a den.
of murderers, and unwisely allowed Count Berchtold comblete freedom to take any steps against Serbia which should
be deemed advisable at Vienna.

THE

TRIP TO SARAJEVO

The Archduke’s fatal trip to Bosnia and Sarajevo in
June, 1914, was decided upon many months beforehand.
On September 16, 1913, during the Austrian army maneuBohemia he spoke to Conrad of it. On September
29 Conrad discussed it in Vienna with General Potiorek,
Governor of Bosnia, who said it was the Archduke’s intenvers in

tion to visit Bosnia as Heir to the Throne, to attend the
to

maneuvers of the XVth and XVIth Army Corps, and

take advantage of the occasion to bring his wife with him.®='
62 Conrad, III, 445. Whether the original suggestion for the trip came
from the Archduke himself, as is usually as-sumed, or whether it was due
to the request of General Potiorek, Governor of Bosnia, ns I think more
probable, is not clear. Conrad says (III, 703) : “On whose initiative the
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piirne-se of the
This conversation indicates the three-: d
visit and explains the somewhat unusua; (.ieiaiis in conneci

tion with

it.

From the political point of view it was highly desirable
that a member of the imperial family should snow himself
in the recently

annexed provinces.

Ani'iug the nnpression-

able simple peasant populations of Fur.

War had

i;’.e.

v.

hu before

the

:;;ul a tiaditional
a deep-rooted respect for ro
feeling of loyalty to a personal ruler, tmiliing was better
oaiculated to stimulate and strengthen this feeling of perThej'
sonal Ipyalty than such official visits of princes.
the
pagflattered local pride.
The simple peasant liked
eantry of princes. He liked to* set- his ruler and find in
.
3'rilr

flesh and Idood human being like him -eif, wlio 'vftlks
and rides about and eats three good meals a day. Merely
to see him or hear him speak was to renew the human bond
Turoughout
of common understanding and interests,
history,' from Henri Quatre and Frederick the Clreat in the

him a

Wales in the present, it has been a
practice for popular princes and rulers to make

past to the Prince of

common

royal progresses, which tend to strengthen the bonds be-

tween ruler and ruled."’* With this in view Emperor Francis
josr ph had visited Bosnia in 1910. It was witii this .same
M._-u that Baron IMusulin in 1913 had urged that Franz
Fer<linand should

make

h'laself better knov/r. in Croatia,

and that members of the Hapsburg family slmidd make
di.f.:-.oii
it,

1

and who hxi d h ? in- n.-iires for
But that an imperial prince should finally again visit
Crown Prince Rudolf in earlier days, seemed to me only

for tlio Heir’s irip origia.ated,

do noi know.

Bo.nla, like
nat'.'iMl

and

in the interests of the dynasty;

especiidly so

if

it

was

the

Throne himself who should undertake this trip.” ItikitschUouliea <pp. 209-216), who accompanied the Archduke’s wife, indicates that
tin; Archduke made the trip rather against his will because of his dislike
ol' ih
heat, and implio.s that it was undertaken to please General Potiorek
Ilc-ir

to the

;

an-i Uiin military oflienrs.

Gn
f'lif.V

importance of having princes present their traits
the shrewd observations of Mr. H. A. L.
The Republican Tradition in Europe, Boston, 1911- PP 3142-324,

aiiy
r.

the
lo

jnilitical

peasants, see

—
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among

the loyaJ

peasantry the propaganda of Jugoslav agitators.^* Possibly
his suggestion may have had something to do with the
Archduke’s decision to visit Bosnia and Herzegovina. Such
a visit would strengthen the Homan Catholic and other
loyal elements and tend to offset Jugoslav revolutionary

propaganda and the Serb agitation for “Greater Serbia.”
This was the political aspect of his ti'ip, and it partly explains why he did not wish to be protected by heavy guards
of soldiers and secret police, but preferred to ride about
freely in an open automobile.
In 1909, when he had
travelled through Hungary to visit King Carol, he had been
highly indignant at tlic way the civilian authorities had
shut off the railway stations with cordons of police and kept
at a distance the crowds of peasantry who had come to wave
their hats and handkerchiefs to the Archducal couple.®®
The main object of the trip, however, was that the Archduke might attend the maneuvers of the XVth and XVIth
Army Corps, which were regularly stationed in Bosnia. As
Inspector-in-Chief of the Army he had in recent years regu-

Emperor at such maneuvers. The
Bosnian maneuvers of 1914 are commonly represented by
Austrophobe writers as “planned as a kind of rehearsal for
Mr. Jovanovitch,
ifiilitary operations against Serbia.” ®®
larly represented the

the Serbian Minister in Vienna, says: “The plan was to
hold the maneuvers in the district between Sarajevo and
the Romanija and Han Pisesak [to the cast of Sarajevo]
With maneuvers
thus just against the Serbian frontier.
The
so planned the 'enemy’ was naturally Serbia. .
Drin
just
Bosnia
on
the
in
held
toaneuvers were to be
.

opposite to Serbia.”

All the provisions for

.

There is no truth in these assertions.
a campaign against Serbia were taken

Nikitsch-Boulles, p. 130.
Musulin, pp. 20G-210.
Seton-Watson, Sarajevo, p. 115.
67 Letter of Jovan Jovanovitch in Ncues Wiener Tageblatt, No.

June

28, 19241

U

fr

177,
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care of in an altogether different way,
Conrad’s “Mobilization B”[alkan] plan.

namely by Baron
This included not

merely the two Corps regularly stationed in Bosnia, but the
use of hve more Corps from the rest of Austria-Hungary
''*
it concomprising altogether about half the total army;
offensive
against
the
Drin,
direct
templated of course a
Bosnia
and Serbia.
which forms the boundary between
This plan had been worked out in all its details by Conrad
and his General Staff, and, like the General Staff mobilizar
tion plans of all countries, was always in readiness. But
the Bosnian maneuvers which the Archduke was to inspect
comprised merely two Army Corps and were merely part

which parts of the army were
They had no connection with any concrete war preparations, but simply had as their main object
the practicing of considerable forces moving in a relatively
difficult and varied terrain.
Nor were they to be held in
of the routine training to

regularly subjected.

Romanija

the

east of Sarajevo

“on the Drin just opposite

M. Jovanovitch states. On the contrary they
were held some 30 kilometers to the southwest of Sarajevo
in the Tarcin district.
They did not in the slightest contemplate a theoretical attack on Serbia to the eastward, but
to Serbia,” as

—

looked in exactly the opposite direction the theoretical
protection of Sarajevo against an attack coming from the
west from the direction of the Adriatic. The “Blue” defending army had a position southwest of Sarajevo and was
to

prevent the “Red”

attacl..*.ig force, advancing from the
Mostar and the west, from capturing the Ivan
Pass which guards the road which runs up from the Adriatic to Sarajevo.*®
It was in order to become acquainted
with this region at the opposite side of Bosnia, as far away
from Serbia as possible, that the Archduke travelled to

side

of

58 Conrad, I, 361-423 tV, 112-124. For the disposition of the Aus;
trian forces, see below, at the end of ch. vii.
5H For the details of the maneuvers
see the Neue Freic Presse, Nos
17901-2, June 27, 28, 1914.
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Sarajevo by way of Fiume and the Adriatic and then came
up the railway via Metkovic and Mostar. His wife, however, had to come alone all the way by rail fi om Vienna, via
Budapest, and only met him at Ilidze near Sarajevo.®®

So far as the Bosnian maneuvers can be said
had any practical immediate objective in view at

to have
all,

they

were designed to acquaint the officers, not with the terrain
for a war with Serbia, but rather with that for a campaign
for the protection of Albania or for the defense of Bosnia
against troops landing on the Adriatic Coast.®^
As the Archduke’s trip was primarily a military tour of
inspection, the details of it were worked out by his
Militarkanzlei in conjunction w’ith Baron Conrad and General Potiorek. AI. Bilinski, who as Joint Finance Alinister
had charge of the civil administration of Bosnia, was not
consulted.

After the assassination recriminations took place

between him and General Potiorek as to the responsibility
for the tragedy.®®

AI. Bilinski insists in his

memoirs

that

he was in no way responsible, since he and his officials had
been systematically disregarded in regard to the preparations
for the Archduke’s journey. He even says he did not know
"the program of the Archduke’s trip to Bosnia’’ until he
read it in the Neue Freie Presse about eleven o'clock on the
fatal Sunday morning, before taking his carriage to go to
CO Conrad, III, 700-702; IV, 13; Nikitsch-Boulles, pp. 209-214.
Cl Ai-, for in.^tnnen, by the Italians^,
tha .Vrclulukr particularly

whom

and who.-c Kimj ho had refused to

vi^it, though a return visit
py a member of the Ilapsburg family to the King of Italy wa.s long overdue. as wo know from Conrad, III, 502 f., C26. In 1908 the German, and
presumably therefore the .\uslrian, authorities were informed that the
Italian Military Attache in Belgrade had worked out for the Serbian
General Staff a plan of campaign for the realization of a “Greater Serbia”
and had given them a plan of operations by which Italy should aid the
Serb.s; G.P., XXVI, 18.
This was in line vrith the Kacconigi agreement

di3tru.stcd

a year later.
ca Bilinski to Potiorek, .luly
3; Goass, p. 4Cf.

Potiorek to Bilinski,

July G; Conrad, IV, 64-67.
as

Leon

titneiiia.

2

Wspomnienia i Dokumenty [Reminiscences and DocWarsaw. 1924-25, I, 273-277.

Bilinski,
vols.,

THE TRIP TO SARAJEVO
church.

He had

a painful shock, he says, when he then
time that the program of the Arch-

learned for the first

duke’s trip contained, contrary to the Emperor’s original
permission for a military tour, a solenm entry into SaraBilinski’s denial of any prior knowledge of the
jevo.®*

Archduke’s intended entry into Sarajevo can hardly be true,
Neue Frci-e Presse does not contain on June 28

because the

any “program of the Archduke’s trip to Bosnia’’; it merely
gives an account of the day’s maneuvers there. Moreover,
three weeks earlier, on June 4, it had already printed an
outline of the Archduke’s trip, including the proposed visit
to Sarajevo, which he can hardly have failed to see. Furthermore, on June 24 there was printed a detailed private
program of the trip for the information of officials.®® Bilinski admits that a copy of this had been brought to him by
one of his assistants.®®
The point that Bilinski was not consulted has been
made much of by writers who try to explain the responsibility for the crime by emphasizing the “bevy of assassins”
lying in wait for the Archduke, the “criminal negligence”
of the Austrian police, the arrogance of Potiorek, and headstrong obstinacy of Franz Ferdinand in ignoring the Joint
Finance Minister.®'^ In thus trying to put the blame on the
Austrian authorities they obscure the true conspiracy which
was developed at Belgrade. One of the main reasons which
they cite for putting the preparations into the hands of
Potiorek instead of Bilinski was said to be the Archduke’s
desire to eliminate Court officials who might have placed
obstacles in the way of having the Duchess Sophie go to
Bilinski,

I,

276.

85 Margutti, p. 146; cf. Snt.on-Watson, p. 107, note 2.
88 Bilinski, I, 274 f.
8T Seton- Watson, Sarajevo, pp. 106-117; Wickham Steed,

in

The

Nineteenth Century and After, LXXIX, 253-273; Recouly, Les Hewrea
Tragigues, pp. ISO-182; Chopin, Lc Complot de Sarajevo, pp. 89-100;
Margutti, pp. 145 ff., 396 f.
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Sarajevo.

However

this

may

Emperor appears

be, the

to

have made no objection to her participation in the trip when
the matter was laid before him by the Archduke on June 4."
The Archduke appears finally to have undertaken the
trip more from a sense of duty than from the desire, as
usually stated, to have an opportunity to have his wife
received with royal honors by his side. As already noted
they travelled to Sarajevo by different routes. In the last
weeks he had some doubts about going at all, because of his
He discussed the point with the
health and the heat.
His private secreEmperor, who said, “Do as you wish.”
tary has noted several remarks which indicate that Franz
Ferdinand was the reverse of enthusiastic about the trip.
On June 23 the special railway carriage regularly reserved
for him had a hot-box, so that he and his wife had to travel
in an ordinary first class compartment after leaving their
Franz Ferdinand remarked
three cfiildren at Chlumctz.
sarcastically,

“Well, the journey

A

promising fashion!”

is

beginning

little later,

when

in

a right

told that the

by which he and his wife intended to leave Sarajevo on June 20 would have to start at 5 A. M. instead of
6 A. M. as originally planned, he exclaimed, “Tell Colonel
train

Bardolff that

if

he continues daily to make the Bosnian

trip

still more disgusting with new difficulties and unpleasantnesses he can hold the maneuvers alone, and I will not go

down

there at all.”

The

secretary adds that the idea “that

Conrad, III, 700. Bilinski had an audience with the Emperor on
.same day {Neve Freic Fresse, No. 17878, June 4, p. 2) and had
plenty of opportunity to raise objections to the Archduke’s proposed trip,
but there is no indication that he did so. It was alter the tragedy that
he and his officials emphasize how worried they had been and how much
tlu.y had di.-:approved of (he pl.ans.
Mr. Seton-Watson, to bo sure (Santr
jevo, p. 106) qiiote.s a second-hand statement by A. Mousset to the effect

thi.s

that nilin.«ki did instruct Sarajevo to sound the local authorities, who
d(;cliucd to take responsibility; but Mousset, though he passes for an
authority on Serbian history, is strongly Austrophobe and not an altogether
reliable writer.

«8« Conrad, III, 700.

•B Nikitscb-Boulles,

p.

210
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the Archduke himself wanted the trip to Bosnia in order
to provide a triumphal journey is a pure invention.”
However, in spite of these annoyances, and the fact that
the electricity gave out in the train in which he rode from
Vienna to Trieste, the rest of the journey passed off excellently

and the Archduke was

in the best of

humor.

He was

greeted with enthusiasm at the railway stations on the way
from the Adriatic to Sarajevo, and joined his wife on the

afternoon of June 25 at the pleasant

little resort of Ilidze,

a dozen miles from Sarajevo, where they were to stay.

The

maneuvers passed off very satisfactorily in spite of heavy
rain, and the Archduke complimented General Potiorek on
the spirit and training of the troops.''*
On Friday afternoon, June 26, after returning from the
first day’s maneuvers, Franz Ferdinand and his wife
motored in to Sarajevo to do some shopping in the bazaars.
The Mayor of the town had already issued a proclamation
expressing the loyalty of the population to Francis Joseph
and their pleasure that he had sent his Heir to vjsit Bosnia;

he urged the people to decorate the stores and houses with
flags and flowers, and this was done; everywhere his picture
was in the windows.
On this afternoon Franz Feramana was in uniform and
was continually recognized and acclaimed with loyal shouts
of “Zivio.” The crowd was so dense that the ofiBcers accompanying him had some difficulty in making vay for him
from one shop to another.''- Had there been really a “bevy
of assassins” waiting to do away with him, here was ample

But the visit passed off without any incident,
and the Archducal pair returned to Ilidze, much pleased
with the town and the way they had been received.
On Sunday morning the Archduke telegraphea to his
opportunity.

TO Nikitsch-Boulles, p. 211.
T2 Nikitsch-Boulles, p. 213;

AteiUaL

ti Conrad, IV, 13-15.
Conrad, IV, 14 f.; Jevtitoh, Sarajevski
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Chlumetz that everything was going well with
“Papi” and “Mami,” and that they were looking forward to
seeing them again on Tuesday. Tliese were the last words
he ever wrote.’*
children at

7S NikHach-Boullea, p. 316

CHAPTER

II

THE ASSASSINATION PLOT
The immediate occasion of the World War was the
murder of the Austrian Archduke at Sarajevo. Had it not
occurred, there would have been neither an Austro-Serbian
War, nor a World War, in the summer of 1914. In spite of
the increasing tension between the Triple. Alliance and the
Triple Entente, it is probable that European diplomacy
would have succeeded for months, perhaps for years, in
averting a conflict which all statesmen foresaw as unspeakably terrible, and for which the IVanco-Russian forces
planned to be better prepared in 1917 than in 1914.

The

murder of the Archduke ignited material which would not
otherwise have taken fire as it did, or perhaps not at all.
It

is,

therefore, of importance to trace the origins of the

plot to which he fell a victim
sibility for

and

to determine the respon-

the deed which was to have such awful and

world-racking consequences.

What

are the true details of the Sarajevo plot?

What

were the motives of the assassins? Who were their instigators or accomplices? These are dark and difficult questions which have remained more mysterious and baffling
than most of the problems relating to the immediate causes
of the War. Serious historians have devoted relatively little
attention to them. Fantastic rumors and persistent misstatements, born of hatred and war propaganda, have passed
current for a longer time on this subject than on any other
aspect of those tragic days which set Europe aflame. There
are many reasons for this. Historians have been mainly
53
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occupied with the question of the relative responsibility of
the Great Powers. Information from Serbian sources was
not only very meager, but such as there was consisted of
contradictory assertions. Another reason was the fact that

Austrian version of the plot, which laid the blame
on the Serbian agitation for a "Greater Serbia,”
and especially on the subversive activities of the Serbian

the

oflBcial

largely

patriotic association

was

known

set forth in Austria’s

as the

“Narodna Odbrana,”

ultimatum to Serbia, and

in the

dossier offered to the Powers, containing the results of Austria’s

But

Sarajevo investigation and justifying the ultimatum.^

this Austrian version never inspired

—to put

it

—among most

mildly

The

much

people in the

confidence

Entente

or

had necessarily been very hurried and had been carried on in strict
secrecy.
The dossier seemed to read like a hasty patchwork; appended to it are a couple of “supplements after
the close of the printing.” As the dossier did not reach the
Powers until after they had begun seriously to suspect that
Austria was bent on war against Serbia in any event, the
statesmen of Europe were already so entirely absorbed with
apprehension of a general European war that they had no
time, in their hot, sleepless days and nights, to give any
serious attention to what they suspected might be fabricated accusations.^ There was fresh in everyone’s mind
neutral countries.

1

Austrian

2

The

Red

investigation at Sarajevo

Boole oi 1914, Nos. 7-9, 19.
German, was dispatched by mail or messenger to
twenty-two Austrian diplomatic representatives abroad op July 25, (AR.B.,
II, 48).
As there had been no time to translate it into French, as was
usually done with Austro-Hungarian communications to the Powc.o, it
was sent in the original German. It was delivered to Bienvenu-Martin
in Paris on July 27 (F.Y.B., 75), but only the first part of it was printed
in the French Yellow Book. It was not offered to Sir Edward Grey in
London until* July 29, and not printed at all in the English Blue Book.
It is doubtful whether Sir Edward even read it at the time; c/. Grey
to Bunsen, July 29 (B.D., 282) : “The Austrian Ambassador told me today
he had ready a long memorandum, whiph he proposed to leave and which
he said gave an account of the conduct of Serbia toward Austria, and
dossier, in

THE AUSTRIAN DOSSIER
the

memory
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Agram and Friedjxmg trials,
had been detected in using forged

of the disgraceful

in which Austrian o£5cials

documents in their efforts to incriminate Serb sympathizers.
Was it not very probable that the dossier of 1914 was
equally dishonest? People prejudiced against the Central
Powers, therefore, were inclined to consign Berchtold’s
dossier to oblivion Or incredulous ridicule, and to accept
instead the Serbian Government’s explicit denial of the
Austrian charges and its sweeping assertion that it was in
no way guilty of any complicity.
Later on, in November, 1914, the assassins and other
suspects were brought to a formal trial at Sarajevo. A
stenographic report of the essential part of it, translated
into German from the Croatian original, was published in
Berlin in 1918.^

It is a fascinating

human document,

full

as explanation of how necessary the Austrian action was. I said I (fid
not wish to discuss the merits of the question between Austna and
Serbia." To Sazonov in St. Petersburg the dossier was apparently never
shown at all, and is not printed in the Russian Orange Book. On July
24, when informed of the ultimatum, Sazonov told the Austrian Ambassador that he "was really not curious at all to see the dossier; the fact is,
you want war and have burned your bridges.” But on July 29, “Sazonov begged again urgently for the transmission oi the dossier, which
had been promised to the Powers, but had not yet been produced. One
would like to see it before the war with Serbia should have begun. If war
once broke out, it would be too late to examine the dossier;" Szapaty to
Berchtold, July 24, 29; A.R.B., II, 19; III, 16.
The author of the dossier, Dr. Wiesner, has recently given an mteresting account of the way it was compiled and the reasons for the aelay
in presenting it to the Powers; “Die unwiderlegt pbliebene Begrundung
fiir das Ultimatum Oesterreichs an Serbian vom Juli, 1914,” in Die KriegssckuMjrage, V, 492-503, June, 1927. He has recently summed up the responsibility of Serbia in an article, "Die Schuld der serbischen Regierung am
Mord von Sarajevo”, ibid., VI, 307-395, April, 1928.
a Professor Pharos, Der Prosess gegen die Attentater von Sarajevo:
nach dem amtlichen Stenogram der Gerichtsverhandlung aktenmassig
dargestettt; Eirdeitung von Jose] Kohler. Berlin, 1918, pp. 165. “Pharos”
is said to be a pseudonym.
The fact that he was evidently personally
present at the trial, giving a personal description of each defendant and
showing a strong bias against Free-Masomy, suggests that the pseudonym
covere the identity of Father Puntigam, the Archduke’s Jesuit ConfesMir. Pharos does not attempt in his German translation to reproduce
all the evidence from the lesKr defendants and the witnesses; he gives
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and humor. It seems to indicate that the trial
and fair. In contrast to the preliminary judicial
investigation in July preceding, it was less strictly secret;
in addition to the twenty-two defendants, more than a
hundred witnesses, several soldiers and the judicial officials
themselves, a small select “public” was admitted into the
crowded, stuffy little court room. Several times the Judge
had to suspend the session for five minutes to open the
windows for fresh air. Twice he had to instruct feebleBecause this is a public
voiced persons, “Speak louder!
proceeding, and the rest, as well as I, want to hear what you
of pathos

was

full

The report of the trial also throws much valuable
on the dark preparations within Serbia which culminated in the assassination. Yet few persons outside
Germany appear ever to have given it any serious attention.
This- is partly because, at the time of its publication in
1918, Germany was cut off from communication with much
of the world and it is partly because war hatred and moral
blindness condemned it in advance as another German
only the part of the record concerning the leading prisoners. A consay.” *
light

;

trial, including some portions omitted by
Pharos, was published anonymously at Berne in 1917: Serajevo; La ConMr.
spiration Serbs contre la Monarchie Austro-Hongroise, pp. 62-150.
Seton-Watson gives no proof of his assertion {Sarajevo, p. 295) that
these versions are “very incomplete and unreliable,” and that they
“were published by the Austro-Hungarian Government.” A carbon copy
of the original stenographic report is said (according to the Vienna paper,
Der Tag, No. 84, April 7, 1925) to have come into the hands of the
editor of the Sarajevo newspaper, Vetchemje Posta (Evening Post),
and to have been placed by him at the disposal of the Jugoslav Government. It is significant that the Jugoslav authorities have been unable
to extract from it anything for their own exculpation, or to publish a
single word of evidence beyond what is contained in the two volumes
just mentioned.
Brief extracts, to be sure, were published by Mr. P.
Slijepchevitch {Nova Evropa, June, 1925) and reprinted in translation
by Mr. Seton-Watson in The Slavonic Review, IV, 645-656, March, 1926.
There are significant (but unindicated) omissions in these extracts. Their
aim is to conceal references to Serbia and to emphasize the idea that
the murderers did not receive external prompting from Serbia, but
were crude Bosnian fanatics, attempting to bring about Jugoslav unity.
4 Pharos, pp. 120, 144, and
photographs of court, defendants, exhibits

densed summary of the whole

etc.
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or "piece of propaganda."

Even so distinguished a historian as Sir Charles Oman thou^t “the
whole evidence is falsified. . . . The record of the trial has
'•falsification''

been so

much tampered with

placed in any

word of

that no confidence can be

Yet the

fact is, as we shall see
below, that Austria’s charges against Serbia in 1914, confirmed by the evidence at the trial, are really an understateit.” “

ment, rather than an overstatement, of Serbia’s responsibility. So, for nearly a decade, the truth about the Sarajevo
plot remained mysterious and unknown.
The Austrian
evidence was neglected, discredited, or ridiculed. Serbian
writers, on the other hand, were careful to publish nothing
in conflict with the attitude of injured innocence which their

Government had assumed

in 1914.

HECBNT REVELATIONS
Within the last five years, however, there have come
numerous Serb revelations, whose authors appear to be
moved by various motives; simply to tell the truth and
see that justice shall replace injustice; to play party politics; or,

being

strangely enough, to claim the doubtful honor of

among

those

who planned

the murder of the Arch-

duke, which ultimately resulted in the establishment of the
glorious Jugoslav

Kingdom.

The first

of these revelations to attract attention beyond
the frontiers of Serbia ® came from the pen of a well-known
professor of history at Belgrade, Stanoje Stanojevitch.'*^

He

C. Oman, The Outbreak of the War of 1914-1S18, London, 1919, p. 9.
well-informed Serbians themselves it has long been an open
secret that higher Serbian officials than those charged in the Austrian
ultimatum shared in the preparation of the plot to murder Franz Ferdinand; see below the discussion of the ‘‘Black Hand" and the Salonica
8

8

Among

Trial of 1917.
7 8. Stanojevitch, Vbistvo Austnskog Prestolonaslednika Ferdinanda
[The Murder of the Austrian Heir to the Throne Ferdinand], Belgrade,
1923; German trans. by H. Wendel, Die Ermordung des Erzherzogs Franz
Ferdinand, Frankfurt, 1923; summarized in English by M. Edith Durham,
The Sarajevo Crime, pp. 96-117. Stanojevitch’s statements, though not

:
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gives no references to his authorities, but, according to his
preface, gathered much of his information at first hand

from surviving Serbian conspirators with whom he was
personally acquainted. In seeking to minimize the responsibility of the Narodna Odbrana (National Defense), and
thus to discredit the Austrian version of the plot, he throws
the blame on the leader of a less well-known secret Serbian
revolutionary society, Ujedinjenje Hi Smrt (Union or
Death), commonly knowm as the “Black Hand.” This was
composed of a powerful clique of military officers who had
plotted and carried out the murder of King Alexander and
Queen Draga in 1903, and had since then played a sinister

and foreign relations. Its
and its leader and moving spirit in 1914, was no
less a person than the Chief of the Intelligence Department
[including spy service] of the Serbian General Staff, Col.
Dragutin Dimitrijevitch. Of this remarkable arch-plotter,
who was put to death by the Pashitch Party in .1917, but
who has become a hero in the eyes of a large part of the
role in Serbian domestic politics

organizer,

Serbian people. Professor Stanojevitch gives the following
edifying picture
Gifted, cultured, personally brave, honest; full of ambition,

energy, and willingness to work;

and a convincing

Dragutin Dimitrijevitch had an extraordinary influence on those about him, especially on his companions
and the younger officers, who were altogether inferior to
him in feeling and character. Ke had the qualities which
fascinate men [in Serbia].
His reasoning was always
thorough and convincing; he understood how to make the
worst deeds appear trifles, and the most dangerous schemes
innocent and harmless. At the same time, he was in every
respect a splendid organizer; he always kept everything
in his own hands, and even his niost intimate friends knew

talker,

free

from inaccuracies, are in large part supported by the pro-Serb

German miter, H. Wende), Die Habtburger vnd
Belgrade-Leipzig, 1924.

die

SvMavenfrane,
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But Dragutin

Dimitrijevitch was also extraordinarily conceited and quite
affected.
Being very ambitious, he loved secret activity.
He loved also that men should know that he was engaged

and kept everything in his own
Doubts about what was possible or impossible, or
about the reciprocal relation of power and responsibility,
never troubled him. He had no clear conception of political
life and its limitations.
He saw only the goal immediately
before his eyes, and went straight at it, without hesitation
and regardless of consequences. He loved danger, adventure, secret tryslings, and mysterious doings.
Restless and adventuresome, he was always planning
conspiracies and assassinations. In 1903 he had been one
of the chief organizers of the plot against King Alexander.
In 1911 he serit someone to murder the Austrian Emperor or
in this secret activity,

hands.

.

.

.

Heir to the Throne. In February, 1914, in concert with
a secret Bulgarian revolutionary committee, he agreed upon
the murder of King Ferdinand of Bulgaria. In 1914 he
took over and organized the [Sarajevo] plot against the
Austrian Heir to the Throne [Franz I’erdinand]. In 1916
he sent someone from Corfu to murder King Constantine
of Greece. And in the same year he was apparently seeking to have dealings with the enemy, and organized a plot
against the then heir to the Serbian throne. Prince Alexander.
For this reason he was condemned to death and
shot at Salonica in June, 1917.*

Stanojevitch goes on to describe in detail how this
Serbian General Staff oflScer helped organize the plot in
8 stanojevitch (German ed.), pp. 50-51. This is the orthodox Fashitch
version of the Salonica affair. There is some reason to believe, however,
that this alleged plot against Prince Alexander was in part a mere pretext, trumped up as a convenient means of getting rid of a powerful political opponent.
Another reason for closing his mouth forever may very
probably have been the fear on the part of the Fashitch Party that he
might reveal to the world the truth about his own part in the murderplot which gave rise to the World War, and thus reveal the Serbian Government’s own guilty knowledge of that plot. On the Salonica Trial,
see below, notes 32, 33.
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Belgrade and provide the Bosnian youths with the bombs
and Browning revolvers actually used at Sarajevo. He
gives a naive motive

for

Dimitrijevitch’s

crime:

when

Dimitrijevitch heard, in addition to other rumors that the

Austrian Archduke was coming to hold manoeuvres in
Bosnia, “he was thoroughly convinced that Austria-Hun-

gary intended to carry out an attack upon Serbia,” and.
“after long consideration, came to the conclusion that the
attack on Serbia and war itself could only be prevented by
killing Franz Ferdinand.” ®
Some months after Stanojevitch made these adraissioiis,
which went far beyond the Austrian charges of 1914, a
Jugoslav journalist, Borivoje Jevtitch, came forward with
an interesting pamphlet.^® It explains the rise ot the new
terrorist movement, with its fanatical “cult of assassination,” which developed among the Bosnian youth in the
decade before the War. It minimizes the influence of
Serbia, and throws light mainly on the execution of the
plot in Sarajevo, rather than on its preparation in Belgrade.
Jevtitch had been one of the witnesses at the trial of the
murderers in 1914. At that time he admitted frankly that
he was a contributor to such Sarajevo newspapers as
Srpska Rijetch (The Serbian Word) and Narod (Nation),
and also that he was a member of the Srpska Omladina
(Serbian Youth), an association devoted to fostering Serb
nationalism in Bosnia.
He even admitted having corresponded intermittently with the principal assassins, but

knew anything of the plot to murder
managed to appear innocent. Such was

stoutly denied that he

the Archduke, and
0 Stanojevitch, 55.

Jevtitch, ^rajevski Atentat, Sarajevo, 1921; some of his conclusions are summarized by Albert Mous-r-t, "L’Attentat de Sarajevo,”
the Paris
in Revue d’Huitoirc Diplomatique, XXXI, 44-68, 1925;
Figaro, May 23, 1924; and in the New York Times, June 22. 1924, E, p.
5.
The first seven chapters are published ia Qennaa traoslatioa in KSF

m

HI, 657-686,

Oct., 1925.
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But

in 1924,

when
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his life

was no

longer in jeopardy at the hands of the Austrian police, and
when his hopes for Jugoslav unity had been realized as a

and the World War, he declared
that he knew all about the plot. He even gives a vivid
description of how he spent Saturday night, the eve of the
result of the assassination

Princip, who fired the fatal shots
claims that there were no fewer than
ten ambuscades for the Archduke; that, if Franz Ferdinand
had escaped Princip’s bullet as he did Chabrinovitch’s
bomb, so manj' others were prepared to slay him that he

crime, in

company with

next morning.

He

could scarcely have left Sarajevo alive.
The most sensational revelation, important because
made by a distinguished Serbian official who was Minister
of Education in the Pashitch Cabinet in July, 1914,

of

M. Ljuba

Jovanovitch.

To

is

that

celebrate the tenth anniver-

sary of the outbreak of the W'orld War, there was published
in the summer of 1924, under the editorship of a Russian,

a book of short articles by leading Serbians under the title,
The opening article, “After
"The Blood of Slavdom.”
Jovanovitch.
In it he sud1914,”
is
by
M.
Vidov Dan,
denly lets the cat out of the bag in the most extraordinary
fashion. The very thing that AI. Pashitch and the Serbian
Government had been concealing for years, he admits in
the most matter-of-fact way:
La Conspiration
Ktv Slovenstva,

Serbs, p. 133; Moueset, p. 59 f.
Mr. Jovanovitch’s article is of
Belgrade, 1924.
such importance that it has several times been reprinted in English translation; in the Journal oj the Inslitvie of International Affairs for March,
1925; in the National Seview for April, 1925; and in The Living Age,
May 9, 1925. English attention was first called to it by the Balkan
traveller and specialist, M. Edith Durham, in an address before the
British Institute of International Affairs in Dec., 1924, and in an article,
“Fresh Light on the Crime of Serajevo,” in the Contemporary Review,
1-11, Jan., 1925, which is reprinted in The Living Age, March ?, 1925, pp.
632-539. She discusses it at length in her recent volume, The Serajevo
Crime, pp. 127-147. “Vidov Dan” (St. Vitus' Day), June 28, was the anniversary of the Battle of Kossovo in 1389 A.D. and a national Serb
festiv^; it was also the day of the Archduke’s assassination.
12
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Edneation in M. Nikola Paahiteh’s Cabinet.

Minister

of

I have re-

cently written down some of my recoil-ctiona and some
notes on the events of those days. For the present occasion
I have chosen from them a few extracts, because the time
is

not yet come for everything to be discicsel.
I

do not remember whether

it

was

at the end of

May

or the beginning of June, when one day M. Pashitch said
to us fhe conferred on these matters more paricularly with

Stojan Protitch, who was then Minister o: the Interior;
but this much he said to the rest of us; that certain persons
[neki] were making ready to go to Sarajevo to murder

Franz Ferdinand who was to go there to be solemnly reAs they told me afterwards,
ceived on St. Vitus’ Day.
hatched
by
group of secretly organized
plot
was
a
this
persons and by patriotic Bosno-Herzegovinian students in
Belgrade. M. Pashitch and the rest of us said, and Stojan
agreed, that he should issue instructions

to

the

frontier

Drina to prevent the crossing over of
the youths who had already set out from Belgrade for that
purpose. But the frontier "authorities” themselves belonged
to the organization, and did not carry out Stojan’s instructions, but reported to him (as he afterwards told us) that
the imstructions had reached them too late, because the
youths had already crossed over.^*
authorities on the

From this it appears that members of the Serbian Cabknew of the plot a month or .so before the murder took

inet

place, but took

no

eflfective

measures to prevent

it.

The

Serbian Government was thus criminally negligent, to say
the least. Not having nipped in the bud the plot prepared
13 Krv Slovenstva, p. 9f.
In an explanatory letter in the Novi
Zivot (New Life) and the- Belgrade Politika of March 28, 1925, Jovanovit/:h makes it clear that by this phrase he meant the “Black Hand":
[upon the news of the Austrian annexation proclamation in 1908] “private
founded the association Narodna Odbrana, and other elemente,
which were irreconcilably dissatisfied with the activity of official Serbia, later founded, under the name Ujvdinjcnjc
Hi Sturt [’Union or
initiative

Death,’ commonly known aa tiie ‘Block
organized peieons' vriuch 1 mentioned in

Hand *]

my

t.haf.

article.”

‘group of secretly
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in their capital by one of their own General Staff officers,
and not having prevented the youths from crossing over
into Bosnia, either because Protitch did not give his instruc-

more probably, because “the frontier
themselves belonged to the organization” of
the “Black Hand,” the Serbian Government should at once
have notified the Austrian authorities, giving the names of
tions in

time, or

‘authorities’

the criminals and

all

other details which might have led

But M.

to their arrest before their execution of the plot.

Pashitch and his Cabinet did nothing of the kind. Furthermore, after the crime had been committed, they should have

made a searching inquiry

into

the incriminated

organizations in Serbia, and arrested

who had helped hatch or
we shall see, they sought

all

secret

the accomplices

carry out the plot.

Instead, as

to conceal every trace of

it,

and

denied all knowledge of it, in the hope that Austria would
be unable to discover their complicity. No wonder that
M. Jovanovitch, with his guilty conscience, was “over.

whelmed with grave

anxiety,”

when he heard

the fatal

news, at his country house on Sunday afternoon, June 28.
It was not regret for the crime, but fear of its consequences,

which

filled

him with

“terrible thoughts”:

official from the Press Bureau rang
on the telephone and told me what had happened
that morning at Sarajevo. Although I knew what was being
prepared there, yet, as I held the receiver, I felt as though
someone had dealt me an unexpected blow, and a little
later, when the first news was confirmed from other quarters, I began to be overwhelmed with grave anxiety.
I did not doubt for a moment that Austria-Hungary
would make this the occasion for a war on Serbia. I saw
that the position of our Government and our country in
regard to the other Powers would now become very difficult,
in every way worse than after May 29, 1903 [N. S. June 11,
the date of King Alexander’s as'^assination] or than at the
time of our later conflicts with Vienna and Budapest. I

About 5 P.M. an

me up

,
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was

afraid that all the

European Courts would feel themand would turn away

selves the targets of Princip’s bullets,

with the approval of the monarchist and conAnd even if it did
not come to that, who vrould dare to defend us? I knew
that neither France, nor, still less, Russia, was in a position
to match herself with Germany and her ally on the Danube,
because their preparations were not to be complete until

from

us,

servative elements in their countries.

1917.

This especially

filled

me

with anxiety and

fear.

crowded in upon me. This
began at 5 P.M. on the Sunday of Vidov Dan, and continued day and night, except during a few fitful moments of
Then there came to see me
sleep, until Tuesday forenoon.
(in the Ministry of Educaa young friend. Major N
He was uneasy, but not in despair as I w'as. I
tion).
poured out to him my apprehensions without restraint or
reflection. He at once said to me, in the tone usual to him
on such occasions, that is to say, pleasantly and quietly,
but with real inspiration: “My dear Minister, I think it

The most

is

quite

terrible thoughts

unnecessary

attack us!

It

to

despair.

I.iet

Austria-Hungary
The
or later.

must come to that sooner

a very inconvenient moment for ua for settling
the account. But it is not now in our power to choose the
moment. And if Austria chooses it, w'ell, so let it be! It
may possibly end badly for us, but who knows? It may
also be otherwise!’'^-*
present

is

—

These words of Major
Serbian military circles
felt sure, or speedily

tection, “quite pulled

tinues; “Happily,

N

which suggest that the
did not take so gloomy a view, but
,

received assurances, of Russian pro-

me

together,”

from the

M.

Jovanovitch conand so

—

St. Petersburg Press

was concerned we could assume in advance that
it represented the Government view
^we received the first
favorable reports; it began to take up our defense against
the Austro-Hungarian accusations. Russia would not deny
us nor withdraw her hand from us. After Russia would
far as it

^*Ktv Slovenstm,

—

p. 11.
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friends. And so it was.” M. Jovanovitch therehimself to the idea of an attack on Serbia and
braced
fore
a European War. He noted as favorable circumstances the
anti-Serb “pogroms” in Bosnia and the violence of the
Austrian Press, which would turn European opinion against
Austria. His colleagues, however, believed that war could
be avoided.
In the expectation “that Vienna would be

come her

unsuccessful in establishing

any connection between

official

Serbia and the deed on the Miljacka” [the river flowing
through Sarajevo near which the Archduke was murdered],
it was decided to conceal everything, to pose as unconcerned
and innocent, to make a demonstration of sorrow, and to

try to get off as cheaply as possible in giving satisfaction

to the country

whose royal couple had been murdtered:

M.

Pashitch therefore hoped that we should somehow
and he made efforts, in
which all the rest of us supported him, to preserve as far as
pull ourselves through this crisis,
possible the relations which

we had

so far established, in

order that Serbia might get off as cheaply as possible with

the unhappy task of giving satisfaction to Austria-Hungary,
and that she might recover as quickly as possible from the

blows which in such an affair were bound in any case to
fall

upon

all it

how

her.

Government did not fail to do
could to show their friends and the rest of the world
far removed we were from the Sarajevo conspirators.

As

is

well known, the

Thus, on the very same evening upon which it was known
what Princip had done, Stojan gave orders that the Belgrade
police should forbid all music, singing, and merry-making
in public places; everything was suspended, and something
like official mourning began. M. Pashitch expressed to the
Vienna Government our regret at the loss which a great
neighboring Power had suffered and his execration at the
deed itself. At the Requiem in the Catholic Church of the
Legation on June 20 [July 3], on the day when the funeral
of the murdered Heir to the Throne and his wife took place

!
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Government was represented by several
was among them. I wished to show that
even I, who more than any of the others might have been
thought to have approved of Princip’s decd,is was on the
contrary entirely in agreement with what our Cabinet were
Nevertheless, this occasion and the short stay in
doing.
in Vienna, the

Ministers.

too,

I,

the church were unpleasant to me.
enemies,

What a
Knowing

who

felt

myself among

study in the psychology of the guilty conscience!
month beforehand, doing nothing

of the plot a

effective to forestall

isolated

I

did not desire peace with us.^®

it,

terrified at first that Serbia will be

and attacked, then hopeful that the truth could be

concealed, the iMinister of Education goes to church

in

pretended mourning for the murdered victim for the sake
of the good impression it will make.
No wonder he felt
“unpleasant”

Many more

interesting details of these tragic days M.

Ljuba Jovanovitch gives

in his recent revelations,

are too long to reprint here.
is

able to judge

them

Minister’s account

So

in the light of other evidence, the

substantially accurate

is

—in fact remarkably

but they

far as the present writer

so,

and trustworthy

when compared with

the memoirs

of other politicians written ten years after the events.

persons not blinded

by prejudice

or propaganda,

it will

To
not

come

as such a total surprise that the serious historian can
no longer maintain the theory that the war-guilt was all
on the side of Austria, and that Serbia was an innocent
victim.
But among many Serbians and champions of
Serbia, M. Jovanovitch’s revelations have roused mixed

and sorrow, indignation and incredulity.
passes for a leading French authority on

feelings of surprise

M. Mousset, who
Serbia,

still

writes in iy25:

“Without doubt

the

certain diplo'

M. Jovanovitch was one of the founders and active members ol
Narodna Odbrana, and, in a paragraph which we have omitted, telli

1*

of his personal

1*

fCrii

acquaintance with .Princip at Belgrade.

SJovenstva. p.

16,|
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name them] have been opened.
They have made it possible to wash the Belgrade Government of the charge of complicity which Austria, without
herself giving it much credence, brought against it.”
A more thorough English scholar and prolific writer on
matic archives [he does not

the Balkans, and long a stout champion of the Jugoslavs,
Mr. R. W. Seton- Watson, has been much disturbed at M.
Jovanovitch’s revelations, but cannot bring himself to
accept them as trustworthy and literally true. In 1925 he
declared;
“The whole article [of Jovanovitch] is written
in a careless, naive and reminiscent vein, and its author
seems to be blissfully unaware how damning are his admissions if they are to be taken literally.
There thus rests
upon Belgrade the onus of proving, either that the information at its disposal was much more vague than Ljuba
Jovanovitch would have us believe, or that it conveyed an
adequate warning of the danger in some way of which no
.

.

.

The matter can hardly rest
Public opinion in Europe and America is more inter-

record has yet reached us.
here.

ested than ever in the problem of responsibility for the

Great War, and is entitled to demand a full and detailed
explanation from Ljuba Jovanovitch and from his chief, M.
Pashitch.”
A little later Mr. Seton-Watson went in
person to Serbia to demand this explanation to make M.

—

Jovanovitch eat his words on the spot or explain them away
Revue d’Histoire Diplomatique, XXXI,
Alfred Mousset is the author of Le Royaume des Serbs,
Croates, et Slovenes, Paris, 1921 (Bossard).
IS foreign Adairs (N.Y.), III, 507-9, April, 1925; cj. also Mr. SetonWatson ’s recent volume, Sarajevo (London, 1926), pp. 153-159. In article!
in the London Times of Feb. 16, 1925, the Post of April 7, the Zagreb
Obzor of April 12 and May 13, and the Belgrade Politika of April 13,
Mr. Seton-Watson admitted the seriousness of Ljuba Jovanovitch’s statements for Serbia’s good name, but still refused to believe they were to
be taken literally at their face value; see the quotations and comments
by A. von Wegerer, “Der ungliiubige Seton-Watson,” in KSF, III, 2872M, May, 1925; aud “Der .Anlass zum Weltkrieg,” ibid., 394-395, June,
17 “L’Attentat de Sarajevo,” in

p. 44.

1625.

M.
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some tashion if possible, or failing in that to force the
Serbian Government to clear its reputation by making a
clean breast of all it knew about the plot in 1914. But he
in

appears to have succeeded in neither the one effort nor the
other, judging by a justly impatient open letter which was
published in the Zagreli Obzor (Observer) of May 13, 1925;
It is

now more than two months

since I requested the

Belgrade Government to clear up those statements which
Mr. Ljuba Jovanovitch made some time ago in the pamphlet,
Krv Slovenstva, concerning the Sarajevo murder. But I

have never yet received any answer.
A few weeks ago, to be sure, Ljuba Jovanovitch published some articles on responsibility for the war, but in
them he evades the main issue and accuses me of an in.

.

.

[Mr. Seton-

correct reproduction of his former statements.

Watson

two concrete questions, “Does
Ljuba Jovanovitch stand by his statement, that at the end
o/ May or the beginning of June
one day M. Pashitch
said
that certain persons were making ready to go to
Sarajevo to murder Franz Ferdinand?” And, second, “Does
he actually mean it, when he says, in describing how he
received the telephone news of the murder at Sarajevo,
although I knew what was being prepared there?”]
I can understand very well Mr. Ljuba Jovanovitch’s
therefore put the

.

.

.

.

.

.

he denies it,
one must^ wonder how a responsible statesman could write
in so frivolous a fashion. And if he admits it, then his colleague and Minister-President at the time, Mr. Pashitch,
is placed under the unpleasant duty of speaking out clearly
and frankly, and setting forth the facts in their true light.^®
hesitation in giving a downright answer.

If

To this strong and clear letter of Mr. Seton-Watson’s,
M. Pashitch and the Serbian Government made no answer.
The Belgrade Press,' however, announced that the Jugoslav
Government had decided to publish a new Blue Book on
10

1925.

Zagreb Obzor, No. 126,

May

13, 1925:

cj.

KSF,

III,

394 f., June.
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the origins of Uie War. Mr. Seton-Watson then wrote a
second letter to the London Times, begging its readers to

suspend judgment until these documents could appear.
But, as he has to admit in his recent volume,
Eight months have passed, and nothing more has been
heard of the Blue Book; and it seems probable that the announcement was merely tactical, intended to appease the
critics until the whole agitation should die down.
Unfortunately the Jugoslav Government, instead of demonstrating
its innocence by a detailed statement of the facts, shrouded
itself in mystery.^®

M. Ljuba
little

Jovanovitch’s revelations attracted at first
in Serbia, where well-informed persons

attention

apparently saw in them nothing really new. Neither M.
Pashitch nor anyone else thought of taking him to task
for them.
He was elected President of the Serbian
Skupshtina, President of the Election Committee, and President of the Legislative Committee.
But when it was
learned how great attention was being given to them in
England and America, where people began to wake up to
the extent of Serbia’s responsibility for the War, some
Serbian newspapers began to attack M. Jovanovitch as a
liar and a traitor. In self-defense, he wrote a series of long
the magazine Novi Zivot (New Life) setting
forth and justifying his part in Serbian history for more
than thirty years, from the time he first came to Belgrade
in 1881 as an emigre from Herzegovina.*^ “I have made no
revelations,” he said, “the way people are now trying to
articles in

make out.

wrote what was essentially already known
**
This may have been true enough
as regards Serbia, which was well acquainted with the" doI only

to everyone in 1914.”

20 Seton-Watson, Sarajevo, p. 156.
21 C/. the Belgrade Politika, March 22, 29; April 6. 12, 17, lo**'
KSF, III, 211-220, 270-287, April, May, 1925.
22 Interview in the Politika, April i7, 1925; KSF, III, 395
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ingB of the “Black

Hand” and its powerful leader,

Dimitrije-

but it was not true of the Entente countries which
had been taught to believe ih Serbia’s innocence.
But Mr. Seton-Watson, in spite of the stony silence of
M. Pashitch and the Government, the non-appearance of
any new Blue Book, and M. Jovanovitch’s explanatory
vitch,

cannot bring himself to believe in the truth of
we have quoted above
He devotes an appendix of several pages to them, concluding that “Mr. Jovanovitch, for reasons of his own, has
misrepresented the true facts, and his former colleagues,
for reasons of their own, have refrained from giving him the
His line of argument is that Jovanovitch
lie publicly.”
“is one of those politicians who like to exaggerate their
own importance” that in the struggle for increased political
influence “he was making a bid for the support of the
Bosnian youth by showing that the Belgrade Government
had sympathized with the revolutionary movernent,” and
“probably hoped to strengthen his owm position in the
Radical Party, as against those whose outlook is more narrowly identified with the old Serbian Kingdom”; that he
foels on the defensive on account of the part he took in
the Salonica Trial and that M. Pashitch has made no public denial, because “he has always shown an astonishing
articles, still

M.

Jovanovitch’s revelations .which

;

;

indifference to public opinion, especially to foreign public

opinion.”

The question of M. Jovanovitch’s veracity, however,
roused a storm of passionate discussion in the Serbian Press,
where it is mixed up with questions of party politics and
demanded that M.
Pashitch speak out and deny the truth of M. Jovanovitch’s
leadership.

Some Serbian

revelations.

On February

leaders

26, 1926,

M. Jovan

Jovanovitch,

23 Sarajevo, pp. 156-159.
These hypotheses have been subjected to
severe criticism by A. von Wegerer in K8F, IV, 767-786, Oct., 1926. See
also above, note 18.
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of the Peasant Party and former Serbian Minister in
Vienna, at a meeting of the Budget Commission of the
Skupshtina, called attention to the injury done to Serbia’s

reputation in Entente countries by the fact that Ljuba
Jovanovitch’s revelations were being widely circulated and
received

no

oflScial contradiction.

He

therefore earnestly

begged M. Pashitch, in the interests of Serbia’s good name,
to speak out, lest otherwise Serbia should suffer eventually
in the matter of foreign credits and Reparation Payments.®^
Others, like Professor Jelenitch, formerly private secre-

Crown Prince Alexander,

denounced Ljuba
Jovanovitch as a traitor to Serbia and his revelations as
“a lie, a most perfidious, Levantine lie.” He went on with
a fantastic development of Mr. Wickham Steed’s legend
that the assassination was the work of Austro-Hungarian
His assertion that the deed was prepared in
authorities.
Berlin, developed at Konopischt, and “carried out through
the cooperation of the Vienna and Budapest Camarilla with
the ‘Black Hand’ in Belgrade” is so naive and preposterous
that it hardly needs comment. The notion that it was
developed at Konopischt is tantamount to saying that
Franz Ferdinand plotted his own assassination. M. Jelenitch appealed to Pashitch and the other surviving members
of his Cabinet of 1914 to denounce Ljuba Jovanovitch.^®
It is interesting to observe that Professor Jelenitch has
not the slightest doubt that the “Black Hand” had an
important part in the assassination plot, though he denies
tary of

bitterly

that M. Pashitch knew of it. But his insinuation that the
“Black Hand” had cooperated with the hated Vienna
authorities in the assassination instantly brought forth an
24 C/. KSF, IV, 260 £f., 343 £i.
28 C/. the Belgrade Politika,

March 26, 1926; and KSF, IV, 345,
Steed’s legend, see above, pp. 32-43, “The
Konopischt Meeting
Legend and Fact." It is naturally a favorite theme
with Serbian writers and was again set forth in 1926 by Dr'. Leo Pfeffer,
of Sarajevo, and by others (c/. KSF, IV, 661, 722).

400-403.

On Mr. Wickliam
:
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indignant denial from two surviving "Black Hand” memThey
bers, Milan G. Milanovitch and C. A. Popovitch.
declared that they would be glad to see Jelenitch’s alleged
proofs of his assertions; “then,

that

we know about

we

also shall produce all

the Sarajevo murder, on the basis of

facts at our disposal.

The

attack

upon our dead com-

panions whose patriotism has hitherto never been challenged in circles of earnest and impartial men releases us,
in our opinion, for the future, from all considerations by
which we have hitherto been bound.”

This press campaign rose to such a pitch that finally, at
a committee meeting of the Radical Club on April 25, 1926,
M. Pashitch spoke out against Ljuba Jovanovitch and tried
to drive his former friend and colleague out of the party.
According to the report of this speech in his party newspaper, he said,
Foreign correspondents had asked him whether he had
that the Austrian Heir to the Throne would be murdered.
He repudiated the idea. He had begged M. Jovanovitch to contradict it, because it was not true that he
[M. Pashitch] had said this in a Cabinet Meeting.
M.
Pashitch had waited for M, Jovanovitch’s denial. M. Jovanovitch had delayed to make one, and had not made
one.
M. Pashitch repeated and maintained that he had
not said what M. Jovanovitch ascribed to him [in the

known

.

pamphlet Krv Slovenstva],
colleagues:
“Friends, have
said that?”

Thev

all

.

.

He

also asked his ministerial
perhaps not forgotten that I
confirmed the fact that he had

really not.
It

has not been contradicted, and

alive.

I

said

I

it,

now

this question

is

must contradjct it. Why M. Ljuba Jovanovitch
do not know. But he said what was not true.
.

.

.

have given evidence that I can keep still, but if Ljuba
Jovanovitch wants to act independently, let him separate
I

^^Politika, March 31, 1026;
other sirticlea, see ibid, 403-40R

KSF, IV,

406.

For a summary

of

many
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himself from us and work independently. That is a miatnlri.
of M. Jovanovitch’s which cannot be pardoned.^'^

In reply to this attack, M. Ljuba Jovanovitch declared
had never said in his pamphlet that M. Pashitch

that he

had given certain information in regard to the preparation
of the assassination at a Cabinet Meeting. It was in a private conversation. To substantiate the truth of what he
had written, he offered to bring forward documents and
proofs, but demanded that the Prime Minister and Minister
of Foreign Affairs assume the responsibility for his doing so.
Thereupon these two responsible Ministers, MM, Uzunovitch and Nintitch, refused his offer, apparently in fear
he might reveal more unpalatable secrets concerning
the Serbian Government of 1914 and the origin of the

lest

World War, 2®

Many

Serb newspapers at once proclaimed that at last
Pashitch had spoken out and denied the truth of the
charges, but on examining his carefully phrased statement it
appeared that he denied a charge which had not been made.
He denied that he had given the information about the
assassins in a Cabinet Meeting, which M. Jovanovitch had

M.

never asserted.*® As will be pointed out below, and as M.
Jovanovitch had indicated in one of his articles in 1925,

M. Pashitch knew of the
among other things, by the

the truth of his assertion that

plot

beforehand

fact

is

indicated,

from
that an order was
crossing over from Belgrade into Bosnia, but the order was
not carried out because the Serbian frontier guards belonged
to the “Black Hand” organization and did not obey the
order.
This is confirmed by the diary and papers of the
actually given to stop the assassins

27 Belgrade PoliiiU, April 26, 1926, KSF, IV, 408-9.
28 Belgrade .Folitifco, April 26, 1926; Obzor, April 27, 1926;
TV, 408-413, 780-783; and the New York Times, April 30, 1926.
28 See Jovanovitch’s own words, quoted above at note 12.

c/.

ESF
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frontier guard, Todorovitch,

which the Austrians captured

during the War.

One may

conclude, therefore, that there is no good
doubt
the accuracy of M. Ljuba Jovanovitch’s
reason to
Mr. Seton-Watson’s argument, that
revelations of 1924.
they were written in a “careless, naive, reminiscent vem,”
M.
is really an argument in favor of their genuineness.
Jovanovitch evidently made no effort to elaborate them
carefully as a political pamphlet to gain adherents or to
show his own personal importance. As he explained in 1925,
he had promised in the spring of 1924 to M. Ksjunjin, a
Russian journalist and emigre, that he would write an article for a pamphlet on the tenth anniversary of the outbreak
of the World War.
Occupied with other matters, he did
write
article
the
at once.
Some months later, being
not
asked for it and not wishing to disappoint M. Ksjunjin, he
took some material from a manuscript of recollections and
notes which he had already written down.®® The fact that
the MM. Uzunovitcli and Nintitch intervened to prevent
M. Jovanovitch from bringing forward his proofs, and that
the “Black Hand” survivors also threatened to make revelations, seems to indicate that there are things which the

Serbian Government

still

prefers

to

conceal.

Until M.

Jovanovitch’s revelations are deSnitely proved to be untrue,
impartial historians will conclude that M. Pashitch and

members

of the Serbian Government had a guilty knowledge of a murder plot, but concealed it, in oblivion of the

“murder will out.”
Another series of revelations, said to be contained in
some 2,000 documents which were seized by the Austrians
in Belgrade during the War, relates to the propagandist
and revolutionary activities of the Serbian nationalist organizations known as the Narodna Odbrana and the “Black
Hand.” Many of these documents wereffound in the houses

fact that

'»PoliUka. March

25, 1923;

KSF,

III, 213;

IV, 768.
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Pashitch and Milo Pavlovitch, a leading

They

contain

lists

member

of

of “serviceable

Bosnian editors, students and spies, and the
amounts of money with which they were subsidized from

people,”

Belgrade.®*

Much new

information concerning the “Black Hand”
has also recently been brought to light by a careful examination of the official record of the famous Salonica Trial
This thick volume, published officially in
of 1917.®*
Salonica in 1918, was later withdrawn from circulation and
suppressed so far as possible, apparently because it contained so much material damaging to the reputation of the
Serbian Government of 1914. It is now almost impossible

But it has been studied by students of
Serbian affairs and the causes of the War, and is found to
contain a great deal of information about the activities of
the “Black Hand” before 1914, and about those of its memto get a copJ^

bers

who

participated in the plot to assassinate the Arch-

duke Franz Ferdinand.*®
31 C/.

M. Edith Durham,

XXV, 661
Izvesta} sa -prelresa u

in Current History,

32 Tajna Prevratna Orrjanisacija:

f.,

Feb., 1927.

vojnom svdv

SoIu7.
ofizire u Soluiiu, pn bcleskama vodjenim na samom pretresu.
Stamparija "Velika Srbija,” 1918 (A Secret Revolutionarj' Organization:
Report of the Trial at the Court Martial of Officers at Salonica, from
Notes Taken at the Trial Itself. Salonica Press “Great Serbia," 1918,

pp. 638). Mr. Seton-Watson (.Sarajevo, p. 295) incorrectly translates the
of this “strange book” as a secret “pre-war,” instead of a secret
“revolutionary,” organization.
33 Cf. M. Bogitchcvitch’s numerous articles:
“Bemerkungen zum
Saloniki Prozess, 1917,” in KSF, ''I, 112-113; “Weitere Einzelheiten iiber
das Attentat von Sarajevo,” in
SF, III, 15-21, 437-444, Jan. and July,
1925; "Nouvelles depositions ..-flcemant I’attentat de Sarajevo),” in
KSF, IV, 21-28, 87-95, Jan.-Feb., 1926; “La Societe ‘Union ou Mort’ dite
title

'Main Noire,”’ in the French periodical Evolution, No. 7, 16-30, July
and in German and English trans. in KSF, IV, 664-689, Sept.,
1926; M. Bogitchevitch has now collected much of this material and other
new information ou the “Black Hand” and Salonica Trial in his recent
volume, Le Proecs rf,. Saloniqtie, juin, 1917 (Paris, 1927). See also M.
Edith Durham, The Serajevo Crime, London, 1925, pp. 44-74, 158-201:
la

15, 1926,

‘‘The Serajevo Murder Plot,” in Current History, XXV, 656-662, Feb,.
1927; S. B. Fay. “The Black Hand Plot that led to the World War,” in
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On the basis of this material, we may now outline briefly

and the three
factors which largely contributed to it: the Narodna
Odbrana, the “Black Hand,” and the revolutionary move

main threads of the assassination

the

plot,

-

ment

in Bosnia.

THE NABODNA ODBRANA
’sixties and ’seventies of the nineteenth century
revolutionaries gathered in Switzerland and
Serbian
many
came under the influence of Russians like Bakunin, Kropot-

In the

and Herzen. They adopted a revolutionary program
which was to be brought about by anarchist deeds of violence and terrorism. They were responsible for the Zajecar
kin,

King Milan in Serbia in 1883. Their ten
dency toward revolution by violence and assassination has

revolt against

continued to exert an influence over a certain group of
Serbs ever since. But not all the young Serbians studying
in Switzerland adopted these views completely. Among the
latter was M. Nikola Pashitch. He believed in the gradual
building up of the moral and material forces of Serbia as a
means for the eventual liberation and union of all Serbs
Current History, XXIII, 196-207, Nov., 1925; and Dr. Wiesner in KSF.
VI, 362-395, April, 1928.
Some inlormation on the “Black Hand” may also be found in the
iillowing:
Carnegie Report of the International Commission to Inquire
into the Causes and Conduct of the Balkan Wars.
Washington, 1914,
Lausanne, 1917;
pp. lC9ff.; D. R. Lazarevitch, Die Schuarze Hand.
Seton-Watson, “Serbia’s Choice,” in The New Europe, Aug. 22, 1918;
Sarajevo, pp. 143, 158. 295; Pharos, pp. 14 f., 81 f.: Sianojevitch, pp. 4956; Wendol, pp. 48-62; a. von Wegerer, "Der Anlass zum Weltkrieg,”
in KSP, III, 353-405, June, 1925; “Neue Ausschnitte zum Attentat von
Sarajewo,” in KSF, IV, 400-414, June, 1926; L. Mandl, "Ein dustere
Gedenktag,” in the Vienna Neues 8 XJhr-Blatt, Nos. 2906-2909, June 27July 1, 1924; N. Nenadovitch, "Les secrets de la camarilla de Belgrade,”
in La Fideration Balkanique, Dec. 1, 1924; the articles by M. Vladimirov,
N. Mermet, and V. Nikolitch, ibid., May 31, 1925, and by N. Obarov,
ibid., July 16, 1925; and the statements of Colonel Boj’in Simitch printed
by Victor Serge in the Paris Periodical, Clarte, No. 74, May, 1925. The
statements made at the i.-tlonica Trial and by “Black Hand” members
later, however, are often contredictoTy and inspired with animus against
M. Pashitch, and must therefore be used with great caution.

—
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in a powerful state, after the manner in which Italy had
accomplished her unification in the generation immediately
preceding. Serbia should be “the Piedmont of the Balkans.”

M. Pashitch founded in Serbia in
1881 the Radical Party, which under his venerable leadership long preserved its original name, though in character
With

this

aim

in view,

today the very opposite of radical.
of the Radical Party, as stated in the first
issue of its organ, Samouprava, on January 8, 1881, was:
“The people’s welfare and freedom at home, and the country’s independence and unification with the other parts of
Serbdom abroad.” A special section was devoted to the
importance of organizing and training the Serbian army;
but until the time should come for the army to fulfil these
tasks, the program provided, under the heading “Foreign
Policy,” that “there must be organized, in the field of intellectual development, a way of helping the divided and
unliberated parts of Serbdom, as weU as of keeping alive
the sense of our national unity in the Serb provinces which,
being far away, are exposed to the influence of foreign elements.” In other words, discontent must be kept alive in
the Serb districts of the Turkish and Hapsburg Empires
it is

The program

until the future

Greater Serbia.

These two

war

of liberation should join

them to a

—individual acts of assassina-

political ideals

tion practiced

by immature half-baked students and by

military cliques on the one hand, and national unification

by a well-prepared movement and eventual war with
Turkey and Austria as advocated by the Radical Party
dominated Serb
latter in the

political leaders until the

World War. Sometimes the

triumph of the
two

leaders of the

tendencies have been in harmony, as in the palace assassinations of 1903; at other times they have been in bitter
opposition, as in the so-called “priority question” in the
spring of 1914.

This dualism of ideals

is

the key to the
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much

disputed problem of the origin and relaOdbrana and the "Black Hand” with
one another, as well as to the notorious “Salonica Affair”
of 1017 which stirred political furj' in Serbia much as did

obscure and

tions of the Narodrta

the Drejd’us Affair in France.
hi. Pashitch

ble enemies of

bloody severity

and the Radicals soon became the implacaKing Milan, on account of the brutal and
with which he had taken vengeance' on the

Zajecar rebels, his disgraceful neglect of Serbia’s national
interests, and his scandalous private life, much of which
v,-as

spent in questionable society in Vienna.

Later the

same hostile attitude was assumed toward his successor,
King Alexander, especially after the latter’s marriage to the
notorious woman who became Queen Draga. Being childless, Queen Draga was suspected by many of intending to
secure the succession to the throne for one of her brothers.

Fear and disgust gradually united
lutionary

army

officers

many

Radicals and revo-

against the existing regime.

In the

words of a Serbian historian:

What went on at Court and outside of it was justly
regarded as a shame to the State and the Nation. Every
moment grave scandals became public, and by these scandals Serbia and the Serbian people were becoming notorious
and in bad repute.
The finances were in a pitiful state,
and for months officials and officers received no salary.
After the King’s marriage every thing was still worse in
every respect. Fickle changes were the order of the day,
and likewise scandals. The fabr-oated story of the Queen’s
pregnancy, and the overbearing, provocative behavior of
her brothers, roused the public and especially the military
officers still further.
All this brought it about that some
eighty officers and several civilians formed a conspiracy
with the purpose of murdering the King, the Queen, and
.

her brothers.
sisted of

saw

young

The

.

.

greater part of the conspirators con-

officers inspired

by upright patriotism. They
decay and shame under

their country given over to
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the rule of a bad and unscrupulous monarch. They came
to the conviction that Serbia was neglecting or abandoning
her ideals and tasks because of the bad administration.
The deep conviction that they must save the State and the

Nation brought these people to a wicked deed which they
believed justified by their patriotic duty.®*

On the night of June 11, 1903, these patriotic assMsina
suddenly forced their way into the palace, murdered the
King arid Queen cowering in hiding, shot down the Queen’s
brothers in cold blood, and killed several Ministers.

One

of the chief leaders in organizing this brutal palace revolu'tion

who

was a young army

captain, Dragutin Dimitrijevitch,

received incidentally three bullets which he carried in

—
—

body the rest of his days. Another the man who
ordered the murder df the Queen’s brothers was a young
lieutenant, Voja Tankositch.
These two were the later

his

Hand,” and, as another

leaders of the “Black

“patriotic

duty,” helped to prepare the Sarajevo plot against the
Austrian Archduke.®®
After the tragic night in 1903, which placed Peter I.
Karageorgevitch upon the blood-stained throne of Alex-

ander Obrenovitch, the conspirators who had carried out
the palace revolution remained bound together as a protection against a possible counter-revolution, and also for the
sake of personal interests and political advantages. They
met together often and intervened in party politics whenever they believed their own interests were concerned. But
when the country regained its balance and the new r%ime
they had inaugurated seemed to be fairly established, their
organization was no longer needed for safety, and their

was resented by the Radicals and
the public. So the military conspirators as an organized
group gradually retired until a new crisis arose.
interference in politics

s* S. Stanojcvitch, Die
pp. 45-46.

Ermordung des Erzhcrzogs Franz Ferdinand,
®» fbid.. M-aS.
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In 1908, on the day Austria proclaimed her annexation
and Herzegovina, Dr. Milovan Milovanovitch,
then Serbian Minister of Foreign Affairs, called together in
the evening several ministers and notables, including Pashitch, Ljuba Stojanovitch, Professor Ljuba Jovanovitch
the Burgomaster of Belgrade, and others, to consider what
action to take in the face of the Austrian “provocation.”
It was decided that the Burgomaster should summon next
morning at the Town Hall a larger group of representative
Serbians which included the historian, Stanojevitch.®* In
the course of this meeting next day, there was founded the
Narodna Odbrana (National Defense). This association
was to enrol and train volunteers and strengthen Serbia in
other ways for an armed struggle to prevent Austria from
carrying out her annexation program.
of Bosnia

The

universal indignation in Serbia at Austria’s breach

Treaty and incorporation of coveted Serb
lands had again brought together in harmonious cooperation
leading representatives of both the dualistic tendencies
noted above. Thus, at its foundation, the Narodna Odbrana
included political leaders of the Radical Party, as well as
of the Berlin

military officers like Dimitrijevitch, Tankositch, and General

Bozo Jankovitch.

It also included Zivojin Dashitch,

Government Printing Office, in which
Chabrinovitch was employed just before setting out to
murder Franz Ferdinand; and Milan Pribichevitch, w’hose
brother, Svetozar, was one of Austria’s most bitter opponents in the Croatian Landtag and who is said to have

Director of the

received from Sarajevo on the

day of the assassination

of

the Archduke and his' wdfe, a telegram, with apparent refer*
ence to the crime, “Both horses well disposed of.”
36 S. Stanojcvitch, p. 47.
ST Conrad, IV- ;'3. Milan Pribichevitch remained active in the Narodna
Odbrana; it wa? to him that Princip first thought of applying for the
means to carry out the Sarajevo plot, which he later received from Ae
“Black Hand” leaders. Pribichevitch fought as a colonel in the Serbian
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and the activity of the Narodna
Its Central Committee, sitting at Belgrade, directed the work of the District Committees which v/ere established in the chief towns and
organization

Odhrana began immediately.

divided into sections for cultural work, physical training,

money, and in some cases relations with neighboring lands. Below the District Committees were “divisional committees,” “local committees,” and, at the bottom,
collection of

“confidential men,” “located in those places in the interior
of the country where the establishment of a Committee is
not necessary.”
In Serbia these committees and “confidential

men” were

Narodna Odbrana

rapidly organized everywhere.

affiliated

with

itself

and aided

The

financially

the existing patriotic associations like the Sokols, Riflemen’s

Clubs, and Horsemen’s Clubs.

It began its task of enrolling

comitadjis and training them in bomb-throwing, the blowing up of railways and bridges, and similar activities to be
carried on in a guerilla

war against

Austria.

It collected

funds and stirred the people to hatred against Austria by
an active propaganda of fervid nationalism.®* This activity
wa^ not limited to Serbian subjects. Bosnian emigres in
Serbia were similarly enrolled, trained for treasonable activity upon their return to Bosnia, and provided with funds.®®
krmy at the beginning of the World War, out the story that he was murdered by his own soldiers in the woods on Jastrebac Mountain (c/. Pharos,
8, 161-2), is incorrect; he disappeared to America to enlist Serbian recruits.
Cf. also Wiesner’s telegram of July 13, 1914 {Austrian Red Book, I, 17),
and Krstanovitch's deposition in the Austrian dossier, appendix S.
38 Cf. Narodna Odbrana Izdanje Slredisnog Odoora Narodne Odbrane,
Belgrade, 1911, ch. i, “Origin and activity of the first Narodna Odbrana.”
This pamphlet and annual report, “issued by the Central Committee of
the Narodna Odbrana,” was read at the trial of the murderers in 1914,
and a summary of it is printed in the Austrian dossier, appendix 2. The
complete pamphlet, giving a vivid and full picture of the propagandist
agitation of the Narodna Obdrana, is printed in German translation in
KSF, V, 192-225, March, 1927.
S8 Cf. the deposition of Trifko Krstanovitch in the Austrian dossier,
appendix 5; he tells how he went from Bosnia to Belgrade in 1908, was
given food and lodging by Voja Tsnkositch, trained in bomb-throwing.

.
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Gatchinovitch, the chief leader of the terrorist wing of the
movement in Bosnia, was at first closely asso-

revolutionary

Narodna Odbrana

ciated with the
in

its

interests

in

in Belgrade

and worked

Bosnia,^® though he later

joined the

Black Hand,” and, in accordance with
assassination plots in Bosnia.

murderer, was, according to his
enrolled in the A^arodna

its ideals, instigated

Princip,

the Archduke’s

own admissions

Odbrana

in 1912, given

at the

trial,

money, and

trained as a comitndji.*^

Within Bosnia itself similar committees and “confidenmen” were recruited to form a net-work of spies and
serve as a “tunnel,” or “underground railway,” for conveying propagandist literature, weapons, and conspirators
across the frontier from Serbia into Bosnia.^® This is also
evident from the subsequent report of a Serbian frontier
officer, Kosta Todorovitch, to the commander of the Drin
Division.
His report, along with his diary and accounts,
was captured by the Austrians in the first weeks of the
War, and gives detailed evidence of the way the “tunnel”
was originally established in the Annexation Crisis by the
Narodna Odbrana, and later continued by the “Black
tial

Hand”

military authorities.

course,

unknown

but

it

Todorovitch’s report was,

of

to the authors of the Austrian dossier,

was read at the

trial in

October, 1914, and

its trust-

and then became a paid spy and secret c. STier of letters between the
leaders of the Narodna Odbrana in Serb a and its agents in Bosnia.
Some doubt, to be sure, has been cast -_pon the trustworthiness of this
man (c/. Wendel, p. 46; Chopin, pp. 13-17; Conrad, IV, 83, where the
Governor of Bosnia, Potiorek, speak.- ts him as “keine integre Peisonlichkeit")
*0 Jevtitch, p. 6.
•*1 Pharos,
pp. 22-25.

Narodna Odbrana,

For other evidences of the

see Pharos, pp. 5, 8, 14

f.,

19,

21

ft.,

activity

of the

34, 43, 55, 81-101,

108, 132, 162.

*- This “tunnel”
to

existed in 1914, and is several times referred
in their conversations with their accom*
Pharos, pp. 9, 16, 34, 91.

still

by the Archduke’s murderers

piices in Belgrade

;
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is incidentally vouched for by Ljuba JovanoAfter referring to an enclosed letter from a “confidential man” in Bosnia, Todorovitch’s report continues:

worthiness

vitchi*®

The plan which

have begun to carry out and to which
is the winning of “confidential men” [in Bosnia]. They had all belonged to the
time of the Annexation Crisis, but have all been dropped,
with the exception of the one mentioned [in the letter] and
two or three others. Some have moved away to other
I

I have devoted the greatest care

districts.
The Narodna Odbrana in Shabats has also found
some “confidential men,” as for example in Tuzla and
Sokolac. The connection has hitherto been weak and insuflScicnt, since it has been in the hands of people who
devoted themselves to it but little and did not give it enough
attention.
In accordance with the wish of the Minister of

War,

I have tried to carry out as conscientiously as possible
the tasks and directions sent to me, especially the organizing

work on the ground. ... In the Drin region the connection
has been sufficiently restored; it goes via Zvornik and
In the other places the connection formerly exbroken down, because it is now superfluous since
the garrisons have been removed from the points in question.
The connection by way of the Bosnian Islands and
Draljatcha Vrata is favorable. There are people here who
are admirably fitted for smuggling across. The tunnels do
not yet have their full numbers; but I hope soon to be able
to send you information and news.**

Dabovje.

isting has

43 Jovanovitch wrote in the PolUika, April 17, 1925;
“It is known
how it was . . about the measures which M. Pashitch took to
prevent the crossing over of those who took part in the murder, about
whom it was heard that they had obtained the weapons in Belgrade and
gone over the Drin to Bosnia. Of these measures the Austrians found
positive traces when they crossed the Drin for the first time in 1914,
took Lozhnica, and found the diary of our frontier officer, the late
Kosta Todorovitch, who recorded from day to day the orders received,
and among them a strong order given by the then War Minister, Du^an

exactly

.

Stepanovitch, that the youths from Bosnia
to be prevented from crossing the frontier."

who were mentioned were
** Pharos, pp. 91-92,
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The

report further states that the activity of these
‘'confidential men” consists ostensibly in spreading education

and the Pobratimstvo (an anti-alcohol brotherhood),

“because thus they are splendidly masked” in their
work of spying, smuggling, and conspiring.'* “

real

After the settlement of the Annexation Crisis in March,
1909, when Serbia, deserted by Russia, had to promise to

and to maintain in the future
Hapsburg Monarchy, the
Narodna Odbrana made a show of transforming itself from
an aggressive and subversive organization into a society
which emphasized more laudable “cultural” aims, such as
education, physical training, and the fostering of national
ideals. Though its official report still proclaimed that “Austria is our greatest enemy,” it added by way of recapitula“While the Narodna Odbrana works in conformity
tion:
cease her subversive agitation
friendly

with

relations

the

with the times according to altered conditions,
tains all connections

therefore

Then

it is

made

it also

main-

at the Annexation Period; today

the same as at the Annexation Period.

.

.

.

Then
now the cry is
meetings, demonstrations, volunteers, weapons, and bombs
were asked for; today steady, fanatical tireless work and
again work is required to fulfil the tasks and duties to which
we have drawn attention by way of present preparation for
the fight with gun and cannon which will come.”
Though
there was undoubtedly some change in the character of the
Narodna Odbrana after 1909 in the direction here indicated,
it never became so completely innocent and “cultural” as
the cry was for war;

for work.

<0 Pharos, p. 94. C/. map, at p. 47 above. Some of the "favorable”
places here mentioned are precisely the ones actually- used by the Sarajevo
assassins; Chabrinovitch was smuggled over at Zvornik, and Princip

and Grabezh with the bombs ai*d revolvers, at the Bosnian Islands,
three meeting again at Tuzla; ibid., 16, 19, 25-27, 36-40, 48-52, 56-58,

the
86-

108, 126-151.-

40 Extract from the pamphlet report issued by the Narodrui Odbrana
Central Committee in 1911, printed in the Austrian dossier, appendir 2;

and complete reprint

in

KSF, V.

223-225,

March,

1927.

THE NARODNA ODSRANA
is

often asserted.'*^

in the

On
of the

Hapsburg

Nor did

it

cease its propagandist

85

work

territories.

the other hand,

it is

true that the direct connection

Narodna Odbrana with the Sarajevo

plot was exaggerated in the Austrian ultimatum and dossier, because the
Austrians centered their attention more on its earlier and

more

and more “cultural”
and particularly because, in their ignorance of the
secret work of the Serbian military authorities, they failed
to distinguish sufficiently between the Narodna Odbrana
and the “Black Hand.” It is nevertheless clear that the
Narodna Odbrana secretly continued its work of maintaining “tunnels” and smuggling revolutionary literature from
aggressive, rather than its later

activity,

kept in touch with the “confidential men” who were later used by the “Black Hand”
and v/ho actually assisted the Archduke’s murderers on
their journey.
And it inspired and assisted Bosnian emigrants who came to Belgrade. It thus helped to develop the
revolutionary movement in Bosnia and to prepare the
Belgrade into Bosnia.

It

The

membership
of the Narodna Odbrana and the measures which the Radical Government took to give it the appearance of a “cultural” organization show that M. Pashiich and his colleagues were perfectly acquainted with its work of
propaganda, espionage, and the recruiting of “confidential
men” on Austrian soil. Even after 1909, M. Pashitch
ground

for the Sarajevo crime.

original

evidently did not regard the association as purely “cultural,’*
because he himself has said, “as soon as he came back

from Bucharest [in August, 1913] he advised the Narodna
Odbrana not to undertake anything against Austria, because
it would be dangerous.”
Jovanovitch, PoUlika articles,
g., Stanojevitch, pp. 49-54; Ljuoa
22-April 17, 1925; Wendel, pp. 46-49, 59-61; Seton-Watson, in
Foreign Affairs, III, 499-500.
48 M. Pashitch’s speech against Ljuba Jovanovitch at the Radical
Club as reported in Potilika, April 26, 1926; KSF, IV, 409, June, 1926.

E.

March
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THE “bIAOK hand”

By 1911

the old divergence of views between the Radical
political leaders and the more restless and reckless military
officers

began to show

itself again.

The

Radicals, in view

and the existing diplomatic situation
in Europe, believed that Serbians must preserve correct and
peaceful relations with Austria-Hungary and confine their
work for the present to strengthening the State for the
future struggle which would realize their ultimate aim the
creation of a Greater Serbia. This, as we have seen, was
now the ostensible policy of the Narodna Odbrana. But
some '‘® of the more hot-headed and zealous military clique
which had carried out the palace revolution of 1903 were
They
impatient of the more moderate Radical policy.
wanted “deeds.” They therefore revived their old organizaof Russia’s attitude

—

new secret association known in its statutes
Ujedinjenje Hi Smrt (Union or Death), but commonly

tion of 1903 in a

as

Hand.”
The most authoritative information about the “Black
Hand” is contained in its Rules and By-Laws. These were
referred to as the “Black

published in a mutilated form in Tajna Prevratna Organisacija,

the report of the Salonica Trial printed in 1918,

which has already been mentioned.
At this later time the
Serbian Government, wishing to make it appear that the
“Black Hand” was a revolutionary organization exclusively
within Serbia aiming to overthrow the power of the Radical
Party and even the reigning dynasty, deleted certain passages which referred to the subversive and terrorist activity
49 Some, not all
several of the former conspirators of 1903 refused
to enter the new “Black Hand” organization on the ground that, though
the murder of King Alexander was necessary, there was no need to
plunge into new adventures which could only harm the State; these
officers followed the Radical Party and were eventually rewarded after
the crushing of the “Black Hand” in 1917 by being given the places of
their rivals; they were conainonly known as the “White Hand.”
®9 C/. above, note 32.
;
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of the Society outside Serbia. But M. Bogitchevitch, from
Information supplied by two surviving members of the
‘‘Black Hand,” has been able to establish the complete text

and By-Laws.®^ He has also been able to estabnumber of its members and the
numbers by which they were known, showing that

of its Rules
lish

the identity of a large

secret

they included

many

Serbian civilian

officials,

as well as

from his text of the Rules that the
following quotations are made.
The aim of the “Black Hand” was (Art. 1) "Ihe realmilitary officers.

It is

:

ization of the national ideal: the union of all Serbs.”

"Art.

This organization prefers terrorist action to intellectual
propaganda, and for this reason must be kept absolutely
secret from non-members.”
To accomplish its aim, it
brings influence to bear on Government circles and on the
various social classes of the Kingdom of Serbia, which is
regarded as “Piedmont.” Then follow the clauses which
were deleted in 1918, but which show clearly its terrorist
2.

activity in the
Art. 4.

Hapsburg lands:
(b)

It-

organizes revolutionary activity in all

the lands inhabited by Serbs.
(c) Beyond the frontiers of Serbia,
means those who oppose this idea.

(d)

it fights

maintains friendly relations with

It

ples, organizations,

all States,

all

unity.

.

Art.

all

peo-

and private individuals who are friendly

toward Serbia and the Serb element.
(e) It lends help and support in every way to

and

with

all

peoples

organizations struggling for national liberation and
.

.

7.

besides the

The Central Committee
members of the Kingdom

for each of the Serb lands

in Belgrade includes,

of Serbia, one delegate

abroad [Pokraine]:

(1)

Bosnia

”
“La Socicte “Union on Mort’ dite la 'Main Noire,’
in
GerJuly
in the French periodical Evolution, No. 7, 16-30,
16, 1926;
man and English trans. in KSF, IV, 664-689, Sept., 1926; and in hia
recent interesting volume, Le Proces de Salonique (Paris, 1927), pp. 41-53,
61 Bogitchevitch,
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and Herzegovina, (2) Montenegro, (3) Old Serbia and
Macedonia, (4) Croatia, Slavonia and Syrniia, (5) the Voivodina, (6j the Coast Lands [Primorje, i.e. Dalmatia].
Art. 18. The Central Committee in Belgrade is in touch
with the committees of Serb territory abroad by authorized
delegates, who are usually members of the Central Com.

.

.

mittee, or, in exceptional cases, are special delegates.
Art. 19.

Liberty of action

is left

to the Committees in

the Serb lands abroad; but the execution of more extensive
revolutionary
of the Central

To

movements
Committee

shall

depend upon the approval

in Belgrade.

and yet secure absolute secrecy,
its members, it was provided (Arts. 23-33) that it was the duty of each new member to enrol new members and pledge his own life for those
whom he introduced. Members were not generally known
to each other personally, but were designated by secret
numbers. Only the Central Committee at Belgrade was to
enlarge the society

obedience, and devotion

among

know

their names.
“The interests of the organization are
be put above all others. Every member on entering the
organization must realize that by this act he forfeits his
own personality and that he can expect within it neither
glory nor personal profit.” “When the Central Committee
at Belgrade has pronounced penalty of death, the only
matter of importance is that the execution shall take place
without fail. The method of execution employed is a matto

The initiation of a new member took
place in a darkened room, lighted only by a wax candle,
before a small table covered with a black cloth on which
ter of indifference.”

lay a crucifix, a dagger and a revolver. The candidate took
an oath “by the Sun that warms me, by the Earth that
nourishes me, before God, by the blood of my ancestors, on
my honor and on my life, that I will from this moment till
my death be faithful to the laws of this organization, and

THE "BLACK HAND”
make any sacrifice for it.” The
“Black
Hand/’
with
ominous significance, bore
seal of the
an unfurled flag, skull and cross-bones, dagger, bomb, and
that I will always be ready to

T
auiotaetni

Facsimile of the last page of the Rules of the Serbian Secret Society,
“Vjedinjenjc Hi Smrt" (“Union or Death”), commonly known as the
“Black Hand.” Signature No. 6 is that of Dragutin Dmitnjevitch, the most
influential leader in the Society. The Society’s seal shows symbolically a
skull

and cross-bones, hand-bomb, dagger, and

bottle of poison.

bottle of poison, with the inscription Ujeditijenje Hi Smrt.
The inspirer and leader of this singular association,
which seems to belong to the spirit of the sixteenth rather

than of the twentieth century, was that reckless, generous,
idolized, childish Renaissance figure, whose portrait by
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Stanojevitch was given above,®* Colonel Dragutin Dimitrijevitch ^head of the espionage department of the Serbian

—

General

Staff.

ship

list

On

May 9,

“Belgrade,

as

the last page of the statutes, dated
name appears on the member-

1911,” his

His chief aide was Major Voja

“No. 6.”

Tankositch, “No.

7.’’

He

also

had taken a leading
He had organized

part in

later a
the royal murders of 1903.
comitadji school, in which he trained Bosnian emigres who

to Belgrade and on whom he exerted a large influence
between 1908 and 1914. He is described as “quiet, calm
and gentle in private life, giving the impression of a retiring, almost timid man; but he had a rough, wild, undisciplined spirit; ... as a cuviitadji leader in Macedonia,
notorious for his wild severity toward his followers, his
personal heroism and bravery and his presence of mind;
without doubt an honest and upright patriot; the conviction that he was doing a patriotic duty justified in his eyes
Another member of the
many of his horrible deeds.”
“Black Hand,” more mysterious and enigmatic, was Milan

came

Coming originally as an emigre
from Bosnia to Belgrade, he served under Tankositch as a
comitadji in the Balkan War against Turkey. In 1914 he
was enjoying a sinecure as a subordinate official in the
Serbian State Railways. He is believed by many to have
joined the “Black Hand” in order to keep M. Pashitch informed of its doings.®^ Tankositch and Ciganovitch were
the two men who directly helped prepare the assassination
plot in Belgrade, giving the thre-j youths who were to
murder Franz Ferdinand bon,us, Browning pistols, and
Ciganovitch, “No. 412.”

For further characterizations of Dimit
Le Prods de Salonique, pp. 61-69.

52 See quotation at note 8.
rijevitch, see Bogitchevitch,

55 Stanojevitch, p. 52.
officer grp.atly

beloved

Jevtitch, p. 23, speak.s of Tankositch as “ar
in Belgrade.

among the emigres" from Bosnia

5< Cj.
N. Mermet, “L’Agent Provocateur Milan Ciganovitch,” io
La Federation Dalkanique, pp. 270-272, May 31, 1925; Durham, The /Scrojevo Crime, pp. 80 ff., 174 ff., 182; and the obituaiy notice by Dr. Wi^er,
in KSF. V, 1041-1048, Nov.. 1927.
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poison to be swallowed as soon as their deed was accomplished.

Another

early

member of the “Black Hand” was
who appears as “No. 217” in the

Vladimir Gatchinovitch,

list of members published in Tajna Prevratna Organisadja.
This interesting man, as we shall see a little later, carried

on an active terrorist propaganda in Bosnia, both by his
writings and by his organization of secret terrorist groups.

Among the other members of the “Black Hand” identiby M. Bogitchevitch were Dushan Obtrkitch, “No.
166,” an intimate friend of M. Ljuba Jovanovitch; Michel

fied

Givkovitch, “No. 442,” Secretary of the Serbian Court of
Cassation; Demetrius Novakovitch, “No. 471,” Secretary
of the University of Belgrade; Dr. Milan Gavrilovitch, “No.

406,” Secretary at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and afterwards editor of the Politika; M, A. Jovanovitch, “No. 401,”
Secretary of the Railway Department; Bogoljub Vutchitchevitch, “No. 407,” Commissioner of Police; and Stanoje
Simitch, “No. 467,” an employee at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.®®
These names indicate that the “Black
Hand” was not so exclusively a military organization as
Nor was it so divorced
it has often been represented.
from, and opposed by, the Narodna Odbrana, as is often
stated.
While it is true, as pointed out above, that the
Narodna Odbrana professed to work for Greater Serbia
by "cultural” preparation, and the “Black Hand,” more

impatient, preferred terrorist action by assassination, the
two Societies had the same ultimate goal and even had
in common. Milan Vasitch, who was one
members of the Supreme Central Committee of
the “Black Hand” at Belgrade, was at the same time mentioned by the Archduke’s murderers as "Secretary of the
Narodna Odbrana, and as having provided them with
funds and revolutionary literature.®® The two organiza-

many members
of the ten

BB Bogitchevitch, in

KSF, IV,

675, 688.

bo Pharos, pp.

5,

22.
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made use of the same “confidential men” in
Bosnia and the same “tunnels” of communication. Rade
Malobabitch. for instance, who was one of the Austrian
tions also

Agram, and became a “conNarodna Odbrana in 1911, was introduced to Col. Dimitrijevitch in 1913 by Todorovitch,
the frontier guard at Lozhnica, and thereupon became one

Serbs

condemned

for treason at

fidential man’’ for the

“Black Hand” and the Intelligence
Department of the Serbian General Staff.^" So close was
the connection between the two Societies that the members
of the Carnegie Commission of Inquiry on the Balkan Wars
The three youths
failed to distinguish between thom.^®
who planned to murder the Archduke sought to ^ive the
of the chief spies for the

impression at

tiieir

trial

that their relations in Belgrade

had been rather with the Narodna Odbrana than the “Black
Hand.” They declared that they knew of the latter only
by hearsay or what they had read in the newspapers; but
they admitted that they were aware that Tankositch and
Ciganovitch were on bad terms with the Narodna Odbrana,
and were perhaps providing the bombs and Browning pistols
“because they were members of another society.”

THE REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENT IN BOSNIA
For more than half a century before the World War,
had been an increasing antagonism between the
Austro-Hungarian ruling authorities and the subject nationalities within the Dual Empire.
This arose partly
from the new feeling of nation Jity, which was an ever
stronger force in the course of ihe nineteenth century, and
partly from the oppressive rule of the Hapsburg Government and its disregard of the aspirations of its Slav and

there

Rumanian
57

subject.s.

This antagonism was

Taina Prevrnlna Organisaeija,

p.

201,

particularly

quoted by Durham, The

Serajevo Crime, p. 1C2.
58 Carnegie Report, p. 169.
59 Pharos, p. 82; c/. also pp. 14, 43, 47, 66, 8Q'£
,

‘

'
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sharp in Bosnia and Herzegovina after the Austrian occupation of these provinces in 1878, and especially after their
annexation in 1908. The unrest was heightened by the
suspension of the Bosnian Landtag and by the repressive
“Exceptional Laws” introduced during the popular ferment caused by the Serbian victories and the great exten-

But in 1913-14, under
Count Bilinski, the Landtag was
reopened, the Exceptional Laws withdrawn, wide freedom
given to the Press, and great efforts were made to improve
the political and economic conditions in Bosnia. Bilinski,
being a Slav himself (a Galician Pole), had more sympathy
with Serb aspirations than his German and Magyar colleagues.
By a policy of conciliation in Bosnia, he hoped
to win from the Serb population something of the same
loyalty to Hapsburg rule which was found in the Croatian
and Mohammedan elements of the recently annexed provsion of Serbian territory in 1912.

the administration of

inces.

In Bosnia and Herzegovina, according to the census of
1910, the population consisted, according to religion, which
was the most vital factor, of Greek Orthodox, Mohammedans, and Roman Catholics, approximately in the proportion of 4, 3, and 2: 825,000 Greek Orthodox, mainly
Serbs; 612,000 Mohammedans, mainly Serbs and Turksi

and 442,000 Roman Catholics, mainly Croats; altogether,
with Jews and a sprinkling of Protestants and gypsies,
nearly 1,900,000. Generally speaking, the Greek Orthodox
sympathized with the Serbians in the neighboring kingdom;
the
tria

Roman
and

Catholics were divided between loyalty to Aus-

their higher cultural connections with the

West

on the one hand, and, on the other, their nationalistic
desires for a national Serb-Croat union, either as a selfgoverning unit in a federalized "trialistic” Hapsburg state,
or as part of a “Greater Serbia, or of an independent Jugoslav Federation the Mohammedans were generally loyal to
;
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These four

political tendencies

were represented respectively by the four main political
parties:
(1) Srbska Rijec (Serbian Party led by G.
levtanovitch and Sola) and the Narodna Stranka (NationParty), both in bitter opposition to Austrian rule;

alist

(2) the loyalist Serb minority led by Dr. Dimovich; and
the loyalist Croats, formerly a part of the Starcevitch

Party, but in 1914 having an anti-Serb tendency and known
as the Frankovacka Stranka after their leader, a Hungarian
Jew, Dr. Frank; (3) the Starcevicanjka Stranka, founded
half a century earlier by the Croatian patriot Starcevitch;
(4) the loyal

Mohammedan

ciliatory efforts

met with

But Bilinski’s conno response. On the

Party.®"

little

or

contrary, they were interpreted as signs of Austrian weak-

ness and decay.

They were taken advantage

of for further

open newspaper attacks and secret subversive movements
against Austrian authority.®*

In 1914, however, the Bosnian parties and movements
mentioned represented what M. Jevtitch calls the

just

“older generation.”

®-

They represented the

politicians and

«o C/. Conrad, Aus meiner Dienstzeit, I, 13-28; and the interesting
memorials presented to the Russians in December, 1914, by the Jugoslav
agents, MM. Supilo and Salviati and printed by Stieve, Iswolsky im
Weltknege (Berlin, 1925), pp. 130-161.
Leon Bilinski,
spomnicnia i Dokumenty (Reminiscences and
Documents), 2 vols., Warsaw, 1924-25, I, 227-332; Bilinski, as AustroHungarian Joint Finance Minister from Jan., 1912, to the War, had supreme
charge of the administration of Bosnia. Sre also the interesting views
of his prcdeces.sor. Count Buridn, Aunlria in Dissolution, N. Y., 1925, pp.
244-310, 358-371. Bilinski’s conciliatory policy was not favored by Cailtad
nor by Gen. Potiorek, the military Governor of Bosnia (c/. Conrad, III,
95 ff., 157 ff., 370 ff., 442 ff.; IV, 13-124), nor by the Bosnian police officials (c/. Baron Carl Collas, "Auf den bosnischen Wegspuren der Kriegsschuldigen,” in KSF, V, 11-27, Jan., 1927.
*2 Jevtitch, Sarajevski Atental, p, 3ff.; c/. also Pharos, passim; and
Seton-WatsoD, Sarajevo, ch. iii, “The Jugoslav Revolutionary Movement,”
in many respects an excellent and informing account, except that he
minimizes the influence exerted from Belgrade upon the movement in
Bosnia, as has been pointed out by M. Bogitchevitch, “Nouvelles depoations concernant I’attentat de Sarajevo,” in KSF, IV, 21-28, 87-95.
Mr.
Seton-Watson fails to note such significant points as the fact that the

W
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bourgeoisie who had been educated in the universities.

Though they formed an opposition party

in the Bosnian
Landtag, they were content for the most part to follow legal
means of action and counted on exacting larger political
concessions from the Austrian authorities. They were the

elements which Austria hoped to divide against one another.
Hapsburg authority was to be maintained by the policy of
divide et impera.

In contrast to this older generation was an altogether
different “new generation.”
This arose in Bosnia in the
early years of the twentieth century.
It was known as
Mlada Bosna (Young Bosnia). It was impatient with the
politicians, the bourgeoisie, and all legal forms of opposition.
It repudiated all notions of “trialism” as a solution
of Serbo-Croat national aspirations. It was recruited from

—

the youth of the “small and insignificant classes” peasants,
journeymen, school teachers, and sons of priests and young
students.*® Its members were impatient and “desperate.”
They had begun to feed upon Russian revolutionary and
anarchistic literature, especially the writings of Herzen
and Kropotkin. They were fired with the success of violence in the Russian revolution of 1906. They developed
the “cult of the individual deed,” that is, they believed that
terrorist acts of assassination were the best means of putting
a speedy end to the temporizing methods of Bosnian politicians

the

and of throwing

way

for a

off all

new “Jugoslav”

Austrian control to prepare
nationalism.

Deeds of revo-

Gatchinovitch, was a member of
the Narodna Odbrana and later of the "Black Hand,” and that nearly
all of the attempted assassinations of Austrian officials between 1910
and 1914 were made by youths who had just come from spending some
chief leader of

the

new movement,

months

in Belgrade.
*3 Cf. the Bosnians directly connected with the preparation and execution of the plot to murder the Archduke: Chabrinovitch was a typesetter;
Mehmedbashitch, a cabinet-maker; Mishko Jovanovitch, a
merchant and cinema director; Hitch, an ex-school teacher; Fushara, a

town-clerk; the Kerovichi, peasants; Jakov Milovitch, a fisherman on the
Drin; and Princip and Grsbezh were students; cj. Jevtitch, p. 23.
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lutionary terrorism served two great purposes: they created
panic among the ruling authorities; and they uplifted tht

national spirit of the masses.®'*
The first most notable expression of this

new cult was
Zherajitch, a Herzegovinian Serb.
After being trained in revolver practice at Vranja by a
the “deed” of

Bogdan

Bojin Simitch, who soon became a “Black
Hand” member, “No. Ill,” Zherajitch returned to Bosnia
in 1910 and at Sarajevo fired five shots at the Governor,
General Vareshaiiin, Zherajitch then committed suicide on
Serbian

the spot.

ofiicer,

The

story of the General’s contemptuous spurn-

ing of the corpse with his foot,

as

Zherajitch

still

lay

mud and

blood updn the bridge at Sarajevo,
and his burial in the part of a cemetery where only suicides
and criminals were interred, spread throughout the land,

sprinkled with

and did much to inflame Bosnian youths to imitate and
avenge him.®® He was speedily hailed as a hero and “first
martyr” by the Serbs of Bosnia and Serbia. Two months
later, on the occasion of Emperor Francis Joseph’s birthday,
August 18, 1910, the Belgrade Politika published a large
portrait of Zherajitch, with an incendiary poem and laudatory article saying, “Today, we too light a candle at his
grave and cry, ‘Honor to Zherajitch.’ ” ®'^ His grave was
kept fresh wdth flowers and became a place of pilgi’imagc
for Bosnian youths filled with nationalistic fanaticism and
a desire for the notoriety which would come to anyone who
should follow his example. Thus, Princip, on the evening
before he shot the Archduke, is said to have placed flowers
on Zherajitch’s grave and to have sworn by it that his hand
should not waver next day.®®
Among Bosnian youths,
Cf. Jevtitch’s chapter (pp. 17-21) on “The Cult
Action.”
66 Bogitchevitch, in KSF, IV, 24, 675, 688.
69 C/. Jevtitch, pp. 5, 20; Pharos, pp. 21, 30, 40.
6T Austrian dossier, appendix 1.
98 Jevtitch, p. 20; Pharos p. 40.
?
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whose mental balance had been unsteadied by a mixture of
anarchism, socialism, and nationalism, it was not unnatural
that the force of mental suggestion, in an act of political
assassination like

that of Zherajitch, should exercise a

strong psychological influence.

The man most influential in developing the revolutionary movement in Bosnia and in inspiring the Bosnian students who cairied out the plot against the Archduke was
Vladimir Gatchinovitch.®® He was the son of an orthodox
priest in Herzegovina. His father wished him to follow the
priesthood and sent

him

to school for the purpose, but he

threw up his studies and began reading revolutionary Russian literature. In the spring of 1909, during the Annexation Crisis, he went to Belgrade, where he came in contact
with the leaders of the newly organized Narodna Odbrana
and also with the more violent spirits who favored “direct
action” and later organized the “Black Hand.” He remained in Serbia for a couple of years and came under the
influence of Skerlitch, an active propagandist of anti-Austrian revolutionary ideas. Later he returned to Bosnia on
behalf of the Narodna Odbrana and, in the words of one of
his followers, “speaks, wakes people up, and again disappears like a shadow, as if he were swallowed up by the
earth, feeling himself followed

agents

among whom were

by

to

the foot-falls of Austrian

be found some Serbians

also.”

Gatchinovitch attended the University of Vienna; but
6»The best source of information of this arch-conspirator is to be
found in Spomenica Vladimira Gatchinovitch, Sarajevo, 1921. This contains his famous pamphlet, Smrt Jednog Heroja (The Death of a Hero),
glorifying Bogdan Zherajitch’s attempt on General Vareshanin’s life in
1910; it was published at Belgrade in 1912 by the "Piedmont" Press, the
organ of the ‘'Black Hand.” It .also includes some of his other writings
and some interesting biographical notes by his friends and fellow conspirators.

On

Gatchinovitch, see also Jevtitch, pp.

Watson, Sarajevo, pp. 69-79; and

XXV,
’to

657-661, Feb., 1927.
Jevtitch, p. 6.

5, 13, 15,

M. Edith Durham

19-21

;

Seton-

in Current History;

•
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he spent more time

ment among

in organizing a revolutionary

the Slav students than in study.

moveHere also

his famous eulogy on the murderer Zherajitch,
which, as Mr. Seton-Watson well says, “by its strange,

he wrote

perverted idealism and high-falutin style gives a clear
sight into the revolutionary

movement which

is

in-

now com-

mencing.” Gatchinovitch complained that Serbian public
opinion did not pay due attention to “those who are com-

whose aim is “to kindle revolution in the minds and
thoughts of young Serbs, so that they may be saved from
the disastrous influence of anti-national ideas and prepare
for the breaking of bonds and for the laying of healthy
foundations for the shining national life that is to come.”
After quoting the example of Orsini, who tried to murder
ing,”

Napoleon

III, and after lauding the Russian terrorists, he
sang the praises of Zherajitch, as “a man of action, of
strength, of life and virtue, a type such as opens an epoch,

proclaims ideas and enlivens suffering and speil-bound
He urged young Serbs to avenge Zherajitch’s

hearts.”

martyrdom by imitating his example.'^^ This pamphlet
was published anonymously at Belgrade at the office of
Piedmont, the newspaper organ of the Greater Serbia
movement and the “Black Hand” group. It was smuggled
from Belgrade into Bosnia and circulated widely among
young students upon whom it had a profound and decisive
effect.

In 1912 Gatchinovitch was again in Belgrade, probably
Finding

in connection with the printing of his pamphlet..

Narodna Odbrana too miJd, he joined the newly organized “Black Hand.” His name appears as “No. 217” in
the list of members published by the Serbian Government
the

He is said to have received funds
and also a “scholarship” from the
propagandist department of the Serbian Ministry of Forat the Salonica Trial.

from both
'^1

societies,

Spomenica, up.

41, 47-8: see

below, ch.

iii,

at notes 5-7.
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This enabled him to go to Lausanne for furHere he came into direct touch with various
Russian revolutionists, including Trotsky, who wrote an
introduction, signed “L. T.,” to a selection of Gatchinovitch’s French articles.
Meanwhile Gatchinovitch had also found time to travel
in Bosnia and organize the radical youth of Mlada Bosna
into secret revolutionary “circles” known as Kruzhoci,
“small groups of trustworthy persons, who do not know
each other, but are in touch with one another through intermediaries.”
This method of organization was also
characteristic of the “Black Hand,” from which Gatcliinovitch got the idea. It gave the “Black Hand” a network of
affiliated groups spread throughout Bosnia and the other
Serb districts of Austria-Hungary. The students, peasants,
and workmen who largely composed these “Kruzhoci" outside of Serbia were probably not regular members of the
“Black Hand,” but they could be used by the “Black Hand”
eign Affairs.
ther study

for revolutionary agitation

and

It is impossible to estimate the

but

it is

terrorist action in Bosnia.’^*

number

of these Kruzhoci,

certain that they existed in all the towns with

72 Bogitchevitch, in

KSF, IV,

25 ff, 92 ff.; he Proces de Salonicpie, p.
based on the deposition of two revolutionists,
Mustapha Golubitch and Paul Bastaitch, who shared with Gatchinovitch
in the plot against the Austrian authorities prepared at Toulouse. That
Gatchinovitch was one of the many Bosnian students subsidized by the
Belgrade authorities seems also to be indicated by the documents seized
by the Austrian authoritie.s during the War in the houses of MM. Paviovitch and Fashitch; Durham, in Current History, XXV, 661, Feb., 1927.
1S7

f.

His statement

is

7SJevtitch, pp. 6-7.
74 One of the chief Serbian authorities on the “Black Hand,” however,
M. Boghitchevitch, Le Proces de Salonique, pp. 2-4, seems to regard the
men in these Kruzhoci as regular “Black Hand” members. But I do not
find proof of this.
The evidence at the trial of the Sarajevo assassins
appears to show a pretty general and probably genuine ignorance of the
real and more restricted “Black Hand” in Serbia on the part of the suspects arrested in Bosnia after the assassination. He is undoubtedly correct,
however, in contrasting the relatively humble social composition of the
Kruzhoci in Bosnia with the “Black Hand” members in Serbia who were
drawn mainly from the professional and especially the military clasa.
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— Banja

Luka, Tuzla, Mostar, Trebinje,
One of the most active and alert
groups, which gave directions to the others, was the one
organized by Gatchinovitch at the house of Danilo Hitch in
“Through it passed all that was most revoluSarajevo.
tionary.
It was, in a way, the leading organ of all the
secondary schools

and

especially in Sarajevo.

nationalistic currents in the country.

and

indirect,

Its relations, direct

with the emigres in Belgrade were very

close.”

The revolutionary ferment among the Bosnian youth,
which arose from exasperation at Austrian oppression, from
a desire for Serbo-Croat national unity, and from the influence of Russian anarchistic writings and Serbian propaganda, manifested itself also in the widespread practice of
young Bosnians migrating back and forth between Serbia
and their own country. These “emigres” liked to escape
from the stifling atmosphere of Hapsburg control and roam
about in the freer and more congenial air of Belgrade. Here
they were well received, and it was easy for them quickly
to secure a certificate of education. Princip, for instance,
with the personal approval of M. Ljuba Jovanovitch, the
Serbian Minister of Education, passed off three years’ work
in less than two years, in spite of the fact that meanwhile
he was spending much of his time in political discussions
and in travelling back and forth.'^® This practice of “emigration”

who

is

well illustrated

by the

case of the three youths

Franz Ferdinand.
Gavrilo Princip was born at Grahovo, in Western
Bosnia in the wild mountains near the Dalmatian border.
carried out the p’

jt

to assassinate

Though

at first diligent in school, his periods of application
to studv were frequently interrupted by excursions into poTB Jeytitch, p. 23; c/. also Seton-Watson, Sarajevo, pp. 74-77.
76 Pharos, pp. 22-24; Jevtitch, p. 71. Ljuba Jovanovitch describes his
personal acquaintance with Princip in Krv Slovenstva, p. 10. Prineip’4
fellow conspirator, Grabezh, also passed oS examinations rapidly in Belgrade; Pharos, p. 44.
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propaganda, so that he was often suspended, and
came to Sarajevo, where he stayed for a month. In
May, 1912, he went to Belgrade, ostensibly to study; but
when asked at the trial why he went there, he replied,
“That is my affair.”
As this was just about the time that
Gatchinovitch was organizing the Kruzhoc at Sarajevo and
impressing upon the youth there the need of revolutionary
agitation, it is probable that Princip’s journey to Belgrade
itical

finally

was inspired by

him.'^®

At any

into touch with the “Black

rate, Princip quickly

Hand”

came

comitadjis in the Bel-

grade coffee-houses, and, according to his

own

declaration,

was taken into the Narodna Odbrana by its secretary. Major
Vasitch, who was also a leading member of the .“Black
Hand.” 'When the Balkan War broke out, he went to the
Turkish frontier to receive military training with comitodunder Major Tankositch, another leading “Black Hand”
terrorist and agitator. But being only sixteen years old, with
a small weak body, he was sent home by Tankositch.'^*
He had, however, become filled with the “Black Hand”
ideas of terrorist action by political assassination, and spent
the next fifteen months in plotting with Gatchinovitch and
Hitch, and in journeys between Belgrade and Hadzhici, a
village half a dozen miles west of Sarajevo. At this village
he passed the winter of 1913-14, and then returned to Belgrade in February, 1914.*®
Nedjelko Chabrinovitch, who later threw the bomb at
jis

For the details of Princip s eariy ufe, see jevtitich,
Princip’s own interesting confessions, made in prison to
Uie Austrian psychiatrist. Dr. Pappenheim, and published in English translation by Mr. H. F. Armstrong in Current History, August, 1925, pp. 70177 Pharos, p. ZZ.

p. 35

ff.;

and

707; and in an anonymous pamphlet, Gavrilo Prindps Bekenntnisse,
Vienna, 1927.
78 For Gatchinovitch’s strong influence on Princip, see Jevtitch’s biography of the former in Spomenica, p. 104 S., and Miss Durham’s summary
of it in Current History, XXV, 657 f., Feb., 1027.
79 Pharos, pp. 22-23; Jevtitch, p. 13.
'.i80 Pharos, p. 23; Princip 's '‘Confess-- '
Current History, Aug,
1027, p. 705.
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the Austrian Archduke, left school because he made no
progress and quarreled with his father.®^ He turned from

one trade to another, and finally took up type-setting.
After quarrelling with various employers, he went to Belgrade, where he found work in a shop which printed anarchist literature, and where he himself drank in anarchist
views. But he fell sick and returned to Sarajevo, bringing
anarchist books with him some of which his mother
burned. Here he worked for a couple of months in 1912,
until his activity in a type-setters’ strike and other complaints against him caused the Sarajevo authorities to order
his banishment from the town, when he again sought refuge
in Belgrade. Here he was in touch with Princip, though
at this time they held somewhat different political views.
Here also he came into contact with the Narodna Odbrana.
Desiring travelling money to enable him to return to Sarajevo, he was advised by a friend to apply to this Serbian
society which often secretly helped Bosnian emigres. He
did so, and the same Major Vasitch, who was also an active
“Black Hand” member and who had befriended Princip,
gave him fifteen dinars, a quantity of Narodna Odbrana
literature, and the advice, “Be always a good Serb.”
He
then returned to Sarajevo in December, 1912. But after
quarrelling with his friends there, he left the city and
worked for a while on a newspaper in Trieste. From there
he went to Abbazia in October, 1913, where, according to a
recent statement,*® he told a friend of his intention to
assassinate the Archduke Franz Ferdinand.
The friend
aided him to go again to Belgrade, where he was given
employment in the Serbian Government Printing Office,
by its Director, Zhivojin Dachitch, one of the founders of

—

81 His father, who is said to have been an Austrian spy, committed
suicide in 1924, near the tenth- anniversary of his son’s attempt on the
82 Pharos, pp. 4-5.
Archduke.
83 By Dr. Orlitch, in the Zagreb Rijetch of. July 10, 1927; quoted by

Dr Wiesner

in

KSF. V.

884. Sept..

T9^.
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ihe-Narodna Odbrana. It was while there that he received
from one of the members of the Sarajevo Kruzhoc at Easter,
1914, a newspaper clipping announcing the Archduke’s
coming visit to Bosnia. He at once determined to take
advantage of this favorable opportunity to carry out his
intention of assassinating Franz Ferdinand, and quickly
found that “Black Hand” officers were ready to supply him
and two fellow emigres with the necessary bombs and
revolvers.®^

The third member of the student trio who conspired at
Belgrade to go to Sarajevo to murder Franz Ferdinand was
Triflro Grabezh.
He was expelled from the Tuzla high
school for slapping a teacher in the face during the fall of
and went home for six months to his father’s house at
a dozen miles to the east of Sarajevo. Then he went
to Belgrade to finish his studies, and managed to pass the
fifth, sixth and seventh classes at Easter, 1914. Here he met
Princip and other emigres, and became fired with Serbian
nationalism and an eagerness to participate in political
1912,

Pale,

assassination.®®

Meanwhile, at Lausanne and Toulouse, Gatchinovitch
was plotting the assassination of Austrian officials, though
disagreement as to the details in the accounts left
by his fellow conspirators. The version given by Mr.
Seton- Watson, on the basis of whal he learned from persons
now living in Sarajevo is as follows. In January, 1913,
Gatchinovitch invited certain young Bosnians among
them two Moslems, Mehmedbashitch and Mustapha Golubitch to meet him at Toulouse. Here he provided them
with weapons and poison, for the purpose of attempting
the life of General Potiorek, the Governor of Bosnia, and
there

is

—

—

84 Pharos, pp. 7 S. For the false allegation of the Serbian authorities
after the assassination that they had wished to expel Chabrinovitch but
that he had been protected and vouched for by the Austrian Consulate
in Belgrade, see the article
1996.

in KSF, IV, 330-332,
Pharos, pp. 24. 44 ff.

by A. von Wegerer,

Mur,
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forestalling their

own

capture by suicide.

ful conspirators’ nerve failed

But the youth-

them; fearing a customs

ex-

amination on their return across the Austrian frontier,
they threw their weapons out of the railway carriage window, and nothing further came of this design.*® A year
later, “early in 1914, Danilo Hitch set himself to collect
youths ready for some desperate outrage,” but without any
clear idea against whom they were to act, until the announcement of the Archduke’s intended visit to Bosnia.
This was clipped from a newspaper by Hitch’s friend,
Pushara, at Sarajevo, pasted on a piece of paper without
comment, and mailed to Chabrinovitch at Belgrade. This
news suggested to him and to Princip, whose “heads were
already full of terrorist ideas,” the idea of assassinating
Franz Ferdinand. While they were winning over a third

youth, Grabezh, and obtaining weapons from Tankositch
and Ciganovitch, “Hitch continued his preparations in Sarajevo quite independently of them, and armed three other

Muhamed Mehmedbashitch, none of whom had any connection with Belgrade.
The initiative lay, not with those
who so recklessly provided arms to the three in Belgrade,

youths, Cvetko Popovitch, Vaso Chubrilovitch, and

.

.

.

but with Hitch and Pushara in Sarajevo, and above all with
Gatchinovitch in Lausanne.”
Thus, according to Mr. Seton-Watson’s version, the
initiative for the assassination plot “came from Bosnia, no
from Serbia,” ®® and Danilo Hitch took a very prominent
part in

it.

88 Seton-Watson, Sarajevo, p. 74.
87 Seton- Watson,
77 f.
88 Seton-Watson, p. 78. Lest his readers may not be convinced by his
evidence, he again twice repeats (pp. 144, 145) his view that "the real initiative for the crime came from within Bosnia itself." It is natural that
the Jugo-Slavs now living in Sarajevo or Jugoslavia, from whose statements
he has largely drawn his information, should seek to magnify the Jugoslav

Movement before 1.014 and the oppression of the Austrian authorities in
Bosnia, and to minimize the activity of Serbian officers in Belgrade, as the
resnnnsible causes cf the crime.
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According to another veraion, told to M. Bogitchevitch
by two Serbs, Paul Bastaitch and Mustapha Golubitch, the
latter of whom was himself present, the Toulouse meeting
took place in January, 1914 (not January, 1913), in the
Restaurant St. Jerome, Rue St. Jerome. Only Golubitch,
Mehmedbashitch, and .Gatchinovitch were present. The
idea of the meeting came from Voja Tankositch in Belgrade.
Its purpose was to prepare the assassination of the Archduke
Franz Ferdinand and other important Austrian officials,
with a view to rousing the Slav elements in the Hapsburg
lands. After the meeting at Toulouse, Gatchinovitch wrote
to Princip asking him to come to Lausanne with Danilo
Hitch to arrange the details of these a ss assin ations. At the
end of January, 1914, Mehmedbashitch returned from Toulouse to Herzegovina and soon afterwards went to see
Hitch at Sarajevo to put himself at his disposition for the
murder of General Potiorek. But Hitch at once said it was
unnecessary to assassinate Potiorek because it had been
decided to murder the Archduke, which was much more important. In fact, as soon as Hitch and Princip had received
Gatchinovitch ’s letter asking them to come to Lausanne,
Princip had departed for Be^rade to ask authorization to
make this journey. But Tankositch, who executed Dimitrijevitch’s orders, said the journey was not necessary, as it
had also been decided at Belgrade that the Archduke should
be murdered. For this reason Princip was kept at Belgrade
till the end of May, and trained by Ciganovitch in pistol
practice.®®

Several facts appear to confirm this second version, according to which there was already on foot an intention to
murder the Archduke prior to the announcement of his in-

tended visit to Bosnia; and the initiative for it came not
from Bosnia but from Belgrade from Major Tankositch, a
8* Bogitchevitch, in

E8F, IV,

df SaUmiqve, pp. 151-163.

2S-2S, 93-45; reprinted in lie Ptoc&s
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Serbian

oflBcer

and one of the most active “Black Hand*’

leaders.

In the tirst place, there is every indication that the
Toulouse meeting took place in January, 1914, and not in
1913.
In view of the fact that Gatchinovitch fought in
the First Balkan War at Scutari in the winter of 1912-13
and sent interesting reports of the fighting to the Sarajevo
nationalist newspaper Narod,^° it is hardly likely that he
would have been at Toulouse in January, 1913. But a year
later, when Serb nationalism and ambitions had been enormously swollen by the victories over Turkey and Bulgaria,
would be the natural time for him to be plotting to assassinate Austrian officials as a means of hastening the further
realization of Serb or Jugoslav nationalist aspirations.
Furthermore, it is true that Princip went from Sarajevo to
Belgrade in February, 1914;
this accords with the statement-of M. Bogitchevitch’s two informants that he departed
from Sarajevo for Belgrade upon the receipt of a letter
from Gatchinovitch shortly after the Toulouse meeting in
January, 1914.
In the second place, the testimony concerning Danilo
Hitch at the trial of the assassins in many respects corroborates

M.

Bogitchevitch’s version and contradicts that

Mr. Seton-Watson.

Hitch was one of the more acof the Sarajevo Kruzhoc.
He was some
five years older than the other conspirators, who were
mostly youths not out of their teens. He had been a school-

of

tive

members

master, then worked in a bank, and in July, 1913, went to
Belgrade.

Hitch stayed there two months, frequented the coffeehouses used by Bosnian emigres and “Black Hand” members like Ciganovitch and Tankositch, and “saw how indi80 Jevtitch, p. 13.
81 Princip’s own tectiiaony at his trial; Pharos, p. 23;
aiona," p. 705.

and "ConfeS'
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vidual comiiadjis knew how to get hold of bombs." ”
other Bosnians

lOZ
T.ikft

who went

to the Serbian capital, he drank
in there the ideas current among the comitadjis of political

hi^

agitation

by

oflEicials.

Returning to Sarajevo, he devoted his time to

terrorist acts like the assassination of

writing articles for nationalist Serb newspapers, to spread*
ing revolutionary propaganda among the Bosnian youth,

and to plotting with Gatchinoviteh at Lausanne and Toulouse. Having no regular livelihood, he lived at his mother's house, depending on the money she received from
lodgers.®^
Though his statements after his arrest and at
the trial in October, 1914, are often confused and contradictorj', evident!}' with the aim to escape conviction, he admitted that he had talked with Mehmedbashitch early in
1914 about the need for a political assassination as the best
means for realizing the Jugoslav ideal. This was evidently
just after Mehmedbashitch had returned from Toulouse
and before the news of the Archduke’s intended visit to
Bosnia.

Hitch relates that as a result of his talk with

Mehmedbashitch "We were completely agreed on the idea
that an assassination must be executed. This was before
they came upon the idea of carrying out an attempt against
Since we had no weapons, we
the Heir to the Throne. .
decided to go to Serbia for them because here [in Bosnia]
one cannot get them, and in Serbia they are cheaper. We
did not decide which of us should go to Serbia, but whoever
;

.

should

first

decide to

make

.

the journey should

tell

the other

But a little later he
he was going to get the weapons.”
received a letter from Princip which made it unnecessary
for either him or Mehmedbashitch to go to Serbia after
weapons: "It was by chance about our Easter time, that
received a letter
one day I no longer remember the date
from Princip from Belgrade, in which he said he had the

—

—

•a Hitch’s
gf. 224S1.

own testimony

at the trial; Pharos, p. 62; e/. also Jevtitcb,
*'* Pharos, p. 60.
** Pharos. 59 f.
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intention of carrying out an assassination, and that he
would have the weapons for it, and that I was to collect

some feUow

assassins.

Later I did collect some.

.

.

.

When

from Princip, I wrote to Mehmedbashitch [at Mostar] and told him that the weapons would

I received the letter

come.”

him

Princip likewise stated at the

trial:

“I wrote to

[Hitch] from Belgrade in very indefinite terms that I

[After arriving in
would carry out the assassination.
Sarajevo about three weeks before the crime] I said to him
[Hitch] that he should collect some other serviceable par.

.

ticipants in the assassination, people

on.”

.

who

could be relied

««

The independent testimony

two conspirators
against the Archduke’s life makes it clear that Hitch had no
weapons except those which Princip and his two companions were to bring from Serbia; and furthermore, that the
idea of I'ecruiting more participants came from Princip and
not from Hitch; whether this suggestion was contained in
Princip’s letter, however, or whether it was made by him
in person after his arrival at Sarajevo, is not clear. The
leading spirit was not Hitch but Princip, and the active
impulse came from Serbia and not from Bosnia. The testimony of these two men clearly contradicts Mr. Setonof these

Watson’s version, quoted above, that “early in 1914 Danilo
Hitch set himself to collect youths” and that while Princip,
Chabrinovitch and Grabezh were obtaining arms in Belgrade, “Hitch continued his preparations in Sarajevo quite
independently of them, and armed three other youths,
;

Cvetko Popovitch, Vaso Chubrilovitch and Muhamed
Mehmedbashitch, none of whom had any connection with
95 Hitch’s testimony; ibid., pp. 60-62.
98 Hitch's testimony, ibid,, p. 28 f. Similarly, in his
prison, Princip s.T,ys he wrote in cipher to Hitch, who
[Princip’s] influence though he was five years Older
teaeher,” saying th;n, “he himself would also take part,”
cure five or six weapons” (CtirreTit Hiftory. Aug., 1927, p.

“Confessions” in

“was under his
and formerly a
and “would pro706)
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In reality Hitch did not set himself to collect
Serbia.”
youths until after Easter, after receiving Princip’s letter,
and very probably not until Princip's arrival at Sarajevo
about three weeks before the crime.®^ Nor can it be true
that Hitch, while Princip and his two companions were
still in Belgrade, "continued his preparations in Sarajevo
quite independently of them” and “armed three other
youths,” because he had no arms until Princip brought
them. Incidentally it may be noted that neither Hitch nor
his Sarajevo recruits appear to have had the nerve or determination to do the deed. None of them raised a finger
on the fatal day. Had it not been for the fixed purpose with
which Princip and Chabrinovitch had come from Belgrade
it is probable that the Archduke would have come and gone
unharmed. More will be said on this point later in connection with the responsibility for the crime.
Furthermore, though there is no doubt that Mr. SetonWatson’s version is correct in so far as it relates to the
newspaper clipping sent at Easter from Sarajevo to Chabrinovitch in Belgrade,®* it is to be noted that Princip declared energetically that even before this clipping was received, he had formed the determination to carry out the
deed: “I know positively that before Chabrinovitch received the clipping I said to him that I would carry out the
assassination.” *®

As between these two accounts

M.

Bogitchevitch, one

may

of Mr. Seton-Watson

say that the latter

is

in

and

many

at the trial concerning Popovitch and Vaso Chubrilovitch seems to indicate that they were recruited by Hitch for the deed
only a few days before it was to be committed, and that they really
lacked the nerve and determination for the actual deed (c/. Pharos, pp.
52 f., 64 f., 69 ff., 76 ff.). The idea of having a number of assassins armed
was to make the demonstration of protest against Austria’s rule appear
to be as wide as possible; as Grabezh testified, “we wished to be as many
as possible in order in this way more to show the discontent’’ (ibid., p. 55).

®TThe testimony

»*C/. Pharos, pp. 7, 23; Jevtitch, p. 25 f.
®®Cf. Pharos, p. 40, Chabrinovitch, however, claimed the doubtful
honor of first suggesting it to Princip.

no
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Both contain certain stateBut there seems to be
ments which
no doubt that the effective impulse to the plot came from
Princip at Belgrade and not from Hitch at Sarajevo. Evi-

respects nearer 'the

truth.

it is difficult to accept.

dently the idea of carrying out a political assassination had
been plotted in the winter of 1913-14 by Princip, Gatchinovitch and Hitch, and this was the purpose of the Toulouse
meeting, but probably these plotters had not yet definitely
decided whether the victim should be the Austrian Archduke
or General Potiorek, who was hated as being immediately
responsible for the severity of the Austrian regime in
Bosnia; the preference appears at first to have been to take
vengeance on the Governor of Bosnia rather than on the
Heir to the Throne.^®® At the same time, it is likely that
Princip had, as he says, “formed the determination” to kih
the Archduke. It is probable that he had been strengthened
in this determination, if indeed it was not suggested to him.
by Ciganovitch in Belgrade, who was an intimate associate
of Major Tankositch, and who later secured from Tankositch the Browning revolvers to be used against the Archduke. Both Princip and Chabrinovitch declared at the trial
that Ciganovitch had told them that the Freemasons had
already decreed in 1913 that the Archduke must be killed,
but the decree had not been executed because no assassins
had yet been found to do the deed.^®^ All three youths
asserted that both Ciganovitch and Tankositch were members of a Masonic Lodge in Belgrade, and Chabrinovitch
mentioned their dealings with a mysterious “man,” who
came and went and finally gave the word that it was time
for them to cross over from Serbia to Bosnia to carry out
the plot against Franz Ferdinand.*®* Whether the Freemasons had actually passed any such decree, or whether
this idea arose from the fact that Franz Ferdinand was
100 Pharos, p- 8; J.jvtitch, pp. 16 ff., 22; Princip’s “CJonfesaion,” p. 705.
los Pharos, pp. Ilf., 14, 33 f., 58, 162.
101 Pharos, pp. 14; 33, 162.

;
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known to be a zealous Roman Catholic and hence obnoxious to Freemasons, or

whether Ciganovitch and his friends
used “Freemasons” as a convenient screen for hiding the
activities of the “Black Hand,” cannot be determined with
certainty.^'*® But the statements of the youths in Belgrade
concerning Ciganovitch, Tankositch, and the Freemasons
indicates that there had been discussion by them of the
question of the Archduke’s assassination.

On the whole, one may conclude that at a Toulouse
meeting in January, 1914, Gatchinovitch, .in collaboration
with Princip and Hitch, plotted to terrorize the Austrian
authorities by assassinating either Franz Ferdinand or
Potiorek, probably the latter; but the plot came to nothing
either because the assassins lost their nerve, or because it
had meanwhile been decided at Belgrade to make the Archduke the victim. Princip then went to Belgrade in February, 1914, having formed the decision to assassinate the
Archduke, and got into touch with Ciganovitch, and
through him with Major Tankositch. When the newspaper
clipping arrived with the announcement of the Archduke's
intended visit to Bosnia, this visit was at once seized upon
103 “Pharos,” judging by his preface, footnotes, and care in reproducing passages relating to Freemasonry at the trial of the assassins,
evidently suspected the Freemasons of having contributed to the crime.
La Conspiration Serbe, p. 33, quotes a prophecy alleged to have been
made by a high Masonic olBcial and published in the Revue intemationale
des societis secretes, II, V88 (1912) to the effect that the Archduke made
a good appearance and it was too bad that he had been condemned and
that he would die upon the steps to the throne. The responsibility of the
FVeemasons has been a favorite theme of many writers: Karl Heise,
Die Entente-Freimaurerei und der Weltkrieg: ein Beitrag zw Historie des
Weltkneges und sum Verstdndnis der wakren Freimaurerei (Basel, 1919)
Ernst Eeventlow, PoUtische Vorgeschichte des Grossen Krieges (Berlin,
1910), pp. 29-38; H. Gruber, Der deviscke Kathotizismus im Weltkriege.
But much of their evidence concerning the Freemasons seems to be
fantastic. The present writer believes it very doubtful whether they had
any responsibility for the plot, but thinks it very probable that their
name may have been used as a means of throwing dust in the eyes of
the Austrian authorities and of covering up the real activities of the
"Black Hand.”
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oy the three youths as offering an excellent occasion for
carrying out an assassination which had already been disPrincip wrote to Hitch at Sarajevo that he had
cussed.
determined to do the deed, and would come bringing
weapons. In any case, the inspiration for the plot sprang
from the group of Bosnian revolutionaries Gatchinovitch,
all of whom had been in BelPrincip, Hitch, and others
grade and in close touch with “Black Hand” members. The
idea of murdering the Archduke had certainly been discussed before his trip to Bosnia was announced. It would
have been quite in keeping with the character of Major
Tankositch and with 'the fact that he later procured the
revolvers, as well as in keeping with the purposes and
methods of the “Black Hand,” that the idea should have
originated with him or with his associate, Ciganovitch but
whether it really did originate with Tankositch, as asserted
by M. Bogitchevitch’s two informants, may be regarded as
uncertain until further evidence confirms their assertion.

—

—

;

PREPARATION OP THE PLOT IN BELGRADE
In March, 1914, the Zagreb newspaper Srbobran pubannouncement that the Austrian army would
hold summer manoeuvres in Bosnia and that the Archduke
Franz Ferdinand would be in command. This news at first
greatly alarmed the little revolutionary group in the Sarajevo Kruzhoc, because it was well known that the Archduke was friendly to the Roman Catholic Croats and was
believed to favor some form of “trialism.” They feared
that his visit would strengthen the Croatian bourgeoisie and
political leaders who were ready to accept political concessions from the Hapsburgs, and that it would deal a blow
at Jugoslav aspirations for national unity and independence. The Archduke’s presence and the army manoeuvres
would seem to be a demonstration of Hapsburg strength
v/hich might weaken the Orthodox Serb elements and the
lished the
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movement for a Greater Serbia. But the alarm
Kruzhoc members was only momentary. They at once
saw that here was the opportunity for the best possible
political assassination of the kind which Gatchinovitch had
long been preaching.
But in the temporary absence of
Hitch they did not have the courage to think of planning to
commit the murder themselves. Instead, they bethought
them of the more reckless and fanatical Bosnian emigres
at Belgrade with their comitadji friends in Serbia, and deirredentist

of

cided to inform them, of the Archduke’s intended

One

visit.

of their number, Pushara, clipped the announcement

from the newspaper, pasted it on a card without any commentary except “Greetings,” and typewrote the address to
Chabrinovitch at his coffee-house in Belgrade. In order not
to draw any suspicion to themselves in case the letter was
opened, Pushara took the letter to Zenica and mailed

it

there.^®*

When

Chabrinovitch received the news clipping from

Sarajevo, he showed

it

to Princip at the coffee-house where

they were in the habit of meeting. In the evening they
went to walk in the park to discuss it, and Princip invited
Chabrinovitch to join him in murdering the Archduke.
Chabrinovitch, according to his statement at the trial, had
not hitherto thought of an attempt on Franz Ferdinand
He would have preferred to assassinate General Potiorek,
as the personification of the Austrian system of oppression.

But he now

Princip,
fell in with Princip’s proposal.^®®
however, claimed that he had had the ides of assassinating
PVanz Ferdinand even before Chabrinovitch received the
clipping. “By myself alone I had already previously formed
the decision to do the deed. When T was in Sarajevo
earlier I had already determined upon it.” ^®® When confronted with one another at the trial, both claimed priority
l04Jevtitch, pp. 25-36.
io< Pharos, p. 40.

lOOPharos, pp.

7fi.,

23f.: Jevtitch,

p

27.
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and a curious wrangle took place between
Grabezh also claimed that he had already formed
the idea independently during a brief visit to his home in
Pale at Easter, 1914, when he read in Istina that Franz
Ferdinand was coming to Bosnia. When he returned to
Belgrade he showed the clipping to Princip, and the latter
told him that he and Chabrinovitch were ready for the
deed. “So am I,” replied Grabezh, and from that moment
the three youths discussed the ways and means for realizfor the idea,

them,

ing their project.^®^

Among

the

Serbian

comitadjis

who

frequented

the

coffee-houses with the Bosnian emigres

was Alilan Ciganovitch, a Bosnian by birth, who had come to Belgrade some
years before. He had been trained as a comitadji by Major
Tankositch and fought under him during the Balkan Wars.
He had joined the “Black Hand” as “No. 412,” and in 1914
enjoyed a subordinate position on the Serbian State Railways. He had often talked with Princip about the oppressive conditions in Bosnia before this time,'®* fully approved

the idea of murdering Franz Ferdinand, and offered to proA little later he took

vide the weapons and other means.

Grabezh to his room, and showed him a chest full of bombs
which he had either secured from the Serbian arsenal or
saved from the Balkan Wars. But since bombs were somewhat uncertain, only exploding after a few seconds, it was
agreed that the murderers ought also to be provided with
To secure these, Cigano vitch turned to his
revolvers.^®®
members
in the “Black Hand”
fellow
to Major Tankositch, who got from Dimitrijevitch th“ money with which to
buy them.^^® Ciganoritch also told the youths of the

—

107 Pharos, pp. 45 ff. Princip's “COTifessions,” p. 706.
loo Pharos, pp. 9, 24, 47.
108 Pharo.9, p. 24.
110 Chabrinovitcl'. Ic
'ied at the trial, on being asked where Cigan"I do not know.
ovitch got the money ..>•; the Browning revolvers:
He ICiganovitch] got me money Irom Tankositch. This man endorsed
a check with one of his colleagues [presumably Dimitrijevitch], cashed
In our name Grabezh went to Tankositch.
it, and bought the weapons.
.
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"tunnel," or underground railway, by which Serbian officials
would help them over the frontier and put them in touch
with “confidential men” on the Bosnian side. At the suggestion of Tankqsitch, who wanted to make sure that there
would be no failure, Ciganovitch also gave the students
revolver practice in a shooting park near Belgrade.^^^
So far during the preparations it was Ciganovitch with
whom the students dealt chiefiy. But Ciganovitch evidently was acting with the approval of Major Tankositch
and Col. Dimitrijevitch, who were leading members of the
Supreme Central Committee of the “Black Hand.” Ciganovitch, in talking with the students, several times spoke of

Tankositch.

Shortly before the students left Belgrade,
Ciganovitch took one of them Grabezh to the lodgings of
Tankositch, who wanted to convince himself that the
youths were determined in their purpose and knew how
Tankositch, however, judging at
to use the weapons."®
least by the statements made at the trial, kept himself for
the most part carefully in the background. Grabezh declared: “Ciganovitch had an understanding with Major
Tankositch. But he was a side-figure. The man mainly
guilty, if one wants to speak of guilt at all, is Ciganovitch.”
The students denied knowing whether Tankositch was a member of the “Black Hand,” but asserted that
“he had a conflict” with the Narodna Odbrana, and was on

—

bad terms with the Serbian

—

civilian officials.*^*

When Grabezh answered
'Are you ready?’
Tankositch asked him:
Grabezh
'Yea,' he asked him about us, whether we were reliable fellows.
assured him that he could guarantee us. What further dealings he had
with Tankositch I do not know at all;” Pharos, p. 10. On Grabezh’s
visit to Tankositch’s lodgings and talk with him, see ibid., pp. 24, 47 f.
Chabrinovitch's testimony about the money and revolvers coming from
Tankositch and Dimitrijevitch is confirmed by Bogitchevitch who says
(KSF, HI, 440, note 1) that Dimitrijevitch actually showed him and
others the receipted bill for the purchased revolvers.
n* Pharos, p. 47.
Ill Pharos, pp. 9ff., 24 f., 47 f. 112 Pharos, p. 24.
114 Pharos, pp. 14, 43, 55, 82. In the latter part of the preparations
for the secret journey, with the aid of the frontier military officers, they
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more completely in the
students- declared that Ciganovitch had

Dimitrijevitch kept himsell even

background.

The

merely referred mysteriously to “a man” whom he had to
consult about procuring the weapons, and that he seemed
to get his instructions as to the time for their departure
and other matters only after consulting some other important person.^^®

Whether the students at their trial were
and Dimitrijevitch and the

really as ignorant of Tankositch

“Black Hand” as they appeared to be, or whether they were
carefully concealing from the Austrian authorities the real
connection of these high Serbian military oflBcers with the
In the first case, one must admire
plot, one cannot say.
the secrecy with which the “Black Hand” leaders worked,
or, in the second, the skill with which the students managed to throw the Austrian officials off the right track.
In order to avoid suspicion more easily and escape aridmitted that Tankositch took a direct and active part
47, S2).
In this connection may be noted the improbable story of Jovan
M. Jovanovitch, in the Polilika, December 4, 1926 When the plotters
had first applied to Tankositch, he had disapproved of the dca of murThereupon the youths had applied directly to
dering the Archduke
Col Dimitnjevitch, and he had sanctioned the plot, but without telling
anyone else. There were at first five conspirators who got as far as
Shabats, but before crossing over the frontier one of them turned
traitor
The civil authorities got wind of it, and upon the order of
Frotitch, the Minister of Interior, the conspirators were brought back
to Belgrade , so the first effort failed But it contributed to the antagonism
between the Radical Party and the "Black Hand" just at this time
Tankositch was not informed of this first effort, but after it he was
importuned by Princip and Chabrmovitch to help them cross over into
Bosnia, he then changed his attitude
did so Such is the story told by
the former Serbian mmister at Yieuua.
The three youths nowhere make any mention of this first arrest,
which, if true, would be certain evidence that the Serbian Government had
knowledge beforehand of the plot. And it would confirm the statement
of Ljuba Jovanovitch, quoted above, at note 13, that, at the end of
May or beginning of June, Fashitcb learned of a plot Jevtitch, p 30,
says “Three weeks before Vidov-Dan [June 28th] these young people
came through ‘tunn^is’ to Bosnia Probably due to someone’s indiscretion,
somethi''E; w a known about the movements of thg emigres
The Belgrade p
.mmediately made several raids, but without any apparent
success.”

115 Pharos, pp. 33 f, 162.
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the three assassins finally left Belgrade for Sarajevo

some three weeks before the Archduke’s

arrival in Bosnia.
Before their departure, Ciganovitch provided them with
six bombs from his room, four Browning pistols and ammunition, 150 dinars in cash, and some cyanide of potassium

with which they were to commit suicide immediately after
the Archduke, in order to lessen the possibility of
any confessions or statements which might incriminate the
killing

Serbian officers ia Belgrade

They were

who had helped

also provided with

a

to prepare the

map

of Bosnia
showing the roads which they were to follow and the Austrian gendarmerie stations which they were carefillly to

plot.^’®

avoid.

Meanwhile at Sarajevo, Danilo Hitch, who had been in
correspondence with Princip, soon recruited a number of
local men who would be armed with the extra weapons
which the three assassins from Belgrade would bring with
them.

JOURNEY OP THE ASSASSINS FROM BELGRADE TO SARAJEVO

From Belgrade to Shabats, the three assassins went up
the Save by boat. They carried a note from Ciganovitch
to the frontier commander at Shabats, Major Popovitch,
and were to say to him that they were being sent by Major
Tankositch. But they were carefully warned not to make
themselves known to the civilian authorities, lest they
should be arrested and sent back.^^’^ Ariiving at Shabats,
11# This precaution, as it turned out, was not successful; Princip
wallowed the poison, but threw it up immediately in great pain before
it had taken effect.
Chabrinovitch took his dose, but it did not work,
Grabezh did not have any because Hitch mislaid the dose which he was
to take; Pharos, pp. 17, 18, 35, 55; Princip’s "Confessions,” in Current
History, Aug., 1927, p. 702; Jevtitch, p. 29, is incorrect in saying that
Chabrinovitch alone took the poison.
Chabrinovitch testified: “Ciganovitch had expressly told ns that
we were to take care that none of the civilian authorities should learn

m

anything of our journey and purpose. If it became rumored about the
Ministry of Interior would have us at once arrested;” Pharos, p. 80 f.
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they easily found Major Popovitch at a coffee-house, and
told him that they were journeying secretly to Bosnia. He
seemed to be already well acquainted with their mission,
having probably learned of it directly from Tankositch
during a visit to Belgrade a couple of days previously.^
He conducted the three students to the guard-house and secured an order for them for buying half-fare tickets on the
railway for the next stage of their journey from Shabats
to Lozhnica, where they were to cross the frontier. He
also gave them a card to the frontier authorities: “The officials concerned are requested to assist these people.”
Finally, he filled out for them a false pass, making it appear
that one of them was a Serbian exciseman and the other
two his colleagues. With the half-fare railway tickets, they
went by train to Lozhnica and delivered to the frontier
captain the card from Major Popovitch. He immediately
telephoned to the excisemen’s watch-house directly on the
border, but could get no connection. He therefore told the
youths to return in the morning. Next day it was arranged
that Chabrinovitch should take the false pass and go on to
Zvornik, where he was helped over the frontier by a Serbian
exciseman and later driven across Bosnia to Tuzla. Meanwhile Princip and Grabezh, with the bombs and revolvers,
were driven back a few miles to a watch-house near Ljeshnica, where they were met by prearrangement by another
Serbian exciseman who smuggled them over the Drin by
way of the Bosnian Islands. There he handed them over
to a peasant in whose hut they spent the night. Next day
they were passed on to another peasant, .who conducted
them safely along by-paths in Bosnia toward Priboj until
they were met by Veljko Chubrilovitch.^®®
Veljko Chubrilovitch was an Orthodox Serb school118 Pharos, pp. ’"f., 48, 82.
120 Pharos, pp.
M£f., 48

VI, 332 IT., April, iS28.

li# Pharos, p. 36

f.

Wiesner, in KSP,
For this region, see the sketch-map, above, p. 47.
ff.,

80 ff.;

cj.

I)r.
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man” of the Narodna
Odbrana for this region. He had made trips to Serbia, had
become a member of the Narodna Odbrana, and then chairmaster at Priboj and the “confidential

man

of the Priboj Sokol, one of the apparently harmless

and “cultural” Serb organizatipns which were a medium,
however, for active Serbian propaganda. He was in touch
with Narodna Odbrana ofihcials in Serbia and other “confidential men” in Bosnia and with local peasants who
appeared to be in the habit of smuggling letters and information across the frontier.
He now took Princip and
Grabezh to the house of another peasant, Jacob Kerovitch,
and arranged that the latter’s son should drive the two conspirators and their weapons on to Tuzla, where they would
find another “confidential man,” the cinema director,

Mishko Jovanovitch.

Princip and Grabezh accordingly set

out that night in the peasant’s cart.

On

approaching Lo-

where Austrian gendarmes were stationed, they let
the peasant drive on alone with the weapons well hidden,
while they made a detour on foot and mounted the cart
again on the other side of the village. Arriving at Tuzla
early in the morning, they went to the cinema director,
Mishko Jovanovitch, as the Priboj school-master had
directed, and found a ready reception.^**
As Princip and Grabezh had just come from Serbia and
had no travelling passes for Bosnia, they feared that they
might be stopped and searched on entering Sarajevo at a
time when the police might be..expected to be keeping an
especially sharp eye out for suspicious characters in view
pare,

Pharos, pp. 83 S.
1**

Mishko Jovanovitch was a middle-aged, well-to-do business man

chairman of the Serbian parish school board, director of
a local Serbian bank, and manager of a cinema. In 1912, at the urging
of his relative, Chubrilovitch, he had gone to Shabats, become a member
of the Narodna Odbrana, and then distributed its literature in Bosnia,
for which his position in the Serb school gave him an excellent opportunity.
Letters found in his house spoke of “working for beloved
in 7'uzla, being

Serbia” and “risking one’s

life

for Serbia;” Pharos, p. 83£f
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of the Archduke’s

coming

visit.

safe that they should carry the

They did not think it was
bombs and revolvers any

They therefore begged Jovanovilch to hide the
weapons in his house until some safer person should come
from Sarajevo to fetch them. He agreed, and hid them in
his attic. It was arranged that the person who came for
them should identify himself by offering a half-open packfurther.

age of Stephanie cigarettes.

The

three youths then went

on safely by train from Tuzla to Sarajevo. Princip at once
sought out Hitch, took lodgings with him, and told him of
the weapons at Tuzla. Grabezh went to his home in Pale.
All three lived as quietly and inconspicuously as possible
until the time for the deed. Thus, the “tunnel,” often mentioned by Ciganovitch, which Serbian officials had long
prepared, had worked to perfection.*®®
A few days later Hitch went to Tuzla and identified
himself to Mishko Jovanovitch in the agreed-upon way
with the package of cigarettes. Fearful, however, that he
might be arrested if seen carrying a large package in Tuzla
where he was not known, he begged Jovanovitch to bring
the weapons to Doboj on the way to Sarajevo, and hand
them over to him there. This was finally agreed upon.
Jovanovitch concealed the bombs and revolvers in an innocent-looking paste-board

Doboj.

Not

sugar box, and took them to
he had expected, he

finding Hitch at once as

the explosives under his raincoat in the railway waiting-

left

room and

later in

a friend’s shop in care of a child in
;

either

Finally
place they might easily have been discovered.
Hitch turned up, took charge of the precious package, carried it safely to Sarajevo by train, and hid it under a couch

A few days before the crime he gave some of
the weapons to two of his own Sarajevo recruits, and took
in his room.

them
]

to a suburb to

show them how

to dioot.^®*

28 Pharos, pp. 23 ff., Slfif., 103 ff.; Jevtitch, p. 30 ff.
Pharos, pp. 6:; .'*. 70 ff.. 761.. 105 ff.
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Early on the morning of the day Franz Ferdinand and
make their formal visit to Sarajevo, Princip
and Chabrinovitch met Hitch at the back of the Vlajinitch
pastry shop and received again from him some of the
weapons they had brought from Belgrade Princip took one
of the Browning revolvers, Chabrinovitch a bomb, and
Grabezh both a revolver and a bomb. Then they dispersed
to take their stand at various places, as agreed upon, along
the route which the Archduke was to pass.
his wife were to

—

THE
Sarajevo, for
capital of Bosnia

ASSASSINATION,

some
and is

five

JUNE

hundred

still its

28,

had been the

years,

crowded
Through its
dry in summer.

principal city.

into a narrow valley at the foot of high

center runs a

1914

It is

hills.

little river, the Miljachka, half
In the older parts of the city toward the cathedral the
streets are crooked and narrow. But the Appel Quay, now
known as the Stepanovitch Quay, is a fairly wide straight
avenue lined with houses on one side, and with a low wall on
the other, where the Quay follows the Miljachka. It leads

towards the Town Hall, and is connected by several bridges
with the other side of the town, where one of the principal
mosques and the Governor’s residence or Konak are situated.
Along the Appel Quay, which was the route the
Archduke and his wife were to follow, Hitch had placed the
various murderers to whom he had distributed the bombs
and revolvers a few hours before the assassination. Mehmedbashitch, Vaso Chubrilovitch and Chabrinovitch were
on the river side near the Cumurja Bridge. Hitch and Popovitch were across the street, near the Austro-Hungarian
Bank. Further along the Quay Princip at first stood near
the Latin Bridge; after Chabrinovitch’s attempt, while the
Archduke was at the Town Hall, he crossed over the Quay
to the corner of tlie narrow winding Franz Josef Street,

now King

Peter Street, where the actual assassination finally
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took place. Further on toward the Town Hall Grabezh was
walking up and down, looking for a good place where he
would not be interfered with by the police or bystanders.^-®

On Vidov-Dan, Sunday, June 28,
summer weather. The

with glorious

1914, the day opened
streets, at the request

Mayor, had been beflaggtd in the Archduke’s honor.
His portrait stood in many windows. Considerable crowds
were abroad in the streets to see him pass. No effort was
made to keep them back, by forming a line of soldiers, as
had been done in 1910 when Francis Joseph visited the city.
Several of the loyal newspapers welcomed the Archduke’s
presence, but the leading Serb newspaper, Narod, contented
itself with the bare announcement of his visit, and devoted
the rest of its issue to a patriotic account of the significance
of Vidov-Dan, an account of the Battle of Kossovo, and a
picture of King Peter of Serbia framed in the national
of the

Serbian colors.

Franz Ferdinand and his party reached Sarajevo from
Ilidze about 10 A. M.
After reviewing local troops, they
started in autos toward the Town Hall for the formal reception in accordance with the announced program. The Heir
to the Throne was in full uniform, wearing all his decorations.
His wife, in a white gown and large hat, sat beside
him. On the seat facing them was General Potiorek, the
la.-iFor various details of the assassination, sec the testimony of the
accused and the wilnc-'ses at the tri;--' ;n Pharos, and La Conspiration
Serbe, passim, and especially the accounts of General Potiorek and Count
Harrach. One of the most trustworthy contemporary accounts is the
report of the Archduke's military secretary. Col. BardollT, to Conrad on
July 3 (Conrad, IV, 19-22). Of the newspaper accounts that by Rene
Gourdiat, the local correspondent of the Paris Matin, is the best; Serajevo, 28 juin, 1914 (Thionville, 1920); it appears to have attracted little
notice, until largely drawn upon by R. Recouly, Les Ileurcs Tragigucs d’
avant Guerre (Paris, 1923), ch. vii. Jevtitch, Sarajevski Atentat, exaggerates the part played by the local Sarajevo conspirators and the certainty
of succe.ss of their arrangements.
His account is largely followed by
Seton-Watson, Sarajevo, ch. x, and by Clair Price, N. Y. Times Magazine, June 22, 1924, p. 2. Jules Chopin [J. E, Pit^on], Le Complot de
Sarajevo (Paris, 1918) is full of fantastic errors.
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military Governor of Bosnia,

who

pointed out the objects
of interest as they drove along. In front of them, in another
car, the Mayor and Chief of Police led the way.
Then followed two other autos bearing various persons belonging to
the Archduke’s suite or General Potiorek’s staff.
Just as they were approaching the

and Potiorek was

Bridge

calling the Archduke’s attention to some

ne-w barracks, Chabrinovitch

bomb

Cumurja

knocked

against a post, stepped forward,

off

the cap of his

and hurled

it at

the

Archduke’s car.
The chauffeur, observing him, put on
speed, so that the missile fell onto the folded hood of the
uncovered car and bounced off; or, according to another
account, Franz Ferdinand, wdth extraordinary coolness,
seized it and threw it back of him into the road. There it
exploded with a heavy detonation, partly wrecking the following auto and seriously wounding Lieut.-Col. Merizzi
and several bystanders. Chabrinovitch sprang over the wall
into the river-bed, which was nearly dry at this season of
the year, and tried to escape; but police agents quickly
seized him and marched him off for examination. MeanW’hile the fourth auto, uninjured except for a broken windshield, passed the wrecked car and closed up quickly to that
of the Archduke, none of whose occupants had been hurt,
except for a scratch on the Archduke’s face, probably caused
by the flying cap of the bomb. The Archduke ordered all
the cars to stop, in order to learn what damage had been
done.

Having seen that the wounded men were dispatched

to a hospital, he remarked with characteristic coolness and

courage:

“Come

on.

The

fellow

is

insane.

Gentlemen,

let

us proceed with our program.”
So the party drove on to the Town Hall, at first rapidly,
and then, at the Archduke’s order, more slowly so that the
people could see
better. The Archduke’s wife met a
i^oRccouIy, p. 183;
cited in preceding note.

and accounts of Potiorek, Harrach, and Bardolff
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Mohammedan women,

was to receive the
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while the Archduke

The Mayor, who had

city officials.

written out his speech of welcome, started to read it, as if nothing had happened. But it hardly suited the occasion. It
dilated upon the loyalty of the Bosnian people and the

overwhelming joy with which they welcomed the Heir to
the Throne. Franz Ferdinand, by nature quick-tempered
and outspoken, roughly interrupted the Mayor, saying:
“Enough of that. What! I make you a visit, and you receive me with bombs.”
Nevertheless, he allowed the

Mayor
ties at

to finish his address.

the

The

Town

This terminated the formali-

Hall.

question then arose •whether the party should

still

follow the prearraziged program which provided for a drive

through the narrow Franz Josef Street in the crowded
part of the city and a visit to the Museum; or whether, in
view of another possible attack, they should drive straight
to the Governor’s residence on the other side of the river

he wanted to
visit the hospital to inquire after the officer who had been
wounded by Chabrinovitch’s bomb. General Potiorek and
the Chief of Police thought it very unlikely that any second
attempt at murder would be made on the same day. But
as a punishment for the first, and for the sake of safety, it
was decided that the autos should not follow the prearranged route through the narrow Franz Josef Street, but
should reach the hospital and Museum by driving rapidly
straight along the Appel Quay. Therefore the Archduke
and his wife and the others entered the cars in the same
order as before, except that Count Harrach stood on the
left running-board of the Archduke’s car, as a protection
from any attack from the Miljachka side of the Quay. On
reaching the Franz Josef Street the Mayor’s car in the
for luncheon.

The Archduke

lead turned to the right into
ISTRecouly,

p. 184: cf.

insisted that

it,

according to the original

Jevtifnh, p. 38.
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program. The Archduke’s chauffeur started to follow it,
but Potiorek called out. “That’s the wrong way! Drive
straight down the Appel Quay!’’ The chauffeur put on the
brakes in order to back up. It happened that it was precisely at this corner, where the car paused for a fatal moment, that Princip was now standing, having crossed over
from his original position on the river side of the Quay.
These chance occurrences gave him the best possible opporHe stepped forward and fired two shots point
tunity.
One
pierced the Archduke’s neck so that blood
blank.
spurted from his mouth. The other shot, aimed perhaps
at Potiorek,*-® entered the abdomen of Sophie Chotek.
The car turned and sped over the Latin Bridge to the
Konak. The Archduke’s last wwds to his wife were:
“Sophie, Sophie, do not die. Live for our children.” But
death overtook them both within a few minutes. It was
about 11 :30 A. M., St. Vitus’s Day, Sunday, June 28, 1914.**®
128 At his trial and in prison Princip maintained that his second shot
was intended for Potiorek and that he had not meant to kill the Arch-

duke’s wife; Pharos, p. 30; Nikitsch-BouIIes, p. 227.
120 Accounts of Potiorek, Harrach and Bardolff in Pharos, pp. 155-169,

and Conrad, IV,

10-22.

CHAPTER

III

THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE SARAJEVO
ASSASSINATION

The

preceding chapters on Balkan Problems, Franz
Ferdinand, and the Assassination Plot have given a brief
narrative of the events and an account of the conditions
which contributed to the fatal tragedy at Sarajevo. They
will also have indicated to some extent the responsibility for
it.
But they left aside several much-disputed questions
which can now be best dealt with separately, before one
attempts to draw any final conclusions concerning the relative responsibility for the crime -which was the immediate
occasion of the World War. Chief among these disputed
points, are the motives of the assassins, the lack of Austrian
police protection, the part played by Dimitri jevitch and the
“Black Hand,” M. Pashitch’s cognizance of the plot and
failure to prevent it, and the alleged Serbian warning to
Austria.

MOTI-VES OP

THE

ASSASSINS

A man’s motives are ordinarily mixed, and often not
even fully understood by himself. This is particularly true
in the case of a political murderer, who has every reason
to expect that one of the consequences of his act wiU be
his own death. One would naturally expect to find each
assassin assigning various reasons for his deed, and to find
that the different conspirators differed somewhat from one
another in the emphasis which they placed on their various
motives.
This is in fact the case with the half dozen
youths who conspired against Franz Ferdinand. Princip
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and Chabrinovitch, however, may conveniently be
ered together, not only because they

consid-

may

be regarded as
the ringleaders, and because they had the courage of their
convictions to make the actual attempts on the Archduke’s
life, but also because their motives were much the same.
The best materials for judging their motives are their
statements after their arrest and at their trial, if due allowance is made for the fact that they were speaking as prisoners under indictment for murder and treason, and were trying to shield each other and their accomplices in Serbia
this attempt to shield each other and their accomplices

Of

among

the Serbian officers in "Belgrade there

When

evidence.

first

arrested,

is

abundant

Princip declared that he

alone was guilty, that he had acted as an anarchist, “convinced that there is nothing so fine as to commit a political
assassination,” and that his attempt had no connection with
that of Chabrinovitch. “I have nothing in common, I repeat, with the author of the first attempt. When the bomb

exploded, I said to myself, that there is someone else whe
thinks as I do.” ^ This, of course, was totally false, as soon

appeared when Chabrinoviteh and Grabezh were arrested

and

clear how the three had conand came to Sarajevo with the
murdering Franz Ferdinand. Even at

their confessions

made

it

spired together at Belgrade

common

purpose of

their trial in October, 1914,

known about
Odhrana,

all

their

when much

activities

of the truth was

and that of the Narodna

three students sought to shield the Belgrade

by

asserting that the Narodna Odhrana was
“purely cultural,” that it did not extend to Bosnia, and
that it had nothing to do with their preparations.- But
authorities

shown to be untrue, both by their own
by the e"idence of the “confidential men”
Narodna Odhrana in Bosnia, as to the way the three

these assertions w'ere

admissions, and
of the
>

July

Princip’s
1,

1914.

first

confession, as published in the

Budapest At Est

oi

2 Pharos, pp. 15. 34, 43, 55. 82. 162.
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nian Serbs.

Both, but especially Chabrinovitch, suffered

health and lack of proper food, and were probably
Both died in prison not long afteralready tubercular.
wards, Chabrinovitch in January, 1916, and Princip in the

from

ill

Life seemed to hold out little for either of
them, but they could at least secure the glory of a martyr’s
crown by imitating the example of Zherajitch.
Princip declared, after being at Belgrade but before hearing of the Archduke’s coming visit to Bosnia: “I often used
I often passed whole
to go out to the grave of Zherajitch.
nights there, pondering over our conditions and our miserable situation and over him [Zherajitch], and then I determined upon the assassination. On his grave I made an
oath to myself to carry out an assassination at some time or
other.” ® Later, in prison, he told Dr. Pappenheim that,

spring of 1918.

he used to dream every night that he was a
murderer, struggling with gendarmes and policemen that he had read much about the Russian revolution,
about the fightings; and that this idea had taken hold of
him.” ®
Chabrinovitch also stated: “I too went to the grave
“in Sarajevo

political
;

when I came to Sarajevo. There I
upon the firm determination to die as he had done. I
knew moreover that I had not long to live. I was continually occupied with the idea of suicide, because I was indifferent to everything.” ^ His psychopathic thirst for notoriety is suggested by the fact that he had his photograph
taken an hour or so before he threw the bomb and attempted suicide,^ and also by his boast a moment after his
of the late Zherajitch,

fixed

B Pharos, p. 40.
tion, Princip again

Jevtitch, p. 21 f., adds that on the eve of the assassinawent to the grave as to a holy shrine “to bid good-bye

to Zherajitch with a big wreath.”
^Current History, August, 1927, p. 706.
T Pharos, p. 40 f. He also said Gatchinovitch’s eulogy of Zherajitch,
“The Death of a Hero,” had mads a great impression upon him (jhid,
p. 21).

s

The photograph

is

reproduced

m

Pharos,

p.' 105.
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attempt on the Archduke, “Yes, I am a Serb, a hero.”*
Both youths were clearly psychopathic, maladjusted by
personal suffering, discontent and failure, and easily open
to suggestive influences toward murder by the example of
“heroes” and the talk of Belgrade comitadjis.
A second motive was to take vengeance on Austria for
the oppressive regime in Bosnia, arouse opposition to it,
and prepare the way for a revolution which should put an
end to it. “What moved me primarily,” declared Chabrinovitch, “was revenge for the oppression which the Serbs in
Bosnia and Herzegovina had had to suffer, especially the
‘Exceptionai Laws’ which last year continued for two full
months. ... I regarded revenge as the holy duty of a
moral civilized man, and therefore I planned to take vengeance.

...

I

knew that

there existed at the Ballplatz

[the Austro-Hungarian Foreign Office]

a clique, the sowhich wanted to conquer Serbia. At its
head stood the Heir to the Throne. I believed that I should
take vengeance on them all in taking vengeance on him.
I hated him because he was an enemy of Serbia.
All the injustices of which I read in the newspapers all
this had collected in me until it burst forth on St. Vitus’s
Day,”
called war-party,

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

9 Testimony of Josef Mitro, who helped arrest him; La Consrpiration
Serbe, p. 121.
10 Pharos, p. 13 f. This declaration shows incidentally how the Serb
Nationalist Press stirred up hatred and opposition against Austria by
misrepresenting the facts.
The "Exceptional Laws” were indeed very
repressive and objectionable, but they bad been cancelled in 1913 in
accordance with Bilinski’s policy of conciliation (see above, ch. i’, note
61). Franz Ferdinand, though a friend of Baron Conrad who headed the
war-party in Vienna, was not a member of any Vienna war clique himself;
on Ihe contrary, he had often used his influence against it in favor of
peace; he represented a friendly, rather than hostile, policy toward -the
Serbs; his policy of “trialism” would have favored them at the expense
of the Germans and Magyars in the Dual Monarchy (see above, ch. i,
passim).
At the close of the trial, giving his final defense, Chabrinovitch said
the idea of killing Franz Ferdinand had not been a spontaneous idea with
r
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Princip likewise, on being asked if he was sorry that he
killed the Archduke replied: “No, 1 am not sorry. I

had

an evil out of the way. He [Franz Ferdinand]
a German and an enemy of the South Slavs. He treated
Every day a high treason trial. Every
them badly.
worse
with
our people. They are impoverished.
day it went
I have seen how our people fall more and n.ore into decay,
i am a peasant’s son, and so I can convince myself of the
misery of our people. I killed him and I am not sorry. I
knew that he was an enemy of the Slavs. ... I regarded
him as an energetic man who as ruler would have carried
through definite ideas and reforms w'hich stood in our
“For union [of the South Slavs] one must sacriway.”
fice many lives, and it was for this reason that Franz Ferdinand fell. Nevertheless, the main motive which guided
me in my deed was: the avenging of the Serbian people.”
A third motive was to kindle further opposition and
hatred toward the Hapsburg rule, cause a revolution among
the Serbs in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and so prepare the
way fc” tearing these two provinces away trom the Dual
Monarchy and uniting them with Serbia in some kind of a
national South Slav state. Princip had hinted at this in
the passage just quoted, w'here he expressed the fear that
Franz Ferdinand on coming to the throne might make some
energetic reforms such as the carrying out of his “trialistic” plan to unite the South Slavs, not by union with Serbia
ha,ve cleared
is

.

.

.

—

and his two associates, but bad been suggested to them by the
milieu in which they lived in Belgrade, where the assassination was represented as a noble enterprise. The men with whom they associated had
kept repeating that the Archduke ought to be' done .away with, because
he was an obstacle to the realization of the Jugoslav idea. Although
Princip remained defiant and unrepentant, the other defcnd.ants regretted
what they had done. They had not known that the Archduke had
children, and begged the forgiveness of these orphan.s; La Conspiration
Serbb, p. 147.
It Pharos, p. 30 f. Similarly ChabriuQvitch :
“People said that he
hiir.:ielf

[Franz Ferdinand]
Serbia;”

ibid., p. 10.

wanted to establi^ a federal monarchy
is Pharos, n. 36.

including
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but by giving them an organic position under the Hapsburgs comparable to that enjoyed by the Germans in Austria and by the Magyars in Hungary. Asked if that was the
kind of union he wanted, Princep exclaimed, “God forbid!”,

thereby causing laughter in the court room.*® On the conhe believed unification would come through the ac-

trary,

am a nationalist. I aimed to free the
For I am a Jugoslav. This is to come from
intimidation from above. ... As far as Serbia is concerned, it is her duty to free us, as Italy freed her
tion of Serbia; “I

Jugoslavs.

—

Italians.”

This accords also with his later “Confessions” in j)rison:
ideal of the young people was the unity of the South
Slav peoples, Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes, but not under
Austria. In a kind of state, republic or something of that
sort. Thought that if Austria were thrown into difficulties
then a revolution would come. But for such a revolution
one must prepare the ground, work up feeling. Nothing
happened.
By assassination this spirit might be prepared.”
“He considered that if he prepared the atmosphere, the idea of revolution and liberation would spread
ffist among men of intelligence and then later in the masses.
Thought that thereby attention of the intelligentsia would
be directed upon it. As, for instance, Macjini did in Italy
“Could not beat the time of the Italian liberation.”
lieve that a World War would break out as a result of an act
like his. Did indeed think that a World War might break
This was precisely the
out, but not at that moment.”
trend of opinion which was set forth at Belgrade in much

“The

la Pharos, p. 29.
1* Pharos, p. 23. Similarly Chabrinovitch: “We said we must organize
the Serbs [in Bosnia], provide them with means, dynamite and bombs,
so that they could make a revolution before the war, and so that Serbia
oould just come over and establish order;" ibid., p. 11.
16 Current History, August, 1927, p. 703.
16 Current History, p. 706.
17 Current History, p. 704.
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of the

Narodna Odbrana propagandist

literature

and

in the

“Black Hand” newspaper Piedmont which inspired Princip
and his companions.
Chabrinovitch agreed with Princip in working like
Mazzini to prepare a revolution in Bosnia which should
open the way for a reunion of all the Serb lands which

had once formed the Empire of Stephen Dushan. But
his political evolution had been somewhat different. He
had at first held anarchist and social revolutionary opinions, but after living in Belgrade and mixing with comitad“anarchistic with
jis he had become more nationalist
a mixture of nationalism,” as he defined his position in

—

1914.18

His ideal was a Jugoslav republic, not a monarchy with a
The unification of the Serb peoples was
to be accomplished, “after Mazzini’s fashion.
The ideal
was to tear Bosnia away from the Dual Monarchy. We
were all agreed in that. Some were for the [Karageorgevitch] dynasty; I was a republican.
We could therefore
have made a compromise, that King Peter should be king
during his lifetime, and that after his death a republic
should be proclaimed.” i®
Such were the three chief motives of the two principal
^their
plotters. But which was the strongest of the three
Serbian dynasty.

—

personal psychopathic

cor- tition,

or their desire for ven-

—

geance on Austria, or their Serb nationalism it would be
difficult to say.
Jugoslav writers and sympathizers of today, like M. Jevtitch and Mr. Seton-Watson, emphasize
Jugoslav nationalism as the main motive. But in 1914 the
accused themselves hardly knew.
Princip, being asked
whether he had acted primarily from revenge or from the
idea of national unity i.e., whether the personal or the
political motive predominated, replied, “The personal. But
the other was also strong. They were evenly balanced.” “P

—

IB Pharos, p. 6.

i® Pharos, p. 7.

SoPkuros. p.

41.
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It is often urged in mitigation or explanation of the
crime that it was a wanton provocation on the Archduke’s
part to hold maneuvers in Bosnia, that the Serbs feared

he meant to attack Serbia, and th%t they resented his visiting Sarajevo precisely on a Serb national anniversary like
Vidov Dan. This has been stressed since the event by
But
writers hostile to Austria and friendly to Serbia.®^
Princip’s and Chabrinovitch’s own statements do not indicate that such considerations had any considerable influence upon them. They had in fact begun to organize their
plot when they heard of the Archduke’s coming trip to
Bosnia but before they were aware that he would visit
Sarajevo on Vidov Dan. They had decided to assassinate

him

in Bosnia, not because they resented the visit or feared

an attack on Serbia, but because his presence in Bosnia
afforded an excellent opportunity for giving effect to the
three motives which have been sketched above.

THE “bevy op assassins” AND THE AUSTRIAN “nbOLIGBNCB”
Most Jugoslav sympathizers, and most

who

critics of

Austria

Mr. H. Wickham
to represent the assassination of the Archduke as

follow the fantastic insinuations of

Steed, like

virtually inevitable, both because of the Austrian oppres-

wide-spread nationalist movement in Bosnia, and
the “bevy of assassins” lying in wait for him, and also because of the “criminal negligence” of the Austrian authori-

sion, the

ties in

not taking adequate precautions to protect him.®®

2iE.g., Seton-Watson, Sarajevo, p. 110; Jevtiteh, pp. 32-34; and
Jovan Jovanovitch in his letter of 1924, concerning bis "warning,” quoted
below at note 68. Fear of an Austrian attack under the Archduke’s leader-

often given as the motive for Dimitrijevitch’s share in the
Stanojevitch, p. 55 f.; Wendel, Die Habsburger und die SiXdslawenfrage, p. 50 S.); but it is very unlikely that any such fear was really one
of his motives (c/. Wegerer, in KSF, III, 385 f., June, 1925).
22 H. Wickham Steed, "The Pact of Konopischt," in. The Nineteenth
Century and After, LXXIX, p. 265 S.; Through Thirty Years, I, 401;
Recouly, Les Hewres Tragiques, p. 108 S.; Chopin, Le Complot de Sarajevo,
pp. 89-100; Dumaine, La DernUre Ambassade de France en Autriche, p.
ship
plot

is also

(of.
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After the crime, in the recriminations of Austrian offithe responsibility for not averting it, and in the
boasts of Jugoslav survivors at having participated (or
cials as to

intended to participate) in a glorious deed which has ultimately resulted in the creation of a Jugoslav state, it is
easy to collect many expressions of opinion which seem to
bear out these views. Thus, Mr. Wickham Steed quotes
the Archbishop of Sarajevo as saying that “the Archduke
could not have escaped, because he v;ould have had to pass
Mr.
through ‘a regular avenue of bomb-throwers.’ ’’

Seton-Watson also quotes this, and unhesitatingly accepts
all the stories w'hich have been told to him of heroes who
would have assassinated the Archduke had not Princip done
He even speaks of “a whole bevy of assassins on the
so.^
‘

streets of the capital.”

At the same time, both these writers blame the Austrian
Says Mr.
authorities for their lack of police protection.
Steed: “When the Emperor Francis Joseph visited Sarajevo in June, 1910, more than one thousand uniformed
police and probably double the number of 'plain clothes
men’ were employed to protect him. In June, 1914, w'hen
the Heir Presumptive went there the police were warned
”26
off
Similarly Mr. Seton-Watson: “Every .-treet [at
the Emperor’s visit in 1910] along which he passed was
147;

Seton-Watson, pp. 77-79, 106-114, 144-152; Jevtitch, passim; Clair
N. Y. Times Magazine, June 22, 192-1, p. 2.
On Wickham Steed’s fantasies concerning the Konopischt Meeting,

Price, in

ch. i, pp. 32-43.
Recouly and Dumaine intimate that at
the Austrian authorities, instead of detailing proper police,
assisted in placing the assassins at favorable points; and Chopin attempts
to sliow that Chabrinovitch was an Austrian agent provocateur who had
been sent to Bel^ade before the crime in order to give the impression
of Serbian complicity!
Such intimations are pure fiction. Nor has there
been any confirmation of the story of the Croatian, Rudolph Bartulitch,
that the assassination was the result of Magyar connivance (c/. G. Beck,
Ungams Rolle im WeUkriege, Lausanne, 1917, pp. 215-218).
3* Steed, Through Thirty Years, I, 401.
24 Seton- 'atson, Sarajevo, pp. 77-79, 147 f.
Setoo-Watson, p. 110.
Steed, Through Thixty Years, I, 401.

see

.above,

Sarajevo
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lined with a double cordon of troops, and the town

swarmed
and detectives from headquarters in
Vienna and Budapest”; but in 1914 the police "showed itself strangely remiss or inefficient.” "The contrast between
1910 and 1914 amply justifies us in speaking of criminal
negligence on the part of those Austro-Hungarian authorities with whom the care of the Archduke lay.”
But to
assert that the assassins were so numerous that the Archduke could not have escaped, and at the same time to blame
the police for negligence in not saving him, is illogical. As
a matter of fact, neither was the danger to him from resir
with special police

dents in Bosnia so great, nor the conduct of the Austrian
authorities so strangely negligent, as these writers would

have us

On

believe.

the Archduke’s journey

up through Bosnia from

the

and at the maneuvers, he was received
with demonstrations of loyalty and there were no signs of
danger. Soon after his arrival at Ilidze he and his wife
motored in to Sarajevo, visited some of the shops, and were
everywhere recognized and acclaimed. So great was the
crowd about them that a passage had to be cleared for
them. Here would have been an excellent opportunity for
assassins.*® On the fatal Sunday morning it is noteworthy
that only those conspirators who had just come from Belgrade had the courage of their convictions. Chabrinovitch
and Princip acted, and perhaps Grabezh would have done
so also, if he had not had an uneasy feeling that he was
being shadowed by police.*® There was something about
the atmosphere in Belgrade and the talk of the comitadjis
Adriatic to Ilidze,

2T Seton-Watson, Sarajevo, p, 109 f.; for his repeated assertions of
"criminal negligence," see also pp. 129, 287.
88 Conrad, IV, 14 f., 65 f.; Nikitsch-Boulles, p. 213; Jevtitch, p. 33,
adds the piquant detail that, as the Archduke stopped in front of one
of the bazaars, he came almost face to face with Princip; "Princip saw
him, but did not move; behind him a stranger, undoubtedly a police
agent, had carefully spread his bauds. The same evening in the kruzhok
Pharos, p. 53.
Princin told us about the meeting.”
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there which bred a firm determination to assassinate AusIt is signifieant that it was directly after
trian oflBcials.

being trained in Serbia by one of the officers of the later
“Black Hand” group that Bogdan Zherajitch came to Sarajevo to assassinate the Governor of Bosnia in 1910. It was
directly after a visit to Belgrade where he received a bomb
from a Serbian major and a Browning revolver from a com-

Lukas Jukitch used this revolver to shoot the
Commissioner of Croatia in 1912. Similarly Princip, Char
brinovitch and Grabezh had come straight from Belgrade
rade, that

with the firm determination to execute the plot prepared
there.

But the
in Sarajevo

robust sort

resident youths who were recruited by Hitch
and who had not been in Belgrade were a less
of conspirators.
Mr. Seton-Watson ascribes

much importance

to this Sarajevo group, in his effort to
emphasize the Bosnian, and to minimize the Serbian, aspects of the plot. But he is in error, as has been' pointed
out above, in saying that the Sarajevo recruits were already
being armed by Hitch while Princip and his two companions were still in Belgrade. They had no arms until the
Belgrade conspirators brought them.®®
Hitch himself appears to have lost his nerve, and
to have advised abandoning the attempt. He asserted at
the trial that he had tried to dissuade the Belgrade conspirators from carrying out their purpose. If his assertion
stood alone and unsupported, one might well discount it as a
fiction intended to exculpate himself.
But it is confirmed
so See above, p. 107

£E.

Nor can one

accept his view that “the entire

came from Bosnia” and that the murder would have been committed anyway even without the bombs brought from Belgrade, because,
“c ''ter all, it was a ‘Browning’ that did the mischief, and there were plenty
of Brownings available without importing them from Serbia” (Sorojevo,
p. 147). All the evidence at the trial shows that the youths had no money
with which to buy revolvers, that Brownings were very difiScult to get
in Bosnia, and that Hitch had planned to go toi Serbia an the only place
where he could secure them (c/. Pharos, pp. 9f., 19, 23 f., 47 f., 61)initiative

•^E\'y
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by Princip, Chabrinovitch, and Grabezh.**
Asked why he had not destroyed the weapons, if he was

separately

really opposed to the assassination, Hitch replied: “I did

not dare. Princip had told me that he had received the
bombs from coviitadjis, and therefore I did not dare to
throw them away, in view of my going to Serbia.”
Shortly before the crime Princip told Chabrinovitch that he
Certain it is that
did not regard Hitch as "reliable.”

Hitch himself did not raise a finger against the Archduke
on Vidov Dan, nor did any of his three recruits. Mehmedbashitch let the procession of autos pass without taking any
action, but, after hearing Chabrinovitch’s bomb, fled prethe only one of the seven armed
cipitately to Montenegro
men who was not speedily apprehended by the police.
Similarly Popovitch and Vaso Chubrilovitch watched the
Archduke’s party go by and did nothing; after the crime
the latter, “aU pale and trembling in his whole body,” came
to one of his friends and got him to take and hide his

—

—

—

Such was the “bevy of assassins”- three determined conspirators who had come from Belgrade, and

weapons.*^

ai Pharos, pp. 20, 29, 41 f., 62 f., 60, 62, 64, 66 f. 83.
*2 Pharos, p. 83. This fear of vengeance from Serbians, which arose
from the “Black Hand” secret vows and terrorist methods, is also vividly
given by several of the “confidential men” who formed the “tunnel’ as their
excuse for assisting the three conspirators on their journey from Belgrade
to Sarajevo (ibid., pp. 87 f., 95 f., 98, 104, 138). Th»is, the Priboj schoolmaster, Chubrilovitch, declared: “I feared the annihilation of my family.
Our house is only five miles from the frontier, and so we could be ruined
in a night all destroyed and murdered. ... I had heard what horrors the
secret organizations in Serbia had committed in Macedonia.
Now i
feared that Princip might be a member of one of those organizations,
head.
and BO I was apprehensive about
I thought there must be
some one standing behind Princip; because otherwise how would he have
gotten the bombs? 1 had heard of a landoivner in Old Serbia whose whole
family had been annihilated” (p. 95). For actual examples of comitadji
terrorist intimidation, see ibid., p. 81, quoted below at note 46; and Miss

—

my

-

Durham, The Serajevo Crime,

pp. 53-74.
33 Statements of both men ; Pharos, pp. 20, 42.
Grabezh also, on
hearing the bomb explosion, at once concluded that it was Chabrino^•itch’s
bomb, because he regarded Hitch and his recruits as “of poorer quality
34 Kranjehevituh's testimony, ibid., p. 115.
08 assassins" (ibid., p. 53)
.
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a hesitating and “unreliable” Sarajev'^ ex-schoolmastei
with three weak-kneed local recruits. If it had not been
for the first three, and for the excellent chance opportunity
afforded by the mistake of the Archduke’s chauffeur in
turning into the Francis Josef Street and stopping

just

happened to be standing, it
altogether probable that there would have been no

at the point where Princip
is

assassination.

MR. PASHITCH,

THE SARODXA ODBRANA AND THE
“black hand”

Some indication has already been given in the preceding
chapter of the activity' of the Narodna Odbrana and the
Black Hand,” and of the probable cognizance of a plot on
the part of Mr. Pashitch and some members of his Cabinet.
But

more adequately the responsibility of
Serbia something further must be said concerning the relato understand

tion of these

two Serbian organizations to one another and
Government.

to the Serbian

The Serbian Government may oe regarded as responsible
Narodna Odbrana. This society
was publicly organized by prominent Serbians, including
some members of the Serbian Cabinet of 1908. Its central
for the activities of the

its president was
were published, and its
activities, alleged to be “cultural,” were publicly approved
by members of the Serbian Government, with which it remained on intimate and friendly terms. It was organized

'oinmittee sat in the Serbian capital and

General Jankovitch.

Its statutes

originally to prepare forcible

means

for preventing Austria

from carrying through her policy of annexing Bosnia and
Herzegovina. But after the crisis of March, 1909, when
R-ussia failed to back up Serbian hopes, and Serbia was
forced to make to Austria her promise to live on good and
neighborly terms, the Narodna Odbrana ostensibly changed
its aims from the use of force against Austria to the “cul-
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tural

work" of stimulating national feeling within the King-

dom

of Serbia.

As a matter of fact, it continued a secret subversive
work of propaganda in Bosnia: smuggling in nationalist
Serb literature and recruiting “confidential men” who
should organize ostensibly harmless local societies for edu-

and the anti-alcohol movement,
but who in reality were to rouse Serbian nationalism and
•prepare the ground for the eventual unification with
Serbia of the Serb populations in the Dual Monarchy. It
had also given assistance and encouragement to Bosnian
youths who came to Belgrade to study or to plot assassinations and revolution against the Hapsburg authorities.
Though the Narodna Odbrana probably had no knowledge
cation, physical training,

the plot to assassinate Franz I’erdinand, its network of “confidential men” and its “tunnel” for secret
communications between Serbia and Bosnia were certainly
officially of

used by “Black Hand” oflficials and by the three youths who
went from Belgrade to Sarajevo to commit the crime,*®
This interlocking activity between the two Serbian societies, which otherwise had somewhat different ostensible
aims and were not altogether friendly, was facilitated by
the fact that the Secretary of the Narodna Odbrana, Milan
Vasitch, and other members of it were also members of the
“Black Hand.” Thus the Serbian Government may be regarded as responsible for an organization whose secret
agents in Bosnia were preparing the

way

for the disruption

and were actually made use of to assist
the Archduke’s assassins on their journey to Sarajevo.
Austria was therefore justified in her demand in the ultimatum to Serbia that the Narodna Odbrana be dissolved.
The relations of the Serbian Government to the “Black
Hand” were quite different. This secret society had “budded
itself off” from the Narodna Odbrana, in the words of one
of Austria-Hungary

so See above, ch.

ii,

at notes 56-90

and

117-123.
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of the witnesses at the trial of the Sarajevo assassins,**

being formed in 1911.

The

clique of military

who
had murdered King Alexander and Queen Draga in 1903,
had become impatient at the ostensibly "cultural” activities of the Narodna Odbrana and at the policy of the
officers,

Pashitch Radical Party of postponing the final struggle
with Austria until Serbia had liberated Serbians under
Turkish rule, greatly consolidated her internal resources
and strength, and made more certain of the support of
Russia and France. The “Black Hand” was a very secret
terrorist organization; its members were designated by

numbers instead of by

their

names; and

its

curiously

medieval statutes were never published until the famous

The Serbian Government was well
aware of the existence of this organization, which was a
matter of common knowledge in Belgrade and was discussed
in the newspapers,*^ but probably did not know at first
in any detail its membership and all its subterranean
Salonica Trial of 1917.

activities.

At first the relations between the Serbian Government
and the "Black Hand” leaders were tolerably harmonious.
This Society included Dimitrijevitch, who was advanced
in June, 1913, to the position of Chief of the Intelligence
soStanarinchitch; in La Conspiration Serbs, p. 109; see also above,
p. 85 ff.
37 Chabrinovitch, being asked at the trial if be knew of a secret
fraternity at Belgrade known as the “Black Hand,” replied, “Yes, I
know from my reading that the "Black Hand” exists in military circles”;
Pharos, p. 14. C/. also Potiorek to Bilinski, July 14, 1914 (Conrad, IV,
83)
“There exists in Serbia by the side of the official Government a
It
military secondary government [eine militariscbe Nebenregierung].
is proven that active Serbian officers cooperated in the plot and in the
whole propaganda in a preeminent way, and therefore are to be counted
among the originators of the treasonable agitation stirred up in our
country. To be sure the army i: not part of the Government. But to
try to maintain that the official Serbian Government does not know what
the army is doing, is not at all allowable.” For further evidence that the
“Black Hand” 'was a matter of common knowledge in Belgrade and well
known to the Serbian Government, see Bogitchevitch, Le ProcM de Salons
eh.

ii.

:

ique, p. 31

ff.
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Department of the Serbian General Staff, Major Tankositeh, who was one of the most famous comitadji leaders,
and a large number of other officers. It was regarded primarily as a group of military men, but it also included a
considerable number of civilian officials, among whom were
employees in the Serbian Ministry of Foreign
Prince Alexander at the outset favored it. He
is said to have contributed 26,000 dinars toward the support
of its newspaper organ. Piedmont, to have made various
presents to the officers, and to have paid the expenses of
Dimitrijevitch’s illness in the fall of 1912. But when he
at least three

Affairs.^®

intimated that he would like to be made head of it, the officers for various reasons did not take the hint; this rebuff
wounded the Prince’s pride and was the beginning of an
estrangement which widened when he sided with the
Pashitch Radical Party against the “Black Hand” in the
so-called “priority-question.”

This “priority-question” arose after the Balkan Wars
out of a dispute between the military and civilian officials
88 Milan Gavrilovitch, No. 406; Y. Simitch, No. 420; and S, Simitch,
467, according to the partial list of members identified by Dr. Bogitchevitch, Le Proces de Salonique, pp. 53-58. He includes also in the list,
though without giving' his number, the name of Mi. Pashitch’s nephew,
Milutin Jovanovitch, formerly Secretary in the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, then Serbian Charge d'Affaires at Berlin in 1914, and later Serbian
Minister to Switzerland. For other details on the rules and membership
of the “Black Hand,” see above ch. ii., p. 86 S.
39 Bogitchevitch, Le Procee de Salonique, pp. 7ff.; 34; Protocol of
the Salonica Trial, p. 195. Shortly before the assasins left Belgrade, Prince
Alexander visited the Government Printing Offiee, with the Director, Zhitrojiu Dachitch, an ardent Serbian nationalist. Here be was made acquainted
with Chabrinovitch whom Dachitch had employed as a typesetter. Questioned after his arrest concerning this meeting, Chabrinovitch admitted
it, but then suddenly refused to answer any further questions, as if fearing
These circumstances, together with
to incriminate Prince Alexander.
evidence collected by the Austrians in Belgrade during the War, have
Bi^gested to some writers the possibility that Dachitch and Prince Alexander may have known something of the assassination plot; cp. Pharos,
pp. 6, 11 and the articles by A. von Wegerer and Friedrich von Wiesner in
I^F, rv, 485-489,, 639-461, July, Sept. 1926. But 'this cannot be regarded
as definitely established.

No.
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concerning the government of the territories which Serbia
had conquered from Turkey. The Radical Party, headed
by Mr. Pashitch, instead of extending the Serbian constitution to the new districts as demanded by the army officers, had introduced a Draconian regime which angered the
inhabitants and quite surpassed in violence and oppressiveness anything which had occurred under Hapsburg rule in
The blame for this, according to the military
Bosnia.^®
officials and articles in Piedmont, lay with the selfish and

incompetent civilian officials whom the Radicals placed in
charge of the newly conquered districts. According to the
Radicals, military officers were improperly refusing to admit the priority of authority decreed by the civilians. In
this conflict the officers were supported by the Opposition
political groups who demanded the resignation of the
Pashitch Cabinet. The Minister of Interior tried to deal a
blow to the "Black Hand” by seizing its >dub quarters. The
conflict reached such a point at the beginning of June, 1914,
that Pashitch asked King Peter to dissolve the Skupshtina
and give the people an opportunity to express themselves
on the matter in a new general election. The King at first
He
refused.
Pashitch thereupon actually did resign.
doubtless counted on strengthening his own hand, believing that no one else would be able to form a Cabinet in
his place. At this point in the ministerial crisis Mr. Hartwig, the Russian Minister in Belgrade, is said to have intervened and helped smooth the way for the restoration of
the Pashitch Cabinet as being indispensable for the policy
of collaboration with Russia and France. On June 11, King
Peter had to restore Pashitch to power, and a few days later,
on grounds of ill health, retired from Belgrade, leaving his
<0 For the text of this Serbian decree of Oct. 6, 1913, concerning
government of the “liberated” territories, see La Conspiration Serbe, pp171-180.
See also Stanojevitch, Die Ermordung des Erzherzogs Franz
Ferdinand, p. 53 ff.; and Wendel. Die Hapsburger und die Siidalaieenfrage,
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son, Alexander, as Prince-Regent.*^

This internal party conflict between the Pashitch Radicals and the ''Black JIand” military ofBcers is often cited
as proof that Dimitrijevitch and the Sarajevo assassins
were in no way in league with the Serbian Government and
would have tried to conceal all knowledge of the assassination plot from it. This is probably true. There are several
indications at the trial of the assassins that they were
warned by their Serbian military friends to avoid letting
the Serbian civilian authorities get wind of what was on
foot.**

So it may be regarded as perfectly certain that Mr.
Pashitch and his Cabinet had nothing to do with the originating of the assassination. It was hatched behind their
backs. They probably had no knowledge of it until the
preparations were nearly complete and the youths were
about ready to go from Belgrade to Sarajevo. On the other
hand, the fact that the Government and the “Black Hand”
group were in political conflict over the "priority-question”
is no proof that no knowledge of the plot came to the ears
of the Government. We have, on the contrary, the clear
and explicit statements of the Minister of Education, Mr.
Ljuba Jovanovitch, that at the end of May or beginning
of June, Mr. Pashitch knew that certain persons were preparing to go to Sarajevo to murder the Archduke that he
told some of his Cabinet of it; and that orders were given
to the frontier authorities to stop the assassins, but the orders were not carried out because the frontier authorities
were members of the “Black Hand” organization, and reported afterwards that the orders had arrived too late and
the youths had already crossed over. We have already
;

Le Prods de Salordqus, p. 8ff.; Stanojevitcli, p. 54;
p. 139 f.; and London Times and Vienna tfeue
May and June, 1914, passim-

41 Bogitchevitch,

8eton-Watson, Sarajevo,
Freie Presse, for
42 Pharos, p. 80fi
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given our reasons for believing these statements of the
Minister of Education to be true.^®

THE SERBIAN NEGLECT TO ARREST THE ACCOMPLICES
The

significance of the “priority-question” does not

lie

merely in the presumption that the Serbian Government
was at first ignorant of the assassination plot. Even more
important is the fact that it affords one explanation of two
of the most serious charges which have been brought
against Mr. Pashitch his failure to give any definite warning to the Austrian authorities after he was aware that the
:

assassins

murder

had gone

in failing

and his remissness after the
to search for and arrest the accomplices
to Sarajevo,

in Belgrade.

In fact Serbian police officials appear to have actuone of them, Ciganovitch, conveniently to dis-

ally aided

To have attempted to arrest Ciganovitch, who was a member of the “Black Hand,” and to have
exposed the part taken by such prominent members of it
appear from

sight.

as Dimitrijevitch and Tankositch,

would have

still

further

accentuated the political conflict and have strengthened the
antagonism which had already caused the temporary downfall of the Cabinet.
Mr. Pashl: jh apparently did not dare
to take action against the lead ,rs of such a powerful organization, and therefore adr -ted a purely passive attitude
hoping that Austria and Hiurope would not learn the truth.
Precisely

when amj hew Mr. Pashitch

learned of the

from Serbian sources. One commonly accepted theory is that he was secretly informed of
it by Milan Ciganovitch, who is believed to have played a

plot has not been revealed

double role as a kind of agent provocateur, both conspiring
with the “Black Hand” leaders, and at the same time being
employed by IN'Ir. Pashitch to spy upon them and keep him
informed in the interests of the Serbian Government and
43 See above, ch.

ii.

p.

61

ff.
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the Radical Party.** Ciganovitch was freely declared by
all three of the Sarajevo plotters, both at their arrest and

at their trial, to have taken a most active part in their
preparations in Belgrade. He was a Bosnian Serb, who
came as an emigre to Belgrade in 1908, was trained as a
comitadji by Tankositch, and then given employment as a
small official on the Serbian State Railways. In 1911 he
was enrolled in the “Black Hand” as “No. 412,” and fought
as a comitadji under Tankositch in the Balkan Wars.

In

the preparation of the plot he served as the agent of Tankositch.
He secured for Princip and his companions in Belgrade the bombs and revolvers which were to be used
against the Archduke. He gave them the cyanide of potassium with which to poison themselves after the crime,
and thus prevent revelations concerning Ciganovitch himself and his Serbian accomplices. Upon orders from Tankositch, Ciganovitch took the youths to a shooting park near

Belgrade and gave them practice in the use of the revolvers.
At the end of May, when they were ready to start, he supplied them with cards of introduction to “Black Hand”
agents and “confidential men” who would help them forward on their journey to Sarajevo.*® The reasons for believing that Ciganovitch informed Pashitch do not lie in
any direct evidence prior to the assassination, but in the
apparent collusion between them afterwards in the action

—

44 Bogitchevitch, Le Proces de Salonique, pp. 32, 131-ld3, 142 f.; and
III, 18 f., Jan., 1925; M. E. Durham, The Serajevo Crime, pp.
53, 80-85, 174-182; A. von Wegerer in KSI*’, III, 380-3S4, June, 1925;
articles by Dimitrijevitch’s personal friend and fellow “Black Hand”
member. Col. Bozhin Simitch, in the French review Clarte for May, 1925,
and in the Vienna publication La Federation Balkanique, May 31, 1925;
in

KSF,

N. Nenadovitch, “Die Geheimnisse der Belgrade Kamarilla,” ibid., Deo.
1, 1924; and F. von Wiesner’s obituary notice on Ciganovitch, who died
Sept. 28, 1927, in KSF, V, 1041-1048, Nov., 1927. Most of these writers
draw part of their conclusions from the records of the Salonica Trial,- in
which Ciganovitch was a prominent witness against Dimitrijevitch.
45 Pharos, pp. 9-12, 14-17, 19, 24 f., 33
Austrian Dossier' of 1914, Appendix Vlll.

f.,

37-39,

47

f.,

55,

82;

and

r/i
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.Serbia,n aubonrities in attompxing to conceal Ciganoand have him conveniently disappear from sight, and
in the evidence which Ciganovitch gave in 1Q17 to aid the
Radical Party in convicting Dimitrijevitch and in breaking
the power of the "Black fland/’
Within a couple of days after the assassination, when
rumors began to reach Belgrade of the confessions made by
Chabrinovitch and Princip, both Tankositch and Pashitch
appear to have tried to suppress all information about the
Belgrade accomplices. On the evening of June 29 three
comitadjis “came to Mr. Svetolik .Savitch, owner of the
newspaper Balkan, and told him in the name of Major
Tankositch that under no circumstances was he to publish
anjd-hing in his newspaper about any of the connections
and relations of the assassin Chabrinovitch with their

of

vitch

Above everything he
was not to write anything which might in any way compromise Serbians; otherwise it would fare badly with

acfiuaintances here

[in Belgrade].

—

This kind of intimidation fear of violence and
him.”
vengeance from comitadjis like Tankositch was frequently
mentioned by “confidential men” in Bosnia as one of their
motives for assisting the assassins.'*'^ It suggests an additional reason why Mr. Pashitch did not care or dare to
make any move to arrest this popular and powerful "Black
Hand” leader, until finally forced by the Austrian ultimatum to detain him for a few' days.
On June 30 the Austrian Charge d’Affaires inquired of
the Serbian Government what police measures it had taken,
or proposed to take, '‘to follow up the clues to the crime
which notoriously are partly to be found in Serbia,” but
was informed that “the matter had not yet engaged the

—

<'5 C'onfitlrnf iai
report of the Belerade Police to Protitch, Serbian
Minister of Interior, June 30, 1914; discovered by the Austrians after
the capture of Belgrade; published in the Ilnatski Dnevnik (Croatian
llaily), No. 132, May 12, 1910; and reprinted in Pharos, p. 81, note 45.
<1 See' above, note 32.
Italics by the present writer.
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—“that up to the present

nothing had been done, and that the matter did not concern
High words then passed bethe Serbian Government.”
tween the two, as the Austrian expressed “his extreme
astonishment that any Government which was continually
asserting its desire to live

on good terms with

its

neighbors

should exhibit such indifference.”®®

On June

30,

Zimmermann, the German Foreign Under-

secretary, gave the Serbian Charge d' Affaires in Berlin

some timely advice with a view to averting serious complications, as we know from the report of the Bavarian Minister at Berlin:

At

the Foreign Office they hope that Serbia will

now

neglect nothing in order to call to account those persons

Mr. Zimmermann immediately
and seriously called the attention of the local Serbian
Charge d’Affaires to the consequences to which a Serbian
refusal in this direction might lead, and, furthermore, suggested to the Russian Ambassador that he get his Government to give the same advice at Belgrade. Mr. Zimmermann
offered this counsel on the ground that no one could tell
what would happen should the Serbian Government fail to
fulfil its
obligations, considering the wrath which the
Sarajevo deed had aroused in Austria-Hungary.®'
guilty of the conspiracy.

Zimmermann

spoke to the diplomatic representatives of England and Russia in Berlin in the same sense,
with the evident hope that they would give Serbia similar
good advice,®* but they do not appear to have done so.
If the Serbian Government had at once taken energetic
^8 Ritter von Storck to Berchtold, June 30; Austrian Red Book of
1914,

No.

eilso

2.

Von

Griesinger, German Minister in Belgrade, to Bethmann, July
2; K.D., 12; c/. also B.D. 27.
50 Von Griesinger, ibid.
51 Lerchenfeld to Hertling in Munich, July 2; Dirr, p. IIS; KJ)., IV,
Anhang IV, No. 1.
52 Cf. Rumbold to Grey, June 30 and July 11 ; B J3., 22, 44.
'*8
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action to arrest the Belgi’ade accomplices, and given genuine
evidence of its often asserted desire to live on good neigh-

borly terms with Austria, this would have mitigated Germany’s indignation at the assassination, made her less ready

and increased the chances of
failing
In
to do this, and in assuming
friendly mediation.
the passive and negative attitude of waiting to see what
definite incriminating evidence and charges Austria might

to follow Austria’s fatal path,

be able to bring forward, Mr. Pashitch incurred a further

what befell.®*
The Serbian Government was informed on July 6 by

serious responsibility for

its

Minister in Vienna that the Austrian evidence from Sarajevo indicated the Belgrade origin of the plot and implicated
Ciganovitch.®^

warning,

it

In spite of

not only

and of Zimmermann’s
to apprehend the ac-

this,

made no move

complices in Belgrade, but

it

apparently actually facilitated

the disappearance of Ciganovitch, the chief accomplice, in

might not have to hand him over to the Austrian authorities. As Ciganovitch was a Bosnian by birth,
Austria might have demanded that he be extradited for
trial, and Austria might have then learned the whole truth.
So it was better that he should disappear. On July 8 the
Austrian Government learned by a cipher despatch from
its Legation in Belgrade that Ciganovitch had been in Belgrade the day of the assassination, but had left the city
three days later, having been granted supposedly a month’s

order that

it

ssMusulin,

p. 221.
Cf. Seton-Watson, Sarajevo, pp. 133-137, for
excellent remarks on this subject.
cannot agree, however, with
hJs explanation that this passive attitude on Pashitch’s part was owing
to his "truly Oriental indifference to public opinion both about himself

some

We

and about his country” (p. 136). We suspect it was his fear that Austria
and Europe might learn more of the truth about the complicity of
Serbian officers, and also his fear of further antagonizing the “Black Hand;’*
Mr. Seton-Watson concedes that “a further reason for the Serbian Government’s inaction at this critical time was the role played by the ‘Black
Hand’ ’’ (p. 137 B.). On. Serbian efforts to conceal the truth and deceive
Europe, see also Wegerer, “Wie Serbien England tauschte,” in ESF, V,
238-29, March, 1927.
B4SHB, 16.
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vacation by the railway administration in which he was
employed. The Belgrade prefect of police declared that he
did not know anyone of the name of Milan Ciganovitch,
but it soon appeared that it was the prefect of police himself who had brought about Ciganovitch’s disappearance

from Belgrade.®® It later appeared also that his name was
erased from the railway books and was reentered under the
name of Milan Danilov, and as such he continued to draw
When Serbian mobiliaation took place he quickly
pay.
joined Tankositch’s band. Dr. Bogitchevitch says that on
August 3 or 4, 1914, he was told by Commandant Srb, who
was in charge of an important Serbian, railway station, that
he had just assisted Ciganovitch to escape to the south.®*
The Austrian authorities, having learned from the confessions of the assassins some of the facts about the Belgrade accomplices, demanded in the ultimatum of July 23
(Point 7) that Serbia “proceed without delay to the arrest
Major Voja Tankositch and of the individual named

of

Milan Ciganovitch, a Serbian State employee.” The Serbian
CSlovernment replied a couple of days later that it had
arrested Tankositch as requested, but “as regards Milan
Ciganovitch, who is a subject of the Austro-Hungarian
Monarchy and who up to June 15 [N. S. 28, that is, the
day of the assassination] was employed (on probation) by
the railway administration, he has not yet been able to be
found (and therefore a writ of arrest has been issued against
him).” *' It is certainly a curious fact that the Serbian
Government pretended to cease to have any knowledge of
ESWiesner, in KSF, V, 1046, Nov, 1927; and Austrian comment on
Serbian reply to the ultima>.am, Point 7; A.RB., II, 96.
B 6 Bogitchevitch, Le Prods de Salonique, p. 143.
or In its embarrassment to explain why Ciganovitch had not been
arrested, the Serbian Government appears to have given its reply in
various forms: as given in A.R.B., II, 47, the last clause reads: “il n'a pu
encore Stre decouvert et un mandat d’amener a ete lance contre lui;” but
in S.B.B., 39, and F.Y.B., 49, “joint”—and in
39, "arrete” ^is substituted for “decouvert,” and no mention is made of “un mandat d’amener."

—
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Ciganovitch precisely from the moment of the assassination. In view of the other facts given above, one may doubt
the sincerity of their asserted ignorance of his whereabouts
and their inability to find him. This doubt is increased by
the fact that the Minister of Education, speaking of the
period just after the assassination and before the Austrian

ultimatum, when the Serbian authorities might have arrested Ciganovitch but did not do so, indicates clearly that
his colleagues were informed about this accomplice:
W^hen the Austrian

stories arrived

effect that the assassins

had been

from Vienna to the

sent to Sarajevo by an

official of the Serbian Ministry of Public Works, a certain
Milan Ciganovitch, Mr. Pashitch asked Mr. Jotsa Jovano-

vitch, then in charge of that department,

who

this official

Mr. Jotsa knew nothing about him, nor did
anybody in his department. Under pressure from Mr.
Pashitch, they at last unearthed Ciganovitch in some small
I remember
clerical post in the railway administration.
that somebody (either Stojan or Pashitch) said, when Jotsa
"There, you see!
It is true enough what
told us this:
people say: if any mother has lost her son, let her go and
look for him in the railway administration." After that
we heard from Mr. Jotsa that Ciganovitch had gone off
somewhere out of Belgrade.®*
of his was; but

DID SERBIA

This question

is

“warn” AUSTRIA?

exceedingly important, because of the

variety of conclusions which have been drawn from the

and negative answers which have been given to
it.
On the one hand, if the Serbian Government gave a
warning at Vienna, this can be interpreted either, (1) in
favor of Serbia, as showing that the Pashitch Cabinet, on
discovering the plot, did its utmost to avert a crime and
thus went far in clearing itself of all blame in the matter;
affirmative

or,

(2)

ill

favor of Austria, as proving that the Serbian

88 1.juba Jovanovitcb,

Krv

Slovenstva, p. 14.
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of a plot, and as justifying the Aus-

that Austrian

be allowed to cooperate
with Serbian officials in discovering the Belgrade accomplices, since the Serbian officials themselves had taken no
steps in this direction. On the other hand, if no warning
was given, then either, (1) the Serbian Government could
claim as in fact it did claim that it knew nothing of any
plot beforehand and was therefore wholly innocent; or, (2)
in justification of Austria, it could be claimed that Serbia
was guilty of concealing the plot and thus of conniving at
trian

officials

—

—

the crime.

With the

possibility of these various interpreta-

is not surprising to find Serbian
sympathizers arguing violently against each other, and
Austrian sympathizers doing the same. Nor is it surprising
that a great deal of conflicting evidence has been brought

tions in either direction, it

In sifting

forward.

it,

it is

helpful to fix the attention

upon three points:

especially

Was

To whom was

the warning

given on his own initiative
and unofficially by Mr. Jovanovitch, the Serbian Minister
in Vienna, or officially upon instructions from Belgrade?

given,

given at all?

if

it

Did

it contain any hint of a definite plot, or was it merely
a vague general statement about the undesirability of the
Archduke’s visit to a troubled province?
The first important assertion that Serbia warned Austria came from the Serbian Minister to Russia, Mr.
Spalaikovitch.
In an interview in the St. Petersburg
Vechernee Vremia, within a couple of days after the assassination, he declared the Serbian Government had given a
warning in Vienna in regard to the Archduke’s trip to

had learned that a plot was being planned by
embittered. by the Austrian oppression
was responsible for it; buu in
Archduke
and believed the
Vienna the warning was left unheeded.®* But the truth of
Bosnia;

it

Bosnians

09

who were

Summarized

iu the

Viexma iVeue Fteie Prezze, July

2,

No.

17906.
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and others like it was officially denied at the
Foreign
Office on July 3.*®
Vienna
Here the matter rested for some months, being over*
shadowed by the Austrian ultimatum and the excitement
of the War. It was revived again by the eminent French
this assertion

professor of Slavic history, E. Denis,

Pashitch attempted in a discreet
Ballplatz the dangers which the

way

who

wrote:

“Mr.

to indicate to the

Archduke was

incurring;

on June 21 the Serbian Minister [Jovan Jovanovitch] informed the Minister of Foreign Affairs that his Government
had reason to believe that a plot was being prepared in
Bosnia. The Chancellor [Berchtold] paid no attention to
Professor Denis’s statement was
this communication.” **
generally accepted during the

many and
dicted

Austria,

though

War by
it

persons outside Ger-

was emphatically

by Berchtold when eventually brought

tice.®®

It

was

later

repeated,

for

contra-

to his no-

by Stano-

instance,

«oThe London Times, July 1, p. 7, had already reported from its
Vienna correspondent that he “understood on the best authority that
there is no foundation for the reports that information of the c.xistence of
a plot against the Archduke was given to the Austro-Hungarian Government by the Serbian Minister in Vienna.” Mr. Pashitch also, according to an interview published in the Budapest Az Esl of July 7, and
copied the same day in the Neue Freie Presse, No. 17811, p. 6, is reported
as saying; “The statement is false that Serbia had knowledge beforehand
of the preparation of the murder and that it therefore gave a waniing.”
The Paris Temps, Julj' 8, p. 8, printed a summary of the Pashitch interview of July 7 in the As Est; but in the leading editorial of July 10 made
the extraordinary statement: “M. Pashitch in an interview of day before
yesterday showed in an irrefutrble manner that the Serbian Government
had given warning of the dinger [avatt signals le peril], and that no
notice had been taken cf its warning [avertisseminl] by the Austro-

Hungarian

authorities.”
61 E. Denis, La Grande Serhie (Paris, 1915), p. 277. As Denis wrote
largely from Serbian sources he may have had his information from

Pashitch or one cf the Serbian ministers, or he may have merely copied
the irresponsible Temps editorial quoted in the preceding footnote.
6ii In a letter
of May 9, 1917, to the Austrian historian, Leopold
Mandl; “The fantastic statements of Professor E. Denis . are a pure
invention from
to Z, both as to Jovanovitch’s communication to me
as well as to my ignoring it. Whether an order of this kind was sent by
Pashitch to Jovanovitch, but was ignored by the latter, I am of course
.

A

.
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who even ckimed

that its truth could be proved
documents in the Austrian Foreign
Office marked “Reg. B. 28 VI, 1914”; but the archivists
of the present Austrian Republic have searched the records,
and state that no papers with any such marking are to be
found; and Professor Stanojevitch has been unable or
jevitch,®*

by a

certain bundle of

unwilling to

tell

what source of information

led

him

to

think there was such a record.

These Austrian denials that
Jovanovitch ever gave any warning of any kind to Berchtold or the Ministry of Foreign Affairs are unquestionably
If he gave a “warning,” all the reliable evidence
correct.
indicates that he communicated his fears, not in accordance
with regular procedure to Berehtold or the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs, but to Dr. von Bilinski, the Joint Finance
Minister; to explain the curious reason for this irregular

we must digress for a moment.
Mr. Jovan Jovanovitch came to Vienna as Serbian
Minister at the end of December, 1912, to take the place
The latter was an elderly, experienced
of Dr. Simitch.

procedure

unable to say;” Mandl, Die Ilabsburger und die serbische Frage (Vienna,
fir.;
cf. also KSF, II, 29, 10811., Jan., Apr., 1924.
03 Stanojevitch, Die Ervwrdung des Erzherzogs, p. 61:
’'Some days
before the murder, the Serbian Minister in Vienna officially informed the
Austro-Hungarian Government that the Serbian Government possessed
indications that something was being prepared at Sarajevo against the

1918), p. 151

Heir to the Throne.”
On this whole controversy see KSF,
282-3, Jan.-July,

1925; and L.

By

1924;

Mandl,

in

II, 28-30, 108-111, 208-9, 231-8,
293-299, 393-405, 437-444, May-July,
Federation Balkanique, pp. 272-3,
31, 1925.

III, 282-287,

La

May

the Treaty of St. Germain (Art. 93) Serbia had the right to take all
documents relating to the territories which she received from the former
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy and she did actually take records going back
as far as 1895. Cj. Ludwig Bittner, “Die zwischonstaatlichen Verhandlungen ueber das Schicksal der ocsterreichischen Archive nach dcin
Zusammenbruch Ocsterreieh-Ungams,” in Arcliiv /. Pol. u. Gesch., Ill,
58-96, Jan., 1925).
If the Serbians found any such document as Stanoievitch claims, they would doubtless have taken a copy of it and could
make it public. Moreover, they have their own Legation records and the
correspondence of Pashitch and Jovanovitch; if these contain anything to
their advantage in this question of an alleged warning, one would expect
that they would have published it. But they have not done so.
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diplomat of tact and dignity, who had had fair success in
what was at best a very difficult office. Even in normal
times the position of the Serbian representative in Vienna
was no easy one after 1903, in view of the national antagonism between the peoples of the twm countries and the
constantly irritating questions of alleged spying, propa-

ganda, oppression, and incitement to treason on both

sides.

At the moment when Jovanovitch arrived in 1912 the situation was particularly delicate and difficult on account of the
exciting consequences of the First Balkan War and the
Austrian efforts in the London Conference to deprive the
Mr. Jovan Jovanowas a young man of

Serbians of the fruits of their victories.
vitch, in contrast to his predece'ssor,

even according to one of his best friends and
colleagues, “v/ith his unruly, bushy hair, dark eyes, and
black moustachio across his face, the new arrival presented
a less reassuring appearance than his venerable predecessor.
In '\’'ienna people made no bones of affirming that he had
fomented trouble in 1908 against the annexation of Bosnia
and Herzegovina, and even that he had commanded bands
hardly forty

;

of comitadjis.”

Upon

his arrival in Vienna, therefore, Jovanovitch

was

not regarded altogether as a persona grata. In fact Austria
is said to have delayed her assent when his name was first
proposed, and afterwards have given hints that she would
be glad to have him recalled ^hints which Belgrade refused

—

to take.

His reception was far from

cordial.

When

he was

have bowed to him, instead
usual on such occasions.

Emperor is said merely to
of extending him the handshake
The Archdukes w'ould not see

him

chilly,

presented to Ftancis Joseph, the

at

all.

Berchtokl was

and limited

his relations

Under these painful circumstances
Jovanovitch appreciated all the more his cordial relations
with Dr. von Bilinski. Bilinski, being recently appointed
to official business.

Dumaine, La Demiere Ambassade de France en Autriche,

p. 79

f.
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of the civil administra-

Bosnia and Herzegovina, and as such had much in
common to discuss with the Serbian Minister. Being a
Slav himself (a Galician Pole), it was easier for him, than
for an Austrian-German or a Magyar, to get on amicably
with a Serb like Jovanovitch. In fact, in the interest of
better relations between the two countries, it was soon
agreed between the two, and approved by Francis Joseph
and Berchtold, that Bilinski should handle diplomatic relations with the Serbian Minister, and then report upon them
to Berchtold.*® This was, of course, wholly anomalous and
tion in

irregular.

But further reasons

for

it.

in addition to those

be found in Berchtold’s natural
Bilinski’s
ambition to gather as much
indolence, and in
power as possible into his own hands, and increase his own
importance.
It explains, however, why in June, 1914,
Jovanovitch might prefer to choose Bilinski, rather than
Berchtold or anyone in the Austrian Ministry of Foreign
just given, are doubtless to

Affairs, as

the person to

whom

to

make

his delicate sugges-

might be dangerous for Archduke Franz Ferdinand to go to Bosnia.
In 1924, at the tenth anniversary of the Archduke’s
tion that

it

assassination, the controversy concerning Serbia’s alleged

“warning” to Austria was revived. A letter to a Vienna
newspaper signed “X.Y.,” but attributed to Mr. Josimovitch, secretary to the Serbian Legation in "ienna in 1914,
declared: “On June 18, 1914, Mr. Jovanovitch received a
cipher despatch from Pashitch directing him to dissuade
the Archduke from his trip to Sarajevo, or at least to warn
him of the dangers threatening him;” Jovanovitch then
06 Bilinski, I, 25Sf.; Paul Flandrak, ‘‘Bilinski’s Eingreifen in die Auswartige Politik,” in Ncucs Wiener Journal, No. 11289, April 26, 1925;
Mandl, “Zur Warning Sorbiens an Oesterreicli” in KSF, II, lOS-111, .April,
1925; Ljuba Jovanovitch, “Sketches from the history of the relations
between Vienna and Belgrade” in the Belgrade daily Polilika, No. 6095
April 12, 1925, quoted ibid., Ill, 281-287. May, 19'i5.
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informed Bilinski of this “at noon on June 21.” ** At first
sight this seems to -confirm the allegations of Denis and
Stanojevitch as to an official warning from the Belgrade
Government. But this letter is of such doubtful authenticity that no reliance can be placed upon it.®^
It is also
contradicted in several particulars by Mr. Jovanovitch himself, who a week later made to another Vienna newspaper
the

following

densed)

interesting

commimication

(slightly

con-

:

I am glad to pve you an authentic account of the
warning given to the Archduke which came from me and
arose from my own initiative." I was at that time Minister
Plenipotentiary and Envoy to Vienna. And I learned that
the Heir to the Throne intended to be present at manoeuvres
in Bosnia.
[After mentioning incorrectly some of the
details of Franz Ferdinand’s proposed visit to Bosnia, and
asserting that it. would be regarded as a “provocation” by
Serbs, he continues:]
After I had duly weighed all these
circumstances, I resolved to visit Dr. von Bilinski, who was
then Finance Minister and Minister for Bosnia. So far as
I remember, my visit took place about June 5
^thus 23 days

—

—

—

before the assassination.

I explained quite openly to the
Minister what I had learned, namely, that the manoeuvres
were to be held in Bosnia on the Drin just opposite to
Serbia,

mand.®®
#8 WieTier

and that the Archduke himself would take comI said to Minister von Bilinski:
“If this is true,
Sonn^ and

M ontagszeitimg.

No.

II, 234, 282, June, 1924.
87 Mr. Josimovitch is said

25,

June

23, 1924; c/.

KSF,

to have denied that he wrnlb it (Setonthat Jovanovitch informed
Bilinski “at noon on June 21*' is contradicted by the fact that Bilinski
did not return to Vienna from a holiday at Lemberg until the ajtemoon
of June 21 {Neue Freie Freese, No. 17896, June 22, p. 8). And a further
assertion contained in the letter, that Bilinski then informed the Archduke’s Ilofmeistcr, Baron Rummcrskirch, has been emphatically denied by
the Urter, KSF, II, 233, note 6).
88 His information in 1914, or his remembrance of it in 1924, was not
accurate
The maneuvers were not to be held “on the Drin just opposite
Serbia,” but the southwest of Sarajevo, in the Tarcin district toward

Watson, Sarajevo,

:

p.

154).

The statement
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I can assure your Excellency that it will arouse the greatest
discontent among the Serbs who must regard this as an act
of provocation.

Manoeuvres under such circumstances are

Among

the Serb youths there may be one who
put a ball-cartridge in his rifle or revolver in place of
a blank-cartridge, and he may fire it, and the bullet might
strike the man giving provocation. Therefore, it would be
good and reasonable that the Archduke should not go to
Sarajevo; that the manoeuvres should not be held on Vidov
Dan [St. Vitus’s Day, June 28, a Serb holiday] and they
should not be held in Bosnia.”
To these clear words Dr. von Bilinski replied that he
took note of them, and would inform me what result they
had with the Archduke, although he himself could not believe in any such result of the manoeuvres as I foresaw and
that moreover, he was in possession of information that
Bosnia was completely quiet. A few days later I again
called on Minister von Bilinski about this matter.
But
nevertheless had shortly to learn that the original program
would be followed and nothing changed in spite of my warning. The Archduke was certainly informed, but would heed
none but himself.*®

dangerous.
will

;

the Adriatic (about as far away as possible from the Drin and the Serbian frontier), as was clearly stated in the announcement in the iVeue
Freie Presae, No. 17878, June 4, 1914, p. 9. Nor was it true that “the
Archduke himself would take command;" General Potiorek was in
command, and the Archduke was merely an official onlooker.
*# Neues Wiener Tageblaii, No. 177, June 28, 1924.
In a private letter to Dr. Bogitchevitch, the Serbian Charge d’
Affaires at Berlin in 1914 but later a severe critic of Mr. Pashitch and
Entente diplomacy, Mr. Jovan Jovanovitch had given a shorter account
which says nothing about his having acted on his own initiative, and
is less definite as to the date;
"In the month of May, the end of May,
1914, I said to the Joint Finance Minister, von Bilinski, when I heard
that the Archduke Franz Ferdinand was going to go to the Sarajevo
manoeuvres in Bosnia on the very day of Vidov Dan, 14/15 [27/28] June,
1914, that it would be undesirable [nezgodno] that the Archduke should
conduct manoeuvres there on Vidov Dan. This would mean a provocation
to the Serbs, and something untoward [rgjavo] might happen, because
at manoeuvres some real shots might often occur in shooting with blank
cartridges;” Bogitchevitch, “Die Wamung vor dem Attentate in Sarajevo,”
in

ESF, n,

235, July, 1924.
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This account of jMr. Jovan Jovanovitch appears to bo
the closest approximation to the truth hitherto made from
It is in some respects confirmed, and
the Serbian side.
a valuable statement by Mr. Paul
Mandrak, who was Chief of the Press Section in Bilinski’s
Finance Ministry in 1914, and since the war the director
of the Vienna Depositenbank. This evidently responsible
and trustworthy man wrote recently:
in others contradicted, in

"In May, 1914, when the first announcements about the
Archduke Franz Ferdinand’s trip to Dalmatia and Bosnia
began to spread among the public, Jovanovitch appeared
for the last time at the office of the Joint Finance Minister.

Upon

his arrival he began to speak at once about the proposed manoeuvres and expressed the fear that the Serbian
Government might regard them as a provocation. Further-

more he would

like to bring to the serious consideration of

the Joint Finance Minister whether the patriotic demon-

appearance of the future ruler o)
bad feeling on both,
sides of the [Austro-Serbian] frontier. He begged Bilinski
not to regard his remarks as an official communication. He
was moved only by the desire to prevent everything which
might possibly, even though only temporarily, disturb the
negotiations which had begun for the improvement of the
mutual relations [of Austria and Serbia].
Bilinski did not pay these declarations any sort of special
attention, and I believe that he did not inform Count Berchtold of them at all, though otherwise he used to report on
strations inevitable at the

the

Monarchy would be

all his

likely to arouse

conversations with the Serbian Minister.

.

at the time of this conversation he did not yet

.

.

Though

know

that

out of the Archduke’s military tour of inspection was to
grow a political tour, yet he was convinced that the moment

was

at least premature for

Franz Ferdinand’s

trip to the

southern provinces; and he also frankly expressed to the
his misgivings.
From this conversation of the Serbian Minister Jovano-

Emperor
vitch,

which Bilinski told

me

directly

afterwards quite
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incidentally and to a certain extent as confirming his stand-

point of the untimeliness of the Archduke's trip, there has
developed in the course of years a cycle of legends: some
have even gone so far as to construct out of Jovanovitch's

remarks a warning of the murder or a hint at the possibility
of it. Bilinski himself, who during his ser^dce as Finance
Minister kept no notes, does not mention at all thif last
interview with the Serbian Minister in his memoirs written
from memory an evidence that he saw in it neither an
open nor a hidden warning."

—

would be interesting to hear what the person who
“Warning” has to say about it. But curiously
Dr. von Bilinski’s two volumes of memoirs,
the
late
enough,
It

received the

though they deal fully wdth his public life otherwise, say
nothing of this. From this fact some writers have drawn
the conclusion that he never received any warning, as otherwise he would have surely mentioned it because of its
But more probably he avoided recalling
crucial interest.
the painful fact that he did not dissuade the Archduke
from his fatal trip, or that at least, as the Minister oflBcially
responsible for the administration of Bosnia, did not

sure that adequate arrangements were
tion

made

make

for his protec-

and that Sarajevo was carefully combed

for potential

In view of the terrible consequences to Austria
and the world, this neglect must have haunted him as the
most dreadful nightmare of his life.'^^ While the War was
still raging, an Austrian historian applied to him for any
li^t he could throw upon the alleged Serbian Warning
murderers.

TOP. Flandrak,

“Bilinski’s Eingreifen in die

Auswartige Politik,” in

Neues Wiener Journal, No.

11289, April 26, 1925.
Ti In the days following the assassination he tried to

shove the blame
upon General Potiorek, Governor of Bosnia, upon the military authorities,
and even upon the Archduke himself for the irregular and headstrong
way in which the trip had been planned. Margutti, Vom Alien Kaiser,
pp. 45 £f., 397; Conrad, IV, 37, 41, 64-70, 82-85; Musulin, Das Haus am
Ballplatz, p. 215; Seton-Watson, Sarajevo, pp. 106 ff., 154; and also the
sentence fioni Bilinski’s own memoirs to be quoted below.
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Bilinski’s brief letter of
concerning the Sarajevo plot.
is significant: he would gladly talk about every other

reply

aspect of this sad

affair,

except precisely this point, over

In his
which he “wished to draw the veil of oblivion.”
memoirs he merely complains that he was not consulted
about the arrangements because the Archduke had expressed the wish “that on this occasion the matter should
be handled exclusively by the Landeschef [Gen. Potiorek,
Governor of Bosnia and Herzegovina] as commanding general, without involving the Joint Finance Ministry in any
arrangements. Against this I could raise no objections,

because I did not interfere in regard to the organization of
the province in affairs of military administration with the
exception of summoning recruits and paying the costs of

—

“The rumor that I warned the Emperor before the
true, for I had no right to interfere in a purely
tour, and the extension of the trip into a political

this.”

trip is

not

military

was permitted without my being asked or informed.”
He explained these facts, he says, in an audience with the
Emperor two days after the assassination, and the Emperor
exonerated him from all responsibility; except for this
audience he “never talked about the Archduke’s trip, never,
affair

either before, or after.”

From

all this

evidence,

we may venture

to

draw the

following conclusions:
1.
On or about June c- :iie Serbian Minister in Vienna,
Mr. Jovan Jovanovitch, made a communication to Bilinski,
the Austro-Hungarian Joint Finance Minister, but not ta
Berchtold or the Austrian Foreign Office as he should properly have done according to regular diplomatic procedure.
His irregular diplomatic procedure on this occasion may

L.
108
B

ff.,

Uhr

Mandl, “Zur

Wamung

Serbiens an Oesterreich,” in KSF, II,
Gedenktag,” in the Vienna Neues

April, 1924; and “Ein diisterer
Blatt, No. 2907, June 28, 1924.

73 Bilinski,
74 Bilinski,

I,

273.

I,

277;

c/.,

however, Flandrak’s statement to the contnuy

—

'
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have been unwise as matters turned out, but it was not
unnatural, because it had been a practice for many months.
Jovanovitch also doubtless realized that what he had to say
was of a very delicate and difficult character, and that it
would be far easier to say it to the cordial Bilinski than
the chilly and suspicious Berchtold. He also did not want
to give his communication a foimal or official character; a
communication to his friend Bilinski would seem less
official than one to the Minister of Foreign Affairs. Bilinski,
who was not especially alarmed about conditions in Bosnia,
and was intending soon to make a trip there himself with
his wife,^® did not take Jovanovitch's communication very
seriously and probably did not mention it either to the
Emperor, to Franz Ferdinand, or to Berchtold.''®
The
repeated denials of the Austrian Foreign Office officials of
receiving any official warning from Serbia are therefore
wholly correct,
2.

It

made

his

is

possible that Jovanovitch, as he himself alleges,

communication “on his own

initiative.”

But

it

be observed that in his earlier letter to Dr. Bogitchevitch he says nothing of this. Moreover, it seems strange
that he should take such an important step without authorization or instructions from the Serbian Minister of Foreign
Affairs. If he really acted on his own initiative in suggesting that thei;e was danger of the Archduke’s being shot at
the maneuvers through the disloyalty of his own troops
is

to

by the

substitution of a ball-cartridge for a blank-cartridge

—why did he wait

June?

As the
March Jovanovitch himself says, “This was already fixed in March” ^he
would have known of it for some two months. He would
have known as much concerning the general loyalty or
trip

until the beginning of

had been announced

TB Bilinski, I, 2V3.
TS Possibly he may

in the papers in

have communicated

Sarajevo; cj. Mandl, in
Sarajevo, p, 106.

KSF,

11,

109,

it

April,

—

—

to the local authorities in
1924; and &ton-Watson,
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disloyalty of the Bosnian troops earlier as later.

One would

have expected him to have pointed out this danger at a
much earlier date, if he had been acting only on his own
initiative.

Is it a mere coincidence that his “warning” was given
very soon after Mr. Pashitch, “at the end of May or the
beginning of June,” told Ljuba Jovanovitch and others of
his Cabinet that “there were people who were preparing
May there
to go to Sarajevo to kill Franz Ferdinand”?
not after all be some truth in Mr. Denis’s statement that
“Mr. Pashitch attempted in a discreet way” to indicate the
danger the Archduke was incurring and therefore instructed
his JMinister at Vienna to take steps to avert the tragedy if
possible.
The venerable Serbian Prime JMinister was a
shrewd enough man to realize perfectly well the odium
’’’’

which W'ould

fall

upon Serbia if any of the facts concerning
and “Black Hand” complicity should

the Dimitrijevitch

leak out.

Ljuba

enough as to

Jovanovitch’s revelations are eloquent

this “terrible” possibility.

Serbia’s record

was

already too spotted with blood to be able to stand the
disgrace of another political murder of a prince of such
rank.
that.

by Europe. Worse than
Mr. Pashitch was well enough acquainted with

Serbia would be ostracized
.

Austro-Serbian tension in the past to realize that Austria
would make very stiff demands on Serbia if the assassins
should be successful, and perhaps even seize upon the crime

war with her troublesome neighbor. But
Mr. Pashitch did not warL war at this time, and least of
all a war occasioned b'^ such an event.
He knew that
Serbia needed peace for many more months at least before
the final life and death struggle with Austria, in order that
his country might recover from the Balkan Wars and consolidate the new territories which she had just acquired.
And he was doubtful whether Russia or France would supas a pretext for

7T

Ljuba Jovanovitch,

£rv

Sloverwtva, p. 9.
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him in a conflict with Austria, if the truth should leak
out that the murder had been hatched in the capital of
-Serbia with the aid of a high officer in the Serbian General
port

Staff

and other members

of a secret Serbian society notori-

He was
and embarrassing position. He
wanted to avert the murder because of its potential terrible consequences. But to have warned Austria of the facts,
in the only way which would have been effective, would
have been to reveal his own cognizance of a plot and to
confess one more to the long list of assassinations plotted
in Serbia against the Dual Monarchy. Under these circumstances may he not have sent the Serbian Minister in
Vienna some hint which led the latter to express to Bilinski
his doubts about the loyalty of Bosnian troops and the
ous

for their political assassinations in the past.

certainly in a very difficult

general undesirability of the Archduke’s proposed trip? In
such a case Jovanovitch would of course have sought to give
the impression that he was speaking unofficially and merely
on his own initiative. This is a very common practice in
diplomacy. Innumerable examples of it may be seen in the
recent publications from the German, Russian, and English
archives. When one government desires to sound another,
or to give a hint, on an especially delicate subject,

it is

a well-recognized ruse to instruct its ambassador to bring
up the subject for discussion, but to preface it with the
assurance that he is merely “expressing his own private
personal opinion,” or simply “acting on his own initiative.”

The

fact that Spalaikovitch in St. Petersburg could also

issue so quickly after the assassination the statement that
Belgrade had “warned” Vienna, suggests that Pashitch had
hinted to him, as well as to Jovanovitch, something of the
danger impending and the indirect step which had been
taken to try to avert it. Furthermore, it was scarcely
within the bounds of diplomatic etiquette and propriety
for the Serbian Minister in Vienna to assume to interfere

a
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in

such purely domestic

affairs

of

another country

as

manoeuvres and journeyings of princes; it is therefore
difficult to believe, that Jovanovitch would have taken such
an important step, infringing on diplomatic propriety, unless he had received some instructions from Belgrade.
Until the Serbian authorities see fit to publish in full the
correspondence exchanged between Pashitch and Jovanovitch in the weeks before the assassination, or at least the

which Jovanovitch must have reported to
interview with Bilinski, one may doubt
whether he really acted “on his own initiative.”
The “warning” was given in the most general
3.
terms; it contained no hint of the possibility of assassination by civilian conspirators or of any plot such as was
actually on foot; of this there is complete agreement in all

document
Pashitch

in

his

the accounts, otherwise so divergent.
the possible danger of disloyalty

It referred only to

among

the troops.

therefore small wonder that Bilinski paid so
to

Nor does

it.

ment

it

in

any way

little

It

is

attention

relieve the Serbian Govern-

of the guilt of withholding information concerning a

commit murder, connived at by its own
crime known in private life as “compounding a
plot to

—

officers

felony.”

CHAPTER. rV
THE LEGEND OF THE “POTSDAM COUNCIL”
After the

Kautsky Documents and
Committee on the
may seem superfluous again to

publication, of the

the report of the Reichstag Investigating

preliminaries of the War,

it

refute the legend that, “This greatest of

human

tragedies

was hatched by the Kaiser and his imperial crew at this
Potsdam conference of July 5, 1914.” ^ It may seem like
“flogging a dead horse.” But as it was cited by. the Commission of the Peace Conference, presided over by Mr.
Lansing as justification for Art. 231 of the Treaty; as it
has been accepted by MM. Bourgeois and Pages and appears
to be endorsed by President Poincare,® in spite of the
full documents available to them when they wrote; and
as the legend is still largely believed by those who have
not kept abreast with recent investigations into the causes
of the War, it is perhaps worth while to examine again this
wide-spread legend, as a typical example of the way myths
grow up and flourish during war-time hatred and propaganda.
The most interesting and picturesque account of the
alleged "Crown Council” at Potsdam on July 5, as well as
the one which had received widest currency, is that given
by Mr. Morgenthau, in the volume just quoted, in a
chapter entitled, “Wangenheim Tells the American Ambassador How the Kaiser Started the War;”
1

Henry Morgenthau, Ambassador Morgenthau's

Story, N. Y., .1918,

This book, which first appeared serially in The World's Work,
beginning May, IqIs, was also published in England under the title Secrets
of the Bosphorus, and widely circulated in French and other translatioDS.
^ Les Origines et Les Responsabilites de La Grande Guerre, Faru^
1921, p. 76; Poincare, IV, 196-199.
p. 86.
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I shall always

keep

in

my

mind the

figure of this Ger-

man

diplomat, in those exciting days before the Marne.
The good fortune of the German armies so excited him that
he was sometimes led into indiscretions, and his exuberance
.

.

,

one day caused him to tell me certain facts which, I think,
always have great historical value.
The Kaiser, he told me, had summoned him to Berlin
This meeting took place at
for an imperial conference.
Potsdam on July 5th. The Kaiser presided and nearly all

will

.

the important ambassadors attended.

was summoned

.

.

Wangenheim

to give assurance about

himself

Turkey and

en-

lighten his associates generally on the situation in Con-

stantinople, which

was then regarded

as almost the pivotal

me who attended
Wangenheim u-sed no names, though he
specifically said that among them were
the facts are so
important that I quote his exact words in the German which
he used “die Hdupter des Generalstabs und der Marine ”

point in the impending war.
this

In telling

conference

—

—

and of the navy) by which
have assumed that he meant Von Moltke and Von Tirpitz.
The great bankers, railroad directors, and the captains of
German industry, all of whom were as necessary to German
(the heads of the general staff

I

war preparations as the army itself, also attended.
Wangenheim now told me that the Kaiser solemnly put
the question to each man in turn:
“Are you ready for
war?” All replied “yes” except the financiers. They said
that they must have two weeks to sell their foreign securities and to make loans. At that time few people had looked
upon the Sarajevo tragedy as something that would inevitably lead to war.
This conference, Wangenheim told
precautions that no such suspicion should be

me, took

all

aroused.

It decided to give the

bankers time to readjust

coming war, and then the several
members w'ent quietly back to their work or started on
vacations. The Kaiser went to Norway on his yacht. Von
Bethmann-Hollweg left for a rest, and Wangenheim returned
their finances

lor the

to Constantinople.

In

telling

me

about this conference Wangenheim, of
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Germany had precipitated the war.
was rather proud of the whole performance,
proud that Germany had gone about the matter in so
methodical and far-seeing a way, and especially proud that
course, admitted that

I think that he

he himself had been invited to participate in so epoch
making a gathering. I have often wondered why he revealed to me so momentous a secret, and I think that perhaps the real reason was his excessive vanity his desire
to show me how close he stood to the inner counsels of his
emperor and the part that he had played in bringing on

—

this conflict.

tainly

AVIiatevcr the motive, this indiscretion cer-

had the

effect of

showing

me who were

guilty parties in this monstrous crime.

The

really the

several blue,

and yellow books which flooded Europe during the
few months following the outbreak, and the hundreds of
documents which were issued by German propagandists
attempting to establish Germany’s innocence, have never
made the slightest impression on me. For my conclusions
as to the responsibility are not based on suspicions or belief
I do not have to
or the study of circumstantial data.
reason or argue about the matter. I know. The conspiracy
that has caused this greatest of human tragedies was hatched
by the Kaiser and his imperial crew at this Potsdam conred,

ference of July 5, 1914.

One

of the

chief participants,

flushed with his triumph at the apparent success of the
plot, told

me

the details with his

own mouth.

Whenever

I hear people arguing about the responsibility for this war
or read the clumsy and lying excuses put forth by Ger-

simply recall the burly figure of Wangenheim as he
appeared that August afternoon, puffing away at a huge
black cigar, and giving me his account of this historic
meeting. Why waste any time discussing the matter after

many,

I

that?

Why

discuss the matter

any further?

Because the

contemporary documents now available prove conclusively
that there is hardly a word of truth in this whole narrative,
either as to (1) the persona present, (2) the Kaiser’s atti-
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tude toward delay, (3) the real reason for delay,

or, finally.

(4) the alleged selling of securities in anticipation of war.

THE PERSONS

ALIiEGED TO BE PRESENT

Let US examine the narrative, talcing the statements one
by one.
“Nearly all the important ambassadors attended.” The
most important ambassadors w'ould be those stationed at
London
(Liehnowsky), Vienna
(Tschirschky),
Paris
(Schoen), and St. Petersburg (Pourtales).
Liehnowsky at London was not at this Potsdam Council,
because he himself says in his pamphlet that he learned
of

“subsequently.”

it

®

It is also equally certain that Tschirschky at

was not

present, for otherwise

Vienna

Bethmann would not have

telegraphed him as he did on July 6, giving an account of
an important interview at Potsdam on July 5 between
Emperor William and the Austrian Ambassador, Szogyeny.''

This interview and

Nor

detail later.

its

significance will be

described in

there the slightest indication that

is

Schoen and Pourtales came from Paris or

St.

Peters-

burg.

Perhaps, however, the “important ambassador”

Wangenheim

Now

himself.

it is

stantinople on July
P. M.,

But

it

whom

no other than Wangenheim
true that Baron Wangenheim left Con-

referred to w'as

arrived in Berlin on July 4 at 4:25
again
and was back
at Constantinople on July 15.
is not true that “the Kaiser summoned him for an
2,

On the contrary, he did not see the
Kaiser at aU, but only reported to the Foreign Office. In
fact, he was much irritated that in these uneasy days the
Kaiser had not thought it worth while to arrange for an
unperial conference.”

3

My

London Mission,

'tK.D..

15,

p. 323.
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interview with such an important person as his Ambassador
to Turkey during the latter’s visit to Berlin.®

“The heads of the General Staff and of the Navy.”
General von Moltke, the Chief of Staff, certainly was not
at Potsdam on July 5. On April 15, 1914, Moltke went to
Karlsbad for the “cure” which he had been in the habit
for some years of taking there with members of his family.®
Here he was visited on May 12 by the Austrian Chief of
Staff, Baron Conrad, who came in civilian clothes, and
talked with Moltke two or three hours on the general
Conrad pointed out the unreliability
political situation.
of Rumania, the possible ways of employing Italian troops
north of the Alps, and the desirability of Moltke’s adopting
a strategic plan which w'ould send more German troops
against Russia in case of war, and so relieve Russian pressure on the Austrians in Galicia. Neither General had any
expectation of an immediate war. The whole conversation
was merely a general one as to political conditions and
military cooperation between the Central Powers, such as
was natural between the Chiefs of Staff of two allied
Powers, such as the two men had carried on before, and
such as the French and Russian Staff Officers had been
carrying on for years. When Conrad left Moltke, to take
the midnight train back to Vienna, it was understood
that Conrad should attend the ordinary German manoeuNeither of the Generals had
vres later in the year.''

—

B Private letter

from Baroness von Wangenheim in the author’s pos^

session.

• Photographs of the police registration records at Karlsbad, which
the writer has secured, show that Moltke was at Karlsbad in 1911, April
8-May 12; in 1912, April 15-May 8; in 1913, April 13-May 9; and in
1914, April IS-May 14; and again June 28-July 25; the latter record
reads: “Angemeldet Stadtrath Karlsbad. 28 Juni 1914. No. 23673. Name:
Exceilem Helmuth v. Moltke, Bcruf: Offizier. Wohnsitz: Berlin.

Angekommen in Karlsbad am 28, 6, 1914, und wolmt Haus Bremen, Abgereist iR. 7 nach Berlin."
1 For a detailed summary of this interview see Conrad, drrs Mehuf
Dienstzeit, III, 667-674, 701.
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the slightest idea that they were never to see each other
again.®

On May

accompany one

14 Moltke left Karlsbad to

of

the routine General Staff observation trips in the Vosges

At the close of this he had a talk with EckardBaden-Baden on June 1.® He was not a well man
at this time he died a few months later after his failure
at the Battle of the IMarne and upon the advice of his
fihysician, returned again to Karlsbad on Sunday, June 28,
before he heard the news of Franz Ferdinand’s assassination
which occurred on the same day. He stayed in Karlsbad,
as he had planned to do, until July 25, arriving in Berlin
again July 26.'“ The evidence from the Karlsbad police
Mountains.

stein in

—

—

register indicates that Moltke, even after the Sarajevo
murder, was pursuing his normal routine life, and was
living quietly at Karlsbad on July o, instead of plotting
war in a Council at Potsdam. A further proof that IMoltke
was not at Potsdam on July 5 is the interesting letter which
Falkenhayn, the Prussian Minister of War, sent to him on
July 5 at Karlsbad, giving him an account of the interview
between the Austrian Ambassador and Emperor William
on that day at Potsdam.''
Perhaps the author of the legend had in mind not
Moltke, but the Acting Chief of Staff, Count Waldersee.
But neither was he at Potsdam on July 5. Because of a
death in his family he had gone to Hanover on July 4,
leaving word to call him on the telephone if anything of
importance arose. If there had really been an important
Conference, such as the Potsdam Council myth describes,
Waldersee would certainly have returned to Potsdam for
it; but he did not come back from the funeral until July 7.
Private letter of Conrad’s in author’s possession.
Eckardstein, Lebenserinnerungen, III, 184-187.
10 Confirmed by K.D., 74, 197; by Moltke’s letters to his wife in
his Erinnerungen, p. 381 and by Tirpit*, Erinnerungen, p. 227.
11 Published by Montgelas, Leiljaden zur Knegsschvldjrage, p. 196.
8

8

.

;
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He

learned from a subordinate, General Bertrab, of the
interview between the Austrian Ambassador and Emperor

William which had taken place on July 5 in his absence;
but he considered it of so little importance that he again
left Berlin on a short furlough which had been previously
arranged. If any military plans were to have been made,
or if war had been “plotted” and was thought to be impending, he certainly would not have left his post.'^
The head of the Navy, Admiral von Tirpitz, was likewise absent from Berlin. He was enjoying a vacation at
Tarasp in Switzerland from July 2 to July 27, and could
not, therefore, have been at the famous council as the legend
represents.^®

What of the other notables, vaguely referred to by
Wangenheim, “who were as necessary to German war preparation as the army itself”? Krupp v. Bohlen-Halbach, the
head of the great Krupp munition works, was not at Potsdam on July 5, but saw the Kaiser at Kiel on the latter’s
way

There at Kiel he learned of
the Kaiser’s interview with the Austrian Ambassador on
July 5, but did not believe that, because of it, his firm
need make any special preparations.*^ One of Krupp’s
directors, who has been much quoted, Dr. Miihlon, himself
admits that he heard nothing of the Austrian communication until the “middle of July” in a conversation with Dr.
And in
Helfferich, the Director of the Deutsche Bank.
1919 when invited to tell w'hat he knew of the alleged meeting at Potsdam and of the consequent military preparations,
Miihlon stated that he had nothing to say which would
throw any more light on the matter.*® Dr. Helfferich has
vigorously denied that any war council took place at Potsdam, or that he received any ofi&cial hint before the Austo his Northern cruise.

Investigating Commission,

I, 63-64.

Tirpitz, Erinnerungen, pp. 204 S., 208 £f.; Inveatigating
I, 60, 67, 72.
^^Ibid.
Investigating Commission, I, 87.

Commission,
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ultimatum was delivered to Serbia that he ought to
take any financial or economic measures preparatory to
war. He suggests that the whole rumor may have started
trian

with a waiter in a Berlin hotel who overheard some mention of the interview between the Kaiser and the Austrian
Ambassador.^''

Herr

head of the Hamburg-American Line,
absent from Berlin the early part of July at

Ballin, the

who had been

a health resort, was asked on July 15 if he would go to
England and try to find out from Haldane what truth there
was in the rumor as to an Anglo-Russian naval agreement.
Neither he nor the director of the North German Lloyd
could have been present at the “Potsdam Council,” because
they do not appear to have had any information until July
20 that there was a possible danger of warlike complications.'^

from

his

As a

Von Jagow,
honeymoon

the Secretary of State, did not return
in Switzerland until July 6.'^

result of this evidence it appears that the very

who would have been most

have been
taken place, can
be proved to have been elsewhere on July 5, and to have
taken no measures toward “plotting war.” Finally, it is
worth noting that neither Sir Horace Rumbold, who was
in charge of the British Embassy in Berhn during the early
days of July, nor any of his diplomatic colleagues, had at
the time any inkling of such a conference as the Wangenheim story represents. If it had really taken place it is
almost certain that they would have heard some rumor of

persons

present at any such council, had

16 /bid., p. 88.

likely to

it really

Helfferich, Vorgeschichle,

I.

175-186.

1TK.D., 56, 80. 90.
18 Jagow, Ursachen und Ausbnich den Wellkrieges, p. 97.
The first
document from his hand is of July 8; K.D., 18, note 2. Lichnowsky says
(JUy London, Mission, p. 323 f.) that soon after “the decisive conference
at Potsdam on July 5
von Jagow was in Vienna to talk over everything with Count Berchtold.” There is not a shadow of evidence for this
statement. In the hundreds of telegrams from the Berlin and Vienna
archives now published, there ie not Uie slightest hint of such a viat.
.

.

.
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within a few days or weeks. Later, in 1917, when the
legend spread. Sir Horace was rightly inclined to believe
that the newspapers had found a mare’s nest.^®
it

THE

kaiser’s attitude

TOWARD DELAY

Baron Wangenheim, according to the story above, repand the Council as deciding to delay
action for two weeks in order to give the bankers time to

resents the Kaiser
sell their

truth.

foreign securities.

There

is

This

the opposite of the
evidence in the Kaut-

is

much contemporary

sky Documents that the Kaiser wished that, whatever
action Austria took against Serbia, she should not delay.

She should take

it

as quickly as possible, while the senti-

ment of Europe, shocked by the horrible crime at Sarajevo,
was still in sympathy with the Hapsburgs and indignant
at regicide Serbs. When he read that the German Ambassador at Vienna, two days after Sarajevo, had "used every
opportunity to warn [Austria] calmly but very energetically
and earnestly against overhasty steps,’’ the Kaiser made the
marginal note; “Now or never! Who authorized him to
It is very stupid! It’s none of his business, for
purely Austria’s affair to consider what to do in this
matter, for it will be said afterwards, if things go wrong,
Tschirschky will please
that Germany was not willing!!
must
be cleared up with the
Matters
drop this nonsense!

do this?
it is

and that soon. That’s all self-evident and the plain
The Austrian Ambassador at Berlin similarly
reported that the Kaiser said to him that “he would be
sorry if we left unused the present moment which was so
When Tschirschky reported on July 14
favorable to us.”
that Berchtold himself was at last convinced that the
“speediest action was desirable,” the Kaiser underlined the
words twice; and when he heard that the ultimatum was
Serbs,

truth."

1»

Oman, The Outbreak of

SOKJ).,

7.

the TFor of 1914-lOlS, p. 16 £f.
to 'Berchtold, July 5; A.R3.,

2iSsogy£ny

I,

9

.
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to be delayed for more than two weeks, until after President Poincare had left St. Petersburg, he noted, “A pity.”
No, instead of urging delay, according to the Wangenheim
story, the Kaiser, with his natural impetuosity, wanted
Austria’s action, whatever it might be, to be taken as

quickly as possible.

THE REAL REASONS FOR DELAY
Equally without foundation

is

Wangenheim’s

alleged

reason for the two weeks’ delay in sending the ultimatum:

must have two weeks to sell their
and to make loans.” The real reasons
for the delay came wholly from Vienna and not at all from
Berlin. They were mainly two, and are repeatedly referred
to in the German and Austrian documents which were published in 1919. The first was that Berchtold, the AustroHungarian Minister of Foreign Affairs, could not act against
Serbia until he had' secured the consent .of Tisza, the
Premier of Hungary. It took two weeks to win Tisza over
from his original opposition to violent action against Serbia.
The second, and by far the more important, reason for the
final delay, was the fact that Berchtold did not want to
present the ultimatum to Serbia until it was certain that
President Poincare and the French Premier, Viviani, had
left St. Petersburg and were inaccessible upon the high
seas returning to France. For otherwise Russia, under the
influence of the “champagne mood” of the Franco-Russian
toasts and the chauvinism of Poincare, Izvolski, the Grand
Duke Nicholas and the others gathered at St. Petersburg,
would be much more likely to give Serbia military support,
and thereby thwart Austria’s plans for “localizing” the con“The

financiers said they

foreign securities

flict

with Serbia.®®

22K.D., 40, 50.
23 For delay on account of Tisia,
K.D.,

18.

19.

29, 40. 49, SO;

cf. A.R3., I, 2, 8, 9, 10, 19, 26;
and on account of Poincare’s presence ir
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SECURITIES IN

ANTICIPATION OF

WAR

Following upon the narrative as quoted from the lips of
Baron Wangenheim, there appears in Mr. Morgenthau’s
volume a paragraph, which does not increase one’s confidence in his account of “how the Kaiser started the War.”
As if to confirm the truth of Wangenheim’s story this para-

graph asserts;
This imperial conference took place on July 5th, and
the Serbian Ultimatum was sent on July 22nd [stc]. This
Is just about the two weeks’ interval which the financiers had
demanded to complete their plans. All the great stock
exchanges show that the German bankers profitably used
Their records disclose that stocks were being

this interval.

sold in large quantities

At that time

and that

prices declined rapidly.

the markets were somewhat puzzled at this

movement, but Wangenheim’s explanation clears up any
doubts which may still remain. Germany was changing
her securities into cash for war purposes. If anyone wishes
to verify Wangenheim, I should suggest that he examine
the quotations of the New York Stock Market for these
He will find that there were astonishing
historic weeks.
slumps in prices, especially in the stocks that had an international market. Between July 6th and July 22nd Union
Pacific dropped from 155V^ to 127^, Baltimore and Ohio
from 91V^ to 81, United States Steel from 61 to 50^,
Canadian Pacific from 194 to 185 ^/^, and Northern Pacific
from 111% to 108. . . How little the Wall Street brokers
and financial experts realized that an imperial conference
which had been held in Potsdam and presided over by the
.

Russia A.R.B.,

I, 19, 21, 26, 39, 57, 62; K.D., 50, 65, 93, 96, 108, 112,
further but minor reasons for the two weeks’ delay were Berchtold’s desire to wait till the harvest had been gathered and to await
the results of the judicial investigation at Sarajevo which was expected
to afford grounds of accusation against Serbia; e/. Conrad IV, T2; and
Diir, p. 129.

127,

Two
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Kaiser,

was the

real force

which was then depressing

the

market.*^

Now if one follows Mr. Morgenthau’s suggestion and
examines the quotations of the New York Stock Market for
these weeks,

New York

and reads the accompanying

articles in the

Times, one does not find very much evidence,

either in the price of stocks or the
large blocks of

German
The

of sales, that

holdings were being secretly un-

loaded and thereby depressing the
these two weeks.

volume

New York

market during

stocks that he mentions declined

only slightly or not at all; such declines as did take place
were only such as were to be naturally expected from the
general trend downward which had been taking place since
January, or are quite satisfactorily explained by local

American “bearish” influences, like the publication of a very
depressing report by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Here are. the facts. The “astonishing slump” in Union
Pacific from 1551/2 to 127V^, alleged by Mr.’ Morgenthau,
represented in fact on actual rise of a couple of points in the
value of this stock.

Union

Pacific sold “ex-dividend” and

on July 20; the dividend and accompanying
30%, which meant that shares ought to
have sold on July 22 around 125. In reality they sold at
127%; that is, at the end of the two weeks’ period, during
w^hich it is asserted that there was depressing “inside selling” from Berlin, Union Pacific, instead of being depressed,
was actually selling two points higher.*®
Baltimore and Ohio, Canadian Pacific, and Northern
“ex-rights”

“rights” were worth

Ambassador Morgenthau’s Story, p. 86f.
article “Taking off U. P. Dividend” in New York Times July
18; 8:3:
“It will be some time before experienced traders become accustomed to Union Pacific stock as an 8% issue. Disregarding other factore
over Sunday which may affect all stocks, Union Pacific should open
The shares
Monday morning [July 20] ex-dividend around 125%.
closed yesterday at 156%, and the value of the warrants, 30%, will be
^nCf.

deducted after today’s trading.”
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slump on July 14, and there was evidence
from Europe, But this is to be explained
partly by the fact that Baltimore and Ohio had been already
falling steadily since January, and partly -to the very depressing influence exercised on all railroad shares by the
sharply adverse report on the New York, New Haven, and
Hartford Railroad which was made by the Interstate Commerce Commisrjion. The comment of the New York Times
of July 15 is significant: “Stocks which had lately displayed
a stable character in the face of great weakness of particular,
Ricific did in fact

of selling orders

issues,

in

could not stand

up under such

New Haven and some

others today.

selling as occurred

There were times

when it looked as though the entire market was in a fair
way to slump heavily, and only brisk short covering toward
the close prevented

own

account, or

many

sharp net declines.

on orders from

this side,

.

.

.

For

its

Europe was an

unusually large seller of stocks in this market. The cable
told that a very unfavorable impression had been created
abroad by the Commerce Commission’s New Haven report.
The European attitude toward American securities is naturally affected by such official denunciations of the way in
which an important railway property had been handled.”

Most extraordinary is the striking assertion concerning
United States Steel Common. It states that between July
5 and 22 it fell from 61 to 50^. The real fact, as any
one may verify from the Stock Market reports for himself,
is that Steel during these two weeks never fell below 59%,
and on July 22 was almost exactly the same as two weeks
earlier.®^

When the facts are examined, therefore, it does not appear that the New York Stock Market affords any confirmation of the widespread story of German bankers
s®New York Times, July 15: p. 12, cols. 2, 3.
^^July Sth, the date given by Mr. Morgenthau, 'was Sunday; the
true quotation for Steel Common on Monday, July d, was 61%; 'on July
22,

61%.
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demanding a two weeks’

which to xurn American
war already decided
and violent decline on the New York Market
respite in

securities into gold in preparation for a

upon.

A

real

did begin, of course, after July 23,

when

universal alarm

was caused by the publication and character of the Austrian
ultimatum to Serbia.^® Within a week it approached panic
conditions and the Governors of the Stock Exchange,
following the example already taken by all the European stock exchanges, decided to close the doors to
all further trading until conditions again became more
normal.
In this connection there is another bit of interesting
evidence. Sir William Plender, Comptroller of “Enemy
Banks, London Agencies” during the War, made a report
to the Chancellor of the

Exchequer on December

16, 1916,

was presented to the House of Commons. Among
other things, he had been directed by the British Government to ascertain whether the London branches of German
banks had executed any unusual sales of securities for
foreign account during the weeks immediately preceding
the outbreak of War; and also whether there had been
any unusual shipments of gold or silver. He reported that,
v\'liich

after a very thorough examination of the books of these

German

banks, he "did not find any unusual transactions
nor anything to suggest that the banks shipped securities
or bullion from London” during the weeks just before
the War. On the contrary, the Deutsche Bank alone held
assets of nearly $50,000,000 in London when War broke
out, which it might have easily transferred by cable to

Holland or Germany,
war which the Kaiser

if

is

it had any anticipation of the
supposed to have plotted at the

“Potsdam Council.”
28 It is also true that the Vienna and Budapest markets, if not that
at New York, had begun to show a disquieting decline before July 23,
about
due, no doubt, to an inkling of the action which Berchtold
to take.

wu
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CONCIiTISIONS

“Potsdam Council” was a myth.
example of the way a legend will grow
up, flourish, and receive the widest currency in an atmosphere of war propaganda and readiness to believe anything
about an enemy. There remain, however, several interestIt

is

clear that the

It is an interesting

How did the legend first start? How did
reach the complete form in which it was cited by Mr.
Lansing and his associates at the Paris Peace Conference
as proof of Germany’s guilt?
ing questions.
it

As

be indicated in the next chapter, the Kaiser had
interviews separately with the Austrian Ambassador and
various German officials on July 5 at Potsdam. It is quite
will

possible, as Dr. Helfferich suggests, that the legend started

with a waiter in a Berlin hotel who overheard mention of
these conversations, and exaggerated them as he passed
them on. In September, 1914, there appeared in a Dutch
newspaper, the Nieuwe Rotterdamsche Courant, the tale of
a meeting at Potsdam on July 5, attended by the leading
German and Austrian officials, including even Berchtold,
Tisza, Conrad and the Archduke Frederick, at which the
outline of the fatal ultimatum

was drawn up.

The

tale

passed almost unnoticed at the time, owing to the fact that
the Battle of the Marne was then engrossing the attention
of the world. It was forgotten until revived again in 1917
and given great publicity by Socialists in Germany, by the
allusion to it made by Prince Lichnowsky, and by the general discussion it attracted in the European Press. It was
shortly after this that Mr. Morgenthau’s books was written,
and then cited in 1919 at the Peace Conference in assigning
responsibility for the

War.

not extraordinary that Baron Wangenheim should
have given to Mr. Morgenthau so many picturesque details
which are in flat contradiction wiUi the facts? How could
Is

it

1S2
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he have dared to make such an important revelation so
prejudicial to the interests of his Government? Germany
at this time, in- the early weeks of the War, was trying
hard to win the good-will of the United States and malfft
the world believe that she was fighting for self-defense

in

a war forced upon her. A statement such as Wangenheim’s
would have done Germany infinite damage.
And is it not diflicult to understand why the American
Ambassador did not report to Washington what was per->
haps the most important thing he ever heard at Constantinople? Yet a careful search through the files of the State
Department at Washington i^ows that there is no despatch
or telegram recounting this interesting conversation with

Baron Wangenheim; nor does Mr. Morgen thau in his book
say an}rthing about having made a r^ort on the subject
to Wa^ington.

CHAPTER V
THE PREPARATION OF THE AUSTRIAN
ULTIMATUM
The

assassination of Franz Ferdinand and his wife

^ook

Berchtold out of his undecided hesitating attitude
It determined him to use the crime as a good
excuse for clearing up the unsatisfactory situation with
Serbia and for putting an end once and for all to danger
to the Dual Monarchy from the Greater Serbia propaganda
and the Russian intrigues against Austrian influence in the
Balkans. For months and years past there had been a
growing conviction among certain groups at Vienna that
the political situation was becoming dangerous and intolerable for Austria in the Balkans. Serbia, as a result of the
of the past.

Balkan Wars, had grown greatly in territory, population,
and pretensions. The Greater Serbia movement was gathering strength and received support from the growing nation-

movement among

all the South Slavs living under
In the spring of 1914 there were rumors
that Serbia and Montenegro were to be fused together.
This would give Serbia an outlet on the Adriatic and
threaten the existence of Ihe strug^ing infant Albanian
State, and so endanger the arrangements by which Austria
had sought to protect herself against the Slav danger on
her southern borders. Rumania could no longer be counted

alist

Hapsburg

upon

rule.

as a reliable ally,

agitation in

Hungary was

and the Rumanian
as violent as ever.

!irredentist

It

was

sus-

pected that a Serbo-Rumanian-Greek Balkan League was
being secretly encouraged by Russia, and was only waiting
for the favorable opportunity afforded by the dealh of the
183
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aged Francis Joseph or by a European War to disrupt Austria by liberating her oppressed nationalities, while Russia
possessed herself of the long-sought control of the Straits
and a free outlet to the Mediterranean. Russian armaments, military railway construction, and trial mobilizaFrance was loaning Russia
tions were proceeding apace.
purposes,
while at the same time
these
francs
for
millions of
increasing her

own

military establishment.

Albania, Aus-

pet creation to check Serbia, was in the throes of disorder and revolt against the weak prince who had finally
been selected as its ruler. Prince William of Wied's flight
tria’s

had

led to the sarcastic pun,

“Les caisses sont vides;

le

trone est Wied ; tout est vide.” ^ The ever-latent irritation
between Italy and Austria, arising from Italian irredentist
aspirations for Trieste and the Trentino and from AustroItalian jealousy and rivalry in the Balkans, had again
become recently acute because of an Austrian decree excluding persons of Italian birth from holding municipal
office at Trieste.
Even Germany was felt to betray an irri-

Balkan interests
and dangers; the best way to make Germany respect Austria as a worthy ally
as bundnisfdhiff would be to adopt
a more vigorous policy, show that she was capable of
decisive action, and prove that she was really an asset and
not a liability in the Triple Alliance.
tating disregard for her Austrian ally’s

—

—

Thus, even before Sarajevo, there was a general feeling
on the part of many officials at Vienna that something must
be done to prevent the decaying Hapsburg structure from
crumbling to pieces, either from its own interhal weaknesses

and hesitating

from being violently thrown
enemies. The news of the Archduke’s assassination enormously strengthened this feeling.
If Austria accepted this blow to her dynasty without
actively resenting it and taking vigoro.us measures to put-

down

indecisions, or

before long by

its

^Dirr, P. 13; K.D., IV, p. 130.
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an end to the Greater Serbian danger once and for all, her
Balkans and in Europe would be gone for-

prestige in the
ever.

The

currently expressed Serb opinions that she was

"worm-eaten,” would soon be dismembered like Turkey,
and find a place only in a “historical museum,” would gain
Her enemies would be all the more ready to
strength.
disregard her interests or even fall upon her.
She must
therefore

show that she had

vitality to restore her prestige

and build new buttresses. It was better to do this instantly,
for the situation would only grow worse with the future,
as Russian armaments reached completion and nationalist
ambitions grew stronger. Austria’s existence as a Great
Power was at stake. As Conrad, the Chief of Staff and "head
of the militarist party at Vienna, has put it;

Two

alternatives stood sharply out against one another:

either the preservation of Austria-Hungary as a conglom-

erate of various nationalities which should stand together
as

a whole toward the outside and find their

common

well-being under a single ruler; or the rise of separate
independent national states which would seize upon the

Austro-Hungarian territories inhabited by their co-nationals
and so bring about the destruction of the Monarchy.
The conflict between these two alternatives, long foreseen, had reached an acute stage through Serbia’s procedure; its decision could not longer be postponed.
For this reason, and not as vengeance for the assassination, Austria-Hungary must draw the sword against
Serbia.

.

.

.

Austria-Hungary could no

longer

remain coolly

in-

provocation quietly, and observe the
Christian humility which demands that, after a blow, one
It was not a question of
shall turn the other cheek also.
different, suffer this

a knightly duel with “poor little” Serbia, as she liked to
It
nor of punishment for the assassination.
was much more the highly practical importance 0/ the
prestige of a Great Power, and indeed of a Great Power
call herself,
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its continual yielding and patience (herein lay
had given an impression of impotence and made
its internal and external enemies continually more aggressive, so that these enemies were v orkiug with increasingly
aggressive means for the destruction of the old Empire.

which, by
its fault),

A

new

yielding,

especially

now

after Serbia’s

act of

would have unloosed all those tendencies within
the Empire which were already gnawing at the old structure anyway, in the shape of South Slav, Czech, Russophil,
,
and Rumanian propaganda, and Italian irredentism.
The Sarajevo assassination had torn down the house of
cards erected by diplomacy in which Austria-Hungary had
thought herself safe. The Monarchy had been seized by
the throat, and had to choose beWeen allowing itself to be
strangled, and making a last effort to prevent its deviolence,

.

.

struction.2

So Conrad, convinced that Austria

mi.’st

make

R'ar

on

Serbia as an act of self-preservation, urged Berchtold to

approve

immediate

mobilization

against

Serbia.

But

Berchtold replied that there were difficulties public opinion
must be prepared; the grounds for war m\5st first be established as a result of the investigation at Sarajevo Francis
Joseph was opposed to any immediate action; and Count
Stephan Tisza, Minister-President of Hungary, v/as opposed
to any war at all against Serbia, fearing that Russia would
;

attack Austria and that Germany and Rumania would leave
her in the lurch. Conrad -was forced to admit that it was
unsafe to rriake war on Serbia until they had made sure
that Germany would protect Austria’s rear from a Russian
attack.® Berchtold had, however, like Conrad, become convinced of the necessity of a local war against Serbia. During the following days he proceeded to scheme to secure

Germany’s support, to build up a case against Serbia, and
to overcome the two chief domestic obstacles to an imme2

626

Conrad, IV, 31

f.;

ci.

Berchtold, in Current History, July, 1928,

f.

3

Conrad, IV, 33 f.; interviem of June 29 and July

1.

p.
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—

wax against Serbia the hesitation of fVancis
Joseph and the opposition of Count Tisza.
diate local

EMPEROR FRANCIS JOSEPH
Emperor Francis Joseph at the time of the Sarajevo
had hardly recovered from the illness of the
preceding winter, which many observers had thought might
prove fatal to the aged monarch. All the wars which he
had waged in the past had resulted in defeat, or loss of
He was not enthusiastic for
territory, or generally both.
assassination

Conrad as Chief of Staff, nor optimistic about the changes
which had been made in the Austrian army. There is little
doubt that he wanted to end his days in peace. But now,
with the news of Hartwig’s Pan-Slav^ intrigues at Belgrade,
the Greater Serbia propaganda, and this final tragedy to
his family, he had begun to fear that the Serbian situation
might at last become intolerable.
“I see a very dark
future,” he said to the German Ambassador on July 2;
“what is particularly disquieting to me is the Eussian
practice mobilization which is planned for the fall, just
at the time whe.u we are shifting our recruit contingents.
Hartwig is master at Belgrade, and Pashitch does nothing
without consulting him.” “Every one is dying around me,”
he added mournfully, referring to the sudden death of the
Italian Chief of Staff, General Pollio, who was one of the
few loyal adherents of the Triple Alliance in Italy. But
though very sad and pessimistic, Francis Joseph evidently
had no immediate expectation of even a local war with
Serbia, for he spoke of his plans for the summer and the

prospects for the stag-hunts.^

on July 5, when Conrad urged mobilJoseph refused to approve them.
“No, that is impossible,” he said, pointing out the danger
of an attack from Russia and the doubtfulness of German
Three days

later,

ization measures, Francis

Tschirschky.-.to Bethmann, July 2; E.D.,

9,

11.
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before the Konopischt meeting he had asked Franz
Ferdinand to get from Emperor William an unconditional
declaration that Austria could count on Germany, but
William II had avoided committing himself.® On July 7
the sad old man returned to his summer rest and repose at
Ischl, having been unwilling to make any decision which
might involve war. Some of the most important documents which Berchtold laid before him during the following
days are pencilled in trembling hand with his signature as
having been read, but they no longer bear the searching

support

;

annotations of his earlier and

more vigorous

years.

It

is

quite possible that the aged sovereign did not fully grasp

the consequences of the policies which Berchtcld was now

We

have no satisfactory accounts of the interviews which took place between him and his Minister of
Foreign AjBFairs, but Berchtold seems not to have met with
pursuing.®

great diflBculty in persuading his sovereign to approve the

measures' placed before him,

Tisza, however,

was a more

difficult person.

Tisza’s

peace program

Count Stephan Tisza,’^ the famous son of a famous
was perhaps the ablest and most striking political
^gure at this time in the whole Dual Monarchy. With
close-cropped hair, square dark face, and flowing Hungarian
cloak, he was like a little giant among the Magyar nobles,
when he led the majority party as his father had done before
him. He saw clearly the dangers ahead on all sides, and
had the ability to reason coolly concerning them. He knew
father,

5

Conrad, IV, 36

6

Wilhelm Fraknoi, Die ungarische Regierung und

f.

die

Entstehung des

Wellkrieges (Vienna, 1919), p. 34; Gooss, p. 40; Margutti, p. 391 ff.
T Tisza’s own lips were sealed with blood when he was murdered on
the threshold of his own hall at the very end of the War. It was the
general impression that he was one of those primarily responsible for
its origin.
For the meager references in his papers to the July Crisis
of 1914 and for articles in defense of his memory, see below at notes
77, 78.
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what he wanted, and having become Hungarian

Minister-President in June, 1913, he was in an official
position to compel attention to his views. He had alreadyworked out, in the spring of 1914, as will be explained in

a diplomatic “politique de longue main” which
was to win Bulgaria to the side of Germany and Austria
and secure peace in the Balkans for a few years at least.
This peace program had been adopted with some changes
by Berchtold, and made the basis for a long memorandum
just before the news from Sarajevo made him
to Berlin
suddenly change to Conrad’s war program. Tisza, however,
was not the kind of man to allow his matured judgments
to be overturned in a moment, even by such a crime.
On
June 29, the day after the assassination, he hastened to
Vienna to express his country’s sympathy to Francis Joseph,
but with no idea that the Monarchy’s policy was to be
altered because of what had occurred. After condoling with
the Emperor, Tisza visited the Ballplatz, little suspecting
the sudden change in the attitude of the Minister of Foreign
Affairs.
But here at the Foreign Office he learned with
detail,

—

painful surprise of Berchtold’s "intention of

making the

horrible crime of Sarajevo the occasion for the final reckon-

ing with Serbia.”

®

Tisza thereupon told Berchtold frankly that the provoka war with Serbia would be “a fatal mistake” ;

ing of such

would pillory Austrians “before the whole world as disa great war under
the most unfavorable circumstances." But- he apparently
made little impression on Berchtold. At any rate, upon his
return to Budapest, Tisza considered it his duty to inform
Francis Joseph of Berchtold’s reckless plans and warn him
against them. Since it was expected that Emperor William
was about to come to Vienna to express his personal sympathy for his brother monardi, Tisza begged Francis Joseph
it

turbers of the peace, besides beginning

8 Tisza to Francis Joseph, July 1;

A.R£.,

I, 2.
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advantage of the opportunity “to induce him to
support us in our Balkan policy as intended,” ® i.e., winning
Bulgaria and preserving peace in the Balkans. In his conflict with Berchtold, Tisza wanted to play German influence
in favor of his own diplomatic peace program against
Berchtold’s new and reckless war program. But Berchtold
proceeded to take this very arrow out of Tisza’s quiver,
and use it, as we shall see, against Tisza himself.
to take

In view of the unreliability of

Rumania

as an ally, and

Dual Monarchy after the
Balkan Wars, Tisza had drawn up a memoir in March,
1914. In this he set forth .a program of peace, recuperation,
the increasing dangers to the

and diplomatic readjustment in the Balkans, which he laid
before Francis Joseph and Berchtold, and which he hoped
would be adopted as the basis of a well-considered .Austrian
and German policy in the Balkans. It may be summarized
as follows.^®

The Balkan Wars and the Peace

of Bucharest haVe

Until this is improved there can be no real lasting peace.
On
the other hand, the general exhaustion and dismay have
been too great to allow any advantageous military action
in the immediate future. Hatreds and passions lie in the
way of a sound, correct judgment of one’s own interests,
created for Austria-Hungary

an

intolerable situation.

as well as of those of one’s neighbors.

The

over-confidence

of the victor impairs correct judgments, just as

much

as

Austria cannot come, to
a correct appreciation of her own worth nor command a
corresponding respect for her interests and advice among
the bitterness of the vanquished.

the Balkan States until the

smoke has

cleared

away and

8 Tisza to Francis Joseph, July 1; A.R.B., I, 2. CJ. also the post-War
statements of Berchtold, Hoyos, Wiesner, Jagow, and Zimmerman, in
Current History, July, 1928, pp. 626-S36.
10 Fraknoi, pp, 7-13, gives the Gennan text, which Tisza sent to
Vienna.
German and English translation of the Tisza’s original Magvar text is given by Marczali in Am. Hist. Rev., XXIX, 303-310, Jan., 1924
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a great mistake to
premature develop-

ment which can only come as a

result of time, patience,
policy.
Nevertheless
well-considered
one must not
and a
resignation
or
passive
pink into apathetic
inactivity. On the
contrary, one must adopt a carefully thought out ‘‘poli-

main” which shall gradually smooth away
and bring about a more favorable
situation in the Balkans. “With this aim we must consider
not only our own interests, but also come to a clear understanding with Germany. Our task is a difficult one. There
can be no talk of success unless we have complete assurance
of being understood, respected, and supported by Germany.
Germany must see that the Balkans are of decisive importance not only for us but for the German Empire.”
As to Russia, Tisza did not believe that she intended
make
war immediately. Her aggressive attitude and
to
saber-rattling was meant to impress the Balkan States and
was encouraging the nationalist movement in Rumania and
Serbia. It might even win Ferdinand of Bulgaria to the
Tsar’s side. Bulgaria, Tisza believed, could and ought to
be deflated to the side of the Central Powers. Undoubtedly, Ferdinand had fallen into his desperate position after
the Second Balkan War because of his own crazy policy
tique de longue

the internal difficulties

and his failure to follow Austrian advice. Nevertheless,
clamped in between Rumania, Serbia, and Greece, and still
ffireatened by Turkey, Bulgaria would certainly throw herinto the arms of Russia, unless Austria came strongly
her support. Such a combination, in which Bulgaria
should be reconciled with the other Christian States under
Russian patronage, would lead to a successful war against
Austria, Bulgaria being rewarded with Macedonia.
Austria would be surrounded by the iron ring which Russia was
so persistently forging, and the military superiority of the
Triple Entente on the Continent would be complete. The
self

to
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long-sought moment would then have arrived in which
Russia and France could attack Germany with overwhelming forces and begin the World War with a prospect of
success.

The Triple Entente would not attack Germany, howRussia had won over Bulgaria
and so threatened Austria with a war on three fronts.
The crux of the European situation lay, therefore, in the

ever, Tisza believed, until

Balkans and particularly in attaching Bulgaria to the CenThis was of just as much vital interest to
tral Powers.
Germany as to Austria. Therefore the Dual Monarchy
should strive to oppose Russia’s Balkan policy by a wellconsidered harmonious German-Austrian policy. The best
way to win Bulgaria, Tisza believed, was to hold out to
Ferdinand the prospect of acquiring Macedonia.
This
could not be accomplished at once. Bulgaria would need

and heal the wounds of
Meanwhile the Central Powers must assure Bulgaria
protection against attack from Turkey or Greece. Rumanian public feeling was very strong against Hungary, but
an effort must be made to keep King Carol firm in his
alliance and assure him that Rumania was in no danger of
an attack from Bulgaria. Germany and Austria must
henceforth cooperate together to effect a favorable grouping
of the Balkan States; Rumania and Greece must be wooed
away from Serbia, and reconciled with Bulgaria on the basis
several years to recover strength

war.

of an enlargement of Bulgaria at Serbia’s expense.

Such, in outline, was the policy which Tisza thought
ought to be urged upon Germany, so that the two Central
Powers would support one another at Sofia, Bucharest, and
Constantinople. At the end of his Memoir he again repeats
that this

is a policy of peace for the present, and that “it
only in a relatively distant future that Bulgaria can compensate herself with Macedonia.”
And in closing, he

is

again says with emphasis:

“In the Balkans we must

first
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and prepare a favorable development.
no time to be lost.”
Tisza’s program apparently met with the approval of
Francis Joseph and Berchtold, who had Baron Flotow, the
Foreign Office specialist on Balkan affairs, draw up a much
longer memoir developing Tisza’s ideas in more detail.
Flotow emphasized the critically dangerous position in
which Austria found herself. Rumania, in spite of King
Carol’s undoubted personal loyalty, could not be depended
upon in view of the strong tide of anti-Austrian feeling
among the Rumanian people. Austria must therefore compreserve the peace

There

is

Rumania to declare herself openly either for or against
The best way to put pressure on Rumania for
Austria.
pel

purpose was for Austria to enter into an alliance with
and to make Sofia, instead of Bucharest, the
pivot of Austria’s Balkan policy. Bulgaria would guarantee
to Rumania the existing boundary between Bulgaria and
Rumania, so that King Carol would not be antagonized or
alarmed. In fact he would then see the wisdom of holding
to the Triple Alliance; he might even be induced to use
his great influence with Serbia “to draw Serbia closer to
this

Bulgaria,

which case the Dual Monarchy,
meet
Serbia most loyally half-way.”
But if King Carol should
the

Dual Monarchy;

in

within the bounds of such a political situation, would

not consent to

make a

satisfactory public declaration of

then Austria must revise
her military arrangements, and seek to bring Turkey into
alliance with Bulgaria, so that both would support the

his loyalty to the Triple Alliance,

Triple Alliance.

Flotow’s

memorandum, somewhat

amplified

by Mat-

scheko and Pogascher, was put before Berchtold about
the middle of June. Whether it was shown to Franz Fer11 Gooss, p. 5.

Berchtold later went over Flotow’s draft and deleted
contemplating mediation by Rumania for a possible friendly
settlement between Austria and Serbia.
this clause
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dinand during the

visit

which Berchtold paid to Konopischt

Emperor William’s interview with the Heir
Throne is not clear. At any rate it was decided that
should be worked out in greater detail and raid before the

the day after
to the
it

Berlin authorities as a

memorandum

for guidance of the

Balkan affairs. Accordingly, an elaborate draft
two
Berchtold then
to this effect was completed by June 24.
went over the draft, and gave it the final gentle form, which
he hoped would prove unobjectionable and persuasive to
allies in

the Berlin Foreign Office.^®
'

Beginning wdth an analysis of the results of the Balkan
Wars, Berchtold pointed out the dangers to Germany and
Austria of the existing situation. “Turkey, which has a
natural community of interests with the Triple Alliance
and has formed a strong counter- weight against Russia
and the Balkan States, has been almost entirely driven out
of Europe and largely lost its position as a Great Power.
Serbia, whose policy for years has been hostile to AustriaHungary, and is now wholly under Russian influence, has
Her
gained unexpectedly in population and territory.
proximity to Montenegro and the general spread of the
Greater Serbia idea makes imminent the possibility of her
further aggrandizement by a union with Montenegro.
Finally, the relations of Rumania with the Triple Alliance
have essentially altered during the crisis." Omitting for
obvious reasons all Austria’s own responsibilities for the
bad situation, Berchtold emphasized the dangerously aggressive intrigues of Russia and Prance.
“The idea of
liberating the Christian peoples of the Balkans from the
Turkish yoke in order to use them as a weapon against the
Triple Alliance has long been the political main-spring of
Russia’s traditional interest in these peoples.
Recently
in 1912] this idea, which has been sympathetically
taken up in France, developed into a plan for uniting all
12 Printed in A.RJ3., I, 1 K.D,
14; c/. Gooss, pp. 6-26.
[i.e.,

;
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the Balkan States into a Balkan League in order in this
way to put an end to the superiority of the Triple Alliance.

But

[the Second Balkan]

War

caused the Balkan
two almost equally strong opposing
groups: Turkey and Bulgaria on the one nand, and Serbia,
Montenegro, Greece and Rumania on the other. To heal
.

.

.

States to split into

this split, in order to use all the Balkan Stares, or at least
a decisive majority of them, to shift the balance of power
in Europe, is the present task which Russia, aided by
Since Serbia and
R-ance, is attempting to accomplish

Greece are already in alliance, and Rumania has declared
harmony with them, at least as far as the Treaty
of Bucharest is concerned, France and Russia are anxious
to remove the rancor which exists between Bulgaria and

herself in

Greece and especially between Bulgaria and Serbia on ac-

They are anxious to find a basis on
willing to come over completely
the Entente, and even to cooperate in a po-

count of Macedonia.

which Rumania would be
to

the side of

combination with Bulgaria, whom she regards with
and they are anxious finally, if possible, to bring
about a peaceful solution of the Aegean Islands question
that would lead Turkey to approach or even to join the
Balkan States. The basis on which Ru-ssian and French
diplomacy intends to accomplish an adjustment of all this
hostility and rivalry and build up a new Balkan League is
mdoubtedly founded upon a program directed against
Austria-Hungary', at whose expense all the members of the
League could be promised a successive extension of boundaries westwards.”
After detailing all the intrigues by which Russia and
Prance were seeking to build up this new Balkan League,
aimed at the territorial dismemberment of the Dual Monarchy, Berchtold dealt as tactfully as possible with the
Rumanian problem, pointing out Austria’s embarrassments
litical

suspicion;

and hinting that Germany might use pressure to make
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see the error of her ways. As the best method of
thwarting Russia’s projected Balkan League and compelling Rumania to return to the fold of the Triple Alliance,

Rumania

Berchtold then urged Tisza’s program for an alliance with
Bulgaria, adding that Turkey also might be included in it
“Austria must accept the offer of a definite
eventually.
alliance made by Bulgaria a year ago and repeated several

At the same time she must aim to bring
about an alliance between Bulgaria and Turkey both these
states were recently so favorably disposed to this, that a
draft treaty was worked out, though not signed afterwards.
This is another instance in which the Dual Monarchy, if it
continued delaying action out of consideration for Rumania,
which is moved by no such reciprocal feelings, might cause
itself serious and irreparable injury.
Further delay and
failure to begin a countervailing activity at Sofia would
give Russia and France free scope for their intensive and
wide-reaching plans.
Rumania’s attitude simply forces
Austria to give Bulgaria that support which she has long
been seeking, and which will frustrate Russia’s otherwise
unavoidable encirclement policy. And this must be done
at once, while the road to Sofia and also to Constantinople
is still open.”
times since then.

;

“The

treaty with Bulgaria, the details of which will have

to be examined

more fully, must naturally be so framed as
not to be in conflict with Austria’s treaty obligations to
Rumania. It also ought not to be kept secret from Rumania, since there is no hostility against Rumania in this
step, but simply a serious warning to the authorities in
Bucharest of the consequences of a persistent partisan dependence on Russia on their part.”
Berchtold closed with an appeal to Germany for support
for Tisza’s program for a diplomatic shift in the Balkans,
pointing out that Germany, no less than Austria, was
threatened by Russia’s aggressive policy. “Before Austria
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is most anxious to establish
understanding with the German Empire, not only in
consideration of old traditions and of what is due to a close
aUy, but more especially because grave interests of Germany
and the Triple Alliance are at stake, and because its common interests can be successfully safeguarded only if the
joint action of Russia and IVance is opposed by an equally
joint counter-action of the Triple Alliance, and especially
of Austria-Hungary and the German Empire.
While
France aims to weaken the Dual Monarchy with the hope
of promoting her plans for revanche, the intentions of Russia are much more comprehensive. If one considers the development of Russia during the last two centuries, the
steady extension of her territory, the enormous increase of
her population, exceeding so much that of all the other
European Great Powers, and the vast progress of her eco-

takes the step in question, she

a

full

.

.

.

nomic resources and military strength, as well as the fact
that this great Empire is as good as cut off from the sea by
its geographical position and treaty obligations, one sees
why Russia’s policy has necessarily always had an inherFor these reasons the Ausently aggressive character.
.

.

.

trian Foreign Office is convinced that it is for the

common

than of Germany to oppose a
timely and energetic counter-action to the development
which is being pushed by Russian intrigues, and which perhaps at a later time could never be undone.”
In this form the memorandum was complete and ready
for transmission to Berlin.
It was to “open Germany’s
eyes” to the need of supporting Austria more energetically
in this diplomatic wooing of Bulgaria.^®
Then on Sunday afternoon, June 28, came the terrible
interests of Austria

IS

Hoyos

no

less

at Vienna to Pallavicim at Constantinople, June 26: “Unterein langes Memorandum -fur Berlin ausgearbeitet, das
demnachst abgehen soli, und der Minister [Graf Berchtold] tut sein
Mdgliches, Tschirschky die Augen zu o&nen.” Gooes, p. 6. C/. Bercbtold’s
article in CantempoTory Review, April, 192S, pp. 422-432.

dessen

wird
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telephone message that Franz Ferdinand and his wife had
been murdered at Sarajevo. The news appears to have
had a stimulating effect upon the ordinarily rather indolent

and undecided mind of Count Berchtold. Many historians,
and several Viennese with whom the present writer has
a minister who allowed himothers,
especially by a number of
managed
by
be
to

talked, speak of Berchtold as
self

Serb-haters in the Austrian Foreign

Hoyos,
Forgach, Macchio, and by Baron Conrad, the Austrian
Chief of Staff. The Foreign Minister has been regarded as
Office,

like

a mere “rubber stamp,” approving what others urged upon
him, While this view may be more or less true for the
period before Sarajevo, it does not appear equally so for

The contemporary evidence seems
crisis of July, 1914.
show that however much Berchtold may have been
guided by his subordinates at the Ballplatz, and by the
militarists, he took a very active and sinister part in the
events which led directly to the World War. Hitherto he
had vacillated between the two opposing groups of opinion
represented respectively by Conrad and by Tisza.
But
now, after Sarajevo, he decided to use this crime as the
final justification for clearing up, once and for all, Austrian
the
to

relations with Serbia.

BERCHTOIiO’s APPEAIi FOB

GEBMAN SUPPOBT

now finally converted to Conrad’s desire
immediate war against Serbia. But owing to Francis
Joseph’s hesitation and Tisza’s opposition he could not
adopt it at once. Moreover, he realized that it would be
madness to embark on any such hare-brained action without
first getting from Berlin an assurance of German support.
Germany during the last few years had been constantly restraining" Austria from aggressive action in the Balkans
which might involve the Triple Alliance in conflict with the
Triple Entente. Two days after Sarajevo, when even seriBerchtold was

for

;
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ous people in Vienna “were expressing frequently the hope
that Austria had now the excuse for coming to a final reck-

oning with the Serbians,” the German Ambassador, Tschirschky, used every opportunity to, warn calmly but very
energetically and earnestly against any overhasty steps.

He

pointed out above all else that Austria must be clear as
what she wanted, and remember that she did not

to exactly

must consider her allies and
European situation, and especially the attitude
which Italy and Rumania would take in regard to Serbia.^^
On July 2, Berchtold set forth to him all the dangers from
the Greater Serbia propaganda. News had just come that
twelve assassins were on the way to assassinate Emperor
William. It was as much to Germany’s, as to Austria’s,
interest to put an end to the Belgrade plottings.
Tschirschky admitted this, but observed confidentially to the
Austrian Minister that the reason Berlin had not given
more definite promises of support in the past was that
Austria “had talked much theoretically but had never formulated a fixed and definite plan of action ” only when such
a plan was formulated, could Berlin promise full and complete support; and he again warned Berchtold of the danger
of alienating Rumania and Italy.*® Similarly from Berlin
came expressions of sympathy, but they were accompanied
with advice to be cautious. The Austrian Ambassador in
stand alone in the world ; she
the entire

Berlin telegraphed:

Zimmermann [German Under-Secretary

of State for Ponthat he would consider decisive
action on the part of Austria, with whom the whole civilized
world today was in sympathy, quite comprehensible, but still

eign Affairs]

assured

me

he would recommend the greatest caution, and advise that
no humiliating demands be made upon Serbia.*®

KJ>^ 7.
Tnhirschky to Bethmazm, June
A.R3., I, 3; Gooes, 37 fi.
A.R.B_ I. 6.
*®8*ogyeny to Berchtold. July
*4

IS Berchtold’s summar>', July 3,
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In view of this attitude of caution and moderation on
the part of Francis Joseph, Tisza, and Germany, Berchtold
feared that an immediate mobilization against Serbia might
result in Austria being left without German backing and
the consequences might be disastrous. He saw that he must
gain an assurance of support from Berlin for whatever
policy he should ultimately adopt. To secure this he de-

first

Count Hoyos on a special mission to Berlin.
Berchtold intended to have two strings to his bow. He
would not openly abandon Tisza’s peace program for winning over Bulgaria to the side of Austria and Germany, to
which Berlin would probably assent but at the same time
cided to send

;

he could to bring Germany as far as he could
direction
of approving energetic and immediate
in the
military action against Serbia. For this purpose he would
exploit to the utmost the horror of Sarajevo; he would emhe would do

all

phasize the fact that the threads of conspiracy certainly led
to Belgrade, that the crime

was merely the culmination

of the series of intolerable Serbian outrages which must

now

at last be forcibly dealt with.

Accordingly, with

this

double program in view, he decided to send at once to
Berlin the long memorandum on policy mentioned above;
but to it he added the postscript:

“The above memorandum had only just been completed,
when the terrible events of Sarajevo happened. The full
significance of the villainous murder can hardly be estimated
today. Most certainly, if a proof was needed that the gulf
between the Monarchy and Serbia is beyond bridging over,
or that the ambition of Greater Serbia in its intensity and
recklessness does not stop at anything, that proof has been

Austria-Hungary has not been lacking in good-will
and readiness to bring about tolerable relations with Serbia.
But it has recently been shown that all these efforts are in
vain, and that the Monarchy must in future look to the
given.

and aggressive enmity of Serbia. It
the/tnore necessary for the Monarchy to tear asunder

persistent, implacable
is all

BERCHTOLD’S APPEAL FOR GERMAN SUPPORT
with a determined hand the threads which
weaving into a net over its head.”

its

201

enemies are

Berchtold aJso drew up an ambiguous double-faced
letter for Francis Joseph to sign ^and send to Emperor
The greater part of it, like the memorandum
William.

on policy, was devoted to Tisza’s

pacific

program

for a

diplomatic shift in the Balkans to strengthen the hold on
Rumania, win Bulgaria, and isolate Serbia. But the be-

ginning and the end of the letter, like the postscript above,
were calculated td convince the two imperial Monarchs of
Serbia’s responsibility for the Sarajevo crime, and so to lay
the foundation on which Berchtold might base military

Military action, however, was not actually menhe did not want to alarm the Monarchs unduly

action.

tioned, for

and brusquely at first. But if he found that they accepted
his view of Serbian responsibility, they might be willing
to take the next step of approving armed invasion of
Serbia; and if they did not, he could at any rate fall back
on Tisza’s diplomatic program. The royal missive ran as
follows:
I am sending you a memorandum, drawn up by
Minister of Foreign Affairs prior to the frightful catastrophe at Sarajevo, which after that tragic event now
appears especially noteworthy. The attack on my poor
nephew is a direct result of the agitation of the Russian
and Serbian Pan-Slavs, whose single aim is the weakening

...

my

of the Triple Alliance and the disruption of my Empire.
According to all indications, the crime of Sarajevo is not
the deed of a single individual, but the result of a wellarranged plot whose threads reach to Belgrade; and though
presumably it will be impossible to prove the complicity of
the Serbian Government, there can be no doubt that its
policy of uniting all the South Slava under the Serbian flag
promotes such crimes, and that a continuation of this situa-

1TA.RB.,

I,

1; KJ)., 14; Gooas, p. 4.
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spells lasting danger for my dynasty and

for

my

territories.

This danger

is

heightened by the fact that Rumania,

in

spite of its existing alliance T^'ith us, is in close friendship

with Serbia and permits in its own territory just as hateful
an agitation against us as docs Serbia. [In spite of Carol’s
loyalty

and

because

of

popular

Rumania can only be rescued
case we do two things: prevent

feeling]

I

fear

that

for the Triple Alliance in

the establishment of a new

Balkan League under Russian protection by joining Bulgaria to the Triple Alliance; and give it clearly to be
understood in Bucharest that Serbia’s friends cannot be out
friends, and that Rumania can no longer count upon us' as
allies,
all

unless she cuts loose from Serbia and suppresses with

her

power her own agitation

directed against the existence of

in

my

Rumania which

is

Empire.

The aim of my Government must henceforth be to isolate
and diminish Serbia. The first step in this direction must be
Government of Bulgaria whose
with ours, and prevent her return to

to strengtlien the present
real

interests tally

& Russophil policy.

When Rumania

realizes that the Triple

Alliance does not hesitate to ally with Bulgaria and yet

is

ready to compel Bulgaria to guarantee Rumania’s territorial
integrity, Rumania w’ill then perhaps retreat from the
dangerous path into which she is led by her friendship with
Serbia and her rapjrrochement with Russia.
succeed, a further attempt could be

made

If this should

to reconcile Greece

with Bulgaria and Turkey, and so form a new Balkan
League under the protection of the Triple Alliance; its
purpose would be to set a dam to the Pan-Slav flood and
assure peace to our lands.

This will only be possible when Serbia, which at present
forms the pivot of the Pan-Slav policy, is eliminated as a
political

factor in the Balkans.

events in Bosnia,

you too

will

After the last

be convinced that a

frightful

friendly

settlement of the antagonism which divides Austria from
Serbia is nc longer to be thought of, and that the peace
policy of all

European monarchs

is

threatened so long

as
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the source of criminal agitation in Belgrade lives on un<

punishedA®

THE POTSDAM CONVERSATIONS, JULY 5 AND
This

roj’al letter,

memorandum and

6

together with Berchtold’s completed
were dispatched to Berlin

postscript,

by Berchtold’s confidential Foreign Office Secretary, Alexander Hoyos, and then presented to the Kaiser by the
Austrian Ambassador, Count Szogyeny, at Potsdam on Sunday; July 5. According to Szogyeny’s report of what took
place:

After I had brought it to the knowledge of Emperor
William that I had an autograph letter to deliver, I received Their Majesties’ invitation to lunch today at noon
in the New Palace. I gave His Majesty the letter and the
accompanying memorandum. He read both documents in
my presence with the greatest attention. At first he assured
me that he had expected an earnest action on our part
against Serbia, but at the same time he must confess that
the statements of Our Majesty raised the prospect of a
serious European complication, and he therefore, wished to
give no definite answer until he had consulted with the
Chancellor.

After luncheon, when I again emphasized the seriousness of the situation. His Majesty authorized me to report
that in this case also we could reckon on Germany’s full

He must, as he said before, first hear what the
Imperial Chancellor had to say, but he did not doubt at
all that Bethmann-Hollweg would agree with him comsupport.

As regards any action on our part against Serbia,
he thought such action ought not to be delayed. Russia’s
attitude would doubtless be hostile, but he had been prepared for that for years, and even if it should come to a
war between Austria and Russia, we could be convinced
that Germany would stand by our side with her accustomed
pletely.

iSfVancis Joseph to William II, drafted by Berchtold July 2, and
by Saogycny July 5, K.D.. 13; A.R.B., I, 1; Gooss. pp. 26-20-

presented
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faithfulness as

an

Russia, furthermore, he thought,

ally.

in no way ready for war and
would certainly ponder very seriously before appealing to
arms. But she would stir up the other Powers of the Triple
Entente against us and blow upon fire in the Balkans.
His Majesty said he understood how hard Francis
Joseph, with his well-known love of peace, would find it
to invade Serbia but if we had really decided that military
action against Serbia was necessary, he would be sorry if
we left unused the present moment which was so favorable
as things stand today,

was

;

for us.

As

to

Rumania he would take

care that King Carol and

his counsellors should observe a correct attitude.

He

could

not sympathize with the idea of concluding an alliance with
Bulgaria; he had never trusted King Ferdinand, nor his

former or present counsellors, and he did not trust him now.
he would make no objections to a treaty between

Still

must be taken that the
Rumania and it must,
the memorandum proposes, be communicated to Rumania.
Early tomorrow morning Emperor William intends to go

Austria and Bulgaria, but care

treaty contained nothing to offend

as

to Kiel to start from there on his northern cruise.

But

he will talk with the Chancellor, and for this purpose
he has summoned him from Hohenfinow for this evening to
the New Palace. In any case, I shall find an opportunity
first

to speak with the Chancellor sometime

What were Emperor
this interview?

tomorrow

morning.^’

William’s feelings at the time

of

His emotional nature had been deeply

shocked at the horrible news of the assassination of Franz
Ferdinand and his wife, whom he had just been visiting
at Konopischt. While yachting on the preceding Sunday
afternoon at Kiel he espied a little launch steaming at full
speed as if to board his boat. He made a peremptory gesture
to her to keep off. But, instead. Admiral Muller, who was
at the helm, made a sign that he had something to commuS*ogy4ny to Berchtold July
30-32.

5, 7:35

P. M.; A.RB..

I,

«; Gooas, pp
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Holding up to view a piece of paper, he folded it
and tossed it carefully on board. A
picked
it
up
and
handed it to the Emperor. William
sailor
II opened the case, took out the paper, and turned pale as he
read the fatal news from Sarajevo. He at once gave orders
to tack about and give up the regatta.®® He intended to go
to Vienna to attend the Archduke’s funeral and show his
respect to the aged Francis Joseph in his latest bereavement.
But when it was reported to him that a dozen Serb assassins 'were on their way from Belgrade to Vienna to bring
about his own assassination, he allowed himself to be persuaded by his Chancellor to abandon his visit.®^ It was
officially announced that the reason for his change of purpose was an attack of lumbago and not at all considerations
for his personal safety,®® but his sudden decision not to go
to Vienna to pay the last honors to his late friend gave rise
nicate.

into his cigarette case,

to

all

sorts

of contradictory

statements

and

fantastic

rumors.®®
Gambon’s account of what he heard a few days later direct from
who was beside the Kaiser at this moment;” Recouly, pp.
t9f, Recouly adds that the Kaiser remarked, as he turned pale, "Tout
eat k recommencer!”
He deduces from this, wholly without proof, that
the Kaiser had persuaded Franz Ferdinand to some great project at
Konopischt ^he is careful not to be very definite as to just what this
project was and that now the whole plan was spoiled by the Archduke’s
20 J.

"a personage

—
—

death.
21

KD.,

6a, €b, 9, 13; c/. also Berchtold's statement to Tschirschky,
that “today's news from Semlin, according to which twelve assassins
are on their way with the intention of murdering Emperor William,
will perhaps at last open people’s eyes in Berlin to the danger which is
threatening from Belgrade;” A.RB., I, 3.
22Dirr, p. 120; B.D., 24.
2*BD., 11, 12, 18, 24, 26, 29; Wickham Steed, Through Thirty Years,
According to the British AmbasX, 401; Seton-Watson, Sarajevo, p. 105.
sador in Vienna (B.D., 18; c/. also BD., 26; and Dirr, p. 117) Berchtold
had expressed the hope on June 29 that no missions of foreign princes
would be sent to the Archduke’s funeral, in order to spare Francis Joseph
fatigue and to shorten the ceremonies as much as possible. Possibly he
feared that a meeting of sovereigns at Vienna would exercise a moderating influence and tend to thwart him in bis plan of making war on Serbia.
That such a gathering of sovereigns might have perhaps have led to
advice which would have found some other solution than war is the post-

July

2,
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It

would be rash

for

any writer

to attempt to give an

adequate analysis of the Kaiser’s psychology on July 5,
Karl Kautsky, the German
1914, or at any other time.
Socialist leader, thinks he was already something of a madman. Herman Lutz has made an elaborate study to show

Emperor had long suffered from periods of maniacal depression, each of which coincided with one of the
insensate bellicose gestures with which he had continually
that the

alarmed Europe.=^^ Other writers, having read the Kaiser’s
emotional speeches during the War, alternating between
exaltation and tearfulness, or his futile “Comparative
Tables” and Memoirs composed after the War, think of him
variously as a dangerous paranoiac, an incurable megalomaniac, or an egotistical simpleton but they forget that to
judge leaders, even in the Entente countries, by what they
said under the stress of War or for political propaganda, is
no fair indication of their pre-War views or mental condition.
They forget, in reading the historically inaccurate
effusions from Doom, the disintegrating effect upon an emotional and excitable mind of the strain of years of war. To
;

estimate the Kaiser’s attitudes in July, 1914, there is no
better material than the marginal notes which he jotted

down on the despatches which were laid before him. This
was a practice which he had long since adopted in imitation
of Bismarck,

who found

a great saving of time to indicate
his wishes by marginal notes, rather than by -writing out or
dictating long instructions. Bismarck and William II supit

posed that these verba privatissima would always remain

War

opinion of t-wo high Austrian

officials;

General Auffenberg, Aus

Hohe und Niedergang (Munich, 1921), p. 255 f.; and A
Hoyos, Der deutsch-englische Gegensatz und sein Einfluss auj die BalhmpoUtik OesUmick-Ungarm (Berlin, 1922), p. 77, note.
2-* Kautsky,
Wie der Wellkrieg Entstand (Berlin, 1919) Herman Luts,

Oesterreichs

;

Wilhelm

II periodiscK geisteekrank (Leipzig, 1019).
excellent brief study of the Kaiser's mentality, with

see [P. C. Endres],

For a hostile but
a full bibliography,

Die TragSdie DeiUschlanda, (Leipzig,

1922, 3rd ed.
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both would have been exceedingly
they could have foreseen that they were so
soon to be published to the world.^® But while Bismarck’s
notes were carefully pondered and usually intended as instructions, the Kaiser’s marginalia are more often merely
the hasty emotional reaction to the document before him.
In using them it must be remembered that they are often
merely the first impressions of the moment, rather than the
secret in the archives;

astonished

'

if

mature reflections; that they are often conand exaggerated; and that they frequently had
no influence upon the actual course of events, because they
were commonly made several days late on documents upon
which the Foreign Office had already taken decisions.
Nevertheless they do give some indication of the trend of
his mind and the decisive impression made by the assassiconclusions of
tradictory

nation of his friend.

Before Sarajevo Emperor William had been inclined to
think that Austria was unnecessarily nervous about Serbia,

and ought to try to come to some friendly understanding
In the spring of 1914, when Austria was greatly
alarmed at rumors that Serbia, instigated by Russia, might
attempt some union with Montenegro,®* the Kaiser appeared to be pro-Serbian rather than pro-Austrian. Austria’s efforts during the Balkan Wars to exclude Serbia from
access to the Adriatic he regarded as “nonsense”; her new
effort to prevent Serbia from reaching the Adriatic by
union with Montenegro he pronounced “Unbelievable!
And if
This union is absolutely not to be prevented.
Vienna attempts it, she will commit a great stupidity, and
stir up the danger of a, war with the Slavs, which would
leave us quite cold.”
He agreed with Tisza, who calmly
accepted the union as imminent, rather than with Berchwith her.

28 In Die Grosse Politik and Kautsky Documents, passim.
*«C/. G.P., XXXVIII. 325-358; Conrad, III, 661-665.
^Marginalia on Griesinger's despatch from Belgrade, Mar. 11, 1914;
OJ., XX3CVIII, 335. Similarly on a de^atch of May 12: "One must
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who were declaring it unacceptable.
Corfu
to Bethmann on April 5;
from
telegraphed

told

He

and

It

Frajiz Joseph

is

absolutely necessary that the people in Vienna should

face the possibility [of union of Serbia and Montenegro]
seriously, and be clear in their minds whether under all

circumstances they would stand by the position taken by
the Emperor and Count Berchtold, or whether they adopt

The first would only be possible in case they
were absolutely firmly determined to prevent the planned
union by force of arms. In any case Austria must not put

Tisza’s view.

her prestige at stake, and publicly declare unacceptable
things which she will ultimately be willing to permit. If

they will agree to the sensible views of Tisza, Austrian
policy will without further ado be able to adapt itself to
the changed conditions in the direction which we have been
preaching for years. There must be found a modus vivendi
with

the

Dual Monarchy which

will

be

attractive

to

Serbia.*®

While the German Kaiser had hitherto generally infrom dangerously excessive demands
by Austria and hoped for a peaceful settlement of their
difficulties,*® now, after the murder of one of his best
friends, whom he had just been visiting, by assassins who
had admittedly come from Belgrade, his indignation against
the Serbians was thoroughly roused. His marginal notes
excoriate them as “murderers,” “regicides,” and “bandits.”
He sincerely felt that the monarchical principle was in danger; that the spirit which led them to murder their own
king and queen in 1903 still dominated the country; that
clined to protect Serbia

run Serbia and Montenegro will come together
anyway, just as Tisza said;” QP., XXXVIII, 352.
realize that in the long

28G.P.,

XXXVIII,

337

f.

29 Tisza in his letter of July 1 to Francis Joseph had spoken of “the
Kaiser’s preference for Serbia" (A.R.B., I, 2).
Bethmann ^vrote to the

German Charge d’ASaires at Bucharest, July 8: “The Kaiser, as King
Carol is aware, has always itterveoed at Vienna in favor of an unde^
standing with Serbia” (KD, IS).
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ought to support,
action on Austria’s part which
all,

aimed at the suppression of the unscrupulous agitation
which had been going on for years among Serbians and
which, as he was now informed by Berchtold, threatened the
very existence of his Austrian ally, and had made his own

When

personal friend its victim.

therefore he read that

Tschirschky, his Ambassador at Vienna, was “using every
opportunity to warn [Berchtold] calmly but energetically
and earnestly against any overhasty steps,” he noted in
the margin, as already pointed out in the preceding chapter:
is

“Now

or never!

very stupid!

Austria’s affair

Who

authorized

him

none of his business,
consider
to
what to do in
It’s

to this?

That

for it is purely
this matter, for

be said afterwards, if things go wrong, that Germany
was not willing!! Tschirschky will please drop this nonsense! Matters must be cleared up with the Serbians, and
that soon. That’s all self-evident and the plain truth.”
With his natural impetuosity he wanted Austria to take
it

will

action in regard to the Serbians as quickly as possible, while

under the vivid impression
of the terrible assassination, S3Tnpathized with her.
the whole civilized wmrld,

still

What this action of Austria’s was to be, the Kaiser did
know definitely on July 5, and did not care to advise.
But neither he nor Bethmann thought it at aU probable on
not

that day that the Austro -Serbian dispute would lead to a
European war. He could therefore quite safely depart on
his northern cruise early next morning, as he had long
planned, and as Bethmann advised. This he would hardly,
have done, if he had thought that the action, which he
wished Austria to take at once instead of delaying more
than two weeks, would probably involve a European conflagration.
It is significant that the moment he heard the
kind of ultimatum Berchtold had presented to Serbia, he
80

KD.,

7;

c/.

also 29, 120, 288, 290, 335, 337.
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The “Potsdam
Started in a hurry to return to Berlin.
Council” legend represents him as leaving the scene of ac.
tion with the Machiavellian intent of lulling Europe into
unsuspecting security before his sudden attack on France
and Russia; but such a notion he characterized at the time
as “childish,” in a marginal note

reporting that this was exactly

on a despatch from Vienna

what the Austrian

Chief

of

and Minister of War were doing.®^ Furthennore, the
Kaiser was not the kind of man to lea.ve Berlin if he seriously expected European complications. And to have suddenly given up the northern cruise, which he had been accustomed for years to take at this season, and which had
been long announced in the papers, would have been the
very thing which would have excited uneasy comment
abroad and played into the hands of the militarists

Staff

Therefore the Kaiser decided to carry out
previously made arrangements, in spite of the Sarajevo
assassination
precisely as Poincare decided to carry out his
everywhere.

—

previously arranged visit to Russia.
Nevertheless, the Kaiser realized that, while

it was not
would kindle a European
war, it was possible. It was likely at any rate to give rise
to rumors of war during his absence, and therefore he
deemed it prudent quietly to inform representatives of the
army and navy who happened to be in Berlin, as well as
Bethmann, of his interview with Szogyeny.
Accordingly, on Sunday afternoon or early Monday, before taking the auto from Potsdam for Kiel on July 6 at
9 15 A.M., the Kaiser had brief interviews with representatives of the army and navy. He informed each of his con-

.probable that Austria’s action

:

si Tschirschky to Bethmann, July 10:
“Der Kricgsminister wird
morgen auf Vrlaub gehon, auch Freiherr Conrad von Hotzendorf Wien
zeitweilig vcrlassen.
Es geschicht dies, wie Graf Berchtold mir sagte.
absichtlich, urn jeder Baunruhigxmg vorzubeugen," on whit-h the Kaiser
noted ‘‘kindischl’’ and underlined the words italicized; KD., 29. See

bolow, pp. 2431.. 249.
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He told them
versation with the Austrian Ambassador.
privately to inform their chiefs who were absent on vacation, but added that they need not cut short their vacations
and that no orders for military preparaneed be given, as he did not expect any serious warlike

to return to Berlin,
tions

complications.®®

On Sunday afternoon Uie Kaiser also telephoned to
FaJkenhayn, the Prussian Minister of War, to come to
Potsdam. Upon his arrival he received him at once, read
him the communications from Szogyeny, and suggested the
The officers whom he saw were General Falkenhayn, Prussian Minof War, and Captain Zenker of the Navy Staff on Sunday afternoon;
and Lieut. Gen. Bertrab of the Army Staff and Admiral Capelle, Acting
Secretary of the Navy, on Monday morning. In answer to a questionnaire sent out by the Foreign Office of the German Republic in October,
1919, they replied in letters, which were apparently written without consultation together but which are in substantial agreement, that they talked
separately with the Kaiser, that he did not expect any warlike complications; that he did not order any military preparations; and that no
such orders were given in the period July ^23 covered by the questionnaire. Their letters are printed in the K.D., I, pp. xiv-xvi. The accuracy
of their statements is confirmed by the results of an investigation into
the responsibilities for the War undertaken by a subcommittee of the
Reichstag in December, 1919; cf. Investigating Comm., especially pp.
“In reply to the
58-67, 70-72. Bertrab's letter may be cited as typical:
Foreign Office, I respectfully state that on Ju'y 6, 1914, His Majesty
personally informed me, without witnesses being present, of his view of the
situation created by Austria’s measures, in order that I, as the senior
representative officer of the General Staff present in Berlin, might inform
the Chief of the General Staff who was staying at Karlsbad. Present in
the background were Her Majesty, the Empress, an adjutant, and a servant.
Just before this His M.ajesty had been speaking apparently with the
same purpo.se and likewise with no one in hearing with a naval officer
who withdrew directly after the interview. After the Kaiser had dismissed me he entered his auto for the northern journey.
No orders
were given then nor as a result of the interview. In fact His Majesty
emphasized the point that he did not consider it necessary to give any
special orders, as he did believe there would be no serious complications
as a result of the Sarajevo crime.”
“The
Capelle likewise declared:
Kaiser said he did not believe there would be any great warlike complications.
The Tsar would in his opinion in this case not place himself
on the side of regicides. Moreover, Russia and France were not ready
for war.
England was not mentioned by the Kaiser. Upon the advice
of his Chancellor, in order not to create any unrest, he would go on his
northern cruise. Still he wished to inform me of the strained eituaHon
80 that I could weigh the future."
82

ister
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of serious complications. When Falkenhayn
asked if any military preparations ought to be made, the
Kaiser said “No,” and the short interview was at an end.
No one was present except Plessen and Ljmcker, two military secretaries regularly in attendance upon the Kaiser.
possibility

—

Falkenhayn gave in consequence no orders for military
preparations at this time nor until after the ultimatum
had been presented to Serbia.®® On the contrary, he left
Berlin on July 8 for an oflScial visit, then joined his family
on vacation at the sea-side, and did not return to Berlin
until Saturday, July 25, the day after the ultimatum had
been published in the newspapers.®*
One might object that these statements of 1919, as to
events in 1914, are open to question. But they are confirmed by a noteworthy letter which Falkenhayn wrote to
Moltke immediately after the interview with the Kaiser.
This letter, being a private communication from one high
army officer to another, deserves quoting in full as giving a
fairly exact account of what the Kaiser said and thought on
July 5:
This afternoon His Majesty commanded me to the New
Palace to inform me that Austria-Hungary appeared determined to tolerate no longer the intrigues stirred I'P
against Austria in the Balkans, and with this in view to
invade Serbia soon in case it should be necessary; should
Russia not be willing to consent to this, even then Austria

would not be willing to give in.
His Majesty believed this was the view to be gathered
from what the Austrian Ambassador said when he delivered
today at noon a memorandum from the Government at
Vienna and a letter from Emperor Francis Joseph.
I did not hear their conversation, and cannot therefore
permit myself any judgment in regard to it. On the other
p.

33 Statement of Falkenhayn in December, 1919; Investigating Comnt^
62 f.
3* Letter of Wurtzbacher to the Foreign Office. Oct. 19. 1919; K.D 1

I, p.

xvi.
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hand, His Majesty read me the letter as well as the memorandum; and from them so far as it was possible to arrive
at an opinion from hearing them read rapidly, I did not get
a convincing impression that the Vienna Government had
come to a firm determination. Both documents gave a very
gloomy picture of the general position of the Dual Monarchy
as a result of the Pan-Slav intrigues. Both also regarded
it as necessary that something should be done as quickly
as possible to check them. But neither of them spoke of
any warlike issue; it was rather some “energetic” political
steps which seemed indicated; for example, the making of a
treaty with Bulgaria, for which they wished to be assured

German Empire.
This support is to be promised to them, with the statement that it is primarily and solely Austria’s affair to take
steps necessary for her own interests.
The Imperial Chancellor, who also came to Potsdam,
does not believe any more than I do that the Austrian
Government with its talk, though more decided than formerly, is in earnest. At least, not only has he raised no
objections to the departure for the northern cruise, but he
has even advised it.
A long time will pass before the
treaty with Bulgaria is signed. Your Excellency’s stay at
the baths will therefore hardly need to suffer any curtailment. Nevertheless, though I have no instructions to do so,
I thought it proper to inform you of the strain in the situation, so that sudden events, which in the end may always
occur, should not take you wholly by surprise.
With best wishes for the success of your cure, I remain
with sincere devotion and high esteem, as always.
of the support of the

Your devoted,
V.

Falkenhayn.*®

SBFalkenhsyn to Moltke, July 5; Alfred von Wegerer, Kritisehe
Benerkungen zu Kapitel XIII aus Viviams “Reponse au Kaiaer^’ (Berlin,
Moltke also evidently
1923), appendix ii; Montgelas, Leilfaden, p. 196.
did not expect any immediate complications, for he wrote to his wife
from Karlsbad on July 18; "I am looking forward a great deal to our
meeting in August when you come back from Bayreuth;” Moltke, KnMnerungen, p. 380.
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letter, it will be seen, has quite a different
report of the luncheon interview
Szogyeny’stone from
quoted above. Falkenhayn did not at all e.vpect any imme-

Falkenhayn’s

diate danger to the peace of Europe, nor “that the Austrian

though more decided than forgot the impression that the main
point of Berchtold’s ambiguous missives was the diplomatic
action to secure Bulgaria, and that even this would take

Government with

merly,

is

its talk,

in earnest.”

He

“a long time.”
As the Kaiser had very properly told Szogyeny that he
could give no definite answer until he had consulted his

Bethmann-Hollweg also was summoned to
Potsdam the same afternoon. With him went Zimmermann, Acting-Secretary of State of Foreign Affairs during
Jagow’s absence on a honeymoon in Switzerland.®® The
resulta of their conference, embodying Germany’s ofi&cial
decision, were stated next day by Bethmann to Szogyeny
at Berlin, and notified to the German Ambassador m Vienna
Chancellor,

in the following telegram:

The Austro-Hungarian Ambassador

delivered yesterday

a private letter from Emperor Francis
describes the present situation from the

to His Majesty

which
Austro-Hungarian point of view and the measures
templated by Vienna, copies of which arc now being
Joseph,

consent

to you.

today to Count Szogyeny, thanking him for
Francis Joseph’s letter, to which the Emperor will soon send
a personal answer. In the meantime His Majesty wishes to
emphasize that he is not blind to the danger threatening
Austria, and consequently the Triple Alliance, from the
agitation carried on by Russia and Serbian Pan-Slavs.
Although His Majesty, as is known, has no great confidence
in Bulgaria and its ruler, and is naturally more inclined
toward his old ally Rumania and its Hohenzollern prince,
®*C/. Bethmann, Betrachtujigen zum Welthrieg, I. 135 ff.; Invest^I replied

Comm,.,

I,

pp. 9-10, 28, 31-33.
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Emperor Francis Joseph
should want to join Bulgaria to the Triple Alliance in view

nevertheless he can understand that

Rumania’s attitude and of the danger from the formanew Balkan League pointed directly against the
Danubian Monarchy. His Majesty will therefore direct his
minister in Sofia to support steps in this direction taken by
Austria’s representative, if requested to do so. His Majesty
of

tion of a

use his efforts at Buchare.«t, as suggested

also

will

Francis Joseph, to bring

an

King Carol to fulfil his duties
and to suppress the agitation

by
as

drop Serbia,
in
Rumania against Austria-Hungary.
Finally, concerning Serbia, His Majesty naturally can
not take any stand in the questions between Austria and
Serbia, for they are beyond his competence, but Francis
Joseph may be sure that His Majesty, in accordance with
his treaty obligations and old friendship, will stand true by
ally, to

Austria’s side.^^

Bethmann
Charge
tion,

immediately to the German
Bucharest, for King Carol’s informa-

also telegraphed

d’ Affaires in

concerning Francis Joseph’s letter to the Kaiser, the

Sarajevo assassination, and Germany’s resulting consent to
accept Tisza’s

Balkan policy of winning Bulgaria:

The Kaiser, as is known to King Carol, has constantly
intervened at Vienna in favor of an understanding with
Serbia. In spite of this, the Austro-Serbian relations have
grown steadily worse.

In view of the

assassination

at

Sarajevo, which evidently appears to be the result of a well

organized plot and of the policy promoted by the Government at Belgrade for uniting all South Slavs under the
Serbian flag. His Majesty understands that Emperor Francis

Joseph regards an understanding with Serbia as impossible,

Bethmann to Tschirschky, July 6; KX)., 15. The original draft
made by Zimmermann had said Germany would stand true by Austria’s
37

side

“under

all

circumstances;” but these last three words were stricken

more cautious Bethmann and not sent to Tschirschky. The
Kaiser’s personal. reply to Francis Joseph, drawn up by the Foreign Office
on July 0 and sent on July 14, after espreaniig condolences, is of aimilai
out by the

tenor;

KD,

26.
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and, by approaching Bulgaria,

is

seeking to counteract

the

dangers threatening his dynasty and his empire from the
side of Serbia. His Majesty has therefore agreed that
Francis Joseph should receive favorably Bulgaria’s expressed desires for adhesion to the Triple Alliance.®*

Szogyeny also, after an interview with Bethraann on the
morning of July 6, at which Hoyos and Zimmermann were
The first
present, sent a second telegram to Berchtold.
part of this substantially reproduced what Bethmann had
telegraphed to Tschirschky as Germany’s decision in regard
to the new diplomatic action at Sofia and Bucharest; and
as to Serbia: “Austria
clear

up her

decision

may

must judge what

is

to be done

to

relation with Serbia; but whatever Austria’s

turn out to be, Austria can count with

cer-

upon it, that Germany will stand behind her as an
ally and friend.”
Szogyeny then went on to make other assertions of
which there is no trace in Falkenhayn’s letter or in Bethmann’s telegrams as to Germany’s position on July 5 and 6:
tainty

In the course of further conversation, I

made

certain

that

the Chancellor, as well as the Emperor, regards an imme-

by Austria against Serbia as the most radical
of our Balkan difficulties. From an international point of view he regards the present moment as
more favorable than a later one. He is in complete agreement that we should not inform either Italy or Rumania
beforehand of an eventual action against Serbia. On the
other hand, Italy ought to be informed now by Germany
and by us of the intention of bringing about Bulgaria’s
adhesion to the Triple Alliance. At the close of the interdiate action

and best solution

view the Chancellor asked about the state of affairs in
Albania, and warned us most energetically against any plans
a* Bethmann to Waldburg,
July 6; K.D., 16. The
Sofia was also instructed to support Austrian stdps to

German

Minister

at

win Bulgaria: KHi
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which might endanger our relations with Italy and the
existence of the Triple Alliance. 3®

It is easy to see why Szogyeny alleged that Bethmann
was “in complete agreement” with him that Austria should

not inform Italy beforehand of action against Serbia. Like
most Austrian officials, he now wanted war with Serbia,
and by this statement encouraged Berchtold not to inform

Rome would let the cat out
bag at Belgrade, or at least that Italy would make
demands for territorial compensation which Austria had no
Italy beforehand, for fear that

of the

intention of giving.

But

this policy of deceiving Italy, or

of delaying to inform her, was so completely contrary to
the German attitude just before and after July 5, that one

AmbassaGermany's whole effort in recent years had
been to keep Italy loyal and to restrain Austria from doing
things in the Balkans which would unduly offend her, and
make her likely to abandon completely her treaty obligations in the Triple Alliance.
On July 3 Tschirschky had
expressed to Berchtold Germany’s unvarying attitude, by
is

forced to doubt the accuracy of the Austrian

dor’s assertion.

reminding him of “Italy, which, in view of her relations as
an ally, ought to be consulted before the adoption of any
military action.” Berchtold had replied “If we should put
this question before the Cabinet at Rome, they would probably demand Valona as compensation, but we cannot con:

cede this.”
Similarly, a little later,

on July

15,

Jagow reiterated

Tschirschky’s statement that Austria should inform Italy
beforehand: “It is, according to my opinion, of the greatest
importance that Austria should come to an understanding
with the Cabinet at Rome as to her aims in case of a conflict with Serbia, and that she should hold her on her side,
30
32.

Saogytny to Berchtold, July

Cf. Berchtold to
<0 A.R.B.. I. 3.

Merey

in

6,

5:10 P. M.; A.R.B., *1, 7; Gooss, p.
12; AJIJ3., 1, 16.

Rome, July
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or (since a conflict with Serbia alone does not give

rise to

the casus foederis) keep her strictly neutral. Italy has the
right, according to her agreements with Austria, in case of

any change

Dual Monarchy,
Thus Szogyeny’s assertion that

in the Balkans in favor of the

tc claim compensations.”

Bethmann agreed

that Italy should not be informed beforean eventual action against Serbia- is directly con(t even seems
trary to the whole tenor of German policy,
Szogyeny’s
own
words
at the end of
to be contradicted by
his despatch, that Bethmann “warned us most energetically
against any plans which might endanger our relations with
Italy.” Nothing would be more calculated to do this, as the
event proved, than the presenting Italy with a fait accompli
of which she had been told nothing by her ally. Hoyos,
however, in the course of reckless conversation with
Zimmermann, seems to have indicated Berchtold’s intention
of keeping Italy in the dark, and secured Zimmermann’s
assent, and so stated later in Vienna.'** But it is doubtful
whether the Kaiser or Bethmann gave any such assent. If
such is the case, and if Szogyeny attributed to Bethmann a
concession made only by Zimmermann, this would be one
of the instances in which Szogyeny did not report quite
accurately, and exerted an influence in the direction of en-

hand

of

couraging Austria in her reckless policy.*®
^iJagow to. Tschirschky, July 15; K.D., 46. For Germany’s repeated
attempts to persuade Austria to come to a seasonable and reasonable
understand.ng with Jtaly, see K.D., 57, 68, 87, 89. 94, 104, tl9, 150, 202, 212,
244, 267, 269, 287, 326, 396, 573, 577.

42 Stolberg to Jagow, July 18, KD., 87 and Berchtold’s statement to
;
Tschirschky, July 20 (Journal No. 3425; A.R.B., I, 35)
'T cannot make
l.p my mind to enter at present into an exchange of views with the
Italian Government concerning our action, a point moreover which was
discussed between Hoyos and Zimmermann at Berlin.”
43 For other instances, c/. Goose, pp. 31, note
1, 173 ff., 235 ff., 248
;

note

3,

and

253, note 2;

and below

ch. iz, at notes 33-36.
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CONCLUSIONS AS TO GERMANY’S ATTITUDE ON JULY 5 AND 6
one compares the two accounts of Germany’s attitude
as stated by Bethmann and by Szogyeny, he will find that
they are somewhat different in substance and spirit. Bethmann devotes four-fifths of his attention to the innovation
in German policy involved in the Austrian diplomatic
project of winning Bulgaria to the Triple Alliance. He only
touches briefly, at the end of his telegram, on the question
of Austro-Serbian relations, and then only to repeat a principle which he and Kiderlen had stated at one of the crises
Germany will continue to act as a
in the Balkan Wars
loyal ally, but must leave with Austria the decision as to
what her vital interests require.'*^ Szogyeny, on the other
hand, is mainly interested in Berchtold’s projected military
action against Serbia, of which he had been made acquainted by Count Hoyos. His telegrams represent both
the Kaiser and Bethmann as believing "an immediate action by Austria against' Serbia as the most radical and best
solution” and "the present moment as more favorable than
a later one” and he says Bethmann is “in complete agreement” that neither Italy nor Rumania should be informed
If

—

;

beforehand.

What

is

accounts?

the explanation of this divergence in the two

Probably

it is

partly to be found, as Gooss sug-

the fact that Szogyeny was already suffering from
old age, and did not always grasp and report conversations
gests, in

His inaptitude had been responsible for some
between Berlin and Vienna during
the Balkan Wars. He was a personal favorite with Emaccurately.

of the diplomatic friction

Kaiser’s conversation with Bethmann Nov. 9, 1912 (G.P..
302-305), and Kiderlen to Tsohirschky, Nov. 19, 1912 (ibid., p,
361) ; “We arc not the arbiter of what Austria regards as her vital interests
or as possible concessions in regard to Albania; but wc have expressly
supported in diplomacy what Austria has indicated to us as her necessary demands, and we shall continue to do so.”
Cf.

XXXIII,
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peror William, but also

moved

in Berlin militarist

circles,

whose ideas did not always accord with the more moderate
and cautious policies of Bethmann. Owing to Szdgyeny’s
superannuation, and perhaps to his bellicose tendencies and
Magyar sympathies, Franz Ferdinand several weeks before
the Sarajevo tragedy

had

him by a more capable

raised the question of replacing

representative.

His

successor,

had already been selected and
Berlin on June 12. But unfortunately, in view

Prince Gottfried Hohenlohe,

approved in

of the sudden development of the July

not

made

until August- 19, 1914.^®

crisis,

the change was

In the case of

Potsdam conversations Szogyeny seems

to

these

have over-em-

phasized Berlin’s approval of the indefinitely stated second
part of Bench fold's appeal.

Probably also the divergence

is

partly to be explained

as reflecting a slight divergence of attitude on the part

of

Bethmann, the Kaiser, and Zimmcrmann. Bethmann, more
optimistic and idealistic in character, desiring better relations with England and the Triple Entente, and encouraged
by the Bagdad and Portuguese colonial treaties now ready
for final signature, hoped that the Austro-Serbian crisis
might be sufficiently dealt with by the peaceful diplomatic
plan of winning over Bulgaria. He was less affected emotionally by the Archduke’s death.
He had recently been
alarmed at the reckless way Berchtold had antagonized
Italy in connection with Montenegro and thereby endangered the increasingly tottering Triple Alliance

“Vienna

structure.

beginning to emancipate herself from us somewhat rudely [etwas stark]') and in my opinion needs to be
reined in before it is too late,”
he had written a few

weeks

is

earlier,

to Berchtold.

and had accordingly sent a strong warning
So now, after Sarajevo, he did not want to

encourage Berchtold to other reckless adventures;
A

«GP, XXXrX,

3621,

*C Bethmann to Jngow,

6«;

May

Dirr, p. 114.
8, 1914;

GJ, XXXyill,

349 ff.

and,
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while forced to agree with the Kaiser that Germany must
promise to support Austria, he had stricken out the words
“in all circumstances” from the telegram as drafted by

Zimmermann.*’

The

Kaiser, with shrewder insight than Bethmann, with

longer acquaintance with the Balkan question, and

by

Joseph, but with less
political

bound

Franz Ferdinand and Francis
self-control and less regard for the

close personal ties

to

consequences of his

acts, expressed his feelings in

“Now or never, etc.,” which has already
He was willing to assent to the Austrian

the marginal note,

been quoted.^®
plan of winning Bulgaria, though this did not accord with
his past policy and his personal distrust of King Ferdinand.
He was more impressed with the last part of Berchtold’s

memorandum and
sity for

some

Francis Joseph’s letter urging the neces-

energetic action to put an end to the Greater

view of Austria’s hesitations and
he advised her to act quickly while
she had the sympathy of Europe; but, as Falkenhayn’s
letter to Moltke indicates, it was doubted whether Berchtold really would make any immediate and decisive moves.
Serbian

danger.

In

vacillations in the past,

Zimmermann, Acting-Secretary

of State until Jagow’s

return to Berlin after these conversations of July 5 and

had at

6,

Bethmann’s cautious views. ImmeSarajevo he “recommended the greatest cau-

first reflected

diately after

tion” to Szogyeny, advised Serbia “to call to account the

persons guilty,” and urged the Entente Ambassadors to
this timely advice in order to avert dangerous

back up

consequences.^®

But on July 4 the

“Now or never, etc.,” was received
and Zimmermann thereafter took
apparently

made no

objections

Kaiser’s marginal note,

at the Foreign Office,
his cue

when Hoyos

from

it.

confided to

He
him

K.D., 15; see above, note 37.
*8 KJD., 7 ; see above, at note 30.
4BAJ13., I, 5; Diir, p. 118; BJ>., 22, 44; see above at note 16, and
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had in mind a complete partition of Serbia.”
Berchtold had carefully avoided saying anything of this in
the missives which Szdgyeny was to present to the Kaiser.
When Hoyos returned to Vienna and reported what he had
said to Zimmermann about partitioning Serbia, his remarks
that "Austria

were promptly disavowed “Berchtold, and especially Tisza,
want it expressly emphasized that Hoyos was uttering
:

merely a purely personal opinion.”
Such were the views of the three leading Berlin
at the

5 and

moment Germany had
6.

It

would

of attitudes, but

to

make her

officials

decision on July

a mistake to exaggerate the divergence
helps to explain the way in which the

be.

it

way it was inDuring the following days
the Kaiser was absent on his northern cruise and Bethmann
was on his estate at Hohenfinow, so that they exerted little
influence on the course of affairs.
This left the German
Foreign Office in charge of Zimmermann,. and then of Jagow
who returned to Berlin and took up again his duties as
Secretary of State soon after the departure of Hoyos on
July 6. Jagow, though in general agreement with Zimmermann, soon began to adopt a more cautious attitude. He
forwarded some good advice to Vienna which Berchtold
disregarded. In order to find out where the Austrian path
was leading, he began to offer advice and ask questions—
which Berchtold did not answer fully and frankly.®^
Thus the Kaiser and his advisers, influenced by the
“blank check” was given at Berlin, and the

terpreted and used at Vienna.

—

so Tschirschky to Gennan Foreign OflBce, July
7, 3:25 P. M.; K.b.,
cf. also 61 and 361.
Evidently the Kaiser was unaware on Sunday
afternoon of this reckless talk of Hoyos, which probably took place on
Monday morning after he had left for Kiel. This explains why this
passage relating to the Hoyos incident was cut out from Tschirschky’s
despatch when it was forsvarded by Jagow for the Kaiser’s perusal; K.D.,
18;

note

2.

i Cf.

Jagow’s de^alches, July 9-18; K.D., 23, 31, 33, 36, 39, 46,
and the information gathered from Zimmermann and Jagow
by the Bavarian Legation in Berlin, in Diix, pp. 4-13, 123-129.

61, 67-70, 72;
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Sarajevo assassination and confronted with Berchtold’s appeal for support, made their decision.
Toward Bulgaria

they agreed to adopt a new policy; and in regard to Serbia,
they stated, according to Szogyeny; “Austria must judge
what is to be done to clear up her relation to Serbia; whatever Austria’s decision may turn out to be, Austria can
count with certainty upon it, that Germany will stand behind her as an ally and friend.”
They gave Austria a
free hand and made the grave mistake of putting the situa-

hands of a man as
and unscrupulous as Berchtold. They committed
themselves to a leap in the dark. They soon found themselves involved, as we shall see, in actions which they did
not approve, and by decisions which were taken against
their advice; but they could not seriously object and protest
at least until the eleventh hour when it proved too
late
^because they had pledged their support to Austria in
advance, and any hesitation on their part would only
weaken the Triple Alliance at a critical moment when it
most needed to be strong. The Kaiser and his advisers on
July 5 and 6 were not criminals plotting the World War;
they were simpletons putting “a noose about their necks"
and handing the other end of the rope to a stupid and
clumsy adventurer who now felt free to go as far as he
liked.
In so doing they were incurring a grave responsibility for what happened later.
tion outside of their control into the

reckless

—
—

®SSabgy4ny to Berchtold, July 6; A.R.B.,
19, 37,

I,

7; see above, at notes

39.

58 As the Kaiser himself noted frantically on July 30, after hearing
of Grey’s warning, Russian mobilisation measures, and Berchtold's persistent disregard of all proposed peaceful solutions: in addition to encirclement by the Entente, “the stupidity and clumsiness of our ally has been
made a hangman’s noose for us” [wird uns die Dummheit und Unge-

Bchicklichkeit unseres Verbiindeten

sum

Fallstrick gemacht]

;

KJD,

401.
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BERCHTOLD’s efforts to convert TISZA

Having been informed by Sz6g>'eny that Germany

as-

sented to the second part of his double-faced appeal, i.e.,
that Germany would stand firm as an ally in whatever Austria should decide to undertake against Serbia, Berchtold

no longer pretended to advocate the first part, i.e., the peace
program of Tisza.®'* For he had now overcome half his
He now needed only to persuade his aged
difficulties.
monarch and Tisza to agree to the extirpation of the Serbian
danger, which Conrad had long urged,®® and which he himself had finally decided upon. How was this to be done?
Tisza’s “politique de longue main” to win Bulgaria and
secure peace in the Balkans for a few years at least had been
adopted by Berchtold and made the basis for his memorandum to Berlin ^until the news of Sarajevo made him suddenly change to Conrad’s war program. Tisza, however,
was not the kind of man to allow his matured judgments to
be overturned in a moment even by such a crime. He had
told Berchtold frankly that the provoking of such a war
with Serbia would be “a fatal mistake”; it would pillory
Austrians “before the whole world as disturbers of the
peace, besides beginning a great w'ar under the most unfavorable circumstances.” But he apparently made little
impression on Berchtold. Tisza had also informed Francis

—

fact he Dot only abandoned it, but on July S suggested to
Berlin to drop taking further steps at Bucharest and Sofia for the winning
of Bulgaria; and Berlin acquiesced; AJ13., I, 11; KJD., 19, 21, 22. This
only increased Berlin’s belief in the "vacillation” of the "ever timid
and undecided authorities in Vienna;” Schoen’s report of July 18; Birr,
K.D., rv, Anhang iv, No. 2.
p. 7
56 Not counting the period 1906-1912, covered by the two first volvimes of his memoirs, it may be noted that in the seventeen months from
January 1, 1913 to June 1, 1914, the Chief of Staff had, according to
his own statements, urged war against Serbia no less than twenty-five
times; cf. Conrad, III, 12ff., 74, 78, 82, 84, 114, 165. 178ff., 183f., 249,
257 f., 261, 267, 302 f., 333, 342, 354 f., 375 f., 405 f., 453 f., 457, 461, 463,
467, 477, 661, 694 ff.
;
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Joseph of Berchtold’s reckless plans and warned him against
them.®*

After Tisza

had returned

the postscript to the

to Budapest, Berchtold added

memorandum

for Berlin,

denouncing

Serbia, and drew up the royal missive from Francis Joseph
to Emperor William which, like the memorandum, set forth
Tisza’s peace program, but which also at its close hinted
at more vigorous action against Serbia: peace "will only

be possible

when Serbia ...

factor in the Balkans.

you too

is

eliminated as a political

After the last frightful events in

be convinced that o friendly settlement
of the antagonism which divides Austria from Serbia is no
longer to be thought of, and that the peace policy of all
European monarchs is threatened so long as this source of
criminal agitation in Belgrade lives on unpunished.”
Berchtold could not properly or constitutionally send
such an important message on foreign policy, suggesting,
as it did, a modification of what had already been agreed
upon, without informing the Hungarian Premier. He therefore sent a copy to Tisza but Tisza, on reading it, was not
at all pleased with it. He feared it would make Berlin “shy
off” from approving the peaceful diplomatic program.
He
suspected the truth, that Berchtold was scheming to get the

Bosnia,

will

;

backing of

Germany

for military action

against Serbia

rather than for the agreed-upon "politique de longue main.”

He

therefore telegraphed at once to Berchtold urging the

But at the
sending this telegram, Szogyeny was
already putting the unmodified text of the letter into
Emperor William’s hands at Potsdam. Berchtold had sent
omission of the words printed in italics above.®*

very

moment he was

Tisza to Francis Joseph, July 1; A.R.B., I, 2.
Francis Joseph to William II, drafted by Berchtold July 2, and
presented by Szogyeny July 5; K.D., 13; A.R.B., I, 1, Gooss, pp. ^29;
see above, at note 18. Words italicized were objected to by Tisza.
ss Tisza to Berchtold, July 6, 11:50 A.M.; Goose, p. 28 f.; Frakn^, p.
16

.
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without waiting to hear from Tisza. He had resorted
to the sharp practice, which he was to employ later in similar fashion but in far more serious matters, of making use of
a fait accompli. Disliking argument because of his natural
indolence, his ignorance of detail, and his consequent deit oif

pendence on his secretaries for information,"’® he always
found it easier to take a step first, and avoid argument
about it until after the moment had passed when the step
could not very well be undone, and argument about it would
therefore be futile.
The best lever with which to pry Tisza from his firm
stand, as Berchtold, Hoyos and Forgach believed, was to
represent to Tisza that Berlin wanted immediate and energetic action against Serbia; to make it appear that if Austria did not take advantage of the present favorable opportunity, Germany would more than ever regard Austria as
bundnimnfdhig, i.e., as a weak, hesitating, decrepit state of
little value to Germany as an ally; and that consequently
Berlin would disregard Austria's interests and treat her even
more cavalierly in the future than in the past. In this purpose they were assisted by, or perhaps it would be more
correct to say, they made use of, Tschirschky, the German

Ambassador

in Vienna.*®
July 4, at Forgach’s suggestion, Berchtold sent to
Francis Joseph and Tisza a rumor, gathered by one of the
press agents in the Foreign Ofifice, flat “Tschirschky is re-

On

8* For indications of Berchtold’s incompetence and aversion to the
hard study necessary to master the intricate subject of foreign affairs,
see H. Kanner’s portrait of “Graf Berchtold, der aristrokratische Dilettant"
in Kaiserliche Katastrophen^PoKtik
(Vienna, 1922), pp. 87-93; and
Dumaine, La Demiere Ambassade de France en Autriche (Paris, 1921),

pp. 22, 34 ff., 99 f.
*0 C/. Berchtold to Tisza, July 8: “Aus den "weiteren Aeusserungen
des Botschafters [Tschirschky] konnte ich ersehen, dass man in Deutschland ein Transigieren unsererseits mit Serbien als Schwiichebekenntniss
auslegen wurde, was nicht ohne Riickwirkung auf unsere Stellung im
Dreibunde und die kiinftige Politik Deutschlands bleiben konnte;” A.B.BI.

10.

—
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ported to have declared, with the evident intention that it
should be reported in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, that

Germany would support the Dual Monarchy through

thick

whatever should be decided against Serbia.
The sooner Austria attacked the better. Yesterday would
have been better than today; today would be better than tomorrow. Even if the German press, which is wholly antiSerbian today, should preach again in favor of peace, Vienna
should not allow herself to be in doubt that the [German]
Emperor and Empire would stick unconditionally to Austria-Hungary. One Great Power cannot speak more clearly
to another than this.”
Again on July 6, the moment he received from Berlin
Szogydny’s version of the interviews with the Kaiser and
Bethmann, Berchtold had Forgach forward the news to
Tisza,** and for Tuesday, July 7, he summoned a Ministerial Council to approve the repressive measures in Bosnia
and the warlike action against Serbia which he desired.
Before the Council met, he arranged for a preliminary
meeting, including himself, Tisza and Sturgkh, the Premiers
respectively of Hungary and Austria, Tschirschky, and also
Hoyos, who had just come back from Berlin and was one
of the most active instigators for war with Serbia. Hoyos
read aloud the two despatches from Szogyeny and a memorandum of his own talk with Zimmermann. Berchtold

and

thin,

.

.

.

Austrian Foreign Office Journal No. 3117; Gooss, p. 40, n. 1. How
was correctly reported here, and how far his words were
twisted by Berchtold and his agents for their own purposes does not
appear. Even if correctly reported. Tschirschky was evidently giving expression merely to his own personal views, for there is no indication in
any of the documents that he had at this time received from Berlin
far Tschirschky

any instructions to this effect; and if he had rece’'''ed instructions he would
certainly have stated them officially to Berchtold, who would have
been only too glad to emphasize the fact to Francis Joseph and Tisza.
For Tschirschky’s genuine views, given on June 30, July 2 and 3,
expressions of Austro-German solidarity, coupled with warnings against
a^ hasty and reckless steps which would disturb the general European
situation, see K.D., 7, 11; AR.B., I, 3; and above, at notes 14 and 15.
Forgach to Tisza, July 6. 1:30 P.M.; Gooss, p. 66.

;
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expressed to Tschirschky his gratitude to the Kaiser and
“for their clear attitude which was in accord-

Bethmann

ance with treaty obligations and friendship,” but promptly
disavowed what Hoyos had said to Zimmermann about
Austria’s intention to partition Serbia.®*

At the Ministerial Council of July

7,

Berchtold raised

the question
whether the time had not come to make Serbia harmless
all through the use of force.
Such a decisive blow
could not be struck without diplomatic preparations. So
he had got into touch with the German Government. The
once for

had led to a very satisfactory result,
Emperor William, as well as Bethmann-

discussions in Berlin

inasmuch

as

Hollweg, had given emphatic assurance of unconditional
in case of a warlike complication with

German support

Serbia-*^
Italy and Rumania must still be reckoned with;
and here he was in accord with the Berlin Cabinet that it
was better to act first without consulting them, and then
await any possible demands for compensation.®^
He [Berchtold] was aware that a passage of arms with
Serbia might result in a war with Russia.
But Russia
was following a policy, that, looking to 'he future, was
aiming at a combination of the Balkan states, including
Rumania, for the purpose of using them against the Mon-

archy when the time seemed opportune. He was of the
opinion that Austria must take ’nto account the fact that
*3 K.D., 18; see above, at note 60.
The words, “inasmuch as , . with Serbia/' were added by Berchtold afterwards to the minutes which were noted down by Hoyos; Gooss,
p. 51, n. 3.
Berchtold's alteration of the record would make it easier
,

him to persuade Francis Joseph to consent to war with Serbia when
the minutes of the Council were presented to him for approval.
Berchtold here implies that it v*as the Berlin Cabinet which made
the suggestion that Italy and Bumania be not informed.
In reality,
(even admitting the fact of Bethmann's assent on this point which is
dcubtfuj; see above, at notes 39-42), it is clear from Szogyeny's own
phrase, *T3ethmann as well as the Emperor is in complete agreement with
U8,
that it Was from the Austrian, and not from
the German, side that
this shortsighted suggestion wac first
made.
for
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her situation in the face of such a policy was hound to
become increasingly worse, especially as passive toleration
would be interpreted by her South Slavs and Rumanians
as a sign of weakness, and would lend strength to the magnetic power of the two border states.
The logical conclusion of what he had said was that
Austria should get ahead of her enemies, and, by a timely
final reckoning with Serbia, put an end to the movement
which was already in full swing,
thing which might be
impossible later.*®

Tisza thereupon replied, at least according to the min-

made by Hoyos but which were somewhat
touched up afterwards by Berchtold;
utes which were

He [Tisza] agreed with Berchtold that the situation had
changed somewhat in the last few days as a result of the
and the attitude of the Serbian
and emphasized that he also regarded the possibility
of warlike action against Serbia as nearer than he 'had
believed just after the crime at Sarajevo. But he would
never agree to a surprise attack on Serbia without preliminary diplomatic action, which seemed to be intended
[by Berchtold], and which had been unfortunately mentioned by Hoyos in Berlin, because in this case we should
stand, in his opinion, in a very bad position before the
eyes of Europe, and in all probability w'ould have to reckon
with the hostility of all the Balkan States except Bulgaria;
and Bulgaria, which is at present very weak, would be unable to give us any corresponding support.
Unquestionably demands must be made on Serbia, but
investigation [at Sarajevo]
press,

«*This and the following quotations are from the minutes of the
Ministerial Council of July 7 in A.R.B., I, 8; English translation in the
N. Y. Times Current History, Dec., 1919, pp. 446-460; Gooss, pp. 60-62,
indicates the alterations which Berchtold made in the minutes
See
also Conrad, IV, 43-56, who was present with an Admiral at the afternoon session from 3-5 P. M., and gave secret military information, which
he records in his memoirs but which was omitted for reasons of prudence from the official minutes of the Council; Frakndi, pp. 18-27; the
reports of Tschirschky (K.D., 19) and of Tucher, the Bavarian Minister
Vienna, Dirr, p. 125 f.; and Investigataiy Comm. I, p. 90.

m
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no ultimatum must be sent until Serbia had failed to com*
ply with these demands. These demands, to be sure, must
be severe, but not such as could not be complied with.
If Serbia accepted them, we should be able to point to a
notable diplomatic success, and have increased our prestige
in the Balkans.

demands were not complied

If the

with,

he too would favor military action, but must still emphasize that we aim at the diminution, but not the complete
annihilation, of Serbia, both because this would never be
permitted by Russia without a life-and-death struggle, and
because he, as Hungarian Premier, could never consent to

have the Dual Monarchy annex any part of Serbia.

Refusing to be shaken by Berchtold’s assertion that
Germany was in favor of immediate military action, Tisza
declared further:

Germany’s

It is not

now

affair to decide

He

whether we should

was of the opinion
was not unconditionally necessary to make' war at
the present moment, and that in view of the excited state
of public opinion in Rumania we should have to reckon
with a Rumanian attack, and in any case should have to
attack Serbia

that

or not.

personally

it

maintain considerable forces in Transylvania to intimidate
the Rumanians. At present, when Germanj' had happily
prepared the way for the adhesion of Bulgaria, there was
opened a promising prospect for successful diplomatic action
in the Balkans; by joining with Bulgaria and Turkey, and

by securing

their adhesion to the Triple Alliance,

out-balance

Rumania and

Serbia,

we

could

and so compel Rumania

to return to the Triple Alliance. As to Europe, one must
bear in mind that the strength of France, in comparison
with that of Germany, was steadily decreasing on account

and that Germany therefore in the
more troops available for use against

of her lower birth-rate,
future would have

Russia.

.

.

.

[He concluded

therefore

that

the

Bosnian

improved by internal administrative reforms, and that] he could not decide unconditionally for
war, but would consider a corresponding diplomatic success
situation could be
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•with the severe humiliation of Serbia as the proper means
for improving Austria’s position and making possible a suc-

cessful

Balkan

policy.

Berchtold answered in reply that the last few years had
that, though diplomatic victories hau raised the pres-

shown

tige of

the

Monarchy

temporarily, they

had only increased

the existing tension in Austro-Serbian relations.

Neither

the success in the Annexation Crisis, nor that in connection

with the creation of Albania, nor the later backing-down on
Serbia’s part in October, 1913, had actually changed the
.

situation materially.
raised

“A

by the Greater

radical settlement of the problem

"Serbia propaganda, systematically

on from Belgrade, whose disruptive force could be
detected as far as Agram and Zara, was only possible
through an energetic intervention.” The Rumanian danger
he did not think serious. And as for the relative strength
of the Great Powers, Russia’s increasing population more
carried

than offset France’s declining birth-rate.
After a long discussion through the morning and afternoon, in which all the ministers except Tisza expressed
views in virtual agreement witii Berchtold, and in which
Conrad set forth secret military plans which he asked not
to

be recorded in the minutes, no complete agreement was

Tisza was willing that specific demands should
made upon Serbia, but insisted that they should not deliberately be made so hard that Serbia could not comply
reached.

be

with them, and that they should not be in the form of an
ultimatum. He also insisted that he should see them before they were sent, so that he should not be faced with
another fait accompli. All the other ministers, however,
agreed with Berchtold against Tisza, “that a purely diploif it ended with a striking humiliation
would be worthless, and that consequently the
demands presented to Serbia must be so far-reaching tiiat

matic victory, even
of Serbia,
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their rejection

would be a foregone conclusion, and

so the

way would be prepared for a radical solution through a
military attack.” As to military preparations, Tisza made
his view prevail to the extent that the others consented that

there should be no mobilization until after specific demands

and an ultimatum had been successively presented and
rejected.

At the

close of the

would present
day.

Tisza, however,

that his

meeting Berchtold stated that he

its results to Francis Joseph at Ischl next

own views

who had

to return to Budapest, feared

against deliberately forcing war upon

Serbia might not be effectively presented by Berchtold
the aged sovereign. He therefore requested Berchtold

to

to

delay his audience until he, Tisza, could draw up a memoir
to be laid before the

Emperor along with Berchtold’s

report

on the Ministerial Council. This Berchtold consented to
do, and postponed his audience with the Emperor until
Thursday morning, July 9.
In his memoir of July 8 Tisza still urged the advisability
of his original diplomatic program to win Bulgaria; but in
view of the unanimity of the opinion against him in the
Council the day before, he devoted most of liis long memoir
to what had now become the main secret question at
Vienna: should the demands on Serbia, as Tisza insisted,
take the form of a polite note, hu' liliating but not impossible for Serbia, stating specific grievances, and asking
remedies which Austria was ready, bona fide, to accept as
satisfactory; or, should the demands, as Berchtold and the
majority wished, be a general indictment of Serbia in the
form of an ultimatum, deliberately worded to provoke immediate war with Serbia? In favor of the former, Tisza
argued to the Emperor, as he nad done in the Council:
I [Tisza]
all

am

not pleading at

these provocations

all

that

[of Serbia},

we should swallow

and

I

am

assume the consequences of a war caused by a

ready

to

rejection
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But, in my opinion, it must be made
Serbia to avoid war by accepting a severe

demands.

for

diplomatic defeat, and

if it

comes to war

it

will

be clear

to the world that we stand on the basis of justifiable selfnote in moderate, but not threatening, language
defense.

A

should be addressed to Serbia, which should set forth our
specific grievances and our precise demands in connection
with them.

Serbian

[He

suggests, for example, the remarks of the

Minister,

Spalajkovitch

in

St.

and

Petersburg,

Jovanovitch in Berlin, the fact that the bombs in Bosnia
came from the Serbian arsenal at Kragujevac, that the
assassins crossed the border with false passes issued by
Serbian authorities; and the general attitude of the Serbian
press, societies,

and

schools.]

Should Serbia give an unsatisfactory answer, or try
dilatory tactics, an ultimatum should follow, and after its
expiration, the opening of hostilities.
After a successful
war Serbia could be diminished in area by the cession of
some of the conquered districts to Bulgaria, Greece, and
Rumania, but we ourselves should ask at most merely cerTo be sure, we
tain important boundary modifications.
could claim a war indemnity, which would give us the
chance to keep a firm hand on Serbia for a long time.
Should Serbia yield, we must accept this solution bona
fide, and not make her retreat impossible.®'^
.

.

.

.

'This possible peaceful solution

at all

.

.

urged by Tisza was not
after Tisza had left

what Berchtold wanted. Shortly

Vienna, he again tried to apply the
ing in a letter to Tisza on July 8:

German

lever,

by

alleg-

Tschirschky has just left me, after informing me that
he has received a telegram from Berlin in which his Imperial Master directed him to declare here most emphatically
that Berlin expects Austria to act against Serbia, and that
it would not be understood in Germany if we should let
this opportunity

go by without striking a blow.
1, IX

3T Tisza to fYancis Joseph, July 8;

...

.

From
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further things the

Germany any

Ambassador said, I could see that in
on our part toward Serbia would

yielding

be interpreted as a confession of weakness, which would
fail to react on our position in the Triple Alliance and

not

on Germany’s future policy.
These statements of Tschirschky’s seem to me of such
importance as possibly influencing your conclusions that I
wanted to inform you of them at once, and beg you, if you
fit, to send me a cipher telegram to this effect at Ischl,
where I shall be tomorrow morning and could interpret
your view to His Majesty.®®

see

Tisza was apparently unmoved by this, and did not telegraph as requested. Accordingly, although Berchtold had
gone to Ischl to get Francis Joseph’s approval for such demands upon Serbia “that their acceptance would be out of
the question,” ** he did not succeed, as we learn from
Tschirschky’s report of July 10:
.

.

.

The Minister informed the Emperor

of the two

methods of procedure against Serbia which are in
question here. His Majesty thought perhaps the difference
between them could be bridged over. But in general His
Majesty inclines to the view that specific demands should
be addressed to Serbia. Count Berchtold like'vise would

possible

88 Berchtold to Tisza, July 8, ca. 8 P. M.; AR.B., I, iO; Gooss, p.
There are serious grounds for thinking that Bercht' J himself fabricated these statements which be attributed to Tschir'i j^i y, his purpose
being, as stated in the second paragraph, to “influence’ 'iisza:
(1) The

68 ft.

Kautsky Documents do not contain any such telegram to Tschirschky, nor
does Tschirschky make any acknowledgment of its receipt or the cariying out of its instructions, as he usually does in such cases; (2) Tschiischky, in reporting his interview with Berchtold on July 8, (KD., 19) does
not make the slightest mention of any such statements as Berchtold
alleged to Tisza; (3) Berchtold speaks of “a telegram from Berlin in which
his Imperial Master etc.,” whereas the Kaiser had already left Berlin
two days earlier to go on his northern cruise. It may be noted that Berchtold did receive % tciegram from Szogyeny on July 8, alleging that Berlin
was waitiiig fVith '/iipatience for a decision (Gooss, p. 39 f.); perhaps it
waa ifhe ermtents of Szogyeny's telegram which Berchtold fathered upon
Tsehirsenky to serve his purpose of “influencing” Tisza.
osTsohirachky to Berlin F.O., July 8; 8:10 P, M.; KD..

19.

;
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not deny the advantages of such a procedure. ... He thinks
one might demand among other things the establishment
of an

Austro-Hungarian agency in Belgrade to watch from

there the Greater Serbia machinations, and also the disso-

and the dismissal of compromised officers.
answer ought to be made as short
as possible, perhaps 48 hours. To be sure, even this short
time-limit would suffice for Belgrade to get directions from
St. Petersburg. Should the Serbians accept all the demands
made, this would be a solution which would be “very unwelcome” to him, and therefore he was thinking how he
could frame demands which would make Serbia’s acceptance
lution of societies

The

time-lirnit for this

wholly impossible.
Finally the Minister complained again of Count Tisza's

which made

difficult for him an energetic action
Count Tisza maintained that one must
proceed “gentleman-like,” but this was hardly appropriate,
when such important interests of state were at issue, and
especially toward such an opponent as Serbia.'^®

attitude,

against Serbia.

Thus, by July

9, Berchtold had secured the approval of
and Tisza to the idea that some demands
should be presented to Serbia, but not in the form of an
ultimatum, the terms of which were to be deliberately
framed to make acceptance impossible. Nevertheless, he

fVancis Joseph

proceeded with this second purpose. On July 11
he told Tschirschky that he had summoned Tisza to Vienna
for a conference on July 14, when he hoped the document
would be finally drafted
secretly

So far as he [Berchtold] could say today, the chief
demands on Serbia would be to request that the King should
officially and publicly make a declaration, and publish it
as an army order, that Serbia abandons the policy of a
Greater Serbia; secondly, the institution of an AustroHungarian Government agency which should watch over

the strict observance of this declaration.
^0 Tschirschky to Berlin, F.O., July 10; E.D., 29.

The

time-linait
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on die conviction

in

that

the result of a '.veil-organized plot, the
To gather proof of

threads of v,hich reach to Belgrade."'’
'hi5

Berchtoid sent

Dr".

Wiesner, a legal counsellor of

FoTeign Office, to Harajevo on

.I\ily

the

11 to investigate on the

was a cautious and conservative lawyer who
did not want to make any charges against Serbia except
v.hat were clearly e.stablished by documentary evidence and

spot,

Wiesr.er

could sati-sfactorily stand examination in a criurt of law.

Having
'ti

of

to examine the material hurriedly during a couple
and nights at Sarajevo, he learned only a small part
v/hat '.VC now know concerning the way the plot was or-

dav.s

ganized in Belgrade.

Wicsncr telegraphed from Sarajevo on
wa.s the prevailing

.July 13 that

it

conviction ot all persons of influence

in

Greater Serbia propagaud.a there w'as carknowledge and approval of the Serbian
Government, but that the evidence laid before him gave
"no support for the charge that this prc paganda is proBo.snia that

tiie

ried on with the

moted by the

Serliian

Government.

The

evidence that

this

VI Privute letter of TschitBchky to Jagow, July 11
[nvesiig. Commi
'rhis privale letter and the telegram of July 10 r.uoted above,
f.
were to prove important, as they evidently formed the ba.sis of the famous
fiespatch of Sehoi.'n, the counsellor of the Bavarian Legatiosi at Berlin, on
•Inly 18, wliich wa.s published in mutilated form by Kurt Eisner and
cited at the p(;.'ice Conference as one of the proofs of Germany’s war
;

I,

p. 120

publication also gave rise to a famous libel suit at
These two rejmrts of T.-irlur^eliky were evi(l-r.tly the ba.si.s also of Tirpitz’s Statement in his polcuiic against Bethuiiinn that “on July 13 the Chancellor was acquainted with the essential
points of the ultimatum;’’ Tirpits, Erinnerunfen, p. 212 f.
re.sponsibility

;

.Miinifh

IJirr

(ct.

its

pa!,:um).
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13

agitation is stirred up by societies in Serbia and is tolerated
by the Serbian Government is sufficient, although scanty.”
As to the crime itself, "there is nothing to prove, or even
to cause suspicion of the Serbian Government’s cognizance
of the steps leading to the crime, or of its preparing

it,

or of

supplying the weapons. On the contrary, there are indications that this is to be regarded as out of the question.”

its

On the other hand, there was "hardly a doubt that the
crime was resolved upon in Belgrade, and prepared wdth the
cooperation of Serbian officials, Ciganovitch and Major

who provided bombs. Brownings, ammunition,
and cyanide of potassium” ; that the bombs came from the
Serbian Kragujevac arsenal; and that the three assassins,
with bombs and weapons upon them, were secretly smuggled across the frontier to Bosnia by Serbian agencies
through the assistance of Ciganovitch and the frontiercaptains at Shabats and Loznica. He also reported that
Tankositch,

was valuable material in regard to the Narodna
Odbrana which had not yet been sifted, but which he was
bringing back to Vienna next day for further study. This
was incorporated in the Austrian dossier later. Meanwhile
he suggested the following demands as justified by the evithere

dence already found:
T2 These two sentences, and these only, were cited from the Wiesner
report by Mr. Secretary Lansing and Mr. J. B. Scott, the American members of the Commission on the Responsibility of the Authors of the
War, at the Paris Peace Conference, April 4, 1919 (Oennan fVhite Book
concenung the Aulhora of the War, Eng, trans., N. Y., 1924, p. 28). But
in stating that these two sentences were the “essential portion” of the
Wiesner report, they gave a totally misleading impression of its true
character. Whether they did this deliberately, or whether they were supplied with the report only in this mutilated form (possibly b3 Mr. Ves’-

Serbian Minister in Paris, who, as they admit, supplied them
with other documents), they have never stated, so far as the writer
knows. For other cases in which the “evidence” for Germany’s responsibflitgr for the World War was later proven to be of an unsound or misleading character, thereby constituting a moral justification for a "revision” of the Versailles Treaty, see A. von Wegcrer, “Die IJnterlagen des
Versailler Urteiis iiber die Schuld am Ausbruch des Weltkrieges,” in
KSF, V, 1087-1106, Nov., 1927; and in Cxurrent History, Aug.. 1928, p. SlOCf.
nitch, the
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A. Suppression of the cooperation of Serbian official
agencies smuggling persons and goods across the frontier.
B. Dismissal of Serbian frontier-captains at Shabats and
Loznica as well as the implicated customs officials.
Prosecution
of Ciganovitch and Tankositch.'"’®
C.

Dr. Wiesner also showed General Potiorek a copy of this
telegram to Berchtold absolving the Serbian Government
from direct complicity in the Sarajevo crime, though not
from the responsibility for the subversive agitation against
Austria.
tive.

He

Potiorek thought the report

much

too conserva-

at once wrote to Conrad, expressing his

victions, which, as

we now know from the

own

con-

activities of the

"Black Hand,” were very much closer to the truth. “It k
downright impossible that some person or other in a democratic go.ernment in such a small country as Serbia should
not have had knowledge of the preparation of the crime
and the traitorous working methods of the whole propaganda.. According to the investigations so far, several persons in Bosnia-Herzegovina certainly knew what was going
to happen on June 28. According to one of the assassins
the preparations were talked over in a tavern in Belgrade.
Furthermore, in Serbia, by the side of the official Gov.
ernment, there is a rival military government, which takes
its existence from the army.
That Serbian officers in active
.

service participated in the preparation of the a'^sassination,

and also participated prominently in the whole propaganda,
and are therefore among the instigators of the traitorous
agitation stirred up in our country, is proven. The army, to
be sure, is not part of the Government. But to try to main78 Wiesner to Berchtold, July 13; 1:10 and 2 P. M.; A.R.B., I, no.
17; Gooss, p. 91 ff. For the difficulties under which Dr. Wiesner labored
in drawing up this preliminary report, owing to the shortness of the time
at his disposal and his desire to make no charges not fully proven, and
also for Entente misrepresentations concerning it, see his two valuaole
articles;
“Der Serajevoer Mord und die Kriegsschuldfrage,” in Das Neue
Reich, No. 44, August 2, 1924; and “Der verfalschte und der echte Text
des ‘Dokument Wiesner,”’ in KSF, III, 641-057, Oct., 1925.
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that the ofScial Serbian Government does not know
is doing, is by no means tenable.”
Potiorek

what the army

added new information which he had just received concerning the treasonable activities of the Sokol Societies in which
Serbian military officers and high officials had an active
part. He declared that he could not assume the responsibility of remaining in office unless vigorous measures were
taken at once. Mere demands such as those suggested by
Wiesner were not enough. It was necessary to crush th
machine behind all this agitation, i.e., the Serbian army.
“All this sort of thing would have been wholly impossible,
unless it had been known and tolerated, if not furthered,
by the Serbian Government.”
Potiorek's views, strengthened by long residence in
Bosnia and close contact with Serbia, corresponded more
nearly to what Berchtold and the Ballplatz officials suspected was the truth than Wiesner's more judicial and conThe three demands
servative preliminary conclusions.
which Wiesner had suggested were incorporated in the ultimatum to Serbia, but otherwise Berchtold appears to have
made little or no immediate use of his report. Wiesner
was left at work sifting the material and drawing up the
dossier of evidence to be presented to the Powers. Meanwhile Berchtold continued with the plan, desired by Conrad
and Potiorek, of bringing about a localized preventive war
against Serbia.

THE CONVERSION OF

On

TISZA

July 14 Berchtold finally succeeded in persuading
up his opposition to an ultimatum with a

Tisza to give

short time-limit.
able

demand that

full Ministerial

But he had to

yield to Tisza’s unalter-

before the ultimatum was presented, a

Council should adopt the formal resolution

that “Austria, aside from slight regulations of boundary,
T* Potiorek to Conrad, July 14; Conrad, IV, 82-85.
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seeks

no

acquisition of territory as

—a

a

result of the war with

resolution calculated both to safeguard what
as the special interests of Hrngary, and to
regarded
Tisza
prevent Italian claims to compensation and intervention on

Serbia”

the part of the Powers. It was also decided that the ultishould not be presented until it was certain that
Poincare had left Russia. For otherwise Berchtold feared

matum

that “to take such a step at the

moment when

the President

of the French Republic was being feted as the guest of the
Tsar might conceivably be interpreted as a political affront,

which we wish to avoid.” Moreover, he feared it would be
unwise to threaten Belgrade while “the peace-loving, hesitating Tsar and the cautious Sazonov were subject to the
immediate influence of the two instigators, Poincare and
Izvolski”; then Russia, under the influence of the “champagne-mood” of the warm Franco-Russian toasts and the
chauvinism of the French President, Izvolski, and the
Grand Duke Nicholas, would be more likely to intervene
with military action.’® After the date had been changed
several times, it was ultimately decided that if the ultimatum were not presented in Belgrade until after 5 P.M.
on Thursday, July 23, the news could not re? .'h St. Petersburg until after Poincare and Viviani had e'-jharked on the
waters of the Baltic, and were safely out of touch with the
Russian authorities.’®
Why did Tisza change his mind and consent to an ultimatum and the idea of immedia'.e local war with Serbia?
rs Berchtold's report to Francis Joseph, July 14; and Berchtold to
Szogyeny, July 15; A.RR., I, 19, 21; K.D., 49, 50.
Te For the high importance of waiting until Russia had recovered from

the “champagne-mood” and Poincare’s influence, see telegrams between
Berchtold and the Austrian Ambassador in Paris, July 12-16, deciphered
by the French and published by Poincare, IV, 283 f.; A.B.B., I, 19, 21,
26, 36, 39, 57, 62; K.D., 50, 65, 69, 80, 93, 108, 112, 127. That Berohtold’s
.fears were not without foundation may be seen from the accounts which
Paleologue, Buchanan, and Sz&p&ry, the French, British, and Austrian
Ambassadors in St. Petersburg, have given of the Poincare visit; tee
below, ch. vi.
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not know with certainty. Probably Berchtold’s use
German lever had something to do with it. Severai
months later, when some recriminations were passing privately between Austrian and German officials concerning

We do
of the

for the war, Tisza wrote to Tschirschky:
“Before beginning our action against Serbia we went to
Germany for advice; and upon the direct encouragement

responsibility

and declaration of the German Government that

it

regarded

more threatsettlement
[with
Serbia],
we
presented
our Note in
ening
This, as we have seen, was what Berchtold
Belgrade.”
had been continually urging upon Tisza as Germany’s attitude and as an argument for seizing the present moment for
the present situation as favorable for the ever

the final reckoning with Serbia.

But a stronger influence which made Tisza change

his

mind, with a hea^'y heart, was the growing conviction that
unless Austria acted now she would be throttled by her
enemies later. As he wrote to his niece a month afterwards:
“My conscience is clear. Already the noose had been

thrown around our necks with which they would have
moment, unless we cut it now.
We could not do otherwise, but it agonized me that we had
to do as we did.”
This conviction arose from the evidence collected at Sarajevo and especially from what Tisza
regarded as the “downright intolerable” utterances of cerstrangled us at a favorable

Tisza to Tschirschky,

November

5,

1914;

Grof Tisza

Islvdn. dsszes

munkdi, 4 Sorozat, II, Kotet, Kiadia a Magyar Tudomanyos Akademia
[Count Stephan Tisza’s Collected AVorks, 4tli Series, Vol. 11, edited by
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences], Budapest, 1924, p. 267.
Tisza to Margaret Zeyk, Aug. 26, 1914; Ibid., p. 90. These are almost the only references in his letters to his change of attitude during
the July crisis. See also A. Weber, “Graf Tisza und die Kriegserkliming
an Serbien,” in KSF, III, 818-826. Dec., 1925; H. Marczali, "Papers of

Count Tisza, 1914-1918,”

in

Am.

Hist. Rev.,

XXIX,

301-315, Jan., 1924;

“The Martyrdom of Count Stephan Tisza,” in Current
History, Jan., 1925, pp. 542-549; and by the French brothers, Jerome and
Jean Tharaud in their articles in the Revue des Deux Mondes, Dec. 15,
1920, and April 15, 1921, and more at length in their recent volume, Die
Berrschajt Israels, Zurich and Leipsig, 1927.
Ernest Ludwig,
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and of the Serbian press. In his
letter of July 8 to Francis Joseph he had already protested
against the statements of Spalajkovitch and Jovanovitch,
representing Serbia in St. Petersburg and Berlin, and of
tain Serbian diplomatists

“the well-known abuses in connection with the Serbian
press, societies, and schools, of which we have complained.”
told,

On

July 14, after his conference with Berch-

Tisza went to see Tschirschky, and told him of

his

change of mind:
Count Tisza said that hitherto he had always been the
who had urged caution, but every day had strengthened him in the feeling that the Monarchy must come to
an energetic action, prove its ability to exist, and put an
person

end to the downright intolerable conditions in the south-east.
of the Serbian press and of Serbian diplomatists was so presumptuous as simply not to be borne.
“I have found it hard to decide to advise in favor of war,”
said Tisza, “but I am now firmly convinced of its necessity,
and shall apply all my strength for the greatness of the
Monarchy.”

The language

Another decisive factor with Tisza was Terchtold’s

re-

iteration of Conrad’s militarist argument th-it “everything
must be avoided in the way of diplomacy hich by delays
or by any kind of successive application of diplomatic steps
'.-.

might give the enemy time to take military measures, and
so put us at a military disadvantage
And so, as Berchtold reported to Francis Joseph after the conference of
July 14, “Count Tisza gave up the objection which he had
brought forward in regard to an ultimatum with a short
’’

time-limit, because I pointed out the military difficulties
which would be involved in a delayed procedure. I also
used the argument that even after mobilization had taken
T» Tisza to Francis Joseph, July 8; A.R.B., I, 12.80 Tschirschky to Bethmann, July 14; K1.D., 4ft.
81 Conrad to Berchtold, co. July
10; A.R.B., I, 14.
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a peaceful settlement would

still be possible, in case
sufficiently
yielded
quickly.”
Serbia
Thus, for various reasons Germany’s supposed attitude, the provocative tone of Serbian Ministers and news-

place,

—

and the general conviction
Dual Monarchy depended
upon putting an end to Serbian propaganda Tisza decided
to abandon his attitude of opposition.
Berchtold had now overcome his main obstacles to an
ultimatum with which Serbia could hardly be expected to
comply. The precise form of these demands had iiot been
fixed in the conference of July 14, but Berchtold promised
Tschirschky that same evenmg that as soon as the precise
wording had been fixed at a second Ministerial Council to
be held on July 19, he would immediately show him a copy
in great confidence, even befoi-e it had been submitted to
papers, military considerations,

that the very existence of the

PVancis Joseph for approval.®®

—

Berchtold, however, did not

keep this promise, as will appear later.
Meanwhile Berchtold and one of the Foreign Office secretaries, Baron Musulin, set to work at once on the

ultimatum.

AUSTRIAN EFFORTS TO DECEIVE EUROPE
During these days while the ultimatum was being
and Berchtold was waiting for the Poincare
visit to Russia to run its course, he made every efdrafted

fort to preserve

He

alleged that

the Sarajevo

the greatest secrecy as to its contents.
for the final results of

he was waiting

investigation

before

making demands on

Serbia.

In order to allay all suspicions everywhere as to his real
purpose, Berchtold arranged that the Austrian Chief of
Staff and Minister of War should leave Vienna as if on
83 Berchtold to Francis Joseph, July 14; A.R.B., I, 19, Gooss, p. 85 f.
88 Tschirschky to Bethmann, July 14; EJJ.. 50.

;
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and all Austr '-Hungarian officials adopted a
and conciliatory tone in their utterances.
Tisza, on returning to Budapest and being interpellated
the Hungarian Diet next day, gave the non-committal

vacation,®*

more
in

pacific

declaration

"Our relations with Serbia, to be sure, need to be cleared
what manner. . . . T cannot in the nature of the
case state, as the question is still under discussion. I can
only emphasize again that the Government is fully conup, but in

scious of all the weighty interests in favor of the mainten-

ance of peace.

The Government

is

not of the opinion

that

the clearing up will necessarily involve warlike complica-

In this connection, therefore, I shall not indulge in
any prophecies, but merely observe that war is a sad ultima
ratio, which one should not adopt until every possibility of
a settlement has been exhausted. But every state, every
nation, must be in a position to carry on war as an ultimo
ratio, if it is to continue as a state and as a nation."
tions.

This Delphic utterance produced on the whole a reasIn Vienna “some people saw in it signs
of an intention quietly to await the development of events
and of calmness in the attitude of the Austro-Hungarian
suring impression.

Government, while others saw in

hidden intentions for an
action as yet undecided."
At Paris even the Temps had
a good word to say for his moderation and for the Austrian
Government, though the other French nev/spapers sought
it

®®

to contrast the tone of the

Hungarian Premier’s speech

the hitherto intransigent ;?ttitud? of the Hungarian

with
press

f., 87, 94 f., K.D., 29; and above note 31, Conrad left
returned for a few hours to take part in the Ministerial Council of July 19, left again iirmediatcly after it, and did not
return until July 22, the day before the Austrian Note was delivered to

84 Conrad, IV, 77

Vienna on July

14,

Serbia.
85 Fraknoi, p. 38.

M.

Jovanovitch, Serbian Minister at Vienna, to Pashitch, July
to
cf. However, Dumaine, French Ambassador at Vienna,
Viviani. July IS, F.Y.B., 12; and the reports of Bunsen in Vienna and
Max Muller in Budapest to Grey; B.D.. 70, 81-83, 85.
®®J.

15

23;
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fiery speech of the opposition leader, Smrecsanyi.®^
Fortunately for Berchtold, the Hungarian Diet was the

and the

body before which explanations had to be
Neither the Delegations nor the Austrian Reichsrat

only legislative
given.

were in session at the moment.
In order further to avoid possible embarrassing questions, Berchtold also gave up his usual weekly receptions, and ceased to discuss the Sarajevo outrage with the
‘

representatives of foreign countries; or,

if discussions did
the Ballplatz, they were such as to dispel all apprehensions and suspicions that Austria was preparing a serious
step against Serbia. The Foreign Office officials acknowl-

arise at

edged that some step would be undertaken at Belgrade" as
soon as the results of the investigation in Bosnia should
have established the connection between Belgrade and the
Sarajevo outrage. But, at the same time, it was said that
this step would not be such as to give rise to any uneasiness.
Dumaine, the French Ambassador in Vienna, reported that
the expected “requirements of the Austro-Hungarian Government with regard to the punishment of the outrage, and
to guarantees of control and police supervision, seem to be

acceptable to the dignity of the Serbians;

M. Jovanovitch

be accepted. Pashitch wishes for a peaceful solution, but says he is ready for a full resistance.”
Shebeko, Russian Ambassador at Vienna, spoke several
times on the situation wdth Forgach, in the absence of
Berchtold, but was unable to discover the true nature of

believes they will

Austria’s intentions.

He was

told

by Szapary, the Austro-

Hungarian Ambassador at St. Petersburg, who, for family
reasons happened at the time to be in Vienna, that the step
to be taken at Belgrade would be of a conciliatory character
ai.d not such as to cause Russia any dissatisfaction. In con8TFrakii6i, p. 39; Kanner, p. 246 f.
88 Dumaine to Viviani, July 22, F-VUn, 18. A couple of days earlier,
koirerer, Dumaine had been less optimistic (seo F.Y3., 13 and 14, quoted

below at note 96).
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sequence of 'these reassuring explanations Shebeko left for
a trip to Russia, and was not at Vienna during the first days
.

of the crisis

which soon followed.®®

At Belgrade Baron Giesl assured a Hungarian

journalist

on July 11 that at the conclusion of the Sarajevo inquiry “we

most conciliatory fashion
international
diplomatic propriebounds
of
and within the
®®
And a week later he told his English colleague that
ties.”
“personally he was not in favor of pressing Serbia too hard,
since he was convinced that the Serbian Government was
ready to take whatever measures can reasonably be demanded of them, and that he did not view the situation m
a pessimistic light.” ®^ Yet Giesl was the Serbophobe general whose appointment to Belgrade a few months before
had been likened to the throwing of a lighted match into a
powder magazine.®® And Giesl himself, at the end of a long
shall take eventual steps in the

secret jeremiad against Serbia, reported his conviction

to

Berchtold on July 21, that the best thing was “to crush the
enemy which has been threatening us, and so give Austria
crisis.
Half-measures, a presentation
demands, long negotiations, and finally ;i rotten compromise would be the worst blow which cnild happen to
Austria-Hungary’s prestige in Serbia and position in
Europe.” ®® Such was the Machiavellian deceit with which
Berchtold and his officials sought to lull Europe into a

quiet after years of
of

false security before the explosio'

Berchtold, however,

was not so

ot his diplomatic bomb.

successful in these

efforts

BSDumaine to Bienyenu-Martin, July 22, 26; F.lTJB., 18, 55; Jovanovitch to Pashitch, Aug. 16;
52; Szapary also told Sazonov on July
18 that “they are convinced in Vienna that Serbia will meet our possible demands;” Szapary. to Berchtold, July 18, A.R.B., I, 25.
®o Kanner, p. 248.

Cwkanthorpe

to Grey, July 18; B.D., 57.
formerly Austrian Minister to Montenegro, had^been an
ardent champion of Austrian interests against Serbia during the Balkan
Wars.
Giesl to Berchtold, July 21; A.H.B., I, 37
Giesl,

M
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Europe concerning his rt^al inientions, as has
assumed on the basis of the “colored books”
published in 1914. At the opening of the War, Serbia and
to deceive

usually been

the Entente countries tried as

much

as possible to

make

it

appear that they were taken totallyby surprise by Austria's
note to Serbia.®^

But

as

we know now from more

recently

documents, the Great Powers suspected and
knew more of Berchtold’s intentions than has usually been
published

'

supposed.

On July 16 the English Ambassador in Vienna
graphed to Sir Edward Grey:

A

kind of indictment

is

tele-

being prepared against the

Serbian Government for alleged complicity in the conspiracy

which led to assassination of the Archduke. Accusation will
be founded on the proceedings in the Sarajevo Court. My
informant states that the Serbian Government will be required to adopt certain definite measures in restraint of
nationalist and anarchist propaganda, and that AustroHungarian Government are in no mood to parley with
Serbia, but will insist on immediate unconditional compliance, failing which force will be used. Germany is said to
be in complete agreement with this procedure, and it is
thought that the rest of Europe will sympathise with
Austria-Hungary in demanding that Serbia shall adopt in
future

more submissive

attitude.

.

.

.

Russia would be expected to stand by quietly
in the event of force being used against Serbia.
My informant said that he presumed that Russia would
not wish to protect racial assassins, but in any case AustriaHungary would go ahead regardless of results. She would
lose her position as a Great Power if she stood any further
nonsense from Serbia.*®
I asked

if

viii, “The Duping of Europe.”
Bunsen to Grey, July 16; B.D., 50 (suppressed from B.B.B.). Sir
Eyre Crowe noted on this: “Count Trauttmansdorff spoke to me (quite

Cf. Seton-Watson, Sarajevo, ch.

96

informally) at great length to-day, giving expression to very much the
In a letter to Sir Arthur Nicolson at the British Foreign

same views.”
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Similarly,

burg, as

we

on July

21, President Poincare at St. Peters-

shall see, believing that “Austria

is

preparing

undertook to give the Austrian Ambassador a rude and severe warning, saying significantly, “The
Russian people are very warm friends of the Serbians, and
to strike a blow,”

He was trying to bluff Austria
France is Russia’s ally.”
out of doing precisely what Berchtold was intending to do,
and at the same time encouraging Sazono-"^ to stand firm in
support of Serbia.®*
Italy also appears to have gotten some inkling of what
was preparing at Vienna possibly from Count Liitzow
On July 16 the Italian Ambassador in
or from Bunsen.
St. Petersburg, “having the impression that Austria was

—

capable of taking an irrevocable step with regard to Serbia,"
day Bunsen explained that he had this information from
"Count Liitzow, ex-Ambassador at Rome. He has a place near us in the
country and wo motored over to luncheon. He had seen both Berchtold
and Forgach at the Ballplatz the day before, and had lung conversations. He put on a serious face and said he wondered if I realized how
grave the situation was. This Government was not going to stand Serbian insolence any longer. No great Power could submit to such audacity
as Serbia had displayed, and keep her position in the world. ... If
Serbia did not at once cave in, force would be used to compel her. Count
Liitzow added that Count Berchtold was sure of Ge-man support and
did not believe any country could hesitate to appro', e not even Russia. ... I expressed my doubts whether, if it really can' j to fighting, which
I could not believe, Russia would allow Austria and Serbia to have it
out in a cockpit. Count Liitzow said Austria was determined to have
her way this time and would refuse to be headed off by anybody" (B. D.,
Office next

—

56).

08 Paleologue, La liiusie des Tsars, I, T. The French Ambassador in
Vienna had already forwarded as “accura' s information” a memorandum
stating
“The French Government wc uld be mistaken to have confidence in disseminators of optimism; much will be demanded of Serbia;
she will be required to dissolve several propagandist s-.cieties, repress
nationalism, to guard the frontier in cooperation with .lustrian officials,
and to keep a strict control over anti-Austrian tendencies in the schools;
and it is a very difficult matter for a Government to consent to become
in this way a policeman for a foreign Government.
The tenor of
the Note and its imperious tone almost certainly ensure that Belgrade
:

.

.

.

Then military operations will begin” (Dumaine to Viviani,
July 19 and 20; F.Y3., 13, 14).
A R B., I, 45. 60; KX>., 134; and Pomoar5, IV, 253 f.
See below, ch. vi.

will refuse.

8
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warn Vienna that “Russia would not
endure any infringement by Austria of the integrity and
independence of Serbia.” ®® On the evening of July 23 a
Counsellor of the Italian Embassy definitely informed
Prince Trubetzkoi that “Austria-Hungary would today
present to Serbia a quite unacceptable ultimatum.” ^®®
advised Russia to

THE FINAL DRAFTING OF THE ULTIMATUM
The

precise terms of the ultimatum, or

“Note with a
was euphemistically
before a second secret Ministerial Coun-

time-limit” {hefristete
called, ^®^

Demarche)

as it

were laid
To make secrecy doubly sure, the
cil on Sunday, July 19.
meeting was held at 10 A.M. at Berchtold’s private residence, instead of at the Foreign Office, and those who at-

it came in ordinary autos instead of in their own
“unnumbered” cars. Tisza’s renewed trip to Vienna
was “explained” as being due to his need of getting further
information an explanation which was plausible enough
since the Hungarian Diet was still in session and thirsting
for news. Conrad made a brief flying trip back to the capital, which was given out as being caused by the illness of his

tended

official

—

son.^®®

Before the Joint Ministerial Council was called to order
by the presiding officer [Berchtold] an informal
discussion took place as to wording of the Note to be sent
for business

to Serbia,

and

,

its definitive

text

was

fixed.

The

presiding

then opened the Council, and requested approval for
the presentation of the Note to the Serbian Government
about 5 P.M. on Thursday, July 23, so that after the expiration of the 48-hour time-limit at 5 P.M. on Saturday,
July 25, the mobilization orders could be sent out in the
officer

night between Saturday and Sunday.

According to the

»® Schilling’s Diary, p. 25.
100 Schilling’s Diary, p. 28.
As early as July 18 Berchtold suspected
that Italy had learned something of bis intentions; A.R.B., I, 24; Gooes,

pp. 79, 117 ff.
101 CJ, Berchtold to Giesl, July 23, A.R3., I. 66, 66;
loaKanner, p. 250; Conrad, IV, 78, 87, 94 f.
•

and BD.,

106.

:
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opinion of Count Berchtold, it was not probable that oui
become known in St. Petersburg before the de-

step would

parture of the President of the French Republic, but even ii
this should happen, he would see no great disadvantage
in

it,

as

we had observed

waiting for the end of his

sufficient regard for courtesy in

On

visit.

the other hand,

for

diplomatic reasons, he would be decidedly opposed to any
further postponement, since they were already beginning

and news of our intentions had
Rome, so that he could not be re-

to get nervous in Berlin

already leaked out at

sponsible for undesirable incidents

if

they should postpone

the matter longer.^®®

After Conrad, the Chief of Staff, had

made a

statement

about military operations, and had reassured Tisza
the safety of Transylvania from possible

as to

Rumanian

up-

Tisza renewed the request which he had
made on July 14, that the Council unanimously declare that
“no plans of conquest by Austria were connected with the

risings or invasion,

action against Serbia,

and

that, with the exception of recti-

fications of frontier necessary for strategic reasons, Austria

did not wish to annex a single bit of Serbian territory.”

Berchtold remarked that he would accept this “only with

a

certain reserve”
Austria, in case of victory over Serbi.^,, ought not to
annex any of her territory, but should seek to reduce her
size so that she would no longer be dangerous, by ceding

as large parts of Serbian territory as possible to Bulgaria,

Greece, Albania, and possibly to

Rumania

also.

The

situa-

Balkans might change; it was not af all impossible that Russia might succeed in overturnin'' the existing
cabinet at Sofia, and in bringing into power again there a
government hostile to Austria; Albania also was no de-

tion in the

103 Minutes of the Ministerial Council, July 19; A.R.B., I, 26; Gooss,
ff.
The date of presentation at Belgrade was later changed from
/’
P. M. to 6 P. M., in order to m-ke mure certain that Poincare should
have left Russia before the news reached St. Poiersburg; Berchtold to
Oiesl. July 23, A.R.B., I, 62; see also note 76 above.
p. 101

:
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pendable factor; as the person responsible for foreign
he must reckon with the possibility that at the end
of the war, on account of conditions then existing, it would
no longer be possible not to annex anything, if we wanted
to establish better conditions along our frontier than exist
afifairs,

at present.

Count Stiirgkh, the Austrian Premier, pointed out that
a public disclaimer of any intention to annex Serbian territory would not prevent “necessary strategic rectifications
of the frontier” or “the bringing of Serbia into a position of

dependence on Austria by overthrowing the dynasty, by a

by other appropriate measures.”
The Minister of War was willing to vote for such a dis-

military convention, or

claimer only on condition that it did not exclude a permanent occupation of a bridge-head over the Save into Serbia,
as well as “rectifications of the frontier.”

made his consent and that of the Hun
Government which he represented, inflexibly dependent upon a unanimous acceptance of his request.
Whereupon it was unanimously voted
Tisza, however,

garian

Immediately at the beginning of war a declaration shall
made to the Foreign Powers that the Monarchy is not
waging a war of conquest, and does not intend to incorporate the Kingdom [of Serbia], This vote naturally does
be

not

,

preclude

rectifications

of

the

strategically

frontier

necessary, nor the diminution of Serbia for the benefit of

other states, nor the temporary occupation of parts of Serbia

which

may

eventually be necessary.^®®

This solemn obligation to declare to the Powers at the
beginning of war Austria’s “territorial disinterestedness”
was another of the promises, as we shall see, which Berchtold did not honestly live up to. Even when the declara-

was finally made, its insincerity is indicated by these
mental reservations of several of the Ministers, and by
tion

lo*AJl.B.,

I,

A JI.B.,

I,

1®*

26; Gooas, p. 101 ff.
26; Gooas, p. lOlff.

«

'

-
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Conrad’s remark to the Minister of War as they were leaving the Council". “Well, we shall see; before the Balkan
War the Powers talked about the status quo but after the

—

war no one bothered himself about it.”
The ne.xt day, July 20, the Note was dispatched by
courier to Giesl at Belgrade, with instructions to present

Government on Thursday the 2.11x1.’“^ It
on July 20 under the seal of strictest secrecy,
to the Austro-Hungarian Ambassadors at Berlin,*®® Rome,
Paris, London, St. Petersburg, Constantinople, and the

it

to the Serbian

was

also sent

Each was given appropriate
on Friday morning, July 24, he was to
inform the Government to which he was accredited of the
“Note” presented to Serbia the night before, make a statement of the justice of Austria’s cause, and in some cases say
Ministers at the lesser courts.
instructions that

that a dossier giving fuller details of the Austrian case
against Serbia was at the disposal of the Powers for
examination.*®®
loa Conrad, IV, 92.

Bcn IUoUl to Gifsl, July 20; A.R.B., I, 27, 28. It w.as post-dated
“July 22”; Gooss, p. 101, note 1. Berchtold perhaps! thought it would
look butler if it did not appear that it had been dispiitchi il before it had
been shown to Franci.e Jijseph and received hi.5 approval; or if tne
Dnaperor duniurrcil, there was the fait accompli lliut it had already
been sent out. It is dated “July 22” in the original A'-jtrian. Red Book
of 1915, and “July 21” in the copies pre.-ented to *ae Powers on the
^
morning of July 24; B.B.B., 4; F.Y.B., 21.
loaSzdgyeny at Beilin had received it by July 21, for on that day
at 7:30 P.M. he urgently requested to be allowed to show it to the
German Government ahead of the time stated in ins instruciiona; A.R.B.,
I, 39, 41; Gooss, p. 110 f.
The Austrian repre..^<’ntativc5 in Rome, Pari?
and Cettinje had received their copies of the ultimatum by July 22; ibid,
Szapary in St. Petersburg cannot have received the note on
50, 51, 55.
July M, as incorrectly stated by Mr. Secon-Watson {Sarajevo, p. 207;
and pp. 221, 227 for similar misstatemeuts as to its reception in Paris
107

and London). There was deceit enough in Austria’s actions without
accepting Mr. Soton-Watson's further allegation that Sziipary had “this
secret explosive in his breast" when he made "the gro.ssly di-dionest statement” to Poincare at the reception to the diplomatic corps in St. Petersburg.
109 Berchtold’s instructions, 3401-3406, 3426-3436, July 20; A.RB.i
29-31.

As

to th^ dossier see abovej ch.

ii,

note

2.
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Berchtold had despatched the ultimatum without the
knowledge or approval of Francis Joseph, The aged Em-

who was away at Isehl and had been told that the
“Note” was to be settled at the Ministerial Council of July
19, had heard nothing further of it, and therefore telegraphed on the 20th to know about it.”“ Berchtold hastened to reply that it had not been possible to complete it
on July 19[!], but that it was now finished and would be
sent to Ischl by a courier, and that he himself would arrive
next morning, July 21, for an audience. There is no record
of the explanations which he may have given to Francis
Joseph in this audience on Tuesday morning, except that
at its close he telegraphed to his subordinate, Baron Macchio, in Vienna; “His Majesty has approved without change
the text of the Note to Serbia and that to the Powers. I beg
you to inform the German Ambassador, Tschirscliky, that
he cannot be given the Note until early tomorrow morning
since some corrections are still to be made in it.”
Why
this falsehood? Why did Berchtold here break the promise
which he had made a few days before to Tschirschky that
“as soon as the text [of the Note] had been fi.xed on Sunday
[July 19, at the Ministerial Council], he would immediately
peror,

communicate

it

to the Imperial

great confidence, even before

[German] Government in
had been submitted to

it

If the “definitive text
Francis Joseph for approval”?
was fixed”
on July 19, secretly forwarded to all the
Austrian Ambassadors on July 20,^'* and “approved without change” by the Emperor on July 21, why did Berchtold
still want to withhold it from Tschirschky and allege that
“some corrections are still to be made in it”? Probably
110 Telegram from Ischl from Baron Schiessl, bead of the Emperor’s
cabinet chancery, to Berchtold, July 20, 11 A. M.; Berchtold’s reply, July
20, 1:30 P.M.; Gooss, p. 101.
111 Berchtold to M.acchio, July 21, 12:30 P.M.; A.R.B.,I, 46,
112 Tschirschky to Bcthmann, July 14; K.D., 50; ci. K.D., 88.
113 Minutes of the Ministerial CouncU, July 19; A.R.B., 1, 26.
Ill

1,

29-31.
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because Berchtold feared that even the Berlin Foreign Office
would disapprove the extreme and intransigent tone of the
Note, and might, at the last moment, stretch out a restraining hand. Berlin, as he had already alleged to the Council

on July

19,

was becoming “nervous,” and he could “not

responsible for undesirable incidents

if

they should

be

post-

Therefore Berlin must not know
the text of the Note until it was too late to do anything.
Berlin must accept the jait accompli that a very severe ultimatum had been dispatched, and that it was practically too

pone the matter longer.”

late to recall or

modify

it.^^®
•

AUSTRIA’S DISREGARD OP

GERMAN ADVICE

In this connection, and in view of Germany’s repeated
statements later that she did not have foreknowledge of
the Austrian ultimatum, it is important to observe the
change in Berchtold’s treatment of Germany before and
after July 14, the

day on which he

finally secured Tisza's

consent to a severe ultimatum. Before this date Berchtold
had kept Germany quite fully informed of the plans which
were developing to deliver a stiff ultimatum to Serbia, and
some of the probable terms to be included in it had been
indicated to Berlin. He had intimated that they would be
so exacting that Serbia could hardly accept them, and that

use/. Merey to Berchtold, July 27 (Gooss, p. 114): “I have
the feeling that the German Cabinet ... is aiming and hoping in various
ways, for example at Rome and Bucharest, to work against our militaiy
conflict

with Serbia.

way sufficient diplomatic and political baron all sides, by friend and foe, to prevent our
between the delivery of the Note and the outbreak
sides. Should Germany succeed in this, Serbia would
In this

riers will be erected
fighting, in the period

of hostilities

on

all

be compelled to yield in the tnain, but as a matter of form would
be spared to a certain extent in its dignity as a state. This in the end
would be the outcome which Your Excellency has regarded as such a
hor>'ible conthigencj', and which in fact would be a situation far worse
for us than that which preceded it.
But Germany would again reap in
Vieima a cheap and undeserved jubilation for having agi-in stood by
”
us ‘in shining armor,’
finally
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He
an acceptance would be “very disagreeable” to
had asked advice, and appeared ready to receive it and act
upon it. Germany, having given a carte blanche on July 5,
acquiesced in these plans.

Knowing

Berchtold’s hesitations

and desiring that Austria should
horror
quickly
before
the
and sympathy aroused in
act
Sarajevo
crime
had died away, Germany had
Europe by the
not only acquiesced, but encouraged Berchtold to speedy
action. Not knowing the precise text of the intended note,
and being still optimistic that any possible Austro-Serbian
conflict could be “localized,” Germany began to take steps
and to offer advice which would help assure such localization. But now Berchtold, after July 14, having been promised German support and ha'ang converted Tisza, no longer
showed the same consideration for Germany, and gave little
heed to her advice and requests.
Jagow, for instance, advised Vienna to “assemble sufiflcient evidence to prove that there exists a Greater Serbia
agitation in Serbia which endangers the Dual Monarchy,
in .order that the public opinion of Europe may be conand indecisions

in the past,

vinced as far as possible of the justice of Austria’s cause.
This material would best be published, not separately but
aaa whole, shortly before submitting to Serbia the demands,
or the ultimatum, as the case may be.”
But Berchtold
did not heed this excellent advice.

The

dossier,

which set
and the

forth in detail Austria’s grievances against Serbia
results of the Sarajevo investigation,

was not

laid before the

Powers until several days after the presentation of the

ulti-

matum. It came so late, after a serious diplomatic crisis
had begun to develop, that the Power? paid little or no
lie See Tschirschky’s nine despatches, July 7 to 14; E.D.,

18, 19, 27,

29, 35, 40, 41a, 49, 50; three of these have been quoted in part above
6t notes 69-71 ? see also Schoen, the Bavarian Charge d'Affaires in Berlin,
to Hertling in 'Munich, July 18 (Dirr, p. 45.; K.D., IV, Anhang, iv

No. 2) for the fullest statement of the e.Ntent of Germany’s knowledge
'''
up to that date of Austria's intentions.
117 Jagow to Tschirschky, July 11; ED., 31'

>
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attention to it,”® and Austria lost completely the advantage
which she might have had of influencing public opinion in
her favor and against Serbia.

Germany also urged Berchtold to come to a timely understanding with Italy. The Italian Government, owing
to the threatening outpourings of the Austrian Press against
Serbia and to the suspiciously silent attitude of the Vienna
was becoming very uneasy. Baron Flotow, the
German Ambassador at Rome, reported on July 14 that
San Giuliano was very pessimistic as to plans which Berchtold might be hatching. The Italian Minister had said that
he could not admit in international law that a Government
authorities,

could be

made

responsible fo; a oriminal act of an

indi-

vidual, nor for political propaganda, if the propaganda did

not amount to an overt act. He feared therefore that the
Italian Government could not support the demands which
he suspected Austria might make upon Serbia, especially
as they would be contrary to the deep-seated feelings of
the Italian people, contrary to liberal principles, and contrary to the principle of nationality, which Italy, with her

never oppose. Flotow concluded that San
Giuliano “apparently wanted to warn us that Italy would
not remain on Austria’s side in case of fun.'.cr complications,”
During the following days he sent a series of
increasingly emphatic and alarming telegrams that Italy
would not support Austria against Serbia, because of the
prevailing popular hatred of Austria and sympathy for the
Serbian nationalistic “Piedmont” movement, so similar tu
traditions, could

Italy’s own struggle for national unity in the iace of Ilapsburg oppression half a century before. He also said that it
was virtually impossible to influence the Italian Press.”®
Jagow, realizing the importance of keeping Italy from
118 Sre above, ch. ii, note 2
110 Flotow to Betbmann, July 14; K.D., 42.
130 Flotow to Betbmann, July 16, 16, 17, 19;
.

64, 73,

7a

78.

KD.,

61, 64, 69^
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and the difficulty of bribing or bargainItalians,
the
sent Flotow’s telegram on to Tschirwith
ing
Vienna,
and told him to discuss the Italian situaschky at
tion confidentially with Berchtold. He declared that any
siding with Serbia,

territorial extension of Austria, or

influence in the Balkans,

even an extension of her

would absolutely horrify

Italj'j

every time there was a question of Austria threatening
Serbia, Italy became extraordinarily nervous; and Italian
support to Serbia would materially increase Russia’s lust for

was therefore of the greatest importance, he
come to an understanding
with the Cabinet at Rome, and hold out as a bait thu prospect of some compensations, such as Valona, which formed
part of Albania and would cost Austria nothing but might
not satisfy Italy, or even such a fat morsel as the Trentino,
which would certainly stop the mouths of Austrophobe
action.

believed,

It

that Austria should

public opinion in Italy.

In accordance with these instructions, and in the absence

a Counsellor of the German Embassy at Vienna, “asked Berchtold whether he intended to
get into touch with Italy prior to a possible action against
Serbia.
Berchtold replied that up to now he had not
breathed a word of it, and indeed inteinled to face the Italof Tschirschky, Stolberg,

ian

Government with a

quite sure whether
phil attitude
grade.”

it

might

Stolberg

jail

accompli, because he was not

could keep a secret, and with
easily let
(Ihl

its

some hint leak out

Serbo-

at Bel-

not press the point with Berchtold,

preferring to leave the delicate question of compensations

however, had a long
talk with Berchtold’s confidential agent, Iloyos, and urged
conciliation toward Italy, but got little satisfaction. Hoyos
suggested compensating Italy with another territory ^which
did not belong to Austria namely, the Dodecanese..
for Tschirschky to deal with.

Stoliierg,

—

—

JaRow to Tschirschky, July, 15, K-D., 46.
*2*StolberR to Jagow, July 18; K.D., 87.
*21
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Two days later, on July 20, Tschirschky had a long interview with Berchtold and set forth emphatically Jagow’a
arguments in regard to the importance of winning and compensating Italy before it was too late. But he too had little
success. Berchtold blindly insisted that Italy had no claim
to compensation that he did not need Italian cooperation
or support, but only Italy’s abste :ion from interference;
that the best way to keep Italy out was to keep intended
;

action secret from her until after the fait accompli] and
that he had strictly forbidden Merey, the Austrian Ambassador in Rome, to speak -of the Serbian question, because be

was sure that the slightest hint would be at once communicated by Italy to St. Petersburg, and be seized upon at
Rome as an excuse for some counter-action or for claims
Berchtold gave such a down-right rehave Italy get even Valona that Tschirschky
apparently refrained from the more delicate proposal that

to compensations.
fusal to

Austria

^ve up

the Trentino.^*®

Instead of acting on Germany’s wise and prudent suggestion of bargaining reasonably with Italy, Berchtold sent

Merey a

lo:'g

argument, in which he tried to contradict

the interpretation held
in regard to Art,

VII

by Germany,

as well as by Italy,

of tlie Triple Alliance, relating to

compensations for Italy in case of a change ir the Balkans
in Austria s favor.^®* And on the same day, after sending
Merey the text of the ultimatum, he instructed him to
say to San Giuliano, if questioned, that “he had no precise
information as yet in regard to the conclusion of the investigation at Sarajevo and the step which Austria would take
at Belgrade as a result of it.”
Merey was also to avoid,
possible, any discussion of Art. VII because "neither side
would be able to bring the other to its own interpretation.

if

12.1 Tschirschky to Bothmann, July
20, R.D.. 94; anfl report of the
interview in the Austr.an F.O. Journal, No. 3425, A.R.B., I, 35.
124 Berchtold to Men» July
,
29i AJKR„ 1, 32, 33.

A.IUt,

I. 34.
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and there was danger that the discussion of it 'might give
heated feelings and in the end endanger the whole

rise to

Triple Alliance Treaty.”

Berchtold had promised Tschirschky that, as an act of
courtesy to Italy as an ally, he would inform the Cabinet
at Ronle of the ultimatum before it was delivered to Serbia,

San Giuliano and his colleagues should not have
from the newspapers, and that at the same
time he would declare that Austria in her action against
Serbia did not aim at any extension of territory for herBut he kept neither of these promises fully. As to
self.*®^
giving Italy preliminary notification, he sent a series of
contradictory orders to Merey, who was sorely perplexed
what to do. In the end he had to take to his bed and send
his secretary by automobile to San Giuliano in the country
on the afternoon of July 23 at about the time the ultimatum
was being handed in at Belgrade; and even then no copy
of it was given to the Italian Minister, merely the meager
so that

to learn of it

information that the Note, with a 48-hour time-limit, con-

number of demands based on the Sarajevo inquiry
and aimed to protect Austria against Greater Serbia proptained a

aganda.’-®

Berchtold likewise did not
declaration to Italy or to
Tirould

any

make any
of the

clear and timely
Powers that Austria

not seek any extension of territory for herself at
such as was desired by Tisza

Serbia’s expense, a declaration

and by Germany.’®’ Thus, after having converted Tisza
on July 14, Berchtold paid no more attention to Germany’s
advice in regard to Italy than in regard to publishing the
128 Berchtold to Merey, July 21; A.R.B., I, 42.
127 Tschirschky to Bethmann, July 20; K.D., 94.
138A.R.B., I, 22, 30, 34, 50, .'>6: II, 8; Gooss, pp. 114-127.
120 Merey did tell San Giuliano on July 21 that Austria did not
intend to incorporate any territory, but refused to allow San Giuliano to
publish this in the papers “because it was not to be understood as a
promise;* A.R.B., I, 43. For the hesitating and unconvincing statements
to Russia and the other Powein on the same subject, see below.
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Sarajevo evidence simultaneously with the demands on
Serbia.

WHAT FOREKNOWLEDGE

DID

GERMANY HAVE

OF THE ULTIMATUM?
Similarly Berchtold paid little heed to Germany’s

re-

quests after July 14 to be informed as to Austria’s final
intentions and the precise terms of her contemplated

demands on

This fact, together with Tagow’s repeated assertions a few days later that “he had no previous
knowledge of the contents of the Austro-Hungarian
Note,”
and the new facts revealed in subsequently published German documents, have given rise to much conSerbia.

troversy as to the extent of Germany’s foreknowledge

of

the Austrian ultimatum.^*^

During the

first

week

after the

Potsdam

Conversations,

had kept the
Vienna quite fully informed of the
and of several of the probable demands

as has already been pointed out, Berchtold

German Ambassador
progress of his plans,

in

which he intended to include in the ultim" :,um.‘®^ This
information was passed on to the Bavarian *
.rge d’ Affaires
in Berlin, who summed it up in a long desi,.
h on July 18:
,

As Zimmermann told me, the Note, so far as yet
mined, will contain the following demands:
1.

deter-

The

issuing of a proclamation by the King of Serbia
which shall state that the Serbian Government com-

isoRumbold to Grey, July 25; B.D., 122 ;c/. also his statement to
the French Ambassador on July 24 that "the Berlin Cabinet had been
entirely ignorant of Austria’s requirements before they were communicated
to Belgrade" (F.Y.B., 30) ; and on the same day Saionov was informed by
the German Ambassador in St. Petersburg that "the German Government
had no knowledge of the Austrian note before it was presented” (R.O.B.,
18)

t3l For'a discussion of opposing views on this question, see the articles
of G. von Jagow and B. E. Schmitt in Current History, Dec., 1B27, PP393-398.
132 See above, at notes 69-71 and 116.
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pletely dissociates itself from the Greater Serbia

2.
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move-

ment, and disapproves of it.
The opening of an investigation against persons guilty
of complicity in the Sarajevo assassination, and the par-

an Austrian official in this investigation.
Proceedings against r’l persons who have participated
in the Greater Serbia movement.
ticipa ion of

3.

For the acceptance of these demands a 48-hour timelimit will be

granted.

It

evident that Serbia cannot

is

demands, which are incompatible witli her
dignity as an independent state.
Thus the result w'ould
accept such

be war.

Here [in Berlin] the}' are thoroughly willing that Austria
use this favorable moment, even at the risk of further complications.

But

W'hether they

occasion in Vienna,

still

wull

actually

rise

to

the

seems doubtful to Jagow as well as

Ziipmermann. The latter expressed the opinion that
Austria-Hungary, thanks to her indecision and breaking-up,
has now become really the Sick Man of Europe, like Turkey
formerly, for whose partition Russians, Italians, Rumanians,
Serbians and Montenegrins are now waiting. A vigorous
and successful move against Serbia would have the result
that Austrians and Hungarians could feel themselves once
more to be a national power, would again revive the decayed
economic life, and w'ould suppress the foreign aspirations
for years to come.
.
What attitude the other Powers will take toward an
arired conflict between Austria and Serbia will chiefly depend, according to the view here, on whether Austria is
.

.

content to chastise Serbia, or w'ill also demand territorial
compensations for herself. In the first case, it would be
possible to localize the wmr; in the other case, rn the other
hand, more serious complications would probably not be
lacking.

The German Government

will

immediately after the

the Austrian Note at Belgrade initiate
diplomatic action with the Powers, in the interest of the

presentation

of

localization of the war.

It will claim to have been just
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as much surprised as the other Powers by Austria’s action,
pointing out that the Kaiser is on his northern cruise and

that the Chief of the General Staff as well as the Prussian
Minister of War are absent on vacation, ... It will emphasize that it is a matter of common interest for all
monarchical Governments that “the Belgrade nest of anarchists” be rooted out once

get

all

between Austria and Serbia

two

and for

all

;

and

it will try to

the Powers to accept the view that the settlement

states alone.

The

to be refrained from,

is

a matter concerning

mobilization of the

and they are

these

German Army

is

also going to work

through the military authorities to prevent Austria from
mobilizing her entire

Army, and

especially not the troops

in Galicia, in order to avoid bringing about automatically

a counter-mobilization on Russia’s part, which in turn
would cause us, and then France, to take similar measures,
and thereby conjure up a European War.‘®®

The

first

many had

part of this famous report indicates that Ger-

received only a brief outline of a part of the

actual later ultimatum, namely, the issuing of a proclamation

by the Serbian Government

dissociating itself from

the Greater Serbia agitation, the 48-hour time-limit, and

two demands which roughly correspond to fov.r of the total
ten points elaborated in the ultimatum (viz. points 2, 4,
6 and 6, concerning Austrian cooperation in an investigation
of persons guilty of complicity, and concerning proceedings
against persons who have participated in propaganda).
Beside the ten points, the eventual ultimatum contained a
long introductory statement of Serbia’s breach of the
promises of friendly behavior made in 1909. Incidentally it

may also be noted
doubtful” to

that Schoen reported that

it “still

Zimmermann and Jagow whether

seemed

“the always

Schoen to Hertling, in Munich, July 18; KJ3., IV, Anhang iv.
Dirr, p. 4S., gives in parallel columps Schoen’s report in its
authentic form and in its abbreviated or “forged” version as published
,133

No. 2;

by Kurt Eisner

in 1918.
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timid and undecided authorities at Vienna”
ally "rise to the occasion/’

would actuand take the action which had

been intimated.
On the other hand, while

it is

true that the

German

Government did not know half the demands nor the actual
wording of the ultimatum (which in fact had not yet been
definitely drawn up even in Vienna), it knew the substance
of some of the probable demands which were most important; and it knew that the ultimatum was to be so
framed that Serbia would not be lilcely to yield to it. Jagow
was therefore virtually lying when he repeatedly asserted
a few days later that “he had no previous knowledge of
the Austro-Hungarian Note.” This is a matter to which
we shall return in a moment. Though it is no justification
of his lie, it may be pointed out that Sir Edward Grey, who
is often extolled as an example of honesty and sincerity,
lied just as deliberately in regard to his foreknowledge of
the probable terms of the ultimatum. He had learned on
July 16, from a friend of Berchtold’s who told the English
Ambassador in Vienna, that "a kind of indictment is being
prepared against the Serbian Government for alleged complicity in the conspiracy which led to the assassination of
the Archduke,
The Serbian Government will be required to adopt certain definite measures in restraint of
nationalist and anarchist propaganda; the Austro-Hungarian Government are in no mood to parley with Serbia,
.

.

.

but will insist on immediate unconditional compliance, failing which force will be used.”^*® Nevertheless on July
20, Sir Edward Grey, having “asked the German Ambasif he had any news of what was going on in
Vienna with regard to Serbia,” and having received a negative reply, remarked that he also “had not heard anything

sador today

184 Dirr, p. 4£^.
186 Bunsen to Grey, received July' 16» 3:16'
above at note 95.

PM.;

B.D., 60; quoted
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rtvently," except that

Count Berchtold had spoken

reas-

the Italian Ambassador.^®®

Either Sir Edward
Grey was ignorant of Bunsen’s important despatch received
ar :he British Foreign Office four days before this (such

s'o-ir.gly to

ignorance seems hardly likely), or he too was making an
•antrue assertion of ignorance concerning what was going

cn at

"N'icnna.

This kind of diplomatic lying, unfortunately,

was not the monopoly of any one country, but \va§^ indulged
in ail too freely by Foreign Secretaries and Ambassadors
almost everywhere in July, 1914.

Though Germany possessed, within the first week or
Potsdam Conversations, such knowledge

ten days after the

concerning the ultimatum as has just been indicated, this
was still regarded at Berlin as too indefinite. After July
14, therefore,

she repeatedly requested further information

aims and the precise terms of the
ultimatum, in order to prepare public opinion in favor of
“localization.”
Thus, on July 17, Jagow recognized that
Berchtold’s “plans may be influenced or modified by the
course of events,” but assumed that “he has in mind a
general picture of the aims to be sought, including the
matter of territory;” Jagow therefore instructed the Geras to Austria’s ultimate

man Ambassador

in Vienna to “get some hiformation on
and “about where the road is likely to lead
And again on July 20: “For dealing with public

this point,”
us.”

it is of the greatest importance fur us to be preinformed beforehand, not only of the contents of
the Note, but also as to the day and hour of its publication.
Reply by telegraph."
But now Berchtold paid little

opinion,
cisely

136

Grey to Rumbold, July 20; B.D., 68 cf. also the acoount of this
by the German Ambassador, who was given the impression that
Grey “wss still viewing the Austro-Serbian quarrel optimistically, and
believed that a peaceful solution would be reached. He [Grey] said that
he had received no ioformation that would indicate anything to the contrary;" Lichnowsky to Bethmann, July 20; KX>., 92.
187 Jagow to Tschiracfaky, July 17j KX>., 61.
;

interview

188 K.D., 83.
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heed to these requests, and Germany was virtually unable
to learn anything further, except as to the date when the

ultimatum would be presented and Berchtold’s obstinacy

German advice as to Italy.^*®
The German Foreign Office also" applied

in rejecting

for information

Ambassador in Berlin. Szogyeny's instructions were that he was not to show the ultimatum to Germany until July 24, the morning after it had been delivered
in Belgrade. But Szogyeny now felt himself compelled to
telegraph to Berohtold, that he “considered it unconditionally necessary to inform the German Government at once,
to the Austrian

that is, before the other Powers, in a strictly confidential
manner.” And in a letter of the same day he wrote “ Jagow
gave me clearly to understand that Germany would naturally stand behind us unconditionally and with all her
strength, but for this very reason it v/as of vital interest
to Germany to be informed betimes as to ‘where our path
Accordingly, on the following afternoon,
is leading to.’ ”
July 22, Berchtold finally gave his consent, and Szogyeny
then showed the text of the ultimatum to Jagow.
After reading it on Wednesday evening, July 22, Jagow
told Szogyeny it was, in his opinion, “too sharp,” and went
too far in its demands. He reproached the Austrian Ambassador for thus communicating it only at the eleventh hour.
Szogyeny replied that nothing could be done about it, as
it had already been dispatched to Belgrade, and would be
presented there next morning, and officially published by the
:

Vienna telegraph agency at the same time.^*^
the despatches from Tschirschky and Stolberg in Vienna,
K.D., 65, 87, 88, 94, 95, 103, 104, 106.
1^0 Szogyeny to Berchtold, July 21; A.R.B., I, 39, 41.
141 Jagow, Ursachen, p. 110, and Bethmann, Betroxhtwaaen, 1, 139,
both state that Szogyeny said it would be prescited "next morning;” if
they are correct; this would be another instance of Szogyeny’s inaccuracies
tending in the direction of aggravating the 'tituation; it would make the
jait accompli seem even more inevocaule.
Szogyeny himself made no
report to Berchtold on this oonvciBation, or if he did. it has not been
139 See

July 17-21

;
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While Jagow was considering the ultimatum, another
copy of it was brought to him which had just arrived from
Tschirschky. Curiously enough, on the preceding day at
Vienna, Forgach, in ignorance of Berchtold's order to
Macchio not to show Tschirschkj'- the text of the ultimatum

some corrections are still to be made in it,”*“
actually handed it to him for transmission to Berlin. Forgach “expressly emphasized that it was for Your Excel“since

lency’s

strictly

approval

is still

personal information,
lacking,

though there

as
is

the

Emperor’s

no doubt

that he

Tschirschky sent it by mail instead of by
telegraph, probably because he feared that its subsequent
publication might endanger the secrecy of the German

will give it,”

cipher.
It thus did not reach Berlin until the evening of
July 22, as Jagow was knitting his brows over the copy
which Szogyeny had just given him. Bethmann, who was

apparently did not know of
the text of the note until late on the night of the 22nd or
the morning of the 23rd,^^'' but when he saw' it, he too,
like Jagow, was of the opinion that it was too sharp. Emperor William, away at sea on the HohenzoUern, first
at

Hohenfinow at

this time,

heard the contents of the ultimatum later still, through a
newspaper agency and not officially from the German
Foreign OflBce, as we know from an irritated telegram which
he sent to his “civilian Chancellor.”
The time decided upou for presenting the note at Belgrade
was not “next morning,” but next aftemr. m, July 23, at 5 P.M.; at the
last moment the hour was changed, at Jagow’s suggestion, from 5 to 6
P. M., to make certain that the news should not reach St. Petersburg
until after Poincajce had departed^ K
112, 127; A.11.B., I, 62; and
published.

above at note 76.
142 See above, at note 111.
143 Tschirschky to Bethmann, July 21 K.D., 106.
;
144 Bethmann’s telegram of July 22 at 11:40 P. M. (ibuL, no. 116),
speaks of “the wording of the Austrian note which is not yet known to
me.”
146 Kaiser to Bethmann, July 26, 7:30 PAl.; KD., 231. This telegram, together with what has been said above, shows the incoirectnest
of the much-quoted despatch from the English Ambassador at Vienna:
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Thus

it is

eral tenor of

essentially true that

some of the terms

Germany knew

267

the gen-

of the ultimatum, and

was

aware that they were likely to lead to a localized war with
Serbia, but she did not know the text of it beforehand
time to modify or recall it. Berchtold’s fait accompli
methods had prevented that. At the time Jagow finally
saw the text, on the evening of J uly 22, there remained less
than twenty-four hours before the Austrian Minister was
to present it at Belgrade. The text of it was already in his
hands. Even in these modern days of the telephone and
telegraph it would have been virtually impossible for the
German and Austrian officials in Berlin, Vienna and Belgrade to communicate with each other within the brief
time and agree upon a modification of the ultimatum. And
even if Bethmann and JagoAV had been informed of the text
much earlier, it is not to be assumed that they would have
modified or stopped it.
They would have probably still
adhered to the policy adopted on July 5, that the AustroSerbian question was “beyond the competence of Germany,” but that Germany must support her ally in the
in

action she

had decided upon

to protect herself against the

They

felt they had to accept
was a consequence of their
To have disafolly in giving him a free hand on July 5.
vowed Austria’s action at the last moment, would of course,
oa events turned out, have been wiser.
But it would
have meant that ths Triple Alliance would have been
greatly weakened further in the face of the Triple Entente
which was growing closer and stronger. The internal dissolution of Austria would have been accelerated through
Austria’s
the encouragement to restless Slav subjects.
completely
evaporating prestige in the Balkans would have
“Although I am not able to verify it, I have private information that the

Greater Serbia danger.

Berchtold’s fait accompli.

It

German Ambassador [Tsohirscbkyl knew the text of the ultimatum to
and telegraphed it to the German Em-

Serbia before it was despatched,
peror;” Bunsea to Grey. July

B££.,

95;

cf.

B.D.. 307
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dried up, and Russia, with her growing population and
ambitions, would have dominated the Balkans and hastened

the day for controlling Constantinople ana the Straits.
Bethmann and Jagow concluded that the more ener-

appeared to support Austria, the more likely
they would be to succeed in “localizing” the conflict and
in preventing Russia and the other Powers from interfering.
Therefore on the morning of July 24, when Austria notified
the Powers of Europe of the Note delivered to Serbia the
night before, Germany immediately followed with declarations endorsing Austria’s charges against Serbia and emphaJagow
sizing the importance of localizing the conflict.
made the assertions which we have ciuoted above as to
getically they

Germany’s having no foreknowledge of the contents of the
ultimatum. But m pretending to be wholly ignorant of
Austria’s step and at the same time approving it when

German Foreign Office stupidly put itself in a
and self-contradictory position which not unnaturally
made the Entente Powers suspect that it was acting in bad
taken, the
false

faith; it

made them suspect

that the

German

authorities

were more responsible for Austria, and were iiarboring more
reprehensible plans of their own, than was really the case
that Germany had not only approved but had instigated
Austria’s action that this action was not aimed merely at
Serbia, but was the pretext for a general wur which would
realize the ambitions voiced by irresponsible Pan-German
orators and newspapers.
These suspicions were not unnatural under the circumstances, and though they were far
from accurate, they were assiduously spread, especially by

—

;

the representatives of France, and contributed much to
the later fatal course of events.
Later, when Germany
perceived that it might not be possible after all to “localize”

an Austro-Serbian war, and therefore made genuine efforts
to restrain Austria and avoid a general European War, less
credence was given to her statements because of the sus-

—
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which had been aroused by Jagow’s untrue asserGermany had been ignorant of the ultimatum.
Reputation for good faith once weakened is difficult to
This is what made so serious her adding to the
restore.
of giving Berchtold a blank check on July 5
blunder
first
the second blunder of saying what was not true in regard
to foreknowledge of the ultimatum.
picions

tions that

THE ULTIM.\TUM
The Note which Austria addressed to Serbia on July 23
P. M., and notified to the Powers next morning, was
6
at
as follows:

On the 31st March, 1909, the Serbian Minister in Vienna,
on the instructiens of the Serbian Government, made the
following declaration to the Imperial and Royal Government;
“Serbia recognises that the jait accompli regarding
Bosnia has not affected her rights, and consequently she
will conform to the decisions that the Powers may take in
In
conformity with article 25 of the Treaty of Berlin.
deference to the advice of the Great Powers, Serbia undertakes to renounce from now onwards the attitude of prote.'it
and opposition which she has adopted with regard to the
annexation since last autumn. She undertakes, moreover,
to modify the direction of her policy with regard to Austria-

Hungary and

to live in future on good neighborly terms

with the latter.”

The

history of recent years, and in particular the pain-

have shown the existence
object of detaching a
part of the territories of Austria-Hungary from the Monarchy. The movement, which had its birth under the eye
of the Serbian Government, has gone so far as to make
itself manifest on both sides of the Serbian frontier in
ful events of the

of a subversive

28th June

last,

movement with the

the shape of acts of terrorism and a series of outrages and

murders.

Far from carrying out the formal undertakings contained
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iu the declaration of the 31st March, 1909, the Royal
Serbian Government has done nothing to repress these movements. It ha.s permitted the criminal machinations of various

and associations directed against the Monareby,
and has tolerated unrestrained language on the part of the
societies

press, the glorification of the perpetrators of outrages, and

the participation of officers and functionaries in subversive
agitation. It has permitted an unwholesome propaganda in
public ins'.'uetion, in short, it has permitted

all manifesta-

tions of a nature to incite the Serbian population to hatred

Monarchy and contempt

of the

of its institutions.

This culpable tolerance of the Royal Serbian Govern-

ment had not ceased

at the

28th June last proved

moment when

its fatal

the events

of the

consequences to the wholt

world.
It results

from the depositions and confessions

of the

criminal perpetrators of the outrage of the 28th June

that

the Sarajevo assassinations were planned in Belgrade; that
the arms and e.\plosi%'es with tyhicli the murderers were
provided had been given to them by Serbian

belonging to the Narodna
that the passage into Bosnia of the criminals and

functionaries
finally,

their

officers and

Odbrana; and

arms was organised and effected by the

chiefs of the

Serbian frontier service.

The above-mentioned

results of the magisterial investi-

gation do not permit the Austro-Hungarian Government

to

pursue ary longer the attitude of expectant forbearance
which they have maintained for years in face of the machinations hatched in Belgrade, and thence propagated in the

Monarchy. The results, on the contrary,
impose on them the duty of putting an end to the intrigues
which form a perpetual menace to the tranquillity of the
territories of the

Monarchy.
achieve this end the Imperial and Royal Government
see themselves compelled to demand from the Royal Serbian

To

Government a formal assurance that they condemn this
dangerous propaganda against the Monarchy; in other
words, the whole series of tendencies, the ultimate aim

of

—

—
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is to detach from the Monarchy territories belonging
and that they undertake to suppress by every means
criminal and terrorist propaganda.

which
to

it,

this

In order to give a formal character to this undertaking
the Royal Serbian Government shall publish on the front
page of their “Official Journal” of the 13/26 July the fol-

lowing declaration:

“The Royal Government of Serbia condemn the propaganda directed against Austria-Hungary i.e., the general
tendency of which the final aim is to detach from the
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy territories belonging to it, and
they sincerely deplore the fatal consequences of these criminal proceedings.

“The Royal Government

regret that Serbian officers and

functionaries participated in the above-mentioned, propa-

ganda and thus compromised the good neighborly relations
Government were solemnly pledged by
iheir declaration of the 31st March, 1909.
“The Royal Government, who disapprove anu repudiate
to which the Royal

all

idea of interfering or attempting to interfere with the

destinies

of

the

inhabitants of

Austria-Hungary, consider

it

any part whatsoever of
warn

their duty formally to

officers and functionaries, and the whole population of the
kingdom, that henceforward they will proceed with the
utmost rigor against persons who may be guilty of such
machinations, which they will use all their efforts to anticipate and suppress.”
This declaration shall simultaneously be communicated
to the Royal army as an order of the day by His Majesty

the King and shall be published in the "Official Bulletin”
of the Army.

The Royal Serbian Government further undertake:
1. To suppress any publication which incites to hatred
and contempt of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy and the
•

general tendency of which

is

directed against its territorial

integrity;
2. To dissolve immediately the society styled “Narodna
Odbrana,” to confiscate all its means of propaganda, and

;
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to proceed in the

same manner against other

their branches in Serbia

the Austro-Hungarian

which engage

Monarchy.

shall take the necessary

societies and

propaganda against
The Royal Government
in

measures to prevent the

societies

dissolved from continuing their activity under another name

and form;
3.

To

eliminate without delay from public instruction

Serbia, both as regards the teaching

body and

in

also as re-

gards the mctliods of instruction, everything that serves, or
might serve, to foment the propaganda against Austria-

Hungary
4.

;

To remove from

the military service, and from

administration in general,

all officers

and functionaries

the

guilty

propaganda against the Austro-Hungarian, Monarchy
whose names and deeds the Austro-Hungarian Government
reserve to tlicmselves the right of communicating to the
Royal Government;
of

5.

To

accept the collaboration in Serbia of representaAustro-Hungarian Government for the suppres-

tives. of the

sion

of

chc

subversive

territorial integrity of the
6.

To

movement directed
Monarchy;

against

take judicial proceedings against accessories

the plot of the 28th June

tl\e

to

who

are on Serbian territory; delegates of the Austro-Hungarian Government will take part
in the investigation relating thereto;

To

proceed without delay to the arrest of Major
Tankositch and of the individual named Milan
Ciganovitch, a Serbian State employee, who have been compromised by the results of the magisterial enquiry at
7.

Voja

Sarajevo;
8.

To

prevent by effective measures the co-operation of
illicit traffic in arms and ex-

the Serbian authorities in the

plosives across the frontier, to dismiss

and punish

severely

the officials of the frontier service at Shabats and Loznica
guilty of having assisted the perpetrators of tlie Sarajevo

crime by facilitating their pc jauge across the frontier
9. To furnish the Imperial "nd Royal Government with
explanations regarding the unjustifiable utterances of high
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officials, both in Serbia and abroad, who, notwithstanding their official position, Inavc not hesitated since the
crime of the 28th June to express themselves in interviews

Serbian

in terms of hostility to the Austro-Hungarian Government;

and, finally,
10. To notify the Imperial and Royal Government without delay of the execution of the measures comprised under

the preceding heads.

The Austro-Hungarian Government expect the reply of
the Royal Government at the latest by 6 o’clock on Saturday
evening, the 25th July.
In the light of what has been said in the preceding
concerning the Sarajevo assassination, the circum-

(shapters

up to it, Serbia’s failure to take prompt
and arrest tlie accomplices, and Austria’s
that her very existence was at stake, one cannot

stances leading

stepo to discover

conviction

say that the demands, though very severe, were excessive
from the Austrian point of view. If they had been honestly
calculated merely to exact punislmient for those connected

with the Sarajevo assassination and to obtain guarantees
of security for the future, they
fied.

But having been

might be regarded as

justi-

deliberately framed with the expec-

tation that they would be rejected, and that iheir rejection
would lead to a localized war with Serbia, they must be
condemned on both moral and practical grounds as one of

the

main causes of the World War. And Germany, in so
them and endorsed them, must share

far as she assented to

in this condemnation.

CHAPTER VI
THE RUSSIAN DANGER
The

first

news of the assassination of the Archduke

Franz Ferdinand made a painful impression in Russia, as
everywhere else in the civilized world. But the feeling of
hatred toward Austria-Hungary which prevailed in Russia,
and w’hich had been steadily increasing since the Balkan
crises, soon overshadowed all expressions of sympathy for
the aged Austrian monarch in the latest of his many tragic
bereaveme its. At the memorial services arrifnged in St.
Petersburg by the Austrian Ambassador there was, to be
sure, a full attendance of Russian officials, including Grand
Dukes Boris and Nicholas, who had been requested by the
Tsar to represent the Imperial family. But aside from this
perfunctory expression of feeling, the
Pourtales, did not notice
tria’s loss.

Not only

German

Ambassador,

any genuine sympathy with

in the newspapers,

but

Aus-

uiso in society,

he heard virtually nothing but unfriendly co^.iments on the
murdered Austrian Archduke: that Russia, by his death,
w'as now rid of a bitter enemy.^
At the close of the memorial service, Pourtales took the
opportunity to talk with Sazonov, the Russian Minister of
Foreign Affairs. It was the first lime he had seen him
since the assassination. Sazonov began by sharply criticizing the Sarajevo officials for their conduct after the crime.'
they had not only permitted attacks on the Serbs, but had
1 Pourtales to Bethmann, July ^3; K.D., 53.
The Kaiser’s marginal
note at this point was much nearci the truth: “He [Franz Ferdinand)
in fact always wanted to renew the i-ld League of the Three Emperorsl
He was the best friend of Russia I”
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a free rein to the popular fury. He did
there
that
was any population wprth mentionnot believe
deliberately given

ing in Bosnia and Herzegovina which was really loyal to
the Hapsburgs at most merely some Mohammedans and

—

Roman

Catholics.

He

denied Austria’s assertion that the

was the result of a Greater Serbian plot; at
least, he said, there was not the slightest proof of this so
far, and it was exceedingly unjust to hold the Serbian
Government responsible, as the Austro-Hungarian newspapers were doing. This was nc more justifiable than it
would have been for Russia to call the French Government
assassination

which were plotted on French
and committed in Russia. Championing the official
Serbian attitude, he declared that the Sarajevo crime was
only the isolated act of immature young persons, and there
was no proof of their connection with any deep-laid politito account for the crimes

soil

cal plot.

When

Pourtales urged “monarchical solidarity”
and murderers, he found

against such dangerous anarchists

that Sazonov responded to this ancient theme with less
warmth than usual, and concluded that Sazonov, like nearly
everyone else in Russia, was blinded by his hatred of Austria-Hungary.
He. noticed also everywhere in Russia a
boundless contempt for the condition of affairs in the Dual

Monarchy.®
During the middle of July, Sazonov spent several days
at his country estate near Grodno. He wanted a rest before
the exacting demands on his strength, which would be made
by the approaching visit of the French President and Prime
Minister. Such an absence from St. Petersburg seemed, at
that time, quite safe. But when he returned to the Russian
Foreign Office on July 18 he began to grow nervous at
the ominously silent attitude of the Vienna authorities,
and the heated recriminations between the Austrian and
,

2 KJD., 53. Beside the last remark the Kaiser penciled, ’“Pride goeth
before destruction)”
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Serbian Press.
tary,

Baron

The

Italian

THE:

WORLD WAR

Ambassador had

told the Secre.

Schilling, of his impression that Austria was

about to take an irreparable step against Serbia, and that
To the
it would be well to serve a warning at Vienna.®
Ambassadors
Sazonov
German
therefore
Austrian and
reiterated his views, that it was unjust to make the whole
Serbian people responsible for the crime of a single individual, as the Austrian newspapers were doing. “Russia,’
he said to the Austrian Ambassador, “would not be indifferent to any effort to humiliate Serbia. Russia could not
permit Austria to use menacing language or military measures against Serbia. In short, ‘La politique de la Russie
” *
Szapary, who had unexest pacifique, mais pas passive!’
pectedly returned from his vacation the day before, said
that Austria could not continue to tolerate the Serbian
terrorist activities, but that his Government were convinced
that Serbia would yield to any such demands as might result
from the investigation going on at Sarajevo. He' gave the
impression in peace-loving phrases that Austria had not
the slightest intention of rendering more acute her relations
with Serbia. Sazonov was fully quieted, and told Schilling
that there was no need to resort to threats, as the Ambassador had assured him emphatically of his Government’s
love of peace. “II a ete doux comme zin agneau.” ®
Sazonov had feared that some sudden suroke might be
attempted by Austria, which would humiliate Serbia
vol.

s Schilling’s Diary, p. 25; on the high value of this Diary, see above,
Barun Schilling was Director of the
1, ch. i, at notes 14 and 15.

Chancellery of the Russian Foreign Office. His position corresponded to
that of the Permanent Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs in England.
He was reported to be “an extraordinarily clever, skilful, and influential
man”, who really directed foreign policy more than Sazonov (c/. G. P.,

XXXIX,

526).

to Berchtold, July 18; A
B., I, 25; Pourtales to Bethmann,
K.D., 120.
6 Schilling’s Diary, p. 27. C/., however, Buchanan to Grey, July 18,
8;50 P.M. (B.D., 60) for evidences of Sacisi 9v ’8 great nervoumees and

Szdpary

July

21,

aazie^)
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He was always
directly, and thereby Russia indirectly.
very much afraid that Germany or Austria would do something to diminish Russia’s prestige in the Balkans and in
Europe. It was a point on which he was very sensitive,
particularly in view of the strong Pan-Slav sentiment of
the Russian Press and the militarists, who were not wholly
friendly to him, and who might, drive him from office if
he suffered a diplomatic defeat. He did not want a repetition of anything like the Liman von Sanders episode.
However, the main matter immediately at hand, until
Austria should finally break her sphinx-like silence, was the
reception of President Poincare and M. Viviani, and the
ceremonial renewal of the Franco-Russian solidarity.

Poincare’s visit to Russia

In January, 1914, at the height of the Liman von
Sanders crisis, the French had asked Sazonov when it would
be convenient for President Poincare to repeat the summer
visit to Russia, which he had made in August, 1912, shortly
before the outbreak of the Balkan War.
It was finally
arranged that he should arrive at Kronstadt at 2 P. M.
on July 20, and leave at 11 P. M. on July 23.® When the
Sarajevo assassination occurred the French Cabinet raised
the question whether it

was

desirable for

him

to leave

IVance, but decided, as did the Kaiser in going on his
it would seriously alarm public opinion
European situation, if important arrangements
long announced should be abandoned.'^ Jean Jaures, however, the veteran French Socialist and historian, distrusting
the policies of Izvolski and Poincare, refused to vote credits
for the trip, declaring that it was dangerous for France to
become increasingly entangled in adventurous Near East
questions, and in treaty arrangements of which the French

northern cruise, that
as to the

• Poincar6, TV, 3-6, 221-285; KJ5., 96, 108; Paleologue,
f Poincare, IV, 211 Lea Oiigines de la Guerre, 197 ff.
:

I, 1-19.
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knew neither the text nor the consequences.® But
the French President and his Prime Minister embarked
from Dunkirk on the cruiser, France, on July 15, and were
public

welcomed five days later off Peterhof by Sazonov, PalePoincare
ologue, and Izvolski, and then by the Tsar.
and Paleologue in their memoirs have left elaborate and
picturesque accounts of

all

the ceremonial occasions with

which the three following days
very

little

One

of Poincare’s

but they say
which were exchanged.

w'ere filled,

of private conversations

aims w'as to reduce Anglo-Russian

friction over Persia, in order to secure closer cooperation

between the ally and the friend of France,® and so perhaps
pave the way for a renewal of the negotiations for an
Anglo-Russian Naval Convention; these had been interrupted owing to the rumors of it which had leaked out, and

Edward Grey’s unwillingness to continue negotiations
in secret which he had publicly denied in i- &rliament.“
But among the main subjects of their discuss jn were certo Sir

tainly the strengthening of the

bonds of the F' a.nco-Russian
Entente,” and especially

Alliance, as well as of the Triple

Qvm

8 Cj. G. Doraartial, L’Evangile du
d’Orsaj/ (Paris, 1927), p. 11 f.
Deraartial has given a most penetrating analysis of the French Yellow

Book, showing how French

by

official

telegrams were suppressed and altered

editor (M. Berthelot?), to conceal the truth concerning Poincare’s
visit and the Russian mobilization measures.
His revelations and those
of August Bach and others (c/, KSF, II, 129-152; IV, S79-SS4; V, 262-5;
1228 f.) make all the more welcome the evonttial prospect of a complete and
honest publication of the French diplomatic correspondence during the July
crisis. Such a publication will perhaps clear M. Poincare’s reputation of
the suspicions which have been leveled against him at home and abroad.
its

Cj. R. Gerin et R. Poincare, Les Responsabilites de la Guerre (Paris, 1930).
9 Poincare, Lr.i Origines

and Nos.

49. 75,

de la Guerre, p. 201

f;

c/.

also B.D., pp.

x-xi,

164.

19 Cj.
Benckendorff, Russian Ambassador in London, to Sazonov,
2. 1914; Sicbert-.Schreiner, p. 733: see also G.P., XXXIX, 612-628.
11 Just before Poincare’s arrival, the Tisar said to'the French Ambas.sador:
“There is one question which preoccupies me above everything

July

else;

ance.

our Flntente with England. We must get her to enter our alliIt is all the more important that we should be able to count

...

upon the English

in case of a crisis;” Paleologue, I, 2f.
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the measures to be taken in view of the increasing indications that Austria

was preparing

to deliver a

stiff

ultimatum

to Serbia.^

In

all

the conversations which took place in the course

was Poincare, as one might expect
from his dominating and energetic personality, who took
the lead, and sounded the key-notes. At the very outset,
as the guests were leaving the France in a launch,
“Tl', Fmperor and the President,
Paleologue obsfrved;
of the next three days it

sitting in the stern,

It is

Poincare

who

{

j,t

one-

l..

conversation

guides the discussion.

Soon

.

it Is

.

.

he

who is talking. The Emperor only acquiesces.”
At the gala banquet at Peterhof in the evening the Tsar,
in his toast of welcome, hoped the two countries “will conalone

tinue to enjoy the benefits of the peace, which the fullness
of their strength ensures,

by constantly tying more

tightly

Poincare in a longer reply,
^he bands which unite them.”
which Paleologue thought had a remarkably significant
force and note of authority,^® recalled that the FrancoRussian Alliance had existed nearly twenty-five years, and
added:
Pounded upon community of interests, consecrated by
the peaceful desires of the two Governments, supported by
armed forces on land and sea wliich know and value each
other and have become accustomed to act as brothers,
strengthened by long experience and augmented by valu12 For the fact that the Entente Powers knew more of Austria’s
intended action than they admitted in their documentary publications of
As early as July 5 the British
1914, see above, ch v, at notes 95-100.
Ambassador in Vienna had reported that, “Dumaine, my French colleague, is full of serious apprehension. His country is known to be 4n
sympathy with the Serbian aspirations and he is in a position to know
what is being said and done by Serbians in Vienna. He has repeatedly
spoken to me during the past week of the dangers of the situation, which
he feats may develop rapidly into complications from which war might
easily arise;” Bunsen to Grey, July 5; BD, 40, but omitted from BBB.
18 Paleologue, I, 4.
14 Schilling’s Diary, Appendix, p. 113 f.
18 Paleologue, I. 6
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able friendships, the Alliance to which the sublime Tsar
Alexander III and the lamented President Carnot gave the
initiative has ever since constantly afforded proof of its
beneficial activity and its unshakable strength. Your
Majesty can be assured that France in the future, as always

and daily co-operation with her
pursue the work, of peace and civilization for which
both the Governments and both the peoples have never
ceased to lahour.i®
in the past, will, in sincere
ally,

Next morning, July 21, Poincare and the Tsar talked
over the general European situation, and especially the
Persian Question. The Tsar assured him that “he would
not allow Persia to cause division between England and
In the afternoon the French guests went to
Russia.”
St. Petersburg to receive the French colony and the Diplomatic Corps, but were surprised that the Tsar did not
accompany them. This was probably because of the severe
strikes which had broken out there, the workingmen being

more

interested in their

own

grievances tlian in the repre-

sentatives of French capitalism.^® In the reception at the
Winter Palace, Paleologue presented his diplomatic colleagues to the French President, who spoke affably to all
except the Austrian Ambassador: to Pourtales, about his
French ancestors, but not a word about politics to Motono,
virtual assent ...to Japan’s acting with the Triple Entente;
to Buchanan, he repeated the Tsar’s assurances about
Persia; it was probably also cn this occasion that he re;

jected emphatically Sir

Edward Grey’s

first

proposal

for

European ccniplications which might
grow out of the Austro-Serbian question by means of
“direct-conversations” between Austria and Russia,^® though
settling peacefully

16 Schilling’s Diary, Appendix, p. 114.
Buchanan to Grey, ,Tuly 22, 23; B.D., 75, 164.
ISC/. Pourtales to Bethmaun, July 23; K.D., 130, 291;

and

B.D.,

164.

}9Poincar4 “expressed opinion that a conversation d deux betweea
and Russia would bn very dang;erous at the present moment;

4.ustria
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neither Paleologue nor Poincare mention this in their ac-

When Szapary, the Austrian Ambassador, came
counts.
forward in his turn, Poincare seized the occasion to try to
draw him out as to Berchtold’s intentions, and to warn him
almost threateningly against Austria’s holding Serbia responsible for Sarajevo:
After some words of condolence over the assassination
Franz Ferdinand, the President asked

of the Archduke

Szapary:

“Have you any news from Serbia?’’
“The judicial investigation is advancing,” replied
Szapary coldly. Poinewe went on;
“The results of this investigation do not fail to disturb
me, Mr. Ambassador; for I remember two former investigations

which did not improve your relations with Serbia.
the Friedjung Affair and the Prochaska

You remember
Affair?”

Szapary replied

drily:

“We

cannot tolerate, Mr. Presi-

a foreign Government shall allow murderous
attacks to be prepared on its soil against our sovereignty.”
Poincare tried in a most conciliatofy tone to show him
that, in the present state of feeling in Europe, all Governdent, that

doubly prudent. “With a little good-will,
easy to settle. But it is easy also for
it to become envenomed.
Serbia has very warm friends in
the Russian people. And Russia has an Ally, France.
What complications arc to be feared here!” -®

ments ought

to be

this Serbian affair is

This description by Paleologue of Poincare’s conversation with the Austrian Ambassador is confirmed in its
essentials by Szapary himself, who concluded his long report
of it with the

shrewd observation:

This action of the President,

tactless, considering that

it

came from the head of a foreign state, who was here on a
visit, sounding like a threat and so strikingly different from
Buchanan to Grey, July 22; B.D., 78. On the significance of this, see
below ch.

viii.

at notes 27-37.

so Paleologue,

I.

0 £
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Sazonov’s reserved and cautious attitude, confirms the exM. Poincare will have anything but a calming

pectation that

Significant is the close resemblance between
the President's juristic deductions and the arguments hy
achrichten.
Pashitch in the Leipziger Neueste
Spalajeffect here.

N

kovitch [Serbian Minister at St. Petersburg],
characterized to
libre],

may

me only

whom

Sazonov

recently as “unbalanced” [dcsequi-

have had a hand in this gaine.-^

When Szapary had bowed and departed, Poincare
remarked to Paleologue that the interview had made an
Austria seemed to be
unfavorable impression on him:
preparing some sudden stroke which Szapary was concealing; “Sazonov must be firm, and we must support him.’'
These words sum up better than anything else the significance of Poincare’s trip to Russia. Aware of Sazonov’s
changeable and mercurial temperament, of his ardent Russian

nationalism,

alternating,

however, with a genuine

and a certain timidity which made him
shrink at critical moments from supporting the Serbians
to the point of war,-- Foincare wanted to strengthen
Sazonov’s attitude toward Austria. He wanted him to warn
Austria against making inacceptable demands on Serbia,
and to prevent him, in case of need, from accepting any
compromise settlement which might be regarded as a diplomatic defeat for the Triple Entente at the hands of Germany and Austria.
desire for peace

Poincare’s visit also greatly strengthened the militarist

group in Russia, headed by the Grand Duke, who wanted
Sazonov to take a more aggress 'ive attitncle and who were
continually trying to exert pressure on the peace-loving
21 Szapary to Berchtold, July 21,
I, 45.
22E.g. in the Albanian crisis in November, 1913; see also below, ch
viii, at note 83, Sazonov’s remark to Szapary on July 26, that he “had no
sympathy at nil for the Balkan Slavs,” and bis apparently momentary
inclination to abandon them, if he could reach a compromise settlement
with Austria which would save Russia’s prestige.
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The war spirit and "champagne mood” which was
by the presence of the French guests is well described
by Paleologue in his account of the banquet which Grand
Duke Nicholas gave in Poincare’s honor on the evening of
Tsar.

stirred

July 22, after a military review at Krasnoe Selo. Paleologue
arrived a few minutes early and found the Montenegrin
Princesses, Anastasia

Nicholas and Grand

and Melitza, wives of Grand Duke

Duke Peter respectively,

decorating the

they both began to talk to him excitedly:

tables;

"Do you know

that

we

are passing through historic

Tomorrow,

days, blessed days!

at the review, the

bands

play nothing but the Marche Lorraine and Sanibre et
Meuse. Today, I had a telegram from my father in the
proper style; he tells me we shall have war before the month
What a hero, my father! He is worthy of the Iliad.
is out.
Here, look at this little box it never leaves me; it has
Lorraine soil in it, yes, Lorraine soil, which I collected
beyond the frontier when I was in Franee two years ago
with my husband. Apd now look at that table of honor!
It is decorated entirely with thistles; I would not have any
other flowers put on it. Now then! They are thistles from
Lorraine! I picked a few stalks on the territory annexed
[by Germany] I brought them here and had the seeds
will

—

;

sown

in

more;

my

tell

garden.

him

Melitza, talk to the Ambassador some

all this

day means to

us, while I go

and

receive the Tsar.”

During the meal I sat next the Grand Duchess Anastasia
and the dithyrambics continued, mixed wdth prophecies:
“War is going to break out. Nothing will be left of Austria.
You will get Alsace-Lorraine back. Our armies will meet in

Germany
Then suddenly

be annihilated."
—“I must
control myself, the Tsar

Berlin.

will

is

look-

ing at me.”

Late that same night, at 4 A. M., Sazonov sent off to the
Russian Charge d’ Affaires at Vienna the warning telegram
28 Paleologue,

I,

14

f.

:
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which before Poincare’s

visit

he had

told Schilling was

unnecessary
Please point out in a friendly but firm manner the dangerous consequences of any Austrian action of a character
inacceptable to the dignity of Serbia.

The French

English Ambassadors are trusted to give councils

of

and

mod-

eration,®*

Poincare completely approved of

Ambassador

at

this,

and the French

Vienna was instructed accordingly.®®

But

the British Foreign Office realized the danger of a veiled

“Any such
threat of this kind. Sir Eyre Crowe noted:
communication at Vienna would be likely to produce intense
Sir Arthur
irritation, without any benefical other effect.”
Nicolson was “afraid that it is not a judicious move.”
And Sir Edward Grey decided to postpone any action until
next day.®®
This Franco-Russian move to head off Austria from
making demands on Serbia, however, came to nothing, because the Russian Charge d’Affaires in Vienna did not
receive his instructions until 3 P. M. on July ?3. He went
at once to the Ballplatz, but was told that Berchtold was
very busy and could not see him until next morning. In
Sazonov to Kudashev, Tg. 1475 (much coadcnsecl) July 22 [23],
Schilling’.s Diary, pp. 27; and p. 85 for imibridgcd text; also
L.N., II, 275. Reaouvin Euys (p. 77) Sazonr- »eut this teiegiain “duriug
the night on July 21-22 about 4 A.M.,” buj he is in enor; it was really
sent on July 23 at 4. A.M., as is clear I.ora the serial number (1473 is
close to 1487 sent ou July 24; cf. Krasnyi Arkhiv, IV, p. 45), and from
the fact that it was received in Vienna at 3 P. M. on July' 23. (Schilling’s
Diary, p. 38), that is, within the 10-12 hours which was the normal interval
for telegrams between St, Petersburg and Vienna. To be sure, the telegram is dated “July 22, 4 A.. M.,’’ but this is evidently one of the many
coses in which telegrams written lat'* in the evening and not put on the
wire until after midnight, were stamoed at the telegraph office with an
early morning hour which had the misleading eEFect of antedating by 24
hours the day-of-lhe-monlh date which the writer of the telegram had
correctly put upon it before he went to bed.
F.Y3., 22, 23.
Minutes on Buchanan’s tg. to Qrey, which was received July 23,
;

4 A.M.;

3P.M.;BJ).84.
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meantime the ultimatum was presented at Belgrade
at 6 P. M. on July 23.^^ Even had the instructions arrived
earlier, they would almost certainly have failed to deter
the

Berchtold, especially in view of England’s do-nothing atti-

tude and of the Vienna Cabinet’s firm determination.
Meanwhile in Russia the final festivities of the Poincare
visit

took place in blissful ignorance of the fact that Austria

had already presented her demands at Belgrade, and that
the Eranco-Russian move to prevent it would prove aborIn the farewell toast on board the France, the Presitive.
dent thanked the Tsar for the warmth of his reception,
which afforded “an emphatic affirmation of the indissoluble
alliance which unites Russia and my native France”
two
countries which would continue to cooperate in the future
as in the past, because “both have many times experienced
the advantages accruing to each from the regular cooperation, and because they are both animated by the same ideal
of peace combined with strength, honor and dignity.” The
words were acclaimed with tumultuous enthusiasm, and
made on all present a vivid and lasting impression of Poincare’s complete determination to stand firmly behind Russia.
A few days later Paleologue cited them to the Undersecretary, as an evidence of such perfect Franco-Russian
accord that they would bluff Germany out of making war in

—

support of Austria.**

The

Ambasby Sazonov and Pale-

result of Poincare’s visit, as the English

sador was confidentially informed

ologue next morning, had been to establish the following
points:
sifKudashev to Sazonov, July 26; Schilling’^ Diary, p. 38 f. The
French Ambassador did not receive his instructions until July 24, so that
the “observations intended to prevent presentation of the Note or to
cause its terms to be modified would now be out of place;’’ Bunsen to
Grey, July 24, 7:50 F.M., B.D., 97. Renouvin is in error (p. 79) in
speaking of the Pranco-Russian move as “made at Vienna on July 22.”
38 Schilling's Diary, p. 32; Paleolt^e, 1, 16 B,
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1.

2.

Perfect community of views on the various problems
with which the Powers arc confronted as regards the

maintenance of general peace and balance of power in
Europe, more especially in the East.
Decision to take action at Vienna with a view to the
prevention of a demand for explanations or any summons equivalent to an intervention in the internal affairs
of Serbia w'hich the latter

3.

would be

justified in regarding

as an attack on her sovereignty and independence.
Solemn affirmation of obligations imposed by the alliance
of the two countries.^®

The second
already been

of these points, as

frustrated

by

we have

Austria’s

just seen, had

prompt

action at

Belgrade before the Russian and French Ambassadors were
able to carry out their instructions.
The first and third
points find their interpretation in the events which followed. By the French Ambassador in St. Petersburg they
were treated as a blank check by which France promised
full

support to Russia in whatever measures she should

take to prevent Austria from carrying out the plans which
Berchtold had decided to carry out, but which were not

yet fully known to the rest of Europe. This is seen in the
assurances which Paleologue repeatedly gave ^o Sazonov as
the latter took progressive steps toward secret Russian
military measures preparatory to mobilization and to a

general European War.

SAZONOV’S PLAN FOR “PARTIAL MOBILIZATION,” JULY 24

On

the morning of Friday, July 24, the Austrian Ambassadors everywhere notified the Governments to which they
were accredited of the ultimatum which had been presented
at Belgrade the preceding evening.
Everywhere, except
28 Buch.inan to Grey, July 24
B.D., 101 ; this important part of
Buchanan’s telegram was suppressed from B.B.B., 6. For Poincare’s summary of the results of his visit, sec Viviani’s desoatch from Reval to
Bienvenu-Martin. July 24, 1 A.M., F.Y.B., 22.
:

;
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at Berlin, its severe demands and intransigent tone made a
painful impression and caused the most serious misgivings.
Sir Edward Grey called it “the most formidable document he had ever seen addressed by one State to another
that was independent.” But he did not care to discuss the

merits of the dispute between Austria and Serbia; that

was not England’s concern. It was solely from the point of
view of the peace of Europe that he would concern himself
with the matter, and he would wait to hear the views of
After talking with the French and
the other Powers.®®
German Ambassadors, he began to make a series of proposals for preserving the peace of Europe which will be
discussed later.

In Paris,

M. Bienvenu-Martin,

Minister of Justice,

who

was Acting-Minister of Foreign Affairs during the absence
of Poincare and Viviani, was completely nonplussed. He
did not know what to do, beyond informing the absent President and Minister of the new developments and giving
Serbia some cautious advice.®^ But he soon received instructions sent by wireless from the France, where Poincare
and Viviani had learned by a radiogram from Russia the
substance of the ultimatum. Viviani had at once sent
wireless messages to St. Petersburg, London, and Paris,
“that, in his opinion, (1) Serbia should immediately offer

the satisfaction compatible with her honor and independence; (2) that she should request an extension of the
twenty-four hour [sfc] time-limit wdthin which Austria
demanded a reply; (3) that England, Russia and Prance
should agree to support this request; and (4) that the
Triple Entente should see whether it would be possible to
substitute an international investigation in place of an
all

so Grey to Bunsen and the other British Amb-assadors, July 24, 1 P. M.
A.R.B., II, 14, 15; K.D, 157; and F.Y.B.,
; cf. also B.D., 98. 99, 100;

B.D., 91

32
Cf. F.Y.B., 24-34.
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Bienvenu-Martin proAustro-Serbian investigation.”
ceeded to take some steps accordingly, but they came too
late to produce

It

was

any positive

results.

in St. Petersburg, however, that the ultimatum

caused the greatest excitement and alarm. The Russian
Ministers and Entente Ambassadors did not get to bed
until long past midnight, after the France had steamed
away under the stars carrying Poincare down the Gulf of
Finland.
festivities

They had not yet recovered from the fatiguing
and bountiful banquets, when they were rudely

awakened toward 7 A. M.,®® after very few hours of sleep,
by the news of a telegram from Belgrade telling of the
ultimatum.
During the succeeding fortnight of almost
sleepless days and nights, the fatigue and mental demands
were far greater than during Poincare’s visit. Not only in
St, Petersburg, but everywhere in the Foreign OflBces of
Europe, responsible officials now began to fall under a
terrible physical and mental strain of overwork, worry, and
lack of sleep, whose inevitable psychological consequences
are too often overlooked in assessing the blame for the
events which followed. But if one is to understand how
it was that experienced and trained men occasionally failed
to grasp fully the sheaves of telegrams put into their hands
at frequent intervals, how their proposals were sometimes
confused and misunderstood, how they quickly came to be
obsessed with pessimistic fears and suspicions, and how in
some cases they finally broke down and wept, one must
remember the nerve-racking psychological effects of continued work and loss of sleep, combined with the consciouss2Poincar4, Les Originet de la Overre, p. 213; this and the other
important wireless messages to and from Poincar^ and Viviani on board
the France are suppressed from the French Yellow Book.
3® Paleologue, I, 22 f.; Sazonov, Fateful Years, p. 152, says that, having learned during the night of July 23-24 of the presentation of the
ultimatum, he left Tsarskoe Selo nhxt morning to return to St. Petersburg
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and

the fate of millions of lives.
"C’est la guerre Europeenne" were the words with
which Sazonov greeted Baron Schilling, on arriving from

Tsarskoe Selo at the Russian Foreign Office about 10 A. M.
on Friday morning. He at once telephoned the news to
the Tsar, who exclaimed, “This is disturbing,” and gave
orders that

he be kept informed as

to further develop*

ments.®^

A

few minutes later Szapary arrived to read the full
ultimatum and to explain and justify Austria’s
Sazonov, w'ho had not yet had time to consult
action.
with the other Russian Ministers or to learn how far England would back him up, received Szapary by saying that
he knew what brought him, but could not state what RusSzapary then read aloud the ultisia’s attitude would be.
matum, but was frequently interrupted by Sazonov’s questions and objections to its statements. At the mention of
the dossier, which was to place the full Austrian evidence
against Serbia before the Powers, Sazonov asked why Austria bothered with it, when she had already sent an ultimatum, showing she wanted war and not an impartial investigation; as things were, after the ultimatum, he said, he was
not at all curious to see the dossier. “The fact is, you want
war, and have burned your bridges.” When Szapary protested that Austria was peace-loving, and merely wanted
text of the

seeurity for
agitation

her

and

territory

for her

.against

foreign

revolutionary

dynasty against bombs, Sazonov

remarked sarcastically, “One sees how pacific you are, now
that you are setting Europe on fire.” There followed a
long discussion for an hour and a half. Sazonov sought to
defend Serbia against the Austrian charges, and criticized
the form and severity of the demands, especially the shortness of the time-limit. He kept saying from time to time:
Si Sohilling’s Diary,
p. 38 f.
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“I

know what

I see

what

is

it

You

ing you on.

is.

You want to make war on Serbia!
German newspapers are egg-

happening, the

are setting fire to Europe.

It is a great

you are assuming; you will sec the impression
make here and in London and Paris and perhaps

responsibility
inis will

elsewhere.
sion.'’

He

They

will consider this an unjustifiable aggres-

recalled the scandals of the Frir-rljung

trial, but,

contrary to Szapary’s expectation, Sazonov did not argue

about the pressure from Russian public opinion, Slavdom,
He spoke rather of England, France
and Eurojje and the effect w'hich the ultimatum would have
outside Russia. Szapary got the impression that the Russian Minister was more dejected than excited, and was
being careful not to say anything which wouhl prejudice
Russia’s future action. On the whole he thought Sazonov
or Greek Orthodoxy.

“relatively calm.”

Sazonov, however, was more excited and disturbed than
Szapary appeared to think. Of a naturally mercurial temperament, he was now particularly indignant at Berchtold’s
methods. The short time-limit, the withholding of the
dossier, and the humiliating demands on Serbia, all seemed
to him to indicate that Austria was determined on war at

once with Serbia. It was particularly deceitful on Austria’s
part to have pretended for three weeks that the demands
would be mild, rjuch as Serbia could surely accept, and then
to face the little

kingdom with an ultimatum which seemed
wanted war and would soon cross

to indicate that Austria

Szapary to BorchtoH, July 24, 3:35, 8:00 and 8:25 P.M.; A.R.B.,
The Austrian Red Book of 1915 condenses these three
17, 18.
telegrams into one and suppresses seven passages. On this interview between Sazonov and Szapary, see also Pourtnles to Bethmann, July 24;
K.D., 148. For Berchtold’s simultaneous interview with Kudashev, the
Russian Charge d’AfTaires in Vienna, in which Bcrchtold sought to be as
conciliatory as jiossible, .saying that he had no desire to humiliate Serbia
but only to require necessary guarantees of security for Austria, and that
he had no intention of annexing Serbian territory but only of maintaining the status quo, see A.R.B., IT, 23; and Schilling’s Diary, p. 39 f.
3 r>

II,

16,
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Moreover, Poincare
the frontier into Serbian territ<’>ry.
and the French Prime Minister had left Russia only a few

They were now out on the Baltic, where
him to get into touch with them. Furit
he
suspected
thermore,
that much that Szapary said was
not true. Therefore Russia must be prepared for war, or
at least a strong diplomatic bluff, and he must make sure
of British and Rumanian support. Accordingly, while he

hours previously.

was

diflSicult

for

had been talking with Szapary, he had Baron Schilling
notify the Ministers of War,*® Navy, and Finance of the
course of events and summon them to a Council of MinisSchilling warned Izvolski and Shebeko to
ters at 3 P. M.
return to their posts at Paris and Vienna, and recalled
Neratov, Prince Trubetzkoi and other Foreign Office advisers from their leaves of absence. He also pointed out to
the Finance Minister the necessity of withdrawing without
delay as far as possible all State deposits in Germany.®^
Sazonov himself consulted with General lanushkevich,
the Chief of the General Staff, and proposed preparations
for a partial mobilization of the Russian army, directed
exclusively against Austria, the announcement of which
might serve as a warning to Germany and an effectual bluff
This at any rate
to stop Austria from attacking Serbia.
seems to be the conclusion to be drawn from the following
narrative of General Dobrorolski.®® Dobrorolski was Chief
8<> Sukhomlinov
later denied that he took part in the Council of
Ministers on July 24 (c/. Wegerer, in Pol. Sci. Quart., XLIII, 204 f., June,
1928), but we seriously doubt whether his posl-War denial is trustworthy?
Schilling’s Diary, p. 29.
Sergei Dobrorolski, "Mobiiizatsia russksoi Armii v 1914 G.,” in
the Belgrade Voennii Sbomik, I, pp. 91-116; Aug.-Sept., 1921; German
translation, Die Mobilmachung der russischen Armee, IDli, Berlin, 1922;
and French translation, “La Mobilisation de I’Armee Russe en 1914,” in
Revue d’ Hisloire de la Guerre Mondiale, 1, April-July, 1923.
Other valuable material on Russian military preparations and mobilization in 1914 may be conveniently noted at this point.
Among the
memoirs of Russian Generals: V. A. Sukhomlinov, Erinnirungen, Berlin,
1924, more valuable on his army reforms before 1914, than on July, 1914,

in which

he minimizes his

part.

I.

Danilov, Rvsaland

im WeUktiege,

292
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of the Mobilization Section of the General Staff in 1914,
and therefore in a position to know authoritatively all the

technical details and preparations of Russia’s mobilization

measures. Driven into exile by the Bolshevist revolution,
and writing his narrative in Belgrade in 1921 without access

and papers, he made a few minor slips of
memory. But his remarkable frankness, authoritative information, and general accuracy is confirmed by all the
to his notes

(Russian ed. Berlin, 1925; and French trans., Paris, 1927),
Danilov was Quartermaster General from 1909-1914, and supplements Dobrorolski’s account at certain points in an article in Rev.
(SHist. de la Guerre Mondiale, I, 259-266, Oct., 1923. V. I. Gurko, Ru^a,
1914-1917, N. Y., 1919, pp. 1-24; A. S. Lukoraski, V ospominanlia [Memoirs],
2 vols., Berlin, 1922. A. A. Polivanov, [Memoirs containing extracts from
Jena, 1925
chs. i-vi;

M. Saiontschovski, Moscow, 1924.
Very illuminating are the numerous Russian mobilization telegrams
and other military documents captured by the Germans during the war,
published and analyzed by R. Hoeniger, Rusflands Vorbereitung zum Weltkrieg, Berlin, 1919; and more completely by G. Frantz, Russlands Einlnlt
in den Weltkrieg, Berlin, 1924 (quoted hereafter as “Frantz”). B. von
his diaries, in Russian] ed. A.

Eggeling, Die russische Mobilmachung
1919, is the first-hand account of the

und der Kriegsaitebruch,
German Military Attachd

Berlin,

in St.

Petersburg in 1914.
Sazonov's memoirs, Fateful Years (N. Y., 1928) cannot be relied on.
The contradictory testimony and confused newspaper reports of the
famous Sukhomlinov Trial of 1917 were summarized by the present writer
in his third article in the Amer. Hist. Rev., XXVI, 22.5-254, Jan., 1921,
together with the other literature then available; extracts, from the Russian
newspaper reports of the trial are also given by R. Hoeniger, in the

Deutsche Rundschau, April, 1918, pp. 15-80; in an aii'.uyraous pamphlet,
Suchomlinow, Die rus.si.sche Mobilmachung im Lichte r.-i.tlicher Urkunden
und der Enthullungen des Prozesses, Bern, 1917; and bv P. Renouvin, in
Rev. d'llist. de la Guerre Mondiale, II, 49-t'i), April, i'J24; but this testimony from the Sukhomlinov Trial is now of relatively small value.
For more recent accounts, see the military histories in Russian by
H.
I. K. Zichovich (Moscow, 1922), and N. N. Golovine (Prague, 1925)
von Kuhl, Der deutsche Generalstab in Vorbereitung und Durchjuhrung
des WcUkrirges, Berlin, 1919, 2nd ed. 1920^ G. Frantz, Russland auj dem
Wege zur Katastrophe, Berlin, 1926; Michael T. Florin.sky. “The Russian
;

Mobilization of 1914,” in Pol. Sci. Quart., XLII, 203-227, June, 1927; the
by A. von Wegcrer, ibid., XLIII, 201-228, Juno, 1928; the
articles by Danilov, Dcmartial, Dobrorclski, Frantz, Moni.gclas, Sukhomlinov, and von Wegoror, in KSF, I, 97-10-1; II, 18-21, 78-98, 205-207, 225231; III, 27-38, 753-762; TV, 207-219, 430-435; by Montgelas, in the Deutseht
Rundschau, May, 1922, pp.. 113-124, and July, 1922, pp. 1-0; and by G
Frantz, in Current History, March, 1927, pp. 852-858.
reply to this
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documents which have since come to light, as well as by
which the present writer was privileged to have with

talks

him

Dobrorolski writes;

in 1923.

On
o’clock

July 11 [N. S., 24], St. Olga’s Day, between 11
and noon, the Chief of the General Staff, General

me on the service telephone and told
come immediately to his office.
“The situation is very serious,” he said as I entered.

lanushkevich, called

me

to

“Austria has delivered a wholly unacceptable ultimatum to
Government and we cannot remain indifferent.
It has been decided to announce this publicly and decisively.

the Serbian

Tomorrow

there will appear in the Russkii Invalid a short
warning, saying that all Russia is following with
close attention the course of the negotiations between the
official

Austro-Hungarian and the Serbian Governments, and will
not remain inactive if the dignity and the integrity of the
Serbian people, our blood brothers, are threatened with
danger.*®

Have you

everything ready for the proclamation

of the mobilization of our

Upon my

army?”

replying in the affirmative, the Chief of the

General Staff said to me, “In an hour bring to me all the
documents relative to preparing of our troops for war, which
provide, in case of necessity, for proclaiming partial mobilization

against Austria-Hungary only.

must give no occasion

to

Germany

This mobilization

to find any grounds of

hostility to herself.”

was out of the
But General lanushkevich ordered me anew to
make a detailed report to him after an hour in accordance
with his decision already made.
The absolute impossibility of a partial mobilization of the army was evident.
By what motives was our strategy to be guided? By
I pointed out that a partial mobilization

question.

.

.

.

[Dobrorolski then explains that on
account of the system of alliances Russia was convinced
that a war between Austria and Russia would inevitably

political considerations.

3SFor the text of the announcement as actually made on July
see R.OJB.. 10.

26,
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involve Germany, and therefore no mobilization plan had
been worked out for war against Austria alone.]

What

then could be the purpose of any partial

tion against Austria-Hungary alone?

A

mobiliza-

threat which was

not supported by a convincing evidence of one’s owm power

an attempt to despise this threat. A
would have had exactly
the opposite consequences of those which we reckoned upon.
From a strategic point of view the partial mobilization
was simply folly. It was the intention to mobilize four
Military Districts: Kiev, Odessa, Moscow and Kazan. In
the territory covered by these military districts thirteen
army corps had their standing peace quarters.^®
would give

rise to

partial mobilization of our forces

Dobrorolski goes on to explain

and

difficulties

proposed.

of

any such

all

the technical dangers

partial mobilization as was

After mobilization the troops of these four

dis-

would necessarily advance to the frontier, but to strike
at Austria effectively from the East and North, it was necessary for some of them to advance through the Warsaw
District. Yet in order not to alarm Germany the Warsaw
District was to remain untouched
And if no preparations
tricts

!

were made in the Warsaw District, the part of it which
bordered on Austria would remain uncovered and unprotected. Moreover, if a general mobilization should follow
the partial mobilization, the u* nost confusion would take

Warsaw District were
Moscow and Kazan Districts, where

place, because thq reservists for the

drawn partly from the
would already have taken place. These
dangers and difficulties were not apparently, however, at
first fully grasped by Sazonov, or even by lanushkevich,
who had been in offi^ only a few months, and, as we shall
see, this.plan of-partial mob’Uzation was proceeded with, to
the utter dismay of the military technicians like Dobrorolski and General Danilov.
partial mobilization

40 Dobrorolski. pp. 99-101

(German

trana., pp. 17-19).
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After his interview with Szapary and his arrangement
with lanushkevich, Sazonov hurried to the French Em-

where he lunched with Paleologue and Buchanan.
Diamandi, the Rumanian Minister, was also invited to join
them, because “it was of the greatest advantage for us that
Rumania should be drawn in on our side, while for Rumania it was manifestly flattering to participate as an equal
in the diplomatic steps taken by the Great Powers."
Sazonov said that “the step taken by Austria meant war,”
and he hoped that England would proclaim her solidarity
with France and Russia. He said that Austria’s conduct
was “immoral and provocative,” that some of her demands
were absolutely inacceptable, and that she never would
have acted as she had done without first having consulted
Germany. He told Buchanan of the perfect agreement of
views which had been established between France and
and Paleologue added,
Russia during Poincare’s visit,
“Prance would not only give Russia strong diplomatic support, but would, if necessary, fulfil all the obligations
imposed on her by the alliance.” Buchanan replied that
he could not speak for England, but would telegraph Grey
all that they had said ; he personally could hold out no hope
bassy,

that

England would make any declaration of

solidarity that

would entail armed support of France and Russia; England had no direct interest in Serbia, and public opinion in
England would never sanction a war on her behalf. Sazonov
replied that the Serbian question was but part of the general European question and that England could not efface
herself; that he personally thought Russia would have to
mobilize, but no decision would be taken until a Council of
Ministers had been held. Buchanan then suggested bringing influence to bear on Austria to extend the time-limit,
but Paleologue “replied that time did not permit of this;
qither Austria

was

bluffing, or

41 Schilling's Dianj, p. 30.

had made up her mind
42 See above, at note 20.

to act

,
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In either case a firm and united attitude was
As Sazonov and
our only chance of averting war.”
to
press
Buchanan
both
continued
Paleologue
for a declaration of complete solidarity, he said he would telegraph a
fuU report to Sir Edward Grey. He even went so far as
to express his personal opinion that Grey, “might be preat once.

pared to represent strongly at Vienna and Berlin the danger
to European peace of an Austrian attack on Serbia,
and that if war became general it would be diflBcult for
.

,

England to remain neutral.” Sazonov remarked that if
war did break out, England would be sooner or later dragged
into it, and if she did not make common cause with France
and Russia she would have rendered w'ar more likely, and
would not have played a “beau role.” Buchanan concluded
from Paleologue’s language that “it almost looked as if
France and Russia were determined to make a strong stand
even if we declined to join them,”
Sazonov, disappointed at being unable to secure Eng-

immediate declaration of Entente solidarity which
he had hoped might give pause to Austria, still avoided
seeing the German Ambassador. He was not yet ready to
indicate to him what Russia’s policy would be. Moreover,
he wished first to consult his ministerial colleagues. Accordingly, on leaving the luncheon conference at the French
land’s

*3 Buchanan to Grey, July 24, 5:40 P.M.; B.D., 101; c/. also Sir
George Buchanan My Mission to Russ' (2 vols., London, 1923), I, 1893.;
and Paleologue, I, 23 f., where it is clear that the French Ambassador
was exerting all his influence to make Sazonov stand firm, even if it led
to war, and where a very different impression is given from that in his
telegram of July 24 as published in- F.Y.B., 31 one suspects that here also
the editor of the French Yellow Book has used the blue pencil very
generously.
In the original serial form in which Paleologue published
this part of his memoirs (Ret;, dee Deux Mondes, Jan. 15, 1921, p. 248),
he represents Buchanan as saying regretfully at this luncheon meeting,
“Ahl if only the Conservative Party [in England] were in power now.
I am sure that they would i
^tand wh.at the national interest now
BO clearly imposes on us;” but,
discreetly omitted this and several
other passages when he published his memoirs in book form. Buchanan
;

(I,

210) takes exception to

some

of Paleologue’s staterdents.
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he proceeded to the meeting of the
Here he set forth the diplomatic

P. M.,

Ministerial Council.
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and probably argued

at length to persuade the

reluctant military authorities to accept his partial mobiliza-

We

have no precise and satisfactory record of
the discussion, but after several hours the Council adopted
tion plan.

the following resolutions;

(1) to get into touch with the

other Powers to request Austria to extend the time-limit,
and so give them time to become acquainted with and to
investigate the dossier of Sarajevo documents which Austria had declared she would communicate; (2) to advise
Serbia not to offer armed resistance, if Austria should invade her territory but to announce that she was yielding
to force and entrusting her fate to the judgment of the
Great Powers; (3) to authorize the Ministers of War and
Marine to ask the Tsar’s consent to announce, depending
on the course of events, mobilization in the four Military
Districts of Kiev, Odessa, Moscow and Kazan, and of the
Baltic and Black Sea Fleets; (4) to fill up immediately the
stocks of war-supplies, and (5) to recall instantly state
funds in Germany and Austria."**
Thus, an effort was to be made to have the Great Powers
examine the merits of the Austro-Serbian question to
“Europeanize” it, instead of “localizing” it, as Austria and

—

Germany wished;

and,

if

this w'as i..isuccessful, to arrange

much of the Austrian army would be
the moment Russia should finally have

that

tied

up

in Serbia

up arms,
Sazonov accordingly telegraphed to Belgrade that “if the
helpless situation of Serbia is indeed such as to leave no
doubt as to the outcome of an armed conflict with Austria,”
it would be better not to make resistance, but retreating,
let Austria occupy territory without a fight and appeal to
at

to take

Journal of the Council of Ministers, July 24, approved by the
Tsar, July 25; printed from the copy in the Hoover War Library by
Robert C. Binkley, in Current Hittory, Jan., 1026, p. 633; ef, also Schilling’s Diaru. p. 30.
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the Powers to intervene.'* “
to the
that, if

W'ith the results of the

be

in

He

also sent a circular telegram

Powers urging an extension of tire time-limit, so
Austria enabled the Powers to acquaint themselves
Sarajevo investigation, they would

a position to give Serbia corresponding

might not be

advice.*'

As these efforts
had also decided “in principle”

successful, the Council
in

favor

“partial mobilization” plan, that

is,

the mobilization

1,100,000
districts

men

of

Sazonov’s

— thirteen

near Austria;

of

army corps in the four southern
this was only to be announced, how-

Sazonov should decide it was necessary, and
this decision of the Council was not final until approved
by the Tsar next day.*’
All these arrangements were made by Sazonov before he
received Pourtales and heard Germany’s views on the
ultimatum and policy of “localization.” Pourtales had been
told in the morning that Sazonov could not receive him
after Szapary, because he must go to a meeting of the
Council of Ministers,*® whereas in reality he had gone to
the luncheon conference at the French Embassy. It was
not until toward 7 P. M. that Pourtales was finally
admitted. When he attempted, in accordance with the
instructions given to him and the other Ge’ .aan Ambassadors,*® to justify Austria’s action and to urge that the
Austro-Serbian conflict should remain “localized,” Sazonov,
“who was very much excited and gave vent to boundless
ever, w'hen

*6

Sazonov to the Russian Charge d’Affaires in Belgrade, July 24;
Cf. Crackanthorpe to Grey, July 28 (B.B.,
221):
Serbian Government expected immediate .attack on Bcigi'ade
on departure of Austrian Minister and so removed at once. Plan of
campaign is now to draw into interior as targe a portion as possible
Under-Secretaiy
of Austrian army so as to weaken Austria elsewhere.
Schilling’s Diary, pp. 33, 86.

of State tells me that Russian support is assured.”
48 Schilling’s Diary, pp. 33, 40; R.O.B., 4, 5; B.D., 123.
4r Cf.
Buchanan to Grey, July 25; B.D., 125; and statement of

former Russian Minister of War to the present writer.
4* Pourtales to Bethmann, July 24, 6:10 P.M.; K.D.. 148.

«K.D.,

100.

a
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reproaches against Austria-Huiigarj', stated in the most
determined manner that it would be impossible for Russia
to admit that the Austro-Serbian quarrel could be settled

between the two parties concerned." He argued shrewdly
that the Serbian promises of 1909, to which Austria made
reference in the ultimatum, were given, not to Austria
alone, but to the Powers; consequently, the question
whether Serbia had lived up to these promises was a European one it; was for Europe to examine the dossier, and
see whether Austria’s charges were well founded.®® Moreover, Austria could not be both prosecutor and judge.
Pourtales replied that it was not practical to submit
the question for adjudication by the six Great Powers,
because the general political attitude of the Powers and
their allied grouping would be the decisive factor in their
judgment of the case. What would be the practical use of
such a “judicial procedure," if the political friends of Austria took one side, and her opponents the other?
Who
would decide in such a case? He promised, however, to
report Sazonov’s idea to Berlin, but “he doubted Avhether
Germany would expect her all 3 to lay the results of her
investigation before a European Areopagus. Austria would
refuse, as any Great Power must, to subject to arbitration
a question in which her vital interests were at stake."
Pourtales then urged “monarchical solidarity" and the
danger of countenancing regicides, but Sazonov quickly
shifted the conversation to the broader political ground
that a whole Government and Nation could not be held
responsible for tlie act of an individual, and that Austria’s
charges were by no means convincing. He launched into
;

'^

BOSazonov's argument was shrewd and technically quite correct, because, as Szii'iiry regretted (A.R.B., II, 19), in the ultimatum itself, Serbia was accused, in failing to live up to the promises of 1909, of “acting
in opposition to the will of Europe,” and because a copy of the ultima-

tum had been
iaterested in

sent

“to

all

the

other Signatory

any modifications of the Treaty of

Powers” who were

Berlin.
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such unrestrained accusations against Austria that Pourtales expressed the fear that he was blinded by his hatred
of Austria.

nature.

I

"Hate,” replied Sazonov, “is foreign
do not hate Austria; I despise her.”

to

my

Finally

he exclaimed; "Austria is seeking a pretext to gobble up
Serbia; but in that case Russia will make war on Austria.”
Pourtales sought to calm him by expressing his conviction
that, at most, Austria was only intending to inflict a deserved chastisement on Serbia, and was far from thinking
of making territorial gains.
But Sazonov shook his head
doubtingly: "First Serbia would be gobbled up; then will
come Bulgaria’s turn; and then we shall have her on the
Black Sea.”

The interview was a tense one, and served only to
accentuate more sharply the conflict between two views

—

which were now coming into dangerous conflict should the
Austro-Serbian question remain “localized,” or be “Euro-

As Pourtales was leaving Sazonov’s ofBce,
Paleologue was waiting to come in and learn the decisions
taken by the Ministerial Council and the outcome of the
interview wuth Pourtales, but his reports as published do
peanized.”

not give a satisfactory account of what passed between him
and the Ru.ssian Foreign Minister.®’-*

WARLIKE PORTENTS AT KRASNOE

On

Saturday, July 25, the

wave

SELO, JT LT 25
of

midsummer

heat

which had been hanging over St. Petersburg for a month
seemed to reach its climax. The trains were crowded with
peace-loving people pouring out for the summer holidays.
plain at Krasnoe Selo, the Tsar and
all St. Petersburg’s high society were gathered to witness

Out on the sun-baked
SI Pourtales to
later in the

Bethmann, July

day; K.D.,

160, 204,

25, 1:08 A. M., and detailed report
C/. also Szapar}' to Berchtold, July 25,

2:30 A.M.; A.R.B., II, 19; and Schilliuig’s I>iary, p. 31.
Paleologue to Bienveuu-Martin, July 2S [247]; F.YJB., 38; Pal^
ologue, 1, 24-26; and Schilling’s Diary, p. 31 f.

WARLIKE PORTENTS AT KRASNOE

SELO,

JULY

25
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the summer review of the Russian troops. Late in the
forenoon an important Ministerial Council was held at
which the Tsar presided. It lasted so long that the maneuvers had to be postponed an hour. Even when they
finally

took place, they were cut short, and an unusual

all the officers.
The foreign
Military Attaches got the impression that the Ministerial
Council had considered mobilizing the Russian army, and

military excitement pervaded

perhaps had even decided to order it, at least in the four
Southern Military Districts facing Austria.®®
General
Adlerberg, the Governor of St. Petersburg, by a slip of the
tongue, in talking with the German General Chelius, actually spoke of measures “for mobilization.”
Baron Griinwald, the Tsar’s chief equerry, sitting next to Chelius at
the banquet that evening, said to him, “The situation is
very serious. What was decided this noon, I am not permitted to tell you. You yourself will soon learn it. But
take it from me, it looks very serious.” He touched glasses
with Chelius and drank his health with the words, “Let us
hope we shall see each other again in better times!”
63 Major Eggeling, German Military Attache, in the Nordd. Allg
Zeitung, No. 261, Oct, 21, 1917; Eggeling, Die Russische Mobilmachung,
pp. 23-25.
64 Chelius to the Kaiser, July 26; K.D., 291. Chelius was Emperor
William’s personal representative at the court of the Tsar. For many
years “Willy” and “Nicky” had each kept at the court (d la suite) of
the other such a personal representative, in addition to the regular ambassadors, consuls, and military and naval attaches. They were accorded
special intimacy, and served to keep the two autocrats in closer personal
touch with each other. Owing to their privileged position and their intimate contact with the Sovereign’s entourage, they were often able to get
a closer view of the currents of feeling and the personages of influence
than the regular formal diplomatic representatives. Chelius, who gives
the best account of these events on July 25, gives evidence here and elsewhere of this close touch. Tatishchev, the Tsar's representative at the
Kaiser’s court, happened during these critical days to be in Russia. On
July 30, 1:20 A. M., the Tsar telegraphed to the Kaiser: “Am sending
Tatishchev this evening with instructions,” but apparently this emissary
of peace was stopped by Sasonov at the railway station just ns he was
departing for Berlin; R. Rosen, Fortg Years of Diplomacy (London, 1923).
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After the military review hatl been held, in an unusually
curtailed form, it was announced that the maneuvers at

Krasnoe Selo and in the whole Empire werr to be broken
and that the troops w'ere to return at once to their
standing quarters, as they would have to do in case of war.
The idea that mobilisation and war were imminent was
increased by the immediate promotion that same evening
off,

of the

St.

Petersburg Alilitary

Academy

cadets to the

position of regular officers in the army, instead of later in

the year as customary.
address to these

new

At the banquet following the Tsar’s
German Military

appointees, says the

Attache, “young officers openly expressed their joy to

me

now

at last they were starting something ‘against
Others aired their rage against ‘Austrian presumption.’ Even Prince Peter of Montenegro, who was
present just at this time, thought he had to tell me that
in his country there reigned a distinct enthusiasm for war,

that

Au.5tria.’

and tliat mobilization was in full progress. Not a man
seemed to recollect that we [Germans] were in alliance
Austria!”
Following the banquet there was a theatrical performance, which, under the leadership of the Grand Duke
Nicholas, w'as made the occasion of a great demonstration
witli

On

same evening St. Petersburg was startled
out of its stillne.ss by the unexpected sound of -he hoofbeats of the Imperial Guards hurrying back through the
mist to the capital, although they were to have been quartered out at Krasnoe Selo for another month.®® “At seven

for war.

this

o’clock,” writes Paleologue, “I

II,

171;

Buch

in

Schilling's

KSF,

D'utry, p. 64 ff.;
ff
Nov., 1924.

II, .OOS

go to the Warsaw Railway

K.D., 390, 399; and details by A.

,

Eggeling, in Nqrdd. Allg. Zeitang, No. 261, Oct. 17. 1917.
On tlio events ut Kra.snoe Selo on this fateful Saturday, July 25,
8f(! K.D., 191, 291; Eggeling, Die Rvesische Mobilmachung, pp. 22-27;
A.R.li., II, 37, 60, 61; MerieL Buchanan, The City of- Trouble (New Yori^
5*'

19181, pp. 10-12.
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Station to say good-bye to Izvolski,
his post in haste.

On

the trains are crowded with

tion:

who

the platforms, there

returning to

is

animaand soldiers.
exchange rapidly
is

lively

officers

This already looks like mobilization. We
our impressions, and come to same conclusion, ‘Cette
”

fois,

Next day Princess Paley, who was in
close touch with the Grand Dukes, sent an urgent telegram
to her mother and daughter who were at Bad Kissingen in
e’est la guerre.’

Germany to leave immediately for Switzerland or Italy;
and General Danilov, who had been hurriedly recalled from
a tour

in the Caucasus, telegraphed to his family in Podolia
near the Austrian frontier begging them to return at once
to St. Petersburg.®®

THE

RUSSIAN" “PERIOD PREPARATORT TO

WAB”

What

took place on July 25 at this important MinisCouncil (often incorrectly called a Crown Council)
in the presence of the Tsar to cause all these impressions
of impending war? Again we have no precise record of
what was said by each person pre.sent, bui we know the
final decisions taken. We may surmise that a conflict took
place between Sazonov, who adhered to his “partial mobilterial

ization" plan,

Duke

and the military

leaders, led

by the Grand

Nicholas, w’ho feared that the technical and political

a partial mobilization would be disastrous.®®
General Sukhomlinov, Minister of War, later claimed
to have taken a passive attitude during the July crisis,®'
but his apologia is not convincing. General Danilov, speaking of the Ministerial Council, says: “It is easy to understand the decision of those members of the Council who
had little knowledge of purely military problems and were
difficulties of

Paleologue. I, 27 f.
Princess Palcy, "En Russic

de

Paris,

Nov.

15, 1923, p. 592.

la vcillc rip la guerre,” in
<>®

Danilov, p. 16.

Cf. Dobrorolski, as quoted above at vnotc 40
41 Sukhomlinov, Erinnerungen, pp. 357-370

La Revue

.
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not acquainted with the technical side of mobilization.
They were solely guided by the natural desire of safeguarding the honor of Eussia and of avoiding at the same
time anything that could suggest a hostile attitude towards
Germany. But how can it be explained that General
Sukhomlinov, who took part in the CouncU, deemed it
possible to agree even wdthout a word of protest to a decision which put Russia in a very dangerous position? Was
it mere negligence or utter incompetence?”
Whether,,
General lanushkevich was now fully aware of the dangers
of a partial mobilization, or whether he still had to be
convinced that it was folly, is not certain. In any event
the military leaders felt that a war between Austria and
Serbia was necessarily a war between Austria and Russia,
and therefore between Russia and German}^ They had
no doubt that Austria was about to begin the invasion of
Serbia as soon as the time-lhnit expired. In fact, later in
the day, a Russian officer looking at his watch at six o’clock,
remarked to General Chelius, “The cannon on the Danube
will have begun to fire by now, for one doesn’t send such
They
an ultimatum except when the cannon are loaded.”
were probably convinced that war w’as “inevitable,” and
that here was Russia’s heaven-sent ’opportunity <o have her
final reckoning with Germany, and to acquire ihat control
of Constantinople and the Straits, which had been so
seriously considered at the secret conference on February
8/21, 1914, and for which preparations had been ordered,
in order that, when a crisis should break out, Russia should
be able to secure her historic aims at the Bosphorus.®^
Therefore the sooner general mobilization was declared the
,

better.®®
62 Danilov, p.

15.

03 Chelius to the Kaiser, July 26; K.D., 291.
66 C}. above, I, eh. v, "Balkan Problems," at notes 309-311
66 For indications of the conflict of opinions among the

various

Ministers on the question of military measures, see K.D., 130, 194,

203,

;
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one of the arguments at the
and Saturday was the dangerous domestic situation. St. Petersburg and all the larger
cities in Russia were in the throes of an extensive workingIt is quite possible that

Ministerial Councils on Friday

strike.
By a strange irony of fate, at the same moment when the Russian military bands, in the camp at
Krasnoe Selo, had been welcoming Poincare with the Marseillaise, the Cossacks in the suburbs of St. Petersburg had
been striking down working-men for singing this same

men’s

martial anthem.®*

An

apparently well-informed Russian

sympathizer, writing at length in the Gazette de Lausanne

September 7 and 8, 1917, in comment upon the Sukhomlinov trial, asserts that in 1914 general mobilization
was strongly urged as a salutary measure against this
internal industrial and revolutionary danger, rather than
as a necessary military precaution against German attack
it would also counteract, it was urged, the feared autonomous and separatist agitation among the non-Slavic elements in the Russian Empire. The idea of a foreign war
to avert domestic troubles is, of course, a very familiar one
of

in the history of

many

countries.®'^

The

militarists

may

quite probably have believed that the leading forth of the
specter of threatening internal revolution and anarchy
would serve as a good bogey with which to persuade the
peace-loving Tsar to consent to a general mobilization, and
they were ready to assure him that, in case of mobilization
AJR.B., II, 60, 61. 73, III, 19, 71; Dobrorolski, Danilov, and
Sukhotnlinov, passim; Nekliudov, Diplomatic Reminiscences, pp. 284-285.
BSPourtales to Bethmann, July 23; K.D., 130; c/. also V. A. Wroblewski, “Die russischen Arbeiterunruhen im Juli, 1914,” in KSF, III,
204, 338;

325-331,

May,

1925.

Jules Gambon’s similar suspicions about Germany in his report
to Piohon, July 30, 1913 (F.Y.B., 5) :
“Some want war . for social
reasons, i.e., to provide the external interests which alone can prevent
. This
or retard the rise to power of the democratic and socialist masses .
social class (the Junkers], which forms a hierarchy with the King of
Prussia as its supreme head, realizes with dread the democratization of
Germany and the increasing power of the Socialist Party.”

a.

.

.

.
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and war,

tlie

strikes

would

no

offer

serious obstacle,®*

as

ia

fact proved to be the case.

At any

whatever the arguments used at this Council, Sazonov prevailed in maintaining his plan for “partial
mobilization.” But a concession was made to the militarists
in the adoption of a series of preparatory military measures
which would facilitate a “general mobilization” when the
Tsar should finally be persuaded to consent to it. In all,
five decisions were taken by the hlinisterial Council. The
details of the fifth, and most important, of these were kept
very secret. The others were soon evident, or were communicated to Paleologue and Buchanan at once, and to
rate,

Poiirtalcs a little later.

What
1.

v/ere these five decisions?

The

Tsar’s approval of the decision “in principle”

for contingent “partial mobilization” against Austria

decision which

had been reached

—

the

at the Ministerial Council

This was reported to the
the preceding afternoon.
French Government in Paris, which was able to inform
Poincare on July 26 on his voyage homeward:

of

At the

Ministerial Council on the 25; 1

,

which was

held

in the presence of the Tsar, the mobi’-’ .ation of thirteen

army

need [poentuellement]

corps, intended in case of

operate against Austria was

to

considered; this mobilization,

however, would only be effectiv if Austria were to bring
armed pressure to bear on Serbia, and not until notice had
,

been given by the Minister of Foreign Affairs, upon whom
falls the duty of fixing the day, liberty being left to him
to go on with the negotiations, even if Belgrade should be
occupied.
Russian opinion makes it clear that it is both
®8Pourt;i)cs to Bcthmann, July 25 (K.D., 205): "From a trustworthy
source I hear that in the Ministerial Council here yesterday [July 2^1
tlie question of first consideration discussed was whether the present internal condition of Russia is such that the country could face external
complications without trouble. The majority of the Ministers present
are said to have expressed themselves to the effect that Russia need not
hesitate before such complications on account of the internal situation.

—

:
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and morally impossible

for

Russia to
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allow

Serbia to be crushed.*®

This decision in favor of partial mobilization, in case
of need, to bluff Austria, is confirmed by the testimony of
lanushkevich at the Sukhomlinov trial in 1917: “At first
it

had been decided

the four districts

to proclaim a partial mobilization

—to frighten

off

Austria-Hungary.”

It

was welcome to Sazonov because he hoped it would check
Austria, and give a turn to the diplomatic negotiations
which would result in a settlement acceptable to Serbia and
It avoided the danger of the “general mobilizaRussia.
which
was desired by the military leaders, but which
tion,”
would probably lead Germany to retaliate with a countermobilization, and so bring on a general European war. It
would, also gain time for diplomatic negotiations, during
which wide-reaching measures preparatory to war could be
carried on under cover of a secret “Regulation concerning
the Period Preparatory to War,” to be mentioned a little
later.

In 1912, at the height of the Balkan Wars, at a diplomatic crisis with Austria in many respects similar to that of
1914, a secret Russian Military Commission, in annulling for
technical reasons the order that “the proclamation of mobilization is equivalent to the declaration of war," had
stated significantly
69 Bienvenu-Martin's

summary

to Viviani on board the France, July

26; P.Y.B., 50. Paleologuo's telegram on which this sumraarj' is supposed
to be based is sui^prcsscd from F.Y£.; it may have been his telegram
of July 26, at 1:55 P. M., which M. Bourgeois, though he had access to
the French archives, has published in two variant and evidently garbled
forms; Bourgeois et Pages, pp. 39, 137. C/. also Buchanan to Grey, July
25, 8 P. M.; Sazonov told us "this morning Emperor had sanctioned drafting of Imperial Ukase, which is only to be published when Minister of

Foreign Affairs considers moment come for giving effect to it, ordering
mobilization of 1,100,000 men.
Necessary preliminary preparations for
mobilization would, however, be begun at once;" B.D.| 125 (but al^
suppressed from BJ1.B.).
1^6 As reported in the Novae Vremia, No. 14352, Aug. 13 [26], 1917.
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It will

be advantageous to complete concentration

with-

out beginning hostilities, in order not to deprive the enemy
irrevocably of the hope that war can still be avoided. Our

measures for this must be masked by clever

diplomatic

much

as possible

negotiations, in order to lull to sleep as

the enemy’s

fears.''^

Thus, if the announcement of partial mobilization
should not after all succeed in checking Austria, it could
at least be used conveniently to explain and screen the
measures of the “Period Preparatory to War,” which it was
decided were to take place over the w'hole empire and which
would therefore greatly facilitate the general mobilization
against

Germany

necessary.

as well as against Austria,

if

eventually

Sazonov believed that he now had the trump

cards in his hand. He could continue to negotiate, and he
held in his hand the threat of force to strengthen his bluff;
but at the same time military preparations would be going
on preparatory to a general mobilization if his bluff of
partial mobilization was called.
Also the militarists in
Russia could not get out of control, because a decision as to
mobilization was dependent on the course of the diplomatic
negotiations, which were also in his hands. Sazonov was
highly delighted with this arrangement.
He was also
agreeably surprised to find that Austria did not attack
Serbia at once after the expiration of the time-limit and the

rupture of Austro-Serbian diplon

relations on this same

j,tic

During the next three days (July
26-28) of “direct conversations’’ with Vienna, he appeared
to be much more conciliatory and optimistic, so much so, in
fact, that it was specially remarked by a number of persons.’- But this optimism was not shared by the Russian

Saturday afternoon.

71 Protocol of the Special Military

Commission of Nov. 8 [21], 1912,
and by Frantz, p. 236.
72 By Pourtales, “I found Sazonov much quieter and more conciliatory
today” (July 26, 3:15 P.M.; K.D., 217); by Buchanan, “I found Sazonov
this afternoon very conciliatory and more optimistic” (July 27, 8:40

quoted by Hocnipcr,

p.

34

f.,

'

:
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military authorities, and came tn a sudden end with the
news of the Austrian declaration of war on Serbia on

July 28.^3
2. The second of the decisions taken by the Ministerial
Council of July 25 was the recall of the troops to their
Standing quarters^*

At the moment of the Sarajevo murder and during the
following weeks, the Russian troops throughout the empire

were dispersed in camps for maneuvers and summer training, often at a considerable distance from their regular
standing quarters. It was in these standing quarters that
was kept the full equipment, which was necessary for war,

and which the soldiers must have before they could start
It was necessary therefore that they should
for the front.
be recalled as quickly as possible to the point at which "they
would be given their full equipment and be ready for transportation to the designated area of concentration on the
frontier. This is why the camp at Krasnoe Selo was broken
up at the close of the maneuvers on Saturday afternoon,
as has already been indicated. lanushkevich lost ao time
in putting this decision into operation also for all the rest

At 4 10 P.M. he had the Gensend out secret cipher telegram No. 1547

of the troops in the empire.
eral Staff

:

BD,

198); by Paleologue, "Sazonov has used conciliatory
to all
B 64) , and es))ecially bv
colleaguct.” (July, 27 ; F
the Austnan Ambassador, as will be indicated later in connection
"direct conversations” between St Petersburg and Vicnni
73 C/ Dobrorolski p 104 (Germm Irans, p 22f); "The

P.M.;

Y

my

idea of a parti

il

inobiliz ilion

,

was not vet dropped

It

had

its

language
Szapary,
with the

unlucky

adherents,

.
but not in the military departments
Among the ojitimists was
Sazonov. By this optimism only con one explain the fact tint he persistently advocated a partial mobilization, and supported at Peterhof
[to the Ts.ar] confidence
its success ... On July IS [28], the day
of the Austro-Hiinparian declaration of war on Serbia, S,i7onov suddenly
abandons his optimism
He becomes filled with the idea that a general
war is inevitable, and calls the attention of lanushkevich to the necessity
of not delaying any longer the [general] mobilization of our army ”
74 Dobrorolski, p. 102 (German trans , p. 20)
Sukhomlmbv, p 360;
K.D., 194, 339; ARJB.. U, 60; Eggclmg, p 25.
.

m

,
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St. Petersburg, July 12 [251, 1914, 4:10 P.M.
Prepare quickly transport plans and provisions for the
return of all troops to their standing quarters. Time for

the completion of the work: twenty-four hours.

[Signed] General

1547,

Dobrorolski.''*’

This was followed later the same night by telegram

No.

1557:
St. Petersburg, July 12 [25], 1914, 11:59P.M.
His Majesty commands that upon the arrival of this
telegram the troops are to return from their camps to their

If their simultaneous return involves
standing quarters.
difficulties, the Staffs and Administrations of the Corps,

Divisions,

dence.
-

..can

and independent formations are

The troop

to have prece-

divisions close to their standing quarters

remain there and do not need to return to

barracks.

their winter

1557.

[Signed]

This breaking

off of

Bieliaiev.''*

maneuvers and return of the troops
was not, however, in any way

to their standing quarters

equivalent to mobilization.

It was, to be sure, a necessary

preliminary to mobilization, but was not in any way

a

menacing or

hostile act.'^^ Nevertheless, the execution of
the unexpected order which began on Sunday, July 26,

involved

the

movement

of

more than a

throughout the empire, and gave

million

men

rise to military excitement

Ts
later

Telegram to the Chief of Staff of the War^'xw District, captured
by the Germans, and published by Hoeciger, d. 80, and by Frants,

p. 258.

rs Hoeniger, p. 80; Frantz, p. 259.
Similar orders for the return of troopa to their standing quarten
were given in France as early as July 27 (K.D., 341, note 3), but in
Germany not until July 28 for the nine corps to be “hastily" mobilised,
and not until July 29, between 1 and 1:30 P.M., for the greater number
of remaining corps (.Investigating Commission, II, p. 68. Anlage 17, and
p. 69, AnJage 20) ; for the best detailed analysis of the French and German
preliminary military measures, based on a study of the French official
General Staff History of the War, which show in every case that the
French preparations considerably antedated the German, see M. Montgelas, “Das fransosische Generalstabwerk,” in KSF, V, 1206-‘1220, Dec., 1927.
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among Russian

officers ever3rwhere similar to that which
had prevailed at Krasnoe Selo on the preceding evening. It

also naturally led to disturbing reports being sent to Berlin

and Vienna from German and Austrian agents in Russia.
3. The promotion of cadets to be officers.^®
The Russian army lacked in 1914, even on a peace lootThese were being trained
ing, some 3000 younger officers.
in the St. Petersburg Military Academy and similar schools,
but the cadets would normally not be graduated and made
officer until later in

the year.

as possible at once, it

The

immediately.

To

was decided

fill

to

this deficiency as far

make

the promotion

cadets of the St. Petersburg Acatlemy

were advanced to the rank of

officer at

Krasnoe Selo just

before the banquet on Saturday evening; the Tsar himself

made them an

address, saying, “Believe in God, as well as

in the greatness

Him and

Me

and glory of our country. Seek to serve
The promotions in
all your strength.”

with

the other military schools followed almost immediately.''*

Also the organizations in which officers were receiving practical training were dissolved so that they should be free to

These measures not only created a
large number of much-needed subaltern officers, but also
freed for active service in the field many mature officers
who had hitherto been detailed on educational work. But
in spite of these efforts, one of the most serious defects in
the Russian army, as the War was soon to show, was the inadequacy of the officers, both as to quality and quantity.
4. The proclamation of the “state of war” in towns
containing fortresses and in the frontier sectors facing Germany and Austria.
take active command..

Dobrorolski, pp. 102, 114; K.D., 194, 291; A.R.B., II, 60, 77; Pal6ologue to Bienvenu-Martin, July 26; Bourgeois et Pages, p. 39.
Cf. Paumgartner in Odessa to Berchtold, July 27 ; “Reserve officers
who were to have been let go, have been retained; also school cadets
have already been enrolled; in Odessa alone 390. Great excitement among
officers;” A.R.B., II, 77.
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The
still

order for this

later this

same

was sent out by Gen.

night,

i.e.,

lanushkevich

at 1 A.AI. on July

26.*“

That

the order was speedily obeyed on the frontier toward

many

is

Ger-

by the proclamation of the Commander
Kovno; “In accordance with the command

indicated

of the fortress of

of the Tsar

and

of General

Rennenkampf’s order No.

13,482,

declare the fortress and district of Kovno placed
” **
The purpose of this proclamation
in a ‘state of war.’

July 26,

I

was to give the local military commanders full powers, as
under martial law, to take all actions necessary to secure
the success of mobilization,

and

to prevent trouble from

spies or other hostile-minded persons.

It also forbade the

newspapers to publish any news in regard to military and
naval preparations, such as the movements or provisioning
of troops or naval vessels, the recall of officers on leave,
military transportation, or the collection of merchant ships
in harbors.**

One

incident which grew out of the order shows the
and friendly relations between Russia and

desire for peace

Germany which was sincerely held by the Tsar and by
Pourtales, the German Ambassador.
The Prim Eitel
Friedrich, a German merchant ship lying in the harbor near
the fortress of Kronstadt, aroused the suspicions of

commander of the
and was observed

the

because she had a wireless outfit
x\s a “state
to be sending radiograms.
of war” had been proclaimed in the fortress sector and the
wireless outfit might be used for espionage purposes, the
fortress,

80 General Staff tg. no. 1566; printed by Hoeniger, p. 80; and by
Frantz, p. 212; cf. also Palcologue to Bienvenu-Martin, July 26; Bourgeois ct P.'ige.'?, ,pp. .39, 137.
81 Hy, Muellrr-Meiningen. Diplomatie und Wellkrieg (Berlin, 1917)i
Byd'
p. 930. Billow, German consul at Kovno, was able to telegraph from
kuhnen in East Prussia on July 27, at 5:35 P.M., presumably having
heard the news many hours earlier: “Kovno has been placed in a state
of war;" K.D 264. For similar orders of July 26 for other fortresses, see
Frantz, pp. 243-250.
82 Dobrorolski, pp. 102, 104 (German ed., pp. 21, 23) ; Hoeniger, PP.
66-67.
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commander of the fortress reported the case to the Grand
Duke Nicholas who commanded the whole Petrograd Military District, including Kronstadt. The Grand Duke at
once ordered the German captain to be arrested, the wireapparatus to be seized, and the ship forbidden to leave
the harbor. As Germany and Russia were still at peace, this
arbitrary action led Pourtales to make a vigorous protest
to Neratov at the i’oreign Office. As a result, the Tsar, the
same day, sent an autograph letter to the Grand Duke
less

him to set the captain free and not detain the ship,
and expressing condemnation of the measures taken against
the ship of a friendly state. Sazonov also telephoned in a
friendly way, and apologized for the Grand Dukejs„action.
Pourtales then said that he considered the incident closed,
and would say nothing of it to the Government at Berlin.*®
ordering

5.

The

secret orders for the

"Period Preparatory to

War."

Though the

may have

decision for contingent partial mobilization

been regarded by Sazonov and the Tsar

seriously,

it was
by the militarists and the General
Besides the technical and political difficulties and
Staff.
the total lack of perfected plans, what would Russia’s ally
think of such a measure? In the negotiations for the

as a satisfactory military measure in case of need,

by no means

so regarded

Franco-Russian alliance in 1892, General Obruchev, the
Russian Chief of Staff at the time, had energetically denied
the possibility of a partial mobilization against Austria;
Russia must and would order general mobilization, even in
case of a war with Austria alone.** And General Vannovski,
the Minister of War, had likewise declared to General
83 There is therefore nothing about it in the Kautsky Documents,
Scheideweg,
but the details are given by Dobrorolski, and by Pourtales,

Am

p. 34.

81 “En ce qui conceme la Russie, il lui est absolument impossiblp,
en cas de guerre avec I’Autriche, dc faire unc mobilisation partielle. II
leur faut faire ct ila feront une mobilisation generate;" Aug. 10, 1892;
Livre Jaune; L' Alliance Pranco-Husse, p. 68.
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French Chief of

Boisdeffre, the

Staff:

“You

tell

me

in this

case [of an attack by Austria alone] to make a partial mobilization, but this is absolutely impossible for us, because
the troops which we shall assemble in Poland come from all

Empire and are mixed together. Beside
making a partial mobilization, we

the points of the

this being impossible, in

should expose ourselves to too great dangers with the menThis point of
ace of a rapid attack from Germany.”
was as true in 1914 as in 1892.

For

all

these reasons the Russian General Staff regarded

this partial mobilization

project as the height of folly;

and the Tsar
they hurriedly began to work out
plans for it, secretly hoping, however, that it would never
be carried out.*® But at the same time, as a measure of far
greater importance and safety, they persuaded the Tsar to
approve the putting into operation of the wide-reaching
measures preparatory to general mobilization comprised in
the very secret “Regulation Concerning the Period Preparanevertheless, since the Ministerial Council

had deeided

in favor of

it,

The Regulation was

tory to War.”

to

become

effective

V

Alliance Franco-Russe, p. 73.
Jaune:
86 Pobrorolski, p. 102 f. (German trans. p, 21).
87 For the facsimile of the Council’s decision, approved
on July 25, the writer is indebted to the courtesy of the
Library. This reads:
so Livre

by the Tsar
Hoover War
Copy
Confidential

On

the original

is

written in His Imperial

Majesty’s own band:

“Agreed to,” at Krasnoe Selo, July 12 £251, 1914.
Countersigned
President of the Council cf Ministers,
Secretary of State Goremykin.
Special Journal of the Council of Ministers, July 12 [25], 1914.
Concerning the bringing into effect of the Regulations Concerning the
Period Preparatory to War, sanctioned by His Majesty on February 17
[March 21, 1913. [The first paragraph mentions the Tsar’s approval of
the recommendation of the Council of July 24 for partial mobilization,
already published by Mr. Robert C. Binkley from the same volume in
the Hoover War Library, and summarized above at note 44].
Today, in accordance with the present trend of the diplomatic negotia'^ions and w.'th the aim of taking measures necessary in all departments
:

for preparing and guaranteeing the success of the mobilization of the
Army, Navy, and Fortresses, and the concentration of the armies at

FACSLMILE OF THE MIMOTES OF

THE RUSSIAN COUNCIL

OF MINISTERS OF JULY
See note 87

25,

1914
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and lanushkevich lost no time in putting it into
force, as is seen from two secret cipher telegrams, numbers
1666 and 1575, which he sent out from the General Staff
before dawn on Sunday morning, July 26, to the commandon July

26,

ers of the troops in the

Warsaw

Military District:

St. Petersburg, July 13 [26], 1 A.M.
His Majesty eominands all the fortresses of the District
to be placed in a state of war. It is ordered to begin with
the works which are indicated in Lists 1 and 2 attached to
the Regulation Concerning the Period Preparatory to War,
approved by His Majesty on February 17 [March 2],

1913.

1566.

[Signed] Lieut.-Gen. lanushkevich.®®
St. Petersburg, July 13 [26], 3:26 A.M.
His Majesty commands that July 13 [26] is to be reckoned as the beginning of the Period Preparatory to War
in the whole territory of European Russia. You are to take,
in accordance with Lists 1 and 2 of the Regulation Concerning the Period Preparatory to War, all the measures
which are to be carried out under the direction of the District Staffs,
Provisioning Boards, Corps Commanders,
Fortress Commanders, Troop Divisions, and Administrative
Bureaus. The Regulation was sent on March 22 [April 4],
1913 under No. 813. 1575.
,

7

[Signed] Lieut.-Gen. lanushkevich.®®

'

the frontiers of our possible eucmics, the Council of Ministers declares
that the time has come for bringing into effect, beginning with July 13
in all lands of the Empire the Regulations Concerning the Period
Ifteparatory to War, for both lists; and authorizes moreover the Minister
^^War to request the supreme consent of Your Imperial Majesty for the
lUdng by the War Department of these and other measures not provided
fw'in the aforesaid lists, which he shall duly consider necessary according
to dreumstonces, and which shall be reported to the Council of Ministen.

.

.

,

*® Captured Russian telegram, printed by Hoeniger, p. 80; and by
Krantz, p. 243; for the execution of the order concerning the fortresses,
see above, at notes 80-81.
®s Hoeniger,
It is to be noted that this telep. 81 ; Frantz, p. 243.
gram shows that the “preparatory measures” were to .be carried out “in
the whole territory of European Russia.” This proves the incorrectness of
‘
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THE WORLD WAR

What is the significance of this crypfic “Period PreparaWar” with its “Lists 1 and 2”?
One of Russia's greatest handicaps to ihe successful be-

tory to

ginning of war had been the relative slowness of mobilization. Owing to her vast areas, inadequate railway systems,
and somewhat ineflficient local military authorities, the Rus-

machine had not been able in the past to
work with anything like the speed of the German, or even
To remedy this defect as
the
1912,Austrian, military machine.
far as possible had been the aim of one of Siikhomlinov’s
reforms. It had been discussed as early as the spring of
t,and was finally solved at a secret conference in February, 1913, sitting under the presidency of General Lukomski, and containing representatives of the Navy and
Interior Departments as well as of the War Department.
This conference drafted, and the Tsar approved on March 2,

sian mobilization

1913, a very secret “Regulation Concerning the Period
Preparatory to War.”
According to this Regulation,

“Period Preparatory to War” means the period of diplomatic complications preceding the opening of hostilities, in
the course of which all Boards must take the necessary
thr commonly made assertioa (e,g. by Rccouly, p. 157. arid by P-ileolopue,
I. 28) that measures preparatory to war were oreicred only in the Military Districts of Kiev, Odessa, Kazan and Moscow.
90 Pobrorolski, p. 102/. (German
21/.); Sukhomlinov, p.
Dobrorolski speaks of this
343/., Hoeniger, 8-12, 17-20; FranU. pp 22-24.
as the “Pre-mobilization Period” {Pr>-dmohiI{zatsennoe Period), but the
official journal given in facsimile a’ ove and the captured Russian telegrams regularly speak of it as the “Period Preparatory to War.” Ordered
before dawn on July 26 for the whole Russian Empire, it may vert'
n ughly be compared with the Austrian “Alarmierunestag” (ordered on
th night of July 25-26, for five of the eight corps which were to operate
'ic linst Serbia and for two others
one on the Rumanian front and one

—

for the protection of th--

Cinrad, IV, !22)

Danube bridges;

Invcatin.

Comru

,

II, pp. 19i 93;

with the French "alerte" (ordered July 30; Poincare, Jjts OngtTtes de la Guerre, p. 255; Recouly, p. 76; Montgela^ m
K>F, V, p. 1214, Dec., 1927); and with the Gcnnan "Drohender Ktiege; thrrustattd" (ordered ca. 1 P. M.. July 31; K.D. 479. 499).
;
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measures of preparation for security and success at the

Army, the Fleet, and the Fortresses, as
march of the Army to the threatened

mobilization of the
well

as

for the

frontier

These preparatory measures are grouped under two
headings, known as “List 1” and “List 2.” Under “List 1”
are the measures which are to be taken at once, upon the
order of the Minister of War, as soon as the Tsar has approved the recommendation of the Ministerial Council in
favor of putting into effect the Regulation Concerning the
Period Preparatory to War. The expenditures incurred are
to be paid for out of the ordinary funds assigned to the local
Boards. According to “List 1,” in the districts on Russia’s
Western frontier, it is decreed:

Upon

the order of the Minister of

War

[not upon that

of the Tsar] the reservists and the territorial reserve are to

be called up for reserve exercises in such a way that the
may be assigned as far as possible according to
the existing mobilization plan among the frontier troop
divisions.
Out of the territorial reserve will be formed
troops for securing the frontiers, the lines of communication,
the telegraph system, and other objects of military importance. The expenditures incurred are to be labelled in the
accounts under the head of funds granted for reservist trainreservists

ing and for "trial mobilization.”
91 Quoted by Hoeniger, p, 17 ; and by Frantz, p. 189.
92 Hoeniger, p. 19; Frantz, p. 195.
The Belgian Minister in St.
Petersburg reported on March 27, 1914, that the Duma committee on
national defense had approved almost without exception the credits
demanded, and that the extraordinary credits for military purposes would
amount to the enormous sum of 450 million rubles {Inveslig. Comm., II,
On these “trial mobilizations,” which often took place
pp. 98-99).
in time of peace for local areas, see Hoeniger, pp. 58-66; and Dobrorolski,
p. 114;
“Beside these ‘control mobilization.?’ or ‘povyerocknie mobilizatsii’, there exi.sted another form of mobilization practice
‘trial mobih
ization’ [opilnia mobiK^at.1 ia^, including the calling up of reservists and
the furnishing of horses by the population. Sufficient money was granted
for these, and this practice had a double advantage:
They were instructive both for the troops and the reservists, as well as for the local

—
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Detailed regulations under “List 1” also explained that
the frontier posts are to be

made ready

for mobilization,

are to be completely armed for the campaig.i in the field,
and are to guard the frontier. All orders for mobilization,
for advance to the concentration area, and for protecting
this advance are to be carefully examined. The troops are to
be instructed as to the uniforms and probable dispositions of

the enemy.

No more furloughs
and men on furlough or de-

Horses are to be reshod.

are to be granted, and officers

tailed elsewhere are to return at once to their troop divisions.

Espionage suspects are to be arrested.

preverft- the export of horses, cattle,

worked

out.

Money and

frontier to the interior.

vessels are to return to their harbors
full

and receive

to

are to be

valuable securities are to be

moved from banks near the
and

Measures

and grain

re-

Naval

provisions

war equipment.®®

“List 2” represents a

still

further stage in preparatory

According to it, upon the order of the Minister
of War, "the calling up of reservists and the territorial reserve takes place to an extent which exceeds the funds of
the current year fixed for training and trial mobilization.
It also includes in the frontier districts the buying of horses

measures.

and wagons
baggage to

for the
its

baggage

destination.

trains,

and the transport

of

Officers’ families receive free

transportation from the frontier to places of safety in the

Freight cars having the standard gauge of European railways (4 ft. 8^^ in. instead of the Russian 5 ft.
gauge) are no longer to be allowed to leave Russia. The
harbors are to be closed by the setting of mines, and Rusinterior.

authorities charged with the registration and the calling up of the reservists and horses.
Just two months before the actual mobilization [la
July, 1914], a trial mobilization of this kind took place in the Odessa
Military District, for the 34th Artillery Brigade at Ekaterinoslav. Experience showed that one need not worry about the mobilization of OUT
field troops.”
9® Frantz, pp. 190-198.

a

,
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merchant ships destined for military or naval uses are
detained in port.®^
be
to
One important elastic clause in the Regulation also provided: “The Ministerial Council will further decide the
question whether still other measures in addition to those
set forth in the ‘Lists’ are to be carried out during the
Period Preparatory to War.”
Thus, under cover of “trial mobilizations” and the
“Period Preparatory to War,” military measures could be
ordered by the Minister of War, which did not require the
approval of the Tsar or a public announcement of mobilization, but which nevertheless were almost equivalent
to mobilization in the frontier districts.
Such a “trial mobilization” had been undertaken on a wide Sv-ale in thfe fall
of 1912 close to the German frontier, and had called forth a
strong protest from the German Chief of Staff, Moltke
protest which Sazonov, at that time, appeared to admit wa?
sian

—

well founded.®®

Highly significant is Dobrorolski’s own admission that
and the General Staff, at least, on July 25,
already regarded war as a settled matter ; and also that the
local authorities on the frontier, in their zeal or nervousness,
may have even gone further than the Regulation properly
permitted. This is what he says:
the militarists

The

following days [after Sazonov had been informed

of the Austrian ultimatum]

are well

known

to everybody

through the “colored books” and documents published by
the European Governments. The war was already a settled
matter [“Voina byla uzhe predriesheiia”] and the whole
flood of telegrams between the Governments of Russia and
S'* Frantz,
Cf. Pourtales to Bethmann, July
pp. 190-192, 198-200.
7:17 P.M. (K.D., 274):
"Swedish consul at Riga reports mouth of
the Diina closed by mines.
In Riga all the freight cars have been
unloaded and placed at the service of the military administration.”
05 Frantz, p. 190.
08G.P., XXXIII, 128-9 in footnote. 316 f.; 407 f.; Hoeniger, p. 26;

27,

Deutschland Schttldigf, pp. 141-142.
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Geriimiiy

represented merely the stage setting

[mise en

scene] of a historical drama.

The postponement

of the final

moment

of decision was,

to be sure, very useful for the preparatory measures, but
it augmented the tension on both sides of the frontier.

The establishment
had been

of the Pre-Mobilization Period, as

it

defined, did not give authority to undertake mea-

sures having the character of mobilization; but

it

was

evi-

dent that in the frontier zones, where the population and
the officials were nervous, it was possible that they would
allow themselves to be

drawn

into taking measures which

went beyond instructions, in order to insure the

safety of

mobilization.

Especially was this naturally, the case on the German

where there was the danger that the requisitioning
and the calling up of the reservists would be exploited by an enterprising neighbor.
In the Suv.alki Government [near East Prussia] there
w-ere actually cases where horses were prematurely brought
togethet at the concentration points, which gave the German
frontier,

of horses

Ambassador

at St. Petersburg,

to address protests to our

Count

Pourtales, occasion

Government, and especially

to the

Minister of War, through the Military Attache. Sukhonilinov denied in the most categorical manner that any
mobilization measures had been taken on our side; but one
cannot guarantee that not a single frontier military com-

mander would not take such measures on his own initiative,
when the Pre-mobilization Period was once decreed. Frontier incidents are

so at such a

indeed always possible, and

all

the more

moment.®^

There was thus the danger that the Russian military
would take such wide-reaching “preparatory
measures” that Germany would become alarmed and resort
to counter-measures, which in turn would lead to a general
European war. The German Foreign Office in fact received,
as the Kautsky Documents show, between the inorning of
authorities

Dobroroldci, p. 103

(German

tians. p. 21

f;).-
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July 26 and the evening of July 30 twenty-eight reports of
Russian military preparations, no less than sixteen of which
related to the Russian frontier against

German General

Staff

Germany; and the
and Navy Department received many

more such reports.®® But in spite of this, Germany refrained from corresponding preparatory measures (Z)rohender Kriegsgefahrzustand) until she received on July 31
official news that Russia had taken the final military step

announcing by placards throughout the streets of
Petersburg a general mobilization of the whole Russian
army and navy. These secret “preparatory measures,"

of openly
St.

which had been decided on at the Ministerial Council on the
afternoon of the 25th, and ordered before

enabled Russia,
rapidity with

when war came,

dawn

of the 2,6th,

to surprise the world

by the

which she poured her troops into East Prussia

and Galicia.
MPIiOMATIC NEGOTIATIONS AND MILITARY PREPARATIONS

Though the military

authorities

had objected very

strenuously to “partial mobilization,” to be undertaken only
“in the four southern districts toward Austria,” they found

a very convenient form of camouflage by which to attempt to mislead the Germans as to the secret “preparatory
measures,” which General lanushkevich had ordered “in
the whole territory of European Russia” on July 26 at
it

88(7/. especially K.D., 216. 230, 242, 255, 264, 274-276, 29.1, 294, 296,
3I0a, 327, 330, 331, 333, 335a, 338, 339, 343, 344, 348, 349, 365, 365a, 370,
372, 375a, 390, 401, 410, 412, 422, 429, 431a, 445; Investig. Comm., II, p.

28 f., and note 8; Eggeling, Die Rwsische Mobilmachung, pp. 25-28; and
compare also Bogitchevitch, p. 83: “On July 28, in company with several
Serbian ofEcers, I arrived at Warsaw [from Berlin]. .As far as the German frontier, not the slightest indications were seen of military meaBures. But immediately after crossing the German frontier [into Russian
Poland], we noticed mobilization steps being taken on a grand scale
(assembly of freight cars in the several stations, military occupation of
the railway stations, massing of troops in the several cities, transport of
troops at night, mobilization signalling).
When we arrived at BrestBtovsk, July 28, the state of siege had already been proclaimed.”
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3:26 A.M.,®® and which were taking place while Sazonov
was carrying on his diplomatic negotiations. This does not
necessarily imply, as
tial

many Germans

believe,^®® that “par-

mobilization” was deliberately and primarily agreed
to deceive the Germans or that Sazonov’s

upon as a ruse

diplomatic negotiations for a peaceful solution were pure
hypocrisy, “war being already a settled matter,” as Dobrorolski says.

There seems

little

doubt, as indicated above,

that the partial mobilization plan

was

seriously regarded

by Sazonov and the Tsar, if not by the General Staff, as a
good means of checking Austria without provoking Germany. And if it provoked Gern\any, Russia would wait for
Germany to declare war or attack first, and thus be branded
There seems equally
little doubt that between July 26 and 28 Sazonov honestly
carried on diplomatic negotiations with the optimistic hope,
not shared by the Russian military authorities, of securing
a peaceful solution satisfactory to Russia.^®® Pourtal^
however, like Buchanan,
had become very apprehensive
as to the danger of even a partial mobilization against
Austria.
He was clear-minded enough to realize that it
would be an exceedingly dangerous means of exerting diplomatic pressure. If Russia should attempt a bluff of this
kind, he feared that the militarists everywhere would gain
an increased influence, and soon take the question beyond
before the world as the aggressor.^®^

90 See above, at note 89.
100 Hoeniger, 44-54
Eggcling’s comment on the German edition of
Dobrorolski, pp. 39-48; and Frantz, in Cur-ent History, March, 1927, p.
;

S55.
“’Jji.e Minister of
101 C/. Sukhomlinov’s statement to Palcologue:
has repeated his wish to leave to Germany the e^vontual initiative
the attack,” Faleologue to Bienvenu-Martin, July 26; Bourgeois et

War
of

Pages, p. 39.
102 It is noteworthy that .Pourtales has always maintained this view
of Sazonov's honest 3 of purpose; see his comment on the German edition
of Dobrorolski, p. 38.
103 For Buchanan’s apprehensions, see his despatches to Grey on
July 24, 25 and 27 (B.D., 101, 125, 170); and
Afissim* to Rwtria, I,
192 ff.
'
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technical

and

arguments which they knew so well how to urge.^“*
He had also received from Bethmann-Hollweg the following
strategic

telegram:
After Count Berchtold has declared to Russia that
Austria does not aim at any territorial acquisitions in Serbia,

but only wishes to secure repose, the maintenance of the
peace of Europe depends on Russia alone. We trust hi
Russia’s love of peace and in our traditional friendly relations with her, that she will take no step which would
seriously endanger the peace of Europe.’®®

Accordingly, on

many rumors
sures,

Sunday evening, July

26,

having heard

of Russian preparatory mobilization

Pourtales

deemed

it

mea-

wise to give Sazonov a friendly

but firm warning, “concerning the news currentforeign Military Attaches, according to which

among the

it is supposed that mobilization orders have been issued to several

Corps on the Western Frontier.” He “called
danger of such measures, which
might easily call forth counter-measures^” Sazonov “replied that he could guarantee that no mobilization order of
the sort had been issued; that, on the contrary, in the
Ministerial Council it had been decided to delay with any
such order until Austria-Hungary adopted a hostile attitude
toward Russia.
M. Sazonov admitted that there had
already been taken ‘certain military measures in order not
to be taken by surprise.' ” ’®®
Sazonov evidently felt that he had been rather vague in
his assurance that the mobilization order “would be deRussian

Army

his attention to the great

10* Pourtales,

lOSBethmann

Am

Scheideweg, pp. 24-26.

to Pourtales, July 20, 1:35

P.M.;

IC.D., 198.

1®® Pourtales to Bctlimann, July 26, 9:30 P.M., K.D., 230; c/. also
A.R.B., II, 61. The German General Staff, though doubting the sincerity
of these assurances, telegraphed to the German Military 'Attache in St

Petersburg that no military measures were contemplated by Germany,
but he was to observe and report the Russian measures; K.D., 267a.
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layed until Austria-Hungary adopted a hostile attitude
toward Russia.” Did he mean partial or general mobilization?

Did

“hostile attitude

toward Russia” mean an

Aus-

invasion of Serbia, or an Austrian mobilization in
Galicia facing against Russia? He must have realized that
trian

his admission about “certain military measures in order not

to be taken

by surprise” was hardly calculated

very reassuring effect upon the

to have a

German Ambassador. He

may

also well have had a somewhat uneasy conscience in
view of what we know about the wide-reaching measures of
the “Period Preparatory to War” which were already in
full swing on the western frontier toward Germany as well
as toward Austria. He therefore decided it would be well
to have a more definite statement made, and telephoned to
the Minister of War. He ask^'d Sukhomlinov to make it
plain to the German Military Attache, as one military man
speaking to another, that nothing was contemplated
except measures preparatory to a contingent partial

Accordingly, late on Sunday
Eggeling was invited to an interview with
Sukhomlinov, which Eggeling thus reports, with his own

mobilization against Austria.
evening,

shrewd conclusions;
Sazonov requested him to enlighten me on the military
The Minister of War gave me his word of honor
that no sort of mobilization order had yet been issued. For
the present merely preparatory measures were being taken.
Not a horse had been recruited, not a reservist called in.
situation.

If Austria crossed the Serbian frontier, such Military Districts

as are directed against Austria, viz. Kiev, Odessa,

Moscow, Kazan, would be mobilized.

Under no circumWarsaw, Vilna, St.
Peace with Germany, he said, was earnestly

stances those on- the

Petersburg.

German

front,

desired.

Upon

my

inquiry as to the object of the mobilization
against Austria, he shrugged his shoulders and indicated the

SUMMARY OF THE RUSSIAN DANGER
diplomats.

...

and anxiety.
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I got the impression of great nervousness

wish for peace genuine; military statements in so far correct, that complete mobilization
has probably not been ordered, but preparatory measures
I consider the

are very far-reaching. They are evidently striving to gain
time for new negotiations and for continuing their armaments. Also the internal situation is unmistakably causing

The general feeling is; hope from Germany
and for the mediation of His Majesty [the Kaiser]

serious anxiety.

Pourtales also communicated these dubious assurances

and Sukhoralinov to his Austrian colleague.
Szapary reported them in turn to Vienna, with conclusions
which well sum up the situation;

of Sazonov

Although the direct informing of the German Military
Attache [by Sukhomlinov] indicates nervousness on Sazonoy’a part, and although mobilization against Austria only
in case the Serbian frontier is crossed appears rather to
reveal the purpose of exerting diplomatic pressure, it must
not be left out of account that, in addition to the lack of
veracity in

th.e

assurances here, there

is

a lack of

harmony

between the doings of the diplomats and the militarists,
as well as the importance of gaining time for Russian
mobilization.

The character

of the military preparations

now

in prog-

seems specially suited to the mentality of the Tsar,
Nicholas, since, though avoiding regular war measures,
which to him particularly arc repugnant, a certain preress

paredness

is

nevertheless arrived

SUMMARY OF THE

at.^®®

RtTSSIAN"

DANGER

The Russian danger lay in the fact that Sazonov naturally felt bound to protect Serbia, whose hopes and aspirations Russia had encouraged in the past, and whom she
107 Eggeling’s report, sent by Pourtales to Bcthmann, July 27, 1 A.M.;
K.D., 242.
108 Szapary to Berchtold, July 26 (telegraphed July 27, 4:30 A.M.};

AR.B.,

II, 61.
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could not abandon now without loss of prestige to herself
and the Triple Entente. Still more, he was determined to
prevent Austria from gobbling up Serbian territory and up-

quo in the Balkans. He had jumped to
the conclusion that this was the meaning of the Austrian
ultimatum, and that an Austrian invasion of Serbia was
likely to begin immediately upon the expiration of the
48-hour time-limit. He was strongly encouraged by the
French Ambassador to stand firm in protecting Serbia and
Therefore on July 24, even before
in checking Austria.
hearing the German Ambassador’s justification of Austria
and plea for “localization,” Sazonov had decided to take the
side of Serbia, if necessary, even if it should involve war,
He adopted the plan of “partial mobilization,” which was
a dangerous method of exerting diplomatic pressure. At
the luncheon conference with Paleologue and Buchanan,
“he personally thought that Russia would have to mobilize.”
To be sure, he desired to avert war, and he made
He
several proposals which he hoped might avert it.
begged Buchanan for an English declaration of Entente
solidarity, which Buchanan did not feel able to give. And
he proposed to extend the time-limit and give the European
Powers an opportunity to pass upon the Austro-Serbian
question, a proposal which was met evasively at Berlin and

setting the status

negatively at Vienna.

Then, on July 25, even before Austria had broken off
diplomatic relations with Serbia, Sazonov and the Tsar
conceded to the Russian militarists the putting into effect
of various military measures, including those of the “Period
Preparatory to War,” which roused anticipations of war

among

the Russian officers, and gave an impression, as
Dobrorolski puts it, that “war was already a settled matter.”
Henceforth the army leaders, recognizing that partial mobilization was folly on account of the technical and
political difficulties involved in

it,

exerted steadily

increas*
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ing pressure for general mobilization; and the danger was
that Sazonov would accept tiieir views, and add the weight
of his pressure to that of the General Staff in persuading

the Tsar to consent to the final military step which would
probably make a general w:ar inevitable. Even on Saturday
evening, July 25, Sazonov himself, in spite of his hopes to
the contrary, seems to have thought war likely, and to

have been ready to resort to it if his partial mobilization
Meeting again with Paleologue and
bluff did not work.
Buchanan, he told them of his partial mobilization plan,
and again received active encouragement from Paleologue,
as we now know from the interesting parts of Buchanan’s
dispatch which were suppressed or altered when published
in 1914:

French Ambassador said he had received a number of
telegrams from the Minister in charge of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, that no one of them displayed the slightest
sign of hesitation, and that he was in a position to give his
Excellency [Sazonov] formal assurance that France placed
herself unreservedly

on Russia’s

side.

thanking Paleologue, Sazonov turned to the
British Ambassador with the question, “And your Government?” Buchanan replied that Sir Edward Grey did not
yet despair of the situation, and that the great thing was to
gain time. He repeated that] England could play the rSle
of mediator at Berlin and Vienna to better purpose as a
friend who, if her counsels of moderation were disregarded,
might one day be converted into an ally, than if she were
to declare herself Russia’s ally at once. Sazonov said that
unfortunately Germany was convinced that she could count
[After

upon our

[British] neutrality.

Germany
by ours.

really
If

... He

wanted war, but her

we took our stand

did not believe that
attitude

was decided

firmly with France and

Russia there would be no war. If we failed them now, rivers
of blood would flow and we would in tlje en4^ be dragged
into

war

THE

or:oi?.*=

of thg '.torld war

remarked that French Government
whether our fleet was prepared
it
assigned
to
by Anglo-French Naval Conto play part
vention. He could not believe that Eng-and would not stand
by her two friends,, who were acting as one in this matter.
IBuchanan urged pnudence on .nazonov and warned him,
if Ru.s.sia r.oobilized, Germany would not be content with
mere mobilization, or give Russia time to carry out hers,
but would probably declare war at once. Sazonov repeated
Fr^inr.h Ambas'-iador

would want to know

at once

he did not wish to pjrecipitate a conflict, but unless
re.strain Austria, I can regard the situation
as de.sperate. Russia cannot allow' Austria to crush Serbia
and become predominant Power in Balkans, and, secure of

thatj

Germany can

Bupptort of France, she will face all the risks of war.^"®

At

the close of this meeting betw’een the representatives

of the Triple Entente, Sazonov threatened England with a

Edward Grey and his advisers were very
“For our.selves/' Buchanan reported, “the po-

point on which Sir
fien.sitive.

sition is a most perilous one, and w'e shall have to choose
betv/een giving Russia our active support, or renouncing her

friendship.

If

we

fail

her now,

we cannot hope

to maintain

that friendly cooperation with her in Asia, that
vital

is

of such

importance to us.”

Sazonov’s fears as to Austrian intentions were partly
owing to Szapary’s failure to make at once '.he declaration
i®B

17,
Buchanan to Grey, July 25. 8:00 P.M.; B.D., 125; cf.
is suppressed, and where the paraphrase of the last sentence altered materially the meaning by adding the words, "if she feels,

where much

it read, "if she feels secure of the support of France, she [Russia]
face all the risks of war."
Whether Faleologue actually received
"a number of telegrams,” as he asserted, does not appear from F.Y.B.; but

80 that
will

his remarks here

and elsewhere, and his inquiry about the British fleet,
leave no doubt that Sazonov felt "secure of the support of France.”
Until the French documents are published in full, we shall not know
how much this feeling was the result of Poincare’s assurances during his
visit, how much it may be that Paleologue went beyond his instructions
in encouraging Russia and failed to keep his own government sufficiently
informed, and how much Sazonov exaggerated the nature of Paleologue’s
affimrances.

tioB.D'.. 125.
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—

—which had been promised

to Tisza should be made
Austria
intended
no
territorial
gains at Serbia’s exthat
It was not until after he had been assured of
pense.^^®
Austria's territorial disinterestedness by Pourtales and

later

Szapary,^^® and until aftdr he

by

had been agreeably
was

surprised to find that the expiration of the time-limit

not immediately followed by an Austrian attack on Serbia,
that Sazonov was visibly eased in his mind and became

somewhat optimistic. Thereupon, from July 26 to
he carried on. conciliatory diplomatic negotiations, while
at the same time the Russian military authorities were
secretly making wide-reaching military preparations which
would facilitate an eventual “general," as well as a “parRumors of these preparations began
tial,” mobilization.
to cause alarm in Germany. This situation continued until
the news of Austria's declaration of war on Serbia on July
28 put an abrupt end to Sazonov’s optimism and gave a new
and fatal turn to the Russian danger. But before discussagain

28,

ing

this,

we must

consider the Serbian reply to the Austrian

ultimatum, and various proposals offered
for

by the Powers

a peaceful solution of the question.
lUSee

above, ch. v, at notes 104-106.
112 0/. A.R.B., II. 19, 40.
19),

iisBy Pourtales on the evening of July 24 (K.D., 204; A.R.B., II,
and again on July 26 (K.D, 198, 230); and by Szipfay on July 26

(KD., 238; A.R.B.,

II, 73).

CHAPTER

VII

THE SERBIAN REPLY
The

first

reports of the Sarajevo assassination which

reached Belgrade caused the gravest consternation among

Government ofiBcials. Mr. Pashitch, the Prime ilinister,
went to bed to give undisturbed thought to the problem,
and remarked to his first visitor, “It is very bad. It will
mean war.” ^ Mr. Ljuba Jovanovitch, the Minister ol
Education, “overwhelmed with grave anxiety,” did not
doubt for a moment that Austria-Hungary would make
this the occasion for W'ar

en’s

name!

on Serbia.-

Hartwig, the Russian

have exclaimed, "In HeavLet us hope that it was not a Serbian.”®

Minister in Belgrade,

is

said to

The Serbian Government at once

realized that in view of

all the anti-Austrian propaganda in the past and of the
fact that the plot had been prepared in Belgrade, the Aus-

trian

Government would be likely to hold the Serbian agiif not the Serbian Government, responsible, and use

tation,

H, F, Armstrong, "Three Days

in Belgrade,” in (N. Y.) Foreign
V, 267-275, Jan., 1927, gives a very interesting account, largely
based
conversation with Serbian oflScials, of tb presentation of the
Au5>trian ultimatum and the composition of the Scrinan reply, July 23-25.
2 See above, ch. ii, at note 14.
3 Gooh!, p. 72; K.D., 10.
He did not, however, cancel a quiet bridgeparly which he had arranged for that E.ame evening, and later, during the
requiem mass for the murdered couple, it was charged that he did
not follow the example of the other Legation.? in placing his flag at
half-mast. Ho claimed on the other hand th.at ho had done so, and that
the flag had unfortunately become twisted about so that it did not show
1

Affairs,

m

,

after a discussion with the Auslrion Minister, Giesl, on
he suddenly fell dead from a heart attack in the Austrian
Legation on July 11 an incident that gave rise to a wild unfounded
rumor that he had been poisoned. C/. Baron Wladimir Giesl, Zwei
Jahrzehnle im nahen Orient, Berlin, 1927; and B.D., 48, 62.
plainly.

It

was

this point (hat

•

—
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it

as a pretext for war.

The Serbian Government
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there-

fore sought to preserve as correct an attitude as possible.
It cancelled the festivities

which were celebrating Vidov
a severe condemnation
of the crime, expressed proper condolences, and declared its
readiness to hand over to justice any subjects who might
be shown to have been guilty of complicity. It did not,
however, take any proper steps to make an inquiry of its
own as to the origins of the plot in Belgrade; on the con-

Dan, published

in the official paper

trary Dr. Grouitch. the Secretary General of the Serbian
Foreign Office, told the Austrian Charge d’Affaires on July
1

“that

up

to the present nothing

had been done, and that

the matter did not concern the Serbian Government.”

*

how much Austria would be able to discover
and what accusations she w'ould bring forward.
Nor did the Serbian Government take any effective
steps to curb the violent attacks on Austria in the Belgrade
Press, whose comments on the Sarajevo assassination, ac.
cording to the British Ambassador in Vienna, contained
“expressions amounting ahnost to condonation and even
It waited to see

approval of the dastardly outrage.” ® Pashitch took the
attitude that he was unable to prevent these provocative
polemics, seeing that the Serbian Constitution guaranteed

complete freedom of the press and prohibited all censorship
or seizure of new'spapers.® The Serbian attacks, to be sure,
were in part provoked by the equally bitter and insulting
attacks of the Austro-Hungarian Press, wdiich now took
special pains to reprint selections from the more outrageous
Serbian newspaper
in

articles,

with the aim of circulating them

Europe and turning public opinion against the Belgrade

*Griesinger to Bethmann, June 30, July 2; K.D., 10, 12; and Crackanthorpe to Grey, July 2; B.D., 27.
5 Bunsen to Grey, July 4; B.D., 34.
Even the Serbian Minister in
Vienna found it necessary to warn his Government to moderate the tone
2,
of the Press (Jovan Jovanoviteh to Pashitch, June 30, July 1;
0 ).
s Pashitch to the Serbian Legations abroad, July 14, 10; S.BE., 20, 30.
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There thus developed during the three
Government.
weeks after the Archduke’s murder an intensely bitter press
campaign of vilification between Austria and Serbia, which
whipped up the war spirit among the masses on both sides
of the frontier.

It

was the psychological preparation

for

war.'^

The propaganda of the Austrian newspapers, which enmuch more

joyed a wider circulation, was on the whole

successful at first than that of Serbia in influencing public

opinion in Europe, especially in England.

On

July 16 the

London Times denounced “the reckless and provocative

lan-

guage which a good many Serbian newspapers are alleged
to have used, both before and after the crime that has
shocked Europe.”
It issued the warning that “Serbia
ought herself, and of her own motion, to make the inquiry,
which she has reason to suppose that Austria-Hungary
will call upon her to make, and lay the full report of the
proceedings before the Powers.” Next day the influential
Westminster Gazette justified Austria’s desire to clarify her
relations with Serbia, after a crime believed to have its
origins in Belgrade and to be part of a deliberate attempt
to tear away the Serb provinces of the Dual Monarchy;
Austria “cannot be expected to remain inactive and Serbia
will be well advised if she realizes the reasonableness of
her great neighbor’s anxiety, and does whatever may be in
her power to allay it, without waiting for a pressure which
might involve what Count Tisza calls ‘warlike complicaThis attitude on the part of powerful English
tions.’ ”
papers gave great encouragement to Austrian hopes that
England would remain inactive toward a “localized” Austro-Serbian conflict. But they caused a correspondingly
;

7 C/. B.D., 29, 34, 35, 46, 55, 64, 70
of the Austrian dossier (A.R.B., II, 48),

R1

;

paswm; Appendix

ix

choice extracts culled from
t
the Serbian Press; H. Kanner, Kaiserliche Kalaslrophenpolitik (Vienna,
1922), pp. 309-^7; and J. F. Scott, Five Weeks: the Syrge of Public

Opinion on the Eve of the Great

War (N.

Y., 1927), pp. 20-98.
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and nervousness on the part of Serbia;
and were made the subject of some diplomatic protest and
many comments.®
Pashitch finally became seriously alarmed at the attitude of the Austrian, German and British Press, at the
ominous silence of Vienna, and perhaps also at the news of
Berchtold’s intentions which had leaked out through Count
Liitzow to the British authorities on July 16.® This news
had been at once passed on to the British resident in Belgrade,^® and may have been hinted to the Serbian Minister
in London, who telegraphed to Pashitch on July 17: “The
Austrian Embassy is making great efforts to win over the
English Press against us, and to induce it to favor the idea
that Austria must give a good lesson to Serbia. ... No
reliance should be placed in the ostensibly peaceable statements of Austro-Hungarian official circles, as the way is
being prepared for diplomatic pressure upon Serbia, which
may develop into an armed attack.”
The despatches from the Serbian Minister in Vienna
great uneasiness

were also alarming, as to the incitement of public opinion by
the Austrian Press Bureau and the secret steps which were
probably being taken. “Austria has to choose between two
courses: either to make the Sarajevo outrage a domestic
question, inviting us to assist her to discover and punish
the culprits; or to make it a case against the Serbians and
Serbia,

and even against the Jugoslavs. After taking into
is being prepared and done, it appears

consideration all that

SCf. B.D., 58, 61, 73, 80, 125, 153, 156; K.D., 55, 92. Shortly after the
article of July 16, Mr. Wickham Steed used his great influence to
swing the Times around to an anti-Austrian and anti-German attitude
(c/. Steed, Throtugh Thirty Years, I, 402-412), but the greater part of
the English Liberal Press remained sympathetic to Austria and severe
on Serbia, until after Austria declared war on Serbia (c/. J. P. Scott, pp,
206-246; and Irene Cooper Willis, England’s Holy War, N. Y., 1928, Part I.
9 See above, ch. v, at note 95.
t«B.D.. 50, "Repeated to Belgrade.”
11 Boshkovitch to Padiitch, July 17; SJBS.; 27.

Times
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me

that Austria will choose the latter course. Austriawill do this in the belief that she will have the
approval of Europe . .
and that she will tnus raise her
prestige internally as well as externally.”
All this ap-

to

Hungary

.

pears to have

wisdom

made

the Belgrade Cabinet nervous as to the

of their passive waiting policy

and their

neglect to

search for and arrest accomplices in Serbia.

On

July

IS,

when the

Charge

British

d’Affaires at Bel-

grade alluded to the Times article that the wisest course for
Serbia would be to undertake herself an enquiry into the
conspiracy on Serbian soil, Dr. Grouitch of the Serbian
Foreign Office replied that, w’hen the Sarajevo investigation
was completed, Serbia would be ready to comply with any
requests, compatible with international usage, for a fur-

But until then she could not act. He
then tried to deceive the British as to the Serbian Government’s knowledge of the assassins. “Of Princip the Serbian
ther investigation.

Government knew nothing,” he

a staternent manifestly untrue in view of the admission of the Serbian Minister of Education that he was personally acquainted with
Princip and had twice examined him,^^ and also in view of
said,^®

what has been said above in the chapters on the assassination plot and the responsibihty for it. Grouitch added that,
“should it come to the worst and Austria declare war,
Serbia would not stand alone. Russia would not remain
12 Jovanovitch

to Pashitch, July 16;

25;

cj.

also

15-17 and

22-24.

13 Crackanthorpe to Grey, July 18; B.D., 80. A fen' days later the
Serbian Minister in London similarly tried to deceive the British as to
the other conspirator, Chabrinovitch, repeating the false statement current
in Belgrade newspapers, that “the Serbian authorities, considering him
[Chabrinovitch] suspect and dangerous, bad desired to expel him, but
on applying to the Austrian authorities, the latter had protected him and
said that he was a harmless and innocent individual" (B.D., 87). For
the details as to the extent to which this was false, see A. von Wegerer,
“Die angebliche Burgsehaft der k. u. k. Regierung fiir Chabrinovitch,”
and “Wie Serbien England tauschte,” in KSF, IV, 330-332 [Ms^, 1«26),
and V, 238-249 (March, 1927).
i< Ljuba Jovanovitch, Krv Slovenatva,
p. 10.
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were Serbia wantonly attacked, and Bulgaria would
immobilized
by Rumania.”
be
Pashitch
sent a long telegram of a similar tenor
Next day
to the Serbian Ministers abroad, denouncing the activities
of the Austrian Press, which, he said, were to blame for
such excesses as appeared in the Serbian newspapers. He
instructed his diplomatic representatives to impress upon
quiet,

Governments

which they were accredited Serbia’s
“desire to maintain friendly relations with Austria-Hunthe

gary,”

and her

to

willingness, if requested, “to subject to trial

in our independent courts

who

any accomplices

—should such, of course,

are in Serbia

added,

But,” he

“we can never comply with demands which, may be

directed against the dignity of Serbia,

inacceptable to
its

in the outrage

exist.

any country which

independence.”

Shortly after

and which would be
and maintains

respects
this,

Pashitch departed

from Belgrade on an electioneering campaign caused by the
dissolution of the Skupshtina which had been brought about

by

his conflict with the “Black

question.”

moment

He was

Hand” over

the “priority

therefore absent from the capital at the

that the Austrian Minister, Baron GiesJ, presented

the Austrian ultimatum on the afternoon of July 23.

FRAMING THE SERBIAN REPLY
Berchtold had taken care that Serbia should not evade
giving a reply punctually within the 48 hours required.
Neither the absence of Pashitch, nor the possible resignation of his Cabinet, was to be allowed as an excuse for delay, because a resigning Cabinet was to be regarded as responsible for the carrying

on of business

until

a new one

In
30.
isPadiitch to the Serbian Legations abroad, July 19;
London, Boshkovitch, acting on these instructions, was advised that Serbia
should “meet the Austrian requests in a conciliatory and moderate spirit”
(B.D, 87); in Berlin, the Serbian Charge d' Affaires begged the German
Government to use its influence in reconciling Austria and Serbia, but
was told that, in view of Serbia’s attitude, it could well understand that
Austria might take energetic measures (K.D., 86, 91, 95).
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was formed. To make certain that there would be someone
to receive the ultimatum when it was presented, and to
enable Pashitch to be recalled quickly, Giesl notified

the

Belgrade Foreign Office on the morning of July 23 that he

would have an important communication to make between
4 and 5 o’clock that afternoon. At the appointed hour Dr.
Grouitch and the three Cabinet Ministers who happened
to have remained in Belgrade met in anxiety at the Foreign
They had already dispatched a telephone message
Office.
to Pashitch and arranged for a special train to hurry him
back to. the capital. But Giesl did not appear. Instead he
sent a secretary, begging to say that he would come instead
His delay was caused by an eleventh hour
at 6 o’clock.
instruction from Vienna.
Berchtold, upon further information from Berlin as to Poincare’s movements, wanted to
make doubly sure that the French President be well out on
the Baltic before the

news

Russia, and therefore Giesl

of the

ultimatum could

reach

was to postpone delivery

for

an hour.^®
Finally at 6 o’clock Giesl arrived, handed in the Note,
and said, “Unless a satisfactory reply is given on all points
by 6 o’clock on Saturday, the day after tomorrow, I shall
leave Belgrade wdth all the personnel of my Legation.” He
was told that it would be difficult to answer so important a
communication in so short a time, especially in the absence
of several Cabinet Ministers.

He

replied that in this age

and telephones, in a country as small
as Serbia, this need be only a matter of a few hours, and

of railways, telegraphs

that he

had already suggested in the morning the desiraWithout any fia iher discussion

bility of Pashitch’s return.

Giesl then departed, leaving the dismayed Ministers

study the Note which

still

lay unread upon the

to

table.^’^

16 Berchtold’s instructions to Giesl, July 21 and 23; A.R.B., I, 36, 62,
63; see also K.D., 110, 112, 127; and ch. v, notes 7' 76.
IT Giesl to Berchtold, July
23; A.B.B., I, 64, 65, 67; and H. F. Armstrong. ov- cit., pp. 268-272.

;
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The Serbian Ministers then began

to go through the
Their emotion grew as its tenor and
object became clear. Nobody cared to be the first to speak
At last Ljuba Jovanovitch got up, and said, “Well, there is
Obviously the first thing
nothing to do but die fighting.”
to do was to telegraph the news of Giesl’s action to the
Serbian Ministers in foreign countries, stating that “the
demands are such that no Serbian Government could acfateful

cept

document.

them

in their entirety.”

The

Powers at Belgrade were similarly

representatives of the
notified at once.

A

was instantly dispatched to Russia,®®
reaching Sazonov and Paleologue, as we have seen, very
early next morning before they had slept off the fatigue of
This was followed by a
the Pranco-Russian festivities.
moving plea from the Prince Regent of Serbia to the Tsar
“We are unable to defend ourselves and beg your Majesty
to come to our aid as soon as possible. The much-appreciated goodwill which your Majesty has so often shown
special appeal for help

toward us inspires us with the firm belief that once again
our appeal to your noble Slav heart will not pass unheeded."®^ The King of Italy also was invoked, to use

good

his

oflices to

induce his Austrian ally to prolong the

and moderate the demands.®®
Meanwhile the Cabinet Ministers who were away, taking part in the electoral campaign, had been summoned
back in all haste to the capital. Pasbitch arrived within a
few hours at 5 o’clock on Friday morning, July 24. At 10
o’clock the Cabinet began a long and gloomy session, but
no decision as to an answer was reached. It met again in
the evening, and still again on Saturday morning, knowing
that an answer of some kind must be given before 6 P.M.
time-limit

18 Armstrong, p. 272.
33.
18 Paohu to the Serbian Ministers abroad, July 23;
88 Russian Charge d’Ailaires at Belgrade to Sazonov, July 23; R.O.B.,
1.

2

.

21 S.B.B., 37;

R.O.B,

6.

" BX).,

96.
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Pashilch saw the Ivlontenegrin and Greek Ministers, The
former assured him emphatically that Montenegro would
march side by side with Serbia. But the Greek Minister

was uncertain what attitude his Government would take;
M. Venizelos, the Premier, was absent from Athens, but
telephoned from iMunich to Berlin next morning that if
Bulgaria took advantage of an Austro-Porhian conflict to
attack Serbia, Greece would oppose such Bulgarian interference.-'’
Far more important, however, was the attitude
which the Triple Fntente Powers ^vould take.
Unfortunatelj' for Serbia,

it

happencr] that these three

Great Powers were not represented at J^elgrade at this moment by regular ^Ministers. Hartwig, the energetic Russian
Minister and strong champion of S'erbia, had dropped dead
a few days previously w'hen talking wdth Giesl, and his successor had not arrived.
No British Minister was on the
spot, though Mr. des Graz was on his way from London to
Belgrade. The French Minister -was suffering from a nervous breakdown and was invisible his successor, M. Boppe,
was only just arriving from Constantinople and was unacquainted with his new post. So the Charges d’ Affaires
of the Entente Powers could do little for Serbia except
;

report

home

and await

the news of Austria’s unacceptable demands,
These were slow i coming, so

instructions.

slow, in fact, that they were probably too

;

-

re to

have had

any

decisive influence on Serbia’s decision.
Sazonov talked with the Serbian Minister on Friday
evening about 7 o’clock, and is said to have “advised extreme moderation in respect to the Serbian reply.’’ "* But
no such advice appears in the Serbian Minister’s account of
this conversation.
On the contrary, as he was leaving
Sazonov, he met the German Ambassador, and told him “he
to Berchtold, July 21; A.R.B., II, 3, 4; Riusiaii ChaiBe
Berlin to Sazonov, July 25: Krasnyi Arhhiv, I, p. 108Schilling’s Dia'y- ji. 31a

23 Gie-sl
d’Affairc's

iii
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would see before long that this was not a question merely
between Serbia and Austria, but a European question.”
Later in the evening, Sazonov telegraphed to his Charge
d’Affaires in Belgrade that if the Serbians felt helpless in
case of an Austrian invasion, they had better offer no
resistance, but retire without fighting and appeal to the
Powers for protection.-® But whatever advice Sazonov gave
is said not to have reached Belgrade until after the Serbian
reply had been handed to Ciesl at 6 o'clock on July 25.^^
Sir Edward Grey telegraphed on Friday at 9:30 P.M.
that “Serbia ought certainly to express concern and regret
that any ofllcials, however subordinate, should have been
accomplices in murder of the Archduke, and promise, if this
is

proved, to give fullest satisfaction;” for the rest, “to

reply as they consider the interests of Serbia require;”
and, in order to avert military action

by

Austria, “to give

a favorable reply on as many points as possible within the
and not to meet Austria with a blank negative.”
He added, with an eye to preserving Entente solidarity, "Consult with your Russian and French colleagues
as to saying this to Serbian Government. Serbian Minister
here implores us to give some indication of our views, but
I cannot take responsibility of giving more advice than
limit of time,

and I do not like to give that without knowing what
Russian and French Governments are saying at Belabove,

25 Spalajkovitch to Pashitch, July 24;
36.
If Spalajkovitch or
may have sent other messages to Belgrade while the Serbian
reply was being framed, either advising moderation or promising Russian
support, they have not been published. The Serbian Minister at Vienna,
however, stated “that active exchange of telegrams is taking place between
Belgrade and St. Petersburg, and that, in his opinion, reply of Serbian

Saconov

Qovermnent will depend on result of this correspondence” (Bunsen to
Grey, July 24, 1:30 P.M.; B.D., 93).
2*Tg. 1487, July 24; Schilling’s Diary, pp. 33, 86. See also BJJ., 125;
and B.D., 221, quoted in preceding chapter, note 45.
22 Seton- Watson, p. 257 note; c/. also Crackanthorpe to Grey, July
26, 12;30P. M.: “My Russian colleague and new French Minister. . .
are as yet without instructiona” CBJ).,
.
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grade.”

""

This advice also came too late materially

to

influence the Belgrade Cabinet.

Crackantiiorpe replied at
12:30 P.M. next day that his colleagues were still without
instructions; in view of this, and of the proposed conciliatory terms ot the Serbian reply, of which Dr. Grouitch had

already given

from

him an advance summaiy, he had

abstained

offering Grey’s advice to the Serbian Government.-®

M.

Berthelot, the Political Director at the Quai d’Orsay,

advised the Serbian Minister in Paris on July 24
Serbia should “try to gain time,”
all

by

that

offering satisfaction on

the points not inconsistent with her dignity and sover-

eignty,

above

and by asking for further information on others;
Serbia should “attempt to escape from the direct
Austria by declaring herself ready to submit to the

all,

grip of

arbitration of Europe.”

Whether

this advice arrived at

Belgrade in time to influence the S(?rbian reply is uncertain. The fact that Serbia’s reply did substantially follow
the line Berthelot suggested makes it seem likely.
In any case, however, Pashitch and his colleagues, rather
than any of the Great Powers, must be given the main
credit for the cleverness with which they met a difficult

They framed a reply which not only won the
approval and sympathy of all the Powers except Austria,
but which also commanded the admiration of the man who
framed the Austrian ultimatum itself, “as the most brilliant
example of diplomatic skill w'hich I have ever known.”
They had instantly decided that “no Serbian Government
situation.

could accept the Austrian demands in their entirety.”®"
28B.D., 102.
29 Crackantiiorpe to Grey, July 25; 12:30 P.M.; B.D., 111, 114.
90 Bienvenu-Martin’a circular telegram, Julv 24; F.Y.B., 26; cj. also
A.R,B., II, 11.
to
91 Musulin, Das Haus am BaUplalz,
p. 241. Borchtold, reporting
Francis Joseph on July 28, spoke of “the very cleverly composed reply of
the Serbian Government, which however is wholly worthless in content,
though’yielding in form” (A.R3., II, 78).
99 Pachu to the Serbian 'Ministers abroad, July
23, S33., 33.
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Such being the case, they now concluded that Austria
would treat any reply they could make as unsatisfactory,
and make war. Therefore they "would appeal to the Governments of the friendly Powers to protect the independence of Serbia. If war was inevitable, Serbia would carry
Since Austria would evidently reject any reply
it on.”
which did not yield on all points, they could afford to give
their reply a very conciliatory form, apparently yielding on
many points, and even suggesting submitting the question
to the arbitration of the Hague Tribunal. This kind of a
conciliatory reply would help gain the sympathy and pro-

and tend

tection of the Powers,

wrong when
in

she rejected

form than

it.

in substance,

to place Austria in the

It was, however,

and

more yielding

it is significant

that two or

three hours before they handed it to Giesl at the expiration of the time-limit, they

had already ordered the general
In fact they had

mobilization of the whole Serbian army.®^
at once

begun

to

make such

frantic military preparations for

defence and for the transport of the Government archives,

from an exposed position in Belgrade
to the interior,®® that the German Minister was misled into
telegraphing his Government at 11:50 P.M. on IViday
treasure

and

officials

night, “Mobilization

is

already in full swing.”

This ordering of Serbian mobilization before handing
in the conciliatory reply, which was regarded more as a
diplomatic gesture than a serious effort to satisfy Austria,
had another advantage. Serbian hatred against Austria had
been so stimulated by the newspaper campaign, and Serbian
military officers of tiie “Black Hand” group were so eager
for

war and ready

to

overthrow Pashitch, that

if

he had

*®Pashitch to Spalajkovitch, July 24; S.BB., 34.
At 3 P.M., July 25, according to Giesl, Ajt3., II, 23.
85 Cj. Giesl to Beichtold, July 25, 1 P.M.; A.B.B., 22; and Armstrong,
p. 272 f.
88 K.D., 158. The Austrian Chief of Statf also, received news late on
Friday night from an officer near the frontier that mobilization bad been
proclaimed at Shabats in Serbia at 4 P.M. on July 24 (Conrad, IV, 109).
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reply involving some humiliating conmight have been danger of a military revolt
against the civil Government. Even before the presentation of the ultimatum, Serbian officials had pointed out the
danger from the excited national feeling in their country,®'
and the German Minister, reported that Pashitch’s “position is a very difficult one, in view of the coming elections
and of the agitation that has arisen throughout the country, Every concession to the neighboring Monarchy will be
charged against him by the united Opposition as weakness.

made his conciliatory
cessions, there

In addition to that,

is

the fact that military

circles,

blinded

by their megalomania and chauvinism, are forcing him to
roughness which is otherwise wholly opposed to his conThis became even more true after the
ultimatum became known. “The military categorically
demand the rejection of the Note and war.” “In case of
the proclamation of the Order of the Day [which Austria
demanded should be published in the official Bulletin of
But the prepthe Army], a military uprising is feared.”
arations for war and the proclamation of mobilization, before making known that the Government had yielded to
some of the Austrian demands, satisfied the military officers
and averted this danger.
The main points of the Serbian reply were substantially threshed out at the long Cabinet meeting on Saturday
morning. The representatives of the friendly Powers were
given an advance summary of it and informed that “it
will be drawn up in most conciliatory terms and will meet
The
Austrian demands in as large measure as possible.”
actual wording was drafted mainly by Stojan Protitch, the
Minister of Interior, but every phrase was discussed and
re-discussed by the other Ministers, and changes made up
ciliatory nature.”

3TP.Y.B., 19; B.D., 27, 40.
.18 Griesinger to Bcthraann, July
21; K.D., 137.
38 Griesinger to Bcthmann, July 24; K.D., 158‘, 159.
49 Craokanthoipe to Grey. July 26. 12:30 P.M., Bl>., 114.
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The final Serbian text, as handed
to the last moment.
over to Grouitch for translation into French and typing,
was so full of erasures and corrections that only one who
had been working on

As he was
and the minutes were
flying by, the only remaining typewriter broke down, and
in the end the text was copied out in a rather shaky hand by
a secretary. It was then given to Pashitch, who started off
it

could decipher the sense.

dictating the translation to the typist

a little before six o’clock to
Austrian Minister.^^
THE. SUBSTANCE OF

dJiivci- it in

person to the

THE SERBIAN REPLY

The Serbian reply was more conciliatory in form than in
To make this clear the Austrian authorities
substance.
delayed making it public until they had time to make
con.ments upon it. These they published in parallel columns with the Serbian reply, showing that the concessions
at many points were so guarded with limitations and conditions as to be virtually worthless as guarantees of security for the future, as well as failing to be the complete
assent which they had demanded. But they were not able
to publish this annotated edition of the Serbian reply until
July 28, and it then came too late to have the effect in

Europe for which they had hoped.^- Meanwhile Serbia
had circulated her reply and the advance summary of it,
and created the good impression which she had hoped for.*®

1

Armstrong, op. cit., pp. 273-275; Mr. Armstrong gives a facsimile
of a part of the Serbian reply and of other interesting Serbian documents
connected with the July Crisis, in Current History, Oct., 1927.
^^Berchtold did not inform even Germany of the Serbian reply for
more than two days. Berlin telegraphed for it in vain on July 26 (K.D.,
“Please telegraph text of the
226), and again on July 27 (K.D., 246):
Serbian rejily imniojiately.” Finally on July 28 at 1:45 A.M. (K.D.,
280) Tschirschky telegraphed that he had urgently requested the text
of the reply, but had only just received it in printed form with the
Austrian annotations; as it was being given to the Press and was a long
document, he dispensed with sending it by telegraph.
“s C/. B.D., 114, 115, 171 ; KD., 271, 293.
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A summary
parallel

of the Serbian reply, and of the
comments which are here indicated by

Austrian
brackets,

follows.
will remove any misunderthreaten to impair the good neighborly

“Convinced that their reply
standing which

may

between the tw'o countries, the Serbian Government protest that at no time since their promises of 1909
have they or their agents attempted to change the political and legal state of affairs created in Bosnia and Herzegovina. [This was trying to shift the argument, since the
ultimatum did not maintain that the Serbian Government
or their ‘ofiBcial agents had attempted to change the situation created in 1909, but that in failing to suppress the
movement directed against Austria, they had not lived
up to their promise to adopt a friendly and neighborly
relations”

attitude].

The Serbian Government “cannot be held

responsible

for manifestations of a private character, such as articles
in the press

and the peaceable work of societies.
hand over for trial any Serbian
.

are prepared to

.

.

They

subject,

without regard to his situation or rank, of wl‘< se complicity
They
in the Sarajevo crime proofs shall be forthc
ling.”

page a the Journal
Official the declaration condemning all propaganda "which
may be” directed against Austria-Hungary, and regretting
tliat, “according to the communication from the Imperial
and Royal Government,” certain Serbian officers and funcalso

agree to publish on the

tionaries participated in the

first

above-mentioned propaganda.

[In altering the declaration from the form demanded by
Austria, by the insertion of the quoted phrases, the Serbian
Government were insineere in implying that no such propa-

ganda

existed, or that they

Coming

were not aware of it].
demands, the Serbian Gov-

to the ten Austrian

ernment then undertook:
1.

“To introduce

at the first regular, meeting of the

.
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Skupshtina a provision into the Press law providing for
the most severe punishment of incitement to hatred and
contempt of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy,” and also
proposing a modification of the Constitution which would
permit the confiscation of newspapers. * [This was unsatisfactory it did not assure a definite result within a given

—

and if the bills were rejected by the Skupshtina everything would be as it was before].
2. “To dissolve the Narodna Odbrana and every other
society which may be directing its efforts against AustriaHungary,” although the Serbian Government possesses no
proof, and Austria furnishes none, that the members of
these societies have committed criminal acts.
[Austria
could not admit the reservation in the last clause; nor did
Serbia comply whth Austria's further demands that the
means of propaganda possessed by these societies should
be confiscaled, and that their reestablishment under other
names be prevented].
3. “To eliminate without delay from public instruction
in Serbia everything that serves, or might serve, to foment
the propaganda against Austria-Hungary, whenever fact?
and proofs are furnished.” [Serbia asks proofs when she
must know that the school books contain objectionable
matter, and that many of the teachers are enrolled in the
Narodna Odhrana'\.
4. To remove from the military service all persons
proved by a judicial inquiry to be guilty of acts directed
against Austria-Hungary, after information had been furnished by the latter. [This confined removals to officers
convicted by a judicial inquiry of crimes punishable by law,
but Austria demanded removal of officers who fomented
propaganda, a proceeding \vhich was not gezierally punishable by law i 1 Serbia]
5. As to the demand to accept the collaboration in
time,

Serbia of Austrian representatives for the suppression of
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subversive propaganda, the Serbian Government “do not
clearly grasp the meaning and scope of the demand
.

,

.

admit such collaboration as agrees with the principles of international law, criminal procedure, and good
neighborly relations.'' [The reservation is vague and calculated to lead to insurmountable difficulties in reaching
an arrangement]

but

will

The Serbian Government “consider

it their duty to
such persons as are,
or eventually may be, implicated in the plot”; but “as
regards the participation in this inquiry of Austro-Hungarian agents, cannot accept such an arrangement, as it
would be a violation of the Constitution and of the law of
criminal procedure”’ [Serbia has misinterpreted Austria’s

6.

open an inquiry [enquete], against

clearly expressed

demand which was

all

for

two

distinct things:

(1) the opening of a judicial inquiry [enquete judicicire],
in which, of course, no Austrian collaboration was expected:

and

(2)

Austrian collaboration in the preliminary police

investigations [recherches] for the collection and verification of evidence, for

which numberless precedents

exist].

The Serbian Government arrested Tankositch the
very evening the ultimatum wms delivered, but has not been
7.

able to arrest Ciganovitch.

[The Prefect

of Police at Bel-

grade contrived the departure of Ciganovitch, and then
declared that no man of the name existed in Belgrade].'*^
8. The Serbian Government will take measures to pre-

vent the smuggling of arms and explosives across the frontier, and will severely punish the frontier officials who
allow^ed the Sarajevo assassins to cross over.
9.

The Serbian Government

will gladly give explana-

tions as to the remarks in interviews
in Serbia or abroad, alleged to

44

On

their official

be hostile to Austria,

as Austria specifies the passages
above, cb.

made by

and

it is

as soon

shown they were

Serbian complicity in Ciganovitcl]i’s sudden disappearance, see
iii. at notes 44-45 and 55-58.
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[The interviews in question must be well
Government; their request for details
and proof indicate unwillingness to comply seriously with
this demand].
10. The Serbian Government will inform Austria of the
execution of the above measures as soon as each has been
actually made.

known

to the Serbian

carried out.
If Austria is

not

satisfied

with this reply, the Serbian

Government “are ready, as always,
agreement, by referring this question

to accept a peaceful
either to the decision

of the International Tribunal of the Hague, or to the Great

Powers which took part in drawing up the declaration made
by the Serbian Government on March 31, 1909.”

Though some

of the Austrian

ging in character, they show that

comments are pettifogby no means true,

it is

as often stated, that Serbia virtually yielded to all the Aus-

demands

1, 2, and 3 were accepted
and Nos. 8 and 10 completely.
But Nos. 4, 5, and 9 were answered evasively or with serious
i-aservations.
No. 7 contained an implication concerning
Ciganovitch which was untrue. No. 6 concerned the col-

trian

c.vcept one.

Nos.

to a very reasonable extent,

ofificials in search'ng out
(though not in trying and judging) Serbian accompnees in
the assassinatioi; plot; this was refused, though most important, either because Pashitch and his colleagues misunderstood it, deliberately or unconsciously; or because it
seemed to infringe upon Serbia’s sovereignty; or because
they feared it wmuld lead to inconvenient discoveries concerning the complicity of the “Black Hand” and other
Serbian officials, as well as concerning the Serbian Government’s cognizance of a plot which they had failed to prevent.
The general impression, ho .-.ever, made upon contem-

laboration in Serbia of Austrian

by the Serbian reply was favorable. At the BritForeign Office Sir Eyre Crowe noted; “The answer is

poraries
ish

•<«S.3.B., 39; A.R.B., II, 96; B.D.,

Appendix B.
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reasonable.

If

her ultimatum,

demands absolute compliance with
mean that she wants war.”

Austria
it

can only

The German Emperor, after reading it on the morning of
July 28, jotted down at the end of it, “A brilliant performance for a time-limit of only 48 hours. This is more than
A great moral success for Vienna;
one could have expected
but with it every reason for war drops away, and Giesl
ought to have remained quietly in Belgrade! After such a
W.”
thing, I should never have ordered mobilization
!

I

Giesl, how’ever,

was

justified

by

—

his instructions in reject-

ing it as unsatisfactory. One cannot accept, on the other
hand, the arguments sometimes made by .\iistrians, that
the rejection of the Serbian reply was justifiable on the
ground that it did not give Austria adequate guarantees of
security; because it was not primarily guarantees which
Austria aimed at in her ultimatum, but an excuse for weakening Serbia and putting an end to the Greater Serbia

danger by making war on her.

THE DIPLOMATIC BREAK BETWEEN AUSTRIA AND
The

SERBIA

time-limit w'as to expire at 6 P. hi. on Saturday
few minutes before six, Pashitch

afternoon, July 25.

A

the Austrian Legation and handed in the Serbian
Giesl said he would have to compare it with his

ai rived at

reply,

instructions,

answer.

and that he would then give an immediate

As he knew that Serbia had already ordered mo-

he had little expectation that the reply would be
wholly satisfactory, and had probably written his answer
to it before he saw it. He now hurriedly glanced at it to
make sure that Serbia had not completely yielded on every
point, and that, as Berchtold desired, he could reject it as
unsatisfactory and break off di; jmatic relations. Pashitch

bilization,

Minute on Serbian Reply, July 28; B.D., 171.
K.D., 271. See also his letters to Jagow and to' Moltke (KJ).,
293) quoted below, ch. ix, at note 56.
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had hardly returned to his office in the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, when he received a note from Giesl, that as the
time-limit “has now expired and as I have not received a
reply which is satisfactory, I have the honor to inform your
Excellency that I

am leaving Belgrade

the Staff of the Imperial

from the

moment

tonight together with

and Royal Legation;

.

.

,

that

your Excellency the
rupture in the diplomatic relations between Serbia and
Austro-Hungary will have the character of a fait acSo great was Giesl’s speed that he and his whole
compli.”
staff were able to catch the 6:30 P. M. train from Belgrade.
He certainly established the speed record for the rupture
this letter reaches

of diplomatic relations.

In order that the

rr ensures for

Austrian partial mobiliza-

might follow the diplomatic break as
quickly as possible, Berchtold had made elaborate preparations to get the news from Giesl with the utmost promptness.
After leaving Belgrade at 6:30 P. M., Giesl was to
arrive at Semlin across the frontier at 6:40 P. M., and there
to use the railway telephone which would be held open for
him to inform Tisza at Budapest, who in turn would forward the message at once to Vienna.^® Berchtold himself
had gone to Ischl to attend an early dinner which Emperor
Francis Joseph was giving to the Duke and Duchess of
Cumberland. Toward noon he received an urgent telegram
from the Russian Charge d'Affaires begging an extension of
the time-limit, on the grounds that the Powers had been
taken by surprise and had not yet had an opportunity to
study the dossier of Sarajevo evidence which Austria had
promised them. But Berchtold replied that he could not
grant any such extension. He added, however, that even
after diplomatic relations with Serbia should have been
broken off, a peaceful settlement could be brought about
tion against Serbia

Giesl to Pashitch, July 25; S.B.B., 40.
18 Berchtold to Giesl, July 24, 1:30 P.M.;

A.RB.,

II, 1.
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afterwards by Serbia’s complete acceptance of the Austrian
demands. But in such a case Austria would expect to be
indemnified by Serbia for the expenses ii.curred in military
It was clear that he counted confidently
with Serbia to be followed by military
break
on a diplomatic
measures against her.
In the evening Berchtold sat impatiently in the Emperor’s Cabinet at Ischl waiting for the expected message,
and finally went out to take a turn in the air. At quarter
preparations.®"’

to eight the telephone rang.

sage at Vienna and repeated

Count Kinsky took the mesit to Ischl:

Minister Gicsl telephones from Semlin to Budapest:
two minutes before si.x P.M. answering note delivered; since
unsatisfactory on several points,
off relations

and

Baron

GiesI has broken

At 3 P.M. general mobilization was
The Government and Diplomatic Corps

left.

ordered in Serbia.

kft for Kragujcvatch.®!

Baron Margutti jotted down the message on a slip of
paper and ran with it to Francis Joseph. The old man took
the paper in trembling hands, and sank into his chair,
muttering in a choked unaccustomed voice, “Also dock!’
[“So it has come after all’’], as if he had hoped and believed
to the last lliat a rupture might be avoided. Then, after
staring at the paper for a w’hile, lost in thought, he remarked, half to himself, “Well, the rupture of diplomatic
relations still does not mean war.”
Meanwhile Berchtold had been quickly called in, and
was closeted with the Emperor. He had been urged by
Tisza, by Conrad, and by the Austrian Ambassador in
Berlin,

that Austria ought to order mobilization against
-.jitation would be regarded

Serbia at once; any delay or b

G0A.R.B., II, 27-30.
<51 A.R.B., II, 26.
Pashitch (S.B.B., 41) gives 6:45 P.M., and not “two
minutes before six,” as the time at which he handed the Serbian reply to
Giesl

B2 Margutti, p. 404.
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weakness and increase the likelihood of Russian
Using these arguments^ it did not take him
long to persuade his aged Emperor of the necessity of
ordering immediately the partial mobilization contemplated in case of war against Serbia and Montenegro alone.
The Kaiser’s assent reached the Chief of Staff at 9:53
P. M., and was at once put into execution:
July 27 was
ordered as the "alarm” day, and July 28 as the first day of
as a sign of

intervention.®®

actual mobilization.®*

The

task of the Austrian Staff was a very diflScult one.

If there

was to be war merely with Serbia and Montenegro,
was simple. It was calculated that the mobilof about half the Austrian army 8 Army Corps

the situation
ization

—

—

with 20 infantry divisions ^would be sufficient to secure a
satisfactorily quick victory over the 12 Serbian and 4
Montenegrin infantry divisions. But if Russia made war,
either before Serbia, or simultaneously, or after Serbia, it

was all important that Austria should throw as great a
mass of troops as possible toward the northeast, into the
main theater of war in Galicia, leaving only a minimum
number in the Balkan theater. Serbia’s fate would be
decided by the outcome of the fighting against Russia;
moreover, Germany wanted Austria to send as many troops
as possible against Russia, to relieve the Russian pressure
on eastern Germany, while the bulk of the German Army
was attempting to crush the French in the west.
Conrad and Berchtold were uncertain whether Russia
would intervene or not. They hoped of course that she
would not, and that the war with Serbia would be “localized."
There is much evidence that this was also their
expectation, though they were ready to risk the danger that
Russia might move.®® To provide as far as possible for the
uncertainty whether Austria could fight Serbia without
58A.R3.,

II, 21, 22,

»* Conrad, IV, 122.

32; Conrad, IV, 109

6*0/.

ff.

Conrad, IV, 110-124; 266 ff
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fighting Russia, or vice versa,

Conrad had worked out mowhich divided the Austrian forces into four
groups; (1) a minimum Balkan group, consisting of three
Army Corps—the XVth and XVIth in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and the Xlllth at Agram; (2) a group of eight
Army Corps for use against Russia and if necessary against
Rumania I, Cracow; X, Przmysl; XI, Lemberg; XII,
Hermannstadt, all near the Northeast Frontier; and II,
Vienna; V, Pressburg; VI, Kasehau; and XIV, Innsbruck;
(3) an alternative group of four Army Corps IV, Budapest; VII, Temesvar; VIII, Prag; and IX, Leitmeritz—
which could be used either against Serbia or Russia in case
of war with Serbia alone this group would roll toward the
Danube to attack Belgrade and Serbia from the north
while the first group were attacking from the west; but if
Russia made war before it had become engaged on the
Danube, it could be shifted north to the Galician front;
and (4) the Illrd Army Corps at Graz, to be held as areserve, which could also be used cither against Serbia or
Russia. These strategic arrangements made it possible to
mobilize half the Austrian army without mobilizing any
bilization plans

—

—

;

troops near the Russian frontier, thus avoiding as far as
possible giving Russia grounds for alarm.

The

eight

Army

Corps, accordingly, to which Conrad issued mobilization
orders on the evening of July 25, were those comprised in

groups

(1), (3),

and (4) above.®®

As Austria and Serbia had now broken off diplomatic
relations and were mobilizing against one another, the
Great Powers began to put forward a variety of proposals
for preserving peace.
ff., 266 ff.; R. KisBling, “Die osterreichisch-ungarKriegsvorbcrcitungcn und die Mobilisierungsmassnahmen gegen
Russland 1914,” in KSF, IV, 365-377, Juno, 1926 ; and the Diary Notes of
General F. Demus-Morau, Und., IV, 649-552, Aug., 1926.

S« Conrad, IV, 122

isdben

CHAPTER

VIII

PROPOSALS FOR PRESERVING PEACE
Eveeywiiere
sassination

it

wouM

was anticipated that the Sarajevo

asw

tighten dangerously the long-standing

tension between Austria and Serbia. Numerous proposals
were therefore made by all the Great Powers to prevent
this tension from developing into an' armed conflict between
the two exasperated countries, and, if this did break out,
to prevent it from involving the other Powers in a general

European

conflagration.

Some

Edward Grey’s suggestion

Sir

—such

of these proposals
for

‘‘direct

as

conversations”

between Austria and Russia, Germany’s plan of ‘‘localization,” and the Poincare-Sazonov move to head off an Austrian ultimatum
were made prior to the publication of
Berchtold’s demands on Serbia, .\fter the stiff ultimatum
became known, and especially after the diplomatic break
and commencement of mobilizations in Serbia and Austria,
the proposals for preserving peace came in a flood, sometimes running parallel and sometimes counter to one another.
They were often confused, and not always kept
perfectly clear and distinct even in the mir Is of their
authors.
Sir Edward Grey, for instance, bo n in writing
his memoirs and in July, 1914, did not grasp clearly the
importance of the distinction between mediation between
Austria and Russia and between Austria and Serbia.
Sazonov also, in his nervousness, put forth in rapid
succession so many suagestions that they became bew’ilder)ng- a suggestion to head off an Austrian ultimatum,^ to

—

1

See above, ch.

vi,

at notes 24-27.
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extend the time-limit,® to have Serbia appeal to the Great
Powers,® to have England and Italy collaborate with Austria to end the tension, to have Austria modify her ultimatum, even after it had been presented and answered,® to
have the Great Powers institute a kind of informal international supervision over Serbia to prevent anti-Austrian

and above all to have England restrain
Austria and Germany by proclaiming unmistakably her
solidarity with France and Russia.''
No wonder that at
plots in the future,®

the Britisli Foreign Office Sir Arthur Nicolson complained
“This is confusing. In three consecutive days
on July 27
M. Sa2 onov has made one suggestion and two proposals
all differing from each other.
One really does not know
one
is
with
M.
where
Sazonov, and I told Count Bencken;

.

dorflf

so this afternoon.”

.

.

®

Germany’s main solution, until she read the conciliatory
Serbian reply and began seriously to realize that Russia
would not remain quiet, was the “localization” of the
But this
conflict which she had been urging for a week.
was absolutely unacceptable to Russia and France, and
therefore to England.
As Sir Arthur Nicolson wrote to
Buchanan “The talk about localizing the war merely means
that all the Powers are to hold the ring while Austria quietly
strangles Serbia.
This to my mind is quite preposterous,
not to say iniquitous.” ®
Italy, embarrassed by her obligations to both groups of
:

Allied Powers,

and therefore

especially desirous of prevent-

ing a European war, hoped to work with England to this
end. On July 27 and 28 she made an excellent proposal.
2R.O.B., 4, 5; Schilling’s Diary, 33, 40; B.D.. H7, 118;
27-30.
3 See above, ch. vi, at note 45; and B.D., 125, 221.

A.R.B.,

II,

4B.D., 170.

®See below on “Direct Conversations” at notes
« B.D., 198, 203.

B.D., 101, 125.
239; and Minute, B.D., 249.
^

*July 28; B.D„
“Germany’s Belated Peace Efforts.”

84-87.

» Minute, B J)., 179.
See also below, ch. ix
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Powers would give the advice, even after the diplomatic break of July 25, Serbia might be induced even still

If the

to accept the Austrian

demands

in their entirety; Austria

would then be satisfied; Serbia would save her face by
yielding to Europe and not to Austria alone; and the
Powers could adjust the details by which Serbia would carry
out the demands of Austria. The proposal seemed to be
substantially acceptable to the Serbian Minister in Rome.

But in the end it came to nothing, largely because it was
not taken very seriously by the Entente Powers and was
crowded aside by their other proposals, and because Austria quickly complicated the situation by declaring war on
Serbia.^®,

To attempt

to give

an account of

all

proposals for preserving peace in July,
tedious

and

futile.

But

it

these numerous
1914, would be

will be useful to review briefly

at this point a few of those which were

and which were of special

made

before July

seemed to have
28,
the greatest prospect of being successful, or have often been
significance, or

not clearly understood. They are the various proposals of
Sir Edward Grey, and the so-called “Direct Conversations”
between Vienna and St. Petersburg.

England’s key position
In most of the peace proposals, Englr;.. d was generally recognized as holding the key to t'.
situation, for
several reasons. Her direct interests in t- .e Balkans were
less than those of the -other Great Powers, and, as Grey
reiterated, the merits of the Austro-Serbian dispute were
•

not his concern; it was only from the point of view of the
peace of Europe that he would concern himself with the
10B.D., 202, 231, 276, 328; F.YH., 72; K.D., 249, 357, 432; Dirr, p.
152 f
an anonymous article [by the French Ambassador in Rome,
Barrere?], "L'ltalie et les Responsabilites Austro-Allemandes de la
Guerre,” in Rev. des Deux Mondea, Oct. 1, 1927; M. Morhardt, ies
.

;

Preuves (Paris, 1924), pp. 249-27A
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and about this he felt great apprehension. Now,
during
the Balkan Wars, he was looked to as the
just as
man most impartial and best able to take steps toward
matter,,

calling an international conference or providing some other
means of preventing the two groups of Great Powers from
coming into conflict. Moreover, England was not bound
by any formal alliance with either group. And finally, it
was realized that with her great sea-power she would probably be able to exercise a decisive pressure, by whatever
attitude she might assume, both upon Franco-Russian and
Austro-German, as well as upon Itahan, policy. Therefore
Russia and France besought Grey to preserve peace, by
indicating energetically to Germany that if war came,
England would support them. And Germany besought him
to preserve peace by putting pressure on Russia to remain
quiet.

But Grey was unwilling, early in the crisis, to warn
Germany energetically, because his Cabinet was divided on
the question of England's eventual intervention; he could

make a

threat which he might not be able to carry
and he was fearful of saying anything which might
encourage France and Russia to let themselves in for war,
counting on support which the British Cabinet and Parliament might not be willing to render when the ordeal came.
It was only very gradually that he acceded to the urgings
of Russia and France, seconded by his own Secretaries,
Crowe and Nicolson, and gave warning hints to Germany
in the shape of announcements concerning the British Fleet,
and later in plainer terms to the German Ambassador,
Nor, on the other hand, was he willing to put restraint upon
Russia, for fear it might break down the solidarity of the
Triple Entente, cause "misunderstandings,” and possibly
wreck the Anglo-Russian Entente concerning the Middle

not

out;

East.

In the early summer of 1914, before the Sarajevo

trag-
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and even during the days immediately

edy,

following

it.

English minds were far more absorbed as to what might
happen in Ireland than in the Balkans. The eternal Irish
question threatened at last to reach a tragic culmination.
Ulster was arming, and openly defying the Asquith Govern-

ment

John French’s army. The
had also begun to arm. Ireland seemed on the verge of civil war. Hardly anyone in
England appeared to realize how the European situation
might be seriously menaced by a double murder in faraway Bosnia. Only a few men who had closely followed
Continental politics, like Sir Arthur Nicolson and Sir Eyre
Crowe; and perhaps Sir Edward Grey, at the Foreign Office,
to apply force through Sir

Irish Nationalist Volunteers

or

who were responsible

like

for the safety of the British Empire,

Lord Haldane at the

War

Office

and Winston

Churchill

became somewhat apprehensive. Yet
Lord Haldane had created a little standing army ready to
be sent across the Channel at a moment’s notice, and had
been organizing a larger territorial force for the protection
of England herself. And Winston Churchill had assembled
for maneuvers at Portsmouth what he proudly but justly

at the Admiralty,

naval power
The King
ever witnessed in the history of the wr.ld.
himself was present and inspected ships cf every class. On
the morning of the 19th [July] the whole Fleet put to
sea for exercises of various kinds. It took more than six
hours for this armada, every ship decked with flags and
calls

,,

“incomparably the greatest assemblage

of

crowded with bluejackets and marines, to pass, with bands
playing and at 15 knots, before the Royal Yacht, while
overhead the naval seaplanes and aeroplanes circled continuously. Yet it is probable that the uppermost thought
in the minds both of the Sovereign and those of his Ministers there present, was not the imposing spectacle of British
majesty and might defiling before their eyes, not the oppressive and even sultry atmosphere of Continental politics,
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but the haggard, squalid, tragic Irish quarrel which threatened to divide the British nation into two hostile camps.
after another the ships

One
Nab.

melted out of sight beyond the
longer journey than any of

They were going on a

us could

know.”

Aside from the fact that Sir Edward Grey’s time and
attention were largely absorbed at this time in Parliamentary affairs and the acute Irish situation, there' were
many reasons why he at first felt no serious alarm for the
peace of Europe. In spite of the persistent and funda-

mental undercurrent of friction caused by Germany’s naval
policy, his relations with Germany were on the whole better
than they had been for many months. The treaties concerning the Bagdad Railway and the Portuguese colonies
had been completed and initialed; they awaited only the
final signature, which was delayed owing to the fact that
Germany had to complete some arrangements with Turkey
concerning the railway, and Sir
the

secret

Anglo- Portuguese

Edward wanted to publish
Guarantee Declaration of

1899 along with the new German treaty, while Germany
wished to delay publication.*® Sir Edward Grey hoped

two treaties, settling two longstanding sources of irritation, would do much to produce a
better political atmosphere between Germany and England.
Another happy augury for more cordial relations was the
Though it was unforvisit of the British Fleet at Kiel.
tunately interrupted by the tragic news of Sarajevo, this
Kiel visit, according to the British Naval Attache, was a
great success, all the more so because of its non-political
character.
The Germans were honestly glad to see their
guests and were looking forward eagerly to a return visit
to an English port, being sick to death of the sight of
that the signing of these

11 Churchill, The World Crisis (London, 1923), p. 190 f.
12 GP., XXXVII, 96 ff., 452 fit.; Grey. I, 293, note; Gooch,
oj Bril. Ftyreign Policy, III, 477-481;
p. x.

Comb.

Hist,
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Heligoland, round which
centered.

One

their

monotonous naval work
was the fact that

surprise for the British

they were beaten in football and the other sports, in which
they had always supposed they had a monopoly of superiorAltogether the utmost good fellowship prevailed
ity.^®
between officers and men on both sides, and the comments
of

the Press were less acrid and irritating than usual.

in

Germany by

Also, the

alarm and suspicion which had been aroused
the “leak” of the secret negotiations

for

an Anglo-Russian naval convention, intended to strengthen
the solidarity of the Triple Entente and to satisfy Russia
and France as an offset to England’s Bagdad and Portuguese settlements with Germany, seemed to have been
relieved, if not entirely dispelled, by Grey’s denials in
Parliament. Lichnowsky assured him that his statement in
Parliament “had given great satisfaction in Berlin and had
had a reassuring effect,” and that Bethmann hoped that,

new developments or emergencies arose in the Balkans,
they would be discussed as frankly between Germany and
England as during the last Balkan crisis.” Grey agreed
cordially, sc that wffien Lichnowsky left for Kiel and a ten
days’ vacation in Germany, the two countries seemed to
be on unusually good terras. Grey believed that he could
successfully continue the main aims of h>' foreign policy:
the cultivation of more intimate relationo v/ith France and
Russia as a protection against Germany; the smoothing
out of causes of friction with Germany; and at the same
if

time the preservation of the peace of Europe by preventing
any questions which arose from throwing the two systems
of alliance into opposition.
Captain Hendetson’s report, July 3; B.D., 7.
Grey to Goschen, June 24; B.D., 4; Grey I, 293.
statement a week earlier to Goschen, that he had so
13

Cj. also Jagow’s

much confidence
mind was now com-

and straightforwardness that his
I, 283.
For German alarm at the negotiations
an Anglo-Russian Naval Convention, see GP,, XXXIX, 691 ff.
in Grey’s “loyalty

pletely at rest;” Grey,

for
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has often been said that war could have been avoided
if a Conference of the Powers could have met and
discussed the Austro-Serbian quarrel. This is quite probable. As none of the responsible statesmen wanted a European war, it is possible, even probable, that a way out of
even this most difficult Balkan conflict might have been
found in a Conference, as it had been found during the
crises=^of the Balkan Wars. The Conference which Sir
Edward Grey proposed in 1914, however, it may be noted,
was of four Powers England, France, Germany and Italy
^while the Conference which had succeeded in averting a
general European conflagration during the Balkan Wars
was of the six Great Powers, Russia and Austria being also
It

in 1914

—

—

included.

commonly asserted by Entente writers that
Edward Grey did his utmost to bring about a Conference, but that Germany vetoed it, and that her veto places
It is also

Sir

on her shoulders a further responsibility for the World
War. This is the impression which Viscount Grey gives
in his memoirs. He devotes most of a chapter to this question of “the Conference.”
Sazonov was ready, he says,
“to let the Conference have its chance, if Austria would
hold her hand. France and Italy were ready to cooperate.
Germany did not raise the objection I had feared, but,
.
while agreeing in principle, vetoed the Conference.
They [Bethmann and von Jagow] vetoed the only certain
.

,

means of peaceful settlement without, as far as I knew,
even referring it to Austria at all. ... I remember well the
impulse to say that, as Germany forbade a Conference, I
could do no more, and that it was on Germany that the
But this explanaresponsibility must rest if war came.”
tion is too simple, and is far from being whoUy true. Viscount Grey does not adequately indicate all vicissitudes
which his Conference idea met with, arising from various
*6 Grey,

I, 308,

311.
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other actions of his own, and from the objections and
it was received by Russia and France,

hesitations with which

as well as

by Germany and Austria. He did not in
any one clearly defined Conference

stick steadily to

fact

pro-

do anything and everything to avert a European war, made a variety of suggestions. Some of these, before being examined more in detail,
may be summarized as follows:
posal, but, in his genuine desire to

(1)

Ar

early suggestion for “direct conversations” be-

tween Vienna and

St.

President Poincare.

Petersburg, which was vetoed by

The

“direct conversations” which did

take place between Austria and Russia, July 26-28, which

Grey and Nicolson regarded as “the best method,” and
which the Russian and German Governments both thought
preferable to a Conference, were the consequence of a suggestion, not by Grey, but by the German Ambassador at
St. Petersburg.

(2) A proposal for mediation between Austria and
Russia by the four less directly interested Powers, “accepted
in principle” by Germany, but disliked by Russia and

France.
(3)

A

proposal for mediation between

Austria and

Serbia in a Conference of Ambassadors, made under the influence of Russia and M. Paul Cambon, at first rejected by
Germany and Austria, but later accepted in modified form

and bona fide by Germany, though not by Austria.
grey's PROPOSAIi FOR “DIRECT CONVERSATIOWii” BETWEEN

VIENNA AND

ST.

PETERSBURG

In the intervals of the Irish trouble Sir Edward Grey
had conversations with Prince Lichuowsky on July 9, 15,
and 20.‘® The German Ambassador urged England to
exercise restraint upon Russia.
But Sir Edward Grey became more cautious and more regardful of Russia’s point of
iG B.D., 41, 68;

KD..

30, 82, 02.

,
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view. It would all depend, he told Lichnowsky, on what
kind of measures Austria might take. “Should a tremendously excited feeling arise in Russia as a result of Austrian military measures, he would not be in a position to

hold Russian policy in check, and, in view of the vexation
existing at the moment in Russia against England,
he

would have to have some regard for Russia’s sensitive

feel-

He

gently hinted that “the more Austria’ could
keep her' demand within reasonable limits, and the stronger
the justification she could produce for making any demand,
ings.”

more chance there would be of smoothing things over.”
And, he added, he “hated the idea of a war between any of
the Great Pow'ers, and that any of them should be dragged
Lichnowsky,
into a war by Serbia would be detestable.”
on his part, remained pessimistic as to his own Governthe

ment’s intentions, but optimistic as to Grey’s efforts for
peace and belief that “a peaceful solution would be found.”
To his hope that Russian and English influence would persuade Serbia to agree to justifiable demands, Grey repbed
that “everything would depend on the form of satisfaction

demanded. ...

He

[Grey] hoped that the quarrel might

be settled and localized, for the idea of a war between the

Great Powers of Europe must be repelled under all circumstances.”
Meanwhile, however, the vituperations of the AustroiTThis vexation arose from British irritation at the aggressive conof Russian consul.s in Persia, and from Rus.sian irritation at the
Aaglo-Persian Oil Agreement of 1913, which secured to the British Admiralty oil monopolies at the head of the Persian Gulf in the “neutral
sphere;” these wore valued at |200, 000,000, and would provide fuel for the
bewest and largest type of English naval vessels which Winston Church111 had just decided should be equipped as oil-burners (c/. Churchill, pp.
(29-135; B.D., p. x.). To smooth away this vexation and to strengthen
the solidarity of the Triple Entente was one of President Poincare’s objectE
Poincare, Les Oriffines de Ug
in his visit to Russia at this time (C/.
iluct

Querre, pp. 201

f.;

B.D., 49, 75, 164, 318).

Lichnowsky to Bcthmann, July 15; K.D., 52
19 Grey to Rumbold, July 20; BJJ., 68.
99 Lichnowsky to Bethmann, July 20; K.D., 92.
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Serbian Press campaign became more bitter and dangerous,
and the reports from the Balkans more alarming.®^ Official

Edward Grey from \ienna, based on
from Count Liitzow, formerly
Austrian Ambassador in Rome and now an intimate associate of Count Bcrchtold, which foreshadowed a very stifi
ultimatum.-- From Paris Grey received militaristic clippings from the Matin and the Temps; the latter was pub-

reports reached Sir
confidential

information

lishing a series of very chauvinistic articles from their
Russian correspondent, setting forth Russia’s great increase
in military strength and preparedness for war with Germany.^® And from St, Petersburg Buchanan reported m
no uncertain terms Sazonov’s statement that “anything in
the shape of an Austrian ultimatum at Belgrade could not

leave Russia indifferent, and she might be forced to take
some precautionary military measures.”
TSotmg these more stormy indications on the sinking
political barometer, Sir Edward Grey deemed it opportune

throw out a cautious peace proposal. Acceding neither to
Lichnow'sky’s desire that he should put restraining pressure
on Russia, which he knew would be resented by the two
other members of the Triple Entente, nor to the desire of
Russia for restraining pressure upon Ai; -ia,®® which he
to

feared would be equally resented at Vien?

and at

Berlin,®*

He
Edward Grey chose a more cautious r
made the confidential su^estion to Sir ieorge Buchanan
in Russia of what were later called “direct conversations”
idle course.

Sir

.

between Vienna and

St.

Petersburg:

Government have been
and that proceedings at the trial at Sarajevo will

It is possible that the Serbian

negligent,

21 B.D., 43, 45, 53, 55, 61, 62.
22 B.D., 50, 55, 56; quoted above, oh. v, at note 95.

23B.D.,
24

52, 66.

Buchanan

to Grey, July 18; BJ>., 60.
28B.D., 39, 60.
2eC7. Minutes on BD., V8.

;
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show that the murder of the Archduke was planned on
If Austrian demands in Serbia are kept
within reasonable limits, and if Austria can produce justifiSerbian territory.

making them, I hope every attempt will be made
any breach of the peace. It would be very desirable that Austria and Russia should discuss things
together if they become diflScult. You can speak in this
cation for

to prevent

sense

A

if

occasion seems to require

couple of days later Sir

idea for "direct conversations”

it.®^

Edward Grey set forth his
more fully to the Russian

Ambassador in London, who evidently did not
and to Buchanan

relish

it,

Count Benckendorff to-day of the apprehenand Serbia. ... I said it was very
desirable that the Russian Government should communicate
directly with the Austrian Government.
Count BenckendorfF spoke of the difficulty of making a friendly communication in Vienna at present there was nothing to go on.
I said I had been thinking what might be done if I were
I spoke to

sion felt about Austria

.

.

.

;

M.

might be possible for M. Sazonov
Ambassador in St. Petersburg; to
refer to the statements in the press that Austria was going
to make some demand on Serbia; to emphasize the strength
of pro-Serb feeling in Russia, and how strong and irresistible
this feeling might become if there was a crisis; and then
to ask the Austrian Government to take Russia into their
confidence by telling them exactly the extent and nature
of their grievance against Serbia, and what they felt it
necessary to ask. It might be then possible for the Russian
Government to get the Austrian demand kept within reain

Sazonov’s place.

It

to send for the Austrian

sonable limits.
I also said that I had told Mr. des Graz, who was proceeding to Belgrade at the end of this week as our Minister
there, that it was not our business to take violent sides in
this matter, and that what he could say in Belgrade must
depend on what case the Austrians presented. If thev
Grey tc Buchanan, July 20; BD.,

67.
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proved that the plot to assassinate the Archduke Franz
Ferdinand had been prepared and organized on Serbian
territory, and that Austria had real grounds of complaint
against Serbia, it would be possible for him to urge in Belgrade that the Serbian Government really ought to give
to Austria the utmost assurances they could for the preven-

tion of such plots against Austria being carried on in Serbia
in future.*®

This suggestion of Sir Edward Grey’s was an excellent
it met with instant and emphatic condemnation
from President Poincare, when Buchanan proposed it to
him during the visit to St. Petersburg:
one, but

His Excellency [President Poincare] expressed opinion
that a conversation d deux between Austria and Russia

would be very dangerous at the present moment, and seemed
favorable to moderating counsels by France and England at
Vienna.*®

“Very dangerous” to have Austria and Russia converse
with a view to coming to a friendly and peaceful solution

One rubs one’s eyes to see
one has read aright. Very dangerous to what? Certa.uily
not to the peace of Europe. But perhaps to M. Poincare’s
policy of having the Triple Entente stand as a solid block
of the Austro-Sei'bian conflict?
if

in opposition to

Germany and

Austria, refusing conciliatory

arrangements with either of them, and preparing to

them

force

to accept diplomatic defeat or fight against superior

For more than two years he had sought to tighten
the Triple Entente in every -vay possible, and to prevent
separate understandings by any one of its members with
forces.

Germany

or Austria.

He had

repudiated

M. Rene’s

efforts

28 B.D., 79.
For Grey’s proposals to the Austrian Ambassador for
“direct conversation,” see B.D., 86; and A.R.B., I, 59.
28 Buchanan to Grey, July 22; B.D., 76 (omitted from B.B.B.). Poincare (IV, 252) merely alludes to this in a couple of sentences, and gives

an incorrect reference in his footnote (“73” for “76”).
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at conciliation by greater autonomy to Alsace-Lorraine.*®
Crozier, the French Ambassador at Vienna, sought

When M.

between Austria and Russia
on the
Paris Bourse, M. Poincare thwarted his efforts; then he
recalled him and replaced him by M. Dumaine, a less capable man, but a more docile instrument of his own policies.
And in his memoirs he seeks to discredit M. Crozier by
heaping ridicule upon his “Olympian thoughts,” “vague
suggestions which he mistook for ideas,” and “cloudy vato establish better relations

and France, and the

listing of Austrian securities

According to Izvolski,

porings.”

M.

Poincare claimed

have prevented the success of the Haldane Mission
and the Anglo-German negotiations for a naval understandDuring the Balkan Wars he never wanted Sazonov
ing.®*
to enter upon any separate negotiations without first concerting a policy with the two other members of the Triple
also to

Entente.

M. Poincare's contemporary telegrams and his later
memoirs continually reiterate the desire to have the Triple
Entente always concert together their line of action before
any one of them approached Germany or Austria.*® So
now, in the more serious crisis of July, 1914, quite in keeping
with his whole policy since he became Minister of Foreign
Affairs in January, 1912, he thought “a conversation d deux
between Austria and Russia would be very dangerous.”
After Poincare’s decisive disapproval of “direct converdoubtful whether Buchanan even mentioned
the idea to Sazonov, since his telegram to Grey, quoted
above, does not speak of it, but continues:
sations” it

is

8® Cf. Bourgeois et Pages, p. 343 f. Poincare, I, 125 ff, 138 ff. ; and the
was forced to rnake in the Rev. des Deux Sondes,
Feb. 15, 1926, p. 885 ff.
.*tC/. Poincare, I, 238-274; Ph. Crozier, “L'Autriche et I'avant;

retraction which he

guerre,” in La Revue de France, April 1 to June 1, 1921.
32 Izvolski to Sazonov, Dec. 5, 1812; M.F.R., p. 309;
Stieve, II, 377; c/. also PoinoarS, I, 165 ff.

*3 Sea above, Vol.

I, chs.

IV, V, paeeim.

LN.,

I,
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I also spoke to the Minister of Foreign Affairs,

whom

\

His Excellency said that if Austria
could prove plot had been hatched in Serbia there was no
objection to her asking Serbian Government to institute
judicial inquiry, and this, he believed, Serbia was ready to
do.
He thought, however, it would be advisable for three
Governments [Russia, France and England] to counsel

met

later in the day.

moderation at Vienna. This should be done in friendliest
manner, and should not take the form of any collective
action. He begged me to telegraph to you in this sense, and
said he would speak to the President of the Republic to-day
on the subject.^^

These telegrams from Sir.Geoi'ge Buchanan show that
both Poincare and Sazonov wanted to have Russia, France
and England put pressure on Austria, which would force
her to abandon her plans at the behest of the Triple
Entente. And in fact, before President Poincare's departure from Russia, Sazonov told Buchanan that the Russian
Ambassador in Vienna was being instructed to concert with
his French and British colleagues “with a view to giving
friendly counsels of moderation,” and hoped that Grey

would give similar

instructions.

But the

British Foreign

disapproved the suggestion and Grey
decided not to act on it until next day.^® Next morning
he was informed of the text of the ultimatum which had
already been presented at Belgrade the night before. Since
England had delayed to fall in with the Poincare-Sazonov
plan and the ultimatum had already been presented, the
French and Russian Ambassadors at Vienna made no use
Office

Secretaries

of their instructions to

have the Triple Entente give Aus-

tria the intended warning.®®

Thus
34

Sir

Edward Grey’s

Buchanan
Buchanan

first

peace proposal for “direct

to Grej', July 22; B.D., 76.
to Grey, July 23, and Minutes; B.D., 84; for the details
of this abortive move, see above, ch. vi, at notes 24-27.
*® Bunsen to Grey, July 24; B.D., 97.
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Petersburg

fell

to Poincare’s decisive disapproval

to

and

desire to substitute in its place Triple

Vienna.

The

Entente pressure at
direct conversations which Sazonov consented

July 26-28, after Poincare had left Russia and no longer exercised such an immediate influence on
the Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs, were owing tc
the initiative, not of Sir Edward Grey, but of the German
to

undertake

later,

Ambassador in

St. Petersburg.®’

grey’s proposal for mediation
AND RUSSIA

between AUSTRIA

On

the morning of Friday, July 24, Count Mensdorff
called at Downing Street to communicate the Austrian Note
to Serbia and the reasons for it. Sir Edward Grey’s report
of the interview
I said

.

.

shows his alarm
.

that I thought

for the peace of
it

Europe:

a great pity that a time-

and such a short time-limit, had been introduced at
this stage, and the note Seemed to me the most formidable
document I had ever seen addressed by one State to another
that was independent.
I was not, however, making these eomments in order to
limit,

.

.

.

discuss the merits of the dispute between Austria-Hungary

and Serbia; that was not our concern. It was solely from
the point of view of the peace of Europe that I should concern myself with the matter, and I felt great apprehension.
I must wait to hear the views of other Powers, and no
doubt we should consult with them to see what could be
done to mitigate difficulties.®®

This was a very busy and harassing day for Sir Edward.
The Buckingham Palace Conference had just broken down
and failed to bring about any solution of the Irish question.
See below, at notes 80-83.

Grey to British Ambassadors in Europe, July 24, 1:30 P.M.; B.D.,
Confirmed by Mensdorff to Berchtold, July 24, 2;S0 P.M.; A.RB., IL

38
91.
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A Cabinet Meeting was to be held on it in the afternoon.
On top of this problem now came Mensdorff's news of
the ominous Austrian ultimatum.
]\I.

Cambon and

Grey had

to talk with

Prince Lichnowsky, and he naturally took

the French Ambassador

Grey proposed to him mediation between Austria and Russia by the four less directly
interested Powers
Germany and Italy representing the
Triple Alliance, and England and France representing the
Triple Entente. As this might mean that France would be
first.

—

expected to exert a moderating influence on her ally, Cambon did not like the idea. He preferred mediation between
•

Austria and Serbia, w'hich would probably

mean

that Aus-

would have to back down in some of her demands upon
Serbia and accept a diplomatic defeat. How Cambon subtly
tried to shift Sir Edward Grey over from mediation between
Austria and Russia to mediation between Austria and
Serbia may be seen in Grey’s despatch to the British Amtria

bassador in Paris:

r told M. Cambon that this afternoon I was
German Ambassador, who some days ago had

to see the

asked

me

privately to exercise 'moderating influence in St. Petersburg.

I would say to the Ambassador that, of course, if the presentation of this ultimatum to Servia did not lead to trouble

between Austria and Russia, we need not c-mcern ourselves
about it; but, if Russia took the view of ^ne Austrian ultimatum, which it seemed to me that aT:y Power interested
in Serbia would take, I should be quite powerless, in face
of the terms of the ultimatum, to exercise any moderating
influence.
I would say that I thought the only chance of
any mediating or moderating influence being exercised was
that Germany, France, Italy, and ourselves, who had not
direct interests in Serbia, should act together for the sake
of peace, simultaneously in Vienna and St. Petersburg.
M. Cambon said that, if there was a chance of media-

by the four Powers, he had no doubt that his Government would be glad to join in it; but he pointed out that

tion
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,we could not say anything in St. Petersburg till Russia
had expressed some opinion or taken some action. But,
when two days were over, Austria would march into Serbia,
for the Serbians could

not possibly accept the Austrian de-

would be compelled by her public opinion
to take action as soon as Austria attacked Serbia, and therefore, once the Austrians had attacked Serbia, it would be too
late for any mediation.
I said that I had not contemplated anything being said
in St. Petersburg until after it was clear that there must be
trouble between Austria and Russia. I had thought that if
Austria did move into Serbia, and Russia then mobilised,
it would be possible for the four Powers to urge Austria to
stop her advance, and Russia also to stop hers, pending
mediation. But it would be essential for any chance of

mand.

Ru.ssia

success for such a step that

M. Gambon

said that

Germany

it

should participate in

would be too

it.

late after Austria

had once moved against Serbia The important thing was
by mediation in Vienna. The best chance of
this being accepted would be that Germany should propose
to gain time

it

to the other Powers.
I said that

by

this he

meant

a mediation between Austria

and Serbia.

He

replied that

I said that I

it

w'as so.

would talk to the German Ambassador

this

afternoon on the subject.®®

In short, Grey said mediation at Vienna and St. Petersit was clear that there must be trouble
:

burg, but only “after

between Austria and Russia.” Gambon said: intervene
with mediation at Vienna between Austria and Serbia at
once, and get Germany to propose it.
Gambon’s account of this interview with Grey, however,
supposing it is correctly given in the French Yellow Book,
never mentioned Grey’s mediation proposal in the form
Grey really made it to him. Already, earlier that same
*• Grqr to Bertie. July 24;

BJ>,

98.

:

.S7l>

nn-rning,

the origins of THE WORLD WAR
Cambon had heard of the Austrian

the Serbian Minister in London,
get into touch with Benckendorff
iVoiii

In consultation with
extremely

my

ultimatum

and had hastened

to

Russian colleague, who thinks

Government not to sujiport
wc have been asking ourselves what intervention
could avert the conflict. As Sir Edward Grey has summoned
it

difficult

for his

Serbia,

nie Tor the afternoon, I propose to suggest tliat he ask
for

the semi-official intervention of the

Vienna to prevent a sudden

Cambon

did

in

German Government

at

attack.-*®

fact urge

upon Grey mediation

at

\'icnna to prevent an Austrian attack on Serbia, as is seen
from Grey’s long despatch to Bertie quoted above. But

Cambon

either failed to get the point of Grey’s

own

original

susigestion as to mediation

between Austria and Russia,
or he purposely Cambonized it to fit in with what he had
already agreed with the Russian Ambassador as we see
from his own account of his interview with Grey:

Edward Grey having

discussed with me his desire
no stone unturned to avert the crisis, we agreed
in thinking that the British Cabinet might ask the German
Government to take the initiative in apj.; jaching Vienna
with the object of offering mediation bct*.oen Austria and
Serbia, of the four Powers which are not directly interested.
If Germany agrees, time -Rull he gained, and this is the
Sir

to leave

essential point.
Sir Edward Grey told m;* ne would discuss
Lichnowsky the proposal I 1 ve just explained.

with. Prince
.

.

.

[After

the interview with Grej",

Janibon again talked with his
Russian colleague]. Count Benckendorff thinks it right to
attempt the demarche upon -which I have agreed with Sir

Edward

Gi'cy.^i

^OP. Cambon

to Bienvenu-Martin, July 24; F.Y.B.. 33.
to Bieuvenu-Martin, July 24; F.-VB., 32; evidently this
telegram, which the editors of the Yellow Book print under No. 32 iould
follow, not precede, that printed under No. 33, and quoted just above.

Cambon

;
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to Paris this

same

lYiday afternoon or evening, and did not return until late
Monday night, July 27/® What his purpose was in going
thither, or what he did there, is not revealed by any of the
documents in the French Yellow Book. Perhaps it was

merely to give aid and counsel to Bienvenu-Martin, who
was inexperienced iti foreign affairs and somewhat at
sea as to his bearings, with a storm gathering

and the pilot
and captain of the French ship still absent somewhere in
the Baltic. The temporary withdrawal of Carnbon's strong
personality and influence on Sir Edward Grey seriously
worried the Russian Ambassador who wrote to Sazor.ov
on Sunday; “Unfortunately Cambon is away, and will not
return until Tuesday morning. I have asked that he be
begged to speed his return. I fear that Grey is not sure
of his public opinion, and he doubts if he will be supported,
if he engages himself any further.”
On Friday afternoon, after his interview with Cambon,
and after a long and wearisome Cabinet on the Irish question, Sir Edward Grey saw Prince Lichnowsky,
After the
latter had given him the German communique defending
Austria’s action and urging a “localization” of the conflict,
Sir Edward Qrey replied that if the ultimatum did not
lead to trouble between Austria and Russia, he “had no
concern with it.” But he was apprehensive of the view
Russia might take. Referring to Lichnowsky’s previously
42 The next despatch from the French Embas^ in London, reporting
Grey’s Friday evening interview with Lichnowsky (F.Y.B., 37), is signed,
not by Cambon, but by Fleuriau, the French Charge d’Affaires. Fleuriau
continued to sign despatches (F.YB., 40, 63, 66, 68, 69, 71) for the next
three days, and on July 27 informed the British Foreign Office (B.D,
173):
"M. Cambon returns at 11 this evening.” His presence in Paris
is indicated in F,Y.B., 53, and B.D., 183.
In telling his story of the
tragic days before the War to M. Rocouly, Cambon says nothing of his
Paris visit, and does not begin his narrative until the events of July 31
Recouly, Les Heures Tragiques d’avant Guerre, ch. ii, “A Londres ^Recit

—

de

M. Paul Cambon.”
*3 Benckendotff to Sazonov, July 26; L.N., II, 329.
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expressed hope that he would exercise moderating

he said that now,

influence

view of the extraordinarily stiflt character of the Austrian Note, he “felt quite
helpless as far as Russia was concerned.”
He then made
his own mediation proposal, and added to it Gambon’s plan
at St. Petersburg,

in

for restraining Austria:

The only chance

.

I

could see of mediating or moderating
was that the four Powers, Ger-

influence being effective,

many,

Italy,

France and ourselves, should work

together

simultaneously at Vienna and St. Petersburg in favor of
moderation in the event of the relations between Austria

and Russia becoming threatening
The immediate danger was that in a few hours Austria
might marcli into Serbia and Russian Slav opinion demand
that Russia should march to help Serbia; it would be very
•

desirable to get Austria not to precipitate military action

and so to gain more time.

But none of us could influence
Germanv would propose and

Austria in this direction unless

participate in such action at Vienna.'**

Next day, having heard from Buchanan that M. Sazonov
“thought that Russia would at any rate have to mobilize,” *®
Sir Edward Grey made to Russia his proposal for mediation
between Austria and Russia by the four less directly interested Powers.*®

In view of the sweeping rtatement often made that Germany blocked all Sir Edv/afd Grey’s peace proposals, it is
interesting to note the attitude of Germany, and compare
it with that of Russia
France.

Germany

at once

e’

^-ressed

approval.

On

Saturday

For Lichnowsky|8

Grey to Rumbold, July 24, 7:45 P.M.: B.D.. 99.
account of this conversation see K.D., 157, and A.R.B., II, 15. Greys
telegram was also sent to Brit’di Ambassadors in Paris, St. Petersbuig,
Vienna, and Rome for then '* 'rmation.
46B.D., 101.
46 He explained it directly to Count Benckendoiff in London (B.D.,
132), and telegraphed it to Buchanan in St. Petersburg (July 25, 2:15
4*

PJil.; B.D., 112).

—
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morning, July 25, when the British Charge at Berlin presented it, the German Foreign Office was stiU optimistic
that the conflict could be localized.
that Berchtold

had

told the Russian

that “Austria-Hungary

It had been informed
Ambassador in Vienna

had no intention

of seizing Serbian

thought that this assurance might exercise
territory.”
a calming effect at St. Petersburg, but if not if the relations between Austria and Russia became threatening
then Germany “was quite ready to fall in with your
[Grey’s] suggestion as to the four Powers working in favor
of moderation at Vienna and St. Petersburg.”
Meanin
London,
arrival
while,
before the
of this. Sir Edward
Grey and the German Ambassador again discussed the
proposal for mediation between Austria and Russia. Prince
Lichnowsky said “he thought Austria might with dignity
It

—

accept

and expressed himself personally favorable.”

it,

Grey endorsed this, and said that “between Serbia and
Austria I [Grey] felt no title to intervene, but as soon as
it was a question between Austria and Russia, it was a
question of the peace of Europe, in which we must all take
a hand.
The participation of Germany would be essential to any diplomatic action for peace.”
In response to
Lichnowsky’s report of this conversation and urgent advice
to cooperate with England, the German Foreign Office
immediately reaffirmed its approval of mediation between
Austria and Russia, should “localization” become im.

.

.

possible:
Sir E. Grey’s distinction between Austro-Serbian and
Austro-Russian conflict entirely to the point. In the former
we do not want to interfere any more than England; as
hitherto we hold that the question ought to remain localized
through the non-interference of all the Powers. . . . Should

<TRumbold

to Grey, July 25, 3:16

PM.;

B.D., 122.

Grey to Rumbold, July 25, 3 PM.; B.D., 116. C/. Lichnowsky
to Bethmann, July 25, 2:02 P.M. (KJ), 180), and bis letter to Jagow
(KJ), 179).
*8
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an Austro-Scrbian

known

strife arise,

we

are ready, reserving our

treaty obligations, to have mediation begin between

Austria and Russia^®

After receiving this, Lichnowsky informed Grey, who
was out of town, in a written note: “My Government
accepts your suggested mediation d quatre.”

What was

the attitude of Russia and France toward the
mediation proposal?
The Russian Ambassador
objected to it, as we learn from a despatch of Grey to
Buchanan w’hich was suppressed from the British Blue
British

Book

of 1914;

Count Benckendorff to-day of what I had said
this morning as to tlic possibility
of Germany, Italy, France and ourselves work’ng together
in Vienna and St. Petersburg to secure peace after Austria
and Russia had mobilized.
Count Benckendorff was very apprehensive that what I
said would give Germany the impression that France and
England were detached from Russia.®^
I told

to the

German Ambassador

isJaRow

Lichnowsky, July

25, 11:05 P.M.; K.D., 192.
writers, to prove that Germany blocked Grey’s
proposal, point to the fact that it was wirelessed to the Kaiser in Norway,
who made the marginal note: “This is superfluous! Austria has already
60 B.D,,

to

145.

Some

explained to Russia, and Grey cannot propose eoything else. I will
not join in unless Austria expressly requests it. which is not likely.
In questions of honor and vital interests one d.^c.s not consult others
(K.D., 157). This marginal note, like so many of the Kaiser’s aniiot>
tions, is interesting for a study of his psychology.
But it exercised no
practical influence upon the actual course of events as far as this mediation proposal of Grey’s was concerned; because the Gci’man Government

—

their approval through Lichnowsky, and, by the
time the marginal note reached the Ge'man Foreign Office on July 27
(.ibid., note 13), the situation had alrealy essentially changed, and Grey
had made another proposal. On this s'.me day, July 27, the Kaiser him'f‘lf returned to Pot.sdam, and was very soon ready, as indicated later, to
aveept mediation on the basi.s of the Austrian occupation of Belgrade.
01 Grey to Buchanan, July 25; B.D., 132, and note. The note, however, is mi.sicading in .saying that, while Benckcndoi-fT demurred to Greys
proposal, “M. Sazonov according to No. 125, was prepared to accept
the idea;’’ Sazonov, in B.D., 125, .was talking about mediation between
Austria and Serbia, BOt between Austria and Russia. This letter of Greys

had already expressed
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took a negative attitude toward

Edward Grey’s proposal for mediation between Austria
and Russia. As has been indicated above, it was made to
Gambon around mid-day on Friday, July 24; but it made
Sir

no impression on him, owing perhaps to his eagerupon Grey the plan for mediation between
Austria and Serbia, which he and Count Benckeiidorff had
agreed upon together. Nor did Gambon report it' to his
Government. Sir Edw’ard waited in vain for any reply
from the French. He had to admit next day to Lichnowsky
that “he did not yet know whether France would participate. He had talked with Gambon, but had so far received
no reply. He counted firmly on the assent of "France,
although he did not know how far she was already comlittle

or

ness to impress

mitted to Russia.”

Thus,

it

who

France;

was not so much Germany, as Russia and

failed to give approval to Sir
proposal for mediation by the four Powers
Russia should mobilize.

Edward
if

Grey’s

Austria and

grey’s proposal for a conference of
AMBASSADORS, JULY' 26

On Saturday evening, July 25, (he European situation
had taken a decided turn for the worse. Austria had broken
off diplomatic relations at Belgi'aitc, and Austria and Serbia
had ordered mobilization against each other. In Russia
war excitement and the military party were in the a.^cendant, the Tsar had sanctioned provisionally the mobilization of 1,100,000 men, and measures of the “Period Preparatory to War” were about to be put into effect. But the
news of these ominous events had not yot reached London,
where a more hopeful tone prevailed than the day before,
of which

!i

the JJluc

Book

part is licrc qizolod. was at first inchidnl in the draft copy of
of ItiM a.s No. iS. but then di'h’ted by Sir Falivard tSrey's
ilircciion. nnd No. 2S wa.s markral “Xil."
•'“-Lichnowsky to Ucthmaiin, July 25; K.D., ISO; r-l. also R.D., 116.
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upon the first news of the Austrian ultimatum. There came
rumor untrue as it turned out that Serbia had accepted
the Austrian demands. Germany had expressed approval
of mediation by the four Powers at Vienna and St. Petersburg, if “localization” failed and the situation between
Austria and Russia became threatening. As the situation
seemed more hopeful, some of the British Cabinet left
London 'for Sunday in the country. Winston Churchill,
who had arranged to spend the day with his family at
Cromer, decided not to alter his plan, and went peacefully
to bed w’ith a feeling that things might blow over. Sunday
morning he went down to the beach and played with his
children, .damming up the little rivulets which trickled down
to the sea as the tide went out. Sir Edward Grey, for his
part, went down for Sunday rest to Itchen Abbas and his
beloved birds and woods. Sir Arthur Nicolson w'as left in

—

a

—

cliarge at the Foreign Office.

But on Sunday morning, those who had remained in
London began to realize that the danger was greater than
ever.

At noon, Winston Churchill

w'as called

up from

the

Admiralty, and decided to return to London that evening.
Without waiting for him, but with his approval, the

Admiralty sent out at 4 P. M. the secret and significant
order that the fleet was not to disperse for maneuvers as
hitherto intended, but w'as to remain concentrated at Portland.®*
At the Foreign Office Sir Arthur Nicolson found
much bad news which had come in overnight. Austria and
Serbia had severed diplomatic relations. Serbia had ordered
mobilization and removed the Government from Belgrade
to Nish.
From Vienna Bunsen reported that “war is
thought to be imminent.” It was reported that the German
fleet had received orders to concentrate off the Norwegian
coast and that the Kaisei had given up his northern cruise
and was returning direct to Kiel, a -step which the German
6« Churchill, p. 199 ff.; Corbett, Ifaval Operations, I, 24.
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Foreign Office regretted as likely to cause speculation and
excitement.®^ From Buchanan in St. Petersburg came a
long telegram:
[Sazonov] thought that, in the event of an Austrian
Government would abandon Belgrade and
withdraw their forces to the interior, while they would at
the same time appeal to Powers to help them. His Excellency was in favor of such an appeal.
Were Serbia to
appeal to Powers, Russia would be quite ready to stand
aside and leave question in hands of England, France, Italy
attack, Serbian

.

.

.

and Germany.
[After telling of the Tsar’s approval of the contingent
mobilisation of 1,100,000 men, Paleologue’s “formal assurance that France placed herself unreservfedly on Russia’s

and his inquiry “whether the British flee’t was prepared to play part assigned to it by Anglo-French Naval
Convention,” Buchanan continued:] His Excellency [Sazonov] assured me once more that he did not wish to precipitate a conflict, but unless Germany can restrain Austria
I can regard situation as desperate. Russia cannot allow
Austria to crush Serbia and become predominant Power in
the Balka^ns, and, secure of support of France, she will face
all the risks of war.
For ourselves position is a most
perilous one, and we shall have to choose between giving
Russia our active support or renouncing her friendship. If
wc fail her now we cannot hope to maintain that friendly
cooperation with her in Asia that is of such vital importance
side,”

to

iis.®®

This telegram, indicating that “Russia, secure of support of France, wiU face all the risks of war,” might well
have prompted Sir Edward Grey to the conclusion that it
** For all this bad news, see B.D., 130-138.
,05 Buchanan to Grey, July 25, 8 P.M., received 10:30 F.M.; B.D.,
125.
C/. BJ3.B., 17, in which the paraphrase of 1914 alters the meaning
in the second sentence of the last paragraph by adding three words to
read, "if s?ie feels secure of support of France, she [Russia] will face all
the risks of war.” See alsp above, ch. vi, at note 109, for important nasfiages omitted from the British Blue Book of 1914.
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was high time to attciupt to exercise a moderating influence
at St. Petersburg— if he preferred to place the preservation
of the peace of Europe above the maintenance of the Triple
But he did not. Although Buchanan at St,
Entente.
Petersburg in the early part of the

The

from London.

crisis

upon Russia, no such

exercise restraint

attempted

effort

to

was made

British Foreign Office took the stand

Crowe on July

expressed in a minute by Sir E.

25;

The moment has passed when
sible to

enlist

it might liave been posFrench support in an effort to hold back

Russia.
It is clear

that France and Russia are decided to accept

the challenge thrown out to tliem.

Whatever we may

think

of the merits of the Au.“trian chai'go.s against “Serbia, France
,

and Russia consider that those arc the
the bigger

caii.se

pretexts, and that

of Triple Alliance versus Triple Entente

is

definitely engaged.

would be impolitic, not to say dangerous, for
attempt to controvert this opinion, or to endeavor to obscure the plain issue, by any reprcscn'atiou
at St. Petersburg anti Paris.
Our interests arc tied up with those of France and Russia
in this struggle, which is not for the possession of Serbia,
but one between Germany aiming at a politic.al dictatorship
I tiiink it

England

to

.

in

.

.

Europe and the Powers wlio

desire to retain individual

freedom.-'’®

England expected Germany to exercise restraint upon
Austria not to lno^'e against Serbia, but unless Germany
did so England was unwilling to exercise any restraint upon
her Entente friends. Here was the evil of the system of
alliances.
On neither side was a Power willing to put out
a restraining hand upon its ally or friend for fear of destroying the alliance or friendship. liistead, therefore, of dispatching a moderating tedegram to St. Poter.^iburg. England
now merely decided to make a new peace proposal Sir
s«B.D.,

10*-.
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Arthur Nicolson, noting Sazonov’s suggestion to Buchanan
quoted above, wrote to Sir Edward Grey at Itchen Abbas:
I

think that the only hope of avoiding a general conflict
that you should telegraph to Berlin, Paris,
.

would be

.

.

Rome, asking that they shall authorise their Ambassadors
here to join you in a Conference to endeavour to find an
issue to prevent complications and that abstention on all
sides

from active military operations should be requested
and St. Petersburg pending results of

of Vienna, Serbia,

conference.®^

Grey at once approved, and on July
this

26, at 3 P. M.,
proposal for a Conference of Ambassadors of the four

Powers was dispatched to Paris, Berlin and Rome.
also

repeated to the British representatives at

burg,

Nish and Vienna with instructions

to

It

was

St. Peters-

endeavor to

prevent active military operations pending the results of a
Conference, as soon as they had received similar instruc-

from their Italian, French and German colleagues.®*
This proposal for a Conference of Ambassadors at London- at first sight seemed a good one and was certainly made
with sincerity. A similar Conference of Ambassadors at
London under Sir Edward Grey’s leadership had functioned
successfully during .the Balkan Wars to prevent that cancerous trouble from spreading to the rest of Europe.
tions

had exasperated the
Vienna and made the very word “Conference” anathema to them.®® But the Ambassadorial Conference during the Balkan Wars was not quite the same
thing as that which Grey was now proposing. The London
Incidentally, however, its decisions
authorities in

6TB.D., 139.
26, 3 P.M.; B.D., 140, 141.
A.R.B., III, 79. Sir Franci.-s Bcrlic alio gathered from the German Ambassador in Paris "that Austrians are particularly suspicious of
words ‘intervention,’ ‘mediation’ and ‘conference,’ and suggested therefore that care should be taken to speak of conversations, moderating
advice, etc.;’’ Bertie to Grey, July 27; B.D., 183.

Grey to Bertie and others July
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Conference of 1912-13 had been composed of the Ambasall the Great Powers of Europe, who represented
the two opposing groups into which Europe was divided,

sadors of

instead of four only, as
bers of the

Grey had proposed.

All the

London Conference, except perhaps

mem-

Austria,

had at that

time, been genuinely anxious to preserve the
peace of Europe. In 1912-13, Russia was not ready for
war; France did not want a war over Balkan questions;
and Germany did not want to be dragged into a war because
of Austria’s difficulties.

But

in 1914 these Pow'ers were,

war than in 1912-13.
Moreover, the London Conference of 1912-13 had merely
been called upon to settle differences between Turkey and
the Balkan states, and among the Balkan states themselves.
Though Austro-Russian rivalry had been strong,
for various reasons, less disinclined for

the London Conference had not been compelled to decide
vital questions at issue between these two Great Powers.

But now

in

1914,

Grey was proposing the

far

more

delicate task of attempting to decide a question which in-

volved the prestige of the Triple Alliance and Triple Entente.
He was virtually proposing a tribunal which was
ostensibly fair and possible, being compose:; of two allies
of Austria (Germany, Italy), and two fri ds of Russia

(England and France).

But, in view of

It:,

y's nationalist

hostility to Austria, of her ambitions in thr Balkans which

and of her secret agreeand 1902) and with Russia
(at Racconigi in 1909), it was likely that Italy would be
more inclined to side with the Entente than with her ally.*®
conflicted with those of Austria,

ments with France

(in 1900

m

so At this moment, July 26, the British Ambassador
Rome was telegraphing to Grey; “1 gather . . . that inasmuch as Austria did not consult Italy before delivering Note, and inasmuch as by her mode of attack
on Serbia she would be constructively provoking Russia, the casus
See
foederis contemplated by Alliance would not arise” (B.D., 148).
also Flotow to Bethmann, July 24 (K.D., 156) quoted below, ch. ix, at note
18; and Bethmann-Hollweg, Betrachtungen turn Wellkrieg, I, 133, 144.
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“four
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less

Powers” would be likely to stand three
to one against Austria and Germany, instead of being
evenly balanced two to two. This fact probably explains
in large part Germany’s ultimate rejection of this European “Areopagus.” To Germany, the proposal had the
additional objection that, though “active military operations” were to be suspended pending the result' of the
Conference, Russia could still continue her “preparatory
measures,” and so deprive Germany of her advantage of
being able to mobilize much more quickly than Russia.
Whether purposely or not, in wording his draft, Nicolson
had avoided indicating whether he intended that the Conference of the four Ambassadors should mediate between
Austria and Serbia, which would be unpalatable at Berlin
and Vienna, or between Austria and Russia, which would
be equally unpalatable at Paris and St. Petersburg. Essentially, however, it was bound to mean intervention between
Austria and Serbia, in order to prevent Austria from invading Serbian territory. This was clear from the way it
was explained, to the German Ambassador in London:
directly interested

I have just spoken with Sir A. Nicolson and Sir
Tyrrell.

.

Both men look

.

.

at Sir

W.

Edward Grey’s proposal

to hold a Conference d quatre here as the only possibility of
avoiding general war; and they hope it will secure full

would be more ready
Powers and give way to their joint wishes

satisfaction to Austria, since Serbia

to yield to the

than to the threats of Austria, but the absolute condition
for the success of the conference and the maintenance of
peace would be that no military movements should take
place.
Should the Serbian boundary once be crossed, all
would be lost, for the Russian Government could not tolerate this.
The localization of the conflict hoped for
in Berlin, they said, was wholly impossible and must be
.

.

.

discarded from practical politics.®^
eiLichnowsky to Bethmazm, July

26,

8:25 P.M.; K.D., 236.

—

:
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In other words, Grey’s new proposal was the kind of
mediation which Paul Gambon had been desiring from the
outset mediation between Austria and Serbia. Though
it was made with sincerity, Nicolson was not at aU hopeful,

—

as he wrote to

Grey a

little later

on Sunday afternoon:

me the only chance of avoiding a conflict
admit a very poor chance but in any case we shall
have done our utmost. Berlin is playing with us. ... I
am not hopeful. Still no chance should be neglected.”
What was the attitude of each of the Powers towards
Sir Edward Grey’s new proposal for a Conference of Ambas“It seems to

—

it is I

sadors at

London?

Italy immediately “welcomed the proposal,” just as she
had already welcomed the earlier proposal for mediation

between Austria and Russia.®®
Lichnowsky in London w'as in favor of accepting Grey’s
proposal, believing that the “localization” hoped for by
Germany was no longer practicable and should be dropped.
If, however, Germany should cooperate with Grey in preserving the peace of Europe, “German-English relations
would be placed on a firm foundation for time everlasting.”
If not, everything would be doubtful, and it was necessary
“to spare tlie German nation a struggle ir which it has
nothing to gain and everything to lose.”
But when the
proposal was

made

at Berlin,

Bethmanr

telegraphed to

Lichnowsky

Wg could not take part in such a conference, as we
should not be able to summon Austria before a European
court of ju-stice in her case with Serbia. Sir Edward Grey
«::n.D., 144.
Uodd to Grey, July 26; B.D., 154.

Cf. also B.D., 133, 1S9; F.Y.B.

72.
0^ Lichnowsky to Bcthm.inn, July 26, 8:25 P.M.; K.D., 236; c/. also
despatches of July 27 (K.D., 258, 265, 266). The British jiroposal
was rnnaally made in Berlin on the morning of July 27 by an Aide

hi.s

M'jiiioire

from fJosi-hen to Hrlhmann; K.D.,

301.
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makes a sharp distinction, as Y^our Excellency has expressly
reported, between Austro-Serbian and Austro-Russian conand

flict,

is

concerned about the former just as

Our mediation

ourselves.

activities

little

must be confined

as

to a

possible Austro-Russian clash.
In regard to the AustroSerbian conflict, the method of a direct understanding between St. Petersburg and Vienna .
appears to me to be
.

in

.

request you most urgently to advocate
the necessity and the possibility of localization.®'*

I therefore

feasible.

London

Similarly Sir EdAvard Goschen, the British Ambassador
to

Germany, who had

just returned to his post

and talked

with Jagow, reported:
Conference you [Grey] suggest W'ould practically hraount
to a court of arbitration and could not, in his opinion, be
called together except at the request of Austria and Russia.

He

could not therefore, desirous though he was to coopei-ate
maintenance of peace, fall in with your sugges-

for the
tion.

... He added that the news he had

just received

Petersburg showed that there was an intention on
the part of M. Sazonov to exchange views with Count
Bcrchtold. He thought that this method of procedure might
lead to a satisfactory result, and that it would be best,
before doing anything else, to await outcome of the exchange
of vieAVs between the Austrian and Russian Governments.®*

from

St.

Germany

rejected Grey’s conference proposal for several

She had not quite yet abandoned her hope, though
die was to do so in a few* hours, that the Austro-Serbian

treasons.

could be treated as one to be “localized.” She
Jagow told Goschen, that the “direct conversations” which were being opened between St. Petersburg

conflict

hoped, as

and Vienna, might prove a more satisfactory method of
averting trouble between these two countries. She knew
also that a Conference w’ould not be palatable to her ally,

«»KD..

248.

M Goschen

to Grey, July 27. 8:17 P.M.; B.D., 185.
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memories of the decisions
London Conference during the Balkan Wars, and
for Austria retained bitter

impotency in enforcing

its

decisions against Se bia.

of the
of

its

Beth-

mann

naturally feared that in such a Conference of four
Powers as Grey proposed, Germany would inevitably be
in

a minority of one

to three; Italy

Triple Entente rather than with her

and

so

Germany

would

side with the

own nominal

allies,

at the Conference would stand alone

in

representing Austria’s point of view against England, Prance
and Italy.*^ Furthermore, from a military point of view,

a conference of ambassadors might work to Germany’s
disadvantage; its decisions would be likely to drag out for
days pr w’eeks; but meanwhile Russia was making active
military preparations if the Conference should break down
and war come eventually, Germany would be deprived of
much of the military advantage which she enjoyed in being
able to mobilize more rapidly than Russia, an advantage
which she counted on partly to offset the superior numbers
of the French and Russian armies. A final, and probably
;

decisive, reason for the rejection of Grey’s conference pro-

posal was the fact that the German Foreign Of&ce had
received simultaneously a strongly worded annotation from

Emperor

W'illiam

emphatically rejecting Grey’s

earlier

proposal for mediation between Austria and Serbia.*®
Though there are thus many reasons which made it
natural for Germany to reject Grey’s cojiference proposal,

and though she herself a few hours

later

abandoned

her

“localization” plan, accepted the idea of mediation, and

began to put pressure on Austria also

to accept

it,

her

UH.

Bethmann-Hollweg, Betrachlungen zum Wellknege, I, 133,
Jagow, Ursachen, p. 118 f.
®8For the Kaiser’s annotation, which reached Berlin by wireless from
on board the Hohemollem at 12;07 AM. on July 27, (K.D., 157, final
note), see above, note 30. Lichnowsky's de.siiatch containing Grey’s proposal was also received July 27, 12:07 A. M. and when ultimately submitted to the Kaiser, ‘‘His Majesty disapproved of Lichnowsky’s point of
view” (K.D.. 236, note 2).
#7

.
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Conference was a grave political mistake.
another
stupid
blunder, comparable to giving Auswas
It
free
hand
Potsdam
at
on July 5, and to endorsing
tria a
and justifying the Austrian ultimatum when urging “localization” on July 24. It strengthened the suspicion among
the Entente Powers that Germany was not sincere in prorejection of the

maintain the peace of Europe.
her sincerity, when, a
little later, she genuinely tried to restrain Austria and
induce her to accept mediation. As Sir Eyre Crowe noted,
on hearing Jagow’s negative reply to the conference proposal:
“So far as we know, the German Government has
up to now said not a single word at Vienna in the direction
If a word had been said, we
of restraint or moderation.
may be certain that the German Government would claim
credit for having spoken at all.
The inference is not reassuring as to Gerinaiiy’s goodwill.”
It was suspicion of
this kind which largely contributed to the ultimate catastesting that slie desired to

It

unfortunately

made them doubt

trophe.

Prance is also generally stated by Entente writers to
have “sent in at once a completely favorable answer.”
But as a matter of fact France appears to have hesitated.
On the following day, July 27, the French Charge d' Affaires
in London twice called attention to the proposal, adding
that

it

“ought, I think, to be supported.”

On

July 26, the German Ambassador, at Paris, Baron
von Schoen, had stated to Bieuvenu-Martin, that “Austria
has declared to Russia that she does not desire territorial
acquisitions
but only to secure peace and quiet and
.
.

.

*8 Minute, July 28,

on B.D.,

185,

Omiin, The Outbreak oj the War of 19H-191S (London, 1919), p.
48; Headlam, The History of Twelve Days (London, 1915), p. 106;
Poincare, Les Origines de la guerre, p. 223 ff
Cf. also
Fleuriau to Bienvenu-Martin, July 27, F.Y.B., 68, 69.
“Sir A.
Mensdorff to Bcrchtold, July 26, 5;55 P.M. (A.R.B., II, 58):
Nicolson to vh'om I spoke in Grey’s absence is very much disturbed. . .
He has as yet practic^ly no news from Paris.”
f8

.

—

388
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exercise police supervision,

and conseqn'^ntly

it rests

with

Russia to prevent war. Germany is at one with France in
her ardent desire to preserve peace, and she sincerely hopes
that France will exercise a moderating influence at St. Petersburg." Bienvenu-Martin pointed out that Germany on
her part might well act on similar lines at Vienna, especially in view of the conciliatory spirit displayed by Serbia.
Schoen replied that this was not possible, owing to the
decision not to intervene in the Austro-Serbian dispute.
Bienvenu-Martin “then asked whether the four Powers
Great Britain, Germany, Italy and France could not make
representations at St. Petersburg and Vienna, for that the
matter amounted, in effect, to a dispute between Austria
and Russia. The Ambassador alleged that he had no
instructions. Finally, the Minister refused to agree to the
German proposal, since the Prime Minister is absent.
Berthelot unfortunately was not present at this interview.”
Berthelot, the Director of the Political Department of the
Ministry .for Foreign Affairs, believed that Schoen “aims
at intimidating France and at securing her intervention at
St. Petersburg. All things taken together, and considering
the whole attitude of Germany and Austria-Hungary, he
[Berthelot] inclines to the view that ^hese Powers are
seeking a brilliant diplomatic victory, but not war at any
price, although in the last inocance they would not shrink
from it. He regards an emphatic and energetic action by

—

England at BerliA as useful.”
France in fact had no more desire to exert pressure for
peace on her Russian ally, than did Gernfany on her Austrian ally. Such pressure mi^t have tended to sow distrust
between two allies just at the moment when they most
72 SeiAistopuIo to Sazonov, July 28, tgs. nos. 187, 188; MF.R., P- S14;
12-15; Uvre Nmr, H, p. 278; R.O.B., 28, 29, where part
are suppressed. For Schoen's account, see K.D., 200, 235, 240 and 241?
and The Memotrn of an AmhasHodoT (London. 19^). p. 181 ff.

Pomberg, pp.

M.

BIENVEKU-MARTIN

Affairs in July, 1914

;

II.

(left)

Director of the French Foreign Office
(right),

Aotinp-^Iini^ter

PHILIPPE BERTHELOT

German Ambassador

;

for

Foreign

frear), Political

FREIHERR VON SCHOEN

in Piiris, 1910-1914.
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needed to stand together, and would not have been welcome
in ttie capital where it was exerted. In the case of France
and Russia this is seen from paragraphs in despatches of
Izvolski and Sazonov which were suppressed from the
original Russian. Orange Book. On July 27, immediately
after his return from St. Petersburg, Izvolski telegraphed
to Sazonov:
“Directly after

my

return to Paris, I discussed the

situation with Bienvenu-Martin, in the presence of Berthelot

and Abel Ferry. They confirmed the details of the steps
taken by the German Ambassador, of which you have been
informed by Sevastopulo’s telegrams nos. 187 and 188.
Schoen laid especial emphasis on the expression of solidarity
of Germany and France. According to the conviction of
the Minister of Justice [Bienvenu-Martin], these steps on
the part of Germany are taken with the evident object of
disuniting Russia and France, of inducing the French Government to make representations at St. Petersburg, of thus
compromising our ally in our eyes, and, finally, in case of
war, of throwing the responsibility not on Germany, who
is ostensibly making every effort to maintain peace, but on
I am surprised how
Russia and France.
. . Altogether,
correctly the Minister of Justice and his colleagues understand the situation, and how firm and calm is their determination to give us the most complete support, and to
avoid the slightest appearance of disunity between us.”
.

.

.

.

Fortunately for the French point of view, Sir Edward
Grey’s proposal was capable of being interpreted as including mediation between Austria and Serbia, as well as between Austria and Russia, for it spoke of “Vienna, Bel-

and St. Petersburg.” This was seen by Viviani, who
informed Bienvenu-Martin from on board the France, “The
action of the four less interested Power? cannot ... be
grade,

TOIivoIski to Sasonov, July 27; M.FJI., p. 516; R9mberg, pp. 22-23/
Noir, II, p. 281-282; ef. alao R.O.B., 35.

Iitvre
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exerted only at Vienna and St. Petersburg.

In proposing

to

which means in fact between
Vienna and Belgrade, Sir Edward Grey grasps the logic of
the situation and, in not excluding St. Petersburg, he offers
on the other hand to Germany a method of withdrawing
with perfect dignity from the demarche by which the German Government have caused it to be known at Paris and
London that the affair was looked upon by them as purely
Austro-Serbian and without any general character.”
Without waiting, how'ever, for Viviani’s reply, the
French Foreign Office, on July 27, upon the repeated ur gin g
from London, finally accepted Grey’s proposal, but did not
w’ant it acted upon until Germany had exerted pressure at
exert

it

also at Belgrade,

;

''*

Vienna: “Ministry for Foreign Affairs thinks that it would
be dangerous for Entente Ambassadors to speak at Vienna,
until it is known that the Germans have done so with some
success.”
It is, therefore, hardly true, as Professor Oman
says, that “Paris sent in at once a completely favorable
answer.”

When Grey’s proposal was presented at St. Petersburg,
Russia did not favor it. Sazonov had already entered upon
“direct conversations” with Vienna, by which he hoped to
induce Austria to accept modifications in her demands on
Serbia.
If Sazonov could accomplish this by conciliatory
negotiations conducted at the same time that extensive
military preparations were taking place iu case they failed,
he would have secured a great diplomatic triumph by his
own efforts directly for Russia, without having to accept a
solution of the crisis brought about by a conference of the
Powers or by moderating counsels from France. So he at
first

preferred to pursue his “direct conversations,” rather

than have Sir Edward Grey take the initiative in
T4Viviani to Bienvenu-Martin, July 28; F.Y3., 76.
Bertie to Grey, July 27, 2:46 P.M.: B.D.. 183; also
tb Oinan, p..48.
J’.y.B, 61, 70, 71.

calling a

194, 211; and
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conference of Ambassadors.

If the former failed, he could
always fall back on the latter. This explains his negative
answer to Sir Edward’s proposal;

The British Ambassador, upon instructions from his
Government, asked me whether Russia would agree that
England should take, the initiative in convoking a conference in

London

Germany and

of the representatives of England, France,

Italy, in

order that they might e:famiue
a way out of the present situation.
I replied to the Ambassador that I have begun direct
conversations with the Austro-Hungarian Ambassador
favorably; but I have not as yet received any reply as to
the proposal made by me for revising the note by the two
Cabinets.
If our direct explanations with the Vienna
Cabinet lead to no result, I should be ready to accept the
English proposal, or any other, which would bring about

d quatre the

possibility of

a peaceful solution of the conflict.
I wish, however, from this day forth, to put an end to
a misunderstanding which slipped into the answer [of Bienvenu-Martin to Schoen]. In case it is a question of exercising a moderating influence at St. Petersburg, we reject
it in advance, because we have from the beginning taken
a stand which we cannot at all alter, since we have already
met all the demands of Austria-Hungary which are acceptable.’^

To

this Izvolski replied reassuringly:

According to my conversation yesterday at the Quai
d'Orsay, the Acting Minister of Foreign Affairs does not
for a minute admit the possibility of exercising a moderating
influence in St. Petersburg, but only replied to the German

Ambassador that

it

was not Russia, but Austria, that was

m

TTgazonov’s tg. No. 1521 to Izvolski in Paris and Benckendorff
London, July 27, Krasnyi Arkhiv, I, p. 174; Romberg, p. 16; lAyre Noir,
II, p. 279.
The first part of this telegram was also communicated to
the Russian Ambassadors in Berlin, Vienna and Rome; the last parabut found its
graph, significantly enough, was suppressed from R.O.B.,
way in a curtailed form into BJBR., 53; for an explanation of this
curtailment, see B.D., 206, note.
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menacing the peace of Etirope; and that, in any case, if
was a question of any moderating influence, this
should be exercised not only in St. Petersburg, but first of
there

As a result of his conversation with Baron
all in Vienna.
Schoen, the Minister declined to accept the German proposalJ®

The

paragraph of Sazonov’s telegram and the whole
which were suppressed from the
Book
along
with other passages which did
Orange
Russian
not square with the Russian thesis that Germany was to
blame and that Russia had done everything possible to avert
war, throw a new light on Russian diplomacy in the July
crisis.
Russia and her French ally were insisting that
Berlin exercise a moderating influence at Vienna, while
Russia herself refused from the outset to accept any such
influence, and was supported in this by France. In this
respect Russia was pursuing an uncompromising attitude,
threatening to the peace of Europe, exactly analogous to
that of Germany from July 5 to 28, who had been insisting
that France and England should exercise a moderating inlast

of Izvolski’s reply, both of

fluence at St. Petersburg, while she herself refused to do

But there was soon a difference: by
July 28 Germany had abandoned her hitherto uncompromising attitude, as we shall see later, and really began to
likewise at Vienna.

attempt to exercise an increasingly strong moderating influence at Vienna; but France and England continued to
refrain from restraining Russia, and Russia proceeded to
the general mobilization, which jhe had been warned would
make a European War inevitable.
Since none of the Powers, except Italy, gave an imme-

and unconditional acceptance to his conference proposal, and since Russia and Germany decidedly preferred

diate

to await first the success of the “direct negotiations,” Grey
TBizvolaki to Sazonov, tg. no. 198, July 28;
Lavre Nsir, II, p. 283.

p. 30;

MF.R.,

p. 517; Romberg-
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put his own proposal aside for the moment, “I
entirely agree,” he telegraphed to Goschen, "that direct
exchange of views between Austria and Russia is the most
preferable method of all, and as long as there is a prospect
of that taking place I would suspend every other suggestion. ... It will no doubt relieve the tension and make the
willingly

situation less critical.”

What were these "direct conversations” between Sazonov
and Szapary at St. Petersburg which originated simultaneously and moved parallel with Grey's conference proposal,
and were partly responsible for its being dropped?
DIRECT CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN VIENNA AND
ST. PETERSBURG, JULY 26-28
It is said

by most

writers that it

was Sazonov who

originated the attempt to find a peaceful solution of the
crisis

by

direct negotiations

between

St.

Petersburg and

As a matter of fact, the idea had occurred to
Sir Edward Grey at the outset, but had been put aside
and lost to sight. It was the German Ambassador in St.
Petersburg, Count Pourtales, who was really responsible for
Vienna.®®

bringing this peace proposal into practical operation.
On Sunday morning, July 26, after the break-up of the
maneuvers at Krasnoe Selo and the other military decisions

on the preceding afternoon,®^ Count Pourtales and
to meet on the platform of the rati-

M. Sazonov happened

os July 28, 4:00 P.M., B.D., 218.
Nicolson also, “puzzled by the
fresh proposals which Sazonov makes almost daily," believed his last
proposal to open up conversations direct with Vienna “seems the best
procedure” (letter to Buchanan, July 28 ; B.D., 239) ; see also above,
at notes, 1-9.
*0C/. Headlam, pp. 107, 117; Oman, p. 51. This is also stated by
Paleologue to Bienvenu-Martin, July 27, (P-Y-B., 54) and is implied

•by Buchanan to Grey, July 27, (BJ)., 179); but c/. Buchanan to Grey,
Sazonov “does not wish
July 29 (B,D., 271, suppressed from BB.B.)
reference to be tnade to the fact that it was at the suggestion of the
German Ambassador that he had proposed direct conversation with
:

Austria.”

HSee

atTore, di. vi. last part.
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Krasnoe Selo. They entered the same carand traveled up to St. Petersburg together.
Pourtales, finding Sazonov much less excited than the
day before, took advantage of this informal opportunity
again to urge that Austria had no hostile intentions toward
Russia, and was only seeking measures of safety to protect
herself from the Serbian danger on her borders. Sazonov
replied that Russia likewise had no desire for war; a bridge
must therefore be found, on the one hand, to satisfy the
demands of Austria, the legitimacy of which he recognized

way

station at

riage

so far as they related directly to the instigators of the crime;

and, on the other hand, to
to Serbia;

some

of the

down, and he urged

joint,

make

their acceptance possible

demands \vould have to be toned
action by all the T’owers, including

Germany, to bring this about. Pourtales then urgently
him to have a frank and friendly talk with Szapary,

advised

the Austrian .Ambassador at St. Petersburg, with

whom

Sazonov had had no words since the excited interview of
Friday, when first confronted with the Austrian ultimatum.
Gn arriving at St. Petersburg, Pourtales then went to see
Szapary, told him of Sazonov's calm and conciliatory state
of mind, and gave him the same good advice to seek a
frank and friendly direct conversation with the Russian
Minister.®*

Acting on the
at once

went

German Ambassador’s

to see

tion for which Pourtales

have

suggestion, Szapary

Sazonov and had the

f.

iendly conversa-

had thus prepared the way.

We

five accounts of the conversations: tlie first-hand ac-

counts by Szapary to Berchtold, and by Sazonov to the
Russian Ambassadors at Vienna and London; and the
reports by Pourtales, Buchanan, and Paleologue as they
heard it from the two principals.®® It is worth while to
82 Pourlales’s diary in K.D., TV, p. 161

;

Oraf Pourtales,

Am

Scheidc-

wege zwiachen Krieg uni Frieden (Berlin, 1919) p. 19; Pourtales to
Bethmann, July 26, 3:15 F.M., arrived at Berlin 7:01 F. M., and immediately forwarded to Techirschky at Vienna; K.D.y 217.
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Szap^y’s account, although

cause his narrative

is

more

it is long, partly bedetailed than those of the

others, partly because the most interesting parts of it
were suppressed in the original Austrian Red Book of
1915, and partly because it throws very interesting light on
Sazonov;

Have just had a long conversation with M. Sazonov.
The German Ambassador had already told me in the forenoon that early today, he had found the Minister [Sazonov]
much calmer and more conciliatory. He had advised him
to seek a conversation with me, for he knew that I was
filled w’ith the best intentions toward Russia, and how
greatly I regretted that our action against Serbia met with
so little understanding in St. Petersburg. Sazonov received
me very cordially, in contrast to his decidedly piqued attitude on Friday. He spoke to me of his above-mentioned
conversation with Count Pourtales, and said that if I myself
had not already come to him of my own accord, he would
have begged m« to visit him in order to have a chance to
speak frankly with me. Last Friday, he had been somewhat
taken by surprise and had not controlled himself so much
as he had wished; besides, at that time, our conversation

was a purely

official

one.

I replied that I also

had wished

to

have the opportunity

to speak frankly with him, since I had the impression that
mistaken ideas in regard to the character of our action were

We seem to be suspected of wishing tc
push forward into Balkan territory and to begin a march
to Salonica or even to Constantinople. Others indeed went
so far as to describe our action as the starting point of a
preventive war against Russia, which had been planned by
Germany. All these suppositions, I said, were partly
erroneous and partly absolutely unreasonable. The aim of
our action was self-preservation and self-defense against
hostile propaganda of word, WTiting, and deed, which threatprevalent in Russia.

8« A.R3., II, 73; R.03., 25; K.D., 238; BJJ., 170, 179, 207-209;

F.Y3.
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ened our existence.

It

would occur to no one

in Austria-

Hungary

to threaten Russian interests, or indeed to pick
a quarrel with Russia. Yet we are absolutely determined
to attain the aim we have set before ourselves, and we consider the

path which we have chosen the most

practicable.

As, however, the action under discussion was an act of
self-defense, I would not conceal from him that every

consequence which might arise had been considered by us.
was quite clear, I said, that if a conflict
between the Great Powers arose, the consequences would be
most fearful, and then the religious, moral, and social order
In glaring colors I set
of the world would be at stake.
forth, as Sir Edward Grey also has probably done here, a
notion of what might follow if a European war broke out.
Sazonov agreed with me thoroughly and seemed uncommonly pleased with the purport of my explanations. He
began assuring me that in Russia, not only he, but the
whole Ministry, and, what is of the greatest importance, his
Nevertheless, I

Sovereign, were filled with similar feelings toward Austria-

Hungary. He could not deny, he said, that in Russia there
Were old grievances against Austria he admitted that he had
had them too, but this belonged to the past and must not
interfere with practical politics; and as far as the Slavs
were concerned though indeed he ought not to say this
to an Austro-Hungarian Ambassador, he said he had no
;

—

—

sympathy at all for the Balkan Slavs. In fact, they were a
heavy burden for Russia, and we could hardly imagine
what Russia had already had to suffer fnan them.
Our aim, he said, as I had described it to him, was an
entirely legitimate one, but he considered the path we were
pursuing to attain it was n.ut the safest way. He said the
Note which we had presented was not happy in its form.
He had been studying it meanwhile, and, if I had time, he
would like to look it through once more with me. I remarked that I was at his service, but was not authorized
either to discuss the text of the Note with him nor to
interpret it. His remarks, however, would of course be of
interest. The Minister then went through all the points of
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the Note, and today found seven of the ten points acceptable without great difficulty; only the two points [5 and 6]
dealing with the collaboration of Austro-Hungarian officials

and the point [4] dealing with the removal of
and civil servants to be designated ad libitum by us
seemed to him to be unacceptable in their present form;
with regard to Point 5 I was in a position to give an authenin Serbia,

officers

tic

interpretation in the sense of your Excellency’s telegram

No. 172' of July 25;
I said I did not

with regard to the other two points,

know how my Government

interpreted

them, but that they were both necessary demands. M.
Sazonov thought that one might for instance have in mind
consular intervention at the legal proceedings; and concerning the dismissal of officials, proofs of the guilt of the
persons accused would still have to be produced. Otherwise,
King Peter would run the risk of being killed at once. I
replied that this view of the case by the Minister made
the best justification of our action in Serbia. M. Sazonov
said that we ought to remember that the Karageorgevitch
family would, without doubt, be the last dynasty in Serbia.
Did we want to set up on our frontier an anarchistic
I replied that we cerSurely not!
witches’s caldron?
tainly had an interest in the maintenance of the monarchical
form of government, but also, that the last remark of the
Minister again proved how necessary firm action on our
part in Serbia was.

By way

of

summing up what had been

said, the

Min-

matter of the Note, it was really
merely a question of phraseology, and that perhaps a more
acceptable way for us could be found, by which these diffiister declared that in the

culties could be gotten over.

Would we

accept, he said,

the mediation of our ally, the King of Italy, or that of the
8< Berchtold to Szapary, telegram no. 172, July 25, 1 P.M., A.R.B.,
38: “By point 5 we mean 'collaboration' in the creation of a secret
‘bureau de surete in Belgrade, which would function like the analogous
Russian creations in Paris and Berlin, and would cooperate with the
Serbian police and administrative boards." It must be remembered that
at the time of this interview Sazonov and Szap&ty were not yet aware of
the text of the Serbian reply (c/. BJ), 207-20977

H,
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King

of

England?

I

replied that I

express an opinion; that I did not

was not in a position to
know what dispositions

my Government had already taken; that matters had already begun to move; and that certain things could not be
retracted w'hen once they had been started. Moreover, the
Serbians had already mobilized yesterday [Saturday, July
and what else had happened since then, I did not know.
At the close of the conversation, M. Sazonov again in
the warmest words expressed his pleasure at the explanations which I had given and which had materially calmed
him. He would also, he said, make a report of our conversation to Tsar Nicholas, whom he would see day after
to-morrow [Tuesday, July 28], which was his day for being
215J

,

received in audience.

Russian policy has traveled a long distance in two days
the first rude rejection of our procedure and from

—from

the proposition for a judicial investigation of our

making a European question out

dossier,

of the whole affair; and

from that point on again to a recognition of the legitimacy
and to a request for mediators. Nevertheless,

to our claims

we must not overlook the

fact that along with this backing-

water policy on the part of the diplomatists, there

is setting

in a lively activity on the part of the militarists, as a result
of

which Russia’s military, and therefore also her

diplo-

matic, situation threatens daily to become less favorable
for us.

P.S.

Incidentally

in the

M. Sazonov asked whether

course of

I could let bin

i

conversation,

see our dossier;

upon my replying that I was not in possession of a copy,
he asked whether it could not be shown to M. Shebeko
[Russian Ambassador] in Vienna.’*®
ssSzapary to Berchtold, July 27, 2:1'- P. M. [.luly 26, 2:15 P. M.,
or July 27, 2:15 A.M.]; A.R.B., II, 73.
This telegram is also dated
‘27’ instead of ‘26’ by Gooss, p,
206, and in the Austrian Red Book of
1915.
That ‘July 27, 2:15 P.M.’ is incorrect is evident from the fact
that it bears the serial number ‘165,’ and must therefore be prior to

The
‘168,’ which was dispatched on July 27 at 4:30 A.M.
other accounts make it clear that this interview took place around noon
or a little later on July 26.
As it is doubtful whether such a long
telegram could have been put into cipher by 2:15 P, M. on Sunday,

number
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Sunday advice

to Sazonov and Szapary thus
good results by opening admirably
the way to “direct conversations,” and for it he was warmly
thanked by both when he saw them later in the day.
In the evening, after talking with both men again, he

Pourtales'

seemed

likely to bear

reported:

Count Szapary had an extended interview this afternoon
with Sazonov. Both men, with whom I talked aftef it, were
favorably impressed by it. .
[Here follows a summary
of the interview, similar to Szapary ’s account.]
The Minister begged me urgently to tell him whether I could not
make some sort of a proposal. In reply I emphasized the
fact that I was not authorized to make any proposals, and
therefore could only express my personal views; but that
the following way seemed to me perhaps practicable. In
case the Vienna Cabinet should consent to modify somewhat
the form of its demands, as the expressions of Count
Szipdry seemed to indicate was not altogether out of the
question, perhaps an attempt could be made, with this in
view, to get into touch with Austria directly. Should an
[cipher group lacking]
agreement result from this, then
.

.

.

.

.

Serbia could be advised by Russia to accept the demands
of Austria on the basis agreed upon between Russia and
Austria, and to let the Austrian Government

know

this

through the mediation of a third Power.
Sazonov, upon whom I again strongly impressed the
fact that I did not speak in the name of my Government,
declared that he would at once telegraph to the Russian
Ambassador in Vienna along the lines of my proposal.*®

Accordingly on Sunday evening Sazonov telegraphed to
the Russian Ambassador in Vienna informing him of the

may conclude that it was probably dispatched on July 27 at 2:15
A. M., 'P. M.' being a misprint for ‘A.M.’ It arrived at Vienna at 4:30
P. M., which would be about 16 hours or the normal period of transmission between Vienna and St. Petersburg at this congested time.
SB Pourtales to Bethmann, July 26, 10:10 P.M. arrived July 27,
12:45 A.M.; K.D., 238.
one
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to authorize Szapary to discuss at St. Petersburg a redrafting of certain points in the ultimatum which would sa tisf

y

Austria’s

main demands and yet be acceptable

to Serbia.*''

Thus was opened the way for “direct conversations,” which
Berlin preferred to Grey’s conference proposal, which the
British Foreign Office approved,

and which Paleologue

also

“believed preferable to any other procedure and likely to
succeed;” as he summed it up, Sazonov proposed to Austria:

“Take back your ultimatum; modify
you the result.” **

its

form; and

I will guarantee

Unfortunately, however,

all

these hopes were misplaced,

and determination to proceed with his plan of military action against Serbia. Proposals for preserving peace, instead of being accepted by
owing

to Berchtold’s obstinacy

him, decided him to forestall them by presenting Europe
with the jait accompli of an Austrian Declaration of War

on

Serbia.

SUMMARY
Such were a few of the more important proposals

for

preserving peace, prior to July 28; they all came
Grey’s original suggestion for “direct conversations,”
to nothing.

vetoed by Poincare as “very dangerous,” was quickly
dropped and completely lost to sight.
The Entente efforts to have Austria extend the timelimit were either directly rejected by Vienna, or rendered
impossible by the shortness of the time within which the

Powers had

to act.

Grey’s proposal for mediation between Austria and
Russia, accepted in principle by Germany, was not immediately accepted by France, who w’anted mediation between

Austria and Serbia, nor by the Russian Ambassador
87 Sazonov to Shebeko, July 26; R.O.B., 26.
SB Paleologue to Bienvenu-Martin, July 26; P.TS., 64;
ologue, I. 28.

in

Lon,

cf' si*® Ps*®*

SUMMARY
don who was "very apprehensive" that

Germany

401
it

would encourage
was

in the impression that the Triple
Entente

lacking in solidarity.

Grey’s proposal for a conference of the Ambassadors
of
four Powers, rejected for various reasons by Germany, not
accepted immediately by France, and put aside by Russia in
favor of “direct conversations,”
its

author,

who

was quickly suspended by

also agreed that “the direct exchange of

views between Vienna and St. Petersburg

is

the most prefer-

able of all.”

But these

“direct conversations,” suggested
in St. Petersburg, and taken

man Ambassador

by the Gerup by Sazo-

nov, were thwarted by Berchtold’s refusal to consent to any
modihcation of his demands, and by his declaration of war
on Serbia with the deliberate purpose of forestalling any
kind of mediation which might prevent Austrian military
action against Serbia.

As

it

took

many

hours for telegrams to come and go,

and as the situation changed rapidly from day

to day, it

was

essential for the success of these various peace proposals

that they should be accepted immediately. But they were
not so accepted. With the exception of England and Italy,
the different Powers, for one reason or another, in the case
of each proposal, either preferred other methods, or delayed
immediate acceptance, or gave a negative reply. So the
proposals for preserving peace made prior to the Austrian
Declaration of War on Serbia fell to the ground. After
Austria had faced Europe with the fait accompli, it was
more difficult than ever to get satisfactory peace proposals
accepted.

CHAPTER IX
GERMANY’S BELATED PEACE EFFORTS
Until Monday, July
at Berlin

27,

Bethmann and

had adhered consistently

his colleagues

to their policy of hoping

and insisting that the Austro-Serbian conflict could and
should be localized. Early on Sunday afternoon, July 26,
having heard of some of the Russian military decisions at
Krasnoe Selo and that "all preparations are being made
for mobilization against Austria/’

^

Bethmann

again stated

Germany’s attitude and sought to dissuade Russia from
taking mobilization measures which might endanger the
peace of Europe:
Since

Count Berchtold has stated

to Russia that Austria

wishes to make no territorial acquisitions in Serbia, but
only to bring about quiet, maintenance of European peace

depends on Russia alone. Confiding in Russia’s love of
peace and in our long-established friendly relations, we trust
that she will take no step that will seriously endanger
the peace of Europe.^

At
Paric,
1

the same time, in similar telegrams to London and
Bethmann urged EngUnd and France to exercise a

Pourtales to Bethmann, July 25, received July 26, 3 :2S A.M., K.D,

194.

Later in
2 Bethmann to Pourtaira, July 26, 1:35 P.M.; K.D., 198.
the evening (7:15 P.M.; K.D., 219) he made a stronger ai)i)cal, indicating
his willingness “to .support Russia’s desire not to have the integrity of
the Serbian Kingdom jilaccd in question.” Both communications “made
a very good iiiipre.ssion” on Sazonov, who said “a way must be found
of giving Serbia her deserved lesson while sparing her sovereign rights,’
as might bo done if Germany would cooperate in influencing Austria,
to moderate some of her demands (Pourtalfes to Bethmann, July 28;
KX>., 282).
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moderating influence at St. Petersburg. But these failed
completely of their desired effect.®
Similarly on Monday morning, July 27, after rejecting
Grey’s conference proposal in favor of “direct negotiations,”

Bethmann telegraphed to Paris; “We cannot mediate in
the conflict betvrecn Austria and Serbia, but possibly later
between Austria and Russia.” This suggestion of mediation between Austria a.id Russia hints at the beginning of
a change in his attitude the flrst sign of an eventual aban-

—

donment of “localization,” arid the possible adoption of
some mediatory role to secure an agreement between
Vienna and St. Petersburg. Pouri .ilcs’s telegrams, with the
news of “direct conversations,” wero at once forwarded,
with slight omissions and without comment, to Tschirschky
at Vienna.^

And Jagow

told the

Russian Charge d’Affaires

"that he could not ad\-ise Austria to give way, but that the

very fact of

Poiirtales’s

telegram being transmitted to

Vienna means that he rather recommended such a way out
of the situation.” ®
By Monday evening there were further signs that Bethmann was beginning to waver in his

mind as

to the

wisdom

of his “localization” policy.

GERMAN" DOUBTS AS TO “LOCALIZATION”

An important factor in Germany’s immediate decisions
was the hurried return of the Kaiser to Potsdam on the
afternoon of July 27.® “The Foreign Oflice,” Jagow was
8 K.D., 199, 200. Liclino\v.skj- could not see Grey, who had pone out of
town over Sunday; hut from talks with Nicolson and Tyrrell he concluded that “localization” must be abandoned in favor of Grey’s mediation proposal (K.D., 21S, 236). In Paris Bienvenu-Mixrtin at first seemed
ready to exercise modcratior at St. Petersburg, after Germany had shown
But
that she was exercising it at Vienna (K.D., 235, 240, 241, 252).
Berthelot and Sazonov were emphatically opposed to any pressure being
put upon Russia (see above, p. 391 f.).
*K.D., 217, 238, notes.
SBronevski to Sazonov, July 27; Krasnyi Arkhiv, I, p. 172; the last
clause is suppressed from R.O.B., 38.
8 At 3:(io P, M. according to Moltke
p. 381,} who had
a conference with him shortly sufterwards.
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reported to have said, “regret this step which was taken
They fear that His
on His Majesty’s own initiative.
Majesty’s return may cause speculation and excitement.” ’

During his northern cruise he had been furnished by
Bethmann with scanty but fairly optimistic reports, calculated to keep the Kaiser calm and deter him from giving any
orders to the German Fleet which might cause alarm.® But
Bethtnann had been unsuccessful. Hearing from the Admiralty that the Kaiser, on the strength of a Wolff telegram, had directed the Fleet to make preparations to return
home, Bethmann “ventured most humbly to advise that
Your Majesty order no premature return of the Fleet.”

Upon

Kaiser

this the

made

the characteristic annotation:

Unbelievable assumption! Unheard ofl It never enThis was done on report of my Minister
my mind

tered

!

!

!

about the mobilization at Belgrade! This may cause mobilization of Russia; will cause mobilization of Austria. In
this case I must keep my fighting forces by land and sea
is not a single ship!!
Morenot accustomed to take military measures on
the strength of one Wolff telegram, but on that of the
general situation, and that situation the Civilian Chancellor

collected.

over, I

In the Baltic there

am

does not yet grasp.®

The KaisCT had also been irritated while still at sea,
because it was through a newspaper agency, and not officially through Bethmann, that he h-.d first learned the
terms of Austria’s demands on Serbia.^® As the Kaiser
neared Berlin, Bethmann sent him another optimistic summary of the situation, and nrepared a i^eaf of the latest
1

Rumbold

to Grey, July 26 ; B.D., 147.
K.D., 67, 116, 125, 182, 191, 197, 221.
9 July 25; K.D., 182. The Minister at Belgrade had reported on the
evening of July 24: “Mobilization is already in full swing” (K.D., 15_8);
the news was premature when sent, but true when it reached the Kaiser
on July 25 at 3:45 P.M.
10 Kaiser to Foreign Ofiice, July 26; KJD., 231.
8
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which had poured into the Foreign Office, to be
hum upon his arrival at Potsdam.^^
The military and naval leaders had also returned to
Berlin by the afternoon of July 27. Moltke, before the
telegrams,

given

had planned

to return from his cure at Karlsbad
but delayed a day.^^
j^jg arrival he talked
with Bethmann and agreed that an attitude of calm should
prevail, but took also the precaution of sending to the Foreign Office a draft in his own hand of the ultimatum to be
sent to Belgium in case of war.^® After talking with Bethmann again next morning, the 27th, he wrote to his wife:
“The situation continues to be decidedly not clear. Not
very quickly will it clear up; it will be some fourteen days
before one can know or say anything definite."
Admiral Tirpitz had been requested by Bethmann on
July 24 not to return from his summer home in Switzerland,
in order to avoid arousing alarming comment which might
crisis arose,

on July

25,

embarrass the Foreign Office in
Nevertheless, on his

own

also returned to Berlin

its “localization”

responsibility, the

on July

27, convinced that

mann was pursuing a perilous path

policy.

Grand Admiral
Beth-

in allowing such tension

to develop with Russia in the foolish hope that an AustroSerbian conflict could be localized, and that even in case

war on the Continent England would remain neutral.
“The Chancellor," he had written to a subordinate just before leaving Switzerland, “is absolutely on the wrong track,
wrapped up in his idea of winning the favor of perfidious
Albion.
We must, at all costs, come to an understanding with Russia, and play the Bear and the Whale against
of

.

.

.

each other.”
Bethmann

U;20 A.M.; K.D.,

245.
IS K.D., 376, note 1.
This indicates that he still supposed Austria would not declare war on Serbia until Conrad had completed the concentration of the Austrian forces calculated for August 12.
1# Tirpitz, Erinnefwngen (Berlin, 1920), p. 150; cf. also’pp. 213 f. and
230 f. Tirpitz, according to bis later memoirs, would have liked to see

to Kaiser, July 27,
12 K.D., 74, 197.
1* Moltke, Erinnerungen, p. 381.
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The Kaiser and his officials, who were now back in
Berlin, were all vexed at the way in which the Chancellor
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had kept them absent from the
informed.

They

capital

and

insufficiently

were seriously alarmed at the

way Beth-

mann had allowed Berchtold to draw sc heavily upon the
blank check of July 5. They had been told that, in order
to

secure

the

successful

“localization”

of

the

Austro-

Serbiah dispute, cahn was necessary; but they were doubtless of the same mind as the Kaiser, who, while at sea,
pencilled ironically on one of Bethmann’s admonitions to

calmness in spite of rumors of Russian mobilization: “To
remain calm is the citizens’ Arst duty! just keep calm,
A cahn mobilization is something new,
always keep calm!
!

indeed!”

was very rapidly developing for which no special military preparations had been
made, and for which the diplomatic situation began to look
unfavorable. Russia, drawing encouragement from France
and England, was making louder objections and more widereaching military preparations than had been anticipated.
Lichnowsky’s reports from London were pessimistic:
“Since the appearance of the Austrian demands, nobody

They saw

that a serious crisis

here believ,es in localizing conflict.

.

.

.

Consider

arrived to start mediation along lines suggestoc

Edward Grey” ,\ Grey’s

moment
by

Sir

secretary “pointed out to me, re-

peatedly and with emphasis, the immense importance of
Serbia’s territory remaining unviolated until the question

had been settled, as otherwise every effort
and the world war would be ineviThe localization of the conflict as hoped for in Berlin

of the conference

would have been
table.

in vain

Bethmann ousted from the Chancellorship, and his incompetent subordinate, Jagow, replaced by some strong and able man like Hintze, who
unfortunately, however, at the moment Was sitting in Mexico.
But
though the Kaiser was irritated at Bethmann, he declared on July 29 that
‘he could not part with this man, because he enjoys the confidence of
Europe”

(ibid., p.

237)

le K.D., 197
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was wholly impossible, and must be dropped from
the

cal-

culations of practical policies.”
The Italian Foreign Minister, San Giuliano, had declared that, since Austria had not consulted her
ally “before
entering upon a move so portentously aggressive,
.
.
Italy could not consider herself bound in connection
with
.

the

further

... The Austrian Note was
and so ineptly, that the public
opinion both of Europe and of Italy would be against
Austria ^no Italian Government could stand against it.
The Triple Alliance compact was an obligation in connection with a defensive war; Austria was now proceeding
aggressively; and Italy, therefore, even in the event of
Russian intervention, would not be further obligated.”^*
So it began to look as if Bethmann’s optimism and
“localization” policy might prove a frightful blunder.^®
At a conference at Potsdam late on Monday afternoon,
July 27, between the Kaiser, Bethmann, Jagow, Moltke,
and some other officials,®® in spite of the irritation at the
Chancellor, there still seems to have been substantial solidarity of opinion that he was correct in his view that a
peaceful solution for the crisis could be found; and no
worded

so

consequences.

aggressively

—

.

.

.

important military orders were issued.®* “Localization”
apparently still remained the German program.
irLichnowsky to Bothmann, July 26; K.D., 218, 236.
18 Flotow to Bothmann, July 24 KX>., 156, 168. For other disquieting
reports received by July 27 concerning Italy, arising from Berchtold’a
failure to respect Italy’s feelings as an ally and to purchase her loyalty
by satisfactoiy compensations, see K.D., 46, 109, 119, 136, 211, 244; and
;

above, ch.

v.,

at notes 119-128.

i9Lichnowsky had already realized this (a/, hia reports passim and
especially his letter to Bethmann of July 16, and Jagow’s reply; K.D,, 62,
72) Tirpitz and Hclfferich, writing their reoolleotions with the advantage
of hind-sight, also claim to have quickly realized it; but Bethmann, with
a less clear perception of what Bi.smarck used to call the “imponderabilia”
;

has always asserted that he steered the only available course.
20 Moltke, ErinneTungen, p. 381 ; Tirpitz, Politische Dokumente, II, 2,
says that he and the Minister of War, Falkenhayn, were not present.
^^Investigating Commission, II, pp. 8f., 15; and Montgelas, in KSF,
V, 1208 ff., December, 1927.
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But on returning from Potsdam to Berlin, Bethmann
and Jagow found a handful of new telegrams which showed
that the situation was becoming more serious, and which
indicated the doubtful wisdom of continuing to adhere
rigidly to the policy of strict “localization.” Germany must
pay morfe heed to mediation proposals and advise Berchtold
to give them consideration. She must attempt, but with'
out giving Austria offense or doubt as to her continued
support, to take back into her own hands that freedom of
action in the Serbian question which she had so unwisely
abandoned on July 5. Instead of saying at Vienna, as she
had done three weeks earlier, that the Kaiser “naturally
cannot take any stand in the questions between Austria
Gerand Serbia, for they are beyond his competence,”

many must assume
to

consider

the role of mediator, and advise Austria

the English

and Russian peace

proposals.

Otherwise, there would be an increase in the suspicion

which was being circulated by the French Ambassadors
that

Germany was egging Austria

on,

knew the

text of the

ultimatum from the beginning, wanted war, and was acting
mala fide in pretending to desire peace. Moreover, England would be dangerously antagonized and might not, in
case of a continental war, preserve the neutral attitude,
for which Germany hoped and which she believed had
just been promised by King George to Prince
nry of
'

Prussia.-^

One

of the telegrams

was the

which Bethmann a id Jagow found
Serbian reply '-7hich had been

full text of the

3^ See above, ch. v, at note 37.
28 F.Y.B., 15, 32, 38, 41, 43, 48, 67, 74; K.D., 215, 415, 48S.
24 “King of Great Britain said to Prince Henry of Prussia tliat England
would maintain neutrality in case war should break out between Continental Powers" (German Naval Attache in 'London to German Naval
Office, .fuiv 26;
D., 207; cf. also K.D., 201 and 374)

K
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by the Serbian Legation

early in the afternoon.^®

Though Bethmann had
stand that

it

already been given to under“agreed to nearly all the points,”
the read-

ing of the text showed
was, and

how

far Serbia

him

definitely

had yielded

how

conciliatory it

to the demands.

He

may

well have been irritated at Berchtold for not having
even yet sent a copy of it to Berlin.®’^

There were four new telegrams

telling of Russian military preparations along the German frontier: Kovno put
in a state of war the mouth of the Diina barred with mines ;
and troop movements at several points.^®
;

A

telegram from Vienna announced Austria’s sudden
war tomorrow,
or the day after tomorrow at the latest, primarily in order
decision “to issue the official declaration of

to cut the

ground from every attempt at intervention,”

instead of adhering to the plan, already notified to Berlin,
of waiting until about August 12,

when

the concentration of

the troops would be completed.

A

telegram from Lichnowsky indicated the disturbing

2B It wsis dispatched from Belgrade to the Serbian Legation in Ber25, 7:40 P. M.; arrived July 26, 8:58 P.M.; and was handed
over in a hardly legible form by the Serbian Charge d’Affaires to the
Berlin Foreign Office next day, but at what hour is not precisely indicated (K.D., 271, note 3). Bethmann, telegraphing to the ICaiser July
27, at 11:20 A. M., speaks of “Serbia’s answer to the ultimatum, the text
of which we have not yet been able to get hold of" (K.D., 245) ; and ten
minutes later he telegraphed to Vienna: “Please telegraph text of the
Serbian reply immediately” (K.D., 2^). It was evidently not in hand
at the conference at Potsdam, since it was sent to the Kaiser by special
messenger at 9:30 P. M.; but did not arrive in time for him to read it
that night (K.D., 270, note 2; 293). Jules Gambon seems to be mistaken
in saying that the Serbian Charge d’AJfaires gave it to Jagow “this
lin

on July

morning” (July 27; F.Y.B.,

74).

as K.D., 245.
aa Berchtold delayed forwarding it until

see above, ch.

vii,

note

he bad time to annotate

it;

42.

28K.D., 264, 274-276; see also above,

ch. vi,

“The Russian Danger.

2» Tschirschky to Berlin, July 27, 3:20 P. M.; arrived 4:37 P.M.; sent
to the Emperor the same night, and to the Army and Navy Staffs next
morning; K.D., 257, see also below, at notes 42-54.
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Euwaid Grey was losing patience with Germany. Grey had just read the text of the Serbian reply,
and found that “Serbia had agreed to the Austrian demands
to an extent he would never have jjelieved possible."
fact that Sir

Should Austria reject it as a foundation for negotiations, or
occupy Belgrade, “Russia could not regard sucli action with
equanimity, and vrouhl have to accept it as a direct challenge. The result would be the most frightful war Europe
had ever seen, and no one could tell to what .‘^uch a war
would lead.” Grey therefore requested Germany to use her
influence to get ’i’ienna to accept the Serbian reply, either
as satisfactory or as a basis for conferences. He was convinced that it lay in Germany’s hands to settle the matter
by prop*- repre.sentations. “I found the Minister vexed for

the

time," Lichnowsky added; “he spoke with great

first

seriousness

and seemed absolutely to expect that we should

make use of our influence to settle the matter.
convinced that if war should come after. all, we

succc.ssfully
.

.

.

I

am

no longer bo able to count on British sympathy or
British .support, as every evidence of ill-will would be seen
shoulfl

in Austria’s procedure.”®®

In view of
the time had

mediator.

He

all this

come

serious news,

Bethmann decided

that

to accede to Grey’s request to act as

telegraphed to Tschirschky at Vienna the

warning and its profrom
posal
Grey that the Serbian Note be accepted as a
basis for a settlement, and added;
text of Lichnowsky’s telegram with its

Since

we have already

a conference,

it is

refuses'

impossible

English suggestion also.

By

fe.'

.ns
i;s

to

English proposal for

waive a limine

this

refusing every proposal for

we should be held responsible for the conflagraby the whole world, and be set forth as the original

incdi.ation,

tion

*0 Lichnowsky to Bethmann, July 27, 1:31 P. M., received 4:37 P M.;
forwarded to Vienna 11:60 P. M.; and to the Kaiser by messenger July

28 at 5 A.M.; K.D., 258, 277, 283,
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That would

instigators of the war.

impossible in our

own

consideration of

Our

make our position
we must appear as

also

country, where

having been forced into war.
difficult, inasmuch as Serbia
very great degree. Therefore
tor’s role, and must submit

m

AUSTRIA

situation

is all

the more

has apparently yielded to a
we cannot refuse the mediathe English proposal to the

Vienna Cabinet,

e.spccially as London
and Paris continue to make their influences felt, in St.
Petersburg.
I na.iuest Count Bcrchtold’s opinion on the
tlie

English suggestion, as likewise his views on M. Sazonov’s
desire to negotiate directly with Vienna.®*

But by the

tinje

Tschirschky presented this communi-

cation to Berchtold, the Austrian Minister replied that

“now, since the opening of

hostilities

and the ensuing [Austrian]
move was made too late.”

on the part of Serbia

declaration of war, England’s

Berchtold had faced his

as well as Europe, with the fait accompli of

war with

ally,

Serbia,

and so “cut the ground from any attempt at intervention.”
There has been much discussion as to the sincerity of
Bethmann’s action in this matter. On this same evening
the Austrian Ambassador at Berlin, Szogyeny, telegraphed
to Berchtold at 9:15 P. M.:
^
[1]

The Foreign

Secretary [Jagow] very decisively in-

formed me in strict confidence that the German Government
would shortly acquaint Your Excellency with possible
English proposals of mediation.
[2]

The German Government

assurance that they do

give the most positive

not identify themselves

in

any

way with the proposals, they are even decidedly against
their being considered, and they only forward them, in
compliance with the English request.
view that it
[3] In doing so they are guided by the
is of the utmost importance that England should not make
»iBethmann to Tschirschky, July 27, 11:50 P.M.;
Embassy in Vienna at 5:30 A.M.; K.D., 277.

arrived at the

8® Tschirschky to Bethmann, July 28, 4:55 P.M.; K.D., 313.
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cause with Russia and France at the present
moment. Consequently everything must be avoided that
would break down the wire between Germany and England

common

which has hitherto worked so
tell Sir

Edward Grey

well.

If

Germany were

to

plainly that she would not forward

the request to Austria-Hungary, which England thinks more
likely to be considered if it comes through Germany, this
would lead to the very state of affairs it is so essential to

avoid.
[4] Moreover, the German Government at every single
English request of the kind in Vienna, would declare to
her [bei jedem einzelnen derartigen Verlangen Englands in

Wien demselben

erkldren]

most emphatically that

it

would

endorse to Austria-Hungary such attempts at
no
intervention, and only passed them on in compliance with
in

w’ise

England’s wish.
[5] Yesterday, as he said, the English Government had
approached him [Jagow], through the German Ambassador
in London and directly through their representative here,
to persuade him to support England’s request concerning our
modification of the Note to Serbia. He, Jagow, had replied
that he would indeed comply with Sir Edward Grey’s wish
to forward England’s request to Your Excellency, but he
himself could not endorse it, since the Serbiai: conflict was
a question of prestige for the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy,
in which Germany also was concerj ,L
i.rid therefore forwarded
[6] He, the Secretary of Stab
Sir Edward Grey's note to Herr
e '^’scbirscliky, but without instructing him to submit 1
our Excellency; he had
then been able to inform the J' iish Cabinet that he did
not directly reject the Englisl -flsh, but had even passed
it on to Vienna.
[7] In conclusion the Secretary of State repeated his
attitude, and begged me, in order to avoid any misunderstanding, to assure Your Ebccellency that his having acted as
intermediary in this instance does not at all mean that he is
in favor of the English proposal being considered.®*
.

•:»

’•aSzogyeny to Bercbtold, July 27, 9:15 P. M., arrived at Vienna

;

,
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which

is

may
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be made upon this Szogyeny

somewhat

confused, inaccurate,

and

repetitious.

(1) In the 4th paragraph

it is

not at

all clear

whether

The two
Renouvin and Mont-

“demselben” means
ablest French and German experts,
gelas, interpret it to mean “to England”; but

“to England” or “to Vienna.”

if so,

was contradicting the essential notion expressed
three paragraphs.

statement

is

If it

contradicted

Szogyeny

in his first

meanj “to Vienna,” Szogyeny’s
by the fact that the German Gov-

ernment never declared in Vienna “that it would in no wise
endorse to Austria-Hungary such attempts at intervention.”
(2) In the 5th paragraph it is not clear to what Szogyeny
England expressed no wish for “the modification
refers.
This
of the Note to Serbia’' on July 26 ("Yesterday”).
in Szogyeny’s mind with Grey’s request
received in Berlin the same
“Yesterday”),
(not
25
to influence the Austrian
able
feel
“may
day, that Germany
view of it,” i.e., of the
favorable
Government to take a

may be a confusion
of July

Szogyeny states in his 6th
paragraph, was in fact forwarded at once to Tschirschky
in Vienna, and England was so informed.®^ Szogyeny can
hardly have been thinking of the English proposal for a
conference of Ambassadors, made at London to Lichnowsky
Serbian reply

this request, as

on July 26 and at Berlin by Goschen on July 27 (both cannot be “Yesterday”} which Germany frankly rejected at
once,®® because he sent a report about that later.®®
American DeleJuly 28, 9:00 A.M.; A.R.B., II, 68; Gooss, p. 173 ff. The
first two paragatioQ at the Versailles Peace Conference cited only the
false impre^
give
graphs of this telegram, which, taken by themselves,
despatch,
Szogyeny
famous
this
of
interpretations
sion.
For different
Jahrbucher, vol. 176, pp.
see, among others, H. Delbriick, in Preussische
Montgelas, LeitSaden, p. 1761.
487-490, June, 1919; Renouvin, pp, 121-126;
34B.D., 115, 149; K.D., 186, notes to 186, and 191a.
»6 See above, ch. viii, at notes 58-69.
after
*« Szogyeny to Berchtold, July 28, 7:40 P.M., (some Oxrty hours

proposal according
the event’.)-, A.R.B., II, 81: “The English mediation
together
to which Germany, Italy, England and France diould come

m
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No

evidence exists that Jagow told England “the
Serbian dispute was a question of prestige for the Austro(3)

Hungarian Monarchy, in which Germany also was concerned,” as Szogj’eny alleged at the end of the 5th paragraph.

Szogyeny was at this time so old a man, that his
recall had already been decided upon and his successor selected. His age and the nervous strain of these days would
explain the confusion and inaccuracy of this telegi’am, and
make it doubtful whether it can be completely relied on,
especially as this was not the only instance of his inaccuracy
and unreliability in this crisis.®’
(5) Finally, and most important, it has usually been
assumed that when Szogy&y announced in the 1st paragraph that “the German Government w'ould shortly ac(4)

quaint Your Excellency with possible English proposals of
mediation,” he was referring to Lichnowsky’s telegram proposing mediation on the basis of the Serbian reply, and forwarded with Bethmann’s comment, which has been quoted
above at notes 30-31. If this was actually the case, and if

Szogyeny’s telegram

is

(which

trustworthy

is

open

to

would throw a sinister light upon the sincerity
of Bethmann’s action. But it is quite possible that it was
doubt),

it

not Liehnowsky’s telegram referred to above, but the British
proposal for a Conference of the Four Powers, which
Sz6g>"cny understood from Jagow might soon be passed on
to Vienna. Jagow frankly and emphatically rejected the

and there was nothing
in his telling Szogyeny that the

proposal,

decisively opposed to its being
it

.

.

’

handed or deceitful
aran Government was
a.sidered, and only passed
'

.

compliance with England’s wish. It may be obJagow does not appear to have forwarded the
conference in London, to find a way for the settlement of the present

on

in

jected that
a

has been rejected by Germany on the ground that a conference would not be the suitable m°ans for accomplishing the aim.”
K.D., 324. See above, ch. v, note 43.
difficulties,
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Conference proposal to Vienna.

But
During the morning of July 27,

this is easily exBerlin had only an
indefinite
informal knowledge of the Conference
proposal coritained in a telegram sent by Lichnowsky

plained.

^d

on Sunday evening.3® Szbgyeny may have been told that
Germany
disapproved of this, and that if she forwarded
it to Vienna
it would not mean that she in
any way endorsed it.
Later

Goschen made the formal request for a Conference; this was rejected,
but Jagow and Bethinann, in
hurrying out to Potsdam, neglected to forward it
to Vienna.
When they returned from Potsdam, read the text of the
Serbian reply, and found Lichnowsky ’s telegram
with a
a good mediation proposal, they forwarded the latter instead
in the da,y

of the Conference proposal.

Another objection which might
be raised to this view’ that Szogyeny was thinking of a
Conference proposal which Berlin might soon forward to Vienna
is the fact that his telegram was sent at 9:15
P. M., and

would hardly apply to a conversation around noon. But he
was often many hours late in getting information at the

German Foreign Ofiice and in forwarding it to Vienna; such
a delay of some nine hours would be nothing unusual for
him.'*® Furthermore, it is veiy doubtful whether Bethmann
and Jagow’ could have returned from Potsdam early enough
to read Lichnowsky's telegram, tell Szogyeny they disapproved it but were forwarding it to please the English, and
38 In reply to this telegram of Lichnowsky's (K.D.,
see above
at note 17) Bethmann telegraphed to him at 1:00 P.M, (K.D., 248):
“No knowledge here up to present of Sir Edward Grey's proposal to
hold a conference a quatre there.
could not take part in such a
conference, as we should not be able to summon Austria before a European court of justice."
aoGoschcn to Grey, July 27, 6:17 P.M.; B.D., 185.
40 For instance, Germany requested from Vienna the text of the
Serbian rejjly at 11:30 A.M. (K.D., 246), and Szogyeny does uot report
the news until 5:50 P.M.
Similarly, Goschen reported the rejection
of the Conference proposal on Monday at 6:17 P.M. (B.D., 185), and
Szogyeny did not report it until more than twenty-four houta later on
Tuesday at 7:40 P.M. (A.EJJ.. II. 84).

We
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still

leave time for Szogyeny to put

9:15

P.M.

It

would seem,

it all

therefore, that there are

mto

cipher by

good grounds

for

thinking that the Szogyeny telegram referred to the Conference proposal, which was openly and frankly rejected, am*

not to the later mediation proposal forwarded by Bethmanr
toward midnight.
One may conclude that Bethmann was sincere, on the
evening of July 27, in assuming the role of mediator to the
extent of calling upon Berchtold to consider the proposals
of Sir Edward Grey and oi Sazonov for finding a settlement,
in which Austria should accept the Serbian reply as a suffi-

No

ciently satisfactory basis for further discussions.

doubt

Bethinann was largely influenced by his desire not to antagonize England. But if this had been his only motive in
forwarding the British proposal, as one school of interpreters of the Szogyeny telegram believe, there was no need
for him to have included Sazonov’s “direct conversations”
among the proposals which Berchtold was asked to consider.
No doubt also Bethmann ought to have given stronger advice, if he wanted to make certain of restraining Austria,
but he did not wish to offend her or raise dc bts as to
Germany’s loyalty as an ally.*^ But even had h spoken in
stronger terms, it would not have prevented Mt Austrian
declaration of war on Serbia, because Berchtold l.ad already
decided on this step in order “to cut the ground from any
attempt at intervention.” When Tschirschky presented
Bethmann’s communication he was told that, since Austria
and Serbia were already at war, “England’s move was made
'

too late.”

m

It is signiRcant that
forwarding Lichnowsky's telegram to Vienna
he omitted the last sentence which might seem to imply that Austria was
under Germany’s thumb; "The key to the situation is to be found in
Berlin, and, if peace is seriously desired there, Austria can be restrained
from prosecuting, as Sir E. Grey expresses it, a foolhardy policy” (K.D,

258

.

277 )
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JULT 28

There had been a general fear in Europe that Austria
would quickly follow her diplomatic break with Serbia by
a declaration of war or an opening of hostilities. This also
had at, first been the expectation and advice of Germany,
in order to secure “localization” and by quick action reduce
the likelihood of Russian intervention.^® When this.did not
take place, there was some feeling of relief, and the prospects for the success of “direct conversations” seemed good.
The reason that military action did not follow the diplo-

matic break at once was that the first day of Austria’s partial mobilization was not to be until July 28, and the armies
would not be concentrated for action until about two^ weeks
later. Conrad did not want war until his armies were concentrated. Tschirschky was informed of this about noon on
July 26. Berlin learned of it on the morning of July 27,
and was therefore not expecting a declaration of war or
the opening of hostilities until about August 12.'**
But when Pashitch’s advance summary of the Serbian
reply began to make a favorable impression,** and when
Berlin transmitted Grey’s hope that Vienna would take a
favorable view of it,*® Berchtold began to doubt the wisdom
of so long a delay, “When do you want a declaration of
war?” he asked Conrad toward noon on July 26. “About

August

12,” the Chief of Staff replied.

"The diplomatic

situation will not last as long as that,” said Berchtold.*®
However, no change in Conrad’s plans was made at the mo-

The Vienna authorities still believed that Russia
would not move, and that there was no need for haste in

ment.

42 gjjogyeny to Berchtold, July 26, 2:12 P.M.; A.B.B., II, 32; and
Tschirschky to Bethmann, July 26, 4:50 P.M.; K.D., 213.
43 Conrad, IV, 131 f. Tschitschky to Bethmann, July 26, 4:50 P.M.;
KJD., 213. Dirr, p. 148. Moltke, Erinnerunffen, p. 381. Szbgyfey
Berchtold, July 27, 5:50 F.M.; ABB., 11, 67.
Conrad, IV, 131 1
44 B.D., 114, 115.
4 6K.D., 186: A.R3.. II. 57

W

.
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dealing with Serbia. But on July 27, when the news of
the Krasnoe Selo military preparations and demonstrations

came

in,'*'' they “decided to issue the declaration of war tomorrow, or at latest day after tomorrow, in order to cut
the ground from every attempt at intervention.”
Such an intervention seemed even more likely, in the
course of the evening, with the arrival of Sidpary’s despatch
proposing “direct conversations”
and news of Grey’s proposal for a Conference.'*®* Berchtold therefore instructed
Szapary that he might converse with Sazonov, but “without
entering into any kind of a binding engagement.”®® At
the same time a declaration of war against Serbia was
drawn up, together with a memorandum to persuade Emperor Francis Joseph to authorize its being sent “early tomorrow morning.” It contained two main arguments.
Fir.'it, since the Serbian reply was cleverly worded and conciliatory in form but wholly worthless in substance, the
Eii.ente Powers might make an attempt to reach a peaceful settlement, “unless a clear situation is brought about
ijy a declaration of war,”
And second, the Serbians had
opened hostilities by firing on Austrian troops at TemesKubin on the Danube. Berchtold then went to Ischl. By
using these two arguments he won the Emperor’s assent,
telephoned the news to Vienna, and the A .iETian declaration of war was then dispatched to Nish a
e before noon
on July 28, in an uncoded telegram in Erpneh.®^
i

^7 July 27, 7 and 8

A.M.; A.R£., H,

49, 60; see also .above, ch. vi,

"Tho Russian Danger.”
C/.
•>*' Tschirschky
to liethmann, Jui:-' 27, 3:20 P.M.; K.D., 257.
also Berchtold to Szogyeny, July 27, XI: 10 P.M. (A.R.B., II, 69), where
he .says the declaration of war will be issued "in a few days” [in den
jMcliden Tageril. even though active military operations could not

begin until a couple of weeks later,

when Conrad had

concentrated the

'*0 Received Jul.v
troops.
27, 4:30 P.M.; see above ch. viii, at note 85.
•oa Meiisdorff to Berchtold, July 27, received 6:30 P.M. A.R.B., Hi
;
50 Berchtold to Szapary, July 27, 10:20 P. M.; Gooss, 210.
71.
51 A.R.B., II, 78; S.B.B., 45-47. B.D., 225, 233. Mr. H. F. Armstrong!

to

whom

the present writer

is

indebted for the accompanying facsimile

FACSIMILE OF THE AU.'?TRO-HUNaAl!IAN DECLAEATIOX
OF AVAR OX SERBIA
The telegram, sent from Vienua July 15/2S at ll:lu A.M.
received at Nish at 12.30 P.M., runs in translation as folloa s

and

;

The Royal Serbian Government not having ar.sweitd in a. satisfactory manner the note of July 23, 1914, presented by the AustroHungarian Minister at Belgrade, the Imperial and Royal Government
are themselves eompelled to see to the safeguarding of their rights and
interests, and, with this object, to have leeonrso to force of arms.
Austria-Hungary consequently considers herself henceforward in a
state of war with Serbia.

The Austro-Hungarian Minister

for Foreign Affairs,

Count Bebchtold.
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Berchtold had now "brought about a clear situation” by
his jait accompli. When the Russian Ambassador came to
propose “direct conversations,” Berchtold told him that
he could not accept the Serbian reply as a basis for discussion, “because war on Serbia has been declared today.”
Similarly Berchtold informed Germany and England that
Grey’s proposal for a conference came "too late,” and, “in

view of the state of war already existing, has been outand also that Austria “would have
to decline any suggestion of negotiations on basis of

stripped by events”;

Serbian reply.

Prestige of the

Dual Monarchy was now

engaged, and nothing could prevent conflict.”

The

war by Austria thus foreand Russian proposals for taking the

precipitate declaration of

stalled the English

Serbian reply as a basis for negotiations.

To meet

new

It created a

new

new

pro-

posals for preserving the peace of Europe, and at the

same

situation.

this

,

situation, several

time satisfying Austria and Serbia, were quickly forthcoming from Germany and England (but no longer from
Russia). One of these in fact was outlined by the Kaiser
several hours before he was aware that Austria had declared
war. It is commonly known as the “pledge plan” or “Halt
in Belgrade” proposal.

As
it in Current History, Oct., 1927, p. 95.
connections with Belgrade were broken off, it was sent via
Ccemowitz and Bucharest.
The first draft of the declaration of war gave, as one of the grounds
for war, the Serbian provocation at Temes-Kubin, but as this was not
Some
.confirmed, it was omitted from the final declaration of war.
writers believe that the Temes-Kubin rmnor was invented to deceive and
persuade Francis Joseph, and it is significant that Conrad makes no mention of it. Berchtold explained to the Emperor next day, July 29, that the
Temes-Kubin conflict had been too insignificant to include in the Declaration to Serbia as a ground for war; Gooss, p. 218.
B2 Berchtold to Szapary, July 28, 11:40 P.M.; A.R.B., II, 95.
63 Berchtold to Szogyeny, July 28, 11:00 P. M.; and to Mensdorff,
givw an

interesting history of

telegraph

July

1:00 A.M.; A.R.B., II, 81, 90.
Bunsen to Grey, July 28, 1:10 P.M.;
K.D., 313; and A.R.B., II, 82.
29,

64

fi.D., 227^:

c/.

alw

226, 230;
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THE

kaiser’s “pledge PLAn”

When the Kaiser awoke on Tuesday morning, July 28,
he had before him the text of the Serbian reply and many
of the other documents which had led Bethmann the night
before to ask Berchtold to consider the British and Russian
peacQ proposals. The Kaiser was greatly impressed with
the conciliatory and yielding character of the Serbian reply
and the diplomatic success which Austria had achieved, as
appears from his annotation on it;
“A
hours.

brilliant

This

is

performance for a time-limit of only 48

more than one could have expected!

A great

moral success for Vienna; but with it every reason for war
drops away, and Giesl ought to have remained quietly in
Belgrade
After such a thing, I should never have ordered
1

mobilization.”

He therefore wrote at once to Jagow: “I am convinced
that on the whole the wishes of the Danubian Monarchy
have been acceded

to.

The few

reservations that Serbia

makes could be settled by negotiation. It contains the announcement orbi et urbi of a capitulation of the most humiliating kind, and as a result, every caust Jor war falls to
the ground.

Nevertheless, the piece of paper, like

its

con-

value so long as it is not translated into
Serbians are Orientals, theiefore lying, deceit-

tents, is of little

deeds.

The

and masters in evasion.
promises may be converted

In order that these beautiful
j reality and deeds,” and “in
order to give the army, nov/ mobilized to no purpose for
the third time, the external satisfaction d’honnew of an
ostensible success,” Austria should be given temporary mili-

ful,

tary occupation of Belgrade as a pledge. “I propose that
we say to Austria; Serbia has been forced to retreat in a

very humiliating manner and

we

offer

our congratulations;
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naturally, as a result, no more cause jor war exists; but a
guarantee that the promises will be carried out, is probably
necessary; that could probably be secured by a temporary

military occupation of a portion of Serbia, similar to the
way we left troops in France in 1871 until the billions were
paid.

On

this basis I

am

ready to mediate for peace with

Submit a proposal to me, along the lines
sketched out, to be communicated to Vienna.”
Thus the Kaiser was ready at last to yield to England’s
request that he act as a mediator and advise Vienna to
abandon the idea of war with Serbia. But while Sir Edward
Grey had urged that Austria be dissuaded from any military action, the Kaiser was ready to permit it to thq extent
Austria.

.

.

.

of having Austria secure a tangible pledge that the Serbian
promises would be really carried out. Before the Kaiser’s
proposal .could be embodied in a despatch and communicated to Austria, the latter, as we have seen, had already
declared war on Serbia. It then remained to be seen
whether Austria, and especially Eussia, would be willing to
accept the Kaiser’s mediation proposal, which was sincerely

calculated to avert a European war.

Before the Kaiser’s autograph letter to Jagow had been
brought from Potsdam to Berlin and put in the form of a
concrete proposal to Vienna, Bethmann had received irritating news concerning Berchtold’s attempt to rattle the
German sword, his persistent neglect of Germany’s advice
to satisfy Italy, and his secret intention to partition Serbia,
Bethmann had understood on July 5 that he was agreeing
to support Austria in her vital interest of putting an end
to the dangerous Greater Serbia propaganda; that danger

was now taken

care of'by the Serbian reply,

were duly carried

out.

He

if its

promises

did not understand, and he did

William II to Jagow, July 28, 10:00 A.M.; and a similar note
views;"
his secretary to Mdltke, “who is entirely in accord with
KJ3., 293, and note 6 of new edition. Italics are the Kaiser’s.

by

my
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not intend, that Germany should be forced to follow Berchtold in secret plans which Austria had withheld from, her
ally, and which might involve the rupture of the Triple
Alliance by Italy’s withdrawal from it, and even the rupture of the peace of Europe in such a way that Germany
and Austria would seem to be responsible. He would not
permit that Russia and the Pan-Slav Press should back up
Serbia in a continuance of the Greater Serbia menace, but
on the other hand, he thought Austria ought to satisfy the
Russian desire that Serbia be not subjected to a partition.®^
Bethmann therefore refused to allow Berchtold to rattle
Berchtold and Conrad had asked
the German sword.
Tschirschky that Berlin warn St. Petersburg that the military preparations against Austria were so threatening that
counter-measures would have to be taken.®* Instead of
acceding to this suggestion, Bethmann tried to calm and
restrain the

Vienna authorities by

telling

them: “Military

known here, are only
not yet confirmed. Even according to

reports concerning Russia, so far as

rumors, and are
General Moltke’s view, a categorical declaration at St.
Petersburg would seem today to be premature.” ®® And

same time, in reply to Sazonov’s admission that “a
must be found of giving Serbia her deserved lesson

at the

w'ay

he instructed Pour-

while sparing her sovereign rights,”
tales: “Please tell

Sazonov that

munication and. for

its

I

am

grateful for his com-

conciliatory spirit,

and further hope

that Austria’s declaration of disinterestedness will satisfy

Russia and serve as a basis hr further agreement.”
Bethmann also heard that Berchtold was persisting
5T Cf.

Bethmann

to the Prussian Ministers at the Federated

in

German

States, July 28; K.D., 307; and also his telegrams to Vienna quoted bejow.
58 Tschirschky to Bethmann, July 27 [July 28, 1;45 A. M., received
4 A.M.] ; K.D., 281.
59 Bethmann to Tschirschky, July 28, 3:20 P.M.; E.D., 299.
59 See above, note 2.

Cl

Bethmann

to PourtaRs, July 28, 3 :35

P.M.

;

K.D., 300.
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advice in regard to satisfying

hopes for compensation.®^*

The German Ambassador

Rome had

reported San Giuliano as insisting that
in
“the existence of Serbia is an unconditional necessity for

This barrier against Austria cannot be allowed to
Instructions had therefore been sent from
Berlin to Vienna that the Kaiser “considers it absolutely
necessary that Austria should come to an understanding
in time with Italy about Art. VII and the compensation
question” ; an immediate conference between Berchtold and
Italy.

disappear.”

the Italian Ambassador

Most

is

“urgently necessary.”

was the news from London concerning Austria’s doings. Though Berchtold had disclaimed
any intention to annex Serbian territory®® and had deirritating of all

clared Austria’s “territorial disinterestedness,” the Austrian

Ambassador in London had confided to Lichrvowsky that
Serbia was to be “beaten to the earth,” and “it was the
intention to present portions of Serbia to Bulgaria and presumably also to Albania.” ®® These were secret intentions
which had been expressed at the Austrian Ministerial Council of July 19,®’^ but which were contrary to Bethmann’s
expectations and contrary to what he had been sincerely
stating to the Powers.

He

therefore noted indignantly:

“This duplicity of Austria’s is intolerable. They refuse to
give us information as to their program, and state expressly
that Count Hoyos’s statements which suggested a partition
of Serbia were purely personal; at St. Petersburg they are
lambs with not a wicked thought in their hearts, and in
62 gee above, at note 18, and also ch. v, at notes 119-128.
6® Plotow to Bcthmann, July 27, 2:40 P.M.; K.D., 261.

Jagow

to

Tschirschky, July 27, 9 P.M., and 9:30 P.M.;

267, 269.
65 In conversation with the Russian

ED.,

Charge d’Affaires in Vienna on

July 24 (A.RJJo II, 23), but this disclaimer had not been, confirmed by
Szapary in St. Petersburg.
66 Lichnowsky to Bethmann, July 28, 12:58 P.M., received 3:45 P.M.;
6'^ See above, ch. v, at notes 104-106.
K.D., 301.
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London

their

Embassy

away

talks of giving

portions of

Serbian territory to Bulgaria and Albania.”
It

that

was thus with some

justifiable irritation at Austria

Bethmann took up the

Kaiser’s offer to mediate on

the basis of the “pledge plan”

and embodied

it in

the fol-

lowing telegram to Vienna:
[Aside from a declaration to Russia that it intends no
acquisition in Serbia] the Austro-Hungarian

territorial

Government, in

spite of repeated questions as to its pur-

poses, has left us in the dark.

The

reply

now

at hand of

the Serbian Government to the Austrian ultimatum makes
it evident that Serbia has in fact met the Austrian demands

manner that if the Austro-Hungarian
Government adopted a wholly uncompromising attitude, a

in so wide-reaching a

gradual revulsion of public opinion against it in all Europe
[Russia will prewould have to be reckoned with.
sumably be satisfied] if the Vienna Cabinet repeats in St.
.

.

.

Petersburg the definite declaration that territorial acquisitions in Serbia lie far from its purpose, and that its military
measures aim solely at a temporary occupation of Belgrade

and other definite points of Serbian territory in order to
compel the Serbian Government to a complete fulfilment
of the demands, and to serve as guarantees for future good
behavior, to which Austria-Hungary unquestionably has
a claim after her experiences with Serbia.
German occr

could be regarded like the

occupation
- .;on

in France

Peace of Frankfort, as security i--r the demand
of the war indemnity.
As soon as the Austrian demands
were fulfilled, a withdrawal would fellow. ... You are
immediately to express yourself emphatically in this sense
to Count Berchtold and have him take the proper step in
after the

Petersburg. You are carefully to avoid giving the
impression that we wish to hold Austria back. It is solely
a question of finding a method which will make possible
the accomplishment of Austria’s purpose of cutting the vital
nerve of Greater Serbian propaganda without at the same
St.

•8 K.D., 301, note.
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time unchaining a world war, and in the end, if this is unavoidable, of improving as far as practicable the conditions
under which it is to be waged. Wire reply.*®

This telegram of Bethmann*s was a step in the right
It was well adapted to the new situation created
by the fact that Austria was already at war with Serbia,
which he had just learned. It was aimed to make the Austrian armies “halt in Belgrade.” But its language was not
direction.

vigorous

suflSciently

Berchtold.

to

compel immediate assent from

Nor did it correspond precisely with

the Kaiser’s

more decisive instructions that Vienna was to be told that
“‘no more cause for war exists.” Bethmann was too much
afraid of offending Austria. He was too much concerned
with preventing the odium of responsibility for a war from
falling on Germany and Austria, rather than with preventing such a war altogether. However, he also at once informed Russia that he was striving to persuade Vienna to
have a frank discussion with St. Petersburg and to make
plain in an unobjectionable and satisfactory manner the
purpose and extent of Austria’s procedure.'"’ He likewise
told the British Ambassador that “he was doing his very
best both at Vienna and at St. Petersburg to get the two

Governments to discuss the situation directly with each
other and in a friendly way. He had great hopes that such
discussion would take place and lead to a satisfactory result.” He reiterated his desire to cooperate with England,
and his intention to do his utmost to maintain the general
peace.

His

last

words to Goschen were “A war between the
:

C/.
Tsohirsohky, July 28, 10:15 P.M., K.D., 323.
pp. 243-244. Bethmann also telegraphed to
Tschirschky Pourtales’ account of Sazonov’s more conciliatory ajttitude
end his admission that a means must be found for giving Serbia her
"deserved lesson” and building a bridge upon which Austria could retreat,

89

Bethmann to

A.R3.,

Ill, 24,

and Gooss,

.

KJ)., 282, 30?.
ro

Bethmann

to PourtalSs
Inly 28, 9 P.M.; K.D., 315.

.
j
j
and the other German Ambassadors aorcad,
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But neither to Russia
Great Powers must be avoided."
nor to England did he indicate the exact terms of the
"pledge plan,” as he wished to learn first whether it would
be acceptable to Austria. On this point he was to be kept
in nerve-racking suspense for sixty critical hours, and
finally answered in the negative!

THE “wILLY-NICKy”

TEUsiGRAMS

Besides informing Sazonov through the usual diplomatic
channels that Germany was mediating at Vienna to bring

Austria to a direct and satisfactory agreement with Russia,

Bethmann

decided on this same evening of July 28 to have

recourse to a direct exchange of telegrams between the

In times past this “Willy-Nicky”
much to cement the traditional friendship and good relations between Prussia and
Piussia. It might be a help in the present time of trouble.
Kaiser and the Tsar.

correspondence had often done

Accordingly, a draft telegram

was drawn up

in the Foreign

submitted to the Kaiser, w^ho made several changes
and sent from Berlin at 1:45 A. M. on July 29:

Office,

in

it,

It

is

with the gravest concern that I hear of the impres-

which the action of Austria against Serv’ is creating
in your country. The unscrupulous agitation that has been
going on in Servia for years has resulted ir the outrageous
crime, to whicli archduke Franz Fcrdinf'/-r fell a victim.
The spirit that led Servians to murder ii r own king and
his wife still dominates the country.
You will doubtless
agree with me that we both
ou and me, have a common
sion

i

•

,

interest as well as all Sove-

-ans to insist that all the persons

morally responsible for D s dastardly murder should receive
their deserved punishment.
In this case politics play no
part at a”

On
Ti

the other hand I fully understand

how

difficult it is

Goschen to Grey, July 28, midnight; B.D., 249; this last sentence
was .suppressed from B.B.B., 71, in 1914. Cf. also Bethmann to Lichnowsky, July 28, 8:40 P.M.; K.D., 314.
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you and your Government

public opinion.

to face the drift of your
Therefore, with regard to the hearty and

tender friendship which binds us both from long ago with
firm tics, I arn exerting my utmost influence to induce the
Austrians to deal straightly to arrive to a satisfactory

understanding with you. I confidently hope you
in m3’ efforts to smooth over difficulties that

me

will help

may

still

arise.

Your very

sincere

and devoted friend and cousin
Willy

T2

The same idea had occurred almost simultaneously to
the Tsar and the little group of advisers around him who
were sincerely anxious to prevent the Austro-Serbian conflict from developing into a Russo-German war.
Prince
Trubetzkoi told Chelius, the Kaiser’s personal representative at the side of the Tsar, that Serbia’s answ'er

and readi-

ness to submit the question to arbitration ought to make it
possible to avoid a European war. "We do not love the

he told Chelius, “but they are our Slavic bloodbrothers, and we cannot leave our brothers in the lurch
when they are in trouble. Austria can annihilate them,
and that we could not permit.” He hoped that the Kaiser
would advise Austria not to over-stretch the bow, but to
recognize Serbia’s conciliatory^ promises and accept the
“The return of your
arbitration of the Hague Tribunal.
for we trust in His
easier,
us
feel
all
Kaiser has made
Majesty and want no war, nor does Tsar Nicholas. It
would be a good thing if the twm Monarchs should come to
an understanding by telegraph.”
The suggestion that the Austro-Sei'bian conflict be submitted to arbitration at the Hague, which Pashitch had
already appended to the Serbian reply, possibly at Russian
Serbs at

all,”

T2 K.D., 335; Krasnyi Arkhiv, IV, p. 18; Schilling’s Diary, p. 45.
T3 Chelius to the Berlin Foreign Office, July 28, received July 29, 3 :42
A.M. (K.D., 337), a couple of hours after the Kaiser had sent his first
telegram to the Tsar.
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suggestion/* was a favorite one with the Tsar.

Tribunal owed
to Sazonov:

its origin to

him.

On July

The Hague

27 he had written

I will receive you tomorrow at six o’clock. An idea has
come to me and, not to lose time which is golden, I am
communicating it to you. Why do we not try, after coming
to an understanding with France and England, and afterwards with Germany and Italy, to propose to Austria that

she submit her conflict with Serbia to the examination of

the

Perhaps the moment

Hague Tribunal?

Try

before irreparable events occur.

today, before your report [to
time.

In

me hope

not yet

me tomorrow]

this

lost

step

in order to gain

for peace is not yet extinct.'''

This letter of the Tsar’s
sincere desire to use every

is

one of

means

Sazonov paid no attention to

on

is

to take

many

evidences of his

Instead, he

it.

bluffing Austria into a diplomatic retreat

of partial mobilization,

But
was counting
by the threat

for preserving peace.

and at the same time carrying on

the extensive measures of the “Period Preparatory to W^ar”

which would facilitate a more speedy general mobilization.
While the Tsar was making this proposal of the Hague
Tribunal, his Minister of Foreign Affairs was instructing his
T gents

abroad to telegraph

all

information about troop

movements, was rejecting in advance any moderating influence to be exercised at St. Petersburg, and was assuring
Montenegro that Russia would not be indifferent to Serbia’s
fate and therefore Montenegro should coordinate her policy
with that of Serbia.'^® But there is no likelihood that, even
if he had taken the step requested by the Tsar, it would
have had any success. Au-rtria would certainly have rejected it, and the Kaiser’s note on it in Chelius’s report
was; “Nonsense.” A little later, “Nicky” seeing that SazoT4 See above, ch. vii, at notes 30
ra Sazonov’s telegrams, July 27,
Krasnyi Arkhiv. IV, pp. 48-5B.

and 45
nos.

1504,

Z6
1514,

Uure

Noir, II, 283.

1521,

1622,

1523;
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nov had taken no steps

in this direction, telegraphed direct
to “Willy,” apparently without" Sazonov’s knowledge: “It
would be right to give over the Austro-Serbian problem to

the Hague conference (sic).”
But this, merely met with
an exclamation point from the Kaiser and a line from Bethmann: “The idea of the Hague Conference will be naturally excluded in this case.’”® The fact is that, from the
beginning of the crisis, Pashitch’s offer to submit’ to an
arbitral tribunal such a portentous political question, involving vital interests and national honor, was never taken
seriously by any of the leading statesmen of Europe.
The Tsar also, like Trubetzkoi and Bethmann, pinned
hopes on a direct exchange of telegrams with the Kaiser.
At 1 A. M. on July 29, he sent an appeal to Potsdam. It
crossed on the wires with that sent by the Kaiser. It was
cordial, but it revealed his own weakness in the face of the
pressure which was being put upon him by the Russian
militarists to order a general mobilization:
,

Am

glad you are back. In this most serious moment,
I appeal to you to help me. Au ignoble war has been declared to a weak country. The indignation in Russia shared
fully by me is enormous. I foresee that very soon I shall be

overwhelmed by the pressure brought upon me and be
forced to take extreme measures which will lead to war.
To try and avoid such a calamity as a European war I beg

you in the name of our old friendship to do what you can
to stop your allies from going too far.’'®

Replying to this, the Kaiser stated that he shared the
Tsar’s wish to preserve peace. He pointed out, however,
as Bethmann had already done, that Austria aimed at no
territorial gains at Serbia’s expense, but ought nevertheless
TTTsar to Kaiser, July

29,

8:20 P.M.; KX)., 366; Schilling’s Diaiy,

p. 64; Faleolqgue, I, 36.
^SBethmdnn to Pourtales, July 30, 2:40 A.M.; KJD., 391.
KJ)., 332; K.A., IV, p. 19; Schilling’s Diary, p. 46.

:
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to

have a guarantee that the Serbian promises would be
He added

carried out.

I think a direct understanding

ment and Vienna

between your Governand desirable, and as I already
Government is continuing its exer-

possible

telegraphed to you,

my

promote it. Of course military measures on the
part of Russia which would be looked upon by Austria as
threatening would precipitate a calamity we both wish to
avoid and jeopardize my position as mediator which I
readily accepted on your appeal to my friendship and my
tions to

help.®®

This peace effort on the Kaiser’s part made a deep imIt was successful, as will appear later,
to the extent of causing him to suspend the order for Russian general mobilization which had been pressed from him
by the Chief of Staff and which was on the point of being
dispatched over the wires. The Tsar had taken new hope
and telegraphed back;

pression on the Tsar.

Thank you heartily for your quick answer. Am sending
Tatishchev this evening with instructions. The military
measures which have now come into force were decided five
days ago for reasons of defence on accour* of Austria’s
preparations. I hope from all my heart that these measures
w’on’t in any way interfere with your '.art as mediator
which I greatly value. We need your st.rong pressure on
Austria to come to an understar ding witli us.®^

But the news of Russia’s
ie-reaching irjiitary prepaand partial mobiliza 'on against Austria, now admitted by the Tsar to have been “decided five days ago for
'

rations

reasons of defence on account of Austria’s preparations,”
to T.sar, July 29, 6:30 P.M., received 9:40 P.M.; K.D.,
IV, p. 24; Schilling’s Diary, p. 55.
^’Tsar to Kaiser, July 30, 1:20 A.M., received 1:45 A.M.; K.D.,
390; Schilling’s Diary, p. 56.
On Tatishchev’s minion, and his being
stopped by Sazonov, see above, ch. vi, nolo 54.
Kai.snr

359;

I\.A.,
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when Austria had
Russia, roused

carefully avoided preparations against
the Kaiser’s indignation.
He had been

sincerely trying to mediate

and bring Austria to accept the
“pledge plan” and satisfy Russia by direct negotiations;

but meanwhile Russia had been getting a five days’ start
“I cannot agree to any more
mediation,” he noted, “since the Tsar who requested it has
at the same time secretly mobilized behind my back. It is
only a manoeuvre, in order to hold us back and increase the
start they have already got
My work is at an end!”
So the German effort to preserve peace by the old means
of direct telegrams between the two monarchs came to
in military preparations.

nothing, owing to Austria’s declaration of war on Serbia

and

to the consequent Russian partial mobilization, as well

as to the other secret military measures of the “Period Preparatory to War” which the Tsar had ordered at Krasnoe

Several more telegrams were exchanged
between “Willy" and “Nicky,” but they had no chance pf
success, because Russia’s general mobilization, ordered
about 6 P. M. on July 30, had made a general European
war virtually inevitable.
Selo on July 25.

BETHMANN’s pressure at VIENNA
As we have seen above, Bethmann sent off the "pledge
plan” to Vienna on the evening of July 28, with instructions to Tschirschky to express himself “emphatically" to
At the same time he had
Berchtold and to “wire reply.”
notified England and Russia that he was doing his best to
persuade Vienna to come to a frank and friendly discussion
with St. Petersburg,- and that he wished to cooperate to
maintain the general peace. “A war between the Great
Powers must be avoided,” he had told the British Ambassador. But he now began to be seriously embarrassed because he received no reply from Berchtold to the proposed
82

K.D.

390.

See above, at note

69.
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“pledge plan.” All the following day he waited in vain for
an answer, though telegrams even at this time of crowded
wires ordinarily were transmitted between Berlin and
Vienna within three or four hours. He was embarrassed at
Berch fold’s silence for several reasons because the German
military authorities were beginning to urge that Germany
ought to take precautionary military measures in view of
the news from Russia, as will be indicated later; because he
could give no answer at London and St. Petersburg as to
the success of his mediatory efforts at Vienna because of
the bad impression which- Austria’s declaration of war had
meanwhile made; and because of the reports which he had
received Irom the other capitals which seemed to indicate
bad faith or stupidity on the part of his ally.®^ Therefore
on the evening of July 29 he sent off three more urgent
:

;

telegrams to Tschirschky, partly to inform
reports concerning Austria’s actions

him

and partly

of these

to get an

immediate answer in regard to the "pledge plan.” In the
he forwarded Lichnowsky’s despatch concerning the
remarks of the Austrian Ambassador in London, and added
first

in severe disapproval of Austria:

These expressions of the Austrian diplomats must be
regarded as indications of more recent wishes and aspirations.
I regard the attitude of the Austrian Government

and its unparalleled procedure toward ths v.:;rious Governments with increasing astonishment. In Tt. Petersburg it
declares its territorial disinterestedness; us

in the dark as to its

programme; Rome

it
it

leaves wholly

puts off with

empty phrases about the question of compensation; in
London Count Mensdorff hands out part f Serbia to Bulgaria and Albania and places himself in contradiction with
Vienna’s solemn declaration at St. Petersburg. From these
contradictions I must conclude that the telegram disavowing Hoyos [who, on July 5 or 6 at Berlin, had spoken
unofiScially of Austria’s partitioning Serbia] was intended
84 See

above

at notes 62-68.
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and that the Austrian Government is harboring plans which it sees fit to conceal from us, in order
to assure itself in all events of German support and to
avoid the refusal which might result from a frank statefor the gallery,

ment.®®

The second telegram, sent uncoded, said; “Answer by
wire immediately whether telegram 174 of yesterday [oonceming the ‘pledge plan’] has arrived’’; and the third: “I
await immediate carrying out of telegram 174.’’
Tschirschky had already on the morning of July 29
promptly carried out

his original instructions in telegram

174 concerning the “pledge plan,” but had been met with
a dilatory and evasive answer: Berchtold was ready to repeat his declaration of territorial disinterestedness,, but
“as to the further declaration concerning military measures,
Count Berchtold says that he is not in a position to give
me a reply at once. In spite of my representations as to the
urgency of the matter, I have up to this evening received no
further communication.”
On this same day, Wednesday, July 29, while still waiting in vain for a reply from Berchtold as to the “pledge
plan,” Bethmann had already taken up two more peace
proposals which had been suggested, and supported both
energetically at Vienna.

Sazonov

One was

for “direct conversations”

the suggestion from

between Vienna and

St.

Petersburg.*®

Bethmann had

already handed this propitious suggescomment as soon as it had been

tion on to Vienna without

Bethmann to Tschirschky, July 29, 8:00 P.M.; K.D., 361. This
for Tschirschky’s personal information, but he was instructed to
call Berohtold's attention to the advisability of avoiding suspicion as to
his declarations to the Powers with regard to the integrity of Serbia,
and to his failure to satisfy Italy.
B® Bethmann to Tschirschky, July 29, 10:18 and 10:30 P.M.; K.D.,
®6

was

377 and note.
8T Tschirschky to Bethmann, July
lj30 A.M.; K.D., 388.

29,

11:50 P.M., received July

88K.D., 238. 282.
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by him on July 27. But it had been evaded and
then rejected by Berchtold, because Sazonov had intended
that the direct conversations should take up modifications

received

of the terms of Austria’s ultimatum,

mined not

to enter into

Berchtold was deter-

any negotiations which might touch

the local issues existing purely between Austi'.a and Serbia.
As an additional reason for his refusal to “converse directly”

on Austro-Serbian

relations,

he pointed out that

the time for a peaceful settlement of those relations was
passed, since the declaration of war and the opening of
hostilities

had already taken

place.

Consequently, “direct

conversations” between Vienna and St. Petersburg had

come

Sazonov w'as much
Sazonov concluded, though mistakenly, that

to a halt, with the result that

incensed.®®

because Berchtold flatly refused to discuss Austro-Serbian
relations, he was also unwilling to converse at all with
Russia.

To reopen “direct conversations” Bethmann now sent
more telegrams to Vienna very late on Wednesday

three

night.

After mentioning the hopeful interchange of

tele-

grams which had begun between the Kaiser and the Tsar, he
passed on Sazonov's information that Russia had decided to
mobilize in her four southern districts, but added, calmingly,
that this was “far from meaning war”; the Ruivsian army
might be a long time under arms without crossin r the frontier, and Russia wanted to avoid war if in any way possible.
It had been pointed out to Sazonov that Austria would
probably take counter-measures and thus start the ball
rolling.
Sazonov was complaining that “direct conversations” were making no headway,
“Hence we must urgently request, in order to prevent a general catastrophe,
or at least to put Russia in the wrong, that Vienna inauguFor this abortive result of the proposals for “direct conversations,"
AR.B., II, 73, 95; III, 16, 17, 19, 20; and above ch. viii, at notes
80-S8, and below ch. x, at note 4.

see
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to telegram 174,”

Having heard
from Sazonov that Berchtoid had given a “categorical refusal” to direct conversations, and fearing there had been
some misunderstanding, Bethmann telegraphed still more
emphatically to Vienna a couple of hours later;
is,

according to the “pledge plan.”

*“

The refusal of every exchange of views with St. Petersburg would be a serious mistake, for it provokes Russia
precisely to armed interference, which Austria is primarily
interested in avoiding.

We

are ready, to be sure, to

fulfill

our obligations as an ally, but must refuse to allow ourselves to be drawn by Vienna into a world connagration
frivolously and in disregard of our advice. Please say this
to

Count Berchtoid at once with

emphasis and with

all

great seriousness.® ^

The other nlan which Bethmarn also cordially took up
late Wednesday nigni was orey s proposal for mediation
between Austria and Russia, either by the four Powers, or
by Germany alone, on the basis of Serbia’s reply. News
had come from Rome that she was now ready, “on condition
of certain interpretations, to swallow even articles 5 and 6,
that

is,

This proposal

the whole Austrian ultimatum.”

of Grey’s

was eagerly welcomed by Bethmann

as a possible

happy solution. In sending it on to Vienna, he genuinely
again "pressed the button,” by adding:
“Please show this to Berchtoid immediately and add that
we regard such a yielding on Serbia’s part as a suitable
of
basis for negotiation along with an occupation of a part

Serbian territory as a pledge.”
»o

Bethmann

to Tschirschky, July 30, 12:10

383, 385.
»i Bethmann to Tschirschky, July 30, 3

and 12:30 A.M.; K.D.,

A M.;

29, 2:08
ch, viii, note 10.

saiichnowsky to Bethmann, July

"Italian proposal,” see above,
S3 Bethmann to Tschirschky, July 30, 12:30

A

396.

P.M.; KD., 357; on
A.M.; KJj., 384.

this
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But Berchtold was

still deaf to the button; he merely
characteristic
reply that, though the integral acthe
made
of
Austria’s note would have been satisfactory beceptance

fore hostilities had begun, “now after the state of w'ar has
begun, Austria’s conditions must naturally take another
tone.’’

Grey’s proposal was all the more eagerly welcomed by
Bethmann, partly because Grey quickly supplemented it

by embodying the two very points which Germany herself
had already been urging at Vienna and St. Petersburg in
her "pledge plan,’’ viz., a new statement by Austria of her
intentions in Serbia which would satisf}”^ Russia, and a
pledge in the shape of the temporary military occupation
of Belgrade which would satisfy Austria; and partly because he was alarmed at Grey’s first “warning” that England could not be counted upon to remain neutral in case
of a general war. As Lichnowsky reported his conversation
with Grey:

To him [Grey] personally a suitable basis for such
mediation seemed to be that Austria, after the occupation
perhaps of Belgrade or other places, should announce her
conditions. Should Your Excellency [Bethmann], however,
undertake the mediation as I was able tc j opose to him
early this morning as a possibility, this would, of course,
conversation
him just as well.
[At the close r'
Grey] said he wanted to make me a f cndly and private
It would be possible fc.’ her [England] to
statement.
s
suit

.

.

.

;*

.

.

stand aside so long as the conflict is limited tcrAustria and
Russia. But if we and France should, be drawn in, then

would immediately be a different one, and the
Government under the circumstances would be
forced to rapid, decisions. In this case it would be impossible to stand aside for long and to wait; “if war breaks
the situation

British

out, it will be the greatest catastrophe that the world has

ever seen.”

He was

far

from wishing to utter any kind

Tschiischky to Bethmann, July

30,

3:20 F.M.; K.D.,

432.

of
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threat; he merely

wanted to save me from being misled,
and himself from reproach of insincerity, and, therefore,
chose the form of a private explanation.*®

Upon

hearing of this alarming

his expectations

possibility, so contrary to

and hopes, that England might not remain

Bethmann immediately transmitted the whole
Grey-Lichnowsky conversation to Vienna, and proceeded to
"press the button" very vigorously:

neutral,

If Austria refuses all negotiations, we are face to face
with a conflagration in which England will be against us;

Rumania and
for us, and we

Italy according to

all

indications will not be

two against four Powers. Through
England’s opposition the main blow will fall on Germany.
shall stand

Austria’s political prestige, the military honor of her army,

as well as her just claims against Serbia, can be adequately

by her occupation of Belgrade or other places.
Through her h um iliation of Serbia, she will make her posisatisfled

tion in the Balkans as well as in her relation to Russia,

Under these circumstances we must urgently
and emphatically urge upon the consideration of the Vienna

strong again.

Cabinet the adoption of mediation in accordance with the
above honorable conditions. The responsibility for the
consequences which would otherwise follow would be, for
Austria and for us, an uncommonly heavy one.**

To

this urgent request

by Germany

for Austria’s ac-

ceptance of a solution, which perhaps even yet might have
avoided the conflagration of Europe, Berchtold gave no
definite or frank answer. Bethmann’s telegram, inclosing

lichnowsky’s conversation with Grey, after being deciphered was handed to Tschirschky, 'Thursday, July 30,
•*Lichnowsky to Bethmann, July 29, 6:39 P.M.; arrived 9:12 P.M.;
K.D., 368. Of. also Grey’s report to .Goschen of the same conveiMtion,
in a letter which was printed in the British Blue Book of 1914 (no. 89)
as if sent, but which now appears to have remained in the British Arohivea marked, “Not sent ^War” (B.D., 286).
C/.
** Bethmann to Tschirschky, July 30, 2:55 A.M.;i KJ), 395.
also Goscheu to Grey, B.D., 329; and Gooss, pp. 233-246.

—
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wliile he was at lunch with Berchtold, “Berchtold listened,
pale and silent, while they were read through twice; Count

Forgach took notes finally Berchtold said he would at once
lay the matter before the Emperor.” After Berchtold had
departed to put on another suit of clothes in which to present himself before His Majesty, Tschirschky spent a good
part of the afternoon setting forth long and earnestly to
Forgach and Hoyos all of Bethmann's arguments. It was
Instead, he was cynically informed by these two
useless.
intimate advisers of Berchtold that “in view of the feeling
ill the army and in the people, any checking of the military
operations in progress was out of the question.
Conrad
von Hotzendorf [Austrian Chief of Staff] would lay before the Emperor this evening the order, for general mobilization, as a reply to the measures already, taken.” He was
also finally told that Berchtold could not give any answer
until the following morning, for the reason that Tisza, who
would not be in Vienna until then, must be consulted.®'^
By this time, the evening of July 30, Russia had ordered
general mobilization, though the official news of it was not
known at Berlin and Vienna until next day. But Germany
had repeatedly given Russia to understand tbit this meas;

.

ure, directed against

Germany

.

.

as well as against Austria,

and generally understood by the military a’ 'liorities everywhere to mean a decision for war, would r essarily lead to
German mobilization and consequently ^ w'ar. So Bethmann’s efforts at mediation failed. They came too late, and
were not sufficiently vigorous to corap?l hia ally to come to
a timely understanding with Russia. Nor were they taken
very seriously by the Entente Powers, whose faith in the
sincerity of Germany’s desire for peace had already been
shaken by her apparent support of Austrian policy hitherto,
and by the failure of her belated pressure at Vienna to produce any tangible results.
t

Tschirschky to Bcthmann, .July 31, 1:35 A.M.; K.D., 465.

CHAPTER X
THE RUSSIAN MOBILIZATION
At the Council of Ministers, held at Krasnoe Selo on the
afternoon of July 25, as we have seen above in the chapter
on “The Russian Danger,” the Tsar’s ministers had decided
on a number of preparatory military measures. They included the wide-reaching preparations of the “Period Preparatory to War”^ which were intended to facilitate, a Russian general mobilization against

Germany as well as against
dawn bn July 26,

Austria; they had been ordered before

had been going on

actively ever since, and had caused increasing alarm at Berlin in spite of the beguiling assurances

of Sazonov and Sukhomlinov that no mobilization measures

against

Germany were

intended.

The

decisions of July 25

also included a contingent partial mobilization against Aus-

be put into operation when Sazonov should decide
that the diplomatic situation required it. It was hoped that
the knowledge of this decision would prove a successful
diplomatic bluff in frightening Vienna out of military action
against Serbia. In the meantime, from July 25 to 28, while
these military preparations had been going on to enable
Russia to overcome her relative slowness in mobilization
in case war became inevitable, Sazonov had appeared optimistic and been ready to carry on “direct conversations”
with Vienna, with a view to finding a compromise settlement between the Austrian demands and the Serbian reply.
But on Tuesday, July 28, Sazonov’s optimism received
several rude shocks. He was disappointed and indignant
that his proposal for “direct conversations,” made two days
previously, had as yet met with no response from Berchtold.
tria, to
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He was also unfavorably impressed by

the fact that Szapary
the dossier which Austria had promised.
His optimism began to change to pessimism. He began to

could not give

him

conclude that Austria was fully determined on war with
Serbia, and was therefore unlikely to listen to mediation
proposals until punishment had been inflicted on her.
Finally, he was thrown into great excitement late in the
afternoon of July 28 by the arrival of the news that Austria

war on Serbia. His optimism evaporated
He became thoroughly pessimistic, jumped
completely.
nervously to the conclusion that a European conflict was
probably inevitable, and that Russia should order mobilizahad

just declared

it be partial or general
This somersault in his attitude is revealed
in the series of interviews and conferences which he crowded
into the afternoon and evening of this busy Tuesday.
Early in the afternoon Sir George Buchanan called at
the Russian Foreign Office. He found that Sazonov had
received disquieting news * from Vienna—but not yet the

tion; the only question was, should

mobilization?

1 What this “disqxiieting news” was is not clear.
It may possibly
have been one of three things:
(1) News received in Moscow on July 28 about 1:00 P Ivl. that Austrian reservists living in Moscow were urgently instructed tn report themselves at the Consulate {Investig., Comm., II, 87, Anlage
(2) A telegram from the Russian Ambassador in Vienna: “The
order for general mobilization has been signed” (R.O.B., ‘17). Even if

was unquestionably false, because,
certain that the order for Austrian general
mobilization was not signed until three days later shortly before noon on
July 31. But there are reasons for thinking that this telegram is not
genuine; Ssizonov does not cite it, but rather the Austrian declaration of
this telegram is genuine, the information

as will be indicated later,

it is

—

war, as the ground for Russian partial mobilization; nor is it mentioned
in Schilling’s Diary; nor is it cited by the Russian General Staff or by
Dobro.olski or by Danilov in their summaries of the situation on July 28.
Montgelas and Stieve, Russland und der Wehkonflikl, p. 150 f., and
Ronouvin, p. 147, think (his R.O.B. document i.s a Russian forgery.
Paleologue, however, claims (I, 35) to have heard .a rumor of it on July 29.
(3) The news of the Austrian declaration of war against Serbia. However, as this did not reach Nish until 12:30 P.M. one may doubt whether
it could have arrived from there at St. Petersburg by 3 :00 P. M., which
was about the time Buchanan and Sazonov had their interview. Moreover,

a
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report of the Austrian declaration of war on Serbia ^and
was already taking a "pessimistic view of the situation.”

Buchanan asked him whether he would not be satished with
Austrian assurances in regard to Serbia’s independence and
England would welcome any arrangement to avert
a European war, “but it was important that we should
know the real intentions of the Imperial Government”
phrase which suggests that Buchanan did not think that
Sazonov was being completely frank with him. Sazonov
replied that "no engagement which Austria might take on
these two points [Serbia’s independence and integrity]
would satisfy Russia, and that on the day Austria crossed
integrity;

—

the Serbian frontier, order for mobilization against Austria

would be

issued.”

He

added that there was no need to

fear internal disturbances in Russia, and that, "in the event

of war, the whole nation would be behind the Government.”

Buchanan suggested that

as a last resort the Tsar should

make a
tria’s

personal appeal to Francis Joseph to restrict Ausaction within limits which Russia could accept. But

Sazonov again insisted that the only way to avert war was
for England to let it be clearly known that she would join
France and Russia. Buchanan got the impression that
Russia "was thoroughly in earnest,” and that Russia would
fight

if

Austria attacked Serbia.®

if Sazonov had been aware of it, it seems almcat certain that it would
have found an important place in their conversation. It was apparently
still unknown to Sazonov when he talked with Szdpdry later in the afternoon, for it formed no part of their discussion, and Szdpdry, in his later
report of their conversation, added that the declaration of war on Serbia,
“which has since taken place,” will perhaps disclose Russia’s real intentions

(A.R.B., III, 16).
^Buchanan to Grey, July 28, 8:45 P.M.; B.D., 247. Cf. also
Paldologue, I, 30-32. According to Paldologue, who was waiting in the
ante-chamber, Buchanan reported that he “had just begged Sazonov not to
consent to any military measures which Germany could interpret as a
provocation. One must leave to the German Government all responsibility
and all initiative in an attack. English opinion would not countenance
the ides of participating in the war unless the aggression unquestionably
came from Germany.” Buchanan's despatch contains nothing of all this

,
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After talking with Buchanan, Sazonov saw Pourtales,
and tried to convince him that Serbia’s reply was satisfactory, and that Germany therefore should join in urging
mediation at Vienna. But he met with little encouragement
from the German Ambassador, who still adhered to his Government’s "localization” policy, and did not yet know of
the pressure which Bethmann was about to put on Vienna
On the contrary, Pourtales
to accept the “pledge plan.”
con; plained of the hostile tone of the Russian Press and of

the fact that reliable reports

made

it clear to

Germany

that

Russia’s military preparations were extending far beyond

what Sukhomlinov had stated to the German Military
Attache on the evening of July 26. He had also learned that
the military authorities had put out of commission the wireless apparatus on a German merchant ship, the Eitel Friedharbor of St. Petersburg in defiance of interHe had protested against this and the matter
right
by the direct orders of the Tsar. But
had been set
the incident gave Pourtales further reason for expressing
diplomatically to Sazonov the fear that the Russian militarists “were perhaps carrying the preparations for which
rich, in the

nationa.l law.

they wore responsible further than was intended” by SazdHe therefore Avarned Sazonov of the
y serious
situation
w'hich
might
arise
the
existing
cri;
1
danger
in
from wide-reaching Russian military prepaj.-'k-ms.®
nov.

'

.

Either he did not report lully to Sir Edward Grey, or, more probably,
Palecilogue ia fathering upon the British Ambassador views which he
alleges (I, 33 f.) he himself expressed to Sazonov a IcUe later and which
will be discussed below.
3 Pourtales to Bethmann, July 28, 8:12 P.M.; K.D., 338; Szapnry
to Berchtold, July 28 (dispatched Jtily 29, 1:15 4.M.), A.R.B., II, 94.
Pourtales in bis later memoir (Am Scheidewf.g pp. 32-37) indicates that
he had two interviews with Sazonov on the aRcmoon of July 28, a stormy
one before the Eitcl Friedrich incident, and a moio peaceful one after it.
Palcologue (I, 33) gives the impression that Pourtales was so overcome
with emotion at the danger of war that he .?ould scarcely speak. On the
Eitcl Friedrich incident, see Dobrorolski, p. 104 (German ed,, p. 23), and
Pourtales,
Scheideweg, pp. 34-37.
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Sazonov then received the Austrian Ambassador, but
was disappointed that Szapary had received no answer to
the proposal of two days earlier for “direct conversations.” Sazonov said that boded no good, and that the situation was serious. He again requested urgently a copy
of the dossier, which Austria had promised to lay before
the Powers, but had not yet delivered at St. Petersburg;
he wanted to see it, he said, before war against Serbia
should begin otherwise, it would be too late to examine it.
He and Szapary repeated their old arguments about the
Austrian ultimatum and the Serbian reply in a calm and
friendly way, but without coming to any satisfactory conclusion.
Szapary then took his departure, “because the
Minister had an appointment with his Imperial Master at
;

Peterhof.”

^

Sazonov, however, apparently did not go out to Peterhof
at once.
He first talked with Paleologue, and communicated with the Chief of Staff concerning the ordering of
mobilization in Russia in view of the news of the Austrian
declaration of war on Serbia which had just arrived.

PALEOLOGUe’S DECLAHATION of FRENCH SUPPORT
Paleologue,

who

says he had purposely waited until Saz-

onov had talked with the other ambassadors, was then
eted with the Russian

interview of which

Baron

Schilling,

we have two very

who

clos-

Minister of Foreign Affairs in

an

different versions.

usually noted accurately every evening

Szapary to Berchtold, July 29, 10:00 A.M.; A.RB., Ill, 16. Though
dated July 29, tlio firzt part of this telegram no. 173 refers to July 28.
On July 28 at 11:40 P. M., Berchtold finally telegraphed Szapary that he
Was unwilling to discuss the Serbian reply as a basis for “direct conversations,” because it had been rejected as unsatisfactoiy, and, moreover,
war had already been declared (A.R.B., II, 95). Szapary did not receive
this message until the following afternoon at some time roughly between
2:00 P. M. and 6 :00 P. M. for Pourtalcs reported on July 29 at 1 :58 P. M.
(K.D., 343) that up to that time Sazonov had received no reply from
Berchtold; but at 6:10 P.M., (K.D., 365) Pourtalfes reported that Vienna
had finally “replied with a categorical refusal.”
<

;
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the substance of Sazonov’s most important interviewSj
says:

“The French Ambassador, upon instructions of his Government, informed the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the
complete readiness of France to fulfil her obligations as an
ally in case of necessity.”®

This declaration of Paleoiogue’s was of such extreme importance to Russia just at this juncture that it evidently
overshadowed everything else in Baron Schilling’s mind

on July

28, because it is the

only entry made in his diary

from his usual summary of telegi’ams.®
That Paleologue did make such a declaration, and that it
gave further encouragement to Sazonov to stand firm and
presently to approve Russian mobilization is confirmed by
for that day, aside

the fact that next day, Sazonov, in notifying Izvolski of his
decision "to hasten our armaments and to assume that war
is

probably inevitable,” added:
“Please express to the French Government our sincere
gratitude for the declaration, which has been officially made

me in its name by the French Ambassador, that we can
count fully upon the assistance of our ally, France. In the
existing circumstances, this declaration is especially valua-

to

ble to us.”

Paleologue, however, in his memoirs, gives an altogether
He says not a word of this important

different version.

an account, perhaps more picnervousness and Sazoaccurate,
Pourtales’
turesque than
of

declaration.

Instead, after

nov’s coolness, he enlarged
s Schilling’s

upon

his

own importance

as

Diary, p. 43.
ho\ve^^r, the brevity of Schilling’.s Diary for July 28 is
to be explained by the fact that one or two pages for this day vrere misplaced 07 lost.
f Sazonov to Izvolski and to the other Russian Ambassadors, tg. no.
15.51, July 29; M.F.R., p. 520; L.N., II, 289; R.O.B., 58; reported to Viviani
at Paris between 2 and 3 A.M. on July 30; B.D., 373; Viviani, Bepemse
on Kaiser, p. 149; Poincare, IV, 383.
® Possibly,

;
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representative of a country which was temporarily decapitated by Poincare’s absence and the very intermittent means
of communicating with him.

In view of the resulting great
as the Ambassador of
Prance, he alleges that he begged Sazonov to be very cautious about taking any military measures which might
jeopardize English support; that Sazonov said he was having great difficulty in restraining the Russian General Staff
and that he, Paleologue, then got him to promise to accept
all the measures which France and England should propose
to preserve peace, and to authorize him to telegraph this
promise to Paris.® It is, however, very doubtful whether
Sazonov would have been willing to make any such blanket
promise, and if he did, he did not keep it, for he speedily
approved at least partial mobilization, which can hardly be
regarded as a measure proposed by France and England
to preserve peace. In the account of this Paleologue-Sazonov conversation, Baron Schilling was presumably correct,
and Paleologue was probably giving a free rein to his postresponsibility resting

war

upon himself

imagination.

Whether Paleologue,

in

making

his

declaration

of

Franco-Russian solidarity to Sazonov, was really acting “on
instructions from his Government” as Schilling says, or was
saying what was not true, or was incorrectly reported by
Schilling and Sazonov, must remain uncertain until the
French finally make a complete publication of their documents for this period.® Perhaps his declaration was his way
8 Paleologue, I, 33. A brief telegram to this effect does ia fact appear
in F.Y.B., 86, but it may well be questioned whether it was not sent to
conceal from France, and especially from England, the fact that the
Russian militarists were pressing hard for a geTieral mobilization, of which
Paleologue’s telegram says not. a word.
9
similar doubt as to Paleologue’s veracity arises in connection with
his statements on July 25, as reported by Buchanan (B.D., 125), that
“he had received a number of telegrams’’ from Bienvenu-Martin and “was
in a position to give formal assurance that France placed herself unreservedly on Russia’s side;’’ and that the 'Trench Government would
want to know at once whether our [British] fleet was prepared to play

A
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out a telegram sent to him by Viviani on July
27, which said: “Please say to M. Sazonov that France,
appreciating like Russia the high importanc e for both countries of affirming their perfect understanding in regard to
other Powers and of not neglecting any effort with a view
to a solution of the conflict, is ready to support completely,
of carrying

in the interests of general peace, the action of the Imperial

In any case, Paleologue’s declaration was
Government.”
in keeping with the assurances which President Poincare
himself had given a week before upon his visit to Russia,
and also with Izvolski’s telegram from Paris on July 27:
“I was surprised how well the Acting Minister for Foreign
Affairs and his colleagues understand the situation, and
how firm and quiet is their deeision to give us fullest support and to avoid even the smallest suspicion of a disagreement with us.” “

THE NEWS OF THE AUSTRIAN DECLARATION OP WAR ON SERBU
In the course of the afternoon of July 28, news reached
Russia of the Austrian declaration of war on Serbia. It
may have arrived while Sazonov was in conversation with
Paleologue and been partly the reason for the latter’s declaration of French support. The news dissipated any remnants of optimism in Sazonov’s mind. It made him fear
mfirmed his
that Austria would soon invade Serbia, and
growing conviction that Germany was s' ..ading behind
Austria and would continue to do so, unless he made it clear
that Russia was determined to threaten Austria with force
in order to protect Serbia. He came to the conclusion that
the time had come to order the p.'irtial mobilization which
c-

had been approved “in principle” on July

25.

He

therefore

part assigned to it by the Anglo-French Naval Convention.” There is
nothing in the French Yellow Book, as published, to substantiate these
to Poincare, IV, 335, 385 ff.
statements.
Tg. no. 195; M.F.R., p. 516; L.N., II, 282; suppressed from

E.O.B., 35.

NEWS OF THE AUSTRIAN DECLARATION 0?

V,

u7

announced in the various European capitals: ''In view oi
the declaration of war by Austria against Serbia, my direct
conversations with the Austrian Ambassador are obviously
useless!”

In other words, he abandoned “direct conversations” as a
many hours before he heard of Austria’s
“categorical refusal,” which he did not learn until the following afternoon.^- He also instructed his ambassadors
abroad to inform the Governments that, in consequence of
Austria’s declaration of war, Russia had decided to order
next day partial mobilization in the four Southern Military
Districts of Odessa, Kiev, Moscow and Kazan; but added:
“Russia entertains no aggressive intentions against Gerpeaceful solution

many.”
These telegrams seem to leave no doubt that Sazonov
wished to give Europe the impression that he was now
merely carrying out the means of pressure upon Austria
which had already been decided upon at Krasnoe Selo on
July 25 and several times stated to the Powers, and that
the. reason for it was the Austrian declaration of war on
Pourtales is also of the opinion that Sazonov’s
Serbia.
change in attitude “took place only on the 2Sth, when it
Sazonov to Benckendorff and other Russian Ambassadors,

tg. no.

1538, July 28; K.A., p. 52; Schilling’s Diary, p. 44; cj. R.O.B., 48, where
phrases are altered, omitted, and added. In this telegram he also urged

immediate English mediation to prevent Austria from ciushing Serbia;
B.D., 258.
12 See above, note 4.
In his memoirs (.Fnti jid Years, p. 1S5 ff.\
Sazonov pretends that he was informed of Berchtold's .refusal on July 28,

before authorizing partial mobilization.
13 Sazonov to Bronevski in Berlin and other Russian Ambassadors, tgs.
nos. 1539, 1540; K.A., I, p, 178; L.N., II, 283; Schilling’s Diary, p. 44.
Bronevski did not inform Jagow of this until after. 5 :00 P. M. on July 29
at the moment Jagow learned it with consternation from Pourtales (SchilIzvolski informed the French
ling’s Diary, pp. 103, 106; K.D., 343).
Foreign Office at 11:15 A.M. on July 29, just before Poincare's arrival
in Paris (Poincare IV, 373). Benckendorff informed Nicolson some time
on July 29 (B.D., 258). Sazonov did not communicate this important
decision to the foreign ambassadors in St. Petersburg until the morning
of July 29 (K.D., 343; B.D.. 276; cJ. Palcologuc, I. 35).
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became known that the threatening attitude of Russia had
not suflSced to prevent Austria from declaring war on SerUndoubtedly the change in Sazonov’s feeling was
bia.
primarily brought about by this step on the part of the
Vienna Cabinet.”
But it is quite possible that Sazonov’s change of attitude
went even further than a decision to put into effect a partial

—that

he now reluctantly accepted the view
a European war had become inevitable and that a general, instead of a partial,
mobilization should be. adopted. This is the view of Dobromobilization

of the military authorities that

rolski,

who

says;

On July 28, the day of the Austrian declaration of war
on Serbia, Sazonov’s optimism vanishes at a stroke. He is
filled with the idea that a general war is inevitable, and informs lanushkevich that one must no longer delay with the
mobilization of our army, . . . that he was even astonished
that it had not begun sooner.^®
.

To be

sure,

Sazonov was aware that any

precipitate

general mobilization on Russia’s part, directed against Germany as well as against Austria, might have a bad effect

upon public opinion in France and England if it should become known but, on the other hand, he had just received
from Paleologue the renewed declaration of French support,
and there was the encouraging news from Sir Edward Grey
chat the British fleet had been ordered to '.main concentrated instead of dispersing to its normal peace-time posi;

•

Sazonov also knew that a Russian general mobilization would almost certainly lead to a German general
tions.^*

14 Comment of I ourtales on the German edition of Dobrorolski, p. 38.
15 Dobrorolski, p. 104 (German ed. p. 23). In his own memoirs Sazonov says (p. 188) that the Russian Government and public opinion was
now convinced on July 2J that war was “inevitable." Chelius likewise telegraphed to the Kaiser on July 29 (K.D., 344) that “in the entourage of
the Tsar
. since
the declaration of war, they consider a general war
18 B.D., 177, 247almost inevitable.”
.
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mobilization, and so to a European war.
partial mobilion the contrary, was less likely to call forth immediate counter-measures from GermanyO^
But e’.-er: this
zation,

would probably lead to Austrian general mobilization and
so place European peace in serious jeopardy. But whether
consciousness of these facts outweighed in his mind the arguments of the military technicians as to the folly an d impossibility of a partial mobilization is not clear. He decided
that the time had come for some mobilization and so informed lanushkevich. In any event the four districts of
Odessa, Kiev, Moscow and Kazan were to be mobilized, in
accordance with the announcement which he was making
to the Powers.

He

left it to

lanushkevich to argue next

morning wuth the Tsar in favor

of general mobilization.*®

n Cf.

Izvolski to Sazouov tg. no. 197, July 27 "Jules Cambcn telegraphs from Berlin that, in answer to his question of what attitude Germany would take towards a partial mobilization in Russia, Jagow stated
that such a mobilization would not be followed by German mobilization;
but that, if Russia attacked Austria, Germany would at once reply by
an attack on Russia” (M.F.R., p. 516; L.N., II, 2S2). Similarly ali
Bronevski to Sazonov, July 27, quoting Jagow as sa.ving: "We stall
mobilize if Russia mobilizes on our frontier, or if Russian troops advance

on Austrian

:

soil”

(Krasnyi Arkhiv,

I, p.

173).

18 In Fateful Years Sazonov says (p. 188)
“The Council of Ministers,
with the Tsar presiding, decided to mobilize at once the four military
districts.” But there is no other substantial indication of any such Council
of Ministers on July 28, and it is most unlikely. He may be confusing
in his mind the Councils of July 24 and July 25. Recouly to be sure,
says (p. 158) that the question of partial or general mobilization was “long
discussed on Wednesday, July 28” at 5:00 P. M. at a conference between
lanushkevich, Sukhomlinov, Sazonov and Neratov. But Rccouly’s state:

(1) July 28 was not “Wednesday" but
is open to three objections:
Tuesday; (2) Sazonov was so occupied with the conversations noted above
on the afternoon of July 28 that he would hardly have had time for a

ment

"long discussion” before going out for his audience at Peterhof; (3)
Recouly says General Danilov gave him the details of this conference,
but Danilov himself in his memoirs (Russland in Weltkrieg, Berlin, 1925,
pp. 16-22), while giving the same arguments in favor of general mobilization as those repeated by Recouly, does not mention Sazonov or Neraiov as being present at any such conference; he mentions beside himself only the military specialists. lanushkevich, Dobrorolski, and Ronzhin,
the head of the Department of Military Transportation. Renouvm (p.
133 if.), however, it may be noted, accepts Recouly’s account without
question.
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After his conversations with the Ambassadors and his
in any event, Sazonov
went out to Peterhof and reported to the Tsar on the Austrian declaration of war and the general situation. Whether
he advocated the view of lanushkevich that the time had
decision for partial mobilization

come

for general mobilization, or

the Tsar merely in favor of his
zation plan

is

whether he

own former

still

advised

partial mobili-

We have no record of what he
Presumably he gave a gloomy picture

not certain.

said to the Tsar.

The only evident consequence

of the situation.

of his visit

was the telegram which the Tsar sent to the Kaiser late that
same night;
Am ignoble war has been declared to a
weak country. The indignatiou. in Russia, fully shared by
.

me,

is

enormous.

.

I foresee

that verj soon I shall be over-

whelmed by the pressure brought upon me, and be

forced

." ”
to take extreme measures which will lead to war.
Was this “pressure” which the Tsar feared would overwhelm
him, exerted only by the military leaders, or by his entourage, or perhaps by Sazonov himself?
.

THE

.

tsar’s assent TO RUSSIAN GENEHAli MOBILIZATION

The views

of Dobrorolski

and the military

leaders as to

the folly of a partial mobilization were strengthened by the
He had been
return of Quartermaster-General Danilov.

on a tour

of inspection in the Caucasus,

recalled to St. Petersburg

on July

26.

but

h.id

been

hastily

He

^,ow used

all his

influence to have general mobilization ordered in place of

In his memoirs he sets forth at length,
and in as convincing a manne/ as Dobrorolski, all the technical and political difficulties of a partial mobilization. The
latter would provide only ‘.3 army corps, whereas 16 were
calculated as necessary for the successful blow against Austria.
If the Warsaw District was left untouched, it would
partial mobilization.

WJuly
332.

29,

1:00 A.M.; K.A., IV.

p. 19: Schilling’s

Diary, p. 46; K.D,
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be impossible to concentrate for an attack on Austria in
Galicia as planned, and a wholly new scheme of campaign
would have to be suddenly improvised. Worst of all, if a
general mobilization should eventually foUow a partial mobilization, the confusion would be intolerable, inasmuch as
the Warsaw District had to draw some of its reservists from
the four Districts already dislocated by partial mobilization.

Owing

to the greater density of population in the southwestern part of the Empire, Russia had not worked out a
mobilization plan by which each Military District drew its
recruits exclusively from within its own borders.
This
technical difficulty would mean that in case a general mobilization followed a partial mobilization, Russia would not be
able to fulfil the expectation of her French ally in quickly
bringing satisfactory forces against Germany.-®

For

all

these

and other technical reasons,

therefore,

Dani-

lov insisted on the holding of a military council in which the
arguments against the partial mobilization plan of July 24

and 25 were again considered. It probably met on the afternoon or evening of July 28, and was attended by lanushkevich, Dobrorolski, Danilov, and Ronzhin, the head of the
Department of Military Transportation. As a result, lanushkevich was convinced that every effort must be made
persuade the Tsar to approve general mobilization.
therefore he heard from Sazonov that mobilization
ought no longer to be delayed, he prepared two imperial
-ukases, one for the partial, and the other for the general,
mobilization. The first was to be used if the Tsar persisted
in adhering to the plan of July 25; his assent to the second
was to be secured if possible.®*^
his portfolio, lanushkeWith these two draft orders
to

When

m

20 Danilov, Russland im Weltkriege, pp. 16-22. See also similarly
Dobrorolski, pp. 96-103 (German ed. pp. 14-22), and above, ch. vi, at notes
40, 73.

21 Danilov, p. 16 f.; Dobrorolski,
homlinov, Erinnerungen, p. 361 f.

p. 104

f.

(German

ed. p. 23 f); Slik

:
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vich went out to Peterhof on the morning of July 29. Apparently without much difficulty, he certainly secured the
Tsar’s signature to the ukase for general mobilization, and

probably also to that for partial mobilization the latter
be used in case there might come a turn for the better
;

to

in

the diplomatic situation.
It was one of the gieatest weaknesses of Nicholas II, of
which all his ministers complained from time to time, that

he was too apt to assent to the minister who last happened
have his ear. This weakness was all the more disastrous
because of the unfortunate Russian system of lack of Cabinet solidarity, and of the practice of separate ministerial
reports to the Tsar for his supreme approval or disapproval,
lanushkevich was so confident in this weak trait in his
Monarch’s character, and of his own ability to win him
over, that even before going out to Peterhof, he sent secret
to

word

to .Zhilinski, the

District,

commander

and presumably to

all

of the

Warsaw

Military

the Military Districts,

stat-

ing that “general mobilization” was imminent
July 17 [30] will be announced as the first day of our
general mobilization. The announcement will follow upon
the agreed telegram.
Ianushkevich.22

1785.

[Signed]

Lieutenant-General

Some hours earlier Danilov had also ask?. 1 the Warsaw
for unloading
Military Commander about arrangement
,

cavalry divisions which were being pushed forward toward
no. 1785, lanushkevich to Zhilinski, July 29, ca. 7:20 A. M.;
captured by the Germans later and quoted by Hunige., pp. 100 f. and by
Frantz, p. 265. This is confirmed by Zhilinski’s telegram next day, after
the Tsar had changed his mind and suspended general, in favor of
partial, mobilization:
“The Chief of the General Staff telegraphed yestwday [July 29] that July 30 would be announced as the first day of mobilization, bu' since this has not taken place I conclude that changes have
taken place in the political situation. Would it not be possible to inform
me of the changes which have taken place in this matter? 1954;” Zhilinski
to Sukhomlinov, July 30, 2:25 P. M.; quoted by Honiger, p. 110, and by

Frantz, n. 266.
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receipt

would lead the Russian commanders at

Warsaw and at other posts along the German frontier to
strain every nerve toward preparing iqr war, short of a
public announcement of mobilization.

Danilov was also conscious
at any

moment

.that

Aware

of this fact,

Russian troops, expecting

the publication of the imminent general

mobilization, might

commit some act of hostility on the
which would give Germany grounds for ordering
mobilization, and which also might compromise Russia with
her allies, by making Russia seem to be the aggressor. He
therefore quickly telegraphed exphcitly that, upon the announcement of mobilization, the opening of actual hostilities was not to take place except upon a special telegram,
and the frontier troops were to be warned, “in order that
These telegrams
no irremediable mistakes shall occur.”
frontier

make

it clear that the military authorities confidently expected general mobilization would be approved by the Tsar
and ordered on July 29, but wished to avoid as far as possible having Russia seem the aggressor.
Returning from Peterhof with the ukase for general
mobilization signed by the Tsar in his pocket, lanushkevich
summoned Eggeling, the German Military Attache. He
told-nim that he had just come from the Tsar, but that
everything was just as Sukhomlinov had said it was a couple

“He gave me his word of honor in the
most solemn manner and offered me written confirmation
that up to that moment, 3 :00 P.M., nowhere had there been
mobilization, i.e., the calling up of a single man or horse.
of days before.-®

He

could give no guarantee for the future, he said, but
would assure me most emphatically that His Majesty, now
as before, did not desire mobilization on the fronts along
1746, July 28, 11:58 P. M.; Honiger, p. 106; iYant*, p. 24&
24 Tg. no. 1754, July 29, 1:10 A.M.; HOniger, p. 106; Franta, p. 241.
26 See above, ch. vi, at notes 107, 108.

2STg. no.
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our borders.”

In view of the

many

calling of reservists, including the

reports concerning the

Warsaw and Vilna

dis-

toward Germany, Eggeling said that this statement
puzzled him. “lanushkevich replied that, on the word of
an officer, such reports were mistaken it was simply a case
of a false alarm here and there.” -® Eggeling was forced to
conclude that lanushkevich was attempting to mislead
and the historian can hardly escape the same conclusion.
While lanushkevich was perhaps within the letter of the
truth in saying that the Tsar did not desire mobilization
on the German front, he knew that he had in his pocket
the Tsar’s order for a mobilization of this very kind, and
that he was going to put it into effect just as soon as he
tricts

;

could get the necessary signatures of three other ministers.
The Tsar’s signature to the mobilization ukase was not
sufficient to allow it to

be ordered forthwith.

In order to
maintain a check on the military authorities, Russian law
provided that the mobilization order must also be countersigned by the Ministers of War, Marine and Interior;*®
lanushkevich therefore handed over the mobilization order
to Dobrorolski who was to get the three signatures. This
officer has left a vivid and essentially acc f.ti account of
his part in the events of this most imporimr. day in his
life, except that he places some of the everts an hour or

two too

early.*®

He went first to

Sukhomlinov, the Minister

-0 Pourtales to Bethmann, July 29, 7 P.M.; K.D., 370; Eggeling,
pp. 27-41 ; Honiger, “Untersucbungen zum Suchomlmow-I^ozess,” in
Deutsche Rundschau, April, 1918, pp. 32-33.
At the Sukhomlinov Trial in 1917, referring to his statement to

Eggeling, lanushkevich declared, “I considered myself justified in offering

him such a written declaration, because, as a matter of fact, at this
moment, mobilization had not yet been announced. I still had the ukase
for mobilization in my pocket” (Novae Vremia, No. 14,852, Aug. 13/26,
1917).
28 DobroroI.“ki, p. 105

(German

cd. p. 24); Sukomlinov, p. 361; Frantz,

p. 66.
ff.
(German ed. pp. 24 ff.), and his suppleKSF, II, 78-89, April, 1924. He says that he
the document from lanushkevich ‘‘in the morning, that is

29 Dobrorolski, pp. 105

mentary stutment
received

in
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of War,

whom he

found

must

4S6

depressed and apparently rearticle, “Russia is
be also.” Nevertheless Sukhomlinov
tired,

gretful of his recent bellicose

ready, France

GENERAL MOBILIZATION
newspaper

signed the document, though with a heavy heart, realizing
now too late, says Dobrorolski, that Russia was plunging

war for which she was not fully prepared and which
was beyond her strength. In these last days it was lanushkevich, the Chief of Staff, and not Sukhomlinov, who was
most active in pressing for general mobilization.
The Minister of Marine, Grigorovich, was not to be
into a

found at the Admiralty; his adjutant said he would not return home till toward seven o’clock. Going on to the Ministry of the Interior, Dobrorolski found alarm at the -danger
of internal revolution. “With us,” said Maklakov, “the war
cannot be popular deep down among the masses of the
people, among whom revolutionary ideas mean more than
a vibtory over Germany. But one cannot escape one's
.”; and v-rossing himself, Maklakov signed the mofate
bilization order. These visits took two or three hours, after
which Dobrorolski returned xo the General Staff Office, to
wait for the return of the Minister of Marine. Later in the
evening he anally secured his signature also, and then was
able to go to the Central Telegraph Office to dispatch the
.

.

order throughout
account of it:

’.-he

Empire.

Dobrorolski has left a vivid

The Chief Director of the Post and Telegraph had been
notified beforehand that a

message of extraordinary im-

portance was

After I bad entered the cabiuob

to be sent out.

of the St. Petersburg. Telegraph Office, I handed him tne telegram. and waited to be present personally at the transmis-

sion of the telegram to the four comers of the Russian Emit was probably not until aftsr three in the afternoon-

about noon," but

after lanushkevich’a interview with Eggeling. He also says it was at 9:30
that he was on the point of sending out tne mobilisation order
over the wires, when he was suddenly recalled; hut it must have been
a little later, since the Kaiser’s telegram which occasioned the recall of the
order did not arrive until 9:40 P. M.

F.M.
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In my presence they proceeded to click off the telegram

on several typewriters in order to send it at tlie same moment
by all the wires which connected St. Petersburg with the
principal centres of the Empire, from which the despatch
would be transmitted to all the towns in the governments
and territorial districts. There existed a special instruction
for the sending of the mobilization telegram. During its
transmission no other telegrams of any sort could be sent.
The imposing room of the St. Petersburg Central Tele/
graph Office with its telegraph keys, to the number of some
dozen, was ready to receive the mobilization telegram.

—

—

But at this moment about 9:30 P.M. General lanushkevich called me on the telephone and ordered me to hold
back the telegram until the arrival of a Captain in the
General Staff, Tugan-Baranovski. He entered and told me
that he had hurried after me through the city to bring me
a special order from the Tsar not to send out the telegram
for general mobilization.
General mobilization was to be
suspended, and in its place, by order of the Tsar, partial
mobilization was to be adopted in accordance with the plan
previously arranged.
I at once took back the telegram for general mobilization which I had delivered to the telegraph office and all the
copies of the telegram. I notified the hca'i of the telegraph
office of the withdrawal which had taken place, and rode
away.^®
Before explaining this sudden eleventh-hour change of
decision, we inust glance back for a moment to see what
Sazonov and the ambassadors had been doing while lanushkevich had been out at Peterhof and Dobrorolski had been
getting the necessary signati^res for the general mobilization
order.

On

the morning of July 29 about 11 o’clock Pourtales
called upon Sazonov to make an “agreeable communication”
that Austria had renewed her declaration that she did not

—

So Dobrorolski,

p.

107

(German

od. p. 25 f).
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intend to take Serbian territory and that Germany was
come to a frank discussion with
Bussia and satisfy her as to the purpose and extent of her
procedure in Serbia. But Sazonov replied that, since he
had had no answer to his proposal for “direct conversations”
striving to persuade her to

and Austria had declared war on Serbia, Austria’s good faith
was questionable. Russia therefore had decided to mobilize
the military districts on the Austrian frontier and the order
would be given that very day this did not mean war “the
Russian army would doubtless remain under arms for weeks
to come without crossing the frontier.”
Pourtales pointed
;

;

out the peril that the General Staffs of Russia’s neighbors

would press

for counter-measures.®^

In notifying Pourtales that Russia was about to order
partial mobilization against Austria only, Sazonov was not
necessarily acting insincerely, because he did not yet know
whether lanushkevich had persuaded the Tsar to sign the
ukase for general as well as partial mobilization. But, after
lunch, in his interview with the British Ambassador, he can
hardly be said to have been completely frank, because he
gave Buchanan to understand that “the order for partial
mobilization was signed today,” and that “it had been decided not to order the general mobilization which the miliHad Saztary authorities had strongly recommended.”
onov by this time heard from lariushkevich the result of
his visit to Peterhof? If not, how could he say “the order
for partial mobilization was signed today?” If he had heard
from lanushkevich, as is probably the case, he knew that
the order for general mobilization also had been signed, and
it was not true that “it had been decided not to order the
general mobilization.” In either case he gave Buchanan an
impression of definiteness about the Russian military da’s! Pourtales to Bethmann, July 29, 1:58 P.M.;.K.D., 343; SchUling’s
Diary, p. 47 f.
32 Buchanan to Grey, July 29, 8:40 P.M.; B.D., 276.
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which was not in accordance with the facts. His
purpose, of course, was obvious he wished to avoid alarming and alienating British opinion. Therefore he coupled
his information about partial mobilization wdth the statecisions

—

ment

that mobilization would take a week or more, and
that Russia would not precipitate war by immediately cross-

ing the frontier, and he hoped England could meanwhile
find some satisfactory peaceful solution.
In the middle of the afternoon, Pourtales had a second
interview with Sazonov, who sent for him to tell him the
news, evidently just received from the Russian Ambassador
in Vienna,^^ that Bcrchtold had replied with a “categorical
refusal” to the request for “direct conversations.” Sazonov
therefore, “grasping at every straw,” wished now to return
to Grey’s proposal for a conference of ambassadors. Pour-

he did not know his Government’s attitude on this, but “could not help feeling that the order of
Russian mobilization, in case it w'ere really impending, was
a great mistake.
Sazonov did not deny the imminence
mobilization,
of
but stated that Russia was compelled by
Austria to take this step; mobilization, however, was far
tales, how'ever, said

.

.

.

from meaning w'ar.”
Sazonov next received a
sador, w'ho

Having

came “to

clear

call

from the Austrian Ambas-

up apparent

misunderstandings.”

just received Berchtold’s telegram refusing to dis-

cuss the text of the Austrian ultimatum, Szapary had to
admit that Austria was unwilling to carry on direct conver-

was quite ready to converse on
the broader basis of Austro-Russian relations; that she had
no wish to injure Russian interest, was seeking no territory,
sations on this subject, but

and did not intend to interfere with Serbia’s sovereignty.
Sazonov replied that though Austria might not take Ser33(7/. Bcrchtold to Sziipary, July 28, 11:40 P.M.; A.R.B., II, 96.
Scheidf
3-1 Pourtalea to Bcthniunn, Jiily
29, 6:10 P.M.; K.D., 365;

Am

weg, 41

f.
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bian territory, she was .nevertheless attacking Serbian sovereignty by virtually reducing her to a vassal state. This
would upset the balance of power in the Balkans, and consequently injure Russian interests. There followed a long
fruitless discussion in a circulus vitiostis. Finally Sazonov
said “a ukase would be signed today ordering a mobilization
of a fairly wide extent; but he could assure me most officially that their troops were not meant to attack us; they
would only stand ready with arms grounded in case Russia’s Balkan interests were endangered; a note explicative
would confirm this.” (No such note, however, was ever
issued.)

T'le responsibility for this order Sazonov sought to put
wholly on the military authorities, according to Szapary’s
report. When Szapary mentioned that he had heard Russia
was alarmed because Austria had mobilized eight corps
against Serbia, "Sazonov confirmed to me that it was not
he, who knew nothing of this, but- Tsar Nicholas who, upon
the information of the Chief of Staff, had expressed this
alarm.” Szapary pointed out that even a child in military
matters ought to see the mobilization of Austria toward the
south could not threaten Russia, and urged that if peace
were to be preserved, a quick end should be put to the
machinations of the military authorities who on the basis
of false news were in danger of taking matters into their
own hands. “Sazonov remarked very characteristically that
he could say this to the Chief of Staff, because the latter
was seeing His Majesty every day. He himself, however,
in a time like the present, only went for his usual Tuesday
audience, and then learned for the first time from His
Majesty what the militarists had been urging upon him.”
“While we were thus engaged in a confidential exchange
of views,” Szapary continued, “Sazonov heard by telephone

that

we had bombarded

changed

man

Belgrade.

[wie av,sgewechselt'\.

He became like a
He sought to take up
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way which flew in the
he saw now that the Tsar was
right.
‘You only wish to gain time by negotiations, but
you go ahead and bombard an unprotected city!’ ” He went
on to denounce Austria in the most excited fashion. Whereupon Szapary took his leave.
The exact hour of this interview is uncertain, but it was probably in the later part of
the afternoon, after Sazonov had heard from lanushkevich
that the Tsar had signed the ukase for general mobilization
This may explain why he spoke of “a mobilization of fairly
wide extent,” instead of the “partial mobilization,” which he
hail indicated to Pourtales and Buchanan earlier in the day.
A little later, between six and seven o’clock, while Sazonov was still in a very excited state, Pourtales called again
at the Russian Foreign Office to carry out instructions just
received from Berlin. Alarmed by the rumors of widereaching Russian military preparations but not of the decision for Russian partial mobilization .of which he did not
hear until a little later®® Bethinann had telegraphed to
Pourtales: “Kindly call M. Sazonov’s serious attention to
the fact that further continuation of Russian mobilization
measures would force us to mobilize, and in that case a
European war could scarcely be prevented.”
again

all his

previous arguments in a

face of all logic,

and

said

—

—

.July 29, 11:00 P.M.; A.R.B. Ill, 19. Pour"Sazonov has
a telegram sent at 8:00 P.M. (K.D., 378), savo
admitted to Sziipary that mobilization is impending. nd added that a
note ciplicaUve would be published." This indicates shat the SazonoySzapary interview took place prior to Pourtales’s “warning,” to be mentioned in a mcimrtit. .Schilling’s Diary, ]>. 49, is therefore inaccurate in
placing the news of the bombardment of Belgrade a/fer Pourtales’s warning.
3j

Szapary to Bcrchtold,

tales, in

.

.

Curiously enough, Schilling makes no mention of this Sazonov-Szapiiy
interview possibly because it was the .im of the Russians (and especially
of the French) to .shift the respons oility in the final days as much as
possible from Austria to Germany.
3 a From Sverbeiev after .5:00 P.M
(Schilling's Diary, pp. 103, 106);
.'inrl
from Pourtalca in a tclegrar r.'C.^ived at 1 :58 P.M. (K.D., 343).
37 Bi.thmann to Pourtales, July 29, 12:50 P. M.; received at St.
Pctf r.-!biirg at 4:35 P.M.; K.D., 342; Sehilling’.s Diary, p. 48. Allowing time
for decodification, and for the codification of Pourtales’ reply which was

—
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In stating this to Sazonov, Pourtales said “it did not
imply a threat, but simply a friendly opinion.” But Sazonov received it “in a state of great excitement” and said
he would report it to the Tsar.^* Sazonov, however, appears to have interpreted it as a threat, and replied sharply:
“Now I have no further doubt as to the true cause of Austria’s intransigence."
Pourtales jumped up from his seat
in protest, and the two parted coolly.®*
Sazonov then informed the Tsar by telephone of the
communication just made by Pourtales. The Tsar directed
him to discuss with lanushkevich and Sukhomlinov the
question of general mobilization at once, while he himself
telegraphed to the Kaiser: “Thanks for your telegram conciliatory and friendly, whereas official message presented
today by your Ambassador to my Minister was conveyed in
a very different tone. Beg you to explain this divergency.
It would be right to give over the Austro-Serbian problem
Trust in your wisdom and
to the Hague Conference.
friendship.”

The news

of the

bombardment

of Belgrade, followed

by

Pourtales’s warning that the further continuation of Rus-

sian mobilization measures would lead to

German

mobili-

any last doubts which Sazonov
need of immediate general mobiliza-

zation and war, removed

may have had

as to

In the discussion with lanushkevich, he agieed that,
as war with Germany was probably unavoidable, it would
be a mistake to postpone longer the general mobilization
tion.

sent at 8:00 P.M. (K.D., 378), it is clear that thi.-! third PoiirtahV-Sazonov
interview took place between 6 and 7 P. M., as Pourtales correctly slates
.Schilling’s Dianj, p. 4S. is
in his memoir (Am Sekeideweg, p. 45 f.).
inaccurate in placing it “at 3:00 P.M.”; Schilling perhaps confused it
with the second Pourtales interview, inonlioncd abo\-c at note 31, which
did take place about 3:00 P.M.
38 Pourtales to Bcthmann, July 29, 8:00 P.M., K.D., 378; cj. Srhil
39 Scliilling’.s Diary, p. 48 f,
ling’s Dinry, ]). -IS.
40 Tsar to Kaiser, 8:20 P.M.; received 8:42 P.M.; K.D., 366; SchilOn the Tsar’s Hague Tribunal idea, sec preceding
ling’s Diary, p. 54.
chapter, at notes 74-78.
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or to interfere with its successful execution

by

first

ordering

a partial mobilization. This decision “was telephoned to
the Tsar who authorized taking steps accordingly.” It was
also,

asm

according to Baron Schilling, “received with enthusiby the small circle of those acquainted with what was

in progress.”

Dobrorolski, who had meanwhile collected the three nec
essary signatures, started for the Central Telegraph Office
to send out the general mobilization oruer. And Sazonov

dispatched a telegram to the Jtiussian Ambassadors in Paris
and London, which hardly stated fully and frankly either
the communication of Pourtales or the momentous step
which Russia was on the point oi taking:

The German Ambassador intormed me today
of the German Government to mobilize

of the de-

its armed
Russia did not stop her military preparations.
Now, in point of fact, we only began these preparations in
consequence of the mobilization of eight army corps already
undertaken by Austria, and owing to her evident unwillingness to accept any means of arriving at a peaceful settlement of her dispute with Serbia.
As we cannot comply with the wishes of Germany, ve
have no alternative but to hasten on our own armamenis
and to assume that war is probably ine^/itabie.*®

cision

forces, if

If we put confidence in tiie complete -sincerity of the
telegram just quoted, and in the accuraiy of Schilling’s
Diary as to the crowded events of July 29, as some writers
*1 Schilling’s Diary, p. 50.
Sazonov to Izvolski and Benekendotff, tg. 1551, July 30 ; L.N., II,
289; B.D., 300. R.OB., 58, omits she words, “of eight army corps;" and
it was not true that Ru&sia on^' began her military preparations in con-

sequence of the mobilization already undertaken by Austria; she began
them on the night of July 25-!z6, before she hud heard of the Austrian partial mobilization against Serbia.
Sazonov’s telegram to Izvolski goes on
to thank France for Pal^ologue’s declaration of French support, “in the
existing circumstances very valuable to us," and to urge that England
should at once join Russia and France (see above, at notes 5-11).
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are inclined to do,*® it would appear that it was the warning from Pourtales which caused the Russian decision to
order general mobilization instead of partial mobilization.

But

it

was naturally Sazonov’s

ish aid, to

and not

make

it

aim, in order to secure Brit-

appear that

it

was a German menace,

Austria’s upsetting of the balance in the Balkans,

which caused Russia to “hasten her armaments,” as Sazonov euphemistically referred to Russia’s imminent general mobilization. And as to Schilling’s Diary, it is clearly
inaccurate in several respects: in placing the warning from

Pourtales at 3:00 P.M., instead of between 6 and 7 P.M.;
in putting the news of the bombardment of Belgrade after
the warning of Pourtales, instead of earlier during the long

Szapary-Sazonov interview; and in saying not a word of the
latter.
Moreover, Dobrorolski’s narrative ma::es no mention of the warning of Pourtales as having any decisive influence, or of there being any hesitation or delay after lanushkevich returned from Peterhof with the signed ukase,
except the delay caused by getting the signatures of the
three ministers. To be sure, Dobrorolski was a military officer, more likely to be informed in regard to what was being
done by the General Staff than by the Foreign Office.

From the somewhat divergent accounts of Schilling’s
Diary and Dobrorolski’s narrative, and from the summary
of the activities of the Russian diplomatic and military officials given above, one may conclude that the Tsar in signing the ukases for general and partial mobilization was stiU
hesitating in his mind between the two, and expected lanushkevich to confer with Sazonov before sending out the
order for either. lanushkevich, however, took the Tsar’s

assent to general mobilization as an authorization to proOn returning from Peterhof to St.
it directly.

ceed with

T. Florinsky, "The Russian Mobilization of 1914”, in PoUQuarterly, XLII, 215 ff., June, 1927; Poincarl, IV, 397;
Renouvin, p. 135 il.. however, is more cautious and ciiticaJ.
C}.

tical

M.

Science
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Petersburg, he informed Sazonov of his success in persuading
the Tsar. He did so shortly before he talked with Eggel-

ing about 3 P.M.,'** and before Sazonov talked with Szapary.
lanushkevich then went ahead getting Dobrorolski to secure the signatures for the order for general mobilization,

from Pourtalcs and without being inMeanwhile Sazonov, not having been consulted by the Tsar, made no effort to interfere in a military
matter outside his province, and acquiesced in what lanushkevich was doing. Then came his interview with Szapary,
and his third talk with Pourtalcs between 6 and 7 P.M. He
now believed that Berchtold had given a “categorical refusal” to direct conversations, that Belgrade had been bombarded, and that Germany had warned that she would
prior to the warning

fluenced

by

it.

if the Russian military preparations did not cease.
This accumulation of hostile indications, on the part of both
Austria and Germany, put to flight any remaining inclination on his part in favor of his earlier partial mobilization
plan. Toward 8 P.IM., when he told the Tsar over the telephone of the warning from Pourtalcs, and the Tsar thereupon authorized him to talk with lanushkevich concerning
mobilization at once, he agreed with the Chief of Staff
that it should be ordered immediately. The decision was
“received with enthusiasm” by the little cir de at the Foreign
Office, who now “assumed that war was almost inevitable.”
It was mainly the preosare of the Russian militarists, not
the warning of Pourtalcs, that almost started the general
mobilization order over thf> wires. Then the Tsar changed

mobilize

his mind.
^-iAt the Sukhomlipjv Trial in 1917, lanushkevich declared that the
insti acted him to assure Fourtales that the mobilization was no
hostile act against Gennany.
He communicated this to Sazonov. But
Sazonov feared that Pourtales would interpret this in his own way, and
advised lanushkevich instead to give the assurance to Eggeling, the
German Military Atlachfi. lanushkevich, accordingly acted on this advice
(lanushkevich’s testimony us reported in the Novae Vremia; quoted by
Oman, The Outbreak of the War, p. 67; and by Honiger, in the Deutsche

Tsar had

Rundschau, April,

1918, p. 33).
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tsar’s cancellation OF GENERAL MOBILIZATION

At 9:40 P.M. Nicholas II received at Peterhof a second
telegram from the Kaiser. In it William II insisted that
“Serbian promises on paper are wholly unreliable,” and,
in the dominating tone which he had so often found successful in the past with the Tsar, told him warningly:
It would be quite possible for Russia to remain a spectator of the Austro-Serbian conflict without involving Europe
in the most horrible war she ever witnessed. I think a direct

understanding between your Government and Vienna pos-

and desirable, and as I already telegraphed you, my
Government is continuing its exertions to promote it. Of
course, military measures on the part of Russia which would
be looked upon by Austria as threatening would precipitate
a calamity we both wish to avoid, and jeopardize my posisible

tion as mediator which I readily accepted on your appeal
to

my

friendship and

my

help.^®

The Kaiser apparently judged correctly the effect of
on the weak and changeable "Nicky," for the

this tone

Tsar, ruminating on the situation, began to think he had

made a mistake in signing the ukase for general mobilization,
He now decided immediately and on his own initiative
to cancel the order for general mobilization, and to substitute in its place the apparently less dangerous partial

mobilization

The Tsar therefore called up lanushkevich, and there
followed a three-cornered telephone conversation between
the Tsar, Sukhomlinov, and lanushkevich, in which the two
men tried to convmce the Tsar that he was making
a terrible mistake; that there was no guarantee that the
Kaiser’s mediation at Vienna would be successful; that

military

.it

was

clear

from Germany’s and Austria’s conduct that a

48 Kaiser to Tsar, July 29, 6:30 P.M., received 9:40 PAl.;
4# Pal5ologue, I, 37.
869; Schilling's Diary, p. 55.
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general war had become inevitable ; and that to suspend the
general mobilization would only give the enemy a chance

But for once the
to mobilize more quickly than Russia.
Tsar remained firm. lanushkevich in despair found himself compelled to recall Dobrorolski from the telegraph office
where he was on the point of sending out the order for
general mobilization. In its place, toward midnight of July
29, the order for partial mobilization

was dispatched over

the wires.*^
of

At the famous Sukhomlinov Trial in 1917, the Minister
declared that he had disobeyed the Tsar and had

War

persisted with the general mobilization on the night of July
it is now clear from the accounts of Dobrorolski
that he was lying, and in his own later
evidence
and other'
memoirs he no longer insisted on this version of the events

29.*®

But

of the night of July 29.

Sazonov was at once informed by lanushkevich

of the

Tsar’s change of mind and of the substitution of partial
He had already sent one of the
for general mobilization.
Secretaries,

M.

Basili, to

inform Paleologue that

it

had been

decided to issue orders that very night for partial mobilization, but to commence general mobilization in secret. Pa-

was quite taken aback: “Would it not
be possible, for the moment, to be content with partial
mobilization?” “No,” said Basili, “the question has just
been thoroughly examined by our highest military authorleologue says he

ities.”

Basili then suggested that, as the Germans might decipher a French telegram, it would be better for Paleologue
*7 It was received and acted upon by the Moscow military authorities
before 12:01 A. M. on July 30; Frants, p. 262.
<8 See the present writer's extracts from the Ruissian Press reports of
the trial in American Historical Review, XXVI, 246-250 (Jan,, 1021) the
excellent arrangement of extracts by M. Renouvin in the Revue d'Hittoire de la Guerre Mondiale, II, 49-69 (April, 1924) ; and the summaries by
fioniger, in Deutsche Rundschau, XLFV, 15-% (.4pril, 1918)
49 Paleologue, I, 36.
;
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Government

of this very secret information by
a telegram sent in Russian cipher via the Russian Foreign

Office

to

Izvolski.

Paleologue accepted the suggestion.

But before the telegram had been put into cipher he and
Basili received word of the Tsar’s change of mind.
So
Paleologue said nothing to his Government of the momentous decision for general mobilization which Russia had been
about to order. He merely repeated the account, of the
warning from Pour tales, and said that the tone in which it
had been made “has caused the Russian Government at
once to order the mobilization of thirteen army corps which
are intended against Austria-Hungary.”
After midnight Sazonov again had a long interview with
Pourtales, in which the difference between the Russian and
German point of view became more clearly defined. Sazonov wanted Germany to press Austria to drop those demands of the ultimatum which infringed the sovereignty
of Serbia: Russia’s vital interests could not allow that Serbia
should sink to a vassal state of Austria “become a Bokhara” by the acceptance of demands which infringed
her sovereign rights. Pourtales, on the other hand, wanted
Russia to accept Austria’s declaration of willingness to re-

—

—

spect the territorial integrity of Serbia as sufficient.

man would

Neither
Pourtales pointed out that
already gone far in putting pressure on

yield to the other.

Germany had

Vienna, and that the situation

much more

difficult

by the

order partial mobilization.

be

satisfied

now had been made very

fact that Russia

But Sazonov

had decided

to

flatly refused to

merely with an Austrian declaration of

terri-

torial disinterestedness in regard to Serbia.®^
so Paleologue to Viviani, July 30, 1 A.M.; F.Y.B., 100; and Basili’g
account as reported by Reeouly, p. 16011. This is another case in which
Paleologue failed to keep his government fully and promptly informed
as to events in St. Petersburg.
Pourtales to Bethmann, July 30, 4:30 A.M. and 9:30 AM.: KJ?.,

m

401.

4U
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Sazonov’s insistence on this question of Serbian sovereignty was further brought to the front on the forenoon of

July 30, when Pour tales finally begged him to formulate
in writing a statement which would satisfy Russia and yet
have at least a prospect of being a successful solution.
Sazonov then wTote out the following “formula:”
If Austria, recognizing that the Austro-Serbian question
has assumed the character of a question of European interest,
declares herself ready to eliminate from her ultimatum points
which violate the sovereign rights of Serbia, Russia engages
to stop her military preparations.®^

This “formula,” however, represented hardly any conon Sazonov’s part, except that it did not demand
the immediate halt of the Austrian ope-ations against
Serbia. Nor was it likely to prove accept .ble to Austria,
even after it was modified at Sir Edward. Grey’s suggestion,
so as to provide for an Austrian occupation of Belgrade, and
for intervention by the Great Powers.
But neither the
original nor the modified formula had any serious chance of
It was overtaken by the very rapid course of
success.
events arising from the pressure of the militarists, and
especially by the fact that a few hours after proposing his
formula, Sazono'" secured from the Tsar a second change of
mind ai.J final consent to general mobilization.
cession

SVSSIAN GENERAL MOBILIZATION ORDERED

was with dismay and despair that the Russian Chief
of Staff and Minister of War had been forced by the Tsar
to cancel general mobilization on the night of July 29.
Bui they were determined not to rest until they had perIt

Cf. also
Pourf.ales to Bcthmann, July 30, 1:01 P.M.; K.D., 421.
R.O.B., 60; and Paleologuc, I, 37 f.. who says this fornuila proposal was
mado at 2:00 P.M. on July 30; but Paleologue is mistaken; it was made
earlier, either at 2 :00 A. M., as Saaonov stated to Buchanan and Paleologue
(B.D., 302; F.Y.B., 103), or more probably in the late forenoon, as Pourtalcs insists (A7n Scheideweg, pp. 51 S.).
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suaded him to change his mind a second time and agam
to consent to the general mobilization which they considered indispensable. On the morning of July 30 they conferred again with Sazonov and found that he was wholly
in agreement with them. They called the Tsar on the telephone and tried to persuade him to return to his resolution of the

begin.

and

day

before,

The Tsar

finally

and allow general mobilization to

at first resolutely rejected their request,

announced curtly that he was breaking

conversation.

lanushkevieh,

who

the
held the telephone, could
off

only inform him that Sazonov was there also, and begged
permission to say a word to him. A certain silence followed,
after which the Tsar expressed his consent to listen. Sazonov requested His Majesty to receive him immediately
After another
for a report which could not be delayed.
silence the Tsar asked, “Is it all the same to you if I receive you at the same time with Tatishchev at 3 o’clock,
because otherwise I have not a minute of free time today?”
Sazonov thanked the Tsar, and said that he would arrive
at the appointed hour.®®
lanushkevieh then adjured Sazonov not to fail to get
from the Tsar a renewed assent to general mobilization.
He reiterated the technical arguments of the great danger

that Russia would not be ready for war with Germany,
which he believed inevitable, if there was further delay;
because later general mobilization would be very seriously

by

the partial mobilization already ordered;
this dislocation could only be avoided by an immediate
general mobilization. As a further means of putting presdislocated

sure on the Tsar he suggested that Sazonov use a political
argument; Russia’s French ally would be displeased and
as failing to live up to the obligations
of her alliance; the Kaiser would coax out of the French

would regard Russia

a promise

of neutrality; and

Schilling’s Diary, p. 63,

C7/.

he would then

fall

upon Russh*

also Sazonov, Fatejvil Years, p. 199 ff,
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when she was entangled

midst of her partial mobilimoment he was
successful in persuading the Tsar, to inform him at once
by telephone from Peterhof, so that he could take immedization.®*

in the

Finally, he begged Sazonov, the

ately the necessary measures, and, before it

was too

late,

convert the partial into a general mobilization.
“After
this,” added the Chief of Staff, “I will retire from sight,
smash tny telephone, and generally take all measures so
that I cannot be found to give any contrary orders for. a
new postponement of general mobilization.” ®®

Sazonov agreed completely, and lanushkevich telephoned to Dobrorolski: “There is hope for an improvement
of the situation be ready to come to me with all the documents immediately upon my telephone call in the after;

noon.”

®®

Sazonov then talked with Buchanan and Paleologue,
them of an interview with Pourtales, at which the
German Ambassador, “seeing that war was inevitable,
broke down completely and appealed to Sazonov to hold
out a last straw and to make some suggestion which PourWhereupon
tales could tdegraph to his Government.”
Sazonov had drawn up the “formula” mentioned above.
Sazonov then said in substance to the two Ambassadors:
“If Austria rejects this proposal, preparaf is for a general mobilization will be proceeded with, and European
war will be inevitable. For strategical vr^asons Russia can
telling

hardly postpone converting partial into general mobilization, now that she knows Germany is preparing, and excitement in the country has reached. such a pitch that she
cannot hold back if Austria refuses to make concession.”
Buchanan evidently made no effort to deter Sazonov from
64 Dobrorolski, p. 108 (German ed., p. 28).
-65 Schilling’s Diary, p. 64.
66 Dobrorolski, p. 108 (German ed., p. 27).
6T Buchanan to Grey, July 30,
P.M.; received 3:15 P.M.; B.D.
302; of. also P.Y.B., 103; and above, at notes 61. 52.

;
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his purpose of converting partial into general mobilization
his failure to do so

must have been an encouragement

to the

Russian Minister.
Paleologue, at the time of this interview, had received a
dispatch from Viviani, repeating that France was ready
to fulfil the obligations of the Alliance, but instructing

him

to advise Sazonov to avoid military measures which might

Germany a pretext for mobilization. Paleologue telegraphed back that he had carried out these instructions.®*
But in his memoirs, and very probably at the time, he placed
much more emphasis on the first part of Viviani’s message
assuring French loyalty to the Alliance, than upon the last
part suggesting caution in mobilization measures.- Moreover, Izvolski had telegraphed to Sazonov that Margerie,
an official in the French Foreign Office, had said that the
French Government, without wishing to interfere in Russian military preparations, thought they should be carried
on in the least open and provocative manner and that the
French Minister of War advised Russia to strengthen her
military preparations, but to avoid as much as possible the
appearance of doing so.®*
Sazonov then lunched with Basili and Krivoshein, the
Minister of Agriculture, who also besought him to wring
from the Tsar a consent to general mobilization. After
lunch Sazonov went out to Peterhof with Tatishchev at
2:00 P.M. He found the Tsar pale and nervous, now fully
conscious of the awful seriousness of the responsibility resting upon him. “Think of the responsibility which you are
advising me to take!” said the Tsar. “Think of the thousands and thousands of men who will be sent to their
death!” In reply Sazonov tried to prove to him that he
offer

;

Perhaps misled by the
Poincare, IV, 399 ff.; Paleologue, I, 39 f.
in. F.Y.B., 102, two of his despatches have been garbled into one,
Paleologue incorrectly places this int''Tview at 6:00 P.M. instead of
the forenoon. See also below, ch. xi, at note 6.
60 Izvolski to Sazonov, July 30; MJ'.R., p. 521; L.N., 11, 290.
B8

fact that

m
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would have nothing with which to reproach his conscience,
if war broke out, because it had clearly become inevitable.
Diplomacy had finished its work. It was time for His
Majesty to think of the safety of his Empire. To fail to
order general mobilization would only dislocate the whole
Russian military organization, and disconcert Russia’s
allies.
“It only remains to do everything necessary to meet
war fully armed and under the conditions most favorable
for us.

Therefore

it is

war by our preparations

better without fear to call forth a
for it, and to continue these prepa-

rations carefuUy, rather than out of fear to give an induce-

ment

war and be taken unawares.”
For almost an hour the Tsar’s firm
for

at all costs

made him

desire to avoid

war

hesitate to adopt measures which,

however indispensable from a military point, were calcuThe
lated, as he clearly saw, to hasten the catastrophe.
tenseness of feeling which he lived through in these minutes
expressed

among

other ways in the

unusual for him, with which he snubbed General Tatishchev.
The latter, who had taken no part in the conversation, remarked in a moment of silence: “Yes, it is hard to decide.”
The Tsar replied in a sharp and displeased tone: “I will
itself

irritability,

and gave his decision for an immediate general
Sazonov thereupon hurried to the telephone
on the ground floor of the palace, notified Tanushkevich,
who was waiting impatiently for the news, and added: “Now
you can smash the telephone. Give your orders. General,
and then disappear for the rest of the day.”
lanushkevich immediatelv summoned Dobrorolski, who
decide,”

mobilization.

—

quickly gathered again the ‘.hree necessary signatures from
the ministers who at the moment were gathered in extraordinary session. His mobilization order had been so
Schilling’s Diary, p. 65; and Pal4ologue, I, 30.
Schilling’s Diary, p. 65 f.; and Dobrorglski, p. 100
28); Sazonov, p. 20211.
*>0

p

(Qerman ed
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first day of general mobilization was set
and so made to coincide with the day on which

planned that the
for July 31,

the troops in the four Southern Districts were actually to
be called up and transportation was to begin; thus was
avoided all confusion which might have resulted if general
mobilization had been delayed a day longer. With the new
signed ukase Dobrorolski hurried again, as the night before,
to the Central Telegraph Office. “Every operator was sitting by his instrument waiting for the copy of the telegram, in order to send to all the ends of the Russian Empire
the momentous news of the calling xip of the Russian people.
A. few minutes after six, while absolute stillness reigned in
the room, all the instruments began at once to clipk. That

was the beginning moment of the great epoch.”

®-

Dobrorolski waited for the confirming reply telegrams.
to come in about 7:00 P.M., and made it certain
that all the places in direct telegraph connection with St.
Petersburg, which comprised all the more important cities

They began

European and Asiatic Russia, were receiving the order
promptly and correctly.®® In the Warsaw Military District,
for instance, bordering on Germany, various Russian comin

manding

officers

received the mobilization telegrams at

7:55 P.M., 8:02 P.M., 8:15 P.M., and acted upon them at
once.®^

In a remote Siberian village an English traveller was
awakened a few hours later, at 4:00 A.M., by a great
commotion outside his window, and was asked by an excited
peasant “Have you heard the news? There is war.” ®®
During the night the red mobilization placards, calling
men to the colors, had been posted up everywhere on the
street corners. No further change of mind on the part of
the Tsar was now possible. Russia was committed to the
:

sa Dobrorolski, p. 109 f.
63 Dobrorolski, p. 110.

(German

ed., p.

28 f.).

s4JVBntz, pp. 68, 265; cf. Honiger, pp. 114-118.
Stephen Graham, Riutia and the World (New Yoric, 1915), p. 1

1.
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Step which military

men

peasant, understood

meant

everywhere, just as the Siberian
war.
What were the reasons for this fatal decision to order
general mobilization? The Entente Powers, in their efforts
to excuse and justify it, have often alleged various reasons

—which are
One

false.

is that the Russian decision was brought about
by a telegram from Sverbeev, the Russian Ambassador in
Berlin, stating: “The order for the mobilization of the German. army and navy has just been issued.” It was occasioned by the publication of news to this effect soon after
one o’clock by an “extra” of a Berlin newspaper, the LokalAmeigev. This, it is said, was a trick on the part of the
Germans to precipitate general mobilization in Russia and
so make her seem to be the aggressor. But the news had
been immediately contradicted by the German Foreign
Office and the “extra” had been suppressed.
The Russian
Ambassador had thereupon quickly sent a second telegram,
unciphered, cancelling the first, and followed it by a third,

story

ciphered, explaining the circumstances.®*

It has

now been

conclusively established that none of these three telegrams
reached St. Petersburg until c/ter the Tsar had given his
decision.

causing

it.

They could therefore have had no influence in
Nor did Sazonov or any of the Russian author-

ities at the time, in July, 1914, allege this Lokal-Anzeiger
episode as an excuse for the Russian general mobilization.

was a
Grey in
It

later invention, first given notoriety

by

Sir

Edward

1916.®’'^

8* Krasnyi Arkhiv, I, pp. 179 f
The Russian Orange Book, Nos. 61,
published the first and third .rl^ams in a falsified form, and suppressed the second.
ct For the detailed facts, see Montgclas, in the Deutsche Rundschau,
May, 1922, pp. 113-124; and in his Leitfaden, 215 ff. We have not repeated them at length here, because all careful historical scholar^
like M, Renouvin (pp. 183 £1.), now follov/ Montgelos in rejecting this
Lokal-Anzeiger e.xplanation of Russi.an general mobilization as a legend.
Even M. Sazonov, shortly before his death, admitted that “it did not
cause our mobilization” (Florinsky, in Pol. Sci. Quart., June; 1927, p. 222 f).

62,
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Another reason, alleged by the French Ambassador at
Petersburg in his somewhat untrustworthy memoirs,
is that the decision was caused by a menacing telegram
from the Kaiser. According to this legend, Sazonov, on
arriving at Peterhof, found that the Tsar “had received a
very bad impression from a telegram sent him the night
before in an almost menacing tone: Tf Russia mobilizes
against Austria, my role as mediator, which I accepted at
your express prayer, will be endangered, if not ruined. The
whole weight of the decision lies on your shoulders now,
who have to bear the responsibility for peace or war.’ Having read and reread this telegram, Sazonov made a gesture
of despair,” and proceeded to urge general mobilization
upon the Tsar, on the grounds that war was already inevitable and Germany was only pretending to mediate in
order to gain time to complete secretly her preparations
for attack. After hesitation, continues Paleologue, the Tsar
“The clock
reluctantly yielded and gave his decision.
marked exactly 4:00 P.M.”®* But this telegram from the
Kaiser
was not sent until 3:30 P.M., and was not received
Being received more than
at Peterhof until 6:30 P.M.
decision,
and half an hour after
Tsar’s
hours
the
two
after
send
the general mobilbegun
to
Dobrorolski had actually
ization order over the wires, it can no more have been the
cause of Russia’s general mobilization than the LokaXAnzeiger “extra.” Either Sazonov gave Paleologue an untrue account of his audience with the Tsar; or, more
probably, the French Ambassador was again drawing upon
St.

his lively imagination.
Still

another reason alleged for the Russian general
is that it was caused by Austria’s general

mobilization

68 Paleologue, I, 38 f. Sazonov (p. 202 ff.) repeats the legend. Possibly
the Tsar’s decision was made two or three hours earlier (c/. Dobrorolski,
Schilling’s Diary,
in KSF, II, 87, April, 1924), but not later than 4 P.M.
p. 63 ff. says Sazonov’s audience began at 3 P.M., and lasted nearly an
hour, which would also place the Tsar’s decision at 4 P.M.
68K.D., 420; Schilling’s Diary, p. 67.
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mobilization and by mobilization measures taken secretly
but continuously by Germany for the past six days. This

legend was perpetuated by the falsified form in whicli the
French YcU.oio Book published the belated telegram in

Government

wliich Paleologue finally notified his
sia’s fatal step.

seen side by

The

original

and

forms

of Rus-

may

be

side.'^"

Falsified text, F.Y.B., 118:

Original text:

The

falsified

general

mobiliza-

tion of the Ru.'sian

army

As a result of the general
mobilization of Austria and of
the measures for mobilization

has been ordered

taken

secretly,

but

by Germany

ously,

continu-

for the last

six days, the order for the gen-

eral mobilization of the Rius-

sian army ha? been given,
Russia not being able, without

most

serious

herself to

danger, to allow

be further

out-dis-

tanced really she is only taking
military measures corresponding to those taken by Germany.
;

For i.mperativo reasons
strategy

tiie

of

Russian Govern-

ment, knowing that Germany
was arming, could no longer delay the conversion of her partial mobilization into a general
mobilizatir

•.

As the greater part of this document in the French
Yellow Book is now admitted by the French authorities to
be a pure fabrication,

it is

hr-.’

dly necessary to note that

roPaleologue to Viviani, via Bergen, July 31, 10:43 A.M., received
P.M.; printed in its original form by Renouvin, p. 181 f., and
the delay
falsified form in F.Y.B., 118.
Cf. also Poincare, IV, 4S5-458, for

™

8:30

in deciphering

and bringing

it

to his notice.
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aware of the Russian general
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restraint on Moiike and
and on Austrian general mobiliaauan.

On Bethmann’s

authorities,
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tifl'S.w,
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vi. xs,

7S R.^raouvin. j'U. tSetff.,
72 See above, at notes 57-59.
7t Paleologue to Viviani, July 30, 9:15 P. MIS.-;*® P’.M;
was
part of this telegram is printed in F.Y3., ICQ, but th« pasiajg!i:
Rrren by
ApsM^ia
suppressed; what appears to be the complete text
and P. Renouvin, Introduction aux Tableaux iHistoir* de Gmttmtmie It,
(Paris, 1923), p. xcv.
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at 8:30 P.M. on July 31 of the telegram that Paleologue
sent via Bergen at 10:43 A. M.”
If Renouvin and Poincare are correct, then Paleologue’s
telegram had deceived his Government. Who was the guilty
author of the deceit? Did Sazonov mislead Paleologue,
who innocently passed on the misinformation to Paris?
Or did Paleologue know the truth from Sazonov or others,
and conceal from Paris the plain fact that the order for
general mobilization had been sent out over the wires three
hours before he sent his own ambiguous message that Russia “was resolved to proceed secretly with the preliminary
measures of general mobilization”? One cannot say with

M. Renouvin makes Sazonov the author of the
But one of Buchanan’s telegrams leads one to think

certainty.
deceit.

—

that it may have been Paleologue that again the French
Ambassador knew important information which he concealed from his Government.
Buchanan apparently telegraphed on July 30 at 6:40 P.M. correctly and unambiguously:

“It has been decided to issue orders for general

Since Buchanan and Paleologue were in
such close and constant touch with each other, is it not
highly probable that Paleologue knew as well as Buchanan
soon after 6:00 P.M. on July 30 that general mobilization
had been decided upon? And if so, he should have sent
a clear and unambiguous message to that etTect, instead
Paleoaris.
of one which misled his Government a'
tlie questions
logue’s role during the July crisis is one
which most needs clearing up through C' ^^ilete and satisfactory edition of the French documents.
Thus it is not the LokcU-Anzeiger “extra,” nor the
Kaiser’s telegram, nor Austrian mobilization which can exmobilization.”

plain or excuse the Russian general uiobilization.
T5 C/. Renouvin, p. 190, note 3:
“The French Government

What

did not
Paleologue’s message as the announcement of general mobilt
latiou;” and Poincare, IV, 403 f., 408, 452 ff.
f® B.D., 347, and explanatory note.

interpret

M.
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Buchanan and Paleologue had upon Sazonov on
July 30 is uncertain. The Russian general mobilization was
caused by the fact that Sazonov and the military oflicers on
July 30 simply held the same views as on the evening of
July 29, when they would have sent out the order for general
mobilization had not the Tsar changed his mind. The situinfluence

had not changed essentially in the meantime, except
that the partial mobilization, already ordered on the night
of July 29, made the military authorities demand even more
ation

insistently

an immediate general mobilization, because of

technical military considerations.

“mobilization means war”

By ordering general mobilization about. 6: 00 P.M. on
July 30, Russia had now taken the step which military
men everywhere clearly understood almost certainly meant
war. This was also clearly understood by Sazonov and the
Tsar, as appears from Schilling’s account of their conyersation at Peterhof and the Tsar’s long hesitation to assume
the terrible responsibility. Partial mobilization might be
undertaken by a Great Power without leading to war, as
had happened on several occasions in Russia and Austria
in the preceding years.
But general mobilization by a
Great Power was generally understood to mean that it had
only resorted to this final step of putting the great military
machine in motion, with the automatic movement of the
troops to the frontier with the greatest despatch, when
it had finally concluded that war- could no longer be
avoided.

“Mobilization means war.” This was a political maxim
which for years had been widely accepted by military men
on the Continent everywhere. It had been plainly hinted
at by Pourtales to Sazonov during the July crisis. It was
stated by the French and Russian Chiefs of Staff, and
accepted by the Tsar, as f*ir back as 1892, as is seen from

:

:

4S0

OPJGIXS OF THE WOIiLD

Trip:

the records of the negotiations for

WAR

the Franco-Russian

Alliance

“General Obruchev emphasized finally the necessity of
the imnirdifitc and simultaneous mobilization of the Russian
and French armies at the first news received by either of the

two

rnuiitrics of a mobilization of the forces of the Triple

He

Alli.aiice.

France

inidcrstaiids further that this mobilization of

would be followed immediately by posiby acts of war, in a word would be inseparable

.and Ru.'=sia

tive results,

from an ‘aggression.’

’’

Similarly, General Boisdefifre, in talking with the Tsar

the day after the JNIilitary Convention

had been approved,

remarked
"The mobilization
is

is

the declaration of war.

to oblige one’s neighbor to do the same.

To

mobilize

Mobilization

involves the carrying out of strategic transportation and conOtlicrwi.se, to leave a million men on one’s’
without doing the same simultaneously, is to de-

central inn.
frontier,

prive oneself of

fill

possibility of

moving

later;

it is

placing

oneself in the situation of an individual who, with a pistol

neighbor put a wca])on to hi.s
[To which Alexander
exactly tiie way I understand it.’’^*

in his pocket, sno.:!d let his

forclicad without

in

rejilicd],

drawing

“That

is

his own.’’

In a Riussian secret order approved by the Tsar on
12, 1912, at the moment Russia helped to secure the

March

frPrpnit of tlif! French Military Attache in St. Petersburg, July 16,
1802: L'Allinitrr Frnnco-lluase, p. 56.
rs Pf]init. of General Doirfeffre; ibid., p. 95 f. M. Renouvin, p. 309,
ha.s argued that in these negotiations the principle that "Mobilization
rneaii.s war” was understood to apply only to the adversaries of France and
Though no doubt, in the
Ru.'i.sia, and not to a Russian mobilization.
passaf’c just quoted, Boisdeffre had in mind mobilization by the enemies
of France, he was stating a general principle, endorsed by all military
men. It would bn .an illogical and one-sided argument to maintain that
mobilization by Germany or Austria mc.ans war, ar.d that mobilization by
Pu-sia or Fr inee does not mean war. Moreover, Ooruchev speaks expressly
of the mobilization of F’ranco and Russia ns involving immediate acts of
war; “II c.itend du restc quo cette mobilisation do la France et de la
Ruiisie Boit siiivic immediatement d’cficts actifs, d'nctes de guerre, cn un
mol soil inseparable d’uno ‘aggression ” ibid., p. 56.
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signing of the Serbo-Bulgarian Treaty which was to lead to
the Balkan Wars, it was expressly stated that “the tele-

gram announcing mobilization
to

is

be effective as the Tsar’s order

tilities

against

Germany and

order, for technical
celled,

and

and the telegrams

of hostilities

same time
opening of hos-

also at the
for the

Though

Austria.”

this

was later canmobilization and the opening

political reasons,

for

were to be issued separafely,

it still

represented

the conception of military men that general mobilization
Dobrorolski, for instance, speaking of the Rus-

means war.

sian mobilization of 1914, says explicitly:
of mobilization
details.

When

is

worked out ahead

the

moment has been

“The whole plan

to its

end

in all its

chosen, one pnly has

to press the button, and the whole state begins to function
automatically with the precision of a clock’s mechanism.
The choice of the moment is influenced by a complex
.
of varied political causes. But once the moment has been
fixed, everything is .settled; there is no going back; it de.

.

termines mechanically the beginning of war.”
J# Quoted by Frantz, pp. 46, 234.
so Dobrorolski, p. 92 (German ed., p. 9f.).

CHAPTER XI
OTHER MOBILIZATIONS AND DECLARATIONS
OF WAR
In

following the Russian diplomatic and military steps
where general mobilization was ordered on the

to the point

afternoon of July 30, we have outrun the narrative of
events in the other capitals of Europe. In Paris, London,
and Berlin also, hopes of peace and fears of imminent war
had brought into opposition the activity of the diplomats

and the pressure of the military authorities. The former
worked to save the situation, or at least, if that proved
impossible, to make it appear that they and their allies
were not responsible for the impending catastrophe. The
latter pressed for military measures which they regarded
as imperative to secure strategic advantages in the war
which they were increasingly convinced was inevitable.
still

FRANCE AND THE 10-KILOMETER WITHDRAWAL
President Poincare and M. Viviani, who ’ .'ided at Dunkirk on the morning of July 29, reached P*’’:
about noon.
They were quickly informed of the preca lonary military
;

measures in anticipation of war which the abinet and M.
Messimy, the Minister of War, had b^en taking in their
absence since the evening of July 25.
he measures included the return to their standing qu j- ters of troops in
training, the recall of officers on 1 ’av.?, and provision for
the transportation from Morocco of ail possible troops.^
J

.

Poincare, IV, 360-369; Recouly, pp. 61 ff., giving Messimy’s narraand for the detailed military measures, see the French General
Staff History, L/cs Armees Frangaif/cs dans la Grande Guerre (Paris, 1923),
1

tive

;

F^NCE AND THE
These were
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approved.

They; also learned of Austria’s
and of her declaration of
Germany’s
of
apparent
complete support of Austria;
war;
of various visits which the German Ambassador had made
to the French Foreign Office whicTi did not inspire conall

persistently intransigent attitude

Germany’s desire for peace; of Sir Edward
unwillingness definitely to commit himself as to
England’s future course; and of Sazonov’s announcement
that Russia was about to order partial mobilization.* At

fidence as to

Grey’

a Cabinet meeting in the afternoon Poincare says he found
all the ministers “closely united in the resolution to do the
ipipossible to avoid war and also to neglect no preparations
for defense.”

*

Late that night, or rather between 2 and 3 A.M. on
July 30, Izvolski communicated to the French Minister of
Foreign Affairs and the Minister of War a most important
telegram just received from St. Petersburg, indicating the
imminence of war. “Not being able to accede to Germany’s desire [that Russia cease her military preparations], it only remains for us to hasten our armaments and
regard war as unminent,” Sazonov telegraphed. After expressing gratitude for Paleologue’s declaration of complete
French support, “especially precious to us in the present
circumstances,” Sazonov added: “It would be extremely
desirable that England also, without losing time, should
join France and Russia, for only in this way can she prevent a dangerous rupture of the European balance of
power.” *
Viviani and Messimy at once held a conference at the
Elysee with Poincare, who had gone to bed. They apit by Montgelas in KSF, V, 120&-1220, Dec.
1927; Montgelas in(lic.ates that the French measures regularly preceded
the corresponding German ones, sometimes by as much as two or three
days.
Cf. also the report of the British Military Attache in Pans on

passim; and the analysis of

July 29; B.D.. 321.
a Poincare, IV, 371.
2 Poincare, IV, 371-378; F.Y.B, 56-85.
4 For this tg. no. 1551 from Sasonov, see above, ch. x. at note 42.
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proved a telegram from Viviani to Paleologue, which was at
once communicated to Izvolski, put into cipher, and sent
to St. Petersburg and London at 7 A.M. on July 30. It
began witli a reference to Viviani’s telegram of July 27
from on board the France, which stated the French Government's wish to support efforts for a peaceful solution of
the conflict, but which, Poincare asserts, led Paleologue to
make the declaration of French support which Sazonov
found "especially precious.”® It then continued:
France, however,

is

resolved to

fulfil all

the obligations

of

the Alliance.

But

think in the interests of general peace and in view
between the less interested
Powers, that it would be opportune that, as regards the precautionary and defence measures which Russia believes it
necessary to adopt, she should not take immediately any step
which might offer to Germany a pretext for a total or partial
mobilization of her forces.” “
of the

What

I

conversation pending

the French Government had in

clearly stated in another telegram

mind

is

more

which Izvolski hastened

to send to Sazonov:

Margerie, whom I have just seen, told me that the French
Government, without wishing to interfere in our military
preparations, would consider it extremely desirable, in view
Poincare, IV, 335, 385. See also above, ch. X, st notes 5-11.
This wording represents the present writoi’.* >.'>I•roximation of the
probable true original text of this passage, which
given in three quite
different forms; (a) by the editors of the F.Y.Ii., .-Ji; (b) by Poincar4,
IV, 385 f.; and (c) by Izvolski, L.N., II, r"'0: (b) and (c', make no
mention of Sazonov’s telegram to Izvolski no.
visit by Sehoen, which
“

8

.

first and last parts of (a); (a) says ''.-ii.-’ng of Viviani’s telegram
of July 27 from tiie France, which is ment.vj: d in (b) and (c). Poincare make.s the last sentence read that Russia should not take immediately any steps toward a partial or total mobilization oj her own jorces;

form the

but Poincare has misquoted his document, as is obvious from his own
paraphrases on pp. 399 and 408, and from F.Y.B., 102, which indicate that
Russia should not take any step which would offer Germany a pretext for
mobilization. This tg. no. 208, from Izvolski to Sazonov, is also print^
in M.F.R., p. 520, and in Romberg, p. 50 f., but was suppressed from R.OJo.
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of the negotiations still pending for the preservation of peace,
that these preparations should be carried on in the least
open and least provocative manner. The Minister of War,

on

his part, expressing the same idea, told Count Ignatiev
[Russian Military Attache in Paris] that' we could declare

we were willing to
our' mobilization measures, which

that, in the higher interests of peace,

slow

down temporarily

would not hinder us from continuing and even strengthening
our military preparations, while refraining, as much as possible, from the transportation of masses of troops,*

From these two telegrams from Paris to St, Petersburg,
appears that the French Government was anxious that
Russia should not precipate a European war, but should
still continue measures in preparation for it, since it appeared inevitable, Poincare must also have been aware
that his renewal of the promise of full French support was
it

encourage Russia to defy Germany, and so lead
did not wish to seem to interfere in Russian
mobilization measures. Nevertheless, for diplomatic reasons, he did not want France or her ally to take any open
and provocative military measures, which might seem
aggressive, or might give Germany a pretext for mobilizing or ^most important of all ^which might make an unApparently
desirable imiDression on England and Italy.
likely to
to war.

—

He

—

convinced that war was now inevitable,* and remembering
the French mistake of being the formal aggressor in 1870,
* Izvolski to Sazonov, tg. no. 210, July 30; M.F.II., p. 521; L.N., 11,
C/. also Poincare. IV, 386 f. This idea of strengthening military
preparations but avoiding the appearance of doing so bv refraining from
troop movements en masse or by special trains, was immediately adopted
by Messimy himself for the French corps near the German frontier,
as will be seen in a moment in connection with the "10-kilometer with290.

drawal."
"The Spanish Ambassador
8 C/. Bertie to Grey, July 30 (B.D., 320)
says that the President of the Republic told a friend this morning that
he considers war inevitable." This conviction would be natural in view
of Sazonov’s telegram and of the reports which the highly suspicious
French Ambassador in Berlin had been pouring into Paris (c/. F.Y.B
30. 35, 41-43, 47, 67, 73, 74, 92; nnU Poincare, IV. 319 £f., 349. 414* ).
;
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he did not intend to have any similar mistake made in 1914;
Russia and France should wait for Germany to take the
initiative and thereby incur the odium of responsibility.®
Events were to prove his shrewdness, for Bethmann soon

made the formal mistake of declaring war, which Olliviei
had made in 1870. Therefore, for the present, while diplomatic negotiations were
.

still

ponding, Russia should con-

ceal as far as possible “the precautionary

and defensive

measures which she considered it necessary to adopt.”
If President Poincare had expressed himself with his
usual vigor and clarity if he had said unmistakably to
Russia: “Do not order general mobilization for the present

—

—

while diplomatic negotiations are going on” if he had even
spoken as vigorously as Bethmann was speaking to Vienna

—there

a possibility that war might still have been
avoided. Russian general mobilization had not yet been
Viviani’s telegram reached Paleologue toward
ordered.
noon on July 30 before Sazonov went out to Peterhof to
is

secure the Tsar’s renewed assent to general mobilization.

Poincare had given a vigorous warning, and if Paleoit to Sazonov, there was still time for the
Russian Minister to secure the further postponement of
Russian general mobilization until the “Halt in Belgrade”
proposal or some other form of mediation might have kept
the Powers back from the abyss.
But Poincare was by now more ccncerned in securing
England’s aid and in taking military precautions in France,
than in holding back Russia. “It would be extremely desirable that England also, without io.'iing time, should join
France and Russia, for only in this way can she prevent a
If

logue nad repeated

9C/. J, Gambon to Poincare, tg. no. 225, Ji?1y 30, 4:52 P. M., received
5:10 P.M. After mentioning the LokdLAmiiger episode, C.imbon says:
*It 16 important not to publish in France the mobili-iation measures until
after they have certainly been decided in Berlin, in order that English
public opinion which can play so great a role in events, shall not attribute to us any initiative tending toward wr.r (Poincare, IV, 420).
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dangerous rupture of the European balance of power,”
Sazonov had telegraphed. Poincare agreed. Ceveral steps
which he took on July 30, and page after page of his memoirs, indicate that henceforth his great aim was to get

England definitely to announce that she would give France
armed support.
Early on the morning of July 30 Paul Gambon in London was informed of Sazonov’s telegram indicating .war as
imminent and of the French reply to it. Gambon was instructed to tell Grey, and remind him of the* letters exchanged in 1912, by which each had agreed, if peace was
threatened, immediately to discuss with the other whether
both Governments should act together, and, if so,, what
measures they would be prepared to take in common.*®

Gambon was

also to furnish

Grey with a long

list

of mili-

Germany was alleged to have made,
“showing that the German military preparations were more
advanced and more on the offensive upon the frontier than
tary preparations which

anything France had yet done.” It was to let Grey "see
that though France was resolute, it was not she who was
taking aggressive measures.” **
But when M. Gambon reminded Sir Edward Grey of
the 1912 exchange of letters, and “said that the peace
of Europe was never more seriously threatened than
now,” he met with disappointment. Though he acted with
extreme caution and tact, not asking Grey to say directly
that England would intervene, but only what he would
do in certain circumstances, such as an aggression by Germany on France, Sir Edward would only say he would see
*0Poinear4, IV, S86; Grey, I, 94-96, 328-331.
and Pnclosure. This was only one of several similar documents, exaggerating German military preparations and frontier aggressions,
and minimizing those of Prance, which Gambon furnished to Grey during
these critical days when Poincare was trying to get from England a definite promise of support; c/. B.D., 338, 364, 473; Poincare, IV, 435. Pot
doubt as to their accuracy, see the analysis of the Preach General Staff
History of the War by Montgelas, in KSF, V, 1206-1220, Dec., 1927.
11 B.D., 319
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after the Cabinet had met.'^ Gambon
Arthur Nicolson, but found little em
with
Sir
also talked
English public opinion, said Nicolson, was
!-;ouragement.
indifferent to the Austro- Russian Balkan rivalry; it was not

him again next day

yet time to consider British intervention; German financial
interests were influential in the “City” and with some of
the Cabinet; Asquith did not at present dare take a resolute

attitude;

but Nicolson himself was “personally a

partisan of intervention.”

On the evening of July 30 Poincare himself spoke more
bluntly and pressingly to Sir Francis Bertie, the British
Ambassador in Paris. He argued very urgently that if
England would make an immediate declaration of her intention to support France, “there would be no war, for
Germany would at once modify her attitude,
and even
if it did not prevent war, British aid to France at the outbreak of hostilities would assist in the maintenance of the
balance of power in Europe. Aid given later might be too
late, and if England remained neutral and Germany became omnipotent on the Continent, the position of England
.

W'ould be entirely altered to her

Power.”

House

of

.

.

detriment as a Great

Bertie replied that the doubtful attitude of the

Commons made

declaration,

it

diflBcult to

make any

and that anyway the orders to the

British

such
fleet

not ta disperse must be a pretty clear indication to Germany
of England’s attitude.^^
But in his prbate comment to
Grey, Bertie observed: “The French, iri.,tead of putting

Government to moderate their zeal,
Germans to undersi;»nd that we mean
fighting if war breaks out.
If we gave an assurance of
armed assistance to France and Russia now, Russia would
become more exacting and France would follow in her
pressure on the Russian

expect us to give the

wake.”
12 Grey to Bertie, July 30; BD., 319.
19 P. Gamboa to Viviani, July 3r. 8:30 P. M.; PomcarS, IV, 434.
i« Bertie to Grey, July 30; B.D.. 373; c/. also 318.
isB.Di, 320
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had said that he was hastenand considered war immi-

ing Russia’s military measures
nent, Poincare,

and

especially the French Minister of War,
for increasing the frontier troops

wanted to take . treasures

as fully and quickly as possible, and yet avoid the appearance of making military preparations which might lead to
frontier encounters or which might make an unfavorable

impression on England.
satisfy strategic

This

conflict

and diplomatic

between

interests

efforts to

was the

origin of

the famous “lO-kilometer withdrawal.”

At the meeting of the French Cabinet on the morning
July
of
30, after the arrival of Sazonov’s telegram, the
French Minister of W'ar urged that couverture should be
adopted at once. This meant that the covering troops
should take up their places on the frontier, and involved the
mobilization of five army corps and all the French cavalry.
But there was the diplomatic objection that this might seem
France the role of aggressor and endanger the hopedfor British support and Italian neutrality. To reconcile the
conflicting interests of strategy and diplomacy it was decided in principle to adopt a compromise. Couverture was
to take place, but with restrictions.
The covering troops
were to move up toward the frontier, so far as was possible
by moving on foot and horse; reservists were not to be
summoned; horses w'ere to be bought instead of requisitioned; and the troops were to keep back a short distance
from the actual frontier. This would lessen -the danger of
unfortunate incidents, which at this time of excitement and
suspicion might be exaggerated into "aggressions" and “acts
to give

of war.”

As Viviani

said in the

Chamber

of Deputies in

1919, replying to his critics w'ho charged that the 10-kilometer order had enabled Germany to get an initial advan-

tage and seize the French iron-ore districts:

“We

realized

that everything might turn on some c'hance incident. A
patrol might get on the wrong road and run up against
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an enemy patrol, a sergeant or a corporal might lose
head, a soldier might think himself in danger and fire
his

his
ofi

rifle.”

In the French Yellow Book Viviani is represented as
telegraphing to Paul Cambon in London on July 30: “We
have held back our troops 10 kilometers from the frontier,

them to approach nearer. ... In thus delivering
a strip of territory undefended to the sudden aggression of
the enemy, the Government of the Republic hopes to prove
that France does not bear, any more than Russia, the re-

forbidding

sponsibility for the attack.”

As a matter of fact, however, no limit of precisely' 10
kilometers was fixed at all. Neither in the telegram which
Viviani really sent to Paul Cambon on July 30, nor in the

Messimy issued to
4:45 P.M., is there any mention

order which

an i's telegram to Paul

Edward Grey’s

commanders

of “10-kilometers.”

instructed

at

Vivi-

him to call Sir
German mili-

attention to the French and

tary preparations.

though France

Cambon

five corps

“England

is resolute, it is

will see from them that,
not she who is taking aggres-

Draw Sir Edward Grey’s attention to the
taken by the Cabinet this morning. Although
Germany has taken up covering positions some hundreds
of meters or some kilometers from the frontier, on the
whole frontier from Luxembourg to the Vosges, and placed
her covering troops in their war positions, v have not done
so
although our plan of campaign, conceived for the
offensive, contemplates that the war posi^’ons of our covering troops shall be as near the frontic. as those of the
Germans. We have thus left a strip of national territory
sive measures.

decision

;

—

Dehals parlemenlaires, January 31, 1919.
In this document the ntlitors hii\'C merged two telegrams (c/.' B.D., 319, 338) into one, and the date of the second, just
quoted, is falsified from July 31 to J-:'y 30. The curious reason for mis
IT F.Y.R., 106.

given in B.D., 319, nolo. Poincare (IV, 424f., 435), either
jjiconsciously or deliberately, repeats the falsifications.

falsification is
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without defense open to sudden attack. We have not done
this for any other reason tlian to show the British Government and public opinion that France, like Russia, will not
be the first to fire.” Then follows a list of German frontier

and other military preparations.
commanders instructed them

]\Iessimy’s order to the

corps

to carry out the order
of 1909 concerning mobilization of the frontier troops;

those which could march on foot were to take up their positiohs, and those to go by rail were to be ready to entrain.

“However, for diplomatic reasons,

it is

indispensable that

no frontier incident shall be caused by us. Consequently
no troops or patrols under any pretext are to approach the
frontier or go beyond the line,” which was then designated
by naming some fifty towns and villages near the frontier.^®
Thus, there was no line drawn exactly ten kilometers
from the frontier everywhere. At numerous points it' was
only four or five kilometers from the frontier, as Messimy
stated to the Briey Committee in 1920.-® General Joffre
even “asked that he should not

feel obliged to carry

out

absolute strictness,” and the Government
granted his request.-^ Nevertheless, the fact that the French
Government did hold back its covering troops a few kilo-

the order in

meters from the frontier was a wise jneasure. It did tend to
prevent unfortunate “incidents” which might have precipitated a war. But it would be a mistake to regard it
mainly as a proof of Poincare’s love of peace. Rather it
iBViviani to P. Cainbon, July 30; communicated to Grey, B.D., 319.
r® Messimy to the Commanders of the 2nd, 6th,. 7th, 20th and eist
AiTiy Corps, Jul 3' 30, 4:50 P, M.; Les Armccu Fran^aiscs, Tome I, Vol.
Even when France ordered general mobilization on
I, Annex No. 15.
August 1, since Grey had not J'et promised military support, Messimy
again telegraphed the Commanders; ‘‘With a view to assuring ourselves
of the support of our English neighbors, it is still essential not to have
patrols or detachments cross the general line fixed by the telegram of
July 30, except in case of a clearly established attack" {ibid., No. 25).
This was reiterated by President Foincar^ himself a few hours later at
10:30 P.M. Ubid., No. 26).
Renouvin, p. 215
20Renouvin, p. 215.
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was a measure primarily calculated to win British approval
and military support, and to minimize the fact that France
was taking an important military measure preparatory to
war.

THE BRITISH FLEET AXD WARNIKGS TO GERMAXY
In England the strategic problem was different from
that of -the military authorities on the Continent.
By

arrangements made

many weeks

earlier,

England was

for-

tunate in having her fleet already concentrated in the most
powerful naval force which the world had ever seen. There

was therefore no question of feverish haste to prepare it
as fiuickly as possible to meet the enemy, but merely of
whether orders should be given to keep it concent.’-ated, instead of allowing it to disperse again to its normal positions
as in time of peace.

On Saturday, July 2o, Grey and his advisers learned from
Buchanan that Sazonov “thought that Russia would at any
rate have to mobilize,” and that Poincare’s visit had established between France and Russia a “perfect community
of views” and a “.solemn affirmation of the obligations imposed by the alliance.” Upon this Sir Eyre Crowe commented;

“We

should decide

now

to mobilize the fleet as

any other Great Power mobilizes, and we should
announce this decision without delay to the French and
Rus.sian Governments.”
Even at this epf'iy date he believed; “The moment has passed when it i;.ight have been
possible to enlist French support in an effort to hold back
Russia.”
The mobilization of tUe fleet might also, he
thouglit, serve as a warning to Germany. But Sir Edward
Grey, who had just been told by Winston Churchill, the
First Lord of the Admiralty, that the fleet could be mobilized in twenty-four hours, thouglit it premature to make
any statement as yet to France and Russia.*® He still preb.oon as

101,

and "Minutes” by Crowe and Grey on July

25.
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keep a non-committal attitude, neither encouraging the Russians and French, nor threatening the Germans.
But next day, after the arrival of more alarming news
from Austria and Serbia, Winston Churchill and the First
Sea Lord, on their own authority, decided that the fleet
should not disperse. Grey approved, and a public announcement of the fact that the fleet was to lemain concentrated
appeared in the British papers on the morning of July 27.®®
Grey intended this as a warning to dispel the current impression in Germany and Austria that England would remain neutral. The announcement did help to dispel the
anxieties of the Russian Ambassador, Count Benckendorff,
and was received “with great satisfaction” by his colleague,
Paul Cambon.®^ But in Austria and Geripany it did not
make as effective an impression as the British Foreign
Ofliee appears to have expected.
In mentioning it to the
Austrian Ambassador, Grey himself rather minimized its
significance: “I had explained that we should not have
thought of calling up reserves or taking any step of a
menacing character; but that, our naval force having been
collected for manoeuvres, we could not, when there was a
possibility of a European conflagration, choose this moment
for dispersing it.”
And in Germany it was at first regarded as less important than the assurance which Prince
Henry of Prussia had just brought from King George that
England would remain neutral.®*
ferred to

On

July 28 the feeling at the British Foreign Office bepessimistic. The officials were puzzled by the
fresh proposals w'hich Sazonov kept making almost daily.
Sir Edward Grey’s own mediation proposals, as well as the
“direct conversations” between Vienna and St. Petersburg,

came more

23 Cliurohill,

The World

Crisis, pp. 197

£f.

“•BX)., 177, 238, 239.
2S Grey to Bertie, July 28; BJ>., 238;
July 27; A.RB., II, 72.
20 &e below, at notes, 40. 41.
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Blue

revealed in the archives

Mr. Asquith stated in the
that the situation was one “of extreme

gravity.”

In fact, on the previous afternoon, July 28, at 5 P.M.,
Winston Churchill had ordered that the fleet was to proceed during the night at high speed and without lights
through the Straits of Dover from Portland to its fighting
base at Scapa Flow. Fearing to bring this order before the
Cabinet, lest
likely to

it

shouhl be considered a provocative action

damage the chances

of peace,

Mr. Churchill had

only informed IMr. .Asquith, who at once gave his approval.
On July 29, the official “warning telegram” was dispatched

from the Admiralty. The British Fleet was now regdy,
whatever happened, to meet and control the situation.®*
On the morning, July 29, Sir Edward Grey at last decided to give Germany a more definite warning, as Russia
and France had been continually urging. Quite characteristically he first told Cambon of Avhat he was going to say
to Lichnowsky, but at the same time reiterated that his
warning to Germany would not mean that England bad
yet made up her mind what she would do if France and
Germany became involved. England was “free from engagements,” and would “have to decide what British interests requited.”’^
To Lichnowsky Grey then repeated
Sazonov's statement that after the Austrian declaration of
war Russia would no longer be in a nosition to negotiate
with Austria direct and desired a return to the British
mediation proposals. Accordingly Grey suggested it would
be “a suitable basis for mediation, if Austria, after occupying Belgrade, for example, or other places, should announce
29 Cf. B.D.. 282-286.
<‘9 Churchill, p. 20711; Julian S. Corbett, History o] the Great
Naval Operatio)is (London, 1920), I, 25 ff.
®iGrey to Bertie, July 29; B.D., 283.
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Grey then gave to Lichnowsky, in the
form of a friendly and private communication, the warning
that, as long as the conflict remained confined to ^.ustria
and Russia, England could stand aside but if Germany and
France should be involved, then the situation would be immediately altered and the British Government would be
her conditions.”

;

forced to rapid decisions.®^

But before Grey’s warning was deciphered and known in
Bethmann took a step which caused the British
Foreign Office to believe that Germany had practically deBerlin,

termined to go to war, violate Belgium, and crush France.

BETHMANN AND MOLTKE
In Berlin, as in Paris and London, the situation was
regarded as very critical on Wednesday, July 29.
Bethmann had urged Austria to accept the “Halt in
Belgrade” mediation plan, but had received no answer
from Vienna. Such silence on the part of his ally was
extremely irritating and embarrassing to the German
Chancellor.*®
Because of it, he w'as unable to show the
Entente Powers that his pressure at Vienna was meeting
with success and would bring a satisfactory solution of
the crisis.
Furthermore, the German military authorities, like the
General Staff’s everywhere, were pressing for p?.rly military
measures to insure the safety of their countr and the success of their strategic plans, in case the diplomatists could
not preserve peace.
Helmuth von Moltke, who bore the name but lacked
the genius of his more famous uncle, was now Chief of the
German General StaflF, having accepted that difficult office
reluctantly in 1906 in succession to Count Schlieffen. In
32 Lichnowsky to Bethmann, July 29, 6:39 P. M., received 9:12 P.M.;
K.D., 368; cf. also B.D., 286.
33 See above, ch. ix, "Germany’s Belated Peace Efforts.”
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a long summary of the political situation on July 29, Moltke
now pointed out the dangerous sequence -of mobilizations
which would probably take place, in case Russia carried
out her announced intention of ordering partial mobilization in her southern districts if Austria advanced into Serbia.
Russia, he said, had been making military preparations on
the frontier against Germany, as well as against Austria^
BO that she would be able to move her armies forward in
a very few days when she actually issued her mobilization
orders'.
France also, according to his information, appeared
to be taking measures preparatory to general mobilization.
The situation thus was becoming daily more unfavorable
to Germany, and might lead to fateful consequences if
Germany, by a collision between Austria and Russia, should
be forced to mobilize and fight on tw'o fronts. Therefore,
he concluded, “it is of the greatest importance to ascertain
as soon as possible whether Russia and France intend to
let it come to a war with Germany.”
Bethmann, however, was still hoping that the “pledge
plan” of “Halt in Belgrade” might bring a satisfactory solution.
He therefore insisted on waiting for a reply from
"Vienna. He w'as vigorously opposed to taking any decisive
military measures which might jeopardize his diplomatic
efforts.

According to the information or rumors gathered by
the Bavarian Military Attache in Berlin on this day, Moltke
“is exerting all his influence in favor of taking advantage
of the exceptionally favorable opportunity for striking a
decisive blow,” pointing out the momentary military embarrassment of France, the over-confidence of Russia, and
the good time of year with the harvests mostly gathered
and the annual training period of recruits completed. Bethmann, on the other hand, “is putting on the brakes with
aU his might, and is anxious to avoid everything which
84K.D..

349.
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might lead to similar measures in France and England
and start the ball rolling.”
These opposing views were set forth to the Kaiser at
Potsdam on the afternoon and early evening of July 29 in
separate reports by the military and civilian authorities.
But there was no “Potsdam Council,” nor any decision in
favor of Clerman mobilization, such as was incorrectly reported next day by the suspicious French Ambassador and
has been commonly assumed bj' later writers.^® Bethmann
was successful in “putting on the brakes,” as is seen from

summary

his

Alinistcrs

at,

of the situation at the Prussian Council of

noon next day: “The military authorities had

exprc.sscd the desire that a ‘state of threatening danger of
war’ be proclaimed, but he had successfully defended before

Majesty the objections.” Such a proclamation meant
and mobilization meant war; mediation propo.eais had been made at Vienna, and the answer to these
niust bo awaited before one abandoned hope and efforts for
peace; “one could not conveniently carry on military and
Plis

mobilization,

political activities at the

same time.”

Accordingly, “His

IMajesty had consented that before any further decisions

were arrived

at,

the

move

at Vienna, previously explained,

shoidd be brought to a conclusion.”
The only precautionary military measures ordered by the evening of July
29 were the protection of railways and valii.' bie buildings,
the recall of officers and men on leave, th
einforcement
^

and other minor me sures similar to,
extensive than, those which had been going on in

of frontier fortresses,

but

less

Wenninger to the Bavarian Minister of War, July 29; Dirr, p. 221.
For the controversy between Hermann Lutz and Theobald von Schiifer as
35

to

the trustworthiness of Wenninger’s despatch, see

Nov.

KSF, V,

1107-1125,

1927,

F.Y.B., 105; Bourgeois et Pages, pp. 95, 132; Viviani, Reponse
p. 15.3; Oman, p. 73.
For the facts concerning the separate
reports made to the Kaiser, see A. von Wegerer, “Der angebliche ‘Kronrat’ yom 29.
Juli 1914," in KSF, I, 8-12, July, 1923; and Tirpits.
Polilisehe Dokumente (Hamburg and Berlin, 1926), II, 2-5.
•37 Protocol of the Prussian
Council of Ministers, July 30; K.D., 456
•'**
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Russia since July 26 and which had already been ordered
in Prance.®*

While Bethmann thus succeeded in holding back the
military authorities from any decisive and irreparable step,
he made a number of important diplomatic moves on July
29, some with a view to averting war, others with a view
to securing advantages if war proved inevitable.
Shortly after noon he sent his warning through Pour.

tales

to Sazonov,

that “further continuance of Russian

mobilization measures would force us to mobilize.”

Later,

at 6:30 P.M., after the arrival of the announced decision
of Russian partial mobilization, the Kaiser sent the second
telegram to the Tsar which led the latter to cancel the order
for general mobilization which was on the point of being
These two efforts to deter
dispatched over the wires.
Russia from the fatal step of ordering mobilization havd
been discussed in the preceding chapter.
On returning from Potsdam to Berlin, and finding still
no answer from Vienna to his “pledge plan,” Bethmann
telegraphed to Tschirschky in order to secure confirmation
of its arrival and an immediate reply.®®
Then he sent for the British Ambassador to secure certainty on a question wliich had been very much discussed
at Potsdam, and was of the greatest importance to Germany
in case of a possible European War the question of British
neutrality. Bethmann had been optimistically hoping for
this. He had therefore been anxious to avoid all measures
which might antagonize England. On July 25 and 26 he
had telegraphed to the Kaiser at sea, advising that the
German fleet remain quietly away in Norwegian waters, inasmuch as reports from London indicated that the dispersal

—

3B Investigating Commission, II, 8-11; Monfgclas, in KSF, V, 1206and above, ch. vi. the section on the Russian “Period

1214, Dec., 1927;

Preparatory to War.”
30 Bethmann to Tschirschky, July 29, 10:18 and 10:30 P.M.;
377 and note.

KD.,
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of the British fleet and the discharge of reservists was going
on according to schedule. ‘Tor the present, at least, Sir
E. Grey is not considering direct participation by England
in a possible European War.”
But the Kaiser had not

followed the advice, and had ordered the

German

fleet to

base at Kiel. Bethmann’s optimism had been
strengthened by news that the Kaiser's brother. Prince
Henry, on a visit to England, had been assured by King
George on July 26; “We shall try aU we can to keep out
return to

its

and shall remain neutral.” But meanwhile the announcement on the 27th that the British fleet was not to be
dispersed made it doubtful whether King George’s statement could still be relied on. Prince Henry, who came to
Potsdam on the afternoon of July 29, was “convinced that
this statement was made in all seriousness,” and that England would remain neutral at the start, but whether she
would do so permanently he doubted, “on account of her
of this,

relations with France.”
It was about 10:30 P.M. that Bethmann sent for
Goschen and “made the following strong bid for British

Provided Great Britain
remained neutral, Germany w^as ready to give every assurance that she aimed at no territorial acquisitions at the
expense of France in Europe, though she could give no
such assurance concerning the French coi jnies. Germany
but as regards
would respect the neutrality of Hollan
Belgium, ^ethmann “could not tell to what operations
Germany might be forced by the action of France, but
he could state that, provided that Belgium did not take sides
against Germany, her integrity would be respected at the
conclusion of the war.” But ho trusteii that British neutrality, in case of a war which might possibly arise from the
neutrality in the event of war.”

40 K.D., 182, 221.
41 Prince Henry to the Kaiser from Kiel, July 28 K.D., 374. King
George’s assurance had at once been '.cljgraphed to Berlin by the German
Naval Attache in London on Julv 26; K.D., 207.
;
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present conflict, might form the basis for a future neutrality
agreement between England and Germany, which had been
the object of his policy ever since he had been Chancellor."*^
Bethmann’s bid for British neutrality was a most unfortunate and foolisli blunder. It made the worst possible
impression in London. Sir Eyre Crowe noted; “The only
comment that need be made on these astounding proposals
is that they reflect discredit on the statesman who makes
them.” He concluded that “Germany practically admits
the intention to violate Belgian neutrality,” and "is practically
determined to go to war.”
Sir
Edward
Grey, after securing the approval of Mr. Asquith, but without waiting to lay his answer before the Cabinet, replied
to Goschen that the Chancellor's proposals "cannot be
entertained for a moment.” England’s material interests
made it impossible to allow France to be so crushed as’ to
lose her position as a Great Power, even though Germany
should not take territory from France as distinct from her
colonies. “But apart from that, for us to make this bargain
with Germany at the expense of France Would be a disgrace from which the good name of this country would
never recover.”
Nor could England bargain away her
obligation and interest as regards the neutrality of Belgium.
England must preserve full freedom to act as circumstances
should require.^"*
In his memoirs also Grey reveals the
“feeling of despair” with which he read Bethmann’s dishonoring proposal, which was “like a searchlight lighting
up an aspect of the situation which had not yet been looked
at.”
Next day he asked the French and German Govern-

ments each
<2

for

an assurance to respect the neutrality of

Goschen to Grey, July 30, 1:20 A.M., received 9 A.M.; B.D.,

293.

Bethmann had spoken from typewritten notes (c/. K.D., 373) and
Goschen, to insure accuracy, made on the spot a draft of the Cluincellor’s statement and read it to him for his approval before sending it
<8 Minute on B.D., 293.
to Grey (B'.D., 677).
** Grey to Goschen, July 30, 3:30 P.M.; B.D., 303.

« Grey,

I, SlOff.
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Belgium,

Bethman

so

long

as

no

Power

other

greatly regretted having

made

violated

it.<‘

the bid for Brit ish

Nor would he have spoken

as he did, had he
warning to Lichnowsky
which reached
Berlin at 9:12
but which apparently had not been
deciphered or handed to the Chancellor before his conversaneutrality.

known

of Grey’s

tion with Goschen.

Another step taken on July 29, probably as a
the conferences at Potsdam,

result of

was Jagow’s despatch

of a

message in a sealed envelope to the German Minister at
Brussels. It was carried by a messenger, instead of being
telegraphed in cipher, because there was no immediate
haste, and because it was not desirable to reveal even to the
Minister himself a demand on Belgium which after all it
might never be necessary to make. On opening the envelope; the Minister merely found instructions to keep safely
locked up another sealed document which he would find enclosed, but which he was to open only if subsequently instructed by telegram from Berlin. The inner envelope contained an ultimatum to Belgium, based on a draft which
Moltke had written with his own hand on July 26. It stated
the German intention to march through Belgium, if possible
with the friendly consent of Belgium but if Belgium offered
opposition, “Germany would be obliged, to her regret, to
regard tne Kingdom as an enemy.”
These two steps the bid for British neutrality and the
forwarding of the sealed ultimatum to Brussels indicate
bow seriously the German authorities contemplated on the
;

—

—

evening of July 29 the probability of wbr. They show that
Bethmann had found himself forced to yield to Moltke’s
40 B.D., 348.
47 So Jagov7

explained somewhat apologetically to Goschen next
morning. Goschen says he is sure Bethmann and Jagow, or at all events
Jitgow, were dreadfully put out that the neutrality proposal had ever
been made, and never alluded to Grey’s hnswer to it; B.D., 677.
4» KX).. 368.
40 K.D.. 375, 376; cj. also 648. 73S.
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view of strategic necessity and to the violation of Belgium,
war should covic. But they do not prove that Bethmann
had yet yielded to the view that war was already inevitable,
or that any decision for war had been reached.
ij

On

the contrary, the Chancellor redoubled his efforts

to preserve peace by putting increased pressure on Austria.

After the interview with Oosclien, though thoroughly tired
out by his long and difficult day, Bethmann consulted with
Jagow concerning the fresh telegrams which had meanwhile

poured

Among them was

the Tsar’s personal suggestion
to the Kaiser that the Austro-Serbian problem be given
in.

over to the Hague Conference. But just as Sazonov had
paid no attention to the Tsar’s instructions two days earlier
to take steps in this direction, so now it was decisively rejected in Berlin.®®

A

telegram from Lichnowsky told of Grey’s approval
i ediation by the Great Powers
on the basis of Serbia’s reported willingness at last to accept
even Points 5 and 6 of the Austrian ultimatum.®^ Pourtales told of Sazonov’s indignation at Vienna’s “categor-

of the Italian suggestion of

upon

and of his
but this was
coupled with the grave news that “Sazonov did not deny
the imminence of mobilization,” though stating that this
“was far from meaning war.” “ Bethmann sent on to
Vienna the substance of both of these telegrams, as v/ell as
those just exchanged between the Kaiser and the Tsar.
ical refusal” to enter

direct conversations,

desire to return to Grey’s conference proposal;

He again “urgently requested”

the acceptance of the “pledge

BO See above, ch. ix, at notes 73-78; Kaiser’s marginal note, and
Bethmann to Pourtales, July 30, 2:40 A.M.; K.D., 366, 391. In Falefuf
Years (pp. 194 f., 203), M. Sazonov condemns Germany for neglecting the
Tsar’s “excellent suggestion” of the Hague Tribunal, but omits to mention
Docs this
that ho himself completely neglected it two days previously.
indicate candor and honesty on bis part?
Bi Lichnowsky to Bethmann, July 29, 2:08 P. M., received 5:07 P. M.;
K.D.. 357.
62 Pourtales to Bethmann, July 29, 6:10 P.M., received 8:29 P.M.;
K.D.. 365.
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plan’’ of

“Halt in Belgrade,” and the inauguration and con-

tinuance of direct conversations between Vienna and
Petersburg in order to satisfy Sazonov.^®

iMeanwhile Lichnowsky’s later telegram had been

St.

de-

ciphered, telling of Grey’s suggestion of mediation on the
basis of an Austrian occupation of Belgrade, and also of

Grey’s private and friendly warning that England might
find it impossible to stand aside.

As Grey’s

suggestion was
very similar to Bethmann’s own “Halt in Belgrade” plan,
and as the warning put an end to all illusions as to the

Bethmann welcomed Grey’s
own efforts, and forwarded it

possibility of British neutrality,

suggestion as supporting his

In commenting on

it, he pointed out in strong
would be for Austria to refuse all
negotiations, and added; “Under these circumstances we
must urgently and emphatically urge upon the consideration of the Vienna Cabinet the adoption of mediation in
accordance with the above honorable conditions.”
Then, finally, before catching a little sleep, he sent telegrams to St. Petersburg and London which he hoped would
help to prevent war and secure mediation. To Pourtales
he telegraphed “Please tell Sazonov that we are continuing
to mediate; condition, however, would be the suspension

to Vienna.

terms

how dangerous

it

:

for the time being of all hostilities against Austria on the

part of Russia”; and to Lichnowsky: “Kindly thank Sir
E. Grey for his frank explanation and tel; him that we are

continuing to mediate in Vienna and are urgently advising
the acceptance of his proposal.”

On the morning of July Fj Bethmann at last received
a reply from Vienna to hir- “Halt in Belgrade” mediation
plan, but the reply was wholly unsatisfactory and non-com^3

Bethmann

to Tschirschky, July

iSO,

12:10 and 12:30 A.M.; K.D.,

383, 385.

Bethmann to TschirsChky July 30, 2:55 A.M.; K.D., 395.
’•'•Bethmann to Pourtalea and to Lichnowsky, July 30, 2:55 A.M.J
K.D.. 392, 393.
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on one of the essential points. Berchtold was ready
the declaration concerning Austria’s territorial
repeat
to
disinterestedness, but “so far as the further declaration
inittal

with reference to military measures is concerned, Count
Berchtold says that he is not in a position to give me a
In spite of my representations as to the
reply at once.
urgency of the matter, I have up to this evening received
no further communication.”
Accordingly, in his summary of the situation to the
Prussian Ministry of State about noon, Bethmann gave an
account of his efforts to bring about an understanding between Vienna and St. Petersburg, seconded by Grey’s proposal of mediation based on the Austrian occupation of
Belgrade, but had to admit that the result of his efforts was
The Kaiser had consented, however, that
still uncertain.
no decisive steps toward mobilization should be taken until
the move at Vienna had been brought to a conclusion. Nor
would he himself give up his hope and efforts to maintain
peace, as long as it had not been repelled.®'*^
Late in the afternoon he learned that Berchtold rejected
the Italian suggestion that Serbia might at last be willing
to accept Points 5 and 6 of the ultimatum ; such an acceptance might have sufficed, if Serbia had manifested her willingness earlier; but "now, since a state of war had supervened, Austria’s conditions would naturally be different.”
Berchtold had, however, instructed Szapary to begin conversations with Sazonov at St. Petersburg on AustroRussian (but not Austro-Serbian) relations. He himself
would explain to the Russian Ambassador in Vienna that
Austria had no idea of making any territorial acquisitions
in Serbia, and that, after the conclusion of peace, the occupation of Serbian territory would be merely temporary to
Tschirschky to Bethmann, July 30, 11:50 P. M., received July 30,
1:30 A.M.; K.D., 388.
B 7 Protocol of the Prussian Ministry oi State, July 30; K.D., 456.

:
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secure the fulfilment of Austrian

demands;

to the extent

that Serbia fulfilled the conditions of peace, evacuation
would follow. But as to accepting Grey’s suggestion for a

mediation by a conference of the Powers, involving the cessation of hostilities, he could not give an answer until next
day after an audience with Francis Joseph.®®
In order to find out what Vienna was intending to do,
the Berlin Foreign Office resorted to the telephone,*™ but
Tschkschky’s reply indicated that Berchtold was not likely
to yield to the mediation proposals which Bethmann had
been so constantly urging; in any case Berchtold would not
give a definite reply until he

had consulted Tisza who

would not be back in Vienna until early the

following

morning.®*’

Meanwhile the Kaiser,

also impatient,

had

finally tele-

graphed personally to Francis Joseph; “I should be honestly obliged to you if you would favor me with your decision as soon as possible.” ®^
While Bethmann had thus been trying in vain to get
an answer from Vienna, Moltke had become increasingly
nervous over the situation. On the morning of July 30
he was still willing to abide by the decision of Bethmann
and the Kaiser, that Russia’s partial mobilization did not
necessitate Germany’s mobilization, for he wrote out for
Captain Fleischmann, whom Conrad had sent to Berlin
as liaison officer, the following telegram for the Austrian
Chief of Staff
is not yet a paase for mobiliza[Moltke meant for Germany’s mobilioation, but Conrad seems to have understood for Austria’s mobilization.]
Not until state of war exists between Austria and Russia.
In contrast to the mobilizaticn.s and demobilizations which
have been customary in Russia, Germany’s mobilization

Russia's mobilization

tion.

S8 Tsohirschky to

K.D., 433.

K.D.. 441.

Bethmann, July

P.M.; received 5:25 P.M.;
60 K.D., 440.
6iJuly 30, 7:15 P.M.: K.D.. 437,

30, 2:30
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Do

not declare war

•would unconditionally lead to war.

on Russia, but await Russia’s attaek.®-

Moltke seemed to be convinced that Russia was forcing
Europe into war, and, in order to make it clear that Russia
was the aggressor, he believed that the initiative in the
declaration of war should come, not from Austria or irom
Germany, but from Russia a point of view exactly analogous to that of Poincare, Paleologue and Jules Gambon,
who were convinced that Germany was forcing Europe into
war and that the odium of the initiative must be carefully

—

left to her.

In the afternoon, however, after hearing tliat Sazonov
had said that it was impossible to stop the Russian mobilization, and that the Tsar admitted that the preparatory
measures had been going on for five days, Moltke becarhe
much excited and believed that the danger to Germany and
Austria was critical. He talked with Bienerth, the Austrian Military Attache, who then telegraphed to Conrad:
Moltke said that he regards the

situation as critical

if

the

Austro-Hungarian Monarchy does not mobilize immediately
against Russia. Russia’s announced declaration concerning
mobilization she has ordered makes necessary countermeasures by Austria-Hungary, and must also be cited in the
Thereby there would aj’ise the casus
public explanation.
With Italy make some honorable
foederis for Germany.
agreement by proinising compensations, so that Italy will
remain actively in the Triple Alliance; in fact, do not
leave a man oh the Italian frontier. Decline the renewed
Fleischmann to Conrad, July 30; Conrad, IV, 151 f. For Fleischmann’s letter to Conrad, sent July 30 and received July 31, which gave a
fuller account of Moltkc’s statements, see Theobald von Schafer,.“Gcneraloberst von Moltke in den Tagcn vor der Mobilmachung und seine Einwirkung anf Oestcrreich-Unpnrn,” in ICSF, IV, 522 f., Ang., 1920; this
valuable article of Schafer’s 'KSF, IV, 514-549) contains important hitherto
tmpublished material from the Vienna War Archives, which throws new
light on the documents published by Conrad, and which was unknown
to Mr. Heinrich ICanner when he wrote Der SckHissel ziur Krieffsschuldfraffe
(Munich, 1927).
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advances made Ly England for the maintenance of peace.
The standing firm in a European war [Durchhalten dcs
europdischen Krirgr-s]

Hungary.

Germany

is

the last chance of saving

will

^^iistria-

go with her unconditionally.”

«*

In speaking thus, iMoltke exceeded his authority and improperly gave political advice, which belonged exclusively
within the functions of the Chancellor.

He

exemplified one

of the great evils of militari-sin: the danger in time of
of interference

by the military

crisis

officials in civilian affairs.

Moltkc had no authority to interpret the alliance, or to say
that the Russian mobilization furnislied the casus foederis
It belonged to the Chancellor alone to infor Germany.
terpret Germany’s treaty obligations; and just the night
before, Bcthmann had told Moltke and Falkenhayn, the
Prussian Minister of War, that Russian partial mobilization
did not constitute the casus foederis, and that there was
therefore not yet any occasion for Germany to mobilize
To this Moltke had objected “mildly, very mildly.”*^
In saying tliat Austria ought to give satisfactory
compensations to Italy, Moltke was, to be sure, merelj
reiterating what the Berlin Foreign Office had been urging
imsiioccssfully upon Berchtold for many days past. But his
'iggestion that Austria »lecline the British peace proposal

ran directly counter to the very thing Bethmann had been
striving for.
If any excuse for Moltke’s remarks is to be
found, one may perhaps say that he was merely expressing
his personal opinions to the Austrian Military Attache,

rather than offering Austria official advice, since nothing

is

Biencrth to Connicl, July 30, 5:30 P. M., received and deciphered
the niKht at Vienna; Conrad, IV, 1.52; Sehiifer, p. 525 f. The
Aii.sli-iim Ambassador, Sraipyeny, in two teleprams to Berchtold (5:30
P jM. and 7:40 P. M.. received 7:20 P. M. and 10:20 P. M. (A.R.B., 32,
34) nicnlions liicncrth’s conversation with Moltke, and emphasizes the
importance of satisfying Italy, but says nothing of declining the British
r*:!

diirinR

proposal,
"

'

Falkenhayn’s notes in H. y. Zwehl, Erich

1926), p. 57.

v.

Falkenhayn, (Berlin.

:
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said of the casus foederis or declining the British proposal
in the Austrian Ambassador’s report of Moltke’s remarks,
nor in the following laconic telegram which Moltke himself
is

believed to have sent direct to Conrad later

Stand firm to Russian mobilization [Russische MobiliAustria-Hungary must be preserved.
Mobilize at once against Russia. Germany will mobilize.
Bring Italy, by compensations, to her alliance obligations.*®
sierung durchhalten].

Moltke feared
ing against Russia,

that,

through Austria’s delay in mobilizleft to bear the brunt

Germany would be

of the Russian attack.

In his conversations and correspon-

dence with Conrad ever since 1909 Moltke had always urged
that, in case of danger from an Austro-Serbian war developing into a general European War, Austria should send only
a minimum force against Serbia, and make her maximum
effort against Russia in Galicia, in order to relieve the RusGermany could then
sian pressure against East Pi’ussia.
deliver her crushing blow against France in the West. Conrad, on the other hand, had always argued that Moltke
should send a considerable force against Russia, in order
to relieve the Russian pressure against Austria in Galicia.
Each Chief of Staff had thus quite naturally represented
the selfish interests of his own country, and they had never
reached that perfect harmony of a “military convention,”
os The “Moltke telegram” is nowhere to be found in the German
Archives, or in the Vienna War Archives, or among Conrad's papers, says
Schiifer, p. 526.
It is printed in Conrad, IV, 152, as being received on
July 31 at 7:45 A. M. When it was sent cannot be ascertained; quite
possibly late in the evening after Moltke had received two reports of
the Russian general mobilization, mentioned below. Ho feared lest Conrad,
intent on his campaign against Serbia, would not mobilize quickly against
Russia.
For accounts in English giving two views of this Moltke telegram
and its significance, see R. Grelling, “Moltke, the Man Who Made the
War,” in Current History, Sept., 1926, pp. 916-925; and Count Montgelas,
“Justifying Germany in 1914,” ibid., April, 1927, pp, 77-80. CJ. also ICanner,
Der Schliissel zur Kriegsschuldfrage, p. 40 S.; and Renouvin. p. 194 f.

(Eng.

trails.,

213 S.).

:
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the precise

fixing

number

of troops which each was to
Kanner regards as the

employ against Russia, w'hich Dr.

war responsibility.®® On the conMoltkc telegram, and other evidence to bo cited

“kc}’” to the question of
trary, this

below in connection with Austrian general mobilization, betia\" an extraordinary, though brief, lack of confidence and
understanding on the part of these two Chiefs of Staff toward each other, such as was quite lacking on the part of
the Russian aiul French Chiefs of Staff.
In the course of the evening of July 30, probably about
11:00 P.^I., Jkloltkc talked again with Bethinann. A little

— shortly after midnight—iVIoltke

later

told

Major Haeften

that he-had received “two reliable reports from independent

staling that mobilization of all Russia’s armed

sources,

forces
likely,

had already been ordered.”

®^

This was altogether
had been ordered

as Russian general mobilization

at G P.iVr.,

and the orders had been quickly transmitted

to

Warsaw District on the German frontier.®®
Whether Moltke had already heard these “two reliable
rejjorts” when he talked with Bethmann is uncertain, but
quite probable. For he caused Bethmann to waver momenthe

tarily in his hope to avoid war and his determination to
keep “putting the brakes” on the military authorities.
At 9:00 P.1\I. tlie Chancellor had sent an “urgent” telegram N(3. 200, to Tschirschky at Vienna, recalling Grey’s
proposal which Austria was reported as li. -dy to reject, and
informing him of Grey’s promises to work ior peace at Paris
and St. Petersburg. He added the en
atic warning and

advice
Dr.

CJ.

Munich,

192G,

Heinrich Kanner, Der Schluxsel zur Knegnsckvldfrage,
pnaxim; and the i>rcscnt writer’s review of it, with Dr.

Kiiuner’.s rejoinder,

in

Amcr.

JIlsl.

liei

.July, 1927.

XXXII,

^

317-319, 942-946, Jan.,

Ewrojmacher
''t Note by Haeften, Aug.
2, 1914; printed in Sehulthess,
Gfxrhiehtskalender, 1917, II, p. 996 ff.; and quoted by Montgelas, Leil]adert,
p. i;i7.

na See above, ch. x, at notes 62-65.
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If England’s efforts succeed, while

Vienna declines everyVienna will be giving documentary evidence that it
absolutely wants a war, into which wo shall be drawn, wnile
Russia remains free from responsibility. That would place
us, in the eyes of our own people, in an untenable position.
Thus we can onl}’ urgenth' advise Austria to accept the
Grey proposal, which jirescrvc. her status for her in ev.ery
way. Your Excellency will at once express yourself most
emphatically on this matter to Count Bcrchtold, perhaps also
to Count Tisza.®®
thing,

Then, after hearing what Moltke had to

say,

Bethmann

telegraphed again to Tschirschky at 11:20 P.AI.; “Please do

not carry out instructions No. 200 for the present.”

His

reason appears in a draft telegram which, however, w'as
quickly replaced
to Tschirschky.

by another telegram and was never sent
In the unsent draft telegram Bethmapn

said: "I cancelled the order of instructions in

the General Staff just informs

me

No. 200, as

that the military prepa-

rations of our neighbors, especially in the East, will force

us to a speedy decision, unless w'e do not wish to expose our-

This indeed looks as if
But hardly had
this telegram been drafted, when the Chancellor learned of
the followdng telegram from the King of England to Prince
selves to the danger of surprise.”

Bethmann had

Henry

at last yielded to Moltke.

of Prussia:

So pleased to hear of William’s efforts to concert with
Nicky to maintain peace. . . My Government is doing its
utmost suggesting to Russia and France to suspend further
.

if Austria will consent to be satisfied
and neighboring Serbian terriBelgrade
with occupation of
tory as a hostage for satisfactory settlement of her demands,
other countries meanwhile suspending their war preparations. Trust William will use his great influence to induce

military preparations,

•a Bethmann to Tschirschky, July 30, 9:00 P.M., received July 31,
3:00 A.M.; K.D., 441.

'OK.D..

450.

71

KD.,

451.
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Austria to accept this proposal, thus proving that Germany
and England arc working together to prevent what would

be an international catastrophe. Pray assure William that I
am doing and shall continue to do all that lies in my power
to preserve peace of Europe.^®

This telegram gave Bethmann new hope. Instead of
sending the draft telegram, with Moltke’s alarming news
which would have tended to make Austria decide for general mobilization, Bethmann sent on to Vienna King
George’s friendly message, explaining that its arrival had
caused the cancellation of No. 200. He directed Tschirschky
to communicate King .George’s telegram to Berchtold
“without delay,” and again added: “A definite decision in
Vienna during the course of the day is urgently desired.”
These telegrams seem to show that Bethmann for a
brief moment wavered and gave up hope. But they do mt
show, as has sometimes been maintained, that he definitely
and completely changed his attitude, yielded to Moltke’s.
pressure, and decided to send an ultimatum to Russia several hours before he learned of the Russian general mobilization.'^'
On the contrary, after a brief delay he again put
forward at Vienna the British proposal in the shape of King
George’s telegram, though he did not renew his emphatic
warning in telegram No. 200.''® His momentary wavering

was caused by Moltke’s news about Russia;- .ailitary prepastill refused to
rations.
But as this was not definite,
agree to Germany’s sending an ultimatu;. i to Russia or to
ordering the “Threatening Danger of TTar,” which was the
;

^

preliminary step to German mobilization. He w'as determined to wait still further, mo.il he received the answer from
Vienna to the “Halt in Belgrade” proposal, or until the news
T- Ci'orgo

K D.,
'5

V

to Prince Henry, July 30, 8:51 P. M., received 11:08 P.

M..'

4.52.

9:00
31, 2:45 A. M.; received
74 C/. Kanncr, Der Schussel, p. 411.
trans., p. 191) emphasizes this point.

Bethmann to Tschirschky, July

A.M.; K.D., 464.
75Rcpouvin. (Eng.
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of Russian general mobilization

was definitely confirmed,
from Pourtales which arrived at 11:40 A.IVI. next day. He hoped soon to have certainty on these two points. As Moltke and Falkcnhayn
as it

was confirmed

in a despatch

were pressing for an early decision, Bethmann consented
made next day, July 31, at noon.'^® No decision therefore was taken on the night of July 30.
And
Moltke, shortly after his conversation with Bethmann,
stated to Haeflen very pessimistically that he did not know
that it should be

how
for

it

would

all

peace or war.

end.

The

“Tomorrow noon comes the

decision

Chancellor, the Minister of War, and

I have an audience together with His Majesty.”
Though
he had two reliable reports concerning Russian general mobilization, Moltke added: “Before advising His Majesty to
mobilize, I wish to await a third confirmation of the news
about Russian mobilization.”
About 7 A.M., July 31, Moltke received a telephone message from a Staff Officer at Allenstein in East Prussia, stating that the frontier had been completely closed by the Rus-

and that the red placards ordering mobilization had
Moltke replied: “It is necessary
that you procure one of those posted orders. I must have
certainty as to whether tliey are really mobilizing against
us. Before having tliat certainty, I am not able to elicit a
sians

already been posted up.

In other words, JMoltke himself
admits that Bethmann was unwilling to agree to a decision
mobilization order.”
until

Germany had

conclusive and absolute evidence of the

Russian general mobilization which was suspected and which
in fact had been ordered some twelve hours earlier. This
evidence wms finally supplied in the telegram from Pourhad
tales at 11:40 A.M. Had Bethmann not received it
Russian
militarists
the
and
the Tsar not yielded to Sazonov

—

T8 Zwehl, E. V. Falketihayn, p. S7.
11 Schuithess, Evropaischer Geschichtskalender, 1917, II, p. 998.
78 Schuithess, Eturopaischer Gcschichlskalewter, 1917, II, p. 1009.
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—

it is probable that Bethmann would still have held out
against Moltke and Falkcnhayn, and a further breathingspace been given for consideration of the “Halt in Bel-

gi'ade” proposal, or for Sazonov’s “formula,” or for other

negotiations toward a peaceful solution.

This is not to say,
however, that, in this late stage of the crisis, it is probable
that a peaceful solution would have been found. But at
any rate, it would have given the civilian officials in St.
Petersburg and Berlin further opportunity to try to find a
solution, and the arguments of military necessity would have
had less of a hearing in both capitals.
However, as the events actually took place, it was the
precijiitate Russian general mobilization, and not any “military convention” between Moltke and Conrad such as Dr.
Kanner imagines, which determined Germany’s decision
for “Threatening Danger of War,” followed by her ultimatums and mobilization, in view of the European War which
evci'i Bethmann recognized was made inevitable by Russia’s
step.

AUSTRIAN GENERAL MOBILIZ,\TION, JULY 31
In Vienna Berchtold and Conrad were dominated more
by a determination to carry out a campaign against Serbia
than by a fear of war with Russia. Hence the Austrian ulti-

matum, the

partial mobilization exclusively against Serbia
with careful avoidance of provocative measures in Galicia,
and the declaration of war on Serbia, all of which have al-

ready been described.

Even

bombarding Belmoving against Serbia
grade, Conrad had still assumed that Russia would not resort to armed intervention. He had therefore sent no troops
to the Galician front.
But upon Sazonov’s announcement
after

that Russia would mobilize in her southern districts
tria crossed the

Serbian frontier/® Conrad began to

if

Aus-

realize

Sz&paty to Berchtold, July 29, 4:26 P.M., received 10 P.M.; A.B.B,
nr,

18.
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He regarded as
grotesque Sazoiiov’s assurance that Russian troops once
mobilized would stand idle on the frontier with arms stacked.
that the Galician front was in danger.

He

at once resolved that Austria ought to mobilize, both
a defensive measure of safety against superior Russian
forces, and as a counter-bluff which he somewhat illogically
seemed to think might frighten Russia off.*® Early on July
30, the German Ambassador in Vienna noted: “Here they
are resolved to mobilize, as soon as Germany approves;
firmly resolved to permit no further Russian mobilization.
Proposal: say to St. Petersburg and eventually to Paris,
as

that

if

the mobilization continues, general mobilization will

begin in Austria and Germany.”

Conrad proposed to

rattle the

That

German

is,

Berchtold and
by having

sword,

Bethmann threaten Russia and France with general mobilization by the Central Powers, unless Russian mobilization
measures ceased.

But when the Austrian Ambassador in Berlin tried to
persuade Germany to take such a step,®® Germany refused.
She had already gone as far in this direction as she deemed
prudent in the “warning” given by Pourtales to Sazonov on
July 29. Szdgyeny was therefore informed by Jagow that

Germany had

already pointed out in a friendly spirit
at St. Petersburg the dangerous consequences of Russian
mobilization, she could not again take the same step. Slie
advised Austria to make representations at St, Petersburg
since

on her

own

account.®®

But Conrad did not wait for the arrival of this discouraging answer. Nor did he and Berchtold give serious heed to
Bethmann’s renewed urgent advice to accept Grey's peace
80 Conrad, IV, M5-147.
385) which
81 Tschirschky's short-hand note on a telegram
he received July 30 at 0:00 A. M.; Investigating Commission^ I, 98.
82 Memoranda of Szogyeny and Jngow, July 30; K.D., 427, 429.
83 Jagow to Tschirschky, July 30, 9:00 P.M.; KD., 443. Szogyento Berchtold, July 31, 12:38 A.M.; AJI.B., Ill, 51.
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which Tschirschky says he presented “most im*
Berchtold, “who lispressively” after lunch on July 30.
tened pale and silent,” merely said he would report to the
Emperor about it at once, and went to change his clothes in
order to appear in the correct garb for an audience. From
Berchtold’s subordinates, Hoyos and Forgach, Tschirschky
proposal,

learned that "the restriction of the military operations [now
in progress against Serbia] was, in their opinion, out of

army and among
Count Tisza will appear in Vienna early tomorrow. His opinion must be obtained on this far-reaching
the question, in view of the feeling in the
the people.

Tschirschky learned also that Conrad was about
submit to Francis Joseph the order for Austrian general
mobilization as the reply to the measures already taken by
decision.”
to

Russia.*'*

In spite of Bethmann’s advice which had just been urged
by Tschirschky, Berchtold and Conrad, at their audience
with Emperor Francis Joseph later in the afternoon, persuaded the aged monarch to approve the following decisions.
War against Serbia was to be carried out; Grey’s
proposal was to be answered very politely in form but without accepting it in substance. General mobilization in Austria was to be ordered on August 1, with August 4 as
the first day of mobilization; but this question would be
discussed again next day.*®
The final reservation, providing for discussion again next
day of the date of mobilization, was probably mainly owing
to the necessity of getting

Count

Tisza’?^ approval.

It

may

have also been partly owing to the arrival of Fleischmann’s
telegram from Moltke: “Russia’s mobilization is not yet a
cause for mobilization,”
and to B thmann’s continued
urgent advice to accept Grey’s mediation proposal. In fact,
Tschirschky to Bethmann, July 30, 5:20 P. M., received 6:56 P.M.;
and July 31, 1:35 A.M., received 4:35 A.M.; K.D., 434, 465.
85 Conrad, IV, 151.
80 Conrad, IV, 152: and see above, at note 62.
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“While Emperor Francis Joseph, at
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this hard-

was taking with deep solemnity and
calm resolution the step whose heavy consequences were as
clear to him as its inevitability, it seemed as if Emperor
William was thinking of retreat, and 'as if the feeling in
Berlin had changed on account of Italy’s jumping out.’’ ®^
est

of his

life,

Nevertheless, in spite of Berlin’s attitude, Conrad seems to
have concluded after the audience that the Austrian general
mobilization was a settled question as soon as it should have
Tisza’s approval early next morning. He was even resolved
that it should be ordered next day, July 31, instead of August 1, as agreed at the audience with the Emperor. Therefore at 7:30 P.M., he wrote out a telegram, to be sent to
Berlin at 8:00 A.M. on July 31, which stated: “According to
His Majesty’s decision it is resolved: to carry through the
war against Serbia; to mobilize the rest of the army and to

concentrate it in Galicia;

first

day of mobilization, August

Mobilization order will be issued today, July 31.’’ ®® The
telegram was, in fact, sent off as directed at 8:00 A.M. on
4.

July 31.

Meanwhile, in the course of the night, had come Bienand at 7:45 A.M. Moltke’s own telegram
urging Austria to mobilization at once.®® These telegrams
did not cause Austrian mobilization, except in the sense that
they removed any hesitation on Conrad’s part concerning
the order he had written the previous evening, and confirmed Berchtold in the decision taken in the audience with
erth’s telegram,

the Emperor the day before to reject the substance of
Grey’s proposal while appearing to yield to it in form.
8T Conrad, IV. 151.
ssSchiifer, p. 536. Conrad also gave Tschirschky to understand that
he had resolved on Austrian mobilization, for Tschirschky noted on a
telegram received July 30 at 10:00 A.M. (K.D., 306), that Conrad virould
discuss general mobilization with the Emperor in the afternoon and
then tell the Russian Ambassador that it meant “no hostility, no conflict;

precaution,

Commission,

no

I, 99).

threat, still less

any idea of attack” {.Investigating
8»See above, at notes 63, 66.
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When Conrad

took Moltke’s telegram to Berchtold and

other Ministers, Berchtold exclaimed:

Moltke or Bothmann?”

“Who

is

the

in charge?

After reading aloud Emperor Wil-

liam’s telegram to Francis Joseph, urging the “Halt in Bel-

grade” proposal, Berchtold turned to the others and said:
“I called you together because I had the impression that
Germany was drawing back; now I have the most satisfactory assurances from the highest military authority.”"®

Francis Joseph’s final assent was thereupon secured to
an order for general mobilization, fixing August 4 as the first

The order reached the Ministry of
on July 31 at 12:23 P.M., and was immediately published.
It did not, however, immediately remove all misunderstandings between Conrad and Moltke in the course
of the afternoon. Conrad, in ordering general mobilization,
did not at first expect war with Russia. He had not yet
heard of Russian general mobilization and believed he could
still carry through the w'ar against Serbia, as he had telegraphed to Moltke at 8:00 A.M. on July 31. Upon receiving this, Moltke had immediately begged Conrad “not to
divert strong forces from the main struggle, which in his
opinion ought to be waged against Russia, by an undertaking against Serbia. The main force must be held ready
against Russia, because the German rear covering-forces are
At 6:00
inadequate against a decisive Russian advance.”
day

of mobilization.

W'’ar

P.M. he telephoned to Vienna: “Is Austria going
us in the lurch?”

to leave

®-

Conrad telephoned in reply at 9:3C' P.M., asking for a
definite statement whether he was to reckon with certainty
on war with Russia taking place immediately; he did not
know whether Russia wa^- only bluffing, and therefore he
did not want to be diverted from his action against Serbia.
Conrad, IV, 153. Berchtold was reterring to Moltke.
01 Flcischmann to Conrad, July 31, 11:15 A. M., received 6:06 P.M.;
Schafer, p. 640.
92 Schafer, _p. 541.
*•>
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It was not until late in the evening of July 31 that he was
convinced by Moltke and by the Kaiser’s next telegram
to Francis Joseph that

Germany expected

that her ultima-

tums to Russia and France would be rejected, and that
Austria’s main effort ought therefore to be directed against
Russia and not against Serbia.®®
The Austrian general mobilization was not a decisive
factor in the final chain of events causing the war. It was
not ordered until eighteen hours after the Russian general
mobilization had been ordered, and did not contribute to
the steps which Germany took in answer to the Russian
mobilization.

After securing Francis Joseph’s final approval of Ausnow deceived Europe
by the pretense of adopting a more conciliatory attitude,
trian general mobilization, Berchtold

which

is

contradicted

by

his real intentions as revealed in

the minutes of the secret Ministerial Council held about

With the Russian Ambassador in Vienna he took
up conversations again in .a most friendly manner, and to
all the Powers he pretended that Austria was ready to “approach nearer” Grey’s proposal.®* To the British Ambassador he gave the impression, as Bunsen later wrote to Grey,
noop.

that
Austria, in fact, had finally yielded, and that she herself
had at this point good hopes of a peaceful issue is shown by
the communication made to you on the 1st of August by
Count Mensdorff to the effect that Austria had neither
“banged the door” on compromise nor cut off the conthese conversations at St.
. Unfortunately
.
Petersburg and Vienna were cut short by the transfer of the
dispute to the more dangerous ground of a direct conflict between Germany and Russia. Germany intervened on the
versations.

31st July

.

by means

of her double ultimatums to St. Peters-

8S Schafer, pp. 541-544.
A.R.B., III, 62. 65, 66. 78, 94; Kramt/i Arkhiv. I, p. 186; Schilling
Diary, p. 72; B.D., 360, 412; Poincare. IV, 465ff.
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burg and Paris. The ultimatums were of a kind to which
only one answer is possible, and Germany declared war on
Russia on the 1st August, and on France on the 3rd August.
A few days’ delay might in all probability have saved
Europe from one of the greatest calamities in history.»®

How far Berchtold was, however, from the slightest intention of really and. honestly yielding to mediation and
stopping the Austrian advance in Serbia is now unmistak•

ably revealed in the protocol of the minutes of the Min.'sterial Council. After stating Grey’s last proposal and Bethmann’s strong urging that it be accepted, Berchtold pointed
out that experience showed that mediatory Powers always
tried to reach

down
•

a compromise by forcing one Power

the conditions
It

when

it

to pare

had made:

was probable that they would attempt

this

now

also,

in the present conjuncture France, England, and Italy

would represent the Russian standpoint, and we [Ausshould have a very doubtful support in the present
German Ambassador in London. From Prince Lichnowsky
everything else was to be expected except that he would
represent our interests warmly. If the action should end
now merely with a gain of prestige, it would in my opinion
have been undertaken wholly in vain. From a mere occualso

tria]

pation of Belgrade we should gain absolutely nothing, even
All this would be
if Russia should give her consent to it.
Russia
wo';ld
come forward as
tinsel
[Flitterwerk\.
mere
the savior of Serbia, and especially cf the Serbian army.

The latter would remain intact, and
we should again have to look forward
under much more unfavorable condii!

in

two or

three years

to the attack of Serbia
ns.

He had therefore had an

audi once with Francis Joseph. His
Majesty had at once declared that there could be no check
placed upon military operations, but accepted the plan “that

we should

carefully avoid accepting the English proposal in

oSBunsejs to Grey, Sept.

1,

1914; B.D., 676
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we

should pretend to be ready to meet it.
Berchtold’s colleagues agreed with him or went even,
further. Tisza, who had now completely changed his atti.

.

made no opposition. To Stiirgkh, “the very thought
a mediatory conference was so odious that he preferred
to avoid even the pretense of accepting one.” Bilinski was
equally hostile to a conference, because “the course of the
London Conference was so horrible to recall to memory, that
all public opinion would reject the repetition of such a
tude,

of

spectacle.”

There is therefore no substantial truth in the widely accepted Entente version that Austria was at last ready to
yield, when Germany intervened with her ultimatum and
declaration of war, and so precipitated the general European

War.

Germany

did intervene because of the Russian gen-

eral mobilization.

But Austria had no genuine

intention

of yielding to Grey’s idea, or of abandoning the campaign

against Serbia and being content with the occupation of
Belgrade or even neighboring territory. One reason that

Austria refused to be satisfied with the occupation of Belgrade was military necessity. Her plan of campaign did not
make possible an immediate occupation of Belgrade, but
provided that her main attack on Serbia should come from
Bosnia from the southwest, and not directly upon Belgrade

from the north across the Danube.®®

“threatening danger op war" in GERMANY, JULY 31

Bethmann had restrained Moltke from taking any
irremediable military steps until a decision should be made
at noon on July 31 at a meeting between themselves and the
80.

««A.R.B., Ill, 79; repeated in slightly
Cf. Gooss, pp. 234-243, 30i-306.

less

bald language, ibid. III,
>

Minutes of the Ministerial Council, July 31 A.R.B., III, 79.
»8C/. R. Kiazling, "Die praktische Undurchfiihrbarkeit eines Hand*
;

streiches auf Belgrad,” in

KSF, V.

231-238, March, 1927.
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By

was hoped that ai. answer would
at last have come from Vienna as to the ‘'Ilait in Belgrade”
plan, and that there would be definite information as to the

Kaiser.®®

that time

military situation

in

it

Russia.

Vienna might open the way

A

favorable answer from
A confirmation of

for peace.

the reports of general mobilization in Russia would force
Genhany to take stc})s to protect herself against the danger
of a war. on

two

fronts.

In anticipation of a peaceful settlement the Kaiser at
Potsdam had written out in his own hand on the morning
of July 31a long statement for the Admiralty Staff summarizing the telegrams exchanged with the Tsar, and enclosing
the one to Prince Henry from George V; “His proposals
are similar to mine, which I suggested to the \'^ienna Cabinet, which has left us for six days wdthout an answer.
Diplomatic conferences have at last commenced between
Vienna and Peterhof, and Peterhof has also begged London
for intervention.”
While in the midst of this, the Kaiser
received a telephone message from Berlin announcing beyond the slightest doubt that general mobilization was in
progress in Russia. Without waiting to consult his Foreign
Office, he telegraphed to King George:
.

.

.

Many

thanks for your kind telegram. Your proposals
coincide with my ideas c d with the statements I got this
night from Vienna which I have had forwarded to London.
I just received news from Chancellor that official notification has reached him that this night Nicky has ordered the
mobilization of his whole army and fleet. He has not even
awaited the re.sults of the mediation I am working at and
left me witliout any news.
I am off for Berlin to take
measures for ensuring safet’my eastern frontiers where
strong Russian troojjs are already posted.
99 Moltke’s
Schullliijss,

statement to Haeftcn after midnight,
Ewopdischer GeschdcnUkalendcr, 1917, II, 996 f.

iW'K.D., 474.

91 Kaiser

tc George V, July 31. 12:55 P.

M.; K.Dm

477.

July

30-31;
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The definite news of the Russian general mobilization,
ordered about 6:00 P.M. on July 30, was surprisingly late in
reaching Berlizi.
Petersburg neither Pourtales nor the German Military Attache, Eggeling, knew anything of it until the morning of July 31, after the news had already been printed in the
newspapers and been posted up in the streets for hours.
As soon as Eggeling learned of it, he hurried to Pourtales,
who sent off a telegram at 10:20 A.M.:
In

St.

General mobilization of the army and navy ordered.
First mobilization day, July

Bethmann telephoned the news to Potsdam. The, Kaiser
motored at once to Berlin. A conference took 'place with
Bethmann, Moltke and other oflScials. About 1:00 P.M.
it was decided to proclaim “Threatening Danger of War”
[drohende Kriegsgefahr]. This proclamation set in motion
a number of precautionary measures preparatory to actual
mobilization, and was somewhat similar to the Russian
“Period Preparatory to War.” It did not necessarily and
inevitably involve mobilization, but it meant that the German Government expected it would be followed by mobilization within at least forty-eight .hours, and mobilization
would mean war. As Bethmann telcgi’aphed to Vienna, in
order to persuade Austria to divert her main effort against
Russia instead of against Serbia:
After the Russian total mobilization we have proclaimed
“Threatening Danger of War," which will presumably be
The
followed within forty-eight hours by mobilization.
We expect from Austria an
latter inevitably means war.

immediate active participation

in the

war against

Russia.*®®

102 Pourtales to Bethmann, July 31, 10:20 A. M., received 11:40 A. M.;
K.D., 473.
103 Bethmann to Tschirschky, July 31, 1:45 P.M.; received 4:20
P.M.; JC.D., 479. Moltke also said the same more emphatically to Con-

rad in telephone conversations in the course of the afternoon and evening

—
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It

often said that

is

wanted peace, even

had the German Government

really

after learning of the Russian generd

it should have contented itself with declaring
mobilization and then standing on the defensive;

mobilization,

German

that Sazonov would have lived up to his promises that the
Russian army would make no attack but stand with arms
grounded; and that this would have again given the diplomatists a chance to find a peaceful solution. It is said, in a
word, that the proper answ'er to mobilization is countermobilization and not war. But this argument leaves out
of view the fact that in St. Petersburg and Paris, as well as
in Berlin, the maxim had long been accepted by military

men,

q,nd

by the highest

political

authorities like Tsar

Alexander III,'"^ that “mobilization means war.” It had
been clearly hinted by Pourtales to Sazonov on the afternoon of July 29 before Russia ordered general mobilization.*"'*'
It was obviously clear to the Tsar on July 30 in
view of his hesitation to yield to Sazonov’s arguments and
to accept the solemn responsibility which he realized would
send thousands and thousands of men to their death.*"®

by Bethmann to the Prussian
Council of Ministers on July 30: “The declaration of
‘Threatening Danger of War’ meant mobilization, and this

And

it

was

explicitly stated

—mobilization

under our conditions

meant war.” *"^
The argument

toward both

sides

out of view the fact that in
the plans of the General Staffs everywhere on the Continent
mobilization was inextricably bound up with the “plan of
campaign,” which provided not only for the march to the
also leaves

most cases the crossing of the frontier in
order to get the advantage of the offensive and the waging
frontier

(Schafer,

but

ji]).

in

53S-.543)

and Emperor

Emperor Francis Joseph

WiP.'.’.r-

made a

4:40 P.M. (K.D., 503).
104 Sec above ch. x, at notes 77-80.
105 See above ch. x, at note 37.
loeSee above, ch. x. at notes 53, 00, 61.

similar appeal to

iit

107 KJ)., 456.
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Mobilization started the

machine in motion, and once in motion, for technical reasons, it was virtually impossible to halt it without
dislocation of the long-prepared and minutely worked out
plan of campaign. Though the civilian authorities might
want to stop the machine at the frontier, and might promise that they would do so, as the Tsar promised the Kaiser,
it was doubtful whether they would be able to do-so, owing
military

to the insistent arguments of the military authorities that
any interference with the carefully prearranged schedule

would be disastrous. Even the Kaiser, whose authority in
and military matters was not least among monarchs,
3n understanding from Lichnowsky that England might
guarantee the neutrality of France, for a moment on Aucivil

gust 1, thought lie could halt the German army, once in
motion, from crossing the frontier into Luxemburg. But
’

even he was quickly overborne by Moltke and by the news
that Lichnowsky had made a “mistake,” and made to realize that it was impossible.*®® And, as a matter of fact, at
this very moment, a detachment of German soldiers appeared already to have crossed the frontier and violated the
neutrality of Luxemburg.*®®
Furthermore, the argument leaves out of view the fact,
just suggested, that when mobilizations have taken place,
“military necessity” tends to prevail over the diplomatic
considerations of the civilians. This was particularly true in

Germany. It was perfectly recognized in St. Petersburg
and Paris, as well as in Berlin, that as Germany would have
to fight a war on two fronts, and as she was threatened by
the superior number of troops which Russia and France
could bring against her, she would have to strike her main
blow first at one and then at the other. She could not divide
108K.D., 562, 670, 575, 578, 579, 59D, 603, 612, 630, 631; B.D., 419, 453,
460; and (he dramatic narrative of Moltke, Erinnerungen, pp. 19-23.
io» Protest of Eyschen, Minister of the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg, to Jagow, Aug. 1, 9:30 P.M.; KJ3., 602.
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her main forces and face both fronts at once. Taking advantage of the fact that she could mobilize more rapidly

than Russia, she would have to make her first attack on
France, in the West, while the Russian forces were slowly
gathering in the East.

numbers

b}'-

She must equalize her

inferiority in

ihe greater speed of her military machine.

Germany merely

For

have answered mobilization by countermobilization, and to have stood on the defensive while dipto

(probably futile) proceeded, would
have meant that she would lose all her advantage in speed.
The Russian armies would have had time gradually to mobilize and to concentrate on the East Prussian frontier, in
overwhelniing numbers, thus compelling Germany either
to divide her forces and face superior numbers, simultaneously East and West, or to open her eastern territory to Russian ‘invasion while she made her main effort against France
These were military considerations, convincin the West.
ing to the German civilian as well as military authorities,”®
and recognized by the military authorities in Russia and
France, which made it obviously impossible for Germany
merely to answer Russian general mobilization by countermobilization. It was not Germany’s lack of desire for peace,
but her “plan of campaign,” arising from her inferior numbers and her double frontier, w'hich compelled her, after
proclaiming "Threatening Danger of War,” followed by
lomatic negotiations

move at once beyond her frontier.
Germany’s plan of campaign also con.' emplated going
through the relatively flat and less strongly fortified terri-

mobilization, to

tory of Belgium, in defiance of international law and of
Prussia’s guarantee of Belgian neutrality.

Only

in so doing,

the militarists’ believed, could German3'’ strike and crush
110 Bethmann, Betrachtungen (B'.rlin, 1919), I, 164 ff.; H. v. Kuhl,
Her dcutsche Generalslab in Vorbereituiig und Durchfuhmng des Weltkrieges {2nd ed., Berlin, 1920), p. 98IT,;'W. Groener, Das Testament
des Grafen SchUeffen (Berlin, 1927), pp. 10 ff., 196 ff.; R. Kann, Le Plan de
Campagne allemc'id de 1914 et son Execution (Paris, 1923), p. 26ff.
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the French forces quickly, so that she could then turn

By going through Belgium it was calcua decisive victory—a “Cannae”—could be won

against Russia.
lated that

within six weeks.

On

the French armies

by

the other hand, to attempt to reach

striking straight west, without touching the neutralized territories of Luxemburg and Belgium,
would take months, 021 account of the hilly country, the
rising escarpments,’^' and the strong lines of defensive forts

which France-had built since 1S70.
Bethmann, with his juri.stic training and upon the advice
of a legal expert in the Foreign Office, wished to keep within
the requirements of the Hague Co)ivention of 1907, which
declared that hostilities must not

commence without previous warning, either in the form of a reasoned declaration of
war or an ultimatuin with a conditional declaration of war.
Compelled to accept the German plan of campaign which
provided for an ultimatinn to Belgium, demanding passage
across her territory, he desired to regularize it by a previous
formal declaration of a state of war between Germany and

Russia, in case Russia did not accede to an ultimatum to

demobilize at once.

Falkenhayn, and especially Tirpitz,
were opposed to such a declaration of war against Russia.
They thought it an unnecessary, foolish and clumsy mistake
in diplomatic technique, which would make an unfortunate
impression on public opinion and brand Germany before the
world as the aggressor.”- Pourtales also was of this opinion.
The course of events showed that he was right. But, at the
moment, Bethmann and Jagow seemed to have believed that

m

Cf. W.
1918), p. 27 ff.

M. Davis, Handbook

of

NoHhern France (Cambridge,

Cf. Zwchl, Erick v. Falkenhayn, p. 58 ; Tirpitz, Polilische DokuII, 11-12; and the communications of H. E. Barnes and B. E.
Schmitt, in the Arner. Hi,it. Review, XXXIII, 456-459, January, 1928.

mente,

indifferent on this question; Bethmann
(.Betrachtungen, I, 156) is correct in saying that Falkenhayn opposed a
declaration of war on Russia, but incorrect in saying that he himself was
persuaded to it by Moltke.

Moltke appears to have been
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a violation of Belgian neutrality prior to Germany’s being
formally at war with Russia would affect w'orld opinion
more adversely than a German initiative in declaring war.
So Bethmann decided at once to send an ultimatum to Russia and another to Russia’s ally.
Pourtales was therefore informed that Russia’s mobilization of h^ entire army and navy, undertaken while negotiations were still pending, and before Germany had taken any
mobilization measures, had compelled Germany to proclaim
“Threatening Danger of War.” “Mobilization must follow
in case Russia does not suspend every war measure against
Austria-Hungary and ourselves within twelve hours and
make us a distinct declaration to that effect. Please inform Sazonov of this, and telegraph the hour of your
communication.”
Pourtales received this message shortly after 11:00 P.M.,
deciphered it, and delivered it to Sazonov at midnight.
Sazonov replied to him, as the Tsar had done, that for technical reasons it was impossible to suspend the mobilization
measures.

As the time-limit for Russia’s final answer did not expire
noon on August 1, Pourtales made an effort in another
direction. Taking advantage of his personal friendship with
Count Fredericks, the Tsar’s Minister of the Household, he
influence with
sent him a letter entreating him to use h
the Tsar to prevent the catastrophe of war before it should
be too late. The Count saw the Tsar, but Nicholas II could
only assure him, as he had assured the Kaiser, that Russian
mobilization did not mean war and that he hoped German
until

mean so either.*'®
In the ultimatum to Paris, Baron Schoen was instructed

mobilization did not

113 Bethmann to Pourtales, July 31, 3:30 P.M., received 11:10 P.M.;
K.D., 490.
ii'* Pourtales to Bethmann,
Aug. 1, 1:00 A.M.; K.D., 536; PourtaleJ,
/
Scheidewea, pp. 74-76.
ns IC.D., 539, 546; Pourtales,
Scheideweg, pp. 76-Sl.
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to inform France of the

demands which were being made at
Petersburg,
and
to
say that German mobilization would,
St.
inevitably mean war. He was to “ask the French Government if it intends to remain neutral in a Russo-German war.
Answer must be given within eighteen hours.”

If,

contrary

to expectation, France declared its intention to remain neutral,

the Ambassador was to

the fortresses of Toul
neutrality

demand

and Verdun

and returned

to

the turning over of

be held as a pledge of

after the completion of the

war

with Russia.^^*
At 7:00 P.M., when Baron Schoen went to the Quai
d’Orsay to carry out these instructions, the French Government had already learned from the French Ambassador in
Berlin that Germany had declared “Threatening Danger
of War” in consequence of the Russian general mobilization, and that Schoen was about to ask what France’s attitude would be.“^ Viviani therefore had had time to consult
with Poincare how he should evade a direct answer. In
reply to Schoen’s question he simply said: “Let me hope
that extreme decisions can be avoided, and permit me to
take time to reflect.” He promised to give an answer at
the expiration of the eighteen hours, that is, on Saturday,

August

1,

at 1:00 P.M.“®

Next day, w'hen Schoen came before the

expiration of

the eighteen hours to repeat his question whether France

would remain neutral, Viviani replied: “France will act in
accordance with her interests.” As he made no promise of
neutrality, Schoen naturally said nothing of his secret in116 Bethznann to Schoen, July 31, 3:30 P.M.; K.D., 491.
Ill Jules Caiiibon to Viviani, July 31, 3:50 P.M., received 4:25 P.M.;
omitted from F.Y.B., but printed by Poincare, IV, 446 f.
ii« Schoen to Bethmann, July 31, 8:17 P.M., received Aug. 1, 12:30
A.M. ; K.D., 528. Viviani, Rejionse au Kaiser, pp. 192 f. Poincare, IV,
448-451. According to Schoen, Viviani said he had no news of any genAccording
eral mobilization in Russia, only of precautionary measures.
to Viviani, Schoen talked of asking for his passports. The interview was
painful but courteous
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Toul and Verdun. The French did
not learn of this German intention until they succeeded
during the war in deciphering tlie German telegrams
exchanged in .July. 1914.”®
TIio proclamation of “Threatening Danger of War” had
been urged by IMoltke and Falkenliaj'ii since the evening
But Bcthmann had held out against it until
of July 29
receiving -definite ne\v.s that Russia had ordered general
jnoljilization. As the Russian order had been given because
Sazonov and lanushkevich had persuaded the Tsar that
war was inevitable, so now the Ru.=;siaa mobilization was
the decisive fact which at last convinced the civil as wcU
as the inilitaiy authorities in Germany that war was inevitable. News of the Russian step caused military considerations everywhere (except in England) to take precedence
over political considerations, and rendered futile and illusory all the later diplomatic efforts. Some of these efforts
wore made sincerely but without serious expectation of
success; some were only diplomatic gestures calculated to
give an appearance of pacific intentions and to throw the
odium of responsibility upon the opposing side. Thus,
neither the Russian “formula” which Sazonov had proposed
to Bourtales,*-® nor the personal appeal which Pourtales
made in a visit on his own initiative to the Tsar at Peterhof,^-^ nor the final exchange of telegrams between “Willy”
and “Nicky,”
nor Berohtold’s pretense of being at last
ready to make some concessions,*®® could have any chance
of success. As these last diplomatic effc» ts were futile and
structions to ask for

illusory,

they need not be set forth in

detail.

i'»Scliocii to Bethraann, Aug. 1, 1:05 P. M., recrived 6:10 P. M.;
K.D., 371; c/. iiLo .343, .398; Viviani, p. 204; Poincivru, IV, 478 f.
1-0 See above, eh. x, at note 52.
1-1 On the early afternoon of July 31; K.D., 53.3; Pourtales, A»

Scheideweff, pp. 64-73.

K.D., 480, 487. 546. 600; SchUling’s Diary, pp. 72
1-® See above, at note 94.

ff.,

81

f.
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Shortly after Schoen had made his first coriimunication
concerning the Russian mobilization and the steps that
Germany was forced to take in consequence, the French
Government finally received, on July 31, at 8:30 P.M,,
Paleologue’s belated telegram announcing it.^®* This left
no doubt that the news of it, which had already come from
German sources through Jules Gambon, Schoen, and a telegraph agency,- was correct. This news, coupled with that
of the German “Threatening Danger of War” received from
Gambon, left little doubt in the minds of the French Gabinet that a European War was inevitable. General Joffre
demanded the complete mobilization of the eastern army
“Every delay of twenty-four hours in calling up
corps.
reservists and sending the telegram for couverture means
a retardation of the concentration forces, that is, the initial

abandonment of fifteen to twenty kilometers of territory
day of delay.” At 5:00 P.M., therefore, before
Schoen came to ask Viviani about French neutrality, the
Cabinet decided to order that couverture, which had been
already ordered with limitations on July 30 in connection

for every

with the “10-kilometer withdrawal,” should

now

take place

in its fullest extent.^®"

A little later at 1:00 A.M., the Russian Military
Attache at Paris reported to St. Petersburg:
The French Minister of War has declared to me in a tone
of hearty enthusiasm the firm decision of the French Government for War, and begged me to confirm the hope of the
French General Staff that all our efforts will be dnected
against Germany, and that Austria will be treated as a
quantite negligeable.^^^
124 See above, ch. x, at note 70.
126 Poincare, IV, 458.
inaizvolski to ^azonov, July SI [Auk. 1]>

LN..

II. 294.

AM-: MEJS,

522;
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In the evening occurred the tragic assassination of Jean
Jaures, the veteran socialist leader who had long opposed
the policies of M. Poincare which he feared would some day
lead his country into war.^“^

assurance from

Pome

ered itself freed

by

ance obligations.^-”

There came

also the secret

that the Italian Government consid-

Austria’s conduct from

But

Sir

Edward Grey

Triple

Alli-

continued

in a

its

non-committal attitude which was most distressing to Paul
Cambon in London and to the French Cabinet in Paris.
Early next morning, Saturday, August 1, General Joffre,
surmising that Germany was proceeding to full mobilization
under cover of “Threatening Danger of War,” declared that
he could no longer assume the responsibility of command
unless France ordered general mobilization. The Cabinet
then authorized the Minister of War to order it before 4
In view of Schoen’s communication and Viviani’s
answer to it, and in view of a telegram from Paleologue
announcing Germany’s ultimatum to Russia, if seemed certain that Germany would soon mobilize, even if, as Joffre
surmised, she was not already doing so. About 3:45 P.M.,
after the Minister of War handed over the mobilization
order to an officer of the French General Staff, it was immediately telegraphed throughout France in time so that the
mobilization could begin next morning.^®^
The telegram from Pourtales reporting that Sazonov had
it was impossible for technical reasons to suspend Russian mobilization had been rt reived in Berlin on
August 1 at 12:30 A.M. The time-limit for any further

replied that

reply expired at noon. Schoen’s telegram giving Viviani’s
final answer, “France will act in. accordance with her inter127 Cf. F. Gouttenoire de Tov', Jaures et le Parti de la Guerre,
Poincare, IV, 474 f.
128 Poincare, IV, 473.
-120 Cf. Poincare, IV, 475-478, 486-494.
isoRecouly, p. 81 ff.; Poincare, IV, 479

Paris, 1922.

isiRecouly,

No.

21.

p. 85.

f.

Lee Armies fxvnfoises.

Tome

I,

Vol.

I,-

Anne*^
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did not reach Berlin until 6:10 P.M. But his earlier
made it seem almost certain, as Germany expected, that France would not remain neutral, and certainly
ests,”

telegrams

not hand over Toul and Verdun to German occupation.
Germany therefore ordered mobilization August 1 at 5:00
P.M., quarter of an hour later than Prance.^®^ Germany
was the last of the Great Powers to take this final and

supreme military measure.
Expecting that Sazonov would maintain his view that
Russia could not suspend mobilization and would fail .to
comply with the ultimatum, Bethmann forwarded to Pourtales a declaration of war.
The Ambassador, receiving it
about 6:00 P.M. went at once with it to Sazonov. Three
times, with increasing signs of emotion at his painful duty,
he asked the Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs whether he
could not give him a favorable answer to his request of the
day before. Three times Sazonov answered in the negative.
“In that case, Sir,” said Pourtales, drawing from his pocket
a folded paper, ‘T am instructed to hand you this note,”
and gave him the declaration of war.^®® Then losing selfcontrol, the Ambassador went to the window and wept, saymg: “I never could have believed that I should quit St.
Petersburg under these conditions.” He then embraced
Sazonov and went away, asking that he be informed at the
Embassy concerning his passports and arrangements for his
departure, as he was not capable at the moment of talking
about anything.^®^
The German declaration of war on France was not made
.

French mobilization at 3:45 P.M., French time, was
German or Central European time.
133
to Pourtales, August 1, 12:52 P.M.; R.D., 542, Pourtales to Bethmann, Aug. 1, 8:00 P.M.; K.D., 588; Pourtales, Am ScheideThe declaration had been drawn up in two alternative
wcff, pp. 81-85.
forms to accord wdth Sazonov’s possible replies. By an oversight^ Pourtales left both forms in the Foreign Minister’s handd, as an aide-^memoire,
ia2K.D., 554.

4:45 P.M. according to

but in their agitation neither of the
13< Schilling's Diary, p. 76-78.

men

noticed this fact at the

moment
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It alleged several hostile
until 6:15 P.M. on August 3.
French acts: French troops had crossed the frontier in the
Vosges. “A French aviator, who must have flown across
Belgium territory, was shot down yesterday in an attempt,
Yesterday, French airto wreck the railroad at Wesel.
men dropped bombs on the railroads near Karlsruhe and
Nuremberg. Thus France has forced us into war.” Schoen
.

.

.

was tHerefore instructed to communicate the foregoing
to the French Government, ask for his passports, and
turn over the

Embassy

to the charge of the American

Ambassador.^®®

The

alleged hostile acts were based on false informawhich the German Government, in its haste, had
taken no care to verify. Furthermore, the despatch to
Schoen reached him in a very mutilated form, so that much
Though the declaration of war
of it was unintelligible.
and the grounds for it were such a very serious matter,
Schoen did not feel justified in taking the necessary time to
got from Berlin a complete and exact text of the mutilated
document. He had been told to deliver the declaration at
6:00 P.M. Bethmann again wished to be formally correct
in notifying a state of war before the German forces crossed
the frontier into France, as they were about to do in accordance with the pre-arranged and all-important plan of camtion

paign.

Schoen therefpre put together, as best he could, a
declaration of war based on his mutila+ed telegram, and
handed it in to Viviani. It, contained th j untrue allegations
as to the French aviators over Wesel, Karlsruhe and
Nuremberg.^®®
Bethmann to Schoen, Aug. 3, 1:05 P.M., received 4:15 P.M. (Ge^
time, 5:15 P.M.); K.D., 734.
i3«K.D., 734, a, b. Poincare, IV, 520 ff. Montgelae, Leitjaden, P

136

man
182

f,

Renouvin, pp. 237-248 (Eng.

tranB., pp. 264r276).
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BXGLAMD AND BELGIUM
In spite of Paul Gambon’s appeal to Grey on July 30,
recalling their exchange of notes in 1912,^®’' and in spite of
a personal entreaty which President Poincare sent by special
messenger to King George on the afternoon of July 31,®®®
the British Foreign Secretary still remained unwilling to

any pledge to France.
Ambassador in Paris:

As Grey

give

notified the Bri tish

I went on to say to M. Gambon that though we should
have to put our policy before Parliament, we could not
pledge Parliament in advance. Up to the present moment,
we did not feel, and public opinion did not feel, that any
treaties or obligations of this country were involved. Further developments might alter this situation and cause the
Government and Parliament to take the view that intervention was justified. The preservation of the neutrality of
Belgium might be, I would not say a decisive, but an im-

portant factor, in determining our attitude. . . .
M. Gambon expressed great disappointment at my reply.
He repeated his question of whether we would help France
if Germany made an attack on her.
I said that I could only adhere to the answer that, as far
as things had gone at present, we could not take any engagement. The latest news was that Russia had ordered
a complete mobilization of her fleet and army. This, it

seemed to me, would precipitate a crisis, and would make it
appear that German mobilization was being forced by
liussio.®®®

Eyre Crowe, however, were
strongly urging that “the whole policy of the Entente can
Sir Arthur Nicolson

and

Sir

137 See above, at notes 11-13.
138 C/. B.D., 366; and Poincare, IV, 437-440.
130 Grey to Bertie, July 31 ;
JJ., 367 ; and
in Poincare, IV, 440-442, 475-478. The words in
from the British Blue Book of 1914 (No. 110).
realized the truth, but allowed it to be suppressed
Franco-Russian 'effort to minimize the importance

B

Paul Gambon’s reports,
Italics were suppressed

They diow

that Grey

in order to support the
of Russia’s step.
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have no meaning if it does not signify that in a just quarrel
England would stand by her friends. This honorable expecWe cannot repudiate it without
tation has been raised.
exposing our good name to grave criticism.”
Sir Edward Grey knew that the Cabinet was still sharply
divided on the question of British participation in a European War. He was therefore taking care to be extremely
cautious in avoiding any

commitments to France until
opinion in the Cabinet and in Parliament should be brought
more decisively to the side of France by some new fact,
such as a German ultimatum to France or a refusal to
This latter possibility
respect the neutrality of Belgium.
had been revealed to him in connection with Bethmann’s
“bid” for British neutrality, lighting up “like a searchnew aspect of the situationA'*^

light” a

.On Friday, July 31, the day after receiving Bethmann’s
“bid,” Grey decided to clarify the Belgian question by
addressing to the French and German Governments a
request asking each for an assurance that it would respect
the neutrality of Bedgium so long as no other Power violated it.^'^ He also informed the Brussels Government of
this step, and added: “I assume that Belgium will to the
utmost of her power maintain neutrality, and desire and
expect other Powers to observe and uphold it.”
France at once gave an unqualified assurance in the
affirmative.^''^
But at Berlin Jagow told the British Ambassador that he could not possibly reply without consulting
Bethmann and the Kaiser. "He rather doubted whether
I'*'!

Crowe’s

memorandum, July

31;

B.D.,

369;

c/.

also

368,

and

Minutes on 382, 383.
See above, at notes 42-45.
3 ‘2 Grey
to Bertie and Goschen, July -31, .'5:30 P.M., B.D., 348. This
step was decided uiion at a Cabin'-' meeting in the morning, before he
heard of the Russian mobilization and th<- consequent German “Threatening Danger of War”; cj. Gambon to Viviani, July 31, 8:40 P.M. (Poincare,
IV, 442).

” ‘Grey

to Villiers, July 31, 6:15 PJVI.; B D., 351.
Bertie to Grey, Aug. 1, 1:12 A.M., received 2:15 A.M., B.D., 382
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they could answer at all, as any reply they might give could
not fail, in the event of war, to have the undesirable effect
of disclosing to a certain extent part of their plan of
campaign.”^'*®

Already, however, on this same Friday, before hearing
German reply in regard to Belgium, Sir Edv/ard
Grey determined in his own mind, in agreement with
Nicolson and Crowe, that England’s obligation of honor
the dubious

France and her own material interests made it imperative for her to intervene on the Franco-Russian side.
In
the morning he had told the German Ambassador that, if
Germany could get any reasonable proposal put forward
which made it clear that Germany and Austria were striving to preserve European peace, he would support it and
go to the length of saying that, if France and Russia would
not accept it, he would have nothing more to do with the
“But, otherwise,” he warned Lichnowsky,
consequences.
“if France became involved, we should be drawn in.”
to

He told Cambon confidentially of this statement to Lichnowsky, but carefully explained that this “was not the same
thing as taking an engagement to France,” and that he
could not pledge Parliament in advance.^^'^ Cambon could
only inform Paris that Grey, “who is a partizan of immediate intervention,” would discuss the matter again with
the Cabinet next morning.*^®

On August 1, Cambon, knowing of Germany’s ultimatums and of the French intention to order mobilization,^**
renewed his appeals to Grey. He urged very strongly the
British obligation to help France, both on account of the
withdrawal of the French fleet to the Mediterranean, leaving the northern coast undefended except for British assis145 Gosohon to Grey, Aug. 1, 2 A.M., received 3:30 A.M.; B.D., 383,
146 Grey to Goschen, July 31, 2:45 P.M.; BD., 340; c/. K.D., 489, 496^
147 Grey to Bertie, July 31; B.D., 367. Poincare, IV, 440 f.
497.
148 Cambon to Viviani, July 31, 8:40 P.M.; Poincarfi, IV, 442.
149 PoincarA IV, 486.
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tance, and on account of British interest. "If we [English]
do not help France,” Gambon said, "the Entente would disappear; and, whether victory came to Germany, or to
lYance and Russia, our situation a! the end of the war
would be very uncomfortable.” But Grey replied there was
no obligation. That if France were forced into a war
against her wish, it was because of her alliance with Russia.
England had purposely kept clear of alliances in order not
to be involved in this way. "This did not mean that under
no circumstances would we assist Prance, but it did mean
that France must take her own decision at this moment
without reckoning on an assistance that we w'ere not now
Gambon answered in dismay
in a position to promise.”
transmit
this reply to his Government,
that he could not
and asked to be authorized to answer that the British CabiTo mitigate Gamnet' had not yet come to any decision.
bon’s disappointment. Grey then said that the appearance
of a German fleet in the English Channel and an attack
on the French coasts, or a violation of Belgium might alter
public opinion in England, and that he would bring these
Meanwhile
questions before the Cabinet next morning.
Gambon might report that no decision had been taken.^®“
August 2 was the “Sunday of Resolve” for England.
The Cabinet sat almost continuously all day. In the morning it w'as still too uncertain as to British opinion and too
divided against itself to come to a decision. Until luncheontime the danger that a considerable minority would resign
from the Cabinet and thereby greatly we^ken the Government at a critical moment, still caused * o majority to hesitate, in spite of the arrival of news that German troops had
entered Luxemburg.^®^ The neutrality of Belgium, as Grey
150

Grey to

Gambon

Bertie,

Aug.

1,

8:20 P.M., and letter Aug.

1; B.D., 426,

to Vivinni', Aug. 1; Poincare, IV, 487.
isiVilliers to Grey, Aug. 2, 10:50 A.M., received 11:46 A.M.; B.D,
465; cf. also 466-468, 472. P. Gambon appears to have received the news
at 8:00 A.M., but did not discuss it with Grey until 3:00 P.M. (c/. C. P.
447.
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in the afternoon, ‘V/as a

much more important
than the neutrality of Luxemburg. The violation of the latter did not of itself bring a decisive change in.
told

Blatter”

The decisive fact was that
was brought from Mr. Bonar Law, the

the attitude of the Cabinet.

about noon a

letter

leader of the Unionist Party, assuring the Cabinet of support of his followers in Parliament. Such support had
already been intimated unofficially to Winston Churchill in

a letter three days earlier from another prominent Unionist,
Mr..F. E. Smith, later Lord Birkenhead.^®® But Mr. Bonar
letter might be regarded as official, and represented
the expressed view of a number of most important Unionist
leaders, including Lord Lansdowne, who had huri-ied up to

Law’s

London to make
was as follows:

his influence felt.

Dear Mr. Asquith,

—Lord

Mr. Bonar Law’s

letter

2nd August, 1914.
Lansdowne and I feel it our

duty to inform you that, in our opinion, as well as in that
of all the colleagues whom we have been able to consult, it
would be fatal to the honor and security of the United Kingdom to hesitate in supporting France and Russia at the
present juncture; and we offer our unhesitating support to
the Government in any measures that they may consider
necessary for that object.^®*
Roux, in Revue des Deux Mondes, Aug. 15, 1926. The violation of
Luxemburg was regarded by Sir Edward Grey as a much less important
matter than that of Belgium, partly because Luxemburg did not lie on the
English channel, and partly because Luxemburg’s neutrality was secured
by a “collective guarantee,” and Belgian neutrality by an “individual
guarantee.” In the case of the former, a breach of the guarantee by one
of the guarantors might be regarded as liberating the other guarantor
from their obligations; not so, in the case of an “individual guarantee,” in
which each guarantor remained obligated independently of the action of
the others, (c/. Grey, II, 3-10; and E. C. Stowell, The Diplomacy of the

War

of 19H (Boston, 1915), pp. 376 ff., 422 fl., 600 S.).
162 Grey to Bertie, Aug. 2, 4:45 P.M.; B.D., 487.
Churchill, The World Crisis, I, p. 215 f.
164 First published in the London Times, Dec. 15, 1914, with some
explonatoiy remarks by Mr. Bonar Law; cf. also Lord Lorebuni, Hoto
the War Came, p. 210; and Mr. L. J. Maxse, in The National Review, Aug.
1918.
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Upon

the receipt of this promise of support Grey and
Cambon the assurance con-

the Cabinet determined to give

cerning the north coast of France about which he had asked
the day before. So, about 3 P.AI., Grey informed the French

the German fleet comes into the ChanNorth
Sea to undertake hostik; operanel or througli the
tions against the French coasts or shipping, the British fleet

Ambassador that

“if

will giv^ all the protection in its

power.”

Tliis assurance

by Parliament, Grey added,
and did not mean that England would send troops to
France. It was merely a promise to make war against
Germany, contingent upon a hypothetical action by the

was

still

subject to approval

German, fleet. It looked, however, like war, and led Lord
Morley and Mr. John Burns to resign from the Cabinet.
It gave also much comfort to the Fi-fuich, even though it
The assurance was
did' not go as far as they had hoped.
given before Germany presented her ultimatum to Belgium,
news of which did not reach London until the morning of
August 3.
About 7 P.M, on August 2 the German Minister at
Brussels had handed to Mr. Davignon, the Belgian Minister of Foreign Affairs, the German demands drawn up by
Moltke on July 26 and forwarded from Berlin on July 29 in
Ti stated
a scaled envelope within a sealed envelope.
that

Germany

“is in receipt of reliable information relating

proposed advance of French armed forces along the
IVleuse, route Givet-Namur.
They leave no doubt as to
France’s intention to advance against L'ermany through
Belgian territory.” As it was to be f-..ared that Belgium
would be unable, unaided, to ro.sjst the French advance, and
as “it is for Germany a dici.oe of self-preservation that
to the

she anticipate the hostile attack,” Germany regretted that
she would be forced to enter upon Belgian soil. She coni.-inGrey to Bertie, Aug. 2, 4:45
i.’ifl
See above at note 40.

P.M.; B.D.,

487.
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templated no hostile activities against Belgium. If
the
Kingdom adopted “a benevolent neutrality toward Germany,” the German Government promised at the conclusion
of peace to guarantee Belgium’s sovereign rights and independence, to evacuate the territory, to buy for cash all the

by her troops, and to make good every
they might cause. But should Belgium

necessities required

tiamage which

German troops, or destroy railroads and 'tunnels,
Germany would be obliged, to her regret, to regard the
Kingdom as an enemy.” An unequivocal reply was
demanded within twelve hours.^®'^
oppose

Mr. Davignon instantly

notified

net meeting was called and sat

Albert. A Cabipast midnight. It

King
till

was unanimous that Belgium’s honor and interests demanded the rejection of the German demand. No German
"strategic interest” could justify "a violation of intema^tional law.” “The Belgian Government, if it were to

accept the proposals submitted to it, would sacrifice the
honor of the nation and at the same time betray its duty
toward Europe.” It was therefore “firmly resolved to repel
by all means in its power every attack upon its rights.”
Such was the brave reply which the little Kingdom gave to
the German Minister at 7 A.M. on August 3.^®*
Mr. Davignon on the morning of August 3 at once notified the Powders of Germany’s ultimatum and its rejection,
but did not immediately appeal to the Guaranteeing Powers
for support.^*® He was not at first convinced, according to
1ST

Jagow to Below, July 29 and Aug. 2 K.D., 376, 648. The German
Brussels was instructed to make certain changes in the
original ultimatum, omitting the clause that Germany "will even be pre;

Minister at

pared to favor with the best of good will any possible claims of the
for territcrial compensation at the expense of France," shortening the time-limit for an answer from twentj'-four to twelve hours, and
post-dating the ultimatum to make it appear that it had just been

Kingdom

received.
1®8 B.G.B. [Belgian Gray Soofc], 22;
1S9B.G.B.. 23, 24; B.D., 521, 551, 562.

.

and KD.,

779.

•
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the British Minister,

that there was real danger from Ger-

many, and wished, in case of aggression, to show that the
Belgians were able to defend themselves. Accordingly, on
August 3, King Albert merely appealed to King George for
“diplomatic intervention” to safeguard the neutrality of

Belgium,

German ultimatum to Belgium and its
rejection reached Sir Edward Grey toward noon

The news
categfjricfil

of tlie

on Monday, August 3,^®- shortly before he was to make his
spcecli in Parliament announcing the British decision to
Oppose by force any German attack on the north coast of
France. It enabled him to bring forward more effectively
the question of Belgian neutrality, which he knew would be
one which would strongly affect British public opinion
toward the policy which he himself was already convinced
He had
in his own mind that England ought to follow.
little time, in tlie midst of reading telegrams and hurried
iidcrvicws with Ambassadors and others, for composing a
formal speech. ‘®'* But what he said in the House of Commons on the afternoon of August 3 is eloquent in its simplicity

Hir

and in the tragic seriousness of the subject.
Edwai d Grey began his speech with the question

of

Britain’s obligations to France, sketching the development

from the time of the first Morocco
Crisis, and giving the House its first knowledge of the
Anglo-French military and naval conversations and the
exchange of notes in 1912. He insisted that “whatever took
place between the military and naval experts, they were not
binding engagements upon the Government." “We do not
construe anything which has p-'cviously taken place in our
diplomatic relations with other Powers in this matter as
of the system of alliances

1(1(1

villifrs to Nicolson,

Aug. 12; B.D., 670,

161

i«;:

25.

Villiors to Grey, Aug. 3, 9:31 A.M., received 10:55 A.M.; B.D., 521.
1611 C/., Grey, II,
10-18; the speech is reprinted, ibid., pp. 308-326. For
trenchant criticisms, see H. Lutz, Lord Grey and the World War, and

Count Monxgelas,
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freedom of the Government to decide what
now take, or restrict the freedom of

attitude they should

the House of
be.”

He

Commons

to decide

what

their attitude should

then spoke of the transfer of the French fleet to

the Mediterranean to take the place of the British fleet
transferred to home waters, and of the assurance given to
M. Gambon the day before.
Finally he came to the question of Belgian neutrality.
He referred very effectively to Germany’s refusal to give an
unequivocal promise to respect it, to the German ultimatum
to Belgium and its rejection, and to the appeal of King
Albert for “diplomatic intervention.” If Belgium lost her
independence, then Holland and Denmark would lose
theirs; and if France were beaten to her knees and lost
her position as a Great Power, England would be faced by
the “unmeasured aggrandizement” of Germany. Forestalling the argument that England might stand aside, husband
her strength, and intervene at the end to protect her
interests,
If,

he added:
in a crisis like this,

tions of honour

and

we run away from

those obliga-

interest as regards the Belgian Treaty,

we might have
would be of very much value in face of the
respect that we should have lost. ... I do not believe, for
a moment, that at the end of this war, even if we stood aside
and remained aside, we should be in a position, a material
position, to use our force decisively to undo what had happened in the course of the war, to prevent' the whole of the
West of Europe opposite to us if that had been the result
of the war falling under the domination of a single Power,
and I am quite sure that our moral position would be such
as to have lost us all respect. I can only say that I have
put the question of Belgium somewhat hypothetically, beI doubt whether, whatever material force

at the end,

it

—

—

cause I am not yet sure of all the facts, but, if the facts
turn out to be as they have reached us at present, it is quite
clear that there is an obligation on this country to do its
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utmost to prevent tlic consequences to which those
lead if they are undisputed^®*

Grey did not ask the House of Commons

facts will

for definite

endorsement of aziy precise measures. He was merely
skilfully informing them of what he had done so far, assuring them that his hands were still free and that it was for
Parliament to decide but at the same time he persuasively
placed before them his own conviction that England ought
not to stand aside. The applause with which his speech
was greeted left no doubt that Parliament would support
him. After the speech and the Cabinet meeting in the
evening,. Grey confided to Cambon that the Cabinet had
decided next morning to send instructions to the British
;

Ambassador in Berlin to demand that the German ultimatum to Belgium be withdrawn. “If they refuse,” added
Grey, “there will be war.”‘®®

The Cabinet’s
4, by news

August

Belgian territory.

was strengthened next day,
Germans had actually violated
At 2 P.M. Sir Edward Grey sent the

decision

that the

ultimatum to Berlin. He mentioned Germany’s ultimabun
to Belgium and the report that “Belgian territory has been
violated at Gemmenich.” “In these circumstances, and in
view of the fact that Germany declined to give the same
assurance respecting Belgium as France gave last week in
reply to our request,” Grey repeated hi request, and asked
that a satisfactory reply be received in ondon by midnight.
Otherwise, Sir Edward Goschen was -.o ask for his passports, and the British Embass-' was to be turned over to
’

;

the care of the American Ar .assador.*®®
Sir Edward Goschen took the ultimatum to the German
Foreign OflBce about 7 P.M. Jagow told him that no such
assurance as requested could be given.
164
165
166

Grey

He had

already

II, 321-322.

Cumbon

to Viviani, Aug.

Grey to Goschen, August

4,
4,

12:17 A.M.; Poincare, IV, 519 f.
2 P.M. and 5 P.M.; B.D., 594, 615.
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explained to Goschen earlier in the day that Germany had
been compelled by strategic necessity to go through Belgium to reach France in the quickest and easiest way
that it was a matter of life and death for her. Goschen
then said he should like to go and see the Chancellor as
it might be his last opportunity.
Goschen’s narrative
continues:
I found the Chancellor very agitated.

His Excellency at
once began a harangue which lasted for about 20 minutes.
He said that the step taken by His Majesty's Government
was terrible to a degree, just for a word “neutrality” a word
which in war time had so often been disregarded just for
a scrap of paper, Great Britain was going to make war on
a kindred nation who desired nothing better than to be

—

friends with her. All his efforts in tliat direction had been
rendered useless by this last terrible step, and the p61icy
to which, as I knew, he had devoted himself since his acces-

had tumbled down like a house of cards. ... I
same way as he and Herr von Jagow wished
me to understand that for strategical reasons it was a matter
of life and death to Germany to advance through Belgium
and violate her neutrality, so I would wish him to understand that it was, so to speak, a matter of “life and death"
for the honor of Great Britain that she should keep her
solemn engagement to do her utmost to defend Belgium’s
neutrality if attacked. That solemn compact simply had
to be kept, or what confidence could anyone have in engagements given by Great Britain in the future? The Chancellor
said “But at what price will that compact have been kept.
Has the British Government thought of that?" I hinted to
sion to

office,

said that in the

his Excellency as plainly as I could that fear of consequences
could hardly be regarded as an excuse for breaking solemn
engagements, but his Excellency was so excited, so evidently
overcome by the news of our action and so little disposed
to hear reason, that I refrained from adding fuel to the
flame by further argument. As I was leaving he said that

tha blow of Great Britain joining Germany’s enemies was

all
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up to the last moment he and
Government had been working vnth us and supporting

the greater that almost

his

our

maintain peace between Austria and Russia. I
admitted that that had been the ca.=e, and said that it was
part of the tragedy which saw the two nations fall apart just
at the moment when the relations between them had been
more friendly and cordial than they liad been for yearsA®^
efforts to

As the clock struck midnight and no satisfactory answer
had been given to Goschen, Germany and England were
at war.
7’

he Sarajevo spark had started the fire which had now
Serbia an,d the Great Powers were

spread over Europe.

involved in a
in?

life

and death

struggle.

Goschen to Grey, Aug. 6; BJ3., 671; see also

666, 667.

CHAPTER XII
CONCLUSION
None

Powers wanted a European War. Their'
governing rulers and ministers, with very few exceptions,
all foresaw that it must be a frightful struggle, in which
the political results were not absolutely certain, but in
which the loss of life, suffering, and economic consequences
were bound to be terrible. This is true, in a greater or less
degree, of Pashitch, Berchtold, Bethmann, Sazonov, Poincare, San Giuliano and Sir Edward Grey.
Yet none of
them, not even Sir Edward Grey, could have foreseen that
the political results were to be so stupendous, and the other
consequences so terrible, as was actually the case.
For many of the Powers, to be sure, a European War>^
might seem to hold out the possibility of achieving various
desired advantages: for Serbia, the achievement of national
unity for all Serbs; for Austria, the revival of her waning
prestige as a Great Power, and the checking of nationalistic
tendencies which threatened her very existence for Russia,';
the accomplishment of her historic mission of controlling
Constantinople and the Straits; for Germany, new economic advantages and the restoration of the European balance which had changed with the weakening of the Triple
Alliance and the tightening of the Triple Entente; for
France, the recovery of Alsace-Lorraine and the ending of
the German menace; and for England, the destruction of
the German naval danger and of Prussian militarism. All
these advantages, and many others, were feverishly striven
and intrigued for, on all sides, the moment the War actually
broke out, but' this is no good proof that any of the statesof the

'

;

;

’
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.S^E,

rr;f;n

rnc-ritioned dc-liberately

secure these advantages.

men

which actuated

aimed

to bring about a

One cannot. judge

war

to

the motives

before the War, by what they did

ini

new

situation which arose as soon as they
wf-re overtaken Vjv a conflagration they had sought to avert.
And in fact, in the case of the two Powers between whom

an absolutely

immediate

tlif;

conflici arose, the

postponement

or avoid-

ance of a European War would have facilitated the accomplishment of tlje ultimate advantages aimed at: Pashitch

knew that there wa.s a better chance for Serbian national
ujjlty after he had con. olidated Serbian gains in the Balkan
\Var.s, and after Russia had completed her military and
naval armaments as planned for 1917; and Berchtold knew
lliat he. had a better chance of cru.shing the Greater Serbia
danger and strengthening Austria, if he could avoid Russian
intervention and a genera! European War.
It

is

rleclarod,

true, likewise, that the moment war was
was hailed with varying demonstrations of

also
it

enthu.siasm on the part of the people in every country
w'itli

considerable in Serbia, Austria, Russia and Germany,

with less in France, and with almost none in England.
this does not

a

mean

But

that the peoples wanted war or exerted

flccisive influence to

bring

it

about.

It

is

a curious psy-

chological ijheiiomenon that as soon as a country engages
in

war,

tli(;rc

develops or

is

created

frenzy of patriotic excitement which

pn -war
si,

tlesircs.

And

among

the masses a

no index of their
in the countries where the demonis

rations of enthusiasm were greatest, the political influence

of the people

on the Government

wa;< least.

Nevertheless, a European '*Var broke out.

Why?

Be-

cause in each coun' .y poliwcal and military leaders did
cerfain things, which led to mobilizations and declarations
of \var, or failed to do certain thi»'>gs which might have

In this sense, a'k the European counin a greater or less degree, were responsible. One

[iK'vented them.
tries,
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must abandon the dictum of the Versailles Treaty that
Germany and her allies were solely responsible. It was a
dictum exacted by victors from vanquished, under the influence of the blindness, ignorance, hatred, and the propagandist misconceptions to which war had given rise.
It was
based on evidence which w'as incomplete and not always
sound.’
It is generally recognized by the best historical
scholars in all countries to be no longer tenable or defenThey are agreed that the responsibility for the War
sible.
is a divided responsibility.
But they still disagree very
much as to the relative part of this responsibility that fails
on each country and on each individual political or military
leader.

Some

writers like to fix positively in

some

precise

mathe-

matical fashion the exact responsibility for the war. This
was done in one w:y by the framers of Article 231 of the
Treaty of Versailles. It has been done in other ways by
those who would fix the responsibility in some relative
fashion, as, for instance, Austria first, then Russia, France
and Germany and England. But the present writer deprecates such efforts to assess by a precise formula a very complicated question, which

is

after

all

delicate shading than of definite white

more a matter of
and black. Ch-e^-

Napoleon once said

in framing bis Code, is
Moreover, even supposing that a
general consensus of opinion might be reached as to tr®
relative responsibdiiy of any individual coimtiy or man for
immediate causes connected with the July
of 191^
it is by no means necessarily true that the same relative
causes, wdridi
responsibility would hold for the

simplification, as

the

enemy

1

For

of precision.

of tiis

a,

HespciiBrj.vr.y

:o-r

-tie

Wjir at ibe Pane

hiH

hef'jee

As CssanaaMnw
smaS As

as

?<aa,iK: GonSenaofflSi,

A, «*» Weg/eax, *X(Se
oorjcJ-jasciix. haseii isj"'-’:! at,
c:
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for j'cars had been tending toward the creation of a
dangerous situation.
One may, however, sum up very briefly the most salient
facts in regard to each country.
Serbia felt a natural and justifiable impulse to do what

so

many

other countries

had done

in the nineteenth cen-

—to bring under one national Government

tury

all the dis-

She had liberated those under
contented Serb people.
Turkish rule; the next step was to liberate those under
Hapsburg rule. She looked to Russia for assistance, and
had been encouraged to expect that she would receive it.
After the assassination, Mr. Pashitch look no steps to discover and bring to justice Serbians in Belgrade who had
been implicated in the plot. One of them, Ciganovitch, was
even assisted to disappear. Mr. Pashitch waited to see
what evidence the Austrian authorities could find. When
Austria demanded cooperation of Austrian officials in
discovering, though not in trying, implicated Serbians, the
Serbian Government made a very conciliatory but negaThey expected that the reply would not be
tive reply.
regarded as satisfactory, and, even before it was given,
ordered the mobilization of the Serbian army. Serbia did
not want war, but believed it would be forced upon her.
That l\Tr. Pashitch was aware of the plf,>‘ three weeks before

was executed, failed to take effective steps to prevent the
assassins from crossing over from Serbia co Bosnia, and then
failed to give Austria any warning or information which
might have averted the fstal crime, were facts unknown to

it

Austria in July, 1914; ‘hey cannot therefore be regarded as
in any way justifying Austria’s conduct; but they are part
of. Serbia’s responsibility,

Austria w^as

it

and a very

serious part.

re responsible for the

immediate

origin

war than any other Power. Yet from her own point
of view she was acting in self-defence not against an immediate military attack, but against the corroding Greater
of the

—
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when it was pu^)lished, and by her refusal of Sir Edward
Grey’s conference proposal.
However, Germany by no
means had Austria so completely under her thumb as the
it

Entente Powers and many writers have assumed. It is true
that Berchtold would hardly have embarked on his gambler’s policy unless he had been assured that Germany
would fulfil the obligations of the alliance, and to this
‘

extent
Austria.

Germany must share the great
But when Bethmann realized

responsibility of

that Russia was

likely to intervene, that England might not remain neutral
and that there was danger of a world war of which German w
and Austria would appear to be the instigators, he .fried to
call a halt on Austria, but it was too late. He pressed medi-'
ation proposals on Vienna, but Berchtold was insensible to
the pressure, and the Entente Powers did not believe in 'the
sincerity of his pressure, especially as they produced no
J

results.

Germany’s geographical position between France and
Russia, and her inferiority in number of troops, had made
necessary the plan of crushing the French army quickly at,
first

and then turning against Russia.

sible, in

This was only pos-l

by marching through
was generally anticipated by mditary men

the opinion of her strategists,

Belgium, as

it

that she would do in case of a European War. On July 29,
after Austria had declared war on Serbia, and after the
Tsar had assented to general mobilization in Russia (though
this was not known in Berlin and was later postponed for

a day owing to the Kaiser’s telegram

to the Tsar), Beth-

took the precaution of sending to the German MinThe Minister was not
ister in Brussels a sealed envelope.
to open it except on further instructions. It contained the
later demand for the passage of the German army through

mann

This does not mean, however, that Germany had
decided for war. In fact, Bethmann was one of the last of
the statesmen to abandon hope of peace and to consent to

Belgium.
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the mobilization of his country’s army. General mobilization of the continental armies took place in the following
order; Serbia, Russia, Austria, France anri

Germany. Genby a Great Power was commonly interpreied by military men in every country, though perhaps
not by Sir Edward Grey, the Tsar, and some civilian officials, as meaning that the country was on the point of
making war, that the military machine had begun to move
and would not be stopped. Hence, when Germany learned
of (he Russian general mobilization, she sent ultimatums
tfj St. Petersburg and Paris, warning that German mobilization would follow unless Russia suspended hers within
iwolve hours, and asking what would be the attitude of
France. The answers being unsatisfactory, Germany then
mobilized and declared war. It was the hasty Russian gen
oral mobilization, as.sented to on July 29 and ordered on
eral mobilization

—

July 30, while Germany was still trying to bring Austria
to accept mediation proposals, which finally rendered the

European War inevitable.
Russia was partly responsible for the Austro-Serbian
conflict because of the frequent encouragement which she
had given at Belgrade that Serbian national unity would

—

be ultimately achieved with Russian a-isistance at Austrian
expense. This had led the Belgrade Cabinet to hope for
Russian support in case of a war with Austria, and the hope
Before this, to be sure,|
rlid not prove vain in July, 1014.
in the Bosnian Ciisis and during Ine Balkan Wars, Russia
had put restraint upon Serbia, because Russia, exhausted
by tlic effects of the Russo-Japanese War, wms not yet ready
for a European struggle with the Teutonic Powers. But in
1914 her armaments, though not yet completed, had made
such progress that the militarists were confident of success, if they had French aiid Briti.sh support. In the spring
of 1914, the Minister of

an article

War, Sukhomlinov, had

published

in a Russian newspaper, though without signing

,
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his name, to the effect, "Russia

is ready, France must be
ready also.” Austria was convinced that Russia would ultimately aid Serbia, unless the Serbian danger were dealt with
energetically after the Archduke’s murder; she knew that
Russia was growing stronger every year; but she doubted
whether the Tsar’s armaments had yet reached the point
at which Russia would dare to intervene; she would therefore run less risk of Russian intervention and a European
Wai’ if she used the Archduke’s assassination as an excuse
for weakening Serbia, than if she should postpone action

until the future.

Russia’s responsibility lay also in the secret preparatory

military measures which she was making at the same time

on diplomatic negotiations. These
But it was primarily Russia’s general mobilization, made when Germany was trying
to bring Austria to a settlement, which precipitated thei
final catastrophe, causing Germany to mobilize and declare(
that she was carrying

j

alarmed Germany and Austria.

war.

The

part of France is less clear than that of the other
Great Powers, because she has not yet made a full publication of her documents. To be sure, M. Poincare, in the
fourth volume of his memoirs, has made a skilful and elabo"La France innocente.” But he is not

rate plea, to prove

convincing.

It

is

quite clear that on his visit to Russia he

assured the Tsar’s Government that France would support
her as an ally in preventing Austria from humiliating or

crushing Serbia. Paleologue renewed these assurances in
a way to encourage Russia to take a strong hand. He did
not attempt to restrain Russia from military measures which

he knew would
cause war.

Nor

call forth

German counter-measures and

did he keep his

Government promptly and

which were being taken
President Poincare, upon his return to

fully informed of the military steps

at St. Petersburg.

France,

made

efforts for peace,

but his great preoccupation
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was to minimize French and Russian preparatory measuies
and emphasize those of Germany, in order to secure the
certainty of British support in a struggle which he now regarded as inevitable.
Sir

Edward Grey made many

serving peace; they

Germany’s
have prevented war
sively, to

all failed

attitude.

sincere proposals for pre-

owing
Sir

partly,

Edward

but not

exclu-

could probably

if he had done either of two things.
he had acceded to the urging of France
and Russia and given a strong warning to Germany that, in
a European War, England would take the side of the
Franco-Russian Alliance, this would probably have led
Beth man n to exert an earlier and more effective pressure
on Austria; and it would perhaps thereby have prevented
the Austrian declaration of war on Serbia, and brought to
a successful issue the “direct conversations” between Vienna
and St. Petersburg, Or, if Sir Edward Grey had listened to
German urging, and warned France and Russia early in the
crisis, that if they became involved in war, England would
remain neutral, probably Russia would have hesitated with
her mobilizations, and France would probably have exerted
a restraining influence at St, Petersburg. But Sir Edward
Grey could not say that England would take the side of
France and Russia, because he had a Cabinet nearly evenly
divided, and he was not sure, early in the crisis, that public
opinion in England would back him up in war against Germany. He could resign, and he says in his memoirs that he
would have resigned, but that would have been no comfort
or aifl to France, who had come confidently to count upon
British support
He was determined to say and do nothing
which might encourage her wdth a hope which he could not

If,

early in the

fulfil.

crisis,

Therefore, in spite of the pleadings of the French,
definite assurances until the prob-

he refused to give them
able
it

German determination

clear that the Cabinet,

to go through Belgium

and Parliament, and

made

British public
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forming public opinion as to the responsibility for the
War after hostilities began, it was not a cause of the War,
except in so far as it made it easier for Sir Edward Grey
to bring England into it.
In the forty years following the Franco-Prussian War,
as we have seen, there developed a system of alliances
which divided Europe into two hostile groups. This hostility was accentuated by the increase of armaments, economic rivalry, nationalist ambitions and antagonisms, and
newspaper incitement. But it is very doubtful whether all
these dangerous tendencies would have actually led to war,
had it not been for the assassination of Franz Ferdinand.
That was the factor which consolidated the elements of
hostility and started the rapid and complicated succession
of events which culminated in a World War, and for that
factor Serbian nationalism was primarily responsible.
But the verdict of the Versailles Treaty that Germany
and her fdlics were responsible for the War, in view of the
evidence now available, is historically unsound. It should
therefore be revised. However, because of the popular feeling widespread in some of the Entente countries, it is doubtful whether a formal and legal revision is as yet practicable.
There must first come a further revision by historical
scholars, and through them of public opinion.
in
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opinion would follow his lead in war on Germany. On the
othei hand, he was unwilling to heed the German pleadings that he exercise restraint at Paris and St. Petersburg,
beeause he did not wish to endanger the Anglo-Russian
Entente and the solidarity of the Triple Entente, because

he felt a moral obligation to France, growing out of the
Anglo-French military and naval conversations of the past
years, and because he suspected that Germany was backing
Austria up in an unjustifiable course and that Prussian
militarists had taken the direction of affairs at Berlin out
of the hands of Herr von Bethmann-Hollweg and the civilian authorities.

Italy exerted relatively little influence

on the

crisis in

either direction.

Belgium had done nothing in any way to

demand which Germany made upon

her.

justify the

With commend-

able prudence, at the very first news of the ominous Austrian ultimatum, she had foreseen the danger to which she

She had accordingly instructed her representatives abroad as to the statements which they were
to make in case Belgium should decide very suddenly to

might be exposed.

mobilize to protect her neutrality. On July 29, she placed
her army upon “a strengthened war footing," but did not
order complete mobilization until two days later, when

Germany had already done so, and war
appeared inevitable. Even .after being confronted with the
terrible German ultimatum, at 7 P.M. on August 2, she
did not at once invite the assistance of English and French
troops to aid her in the defense of her soil and her neutrality against a certain German assault; it was not until
German troops had actually violated her territory, on
August 4, that she appealed for the assistance of the
Powers which had guaranteed her neutrality. Belgium was
Austria, Russia, and

.

the innocent victim of
the

German

German

violation of

strategic necessity.

Though

Belgium was of enormous influence

;
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